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Preface

Today, there is a wide and impressive array of power-
ful and elegant tools for obtaining qualitative and
quantitative information about the composition and
structure of matter. Students of chemistry, biochem-
istry, physics, geology, the life sciences, forensic sci-
ence, and environmental science must develop an
understanding of these instrumental tools and their
applications to solve important analytical problems
in these fields. This book is addressed to meet the
needs of these students and other users of analytical
instruments.

When instrument users are familiar with the fun-
damental principles of operation of modern analyti-
cal instrumentation, they then will make appropriate
choices and efficient use of these measurement tools.
There are often a bewildering number of alternative
methods for solving any given analytical problem, but
by understanding the advantages and limitations of the
various tools, users can choose the most appropriate
instrumental method and be attuned to its limitations
in sensitivity, precision. and accuracy. In addition,
knowledge of measurement principles is necessary for
calibration, standardization. and validation of instru-
mental methods. It is therefore our objective to give
readers a thorough introduction to the principles of in-
strumental analysis. including spectroscopic. electro-
chemical, chromatographic, radiochemical, thermal,
and surface analytical methods. By carefully studying
this text, readers will discover the types of instruments
available and their strengths and limitations.

This text is organized in sections similar to the fifth edi-
tion. After the brief introductory chapter. the hook is
divided into six sections.

• Section 1 contains four chapters on basic electrical
circuits, operational amplifiers, digital electronics
and computers, signals, noise, and signal-to-noise
enhancement.

• Section 2 comprises seven chapters devoted to var-
ious atomic spectrometric methods, including an in-
troduction to spectroscopy and spectroscopic in-
strumentation, atomic absorption, atomic emission,
atomic mass spectrometry, and X-ray spectrometry.

• Section 3 treats molecular spectroscopy in nine
chapters that describe absorption, emission, lumi-
nescence, infrared, Raman, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, mass spectrometry, and surface analytical
methods.

• Section 4 consists of four chapters that treat elec-
troanalytical chemistry, including potentiometry,
coulometry, and voltammetry.

• Section 5 contains five chapters that discuss such an-
alytical separation methods as gas and liquid chro-
matography, supercritical fluid chromatography,
electrophoresis, and field-flow fractionation.

• Section 6 consists of four chapters devoted to mis-
cellaneous instrumental methods with emphasis on
thermal, radiochemical, and automated methods. A
chapter on particle size analysis is also included in
this final section.

Since the first edition of this text appeared in 1971.
the field of instrumental analysis has grown so large
and diverse that it is impossible to treat all of the mod-
ern instrumental techniques in a one- or even two-
semester course. Also, instructors have differing opin-
ions on which techniques to discuss and which to omit
in their courses. Because of this. we have included
more material in this text than can bc covered in a
single instrumental analysis course, and as a result. this
comprehensive text will also be a valuable reference



for years to come. An important advantage of orga-
nizing the material into sections is that instructors
have flexibility in picking and choosing topics to be in-
cluded in reading assignments. Thus, as in the previous
edition, the sections on atomic and molecular spec-
troscopy, clectrochemistry, and chromatography begin
with introductory chapters that precede the chapters
devoted to specific methods of each type. After assign-
ing the introductory chapter in a section, an instructor
can select the chapters that follow in any order desired.
To assist students in using this book, the answers to
most numerical problems are provided at the end of
the book.

• We have included a new chapter on particle size de-
termination (Chapter 34). The physical and chem-
ical properties of many research materials and
consumer and industrial products are intimately re-
lated to their particle size distributions. As a result,
particle size analysis has become an important tech-
nique in many research and industrial laboratories.

• Exciting new Instrumental Analysis in Action fea-
tures have been added at the end of each of the six
sections. These case studies describe how somc of
the methods introduced in each section can be ap-
plied to a specific analytical problem. These stimu-
lating examples have been selected from the foren-
sic, environmental, and biomedical areas.

• ~ Spreadsheet applications have been included
throughout to illustrate how thesc powerful pro-
grams can be applied to instrumental methods.
Problems accompanied by this icon ~ encourage
thc use of spreadsheets. When a more detailed ap-
proach is required or supplemental reading is ap-
propriate, readers are referred to our companion
book, Applications of Microsoft') Excel in Analyti-
cal Chemistry (Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2(04),
for assistance in understanding these applications.

• The hook is now printed in two colors. This partic-
ularly aids in understanding the many figures and
diagrams in the text. The second color clarifies
graphs; aids in following the data flow in diagrams;
provides keys for correlating data that appear in
multiple charts, graphs, and diagrams; and makes
for a more pleasing overall appearance.

• An open-ended Challenge Problem provides a cap-
stone research-oriented experience for each chap-

ter and requires reading the original literature of
analytical chemistry, derivations, extensive analysis
of real experimental data, and creative problem
solving.

• All chapters have been revised and updated with re-
cent references to the literature of analytical chem-
istry. Among the chapters that have been changed
extensively are those on mass spectrometry (Chap-
ters II and 20), surface characterization (Chap-
tcr 21), voltammetry (Chapter 25), chromatogra-
phy (Chapters 26 and 27), and thermal analysis
(Chapter 31). Throughout the hook, new and up-
dated methods and techniques arc described, and
photos of specific commercial instruments have
been added where appropriate. Some of these mod-
ern topics include plasma spectrometry, fluores-
cence quenching and lifetime measurements, tan-
dem mass spectrometry, and hiosensors.

• Many new and revised charts, diagrams, and plots
contain data, curves, and waveforms caleulaied
from theory or obtained from the originalliteratuce
to providc an accurate and rcalistic representation.

• Throughout the text, we have attempted to present
material in a student-friendly style that is active and
engaging. Examples are sprinkled throughout each
chapter to aid in solving relevant and interesting
problems. The solutions to the problems in each ex-
ample are indicated so that students can easily sep-
arate the problem setup from the problem solution.

We wish to acknowledge the many contributions ofre-
viewers and critics of all or parts of the manuscnpt.
Those who offered numerous helpful suggestions and
corrections include:

Larrv Bowman, University of Alaska, Fairbanks
John'Dorsey, Florida State University
Constantinos E. Efstathiou, University of Athens
Dale Ensor, Tennessee Tech University
Doug Gilman, Louisiana State University .
Michael Ketterer, Northern Arizona UniverSity
Robert Kiser, University of Kentucky
Michael Koupparis, University of Athens
David Rvan, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
Alexand~r Scheeline, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign
Dana Spence, Wayne State University
Apryll Stalcup, University of Cincinnati
Greg Swain, Michigan State UnIvcrslty
Dragic Vukomanovic, UniverSity of Massachusetts-

Dartmouth
Mark Wightman, University of North Carolina
Charles Wilkins, University of Arkansas
Steven Yates, University of Kentucky

We are most grateful for the expcrt assistance of Pro-
fessor David Zellmer, California State UniverSity,
Fresno, who reviewed most of the chapters and served
as the accuracy reviewer for the entire manuscnpt. HIS
efforts are most heartily appreciated.

We owe special thanks to Ms. Janette Carver, head
of the University of Kentucky Chemistry/PhysIcs LI-
brarv, who, in addition to serving as a superb reference
libr;rian, provided essential library scrvices and tech-

· IIIThe book's companion wensite at www.thom
son ••du,corn/chemistr}'/skoog includes more than
100 interactive tutorials on instrumental methods,
simulations of analytical techniques, exercises, and
animations to help students visualize important
concepts. In addition, Excel filcs containing data
and sample spreadsheets are available for down-
load. Selected papers from the chemical literature
are also availanle as PDF files to engage student in-
terest and to provide background information for
study. Throughout the book, this icon bll alerts
and encourages students to incorporate the wensite
into their studies.

• An Instructor's Manual containing the solutions
to all the text problems and online images from
the text can he found at www.thomsonedu.com/
('hclllis(ry/skoog.

nieal assistance in the use of the many electronic re-
sources at our disposal.

Numerous manufacturers of analytical instruments
and other products and services related to analytical
chemistrv havc contributed by providing diagrams, ap-
plication' notes, and photos of their products. We are
particularly grateful to Agilent TechnologIes, BlOana-
Ivtical Svstems, Beckman Coulter, Inc .. Bnnkman In-
s'trume;ts, Caliper Life Sciences, Hach Co., Hama-
matsu Photonics, InPhotonics, Inc., Kaiser Optical
Svstems, Leeman Labs, LifeScan, Inc., Mettler-
Toledo, Inc., National Instruments Corp .. Ocean Op-
tics, Inc., Pcrkin-Elmer Corp., Post nova Analytics,
Spectra Analytical Instruments, T. A. Instrume~ts,
Thermo-Electron Corp., and Varian, Inc. for provldmg
photos.

We are cspecially indebted to the many members of
the staff of Brooks/Cole-Thomson Learning who pro-
vided excellent support during the production of this
text. Our development editor, Sandra Kiselica: did a
wonderful job in organizing the project, in keepmg the
authors on task, and in making many important com-
ments and suggestions. We also thank the many people
involved in the production of the book. We arc grate-
ful to Katherine Bishop, who served as the project co-
ordinator, and to Belinda Krohmer, the project man-
ager at Brooks/Cole. Finally, we wish to acknowledgc
the support and assistance of our publtsher DaVid Har-
ris. His patience, understanding, and guidance were of
great assistance in the completion of the project.

Douglas A. Skoog
F. J ames Holler
Stanley R. Crouch

http://www.thom
http://www.thomsonedu.com/


Introduction

A.•.•n....a./y.tical. Ch.e.....~.istry d.e...a...ls with methods for
. determining the chemic(ll composition of

,s~rnples 0fl!lfltter. A IJu.alitative'flethod

yields in[c:;mation alJeut the id~fltity of alfJmic or

molecular~pecies or the functi~nfl groups in the

sample. Ilguantitativt. method: in contrast,
providesn,merical.informatio~as to the r~lative
(lmount of (me or more of thes(niomponenls.

r7l Throughout the book, this logo indicates
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study. Visit the
book's cOfilpanion website at www.thomsonedu.com/
ehemistrylskoog to view interactiVe tutorials, guided
simulations, and exercises.

1A CLASSIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL
METHODS

Analytical methods are often classified as being either
classical or i/lstrumelltal. Classical methods, so';;etimes
called wet-chemieal methods, preceded instrumental
methods by a century or more.

In the early years of chemistrv, most analvses were
carried out by separating the c'omponents ~f interest
(the analytes) in a sample by precipitation. extraction,
or distillation. For qualitative analyses, the separated
components were then treated with reagents that
yielded products that could be recognized by their col-
ors, their boiling or melting points, their solubilities in
a series of solvents, their odors, their optical activities,
or their refractive indexes. For quantitative analyses,
the amount of analyte was determined by gravimetrie
or by volumetric measurements.

In gravimetric measurements, thc mass of the ana-
lytc or some compound produced from the analyte
was determined. In volumetric, also called titrimetric,
procedures, the volume or mass of a standard reagent
required to react completely with the analyte was
measured.

These classical methods for separating and deter-
mining analytes are still used in many laboratories.
The extent of their general application is, however,
decreasing with the passage of time and with the advent
of instrumental methods to supplant them.

Early in the twentieth century, scientists began to ex-
ploit phenomena other than those used for classical
methods for solving analytical problems. Thus, mea-
surements of such analyte physical properties as con-
ductivity, electrode potential, light absorption or cmis-
sion, mass-to-charge ratio, and fluorescence began to
be used for quantitative analysis. Furthermore, highly
efficient chromatographic and electrophoretic tech-
niques began to replace distillation, extraction, and
precipitation for the separation of components of com-
plex mixtures prior to their qualitative or quantitative
determination. These newer methods for separatiilg
and determining chemical species are known collec-
tively as instrume/ltal methods of a/lalrsis.
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Many of the phenomena underlying instrumental
methods have been known for a century or more.
Their application by most scientists, howe;'er, was de-
layed by lack of reliable and simple instrumentation.
In fact, the growth of modern instrumental methods of
analysis has paralleled the development of the elec-
tronics and computer industries.

18 TYPES OF INSTRUMENTAL
METHODS

let us first consider some of the chemical and physical
characteristics that are useful for qualitative or quanti-
tative analysis. Table I-I lists most of the characteristic
properties that are currently used for instrumental
analysis. Most of the charact~ristics listed in the table
require a source of energy to stimulate a measurable
response from the analyte. For example, in atomic
emission an increase in the temperature of the analyte
is required first to produce gaseous analyte atoms and
then to excite the atoms to higher energy states. The
excited-state atoms then emit characteristic electro-
magnetic radiation, which is the quantity measured bv
the instrument. Sources of energy may -take the for~
of a rapid thermal change as in thc previous example;
electromagnetic radiation from a selected region of

the spectrum; application of an electrical quantity,
such as voltage, current. or charge: or perhaps subtler
forms intrinsic to the analyte itself.

Note that the first six entries in Table 1-1 involve in-
teractions of the analyte with electromagnetic radia-
tion. In the first property, radiant energy is produced
by the analyte; the next five properties involve changes
in electromagnetic radiation brought about bv its in-
teraction with the sample. Four electrical pr~perties
then follow. Finally, five miscellaneous properties are
grouped together: mass. mass-to-charge ratio, reaction
rate, thermal characteristics. and radioactivity.

The second column in Table I-I lists the i;strumen-
tal methods that are based on the various physical and
chemical properties. Be aware that it is not always easy
to seJect an optimal method from among available in-
strumental techniques and their classical counterparts.
Some instrumental techniques are more sensitive than
classical techniques, but others are not. With certain
eombinations of elements or compounds, an in~tru-
mental method may be more selective, but with dt~ers,
a gravimetric or volumetric approach may suffer less
interferencc. Generalizations on the basis of accuracy,
convenience, or expenditure of time are equally diffi-
cult to draw. Nor is it necessarily true that instrumen-
tal procedures employ more sophisticated or more
costly apparatus.

As noted earlier: in addition to thc numerous mdh-
ods listed in the second column of Table I -I. there is a
group of instrumental procedures that are used for sep-
aration and resolution of closely reIated compounds.
Most of these procedures are based on chromatogra-
phy. soh'ent extraction. or electrophoresis. One of the
characteristics listed in Table I-I is usually used tocom-
plete the analysis following chromatographic separa-
tions. Thus. for example, thermal conductivity, ultra-
violet and infrared absorption. refractive index, and
electrical conductance are used for th,s purpose.

This text deals with the principles. the applications.
and the performance characteristics of the instrumen-
tal methods listed in Table I-I and of chromatographic
and electrophordic separation procedures as well. No
space is devoted to the classical methods because we
assume that the reader has previously studied these
techniques.

An instrument for chemical analysis converts informa-
tion ahout the physical or chemical characteristics of
the analyte to information that can be manipulated
and interpreted by a human. Thus. an analytical in-
strument can bc viewed as a communication device be-
tween the system under study and the investigator. To
retrieve the desired information from the analyte, it is
necessary to provide a stimulus, which is usuallv in the
form of electromagnetic, electrical, mcchanical, or nu-
clear energy. as illustrated in Figure I-I. The stimulus
elicits a response from the system under study whose
nature and magnitude are governed by the fundamen-
tal laws of chemistry and physics. The resulting infor-
mation is contained in the phenomena that result from
the interaction of the stimulus with thc analyte. A fa-
miliar example is passing a narrow band of \\ia\'e~

lengths of visible light through a sample to measure the
extent of its absorption hy the analyte. The intensity of

Characteristic Properties

Emission spectroscopy (X-ray, UV, visible, electron. Auger); fluorescence,
phosphorescence, and luminescence (X-ray, Uv, and visible)
Spectrophotometry and photometry (X-ray, UV, visible, IR); photoacoustic spectroscopy:
nuclear magnetIc resonance and electron spin resonance spectroscopy
Turhidimetry; nephelometry; Raman spectroscopy
Refractometry; interferometry
X-ray and electron diffraction methods
Polarimetry; optical rotary dispersion: circular dichroism
Potcntiomctry: chronopotcntiometry
('oulomctry

Ampcromdry: polarography
('onductometry

Gravimetry (ljuartz crystal microbalance)
l\fass spec[fOmetr~/
Kindic methods

Thermal gravimetry and titrimctry; differential s<.:anningcalorimetry: differential thermal
analyses: thermal conductometric methods
Acti\"ation and isotope dilution methods

Scattering of radiation
Refraction of radiation
Diffraction of radiation
Rotation of radiation
Electrical poten tial
Electrical charge
Electrical current
Electrical resistance
Mass
Mass-to-charge ratio
Rate of reaclion
Thermal charactcristic"i
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FIGURE 1-1 Block diagram shOWing the overall process
of an instrumental measurement.

the light is dctermined before and after its intcract;o,
with the sample, and the ratio of these intensities pro
vides a measure of the analyte concentration

Generallv. instruments for chemical anah'sis com
prisc just a few basic components. some of which arc
listed in Table 1-2. To understand the relationships
among these instrument components and the Ilow of
information from the characteristics of the analvte
through the components to the numerical Dr graphical
output produced by the instrument. it is instructi"e to
explore how the information of interest can he repre-
sented and transformed.

The measurement process is aided by a wide variety of
dcvices that convert information from one form to an-
othcr. Before investigating how instruments function, it
is important to understand how information can be en-
coded (represented) by physical and chemical charac-
teristics and particularly by eleClrical signals, such
as current. voltage, and charge. The "arious modcs of
encoding information are called dara domains. A classi-
fication scheme has heen developed based on this con-
cept that greatlY simplifies the analysis of instrumental
systems and promotes understanding of the measure-
ment process.' As shown in the data-domain map of
Figure 1-2. data domains may be broadly classified into
nonelectrical dornaifls and electrical domains.

The measurement process begins and ends in non-
electrical domains. The physical and chemical infor-
mation that is of interest in a particular experiment
resides in these data domains. Among these char-
acteristics arc length, density, chemical composition,
intensity of light. pressure, and others listed in the first
column of Tablc I-I.

It is possible to make a measurement by ha"ing the
information reside entirely in nonelectrical domains.
For instance, the determination of the mass of an ob-
ject using a mcchanical equal-arm balance i'1\ o"es a
comparison of the mass of the object. which is placed
on one balance pan. with standard masses rlaced on a
second ran. The information repr(,sL'ntin~ IhL' mass of
the object in standard units is encoded direct!, h, the
experimenter. who provides information proct'ssing hy
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TABLE 1-2 Some Examples of Instrument Components

Energy Data
Source Analytical Information

Domain or Signal
Instrument (stimnlus) Information

Input Transdnced Processor!Sorter Transducer Information Readout
Photometer Tungsten Attenuated Filter Photodiodclamp light beam Electrical Amplifier,

current digitizer,
Atomic Inductively UV Orvisible Monochromator

LED display
Photomultiplier Electrical Amplifier,emission coupled radiation tubespectrometer plasma current digitizer,

digital
Coulometer Direct· Charge Cell potential

display
Electrodes Time Amplifier,current required to

source reduce or digital timer
oxidize analyte

pH meter Samplel Hydrogen ion Glass electrode Glass--ealomel Electricalglass activity Amplifier,
electrode electrodes voltage digitiz~r,

digital
Mass Ion SOurce Mass·to·charge Mass analyzer

display
spectrometer Electron Electrical Amplifier,ratio multiplier current digitizer,' ~

computer
Gas Flame Ion Chromatographic

system

chromatograph Biased Electrical Electrometer,concentration column electrodeswith flame vs. time current digitizer,
ionization computer

system

phisticated information processing, instruments that
rely exclusively on nonelectrical information transfer
are rapidly hecoming obsolete. Nonetheless, the infor·
mation we seek begins in the properties of the analyte
and ends in a numher, both of which are nonelectrical
representations. The ultimate objective in an analyti·
cal measurement is to obtain a final numerical result
that is in some manner proportional to the sought·for
chemical or physical characteristic of the analyte.

summing the masses to arrive at a number. In certain
other mechanical balances, the gravitational force on a
mass is amplified mechanically by making one of the
balance arms longer than the other, thus increasing the
resolution of the measurement.

The determination of the linear dimensions of an
object with a ruler and the measurement of the volume
of a sample of liquid with a graduated cvlinder arc
other examples of measurements carried' out exclu.
sively in nonelectrical domains. Such measurements
are often associated with classical analytical mcthods.
The advent of inexpensive electronic signal processors,
sensItIve transducers, and readout devices has led to
the development of a host of electronic instruments,
which acquire information from nonelectrical do.
mains, process it in electrical domains, and finally pres.
ent It In a nonelectrical way. Electronic devices process
InfOrmallon and transform it from one domain to an.
other in ways analogous to the multiplication of mass
In mechanical balances with unequal arms. Because
these devices are available and capahle of rapid and so.

~ Tutorin/: Learn more about data domains.

The modes of encoding information as electrical quan·
tities can be subdivided into analog domains, time do·
mains, and the digital domain, as illustrated in the bot·
tom half of the circular map in Figure 1·2. Note that
the digital domain is not only composed of electrical
signals but also includes one nonelectrical representa·
tion, because numhers presented on any type of dis·
play convey digital information.

Any measurement process can be represented as a
series of interdomain conversions. For example, Fig·
ure 1-3 illustrates the measurement of the molecular
fluorescence intensity of a sample of tonic water con·
taining a trace of quinine and, in a general way, some of
the data·domain conversions that are necessary to ar·
rive at a numher related to the intensity. The intensity of
the fluorescence is significant in this context because it

FIGURE1-2 Data'domain map. The upper (shaded) half
of the map consists of nonelectrical domains. The bottom
half is made up of electrical domains. Note that the digital
domain spans both electrical and nonelectrical domains.

Laws of
G\.)n~rned by ----- chemi-;tryand

phy-;ics

is proportional to the concentration of the quinine in
the tonic water, which is ultimately the information that
we desire. The information begins in the solution of
tonic water as the concentration of quinine. This infor·
mation is teased from the sample by applying to it a
stimulus in the form of electromagnetic energy from
the laser shown in Figure [-3. The radiation interacts
with the quinine molecules in the tonic water to pro·
duce fluorescence emission in a region of the spectrum
characteristic of quinine and of a magnitude propor·
tional to its concentration. Radiation that is unrelated
to the concentration of quinine is removed from the
beam of light hy an optical filter, as shown in Figure [·3.
The intensity of the fluorescence emission, which is
nonelectrical information, is encoded into an electrical
signal by a special type of device called an input trans-
ducer. The particular type of transducer used in this
experiment is a photo transducer, of which there are
numerous types, some of which are discussed in Chap·
ters 6 and 7. In this example, the input transducer co~·
verts the fluorescence from the tonic water to an e1ec·
trical current I, proportional to the intensity of
the radiation. The mathematical relationship between
the electrical output and the input radiant power im·
pinging on its surface is called the transfer function of
the transducer.

The current from the phototransducer is then
passed through a resistor R, which according to Ohm's

~
~
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transfer
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FIGURE1-3 A block diagram of a fluorometer showing (a)a general diagram of the
instrument, (b) a diagrammatic representation of the flow of information through various data
domains in the instrument. and (c) the rules governing the data·domain transformations during
the measurement process.



law produces a voltage V that is proportional to /,
which is in turn proportional to the intensitv of the
fluorescence. Finally, V is measured hy the digital volt-
meter to provide a readout proportional to the con-
centration of the quinine in the sample.

Voltmeters, alphanumeric displays, electric motors,
computer screens, and many other devices that serve
to convert data from electrical to nonclectrical do-
mains are called output transducers. The digital volt-
meter of the fluorometer of Figure 1-3 is a rather com-
plex output transducer that converts the voltage V to a
numher on a liquid-crystal display so that it may he
read and tnterpreted by the user of the instrument. We
shall consider the detailed nature of the digital volt-
meter and various other electrical circuits and signals
tn Chapters 2 through 4.

Analog-Domain Signals

Information in the analog domain is encoded as the
magnitude of one of the electrical quantities - voltage,
Current, charge, or power. These quantitics are cantin-
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UOusin both amplitude and time as shown by the typi-
cal analog signals of Figure 1-4. Magnitudes of analog
quantities Canbe measured continuously, art hey can be
sampled at specific points in time dictated by the needs
at a particular experiment or instrumental method as
discussed in Chapter 4. Although the data of Figure 1-4
are recorded as a function of time, any varia hie such as
wavelength, magnetic field strength, or temperature
may be the tndepcndent variable under appropriatc cir-
cumstanccs. The correlation of two analog signals that
result from corresponding measured physical or chcm-
Ical properties is important in a wide variety of instru-
mental techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, and differential
thermal analysis.

Becauseelectrical noise influences the magnitude of
electncal Signals, analog signals are especially sus-
ceptible to electrical noise that results from inter-
actions within measurement circuits or from other
electrical devices in the vicinity of the measurement
system. Such undesirable noise bears no relation~hip to

the information of interest, and methods have been de-
veloped to minimize the effects of this unwanted infor-
mation. Signals, noise, and the optimization of instru-
mental response are discussed in Chapter 5.

Time-Domain In/ormation

Information is stored in the time domain as the time
relationship of signal fluctuations, rather than in the
amplitudes of the signals. Figure 1-5 illustrates three
different time-domain signals recorded as an analog
quantity versus time. The horizontal dashed lines rep-
resent an arbitrary analog signal threshold that is used
to decide whether a signal is HI (above the threshold)
or LO (below the threshold). The time relationships
between transitions of the signal from HI to LO or
from LO to HI contain the information of interest. For
instruments that produce periodic signals, the number
of cycles of the signal per unit time is the frequency and
the time required for each cycle is its period. Two ex-
amples of instrumental systems that produce informa-
tion encoded in the frequency domain are Raman
spectroscopy (Chapter 18) and instrumental neutron
activation analysis (Chapter 32). In these methods, the
frequency of arrival of photons at a detector is directly
related to the intensity of the emission from the ana-
lyte, which is proportional to its concentration.

(b)

FIGURE 1-4 Analog signals. (a) Instrument response from the photometric detection system
~f ~flow2'~Jectlonanalysis experiment. A stream of reaction mixture containing plugs of red
e( eN) flows past a monochromatic light source and a phototransducer, which produces a

changing voltage as the sample concentration Changes. (b)The current response of a photo-
multiplier tube when the light from a pulsed source falls on the photocathode of the device.
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FIGURE 1-5 Time-domain signals. The horizontal dashed
lines represent signal thresholds. When each signal is
above the threshold, the signal is HI, and when it is below
the threshold, the signal is LO.

The time between successive LO to HI transitions is
called the period. and the time between a LO to HI and
a HI to LO transition is called the pulse widrh. Devices
such as voltage-to-frequency converters and frequency-
to-voltage converters may be used to convert time-
domain signals to analog-domain signals and vice versa.
These and other such data-domain converters are dis-
cussed in Chapters 2- 4 as a part of our treatment of
electronic devices and will be referred to in other con-
texts throughout this book.

DigitalIn/ormation

Data are encoded in the digit<.I1domain in a two-level
scheme. The information can be represented by the
state of a lightbulb, a light-emilling diode, a toggle
switch, or a logic-level signal, to cite but a few exam-
ples. The characteristic that these devices share is that
each of them must be in one of only two states. For ex-
ample, lights and switches may be only ON or OFF and
logic-level signals may be only HI or LO. The defini-
tion of what constitutes ON and OFF for switches and
lights is understood, but in the case of electrical sig-
nals, as in the case of time-domain signals, an arbitrary
signal level must be defined that distinguishes between
HI and LO. Such a definition may depend on the con-
ditions of an experiment, or it may depend on the char-
acteristics of the electronic devices in use. For ex-
ample. the signal represented in Figure 1-5c is a train
of pulses from a nuclear detector. The measurement
task is to count the pulses during a fixed period of time
to obtain a measure of the intensity of radiation. The
dashed line represents a signal level that not only is low
enough to ensure that no pulses are lost but also is suf-
ficiently high to reject random fluctuations in the signal
that are unrelated to the nuclear phenomena of inter-
est. If the signal crosses the threshold fourteen times,
as in the case of the signal in Figure 1-5c, then we may
be confident that fourteen nuclear events occurred.
After the events have been counted, the data are en-
coded in the digital domain by HI-LO signals repre-
senting the number 14. In Chapter 4 we explore the
means for making HI-LO electronic decisions and en-
coding the information in the digital domain.

As shown by the data-domain map of Figure 1-2,
the digital domain spans both electrical and nonelec-
trical encoding methods. In the example just cited. the
nuclear events are accumulated bv using an electronic
counter and displayed on a digital readout. When the
experimenter reads and interprets the display. the
number that represents the measured quantity is once



again in a nonelectrical domain. Each piece of HI-La
data that represents a nuclear event is a bit (binarv
digit) of information, which is the fundamental unit ~f
information in the digital domain. Bits of information
that are transmitted along a single electronic channel
or wire may be counted by an observer or by an elec-
tronic device that is monitoring the channel'; such ac-
cumulated data is termed COllntdigital data, which ap-
pears 10 the data-domain map of Figure 1-2. For
example, the signal in Figure l-5a might represent the
number n = 8 because there are eight complete pulses
10 the signal. Likewise, the signal in Figure l-5b might
correspond to n = 5, and that in Figure 1-5c could rep-
resent n = 14. Although effective, this means of trans-
mitting information is not very efficient.

A far more efficient way to encode information is to
use. binary numbers to represent numeric and alpha-
belic data. To see how this type of encoding mav be ac-
complished, let us consider the signals in Fig~re 1-6.
The count digital data of the signal in Figure 1-6a rep-
resents the number n = 5, as before. We monitor the
signal and count the number of complete oscillations.
The process requires a period of time that is propor-
tIOnal to the number of cycles of the signal, or in this
case, five times the length of a single time interval, as
tndicated in Figure 1-6. Note that the time intervals are
numbered consecutively beginning with zero. In a bi-
nary encoding scheme, such as the one shown for the
signal in Figure 1-6b, we assign a numerical value to
each successive interval of time. For example, the
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zeroth time interval represents 2° = I, the first time in-
terval rer"resents 2 1 = 2, the second time interval rep-
resents 2- = 4, and so forth, as shown in Figurc 1-6.
Dunng each time interval, we need decide only
whether the signal is HI or La. [f the signal is H[
dunng any given time interval. then the value corre-
sponding to that interval is added to the total. All
intervals that are La contribute zero to the total.
. [n Figure 1-6b, the signal is H[ only in interval 0 and
tnterval 2, so the total value represented is (1 X 20) +
(0 X 2') + (1 X 2 ') = 5. Thus, in the space of only
three lime tntervals, the number n = 5 has been repre-
sented. In the count digital example in Figure 1-6a, five
lime tntervals were required to represent the same
number. [n this limited example, the binary-coded se-
rial data is nearly twice as efficient as the count serial
data. A more dramatic example may be seen in the
counting of n = lO oscillations, similar to those of the
signal in Figure l-6a. In the same ten time intervals
ten H[-LO bits of information in the serial binary cod:
109 scheme enable the representation of the bih •••.v
numbers from 0 to 210 - 1 = 1024 numbers, o'r
0oooooס000 to 111/111111. The improvement in effi-
ciency is lO24/1O, or about 100-fold. [n other words
the count serial seheme requires 1024 time intervals t~
represent the number 1024, but the binary coding
scheme reqUIres only ten time intervals. As a result of
the efficiency of binary coding schemes, most digital
information is encoded, transferred, processed, and
decoded in binary form.

FIGURE 1-6 Diagram illustrating three types of digital data: (a) count serial data, (b) binary-
coded senal ?ata, and (cl parallel binary data. In all three cases, the data represent the
number n =).

Data represented by binary coding on a single trans-
mission line are called serull-coded binary data. or sim-
ply serial data. A COmmon example of serial data trans-
mission is the computer modem, which is a device for
transmitting data between computers by telephone
over a single conductor (and a common connection).

A still more efficient method for encoding data in the
digital domain is seen in the signal of Figure 1-6c. Here.
we use three lightbulbs to represent the three binary
digits: 20 = 1,21 = 2. and 2' = 4. However, we could use
switches, wires, light-emitting diodes, or any of a host of
electronic devices to encode the information. [n this
scheme, ON = 1 and OFF = 0, so that our number is en-
coded as shown in Figure 1-6 with the first and third
lights ON and the middle light OFF, which represents
4 + 0 + I = 5. This scheme is highly efficient because all
of the desired information is presented to us simultane-
ously, just as all of the digits on the face of the digital
voltmeter in Figure I -3 appear simultaneously. Data
presented in this way are referred to as parallel digital
data. Data are transmitted within analytical instru-
ments and computers hy parallel data transmission. Be-
cause data usually travel relatively short distances
within these devices, it is economical and efficient to use
parallel information transfer. This economy of short
distances is in contrast to the situation in which data
must be transported over long distances from instru-
ment to instrument or from computer to computer. [n
such instances, communication is carried out serially by
using modems or other more sophisticated or faster se-
rial data-transmission schemes. We will consider these
ideas in somewhat more detail in Chapter 4.

The terms detector, transducer, and sensor are often
used synonymously, but in fact the terms have some-
what different meanings. The most general of the three
terms, detector, refers to a mechanical, electrical. or
chemical device that identifies, records. or indicates a
change in one of the variables in its environment, such
as pressure, temperature, electrical charge, electro-
magnetic radiation, nuclear radiation, particulates, or
molecules. This term has become a catchall to the ex-
tent that entire instruments are often referred to as de-
tectors. In the context of instrumental analysis, we shall
use the term detector in the general sense in which we
have just defined it. and we shall use detection system to
refer to entire assemblies that indicate or record physi-
cal or chemical quantities. An example is the UV (ultra-

violet) detector often used to indicate and record the
presence of eluted analytes in liquid chromatography.

The term transducer refers specifically to those de-
vices that convert information in nonelectrical domains
to information in electrical domains and the converse.
Examples include photodiodes, photomultipliers, and
other electronic photodetectors that produce current
or voltage proportional to the radiant power of electro-
magnetic radiation that falls on their surfaces. Other
examples include thermistors, strain gauges, and Hall
effect (magnetic-lield strength) transducers. As sug-
gested previously. the mathematical relationship be-
tween the electrical output and the input radiant power,
temperature, force, or magnetic field strength is called
the transfer function of the transducer.

The term sensor also has become rather broad, but in
this text we shall reserve the term for the class of ana-
lytical devices that are capable of monitoring specilic
chemical species continuously and reversibly. There are
numerous examples of senSOrs throughout this text,
including the glass electrode and other ion-selective
electrodes, which are treated in Chapter 23; the Clark
oxygen electrode, which is described in Chapter 25;
and liber-optic sensors (optrodes), which appear in
Chapter 14. Sensors consist of a transducer coupled
with a chemically selective recognition phase, as shown
in Figure 1-7. So, for example, optrodes consist of a pho-
totransducer coupled with a liber optic that is coated
on the end opposite the transducer with a substance
that responds specilically to a particular physical or
chemical characteristic of an analyte.

A sensor that is especially interesting and instruc-
tive is made from a quartz crystal microbalance, or
OCM. This device is based on the piezoelectric charac-
teristics of quartz. When quartz is mechanically de-
formed, an electrical potential difference develops
across its surface. Furthermore, when a voltage is im-
pressed across the faces of a quartz crystal, the crystal
deforms. A crystal connected in an appropriate elec-
trical circuit oscillates at a frequency that is character-
istic of the mass and shape of the crystal and that is
amazingly constant as long as the mass of the crystal
is constant. This property of some crystalline materials
is called the piezoelectric effect and forms the basis for
the OCM. Moreover. the characteristic constant fre-
quency of the quartz crystal is the basis for modern
high-precision clocks. time bases, countt:rs. timers. and
frequency meters, whicb in turn have led to many
highly accurate and prt:cise analytical instrumental
systems.
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A verY important part of all analytical procedures is
the c;libration and standardization process. Calibra-
tion determines the relationship between the analyti-
cal response and the analyte concentration. Usually
this is determined by the use of chemical standards.

Almost all analytical methods require some type
of calibration with chemical standards. Gravimetric
methods and some coulometric methods (Chapter 24)
are among the few absolute methods that do not rely
on calibration with chemical standards. Several types
of calibration procedures are described in this section.

Electrical
output

FIGURE 1-7 Chemical sensor. The sensor consists of a molecular recognition element and a
transducer. A wide variety of recognition elements are possible. Shown here are some fairly
selective recognition elements particularly useful with biosensors. The recognition phase
converts the information of interest into a detectable characteristic, such as another chemical,
mass, light, or heat. The transducer converts the characteristic into an electrical signal that can
be measured.

If a quartz crystal is coated with a polymer that se-
lectively adsorbs certain molecules, the mass of the
crystal increases if the molecules are present, thus de-
creasing the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal.
When the molecules are desorbed from the surface, the
crystal returns to its original frequency. The relation-
ship between the change in frequency of the crystal tJ.f
and the change in mass of the crystal tJ.M is given by

Cf2tJ.M
tJ.f=-A-

where M is the mass of the crystal, A is its surface area,
f is the frequency of oscillation of the crystal, and Cis
a proportionality constant. This relationship indicates
that it is possible to measure very small changes in the
mass of the crystal if the frequency of the crystal can be
measured precisely. As it turns out, it is possible to
measure frequency changes of I part in 107 quite eas-
ily with inexpensive instrumentation. The limit of de-
tection for a piezoelectric sensor of this type is esti-
mated to be about I pg, or 10-12 g. These sensors have
been used to detect a variety of gas-phase analytes, in-
cluding formaldehyde, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen
sulfide, and benzene. They have also been proposed as
sensors for chemical warfare agents such as mustard
gas and phosgene.

The piezoelectric mass sensor presents an excellent
example of a transducer converting a property of the
analyte. mass in this case, to a change in an electrical
quantity, the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal.
This example also illustrates the distinction hetween a

transducer and a sensor. In the QCM, the transducer is
the quartz crystal and the selective second phase is ,the
p'olymeric coating. The combination of the transduc~
and the selective phase constitute the sensor.

10-1 Comparison with Standards

Two types of comparison methods are described
here, the direct comparison technique and the titration
procedure.

Direct Comparison

Some analytical procedures involve comparing a prop-
erty of the ~nalyte (or the product of a reaction with the
analyte) with standards such that the property being
tested matches or nearly matches that of the standard.
For example, in early colorimcters, the color produced
as the result of a chemical reaction of the analyte was
compared with the color produced hy reaction of stan-
dards. If the concentration of the standard was varied
by dilution, for example, it was possible to obtain a
fairly exact color match. The concentration of the ana-
lyte was then equal to the concentration of the standard
;fter dilution. Such a procedure is called a null compar-
ison or isomation method.'

A readout device is a transducer that converts infor-
mation from an electrical domain to a form that is un-
derstandable by a human ohserver. Usually, the trans-
duced signal takes the form of the alphanumeric or
graphical output of a cathode-ray tube, a series of
numbers on a digital display, the position of a pointer
on a meter scale, or occasionally, the blackening of a
photographic plate or a tracing on a recorder paper. In
some instances, the readout device may be arranged to
give the analyte concentration directly.

Titrations

Titrations are among the most accurate of all analyti-
cal procedures. In a titration, the analyte reacts with a
standardized reagent (the titrant) in a reaction of
known stoichiometry. Usually the amount of titrant is
varied until chemic~l cquivaienee is reached, as indi-
cated by the color change of a chemical indicator or hy
the change in an instrument response. The amount of
the standardized reagent needed to achieve chemical
equivalence can then be related to the amount of

Most modern analytical instruments contain or are
attached to one or more sophisticated electronic de-
vices and data-domain converters, such as operational
amplifiers, integrated circuits, analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters, counters, microproces-
sors, and computers. To appreciate the power and lim-
itations of such instruments, investigators need to de-
velop at least a qualitative understanding of how these
devices function and what they can do. Chapters 3 and
4 provide a brief treatment of these important topics.

2Sec. ior example. H. V !\[almstadt and J D. Winefordncf- Anal. Chim
AClil. 1960,2{). 2ti3: L. Ramaley and C. (i, Enke. Anal. Chem .. 1965.37
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analyte present. The titration is thus a type of chemi-
cal comparison.'

An external ,wndard is prepared separately from the
sample. By contrast, an internal standard is added to
the sample itself. External standards are used to cali-
brate instruments and procedures when there are no
interference effects from matrix components in the an-
alyte solution. A series of such external standards con-
taining the analyte in known concentrations is pre-
pared. Ideally, three or more such solutions are used in
the calihration process. However, in some routine
analyses, two-point calihrations can be reliable.

Calibration is accomplished by obtaining the re-
sponse signal (absorbance, peak height, peak area) as a
function of the known analyte concentration. A cali-
bration curve is prepared by plotting the data or by fit-
ting them to a suitahle mathematical equation, such as
the slope-intercept form used in the method of linear
least squares. The next step is the prediction step, where
the response signal is ohtained for the sample and used
to predict the unknown analyte concentration, c" from
the calibration curve or hest-fit equation. The concen-
tration of the analyte in the original bulk sample is then
caleulated from c,by applying the appropriate dilution
factors from the sample preparation steps.

The Least-Squares Method

A typical calibration curve is shown in Figure 1-8forthe
determination of isooctane in a hydrocarbon sample.
Here, a series of isooctane standards was injected into
a gas chromatograph, and the area of the isooctane
peak was obtained as a function of concentration. The
ordinate is the dependent variable, peak area, and the
abscissa is the independent variahle, mole percent
(mol ''i..) of isooctane. As is typical and usually desir-
ahle, the plot approximates a straight line. Note, how-
ever. that hecause of the indeterminate errors in the
measurement process, not all the data fall exactly on the
line. Thus, the investigator must try to draw the "hest"
straight line among the data points. Regression analysis
provides the means for ohjectivell' obtaining such a line

r:;il Tu[orial" Learn more ahout calibration.I.Q:J .

JSc.: D .. -\. Skoog. D. M. "';csL F J. Holler. and S, R Crouch. Fundamt'll-
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FIGURE 1-8 Calibration curve for the determination of
isooctane in a hydrocarbon mixture. The residual is the
difference between an experimental data point y, and that
calculated from the regression model, /IIX, " b. as shown
in the insert.

and also for specifying the uncertainties associated with
its suhscqucnt LIse. The uncertainties arc related to the
residuals shown in Figure 1-8. which arc a measure of
how far away from the best straight line the data points
lie. The method of least sqllarcs (see Appendix L
Section a I0) is often applied to ohtain the equation for
the line.'

The method of least squares is hased on two as-
sumptions. The first is that there is actually a linear re-
lationship hetween the measured response ,. and the
standard anailte concentration r. The mathematical

'Fur d di~cu\';'lun flf u.,in~ sprt:<idsht:dS In hne'M r<:gr<:"~l,ln <lILlh.;,i.;, S<..:t:

S R ('roudl and F 1 H<llkr. :\ppll"JlIOfll "I .\!I,,-,,,,,,ti ~ Lt"t'i III \fI,d\1

lod CI,t'rrwln, Hdllllfot ('A: BrCHlk"\llk. ~l~)..t.("hap.-1

relationship that describes this assumption is called
the regression rnode!. which may he represented as

where M is the numher of replicate results, N is the
numher of points in the calibration curve (number of
standards),i;, is the mean response for the unknown,
and i· is the mean "alue of r for the calibration results.
The 'quantity S" is the sum of the squares of the deVI-
ations of x values from the mean as gIven In Equallon
a 1-31 of Appendix 1.

where b is the y intercept (the value of y when x is zero)
and m is the slope of the line (see Figure 1-8). We also
assume that any deviation of the individual points from
the straight line arises from error in the measllremefl!.
That is, we assume there is no error in the x values of
the points (concentrations). Both of these assumptions
are appropriate for many analytical methods, hut hear
in mind that whenever there is signilicant uncertainty
in the x data, basic linear least-squares analysis may
not give the best straight line. In such a case, a more
complex correlatioll allalysis may be necessary. In ad-
dition, hasic least-squares analysis may not be appro-
priate when the uncertainties in the y values vary sig-
niticantly with x. In this case, it may be necessary to
apply different weighting factors to the points and per-
form a weighted least-sqllares allalysis.' ,

Incases where the data do not tit a linear mode( If'on-
linear regression methods are available." Some of these
use polynomial models or multiple regression proce-
dures. There arc even computer programs that will tind
a model that describes a set of experimental data from
an internal or user-defined set of equations.'

The slope m and intercept b of the linear least-
squares line are determined as in Equations '11-34 and
al-35 of Appendix I. For determining an unknown
concentration c, from the least-squares line, the value
of the instrument response y, is obtained for the
unknown, and the slope and intercept are used to
calculate the unknown concentration c, as shown in
Equation I-I.

Errors in External-Standard Calibration

When external standards are used, it is assumed that the
same responses will be obtained when the same analyte
concentration is present in the sample and III the stan-
dard. Thus, the calibration functional relationship he-
tween the response and the analyte concentration must
apply to the sample as well. Usually, in a determination,
the raw response from the instrument ISnot used. In-
stead, the raw analytical response is corrected by meas-
uring a {,lallk. An ideal blallk is identical to the sample
hut without the analyte. In practice, with complex
samples, it is too time-consuming or impossihle to pre-
pare an ideal hlank and a compromise must be made.
Most often a real blank is either a solvellt bialik,
containing the same solvent in which the sample is
dissolved, or a reagent bialik, containing the solvent
plus all the reagents used in sample preparation.

Even with blank corrections, several factors can
cause the hasic assumption of the external-standard
method to break down. Matrix effects, due to extra-
neous species in the sample that are not present in the
standards or blank, can cause the same analyte con-
centrations in the sample and standards to give differ-
ent responses.' Differences in experimental variables
at the times at which blank, sample, and standard arc
measured can also invalidate the established calibra·
tion function. Even when the basic assumption is valid,
errors can still occur because of contamination during
the sampling or sample preparation steps. .

Also, systematic errors can occur during the calibra-
tion process. For example, if the standards are prepared
incorrect I\',an error will occur. The accuracy wIth whIch
the stand,;rds are prepared depends on the aecurac\' ot
the gravimetric and voilimetric techniques and equip-
me;t used. The chemical form of the standards must he
identical to that of the analyte in the sample; the state of
oxidation. isomt:rization, Of complexation of the ana-
Iytc can alter the response. Once prepared. the coneen-

y, - b
c = ~~-, m

The standard deviation in concentration s, can be
found from the stalldard error of the estimate '\' also
called the standard deviation abollt regres.\'i01Z,as given
in Equation 1-2:

'See 1'. R. He\ln~lnn dnd D K. RnQlm,)[1. [),U<l H"dull/uf! <llld Frr,'r
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tration of the standards can change because of decom-
position, \'olatilization. or adsorption onto container
walls. Contamination of the standards can also result
in higher analvte concentrations than expected. A
svster;latic erro"r can occur if there is some hias in the
c'alibration model. For example, errors can occur if the
calibration function is obtained without using enough
standards to obtain good statistical estimates of the
parameters.

Random errors can also influence the accuracy of
results obtained from calihration curves, as illustrated
in Figure i-9. The uncertainty in the concentration of
analyte s; obtained from a calihration curve is lowest
whe~ the response is close to the mean value y. The
point :t, y represents the centroid of the regression
line. Note that measurements made near the center of
the curve will give less uncertainty in analyte concen-
tration than those made at the extremes.

Multivariate Calibration

The least-squares procedure just descrihed is an ex-
ample of a univariate calihration procedure because
only one response is used per sample. The process of
rel~ting multiple instrument responses to an analyte or
a mixt~re of analytes is known as multivariate calibra-
tion. Multivariate calibration methods· have become
quite popular in recent years as new instruments
hecome available that produce mullIdlmenSlonal re-
sponses (absorbance of several samples at multiple
wavelengths, mass spectrum of chromatographically
separated components, etc.). Multivariate calibration
methods are very powerful. They can he used to Simul-
taneously determine multiple components in mixtures
and can provide redundancy in measurements to Im-
prove precision bec"use repeating a measurement N
times provides a './N improvement In the preCISIon of
the mean value (see Appendix I, Section a} fl-}). They
can also he used to detect the presence of interferences
that would not he identilied in a univariate ealihration.

10-3 Standard-Addition Methods

Standard-addition methods are particularly useful for
analy/ing complex samples in which the likelihood
of matrix effects is suhstantial. A standard-addllIon

'For d morL' <:,xlt:llsi\c Jl~<.:ussi(lo.~c"r: K R Bech..:.R.t PdL.:llld M. B.
Sca<;hnlt/. (hl'!1wrrlt'lritS .4. !'racflcl11 GlIidt'. Ne.\\ 'lurk: \\\~cy, 199~.
Cb;lr -:;~II \t.ntelh .mcl T. :-';a6 \flllrl\,Jrjillt' (Jllhr<1II"n. ~<:,v. York

Wik\. l'-j~l)



FIGURE 1-9 Effect of calibration curve uncertainty. The dashed lines show confidence limits
for concentrations determined from the regression line. Note that uncertainties increase at the
extremities of the plot. Usually,we estimate the uncertainty in analyte concentration only from
the standard deviation of the response. Calibration curve uncertainty can significantly increase
the uncertainty in analyte concentration from s, to s; .

method can take several forms. 10 One of the most com-
mon forms involves adding one or more increments of
a standard solution to sample aliquots containing iden-
tical volumes. This process is often called spiking the
sample. Each solution is then diluted to a fixed volume
before measurement. Note that when the amount of
sample is limited, standard additions can be carried
out by successive introductions of increments of the
standard to a single measured volume of the unknown.
Measurements are made on the original sample and on
the sample plus the standard after each addition. In
most versions of the standard-addition mcthod, thc
sample matrix is nearly identical after cach addition,
the only difference being the concentration of the ana-
lyte or. in cases involving the addition of an excess of
an analytical reagent, the concentration of the reagent.
All other constituents of the reaction mixture should
be identical because the standards are prepared in
aliquots of the sample.

Assume that several aliquots \/, of the unknown solu-
tion with a concentration c, are transferred to volumet-
ric flasks having a volume \1;. To each of these flasks is
added a variable volume V,of a standard solution of the
analyte having a known concentration c,. Suitable
reagents are then added, and each solution is diluted to
volume. Instrumental measurements are then made on
each of these solutions and corrected for any blank
response to yield a net instrument response S. If the
blank-corrected instrument response is proportional to
concentration, as is assumed in the standard-addition
method, we may write

kVc5 = -'-'.
VI

where k is a proportionality constant. A plot of 5 as a
function of V, is a straight line of the form

S=mV,+h

where the slope 111 and the intercept b are given bv

kc,
In ---' \;

"~c~
~ 0.6

~
~ 0..•

FIGURE 1-10 Linear calibration plot for the method of standard additions. The concentration
of the unknown solution may be calculated from the slope m and the intercept b, or it may be
determined by extrapolation, as explained in the text.

klfc
b = --'-'

VI

Such a standard-addition plot is shown in Figure 1-10.
A least-squares analysis (Appendix 1, Section al D)

can be used to determine m and b; c, can then be ob-
tained from the ratio of these two quantities and the
known values of c" \/" and v,. Thus,

b = ~\/,c)V:; = ~cx
111 kc/V, c,

bcsc =--
t nl~~

The standard deviation in concentration can then
be obtained by fIrst calculating the standard deviation
in volume Sv and then using the relationship between
volume and concentration. The standard deviation in
volume is found from Equation 1-2 with a few alter-
ations. Because we extrapolate the calibration curve to
the x-axis in the standard-addition method, the value
of y for the unknown is 0 and the 11M term is absent.
Hence, the equation for -'\ becomes

S, : 1 (0 ~ };)'
s\ = ;;;\ ;::; + -~S·t~--

As shown by the dashed line of Figure 1-10, the dif-
ference between the volume of the standard added at
the origin (zero) and the value of the volume at the
intersection of the straight line with the x-axis, or the
x-intercept (VJo, is the volume of standard reagent
equivalent to the amount of analyte in the sample. In
addition, the x-intercept corresponds to zero instru-
ment response, so that we may write

5 = kV,c, + kI-;cx = 0
v, V,

By solving Equation 1-6 for CX' we obtain
(V,)oc,

V,

The standard deviation in concentration Sc is then

Ten-millimeter aliquots of a natural water sample were
pipetted into 50.00-mL volumetric flasks. Exactly 0.00,
5.00. 10.00, 15.00, and 20.00 mL of a standard solution
containing ll.l ppm of Fe)+ were added to each, fol-
lowed bv an excess of thiocyanate ion to give the red
comple~ Fe(SCN)". After dilution to volume,. the
instrument response 5 for each of the five solutIons,



measured with a colorimeter, was found to be 0.240,
0.437, 0.621, 0.809, and 1.009, respectively. (a) What
was the concentration of Fe]+ in the water sample"
(b) Calculate the standard deviation in the concentra-
tion of Fe]".

In the interest of saving time or sample, it is possible
to perform a standard-addition analysis by using only
two increments of sample. Here, a single addition of
V, mL of standard would be added to one of the two
samples. and we can write

0.2412xll.I _
c, = 0:0382 x 10.00 = 7.0 I ppm Fe' +

This value may be determined by graphical ex-
trapolation as the figure also illustrates. The ex-
trapolated value represents the volume of reagent
corresponding to zero instrument response, which
in this case is -6.31 mL. The unknown concentra-
tion of the analyte in the original solution is then
calculated from Equation 1-7 as follows:

kVc
51=f

I
(a) In this problem, c, = 11.1 ppm, V, = 10.00 mL.

and V, = 50.00 mL. A plot of the data, shown in
Figure 1-10, demonstrates that there is a linear re-
lationship between the instrument response and
the added amount of iron.

To obtain the equation for the line in Figure 1-10
(5 = m V, + b), we follow the procedure illustratcd
in Example al-11 in Appendix I. The result, shown
in the spreadsheet in Figure 1-11, is m = 0.0382 and
b = 0.2412 and thus

5 = 0.0382 V, + 0.2412

From Equation 1-4, or from the spreadsheet, we
obtain

k~c~ k~cs
52 =11, - + -v.~

where 51 and 5, are the signals resulting from the di-
luted sample and the diluted sample plus standard,
respectively. Dividing the second equation by the first
gives, after rearranging.

__ (v_Joc..' = 6.31 mL X 11.1 ppm
V, 10.00 mL

= 7.ol ppm Fe"

The standard deviation in eoncentration can be
obtained from the standard deviation in the vol-
ume intercept (Equation 1-5) and Equation 1-8 as
shown in the spreadsheet of Figure I-II. The re-
sult is s, = 0.11 ppm. Hence, the concentration of
Fe in the unknown is 7.01 2: 0.16 ppm.

5Ic,V;
C, = (52 - 5

1
)V,

The single-addition method is somewhat dangerous
because"it presumes a linear relationship and provides
no check of this assumption. The multiple-addition
method at least gives a check on the linearity
supposition.
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An internal standard is a substance that is added in a
constant amount to all samples, blanks, and calibration
standards in an analysis. Alternatively, it may be a ma-
jor constituent of samples and standards that is present
in a large enough amount that its concentration can be
assumed to be the same in all cases. Calibration then
involves plotting the ratio of the analyte signal to the
internal-standard signal as a function of the analyte
concentration of the standards. This ratio for the
samples is then used to ohtain their analyte concentra-
tions from a calibration curve.

An internal standard, if properly chosen and used,
can compensate for several types of both random and
systematic errors. Thus, if the analyte and internal-
standard signals respond proportionally to random
instrumental and method fluctuations, the ratio of
these signals is independent of such Iluctuations. If the
two signals are inHueneed in the same way by matrix
effects. compensation of these effects also occurs. In
those instances where the internal standard is a major
constituent of sampks and standards. compensation
for errors that arise in sample preparation, solution,
and cleanup may also occur.

A major ditiiculty in applving the internal-standard
method is that of finding a suitable substance to serve as

the internal standard and of introducing that substance
into both samples and standards in a reproducible way.
The internal standard should provide a signal that is
similar to the analyte signal in most ways but sufficiently
different so that the two signals arc distinguishable by
the instrument. The internal standard must be known
to be absent from the sample matrix so that the only
source of the standard is the added amount. For ex-
ample.lithium is a good internal standard for the deter-
mination of sodium or potassium in blood serum be-
cause the chemical behavior of lithium is similar to both
analytes, but it does not occur naturally in blood.

An example of the determination of sodium in blood
by Ilame spectrometry using lithium as an internal stan-
dard is shown in Figure 1-12. The upper figure shows the
normal calibration curve of sodium intensity versus
sodium concentration in ppm. Although a fairly linear
plot is obtained, quite a bit of scatter is observed. The
lower plot shows the intensity ratio of sodium to lithium
plotted against the sodium concentration in ppm. Note
the improvement in the calibration curve when the in-
ternal standard is used.

In the development of any new internal-standard
method, we must verify that changes in concentration
of analyte do not affect the signal intensity that results
from the internal standard and that the internal stan-
dard does not suppress or enhance the analyte signal.

1E SELECTING AN ANALYTICAL
METHOD

Column 2 of Table 1-1 shows that today we have an
enormous array of tools for carrying out chemical
analyses. Ther~ are so many, in fact, that the choice
among them is often difficult.1n this section, we briefly
describe how such choices arc made.

1E-1 Defining the Problem

To select an analytical method intelligently, it is essen-
tial to define clc~rly the nature of the analytical prob-
lem. Such a definition requires answers to the following
questions:

1. What accuracy is required"
2. How much sample is available'.'
3. What is the concentration range of the analyte')
4. What components of the sample might cause

interference')
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TABLE1-3 Numerical Criteria
for Selecting AnalyticalMethods

Figure of Merit

Absolute standard deviation,
relative standard deviation,
coefficient of variation.
variance
Absolute systematic error,
relative systematic error
Calibration sensitivity.
analytical sensitivity
Blank plus three times
standard deviation of the blank
Concentration limit of
quantitation (LOO) to
concentration limit of
linearity (LOL)
Coefficient of selectivity

5, Dynamic
range

TABLE1-4 Other Characteristics
to Be Considered in Method Choice

1. Speed
2. Ease and convenience
3, Skill required of operator
4. Cost and availability of equipment
5. Per-sample costFIGURE 1-12 Spreadsheet to illustrate the internal-standard method for the flame

spectrometric determination of sodium.

5. What are the physical and chemical propertics of
the sample matrix?

6. How many samples are to be analyzcd?

The answer to question I is of vital importance be-
cause it determines how much time and care will be
needed for the analysis. The answers to questions 2
and 3 determine how sensitive the method must be and
how wide a range of concentrations must be accom-
modated, The answer to question 4 determines the se-
lectivity required of the method, The answers to ques-
tion 5 are important because some analytical melhods
in Table I-I are applicable to solutions (usually aque-
ous) of the analyte, Other methods are more easily ap-
plied to gaseous samples, and still other methods are
suited to the direct analysis of solids.

The number of samples to be analyzed (question Ii)
is also an important consideration from an economic
standpoint [f this number is large, considerable time
and monev can be spent on instrumentation, method
dcvelopment and calibration. Furthermore, if the
number is large, a method should be chosen that

requires the least operator time per sample. On the
other hand, if only a few samples are to be analyzed, a
simpler but more time-consuming method that requires
little or no preliminary work is often the wiser choice,

With answers to these six questions, a method can
then be chosen, provided that the performance charac-
teristics of the various instruments shown in Table I-I
are known.

In this section, we define each of the six ligures of
merit listed in Table 1-3, These figures are then used
throughout the remainder of the text in discussing var-
ious instruments and instrumental methods,

1E-2 Performance Characteristics
of Instruments

Precision
As we show in Section alA-I, Appendix I, the preci-
sion of analytical data is the degree of mutual agree-
ment among data that have been obtained in the same
way, Precision provides a measure of the random, or
indeterminate, error of an analysis, Figures of merit
[or precision include ansolwe swndard deviation, rela-
tive standard deviation, swndard error of the mean,
coefficielll of variation, and variance. These terms are
defined in Table 1-5.

Table 1-3 lists quantitative instrument performance
criteria that can be used to decide whether a given in-
strumental method is suitable for attacking an analyti-
cal problem. These characteristics are expressed in nu-
mericalterms that are called figures of merit. Figures of
merit permit us to narrow the choice of instruments for
a givcn analvtical problem to a relatively few. Selection
among these few can then be based on the qualitative
performance criteria listed in Table 1-4.

Bias
As shown in Section aIA-2, Appendix l. bias prO\ides
a measure of the svstematic, or determinate, error of
an analytical meth~d, Bias j, is defined hy the equation

TABLE1-5 Figures of Merit for
Precision of Analytical Methods

Relative standard
deviation (RSD)
Standard error of the
mean,sm

s
RSD = =x
"m = s/,/R

*x, "" numerical value of the ith m~asurement

~x,
i = mean of N measurements = N-

where Jl- is the population mean for the concentration
of an analyte in a sample and T is the true value,

Determining hias involves analyzing one or more
standard reference materials whose analyte concentra-
tion is known, Sources of such materials are discussed
in Section a1A-2 of Appendix L The results from such
an analysis will, however, contain both random and
systematic errors; but if we repeat the measurements a
sufficient number of times, the mean value may be de-
termined with a given level of confidence. As shown in
Section aIB-I, Appendix I, the mean of twenty or
thirty replicate analyses can usually be taken as a good
estimate of the population mean Jl- in Equation 1-9_
Any difference between this mean and the known an-
alyte concentration of the standard reference material
can be attrihuted to bias.

If performing twenty replicate analyses on a stan-
dard is impractical, the probable presence or absence
of bias can be evaluated as shown in Example al-1O
in Appendix L Usually in developing an analytical
method, we attempt to identify the source of bias and
eliminate it or correct for it by the use of blanks and hy
instrument calibration,

Sensitivity
There is general agreement that the sensitivity of an in-
strument or a method is a measure of its ability to dis-
criminate between small differences in analyte concen-
tration. Two factors limit sensitivity: the slope of the
calibration curve and the reproducihilitv or precision of
the measuring dcviee. Of two methods that havc equal



precision, the one that has the steeper calibration curve
will be the more sensitive. A corollary to this statement
is that if two methods have calibration curves with equal
slopes, the one that exhibits the beller precision will be
the more sensitive.

The quantitative definition of sensitivity that is ac-
cepted by the International Union of Pure and Ap-
plied Chemistry (IUPAC) is calibration sensitivity,
which is the slope of the calibration curve at the con-
centration of interest. Most calibration curves that are
used in analytical chemistry are linear and may be rep-
resented by the equation

where 5 is the measured signal, c is the concentration
of the analyte, 5blis the instrumental signal for a blank,
and m is the slope of the straight line. The quantity 5hl
is the y-intereept of the straight line. With such curves,
the calibration sensitivity is independent of the con-
centration c and is equal to m. The calibration sensi-
tivity as a figure of merit suffers from its failure to take
into account the precision of individual measurements.

Mandel and Stiehler II recognized the need to in-
clude precision in a meaningful mathematical state-
ment of sensitivity and proposed the following defini-
tion for analytical sensitivity y:

Here, m is again the slope of the calibration curve, and
Ss is the standard deviation of the measurement.

The analytical sensitivity offers the advantage of be-
ing relatively insensitive to amplification factors. For
example, increasing the gain of an instrument by a fac-
tor of five will produce a fivefold increase in m. Ordi-
narily, however, this increase will be accompanied by a
corresponding increase in ss, thus leaving thc analyti-
cal sensitivity more or less constant. A second advan-
tage of analytical sensitivity is that it is independent of
the measurement units for 5.

A disadvantage of analytical sensitivity is that it is
often concentration dependent because 5S may vary
with concentration.

Detection Limit

The most generally accepted qualitative definition of
detection limit is that it is the minimum concentration
or mass of analyte that can be detected at a known

confidence level. This limit depends on the ratio of the
magnitude of the analytical signal to the size of the sta-
tistical fluctuations in the blank signal. That is, unless
the analytical signal is larger than the blank by some
multiple k of the variation in the blank due to random
errors, it is impossible to detect the analytical signal
with certainty. Thus, as the limit of detection is ap-
proached, the analytical signal and its standard devia-
tion approach the blank signal Shland its standard devi-
ation Shl'The minimum distinguishable analytical signal
Sm is then taken as the sum of the mean blank signal Shl
plus a multiple k of the standard deviation of the blank.
That is,

where Cpbis the lead concentration in parts per million
and S is a measure of the relative intensity of the lead
emission line. The following replicate data were then
obtained:

Cooto., No. of Mean Value
ppm Pb Replications ors

10.0 10 1162 0.15

UK) 10 1.12 0.025

0000 24 0.0296 0.0082

Calculate (a) the calibration sensitivity, (b) the analyt-
ical sensitivity at I and 10 ppm of Pb, and (c) the de-
tection limit.

Experimentally, Sm can be determined by perform-
ing twenty to Ihirty blank measurements, preferably
ovcr an extended period of time. The resulting data
are then treated statistically to obtain ~;hland Shl' Fi-
nally, the slope from Equation 1-10 is used to cdnvert
Sm to cm, which is defined as the detection liniit., The
detection limit is then given by

Sm - Sbl
em =--;;;-

Solution

(a) By definition. the calibration sensitivity is the
slope m = 1.12.

(b) At 10 ppm Pb, y = miss = 1.12/0.15 = 7.5.
At I ppm Pb, y = 1.12/0.025 = 45.
Note that the analytical sensitivity is quite con-
ccntration dcpcndent. Because of this, it is not
reported as often as the calibration sensitivity.

(e) Applying Equation 1-12,

5 = 0.0296 + 3 x 0.()()82 = 0.054
As pointed out by Ingle,12numerous alternatives, based
correctly or incorrectly on t and z statistics (Section
al B-2, Appendix I), have been used to determine a
value for k in Equation 1-12. Kaiser 13 argues that a rea-
sonable value for the constant is k = 3. He points out
that it is wrong to assume a strictly normal distribution
of results from blank measurements and that when k =
3 the confidcnce level of detection will be 95% in most
cases. He further argues that little is to be gained by us-
ing a larger value of k and thus a greater confidence
levcl. Long and Winefordner," in a discussion of detec-
tion limits. also recommend the use of k = 3.

0.054 - 0.0296 = 0.0022 m Pb
Cm = 1.12 pp

Dynamic Range

Figure 1-13 illustrates the delinition of the dynamic
range of an analytical method, which extends from the
lowest concentration at which quantitative measure-
ments can bc made (limit of quantitation, or LOO)
to the concentration at which the calibration curve
departs from linearity bv a specifted amount (limit of
linearity, or LOL). Usually, a deviation of 5°;;, from
linearitv is considered the upper limit. Deviations
from li~earitv are common at high concentrations be-
cause of no;ideal detector responses or chemical ef-
lects. The lower limit of quantitative measurements is
generallv taken to be equal to ten times the standard de-
viation of repetitive measurements on a blank, or IOs,,,,
At this point. the relative standard deviation is about
31100 and decreases rapidly as concentrations become
larger.

To be very useful. an analytical method should have
a dmamic r~nge of at least a few orders of magnitude.

A least-squares analysis of calibration data for the de-
termination of lead based on its flame emission spec-
trum yielded the equation

5 ~ 1.12cPb + 0.312

::1. D. Ingle Jr. 1. Chern EdllC., 197~. 51, j()I)
iJH. Kaj~er, Ana'- Chem._ 1987. 4:!. :'i3A
'-<; L. Long and J D, Wlndordncr. Anal. Cht'/11 19M3.55. ..,l~ ..\

I
1

1

Dynamicrange--I
I

1

FIGURE1-13 Useful range of an analytical method. LaO
= limitof quantitative measurement; LOL = limitof linear
response.

Some analytical techniques, such as absorption spec-
trophotometry, are linear over only one to two orders
of magnitude. Other methods, such as mass spectrom-
etry and molecular fluorcscence, may exhibit linearity
over four to five orders of magnitude.

Selectivity

Selectivity of an analytical method refers to the degree
to which the method is free from interference by other
species contained in the sample matrix. Unfortunately,
no analvtical method is totally frce from interference
from other species, and frequently steps must be taken
to minimize the effects of these interferences.

Consider, for example, a sample containing an ana-
lyte A as well as potential interfering species 13and C.
lf CA.CB,and Ceare the concentrations of the three spe-
cies and m._,. mB' and me are their calibration sensitivi-
ties, then the total instrument signal will be given by a
moditied version of Equation 1-10. That is.

Let us nolV deftne the selectivity coefficient for A with
respect to B, kBA, as

The selectivity coefficient then gives the response of
the method to species 13relative t; A. A similar coeffi-
cient for A with respect to C is



Substituting these relationships into Equation 1-14
leads to

Selectivity coefficients can range from zero (no in-
terference) to values considerably greater than unity.
Note that a coefficient is negative when the interfer-
ence causes a reduction in the intensity of the output
signal of the analyte. For example, if the presence of
interferent B causes a reduction in S in Equation 1-14,
mB will carry a negative sign, as will kRA-

Selectivity coefficients are useful figures of merit for
describing the selectivity of analytical methods. Unfor-
tunately, they arc not widely used except to character-
ize the performance of ion-selective electrodes (Chap-
ter 23). Example 1-3 illustrates the use of selectivitv
coefficients when they arc available. -

The selectivity coefficient for an ion-selective electrode
for K' with respect to Na + is reported to be 0.052. Cal-
culate the relative error in the determination of K+ in a
solution that has a K+ concentration on.oo x 10.1 M if

the Na+ concentration is (a) 2.00 X 10-2 M; (b) 2.00 x
10 ) M; (c) 2.00 x 10-" M. Assume that Sbl for a series
of blanks was approximately zero.

SOlution

added to the solution, the signal increased to 37.9 units. Calculate the molar
concentration of Cu 2. assuming that the signal was directly proportional to the
analyte concentration.

~ *1-10 The data in the table below were obtained during a colorimetric determination of
glucose in blood serum.

(a) Substituting into Equation 1-17 yields

S = mK,(cK' + kN,-XCN,') + 0
SlmK' = 3.00 x 10-.1 + 0.052 x 2.00 x 10-2

= 4.04 x 10-3
00 0.002
2.0 0.150
4.0 0.294
6.0 0.434
g.!) 0.570

10.0 0.704

If Na' were not present

SlmK, = 3.00 x 10-.1

The relative error in CK' will be identical to the rel-
ative error in SlmK, (see Section a, Appendix 1).
Therefore, (a) Assuming a linear relationship, tind the least-squares estimates of the slope

and intercept.
(h) Use the LlNEST function in Excel to find the standard deviations of the

slope and interceptL' What is thc standard error of the estimate')
(c) Determine the 95% confidence intervals for the slope and intercept.
(d) A serum sample gave an absorbance of 0.350. Find the glucose concentration

and its standard deviation.

EWI = 4.()4 X 10-.1 - 3.00 x l~ x
,. 3.00 X 10-3 100%

Proceeding in the same way, we find

(b) Ecd = 3.5%
(c) E", = 0.35%

Exactly 5.00-mL aliquots of a solution containing phenobarbital were measured
into 50.00-mL volumetric flasks and made basic with KOH. The following vol-
umes of a standard solution of phenobarbital containing 2.000 J-Lg/mL of pheno-
harhital were then introduced into each flask and the mixture was diluted to
volume; 0.000, 0.500, 1.00, 1.50, and 2.00 mL. The fluorescence of each of these
solutions was measured with a fluorometer, which gave values of 3.26, 4.80, 6.41,
8.02, and 9.56, respectively.
(a) Plot the data.

*(b) Using the plot from (a), calculate the concentration of phenoharbital in the
unknown.

*(c) Derive a least-squares equation for the data.
*(d) Find the concentration of phenobarbital from the equation in (c).
(e) Calculate a standard deviation for the concentration obtained in (d).

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

1-1 What is a transducer in an analytical instrument?

1-2 What is the information processor in an instrument for measuring the color of a
solution visually'l

1-3 What is the detector in a spectrograph in which spectral lines are recorded
photographically"

1-4 What is the transducer in a smoke detector"

1-5 What is a data domain"

Challenge Problem

1-12 (a) Use a search engine to find the IUPAC website and locate the Compendium
of Analytical lI!omenclalllre. What year was the latest edition published'!
Who were the authors"

(h) Find the definition of bias recommended in the Compendium. Does this
deltnition and the svmbology differ from that in this chapter') Explain.

1-6 Name electrical signals that are considered analog. How is the information
encoded in an analog signa!'!

1-7 List four output transducers and describe how they are used.

1-8 What is a figure of merit"

*1-9 A 25.0·mL sample containing Cu" gave an instrument signal of 23.6 units
(corrected for a blank). When exactly 0.500 mL of 0.0287 M Cu(N0

3
h was



(c) Find the definition of detection limit recommended in the Compendium.
Does this definition and the symbology differ from that in this chapter')
Explain.

(d) What are the differences between calibration sensitivity and analytical
sensitivity?

(e) The following calibration data were obtained by an instrumental method for
the determination of species X in aqueous solution.

Mean
Cone. X, No. Analytical Standard

ppm Replications Signal De,'iation

0.00 25 0.031 0.0079
2.00 0.173 0.0094
6.00 0.422 0.0084

10.00 0,702 0.0084
14.00 0.956 0.0085
1800 1.248 0.0110

Our li\"es han"' lWf'n profoundly in£IurlH-,~d by the micro-
dectrouics re,·olulian. It is 110t surpri~illg that the fidel of
instrumental analysis has undergone a similar revolution. The
monta~e of COlllpUft~r and electronic compollents depicted
abm"e is symbolic of both the (lafun' and the pace of the
changes that are occurring. By tlw time you read tlwse line.".
olle or more of the components ill thi,"i image will have lWt~1l

supplanted I,y more sophisticatt-'d wdmology or will haH'

bcroflle ohsolete.

(i) Calculate the calibration sensitivity.
(ii) Find the analytical sensitivity at each analyte concentration.

(iii) Find the coefficient of variation for the mean of each of the replicate ~ets.
(iv) What is the detection limit for the method"

Chapter 1 laid the fOllndatiun fur the stud.)' uf

illstrwfII.",tal c.JtemiCal anall·sis. In the fOllr
chapters uf Section I, the fwalamental concepts

ufanalug electronics, digital electronics. compllters, and
data maniplllation arc presented. These concepts are es-

sential tv llnder .•.·talldiTlf!. how instrumental measurements

are accomplished. Chapter 2 prorides a brief introdllr-
tion to the cumpunents and prinn[)/es g'urcrning lJas/c

llnalog direct~currefll alu/ alternating-ell/Tent circuits.

Chapter.J continues the illl'estigation (I(analof!.' "Iectron-

ics bypresenting the principl"s aflll applications o(oper-
ational amplifier circllits. Digital Pieetronics and th"

bOlllular.1" !wlu'pen {fflalog and digl'tal domains arc ('.r~

plorpd ill C!tujJ/er 4. as (Ire lhf' IUllun' of ('omputer,,· find

their role in instm/l/cntal aua(l:<is. In (,hapter.5. /1'('

completp the iru/uir:l" (~(rrle([.')lll·<:ItU'fllfulld(lm(,flt(ds I~,'

e-ramining the nature O/.'iigflUI .•, und !loise, as Irell a.~·

hardware alld S(~{tfJ.'aremethods/or {"creasing the siullul-

to-rwisc rulio. In {hI' IllstnlllH'nlnl AI/fl!'-Sf,.,. in.-1cfion/e(l-

furl'. Ice p.1."altli,w (1 recent dere/o/Jf(wf/Il'n (Ulu(,·tiru/ lab-
oratories. the pupedes.,· electronic' l(J(!(jr(Jt()'~l·.



Electrical
Components
and Circuits

In Chapter 1, we introduced the concept of data
domains and pointed out that modern instru-

ments function by converting data from one do-
main to another. Most of these conversions are be-

tween electrical dmrwins. To understand these
conversions, and thus how modern electronic instru-
ments work, some knowledge is required(!f basic

direct-current (dc) and alternating-current (ac)

circuit components. The purpose of this clzapter

is to survey these topics in preparation for the two

following chapters, which deal with integrated cir-
cuits and computers in instruments for chemical

analysis. Armed with this knowledge, you will un-

derstand and appreciate the filrtctions of the mea-

surement systems and methods discassed elsewhere
in this text.

~ Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.tbomsonedu.com/chemistrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

2A DIRECT-CURRENT CIRCUITS
AND MEASUREMENTS

voltage increases (rises) has to equal the sum of the
voltage decreases (drops). These laws are a result of
the conservation of energy in electrical circuits.

The applications of Kirchhoff's and Ohm's laws to
basic de circuits are considered in Section 2A-2.

In this section. we consider some basic dc circuits and
how they are used in making current, voltage, and re-
sistance measurements. A general definition of a cir-
cuit is a closed path that may be followed by an electric
current. We begin our discussion of circuits with a sur-
vey of four important laws of electricity. We adopt here
the positive current convention. That is, the direction of
current in an electrical circuit is from a point of posi-
tive potential to a point of negative potential. In many
electrical circuits, electrons are the charge carriers,
and the positive current convention is opposite to the
flow of electrons. However, in semiconductors and
ionic solutions, positively charged species can be the
major carriers. It is necessary, in any case, to adopt a
consistent convention for the direction of current. The
positive current convention is nearly universally em-
ployed in science and engineering.

Power Law

The power P in watts dissipated in a resistive element
is given by the product of the current in amperes and
the potential difference across the element in volts:

Substituting Ohm's law gives

P = I'R = V'/R

In this section we describe two types of basic dc circuits
that find widespread use in electrical devices, namely,
series resistive circuits and parallel resiscil'e circuits, and
analyze their properties with the aid of the laws de-
scribed in the previous section.2A-1 Laws of Electricity

Ohm's Law

Ohm's law describes the relationship among voltage,
resistance, and current in a resistive series circuit. In a
series circuit, all circuit elements are connected in se-
quence along a unique path, head to tail, as are the bat-
tery and three resistors shown in Figure 2-1. Ohm's law
can be written in the form

Series Circuits

Figure 2-1 shows a basic series circuit, which consists of
a battery, a switch, and three resistors in series. Com-
ponents are in series if they have only one contact in
common. When the switch is closed, there is a current

[l] Simulation: Learn more about Ohm's law.

where V is the potential difference in volts between
two points in a circuit. R is the resistance between the
two points in ohms, and 1 is the resulting current in
amperes1

1
III v, ~ IR,

1,1 R, v, ~ IR,

C
+

\' = II, td R, [v, ~ IR,

+

Kirchhoff's Laws

Kirchhoff's current law states that the algebraic sum of
currents at any point in a circuit is zero. This means
that the sum of currents coming into a point in a circuit
has to equal the sum of the currents going out. Kirch-
huff's voltage law states that the algebraic sum of the
voltages around a closed conducti~g path, or loop, is
zero. This means that in a closed loop, the sum of the

t ~ I, ~ I, ~ I, ~ t,
v = VI + v.: + V1

R=RI+R~+R3

I Throughout most of the {ext the symhol ~. d..:nntcs the ekctrical poten-
tIal dIfference. or voltage, in circuib. In Chapters 22-25, !mwe,-er. the
elt:ctrochemlCal.:onn~ntion will be fllI[O\'.<.'d. in whIch elcctroffiutl\C force
is designated as E

FIGURE 2-1 Resistors in series; a voltage diVider.
Elements are in series If they have only one point in
common. The current in a series circuit is everywhere
the same. In other words. I, ~ I, ~ I, ~ I,.

in the circuit. Applying Kirchhoff's current law to point
D in this circuit gives

I, = I,

Note that the current out of point D must be oppusite
in sign to the current into point D. Similarly, applica-
tion of the law to point C gives

Thus. the current is the same at all points in a series cir-
cuit; that is, there is only one current I, given by

Application of Kirchhoff's voltage law to the circuit in
Figure 2-1 yields

V-V,-V,-V,=O

Note that, beginning at the switch and proceeding
counterclockwise around the loop, there is one voltage
increase (V) and three voltage decreases (V" V" and
V,). Note also that across a resistive element there is a
voltage drop in the direction of the current.

Substitution of Ohm's law into Equation 2-5 gives

Equation 2-6 shows that the total resistance R, of a se-
ries circuit is equal to the sum of the resistances of the
individual components. That is. for the three resistors
of Figure 2-1,

For n resistors in series, we can extend Equation 2-7 to
read

"+ R" = 2. R,
i--{

The Voltage Divider

Resistors in series form a volcage dil"ider in that a frac-
tion of the total voltage appears across each resistor.
In Figure 2-1 if we apply Ohm's law to the part of the
circuit from point B to A, we obtain



The fraction of the total voltage V that appears across
R, is VIIV. By dividing Equation 2-9 by Equation 2-6,
we obtain

~~ I RI R,
II= ~ + R, + R,) = !?:+ R, + R,

R,
R,
(2-10)

V, R,
V R,

Thus, the fraction of the total voltage that appears
across a given resistor is the resistance of that resistor
divided by the total series resistance R,. This is some-
times referred to as the voltage divider theorem.

Voltage dividers arc widely used in electrical circuits
to provide output voltages that arc a fraction of an input
voltage. In this mode, they are called attenualOrs and the
voltage is said to be attenuated. As shown in Figure 2-2a,
fixed series resistors can provide voltages in fixed incre-
ments. In the switch position shown, the voltage drop
across two resistors (100 Hand 100 H) is the output volt-
age V. The fraction of the total voltage V,s selected is
200 flIR" or 200 flISOO H = 0.400. If II:'B were S V, for
example, the voltage V would be 0.400 X S V = 2.00 V
If resistors with accurately known resistances are used,
the selected fraction can be very aeeurate (within 1%
or less).

A second type of voltage divider is shown in Figure
2-2b. This type is called a potentiometer' and provides
a voltage that is continuously variable from 0.00 V to
the full input voltage VAB. In most potentiometers, the
resistance is linear - that is, the resistance between
one end, A, and any point, C, is directly proportional
to the length, AC, of that portion of the resistor. Then
RAe = kAC, where AC is expressed in convenient
units of length and k is a proportionality constant. Sim-
ilarly, RAB = kAB. Combining these relationships with
Equation 2-10 yields

II" AC

V\II AB

:The word {lorenflOmeler is aho used in a Jiflerclll context as the name fur

a complete instrument that u~es a Iint:ar yultagc Ji\iJer lor the <lccurak
measurement uf \"()ltages

A

t: I} + I ~ - I,

I' = )" 1,1 R, 1,1 R, III R,
+ + /2 + I~ I, +

Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to this eircuit gives
three independent equations. Thus, we may write, for
the loop that contains the battery and R"

1'- I,RI = 0

V = I,R,

FIGURE 2-3 Resistors in parallel. Parallel circuit elements
have two points in common. The voltage across each
resistor is equal to \; the battery voltage.I

\':: ~~B

I

~\\, \' AC." r~'"'I.
Note that the battery voltage V appears across all three
resistors.

We could write additional equations for the loop
containing RI and R, as well as the loop containing R,
and R,. However, these equations arc not independent
of the three preceding equations. Substitution of the
three independent equations into Equation 2-12 yields

FIGURE 2-2 Voltage dividers: (a)fixed attenuator type
and (b)continuously variable type (potentiometer).

V V V V
I =--=~+---+_.

, Rp RI R, R1

Dividing this equation by V, we obtain,_ AC
~AC - VAsAB

In commercial potentiometers, R48 is generally a
wire-wound resistor formed in a helical coil. A mov-
able contact, called a wiper, can be positioned any-
where between one end of the helix and the other, al-
lowing V4, to be varied continuously from zero to the
input voltage VIR'

I 1+ -+~
R, R, R,

Because the conductance G of a resistor R is given by
G = l/R, we may then write for the three parallel re-
sistors of Figure 2-~

Parallel Circuits

Figure 2-~ depicts a parallel dc circuit. Applying Kirch-
hoff's current law to point A in this figure, we obtain

For n resistors in paralkl. we can extend Equations
2-13 and 2-14 to read

I "I
+ - = 2:--

R" ,-I R,

I-- +
R,

lIaoria/: Learn more aoout de circuits and ':oltage
di,·iders.

Equation 2-16 shows that in a parallel circuit, in con-
trast to a series circuit, it is the conductances G that are
additive rather than the resistances.

For the special case of two resistors in parallel.
Equation 2-13 can be solved to give

The parallel resistance is just the product of the two re-
sistances divided by the sum.

Current Splitters
Just as series resistances form a voltage divider, paral-
lel resistances create a current divider, or current split-
ter. The fraction of the total current I, that is present in
R, in Figure 2-3 is

An interesting special case occurs when two resis-
tances, RI and R" form a parallel circuit. The fraction
of the current in RI is given by

II GI IIRI IIR, R,

I, Gp IIRp lIR, + l/R, RI + R,

Similarly,

I, RI

I, R, + R.

In other words, for two parallel resistors, the fraction
of the current in one resistor is just the ratio of the re-
sistance of the second resistor to the sum of the resis-
tances of the two resistors. The equations for 1/1, and
l,Il, are often called the current-splilling equations.

An illustration of the calculations in series and par-
allel circuits is given in Example 2-1.

for the accompanying circuit. calculate (a) the toui! re-
sistance, (b) the current drawn from the battery. (c) the
current in each of the resistors, and (d) the potential
difference across each of the resistors.



R, and R] arc parallel resistances. Thus. the resistance
R,.3 between points A and B will be given bv Equa-
tion 2-13 That is,

1 1 1-=--+--
R'J 20.0 40ft

We can now reduce the original circuit to the following
equivalent circuit.

~
15V~13.3i2

B

Here, we have the equivalent of two series resistances.
and

II, = II) = 11'3 = 15 V x 13.3 fl/22.3 n
= 8.95 V = 9.0 V

Note that the sum of the two voltages is 15 V, as re-
quired by Kirchhoff's voltage lem,

The current across R, is given bv

"

The currents thr_ough R, and R, are found from Ohm's
law Thus,

I, = 9.0 V/20 n = 0,45 A

l I, = 9.0 V/40 n = 0.22 A

Note that the two currents add to give the net current,
as required by Kirchhoff's current law.

2A-3 Direct Current, Voltage,
and Resistance Measurements

II 1,~
R, I,OJ

I

I
"j I"

[n this section, we consider (l) how current, voltage,
and resistance are measured in dc circuits and (2) the
uncertainties associated with such measurements.

FIGURE 2-4 Uses of a DVM.(a) Measurement of the output t', of a voltage source.
(b)Measurement of current I, through a load resistor RL. (c) Measurement of resistance
R, of a resistive circuit element.

Digital Voltmeters and Multimeters

Until about 30 years ago, de electrical measurements
were made with a D'Arsonval moving-coil meter,
which was invented more than a century ag~, Now
such meters arc largely obsolete, having been ~eplaced
by the ubiquitous digital voltmeter (DVM) and the
digital multimeter (DMM).

A DVM usually consists of a single integrated cir-
cuit, a power supply that is often a battery, and a liquid-
crystal digital display. The heart of the integrated cir-
cuit is an lllllliog-to-digiial COllverter, which converts
the input analog signal to a number that is propor-
tional to the magnitude of the input voltage] A dis-
cussion of analog-to-digital converters is given in Sec-
tion 4C-7. Modern commercial DVMs can be small,
are often inexpensive (less than fifty dollars), and gen-
erally have input resistances as high as WI" to 101' n.

The DVM is also the heart of a DMM. The DMM
can not only measure voltages but has internal circuits
that allow it to measure currents and resistances as
welL Figure 2-4 illustrates how a DVM can be used to
measure dc voltages, currents, and resistances. [n each
schematic, the reading on the meter display is V" and
the internal resistance of the DVM is R". The configu-
ration shown in Figure 2-4a is used to determine the
voltage II, of a voltage source that has an internal re-
sistance of R,. The voltage displayed by the meter V"
may be somewhat different from the true voltage of
the source because of a loading error. which is dis-
cussed in the section that follows. The input of a DMM

is usually a voltage divider, such as that shown in Fig-
ure 2-2a, to provide it with several operating ranges.

DMMscan also be used to measure various ranges of
current. The unknown current is passed through one of
several small standard resistances built into the meter.
The voltage drop across this resistance is then measured
and is proportional to the current. Figure 2-4b illus-
trates how an unknown current I, is measured in a cir-
cuit consisting of a dc source and a load resistance RL·

The precision resistors R"d in the meter usually range
from 0.1 n or less to several hundred ohms, thus giving
various current ranges. If, for example, R"d = LOOO n
and the DVM reads 0,456 V, then the measured current
is 0,456 A (456 mAl. By choosing the standard resistors
to be even powers of ten and arranging circuitry to
move the display decimal point to match the resistor,
the DMM reads the current directly.

Figure 2-4c demonstrates how an unknown resis-
tance R, is determined with a modern DMM. For this
application, the meter is equipped with a dc source that
produces a constant current I"d that is directed through
the unknown resistance R,. The DVM indicates the
voltage drop across R, when the current I"d is passed
through the resistor. For example, if the standard cur-
rent is n.o100 A, then a DVM reading of 0.945 V yields
a measured resistance of 0.945 V/O.OlOOA = 94.5 n.
Once again, we just move the decimal point to obtain a
direct readout of resistance.

Complete DM\ls with current. voltage. and resist-
ance capabilities are el\'ailable for as little as $30. More
sophisticated units with features such as autoranging,
semiconductor testing, and ac capabilities can be pur-
chased for less than $100.

Loading Errors in Voltage Measurements

When a meter is used to measure voltage, the presence
of the meter tends to perturb the circuit in such a way
that a loadilig error is int roduced. This situation is
not unique to voltage measurements. [n fact, it is an
example of a fundamental limitation to any physical
measurement. That is, the process of measurement in-
evitably disturbs the system of interest so that the quan-
tity actually measured differs from its value prior to the
measurement. Although this type of error can never be
completely eliminated, it can often be reduced to in-
significant levels.

The magnitude of the loading error in voltage mea-
surements depends on the ratio of the internal resis-
tance of the meter to the resistance of the circuit under
consideration. The percentage relative loading error E,
associated with the measured voltage \1;" in Figure 2-4a
is given by

E, = \~" ~~.' x 100%
II,

where II, is the true voltage of the source. Applying
Equation 2 II for a voltage divider, we can write

When we substitute this equation into the previous
one and rearrange the result. we obtain

C = -- -R~;/~,R, X 100%

Equation 2-19 shows that the relative loading error
becomes smaller as the Older resistance R \1 becomes



TABLE 2-1 Effect of Meter Resistance on the Accuracy of
Voltage Measurements (see Figure 2-4a)

Meter Resistance Relath'e
Resistance of Source Error

RI\I,fi R,.n R",'R, ~/~

10 20 0.50 -67
50 20 2.5 --29

500 20 2:') -3.0
1.0 X 10.1 20 50 -2.0
1.0 x iO' 20 500 --0.20

larger relative to the source resistance R,. Table 2-1 il-
lustrates this effect. DMMs offer the great advantage of
having very high internal resistance~ of 10' to 1012 n.
and thus loading errors are usually avoided except in
circuits having resistances of greater than about 10" n.
Often it is the input voltage divider to the DMM that de-
termines the effective input resistance and not the in-
herent resistance of the meter. An important example
of a loading error can occur in the measurement of the
voltage of glass pH electrodes. which have resistances
of 10" to 10' n or greater. Instruments such as pH me-
ters and pIon meters must have very high resistance in-
puts to guard against loading errors of this kind.

Loading Errors in Curren!" fvls35lirfJJnerH3

As shown in Figure 2-4b, in making a current measure-
ment, a small, high-precision standard resistor with a
resistance R"d is introduced into the circuit. In the ab-
sence of this resistance. the current in the circuit would
be I = VIRL. With resistor R'IJ in place. it would be 1M =
VI(RL + R"J)' Thus, the loading error is given by

E = ~-=lc x 100%
r Ix

V V

(RI + R,t,I! RI. x WO%
V

RL

This equation simplilies to

R"JE, = - ---- x 100%
RI. + R"J

Table 2-2 reveals that the loading error in current
m~asurcmcnts hecomes smaller as the ratio of RSld to
RL becomes smaller.

Q Simlllallol1: l.earn more about DMMs and
l2J loading.

TABLE 2-2 Effect of Resistance of Standard
Resistor R"d on Accuracy of Current
Measurement (see Figure 2-4b)
,--'-~~-------~~-~~----

Circuit Standard Relative
Resistance Resistance Error

RL, n R~1d' n RstdlRL 0/0

l.0 1.0 1.0 -50
10 l.0 0.10 -91

100 1.0 0.010 ~O_99
WOO l.0 0.0010 -0.10

)1[/2
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FIGURE 2-6 Relationship between a sine wave of period (r and amplitude Ip and a
corresponding vector of length Ip rotating at an angular velocity <v ~ 27T[radians/second
or a frequency of [Hz.

The unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz), which is
defined as one cycle per second.

28-1 Sinusoidal Signals

The sinusoidal wave (Figure 2-5A) is the most fre-
quently encountered type of periodic electrical signal.
A common example is the current produced by rotation
of a coil in a magnetic field (as in an electrical genera-
tor). Thus, if the instantaneous current or voltage pro-
duced by a generator is plotted as a function of time, a
sine wave results.

A pure sine wave is conveniently represented as a
vector of length Ip (or Vp). which is rotating counter-
clockwise at a constant angular velocity w. The rela-
tionship between the vector representation and the
sine wave plot is shown in Figure 2-6a_ The vector ro-
tates at a rate of 27T radians in the period lp. The angu-
lar frequency is thus given by

FICURE 2-5 Examples of periodic signals:
(A) sinusoidal, (8) square wave, (C) ramp, and
(D) sawtooth.

The electrical outputs from transducers of analytical
signals often fluctuate periodically or can be made to
undergo such fluctuations. These changing signals can
be represented (as in Figure 2-5) by a plot of the in-
stantaneous current or voltage as a function of time.
The period II' for the signal is the time required for the
completion of one cycle.

The reciprocal of the period is the freqllellcr (of the
signal. That is,

Simulation: Learn more ahout sinusoidal
waveforms.

If the vector quantity is current or voltage, the instan-
taneous current i or instantaneous voltage v at time I is
given by (see Figure 2-6b)'

i = Ir sin l<J1 = II' sin 2rrfl

or, alternatively,

where Ie and Vp, the maximum. or peak. current and
voltage. are called the amplitude. II, of the sine wave.

Figure 2-7 shows two sine waves that have different
amplitudes. The two waves are also out of phase by 90".
or rrl2 radians. The phase difference is called the phase
angle and arises when one vector leads or lags a second

-lit b us~ful to ::;\mh(J!iz<:: the Hlslanlancl)u~ valUe ut limc:-\arymg. current.

voltd!!:e. or char'!,l' with thl' luwcr case kttt'rs i, I'. and tj. respectively_ On

the o-ther hand'- capita! kttcr~ arc used lor 'teady current. \'nltilge, or

char~e or for a spccili,:ally ddlneJ variahle Ljudntity ~uch ;1.,a re;tk voltage

and current. that is. \. and Ii
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FIGURE 2-8 (a) A series RC circuit. Time response of circuit when switch S is (b) in position 1

and (c) in position 2.
FIGURE 2-7 Sine waves with different amplitudes (I, or Vp) and with a phase difference of 90",

or 7T/2 radians.

by this amount. A more generalized equation for a sine
wave is then

where <b is the phase angle relative to a reference sine
wave. An analogous equation can be written in terms
of voltage:

The current or voltage associated with a sinusoidal
current can be expressed in several ways. The simplest
is the peak amplitude Ip (or V;,). which is the maximum
instantaneous current or voltage during a cycle; the
peak-to-peak value, which is 210, or 2Vo' is also used. An
alternating current expressed as the root-mcan-square.
or rms, value produces the same heating in a resistor ex-
pressed as a direct current of the same magnitude. Thus.
the rms current is important in power calculations
(Equations 2-2 and 2-3). The rms current is given by

:Ii,
I,m; = \2 = 0.70710

\Vhcn the current in an electrical circuit is increased or
decreased, energy is required to change the electric and
magnetic fields associated with the flow of charge. For
example, if the circuit contains a coil of copper wire, or

an inductor, the coil resists the change in the current as
energy is stored in the magnetic field of the inductor. As
the current is reversed, the energy is returned to ~he ac
source. As the second half of the cvcle is completed, en-
ergy is once again stored in a magnetic field of th~ op-
posite sense. In a similar way, a capacitor in an ac circuit
resists changes in voltage. The resistance of inductors to
changes in current and the resistance of capacitors to
changes in voltage is called reactance. As we shall see,
reactances in an ac circuit introduce phase shifts in the
ac signal. The two types of reactance that characterize
capacitors and inductors are capacitive reactance and
inductive reactance. respectively,

Both capacitive reactance and inductive reactance
are frequency-dependent quantities. At low frequency
when the rate of changc in current is low, the effects of
inductive reactance in most of the components of a cir-
cuit are sufficiently small to be neglected. With rapid
changes, on the other hand, circuit elements such as
switches, junctions, and resistors may exhibit inductive
reactance. Capacitive reactance, on the other hand. is
largest at low frequencies and decreases with increas-
ing frequency. Reactance effects may be undesirable
and a result of capacitance and inductance inherent in
components. Attempts are made to minimize reac-
tance in such circumstances.

Capacitance and inductance are often deliberately
introduced into circuits by using components called CII-

pacitors and inductors. These de\'ices play important
roles in such useful functions as converting ac to dc or
the converse. discriminating among signals of different
frequencies, separating ac and dc signals. and differen-
tiating or integrating signals.

In the sections that follow, only the properties of
capacitors are considered because most modern elec-
tronic circuits are based on these devices rather than
on inductors.

2B-3 Capacitors and Capacitance:
Series RC Circuits

A typical capacitor consists of a pair of conductors
separated by a thin layer of a dielectric suhstance-
that is. by an electrical insulator that contains essen-
tially no mobile, current-carrying, charged species.
The simplest capacitor consists of two sheets of metal
foil separated by a thin film of a dielectric such as air.
oil, plastic, mica, paper. ceramic, or metal oxide. Ex-
cept for air and mica capacitors. the two layers of foil
and the insulator are usually folded or rolled into a
compact package and sealed to prevent atmospheric
deterioration.

To describe the properties of a capacitor, consider
the series RC cirCllit shown in Figure 2-8a. which con-
tains a battery ~i.a resistor R, and a capacitor C, in se-
ries, The capacitor is symbolized by a pair of parallel
lines of equal length.

When the switch 5 is moved from position 2 to posi-
tion 1, electrons llow from the negative terminal of the
battery through the resistor R into the lower conductor,
or plate, of the capacitor. Simultaneously, electrons are
repelled from the upper plate and flow toward the pos-
itive terminal of the batterv. This movement constitutes
a momentary current, which quickly decays to zero as
the potential difference builds up across the plates of

[Q:J Tutori{/l: Learn more about RC cin'uits.

the capacitor and eventually reaches the battery voltage
~i.When the current decays to zero, the capacitor is said
to he charged.

If the switch then is moved from position 1 to posi-
tion 2. electrons will now from the negatively charged
lower plate of the capacitor through the resistor R to
the positive upper plate_ Again. this movement consti-
tutes a current that decays to zero as the potential dif-
ference between the two plates disappears~ here, the
capacitor is said to be discharged.

A useful property ofa capacitor is its ability to store
an electrical charge for a period of time and then to
give up the stored charge when needed. Thus. if 5 in
Figure 2-8a is lirst held at position I until C is charged
and is then moved to a 1P0sition between I and 2, the
capacitor will maintain ills charge for an extended pe-
riod. When S is moved 10 position 2, discharge occurs
the same \Val it would it the change from I to 2 had
been rapid.

fhe quantity of electricity Q required to fully
charge a capacitor depends on the area of the plates,
their shape. the spacing between them. and the dielec-
tric constant for the material that separates them. In
addition, the charge Q is directly proportional to the
applied \·oltage. I'hat is.

When l' is the applied voltage (\olts) and Q is the
quantity of charge (coulombs). the proportionality
cunstant C is the capaciuncc of a capacitor in farads
(Fl. ,-\ onc-faraJ capacnor. then. stores one coulomh
of charge per applied \'Oit. \lost of the capacitors used
in electronic circuitry h..n'c: capacitances in the micro-
farad (IU "FI to picofarad (1IJ-1

' f) ranges.



Capacitance? is important in ac circuits. particularly
because a voltage that varies with time gives rise to a
time-varying charge - that is. a current. This beha\"ior
can be understood by differentiating Equation 2-21'>
to give

'!q = C dc,
dr - dr

By definition, the current i is the time rate of change of
charge; that is, dqldr = i. Thus,

= C dv-,,--
dr

It is important to note that the current in a capaci-
tor is zero when the voltage is time independent - that
is, when the voltage across the capacitor is constant.
Furthermore, note that a very large current is required
to make a rapid change in the voltage across a capaci-
tor. This result imposes a significant limitation on cer-
tain etectroanalytical methods of analysis, as discussed
in Chapter 25.

Rate of Current Change in an RC Circuit

The rate at which a capacitor is charged or discharged is
finite. Consider, for example, the circuit shown in Fig-
ure 2-8a. From Kirchhoff's voltage law, we know that at
any instant after the switch is moved to position I, the
sum of the voltages across C(cc) and R( CR) must equal
the input voltage Vi, Thus,

Because Vi is constant, the increase in Vc that accom-
panies the charging of the capacitor must be exactly
offset by a decrease in VR'

Substitution of Equations 2-1 and 2-21'> into this
equation gives. after rearrangement,

Vi = ~ + iR

To determine how the current in an RC circuit
changes as a function of time, we differentiate Equa-
tion 2-32 with respect to time, remembering that V, is
constant. Thus,

dl-; = 0 = cl<l!dt + R ~
dt C dt

Here. again, we have used lowercase letters to repre-
sent instantaneous charge and current.

As noted earlier, dqldt = i. Substituting this expres·
sion into Equation 2-33 yields. after rearrangement.

di dr

RC

ValueS for the components in Figure 2-8a are \< =
10.0 V, R = 1000 n, C = 1.00 pF or l.OO X 10-6 F. Cal-
culate (a) the time constant for the circuit and (b) i, vc.
and VR after two time constants (t = 2RC) have elapsed.

Solution

(a) Time constant ~ RC = 1000 X 1.00 X 10-6 =

1.00 X 10-1 S or 1.00 ms.
(b) Substituting Ohm's law, ['flU = V,i R, and t = 2.00 ms

into Equation 2·35 reveals

Integration bet\vcen the limits of the initi,ll current fillil
and i gives

/
''''-.-

RC."

. V -,IRC 10.0
l=li.e =joooe

= 1.35 X Ur;A or 13.5 mA
This equation shows that the current in the RC circuit
decays exponentially with time.

Rate of Voltage Change in an RC Circuit

To obtain an expression for the instantaneous veltage
across the resistor "R, we use Ohm's law to suostitute
i = I'RIR and [im, = VRIR into Equation 2-35

P

and
rearrange to obtain

We find from Equation 2-36 that

VR = 10.0 e 200/100 = 1.35 V

And by substituting into Equation 2-31, we find that

Vc = V, - I'R = lO.llO - 1..15

= 10.0(1 - e·'''OtI<K}) = 8.65 V

Substitution of this expression into Equation 2-31
yields, after rearrangement, an expression for the in-
stantaneous voltage across the capacitor I'C: Phase Relations between Current

and Voltage in an RC Circuit

Figure 2-8b shows the changes in i, VR. and Vc that oc-
cur during the charging cycle of an RC circuit. These
plots are presented in arbitrary units because the
shape of the curves is independent of the time con-
stant of the circuit. Note that v Rand i assume their
maximum values the instant the switch in Figure 2-l'>a
is moved to position 1. At the same instant, on the
other hand, the voltage across the capacitor increases
rapidly from zero and ultimately approaches a con-
stant value. For practical purposes, a capacitor is con-
sidered to be fully charged after five time constants
(5RC) havc elapsed. At this point, the current has
decayed to less than 1% of its initial value (e 5 H('Re =
e-5 = 0.0067 = O.O!).

When the switch in Figure 2-8a is moved to posi-
tion 2. the batterv is removed from the circuit and the
capacitor becomes a source of current. The fiow of
charge, however, will be in the opposite direction from
what it was during. charging. Thus,

Note that the product RC that appears in the last
three equations has the units of time, because R = I'Rli
and C = qlvc,

RC = ""- X q
i ~'c

-"eft.; walomhs
-_. -- X --- .--- = seconds

wultllTItrS/second 1.'011

The product [(C is called the lillle wflstalli for the
circuit and is a measure of the time required for a ca-
pacitor to charge or discharge. This dependence of the
charging time on RC can be rationalized from the form
of Equation 2-37. Because the ratio -I iRC is the ex-
ponent in this equation. Re determines the r;-ttc of ex-
ponential change of the voltage across the capacitor.

Example 2-2 illustrates the use of the equations that
were Just derived.

If it was fully charged. the initial capacitol voltage is
that of the battery. That is.

Using these equations and proceeding as in the earlier
derivation. we flnd that for the discharge eycle

Figure 2-8c shows how i, VR, and "c change with time.
It is important to note that in each cycle the change

in voltage across the capacitor is out of phase with and
lags behind that of the current and the voltage across
the resistor.

26-4 Response of Series RC
Circuits to Sinusoidal Inputs

In the sections that follow, we investigate the response
of series RC circuits to a sinusoidal ac voltage sig-
nal. The input signal v, is described by Equation 2-24;

that is,

Phase Chang-9$ in Capacitive Circuits

[fthe switch and battery in the [(C circuit shown in Fig-
ure 2-l'>a are replaced with a sinusoidal ac source, the
capacitor continuously stores and releases charge, thus
causing a current that alternates in direction and
changes continuously. A phase difference <I> between
the current and voltage is introduced as a consequence
of the finite time required to charge and discharge the
capacitor (see Figure 2-8b and c).

We Olav determine the magnitude of the phase shift
by consid~ring a capacitor in' an ideal circuit that has
no resistance. We first combine Equations 2-23 and
2-30 tel give. after rearrangement.

d,'c
C-

dt



EXAMPLE 2-3

Use a spreadsheet to calculate the reactance of '~
0.0200 flF capacitor at frequencies of 2~ Hz. 2RO Hz. 2.~
kHz, 2~ kHz, 2~0 kHz, and 2.8 MHz.

as heal. Here, the energy stored in the charging pro-
cess is released to the system during discharge.

Ohm's law can be applied to capacitive ac circuits
and takes the form

A B
Example 2-3 Capacitive Reactance

C--2:00E=08
Hz Xc = 1/21TfC, fl

28 . 2.84E+05
280 ---~- 2.84E+04

2800i:S4E + 03

_~QQ~ _2~E_+~2
280000 2.84E+Ol

2.80E + 06 2.84E + 00

1
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9

10
11 Documentation
12 CiIIC"=11(2:pRrB4~$B$2)

At time t = O. t'c = o. Thus, if we rearrange this equa-
tion and integrate between times 0 and I, we obtain

J ., J
Vc = --"J sin2rrfldl = -----"c- (-cos 2rrfl)

C n . 2rrjC

But from trigonometry. -cos x = sin(x - 90). There-
fore, we may write

I
v, = - -p- sin (2rrji - 90)

2rrfC' .

By comparing Equation 2-43 with Equation 2-26, we
see that Jp/(2rrfC) = Vp; therefore, Equation 2-43 can
be written in the form

The instantaneous current, however, is given by Equa-
tion 2-23. That is,

i = Ip sin 2rrji

When we compare the last two equations, we find
that the voltage across a pure capacitor that results
from a sinusoidal input signal is sinusoidal but lags the
current by 90' (see Figure 2-9). As we show later, this
lag is smaller than 90' in a real circuit that also contains
resistance.

Capacitive Reactance

Like a resistor, a capacitor during charging impedes
the flow of charge. which results in a continuous de-
crease in the magnitude of the current. This effect re-
sults from the limited capacitv of the device to hold
charge at a gi\"en voltage. as gi\"en by the expression
Q = CV In contrast to a resistor, however, charging a
capacitor does not create a permanent loss of encrg:

where Xc is the ca{)(lcilive reactallce, a property of a ca-
pacitor that is analogous to the resistance of a resistor.
A comparison of Equal ions 2-43 and 2-44 shows, how-
ever, that

We employ Equation 2-46 in cells C4-C9 and note
that the reactance varies from 284 kll at 2~ Hz to only
2.84 fl at 2.8 MHz.

Impedance in a Series RC Circuit

The impedance Z of an RC circuit is made up of two
components; the resistance of the resistor and the re-
actance of the capacitor. Because of the phase shllt
with the latter, however, the two cannot be combined
directly bUI must be added vectorially, as shown in Fig-
ure 2-10. Here the phase angle for R is chosen as zero.
As we have shown, the phase angle for a pure capaci-
tive element is -90". Thus, the Xc vector is drawn at a
right angle to and extends down from the R vector.
From the Pythagorean theorem, the quantity Z, called
the impedallce, is given by

where Xc has the units of ohms.
It should also be noted that. in contrast to resistance,

capacitive reactance is frequency dependem and be-
comes smaller at higher frequency. At very high fre-
'Iuencies. capacitive reactance approaches zero, and
the capacitor acts like a short circuit. At zero frequency
Xc becomes extremely large. so that a capacitor acts as
an open circuit (insulator) for a dircct current (neglect-
ing the momentary initial charging current). Example
2-3 shows a spreadsheet j calculation of capacitive reac-
tance at several different frequencies. X,

dJ = arctan R

h)r JJJllIOI1J.l lnfUrrnJli0n 1m jprea..-:!shcd appliCJtllms, see S. R. Crouch
anJ F. J Huller. AppfiulI!()Il) or _\lI~'rn_,oft ~xCf:1 in Allui\ucal Chemistry.
Belrn,lnt. C:\: Bruok::; CfJ!c 2ql)~

To sho\\ the frequency dependence of the imped-
ance and of thc phase angle. we can suhstitute Equa-
tion 2-46 into 2-47 and 2-48, giving

I
<p = arctan 2rr! RC

Note that the extent to which the voltage lags the cur-
rent in an RC circuit, <p, depends on the frequency f,
the resistance R, and the capacitance C, of the circuit.

Ohm's law for a series RC circuit can be written as

I ( I )'\ / R' +
Y 21TfC

[ Z J IR' + ( -j )'
Vp = P = P\j 2rrfC

Example 2-4 shows spreadsheet calculations" of im-
pedance in a series RC circuit.

EXAMPLE 2-4

A sinusoidal ac source with a peak voltage of20.0 V was
placed in series with a IS kll resistor and a 0.0080 flF
capacitor. Use a spreadsheet to calculate the peak cur-
rent, the phase angle, and the voltage drop across each
of the components for frequencies of 75 Hz, 750 Hz, 7.5
kHz. and 75 kHz.
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Note here that in cells C5 -C8 we calculate the capaci-
tive reactance from Equation 2-46 as we did in Ex-
ample 2-3. (n cells 05-08 we obtain the impedance of
the circuit from Equation 2·49. (n cells E5 -E8 we use
Equation 2-48 to obtain the phase angle. Note that Ex-
cel calculates the arc tangent in radians. In cells F5-F8
we convert the phase angle to degrees by using the Ex-
cel function OEGREESO. (n cells G5-G8 we obtain
the peak current from Equation 2-51. The voltage
drops across the resistor and the capacitor are ob-
tained from the voltage divider equations

Several important properties of a series l?C circuit
arc illustrated by the results obtained in Example 2-4.
First, the sum of the peak voltages for the resistor and
the capacitor are not equal to the peak voltage of the
source. At the lower frequency, for example. the sum is
2!.l V compared with 20.0 V for the source. This ap-
parent anomaly is understandable when we realize
that the peak voltage occurs in the resistor at an earlier
time than in the capacitor because of the voltage lag in
the latter. At anv time, however, the sum of the instan-
taneous voltages across the two elements equals the
instantaneous voltage of the source.

A second important point shown bv the data in E\-
ample 2-4 is that the reactance of the capacitor is three
orders of magnitude greater at 75 Hz than at the highest
frequency. As a result, the impedance at the two highest
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frequencies is almost entirely due to the resistot, and
the current is significantly greater. Associated\hth the
lowered reactance at the higher frequencies are the
much smaller voltages across the capacitor compared
with those at lower frequencies.

Finally, the magnitude of the voltage lag in the ca-
pacitor is of interest. At the lowest frequency, this lag
amounts to approximately 87', but at the highest fre-
quency it is only about 1'.

Series RC circuits are often used as filters to attenuate
high-frequency signals while passing low-frequency
components (a low-pass filter) or, alternatively, to re-
duce low-frequency components while passing the
high frequencies (a high-pass tilter). Figure 2-11 shows
how a series l?C circuit can be arranged to give a high-
and a low-pass filter. In each case, the input and output
are indicated as the voltages (Vp), and (Vpl".

High-Pass Filters

To use an l?Ccircuit as a high-pass lilter. the output volt-
age is taken across the resistor l? (see Figure 2-lla). The
peak current in this circuit can be found bv substitution
into Equation ~-5L Thus.

('p),
/ =--

p Z

FtGURE 2-11 Filter circuits: (a) a high-pass filter and
(b) a low-pass filter.

Because the voltage acroSS the resistor is in phase with

thc current,

(Vr)"/ =
I' l?

The ratio of the peak output to the peak input voltage
is obtained bv dividing the second equation by the first
and rearranging. Thus,

(VpL l?

(VI'), z
l?

._~-~
I (I)"~ l?' + 2rrre -

A plot of this ratio as a function of frequency for a typ-
ical high-pass filter is shown as curve A in Figure 2-12a.
Note that frequencies below 20 Hz have been largely
removed from the input signal.

Low-Pass Filters

For the low-pass filter shown in Figure 2-11b, we can

write

II' = 2rrJC( \~,)"

Substituting Equation 2-52 and rearranging vie Ids

(Vr)"

(VI' I,

Curn? B in Figllr~ 2-12a shows the:: frequency response
of a typical k;w-pass IiIter: the data for the plot were
obtained with the aid of Equation 2-54. In this case.

8J Simulmiofl: Lcarn more about RC filters
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FIGURE 2-12 (a) Frequency response of high-pass and
low-pass filters. (b) Bode diagram for high-pass and low-
pass filters. For the high-pass filter, R = 10 kl1 and C =

(J.I f'F. For the low-pass filter, R = I Mn and C = 1 f'F.

direct and low-frequency components of the input sig-
nal are transferred to the circuit output. but high-
frequency components are effectively removed.

Figure 2·12b shows Bode diagrams, or plots, for the
two filters just described. Bode plots are widely en-
countered in the electronics literature to show the fre-
quency dependence of input-output ratios for circuits.
amplifiers, and filters. The quantity 20 10g[(lir)"I( Vel,j
gives the gain (or attenuation) of an amplifier or a 11lter
in decibels, dB. Thus. if [(,~))(,;,),J = 10. the gain is
20 dB. If 1(V,,)){I'p),] = -10. the attenuation is 20 dB.

La\\'- and high-pass filters are of great importance
in the design of electronic circuits.

28-6 The ~e5ponse 01 {qC
Circuits to Pl-i~s;~d~t'iputs

When a pulsed input is applied to an l?C circuit. the
Yoltage across the capacitor and the \-oltage across the
resistor take various forms. depending on the rdation-
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FIGURE 2-14 Block diagram of a DMM. (From H. V. Malmstadt, C. G. Enke, and S. R. Crouch,
Electronics and Instrumentation for Scientists, Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin-Cummings, 1981 , with
permission).(e)
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2C SEMICONDUCTORS AND
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

FIGURE 2-13 Output signals "R and "c for pulsed input signal V,. (a) time constant p pulse
width I,; (b) time constant - I,; (c) time constant <; I,.

ship between the width of the pulse and the time
constant for the circuit. These effects are illustrated in
Figure 2-13, where the input is a square wave with a
pulse width of t" seconds. The second column shows
the variation in capacitor voltage as a function of time,
and the third column shows the change in resistor volt-
age at the same times. In the top set of plots (Figure
2-13a), the time constant of the circuit is much greater
than the input pulse width. Under these circumstances,
the capacitor can become only partially charged dur-
ing each pulse. The capacitor then discharges as the in-
put voltage returns to zero, and a sawtooth output
results. The voltage across the resistor under these cir-
cumstances rises instantaneously to a maximum value
and then decreases nearly linearly during the pulse
lifetime

The bottom set of curves (Figure 2-13c) illustrates
the two outputs when the time constant of the circuit
is much shorter than the pulse width. Here, the charge
on the capacitor rises rapidly and approaches full
charge near the end of the pulse. As a consequence,
the \'oltage across the resistor rapidly decreases to zero
after its initial rise. When " goes to zero, the capacitor

discharges immediately; the output across the resis-
tor peaks in a negative direction and then quickly
approaches zero.

These various output wave forms find applications in
electronic circuitry. The sharply peaked voltage output
shown in Figure 2-13c is particularly important in tim-
ing and trigger circuits.

Electronic circuits usually contain one or more nonlin-
ear devices, such as transistors, semiconductor diodes.
and vacuum or gas-tilled tubes.' In contrast to circuit
components such as resistors, capacitors. and inductors,
the input and output voltages or currents of nonlinear
devices are not linearly proportional to one another. As
a consequence, nonlinear components can be made to
change an electrical signal from ac to dc (rectification)
or the reverse, to amplify or to attenuate a voltage or
current (amplitude modulation), or to alter the fre-
quency of an ac signal (frequency modulation). .

Historicallv. the vacuum tube was the predomInant
nonlinear de~ice used in electronic circuitry. In the
1950s. however, tubes were suddenly and essentially
completely displaced by semiconductor-based diodes
and transistors, which have the advantages of low cost,
low power consumption, small heat generation, long
life, and compactncss. The era of the individual, or dis-
crete, transistor was remarkably short, however, and

28- 7 Alternating Current, Voltage,
and Impedance Measurements

Alternating current, voltage. and impedance mcasurc-
ments can be carried out with many DMMs. Such mul-
timeters are sophisticated instruments that permit the
measurement of both ac and dc voltages and currents
as lVell as resistances or impedances over ranges of
many orders of magnitude. As shown in Figure 2-14,
the heart of the DMM is the de DVM as discussed in
Section 2A-3. In this type of meter. circuits similar to
those shown in Figure 2-4 arc used. For ac measure-
ments. the outputs from the "arious input converter
circuits are passed into all ac-to-dc conh~rtt.'r hcfure
hcing digitized and displayed.

"For further information about modern electronic circuits and compo"
nents. ~cc H. \', ~lahmtJdl. C. G. Enk~'. and S. R Crouch. ,\'ficrocumpwcn
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l(ln. DC: .-'\merican Ch.:mical Society. 199-t A. 1. Diefenderfer and B. E
Hd[ldll. Puneipln or F/,'L'{r(/Ili{' !1I\[mfll('!I{<1{lUfL 3rd ~J.. PhiljJ~lphi~
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electronics is now based largely on ill/egrated circllits,
which contain as many as a million transistors, resis-
tors, capacitors. and conductors on a single tiny semi-
conductor chip. Integrated circuits permit the scientist
or engineer to design and construct relatively sophisti-
cated instruments, armed with only their functional
properties and input and output characteristics and
without detailed knowledge of the internal electromc
circuitry of individual chips.

In this section we examine some of the most com-
mon components that make up electronic circuits. We
then look in detail at a few devices that are important
parts of most electronic instruments.

A semiconductor is a crystallinc material with a con-
ductivitv between that of a conductor and an insulator.
There a're many types of semiconducting materials, in-
cluding elemental silicon and germanium; intermetallic
compounds. such as silicon carbide and gallium ar-
senide; and a variety of organic compounds. Two semi-
conducting materials that havc found widest applica-
tion for electronic devices arc crystalline silicon and
germanium. Here. we limit our discussions to these

substances.
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Silicon and germanium arc Gruup IV' dements and
thus have f(~ur valence electrons available for bond
formation. In a silicon crvstal. cach of these electrons is



localized hy comhination with an electron from another
silicon atom to form a co\-aknt bond. Thus. in principle.
there are no free electrons in crystalline silicon. and the
material would he expected to he an insulator. In fact.
howe\·er. sufficient thermal agitation occurs at rool11

temperature to liberate an occasional electron from its
bonded state, leaving it free to mO\'e through the cn'stal
lattice and thus to conduct electricity This thermal
cxcilntion of an electron leal'es a positively charged
region. termed a hole. associated \vith the silicon atom.
The hole. however. like the electron, is mobile and thus
also contributes to the electrical conductance of the
crystal. The mechanism of hole movement is stepwise; a
bound electron from a neighboring silicon atom jumps
to the electron-deficient region and therehy leaves a pos-
itive hole in its wake, Thus,conduction by a semiconduc-
tor involves motion of thermally excited electrons in onc
dircction and holes in the other.

The conquctivity of a silicon or germanium crystal
can be greatly enhanced by doping, a process whereby
a tiny, controlled amount of an impurity is introduced,
usually by diffusion, into the heated germanium or sil-
icon crystal. Typically, a silicon or germanium semi-
conductor is doped with a Group V element, such as
arsenic or antimony, or with a Group III element, such
as indium or gallium, When an atom of a Group V
element replaces a silicon atom in the lattice, one un-
bound electron is introduced into the structure; only a
small amount of thermal energy is then needed to free
this electron for conduction, Note that the resulting
positive Group V ion does not provide a mobile hole
because there is little tendency for electrons to move
from a covalent silicon bond to this nonbonding posi-
tion, A semiconductor that has been doped so that it
contains nonbonding electrons is termed an II-type
(negative type) hecause negatively charged electrons
are the majority carriers of charge. Holes still exist as
in the undoped crvstaL which are associated with sili-
con atoms. but their number is small \\'ith respect to
the number of electrons: thus, holes represent millor-
ity carriers in an n-t:ype semiconductor.

A p-type (positive type) semiconductor is formed
when silicon or germanium is doped with a Group III el-
ement. which contains only three valence electrons.
Here, holes are introduced when electrons from ad-
joining silicon atoms jump to the vacant orbital associ-
ated \\'Ith the impurity' atum. :\ote that this prucess im-
parts a negative charge to the Group III atoms.
~vlovcment of the holes from 'iilicon atom td silicon
atOIn. as described earlier. con'ititlltcs a cune-nt in

which the majority carrier is positively charged, Be-
cause holes are kss mohile than free electrons, the con-
ductivitv of a p-tvpe semiconductor is inherentlv less
than that of an tHype,
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A diode is a nonlinear device that has greater conduc-
tance in one direction than in the other. Useful diodes
are manufactured hy forming adjacent ,,-type and
p-type regions within a single germanium Of silicon
crystal; the interface hetween these regions is krmed
a pn junction.

+~ire

(a)

Properties of a pn Junction

Figure 2-15a is a cross section of one type ofpn junc-
tion, which is formed by diffusing an excess of a p-type
impurity, such as indium, into a minute silicon chip that
has been doped with an n-type impurity, such as.anti-
mony, A junction of this kind permits move'¥ent of
holes from the f! region into the n region and move-
ment of electrons in the reverse direction, As holes
and electrons diffuse in the opposite direction, a region
is created that is depleted of mobile charge carriers
and has a very high resistance, This region, referred to
as the depletion region, is depicted in Figure 2-15d, Be-
cause there is separation of charge across the de-
pletion region, a potential difference develops across
the region, which causes a migration of holes and elec-
trons in the opposite direction, The current that results
from the diffusion of holes and electrons is balanced by
the current produced bl' migration of the carriers in
the electric field, and thus there is no net current. The
magnitude of the potential difference across the depic-
tion region depends on the composition of the materi-
als used in the fill junction, For silicon diodes, the po-
tential difference is about 0,6 V and for germanium, it
is about 03 V When a positive voltage is applied across
a pll junction, there is little resistance to current in the
direction of the p-typc to the n-type materiaL On the
other hand, the pll junction offers a high resistance to
the flow of holes in the opposite direction and is thus a
current reetZ{1er.

Figure 2-15b illustrates the symbol for a diode, The
arro\\" points in the direction of low resistance to po:-;i-
tin: currents. The triangular portiun of the diode sym-
hol may be imagined tu point in the direction of cur-
rent in a conductin§,- diode.

Figure ~-15c shows the mechanism of conduction of
charge when the p region is made positi\'e with respect

,-~
+1 i---

J
Depletion
region

FIGURE 2-15 A pn-junction diode, (a) Physical appearance of one type formed by diffusion
of a p-type impurity into an It-type semiconductor, (b) symbol for a diode, (c) current under
forward bias, (d) resistance to current under reverse bias,

to the II region by application of a voltage; this process
is called fonmrd biasing, Here, the holes in the p re-
gion and the excess electrons in the 11 region, \vhich are
the majority carriers in the two regions, mOve undcr
the influence of the electric field toward the junction,
where thcy combine and thus annihilate each othcr.
The ne"ative terminal of the hattery injects new elec-
trons i:to the n region, which can 'then continue thc
conduction process; the positive terminal. on the other
hand, extracts electrons from the p region, thus creat-
ing new holes that arc free to migrate toward the pn

junction.
When the diode is rnase blilsed, as in Figure 2-15,1.

the majority carriers in each region drift away from the
junction to form the depiction layer. which contains
few charges. Only the small concentration of minority

GJ .';flllufallon: Learn more: about diodes.

carriers present in each region drifts toward the junc-
tion and thus creates a current Consequentlv, conduc-
tance under reverse bias is tvpically 10 "tLl 10' that of
conductance under forward bias,

Current-Voltage Curves for
Semiconductor Diodes

Figure 2-16 shows the hehayior of a typical 'icmicon-
ductor diode under forward and reverse bias, With for-
ward bias, the current increases nearly c:xpnnentially'
with voltage. For some power diodes, forward biasing
can result in currents of sC\'tT<l1 3lllpereS, For a gCrIna-
nium diode under rC\'l~rse hias, a current on the order of
tell'i of microaIl1p~r\.''i i~ubser\'t:d o\-er a cpn~iderablc
\'l)lu.i!!t' range. Re\c.T:)e-hi~h current for a silicon diode
is on ;he ord..:.r of tc'ns of nanoampercs. ill this r~gion of
the diode characteri-.;tic cune. conduction is by the mi-
nority carriers. Ordinarily, this re\'crse current is of



little C0nsequence. As the reverse-bias voltage is in-
creased, however, the breakdown voltage is ultimately
reached where the reverse current increases abruptly to
very high values. Here, holes and electrons, formed by
the rupture of covalent bonds of the semiconductor, are

I Forwardbias

g I
e5

FlGURE 2-i 6 Current-voltage characteristics of a silicon
semiconductor diode. (For clarity the small current under
reverse bias before breakdown has been greatly
exaggerated.)
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accelerated by the field to produce additional electrons
and holes by collision. In addition, quantum mechani-
cal tunneling of electrons through the junction layer
contributes to the enhanced conductance. This conduc-
tion, if sufficiently large, may result in heating and dam-
aging of the diode. The voltage at which the sharp in-
crease in current occurs under reverse bias is called the
Zener breakdown voltage. By controlling the thickness
and type of the junction layer, Zener breakdown volt-
ages that range from a few volts to several hundred volts
can be realized. As we shall see, this phenomenon has
important practical applications in precision voltage
sources.

Bipolar Junction Transistors

Bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) may be \iewed as
two back-to-back semiconductor diodes. llie Pfll'
transistor consists of a very thin II-type region sand-
wiched bet\veen two p-type regions; the "1'11 type ,has
the reverse structure. BITs are constructed in a vartety
of wavS. two of which are illustrated in Figure 2-\7.
The s~mbols for the 1'"1' and the IlI'Il types of transis-
tors ;re shown on thc right in Figurc 2-17. In these
svmhols, the arrOWon the emitter lead indicates the dl-
r~ction of positive current. Thus, in the pilI' typc, there
is a positive current from thc emitter to the base; the
reverse is true for the "1'" type.

Electrical Characteristics of a BJT

The discussion that follows focuses on the behavior of
a Imp-type BJT. It should he appreciated that the npfl
type acts analogously exccpt for the direction of the
~urrent, which is opposite to that of the 1'"1' transistor.

When a transistor is to be used in an electronic de-
vice one of its terminals is connected to the input
and'the second serves as the output; the third tcrminal
is connected to hoth and is the common tcrminal. Three
configurations are thus possible; a common-emitter, a
common-collector, and a common-basco The common-
emitter conliguration has the widest application in am-
plification and is the one we consider in detail. .

Figure 2-18 illustrates the current ampltficatlon that
occurs when a pnp transistor is used in thc common-
emitter mode. Here, a small input current IB, which is
to be amplified, is introduced in the emitter-base cir-
cuit; this current is labeled as the hase current In the
fioure. As we show later, an ac current can also be am-
plified by superimposing it on IH' After amplification,
the dc component can then he removed by a filter.

The emitter-collcctor circuit is powered hy a de
power supply, such as that dcscribed in Section 20.
Typically, the power supplv provides a voltage between
9 and 30 V.

Note that. as shown bv the breadth of the arrows,
the collector, or output, current Ie is signilicantly
larucr than thc base input current lB' Furthermore, the
ma~nitudc of the collcctor current is direct Iv propor-
tional to the input current. Thai is.

The transistor is the basic semiconductor amplifying
and switching device. This device performs the same
function as the vacuum amplifier tube of yesteryear -
that is, it provides an output signal whose magnitude is
usually significantly greater than the signal at th2io.put.
Several types of transistors are available; two of the
most widely used of these, the hipolar junction transis-
tor and the field-effect transistor, are dcscribed here.

where th.; proportionality constant {3 is the. current
gain. which is a measure of the current amplthcatlon
that has occurred. Values for (3 for typtcal transrstors
range from 20 to 20n.

FIGURE 2- j 7 Two types of BJTs. Construction details are shown in (a) for a pnp alloy BJT
and in (b) for an npn planar transistor. Symbols for a pnp and npn BJT are shown in Ic) and
(d), respectively. (Note that alloy junction transistors may also be fabricated as npn types
and planar transistors as pnp.)

It is important to note that a BIT rcquires a current
into the base or out of the base to initiate conduction
between thc emitter and the collector. Consequently,
circuits built from BJTs draw significant current from
thcir power suppiies during operation. We will soon
describe another type of transistor, thc held-eftect
transistor. which requires nearly zero current for Its
operation.

Mechanism of Amplification with a BJT

It should be noted that the emiller-base interface of the
transistor shown in Figure 2-18 constitutes a forward-
biased fitl junction similar in behavior to that shown in
Figure 2-15c, whereas the base-collector region is a re-
verse-biased tip junction similar to the circuit shown III

figure 2-15el. Under forward bias, a significant current
f
B

develops when an input signal of a few tenths of a
volt is applied (see figure 2-16). In contrast, current
through the reverse-biased collector-base Junction IS

inhibitcd bv the migration of majority carriers away
from the ju~ction, a~ shown in Figure 2-15d.

CoIlector
current. Ie.

Ic = alE

Emitter
current, IE
IE = Ic + la

{J = IeCurrent gain. [s

FIGURE 2-i8 Currents in a common-emitter circuit
wtth a transistor. Ordinarily," ~ 0.95 to 0.995 and
/3 ~ 20 to 200
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FIGURE 2-20 Diagram showing the components of a power supply and their effects on
the 115-V line voltage.

increases. The magnitude of this effect is shown in fig-
ure 2-19c. Also available are p-channel enhancement-
mode MOSFET devices in which the p and Il regions
are reversed from those shown in Figure 2-19a.

Depletion-mode MOSI-'ET devices arc designcd to
conduct in the abscllce of a gate voltage and to become
nonconducting as potential is applied to the gate. An
Il-channel MOSfET of this type is similar in construc-
tion to the transistor shown in Figure 2-19a except that
the two Il regions are now connected by a narrow chan-
nel of n-type semiconductor. Application of a negative
voltage at VDS repels electrons out of the channel and
thus decreases the conduction through the channel. It
is important to note that virtually zero current is re-
quired at the gate of a MOSFET device to initiate con-
duction between the source and drain. This tiny power
requirement is in contrast to the rather large power re-
quirements of BJTs. The characteristic low power con-
sumption of field-effect devices makes them ideal for
portable applications requiring battery power.

FIGURE 2-19 An II-channel enhancement mode MOSFET: (a) structure, (b) symbol,
(c) performance characteristics.

In the manufacture of a pnp transistor. the p region
is purposely much more heavily doped than is the Il re-
gion. As a consequence, the concentration of holes in
the p region is 100 times the concentration of mobile
electrons in the Il layer. Thus, the fraction of the cur-
rent carried by holes is perhaps 100 times the fraction
carried by electrons.

Turning again to Figure 2-18, holes are formed at
the IHype emitter junction through removal of elec-
trons by the two dc sources. namely. the input signal
and the power supply. These holes can then move into
the very thin ,Hype base region where some will com-
bine with the electrons from the input source: the base
current IA is the result. The majority of the holes will.
however. drift through the narrow base layer and be at-
tracted to the negative collector junction. where they
can combine with electrons from the power supply; the
collector current Ie is the result.

The magnitude of the collector current is deter-
mined hy the number of current-carrying holes avail-
able in the emitter. This numbcr. howe\er. is a fixed
multiple of the number of electrons supplied by the in-
put base current. Thus. when the base current doubles.
so docs the collector current. This relationship leads to
the current amplification exhibited by a BJT.

Several t\pes of field-effect transistors (FETs) hone
het:n dc'"c1oped and are widely used ill integrated
circuits. One of these. the insulated-gate held-effect
transistor. was the outgrcw:th of the need to increase the
input resistance of amplifiers. Typical insulated-gate

FETs have input impedances that range from 10') to
10" n. This tvpe of transistor is most commonly re-
ferred to as a MOSFET, which is the acronym for /Wltal
oxide semiconductor/ield-effect transistor,

Figure 2-19a shows the structural features of an
n-challnel MOSFET. Hcre. two isolated Il regions are
formed in a IHype substrate. Covering both regions is
a thin layer of highly insulating silicon dioxide, which
may be further coyered with a protective layer of sili-
con nitride. Openings are etched through these layers
so that electrical contact can be made to the two n re-
gions. Two additional contacts are formed, one to the
substrate and the other to the surface of the insulating
layer. The contact with the insulating layer is termed
the gate hecause the voltage at this contact determines
the magnitude of the positiye current between the
drain and the source. Note that the insulating layer of
silicon dioxide between tbe gate lead and the substrate
accounts for the high impedance of a I\IOSFET.

In the absence of an applied yo/tage to the gate. es-
sentially no current dc\e1ops between drain and
source because one of the two {HI junctions is always
re\erse biased regardless of the sign of the applied
voltage l'lls, MOFSET devices are designed to operate
in either an enhancelllef1l or a depletion mode. The for-
mer type is SIHJWn in figure ~-19a, where current en-
hancement IS brought about by application of a posi-
tive voltage to the gate, .-\s SIH)\\I1, this positi\\: yultage
induces a ncgati\c ,-,uhstratc channel immediately he-
low the layer of silicun dioxide that CO\ers the gate
elect rude . The numher uf ncgati\"t: chargcs here, and
thus the current. increaSes as the ~ate voltage VGS

2D POWER SUPPLIES
AtsJD REGULATORS

Generallv laboratory instruments require dc po\\er to
operate ,;:nplifiers. c-omputers. transducers. and other
components. The most convenient source of electrical
power. however. is the nominally 110- V ac. 60-Hz line
voltage furnished bv public utility companies.' As
sho\\n in Figure 2-20. laboratory po\\cr supply units in-
crease or decrease the voltage from the house supply,

'Tht' :'I-:tlul JC lj!l~' \ultaS!,; In th~ Lnlt~J St,llc" \-Jrlc~ ITl lllO~l 1,),-',I(I,'n~

from In:, [.) 1~:' \.-\ ulu~' \It 11" \. i-; t\pk,'III\ :In :l\c:r;1~C '<dUe Iii

Europe. the lint: \Illtdgc i_~ndrrlln:llh ~::'.IJ\- ~lfld th-: lr-:~u<:ncy i, 'ill HI

~ 12\',lC
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FIGURE 2-21 Schematic of a typical power transformer
with multipte secondary windings.

rectify the current so that it has a single polarity. and
finall;. smooth the output to give a nearly steady de volt-
age. ~10st power supplies also contain a voltage regula-
tor that maintains the output voltage at a constant de-
sired level.

The \'()Itage from the ac power lines is rcauily in-
creased or~decrcased by means of a po\,·,:er transformer
such as that shown schematically in Figure 2-21. The
varying magnetic field formed around the primarv coil
III this device from the 110- V ac induces aiternatlllg
currents in the sccolu/ar.\ coils. The \,olta!!c VI across
each i.; gi\'en hy

where .\", and Xl arc the nunlbcr ot turn.; in the sec-
ondary a~Hj primary (nils. rcsp..:cti\dy. PO\\'C'f ~upplics
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For voltage regulators. a Zener diode is chosen such
that it always opuates under breakdown conditions;
that is, the input Hlltage to be regulated is greater than
the breakdown voltage. For the regulator shown in Fig-
ure 2-24, an increase in voltage results in an increase in
current through the diode. Because of the steepness of
the current-voltage curve in the breakdown region
(Figure 2-16), however. the voltage drop across the
diode, and thus the load, is virtually constant.

Modern integrated-circuit voltage regulators take
advantage of the properties of Zener diodes to provide
stable reference voltages. These voltages are used in
conjunction with feedback circuitry and power transis-
tors to create power supplies regulated to :+: 1 mV or
better. Such regulators have three terminals: input,
output, and circuit common. The raw output from a
rectified and filtered power supply is connected to the
three-terminal voltage regulator to produce a supply
that is stable with respect to temperature tluctuations
and that automatically shuts down when the load cur-
rent exceeds its maximum rating, which is typically one
ampere in the most widely used circuits. Integrated-
circuit voltage regulators arc found in the power sup-
plies of most electronic devices.

Regulators of this type have the disadvantage of
dissipating considerable power. so that with the pro-
liferation of computers and other electronic devices,
more efficient regulators have become desirable. The
solution to this difficulty has been the advem of SII'itch-

FiGURE 2-22 Three types of rectifiers: half-wave, full-wave, and bridge.

with multiple taps, as in Figure 2-21, are available com-
mercially, and many different voltage combinations
may be obtained. Thus, a single transformer can serve
as a power source for several components of an instru-
ment with different voltage requirements.

2D-2 Rectifiers and Filters

Figure 2-22 shows three types of rectifiers and their
output-signal forms. Each uses semiconductor diodes
(see Section 2C-2) to block current in one direction
while permitting it in the opposite direction. To mini-
mize the current tluctuations shown in Figure 2-22, the
output ofa rectifier is usually filtered by placing a ca-
pacItor WIth a large capacitance in parallel with the
load RL, as shown in Figure 2-23. The charge and dis-
charge of the capacitor has the effect of decreasing the
vanatlons to a relatively small ripple. In some applica-
tIons, an Inductor in series and a capacitor in parallel
WIth the load serve as a filter; this type of filter is
known as an L sectioll. By suitable choice of capaci-

tance and inductance, the peak-to-peak ripple can be
reduced to the millivolt range or lower.

Often, instrument components require dc voltages that
are constant regardless of the current drawn or of fluc-
tuations in the line voltage. Voltage regulators serve this
purpose. Figure 2-24 illustrates a simple voltage regula-
tor that uses a Zener diode, a pn junction that has been
designed to operate nnder breakdown conditions; note
the special symbol for this type of diode. Figure 2-16
shows that a semiconductor diode nndergoes an abrupt
breakdown at a certain reverse bias, whereupon the
current changes precipitously. For example, under
breakdown conditions, a current change of 20 to 30 mA
may result from a voltage change of 0.1 VOl' less. Zener
diodes with a variety of specified breakdown voltages
are avaIlable commercially.

[2J Simulation: Learn more about power supplies.
Vcrtlcl!
Input
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illg regulators, which provide power to the load only
\vhen it is needed while maintaining constant voltage.
iVlost computer power supplies contain switching regu-
lators. The details uf operatiun of switching power
supplies are beyond the scope of nur discussion. hut
their principles of operation art' discussed in the gen-
eral references given in Section 2C.

In this section, three common readout devices arc de-
scribed. namelv, the cathode-ray tube. the laboratory
recorder. and the alphanumeric displa) unit.

The oscilloscope is a most useful and versatile labora-
tory instrument that uses a cathode-ray tube (CRT) as
a readout device. Both analog and digital oscilloscopes
are manufactured. Digital oscilloscopes are used when
sophisticated signal processing is required. Analog os-
cilloscopes arc generallv simpler than their digital
counterparts, are usually portable, arc easier to use,
and are less expensive. costing as little as a few hun-
dred dollars. We coniine our discussion here to simple
analog oscilloscopes. The block diagram in Figure 2-25
shows the most important components of such an in-
strument and the signal pathways for its components.
The actual display is provided by a CRT.

Cathode-Ray Tubes

Figure 2-26 is a schematic that shows the main com-
ponents of a CRT. Here, the display is formed by the
interaction of electrons in a focused beam with a
phosphorescent coating on the interior of the large
curved surface of the evacuated tube. The electron
beam is formed at a heated cathode, which is main-
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tained at ground potential. A multiple anode-focusing
array produces a narrow beam of electrons that has
been accelerated through a field of several thousand
volts, [n the absence of input signals, the beam appears
as a small bright dot in the center of the screen,

Horizontal and Vertical Control Plates. Input signals
are applied to two sets of plates, one of which deflects
the beam horizontally and the other vertically Thus, it
IS possible to display an x-y plot of two related signals
on the face of the CRT when the switch in Figure 2-25
is in position L Because the screen is phosphorescent,
the movement of the dot appears as a lighted continu-
ous trace that fades after a brief period.

The most common way of operating the CRT is to
cause the dot to sweep periodically at a constant rate
across the central horizontal axis of the tube byapply-
Ing a sawtooth sweep signal to the horizontal deflec-
tion plates. The oscilloscope is operated in this wav
when the switch in Figure 2-25 is moved to position i.
When operated in this way, the horizontal axis of
the display corresponds to time. Application of a peri-
odIC sIgnal to the vertical plates then provides a display
ot the waveform of the periodic signal. The fastest
sweep rates in most analog oscilloscopes range be-
tween I f1s/cm and I ns/cm. Usually the sweep speed
can be slowed bv factors of 10 until the rate is in the
seconds-per-centimeter range,

The horizontal control ~section of most oscillo-
scopes can, if desired, be driv'en by an external signal
rather than by the internal sawtooth signal. In this

[2J Simulatioll: Learn mOre abOUI CRTs.
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mode of operation, the oscilloscope becomes an x-v
plotter that displays the functional relationship b~-
tween two input signals.

their difference to zero; that is, a servosystem continu-
ously seeks the null condition. Laboratory recorders
were once very common but today they have been
mostly replaccd by computer-based systems.

In the laboratory recordcr, shown schematically in
Figure 2-27, the signal to be recorded, V" is continu-
ously compared with the output from a potentiometer
powered by a reference signal. v,,,. In many recorders,
the reference signal is generated by a temperature-
compensated Zener diode voltage-reference circuit
that proV'ides a stable reference voltage. Any difference
in voltage between the potentiometer output and V, is
converted to a 60-cycle ae signal by an electronic chop-
per; the resulting signal is then amplified sufficiently to
activate a small phase-sensitive electric motor that is
mechanically geared or linked (by a pulley arrange-
ment in Figure 2-27) to both a recorder pen and the slid-
ing contact of the potentiometer. The direction of rota-
tion of the motor is such that the potential difference
between the potentiometer output am! V, is decreased
to zero, which causes the motor to stop.

To understand the directional control of the motor,
it is important to note that a reversible ae motor has
two sels of coils, one 01 which is fixed (the stator) and
the other of which rotates (the rotor), One of these-
sav. the rotor - is powered from the 110- V power line
and thus has a continuously t1uctuating magnetic field
associated with it. The output lrom the 'Ie amplifier,
on the other hand, is fed to the coils 01 the stator.
The magnetic field induced here interacts with the ro-
tor tield and causes the rotor to turn. The direction 01
motion depends on the phase of the stator current with

Trigger Control. To steadily display a repetitive signal,
such as a sine wave, on the screen, it is essential that
each sweep begin at an identical place on the signal
prohle - for example, at a maximum, a minimum, a
zero c.rossing: or an abrupt change in the signal. Syn-
chrol1lzatlon IS usually accomplished by mixing a por~
tlon of the test signal with the sweep signal in such a way
as to produce a voltage spike for, say, each maximum or
some multiple thereof. This spike then serves to trigger
the sweep. Thus, the waveform can be observed as a
steady image on the screen,

, Oscilloscopes are extremely useful in a variety 01
dIsplay and diagnostic applications. They can be used to
view the time profile of signals from transducers, to
compare the relationships among repetitive waveforms
in analog signal processing circuits, or to reV'eal high-
frequency noise or other signals of interest that cannot
be observed by using a DMM or othcr dc-measurino

device. The oscilloscope is an cssential dia"nostic to(~
in the instrument laboratory. '"

The typical laboratory recorder" is an example 01 a
servosystem, a null device that compares two signals
and then makes a mechanical adjustment that reduces

respect to that of the rotor; the phase of the stator
current, however, dillers by 180", depending on
whether V, is greater or smaller than the signai from
V",. Thus, the amplified difference signal can be
caused to drive the servomechanism to the null state
Irom either direction.

In most laboratory recorders, the paper is moved at
a fixed speed. Thus, a plot of signal intensity as a func-
tion of time is obtained. Because the recorder paper is
fed from a long roll, or strip, this type of laboratory
recorder has come to be called a strip~chart recorder.
[n .t-y recorders, the paper is fixed as a single sheet
mounted on a flat bed. The paper is traversed by an
arm that moves along the x-axis. The pen traV'els along
the arm in the y direction, The arm drive and the pen
drive are connected to the x and." inputs. respectively,
thus permitting both to varv continuously. Often
recorders of this type are equipped with two pens, thus
allowing the simultaneous plotting of two functions on
the x-axis, An example of an application of this kind is
in chromatography, where it is desirable to have a plot
of the detector output as a lunction 01 time as well as
the time integral of this output. Alternatively, a dual-
pen recorder might be used to displav the outputs of
two diflerent detectors that are monitoring the eftluent
from the same chromatographic column.

A tvpicallahoratorv strip-chart recorder has several
chart speeds that often range from 0.1 to 20 em/min,
\iost provide ;j choice of several voltage ranges. from
I m V full scale to several volts, Generally, the precision
of these instruments is on the orJer of a few tenths of a
percent of full scale.



Digital r~cord~rs and plutters are no\\ wiJely used.
Here. the pen mal he dmen hI a skpper motor. which
responds to digitized \ultage signals by turning: some
precise fraLlinn of a rntation for eaeh \"oltagc pulsc.
Computer-dri\'t~n x-y plotters ()ftcn use de sc:rvomotors
to mme either the pcn. the paper. or hoth. to draw
graphs of data frum anal\'tical instruments. Graphical
output is tlOWcommonly ohtained from inkjet and laser
printers. Softwarc packages such as Excel. SigmaPlot.
and Adohe Illustrator pruduee the appropriate for·
mats for plotting with these printers.

The output from digital eyuipment is most com'c,
niently displavcd in terms of decimal numhers and let·
ters. that is. in alphanumeric form. The seven-segment
readout device is hased on the principle that any al·
phanumeric character can he represented by lighting
an appropriate combination of seven segments, as
shown in Figure 2-2K Here:. for example, a tlYe is
formed when segments l/. r g. c. and d are lighted: the
letter C appears when segments 0. r e, and dare:
Iighkd. Perhaps the most common method of lighting
a seven-segment display is to fashion each segment as
a light·emitting diode (LED). A tvpical LED consists
of a /'11 junction shaped as one of the segments and pre,.
pared frum gallium arsenide. which is doped with
phosphorus. Under forward hias. the Junction emIts
red radiation as a consequence of recomhinations of
minority carriers in the junction region. Each of the
seven segments is connected to a decoder logic circuit
so that it is activated at the pruper time.

Seven·segmenlliquid·crvstal displals. or I.CDs. arc
also widely encountered. HL're, a small amount of a
liquid crystal is contained in a thin. flat optical cell. the
walls of "hieh are coated with a conducting film.

[~'~T:~:~~~l
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la) Describe a suitable comhination of the resistors that would gl\c the indicated

voltages.
(b) Wha~ would be the IR drop across 1<,"
(c) What current would be drawn from the source'!
(d) What power is dissipated by the circuit?

*2-2 Assume that for a circuit similar to that shown in Problem 2·\. R, = 20011.

R, = 500 n. R, = 1.00 kll. and \I, = 15 V.

(;) What is the loltage V;' . . .,
(b) What would be the power loss m reSistor R,... , .' .... .
(c) What fraction of the total power lost hy the C[fCUlt would b~ dlSslpdted m

resistor R;'
*2-) For a circuit similar to the one shown in Problem 2-\, RI ~ 1.00 Ul, R, = 2.50 kn.

R, = 4.00 kO. and V, = 12.0 V. A voltmeter was placed across contacts 2 ~nd 4. >

Calculate the relative error in the voltage readmg If the mternal resIStance of the

voltmeter was (a) 5000 11, (b) 50 kn. and (c) 500 kll.

*2-4 A voltmeter was used to measure the voltage of a cell with an internal resistance of
750 n. What must the internal resistance of the meter he It the relative error m the

measurement is to be less than (a) ~ 1.0%. (h) ~O.IO%·?

"2-5 For the following circuit, calculate .
(a) the potential difference across each of the resistors.
(b) the magnitude o[ each of the currents shown.
(c) the power dissipated by resistor R, ..
(d) the potential dillerence between PO\llts 3 and 4.

Application of an e!cctric field to a certain region of
the cell causes a change in alignment of the molecules
in the liquid crystal and a consequent change in its op-
tical appearance. Iv Both LEOs and LCDs fiud applica·
tion in many different types of instruments. and each
type of electronic readout has its advantages. LCDs
arc especially useful for hattery·operated instruments
because they consume little power. but they can have
prohlems in either very hright or very dim amhient
light. On the other hand. LEOs are readable 'a\.low
amhient light levels as well as in fairly bright light. but
thev consume considerahlv more power and thus are
not generally used in applications powered hy battery.

t\lany modern instruments use computers and com-
puter monitors as readout devices. Data manipulation.
data processing. and formatting for graphical dis·
play and printing can all be done with the computer.
Computer·hased instruments arc discussed in detail in
Section 4D.

"For discus::;JOI1S of tbe propl'nies and application., of liquid crystab. "l'l'

G_ H. Brown <IudP P. Cr()(lk •..r. Choll Dlf; "'nn. 1983. Jail .n, 2-L(i H
BrowJI. I Chf'!ll Edw .. 1983. tJO. 'JOO

R, = 100 II
R, = 500 U
R, :::0 .:zOO u
R,=IOOOn

Answers arc provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

UJJ Prohlem..; with thi~ icon arc hcsl sol\'t:~JlIsing srrcaJshcd:'l.

For the circuit shown helow. calculate
fa) the power dissipated between points I and 2.
(h I the current drawn from the S(luree.
(c) the \'llitage drop across reSistor R.,.
~d) the.' \'l)!tage drup acr()"i~ resi:-.hlr RE!'. _

(10 I the p(llential difference hetween POlllts ) and 4.
·2-1 Fur d" ...t'Tllhling lhe \'l)ILlgL' di\idcr "ih()wl1 bclnw.l\\'(l of each of the follo\\ing: rc ...i,,-

tIltS are a\adahle: ~()(llL 1.IlO klL and 2.(j() kl!



increases from 20 II to 40 II becausc of depletion of ionic species. Calculate the
percentage change in the current. assuming that the inkrnal resistance of the

hatteries is zero.
H, ~ !.OUl
HI!::: 2.0UI
He ~ -10 kll
Rv = 2.0kn
RF~ !.OUl

2-12 Repeat the calculations in Problem 2 II. assuming that \'H = 9.1l V and

R = 0.50 kit

*2-7 Thle circuit that follows is for a laboratory potentiometer for measurin" unknown
vo tages V\. ~

*2-13 A 24- V de voltage source was connected in series with a resistor and capacitor.
Calculate the current after 0.00. 0.010. 0.10. 1.0. and 1() s if the resistance was
10 MO and the capacitance 0.20 flF.

*2-14 How long would it take to discharge a 0.0 IS flF capacitor to I % of its full charge
through a resistance of (a) 10 MO. (b) 1 Mn. (c) I k(P

A series RC circuit consists of a 25- V dc source. a 50 kll resistor. and a (Un5 flF

capacitor.
(a) Calculate the time constant for the circuit.
(b) Calculate the current and voltage drops across the capacitor and the resistor

during a charging cycle: employ as times O. 1.2.3.4.5. and 10 ms.
(c) Repeat the calculations in (b) for a discharge cycle assuming 10 ms charging

time.

Repeat the calculations in Problem 2-16. assuming that the voltage source was 15
V. the resistance was 20 Mll. and the capacitance was 0.050 JlF. Use as times O. 1.

2.3.4.5. and 10 s.
Assume the resistor AS is a slide wire whose resistance is directly proportional
to Its length. WIth the standard Weston cell (1 01R V) in th '.' II'"b d _ - ( e ClfCl111, a nu pomt
was a serve when contact C was moved to a position 84.3 cm from point A.
When the Weston cell was replaced with a cell of an unknown voltage V n II
was observed at 44.3 cm. Find the value of V I'" u

2-8 Show that the data in the last column of Table 2-1 arc correct.

2-9 Show that the data in the last column of Tahle 2-2 are correct.

*2-10 The current in a circuit is to he determined by measuring the volta"e drop a
a preCISion resistor in series with the circuit. C co cross

(a) What should be the resistance of the resistor in ohms if 100 V' t
spond to 50 JlA" . IS a corre-

(h) What must be the resistance of the voltage-measuring device if the error'
the current measurement is to be less than 1.0% relative" III

2-11 An electrolysis at a nearlv ·t'. , cons ant current can he performed with the f II "
arrangement: a 0\\ IIlg

2-18 Calculate the capacitive reactance, the impedance. and the phase angle ,p for the

following series RC circuits:

FrequenC)'~ Hz R.n C,/It'

(a) 1 20.000 0033

(b) 10' 20.000 0033

(e) 10" 20.000 0.0033

(d) 1 200 0.0033

(e) 10' 200 OOlm

(f) 106 200 0.0033

(g) 1 2.000 0.J3

(h) 10' 2.000 0.33

(i) 10' 2.000 0..13

Derive a frequency response curve for a low-pass RC filter in which [( = 2.5 kf1
and C = 0.015 Ilr. Cover a range of (Vp)j( Vr), of 0.0 I to 0.99'!9. Plot (Vr)./( v,.J,

versus In f

~

111!f------------.
\.

B
VII::::: 90 \'

Cell R I R ~ HI kll

0-----Vv~

2-20 Derive a frequency response cur\'e for a high-pass RC tilter in which R = 5DO U1
and C = 100 pF (l pF = to-" F). emer a range of (\' \ 'r), of O.DO I to D.9'!99.

Plot (\ ~)j( 1;,), \'ersus Inf.

The 90- V source consists of dr\' cells whose \'Olh'" can h' , dconsta' . . - . '. (~C: . e assume to remain
. nt tor short periods. DUring the electrol\sis. the resistance of the cell

Chal/enge Probfern

2-21 (a) The circuit shown hel,)\\' is a network of lour capacitors connecte:d in parallel.
Show that the parallel capacitance Cr is given h\ C,. = C, i- C - C; - C,.
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IfV=S.OOV.CI=O.OSO"FC=OOJO F' -
C dr' - . f1, C; = 0.07) flF, and C = 0070 F
IIn the parallel capacitancc C th h ' . - fl '
charge Qp.P· e c arge on each capacitor, and the total

A series combination of capacitors is shown in the figure below Show that the
senes capacitance Cs is given by .

~~~+J+~
Cs CI C, C1

r~~f--~I
~'I~_J
(d) If V = 3.0 V C = I 00 F C - 0

. 'I . fl, 2 - .7S flF, and C, = O.SOOflF, find the series
capacitance Cs and the voltage drops across each capacitor.

(e) For the senes CIrCUit of part (d) hC d C S SUppose t at there were only two capacitors
t I an 2'. how that the series capacitance in this case is the product of the'
wo capaellances divided by the sum of the two.

(f) The complex capacitive network shown below is wired Find th .
of the netwo k th I . e capacllance

. r, e vo tage across each capacitor, and the charge h
capacitor. on eac

os! modern analog signal-coNditioning
circuits owe their success to the class

of integrated circuits known as opera~

Lional amplifiers, u,hich are referred Lo as op amps
01' OAs. Operatiollal amplifiers are ubiquitous.

Open allY illstmment or piece ofelectrollic equip-
ment 01' scan an iustrument schematic, and you ll'il!

likel, 'filld olle 01'more 01' amps. This filct, coupled
with the ease with which rP/atil'el)' comple:rfimc-

tious call be accomplished. clIlphasb's the illlpor-

tanee oj hcwing a basic understanding a/their
priuciples of operatioll. III this chapter II'(' e.lplorf

a nfl/nbe,. of operational oJJlplifi'er circuits and

opI,!ications alld illrestigate tlreir properties,

adl'ant([gcs~ caullimitatio/ls,

Throughout this chapter. this logo indicates
an opportunity for online self-studv at www

.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog. linking you to
interactive tutorials. simulations. and exercIses.

3A PROPERTIES OF OPERATIOf\JAL
AMPLIFIERS

Operational amplifiers derive their name from their
original applications in analog computers. where they
were used to perform such mathematical operations
as summing, multiplying, differentiating, and integrat-
ing.' Operational amplifiers also find general applica-
tion in the precise measurement of voltage. current. and
resistance, which are measured variables with the trans-
ducers that are used in chemical instruments. Opera-
tional amplifiers also are widely used as constant-
current and constant-voltage sources.'

Figure 3-1 is an equivalent circuit representation of an
operational amplifier. In this figure, the input voltages
are represented by "T and ,,_. The input difference
voltage ", is the difference between these two voltages;
that is, ", = "+ ~ v_. The power supply connections arc
labeled + PS and - PS and usually have values of + IS
and -IS V dc or sometimes +S and -S V. The so-
called open-loop gaill of the operational amplifier is
shown as A, and the output voltage Va is given by \-'0 =

A,,,. Finally, Zi and Zo are the input and output imped-
ances of the operational amplifier. The input signal
may be either ac or dc, and the output signal will then
correspondJ Note that all voltages in operational am-
plifier circuits are measured with respect to the circllit
CO/II111011 shown in Figure 3-1. Circuit cornman is often
referred to somewhat sloppily as grolllld. These terms
are defined carefully and their significance discussed in
Section 3A-2.

As sho\vn in Figure 3-2, t\VO alternate versions of
Figure 3-1 are commonly used to symbolize operational

For go:ncral information on clcctrullics, computers, and instrum<.:ntalioll,
induding op..:rational ampliliers and their charackflstics. S~C H. \'. t\talrn-
st<.lJt. C Cr, Enkt.'. and S. R. Crlluch. ,\/icro,oIl1JHlln,S awi Flccl{(JlJic [/r-
.\{flIIIlUlI.1{WIL' .\laking OIl'Righi CIIII/II'Clio/IS. \Vashingtull, DC: :\mcfl.:an
Chemical Snciety. 199-t ,-\. 1. Didcndnft.'T and B. E. Holton. P'-illcipfcs

or ElcC/mflic IIlSrnml('/llilfiun, 3nl cd., Philadoo:lphia: Saunlkr~, 19')..1.:

J J Brophy, BilHC Ell!crrilnics (or .)ch'llr/\ls, 5th cu .. New York: :--'h:( i[3.\\-

I flit. IY90: P Horowitz and \\'. Iill!. Thf' .-\rr of F!('t[roll/n. :n.1 <-,d,.~<.'\'.

Ymk CambriJg:: Um\.•.~r"it~'Prc~,;. \9,"19
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amplifiers in circuil diagrams. A symhol 3S complete
as that in Figur~ ~-2a is seldom cncounh,'rcd, and the
simplilicd diagram in Figure .'-2h is llsed almost l'xclu-
si\·dy. Her~, the pOwer and com010n connections arc
umitted.

3A-2 General Characteristics
of Operational Amplifiers

A~ sh\~\\ n in Figure 3-3, th~ typical operational am-
plifier IS an ana~og dc\'ice that consists of a high-input-
IfnpcoanCe dlt1ercncc amplifier stage, a hi~h-gain
\ulta~~ amplitil'f sta~e. and a low-output-inlpcdance
amphher stage. '\lost have appfllximatelv 20 transistors
and resistors that arc fahricated on a sin'g\e inkgrakd-
circuit chip. Other components, such as ~apacit~rs and
olnd~s, ma~' also he integrateJ into the device. The
phvsical dimensions or an operational amplifier, ex-
cludlllg power suppl~, ar~ normally on th~ order of
~t cent~n.leter or kss. tvlodcfn opcr~tional amplifiers,
111 addItion to heing compact, are remarkahlv reliable
and inexpensive. Their cost ranges from a few cents
for general-purpose' amplifiers to more than fifty dol-
lars for specialized units, A wide variety of operational
ampliliers arc availahle, each differing in gain, input
and output Impedance, operating voltage, speed, and
ma.\lmum power. i\ typical commercially ali'lilable

cr-~
lll\'L'rtln~

1l1pllt

High-
input-
impedance
difference
amplifiercr-------

Noninwrring
input

FIGURE 3-1 EqUivalent Circuit representation of an
operational amplifier.

High-gain
voltage
amplifier

FIGURE 3-3 Circuit design of a typical operational amplifier. The input stage IS followed by a
high-gain amplification stage. The output stage is capable of supplying current to a load over a
voltage range determined by the I and - power supply values,bn-ertlng , +PS

::~~>-~I"7l::-r.
Noninvt'ning' 1
Input •. PSr Circuit ---D

common

operational amplifier comes housed in an 8-pin epoxv
or ceramic package as shown in Figure 3-2c.

Opewtional ampliliers have the following proper-
ties: (I) large open-loop gains (A 0_ 10' to > \0"):
(2) high input impedances (Z, ~ 10' to 1015 Il); (3) low
output impedanccs (Z" ~ 0.001 to Ill): and nearly zero
output voltage for Z.ero input. Most operational am-
plifiers do m fael exhihit a small output voltage with
zero input due to circuit characteristics or component
instabilities. The o.th'!'l vultage is the input voltage re-
quired to pruduce zeru output voltage. tvlndern opera-
tional amplifiers often have less than :i mV offset he-
cause of laser trimming in thl-' manufacturing process.
Some operational amplifiers arc provided with an off,el
lrim adjustment to n.:duce the offset to a negligible
,alue (see Figure .'-2c).

As shown in Figure 3-2a, each of the two input \'olta~t.:~.
as \\-,'ell as the output \'o!tage. uf a typical operational
ampli lief arc I11cdsurc:.,J wi th rL'SpL'ct h) cireui t common.
which is symholiz.ed hv a downward-pOInting open tri-
angle n·). Circuit common is a conouctnr that pruvide"
a common I'd urn fur all currl'nts to tlll:il' sources. A:-. a

FiGURi: 3-2 Symbols for operational amplifiers More detail than usual IS prOVided In ta) Note
that the h'/o Input voltages \' and \ as well as the output voltage \ '-' are measured with'

respect to the CirCUitcommon, which IS usually at or near earth ground potential. (bl The usual
way of representlllg an operational amplifier In Circuit diagrams. (c) Representation of typical
commerCial 8-plll operational amplifier.

consequence, all voltages in till' circuit are measured
with respect to the circuit common. Ordinarily, elec-
tronic equipment is not directly connected to earth
ground, which is symbolized hy ~. Usually, howe,·er,
the circuit common potential docs not differ signifi-
cantly from the ground potential, hut it is important to
recognize that circuit common is not necessarily at the
same potential as ground. Nolc that in Figure 3-2b a cir-
cuit comm0n is not shown, hut you may aSSUn1l' that
thert..' is a circuit commun and that all voltages afe mea-
sured with respect to it.

Inverting and f\ioninverting Inpuis

It is important to realize that in Figure :'-2 the negatire
and {losirit'£' signs indicate the it/I'crtiflg and llollin\'crl-

illg ill!'{/{I "rthe amplitier and do 1101 imply that they are
to be conneclt:d to positi\'l: and negative signals. Either
input may h~ connected to positive Uf negative signals
depending on thG application of the circuit. Thus. if a
negative \ultage is connected to the inverting input, the
output of the amplilicr is (lusiti\'(.· with respect to it: if. on
the other hand, a pnsiti\-e voltage is conneckd to the in-
vl,rting input ()f the amplifier. a nCf'-dtive output results.
An ac signal connected tu the in\'ertin~ input yields an



output thar is ISO degrees Ollt of phase with the signal at
the input. The noninverting input of an amplifier, on the
other hand, yidds an in-phase signaL in the case of a dc
signal at the noninvcrting input. the output will be a dc
signal of the same polarity as the input.

Operational amplifiers are used in three different
modes: the comparator mode, thc vo!tilge folloll'('r
mode, and the ClInent follol\'er, or opera/iuna!, mode,

38-1 Comparators

[n the comparator mode, the operational amplifier is
used open!oap, without any feedback as shown in Fig-
ure 3-4a, [n this mode, the amplifier is almost always at
one of the limits imposed by the + and - power supplies
(often :'::15-V supplies). Usually, the voltages to be
compared are connected directly to the two 01' amp
inputs. The amplifier output is givcn by 1'0 = AI', =
A(v_ - 1'_). If A = 106

, for example, and the power
supply limits were:':: 13 V,' the amplifier would be at
one of the limits except for a small region where V, 2-

-13 V/106 or 1\ '" 13 V/106 Thus, unless v, is in the
range -13IJV to + 13 IJV, the output is at limit as illus-
trated in Figure 3-4b. Note also that the sign of the out-
put voltage 1'0 tells us whether 1'_ > v _ or 1'+ < v __ If
1'+ > v_by more than 13IJV, for example, the output is
at positive limit (+ 13 V in our case). [n contrast, if v. >
v + by more than 13 IJV. the output is at negative limit
( -13 V). Some applications of comparator circuits are
given in Sections 31" and 4C.

In Section 2A-3, the problem of loading a voltage
source and distorting its output was discussed. To pre-
vent such loading, the input resistance of the measuring
device or connected circuit must be much larger than
the inherent internal resistance of the voltage source.
Whcn the voltage source is a transducer with high in-
ternal resistance, such as a glass pH electrode or pion
electrodc, it is necessary to introduce a circuit known as
a I'()!wge follol\'('r to prelent the loading error.

'The' limih [u whIch Ih~ op dmp .:-an be dri\,;'n ,He \Jtlcn slightly ks~ than

rilL' pO\\cr sllrply \olt;)g~~!:: L'i \. ) bcc<.lu~<:,or Internal \(lIL1~e drop~ in the
ilmpliiicr

=-:{>'- -~- 0~ ~
\'-,- .

FlOUR I: 3-5 Voltage follower. The amplifier output is
connected directly back to the amplifier inverting Input.
The input voltage ", is connected to the noninverting Input.
The output voltage is the sum of the input voltage and the
difference voltage ",. If the output voltage is not at limit,
v, is very small. Therefore, I'" = 1', and the output voltage
follows the input voltage.

Linear
operatmg
range

I

FKmRE 3-4 (a) Comparator mode. Note that the ,
operational amplifier has no feedback and is thus an
open-loop amplifier. (b) Output voltage v" of operational
amplifier as a function of input difference voltage ",. Note
that only a very small voltage difference at the two inputs
causes the amplifier output to go to one limit or the other.

[I' the amplilier is not at limit, 1', = -volA. Substituting
into Equation3-!'

v" = I, - ~ ~ v,( I:A) (3-2)

When the amplifier is not at limit, v, must be quite
small (-13 IJV to + 13 IJV for an 01' amp with a gain 01
10" and:':: 13 V limits). Therefore, if 11'0 I 2- 10 m V, the
error v '" 0.13%. For all practical purposes, 1'0 = Vi'

Not~ that, although this circuit has a unit voltage
gain (1'011', = l), it can have a very large power gain be-
cause operational amplifiers have high mput Imped-
ances but low output impedances. To show the effect
of this large difference in impedance, let us detine the
power gain as PjP" where Po is the powerof the out-
put from the operational amplifier and Pi IS the IIlput
power. If we then substitute the power law (P ~ /1' ~

I"IR) and Ohm's law into this delJmllon and recall that
v" and v, are approximately the same in a voltage fol-
lower. we obtain the expression

A typical operational amplifier voltage follower is
shown in Figure 3-5. Modern, high-quality operational
amplifiers have input impedances of 10" to 10 15 fl
and output impedances of less than 1 fl. Therefore, the
voltage source connected to the noninverting input is
not loaded by circuits or measuring devices connected
to the amplifier output 1'0- Furthermore, the output is
the same voltage as the input, but isolated from it. The
voltage follower is a nearly ideal buffer to protect high-
impedance sources from being loaded.

When the output signal of an operational amplifier
is connected to one of the inputs, the process is called
feedback. In the case of the voltage follower, the out-
put signal is connected to the inverting input so that it
is opposite in sense to the input signal 1',. This type of
error-reducing feedback is termed negatil'e feedback.

[n actualitv, v, is not zero in voltage follower cir-
cuits. There must always be a small error, given by v"
to produce the output voltage of the amplifier. For the
follower. we can write, from Kirchhoff's \'oltagc Ia\\',

where Zi and Z" are the input and output impedances
of the operational amplifier. This result IS Important
because it means that the voltage follower 1\111 draw alT.
most no current from an input: the internal circuitry of
the operational amplifier and the power suppl\'. how-
ever. can supplv large currents at the output of the op-
erational amplifier.

~lGUriE 8.:3 Operational amplifier current follower.
A current source is connected between the inverting
input and the noninverting input. The non inverting input
is connected to common. A feedback resistor R, is
connected from the output to the inverting input.

Operational amplifiers can be used to measure or
process currents by connecting them III the Cllrrent fol-
lower mode. This mode provides a nearly zero resIs-
tance load to the current source and prevents it from
being loaded by a measuring device or circuit. The ef-
fect of loading on current measurements was descnbed
in Section 2A-3.

The Curreni: Follower

[n the operational amplifier current follower mode,
the output is connected to the inverting input through
a feedback resistor Rf as shown in Figure 3-6. II the am-
piifier is kept within its power supply limits, the differ-
ence voltage 1', is very small, as we have seen. Hence,
the potential at the inverting input is essentially equal
to that at the noninverting input. If the nOl1lnvertIllg
input is connected to circuit common, the inverting in-
put is kept very nearly at circuit common as long as the
amplifier is not at limit. The noninvertll1g lI1put IS said
to be virtual/vat the circuit common or at Virtual com-
mOil potenti,;!. From Kirchhoff's current law, the input
current ii is equal to the feedback current i, plus the
amplifier input bias current it,.

With modern amplifier,;. typical lalues of if, can be
10 "-10 -15 A. Hence,;, = if.

lI' point S in Figure 3-6 is at yirtual common poten-
tial. it follows that the output voltage v" must equal the
iR drop across the feedbai'k resistor H, and be 0PPOSIle

in sign. \Vc can thus write



Because point S is at virtual common (!), several cur-
rent sources can be connected here without interacting
with one another. Point S is thus called the Slll/lInin,~
poult or sunllning junction .

. From Equation 3-4, it can be seen that the opera-
tIOnal amplifier generates a feedback current if that
fol/ow, the input current i, and produces an output
voltage "0 that is directly proportional to i,. If, for ex-
ample, Rf = 100 MD (la' 0) and t, = 5.00 nA (5.0 x
10-

9
A), the output voltage Vo would be 0.50 Y, which

is readily measured. Because it produces an output
voltage proportional to the input ClIrrent, the current
follower is often termed a clIrrent-IO-I'ollage converter.

There is very little loading effect of the current fol-
lower circuit. Because the input current source is con-
nected between point S and common and point S is kept
at virtual common, the input-signal source senses virtu-
ally zero resistance at its output terminals. The effective
input resistance R, is the error voltage v; divided by the
input current, ii; that is, Ri = v,li,. Because v; = -volA
and from Equation 3-4 ii = - vol R" we can write

R,R=-, A

The loading effect of R, on the circuit is reduced by a
factor of A. If Rf = 100 MD, for example, and A = 10 "
the effective input resistance is reduced to 10 D.

A more exact relationship between 1'0 and i, is given
in Equation 3-6 and shows the limitations of the cur-
rent follower:

When A is very large and io is small, Equation 3-6 re-
duces to Equation 3-4. Measurement of low currcnts is
limited by the input bias current of the amplifier, typi-
cally 10 -II n or less. On the high current end, the out-
put current capability of the amplitier (typically 2 to
100 mAl is a limitation. The amplitier open-loop gain
A is a limitation only when the output voltage is small
or the bias current is large.

The Inverting Voltage Amp/ifier

fhe current follower mode can be used to make an in-
verting voltage amplifier if the input current i, comes
from a voltage source and series resistor Rj as sho\\:n in

120 JOlJ

100 10'

W 10'

""
- 60 10' ~:3 Closed-loop gain

~O 10'

20 10'

0 lOll
0 6

FIGURE 3-7 Inverting voltage amplifier. Here, the input
current into the summing poinl S comes from the input
voltage v, and input resistance R,.

Figure 3-7. Because the summing point S is at virtual
common potential, the input current is

FIGURE 3-8 A Bode diagram showing the frequency
response of a typical operational amplifier. Solid line:
operational amplifier open-loop gain without negative
feedback; dashed line: inverting amplifier configuration as
in Figure 3-7 with A, ~ RrfR, = 1000 and A, = R,/R, = 10.If we substitute this result into Equation 3-4, we obtain

. Rf-IR, = -v-
I I R

i
that both the ordinate and abscissa are log scales and
that the gain is presented in decibels, or dB, where
I dB = 20 log(vo/v,).

At low input-signal frequencies, A 105
, or 100 dB;

but as the frequency increases above 10 Hz, the open-
loop gain rolls off at - 20 dBldecade in the same fash-
ion as in a low-pass tilter (Section 2B-5). The frequency
range from de to the frequency at which A = 1, or a dB,
is called the unily-gain bandwidth, which for this am-
plitier is I MHz. The point at which A = I also fixes
the gain bandwidth product at I MHz, which is a con-
stant characteristic of the operational amplifier at all
frequencies above 10 Hz. This characteristic permits
the calculation of the bandwidth of a given amplitier
configuration.

As an example, consider the amplifier of Figure 3-7
with a signal gain A I = Rf/ R, = WOO, as indicated bv
the upper dashed line in Figure 3-8. The bandwidth of
the amplitier is then 1 MHz/1000 = I kHz, which cor-
responds to the intersection of the upper dashed line
with the open-loop gain curve. A similar amplifier with
;\, = 10 then has a bandwidth of 100 kHz as indicated
by the lower dashed line, and so on for other values of
signal gain that might be chosen for a given op amp.
Hence, we see that negative feedback increases am-
plifier bandwidth, which can be calculated from the
signal gain and the unit\-gain bandwidth of the opera-
tional amplifier.

Thus, the output voltage Vo is the input voltage vi~mul-
tiplied by the ratio of two resistors, R,I Ri, and of oppo-
site polarity. If the two resistors are precision resistors,
the amplifier closed-loop gain, R,/Ri, can be made
quite accurate. For example, if R, were 100 kD and R,
were 10 kD, the gain would be 10 and 1'0 = -10 X Vi'

Note that the accuracy of the gain depends on how ac-
curately the two resistances are known and not on the
open-loop gain, A, of the operational amplitier.

The amplifier of Figure 3-7 is often called an invert-
ing amplifier or an inverter when Ri = R, because in this
case the sign of the input voltage is inverted. Note,
however, that there is a possibility of loading the input
voltage 1', because current given by Equation 3-7 is
drawn from the source.

3B-4 Frequency Response of
a Negative Feedback Circuit

The gain of a typical operational amplitier decreases
rapidly in response to high-frequency input signals.
This frequency dependence arises from small capaci-
tances that develop within the transistors inside the
operational amplitier. The frequency response for a
typical amplitier is usually given in the form of a Bode
diagram, such as that shown in Figure 3-8 (see also Sec-
tion 2B-5). Here, the solid curve labeled open-loop
gain represents the behavior of the amplifier in the
absence of Ihe feedback resiSlOr R, in Figure 3-7. Note

Q Simulation: Learn more ahout op amp frequen('~
l2J response.

Time

FIGURE 3-9 Response of an operational amplifier to
a rapid step change in input voltage. The slope of the
changing portion of the output signal is the slew rate, and
the time required for the output to change from 10% to
90% of the total change is the rise time.

Two other parameters that relate to the speed or
bandwidth .1f of an amp Iitier are illustrated in Fig-
ure 3-'1. The output response of a voltage follower to a
step input is characterized by the rise lillle Ie> which is
the time required for the output to change from [0%
to 90% of the total change. It can be shown that

I
Ie = 3.1f

For the voltage follower with closed-loop gain of I and
unity-gain bandwidth of lO", Ie = 1/(3 x 1.00 MHz) =

0.33 ils. From the slape of the change in voltage at the
output during the transition from 5 V to 10 V, the slell'
rale can be calculated as [allows:

.1•.
slcw rate = -.1[

5V = 17 Vips
0.33 ill

The slew rate is the l11aximum rate uf change of the
output of an amplifier in response to a step change at
the input. Typical values of skw rate arc on the order
of a few \'olts per microsecond, but special operational
amplil1ers nla\ be purchased wIth slew rates of up to
several hundred \'olts pc.'r microsecund.

AIVil:JU1-=iC,QJIC)(j PJ,-1C) iV1Ej\SUFi:=fvlEi\IT
():= TF~/-\f\!S[jUCr=Fi 31C:!(,Ll~,_~_,S

Operational amplitiers tind general application in the
amplification and measuremc:nt of the electrical sig:~
nals frol11 transducers. Such transducers can produce



voltage outputs. current outputs. or charge outputs.
The signals from transducers are often related to con-
centration. This section presents basic applications of
operational ampliliers to the measurement of each
type of signal.

The accurate measurement of small currents is impor-
tant to such analytical methods as voltammetrv coulo-
metry. photometry. and chromatography. As' ~ointed
out in Chapter 2. an important concern that arises in
all physical measurements. including currcnt meaSure-
ment. is whether the measuring process itself will alter
significantly the signal being measured and lead to a
loading error. It is inevitable that any measuring pro-
cess will perturb a system under studv in such a wav
that the quantity actually measured will differ from its
original value before the measurement. We must
therefore try to ensure that the perturbation can be
kept small. For a current measurement. this consider-
ation requires that the internal resistance of the mea-
suring device be minimized so that it does not alter the
current significantly. The current follower presented
in Section 3B-3 is a nearly ideal current-measuring
device.

An example of a current follower being used to mea-
sure a small photocurrent is presented in Figure }-IO.
The transducer is a phototube that convcrt; light in-
tensity into a related current, Ie- Radiation striking
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FIGURE 3-10 Application of an operational amplifier
current follower to the measurement of a small
photocurrent. I,.

the photocathode results in ejection of electrons from
the cathode surface. If the anode is maintained at
a potential that is positive with respect to the cath-
ode (cathode negative with respect to the anode). the
t:jected photoelectrons arc attracted, giving rise to a
photocurrent proportional to the powe; of tl~e incident
beam.

From Equation 3-4. the output voltage V, can he
written as

attenuation of a light beam hy ahsorption hrought
ahout hv an analvte in a solution. The ahsorhance is re-
lated t~ the con'centration of the species responsihk
for the absorption. Photometers are descrihed 111 detail

in Section 130-}.
In addition to phototuhes. other transducers such

as oxygen electrodes. flame ionization detectors. pho-
todiodes, and photomultiplier tubes produce output
currents related to concentration or to a physical phe-
nomenon of interest. The current follower is an in-
dispensable circuit for measuring the small currents

produced.
lr = - ~~)Rf = k~<)

Thus, measuring V, gives the current I, provided that
R, is known. Nanoampere currents can be measured
with a high degree of accuracy if R, is a large value.

As shown in Example 3-1. an operation'al amplifier
current follower can give rise to minimal perturbation
errors in the 111easurcnlenl of current.

3C-2 Voltage Measurements

Several transducers produce output voltages related to
concentration or to a physical quantity of interest. For
example. ion-selective electrodes produce voltage out-
puts related to pH or the concentration of an ion in so-
lution. Thermocouples produce voltage outputs re-
lated to temperature. Similarly. Hall effect transducers
produce output voltages proportional to magnetic
field strength. Operational amplifier circuits. particu-
larly those based on the voltage follower (see Section
3B-2). are used extensively for such measuremcnts.

Equation 2·19 shows that accurate voltage mea-
surements require that the resistance of the measuring
device be large compared to the internal resistance of
the voltage source being measured. The need for a
high-resistive measuring device becomes particularly
acute in the determination of pH with a glass elec-
trode, which typically has an internal resistance on the
order of tens to hundreds of megohms. The voltage
follower circuit shown in Figure 3-5 presents a very
high input resistance to prevent loading of the glass
electrode. If amplification is needed. the voltage fol-
lower can he combined with the hasic inverting am-
plifkr of Figure 3-7 to give a high-impedance yoltagc-
measuring device with amplification as shown in
Figure 3-11. [[ere, the first stage consists of a voltage
follower. which typically provides an input impedance
in excess of 10'- n. An inverting amplifier circuit
then amplities the follower output by R,f R,. or 20 in
this casco An amplifier such as this with a resistance of
lOO MD or more is often called an <,fecrYVllle/fr. Care-
ful" designed operational amplitier-·based electrome-
ters are availabk commercially.

Occasionally. amplification without inversion of the
signal is desired from a \'oltage-output transducer. In
this casco a circuit known as a l'o!tage /(111ower Iri(!I gain

Assume that R, in Figure }-10 is I MD. the internal re-
sistance of the phototube is 5.0 X LO' n, and the am-
plifier open-loop gain is 1.0 X lO'- Calculate the rela-
tive error in the current measurement that results from
the presence of the measuring circuit.

Solution

From Equation 3-5. the input resistance of the current
follower R; is

R,
R =-, A

1 X 10"
I X 10' = 10 II

Equation 2-20 shows that the relative loading error (rei
error) in a current measurement is given hy

rei error = -~_!?~
RL + R,,,

where the meter resistance R" is the current follower
input resistance Ri and RL is the internal rcsistancL' of
the phototubc. Thus.

rei error ~ 10.0 II
(:i0 X ]lji""fl) +-IM l!

- - 2.0 x 10'. or O.()20"o

The instrument shown in Figure 3-10 is calleJ a
p!lo(onu.'(cr. A photometer can h~ used to measure the

20 kl:l
~-M
I R,

FIGURE 3-11 A high-,mpedance circuit for voltage
amplification and measurement.

can be employed hy feeding back only a fraction of the
output voltage of the follower of Figure 3-5 to the in-
verting input. 5

3C-3 Resistance o. Conductance
Measurements

Electrolytic cells and temperature-responsive devices,
such as thermistors and bolometers. are common ex-
amples of transducers whose electrical resistance or
conductance varies in response to an analytical signal.
These devices are used for conductomctric and ther-
mometric titrations. for infrared absorption and emis-
sion measurements. and for temperature control in a
variety of analytical applications_

The circuit shown in Figure 3-7 provides a conven-
ient means for measurement of the resistance or con-
ductance of a transducer. Here. a constant voltage
source is used for Vi and the transducer is substituted
for either R, or R, in the circuit. The amplified output
voltage l'" is then measured with a suitable meter. po-
tentiometer. or a computerized data-acquisition sys-
tem. Thus. if the transducer is substituted for R, in Fig-
ure 3-7, the output, as can he seen from rearrangement

of Equation 3-8. is

where R\ is the resistance to he measured and k is a
constant that can he calculated if Ri and V, are known;
alternatively. k Can be determined from a cahbration in
which R, is replaced by a standard resistor.

H. \. \1dlm __ladl (. (j. Enk •.•.and S. R Cruuch .. \/krtlCllll1pWefS (I/ld

Ff<'l'rrlllll( h!\lnfll/<'IIWl!d/I.\',/!.;:lIg {fir RI:;};r Co/UI,'t'IJd/1\ \\'ashing:J'l/l.
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If conductance rather than resistance is of interest.
rhe transducer conveniently replaces R, in the circuit.
From Equation 3-8. we find that

for a conductometric titration is of interest. Here. an
ac input signal v, of perhaps 5 to 10 V is provided by
an ac power supply. The output signal is then rectified.
filtered. and measured as a de voltage. The variable re-
sistance Rr pf()\'id~s a means [or \"arying the range of
conductances that can be measured. Calibration is pro-
vided by switching the standard resistor R, into the
circuit in place of the conductivitv cell.

Figure 3-12b illustrates how the circuit in Figure 3-7
can be applied to the measurement of a ratio of resis-

Figure 3-12 illustrates two basic applications of
operational amplifiers for the measurement of con-
ductance or resistance. [n (a). the conductance of a cell

Transforma

tO~

'~~

source
/ .&/l. ./T--- \j)T---~
I I
I I

FIGU~1;3~J"2Two circuits for transducers whose conductance or resistance is the quan-
tity of Interest. (a) The output of the cell IS a current proportional to the conductance of the
electrolyte. (b) The ratiO of the resistances of the photoconductive cells is proportional to
the meter reading

tances or conductances. Here. the absorption of radiant
energy by a samp'" is being compared with that for a
refer-e-nc~ solution. The two photoconductive transduc-
ers. which are devices whose resistances are inversely
related to the intensity of light striking their active sur-
faces. replace Rfand R, in Figure 3-7. A dc power supplv
with voltage v; serves as the source of power. and the
output voltage 1"1. as seen from Equation 3-8. is

Al=V,,=-V,~'

Typically. the resistance of a photoconductive cell is
inversely proportional to the radiant power P of the
radiation striking it. [f Rand R" are matched photo-
conductors.

1R=CXp

ClP"
V,,=M=-V,ClP

P
- V, I'-

II

Thus. the mcter reading M is proportional to the ratio
of the radiant powers of the two beams (PIP,,).

3C-4 Difference Amplifiers

It is frequently desirable to measure a signal generated
by an analyte relative to a reference signal, as in Fi~-
ure 3-12b. A difference amplifier. such as that shown III

Figure 3-13. can also be applied for this purpose. Here.
th; amplifier is used for a temperature measurement.
Note that the two input resistors have equal resistances
R,: similarly, the feedback resistor and the resistor be-
tween the noninverting input and common. \vhich are
both labeled R,. are also identical values.

If we apply Ohm's la\\ to the circuit shown in Fig-
ure 3-13. we find that

Because the operatiunal ampliher has a high input im-
pedance. I, and I, arc approximatelv equal

FIGURE 3-13 An operational amplifier difference
amplifier measuring the output voltage of a pair of
thermocouples.

II = If

VL_-_~ = v ~ Vl)

R, Rk

Solving this equation for" _ gives

V, Rk + ,!~_R-,
Rk + Ri

The voltage ", can be written in terms of V, via the
voltage di~ider equation. Equation 2-10:

Recall that an operational amplifier with a negative
feedback loop will do what is necessary to satisfy
the equation "+ = ",. When Equations 3-13 and 3-14
are substituted into this relation we obtain. after
rearrangement.

R
V = -'-rv. - V)

o R,' - I

Thus. it is the difference between the two signals that is
amplified. Any extraneous voltage cammOl/la Ihe Iwo

il/[Jllls shown in Figure 3-13 will be subtracted and will
not appear in the output. Thus. any slow drift in the
output of the transduccrs or any 60-cvcle currents 111-

duced from the laboratory power lines will be elimi-
nated from \ :,. This useful propertv accounts for the
widespread use of difference amplifier circuits in the
first amplifier stages of many instruments" .

-\n important characteristic of operalional ampli-
lier circulls. such as the difference amplifier described



here, is the common mode rejection ratio, or CMRR.
For a difference amplifier, the CMRR is a measure of
how well the amplifier rejects signals that arc common
to hoth inputs: it is the ratio of the difference gain AJ to
the common mode gain A<.:m: that is,

Suppose that we apply identical signals to the inputs VI
and ~2' that R, = 1000R" and that ~~,= 0.1 v" If the dif-
ference amplifier were ideal, ~~,should he z~ro. In real
difference amplifiers, some fraction of \I;, which is the
signal that is to he rejected, appears at the output. In
this case, V, is the signal to he rejected, or the common
mode signal, so that the common mode gain is A =

Vj~~ = 0.1. The difference gain AJ is just the gai~ of
the difference amplilier, which is AJ = R,IR, = fOOO.
The CMRR for this eonliguration is then

, AJ
CMRR = ---- = 1000/0.1 = 10,000

Acm

The larger the CMRR of a difference amplifier, the
heller it is at rejecting common mode signals, that is,
signals that are applied to hoth inputs simultaneouslv.

The transducers shown in Figure 3-13 arc a pair ~f
thermocouple junctions; one of the transducers is im-
mersed in the sample, and the other transducer is im-
mersed in a reference solution (often an ice bath) held
at constant temperature. A temperature-dependent
contact potential develops at each of the two junctions
formed from wires made of copper and an alloy called
constantan (other metal pairs are also used). The po-
tential difference v, - VI is roughly 5 mV per 100°C
temperature difference.

:H) APPLlC.ATION OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS TO VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT CONTROL

Operational amplifiers are easily conligured to gener-
ate constant-yoltage or constant-current signals.

Se\'eral instrumental methods rcquire a dc power
source whose \'()ltagc is precisely known and from
which reasonahk currents can be drawn with no change

in voltage. A circuit that meets these qualifications is
termed a potcntiostat.

Two pOkntiostats arc illustrated in Figure 3-14.
Roth cmpllJ\ a standard voltage source in a feed hack
circuit. This source is generally an inexpensive, com-
merciallv availahle, Zener-stabilized integrated circuit
(see Section 2D-3) that is capable of producing an out-
put voltage that is constant to a few hundredths of a
percent. Such a source will not, however, maintain its
voltage when it must deliver a large current.

Recall from our earlier discus~ions that point S in
Figure 3-14a is at virtual common potential. For this
condition to exist, it is necessary that v., = \!;td, the
standard voltage. That is, the current in the load resis-
tance RL must he such that fLRL = V"d' It is important
to appreciate, however, that this current arises [rom

the power source of the operational amphtier and not
from tilt: standard voltage SOllrCf:. There is essentially
no current in the feedback loop because the imped-
ance of the inverting input is \'cry large. Thus, the stan-
dard cell controls I:, hut provides essentially none oJ
the current through the load.

Figure 3-14b illustrates a modification of the circuit
in (a) that permits the output voltage of the potentia-
stat to he lixed at a level that is a known multipk of the
output voltage of the standard potential source.

Stanuard
voltage

Constant-current dc sources, called amperustals, fwd
application in several analytical instruments. For ex-
ample, these devices are usually used to maintain a
constant current through an electrochemical cell. An
amperostat reacts to a change in input power or a
change in internal resistance of the cell hy altering its
output voltage in such a way' as to maintain the current
at a predetermined level.

Figure 3-15 shows two amperostats. The first re-
quires a voltage input Ii whose potential is constant
while it supplies significant current. Recall from our
earlier discussion that+~JRL

t--..J '"'"
V

f = f = ~~
L I Ri

Standard
voltag.c

'r- :> ,'l~,"
L_ l~l~-j

Thus, the current will he constant and independent of
the resislance of the cell, provided that I: and R, re-
main constant.

Figure 3-15b is an amperostat that employs a stan-
dard voltage V"'d to maintain a constant current. Note
that operational amplifier I has a negative-feedhack
loop that contains operational amplilier 2. To satisfy
the condition \' _ '--'--v" the voltage at the summing
point S must be equal to - l\tJ' Furthermore, we may
write that at S

fiR, = fiR, = --V""

Because R, and I;IJ in this equation arc constant. the
opera I ional amplifier functions in such a way as to
maintain IL at a constant level that is determined hy Ri•

Operational amplilier 2 in Figure 3-15h is simply
a voltage follower, which has been inserted into the
feedback loop o[ operational amplilier 1. A voltage [01-

lower used in this configuration is often called a 11011-

inverting booster alrlplzner because it can provide the
relatively large current that may be required from the
amperostat.

31: APPLICATION OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS TO MATHEMATICAL
OPERATIONS

As shown in Figure 3-16, substitution of various circuit
elements for Ri and RI in the circuit shown in Figure 3-7
permits various mathematical operations to he per-
formed on electrical signals as they arc generated by an
analytical instrument. For example, the output from a
chromatographic column usually takes the form of a
peak when the electrical signal from a detector is plot-
ted as a function of time. Integration of this peak to find
its area is necessary to Itnd the analytc concentration.
The operational amplilier shown in Figure 3-16c is
capable of performing this integration automatically,
giving a signal that is directly proportional to analy!e
c(lOccntration.

310,1 Mulliplication and Division
by a Constant

figure 3-16a shows lH)\\ an input signal \'i can he mul-
tiplied bv a constant whose magnitude is - Rff R,. The
equivalent of division b~ a constant occurs whell this

ratio is less than unity.
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and the capacitor Ci hegins to charge. The current in
the capacitor I, is given by Equation 2-30 or

I = - c '''i
, dl

From Ohm's law the current I, is given by v,IR,.

Thus. we may write

dV<J-c-
dl

V
dv = --'-dl

() RiC

We then integrate Equation 3-19 to obtain an equation

for the output voltage v"

j"O' 1 j'"
,

dv = --- v dt
o R C '

lot I 11

v"' - "0' = --R1C f\idt (3-21)
, "

The integral is ordinarily obtained by first opening the
hold switch and closing the reset switch to discharge
tbe capacitor, thus making Vol = 0 when t] = O. Equa-
tion 3-21 then simplifies to

Figure 3-16b illustrates how an operational amplifier
can produce an output signal that is the sum of several
input signals. Because the impedance of the amplifier
is large and because the output must furnish a suffi-
cient current If to keep the summing point 5 at virtual
common, we may write

ir = ij + i-:. + (~ + i~

But it = ~-l',-,/Rf' and we may thus \\Tite

(

I', v, v, \', )
v =--R --+-'-+~+-
" 'R, R. R, R"

If R, = R, ~ R,= R, = R" the output voltage is the sum
of the four input voltages but opposite in sign.

v() = -(r; -t L'.:' + 1'3 I- vd

1"0 ohtain an average of the four signals, let Uj ::c-

R, = R] R, = -tR,o Substituting into Equation 3-17
glves

and 1'0 becomes the average of the four inputs, as
shown in Equation 3-18.

-(v] + v, + v3 + v,)

1 J'v = --- vdt
(l R/_.' () I

To begin the integration, the reset switch is opened
and the hold switch closed. The integration is stopped
at time t by opening the bold switch. The integral over

the period of 0 to t is v".
In a similar way, a weighted average can be obtained
by varying the ratios of the resistances of the input
resistors.

Subtraction can be performed bv the circuit in Fio-
ure 3-16b by introducing an inver~er \\lith R1 = Rf ~

series with one or more of thc resistors, thus changing
the sign of one or more of the inputs. Weighted sub-
traction can also be performed hy \'arying~ the resis-
tance ratios.

Figure 3-16d is a basic circuit for differentiation, which
is useful when the time rate of change of an experi-
mental quantity is the variable of interest. Note that it
differs from the integration circuit only in the respect
that the positions of C and R have been reversed. Pro-
ceeding as in the previous derivation, we may' write

Figure 3-16c illustrates a circuit for integrating a vari-
able input signal v, with respect to time.' \Vhe~ the re-
set switch is open and the hold switch is closed. Simulation: Learn more about integrators and

diffcrentiators

,!I-
\'"~ -RC--'

t dl

The circuit shown in Figure 3-16d is not, in fact,
practical for many chemical applications, where the
rate of change in the transducer signal is often low. For
example, differentiation is a useful way to treat the
data from a potentiometric titration: here, the poten-
tial change of interest occurs over a period of a second
or more (fs I Hz). The input signal will. however,
contain extraneous 60-, 120-. and 2-tO-Hz components
(see Figure 5-3) that are induced by the ac power sup-
ply. In addition, signal fluctuations resulting from in-
complete mixing of the reagent and analyte solutions
are often encountered. These noise components often
have a faster rate of change than the desired signal
components.

This problem may be overcome to some extent
by introducing a small parallel capacitance C, in the
feedback circuit and a small series resistor R, in the in-
put circuit to filter the high-frequency voltages. These
added elements are kept small enough so that signifi-
cant attenuation of the analytical signal does not occur.
In general, differentiators are noise-amplifying cir-
cuits, whereas integrators s0100th or average the noise.
Thus, analog integrators arc more widely used than
differentia tors. If differentiation of a signal is required,
it is often accomplished digitally, as is discussed in
Chapter 5,

3E~5 tlk';II!l$ration ::II logaj-j1:nrns
and Anti!ogarithrm;

The incorporation of an external transistor into an op-
erational amplifier circuit makes it possible to generate
output voltages that arc either the logarithm or the an-
tilogarithm of the input voltage, depending on the cir-
cuit. Operational amplifier circuits of this kind arc,
however, highly frequency and temperature dependent
and accurate to only a few percent: they are, in addition,
limited to one or two decades of input voltage. Temper-
ature- and frequencv-compensated modules for obtain-
ing logarithms and antilogarithms with accuracies of a
few tenths of a percent are available commercially. In
the past these circuits were used to produce signals
proportional to absorbance in spectrophotometers
and to compress data. Currently, logarithms and anti-
logarithms are computed numerically with computers
rather than with operational amplifiers.
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Another important and widespread "pplication of op-
erational amplifiers is in comparing analog signals.
Such circuits are found in a wide variety of applications
such as sampling circuits, peak detection circuits, ana-
log timers, circuits designed to produce limited sign"1
levels, and circuits at the interface of the bounda[\' he-
tween the digital and analog domains. The compa~ator
mode of operational amplifiers was introduced in Sec-
tion 3B-1. Figure 3-17a and b show two hasic compara-
tor circuits and their output response versus input volt-
ages. In the circuit in (a), the input voltage is compared
with the circuit common, and in (b) the comparison is
with a reference voltage v;".

The circuit in Figure 3-17a is often called a zero-
crossing detector because the sign of the output voltage
indicates whether the input voltage is greater than or
less than zero (eomnion). If v, > 0 by more than a few
microvolts, the output is at negative limit. If ll; < 0 by a
few microvolts, "0 is at positive limit. Because the am-
plifier response is very rapid, such a detector can he
used to convert a sinusoidal signal into a square-wave
signal "s shown hy the waveforms on the right side.
Every time the sine wave crosses zero, the comparator
changes state. Such circuits are often used in oscillo-
scope triggering. A noninverting zero-crossing detec-
tor can he made hy connecting the sine wave signal to
the noninverting input and connecting the inverting
input to common.

In Figure 3-17b, the comparison is between ll, and
V;". If ll; > V;", the output is at positive limit. whereas
the opposite limit is reached when ll, < \~d' This type
of comparator is often called a lellel detee/or. It can he
used. for example. to determine whether a transducer
output h"s exceeded a certain level. As shown in Fig-

I
'· ,.
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"3-2 The common mode rejection ratio is important for comp"rators and other differ-
ence amplifiers. If the output voltage changes hy 10 V for an input difference volt-
age \', of 500 flV and hy 1.0 Y for a common mock input voltage of 500 mV what is
the common mode rejection ratio of the amplifier?

'3-3 For a comparator with output voltage limits of ::<:-13V. what would the open-loop
gain A need to he to keep the absolute value of the difference voltage iv, i s 5.0 flY'?

"3-4 An operational amplifier with an open-loop gain of 1.0 X Ioj and an input
resistance of 1.0 X 10 12 is used in the voltage follower cirCUIt of Figure 3-5.
A voltage source is to he measured with a voltage of 2.0 V and a source resis-
tance of 10.0 kll. Find the percentage relative error in the follower output
voltage due to (a) the finite gain of the amplifier and (b) the loading of the
voltage source.

+t.'."lt'm"\'rcf '~~

I)

- Limit

3-5 By means of a derivation. show that the output voltage v" and the input voltage \',

\"(&R+, R2).for the following circuit arc related by ll" =

FJf3UFFE. 3~'J 7 Operational amplifier zero-crossing·
detector (a) and level detector (b).

ure 3-17b, the level detector can be part of a feedback
control system. In a chemical process such a level de-
tector might he used to determine when the tempera-
ture has exceeded a critical value and to supply coolant
when that occurs or to determine when the pH has
fallen below a certain level and to supply base. The level
detector is also used in oscilloscope triggering circuits.

Although any operational amplifier can he used in
the comparator mode. special amplifiers are available
with high gains (> 10(') and very fast rise times. These
specialized campara/aI's are often used in computer
interfacing and other switching applications.

Why is this circuit called a voltage follower with gain')

"3-6 For the circuit shown in Prohlcm 3-5, it is desired that llo = 3.51',. If the total
resistance R, + R, is to equal 10.0 kn, find suitahle values for Rj and R,_

3-7 In the following circuit. R is a variable resistor. Derive an equation that descrihes
"0 as a function of V; and the position x of the movable contact of the voltage
divider, Perform the derivation such that x is zero if there is zero resistance in

the feedback loop.

3-8 An operational amplifier to be used in a current follower has an open-loop gain A
of 2 X 10 j and an input bias current of 2.5 nA.
(ai Design a current follower that will produce a 1.0 \" output for a 10.0 flA input

current.
(hi What is the effective input resistance of the current follower designed in

part (al.
iCI What is the percentage relative error for the circuit designed in part (a) for an

input current of 25 flA"

3-9 An operational amplifier to be used in an inverting amplifier configuration has an
open-loop gain A ~ 1.0 X 105 an input bias current of 5,U nA. a linear output volt-
age range of :'C 10 V. and an input resistance of I.n X 10" n.

"Answers arc provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

Q~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

*3-1 An operational amplifier has output mltage limits of -+ 13 Vand -14 Y when
used with a :'C 15 \" power supply. If the amplifier is used as a comparator. hy what
amount does v_ have to exceed l'_ ancll have to exceed l'_ for the amplifier to be
at limit if th~ open-loop gain A is
(a) 200.000
(b) 500.00n
(C) 15 X 10"



(a) Design an inverting amplifier \Vith a gain of 25 such that the input resistance
R, is 10 kll.

(b) Determine the range of usable input voltages for the amplifier in (a).
Ic) Find the input resistance of the inverting amplifier designed in (a).
(d) How Clluld you avoid a loading error if the voltage source were loaded bv the

input resistance found in (cr? • .

3-10 A low-frequency sine wave voltage is the input to the following circuits. Sketch
the anticipated output of each circuit.

(a) write an expression that gives the output voltage in terms of the three input
voltages and the various resistances.

(b) indicate the mathematical operation performed by the circuit when R, = RI\ =
200 ki1: R, = R" = 400 kll: R, = 50 kll: R, = 10 kll.

3-17 Show the algebraic relationship between the output voltage and input voltage for
the [allowing circuit:

3-18 For the circuit below, sketch the outputs at V,,-, and v,," if the input is initially zero
but is switched to a constant positive voltage at time zero.

:'3-11 Calculate the slew rate and the rise time for an operational amplifier with a
50-ME Iz bandwidth in which the output changes by 10 V

-\1;, = 3\1; + W, - 6V,

3-13 Design a circuit for calculating the average value of three input voltages multi-
plied by 1000

""'"~;L"
/

3-20 Show that when the four reSistances are equal. the following circuit hecomes a
suhtractin~ circuit.



R,
I',o--A/"

*3-21 The linear slide wire AS in the circuit shown has a length of 100 em. Where along
its length should contact C be placed to provide exactly 3.00 Vat V:;! The voltage
of the Weston cell is 1.02 V .

3-22 Design a circuit that will produce the following output:

1'0 = 4.0fV'ldt + 5.0 ('v,dt
o -u

3-23 Design a circuit that will produce the following output:

v" = 2.0 rVI dt --- 6.0( v, + ",)
II

3-24 Plot the output voltage of an integrator I, J. 5. and 7 s after the start of intearation
if the input resistor is 2.0 MIl, the feedback capacitor is 0.25 flF. and the inp:t
voltage is 4.0 mV

3-25 The circuit shown below is an integrating type of differentiator based on a circuit
originally described by E. M. Cordos. 5. R. Crouch, and H. V r..•.lalmstadt, Ana/.
Chern., 1968,40,1812-1818. American Chemical Societv,

R ~ '-(4,-A/'4.-'-i>l, ~.;~ . r---oR,0--1

r--(// R c"1
V 52 'I i~O\

~

(a) What is the function of operational amplifier I?
(b) What function does operational amplifier 2 perform'?
(c) Assume that the input signal is a linearly increasing voltage and the rate of

change of this signal is desired, During the first period ~tl' switches 51 and S2
are closed and switch 54 opens. Describe and plot the output 1'0 during this
interval ~ll'

(d) During a second consecutive and identical time period ~[, = ~tl = ~t, switch
52 opens and S3 closes. Now describe and plot the output v" during this second
interval.

(e) At the end of the second interval. switch SI opens, disconnecting the input
signal. Show that the output voltage 1'0 at the end of the measurement cycle
is given by

(0 What are the advantages and disadvantages of this circuit over the normal
operational amplifier differentiator of Figure 3-16do

(g) What would happen if the input signal were to change slope during the
measurement cycle?

(h) What would be the result if the two time intervals were not consecutive but
instead were separated by a time delay ~tJo

(i) What would be the result if the two time intervals were of different duration?
(j) The circuit shown above with consecutive time intervals was the basis of sev-

eral automatic ratemeters used in instruments for measuring enzyme kinetics,
The total measurement time for these instruments is 2.!.t. Discuss wby it is
desirable for 2;lt to be as long as possible. In measuring enzyme kinetics,
what limitations might be imposed if the measurement time is too 10ngO

Hint: Refer to part (g), above.



Digital Electronics
and Computers

his chapter is a .lpringboard(orfllrther
stlldy and we of modern in.ltrumenlal s):<-

tem.,. Ollr goals are (1) to procide a bri,:(
ol'eruiew of how digital information can be encoded,

(2) to introdllce some of the basic componenls ,!/dig-
ital circuits and microcomputers. (3) to describe
SOffleof the most common instrument-computer

interactions, and (4) to illustrate hou' computers

and sojiware (Ire used in an ana(l·tical laboraIOl:l·.

[:,71 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
G2.J an opportunity for online self-studv at www

.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linki~g you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.
80

The rale of growth of electronics. instrumentation,
and computer technology is nearly incomprehensihlc.1

Computers tirst hegan to appear in chemical lahora-
tories in the mid-l9hfls. hut they were expensive and
difficult to program and use. The advent of the micro-
computer in the 1970:-; gave risc to an increasing num-
her of applications in the chemical Iahoratory and in
chemical Instruments. It has heen the advent of the in-
expensive mass-produced personal computer (PC),
however, with its collection of associated peripheral
devices, that has brought about revolutionary changes
in the wav in scientists operate. At present, computers
are found in virtually every laboratory instrument. Not
only are computers found in the laboratory but today
the scientist has a computer on the desktop with a
high-speed connection to the Internet and to other
computers in the organization. Computers are now
used not only for scientific computations (simulations,
theoretical calculations, modeling, data acquisition,
data analysis, graphical display, and experimental con-
trol) but also for manuscript preparation, visualiza-
tion. document sharing, and communication

P

with
other scientists and with funding agencies.

An understanding of the advantages and limitations
of modern electronic devices and computers is impor-
tant for today's scientist. Although it is impossible, and
perhaps undesirable, for all chemists to attain knowl-
edge of electronics and computers at the design leveL the
development of high-function integrated-circuit mod-
ules and data-acquisition hardware permits a conceptu-
ally straightforward top-down approach to the imple-
mentation of electronics and computer technology. [n
the top-down view, we assume the perspective that an
instrument is a collection of functional modules that
can be represented as blocks in a schematic diagram
such as those depicted in Figures 4-2,4-4, and 4-5. Us-
ing such an approach. it is possible to accomplish very
sophisticated physicochemical measurements by con-
necting several function modules, integrated circuits,
or computers in the correct sequence. It is not usually
necessary to possess detailed knowledge of the inter-
nal design of indi\'idual components of an instrumen-
tal system. In addition to easing the learning process,
the top-down approach aids in diagnosing system mal-
functions and in the intelligent application of instru-
mental systems to the solution of chemical problems.

Digital circuits offer some important advantages
over their analog counterparts. For example. digital
circuits are less susceptible 10 environmental noise, and
digitally encoded signals can usually be transmitted
\vilh a higher degree of signal integrity. Second, digi-
tal signals can be transmitted directly to digital com-
puters, which means that software can be used to ex-
tract the information from signal outputs of chemical
instruments.2

As described in Chapter I, chemical data are encoded
in digital, analog, or lime domains. An example of a dis-
crete phenomenon in a nonelectrical domain that may
be easily converted to the digital domain is the radiant
energy produced by the decay of radioactive species.
Here, the information consists of a series of pulses of
energy that is produced as individual atollls decay.
These pulses can be converted to an electrical domain
by using an appropriate input transducer, Ilrst as analog
pulses and then as digital pulses that can be counted.
The resulting information can be interpreted and ma-
nipulated as an integer number of decays, which is a
form of nonelectrical information.

It is important to appreciate that whether a signal
resulting from a chemical phenomenon is continuous
or discrete may depend on the intensity of the signal
and how it is observed. For example, the yellow radia-
tion produced by heating sodium ions in a name is of-
ten measured with a phototransducer that converts the
radiant energy into an analog current, which can vary
continuously over a considerable range. However, at
low radiation intensity, a properly designed transducer
can respond to the individual photons. producing a sig-
nal that consists of a series of analog pulses that can be
converted to digital pulses and then counted.

Often. in modern instruments an analog signal, such
as shown in Figure 4-1 a, is converted to a digital one
(Figure 4-1 b) by sampling and recording the analog
output at regular time intervals. In a later section. we
consider how such a conversion is accomplished with an
analog-to-digitlll COllverter,or ADC.
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FIGURE 4-1 Detector response versus time plots for
the same signal in (a) an analog domain and (b) the digital
domain.

48 COUNTING AND ARITHMETIC
WITH BINARY NUMBERS

In a typical digital measurement, a high-speed elec-
tronic counter is used to count the number of events
that occur within a specitied set of boundary conditions.
Examples of such signals include the number of pho-
tons or alpha decay particles emitted by an analyte per
second, the number of drops of titrant. or the number of
steps of a stepper motor used to deliver reagent from a
syringe. Roundmy conditions might include a time in-
terval such as I second, which provides the frequency of
the signal in hertz, or a given change in an experimental
variable such as pH, absorbance, current, or voltage.

Counting such signals electronically requires that
they first he converted to digital signal levels to provide
a series of pulses of equal voltage compatible with the
digital circuitry of the counter. Ultimately, these pulses
are converted by the counter to a binary number for
processing hy a computer or to a d~cimal number for
display. Electronic counting is performed in binary-
coded-decimal numhers or in binar\' numbers. In both
of these coding schemes. only two digits. () and I. are
required to represent an\' number. In many electronic
counters, the 0 is usually represented by a signal of
ahout () V and the 1 hy " \'oltage of typically :i V It is
important to rccogniLe that these voltage levels depend



on current technology and are different [or different
logic families. For example. many statc-of-the-art com-
puters internally use about 3 V to represent a I and use
o V to signify' a O.

Each digit in the decimal numbering system represents
the coefficient of some power of lO. Thus. the number
3076 can be written as

3 II 7 6
i

I
IL

I
6 X lO" ~ llOO6L:: 7 X III I = 0070

I
I : II X Ill' = 0000

3 X 10' = 3000

Sum = 3076

Similarly. each digit in the binary system of numbers
corresponds to a coefficient of a power of 2.

46-2 Conversion of Binary
and Decimal Numbers

Table 4-1 illustrates the relationship between a few
decimal and binary numbers. The examples that follow
illustrate methods for conversions between the two
systems.

Convert 101011 in the binary system to a decimal
number.

0 0 I I

I

~

x 2° =

I
X 21 = 2

OX 2' = 0

I
I

) I X 2' ~ S

) OX 2' ~ 0

I X 2' = 32

L Sum = -l.1

Tt,~H..E 4-2 Comparison of Binary and BCD Coding for Various Decimal Numbers

8inarJ Equivalent ::D Fq:ivalent~1
Decimal 27 2(' t; 2' 23 2~ 2' tl

Number (128} (64) (32) (16) (8} (4) (2) (1) Hundreds Tens Ones

83 0 I II 1 0 II I I 0000 1000 0011

07 0 I I 0 0 II 0 I 0000 1001 0111

135 I 0 0 0 0 I I I 0001 0011 0101

198 I I 0 0 0 I I 0 0001 1001 I()(KJ

241 I I I 1 0 0 () I 0010 0100 ()()Ol

TABLE 4-1 Relationship bel ween
Some DeCimal and Binary Numbers

in a number is termed the least signijical1/ bit. or LSlJ:
the one on the far left is the Inn.\Hignificant bit. or MSB.

Decimal Binary
Number Representation

0 0
I I

10
Ii

~ 100
101

6 110
7 III
8 1000
9 1001

10 1010
12 lioo
IS Ii Ii
16 10000
32 100000
64 10OOO()()

Arithmetic with binary numbers is similar to, but sim-
pler than. decimal arithmetic. For addition. only four
combinations arc possible:

Note that in the last sum. a I is carried over to the next
higher power of 2. Similarly, for multiplication.

The following example illustrates the use of these
operations.

Perform the following calculations with binary arith-
metic: (a) 7 + 3. (b) 19 + 6. (c) 7 x 3. and (d) 22 x 5.

<a) 7 III (b) 19 lOOll
+3 +11 +6 + 110

10 1010 25 11O0!

(e) 7 III (d) 22 10110
x3 Xli x5 xlDI

21 111 liD IUllO

III OO()O()

10101 lOIIO
1101110

As a first step. we determine the largest power of 2
that is less than 7l0. Thus, since 2111 = 1024.

2') ~ 512 and 710- 512 ~ 19R

The process is repeated for 19K

2: ~ 128 and 19R - 128 = 70

I
I

I 2" = 64 and 70 - 64 = 6

2' = 4 and 6 -- 4 ~ 2

I 21
c 2 and - 2 = 0

I_
I_The binary ~~umber is the~l e':Jmp(~ted as fOIlOl~S:

,'~ '~J" .,1

It is wortl1\\hik noting that in the binary numhering
syStL'tll. thl: hinary digit. or hir. lying farthest to the right

[QJ Tlitor/lI!: Learn more ahout binary and BCD.

Note that a carry operation. similar to that in the
decimal system. is used. Thus. in ta) the sum of the two
I s in the right column is equal to 0 plus I to carry to the
next column. lIere. the sum of the three Is is 1 plus 1
to carry to the next column. Finally. this carry com-
bines with the I in the next column to give 0 plus I as
the most significant digit.

413-4 Binary-Coded-Dacimal Scheme

In the binary-coded-decimal OK'D) scheme, binary
hits are arranged in groups of four to represent the
decimal numbers () -9. Each group of four represents
One decimal digit in a number. The BCD code is the
same as normal binary for the numerals 0 through 9.
For example. in the number 97. the nine would be rep-
resented by the four binary bits lOtH and the seven by
the four binary bits 0I11 so that IDOl 0111 in BCD
would represent 97 Ill' Several decimal numbers are
presented in both binary coding and BCD coding in
Table 4-2 to illustrate the differences. .

Figure 4-2 is a block diagram of an instrument for
counting the number of electrical pulses that are re-
ceived from a transducer per unit of time. The voltage
signal from the transducer first passes into a shaper
that removes the small background signals and con-
verts the large signal pulses to rectangular pulses that
have the same frequency as the input signal. The re-
sulting signal is then the input to a gate opened by an
internal clock that provides a precise time interval I

during which input pulses are allowed to accumulate in
the counter. Finally. the BCD output of the counter is
decoded and presented as a decimal number.
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Figure 4-3a shows a circuit of a typical signal shaper. It
makes use of a voltage comparator to convert the input
signal to the pulsed rectangular waveform shown in
Figure 4-3c. As shown in Figure 3-17b, the output of
a comparator is either at +Iimit or --limit. These two
levels are often termed logic levels. Commercial inte-
grated-circuit comparators arc designed so that their
outputs have limits of 0 V (LO logic level) or 5 V (HI
logic level). Usually, the HI level is chosen to repre-
sent the binary I and the LO level represents the bi-
nary 0, as we show in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. These III
and LO logic levels are compatible with most modern
digital integrated circuits. As we can see in Figure -I-3b
and c, when the comparator input voltage Vi is grcater
than the reference voltage I;", the output is HI (logic
level I). On the other hand, when v, is less than I~",the
output is LO (logic level 0). Note that the comparator
responds only to signals greater than \';d and ignores
the fluctuation in the background signal. provided that
noise on the signal or any background fluctuations
are SInaI! enough that the signal remains helo\\" Vrd. A
comparator used for signal shaping is often called a
discril11inal(,r.

Binary and BCD counters are available in integrated-
circuit form for the counting of electrical pulses. [n
fact, the entire counting system shown in Figure 4-2
is available in a single integrated circuit. Although a
BCD counter is shown, binary counting systems are
also available. Inside a binary counter chip, the cir-
cuitry consists of electronic switches that have only
two possible logic states, HI and LO, or I and O. Each
circuit can then be used to represent one bit of a binary
number (or the coefficient of a power of 2). Two cir-
cuits can have four possible outputs: 0/0, 011, I/O, and
Ill. We can readily show that three of these circuits
have 8 different combinations and four have 16. Thus,
II circuits have 2" distinguishable output combinations.
By using a sufficient number of circuit stages, the num-
ber of significant bits in a count can be made as large
as desired. Thus, eight stages have 256 states, which
would allow counting from 0 to 255. Counting circuits
often have an error of "!: I count so that eight binary
stages would provide a count that is accurate to I part
in 256, or better than 0.5% relative.

BCD counters arc arranged so that on the 10th
count. a pulse is sent to the next decade of a decade

FIGURE 4-3 A signal shaper: (a) circuit, (b) input signal,
(c)output signal.

coLinling unil (DCU), and the first decade is set to zero.
Counters with as many as 10 decades of counting are
available.

Counters are made from circuits called flip-flops.
The nip-flops used in many counters change output
levels whenever the input signal changes from logic
level I to 0: no change in oUlplll is associated with an
input change of 0 to I. Flip-flops are also integrated
circuits that are made up of a suitable combination of
diodes, resistors, and transistors. In integrated-circuit
counters, several nip-Hops are integrated on a chip to
make the counter, and in integrated-circnit counting
systems, a counter, gate, clock, and readout are inte-
grated on a single chip. Integrated-circuit flip-flops are
examples of small-scale imegralion (SSI), and com-
plete counting systems arc examples of large-scale in-
legralion (ISI).

l:2J 5)imlllarion: Learn more about counters.

Counting is one of the most reliable forms of measure-
ment. As discussed in Section 4R, We' alway~ count
events that occur within a set of boundary conditions
(time per J(Xl m, apples per bushel, pulses per second,
revolutions per minute, etc.). In Figure 4-2, the events
to be counted are the pulses from the transducer, and
the boundary conditions are used to open the gate. In
this case the clock time I is the houndarv condition.
The counter of figure 4-2 is shown as a frequency
meler because it can measure the number or pulses per
unit time (frequency). A general frequency metcr is
shown in Figure 4-4a.

[n a frequency meter, the opening and closing of
the counting gate is not synchronized with the input
pulses. Because of this, there is alwavs an uncertainty
of :t I count in the results. Hence, to obtain frequency
results with less than 0.1 % uncertainty, at least 1000
counts must be accumulated. For low-frequency sig-
nals, we either have to count for a long period of time
or rearrange the components of Figure 4-4a. For ex-
ample, if the input frequency were 10 Hz, we would
have to count for 100 s to obtain 1000 counts and an
uncertainty of 0.1%. For a I-Hz signal, we would have
to count for 1000 s for a similar counting uncertainty.
A period meIer, shown in Figure 4-4b, achieves less un-
certainty [or low-frequency signals by using the trans-
ducer output after shaping to open and close the gate
and counting the number of cycles of the precision
clock. If the clock had a time base of 1 ms, for example,
and the input signal from the transducer were I Hz,
1,000 clock pulses would he counted during I cycle of
the input signal (I s). For a O.I-Hz input signal. 10,000
pulses would be counted during I cycle of the input sig-
nal (10 s). Thus, the period mode is much better for
low-frequency signals.

Figure 4-4c shows one additional mode for a gen-
eral-purpose digital counting system, the time-interval
mode. Here, we might be interested in measuring the
time that elapses between two events, such as the tiring
of a starter's gun and the breaking of the tape in a 100-m
dash. As can be seen, one of the events opens the count-
ing gate and the other closes it. The precision clock is
again countcd during this interval. Timc-interyal mea-
surements are very impOrlanl in many areas of science.
As one example, the distance from the earth to the
moon can be obtained by measuring the time re4uired
for a laser beam to travel to the moon. be reflected [rom
a mirror on the surface. and return to earth. I kre. the
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bv 10. A I-MI Iz input to a DeU will result in a IOO-kHz
O;ltpUt. The frequency division is exact and the accurac\
of the output frequency is the same as that of the input
frequencv. DeUs can be cascaded to reduce the input
frequency by exact multiples of 10. This process is often
called scaling. Scaling is also used when the input fre-
quency of a signal is greater than a counting device
can accommodate. In this situation. a scaler is intro-
dllced between the signal shaper and the counter of Fig-
ure 4-4'1. In period measurements (Figure 4-4b). if the
frequency of the input signal is too high. a scaler is often
introduced between the shaper and the counting gate.
This allows multiple periods to be averaged during the
measurement.

Many digital applications require that a highly repro-
ducible and accurately known frequency source be used
in conjunction with the measurement of time as shown
in Figure 4-4b and c. Generally. electronic frequency
sources are based on quartz crystals that exhibit the pie-
zoelectric effect. as described in Section I C-4. The res-
onant frequency of a quartz crystal depends on the
mass and dimensions of the crystal. By varying these
parameters, electrical output frequencies that range
from 10 kHz to 50 MHz or greater can be obtained.
Typically. these frequencies are constant to 100 ppm.
With special precautions, such as precise temperature
control. crystal oscillators can be constructed for time
standards that are accurate to I part in 10 million.

The use of a series of decade scalers with a quartz
oscillator provides a precise clock. as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4-5. The frequency can be selected in decade steps
from the original 10 MHz to as low as 0.1 Hz. Because
therc is no noise or variation in the counting opera-
tion, all the outputs are as accurate and precise as the
crystal oscillator used. Integrated circuits are available
containing several decades of scaling. Such circuits arc
programmable with the output decade selected by a
binary input.

~.nter _ Tn
~ readout

Counter L To_____ 1 . readout

FIGURE 4-4 Counting measurements. In (a) the frequency meter is shown. Shaped pulses
from the transducer are the Input to a counting gate that is opened and closed by a precision
digital clock. In (b), a period meter is shown. Here, the precision clock is counted for one cycle
of the input signal. In (c), the time-interval mode is shown. In this mode the gate is opened by
a signal from sensor 1 and closed by a signal from sensor 2. The time interval between these
two events is measured by counting the number of cycles of tbe precision clock.

firing of the beam starts the timt.:r (upens the counting
gate) and the rdurn pulse slOps it (closes the gate)
Knowing the speed of light and measuring the time re-
quired for a round trip all'l\\s calculation ofthc distance
from earth to moon.

Digital signals are often converted to their analog
counterparts for the control of instruments. for displa\
bv readout devices such as meters and oscilloscopes.
or as part of ADCs. Figure -l-6 illustrates a digital-to-

A DCL' produces one carrv pulse on the 10th count. In
counting. this pulse is fed to the next decade counting
stage. Howe\er. it is important to note that the output
frequency of a DCU is the input frequency divided

r=7l Simulation: Learn more annul digital-to-analog
l2-I con'·erlers.

FIGURE 4-5 Precision clock circuit. Each decade count-
ing unit divides the frequency at Its input by exactly 10.
The accuracy of each output frequency is equal to that
of the crystal oscillator.

20R
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FIGURE ~.. 6 A 4-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
Here, A, e, C. and D are +5 V for logic state 1 and 0 V
for logic state O.

analog converter (DAC I and the principle of one or
the c(~mmon ways of accomplishing this conversion,
which is hased on a ~r('iglzf('d-resis[or {wider nctv ..'ork.
0iotc that the circuit is similar to the summing circuit
shown in Figure :;-16b. with four resistors \veighted in
the ratio S: ..L2. l. From the discussiun of summing cir-
cuits We can shc)\v that tht.' output \'u.-\C is given b~

("fit'.~)
2 .j ~



where I~" is the voltage associated with logic state 1
and D. C. B. and A designate the logic states (0 or 1)
tor a .+-bit binarv number in which A is the least signi-
ficant bit and D the most significant. Table 4-3 shows
the analog output from the weighted-resistor ladder
shown in Figure 4-6 when I;" is 5 V.

The resolution of a DAC depends on the number of
input bits that the device will accommodate. An n-bit
device has a resolution of I part in 2". Thus. a IO-bit
DAC has 2 '0. or 102.+. output voltages and. therefore.
a resolution of 1 part in 102.+; a 12-bit DAC has a reso-
lution of 1 part in 4096. Note that in our discussion
of DACs and ADCs we use the letter n to represent
the number of bits of resolution of the device and N to
represent the digital output.

Binary Number
DCBA

Decimal
Equivalent

0000
0001
0010
0011

0100
0101

4C-7 Analog-to-Digital Converters

The output from most transducers used in analvtical
instruments is an analog signal. To realize the advan-
tages of digital electronics and computer data process-
ing, it is necessary to convert the analog signal from the
analog domain to the digital domain. Figure .+-1 illus-
trates such a digitization process. Numerous methods
arc used for this kind of conversion. Two common
types of ADC are described here: the staircase ADC
and the successive-approximation ADC.

Staircase Analog-ta-Digital Converter

Figure 4- 7 shows a simplified schematic of a device for
converting an unknown analog voltage Vi into a digital
number N. Here. an II-bit binary counter, controlled by
the Signal from a quartz clock, is used to drive an II-bit
DAC similar to that described in the previous section.
The output of the DAC is the swircase voltagc output
"DACshDwn in the lower part of the ligure. Each step of
this signal corresponds to a voltage increment, Such as
1 mY. The output of the DAC is compared with the un-
known input V; by means of the comparator. When the
two voltages become identical within the resolution of
the DAC the comparator changes state from HI to

Simulation: l.earn more about analog-to-digital
converters.
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LO, which in turn stops the counler. The count N then
corresponds to the input \Ullage in units of millivolts.
Closing the reset switch sets the counter b3Ck to zero
in preparation for the conversion of a new voltage,
which is begun hy opening the reset switch. The input
voltage Vi must be held constant during the conversion
process to ensure that the digital output corresponds
to the desired voltage.

The higher the resolution of the DAC. the lI10re
preciselv the number will represent ",. This type o[
converter clearly illustrates the measurement process.
The DAC output serves as the reference standard that
is compared to I', by the difference detector (the com-
parator). The time of conversion is te = Nle, where N
is the counter output. which varies with 1',. and te is the
period of the clock. This conversion time is advanta-
geous if v, is known to be relatively small most of the
time. If V; is large most of the time. then t, will he
proportionally longer. This type of ADC is often used
in nuclear spectroscopv and related fields in which
background signals of 10\\/ intensity' are encountered.
The oscillator frequency can be as large as lOa MHz
when high-speed counters, DACs. and comparators
are used.

The operation of the staircase ADC can be made
continuous by replacing the simple counter hy an up-
down counter controlled by the comparator. If 1', in-
creases. the comparator output goes HI and the counter
counts up~ and if \"i decreases. the counter counts clown.
When the DACoutput crosses V;. the counter alternates
between Nand N - L a range that is within :!:\ L513 of
V,. This type of ADC works well when 1'; varies only
slowly relative to the conversion time or when a contin-
uous readout is important.

Successive-Approximation
Analog-to-Digital Converter

To understand how a successive-approximation ADC
works. consider the following quest ion: What is the
minimum number of trials necessary to determine,
It'ith certaint\', a number IV that lies between () and I)'?
Assume that following each guess you arc told whether
your number was high or low. The answer is that no
more than four guesses are required. To illustrate. sup-
pose that 10 is the target number. Let us first diVide the
range in half and guess thatthc unknown number is 7.
The number 7 is less than III. so the upper half o! the
range 1-7 is halved and added to 7 to obtain a sewnd
trial number. .v = 7 .+= II. This number is too large.
so -I is dropped. and half of .+ IS added to 7. to \ield
\. = 9. which IS I()\V·.f'inaill. half of 2 is adckd to 9 to

ohtain the target value IV = 10. The rules for the suc-
ccssi\'c approximation are as follows:

L 8egin with a guess of one half of full range.
2. If too large, drop guess.
3. [f too small. retain guess.
4, Add half of previous increment.
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until finished.

Nolc that II gLlesses are required to determine a num-
ber in the range II to 2" - I. For example. 12 guesses
are required to determine with certainty a number
between II and '+095.

The successive-approximation ADC uses exactly
the same logic to arrive at a binary or BCD number to
represent an unknown voltage 1', as depicted in Fig-
ure '+-8a. Here, the 4-bit DAC of Figure 4-6 is used to
illustrate how the successive-approximation process
can be carried oul. Assume that 1', ~ 5.1 V and that all

s --~l
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"{,URE ';-8 Successive-approximation ADC: (a) block
diagram of the ADC. (b) output of the DAC during the
converSIon process



bits are initially set to O. The first cycle of the oscillator
sets the 1\·ISB = 2-' to I, which causes the DAC voltage
\'D'C to change to 8 V as shown in Figure 4-8b. This is
called the lesl period and labeled T in the figure. Be-
cause ~'O.-\C > Vi, the successive-approximation register
(SAR) clears the 2j bit = I during the 1'051 period.
labeled P. The next cycle of the oscillator causes the
22 bit to be set to logic I to give l"DAl = 4 V. Because
l"[)AC < v" the comparator output goes to logic I (HI),
which results in the SAR selting this bit to a logic I
during the post period. The next cvcle then causes bit
2 I to be set to I, resulting in l"DAC =' 6 V, which is larger
than Vi' The comparator output goes to O. and thus the
SAR clears the 2 I bit. Finally, the SAR sets 20 = I, to
give vD.K = 5 V, which is < l",. This results in retaining
bit2° as a logic l. The process is diagrammed in Figure
4-8b. The resulting binary number, 0101, represents
the input voltage 5 V :+:0.5 V. Note the resolution is
:+:lLSB. which in this case is :+:0.5 V.

To increase the resolution of the ADC. a DAC of
the required resolution must be provided and the SAR
must have a correspondingly largcr number of bits.
Twelve-bit ADCs with input ranges of :+:5 V, :+:10 V, or
() to 10 V are typical. Such converters have a fixed con-
version time, usually 2 to 8 flS for 12 bits. Successivc-
approximation converters of this type are widely used
for computerized timed data acquisition. Because it is
important that the voltage to be measured does not
vary during the conversion process, a fast analog mem-
ory called a sample-and-hold amplifier is almost always
used to sample and keep the signal of interest constant
during the conversion process.

40 COMPUTERS AND COMPUTERIZED
INSTRUMENTS

Thc first computers to be used in laboratories in the
1960s were constructed from discrete components
(transistors, diodes. resistors, capacitors. etc.). These
minicomputers were difficult to use and program, and
interfacing them to instruments was often a com-
plex and frustrating task. Very few programs were
a\'ailable for experimcnt control, data acquisition.
and data analysis. so scientists had to become com-
puter programmers to develop and use computerized
instruments.

fn the I nos the situation changed dramaticallv
with the introduction of the microp~ocessor and th~
microprocessor-based microcomputer. A micropro-

cessor is a large-scale integrated circuit made up of
hundreds of thousands and even millions of transistors.
resisturs, diodes. and other circuit elem~nts miniatur-
ized to tit on a single silicon chip a few millimeters on
a side. A microprocessor often serves as an arith-
metic and logic component. called the renfral process-
ing unil (CPU). of a microcomputer. Microprocessors
also tind widespread use for operating such diverse
items as analytical instruments, automobile ignition
systems. microwave ovens. cash registers, and elec-
tronic games.

AlicrocomplltcJ"s consist of one or more micro-
processors combined with other circuit components
that provide memory, timing, input, and output func-
tions. Microcomputers are finding cver-increasing use
for the control of analytical inst ruments and for pro-
cessing, storing, and displaying the data produced.
There are at least two reasons for connecting a com-
puter to an analytical instrumcnt. The first is that par-
tial or complcte automation of measurements be-
comes possible. Ordinarily, automation leads t'a·morc
rapid data acquisition, which shortens the time re-
quired for an analysis or increases its precision by pro-
viding time for additional replicate measurements to
be made. Automation, moreover, frequently provides
better and faster control over experimental variables
than a human operator can achieve; more precise and
accurate data arc the result.

A second reason for interfacing computers with
instruments is to take advantage of their tremendous
computational and data-handling capabilities. These
capabilities make possible the routine use of tech-
niques that would be impractical because oftheirexces-
sive computational time requirements. Notable among
such applications are Fourier transform calculations.
signal averaging, and correlation tcchniques in spec-
troscopy to extract small analytical signals from noisy
environments.

The interfacing of these devices to instruments is too
large a subject to be treated in detail in this text. How-
ever. there have been many advances in interfacc
boards and in the software to control them. Todav. read-
ily available hardware and software allow sophis'ticatcd
interfacing tasks to be done by chemists as they perform
experiments. The discussion in this chapter is limited
to a general summary of computer terminolog\,. the
architecture and properties of computers. snrne-'~seful
hardware and software emploved in instrumental appli-
cations. and the au\antages gained h: using these
remarkable dcvices.

4D-1 Computer Terminology

One of the problems that faces the newcomer to the
!ield of computers and computer applications is the
hewildering array of ne\\' terms. acronyms, and ini-
tialisms, such as CPU. RAM, ROM, BIOS, FTP. GUf.
HTTP, USB, WiFi, LAN, firewall, and TCP/IP. Unfor-
lUnately, these terms are not often de lined even in ele-
mentary presentations. Some of the most important
terms and abbreviations are delined here; others will
be defined as they appear later in the chapter.

Bits, Bytes, and Words

Bits are represented in a computer by two electrical
states (HI/La, or I/O) that differ from one another
normally by 2 to 5 V. A group of eight bits is called a
byle. A series of bytes arranged in sequence to repre-
sent a piece of data or an instruction is called a word.
The number of bits (or bytes) per word depends on the
computer; some common sizes include 8, 16,32, and 64
bits, or 1,2,4, and 8 bytes.

Registers

The basic building block of digital computers is the
regisler, a physical device that can store a complete
byte or a word. A 16-bit binary counter, for example,
can serve as a register that is capable of holding a
16-bit word.

Data contained in a register can be manipulated in
a number of ways. For example, a register can be
cleared, a process by which the register is reset to all
zeros: the ones complemenl of a register can be taken.
that is, every I is changed to 0 and every 0 to a l. The
contents of one register can be transferred to another.
Moreover, the contents of one register can be added,
subtracted, multiplied, or divided by the contents of
anothcr. A register in which these processes are per-
formcd is often referred to as an accl/mlliator. It has
been proved that the proper sequence of register oper-
ations can solve any computational or informational
processing problem no mailer how complex provided
that there is an algorithm for the solution. An algo-
rithm is a detailed statement of the individual steps re-
quired to arrive at a solution. One or more algorithms
then make up a complller program.

Computer hard,mre consists of the physical devices
that make up a computer. Examples include disk
driyes, printers. clocks, memorv units. data-acquisition

modules. and arithmetic logic units. The collection of
programs and instructions to the computer, including
the disks or tapes for their storage. is the software.
Hardware and software are equallv important to the
successful application of computers. and the initial
cost of the software may be as great as the cost of the
computer. This is especially true of sophisticated soft-
ware packagcs designed for special purposes such as
data manipulation, curve lilting, or statistical analysis.
Over the past few years, the dramatic increase in the
availability of fast, high-capacity, low-cost PCs has pro-
duced a corresponding demand for useful and user-
friendly software packages. The production and sale of
tens or perhaps hundreds of millions of computers
worldwide virtually guarantees that a wide variety of
software is available at reasonable cost. These market
forccs have produced lowered costs even for special-
purpose scientific software, as we shall see in a subse-
quent section.

",D-2 Operational Modes Of
Compulerized instruments

Figure 4-9 suggests three ways computers can be uscd
in conjunction with analytical measurements. [n the
off-lille method shown in Figure 4-9a. the data are col-
lected by a human operator and subsequently trans-
ferred to the computer for data processing. The on-line
method of Figure 4-9b differs from the off-line proce-
dure in that direct communication between the instru-
ment and the computer is made possible by means of
an electronic intelface where thc signal from the in-
strument is shaped, digitized, and stored. Here. the
computer remains a distinct entity with provision for
mass storage of data and instructions for processing
these data; off-line operation is also possible with this
arrangement.

Most modern instruments are configured as shown
in Figure 4-9c. In this in-line arrangement. a micro-
computer or microprocessor is embedded in the in-
strument. Here, the operator communicates with and
directs the instrument operation via the computer. The
operator does not. however, necessarily program the
computer, although often the option is available for
doing so. The primary software suite is usually pro-
vided with commercial instruTllents along with a pro-
gramming language so that the'. users may program
optional modes of data acquisition and manipulation.
()tten there are se\'cral computers or microprocessors
in a given instrument. The user may communicate with
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FIGURE 4-9 Three methods of using computers for
analytical measurements: (a) off-line, (b) on-line, (c) in-line,

th~ instrument via one computer, and the instrument
may he controlled and data acquired by others,

In in-line and on-line operations, th~ data aTC oflen
transkrred to the computer in renl limc, that is, as the
lata are generated by the instrument. Often, the rate
t which data arc produced by an instrument is lnw
nnugh Ihal onlv a small fraction of the computer's
me is occupied in data acquisitinn: under this circum-
liKe the periods hetween data collection can he used
- pnlcLssing the information ill various \VayS. For ex-
pic. data processing may involve calculating a con-
trati(H1, smoothing a curvc, combining a data point
1 prnioush colleckd and stored dat<l tor suhse-
'1t a\-r:rag,ing, anti plotting or printing out tht' n.>
R(a/~llmc proCt'ssillg invol\'t:"s data treatment pe/'+
ell simllltaneo",h with data acquisition, Real-
nnH.'.:ssing has t\\U majur advantages. First it ma~
c signiticantll' Ihe amounl nf dala stnrage space
cd. rhus making pnssihk the ust..' ur a less sophis-
t and less t:xpL'n'iin.' cnmpukr. Second. if theft is
nl tim\,.' hC(\\\.'\.'f} Ih\.' Jat;1 ;!cyuisitions. tht.' PH)·

signal may he used 10 adjust instrum~nt rar~l~

lo Improve the qualill of suhsl'quent OUlput
,-\s th(' sp..:..:J and stnragc ('apacity of mi\.'fu-

""\ has incrcas..:J. so has Ih(' capahilily for rcal~

..• _fO:-' wal con-
___"..,ors, real-time operations arc h(':-

,-OI111I1g 4uik common.
An ~)(ampk of a real-time processing sys{em is a mi-

crnprocess()r~cnntrl)\kd instrun1ent for automa\~caBy
performing potentiometric tit rations, Usually, such in-
struments have (he storage capaciry necessary to store
a digitized form of the potential versus reagent volume
curve, and all other information that might be required
in the process of generating a report about the titration,
11is also uSllall1 the case that such instruments calculate
the tirst derilative of the potential with respect to vol-
ume in real time and use this information to controllhe
rate at which the titrant is added by a motor-driven sy-
ringe, In the early pari of the titration, when the rate of
potential change is low, the derivative is small, so the
titrant is added rapidly. As the equivalence point is ap-
proached, the deri"ati,'O becomes larger, and the com-
puter slows the rate at which thc titrant is adde~. Th<:
reverse process occurs beyond the equilalen'ie point.
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Figure 4-10 is a block diagram showing the major hard-
ware components of a computer and its peripheral
de\"ices.

The heart of a computer is the CPU, which in the case
of a microcomputer is a microprocessor chip. A micro-
processor is made up of a control unit and an arith-
mctic logie ullit. The control unit determines the se-
quence of operations b).: means of instructions from
a program stored in the computer memory The con-
trol unit r~Cei\'cs informalll)n from the input device.
fetches instructions and data [rom the memory, and
transmits instructions to the arithmetic logic unit. Ollt-

put, anll memory.
The arithmetic h)~\c unit. or ALU, "r a CPll i,

maJc up of a s.eries of rc-gl'';krs, or accumulators. in
which the intermcdiate results of binan arithmetic
and logic Opt.>[<:lllOnS arL' aCCUlllulatclL The Intel Pen-
tium -i procL'ssor l'onlains nc,Jrly 50 million transistors
and is c<ipahk of opcratin~ ai clock speeds grl..'atcr
than ~,5 (iH/ Thc Intd ItalliUm processor conlaills
n million tran,istors Ithe ftanium 2 processor has 410
million transi..;;tnrsl. The faskst comrutcrs~an CXl..'cuk

nt:arly I hillion instructions per ..;~conJ.

FIGURE 4·10 8asic components of the digital computer,
including peripheral devices,

The parts uf a computer and its m~mory anI..
devices arc joined by hU,\'f'S.I.:'LlCh of which i~
a numh~r of transmission hnes. Fnr rarid C'l

tinn anlong. th~ Varll)US parts of a CUluputCI
digital signals making lip a word are usually tI

simultaneousl\' bv the parallel lines of the
numher of lines in the internal buses ot the ('I
equal 10 the size of the word processed hI' the c
For exampk, the internal bus for a ~2-hit Cl'li
32 paralld transmission lineS, each of which t

one of the ~2 bits,
Data are carried inlo and oul of the CPll b

bus, as depicted in Figure 4-10. Both the ori,
destination of thc signals in the data hus line an
tied hI' the address hus. An address hus with 3
can directlv addrcss 212, or 4,294,967,296, regis,
olh~r lucations within the computer or 4 gigab!
memory, The control bus carries control aud stat
formation to alld [rom the Clli. These lransfe!
sequenced by timing signals carried in the bus,

Data must also be transmitted belween instrul
components or peripheral de\'iees and the CPU: at
tern'll bus or communication line is used for this I
of data transfer. Table 4-4 summarize, snme of
specilications for some popular external communi
tioll standards,

In a computer, the memory is a storage ar~a that
directly accessible by Ihe CPll. Because the memO!
contains hoth data and program information, ih
memor\' must be accessed b\' the CPlI at least once 10
each program step, Tlte time required t" retrie\'e a
piece of inlormation [rom Ihe memory is called its

IEEE-1394 I
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acceJ.'I limc: access limes Jrc IIsually in the (en~dJf-
nanosecond range.

il;lenvYry Chips

The haslC unit of a memOf\ chip IS a cdl. whIch mal'
have OnL' of t\\.'o stales and is thus capable of storin~'
one bit of information. Typicallr. up to a few billion o~
these cells may he contained on a single silicon mem-
orv chip. Figure 4-11 illustrates the hlllctions associ-
ated with an individual memorv cell. With a READ
command from the CPlJ. the logic state (I or OJ ap-
p~ars as one of two possible states at the output. A
W lUTE command allows the I or 0 state from the in-
putlcrminaltodisplace the contems already present in
the cell and to store the new value in its place.

Individual cells are produced in arrays on memorv
chips, which in turn are mounted on printed circui-t
boards that plug directly into the case of the com-
puter. Typically, PCs l};lve on the order of 128 to 1024
megabytes (MB) of memory, but many different COn-
figurations are usually available. Because the aGtual
process of addressing and storing information in mem-
ory is either established during manufacture or COn-
trolled by the CPU, most chemists have little need for
an understanding of the detailed design of memories.
However, a little experience with the terminologv used
when descrihing memorv is often helpful in s;l~eting
the proper amount of memory for performing a par-
lIcular compurationaltask.

Types of Memory

There arc two types of memorv in most computers:
random access memory (RAM) and read-only mClIlory
(ROM). The term randolll {/('ces.1is somewhat mis-
leading, hecause ROM may also he accessed randomly.
Random access means that all locations in the memorv
are equally accessible and can he reached at ahou't
the same speed. Thus, read-write memorY is a more

ih2JJ.1~::' 4-11 An individual computer memory celJ for the
storage of 1 bit.

descriptive term for RAM. Earlier types of semicon-
ductor RAM were volatile: that is. the information was
n(lt retained unless the memory was refreshed regu-
larly. Many RAM boards now have battery-backup
p(lwer supplies that can prevent the loss of any infor-
mat ion if power is lust for 8 hours or more. This sort of
memory is similar to that found in pocket calculators
that retain data and instructions even when turned off.

Read-only memories contain permanent instruc-
tions and data that were placed there at the time of
their manufacture. These memories arc trulv static in
the sense that they retain their original stat~s for the
life of the computer or calculator. The contents of a
ROM cannot be altered hy reprogramming_ A variant
of ROM is the erasable programmable read-(ml\' metn-
ory (EPROM, or erasahle PROM) in which ti,e pro-
gram contents can be erased by exposure to ultraviolet
radiation. After this treatment, the memorv can be
reprogrammed by means of special equipm~nl. Also
available are ROMs that can he reprogrammed by rel-
atIvely straIghtforward logic signals. These R'O,Ms are
deSIgnated EAROMs (electrically alterable ROMs).
Bootstrap programs that perform the initialization of a
computer system when it is turned on are usually
stored III some type of ROM_ When system informa-
tion must be stored when power is off hut must occa-
sionally be reprogrammed when new devices are in-
stalled in the computer, a battery-powered RAM is
usually used to store such data_

In some simple digital devices and handheld calcu-
lator systems, ROMs are used to store programs
needed for performing mathematical operations such
as ohWining logarithms, exponentials, and trigono-
metric functions; calculating statistical '1uantities such
as means, standard deviations, and least-s'luares pa-
rameters; and formatting data in fixed point, scientific
notarion, or engineering notal ion. In most computers,
hClII'ever, these operations are carried out in software_

USB flash drive is a semiconductor memorv device
that plugs into a IIS13 port and contains from 32 NIB to
I GB Of more of nOllvolatile memory. Tiles\.' uevices
are about the size of a hallpoint pen and can be readily
carrieu ill a pocket.

The smallest hard dISk dril'es now hal'e capacities in
the gigabyte range, hut hard disks capahle of storing
250 GH or more are now common. The time required
to reach a randomly sdected location on a disk is
the seek time, and for most this time is on the order of
10 ms. The CD ROM is a particularly attractive stor-
age device for largc databases, encyclopedias, and for
backing up data because of its storage capacity of
about 750 MB. Originally, CD drives for computers
were read-only units. Huwever, read-write CD ROM
drives are now quite common. Many computers now
havc DVD drives. Again, these were originally able
to read only prerecordeu DVDs. However, drives ca-
pable of writing to DVDs are now widesprcad. Some
ean store as much as 8.5 G13 of data or video. New
storage technologies are constantly emcrging. DVD
drives equipped with short-wavelength lasers capable
of writing and reading 25 GB on each of two layers of
a disk are now commercially available.

Input-output devices proviue the means for the user, or
allached instruments, to communicate with the com-
puter. Familiar input devices include keyboards,
mouses_ digital cameras, hard disks, CD ROMs, USB
flash memories. and the transduced signals from ana-
lytical instruments. Output devices include printers,
CD ROMs, USB flash memories, speakers, monitors.
and hard disks. It is important to understand that many
of these devices provide or use an alli/log signal. al-
though. as we hale pointed out, the computer can re-
spond only to digital signals. Thus. an important part of
the input-output syslcm is an ADC for providing data in
a form the computer call use and a DAC for convening
the output from the computer to a usable analog signal.

An important piece of hardware in the computer-
ized acquisition. analysis. anu output of analytical in-
formation is the data-ac'luisition module. These de-
lices nl<" be plugged directly into the computer bus and
pn)\-idc a way to acquire data by means of analo~-ro-
Lligital con\'l.:rsiull tu ft:L,Jhack data (() an expt.'rimcnt h)
means of an :\ DC. to provide crilicalliming in lht: pro-
cess. and tn transfer di~i{al dala direcrly to the com-
puter. Figure -l-l ~a shows a block diagram of a typical

In addition to semiconductor memories, computers
arc usually equipped with hulk storage delices. Mag-
netic tapes were for years the primary means for bulk
storage. but tapes hale now heen replaced bv disks.
flash memories that connect lia unilersal seri~1 huses
(USBs), CDs. and DVDs. Disk storage capacities are
eonstantl\' increasing. Floppy dISks were once a com-
mon means o( storage hut are now becoming ohsolete
Remo\'able disks. such a.s ZIP disks, are widelv avail:
ahle with se\'eral-hundreu-megabl'le capacit:\,. The

data-acljuisition module. It includes an ADC, a DAC
programmable-gain amplifier. digital input and OUlJlI

lines. memory for temporarily holding collecled dar
and a precision real-time dock for critical timing of th
dala acquisition. The entire dala-acquisition pnKc'S\

carried out by a powerful on board microproccsso
which rcccives llser-selecred instructions frc)11l{hl' pri
mary computer to which it is attached. A photo or ,
data-ac'luisition module is presented in Figure 4-12h

The main computer carries out data anal\sis ant
long-term bulk dat<1 storage hy using a software pack
age such as those discussed in the nest section. The 01"
eralor controls the o\·eral! process through interac-
tions with the main computer. Using data-acquisition
moduks such as these, virtually any instrument or ex-
periment can be interfaced with a computer for effi-
cient analysis and output of instrumental data.

One current trcnd in modern analytical instrumen-
tation is to Use devices that conncct to the computer via
a USB port (see Table 4-4). The USB standard allows
eonnectiun of up to 127 different devices in a sirnplc,
straightforward manner. Currently. printers. cameras,
disk drives, scanners. webcams, nct\vorking compo-
nents, some data-ac4uisitioll systems, and some an~dyl-
ical instruments are available with USB intcrfaces.
Some devices now include a Firc\\/ire connection. \Vith
these, several devices can he connected in Serll'S (daisy-
chained) so that only one fireWire pori is required for
multiple units_ Devices that require l'Cry high-speed
connections, such as the data-acquisition hoaru shown
in Figure 4-12b, still require interface hoards that con-
nect directly to tbe internal computer bus.

In the past, iL \vas necessary for scientists to \\ rik pro-
grams in machine code or assemhly Llllg:uage to ac-
quire data, process data, and cuntnJI cxpcrirnenrs. ThL'
age of pes has brought about a wide \"ariely (If use-
ful rrograms for scientists, teachers. students. husi-
ncss people, and hOllle users. Currently'. commercial
software is a\·ailabk fur data acquisilion. statistical
processing.. graphical presentation. word pr{lCL>sSIJl~.

spreadsheet applications, dalahasL' flli.WagclllcnL anu
many other applications. Today. st.:icntists \\.TilL' [heir
0\·.,-,1programs dnly for ~rL'l'iali/L'J applications for
which commercial s()ft\\are is nonexistent. Programs
thai are written are usually in a hi~hcr-Ic\L'1 lallgu~I~L'
such as C. PASCAL (II' IL\SIC.
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FIGURE4·12 Computer data-acquisition module: (a)block diagram of the module. AI
analog Input. AO analog output. OAQ ~ data acquisition. OMA direct memory access.
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41'-1 Spreadsheets

Spreadsheds were originally (ksigned as a tool
for business. but as they became easier to use, people
from all \\"alks of life began to use them to carry out
numerical computations in many lields, including sci-
ence. When software manufacturers realized. the di-
verse nature of their clientele. thel hegan to add highly
suphisticatcd and specialil.ed functions to their spre~~d-
sheets. For exampk. :Vlicrosoft" Excel now contallls
many functions that can ht.' used to s<\\'e steps when de-
n.:loping complL\ statistical O[ engineering analy.ses.;
These relationships include basic statistical functions.
such a-; mcan. stanoard Je\·I;Hiol1. median. mode. anu
\-ariuus distribution functilHb. and au\"anced statistical
functions. such as linear dnd nonlinear least squares,
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FIGURE4·13 Excel spreadsheet containing data from the infrared absorption spectrum
of l,4-dioxane.

I-tests, F tests, random-number generation. and analy-
sis of variance.

figure -1-13 sholls an Excel sprcadsheet fm analyz-
ing and plotting spectral data fiks~ Columns A and B
of the spreadsheet contain data from the mlrared spec-
trum of I,-I-dioxane. The data were collected With a
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Software IS

available from s('\"eral companie" {() import data di-
rcctlv into spreausheets such as Excel. The user then
manipulates the uata hv implementing the built-m
function~ of Excel or wrilin~ speci~tlll.ed routines.

"'~F-2 Stati3ticfJ1 i.fi21~Y5i:;

i\-'l<lI1\' scientists LISt.' statislical snft\\~lre packages for
Join~ more cnmplc-.\ ur mort.' cornpkk analy"i" th~tn
can be Linne with spreadsheets. Snmc popular statis-
tics packages incluue :VlliSiITAB. S..\S. SYS I ..\T, Ol:i:
gin. STATISTI('.\~ SlgmaSta. and" I AHJRAPHI( S



Plus. In addition to the normal statistics fUlldioJl~ that
arc included in Illany spreadsheet programs, rhest..' sta-
tistical programs can uftcil carry out more ad\'ancL'u
functions such as experimt'lltal design. p<.ntial kast-
squares regression. principal components analysis. fac-
(or analysis, duster analysis. timc-series analysis. con-
11'01 chart generation. and Ilonparamctric statistics.

A tvpical output from M[NITAB is shown III Fig-
ure -1-1-1,Here, thc' delcrminallon of Na bv tlamc spc~-
trometry is shown with and without using a Li internal

standard, The open windows show the data (Work-
sheet \\-'indow), the regression statistics (Sessiun \\'in-
dow). and the two t-r (scatter) plOh. The inlcrnal stan·
dard method is s~cn to give the hdkr linearity.

Several tvpes of mathematics tools arc available com-
mercially. A tool of special inkrest to chemists is the
equation solver, a program that quick'" solves complex
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FIGURE ';-1" MINITAS output for Internal standard mefhod for determining sodium by flame
spectrometry The data are shown in the Worksheet Window at lower left. The upper scatter
plot IS for the Na Intensity versus concentration. and the lower scatter plot is for the ratio of Na
intenSIty to LJIntensity versus concentration, The regression statistics in the SessIon window
show that the Internal standard method gives better Ilneanty

mathematical equations such as those found in the
studIoI' multiple equilihria. Several equati,'n ",hers
are ~vailahle, mcluding TK Solver. :\Iathematica. and
~Iathead, All of these programs haw been raled
hiahlv, and thus the choice of which to use dc'rends on
th~ t,;sks at hand and the resources availahle

TK Soller has many huilt-in functions and integrates
nicdv with Excel. It is a rules-based programming sys-
tem. 'Mathematica handles symbolic calculations and
readily allows nurneric<ll modeling and simuJatiul1\, Be~
cause ~f its low cost. power. t:asc of use. and intuit i\'c na-
ture for representing complex mathematical expres-
sions, Mathcad has bewmc P"rUiar in the physical
sciences and in enginecring for solving a tr~mend()us
lariety of computation prohlems from basic statistical
analysis to eigenvalue-eigenvector prohlems in quan-

tum chemistrl.
Excel has ~ huilt-in Solver that is v'ery useful in soh·

jng equations and litting models to data. For chemical
problems. Excel's Solver can he used in litting non-
linear modds such as those encountercd in kinetics.
chromatography, and other areas.' Figure 4-15 shows
an example of using Excel's Solver to estimate the
fvlichaelis constant Km and the maximum \'docity Vl1l

for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, The initial estimates
gave a vcrI' poor (it to the data points, as seen in Figure
4-15a, By' using Solver to minimize the sum of the
squares of the residuals, SSR, the much hetter tit in
Figure 4-15h was ohtained.

c Figure -1-16 illustrates the application of MINITAB
to the productton of a control chart for monitoring a
process that produces a weak acid. The molarit) of the
acid is plotted and the uprer and lower control limits
are ohtained from the dat a.' One of the ohservat ions is
seen to fall outside the control limits.

Sophisticated programs for dealing with matri\ al-
gebra and various applicatinns arc also <I\'ai!J.hk,
~lathWorks ~IATL-\B is one of the most popular. [n
additioll to tilL' hasic program. a variety of applica-
tions modules. called toolhoxes, arc a\ailahle for ma-
trIX applications, Some of the availahle toolboxes in-
c1udc statistics. instruTllent control. chemometries.
image processing. hininformaties. and signal process-
ing, [n additidll tD lhose pro\'i(kJ h~' the parL'llr (l)[ll-

'f-,lf nh)f~'lIl("rllLllj,JIl ,In E\L'.:i) S'Jhn. ,'-'~'S k. {r, U,'I! .1l1,J f' ! IL11J.:r
1;'p!II,/:"I/!' \{r"',I,oti Ire',,! ii' "\11"(\"'<1! Ch,lI!fifn. 8-:lnl,1111. ( \
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pany. many uthel ....uft\\i.lrc Je\dOpefS pro\'iJe tuols

for USe with ~lATLAB.

A number ~)fSl)ft\\:Irc packag,c:'\ haVe heen Lkvdoped
spccitlcally for use in chel1liqry and rdatto ~cience>;;.
Prol1rams arc ;I\'aiLthk for tasks as di\'er~L' as draw-
ing :lr\l.anic molecular structures (Chcm\V'induws and
C';cml1ra\\,), for performing thermodynamic calcula-
tions (fiSC Chemist" for Wind",,,), lor cU"'c lit-
ting (SYSTAT Software's TablcCurve and Peak Fit ), for
sp:ctroscopic data analvsis and plot ling (Thermo Elec-
tron's GRAMS software), and for lahoratory data a(-
quisition, analvsis. and presentation (National Instru-
ment's LahVIFW).

GRAMS

[0 Illustrate thc utility of software for data analysis, let
us consider GRAMS. which stands for graphic r"la'
tional-anay managemt:nt system and refers to speC-
trograms and chromatograms. GRAMS is a slIIte of
int~c,rJted softwarc m(~Juks centered around the
GR;\MS/AI spectmscopv data-processing and repmt-
in!.! software, The individual components of the suite
ca'n be used alone or in conjunction with GRAMS!AI.
The modules include GRAMS!3D for visualizing and
plotting multidimensional data sl'ls. SPECTRAL DB
for creating datahases that can be shared by groups,and
SPECTRAL II) for performing qualitative spectral
identilication. In addition, modules arc availahle for
creating chemometric calibration models (PLSplus!
101 and lor data exchange with Excel. C;RAMS is ca-
pahle of rcaLiing. <:lllaIYling. and translating data files
generated hI' more than IIJO different chemical instru-
;ncnh and ~Hhl'rsoftware packagL's, including spec-
tromt.'tcrs, chroIllaIP~raphs. and other instruIllcnh.
Data liles mal he translated IU and fwm these lile for-
mats, vdllch i'nclude ASCII f(lrmal. comma-delimited
formaL and sprcadsllL'd formats as well as standard
spectroscopic formats such as JCAMP. Figure -1-17 il-
II]Strates the lIse of GI{.\\IS '.'\1 lor lilting peaks and
hasclinl's for a "icric'\ (If ()\erlappcO chn1matographic
peaks. Such software tuols arc indispcnsahle In finding:
lhe inJi\'idual C(lmp(HlL'llls ol a Illi\turt' sL'p,uatcd h)

chrorllaulgraphy,

Plotting Packages

Se\cral p~lckagt''' pn}\iJc puhlication-quality graphics
lksi\!lleJ ftlf' U\C hy sl'iL'lltISh . ..\I[hnu~h ~cl1craJ-

pUq~t)SL' prngrallh such :\s [\(\.,1 han' hidy c\lL'nsi\'t'

plotting Lapahililies, t!leSt: mOl"\..' "irccialil.cd progr,lIlh
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of the residuals (SSR), and converged on values of K", and I'". that give a much better fit to the
data points (From S. R. Crouch and F J. Holler. Applications of Microsoft' Excel In Analylical
Chemistry. Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004, pp. 264 -65.)
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FIGURE 4-16 MINITAB output for control chart tor the production of a weak acid. The mean
valuet', the upper control limit (UCL) and the lower control limit (LCL) are shown. Observation
34 is beyond the LCL
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FIGURE 4-17 Computer display of GRAMS IAI being used to fit peaks and baselines
for several overlapping peak-shaped Signals (Courtesy of Thermo Electron Corp.)



FIGURE 4-18 LabVIEW front panel for a data-acquisition system allows the user to choose
parameters such as sampling rate, sample length, and filtering values. (Reprinted with
permission of National Instruments Corporation.)

havc advanced capabilities, such as two- and thrce-
dimensional plotting, contour plot generation, ad-
vanced statistical plotting, multiple-axis plotting, and
many other features. Packages such as SYSTAT Soft-
ware's Sigma Plot, OriginLab's Ori~in, and GRAMS/
AI havc features that allow scienti;ts to prepare plots
for publication. presentation, and classroom use.

Lab VIEW

The LahVIEW program provides a graphical em'iron-
ment for dala acquisition from a variety of instruments,
for many different types of data analysis. and for so-
phisticated data presentation. The data-acquisition
section of LabVIEW works in conjunction with the '\Ia-
tional Instruments Data Acquisition boards. Data can
be acquired from plug-in boards, from USB devices,
and from Ethernet-based systems. LabVIFW allows
the user to set up virtual instruments with front panels

that arc Customized for a particular acquisition and
measurement situation as shown in Figure 4-18. Com-
ponents and processes can be visualized with block dia-
grams as shown in Figure 4-19 and connectivity changed
readil\'.

The data-analysis part of LabVIEW includes such
tonls as cun"c titling, signal generation. peak analvsis,
Fourier analysis, dccnn'v{)lutioll. smoothing, and ~'ari-
nus mathematical operations. The progral~l also inte-
grates with standard mathematics software such as
Mathcad and MATL.AB.

The presentation part of LabVIEW includes a v·ari.
cty of tools for plotting and \·isualilation, such as two-
and three-dimensional chaning, report-generation
tools, and \leb-publishin~ lools. Instrument control
paneLs and block dia~rams can be published via the
\H-'b. and \·irtual in-;lrumcnts cao he accessc.'d and Con-
trolled remotely on the Interne£.

FIGURE 4-19 LabVIEW block diagram of data-acquisition and measurement processes.
(Reprinted with permission of National Instruments Corporation.)

The LabVIEW environment is one that allows vir-
tual instruments to be configured and used with rela-
tive ease. Many templates and an extensive network of
users are available for assistance in dcveloping appli-
cations for LabVIEW. The program finds extensive use
in industry, in research laboratories, and in teaching
laboratories.

the computer may choose the proper source, cause this
source to be activated and its intensity adjusted to an
appropriate level, cause the radiation to pass through
the sample and then a blank, control the monochro-
mator so that a proper wavelength is chosen. adjust the
detector response, and record the intensity leveL In
addition, the computer may be programmed to use the
data as it is bein~ collected to varv experimental con·
ditions in such a way as to improve the quality of sub-
sequent data. Instruments with computer control are
said to be automated.

Conlputer interactions with analytical instrUInents are
of t'vo types. pw·;sive and actirf'. In passive applications.
the computer does not participate in the control of the
experiment but is used onl\ for data handlin~, pro-
cessing. storing, tile s~arching. or display. In an actiVe
interaction. the output from the computer controls the
sequence of steps required for operation of the instru-
ment. For example, in a spectroscopic determination.

Data processing by a computer may invohe rdatively
simple mathematical operations such as calculation of
concentrations. data averaging. least-squares analysis.
statistical analvsis. and integration to obtain peak
areas. rvlore complex calculations may in\'()hc the



solution of several simultaneous equations, curve fit
ting, averaging, and Fourier t ransformat ions.

Data storage is another important passive function
of computers. For example, a powerful tool for the
analysis of complex mixtures results when gas chro-
matography (GC) is linked with mass spectrometry
(MS) (see Chapters 11,20, and 27). GC separates mix-
tures on the basis of the time required for the individ-
ual components to appear at the end of a suitably
packed column. MS permits identification of each
component according to the mass of the fragments
formed when the compound is bomharded with one of
a number of different types of particles such as elec-
trons. Equipment for GC/MS may produce data for as
many as 100 spectra in a few minutes, with each spec-
trum being made up of tens to hundreds of peaks. Con-
version of these data to an interpretable form (a
graph) in real time is often impossihle. Thus, the data
are usually stored in digital form for subsequent pro-
cessing and presentation in graphical form.

Identification of a species from its mass spectrum
involves a search of files of spectra for pure com-
pounds until a match is found; done manually, this pro-
cess is time consuming, hut it can be accomplished
quickly by using a computer. Here, the spectra of pure
compounds, stored on a hard disk, are searched until
spectra are found that are similar to the analyte. Sev-
eral thousand spectra can be scanned in a minute or
less. Such a search usually produces several possihle
compounds. Further comparison of the spectra by the
scientist often makes identification possible.

Another important passive application of the power
of computers in GC IMS uses the high-speed data
fetching and correlating capabilities of the computer.
Thus, for example, the computer can be called on to
display on a monitor the mass spectrum of anyone of
the separated components after the component has ex-
ited from a gas chromatographic column.

In active applications only part of the computer's time
is devoted to data collection, and the rest is used for
data processing and control. Thus, active applications
are real-time operations. Most modern instruments
contain one or more microprocessors that perform
control functions. Examples include adjustment of
(I) the slit width and wavelength settings of a mono-
chromator, (2) the temperature of a chromatographic
column, (3) the potential applied to an electrode.

(-I) the rate of addition of a reagent, and (5) the time at
which the integration of a peak is to begin. For the
GCI MS instrument considered in the last section, a
computer is often used to initiate the collection of
mass spectral data each time a compound is sensed at
the end of the chromatographic column.

Computer control can he relatively simple, as in the
examples just cited, or more complex. For example, the
determination of the concentration of elements by
atomic emission spectroscopy involves the measure-
ment of the heights of emission lines, which arc found at
wavelengths charactcristic for each element (see Chap-
ter 10). Here, the computer can cause a monochroma-
tor to rapidly sweep a range of wavelengths until a peak
is detected. The rate of sweep is then slowed to better
determine the exact wavelength at which the maximum
output signal is obtained. Intensity measurements are
repeated at this point until an average value is obtained
that gives a suitable signal-to-noise ratio (see Chap-
ter 5). The computer then causes the instrument to
repeat this operation for each peak of intere~ in the
spectrum. Finally, the computer calculates and sends to
the printer the concentrations of the elements present.

Because of its great speed, a computer can often con-
trol variables more efficiently than can a human opera-
tor. Furthermore, with some experiments, a computer
can be programmed to alter the way the measurement
isbeing made, according to the nature of the initial data.
Here, a feedback loop is used in which the signal output
is converted to digital data and fed back through the
computer, serving to control and optimize how later
measurements arc performed.

4H.1 Network Types

Networks encompass an enormous number of possible
interactions between computers, hut they can be
classifIed into local area networks, wide area networks,
and the Internet. None of the physical networks de-
scribed here will operate without the approprIate soft-
ware on all the interconnected machines.

Local Area NetworkS

A local area network, or LAN, is the least complex
type of network. A LAN is a group of linked comput-
ers all located at a single site. The usual LAN has a
high data-transfer rate ranging from a few megabits
per second (Mbps) to gigabits per second (Gbps) ..

Manv LANs are physically connected by wires.
More r~cently, wireless networks have becomepopular,
allowing computers to interact through radiO w~ves
sent from a transmitter to receivers. In the past, Wired
LANs employed a bus-type architecture, in which com-
puters were connected to a long cable (the bus) With
taps along its length as shown in Figure 4-20a. If any of
the links between computers were broken in a bus
topology, the entire network went down. Coaxial Eth-
ernet networks (IOBase5 and 10Base2) were examples
of bus networks. These have been replaced in more
modern networks by star topology networks. Twisted-
pair Ethernet networks (IOBaseTor IOOBaseT) use the
star topology shown in Figure -I-20b. Star networks
are more robust and less prone to interruptIOns than

bus-type networks. Ring networks use a configuration
similar to the star network, but in the rmg network
information circulates in a ring around the network.
The IBM Token Ring network and the tiber-optic
distributed-data interface (FDDI) network use ring
structures.

The computers in a network where users work are
called workstations. A computer whose resources are
shared with other computers on the network is called a
server. In addition to these physical devices, hubs, ac-
cess units, network cards, and the appropriate wlflng
and cabling arc needed along with software to estab-

lish a LAN

Wide Area Networks

A second type of network is the I"ide area net",ork, or
WAN. With a WAN, the computers involved are geo-
graphically scattered. These networks are usually
LANs joined hy high-speed interconnectIOns and de-
vices called rOllters that manage data tIow. WANs are
usuall y accessed by leased d igital phone Iim:s (Tccarner
lines) operating in the United States at /.) Mbps (T-!
lines) or45 Mbps (T-3 or DS3Iines). These leased hnes
can be quite expensive, running thousands of dollars
per month for T-I lines.

The Internet
Finally, there is the Internet, which is capable of rap-
idly transmitting digital representations of an almost
unbelievable variety of textual, graphical, audiO, and

~jJ
W~'J:'i::C1

is Nelwork
printer

Server

The connection of two or more computers produces a
computer network, or simply a network. In today's
world, computer networks arc all around us. We get
money from an ATM. access the Internet for informa-
tion. and watch programs on digital cable television.
Each of these examples requires a computer network.
Todav, networks significantly increase the efficiency
with which information can be transmitted and manip-
ulated."
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FIGURE 4-20 Network topologies. In (a), the bus topology is shown. Here, computers w
c mmunlcate along a physical bus. Software is necessary on the variouS deVices to alia
c~mmunlcation. In (b), a star topology is shown. Here, a junction box or hub connects n
computers to one another. In (c), a token-ring topology Is shown. Information Circulates I

a ring around the network. MAU ~ multlstatlon access Unit.



Samples are idemified
to the system and are
scheduled for sampling
and testing.

A sampling step is
performed if the log-In
process ",'as prospective

The required tests are
performed and the
results entered.

Each test result may
be optionally validated
by another individual.

The approver can ensure
samples are individuallv
validated; the set may -
be reviewed.

When all required
approvals are performed,
the standard set of
reports is printed.

Validated, approved
results are indexed
and stored for
subsequent retrieval.

Requests for
standard or ad hoc
rcports may be
serviced at any time.

Lahels may
be printed at
either step.

Printing of bar-
code labels is
optional. Multiple
copies may be
printed for split
samples.

If a test fails
validation,
appropriate retests
are scheduled.

FIGURE 4-22 Block diagram of an enfire automated laboratory system. (Reprinted with
permission from E. L.Cooper and E. J. Turkel,Amer. Lab., 1988,20 (3),42. Copyright 1988
by International Scientific Communications, Inc.)

are based on a shared network topology, bandwidth is
not always available when needed. One type of DSL,
the asymmetric DSL, can provide downloading speeds
to the subscriber of more than 6 Mbps and uploading
speeds of more than 600 kilobits per second (kbps).
Because DSL uses a private phone line, there is no
degradation of speed as the number of users increases.
The speed does, however, depend on the distance of
the subscriber from the central telephone office. Secu-
rity is also less of an issue with DSL than with cable
modems.

The Internet will eventually deliver information
to virtually every home via high-speed (hundreds of
megabits per second) cables or telephone lines. Today,
much of the world's information, including scientific
data, journals. and other types of reports, is already
available on the Internet.

Updating
and

long4term
archiving
and recall

All samples and
test data may be
archived and
recalled from
low-cost storage
media at any time.

Generation
of user-

designed
repofts

A number of
user-wfltten
report formats may
be specified, stored,
and executed at any
time.

FIGURE 4-21 L1MSdata and sample management overview.(Reprinted with permission

C
fromF.I. Scott, Amer. Lab., 1987. 19 (11),50. Copyright 1987 by Intemational Scientific
ommUnlCat,ons,Inc.)

video information throughout the world. The Internet
is really a network of networks. [( can be accessed in
several different ways: by a standard dial-up telephone
lIne, by a cable modem employing the same coaxial ca-
ble lines that provide cable television signals, and bv a
digital subscriber line (DSL). which is a private te'le-

phone line partitioned for data transmission. The dial-
up line is usually limited to a 56 kilobaud transmission
rate. The cable modem and DSL connections are usu-
ally termed broadband connections. A cable modem is
much faster than dial-up, with a maximum throughput
of 2.8 Mbps. However, because cable communications

Networking computers in a laboratory environment
can result in enormous quantities of data to be
handled, manipulated. and stored. In addition, govern·

4H-2 Laboratory Information
Management Systems

mcnt regulations, sample validation, and quality con-
trol dictate that data be archived and readily recalled
at any time. A laboratory information management
system (LIMS) can address these concerns.'

A well-designed LIMS keeps track of all of the in-
formation about all of the samples and projects that
have been completed or arc in progress. Figure 4-21
summarizes many of the processes that might be con-
trolled by a LIMS in a testing laboratory and provides
an overview of some of the options that might be exer-
cised as a sample is processed. Finally, Figure 4-22 is a
block diagram of a computer system designed to to-
tally automate an entire laboratory. Note that at the
bollom of this figure entire laboratories are designated
by boxes; within each of these laboratories a LAN
would be used to coordinate activities and communi-
cate with the next level in the hierarchy. In this sys-
tem we see that two different types of LIMSs are
used; those designated DM are standard for data-
management LIMSs, and the SM designation stands
for system-sample management. Essentially the only



difference between these coordinating computers, or
servers, is the software that controls the communica-
tion and the data handling. The SNA (systems network

architecture) gateway represents a means of connect-
ing this laboratory's cluster of computers with the pri-
mary server at the corporatc headquarters.

*4-12 According to the Nyquist sampling criterion (see Section 5C-2), a signal must bc
digitized at a rate at least twice that of the highest frequency m the sIgnal to aVQld
a sampling error. If a particular 12-bit ADC hasa conversIOn tlmeof 8 ~s, what IS

the highest frequency that can be accurately dIgItIzed whIle satlsfymg the NyqUIst
criterion?

Challenge Problem

4-13 Use a search engine such as Google to find information about Gordon E. Moore
and Moore's law, the famous law about technological advances that he proposed.
(a) What is Moore's law? Give a brief description in your own words.
(b) Who is Gordon E. Moore? What was hIs pOSItIon at the tIme he first pro-

posed Moore's law? What company did he later cofound? WIth whom dId he
cofound this company? . .

(c) In what field did Gordon E. Moore obtain his BS degree? At what unIversity
did he receive his BS degree? Where did he obtain his PhD degree? In what
field was his PhD degree? . .

(d) What Nobel Prize-winning physicist gave Gordon E. Moore hIS first Job
opportunity? ,

(e) What was the number of the first microprocessor developed at Moorc s com-
pany and how many transistors did it have? When was it introduced", _

(0 One important benchmark of computatIonal progress ISthe performance-to
price ratio (PPR) of computers" The PPR is the number of bIts per word dI-
vided by the product of cycle time (l/clock speed) and pnce. The ongmal
IBM PC (1981) with an 8-bit word length, a 4.77 MHz clock, and a pnce tag
of $5000 came in with a PPR of ~ 7600. Computers based on other Important
processors are listed in the table below. Calculate the PPR of each of these
computers. Does Moore's law hold for the PPR? How did you come to your
conclusion?

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

00 Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

*4-1 Convert each of the following decimal numbers to its binary equivalent.
(a) 24 (b) 91 (c) 135 (d) 396

*4-2 Convert each of the decimal numbers in Prohlem 4-1 into binary-coded-decimal
(BCD) numbers.

4-3 Based on your results in Problems 4-1 and 4-2, which is more efficient in express-
ing decimal numbers in the fewest number of bits, binary or BCD? Why is the less
efficient coding scheme still very useful"

*4-4 Convert each of the following binary numbers into its decimal equivalent.
(a) 101 (b) 10101 (c) 1110101 (d) 1101011011

*4-5 Convert each of the following BCD numbers into its decimal equivalent.
(a) 0100 (b) 1000 1001 (c) 0011 0100 0111 (d) 100101101000

4-6 Based on your results in Problems 4-4 and 4-5, which of the two coding schemes is
easier to convert to decimal, binary or BCD? Why?

*4-7 Perform the following calculations using binary numbers and convert the result
back to decimal.
(a)9+6 (b) 341+29 (c) 47+16 (d)3x8

Processor Clock Speed, Computer
Type Year MHz Bits/Word Price, $

286 1982 6.0 16 5000
486 1989 25 32 4fXlO
Pentium 1993 60 32 3500
Pentium 11 1997 266 32 3000
Pentium III 1999 700 32 2500
Pentium 4 2000 3000 64 2000

*4-8 Threc ADCs all have a range of 0 to 10 V and a digitization uncertainty of
:!: 1 LSB. What is the maximum uncertainty in the digitization of a 10-V signal
if the converters have
(a) 8 bits? (b) 12 bits') (c) 16 bits?

4-9 Repeat Problem 4-8 if a I-V signal is being digitized with the same three ADCs
and the input signal is (a) not amplified and (b) amplified by 10 to bring it to full
scale.

4-10 The maximum percentage error of a voltage processed by an ADC is given by the
following equation:

If the same ADC is used, how do the percentage errors in measured voltages
compare if the measured voltages arc 10 V and 1 V"

*4-11 ADCs digitize at different rates. What conversion rate is required if a chromato-
graphic peak is to be sampled and digitized 20 times between the first positive
deflection from the baseline until the peak returns to the baseline? The total
baseline-to-baseline time is (a) 20 s and (b) I s.
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The effect of noise I on a signal is shown in Figure 5.la,
which is a strip-chart recording of a tiny direct current
of about 10 -" A. Figure 5·1 b is a theoretical plot of the
same current in the abscnce of noise.' The difference
between the two plots corresponds to the noise associ-
ated with this experiment. Unfortunatelv, noise-free
data, such as that shown in Figure 5-lb, ~an never be
realized in the laboratory because some types of noise
arise from thermodynamic and quantum effects that
are impossible to avoid in a measurement.

In most measurements, the average strcngth of the
noise N is constant and independent of the magnitude
of the signal S. Thus, the effect of noise on the relative
error of a measurement becomes greater and greater
as the quantity being measured decreases in magni-
tude. For this reason, the signal-lo·noise ralio (SIN) is
a much more useful figure of merit than noise alone for
describing the quality of an analytical method' or the
performance of an instrument

For a dc signal, such as th~t shown in Figur~ 5-1a,
the magnitude of the noise is convenientlv defined as
the standard deviation s of numerous m~asurements
of the signal strength, and the signal is given by the
mean x of the measurements. Thus, SIN is given by

Time. h
(a)

FIGURE 5-1 Effect of noise on a current measurement:
(a)experimental strip-chart recording of a 0.9 x 10 -15 A
direct current. (b)mean of the fluctuations. (Adapted from
T.Coar, J. Chem. Educ., 1968. 45, A594.Withpermission.)

S mean
N - standard deviation

Note that the signal-to-noise ratio xis is the reci-
procal of the relative standard deviation, RSD (see Sec-
tIon a18-I, Appendix 1), of the group of measure-
ments. That is,

200
Frequency, Hz

S 1
N RSD

FIGURE 5-2 Effect of signal-to-noise ratio on the NMR
spectrum of progesterone: A, SIN = 4.3; B, SIN = 43.
(Adapted from R. R. Ernst and W.A.Anderson, Rev. Sci.
Inst., 1966,37,101. With permission.)

For a recorded signal such as that shown in Fig-
ure 5-la, the standard deviation can be estimated eas-
ily at a 99% confidence level by dividing the difference

between the maximum and the minimum signal by
five. Here, we assume that the excursions from the
mean are random and can thus be treated by the meth-
ods of statistics. In Figure aI-5 of Appendix I, it is seen
that 99% of the data under the normal error curve lie
within :+:2.5(J" of the mean. Thus, we can say with 99%
certainty that the difference between the maximum
and minimum encompasses 5". One fifth of the differ-
ence is then a good estimate of the standard deviation.

As a general rule, it becomes impossible to detect
a signal when the signal-to-noise ratio becomes less
than about 2 or 3. Figure 5-2 illustrates this rule. The
upper plot is a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectrum for progesterone with a signal-to. noise ratio

IThe term noise ,is derived f~om fildio eng.ineering where the presence
of an unwanted SIgnal ISmamfesteJ as audio static, or noise. The term is
applied.now throughout science and engineering to describe the random
fluctuatIons ohsen'cd whenever replicate measurements are made on siv-
nab that are monitored continuously. Random f1uctuation.~ are Jescrib:~
and treated by statistical methods (see Section aiR. A.rrendix 1)
:Por a more detailed discussion of noise, see T. Coor,1. Ch"n!. Educ" 1968-
45. A533. ASH3: G. M. HieftJc. AI/al Chern., 1972. -/.4liSI, SI A: A. Bczcgh
and 1. Janata. Anal. Chem .. 1987.59. 494A; ~1. E. Green, I Chem Edu~..
1984,61.600: H. V Malrnstadt. C. G. Enke. and S. R. Crllu.:h. M/uocom-
PUll''''': and Electrunic lnstmmentat/ofl: .\lakinr; the Rir;hl COflnect/ollY.
V,Iashmgton. DC American Chcmi(:al SOCiCl". 1,)9~

of about 4.3. In the lower plot the ratio is 43. At the
smaller signal-to-noise ratio, only a few of the several
peaks can be recognized with certainty.

58 SOURCES OF NOISE IN
INSTRUMENTAl ANALYSES

Chemical analyses are affected by two types of noise:
chemical noise and instrumental noise.

Chemical noise arises from a host of uncontrollable
variables that affect the chemistry of the system be-
ing analyzed. Examples include undetected variations
in temperature or pressure that affect the position of
chemical equilibria, ftuctuations in relative humidity
that cause changes in the moisture content of samples,
vibrations that lead to >tratification of powdered solids,
changes in light intensity that affect photosensitive ma-
terials, and laboratory fumes that interact with samples
or reagents. Details on the effects of chemical noise ap-
pear in later chapters that deal with specific instrumen-
tal methods. In this chapter we focus exclusively on in-
strumental noise.

Noise is associated with each component of an instru-
ment - that is, with the source, the input transducer, all
signal-processing elements, and the output transducer.
Furthermore, the noise from each of these elements
may be of several types and may arise from several
sources. Thus, the noise that is finally observed isacom-
plex composite that usually cannot be fully character-
ized. Certain kinds of instrumental noise are recogniz-
able: (l) thermal, or Johnson, noise; (2) shot noise;
(3) flicker, or I1f, noise; and (4) environmental noise. A
consideration of the properties of the four kinds of
noise is useful.

Thermal Noise, or Johnson Noise

Thermal noise is caused by the thermal agitation of
electrons or other ch3rge carriers in resistors, capaci-
tors, radiation transducers, electrochemical cells, and
other resistive elements in an instrument. Thi, agita-
tion of charged partides is random and periodically
creates charge inhorn<>geneities, which in turn create
voltage fluctuations that then appear in the readout as



noise. It is important to note that thermal noise is pres-
ent even In the absence of current in a resistive element
and disappears only at absolute zero.

The magnitude of thermal noise in a resistive circuit
element can be derived from thermodynamic consid-
erations' and is given by

V,m; = V 4kTRJ.f (5-3)

where v,m; is the root-mean-square noise voltage lying
In a frequency bandwidth of J.f Hz, k is Boltzmann's
constant (1.38 x to -21 11K), T is the temperature in
kelvIns, and R is the resistance of the resistive element
in ohms.

In Section 3B-4 we discussed the relationship be-
tween the rise time t, and the bandwidth tif of an
operational amplifier. These variables are also used to
characterize the capability of complete instruments to
transduce and transmit information, because

The rise time of an instrument is its response time in
seconds to an abrupt change in input and normally is
taken as the time required for the output to increase
from 10% to 90% of its final value. Thus, if the rise
time is 0.01 s, the bandwidth t1f is 33 Hz.

Equation 5-3 suggests that thermal noise can be de-
creased by narrowing the bandwidth. However, as the
bandwidth narrows, the instrument becomes slower to
respond to a signal change, and more time is required
to make a reliable measurement.

What is the effect on thermal noise of decreasing the
response time of an instrument from [ s to [ /1s')

Solution

If we assume that the response time is approximatelv
cqual to the rise time, we find that the bandwidth ha~
been cha"..ged from I Hz to 10' Hz. According to
EquatIOn )-3, such a change will cause an increase in
the noise by (106/1) I!2,or IOOO-fold.

As shown by Equation 5-3, thermal noise can also
be reduced by lowering the electrical resistance of

instrument circuiLs and by lowering the temperature of
IIlstrument components. The thermal nOLsein trans-
ducers is often reduccd by cooling. For example, lower-
Ing the temperature of a UV -visible photodiode arra\,
from room temperature (298 K) to the temperature ,;f
liqUId Illtrogen (77 K) will halve the thermal noise.

It is important to note that thermal noise, although
dependent on the frequency bandwidth. is indepen-
dent of frequency itself. For this reason, it is sometimes
termed white noise by analogy to white light, which
contains all visible frequencies. Also note that thermal
noise in resistive circuit elements is independent of the
physical size of the resistor.
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Shot Noise

Shot noise is encountered wherever electrons or other
charged particles cross a junction. [n typical electronic
CirCUits,these junctions arc found at pn interfaces; in
photocells and vacuum tubes, the junction consists of
the evacuated space between the anode and caihode.
The currents comprise a series of quantized evdnts, the
transfer of individual electrons across the junction.
These events occur randomly, however, and the rate at
which they occur is thus subject to statistical fluctua-
tions, which are described by the equation

1m" = V2/~-s.7

Environmental Noise

Environmenta[ noise is a composite of different forms
of noise that arise from the surroundings. Figure 5-3
suggests typical sources of environmental noise in a
university laboratory.

Much environmental noise occurs because cach con-
ductor in an instrument is potentially an antenna ca-
pable of picking up electromagnetic radiation and
converting it to an electrical signal. There are numer-
ous sources of electromagnetic radiation in the em·i-
ronment. induding ac power lines, radio and TV sta-
tions, gasoline-engine ignition systems, arcing switches,
brushes in electric motors, lightning, and ionospheric
disturbances. Note that some of these sources, such as
power lines and radio stations, cause noise with rela-
tively narrow frequency bandwidths.

Note that the noise spectrum shown in Figure 5-3
contains a large, continuous noise region at low fre-
quencies. This noise has the properties of flicker noise:
its sources arc not fully known. Superimposed on
the flicker noise are noise peaks associated with yearlv
and daily temperature fluctuations and other peri-
odic phenomena associated with the use of a laboratory
building.

Finally, two quiet-frequency regions in which envi-
ronmental noise is low are indicated in Figure 5-3: the
region extending from about 3 Hz to almost 60 Hz and

Power line
611-

ISIl-

la'
Frequency, Hz --

FIGURE 5-3 Some sources of environmental noise in a universIty laboratory. Note the
frequency dependence and regions where various types of interference occur. (From T.Coor,
J. Chem. Educ., 1968,45, A540. With permission.)

or metallic-film resistors rather than the more common
carbon-composition type.

where i,m, is the root-mean-square current fluctua-
tion associated with the average direct current, I; c is
thecharge on the electron of 1.60 x 10 19 C; and J.fis
agam the bandwidth of frequencies being considered.
LIke thermal noise, shot noise is white noise and is
thus the same at any frequency.

Equation 5-5 suggests that shot noise in a current
measurement can be minimized only by reducing
handwidth.

Flicker Noise

Flicker noise is characterized as having a magnitude
that IS Inversely proportional to the frequency of the
SIgnal bemg ohserved; it is sometimes termed IIf(one-
over-fJ nOISeas a consequence. The causes of flicker
noise are not totally understood; it is ubiquitous, how-
e_ver,and is recognizable bv its frequency dependence.
Fhcker noise hecomes significant at frequencies lower
than about 100 Hz. The long-term drift observed in de
amplifiers, light sourecs, voltmeters, and current meters
is an example of flicker noise. Flicker noise can be re-
duced significantly in SOffit: cases by using wire-wound

the region from about f kHz to about 500 kHz, or a fre-
quency at which AM radio signals arc prevalent. Of-
ten, signals arc converted to frequencies in these re-
gions to reduce noise during signal processing.

Many laboratory measurements require only minimal
effort to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio at an accept-
able level. Examples include the weight dcterminations
made in the course of a chemical synthesis or the color
comparison made in determining the chlorine content
of the water in a swimming pool. For both examples, the
signal is large relative to the noise and the requirements
for precision and accuracy are minimal. When the need
for sensitivity and accuracy increases, however, the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio often becomes the limiting factor in
the precision of a measurement.

Both hardware and software methods are available
for improving the signal-to-noise ratio of an instru-
mental method. Hardware noise reduction is accom-
plished hy incorporating into the instrument design
components such as filters, choppers, shields, modula-
tors, and synchronous detectors. These devices remove
or attenuate the noise without affecting the analytical
signal significantlv. Software methods are based on
"arious computer algorithms that permit extraction of
signals from noisy data. As a minimum. software meth-
ods require sufficient hardware to condition the output



signal from the instrument and convert it from analo
to digital form. Typically, data arc collected by using;
computer equipped with a data·acquisition module'as
described in Chapter 4. Signals may then be extracted
from noise by using the data-acquisition computer or
another that ISconnected to it via a network.

5C-1 Some Hardware Devices
for NOise Reduction

We briefly describe here some hardware devices and
techniques used for enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.

Grounding and Shielding

Noise that arises from environmentally generated
electromagnetic radiation can often be substantially
reduced by shleldmg, grounding, and minimizing the
lengths of conductors within the instrumental system.
Shleldmg consists of surrounding a circuit, or the most
CrItical conductors in a circuit, with a conducting ma-
terial that is attached to earth ground. Electromag-
netic radiation is then absorbed by the shield rather
than by the enclosed conductors. Noise pickup and
pOSSiblyamplification of the noise by the instrument
CirCUItmay thus be minimized. It may be somewhat
surprIsmg that the techniques of minimizing noise
through grounding and shielding are often more art
than science, particularly in instruments that involve
both analog and digital circuits. The optimum configu-
ralion IS often found only after much trial and error4

Shielding becomes particularly important when the
output of a high-resistance transducer, such as the
glass electrode, is being amplified. Here, even minus-
cule randomly induced currents produce relatively
large voltage fluctuations in the measured signal.

Difference and Instrumentation Amplifiers

Any noise generated in the transducer circuit is partic-
ularly CrItical because it usually appears in an ampli-
fied form in the instrument readout. To attenuate this
type of noise, most instruments employ a difference
amplIfier, such as that shown in Figure 3-13, for the
first stage of amplification. Common-mode noise in the

~For an excelkm discussion of groundlllQ. and shielding see H \/ M' I _
stadt, C. G. Enke, and S. R. Crouch. ,V/;rncompulen- a'nd Ele~lr~ni;~~_
Hr~meflIQI/()n: ,'-lakmg the Right Connections, pp . .tOl --9, W<e;hinglon,

?C: American Chemical Society. 1994. A valuahle reference is R Morri-
~on, Groundlllg arid Shielding Tf'chniql~es in Instrumentation. 4th ed., Nev.
York: Wiley, 199cS.

FIGURE 5-4 An instrumentation amplifier for reducing the
effects of nOIsecommon to both inputs. The gain of the
CirCUitIS controlled by resistors R,Ia and KR,.

transducer circuit generally appears in phase at both
the inverting and non inverting inputs of the amplifier
and IS largely canceled by the circuit so that the noise
at its output is diminished substantially. For cases in
which a difference amplifier is insufficient to remove
the noise, an instrumentation amplifier such as,the one
shown in Figure 5-4 is used. r

Instrumentation amplifiers are composed of three
op amps configured as shown in Figure 5-4. Op amp A
and op amp B make up the input stage of the instru-
mentation amplifier in which the two op amps are
cross-coupled through three resistors R" R11a,and R,.
The second stage of the module is the difference am-
plIfier of op amp C. The overall gain of the circuit is
given by'

FIGURE 5-5 Use of a low-pass filterwith a large
'time constant to remove noise from a slowly changing
dc voltage.

Electrocardiographic instrumentation exploits the ad-
vantages of instrumentation amplifiers. Another typi-
cal application is in a computer data-acquisition mod-
ule such as the programmable-gain instrumentation
amplifier (PGIA) shown in Figure 4-12. The gain of the
instrumentation amplifier is under the control of a com-
puter, which changes resistor Rlla of Figure 5-4 by using
solid-state switches under digital control.Vo = K(2a + l)(v, - VI) (5-6)

Equation 5-6 highlights two advantages of the in-
strumentation amplifier: (1) the overall gain of the am-
plIfier may be controlled by varying a single resistor
Rlla, and (2) the second difference stage rejects com-
mon-mode signals. In addition, op amps A and Bare
voltage followers with very high input resistance, so the
Instrumentation amplifier presents a negligible load to
Its transducer circuit. The combination of the two stages
can proVide rejection of common-mode noise by a fac-
tor of 106 or more while amplifying the signal by as
much as lOOO.

These devices are used often with low-level signals in
nOIsy enVlfonments such as those found in biological
orgaOisms In which the organism acts as an antenna.

Analog Filtering

One of the most common methods of improving the
signal-to-noise ratio in analytical instruments is by use
of low-pass analog filters such as that shown in Figure
2-11b. The reason for this widespread application is
that many instrument signals are of low frequency with
bandwidths extending over a range of only a few hertz.
Thus, a low-pass filter characterized by the Bode dia-
gram shown in Figure 2-12b will effectively remove
many of the high-frequency components of the signal,
including thermal and shot noise. Figure 5-5 illustrates
the use of a low-pass RC filter for reducing noise from
a slowly varying dc signal.

High-pass analog fIlters such as that shown in Fig-
ure 2-11a also find considerable application in those an-
alytical instruments where the analyte signal is at rela-
tively high frequency. The high-pass filter reduces the
effects of drift and other low-frequency flicker noise.

j~. v. r-.~almstadt, c. G. Enk.::. and S. R. Crouch, Microcomputers and
L~.t'Cl~/}mc IflStrumenrI.11:fm- :~laking the Righi Connections. pp. 2W-II,
\\'<lshmgton, DC: Am~f1c<:ln Chemical Society. 1994

Narrow-band electronic filters are also available
to attenuate noise outside an expected band of signal
frequencies. We have pointed out that the magnitude
of fundamental noise is directly proportional to the
square root of the frequency bandwidth of a signal.
Thus, significant noise reduction can be achieved by
restricting the input signal to a narrow band of fre-
quencies and using an amplifier that is tuned to this
band. It is important to note that the bandpass of the fil-
ter must be sufficiently wide to include all of the signal
frequencies.

Modulation

Direct amplification of a low-frequency or dc signal is
particularly troublesome when an instrument exhibits
amplifier drift and flicker noise. Often, this llf noise is
several times larger than the types of noise that pre-
dominate at higher frequencies, as is illustrated in the
noise-power spectrum of Figure 5-3. For this reason,
low-frequency or dc signals from transducers are often
converted to a higher frequency, where 11fnoise is less
troublesome. This process is called modulation. After
amplification, the modulated signal can be freed from
amplifier 11f noise by filtering with a high-pass filter;
demodulation and filtering with a low-pass filter then
produce an amplified dc signal suitable for output.

Figure 5-6 is a schematic showing the flow of in-
formation through such a system. The original dc sig-
nal shown in power spectrum A is modulated to give a
narrow-band 400-Hz signal, which is then amplified by
a factor of 105• As illustrated in power spectrum B,
shown in the center of the figure, amplification intro-
duces lIfand power-line noise. Much of this noise can
be removed with the aid of a suitable high-pass filter
such as the one shown in Figure 2-11a. Demodulation
of the filtered signal produces the amplified dc signal
whose power spectrum is shown in C.

Modulation of the analytical signal ean be accom-
plished in several ways. In spectroscopy, radiation
sources are often modulated by mechanical devices
called choppers, as illustrated in Figure 5-7. These de-
vices interrupt the light beam periodically by physi-
cally blocking the beam. The radiation passed alter-
nates between full intensity and no intensity. When
converted to an electrical signal, a square wave results
at the chopping frequency. Alternatively, some light
sources can be pulsed electronically to produce the
same alternating on-off effect.

Atomic absorption spectroscopy (see Chapter 9)
provides an example of the use of a mechanical chopper
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FIGURE 5-6 Amplificationof a modulated de signal. (Adapted from T.Coor, J. Chem. Educ.,
1968, 45, A540. Withpermission.)

for signal modulation. Noise is a major concern in
detecting and measuring signals from atomic absorp:
tion sources of the low-frequency fluctuations inherent
in flames and other atomization devices. To minimize
these noise problems, light sources in atomic absorp-
tion instruments are often chopped by positioning a
slotted rotating disk in the beam path, as illustrated in
Figure 5-8. The rotation of the chopper produces a ra-
diant signal that fluctuates periodically between zero
and some maximum intensity. After interaction with
the sample in the flame, the signal is convcrted hy the
transducer to a square-wave electrical signal whose fre-
quency depends on the size of the slots and the rate at
which the disk rotates. Noise inherent in flames and
other atomization devices is usually of low frequency
and can be significantly reduced by the use of an ac am-
plifier that is tuned to the chopping frequency. The ac

fd'l Simulation: Learn more about modulation and
IQ.J lock-in amplifiers.

FIGURE 5-7 Mechanical choppers for
modulating a light beam: (a) rotating disk
chopper, (b) rotating vane chopper.
(c)oscillating tuning fork design where
rotational oscillation of a vane causes periodic
interruptions of a light beam.

amplifier not only amplifies the signal and discriminates
against the noise but also converts the square-\Ja~ sig-
nal into a sinusoidal signal, as shown by the waveforms
in Figure 5-8.

Synchronous Demodulation

The modulation and tuned amplification process shown
in Figure 5-8 produces a sine wave signal that is at the
chopping frequency and in phase with the chopper. The
switch shown in the figure alternates between the low-
pass filter at the output and common. If the switch is
made to alternate in phase with the chopper, it has the
effect of passing the sinusoidal signal during the positive
half cycle and blocking it during the negative-going half
cycle. As can be seen by the waveform, this is a form of
rectification, but rectification that is synchronous with
the chopper. Usually, a reference signal is provided by
thc chopper to drive the switch. The reference signal is
of the same frequency and has a fixed phase relation-
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FIGURE 5-8 Lock-in amplifier for atomic absorption spectrometric measurements. The
chopper converts the source beam to an on-off signal that passes through the flame cell
where absorption occurs. After wavelength selection and transduction to an electncal signal,
the ac square-wave input to the lock-in amplifier is amplified and converted to a sinusoidal
signal by the tuned amplifier.The synchronous demodulator is phase-locked to the ac signal
and provides a half-wave rectification of the signal. The low-pass fillerconverts the
demodulated signal to a de signal for measurement.

ship with the analytical signal. The reference signal
might be provided by another beam passing through
the chopper, but not through the flame, or it might he
derived from the motor driving the chopper. Synchro-
nous demodulation results in a dc signal that can then
be sent through a low-pass filter to provide the final de
output, as shown in Figure 5-8.

Lock-In Amplifiers

The lUned amplifier, synchronous demodulator, refer-
ence input, and low-pass filter of Figure 5-8 constitute a
lock-in amplifier. Such amplifiers allow recovery of sig-
nals that are utterly obscured by noise. Usually, the syn-
chronous demodulator of a lock-in amplifier operates
in a full-wave rectification mode rather than the half-
wave mode shown in Figure 5-8. This is accomplished by
directly passing the sinusoidal signal during one half cy-
cle and inverting it during the other half cycle to provide
a fluctuating dc signal that is relatively easy to filter with
a low-pass filter. Rather than mechanical switches,
solid-state devices called analog multipliers are usually
used in svnchronous demodulators.

A lo~k-in amplifier is generallv relatively free of
noise hecause onlv those signals that are locked in to
the reference sig~al are amplified and demodulated.
Extraneous sign;ls of different frequencies and phase
are rejected by the system.

5C-2 Software Methods

With the widespread availability of laboratory comput-
ers' many of the signal-to-noise enhancement devices
described in the previous section are heing replaced or
supplemented by computer programs. Among these
programs are routines for various types of averaging,
digital filtering, Fourier transformation, smoothlllg,
and correlation techniques. These procedures are ap-
plicahle to nonperiodic, or irregular, waveforms, such
as an ahsorption spectrum: to signals having no syn-
chronizing or reference wave: and to periodic signals.
Some of these relatively common procedures are dis-
cussed hriefly here.

Ensemble Averaging

[n ensemble averaging. successive sets of data stored in
memory as arrays arc collected and summed point by
point for averaging. This process is sometimes called
coaddition. After the collection and summation are
complete, the data are averaged by dividing the sum for
each point hy the sets of data summed. Figure 5-9 illus-
trates ensemhle averaging of an ahsorption spectrum.

To understand whv ensemble averaging effec-
tively increases the si~nal-to-noise ratio of digitally

~ Simulatioll: Learn morc ahoul signal averaging.



Digital data after processing
by ensemble average

FIGURE 5·9 Ensemble averaging of a spectrum. (From
D. Binkleyand R. Dessy, J. Chern. Educ., 1979, 6, 150.
With permission.)

acquired signals, let us suppose that we are attempting
to measure the magnitude of a dc signal S. We make
n repetitive measurements of S and calculate the mean
value of the signal from the equation

"LS,
Sx=~--~

fl

where Si, i = 1,2,3, ... , fl, arc the individual measure-
ments of the signal, including noise. The noise for each
measurement is then S,- S,. If we square and sUm the
deviations of the signal from the mean S, and divide bv
the number of measurements fl, we obtain the mea;-
square noise, given by

"L(S, - 5,)'
/ ~ 1

The mean-square noise is the "ariaflce of the signal a-;
and the root-meafl-square, or rml, noise is its standard
deviation (Appendix I, Section a IB-1 ):

If we sum fl measurements to obtain the ensemble
average, the signal S, adds for each repetition. The
total signal S" is given by S" = L7~,S, = "S,. for
the noise, the variance is additive (see Appendix 1,
Table al-6). The total variance is cr~ = L;'~,cr7 = "a;'
The standard r-deviatio~ or the total rms noise, is
an = Nrr = "\/neT, = V IlN/. The signal-tn-noise ratio
after n repetitions (SIN)" is then given by

(f )"
(~)" ~(f)

nSi

~N,

The last expression shows that the signal-'to-noise
ratio is proportional to the square root of th'e,,",umber
of data points collected to determine the ensemble av-
erage. Note that this same signal-to-noise enhance-
ment is realized in boxcar averaging and digital filter-
ing, which we describe in subsequent sections.

The improvement in SIN that is realized by signal
avcraging is exploited in many areas of science; NMR
spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared spectro-
scopy are but two of the most prominent examples in
chemical instrumentation. We consider signal averag-
ing and other aspects of digital data acquisition in
more detail in the chapters on those topics.

To realize the advantage of ensemhle averaging and
still extract all of the information available in a signal
waveform, it is necessary to measure points at a fre-
quency that is at least twiee as great as the highest fre-
quency component of the waveform. This assertion is a
consequence of the Nyquist sampli"g theorem, which
states that for bandwidth-limited signals sampling must
occur at a frequency that is at least twice the highest
frequency / of the components making up the signal
of interes!. That is, the data-acquisition frequency
must be at least 2/ = IIClt, where elt is the time inter-
val hetween signal samples. For example. if the maxi-
mum frequency component in an instrumental signal
is ISO Hz, the data must be sampled at a rale c;f at
least 3(XJsamplesls if the signal is to he reproduced
accurately.

Sampling frequencies much greater than the Nyquist
frequency do not produce significant additional infor-
mation. and much higher frequencies mav actuallv in-

FIGURE 5-10 Effect of signal averaging. Note that the
vertical scale is smaller as the number of scans increases.
The signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to yr,;. Random
fluctuations in the signal tend to cancel as the number of
scans increases, but the signal itself accumulates. Thus,
the SIN increases with an increasing number of scans.

c1ude undesirable noise. It is customary, however, to
sample at a frequency ahout ten times the Nyquist fre-
quency to ensure signal integrity. Furthermore, it is
very important to sample the waveform reproducihly;
that is, the waveform must be sampled beginning at pre-
cisely the same point on each successive wave. For ex-
ample, if the waveform is a visible ahsorption spectrum.
each scan of the spectrum must be synchronized to start
at exactly the same wavelength, and each successive
sample of the waveform must occur at the same wave-
length interval. Generally, synchronization is accom-
plished by means of a synchronizing pulse, which is de-
rived from the waveform itself or the experimental
event that initiated the waveform such as a laser pulse
or a pulse of radio-frequency radiation. This pulse then
initiates the acquisition o[ data for each scan of the
waveform.

Ensemhle averaging can produce dramatic im-
provements in signal-to-noise ratios_ as demonstrated
bv the three NMR spectra in Figure 5-10. Here. only a
few of the resonances can be observed in the single
scan because their magnitudes arc roughly the same as
tht.:signal excursions bt:cause of random noise. The im-
provement in tbe resulting spectrum as a consequence
of 'iignal averaging j" apparent fn>m the spectra shown
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FIGURE 5-11 Effect of boxcar averaging: (a)original data,
(b) data after boxcar averaging. (From G. Dulaney, Ana/.
Chern., 1975,47, 27A. Figure 2, p. 27A. Copyright 1978
American Chemical Society.)

in Figure 5-10. Further discussion of the Nvquist sam-
plini theorem and its consequences may be found in
the treatment of Fourier transform NMR spec-
troscopv in Chapter 14.

Boxcar Averaging

Boxcar averaging is a procedure [or smoothing irregu-
larities and enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio in a
waveform, the assumption being that these irregulari-
ties are the result of noise. That is, it is assumed that the
analog analytical signal varies only slowly with time and
that the average of a small number of adjacent points is
a better meas~re of the signal than any of the individual
points. Figure 5-11b illustrates the effect of the tech-
nique on the data plotted in Figure 5-lla. The first point
on the boxcar plot is tbe mean of pOInts 1,2. and 1 on the
original curve; point 2 is the average of points 4.5. and
6; and so forth. In practice. 2 to 50 points arc averaged
to generate a tinal point. ~lost often this averaging is
performed bv a computer in real lime. that is. as data



are being collected (in contrast to ensemble averaging,
which requires storage of the data for subsequent pro-
cessing). As Figure 5- II shows, dctail is lost by boxcar
averaging, and its utility is limited for complex signals
that change rapidly as a function of timc. Boxcar aver-
aging is of considerable importance, however, for
square-wave or repetitive-pulsed outputs where only
the average amplitude is important.

Boxcar averaging can also be accomplished in the
analog domain by using a boxcar integrator. This device
uses a fast electronic switch to sample a repetitive wave-
form at a programmed time interval from the origin of
the waveform. The sampled waveform is connected to
an analog integrator to furnish a low-frequency version
of the signal at the selected time interval. The instru-
ment may be programmed to scan a very noisy signal
waveform from beginning to end. In this way, a protJIe
of the signal is acquired with a signal-to-noise ratio that
is selectable by adjusting the time constant of the inte-
grator, the scan speed of the sampling window, and the
time window over which the sampling occurs. This win-
dow is called the aperture time.

Boxcar integrators are often used to sample and
measure instrumental waveforms on the picosecond-
to-microsecond time scale. Such integrators are partic-
ularly useful in conncction with pulsed-Iascr systems,
in which physical and chemical events occur on such
very fast time scales. The output of the integrator may
be connected to computer data-acquisition systems
such as those described in Section 4EA for logging of
data and subsequent postexperimental analysis and
presentation. The advantage of acquisition of signals
by means of a boxcar integrator is that the averaging
time of the units may be increased to provide SIN en-
hancement. The signal-to-noise ratio is proportional
to thc square root of the amount of time it takes the in-
tegrator to acquire the signal at each time window of
the waveform. Such improvement is equivalent to the
enhancement realized in digital data acquisition by
ensemble averaging.

Digital Filtering

Digital filtering can be accomplished by a number of
different well-characterized numerical procedures,
including ensemble averaging. which was discussed
in the previous section: Fourier transformation: least-
squares polynomial smoothing: and correlation. [n this
section, we briefly discuss the Fourier transform pro-
cedure and least-squares polmomial smoothing. which

is one of the most common of all numerical data-
enhancement techniques.

[n the Fourier transformation, a signal such as the
spectrum shown in Figure 5-12a, which is acquired in
the time domain, is converted to a frequency-domain
signal in which the independent variable is frequency f
rather than time as depicted in Figure 5-12b. This trans-
formation, which is discussed in some detail in Section
71, is accomplished mathematically on a computer by
a very fast and efficient algorithm. The frequency-
domain signal in (b) is then multiplied by the frequency
response of a digital low-pass filter with upper-cutoff
frequency fo shown in (c), which has the effect of re-
moving all frequency components abovero as illustrated
in (d). The inverse Fourier transform then recovers the
filtered time-domain spectrum of Figure 5-12e. The
Fourier transformation is used in most modern infrared
and NMR spectrometers, as well as in a host of labora-
tory test instruments and digital oscilloscopes. The pro-
cedure is often built into general-purpose 'software
packages such as Mathcad and Excel and is wld~ly avail-
able in subroutine packages in a variety of computer
languages.

The last and perhaps most widely used digital data-
enhancement technique that we will discuss is least-
squares polynomial data smoothing. In its simplest
form, smoothing is very similar to the boxcar averaging
scheme of Figure 5- 11. Figure 5-13 illustrates how un-
weighted data smoothing is accomplished. The eleven
data points represented by filled circles in the plot com-
prise a section of a noisy absorption spectrum. The first
five data points encompassed by bracket 1 in the figure
are averaged and plotted at the midpoint position on
the x-axis, or the point represented by triangle 1. The
bracket is then moved one poinlto the right to position
2, points 2 through 6 are averaged, and the average is
plotted as triangle 2. The process is repeated for brack-
ets 3. 4. 5, and so on until all of the points except the last
two are averaged to produce a new absorption curve
represented by the triangular points and the line con-
necting them. The new curve is somewhat less noisy
than the original data. This procedure is called a five-
point moving average smooth. In this type of signal-to-
noise enhancement, the width of the smoothing func-
tion always encompasses an odd number of points
and an even number of points remain unsmoothed at
each end of the data set. The moving average results in
losing (n - 1)/2 data points at the beginning and the

~ Sirnu/arion: Learn more about FFf.

I Fourier transform
Inverse Founer transform 1
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FIGURE 5-12 Digitalfilteringwith the Fourier transform: (a) noisy spectral peak, (b) the
frequency-domain spectrum of part (a) resulting from the Fourier transformation, (c) low-pass
digital-filter function, (d) product of part (b) and part (c), (e) the inverse Fourier transform of
part (d)with most of the high-frequency noise removed.
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FIGURE 5- 13 The operation of an unweighted moving
average smoothing function: noisy spectral data (0),

smoothed data (A). See text for a description of the
smoothing procedure.

same number at the end of the smooth. For a five-point
smooth. a total of four data points are lost. For an ab-
sorption spectrum consisting of hundreds or perhaps
thousands of data points, the loss of a few points is usu-
ally inconsequential.

'Further improvements in signal-to-noise ratio can
be obtained by increasing the number of points
smoothed to, for example, a seven-point smooth, a
nine-point smooth, etc. However, the more points in
the smooth, the more distortion in the results, and, of
course, the more points are lost at the ends of the
data set."

Another approach to moving average smoothing
is to calculate a weighted moving average. The most
applicable weighting scheme in scientific analysis is the
exponentially weighted moving average. ThiS type of
scheme weights the current data point highest and
gives previous data points exponentially decreasing
weights. The exponential smooth is similar to" the ef-

hSee. for example. S. R Crouch and F 1. Holler, Applications of Mi-
crosoft? Excel in Alla/yrical Chemistry, Belmone CA: Brooks.'Cole. 200·t

pp.3IJ5-7



the method. The procedurc reduces noise and acts as a
low-pass filter on data. As with any filtering process. thc
signal suffers somc distortion because of the bandwidth
li~,itation inherent in the process. Users of smoothing
must recognize that noise reduction has to be balanced
against possihlc distortion of the signaL The advantage
of the procedure is that variables such as the type 01

smooth. the smooth width, and the number of times that
the data are smoothed may be decided after data col-
lection. Furthermore, the smoothing algorithm is com-
putationally trivial and requires minimal computer
time. The SIN enhancement resulting from smoothing
is relatively modest, generally amounting to about a fac-
tor of 4 for spectra that contain peaks with a width of
thirty-two data points and with a smooth width twice
that value. However, smoothing produces cleaner data
than the original does for human interpretation, and it
is widely used for this purpose. In fact, it has been stated
that "least-squares polynomial smoothing is of cos-
metic value only." 9 No additional information IS con-
tained in the smoothed data and, indeed, distortion may
be introduced. When smoothing is applied to data for
quantitative analysis, distortion of the data has a mini-
mal effect on the quantitative results because distortion
errors tend to cancel when samples and standards are
smoothed in the same manner.

The data of Figure 5-15 illustrate the application of
least-squares polynomial smoothing to a rather noisy
SOl-point absorption spectrum of the dye tartrazine
shown at the bottom of the figure in curve A. Curve B
is quadratic 5-point smooth of the data, curve C is a
fourth·degree 13-point smooth, and curve D is a tenth-
degree 77-point smooth. Note in curve D that 38 points
remain un smoothed at each end of the data set. The ef-
fects of the smoothing process are apparent in the pro-
gression from curve A to curve D.

Because of the general utility of smoothing and its
wide application, guidelines have been developed for
its use, equations arc available for calculating the
smoothing coefficients, and it has been applied to two-
dimensional data such as diode-array spectra. LO

~ Simulation: Learn more about data smoothing.

fect of an RC filter with the width of the smooth anal-
ogous to the size of the time constant of the filter.

An even better procedure than simply averaging
points on a data curve is to perform a least-squares fit of
a small section of the curve to a polynomial and take the
calculated central point of the fitted polynomial curve
as the new smoothed data point. This approach is much
superior to the unweighted averaging scheme, but it has
the disadvantage of being computationally intense and
thus requires considerable computer time. Savitzky and
Golay 7 showed that a set of integers could be derived
and used as weighting coefficients to carry out the
smoothing operation. The use of these weighting coef-
ficients, sometimes referred to as convolution integers,
turns out to be exactly equivalent to fitting the data to
a polynomial as just described. The convolution inte-
gers for a five-point quadratic smoothing function are
plotted in Figure 5-14a8 The process of smoothing in
this manner is often called least-squares polynomial
smoothing.

The application of the smoothing integers of
Figure 5-14a to the data of Figure 5-13 illustrates the
smoothing process. We begin by multiplying the left-
most convolution integer, which is - 3 in this case, by
the absorbance at point I in Figure 5-13. The second in-
teger, which is 12, is then multiplied by the second point,
and the result is added to the product obtained for the
first point. Point 3 is then multiplied by 17, which is the
third integer, and the result is summed onCe again. This
process is repeated until each of the five data points has
been multiplied by its corresponding integer and the
sum of the five results obtained. Finally, the sum of the
results is divided by a sixth integer, the so-called
normalization integer, which is 35 in this example of a
five-point quadratic smooth, and the quotient is taken
as the new value of the central point of the smoothing
intervaL The normalization integer also derives from
the Savitzky-Golay treatment, as do other similar sets of
integers for smoothing, to generate the first and sccond
derivatives of the data. The first-derivative convolution
integers for a five-point cubic smooth are plotted in
Figure 5-14b. and the second-derivative integers for a
five-point quadratic are shown in Figure 5-14c. These
sets of intcgers may be exploited in exactly the same
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(b) FIGURE 5-15 Effect of smoothing on a noisy absorption
spectrum of tartrazine: (A) Raw spectrum, (B) quadratic
5-point smooth of the data in A, (C)fourth-degree 13-point
smooth of the same data, (0) tenth-degree 77-point
smooth of the data.

Correlation Methods

Correlation methods are often used for processing
data from analytical instruments. These procedures
provide powerful tools for performing such tasks as
extracting signals that appear to be hopelessly lost in
noise, smoothing noisy data, comparing a spectrum
of an analyte with stored spectra of pure compounds,
and resolving overlapping or unresolved peaks in
spectroscopy and chromatography.lI Correlation
methods are based on complex mathematical data
manipulations that can be carried out conveniently
only by means of a computer or by sophisticated ana-
log instrumentation.

Correlation methods are not discussed further in
this text. The interested reader should consult the
references given in note 11.

o
Data point

(e)

FIGURE 5-14 Least-squares polynomial smoothing
convolution integers: (a)quadratic five-point integers,
(b)first-derivative cubic five-point integers, (c) second-
derivative quadratic five-point integers.

way as thc basic smoothing integers to produce the first
and second derivatives of the original absorption data.
Least-squares polynomial derivative smoothing is used
to develop derivative spectra bccause, as noted in our
discussion of analog differentia tors in Section 3E-4, dif-
ferentiation is usually a noise-producing process. The
effect of derivative smoothing is to minimize the noise
generated in the differentiation.

Because least-squares polynomial smoothing is so
widely used to enhance the quality of analytical data, it
is important to note the advantages and limitations of

-iT A Nieman and C. G. Coke, Anal. Chem .. 1976, 48, 70S:-\.
1"For furth~r details on the nature uf the smoothing process and Its imp!.:-
mentation, see 1. Steinier, Y. Termonia. and 1. Deltour, Anal. (hem., 1972
44. 1906; r. A. Nieman and C. G. Enke. Anal. Olein .. 1976. 48, 7u5A: H

H. Madden, Anal. Chern .. 1978.50, 1383: K. L. Ratzlaff, Introduction to
Computer-Assisted Experimenration, New York: Wiley, 1987

] For a more Jdailc:d discussion of correlation methods, see G. Hurlick
and G. ~1. Hieftje, in Con(('fnpOfilfY Topics in Analytical and Clinical
ChemistH, D. M. Hercules, et aL eds .. Vol. 3. pp. 153-216, ~ew York'
Plenum Press. 1978. For a briefer discussion. see G M. Hidtj..: and CI-.
Ht)r1ick. American LaboraWfv. 1981.13 (3). 76

- <\.. Savitzkv and M. 1. Golav, Anal. Chern .. 1964,36. 1027-39
<Sa\itzky-CioJay smoothing'is compared to moving average smoothing
in S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Appliwtions of Microsofl·· Excel in
Analnical Chemist{\", Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole. 2004. pp. 305-10.



Make a rough estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio for the 0.9 X 10 -i, A cur;ent
. shown in Figure 5-la. '

~ Challenge Problem

~ 5-13 (a) The following Excel spreadsheet represents capillary electrophoresis results
monitored bv fluoreseencc detection. Plot the raw data and calculate and plot
a five-point, ~nweighted moving average smooth on the results. .

(h) Calculate and plot a five-point Savitzky-Golay smooth us109 the smoothmg
coefficients given in the chapter. Compare the improvement in SIN of the
Savitzky-Golay smooth to that of the moving average smooth plotted 10 (a).
Also compare the peak distortion of the two smooths. ._

(e) Use a search engine like Google to find the Savitzky-Golay smoothmg coefli-
cients for a seven-point quadratic smooth (order = 2) for the data pOInts.
shown. Note that in many cases the coefficients have already been normalIzed
by dividing by a normali~ation integer. You can determine whether the
coefficients have been normalized by comparing them to those gIven tn
Figure 5-14a, which must be normalized by dividing by 35. .

(d) Now perform a seven-point moving average smooth and a seven-po lOt
Savitzky-Golay smooth on these data. Compare the improvement in SIN
and the peak shape distortion.

(e) Perform a seven-point moving average smooth and a fifteen-point moving
average smooth of the data. Which smoothing width gives better improve-
ment in SIN? Whieh smoothing width gives least distortion of peak shape?

(f) Defend or criticize the conclusion made by Enke and Nieman in their paper
on smoothing (Anal. Chon., 1976, 48, 705A) that "least-squares smoothing is
of cosmetic value only." Begin with a statement of whether you agree or dIS-
agree with Enke and Nieman's conclusion. Justify your conclusions by using
results and inferences from their paper as well as your own reasomng.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

5-2 Name the type or types of noise that can be reduced by
(a)decreasing the temperature of a measurement.
(b) dccreasing the frequency used for the measurement.
(c) decreasing the bandwidth of the measurement.

5-4 Why is shielding vital in the design of glass electrodes that have an internal
resistance of 106 ohms or more?

5-5 What type of noise is likely to be reduced by (a) a high-pass filter and (b) a low-
pass filter?

The following data were obtained for repetitive weighings of a 1.004-g standard
weight on a top-loading balance:

1.003 1.000 1.00I
1.004 1.005 1.006
1.001 0.999 1.007

(a) Assuming the noise is random, calculate the signal-to-noise ratio for the
balance.

(b) How many measurements would have to be averaged to obtain a SIN of SOD?

*5-8 The following data were obtained for a voltage measurement, in mV, on a noisy
system: 1.37, 1.84, 1.35, 1.47, 1.10, 1.73, 1.54, 1.08.
(a) Assuming the noise is random, what is the signal-to-noise ratio?
(b) How many measurements would have to be averaged to increase SIN to 10"

*5-9 Calculate the rms thermal noise associated with a i.O-Mf! load resistor operated
at room temperature if an oscilloscope with a I-MHz bandwidth is used. If the
bandwidth is reduced to 100 Hz, by what factor will the noise be reduced?

*5-10 If spectrum A in Figure 5-2 is the result of a single scan and spectrum B is the rc-
sult of ensemble averaging, how many individual spectra were summed to increase
SIN from 4.3 to 43'1

*5-n Calculate the improvement in SIN in progressing from the top spectrum to the
bottom in Figure 5-10. By what factor is the SIN of the hottom spectrum improved
over the middle spectrum"

*5-12 Calculate the improvement in SIN in progressing from spectrum A to spectrum D
in Figure 5-15.
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Instrumental Analysis in Action
""~ '" «"1>'1'~ ~1;!~~=;'" ~

In many laboratories, particularly those in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, government regulations, new product develop-
ment, product testing, and auditing have led to a substantial
increase in paperwork. Because of the extensive use of
computers and automated instruments in analyticallabora-
tories. there has been discussion for many years that elec-
tronic, paperless laboratories could solve the problems
caused by this explosion of paperwork and record keeping.
In the electronic laboratory, processing. manipulation,
reporting, archiving, storage, and data mining would all
be handled electronically. In recent years, government reg-
ulations have been written to permit and even encourage
paperless laboratories when certain criteria are met. The
Food and Drug Administration Title 21, Part 11 of the Code
of Federal Regulations deals with acceptable electronic
record keeping, electronic submissions, and electronic
signatures, particularly for the pharmaceutical industry.
Compliance with regulations as well as a desire to take full
advantage of modern technological advances have spurred
developments in implementing such all-electronic

laboratories.

Electronic laboratories have several possible benefits.'
Reduction of paperwork is certainly one major advantage.
Data acquired from instruments can be manipuiated and
stored electronically. Data can be entered in electronic
notebooks automatically. In paper-based systems, data had
to be entered manually into notebooks and chart recordings
or photographs had to be stored.

Another positive effect of an electronic laboratory is in-
creased efficiency. With the availability of data electroni-
cally, sharing data and information among many coworkers
in an organization can be accomplished quite readily. Those
workers who need information have nearly immediate ac-
cess so that decisions can be made much more rapidly than
with paper-based laboratories.

A third benefit is to speed the throughput of samples in
analytical laboratories. Here, lahoratory automation and
the electronic manipulation of data help to complete analy-
ses of samples more rapidly so that those who need analyti-
cal results can receive them quickly. This can help alleviate
production problems, assist in studies of the efficacy of new
products, or speed up the release of new materials to the

marketplace.

Paperless laboratories can also be of great help in com-
plying with governmental regulations. Systems that are in
accord with regulations can automate the compliance pro-
cess and lead to better detection if laboratory practices do
not conform to prescribed regulations. The audit trail is
more easily tracked and any potential alterations more
readily found with electronic-based systems.

Finally, costs can be reduced with paperless laborato-
ries because fewer workers are required to complete paper-
work and produce reports. The more efficient use of avail-
able resources can lead to long-range benefits and cost

savings.

What constitutes an electronic analytical laboratory? 2

Figure IAI-l shows the major components of a paperless
laboratory. First, a computerized analytical instrument is
required to acquire, manipulate, and process the data. The
instrument may be connected to its own data system, as are
many chromatography instruments, or directly to an elec-
tronic laboratory notebook. The notebook often provides
input to a laboratory information management system
(LIMS), as discussed in section 4H-2, and to a laboratory
data-archiving system. In some cases, information from the
data system or notebook flows directly into archival storage.
Several of these components are discussed in this case study.

Electronic Laboratory Notebooks

Electronic laboratory notebooks (ELNs) first became avail·
able in the mid-1990s. They promised to revolutionize the
collection and dissemination of laboratory data.' Until re-
cently though, ELNs were not in widespread use in indus·
trial, governmental, or academic laboratories. With new
regulations and the desire to enhance efficiency has come
the realization that capturing information about new prod-
ucts or analytical samples as soon as possible and making
that information available to others in the organization is an
idea with a good deal of merit. Hence, the ELN has been
making a comeback in the last few years, particularly in the

pharmaceutical industry.
The ELN consists of laboratory notebook pages in which

a research worker can enter data and graphics or import the
data from instruments, data systems. or software like

25. Piper, Am. Phann Rev. 2005. 8 (1). 10 (\WWw.americanpharmaceutical
review. com).
3p. Rees, Scienti.fic Computing World 2004. 79. 10 (~v,:w.scientilic-
computing. com Iscwnovdcc04lab _notebooks.htmll.



spreadsheets and scientific packages. [n one ELN, a library
card is first issued by a librarian. With the type of notebook
shown in Figure IA ).), a librarian gives a library card to
each user of the notebook. The library card contains per-
sonal information about the user such as that shown in
Figure IA)·2.

Once a user has a library card, ID number, and pass·
word, the ELN can be opened and pages observed. A typi·
callaboratory notebook page is illustrated in Figure IA)·3.
Here, the author of the page is required to sign the page
electronically by posting it with a picture and statement.
The electronic signature is a unique, nonhandwritten means
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FIGURE IA1-3 Laboratory notebook page showing author, witness, and validator. (Courtesy of
FileMaker, Inc.)

of identifying a person that remains with the individual so
that other users cannot apply it. These usually include an ID
number and password, a bar code, and a personal 10 code
or a retinal, voice, or fingerprint scan. A witness must then
sign in with a valid ID number and password and electroni-
cally witness the page. Likewise, a validator signs in and val-

idates the notebook page. Users are assigned various levels
of security when the library card is issued.

The ELN is searchable electronically by any registered
user, This feature allows a user to quickly find data and to
share it with coworkers who have the appropriate security
clearance. The ELN does not depend on the penmanship of



the user as does a conventional notebook. It can be ac-
cessed remotely from home, a meeting in another location,
or a worker's office. The ELN can be backed up by normal
procedures so that it cannot be lost or destroyed by a re-
searcher. Notebook pages can be printed for use in reports.

Connecting to LlMS and Archival Storage

Many laboratory notebooks are networked to LlMSs or to
archival storage systems. The LIMS handles sample tracking
and management along with scheduling and data archiving
(see Figure 4-21). Some ELNs communicate wirelessly with
the LIMS or data-archiving system, and others are part of a
wired local area network. Integration of existing instru~
ments, data systems, and LIMSs is often a formidable task.
Although it is difficult to fully integrate older laboratories,
new or redesign"ed laboratories can incorporate electronic
laboratory principles from the beginning.

It is anticipated that in the future we will see more closely
integrated electronic laboratory systems. Companies in the
pharmaceutical industry have already begun making the
switch. As the benefits become more generally recognized,
many other industrial, governmental, and academic labora-
tories will also become paperless. Scientists often have addi-
tional electronic devices such as laptop computers and per-
sonal digital assistants to support their work. Increasingly,
we should see these devices communicating with ELNs,
LIMSs, and laboratory instruments to further increase effi-
ciency and productivity. Although government regulations
havc been driving the adoption of electronic laboratories in
the pharmaceutical industry, the benefits of increased pro-
ductivity, reduced paper work, and lower costs will eventu-
ally be the most important reasons for implementing paper-
less, electronic laboratories.
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This chaputk'treats i~~'~eneral t1ay the in-

teractions()lelectro'Jfg~netic ~,es with
atomic and molec '.' ecies. Alter this

introduction to spec,'tromet pp ds,/t!;enext

six chapters describe spectro&}tric meth;ods used

by scientists for ide0tifying aq~ determir:ing the
element.'; present invarious forms of mafli3r.
Chapters 13 through 21 theTl-~ifcuss th¢ uses

of spectrometry forstructur{l[~eterminqtion of

molecular species and descrifjhow these methods
arc used for their quantitative determination.

r71 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
[Q.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsooedu.com/chemistrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations;and exercises.

FIGURE6-1 Wave nature of a beam of single-frequency electromagnetic radiation.
In (a). a plane-polarized wave is shown propagating along the i-axis. The electric field
oscillates in a ptane perpendicular to the magnetic field. Ifthe radiation were unpolarized,
a component of the electric field would be seen in all planes. In (b), only the electric
field oscillations are shown. The amplitude of the wave is the length of the electric field
vector at the wave maximum, while the wavelength is the distance between successive
maxima.

Spectrometric methods are a large group of analytical
methods that are based on atomic and molecular spec-
troscopy, Spectroscopy is a general term for the science
that deals with the interactions of various types of
radiation with matter. Historically, the interactions of
interest were between electromagnetic radiation and
matter, but now spectroscopy has been broadened to
include interactions between matter and other forms
of energy. Examples include acoustic waves and beams
of particles such as ions and electrons. Spectrometry
and spectrometric methods refer to the measurement
of the intensity of radiation with a photoelectric trans-
ducer or other type of electronic device.

The most widely used spectrometric methods are
based on electromagnetic radiation, which is a type
of energy that takes several forms, the most readily
recognizable being light and radiant heat. Less obvi-
ous manifestations include gamma rays and X-rays as
well as ultraviolet, microwave, and radio-frequency
radiation.

Direction
of

propagation

6A GENERAL PROPERTIES
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION

68 WAVE PROPERTIES OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

Many of the properties of electromagnetic radiation
are conveniently described by means of a classical sinu-
soidal wave model, which embodies such characteris-
tics as wavelength, frequency, velocity, and amplitude.
In contrast to other wave phenomena, sueh as sound,
electromagnetic radiation requires no supporting
medium for its transmission and thus passes readily
through a vacuum.

The wave model fails to account for phenomena as-
sociated with the absorption and emission of radiant
energy. To understand these processes, it is necessary
to invoke a particle model in which electromagnetic
radiation is viewed as a stream of discrete particles, or
wave packets, of energy called photons. The energy of
a photon is proportional to the frequency of the radia-
tion. These dual views of radiation as partieles and as
waves arc not mutually exclusive but, rather, comple-
mentary. Indeed, the wave-particle duality is found to
apply to the behavior of streams of electrons. protons .
and other elementary particles and is completely ra-
tionalized by wave mechanics.

For many purposes, electromagnetic radiation is con-
veniently represented as electric and magnetic fields
that undergo in-phase, sinusoidal oscillations at right
angles to each other and to the direction of propa-
gation. Figure 6-1a is such a representation of a single
ray of plane-polarized electromagnetic radiation. The
term plane polarized implies that all oscillations of
eithei' the electric or the magnetic field lie in a single
plant:. Figure 6-1b is a two-dimensional representation
of the electric component of the ray in Figure 6-1a. The
electric Held strength in Figure 6-1 is represented as a
vector whose length is proportional to its magnitude.
The abscissa of this plot is either time as the radiation
passes a fixed point in space or distance when time is
held constant. Throughout this chapter and most of the
remaining text, only the electric component of radia-
tion will be considered because the electric field is re-
sponsible for most of the phenomena that are of inter-
est to us, including transmission, retlection, refraction,
and absorption. Note, however, that the magnetic com-
ponent of electromagnetic radiation is responsible for
absorption of radio-frequency waves in nuclear mag-
netic resonance.

I

I-'~----Wavelength. A~
I I

In Figure 6-1b, the amplitude A of the sinusoidal wave
is shown as t~e length of the electric vector at a maxi-
mum in the wave. The time in seconds required for the
passage of successive maxima or minima through a
fixed point in space is called the period p of the radia-
tion. The frequency v is the number of oscillations of
the lield that occur per second I and is equal to lip. An-
other variable of interest is the wavelength A, which is
the linear distance between any two equivalent points
on successive waves (e.g., successive o13xima or min-
ima).' Multiplication of the frequency in cycles per sec-
ond by the wavelength in meters per cycle gives the
velocity of propagation V, in meters per second:

It is important to realize that the frequency of a
beam of radiation is determined by the source and

lThe common unit of fr~quenc)' is the reciprocal second (5 I), or hertz
(Hz). which corresponds to one cycle per second.
:The units commonly used for describing wavelength differ considerably in
the v,HidUS spectral regions. For example, the angstrom unit, A (10--10 m).
is convenient for X-ray and short ultraviolet radialion; the nanomder,

om (to "mj, is employed with visible and ultraviolet radiation; lhe micro-
meler. /lrn {In of, m), is useful for the infrared region. (The micrometer was
called miu()fl in the early literature: use of this term is discouraged.l
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FIGURE 6-2 Change in wavelength as radiation passes from air into a dense glass and back
to air. Note that the wavelength shortens by nearly 200 nm, or more than 30%. as it passes
into glass; a reverse change occurs as the radiation again enters air.

remains invariant. In contrast, the velocity of radia-
tion depends upon the composition of the medium
through which it passes. Thus, Equation 6-] implies that
the wavelength of radiation also depends on the me-
dium. The subscript i in Equation 6-1 indicates these
dependencies.

In a vacuum, the velocity of radiation is indepen-
dent of wavelength and is at its maximum. This veloc-
ity, given the symbol c, has been determined to he
2.99792 x ]08 m/s. It is significant that the velocity
of radiation in air differs only slightly from c (about
0.03% less); thus, for either air or vacuum, Equa-
tion 6-1 can he written to three significant figures as

c = vA = 3.00 x 108 mls = 3.00 x W\() cmls (6-2)

In any medium containing matter, propagation of
radiation is slowed by the interaction between the elec-
tromagnetic field of the radiation and the hound elec-
trons in the matter. Since the radiant frequency is in-
variant and fixed by the source, the wavelength must
decrease as radiation passes from a vacuum to another
medium (Equation 6-2). This effect is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6-2 for a monochromatic heam of visihle radiation.'
Note that the wavelength shortens nearly 200 nm, or
more than 30~/~, as it passes into glass~a reverse change
occurs as the radiation again enters air.

The wavenumber v. which is defined as the recipro-
cal of the wavelength in centimeters, is vet another way
of describing electromagnetic radiation. The unit for v
is cm--'. Wavenumber is widely used in infrared spec-

)A mOrJlJchromuric beam is a beam of radiation whose rays have identi-
cal wavelengths -\ poil'chromaflc beam is made up (It r;:1~S of differeJlt
wavelengths

troscopy. The wavcnumber is a useful unit because, in
contrast to wavelength, it is directly proportional to
the frequency, and thus the encrgy, of radiation. Thus,
we can write

Usual
Wavelength

Range'

0.005-1.4 A
0.1-100 A

Gamma-ray emission
X-ray absorption, emission,
fluorescence, and diffraction
Vacuumultraviolet absorption
Ultraviolet-visible absorption.
emission, and fluort'scence
Infrared absorption and
Raman scattering
Microwave absorption
Electron spin resonance

0.75-375 mm
3cm

where the proportionality constant k depends on the
medium and is equal to the reciprocal of the velocity
(Equation 6-1).

The power P of radiation is the energy of the beam
that reaches a given area per second, whereas the in-
tensity I is the power per unit solid angle. These quan-
tities are related to the square of the amplitude A (see
Figure 6-1). Although it is not strictly correct to do so,
power and intensity are often used interchangeahly.

10-180 nm
180-780 nm

*1 A.~JO-lOm 1O-8cm

1 nm = \o-y m "" 10 7 em

lllm=-1O-6m::; 10-4 emAs shown in Figure 6-3, the electromagnetic spectrum
encompasses an enormous range of wavelengths and
frequencies (and thus energies). [n fact, the range is so
great that a logarithmic scale is required. Figure 6·3 also
depicts qualitatively the major spectral regions. The di-
visions are based on the methods used to generate and
detect the various kinds of radiation. Several overlaps
are cvident. Note that the portion of the spectrum visi-
ble to thc human eye is tiny when compared with other
spectral regions. Also note that spectrochemical meth-
ods emploving not only visihle hut also ultraviolet and
infrared radiation are often called optical methods
despite the human eye's inability to sense either of the
latter two tvpes of radiation. This somewhat ambiguous
terminology arises from the many common features

of instruments for the three spectral regions and the
similarities in how we view the interactions of the three
types of radiation with matter.

Table 6·] lists the wavelength and frequency ranges
for the regions of the spectrum that are important for
analytical purposes and also gives the names of the
various spectroscopic methods associated with each.
The last column of the table lists the types of nuclear.
atomic, or molecular quantum transitions that serve as
thc basis for the various spectroscopic techniques.

f"'Jl Exercise: Learn more ahout the electromagnetic
lQj spectrum.

Usual
Wavenumber
Range, cm-1

Type or
Quautum Transition

Nuclear
Inner electron

1 X 106 to 5 x 10'
5 X 10' to 1.3 x 10'

Bonding electrons
Bonding electrons

Rotation/vibration of
molecules
Rotation of molecules
Spin of electrons in a
magnetic field
Spin of nuclei in a
magnetic field

13-0.03
0.33

68-3 Mathematical Description of a Wave

With time as a variable, the wave in Figure 6-lb can be
descrihed by the equation for a sine wave. That is,

where y is the magnitude of thc electric field at time t.
A is the amplitude or maximum value for y, and 1> is the
phase angle, a term defined in Section 2B-I, page 34.
The angular velocity of the vector w is related to the fre-
quency of the radiation v by the equation



FIGURE 6-4 Superposition of sinusoidal wave: (a)Al < A" (1)1 - 1>,) = 20', VI = V,;

(b) Al < A" (1)1 - 1>,) ~ 200', VI = v,. In each instance, the black curve results fro~ the
combination of the two other curves.

Substitution of this relationship into Equation 6-4
yields

68-4 Superposition of Waves

The principle of superposition states that when two or
more waves traverse the same space, a disturbance oc-
curs that is the sum of the disturbances caused by the
individual waves. This principle applies to electromag-
netic waves, in which the disturbances involve an elec-
tric Held, as well as to several other types of waves, in
which atoms or molecules are displaced. When n elec-
tromagnetic waves differing in frequcncy, amplitude,
and phase angle pass some point in space simultane-
ously, the principle of superposition and Equation 6-5
permit us to write

y = Al sin(21Tl'lt + dJI) + A, sin(21Tv2t + <p,)

+. . + An sin(21Tv"t + dJ,,) (6-6)

where y is the resultant Held.
The black curve in Figure 6-4a shows thc applica-

tion of Equation 6-6 to two waves of identical fre-
quency but somewhat different amplitude and phase
angle. The resultant is a periodic function with the
same frequency but larger amplitude than either of the
component waves. Figure 6-4b ditIers from 6-4'1 in that
the phase difference is greater; here. the resultant am-
plitude is smaller than the amplitudes of the compo-
nent waves. A maximum amplitude occurs when the

01 Simulation: Learn more ahout superposition of
hZJ waves.

two waves are completely in phase - a situation that
occurs whenever the phase difference between waves
(<PI - dJ,) is 0', 360°, or an integer multiple of 360'. Un-
der these circumstances, maximum constructive inter-
ference is said to occur. A maximum destructive inter-
ference occurs when (<PI - <p,) is equal to 180' or 180'
plus an integer multiple of 360'. Interference plays an
important role in many instrumental methods based
on electromagnetic radiation.

Figure 6-5 depicts the superposition of two waves
with identical amplitudes but different frequencies.
The resulting wave is no longer sinusoidal but does ex-
hibit a periodicity, or beat. Note that the period of the
beat Pb is the reciprocal of the frequency difference t.v
between the two waves. That is,

. FIGURE 6-5 Superposition of two waves of different frequencies but identical amplitudes:
(a)wave 1 with a period of 1/vI; (b)wave 2 with a period of 1/v, (V2 = 1.25vI); (c) combined
wave pattern. Note that superposition of VI and v, produces a beat pattern with a period
of 1/:iv where:iv = IVI - v,1.

where n takes values 013. 5. 7, 9.11,13, and so forth. A
graphical representation of the summation process is
shown in Figure 6-6. The.plue curve in Figure 6-6a is
the sum of three sine waves that differ in amplitude in
the ratio of 5:3: 1 and in frequency in the ratio of 1:3:5.
Note that thc rcsultant approximates the shape of a
squa£c wave after including only three terms in Equa-
tion 6-~. As shown by the blue curve in Figure 6-6b, the
resullant more closely approaches a square wave when
nine waves are incorporated.

Decomposing a complex waveform into its sine or
cosine components is tedious and time consuming
when done by hand. Efficient software, however, makes
routine Fourier transformations practical. The applica-
tion of this technique was mentioncd in Section 5C-2
and will be considered in the discussion of several types
of spectroscopy.

1 1Pb = -- = ~~-'-
t.v (V2 - vd

An important aspect of superposition is that a
complex waveform can be broken down into simple
components by a mathematical operation called the
Fourier transformation. Jean Fourier, French mathe-
matician (1768-1830), demonstrated that any periodic
function. regardless of complexity, can be described by
a sum of simple sine or cosine terms. For example, the
square waveform widely encountered in electronics
can be described by an equation with the form

(
. 1

A sm 21Tvt + - sin 61Tvt
3

All types of electromagnetic radiation exhibit diffrac-
tion. a process in which a parallel beam of radiation is
bent as it passes by a sharp barrier or through a narrow
opening. Figure 0-7 illustrates the process. Diffraction
is a wave propertv that can bt: obst:rved not onlv for

I .
+ ~ sm 101Tv( + . I . )+ ;; Sin 2n7rIJ{

electromagnetic radiation but also for mechanical or
acoustical waves. For example. diffraction is easily
demonstrated in the laboratory by mechanically gen-
erating waves of constant frequency in a tank of water
and observing the wave crests before and after they
pass through a rectangular opening, or slit. When the
slit is wide relative to the wavelength (Figure 6-7'1), dif-
fraction is slight and difficult to detect. On the other
hand, when the wavelength and the slit opening are of
the same order of magnitude, as in Figure 6-7b, dif-
fraction becomes pronounced. Here, the slit behaves
as a new source from which waves radiate in a series of
nearly 180° arcs. Thus, the direction of the wave front
appears to bend as a consequence of passing the two
edges of the slit.

Diffraction is a consequence of interference. This re-
lationship is most easily understood by considering an
experiment, performed first by Thomas Young in 1800,
in which the wave nature of light was demonstrated
unambiguously. As shown in Figure 6-8'1. a parallel
beam of light is allowed to pass through a narrow slit A
(or in Young's experiment, a pinhole) whereupon it is
diffracted and illuminates more or less equally two
closely spaced slits or pinholes Band C: thc radiation
emerging from these slits is then observed on the



Superposition of three sine \\'aVes

y:::: A~Sin 2Trvt + f sin OTrPt

+ "5 Sin IOJU't)

Superposition of nine sine \\'avcs
y ::::A(sin 2:rVl +.! sin 6rrvl

I 3
+ ... + 17 sin 34nFt)

Superposition of three sine waves
y:::: A (sin 2Jtvt + ± sin 6Jwt

+ l sin IOnvt)
\

FIGURE 6·6 Superposition of sine waves to form
a square wave: (a) combination of three sine waves;
(b)combination of three, as in (a), and nine sine waves.

screen lying in a plane XY. If the radiation is mono-
chromatic, a series of dark and light images perpendi-
cular to the plane of the page is observed.

Figure 6-8b is a plot of the intensities of the bands
as a function of distance along the length of the screcn.
If, as in this diagram, the slit widths approach the
wavelength of radiation, the band intensities decrcase
only gradually with increasing distances from the cen-
tral band. With widcr slits, the decrease is much more
pronounced.

In Figure 6-8a, the appearance of the central band E,
which lies in the shadow of the opaque material sepa-
rating the two slits, is readily explained by noting that
the paths from B to E and C to E are identical. Thus,
constructive interference of the diffracted rays from the
two slits occurs, and an intense band is observed. With
the aid of Figure 6-8c, the conditions for maximum
constructive interference, which result in the olher light

J
yt

FIGURE 6-7 Propagation of waves through a slit:
(a) xy :? A; (b) xy = A.

bands, can be derived. In Figure 6-8c, the angle of dif-
fraction e is the angle formed by the lines OE (the nor-
mal) and OD, where D is the point of maximum inten-
sity. The black lines BD and CD represent the light
paths from the slits Band C to this point. Ordinarily, the
distance 0E is enormous compared to the distance be-
tween the slits Be. As a consequence, the lines BD, OD,
and CD are, for all practical purposes, parallel. Line BF
is perpendicular to CD and forms the triangle BCF,
which is, to a close approximation, similar to DOE; con-
sequently, the angle CBF is equal to the angle of dif-
fraction e. We may then write

Because BC is so very small compared to OE. FD
closely approximates HD, and the distance CF is a
good measure of the difference in path lengths of
beams BD and CD. For the two beams to be in phase
at D, it is necessary that CF correspond to the wave-
length of the radiation: that is.

Reinforcement also occurs when the additional
path length corresponds to 2A. 3A, and so forth. Thus,

Diffraction by
a single slit

i"~_
X ---- Distance -- Y

Diffraction
by two slits

a more general expression for the light bands sur-
rounding the central band is

wheI'e n is an integer called the order of interference.
The linear displacement DE of the diffracted beam

along the plane of the screen is a function of the dis-
tance 0E between the screen and the plane of the slits,
as well as the spacing between the slits, and is given by

BC DE BC DE
nA = ---= ~ = ----==---OD OE

Equation 6-lO permits the calculation of the wave-
length from the three measurable quantities.

Simulation: Learn more about double-slit
diffraction.

Suppose that the screen in Figure 6-8 is 2.00 m from the
plane of the slits and that the slit spacing is 0.300 mm.
What is the wavelength of radiation if the fourth band
is located 15.4 mm from the central band"

Substituting into Equation 6-10 gives

4A = 0.300 ~m2J..5~4mm = 0.00231 mm
2.00 m x lOOO mm/m

A = 5.78 x 10" mm = 578 nm

To produce a diffraction pattern such as that shown in
Figure 6-8a, it is necessary that the electromagnetic
waves that travel from slits Band C to any given point
on the screen (such as D or E) have sharply defined



phase differences that remain emirely constant with
time: that is, the radiation from slits Band C must be
coherent. The conditions for coherence are that (1) the
two sources of radiation must have identical frequen-
cies (or sets of frequencies) and (2) the phase relation-
ships between the two beams must remain constant
with time. The necessity for these requirements can
be demonstrated by illuminating the two slits in Fig-
ure 6-8a with individual tungsten lamps. Under this cir-
cumstance, the well-defined light and dark patterns
disappear and are replaced by a more or less uniform
illumination of the screen. This behavior is a conse-
quence of the incoherem character of filament sources
(many other sources of electromagnetic radiation are
incoherent as well).

With incoherent sources, light is emitted by indi-
vidual atoms or molecules, and the resulting beam is
the summation of countless individual events, each of
which lasts on the order of 10 's. Thus, a beam of ra-
diation from this type of source is not continuous but
instead is composed of a series of wave trains that are
a few meters in length at most. Because the processes
that produce trains are random, the phase differences
among the trains must also be variable. A wave train
from slit B may arrive at a point on the screen in phase
with a wave train from C so that constructive interfer-
ence occurs; an instant later, the trains may be totallv
out of phase at the same point, and destr~ctive inte;-
ference occurs. Thus, the radiation at all points on the
screen is governed by the random phase variations
among the wave trains; uniform illumination. which
represents an average for the trains, is the result.

There are sources that produce electromagnetic
radiation in the form of trains with essentially infinite
length and constant frequency. Examples include ra-
dio-frequency oscillators, microwave sources, and op-
ticallasers. Various mechanical sources, such as a two-
pronged vibrating tapper in a water-containing ripple
tank, produce a mechanical analog of coherent radia-
tion. When two coherent sources arc substituted for
slit A in the experiment shown in Figure 6-8a. a regu-
lar diffraction pattern is observed. ' ,

Diffraction patterns can be obtained from random
sources, such as tungsten filaments. provided that an
arrangement similar to that shown in Figure 6-8a is
employed. Here. the very narrow slit A assures that the
radiation reaching Band C emanates from the same
small region of the source. Under this circumstance,
the various wave trains that exit from slits Hand C
haVe a constant set of frequencies and phase relation-
ships to one another and arc thus coherent. If the slit

at A is widened so that a larger part of the source is
sampled, the diffraction pattern becomes less pro-
nounced because the two beams are only partially co-
herent. If slit A is made sufficiently wide. the incoher-
ence may become great enough to produce only a
constant illumination across the screen.

interference prevents the propagation of significant
amounts in any direction other than that of the original
light path. On the other hand, if the medium contains
large particles (such as polymer molecules or colloidal
particlcs). this destructive interference is incomplete,
and a portion of the beam is scattered in all directions as
a consequence of the interaction step. Scattering is
considered in Section 6B-IO.

Since the velocity of radiation in matter is wave-
length dependent and since c in Equation 6-11 is inde-
pendent of wavelength, the refractive index of a sub-
stance must also change with wavelength. The variation
in refractive index of a substance with wavelength or
frequency is called its dispersion. The dispersion of a
typical substance is shown in Figure 6-9. The intricacy
of the curve indicates that the relationship is complex;
generally, however, dispersion plots exhibit two types of
regions. [n the normal dispersion region, there is a grad-
ual increase in refractive index with increasing fre-
quency (or decreasing wavelength). Regions of anom-
alous dispersion arc frequency ranges in which sharp
changes in refractive index occur. Anomalous disper-
sion always occurs at frequencies that correspond to the
natural harmonic frequency associated with some part
of a molecule, atom, or ion of the substance. At such a
frequency, permanent energy transfer from the radia-
tion to the substance occurs and absorption of the beam
is observed. Absorption is discussed in Section 6C- 5.

Dispersion curves are important when choosing
materials for the optical components of instruments.
A substance that exhibits normal dispersion over the
wavelength region of interest is most suitable for the
manuiacture of lenses, for which a high and relatively

~ IF

68-7 Transmission of Radiation

Experimental observations show that the rate radia-
tion propagates through a transparent substance is less
than its velocity in a vacuum and depends on the kinds
and concentrations of atoms, ions, or molecules in the
medium. It follows from these observations that the ra-
diation must interact in some way with the matter.
Because a frequency change is not observed, however,
the interaction cannol involve a permanent energy
transfer.

The refractive index of a medium is one measure of
its interaction with radiation and is defined by

cn=-
I Vi

where n, is the refractive index at a specified frequency
i, v, is the velocity of the radiation in the medium, and c
is its velocity in a vacuum. The refractive index of most
liquids lies between 1.3 and 1.8; it is 1.3 to 2.5 or higher
for solids·

The interaction involved in transmission can be as-
cribed to periodic polarization of the atomic and mo-
lecular species that make up the medium. Polarization
in this context means the temporary deformation of the
electron clouds associated with atoms or molecules that
is brought about by the alternating electromagnetic
field of the radiation. Provided that the radiation is not
absorbed, the energy required for polarization is only
momentarily retained (10" to 10 ~'5s) by the species
and is reemitted without alteration as the substance re-
turns to its original state. Since there is no net energy
change in this process, the frequency of the emitted ra-
diation is unchanged, but the rate of its propagation is
slowed by the time that is required for retention and
reemission to occur. Thus, transmission through a me-
dium can be viewed as a stepwise process that involves
polarized atoms, ions. or molecules as intermediates.

Radiation from polarized particles should be
emitted in all directions in a medium. If the particles
arc small. however, it can be shown that destructive

"FOf d IlHlfc compkt~ discussi\)fl ofrefractiv..: index measurement. see T. M
:'\iieffioyk. in f'hrslud Mnhod\ in ,llodcffl Cfmict/! lrwhsis. T Kuwana.
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constant refractive index is desirable. Chromatic aber-
rations (formation of colored images) are minimized
through the choice of such a material. [n contrast, a sub-
stance with a refractive index that is not only large but
also highly frequency dependent is selected for the fab-
rication of prisms. The applicable wavelength region
for the prism thus approaches the anomalous disper-
sion region for the material from which it is fabricated.

When radiation passes at an angle through the inter-
face between two transparent media that have differ-
ent densities, an abrupt change in direction, or refrac-
tion, of the beam is observed as a consequence of a
difference in velocity of the radiation in the two media.
When the beam passes from a less dense to a more
dense environment, as in Figure 6-10, the bending is
toward the normal to the interface. Bending away from
the normal oecurs when the beam passes from a more
dense to a less dense medium.

The extent of refraction is given by Snell's law:

sinO, n,
sinO, n,

If M, in Figure 6-10 is a vacuum, v, is equal to c, and n,
is unity (see Equation 6-11); with rearrangement,
Equation 6-12 simplifies to

(sin 0,)",
(n2)", = sin 0,

The refractive indexes of substance M, can then be
computed from measurements of (0,)", and 0,. For
convenience, refractive indexes are usually measured

Normal
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FIGURE 6-10 Refraction of light in passing from a less
dense medium Afl into a more dense medium i\(, where
its velocity is lower.



and reported wilh air. rather than a vacuum. as the ref-
erence. The refractive index is then

(sin lid,,,
(II,)", = -c---

SIn Ii,

Most compilations of refractive indexes provide
data in terms of Equation 6-14. Such data are readily
converted to refractive indexes with vacuum as a refer-
ence by multiplying by the refractive index of air rela-
tive to a vacuum. That is.

fl\'ac = 1.00027nair

This conversion is seldom necessary.

When radiation crosses an interface between media
that differ in refractive index, reflection always occurs.
Thc fraction of reflected radiation becomes greater
with increasing differences in refractive index. For a
beam that enters an interface at right angles, the frac-
tion re!lected is given by

I, (112 - 111)2

I" (112 + lid'
where I" is the intensity of the incident beam and I, is
the re!lected intensity; II, and II, are the refractive in-
dexes of the two media.

Calculate the percentage loss of intensity due to reflec-
tion of a perpendicular beam of yellow light as it passes
through a glass cell Ihat contains water. Assume that
for yellow radiation the refractive index of glass is 1.50.
of water is 1.33. and of air is 1.00.

The lolal re!lective loss will be the sum of the losses oc-
curring at each of the interfaces. For the first interface
(air to glass). we can write

1" (1.50' 1.(0)'
- = ------ = 0040
10 (1.50 +- 1.(0)' .

The beam intensity is reduced to (In - 0.(J40/1l) =

0.9601". Reflection loss at the glass-to-water interface
is then given hy

1'2 \ 1.50 1.33)'
------- = 00036

0.960/u (1.50 + 1.33)' '-

I" = 0.0035/"

The beam intensity is further reduced to (0.960/11 -

0.0(35/11) = 0.957/". At the water-to-glass interface

I" (1.50 - 1..33)2
--.- = --"-- = 0 0036
0.957/0 (1.50 + 1..33)' .

I'l = O.()()35/0

and the beam intensity becomes 0.9531". Finally, the
reflection at the second glass-to-air interfacc will be

Rayleigh Scattering

Scattering by molecules or aggregates of molecules
with dimensions significantly smaller than the wavc-
length of the radiation is called Rayleigh scattering; its
intensity is proportional to the inverse fourth power of
the wavelength. the dimensions of the scattering par-
ticles, and the square of the polarizability of the par-
ticles. An everyday manifestation of Rayleigh scatter-
ing is the blue color of the sky. which results from
greater scattering of the shorter wavelengths of the
visible spectrum.

I" (1.50 - 1.(0)'
-- = ----- = 00400
0.953/0 (1.50 + 1.00)' .

1'4 = 0.038/n

The total reflection loss I" is

I" = 0.040/0 + 0.0035/" + 0.0035/" + 0.0381"

= 0.085/0

Scattering by Large Molecules

With large particles, scattering ean be different in dif-
ferent directions (Mie scattering). Measurements of
this type of scattered radiation are used to determine
the size and shape of large molecules and colloidal par-
ticles (see Chapter 34).

let
= 0.85 or 8.5%

III

Raman Scattering

The Raman scattering effect ditrers from ordinary scat-
tering in that part of the scattered radiation suffers
quantized frequency changes. These changes are the re-
sult of vibrational energy level transitions that occur in
the molecules as a consequence of the polarization pro-
cess. Raman spectroscopy is discussed in Chapter 18.

In later chapters we show that losses such as those
shown in Example 6-2 are of considerable significance
in various optical instruments.

Reflective losses at a polished glass or quartz sur-
face increase only slightly as the angle of the incident
beam increases up to about 60'. Beyond this angle,
however. the percentage of radiation that is reflected
increases rapidly and approaches 100% at 90', or graz-
ing incidence.

Ordinary radiation consists of a bundle of electromag-
netic waves in which the vibrations are equally distrib-
uted among a huge number of planes cejltered along
the path of the beam. Viewed end on. a beam of mono-
chroniatic radiation can be visualized as an intlnite
set6f electric vectors thatlluctuate in length from zero
to a maximum amplitude A. Figure 6-11b depicts an
end-on view of these vectors at various times during
the passage of one wave of monochromatic radiation
through a fixcd point in space (Figure 6-11a).

Figure 6-12a shows a few of the vectors depicted in
Figure 6-11b at the instant the wave is at its maximum.
The vector in anyone plane, say XY as depicted in
Figure 6-12a. can be resolved into two mutually per-
pendicular components A B and CD as shown in Fig-
ure 6-12b. If the two components for all of the planes
shown in Figure 6-12a arc combined. the resultant has
the appearance shown in Figure 6-12c. Removal of one
of the two resultant planes of vibration in Figure 6-12c
produces a heam that is plane polarized. The resultant
clectric vector of a plane-polarized beam then occupies

As noted earlier, the transmission of radiation in
mailer can be pictured as a momentary retention of the
radiant energy by atoms. ions, or molecules followed
by reemission of the radiation in all directions as
the particles return to their original state. With atomic
or molecular particles that are small relative to the
wavelength of the radiation, destructive interference
removes most but not all of the reemitted radiation ex-
cept the radiation that travels in the original direction
of the beam; the path of the beam appears to be unal-
tered as a consequence of the interaction. Careful ob-
servation, however, reveals that a very small fraction of
the radiation is transmitted at all angles from the orig-
inal path and that the intensity of this scaICaed radia-
tion increases with particle size.

'·'P~I'
(( I 1 t ! ! 1111 1 [
FIGURE 6-11 Unpolarized and plane-polarized radiation:
(a) cross-sectional view of a beam of monochromatic
radiation, (b) successive end-on view of the radiation in
(a) if it is unpolarized, (c) successive end-on views of the
radiation of (a) if it is plane polarized on the vertical axis.
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FIGURE 6-12 (a) A few of the electric vectors of a beam
traveling perpendicular to the page. (b)The resolution of
a vector in a plane XY into two mutually perpeodicular
components. (c)The resultant when all vectors are
resolved (not to scale).

a single plane. Figure 6-11c shows an end-on view of a
beam of plane-polarized radiation after various time
intervab.

Plane-polarized electromagnetic radiation is pro-
duced by certain radiant energy sources. For example.
the radio waves emanating from an antenna and the
microwaves produced by a klystron tube are both plane
polarized. Visible and ultraviolet radiation from relax-
ation of a single excited atom or molecule is also po-
larized. hut the beam from such a source has no net



polarization since it is made up of a multitude of indi-
vidual wave trains produced by an enormous number
of individual atomic or molecular events. The plane of
polarization of these individual waves is random so that
their individual polarizations cancel.

Polarized ultraviolet and visible radiation is pro-
duced by passage of radiation through media that se-
lectively absorb, reflect, or refract radiation that vi-
brates in only one plane.

6C QUANTUM-MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF RADIATION

When electromagnetic radiation is emitted or ab-
sorbed, a permanent transfer of energy from the emit-
ting object or to the absorbing medium occurs. To
describe these phenomena, it is necessary to treat ele-
ctromagnetic radiation not as a collection of waves but
rather as a stream of discrete particles called photons
or quanta. The need for a particle model for radiation
became apparent as a consequence of the discovery of
the photoelectric effect in the late nineteenth century.

The first observation of the photoelectric effect was
made in 1887 by Heinrich Hertz, who reported that
a spark jumped more readily between two charged
spheres when their surfaces were illuminated with light.
Between the timeofthisobservation and the theoretical
explanation of the photoelectric effect by Einstein in
1905, several important studies of the pho'toelectric ef-
fect were performed with what is now known as a vac-
uum phototube. Einstein's explanation of the photo-
electnc effect was both simple and elegant but was
far enough ahead of its time that it was not generally
accepted until 1916, when Millikan's systematic stud-
Ies confirmed the details of Einstein's theoretical
conclusions.

Figure 6-13 is a schematic of a vacuum phototube
circuit similar to the one used by Millikan to studv the
photoelectric effect. The surface of the large photo-
cathode on the left usually is coated with an alkali
metal or one of its compounds, but other metals mav
be used. When monochromatic radiation impinges o~
the photocathode, electrons are emitted from its sur-
face with a range of kinetic energies. As long as the
voltage V applied between the anode and the cathode
is positive, the electrons are drawn from left to right

Vacuum SlOpping

V

FIGURE 6-13 Apparatus for studying the photoelectric
effect. Photons enter the phototube, strike the cathode,
and eject electrons. The photoelectrons are attracted to.
the anode when it is positive with respect to the cathode.
When the anode is negative as shown, the electrons are
"stopped," and no current passes. The negative voltage
between the anode and the cathode when the current is
zero is the stopping potential.

through the photo tube to produce a current I in the
circuit. When the voltage across the phototube is ad-
Justed so that the anode is slightly negative with respect
to the cathode, the photoelectrons are repelled by the
anode, and the photocurrent decreases as expected. At
this point in the experiment, however, some of the elec-
trons have sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the
negative potential applied to the anode, and a current
is still observed.

. This experiment may be repeated for phototubes
With different materials coating the photocathode.
In cach experimcnt, the photocurrent is measurcd as
a function of the applied voltage, and the voltage 1'0at
which the photocurrent becomes precisely zero is
noted. The negative voltage at which the photocurrent
is zero is called the stopping voltage. It corresponds to
the potential at which the most energetic electrons
from the cathode are just repelled from the anode. If
we multiply the stopping voltage by the charge on the
electron, e = 1.60 X 10-19 coulombs, we have a mca-
sure of the kinetic energy in joules of the most ener-
getic of the emitted electrons. When this experiment

'dl Tutorial: Learn more about the photoelectric
(QJ effect.

is repeated for various frequencies of monochromatic
light, the following results are observed:

1. When light of constant frequency is focused on the
anode at low applied negative potential, the photo-
current is directly proportional to the intensity of
the incident radiation.

2. The magnitude of the stopping voltage depends on
the frequency of the radiation impinging on the
photocathode.

3. The stopping voltage depends on the chemical com-
position of the coating on the photocathode.

4_ The stopping voltage is independent of the intensity
of the incident radiation.

These observations suggest that electromagnetic
radiation is a form of energy that releases electrons
from metallic surfaces and imparts to these electrons
sufficient kinetic energy to cause them to travel to a
negatively charged electrode. Furthermore, the num-
ber of photoelectrons released is proportional to the
intensity of the incident beam.

The results of these experiments are shown in the
plots of Figure 6-14, in which the maximum kinetic
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FIGURE 6-14 Maximum kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from three metal surtaces
as a function of radiation frequency. The y-intercepts (-w) are the work functions for each
metal. If incident photons do not have energies of at least hv = w, no photoelectrons are
emitted from the photocathode.



energy, or stopping energy, KErn = el-;, of the photo-
electrons is plotted against frequency for photocath-
ode surfaces of magnesium, cesium, and copper. Other
surfaces give plots with identical slopes, h. but different
intercepts. w. The plots shown in Figure 6-14 are de-
scribed by the equation

In this equation, the slope h is Planck's constant, which
is equal to 6.6254 X 10-34 joule second, and the inter-
cept -w is the work function, a constant that is char-
acteristic of the surface material and represents the
minimum energy binding electron in the metal. Ap-
proximately a decade before Millikan's work that led
to Equation 6-16, Einstein had proposed the relation-
ship between frequency v of light and energy E as em-
bodied by the now famous equation

By substituting this equation into Equation 6-16 and
rearranging, we obtain

This equation shows that the energy of an incoming
photon is equal to the kinetic energy of the ejected
photoelectron plus the energy required to eject the
photoelectron from the surface being irradiated.

The photoelectric effect cannot bc explained by a
classical wave model but requires instead a quantum
model, in which radiation is viewed as a stream of
discrete bundles of energy, or photons as depicted in
Figure 6-13. For example, calculations indicate that no
single electron could acquire sufficient energy for
ejection if the radiation striking the surface were uni-
formly distributed over the face of the electrode as it
is in the wave model; nor could any electron accum-
ulate enough energy rapidly enough to establish the
nearly instantaneous currents that arc observed Thus
it is necessary to assume that the energy is n~t uni:
formly distributed over the beam front but rather is
concentrated in packets, or bundles of energy.

Equation 6-18 can be recast in terms of wavelength
by substitution of Equation 6-2. That is.

E = h~ = KE - wA rn

Note that although photon energy is directly propor-
tIonal to frequency, it is a reciprocal function of wave-
length.

or emits an amount of energy exactly equal to the
energy difference between the states.

2. When atoms. ions. or molecules absorb or emit ra-
diation in making the transition from one energy
state to another, the frequency v or the wavelength
A of the radiation is related to the energy difference
between the states by the equation

Calculate the energy of (a) a 5.3-A X-ray photon and
(b) a 530-nm photon of visible radiation.

E = hv = ~
A

he
E, - E" = hv = AE = (6.63 ~ 10-34 l· s) x (3.00 X lOR m/s)

5.30 A X (I0"om/A)

= 3.75 X 10-161
where E1 is the energy of the higher state and Eo the
energy of the lower state. The terms e and h are the
speed of light and the Planck constant, respectively.

For atoms or ions in thc elemental state, the energy
of any given state arises from the motion of electrons
around the positively charged nucleus. As a conse-
quence the various energy states are called electronic
states. In addition to having electronic states, mole-
cules also have quantized vibrational states that are as-
sociated with the energy of interatomic vibrations and
quantized rotational states that arise from the rotation
of molecules around their centers of mass.

The energy of radiation in the X-ray region is com-
monly expressed in electron volts, the energy acquired
by an electron that has been accelerated through a
potential of one volt. In the conversion table inside the
front cover of this book, we see that 1 1= 6.24 X 10'" eV.

E = 3.75 X 10'10 1 X (6.24 X 10" eVil)

= 2.34 x 10' eV

E = (6.6~~'''l·s) x (3.00 x 108m/s)
530 nm x (10 -0 m/nm)

= 3.75 X 10-191

Energy of radiation in the visible region is often ex-
pressed in kllmol rather than kl/photon to aid in the
discussion of the relationships between the energy of
absorbed photons and the energy of chemical bonds.

E = 3.75 x 10'19 __ 1_
photon

(6.02 X 1023 photons) kJx ------.----- X 10-3-
mol 1

~ 226 kllmol

Emitted
radiation

PE

f

6C-2 Energy States of Chemical Species

The quantum theory was first proposed in 1900 bv Max
Planck, a German physicist, to explain the properties
of radiation emitted by heated bodies. The theorv was
later extended to rationalize other types of emission
and absorption processes. Two important postulates of
4uantum theory include the following:

The lowest energy state of an atom or molecule is its
ground state. Higher energy states are termed excited
states. Generally. at room temperature chemical spe-
cies are in their ground state.

Spectroscopists use the interactions of radiation with
matter to obtain information about a sample. Several of
the chemical elements were discovered by spectro-
scopy. The sample is usually stimulated by applying en-
ergy in the form of heat, electrical energy, light, par-
ticles, or a chemical reaction. Prior to applying the
stimulus, the analyte is predominantly in its lowest en-
ergy state, or ground state. The stimulus then causes
some of the analyte species to undergo a transition to a
higher energy, or excited state. We acquire information
about the analyte by measuring the electromagnetic ra-
diation emitted as it returns to the ground state or by
measuring the amount of electromagnetic radiation ab-
sorbed or scattered as a result of excitation.

Figure 6-15 illustrates the processes involved in
emission a~ chemiluminescence spectroscopy. Here,

E2 = hV2 = he/A2
...-.- £1 = hVI = he/A I

FIGURE 6-15 Emission or chemiluminescence processes. In (a), the sample is excited by the
application of thermal, electtical, ot chemical energy. These processes do not involve radiant
enetgy and are hence called nonradiative processes. In the enetgy level diagtam (b), the
dashed lines with upwatd-pointing arrows symbolize these nonradiative excitat,on processes,
while tbe solid lines with downward-pointing atrows indicate that the analyte loses its energy
by emission of a photon. In (c), the resulting spectrum is shown as a measurement of the
radiant power emitted Pc as a function of wavelength, A.

1. Atoms, ions, and molecules can exist only in certain
discrete states, characterized by definite ~mounts of
energy. When a species changes its state. it absorbs



the analyte is stimulated by heal or electrical energy
or by a chemical reaction. f~mi.,si{)n 1peclroscopy usu-
ally involves methods in which the stimulus is heat or
electrical energy, and chemiluminescence spectroscopy
refers to excitation of the analyte by a chemical reac-
tion. In both cases, measurement of the radiant power
emitted as the analyte returns to the ground state can
give information about its identity and concentration.
The results of such a measurement are often expressed
graphically by a spectrum, which is a plot of the emit-
ted radiation as a function of frequency or wavelength.

When the sample is stimulated by application of
an external electromagnetic radiation source, several

--.Inciden[
radiation

Po

Transmilfed
radiation

P

processes are possible. For example, the radiation can
be reflected (Section 68-9), scattered (Section 68-10).
or absorbed (Section 6C-5). When some of the inci-
dent radiation is absorbed, it promotes some of the
analyte species to an excited state, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-16. In ahsorption spectroscopy, we measure the
amount of light absorbed as a function of wavelength.
This can give both qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation about the sample. In pholOluminescence spec-
t,,)Scopy (Figure 6-17), the emission of photons is mea-
sured after absorption. The most important forms of
photoluminescence for analytical purposes arefluores-
cence and phosphorescence spectroscopy.

When radiation is scattered, the interaction of the
incoming radiation with the sample lTIay he ela:tic or in-
elastic. In elastic scattering, the wavelength 01 the scat-
tered radiation is the same as that of the source radIa-
tion. The intenSity of the elastically scattered radWlIon
is used to make measurements in nephelometry and
wrhidimecrr. and particle sizing. RanulII spectroscopv,
which is mentioned brietly in Section 6B-1O and IS d,s-
cussed in detail in Chapter IS, uses inelastic scattering
to produce a vibrational spectrum of sample molecules,
as illustrated in Figure 6-IS. In thIS lype of spectro-
scopic illlalysis, the intensity of the scattered radiation
is recorded as a function of the frequency shllt of the
incident radiation. The intensity of Raman peaks [s
related to the concentration of the analvte.

Simulation: Learn more ahout the interaction of
radiation with matter.

FIGURE 6-16 Absorption methods. Radiation of incident radiant power Pocan be absorbed
by the analyle, resulting in a transmitted beam of lower radiant power P. For absorption to
occur, the energy of the incident beam must correspond to one of the energy differences
shown in (b). The resulting absorption spectrum is shown in (c).
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6C-4 Emission of Radiation

Electromagnetic radiation is produced when excited
particles (atoms, ions, or molecules) relax 10 lower en-
ergy levels by giving up their excess energy as photons.
Excitation can be brought about by a variety of means.
including (1) bombardment with electrons or other ele-
mentary particles, which generally leads to the. emIS-
sion of X-radiation: (2) exposure to an electric cur-
rent, an ac spark. or an intense heat source (flame, dc
are, or furnace), producing ultraviolet, visible, or infra-
red radiation; (3) irradiation with a heam of electro-
magnetic radiation, which produces tluorcseence radi-
ation; and (4) an exothermic chemical reaction that

produces chemiluminescence. .
Radiation from an excited source is conven,ently

characterized by means of an emission spectrum, which
usually takes the form of a plot of the relative power 01
the e~itled radiation as a function of wavelength or

-----1-hi' e\ -----,-\ I,:,,::,
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FIGURE6-18 Inelastic scattering in Raman spectroscopy. (a)As Incident radiation of
frecuency I'" Impinges on the sample, molecules of the sample are excited from one of their

nd vibrational states to a higher so-called virtual state, Indicated by the dashed level JO (b).
~~~n the molecule relaxes, it may return to the first vibrational state as indicated and emit a

f
L'. I ( - ) where v is the frequency of the Vibrational tranSition. Alter-

photon a energy L .- 1 "-ox VV. \'.. •

natively, If the molecule is ,n the first excited Vibrational state, It may absorb a quantum of the
Incident radiation, be eXCitedto the virtual state, and relax back to the ground Vibrational state.
This process produces an emitted photon of energy E ~ h(v" ".v.J In both cases, the emitted
radiation differs in frecuency from the Incident radiation by the Vibrational frequency of the
molecule v .. (cl The spectrum resulting from the inelastically scattered radiation shows three
peaks: one' at I'., - v. (Stokes), a second intense peak at "" for radiation that ISscattered
without a frequ~ncy change, and a third (anti-Stokes) at v" + v,. The IOtenS[t,esof the Stokes
and anti-Stokes peaks give quantitative information, and the POSitionsof the peaks give

qualitative information about the sample molecule.

FIGURE 6-17 Photoluminescence methods (fluorescence and phosphorescence).
Fluorescence and phosphorescence result from absorption of electromagnetic radiation
and then dissipation of the energy emission of radiation (a). In (b), the absorption can cause
excitation of the analyte to state 1 or state 2. Once excited, the excess energy can be lost
by emission of a photon (luminescence, shown as solid line) or by nonradiative processes
(dashed IlOes).The emiSSionoccurs over all angles, and the wavelengths emitted (c) corre-
spond to energy differences between levels. The major distinction between fluorescence
and phosphorescence is the time scale of emission, Withfluorescence being prompt and
phosphorescence being delayed.
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FIGURE 6-20 X-rayemission spectrum of molybdenum
metal.

phase. The individual particles in a gas behave inde-
pendently of one another, and the spectrum consists
of a series of sharp lines with widths of about 10-5 nm
(10-4 A). In Figure 6-19, lines for gas-phase sodium,
potassium, and calcium are identified.

The energy-level diagram in Figure 6-21 shows the
source of two of the lines in a typical emission spec-
trum of an element. The horizontal line labeled Eo cor-
responds to the lowest, or ground-state, energy of the
atom. The horizontal lines labeled E, and E, are two
higher-energy electronic levels of the species. For ex-
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FIGURE 6-19 Emission spectrum of a brine sample obtained with an oxyhydrogen flame.
The spectrum consists of the supenmposed line, band, and continuum spectra of the constitu-
ents of the sample. The characteristic wavelengths of the species contributing to the spectrum
are listed beside each feature. (R. Hermann and C T J Alk d Ch' .Ph t . " ema e, emlcal AnalysIs by Flame

o orne try, 2nd ed., p. 484. New York:Interscience, 1979.)
Atomic

Excitation emission
E, 4p

frequency. Figure 6-19 illustrates a typical emission
spectrum, which was obtained by aspirating a brine so-
lulton Into an oxyhydrogen flame. Three types of spec-
tra appear In the figure: lines, bands. and a continuum
The line spectrum is made up of a series of sharp, well~
defined peaks caused by excitation of individual atoms.
The band spectrum consists of several groups of lines so
closely spaced that they are not completely resolved.
The source of the bands consists of small molecules or
radicals. Finally, the continuum portion of the spectrum
IS responSible for the increase in the background that is
evident above about 350 nm. The line and-band spectra

are superimposed on this continuum. The source of the
continuum is described on page 152.

Figure 6-20 is an X-ray em~sion spectrum produced
by bombarding a piece of molybdenum with an ener-
getic stream of electrons. Note the line spectrum super-
Imposed on the continuum. The source of the contin-
uum is described in Section 12A-I.
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Line Spectra

Line spectra in the ultraviolet and visible regions are
produced when the radiating species are individual
atomic particles that are well separated in the gas

ample, the single outer electron in the ground state En
for a sodium atom is located in the 3s orbital. Energy
level EI then represents the energy of the atom when
this electron has been promoted to the 3p state by ab-
sorption of thermal, electrical, or radiant energy. The
promotion is depicted by the shorter wavy arrow on
the left in Figure 6-21a. After perhaps 10-8 s, the atom
returns to the ground state, emitting a photon whose
frequency and wavelength arc given by Equation 6-20.

VI = (E, - Eo)/h

Al = hd(E, - Eo)

This emission process is illustrated by the shorter blue
arrow on the right in Figure 6-21a.

For the sodium atom, E2 in Figure 6-21 corresponds
to the more energetic 4p state; the resulting emitted ra-
diation A2 appears at a shorter wavelength or a higher
frequency. The line at about 330 nm in Figure 6-19
results from this transition; the 3p-to-3s transition
provides a line at.about 590 nm .

X-ray line spectra are also produced by electronic
tran.itions. In this case, however, the electrons involved
are those in the innermost orbitals. Thus, in contrast to
ultraviolet and visible emissions, the X-ray spectrum
for an element is independent of its environment. For
example, the emission spectrum for molybdenum is the
same regardless of whether the sample being excited is
molybdenum metal, solid molybdenum sulfide, gaseous
molybdenum hexafluoride, or an aqueous solution of
an anionic complex of the metal.

FIGURE 6-21 Energy-level diagrams for (a) a sodium
atom showing the source of a line spectrum and
(b) a simple molecule shOWingthe source of a band
spectrum.



Band Spectra

Band spectra are often encountcred in spectral sources
when gaseous radicals or small molecules are present.
For example, in Figure 6-19 bands for OH, MgOH,
and MgO are labeled and consist of a series of closely
spaced lines that are not fully resolved by the instru-
ment used to obtain the spectrum. Bands arise from nu-
merous quantized vibrational levels that are superim-
posed on the ground-state electronic energy level of a
molecule.

Figure 6-21b is a partial energy-level diagram for a
molecule that shows its ground state Eo and two of its
excited electronic states, E, and E,. A few of the many
vibrational levels associated with the ground state are
also shown. Vibrational levels associated with the two
excited states have been omitted because the lifetime of
an excited vibrational state is brief compared with that
of an electronically excited state (about 10-15 s versus
10- 8 s). A consequence of this tremendous difference in
lifetimes is that when an electron is excited to one of the
higher vibrational levels of an electronic state, relaxa-
tion to the lowest vibrational level of that state occurs
before an electronic transition to the ground state can
occur. Therefore, the radiation produced by the electri-
calor thermal excitation of polyatomic species nearly
always results from a transition from the lowest vibra-
tional level of an excited electronic state to any of the
several vibrational levels of the ground state.

The mechanism by which a vibrationally excited
species relaxes to the nearest electronic state involves
a transfer of its excess energy to other atoms in the sys-
tem through a series of collisions. As noted, this pro-
cess takes place at an enormous speed. Relaxation
from one electronic state to another can also occur by
collisional transfer of energy, but the rate of this p,,;_
cess is slow enough that relaxation by photon release is
favored.

The energy-level diagram in Figure 6-21b illustrates
the mechanism by wbieh two radiation bands that con-
sist of five closely spaced lines are emitted by a mole-
cule excited by thermal or electrical energy. For a real
molecule. the number of individual lines is much larger
because in addition to the numerous vibrational states,
a multitude of rotational states would be superimposed
On each. The differences in energy among the rota-
tiona I levels is perhaps an order of magnitude smaller
than that for vibrational states. Thus. a real molecular
band would be made up of many more lines than we
have shown in Figure 6-2Ib. and these lines would be
much more closely spaced.

Continuum Spectra

As shown in Figure 6-22, truly continuum radiation is
produced when solids are heated to incandescence.
Thermal radiation of this kind, which is called black-
body radiation, is characteristic of the temperature of
the emitting surface rather than the material of which
that surface is composed. Blackbody radiation is pro-
duced by the innumerable atomic and molecular oscil-
lations excited in the condensed solid by the thermal
energy. Note that the energy peaks in Figure 6-22 shift
to shorter wavelengths with increasing temperature. It
is clear that very high temperatures are needed to
cause a thermally excited source to emit a substantial
fraction of its energy as ultraviolet radiation.

As noted earlier, part of the continuum background
radiation exhibited in the flame spectrum shown in
Figure 6-19 is probably thermal emission from incandes-
cent particles in the flame. Note that this background de-
creases rapidly as the ultraviolet region isapproached.

Heated solids are important sources of infrared, vis-
ible, and longer-wavelength ultraviolet radiation for
analytical instruments.

According to quantum theory, atoms, molecules,
and ions have only a limited number of discrete energy
levels; for absorption of radiation to occur, the energy
of the exciting photon must exactly match the en-
ergy difference between the ground state and one of
the excited states of the absorbing species. Since these
energy differences are unique for each species, a study
of the frequencies of absorbed radiation provides a
means of characterizing the constituents of a sample
of matter. For this purpose, a plot of absorbance as
a function of wavelength or frequency is experimen-
tally determined (absorbance, a measure of the de-
crease in radiant powcr, is defined by Equation 6-32 in
Section 6D-2). Typical absorption spectra are shown in
Figure 6-23.

The four plots in Figure 6-23 reveal that absorption
spectra vary widely in appearance; some are made up
of numerous sharp peaks, whereas others consist of
smooth continuous curves. In general, the nature of a
spectrum is influenced by such variables as the com-
plexity, the physical state, and the environment of the
absorbing species. More fundamental, however, are

6C-5 Absorption of Radiation

When radiation passes through a layer of solid, liquid,
or gas, certain frequencies may be selectively removed
by absorption, a process in which electromagnetic
energy is transferred to the atoms, ions, or molecules
composing the sample. Absorption promotes thcse
particles from their normal room temperature state, or
ground state, to one or more higher-energy excited
states.
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FIGURE 6·23 Some typical ultravioletabsorption
spectra.

the differences between absorption spectra for atoms
and those for molecules.

Atomic Absorption

The passage of polychromatic ultraviolet or visible ra-
diation through a medium that consists of mono atomic
particles, such as gaseous mercury or sodium, results in
the absorption of but a few well-defined frequencies
(see Figure 6-23a). The relative simplicity of such spec-
tra is due to the small number of possible energy states
for the absorbing particles. Excitation can occur only
by an electronic process in which one or more of the
electrons of the atom are raised to a higher energy
leveL For example, sodium vapor exhibits two closely
spaced, sharp absorption peaks in the yellow region of
the visible spectrum (5H9.0 and 589.6 nm) as a result of
excitation of the 3s electron to two 3p states that differ
only slightly in energy. Several other narrow absorp-
tion lines, corrcsponding to other allowed electronic
t;ansitions, are also observed. For example, an ultravi-
olet peak at about 285 nm results from the excitation of
t~e 3s electron in sodium to the excited 5p state, a pro-
cess that requires significantly greater energy than docs
excitation to the 3p state (in fact, the peak at 285 nm
is also a doublet; the energy difference between the
two peaks is so small, however, that most instruments
cannot resolve them).

Ultraviolet and visible radiation have enough en-
ergy to cause transitions of the outermost, or bonding,
electrons only. X-ray frequencies, on the other hand,
are several orders of magnitude more energetic (see
Example 6-3) and are capable of interacting with elec-
trons that are closest to the nuclei of atoms. Absorp-
tion peaks that correspond to electronic transitions
of these innermost electrons are thus observed in the
X-ray region.

Molecular Absorption

Absorption spectra for polyatomic molecules, particu-
larly in the condcnsed state, are considerably more
complex than atomic spectra because the number of
energy states of molecules is generally enormous when
compared with the number of energy states for iso-
lated atoms. The energy E associated with the bands of
a moleculc is made up of three components. That is,

where Eelectmoic describes the electronic energy of the
molecule that arises from the energy states of its several
bonding electrons. The second term on the right refers



to the total energy associated with the multitude of in-
teratomic vibrations that are prescnt in molecular spe-
cies. Generally, a molecule has many more quantized
vibrational energy levels than it does electronic levels.
Finally. Em""o",' is the energy caused bv various rota-
tional motions within a molecule; again the number
of rotational states is much larger than the number of
vibrational states. Thus, for each electronic energy
state of a molecule, there are normally several possible
vibrational states. For each of these vibrational states,
in turn, numerous rotational states are possible. As a
consequence, the number of possible energy levels for
a molecule is normally orders of magnitude greater
than the number of possible energy levels for an atomic
particle.

Figure 6-24 is a graphical representation of the en-
ergy levels associated with a few of the numerous elec-
tronic and vibrational states of a molecule. The heavy
line labeled Eo represents the electronic cnergy of the
molecule in its ground state (its state of lowest elec-
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tronic energy); the lines labeled E, and E, represent
the energies of two excited electronic states. Several of
the many vibrational energy levels (eo, e" ... , en) are
shown for each of these electronic states.

Figure 6-24 shows that the energy difference be-
tween the ground state and an electronically excited
state is large relative to the energy differences between
vibrational levels in a given electronic state (typically,
the two differ by a factor of 10 to 100),

The arrows in Figure 6-24a depict some of the tran-
sitions that result from absorption of radiation. Visible
radiation causes excitation of an electron from Eo to
any of the n vibrational levels associated with E, (only
five of the n vibrational levels are shown in Figure 6-24),
Potential absorption frequencies are then given by n
equations, each with the form

Similarly, if the second electronic state has m
vibrational levels (four of which are shown), potential
absorption frequencies for ultraviolet radiation are
given by m equations such as

::l
, '

Vibrational i
energy !

IT'!
e, I !
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t, t,
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where i = 1,2, 3, ... , m.
Finally, as shown in Figure 6-24a, the less ener-

getic near- and mid-infrared radiation can bring about
transitions only among the k vibrational levels of
the ground state. Here, k potential absorption fre-
quencies are given by k equations, which may be for-
mulated as

I
Vi = h(E, + e; - Eo)

where i = 1,2,3, ... , n.
where i = 1,2,3, ... , k.

Although they are not shown, several rotational en-
ergy levels are associated with each vibrational level in
Figure 6-24. The energy difference between the rota-
tional energy levels is small relative to the energy differ-
ence between vibrational levels. Transitions between a
ground and an excited rotational state are brought about
by radiation in the 0.01- to l-cm-wavelength range,
which includes microwave and longer-wavelength in-
frared radiation.

fn contrast to atomic absorption spectra, which con-
sist of a series of sharp, well-defined lines, molecular
spectra in the ultraviolet and visible regions are ordi-
narily characterized by absorption regions that often
encQmpass a substantial wavelength range (see Fig-
ure -6-23b, c). Molecular absorption also involves elec-
tronk transitions. As shown by Equations 6-23 and
6-24, however, several closely spaced absorption lines
will be associated with each electronic transition, be-
cause of the existence of numerous vibrational states.
Furthermore, as we have mentioned, many rotational
energy levels are associated with each vibrational state.
As a result, the spectrum for a molecule usually consists
of a series of closely spaced absorption lines that con-
stitute an absorption band, such as those shown for ben-
zene vapor in Figure 6-23b. Unless a high-resolution in-
strument is employed, the individual peaks may not be
detected, and the spectra will appear as broad smooth
peaks such as those shown in Figure 6-23c. Finally, in
the condensed state, and in the prcsence of solvent mol-
ecules, the individual lines tend to broaden even further
to give nearly continuous spectra such as that sh()\vn in
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FIGURE 6-24 Partial energy-level diagrams for a fluorescent organic molecule.
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Figure 6-23d. Solvent effects are considered in later
chapters.

Pure vibrational absorption is observed in the in-
frared region, where the energy of radiation is insuf-
ficient to cause electronic transitions. Such spectra
exhibit narrow, closely spaced absorption peaks that
result from transitions among the various vibrational
quantum levels (see the transition labeled IR at the
bottom of Figure 6-24a). Variations in rotational levels
may give rise to a series of peaks for each vibrational
state; but in liquid and solid samples rotation is often
hindered to such an extent that the effects of these
small energy differences are not usually detected. Pure
rotational spectra for gases can, however, be observed
in the microwave region.

Absorption Induced by a Magnetic Field

When electrons of the nuclei of certain elements are
subjected to a strong magnetic field, additional quan-
tized energy levels can be observed as a consequence
of the magnetic properties of these elementary par-
ticl,,,. The differences in energy between the induced
states are small, and transitions between the states are
brought about only by absorption of long-wavelength
(or low-frequency) radiation. With nuclei, radio waves
ranging from 30 to 500 MHz (A = 1000 to 60 em) are
generally involved; for electrons, microwaves with a fre-
quency of about 9500 MHz (A = 3 em) are absorbed.
Absorption by nuclei or by electrons in magnetic fields
is studied by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques, respectively;
NMR methods are considered in Chapter 19.

Ordinarily, the lifetime of an atom or molecule excited
by absorption of radiation is brief because there are
several relaxation processes that permit its return to
the ground state.

Nonradiative Relaxation
As shown in Figure 6-24b, non radiative relaxation in-
volves the loss of energy in a series of small steps, the
excitation energy being converted to kinetic energy by
collision with other molecules. A minute increase in
the temperature of the system results.

As shown by the blue lines in Figure 6-24c, relax-
ation can also occur by emission of fluorescence radia·
tion. Still other relaxation processes arc discussed in
Chapters IS, 18, and 19.



Fluorescence and Phosphorescence
Relaxation

Fluorescence and phosphorescence are analytically
important emission processes in which species are ex-
cited by absorption of a beam of electromagnetic radi-
ation: radiant emission then occurs as the excited spe-
cies return to the ground state. Fluorescence occurs
more rapidly than phosphorescence and is generally
complete after about 10 -5 S from the time of excita-
tion. Phosphorescence emission takes place over peri-
ods longer than 10 -5 S and may indeed continue for
minutes or even hours after irradiation has ceased.
Fluorescence and phosphorescence are most easilv ob-
served at a 90° angle to the excitation beam. .

Molecular fluorescence is caused by irradiation of
molecules in solution or in the gas phase. As shown
in Figure 6-24a, absorption of radiation promotes the
molecules into any of the several vibrational levels
associated with the two excited electronic levels. The
lifetimes of these excited vibrational states are, how-
ever, only on the order of 10-15 s, which is much smaller
than the lifetimes of the excited electronic states
(10-8 s). Therefore, on the average, vibrational relax-
ation occurs before electronic relaxation. As a conse-
quence, the energy of the emitted radiation is smaller
than that of the absorbed by an amount equal to the vi-
brational excitation energy. For example, for the ab-
sorption labeled 3 in Figure 6-24a, the absorbed energy
is equal to (£2 - £0 + e'; - e;,), whereas the energy of
the fluorescence radiation is again given by (£2 - £0)'
Thus, the emitted radiation has a lower frequency, or
longer wavelength, than the radiation that excited the
fluorescence. This shift in wavelength to lower frequen-
cies is sometimes called the Stokes shift as mentioned in
connection with Raman scattering in Figure 6-1K

Phosphorescence occurs when an excited molecule
relaxes to a metastable excited electronic state (called
the triplet state), which has an average lifetime of
greater than about 10-5 s. The nature of this type of
excited state is discussed in Chapter 15.

6C-7 The Uncertainty Principle

The uncertainty principle was first proposed in 1927 by
Werner Heisenberg, who postulated that nature places
limits on the precision with which certain pairs of phys-
ical measurements can be made. The uncertainty prin-
ciple, which has important and widespread implica-
tions in instrumental analysis, is readily derived from
the principle of superposition, which was discussed in

Section 68-4. Applications of this principle will be
found in several later chapters that deal with spectro-
scopic methods.'

Let us suppose that we wish to determine the fre-
quency VI of a monochromatic beam of radiation by
comparing it with the output of a standard clock, which
is an oscillator that produces a light beam that has a
precisely known frequency of 1'2' To detect and mea-
sure the difference between the known and unknown
frequencies, tJ.v = VI - V" we allow the two beams to
interfere as in Figure 6-5 and determine the time in-
terval for a beat (A to B in Figure 6-5). The minimum
time tJ.t required to make this measurement must be
equal to or greater than the period of one beat, which
as shown in Figure 6-5, is equal to lItJ.v. Therefore, the
minimum time for a measurement is given by

60 QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
OF SPECTROCHEMICAL
MEASUREMENTS

As shown in Table 6-2, spectrochemical methods fall
into four major categories. All four require the mea-
surement of radiant power P, which is the energy of a
beam of radiation that reaches a given area per second.
In modern instruments, radiant power is determined
with a radiation detector that converts radiant cnergy
into an electrical signal S. Generally 5 is a voltage or a
current that ideally is directly proportional to radiant
power. That is,

where k is a constant.
Many detectors exhibit a small, constant response,

known as a dark current, in the absence of radia-
tion. In those cases, the response is described by the
relationship

Note that to determine tJ.v with negligibly small uncer-
tainty, a huge measurement time is required. If the ob-
servation extends over a very short period, the uncer-
tainty will be large.

Let us multiply both sides of Equation 6-25 by
Planck's constant to givc

where kd is the dark current, which is generally small
and constant at least for short periods of time. Spec-
trochemical instruments are usually equipped with a
compensating circuit that reduces kd to zero whenever
measurements are made. With such instruments,
Equation 6-27 then applies.

From Equation 6-17, it is apparent that

tJ.E = htJ.v 60-1 Emission, Luminescence,
and Scattering Methods

As sn<\wnin column 3 of Table 6-2, in emission, lumines-
cence, and scattering methods, the power of the radia-
tion emitted by an analyte after excitation is ordinarily
directly proportional to the analyte concentrationEquation 6-26 is one of several ways of formulating the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The meaning in
words of this eq uation is as follows. If the energy E of
a particle or system of particles - photons, electrons,
neutrons, or protons, for example - is measured for an
exactly known period of time tJ.t, then this energy is
uncertain by at least hi tJ.t. Therefore, the energy of a
particle can be known with zero uncertainty only if it is
observed for an infinite period. For finite periods. the
energy measurement can never be more precise than
hltJ.t. The practical consequences of this limitation will
appear in several of the chapters that follow.

TABLE 6-2 Major Classes of Spectrochemical Methods

Radiant Power Concentration
Class Measured Relationship

Emission Emitted. Pe P, ~ kc

Luminescence Luminescent, PI PI ~ kc

Scattering Scattered, P o;c P~ = kc

Absorption Incident, Po, and -Iog!- = kc
transmitted, P Po

c (Pe = kc). Combining this equation with Equation 6-27
gives

where k' is a constant that can be evaluated by exciting
analyte radiation in one or more standards and by
measuring S. An analogous relationship also applies
for luminescence and scattering methods.

60-2 Absorption Methods

As shown in Table 6-2, quantitative absorption meth-
ods require two power measurements: one before a
beam has passed through the medium that contains the
analyte (Po) and the other after (P). Two terms, which
are widely used in absorption spectrometry and are
related to the ratio of Po and P, are transmittance and
absorbance.

Transmittance

Figure 6-25 depicts a beam of parallel radiation before
and after it has passed through a medium that has a
thicl«less of b cm and a concentration c of an absorb-
ing species. As a consequence of interactions between
the photons and absorbing atoms or molecules, the
power of the beam is attenuated from Po to P. The
transmittance T of the medium is then the fraction of
incident radiation transmitted by the medium:

l'
T = Po

Transmittance is often expressed as a percentage or

%T =!... x 100%
PI)

Tutorial: Learn more about transmittance and
absorbance.

Type of Methods

Atomic emission
Atomic and molecular fluorescence, phosphorescence,
and chemiluminescence
Raman scattering, turbidimetry. and particle sizing



Absorbance

The absorbance A of a medium is defined by the
equation

A - Po- -loglO T = log ,,- (6-32)

Note that, in contrast to transmittance, the absorbance
of a medium increases as attenuation of the beam
becomes greater.

Beer's Law

For monochromatic radiation, absorbance is directly
proportional to the path length b through the medium
and the wncentration c of the absorbing species.
These relationships are given by

~ Tutorial; Learn more about Beer's law.

Absorbing
sol~tion of

concentration c

T~l'-
Po

A = 100 ~
o P

FIGURE 6-25 Attenuation of a beam of radiation by an
absorbing solution. The larger arrow on the incident beam
signifies a higher radiant power than is transmitted by the
solution. The path length of the absorbing solution is h,
and the concentration is c.
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where a is a proportionality constant called the ab-
sorptivity. The magnitude of a depends on the units
used for band c. For solutions of an absorbing species,
b IS often given m centimeters and c in grams per liter.
AbsorptiVity then has units of L g-I cm-I.

When the concentration in Equation 6-33 is ex-
pressed in moles per liter and the cell length is in cen-
timeters, the absorptivity is called the molar absorptiv-
uy and ISgiven the special symbol €. Thus, when b is in
centimeters and c is in moles per liter,

FIGURE 6-27 Readout for an inexpensive photometer. Most modem photometers convert the
results directly to absorbance in hardware or software.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

6-1 Define
(a) coherent radiation
(b) dispersion of a transparent substance
(c) anomalous dispersion
(d) work function of a substance
(e) photoelectric effect
(f) ground state of a molecule
(g) electronic excitation
(h) blackbody radiation
(i) fluorescence
(j) phosphorescence
(k) resonance fluorescence
(I) photon
(m) absorptivity
(n) wavenumber
(0) relaxation
(p) Stokes shift

meter S is described by Equation 6-28. Note that the
meter has a linear scale that extends from 0 to 100.

To make such an instrument direct reading in per-
cent transmittance, two preliminary adjustments are
made; the 0% T, or dark current, adjustment, and the
100% T adjustment. The 0% Tadjustment is made with
the detector screened from the source by closing the
mechanical shutter. Any small dark current in the de-
tector is nulled electrically until the needle of the de-
tector reads zero.

The 100% T adjustment is made with the shutter'
open and with the solvent cell in the light path. Usu-
ally, the solvent is contained in a cell that is as nearly as
possible identical to the cell that contains the sample.
The 100% T adjustment with this instrument involves
varying the power of the beam by means of the vari-

where € has the units L mol-1 em-I
Equations 6-33 and 6-34 are ex~ressions of Beer's

law, which serves as the basis for quantitative analyses
by both atomic and molecular absorption measure-
ments. The~e are certain limitations to the applicabil-
Ity of Beer s law, and these are discussed in detail in
Section 13B-2.

Measurement of Transmittance
and Absorbance

Figure 6-26 is a schematic of a simple instrument called
a photometer, which is used for measuring the trans-
~lttance and absorbance of aqueous solutions with a
filtered beam of visible radiation. Here, the radiation
from a tungsten bulb passes through a colored glass
filter that restncts the radiation to a limited band of
contiguous wavelengths. The beam then passes
through a vanahle dtaphragm that permits adjustment
of the power of the radiation that reaches the trans-
parent cell that contains the sample. A shutter can be
Imposed in front of the diaphragm that completely
blocks the heam. With the shutter open, the radiation
Impmges on a photoelectric transducer that converts
the radiant energy of the beam to a direct current that
lS measured with a microammeter. The output of the

0501,eOI
cell

o, ~
~

able diaphragm; in some instruments, the same effect
is realized by varying the radiant output of the source
electrically. The radiant power that reaches the detec-
tor is then varied until the meter reads exactly 100.
Effectively, this procedure sets Po in Equation 6-31 at
100%. When the solvent is replaced by the cell that
contains the sample, the scale then indicates the per-
cent transmittance directly, as shown by the equation

%T = ~ x 100% = _P- x.1OO%" = P
Po .100%"

An absorbance scale can also be scribed on the readout
devi~e. As shown in Figure 6-27, such a scale will be
nonlinear. Modern photometers linearize the readout
by conversion to a logarithmic function as discussed in
Section 13D.



*6-2 Calculate the frequency in hertz, the energy in joules, and the encrgy in electron
volts of an X-ray photon with a wavelength of 6.24 A.

*6-3 Calculate the frequcncy in hertz, the wavenumber, the energy in joules, and the
energy in kllmol associated with the 3.517 flm vibrational absorption band of an
aliphatic ketone.

*6-4 Calculate the wavelength and the energy in joules associated with an NMR signal
at 368 MHz.

*6-5 Calculate the velocity, frequcncy, and wavelength of the sodium D line (A =

589 nm) as light from this source passes through a species whose refractive
index, no, is 1.09.

*6-6 When the D line of sodium light impinges an air-diamond interface at an angle of
incidence of 30.0°, the angle of refraction is 11.9°. What is no for diamond?

*6-7 What is the wavelength of a photon that has three times as much energy as that of
a photon whose wavelength is 779 nm?

*6-8 The silver iodide bond energy is approximately 255 kllmol (AgI is one of the pos-
sible active components in photogray sunglasses). What is the longest wavelength
of light that is capable of breaking the bond in silver iodide?

*6-9 Cesium is used extensively in photocells and in television cameras because it has
the lowest ionization energy of all the stable elements.
(a) What is the maximum kinetic energy of a photoelectron ejected from cesium

by 555 nm light? Note that if the wavelength of the light used to irradiate the
cesium surface becomes longer than 660 nm, no photoelectrons are emitted.

(b) Use the rest mass of the electron to calculate the velocity of the photoelec-
tron in (a).

*6-10 The Wien displacement law for blackbody radiators states that the product of
temperature in kelvin and the wavelength of maximum emission is a constant
k (k = T· Am,,)' Calculate the wavelength of maximum emission for a Globar
infrared source operated at 1800 K. Use the data in Figure 6-22 for the Nernst
glower for the evaluation of the constant.

*6-11 Calculate the wavelength of
(a) the sodium line at 589 nm in honey, which has a refractive index of 1.50.
(b) the output of a ruby laser at 694.3 when it is passing through a piece of

quartz, which has a refractive index of 1.55.

*6-12 Calculate the reflection loss when a beam of radiant energy passes through an
empty quartz cell assuming the refractive index of quartz is 1.55.

6-13 Explain why the wave model for radiation cannot account for the photoelectric
effect.

*6-14 Convert the following absorbance data into percent transmittance:
(a) 0.278 (b) 1.499 (c) 0039

*6-15 Convert the following percent transmittance data into absorbance:
(a) 299 (b) 86.1 (c) 2.97

*6-16 Calculate the percent transmittance of solutions with half the absorbance of those
in Problem 6-14.

*6-17 Calculate the absorbance of solutions with half the percent transmittance of those
in Problem 6-15.

*6-18 A solution that was 3.78 X 10-3 M in X had a transmittance of 0.212 when mea-
sured in a 2.00-cm cell. What concentration of X would be required for the
transmittance to be increased by a factor of 3 when a 1.00-cm cell was used?

*6-19 A compound had a molar absorptivity of 3.03 x 10.1L cm-I mol-I. What concen-
tration of the compound would be required to produce a solution that has a trans-
mittance of 9.53% in a 2.50-cm cell?

~ Challenge Problem

6-20 One of the watershed events in the development of physics and chemistry was
the appearance of Einstein's landmark paper explaining the photoelectric effect,
establishing the corpuscular nature of light, and leading to the modern view of
the wave-particle duality of the microscopic realm.
(a) Look up Millikan's paper on the photoelectric effect, and describe how he

characterized Einstein's work.6
(b) In Section 6C-l we described how measurements of the stopping voltage in

a photo tube as a function of frequency can be used to determine Planck's
constant. Describe and discuss three experimental diffic!ulties in the determi-
nation of the Planck constant by this method. You may find the paper by
Keesing 7 useful in this discussion.

(c) Use the data in Table III of Millikan's paper to determine the stopping poten-
tial as a function of wavelength at 433.9, 404.7, 365.0, 312.5, and 253.5 nm.

(d) Enter these data into an Excel spreadsheet, and perform a least-squares
analysis of the data to determine Planck's constant and its uncertainty. Com-
pare your results to those of Millikan, and discuss any differences.

(e) One of the difficulties that you discovered in (b) and (c) is related to the de-
termination of the stopping potential. Knudsen 8 has described a method
based on the following normalized equations ':

41Tmk2T' ( e" e.18 )
"'(8) = --h-'- e' - 2.' + 3' - ...

where "'(8) is normalized photocurrent and 8 is the normalized retarding
voltage in units of kT. Create a spreadsheet, and generate a plot of
<1>(8)= log "'(8) versus [; for 56 values in the range [; = - 5 to 8 = 50. Also
plot the following normalized data collected at 365.015 nm.

~R. A. r-.1illikan. I'hys. Rt'v, 1918. 7, )55
, R. G. K-:csing, Eur. 1. Ph}'.I'., 1981, 2. 139.
"A. W. Knudsen. Am. 1. Phys., 1983.8.725.
9R. H. Fo\\'[er, Phrs. ReL, 193L 38, 45.



o,kT logq,fo)

33.2~ 017
33.87 0.33
3~72 0.53
3SA6 079
36.20 0.99
36.93 120
37.67 1.39
38.41 1.58
40.43 1.97
42.3~ 2.27
44.25 2.47

46.16 2.64
47.97 2.77
49.99 2.89
51.90 3.01
53.82 3.10
55.63 3.19
57.65 3.25

59.56 3.33
61.48 3.38
63.29 3.44

65.31 3.51
67.23 3.54
69.04 3.60

(h) Planck's constant is no longer determined by measurements on photocells.
How is it determined? 10 What other fundamental constants depend on
Planck's constant? What are the current values of these constants, and what
are their uncertainties"

(i) Least-squares procedures can be used to adjust the values of the fundamental
constants so that they are internally consistent.1' Describe how this procedure
might be accomplished. How does an improvement in the quality of the mea-
surement of one constant such as Avogadro's number affect the values of the
other constants?

(j) Over the past several decades, much effort has been expended in the determi-
nation of the values of the fundamental constants. Why is this effort impor-
tant in analytical chemistry, or why is it not? What measurable quantities in
analytical chemistry depend on the values of the fundamental constants?
Why are these efforts important to science and to the world at large" Com-
ment critically on the return on the investment of time and effort that has
gone into the determination of the fundamental constants.

Print two copies of the plot in full-page format, and overlay the two copies
over a hght source. Determine the stopping potential at 365.015 nm as de-
scnbed by Knudsen. Compareyour result with his result in the table in (f).
Perform a least-squares analySISof the data in the following table to deter-
mme Planck's constant. Compare these results to those of Millikan and your
results from (c). Rallonahze any differences in thc results in terms of experi-
mental differences and other fundamental considerations.

A,nm kT V

435.834 56.7 [,473
40~.656 48.1 1.249
365.015 35.4 0.919
334.14K 23.4 0.608
313.170 14.0 0.364
296.728 5.8 0.151
289.36 1.3 0.034

(g) There is an element of circular reasoning in the Knudsen procedure. Describe
and diSCUSScfItIcally the use of the curve-matching process to determine the
stoppmg potential.



Components
of Optical
Instruments

Inst".uments for ,th..e ultraVl.·ol.et(UV), V.•..£Sible, and
infrared (IR) regions have ~nough features in

common that they are often called optical in-
struments even tholJ.gh the hiJ.man o/e it not sensi-

tive to ultraviolet otinfraredrpavelengths. In this

chapter, .we consider the function, the r~quire-
ments, o,nd the behavior of the. components of in-

struments for optical spectroscopy for all three
types ofradiation,lflstrumentsfor spectroscopic

studies in regions more energetic than the ultravio-
let and less energetic than the infrared have char-

acteristics that differ substantial~y from optical
instruments and are considered separately in
Chapters 12 and 19.

rJ'l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
~ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

7A GENERAL DESIGNS OF
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

(5)

(3~SamPle r---... (4!.:J-I'lo01l.=J---+-l Detector

. ...
(I)

CfiJ-Optical spectroscopic methods are based on six phe-
nomena: (1) absorption, (2) fluorescence. (3) phospho-
rescence, (4) scattering, (5) emission. and (6) chemilu-
minescence. Although the instruments for measuring
each differ somewhat in configuration. most of their ba-
sic components are remarkably similar. Furthermore,
the required properties of these components are the
same regardless of whether they are applied to the ul-
traviolet, visible. or infrared portion of the spectrum.!

Typical spectroscopic instruments contain five com-
ponents: (1) a stable source of radiant energy: (2) a
transparent container for holding the sample; (3) a de-
vice that isolates a restricted region of the spectrum for
measurement '; (4) a radiation detector, which converts
radiant energy to a usable electrical signal; and (5) a
signal processor and readout, which displays the trans-
duced signal on a meter scale, a computer screen, a
digital meter, or another recording device. Figure 7-1
illustrates the three ways these components are config-
ured to carry out the six types of spectroscopic mea-
surements mentioned earlier. The figure also shows
that components (1), (4), and (5) are arranged in the
same way for each type of measurement.

The first two instrumental configurations, which are
used for the measurement of absorption, fluorescence,
and phosphorescence, require an external source of
radiant energy. For absorption, the beam from the
source passes into the wavelength selector and then
through the sample, although in some instruments the
positions of the selector and sample are reversed. For
fluorescence and phosphorescence, the source induces
the sample, held in a container, to emit characteristic
radiation, which is usually measured at an angle of 90°
with respect to the source.

IS)

14) 1~1I~'~
M,·,··.·· .... ,~ Ie..

(5)

(4) lo~1EJ-.-'
.- -, .. ',- ...

(e)

FIGURE7-1 Components of various types of instruments for optical spectroscopy. In (a),
the arrangement for absorption measurements is shown. Note that source radiation of the
selected wavelength is sent through the sample, and the transmitted radiation is measured
by the detector-signal processing-readout unit. With some instruments, the position of the
sample and wavelength selector is reversed. In (b), the configuration for fluorescence mea-
surements is shown. Here, two wavelength selectors are needed to select the excitation
and emission wavelengths. The selected source radiation is incident on the sample and the
radiation emitted is measured, usually at right angles to avoid scattering. In (c), the configura-
tion for emission spectroscopy is shown. Here, a source of thermal energy, such as a flame or
plasma, produces an analy1evapor that emits radiation isolated by the wavelength selector
and converted to an electrical signal by the detector.

1 For a more complete discussion of the component~ of optical instruments,
see 1. Lindon, G. Tram.:r. 1. Holmes, cds .. !:'llcydopeJia of Specrro.>copy
and Spectrometry, Vols. 1-3. San Diego: Acad~mic Press. 2000: J. \\:. Robill-
slm, cd., Pracliwl Handhook ufSpectroscoP:I', Buca Raton, fL: eRr Press.
1\)91; E, J. ~1cchan, in Trelllise on AnalvIlc,ll Chemistry, P. 1. Elving. E. 1.
Meehan. and L M. Kolthll(f. eds" Part!. Vol. 7. Chap. 3. New York:-\\,iky,
19,s1; 1. D, Ingle Jr. and S. R. Crouch. SpeC/l'Oellemlwl Arwlrsls. Chaps. J
and~. Upper S<lddlt' River. NJ: Prentice HaiL 19SH.
"Fourier transform instruments, which are discusst'd in Section 71-3,
require no wavekngth sekctioo de\'ice but instead use a frequ~ncy murlu-
lalnr that prm'iJL's spectral data III a form that can be int<:rprL't~j by a
mathematical technique calkd a Fourier transformation

Emission spectroscopy and chemiluminescence
spectroscopy differ from the other types in that no ex-
ternal radiation source is required; the sample itself
is the emitter (see Figure 7-1c). [n emission spec-
troscopy. the sample container is a plasma. a spark, or
a flame that both contains the sample and causes it to

emit characteristic radiation. In chemiluminescence
spectroscopy, the radiation source is a solution of the
analyte plus reagents held in a transparent sample
holder. Emission is brought about by energy released
in a chemical reaction in which the analyte takes part
directly or indirectly



Spectral region VAC UV Visible Ncar IR IR Far IR

(a) Materials for Lithium fluoride

cells, windo\\.'s, I I
lenses, and

f-
Fused sIlica or quartz

pnsms r---
I I

CorC)( glass

Silicate glass

NaCI

KBr

I
TlBr or TII

ZnSe

(b) Wavelength
Fluorite prism
f---------

selectors
Fused silica or quartz prism

G1'ass p!ism

Continuum

I
NaCI prism

KBrprism

3000 lines/mm Gratings SO Iines/mm

Interference wedge

{
I ,

Interference filters

Discontinuous
Glass filters

Spectral region VAC lTV Visible Near lR lR Far tR

(a) Sources ~
Xc lamp

H, or 0, lam~

~~
Continuum Tungsten lamp

I--
I

I

Nernst glov.'er (Zr02 + y 20)

I
Nichrome wire (Ni + Cr)

I I
Globar (SiC)

{ Hollow cathode lamps

Line I

Lasers
--!

(b) Detectors Photographic plate

Photomultiplier lUbe

Phorotube

Photon
Photocell

detectors Silicon diode

Charge-t
1
ransfer det~ctor

,

Photoconductor

Thermocouple (voltage) or bolometer (resistance)

Golay pneumatic cell
-

Thermal Pyr~electric cell (capacitance).~ detectors

Figures 7-2 and 7-3 summarize the optical charac-
teristics of all the components shown in Figure 7-1 with
the exception of the signal processor and readou\.
Note that instrument components differ in detail, de-
pending on the wavelength region within which thev
arc to be used. Their design also depends on whethe'r
the instrument is to be used primarily for qualitative Or
quantitative analysis and on whether it is to be applied
to atomic or molecular spectroscopy. Nevertheless. the
general function and performance requirements of

each type of component are similar, regardless of
wavelength region and application.

cally, the radiant power of a source varies exponentially
with the voltage of its powcr supply. Thus, a regulated
power source is almost always needed to provide the re-
quired stability. Alternatively, the problem of source
stability can sometimes bc circumvented by double-
beam designs in which the ratio of the signal from the
sample to that of the source in the absence of sample
serves as the analytical variahle. In such designs. the in-
tensities of the two beams arc measured simultaneously
or nearly simullaneouslv so that the effect of fluetua-
tions in the souree output is largely canceled.

To he suitable for spectroscopic studies, a source must
generate a heam with sufficient radiant power for easy
detection and measurement. In addition. its output
power should be stable for reasonable periods. Typi-

Figure 7-3a lists the most widely used spectroscopic
sources. Note that these sources are of two types: con-
tinuum sources, which emit radiation that changes in
intensity only slowly as a function of wavelength, and
line sources, which emit a limited number of lines, or
bands of radiation. each of which spans a limited range
of wavelenglhs.

Jiaorial: Learn more ahout optical materials and
sources.



Continuum sources find widespread use in absorption
and fluorescence spectroscopy. For the UV region.
the most common source is the deuterium lamp.
High-pressure, gas-filled arc lamps that contain argon.
xenon, or mercury are used when a particularly intense
source is required. For the visible region of the spec-
trum, a tungsten filament lamp is used almost univer-
sally. The common infrared sources are inert solids
heated to 1500 to 2000 K, a temperature at which the
maximum radiant output occurs at 1.5 to 1.9 flm (see
Figure 6-22). Details on the construction and behav-
ior of these various continuum sources appear in the
chapters dealing with specific types of spectroscopic
methods.

Sources that emit a few discrete lines find wide use in
atomic absorption spectroscopy, atomic and molecular
fluorescence spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy
(refractometry and polarimetry also use line sources).
The familiar mercury and sodium vapor lamps provide
a relatively few sharp lines in the ultraviolet and visible
regions and are used in several spectroscopic instru-
ments. Hollow-cathode lamps and electrodeless dis-
charge lamps are the most important line sources for
atomic absorption and fluorescence methods. Discus-
sion of such sources is deferred to Section 9B-1.

Lasers are highly useful sources in analytical instru-
mentation because of their high intensities, their nar-
row bandwidths, and the coherent nature of their out-
puts.' The first laser was described in 1960. Since that
time, chemists have found numerous lIseful applica-
tions for these sources in high-resolution spectroscopy,
in kinetic studies of processes with lifetimes in the ran~e
of 10 -9 to 10-12 s, in the detection and determination ~f
extremely small concentrations of species in the atmo-

·'For a more complete discussion of lasers. see \\"- T Silfvast. Laser Fun-
damemah. 2nd ed .. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press. 2UfW; D. L An-
drews and A. A Demido\". eds., An Introdtlctio!l to Laser Specfruscup.\",
2nd cd., Ne\v York: Plenum. 2002; G. R. Van Heeke and K. K. Karukstis.
A Guide [0 Lasers in Chemistf\!. Boston: Jones and Bartlett. 199H:
D. L. Andrews. ed .. Lasers ill Chemistrr. 3rd ed .. New York: Springer-
Verlag J 997

sphere, and in the induction of isotopically selective
reactions.' In addition. laser sources have become im-
portant in several routine analytical methods, including
Raman spectroscopy, molecular absorption spec-
troscopy. emission spectroscopy, and as part of instru-
ments for Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.

The term laser is an acronym for light amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation. Because of their
light-amplifying characteristics, lasers produce spa-
tially narrow (a few hundredths of a micrometer), ex-
tremely intense beams of radiation. The process of
stimulated emission, which will be described shortly,
produces a beam of highly monochromatic (band-
widths of 0,01 nm or less) and remarkably coherent
(Section 6B-6) radiation. Because of these unique
properties, lasers have become important sources for
use in the UV, visible, and IR regions of the spectrum.
A limitation of early lasers was that the radiation from
a given source was restricted to a relatively few discrete
wavelengths or lines. Now, however, dye lasers are avail-
able that provide narrow b;lllds of radiation at any cho-
sen wavelength within a somewhat limited range of the
source.

Components of Lasers

Figure 7-4 is a schematic representation that shows the
components of a typical laser source. The heart of the
device is the lasing medium. It may be a solid crystal
such as ruby, a semiconductor such as gallium arsenide,
a solution of an organic dye, or a gas such as argon or
krypton. The lasing material is often activated, or
pumped, by radiation from an external source so that a
few photons of proper energy will trigger the formation
of a cascade of photons of the same energy. Pumping
can also be accomplished by an electrical current or bv
an electrical discharge. Thus, gas lasers usually do IH;t
have the external radiation source shown in Figure 7-4;
instead, the power supply is connected to a pair of elec-
trodes contained in a cell filled with the gas.

A laser normally functions as an oscillator, or a res-
onator, in the sense that the radiation produced by the
lasing action is caused to pass back and forth through
the medium numerous times by means of a pair of mir-
rors as shown in Figure 7-4. Additional photons are

'For reVieWS (If S,lmc of thc:se applicatIOns, se~ J C. \\:right and M. J
Wirth, Anal. Chem .. 19841.52.988:-\., lO87A; 1. K. Srcehler,). Chern. Educ.,
1990.67

• :\37: C P. Christellsen. Scimce. 1984, 1N, 117: R. N. Zare, Sci-
ence. 1984. nt), 1198: E. \\'. Findsend <:mJ M. R Ondrias. 1. Chern Educ.
19M(J,03. ,P9:;\. Schawlow. SCIence, 1982,217.9
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generated with each passage, thus leading to enormous
amplification. The repeated passage also produces a
beam that is highly parallel, because nonparallel radi-
ation escapes from the sides of the medium after being
reflected a few times (see Figure 7-4). One of the easi-
est ways to obtain a usable laser beam is to coat one of
the mirrors with a sufficiently thin layer of reflecting
material so that a fraction of the beam is transmitted
rather than reflected.

Mechanism of Laser Action

To illustrate laser action, we will consider a molecu-
lar system. Many lasers are, however, atomic or ionic
lasers, and although the mechanisms for these lasers are
similar to those for molecular lasers, the details are
somewhat different. Laser action can be understood by
considering the four processes depicted in Figure 7-5:
(a) pumping, (b) spontaneous emission (fluorescence),
(c) stimulated emission, and (d) absorption. In this fig-
ure, we show the behavior of two of the many molecules
that make up the lasing medium. Two of the several
electronic energy levels of each are shown as having en-
ergie; E~.and Ex. Note that the higher electronic state
for eaeh molecule has several slightly different vibra-
tional energy levels depicted as E" E;, E~,and so forth. •
We have not shown additional levels for the lower elec-
tronic state, although such levels usually exist. Note that
He-Ne, Ar', ruby, Nd-YAG, or other atomic or ionic
lasers do not have vibrational levels; instead, these las-
ing media have other electronic states.

Pumping. Pumping, which is necessary for laser action,
is a process by which the active species of a laser is ex-
cited by means of an electrical discharge, passage of an
electrical current, or exposure to an intense radiant
source. During pumping in a molecular system, several
of the higher electronic and vibrational energy levels

lQ:] Simulation: Learn more ahout how lasers work.

of the active species are populated. In diagram (1) of
Figure 7-5a, one electron is shown as being promoted
to an energy state E~; the second is excited to the
slightly higher vibrational level E~: The lifetime of an
excited vibrational state is brief, so'after 10-13 to 10 -15 s,
the electron relaxes to the lowest excited vibrational
level [E,. in Figure 7-5a(3)] and an undetectable quan-
tity of heat is produced. Some excited electronic states
of laser materials have lifetimes considerably longer
(often 1 ms or more) than their excited vibrational
counterparts; long-lived states are sometimes termed
metastable as a consequence.

Spontaneous Emission. As was pointed out in the dis-
cussion of fluorescence (Section 6C-5), a species in an
excited electronic state may lose all or part of its excess
energy by spontaneous emission of radiation. This
process is depicted in the three diagrams shown in Fig-
ure 7-5b. Note that the wavelength of the fluorescence
radiation is given by the relationship A = he/(E,. - Exl,
where h is Planck's constant and c is the speed of light.
It is also important to note that the instant at which
emission occurs and the path of the resulting photon
vary from excited molecule to excited molecule be-
cause spontaneous emission is a random process; thus,
the fluorescence radiation produced by one of the spe-
cies in Figure 7-5b(l) differs in direction and phase
from that produced by the second species in Figure 7-
5b(2). Spontaneous emission, therefore, yields inco-
herent monochromatic radiation.

Stimulated Emission. Stimulated emission, which is
the basis of laser behavior, is depicted in Figure 7-5c.
Here, the excited laser species are struck by photons
that have precisely the same energies (E, - Ex! as the
photons produced by spontaneous emission. Collisions
of this type cause the excited species to relax immedi-
ately to the lower energy state and to simultaneously
emit a photon of exactly the same energy as the pho-
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FIGURE 7-6 Passage of radiation through (a) a noninverted population and (b) an inverted
population created by excitation of electrons into virtual states by an external energy source
(pumping).

state is identical to that attained in Figure 7-5a(3) by
pumping.
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Population Inversion and Light Amplification

To have light amplification in a laser, the number of
photons produced by stimulated emission must exceed
the number lost by absorption. This condition prevails
only when the number of particles in the higher energy
state exceeds the number in the lower; in other words,
there must be a population inversion from the normal
distribution of energy states. Population inversions arc
creai~d by pumping.' Figure 7-6 contrasts the effect of
incoming radiation on a noninverted population with
that of an inverted one. In each case, nine molecules of •
the laser medium arc in the two states E, and E,..In the
noninvertcd system, three molecules are in the excited
state and six are in the lower energy level. The medium
absorbs three of the incoming photons to produce three
additional excited molecules, which subsequently relax
very rapidly to the ground state without aehieving a
steady-state population inversion. The radiation may
also stimulate emission of two photons from excited
molecules resulting in a net attenuation of the beam by
one photon. As shown in Figure 7-6b, pumping two
molecules into virtual states En followed by relaxation
to E, creates a population inversion between E, and E,.
Thus, the diagram shows six electrons in state E, and
only three electrons in E". In the inverted system, stim-

~ -r
f\ f\ - :\.,J :

-- 4-

(dl Absorption

FIGURE 7·5 Four processes important in laser action: (a) pumping (excitation by electrical,
radIant, or chemical energy), (b) spontaneous emission, (c) stimulated emission, and
(d) absorption.

ton that stimulated the process. Equally important, the
emitted photon travels in exactly the same direction
and is precisely in phase with the photon that caused
the emission. Therefore, the stimulated emission is to-
tally coherent with the incoming radiation.

Absorption. The absorption process, which com-
petes with stimulated emission, is depicted in Fig-
ure 7-5d. Here, two photons with energies exactly equal
to (E, ~ E,) are absorbed to produce the metastable
excited state shown in Figure 7-5d(3); note that this

f\/\.r'M.r
~'-E'F:st

Four level transition

FIGURE 7-7 Energy level diagrams for two types of laser
systems.

ulated emission prevails over absorption to produce a
net gain in emitted photons. Light amplification, or
lasing, then occurs.

Three- and Four-Level Laser Systems

Figure 7-7 shows simplified energy diagrams for the
two common types of laser systems. In the three-level
system, the transition responsible for laser radiation is
between an excited state E, and the ground state Eo;
in a four-level system, on the other hand. radiation is
generated by a transition from E, to a state E, that has
a greater energy than the ground state. Furthermore,
it is necessary that transitions between E, and the



ground state be rapid. The advantage of the four-level
system is that the population inversions essential for
laser action are achieved more easily than in three-
level systems. To understand this advantage, note that
at room temperature a large majority of the laser spe-
cies will be in the ground-state energy level Eo in both
systems. Sufficient energy must thus be provided to
convert more than 50% of the lasing species to the E,
level of a three-level system. [n a four-level system, it is
only necessary to pump sufficiently to make the num-
ber of particles in the E, energy level exceed the num-
ber in E,. The lifetime of a particle in the E, state is
brief, however, because the transition to Eo is fast;
thus, the number in the E, state is generally negligible
relative to the number that has energy Eo and also
(with a modest input of pumping energy) with respect
to the number in the Ey state. Therefore, the four-level
laser usually achieves a population inversion with a
small expenditure of pumping energy.

Some Examples of Useful Lasers

Several different types of lasers have been used in an-
alytical chemistryS

Solid State Lasers. The first successful laser, and one
that is still used, is a three-level device in which a ruby
crystal is the active medium. Ruby is primarily AI,O,
but contains approximately 0.05% chromium(III) dis-
tributed among the aluminum(lIl) lattice sites, which
accounts for the red coloration. The chromium(III)
ions are the active lasing material. In early lasers, the
ruby was machined into a rod about 4 cm long and
0.5 cm in diameter. A flash tube (often a low-pressure
xenon lamp) was coiled around the cylinder to pro-
duce intense flashes of light (A = 694.3 nm). Because
the f1ashlamp was pulsed, a pulsed beam was pro-
duced. Continuous-wave (CW) ruby sources are now
available.

The Nd- YAG laser is one of the most widely used
solid-state lasers. The lasing medium consists of neo-
dymium ion in a host crystal of yttrium aluminum gar-
net. This system offers the advantage of being a four-
level laser, which makes it much easier to achieve
population inversion than with the ruby laser. The Nd-
YAG laser has a very high radiant power output at 1064
nm, which is usually frequency doubled (see page 175)

to give an intense line at 532 nm. This radiation can be
used for pumping tunable dye lasers.

Gas Lasers, A variety of gas lasers is available com-
mercially. These devices are of four types: (1) neutral
atom lasers such as He-Ne; (2) ion lasers in which the
active species is Ar+ or Kr+; (3) molecular lasers in
which the lasing medium is CO, or N,; and (4) excimer
lasers. The helium-neon laser is the most widely en-
countered of all lasers because of its low initial and
maintenance costs, its great reliability, and its low
power consumption. The most important of its output
lines is at 632.8 nm. It is generally operated in a con-
tinuous mode rather than a pulsed mode.

The argon ion laser, which produces intense lines in
the green (514.5 nm) and the blue (488.0 nm) regions, is
an important example of an ion laser. This laser is a
four-level device in which argon ions are formed by an
electrical or radio-frequency discharge. The required
input energy is high because the argon atoms must first
be ionized and then excited from their ground state,
with a principal quantum number of 3, to various 4p
states. Lasing occurs when the excited ions relax to
the 45 state. The argon ion laser is used as a source in
fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy because of the
high intensity of its lines.

The nitrogen laser is pumped with a high-voltagc
spark source that provides a momentary (I to 5 ns)
pulse of current through the gas. The excitation creates
a population inversion that decays very quickly by
spontaneous emission because the lifetime of the ex-
cited state is quite short relative to the lifetime of the
lower level. The result is a short (a few nanoseconds)
pulse of intense (up to I MW) radiation at 337.1 nm.
This output is used for exciting fluorescence in a variety
of molecules and for pumping dye lasers. The carbon
dioxide gas laser is used to produce monochromatic in-
frared radiation at 10.6 f1m.

Excimer lasers contain a gaseous mixture of helium,
fluorine, and one of the rare gases argon, krypton,
or xenon. The rare gas is electronically excited by a
current followed by reaction with fluorine to form ex-
cited species such as ArP, KrF*, or XeP. which arc
called excimers because they are stable only in the ex-
cited state. Because the exeimer ground state is unsta-
ble, rapid dissociation of the compounds occurs as they
relax while giving off a photon. Thus, there is a popula-
tion inversion as long as pumping is carried on. Exeimer
lasers produce high-energy pulses in the ultraviolet
(351 nm for XeF, 248 nm for KrF, and 193 nm for ArF).
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Dye Lasers, Dye lasers· have become important radia-
tion sources in analytical chemistry because they are
continuously tunable over a range of 20 to 50 nm. By
changing dyes, the wavelength range of a dye laser can
be arranged to be quite broad. The bandwidth of a tun-
able dye laser is typically a few hundredths of a nano-
meter or less. The active materials in dye lasers are so-
lutions of organic compounds capable of fluorescing in
the ultraviolet, visible, or infrared regions. Dye lasers
are four-level systems. In contrast to the other lasers of
this type that we have considered, however, the lower
energy level for laser action (E, in Figure 7-6b) is not
a single energy but a band of energies that arise from
the superposition of a large number of closely spaced
vibr'llional and rotational energy states on the base
electrohic energy state. Electrons in Ey may then un-
derg() transitions to any of these states, thus producing.
photons of slightly different energies. Tuning of dye
lasers can be readily accomplished by replacing the
nontransmitting mirror shown in Figure 7-4 with a re-
flection grating or a Fabry-Perot etalon (see page 177)
that reflects only a narrow bandwidth of radiation
into the laser medium; the peak wavelength can be
varied by the grating or tilting the etalon. Emission is
then stimulated for only part of the fluorescence spec-
trum, namely, the wavelength selected by the mono-
chromator. Depending on the pump source, dye lasers
can be operated in either the pulsed or the CW mode.

~For furrher information, see M. Stuke, cd .. D.l,'e Lasen-: TI1'cnly-Fi\'e
Years, New York: Springer. 1992: F. 1. Duarte and L. W. Hillman. Ore
Laser Principles l\'ith Applicarions. San Diego: Elsevier. 1\}90

Semiconductor Diode Lasers. An increasingly impor-
tant source of nearly monochrolT\atic radiation is the
laser diode. 7 Laser diodes are products of modern semi-
conductor technology. We can understand their mecha-
nism of operation by considering the electrical conduc-
tion characteristics of various materials as illustrated in
Figure 7-8. A good conductor, such as a metal, consists
of a regular arrangement of atoms immersed in a sea
of valence electrons. Orbitals on adjacent atoms over-
lap to form the valence band, which is essentially a mo-
lecular orbital over the entire metal containing the va-
lence electrons of all of the atoms. Empty outer orbitals
overlap to form the conduction band, which lies at a
slightly higher energy than the valence band. The dif-
ference in energy between the valence band and the
conduction band is the band-gap energy Eg. Because
the band-gap energy is so small in conductors (see Fig-
ure 7-8a), electrons in the valence band easily acquire
sufficient thermal energy to be promoted to the con-
duction band, thus providing mobile charge carriers for
conduction.

[n contrast, insulators have relatively large band-
gap energies. and as a result, electrons in the valence
band are unable to acquire enough thermal energy to
make the transition to the conduction band. Thus, in-
sulators do not conduct electricity (see Figure 7-8c).
Semiconductors. such as silicon or germanium, have

"M. G. D. Bauman. 1. C. Wrighl, A. B. Ellis. T. Kuech. and G. C. Lisensky,
1. Chern. Educ .. 1992.69. 89: T. Imasaka and N. lshibashi. Anal. Chern.,
1990.62. 363A: R. L Beyer. Science. 1989.239.742: K. Niemax. A, Zybin.
C Schntircr-Palschan. and H Groll. Arlal. Cht'n1., 19%. oR. J51 A.



FIGURE 7-9 A distributed Bragg-reftector laser diode. (From D. W. Nam and R. G. Waarts, Laser
Focus World, 1994, 30 (8),52. Reprinted with permission of PennWellPublishing Company.)

intermediate hand-gap energies so that their conduc-
tion characteristics are intermediate hetween conduc-
tors and insulators (see Figure 7-8h). We should note
that whether a material is a semiconductor or an insu-
lator depends not only on the hand-gap cnergy but also
on the temperaturc of operation and the excitation en-
ergy of the material, which is related to the voltage ap-
plied to the material.

When a voltage is impressed across a semiconduc-
tor diode in the forward direction (see Section 2C-2),
electrons are excited into the conduction band, hole-
electron pairs are created, and the diode conducts. Ul-
timately, some of these electrons relax and go hack into
the valence band, and energy is released that corre-
sponds to the band-gap energy Eg = hv. Some of the en-
ergy is released in the form of electromagnetic radia-
tion of frequency v = E,Ih. Diodes that are fahricated
to enhance the production of light are called light-
emilting diodes, or LEOs. Light -emitting diodes are of-
ten made of gallium arsenic phosphide, which has a
band-gap energy that corresponds to a wavelength
maximum Am of 650 nm. Diodcs of this type find wide
use as indicators and readouts in electronic instru-
ments. Diodes made from gallium aluminum arsenide
(Am = 900 nm), gallium phosphide (Am = 550 nm), gal-
lium nitride (Am = 465 nm), and indium gallium nitride
(Am = 450 nm) are widely available. LEOs are widely
used in simple photometers and other photometric
detectors as described in Section 130-1.

In reccnt years, semiconductor fabrication tech-
niques have progressed to an extent that permits the
eonstruction of highly complex integrated devices such
as the distributed Bragg-reflector (DBR) laser diode
shown in Figure 7-9. This device contains a gallium ar-
senide pn-junction diode that produces infrared radia-
tion at ahout 975 nm. In addition. a stripe of material

is fabricated on the chip that aets as a resonant cavity
for the radiation so that light amplification can occur
within the cavity. An integrated grating provides feed-
back to the resonant cavity so that the resulting ra-
diation has an extremely narrow bandwidth of about
10-5 nm. Laser diodes of this type have achieved con-
tinuous power outputs of more than 100 mW with
a typical thermal stability of 0.1 nm/°C. Laser diodes
may be operated in either a pulsed or CW mode, which
increases their versatility in a variety of applications.
Rapid development of laser diodes has resulted from
their utility as light sourccs for CD players, CD-ROM
drives, DVD players, bar-code scanners, and other
familiar optoelectronic devices, and mass production
of laser diodes ensures that their cost will continue to
decrease.

A major impediment to the use of laser diodes in
spectroscopic applications has been that their wave-
length rangc has been limited to the red and infrared re-
gions of the spectrum. This disadvantage may be over-
come by operating the laser diode in a pulsed mode to
achieve sufficient peak power to use nonlinear optics to
provide frequency doubling as shown in Figure 7-10.
Here, the output of a laser diode is focused in a doubling
crystal to provide output in the blue-green region of the
spectrum (~490 nm). With proper external optics, fre-
quency-doubled laser diodes can achieve average out-
put powers of 0.5 to 1.0W with a tunable spectral range
of about 30 nm. The advantages of such light sources in-
clude compactness, power efficiency. high reliability.
and ruggedness. The addition of external optics to the
laser diode increases the cost of the devices substan-
tially, but they are competitive with larger, less efficient,
and less reliable gas-based lasers.

Gallium nitride laser diodes produce radiation
directly in the blue, green, and yellow region of the

Blue-
green
output
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crystal

FIGURE 7·10 A frequency-doubling system for con-
verting 975-nm laser output to 490 nm. (From D. W.Nam
and R. G. Waarts, Laser Focus World, 1994,30 (8),
52. Reprinted with permission of PennWeli Pubtishing
Company.)

spectrum8 These diodes are now being used routinely
for spectroscopic studies.

The utility of laser diodes for spectroscopic applica-
tions has been demonstrated in molecular absorption
spectrometry, molecular fluorescence spectrometry,
atomic absorption spectrometry, and as light sources
for detectors in various chromatographic methods.
Recent advances in laser diode technology fueled by
consumer d~mand for high-speed, high-capacity DVD
players have resulted in the availability of blue laser
diodes with output powers up to 50 mW at 473 nm.
These light sources are appearing routinely in com-
mercial spectrometric systems.

Nonlinear Optical Effects with Lasers

We noted in Section 6B-7 that when an electromag-
netic wave is transmitted through a dielectric· me-
dium, the electromagnetic field of the radiation causes
momentary distortion, or polarization, of the valence
electrons of the molecules that make up the medium.
For QIdinary radiation the extent of polarization P is
directly' proportional to the magnitude of the electric
field E of the radiation. Thus, we may write

P=aE

where" is the proportionality constant. Optical phe-
nomena that occur when this situation prevails are said
to he linear.

At the high radiation intensities encountered with
lasers, this relationship breaks down, particularly when
E approaches the binding energy of the electrons.
Under these circumstances, nonlinear optical effects are

8G. Fasol. Scie/lce, 1996,277, 1751
~Dielectrics are a class of substances that are noncunductors because they
contain no free electrons. Generally, dielectrics are optically transparent
in contrast to electrically conducting solids, which either ab<;orh radiation
or reflect it strongly.

observed, and the relationship between polarization
and electric field is given by

P = aE + f3E' + yE' + . . . (7-1)

where the magnitudes of the three constants are in the
order a > f3 > y. At ordinary radiation intensities, only
the lirst term on the right is significant, and the rela,
tionship between polarization and field strength is lin-
ear. With high-intensity lasers, however, the second
term and sometimes even the third term are required
to describe the degree of polarization. When only two
terms are required, Equation 7-1 can be rewritten in
terms of the radiation frequency wand the maximum
amplitude of the field strength Em. Thus,

P = aEm sinwt + f3E~ sin' wi (7-2)

Substituting the trigonometric identity sin 2 wt =
(I - cos2wt)/2 into Equation 7-2 gives

E' f3E~ (1 2)P = a m sm wt + ~2 - - cos wt

The lirstterm in Equation 7-3 is the normal linear
term that predominates at low radiation intensities. At
sufficiently high intensity, the second-order term be-
comes significant and results in radiation that has a fre-
quency 2w that is double that of the incident radiation.
This frequency-doubling process is now widely used to
produce laser frequencies of shorter wavelengths. For
example, the 1064-nm near-infrared radiation from a
Nd-YAG laser can be frequency doubled to produce a
30% yield of green radiation at 532 nm by passing the
radiation through a crystalline material such as potas-
sium dihydrogen phosphate. The 532-nm radiation can
then be doubled again to yield UV radiation at 266 nm
by passage through a crystal of ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate.

Laser radiation is used in several types of nonlinear
spectroscopy, most notably in Raman spectroscopy
(see Section 180-3).

Most spectroscopic analyses require radiation that con-
sists of a limited, narrow, continuous group of wave-
lengths called a band. 10 A narrow handwidth enhances
the sensitivity of absorbance measurements, may pro-

ltlNote that the term band in this context has a somewhat different mean~
iog from that used In describing types of spectra in Chaptc:r 6.



vide selectivity to both emission and absorption meth-
ods, and is frequently required from the standpoint of
obtaining a linear relationship between the optical sig-
nal and concentration (Equation 6-29). Ideally, the out-
put from a wavelength selector would be radiation of a
single wavelength or frequency. No real wavelength se-
lector approaches this ideal; instead, a band, such as
that shown in Figure 7-11, is produced. Here, the per-
centage of incident radiation of a given wavelength that
is transmitted by the selector is plotted as a function of
wavelength. The effective bandwidth, which is defined in
Figure 7-11, is an inverse measure of the quality of the
device, a narrower bandwidth representing better per-
formance. There are two types of wavelength selectors:
filters and monochromators.

Two types of filters arc used for wavelength selection:
interference filters, which are sometimes called Fabry-
Perot filters, and absorption filters. Absorption filters
are restricted to the visible region of the spectrum; in-
terference filters, on the other hand, arc available for
the ultraviolet. visible, and well into the infrared region.

Interference Filters

As the name implies, interference filters rely on optical
interference to provide narrow bands of radiation. An
interference filter consists of a transparent dielectric

[iJ TlIIorial:Learn more about wavelength selectors.

tion and transmission again take place. The same pro-
cess occurs at 2, 2', and so forth. For reinforcement to
occur at point 2, the distance traveled by the beam re-
flected at I ' must be some multiple of its wavelength in
the medium A'. Because the path length between sur-
faces can be expressed as dlcos e, the condition for re-
inforcement is that

Glass plate
Metal film

Dielectric layer

where n is a small whole number, A' is the wavelength
of radiation in the dielectric, and d is the thickness of
the dielectric.

In ordinary use, e approaches zero and cos e ap-
proaches unity so that the previous equation simpli-
fies to

The corresponding wavelength in air is given by

,1= A'n

where n is the refractive index of the dielectric me-
dium. Thus, the wavelengths of radiation transmitted
by the filter are

FIGURE 7-12 (a)Schematic cross section of an
interference filter.Note that the drawing is not to scale
and that the three central bands are much narrower
than shown. (b)Schematic to show the conditions
for constructive interference.

2dn
A=~

n

The integer n is the order of interference. The glass
layers of the filter are often selected to absorb all but
one of the reinforced bands; transmission is thus re-
stricted to a single order.

Figure 7-13 illustrates the performance characteris-
tics of typical interference filters. Filters are generally
characterized, as shown, by the wavelength of their
transmittance peaks, the percentage of incident radia-
tion tran~mitted at the peak (their percent transmit-
tance, Equation 6-31), and their effective bandwidths.

Interference filters are available with transmission
peaks throughout the ultraviolet and visible regions
and up to about 14 f1min the infrared. Typically, effec-
tive bandwidths are about 1.5% of the wavelength at
peak transmittance, although this figure is reduced to
0.15% in some narrow-band filters; these have maxi-
mum transmittances of 10%.

(frequently calcium fluoride or magnesium fluoride)
that occupies the space between two semitransparent
metallic films. This array is sandwiched between two
plates of glass or other transparent materials (see Fig-
ure 7-12a). The thickness of the dielectric layer is care-
fully controlled and determines the wavelength of the
transmitted radiation. When a perpendicular beam of
collimated radiation strikes this array, a fraction passes
through the first metallic layer and the remainder is re-
flected. The portion that is passed undergoes a similar
partition when it strikes the second metallic film. If the
reflected portion from this second interaction is of the
proper wavelength, it is partially reflected from the in-
ner side of the first layer in phase with incoming light of
the same wavelength. The result is that this particular
wavelength is reinforced, and most other wavelengths,
being out of phase, undergo destructive interference.

The relationship between the dielectric layer's
thickness d and the transmitted wavelength A can be
found with the aid of Figure 7-12b. For purposes of
clarity, the incident beam is shown arriving at an angle
e from the perpendicular to the surface of the dielec-
tric. At point I. the radiation is partially reflected and
partially transmitted to point l' where partial renec-

Fabry-Perot Etalon

Another important device based on interference is the
Fabry-Perot etalon. The device consists of a plate made
of a transparent material with highly parallel faces
coated with a nonabsorbing, highly retlective material.
Alternatively, a spacer of the chosen thickness made of
invar or quartz with highly parallel faces is sandwiched
between two mirrors to form the etalon. The bandwidth

5110 6215 6225 6940 6960
Wavelength. A

of the device is determined by the reflectivity of the
coatings or mirrors, and the separation of the transmit-
ted bands is dictated by the distance between the mir-
rors. The etalon may be tilted to vary the band that is
transmitted. If the reflecting surfaces are configured
with an air gap between them so that their separation
can be adjusted mechanically, the device is called a
hlbry-Perot interferometerU Fabry-Perot etalons have
many uses in laser experiments, spectroscopy, and in
fiber-optic communications, where they are used to
separate frequency bands.

Interference Wedges

An interference wedge consists of a pair of mirrored,
partially transparent plates separated by a wedge-
shape layer of a dielectric material. The length of the
plates ranges from about 50 to 200 mm. The radiation
transmitted varies continuously in wavelength from
one end to the other as the thickness of the wedge
varies. By choosing the proper linear position along the
wedge, a bandwidth of about 20 nm can be isolated.

Interference wedges are available for the visible re-
gion (400 to 700 nm), Ihe near-infrared region (WOOto
2000 nm), and for several parts of the infrared region
(2.5to 14.5 f1m).They can be used in place of prisms or
gratings in monochromators.



mirrors to be recombined at the surface of the thin
(10 -50 flm) photosensitive film. Because the two mu-
tually coherent beams have a fixed phase-and-intensity
relationship, they produce an extremely uniform inter-
ference pattern of light and dark bars, or fringes, at the
surface of the film as depicted in Figure 7-14b. These
interference fringes sensitize the film, which is a pho-
tographic emulsion or photoresistive polymer layer, so
that the sensitized areas can be developed or dissolved
away, leaving a grooved structure on the surface on the
substrate. This structure is then coated with aluminum
or other reflective material to produce a holographic
reflectioll grating. We describe the characteristics and
uses of gratings in detail in Section 7C-2,

A second type of holographic device that can be
fabricated in a similar fashion is the volume trallsmis-
sioll hologram. These devices are formed within a
thick layer (> 100 flm) of photosensitive material sand-
wiched between two transparent layers as shown on
the right in Figure 7-14a. The thick-volume film as-
sembly is placed at the plane of intersection of the two
laser beams as before, and the interference fringes arc
formed throughout the volume of the film laycr rather
than just at its surface. When the two beams intersect
at equal angles to the surface normal of the film, a si-
nusoidally modulated fringe pattern such as the one
shown in Figure 7-14c is formed within the film, and
the entire volume of the film is sensitized with this pat-
tern. The film is then developed chemically to "fix" the

Thin surface
photosensitive film

Thick-volume
photosensitive film

FIGURE7-14 (a) Experimental arrangement for fabricating holograms. A laser beam is split
into two beams, which are directed by mirrors to recombine at the surface of a photosensitive
film.The apparatus as shown is used to produce holographic reflection gratings. By replacing
the surface object with a thick-volume photosensitive filmshown on the right, a volume trans-
mission hologram results. (b) Interference pattern at the surface of the photosensitive film,
which produces a corresponding refractive-index pattern on the film. (c) Untilled fringe pattern,
(d)tilted fringe pattern, (e) conformal fringe pattern produced by making the back surface of
the thick-volume filma mirror, (f) nonconformal fringe pattern.

Holographic Filters

Holographic optical devices and, in particular, holo-
graphic filters 11 are among a growing repertoire of op-
tical devices and materials that have resulted from the

hroad availability of laser technology. Figure 7-14a is a
schematic diagram of a typical experimental arrange-
ment for producing holograms. The coherent radiation
of a laser heam impinges on a heamsplitter, where it is
divided into two heams. I and 2. shown in the figure.
The two beams are redirected bv the two front-surface

FIGURE7-15 (a)Comparison of the bandwidths of a typical holographic notch filler and an
interference filter.(b)Tilt-tuningof a holographic notch filter by l' increments from perpendi-
cular to the incident laser beam. The rejection band can be finely adjusted by altering the angle
of the notch filter relative to the laser. (Courtesy of Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor. MI.
with permission.)

pattern, which produces a corresponding pattern of
variation of the refractive index within the film mate-
rial. By making the angle of incidence of the two
beams asymmetric about the film normal, the resulting
refractive-index modulation pattern can be tilted as il-
lustrated in Figure 7-14d, By controlling the laser
wavelength and angle of incidence of the beam, the
frequency of the refractive-index modulation may be
tailored to the requirements of the device. These de-
vices are also used as gratings and as filters for remov-
ing undesirable radiation such as plasma lines and
sidebands from laser radiation.

Perhaps the most useful volume holographic device
is formed when the transparent back face of the thick
film is replaced by a mirror, and the film is illuminated
by a single laser beam. The beam enters the front sur-
face of the film, is reflected from the interface between
the back of the film and the mirror, and forms an inter-
ference pattern within the film that is parallel to its face
as illustrated in Figure 7-14e. These devices are called
cOllformal reflection holograms, and their characteris-
tics make them nearly ideal for use as Ilotchjilters. The
transmission characteristics of a typical holographic
notch filter are compared to those of a dielectric inter-
ference filter in Figure 7-15a. Note that the holographic
filter provides extremely fiat transmission at all wave-
lengths except at the notch, where it blocks more than
99.99% of the incident radiation, corresponding to an
optical density (absorbance) of 4. The effective band-



width of the filter is less than 10 nm and its edgewidth,
or the wavelength range O'er which its optical density
ranges from 0.-' to 4, is less than 4 nm. Figure 7-I'ib
shows how the rejection band of a notch filter may be
fine-tuned by tilting it with respect to incoming radia-
tion. These filters are available in a wide varietv of sizes
and rejection bands tuned to the most common laser
lines in the range of 350 to 1400 nm. The commercial
availability of holographic notch filters has initiated a
revolution in the use of Raman spectroscopy (see Sec-
tion 18B-3) by virtually eliminating the need for costly
high-resolution double monochromators for routine
work. The refractive-index modulation characteristics
of nonconformal holographic optical elements are
shown in Figure 7-14f. Because there is some modula-
tion of the refractive index at the surface of the device,
it acts in principle both as a notch filter and as a grating.

Absorption Filters

Absorption filters, which are generally less expensive
than interference filters, have been widely used for
band selection in the visible region. These filters func-
tion by absorbing selected portions of the spectrum.
The most common type consists of colored glass or of a
dye suspended in gelatin and sandwiched between glass
plates. Colored glass filters have the advantage of
greater thermal stability.

Absorption filters have effective bandwidths that
range from30to 250 nm (see Figures 7-16 and 7-17). Fil-
ters that provide the narrowest bandwidths also absorb
a significant fraction of the desired radiation and may
have a transmittance of 10% or less at their band peaks.
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Glass filters with transmittance maxima throughout the
entire visible region are available commercially.

Clltofffillen' have transmittances of nearly ]()O%
over a portion of the visible spectrum but then rapidly
decrease to zero transmittance over the remainder. A
narrow spectral band can be isolated by coupling a cut-
off filter with a second filter (see Figure 7-17).

Figure 7-1h shows that the performance charac-
teristics of absorption filters are significantly inferior
to those of interference-type filters. Not only are the
bandwidths of absorption f,lters greater than those of
interference filters, but for narrow bandwidths the
fraction of light transmitted by absorption tilters is also
smaller. Nevertheless, absorption tilters arc adequate
for some applications.

For many spectroscopic methods, it is necessary or de-
sirable to be able to continuously vary the wavelength
of radiation over a broad range. This process is called
scan ninE( a spectrum. Monochromators are designed
for spectral scanning. Monochromators for ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared radiation arc all similar in me-
chanical const ruction in the sense that they use slits,
lenses, mirrors, windows, and gratings or prisms. The
materials from which these components are fabricated
depend on the wavelength region of intended use (see
Figure 7-2).

Components of Monochromators

Figure 7-18 illustrates the optical elements found in all
monochromators, which include the following: (I) an
entrance slit that provides a rectangular optical image,
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FIGURE 7-17 Comparison of various types of absorption
filters for visible radiation.

(2) a collimating lens or mirror that produces a paral-
lel beam of radiation, (3) a prism or a grating that
disperses the radiation into its component wave-
lengths, (4) a focusing element that reforms the image
of the entrance slit and focuses it on a planar surface
called a focal plane, and (5) an exit slit in the focal
plane that isolates the desired spectral band. In addi-
tion, most monochromators have entrance and exit
windows designed to protect the components from
dust and corrosive laboratory fumes.

As shown in Figure 7-18, two types of dispersing ele-
ments are found in monochromators: re"ection grat-
ings and prisms. For purposes of illustration, a beam
made up of just two wavelengths, Al and A2 (AI> A,), is
shown. This radiation enters the monochromators via a
narrow rectangular opening, or SUI; is collimated; and
then strikes the surface of the dispersing element at an
angle. For the grating monochromator, angular disper-
sion of the wavelengths results from diffraction, which
occurs at the reflective surface; for the prism, refraction
at the two faces results in angular dispersion of the
radiation, as shown. In both designs, the dispersed radi-

ation is focused on the focal plane A B where it appears
as two rectangular images of the entrance slit (one for
Al and one for A,). By rotating the dispersing element,
one band or the other can be focused on the exit slit.

In the past, most monochromators were prism in-
struments. Currently, however, nearly all commercial
monochromators arc based on reflection gratings be-
cause they are cheaper to fabricate, provide better
wavelength separation for the same size dispersing el-
ement, and disperse radiation linearly along the focal
plane. As shown in Figure 7-19a, linear dispersion
means that the position of a band along the focal plane
for a grating varies linearly with its wavelength. For
prism instruments, in contrast, shorter wavelengths are
dispersed to a greater degree than are longer ones,
which complicates instrument design. The nonlinear
dispersion of two types of prism monochromators is il-
lustrated by Figure 7-19b. Because of their more gen-
eral use, we will focus most of our discussion on grat-
ing monoehromators.

~ Exerc~e: Learn more about monochromators.
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FIGURE 7-18 Two types of monochromators: (a)Czerney-Tumer grating monochromator and
(b) Bunsen prism monochromator. (Inboth instances, Al > A,.)
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FIGURE 7-19 Dispersion for three types of monochromators. The points A and B on the scale
in (c) correspond to the points shown in Figure 7-18.

Prism Monochromators

Prisms can be used to disperse ultraviolet, visible, and
infrared radiation. The material used for their con-
struction differs, however, depending on the wave-
length region (see Figure 7-2b).

Figure 7-20 shows the two most common types of
prism designs_ The first is a 60° prism, which is usually
fabricated from a single block of material. When crys-
talline (but not fused) quartz is the construction mate-
rial, however, the prism is usually formed by cement-
ing two 30° prisms together, as shown in Figure 7-20a;
one is fabricated from right -handed quartz and the
second from left-handed quartz_ [n this way, the opti-
cally active quartz causcs no net polarization of the
emitted radiation; this type of prism is called a Cornu
prism. Figure 7-18b shows a Bunsen monochromator,
which uscs a 60° prism, likewise often made of quartz.

As shown in Figure 7-20b, the !.iUra", prism, which
permits more compact monochromator designs, is a
30° prism with a mirrored back. Refraction in this type
of prism takes place twice at the same interface so that
the performance characteristics are similar to those of
a 600 prism in a Bunsen mount.

Grating Monochromators

Dispersion of ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiation
can be brought about by directing a polychromatic
beam through a transmission grating or onto the surface
of a reflection grating; the latter is by far the more COIll-

FIGURE 7-20 Dispersion by a prism: (a)quartz Cornu
type and (b)Litlrowtype.

mon type_ Replica gratings, which are used in most
monochromators, are manufactured from a master
grating.'] A master grating consists of a hard, optically
flat, polished surface that has a large number of paral-
lel and closely spaced grooves, made with a diamond
tool. A magnified cross-sectional view of a few typical
grooves is shown in Figure 7-2L A grating for the ul-
traviolet and visible region typically has from 300 to
2000 grooves/mm, with 1200 to 1400 being most com-
mon. For the infrared region, gratings typically have 10
to 200 grooves/mm; for spectrophotometers designed
for the most widely used infrared range of S to IS Ilm.

,; For an interesting and informative discu);sion u1' the manufacture, test-
ing, and performance characteristics of gratings, see Diffraction Grating
Handbook, 6th cd" Irvine. CA: Newport Corp .. ~005 (v,.'ww.newport,com l
For a historical pt:rspecti\'c nil the imparlance of gratings in the' aJ\'ancc-
menl of science. see A. G. Ingalls. Sd. Amer .. 195!. 186 (6), 45
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a grating with about 100 grooves/mm is suitable. The
construction of a good master grating is tedious, time-
consuming, and expensive because the grooves must
be of identical size, exactly parallel, and equally spaced
over the length of the grating (3 to 10 cm).

Replica gratings are formed from a master grating
by a liquid-resin casting process that preserves vir-
tually perfectly the optical accuracy of the original
master grating on a clear resin surface. This surface is
usually made reflective by a coating of aluminum, or
sometimes gold or platinum.

The Echellette Grating, Figure 7-21 is a schematic rep-
resentation of an echelieue-type grating, which is
grooved, or blazed, such that it has relatively broad
face~ from which reflection occurs and narrow unused
face~_This geometry provides highly efficient diffrac-
tion of radiation, and the reason for blazing is to con-
centrate the radiation in a preferred direction_I' Each
of the broad faces can be considered to be a line source
of radiation perpendicular to the plane of the page; thus
interference among the reflected beams 1,2, and 3 can
occur. For the interference to be constructive, it is nec-
essary that the path lengths differ by an integral mul-
tiple n of the wavelength A of the incident beam.

[n Figure 7-21, parallel beams of monochromatic
radiation I and 2 are shown striking the grating at an
incident angle i to the grating normal. Maximum con-
structive interference is shown as occurring at the re-

f1ected angle r. Beam 2 travels a greater distance than
beam 1 and the difference in the paths is equal to
(CB + BD) (shown as a blue line in the figure). For
constructive interference to occur, this difference must
equal nA_ That is,

where n, a small whole number, is called the diffraction
order. Note, however, that angle CAB is equal to angle
i and that angle DAB is identical to angle r. Therefore,
from trigonometry, we can write

where d is the spacing between the rellecting surfaces_
It is also seen that

Substitution of the last two expressions into the first
gives the condition for constructive interference. Thus.

Equation 7-6 suggests that there are several values of
A for a given diffraction angle r. Thus, if a first-order line
(n = I) of 900 nm is found at r, second-order (4S0-nm)
and third-order (300-nm) lines also appear at this angle.
The flfSt-order line is uo;ually the most intense; indeed,
it is possible to design gratings with blaze angles and
sh:lpes that concentrate as much as 90% of the incident
intensity in this order. Filters can generally remove the
higher-order lines. For example, glass, which absorbs
radiation below 3S0 nm. eliminates the higher-order
spectra associated with first-order radiation in most of



e visible region. The example that follows illustrates
lese points.

-\n echellette grating thatcontams 1450 blazesimm was
rradiated with a polychromatic beam at an incident

angle 48' to the grating normal. Calculate the wave-
lengths of radiation that would appear at an angle of
reflection of + 20, + 10, and 0' (angle r. Figure 7 -21).

To obtain d in Equation 7-6. we write

d =~~ X 10" _~m_ = 6li9.7 nm
1450 blazes mm blaze

689.7 nm . 748.4
A = ~-n~' (sin 48 + sm 20) = ~'.;-' nm

and the wavelengths for thc lirst-, secondo, and third-
order reflections are 748, 374, and 244 nm, respectively.

Further calculations of a similar kind yield the fol-
lowing data:

r,O n = 1 n = 2 n=3

20 741\ 374 249
lIJ 632 316 2!!
0 513 256 171

Concave Gratings. Gratings can he formed on a con-
cave surface in much the same way as on a plane sur-
face. A concave grating permits the design of a mono-
chromator without auxiliary collimating and focusing
mirrors or lenses hecause the concave surface both
disperses the radiation and focuses it on the exit slit.
Such an arrangement is advantageous in terms of cost:
in addition. the rcduction in numhcr of optical surfaces
increases the energy throughput of a monochromator
that contains a concave grating.

Holographic Gratings. Holographic gracings'; are ap-
pearing in ever-incrcasing numhers m modern optical
instruments, even some of the less expensive ones.

Holographic gratings, hecause of their greater perfec-
tion with rcspect to line shape and dimcnsions, providc
spectra that arc relatively free of stray radiation and
ghosts Idouhle images).

In the preparation of holographic gratings. the
beams from a pair of identical lasers are hrought to bear
at suitable angles on a glass surface coated with pho-
toresist. The resulting interfercnce fringes from the two
heams sensitize the photoresist so that it can be dis-
solved, leaving a grooved structure that can be coated
with aluminum or other reflecting substance to produce
a reflection grating. The spacing of the grooves can be
altered by changing the angle of thc two laser heams
with respect to one another.

As descrihed in Section 7C-l and illustrated in Fig-
ure 7-14. holographic gratings are produced by gener-
ating an interference pattern on the surface of a thin
film of photosensitive material. which is developed to
provide the grooved structure of the grating. The grat-
ing is then coated with a reflective substance such as alu-
minum. Nearly perfect. large (~50cm) gratings with as
many as 6000 lines/mm can be manufactured in this way
at a relatively low cost. As with ruled gratings. replica
gratings can be cast from a master holographic grating.
There is apparently no optical test that can distinguish
between a mastcr and a replica holographic grating.!h

priate spots in the monochromator and by coating
interior surfaces with flat hlack paint. In addition. the
monochromator is sealed with windows over the slits
to prevent entrance of dust and fumes. Despitc thcse
precautions, however, some spurious radiation still
appears: we shall see that its presence can have serious
effects on absorption measurements under certain
conditions."

Dispersion of Gratin!: Monochromators. The ability
of a monochromator to separate different wavelengths
depends on its dispersion. The angular dispersion is
given by drldA, where dr is the change in the angle of
reflection or refraction with a change in wavelength
dA. The angle r is defined in Figures 7-20 and 7-21.

The angular dispersion of a grating can be obtained
bv differentiating El\uation 7-6 while holding i con-
stant. Thus, at any given angle of incidence,

dr n

dA dcosr

The linear dispersion D refers to the variation in
wavelength as a (unction of y, the distance along the
line AS of the focal planes as shown in Figure 7-18. If
I is the focal lcngth of the monochromator. the lincar
dispersion can he related to the angular dispcrsion hy
thc relationshipPerformance Characteristics

of Grating Monochromators

The quality of a monochromator dcpends on the purity
of its radiant output, its ahility to resolve adjacent wave-
lengths, its light-gathering power, and its spectral band-
width. The last property is discussed in Section 7C-3.

dl' Idr
D = di. dA

A more useful mcasure of dispersion is thc reciprocal
linear dispersion D -I where

Spectral Purity. The exit beam of a monochromator is
usually contaminated with small amounts of scattered
or stray radiation with wavelengths far different from
that of the instrument selling. This unwanted radiation
can be traced to several sources. Among these sources
are reflections of the beam from various optical parts
and the monochromator housing. Reflections from op-
tical parts result from mechanical imperfections, par-
ticularly in gratings. introduced during manufacture.
Scattering by dust particles in the atmosphere or on the
surfaces of optical parts also causes stray radiation to
reach the exit slit. Generally. the effects of spurious ra-
diation are minimi7Cd by introducing baffles in appro-

D' = d,,- = 1 dA
dy .r dr

The dimcnsions of f) -I are often nm/mm or A/mOl in
the UV -visible region.

By suhstituting Equation 7-7 into Equation 7-'1 we
have the reciprocal lincar dispersion for a grating
monochromator:

Note that the angular dispersion increases as thc dis-
tance d Od\\'ccn rulings decreases. as th~ number of
lines per millimeter increases. or as the focallcngth in-

I'For di_~ClJ_'i-;lOlJ tlf the Jd,;dion. the IllC;JSIH.'nwnl, alll\ Ihl.'dlc,\~ il\ ....tLI\

raJi;llil)O. sc,' W K;Jw A/hit (,heln .. llJfH,q. 22HL ~t R ShMpc, And!
Chem __t91U.)',.'.N,.-\

creases. At small angles of dilIraction (>2()"), cos r = 1
and E4uation 7-I 0 becomes approximately

[) 1 =.d. (7-11)nf
Thus. for all practical purposes, if the angle r is small.
the linear dispersion of a gratin!: nl0nochronlalOr is
(,Oll.l'/anl, a properly that greatly simplifies monochro-
mator design.

Rcsoh'ing Power of Monochromators. The resolving
polI'er R of a monochromator describes the limit of its
ability 10 separate adjacent images that have a slight
difference in wavelength. Here. by definition

AR = ~~~-
..\A

where A is the average wavelength of thc two images
and t.A is tbeir ditference. The rcsolving power of typ-
ical hench-top liV -visihle monochromators ranges
from 10' to 10'-

It can be shown" that the resolving power of a grat-
ing is given bv the exprcssion

R = .~ = nN
1,1

when n is the diffraction order and N is the number of
grating hlazes illuminated by radiation from the en-
trance slit. Thus. better resolution is a characteristic of
longer gratings, smaller blaze spacings, and higher dif-
fraction orders. This el\uation applies to both echel-
letle and echellc (see later discussion) gratings.

Ught-Gathering "ower of Monochromators, To in
crease the signal-to-noise ratio of a spectrometer, it i
necessary that the radiant energy that reaches the d,
tcctor be as large as possible. The {"umber F. or spec,
provides a mcasure of the ahility of a monochromat'
Il' collect the radiation that emerges from the enlran
slit. The f.numbcr is defined hj'

where lis the focal length of the collimating mirror
lens} and d is its diameter. The light-gathering po'
or all optical device increases as the iO\'t:rsc squar,
the f-number. Thus. an f/2 lens gathers four times n
light than an ('4 lens. Thc {numbers for m"ny ill<

chromalurs lii: in the 1 ID 10 f:.lngc'.
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FIGURE 7-22 Echelle grating: i ~angle of incidence;
r = angle of reflection; d = groove spacing. In usual
practice, i = r ~ f3 = 63"26'.

Echelle Monochromators. Echelle monochromators
contain two dispersing elements arranged in series. The
first of these elements is a special type of grating called an
echelle grating. The second, which follows, is usually a
low-dispersion prism, or sometimes a grating. The
echelle grating, which was first described by G. R. Harri-
son in 1949, provides higher dispersion and higher reso-
lution than an echellette of the same sizel9 Figure 7-22
shows a cross section of a typical echelle grating. It differs
from the echellette grating shown in Figure 7-21 in sev-
eral ways. First, to achieve a high angle of incidence, the
blaze angle of an echelle grating is significantly greater
than the conventional device, and the short side of the
blaze isused rather than the long. Furthermore, the grat-
ing is telatively coarse, having typically 300 or fewer
grooves per millimeter for UV or visible radiation. Note
that the angle of reflection r is much higher in the echelle
grating than the echellette and approaches the angle of
incidence i. That is,

r=i=f3

Under these circumstances, the grating equation
becomes

With a normal echellette grating, high dispersion,
or low reciprocal dispersion, is obtained by making the
groove width d small and the focal length f large. A
large focal length reduces light gathering and makes
the monochromator large and unwieldy. In contrast,
the echelle grating achieves high dispersion by making
both the angle f3 and the order of diffraction n large,
The reciprocal linear dispersion for an echelle mono-
chromator of focal length f is

dFor a mnre detailed Ji~cllssi()n of the echelle graling. see P. ~. Kelihcr
and C C. Wohlers, Anal. Chem" 1976, -If( J}JA: D. I \nder<;on, A. R.

FtlfsteL ar.d M. L. Parsons, An(J!. Chefl/ .. 1981. 53, no: .\. T Zander and
P. S. K"liher. .4ppl. Spl'df<.m"" 1979.33.499.

TABLE 7-1 Comparison of Performance Characteristics
of a Conventional and an Echelle Monochromator

Focal length 0.5 m 0.5 m
Groove density 1200/mm 79/mm
Diffraction angle, f3 100:22' 630:26'
Order n (at 300 nm) 1 75
Resolution (at 300 nm), 62,400 763,000
A/li.A

Reciprocal linear 16Nmm 1.5A/mm
dispersion, D"1

Light-gathering power, F f19.8 f18.8

dcosf3

nf
Table 7-1 lists the performance characteristics for

two typical monochromators: one with a conventional
echellette grating and the other with an echelle grating.
These data demonstrate the advantages of the echelle
grating. Note that for the same focal length, the linear
dispersion and resolution are an order of magnitude
greater for the echelle; the light-gathering power of the
echelle is also somewhat superior.

One of the problems encountered with the use of an
echelle grating is that the linear dispersion at high or-
ders of refraction is so great that to cover a reasonably
broad spectral range it is necessary to use many suc-
cessive orders. For example, one instrument designed
to cover a range of 200 to 800 nm uses diffraction or-
ders 28 to 118 (90 successive orders). Because these or-
ders inevitably overlap, it is essential that a system of
cross dispersion, such as that shown in Figure 7-23a, be
used with an echelle grating. Here, the dispersed radi-
ation from the grating is passed through a prism (in
some systems, a second grating is used) whose axis is
90° to the grating. The effect of this arrangement is
to produce a two-dimensional spectrum as shown
schematically in Figure 7-23b. In this ligure, the loca-
tions of 8 of the 70 orders is indicated bv short vertical
lines. For any given order, the wa\'elength dispersion is
approximately linear. but, as can be seen, the disper-
sion is relati\'ely small at lower orders or higher wa\'e-
lengths. An actual two-dimensional spcctrum from an
cchelle monochromator consists of a complex series of
short \'crtical lines lying along 50 to 100 horizontal
axes. each axis corresponding to one diffraction order.
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FIGURE 7-23 An echelle monochromator: (a) arrangement of dispersing elements, and
(b)schematic end-on view of the dispersed radiation from the point of view of the transducer.

To change wavelength with an echelle monochroma-
tor, it is necessary to change the angle of both the grat-
ing and the prism.

Several instrument manufacturers offer echelle-
type spectrometers for simultaneous determination
of a multitude of elements by atomic emission spec-
troscopy. The optical designs of two of these instru-
ments are shown in Figures 10-7, 10-9, and 10-11.

machining two pieces of metal to give sharp edges.
Care is taken to assure that the edges of the slit are ex-
actly parallel to one another and that they lie on the
same plane. In some monochromators, the openings of
the two slits are fixed; more often, the spacing can be
adjusted with a micrometer mechanism.

The entrance slit (see Figure 7-18) of a monochro-
mator serves as a radiation source; its image is ulti-
mately focused on the focal plane that contains the exit
slit. If the radiation source consists of a few discrete
wavelengths, a series of rectangular images appears on
this surface as bright lines, each corresponding to a
given wavelength. A particular line can bc brought to
focus on the exit slit by rotating the dispersing element.

The slits of a monochromator play an important role in
determining the monochromator's performance char-
acteristics and quality, Slit jaws arc formed by carefully



If the entrance and exit slits are of the same width (as is
usually the case), in theorv the image of the entrance slit
will just fill the exit-slit opening when the setting of the
monochromator corresponds to the wavelength of the
radiation. Movement of the monochromator setting in
one direction or the other produces a continuous de-
crease in emitted intensity, which reaches zero when the
entrance-slit image has moved a distance equal to its
full width.

Effect of Slit Width on Resolution

Figure 7-24 shows monochromatic radiation of wave-
length A, striking the exit slit. Here, the monochroma-
tor is set for A2 and the two slits are identical in width.
The image of the entrance slit just fills the exit slit.
Movement of the monochromator to a setting of Al or ,11
results in the image being moved completely out of the
slit. The lower half of Figure 7-24 shows a plot of the ra-
diant power passing through the slit as a function of
monochromator setting. Note that the bandwidth is
defined as the span of monochromator settings (in units
of wavelength, or sometimes in units of cm '1) needed to

~tonochrnillator Al A, AJ
seltlllg T T

I I
I I
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FIGURE 7-24 Illumination of an exit slit by mono-
chromatic radiation A~at various monochromator
settings. Exit and entrance slits are identical.

move the image of the entrance slit across the exit slit. If
polychromatic radiation were used, it would also repre-
sent the span of wavelengths from the exit slit for a given
monochromator setting.

The effecrive bandwidrh (also called the spectral
bandpass or spectral slit width), which is one half the
bandwidth when the two slit widths arc identical, is
seen to be the range of wavelengths that exit the mono-
chromator at a given wavelength setting. The effective
bandwidth can be related to the reciprocal linear dis-
persion by writing Equation 7-9 in the form

where Il.A and Il.y are now finite intervals of wavelength
and linear distance along the focal plane, respectively.
As shown by Figure 7-24, when Il.y is equal to the slit
width w, Il.A is the effective bandwidth. That is,

Figure 7 -25 illustrates the relationship between the
effective bandwidth of an instrument and its ability to
resolve spectral peaks. Here, the exit slit of a grating
monochromator is illuminated with a beam composed
of just three equally spaced lines at wavelengths, AI, A"
and A3; each line is assumed to be of the same intensity.
[n the top figure, the effective bandwidth of the instru-
ment is exactly equal to the difference in wavelength
between Al and A2 or A, and ,11' When the monochro-
mator is set at A" radiation of this wavelength just fills
the slit. Movement of the monochromator in either di-
rection diminishes the transmitted intensity of A" but
increases the intensity of one of the other lines by an
equivalent amount. As shown by the solid line in the
plot to the right, no spectral resolution of the three
wavelengths is achieved.

In the middle drawing of Figure 7-25, the effective
bandwidth of the instrument has been reduced by nar-
rowing the openings of the exit and entrance slits to
three quarters that of their original dimensions. The
solid line in the plot on the right shows that partial res-
olution of the three lines results. When the effective
bandwidth is decreased to one half the ditlerenee in
wavelengths of the three beams. complete resolution is
achieved. as shown in the bottom drawing. Thus, com-
plete resolution of two lines is feasible only if the slit
width is adjusted so that the effective bandwidth of the
monochromator is equal to one half the wavelength
difference of the lines.
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FIGURE 7-25 The effect of the slit width on spectra. The entrance slit is illuminated with A" A"

and A 3 only. Entrance and exit slits are identical. Plots on the right show changes in emitted
power as the setting of monochromator is varied.

EXAlTllpLE 7-2

A gratino monochromator with a reciprocal linear dis-
pe;sion ~f 1.2 nm/mm is to be used to separate the
sodium lines at 5R8.9950 nm and 589.5924 nm. In the-
ory, what slit width would be required')

Solution

..1A", = ~(5895924 - 588.9950) = 02')87 nm

Substitution into Equation 7-17 after rearrangement
gives

.1Adr __ (_l29_X_'7_
[)I

It is important to note that slit widths calculated as
in Example 7-2 are theoretical. Imperfections present
in most monochromators are such that slit widths nar-
rower than theoretical are usually required to achieve
a desired resolution.

Figure 7-26 shows the effect of bandwidth on ex-
perimental spectra for benzene vapor. Note the much
greater spectral detail realized with the narrowest slit
setting and thus the narrowest bandwidth.

Choice of Slit Widths

The effective bandwidth of a monochromator depends
on the dispersion of the grating or prism as well as the
width of the entrance and exit slits. Most monochroma-
tors are equipped with variable slits so that the effective
bandwidth can be changed. The use of the minimal slit
width is desirable when narrow absorption or emission
bands must be resolved. On the other hand, the avail-
able radiant power decreases significantlv when the slits



ent materials listed in Figure 7-2 may also be used for
this purpose.

7E-1 Introduction

The detectors for early spectroscopic instruments were
the human eye or a photographic plate or film. Trans-
ducers that convert radiant energy into an electrical
signal have almost totally replaced these detection
devices. We will confine our discussion to modern
transducers.

properties of the Ideal Transducer

The ideal transducer would have a high sensitivity, a
high signal-to-noise ratio, and a constant response
over a considerable range of wavelengths. In addition,
it would exhibit a fast response time and a zero output
signal in the absence of illumination, Finally, the elec-
trical signal produced by the ideal transducer would be
directly proportional to the radiant power P. That is,

where S is the current or voltage output of the trans-
ducer,and k is the calibration sensitivity (Section IE-2).

Many real transducers exhibit a small, constant re-
sponse, known as a dark current in the absence of radi-
ation. For these transducers, the response is described
by the relationship

where kd represents the dark current, which is usually
con~ant over short measurement periods. Instru-
ments'with transducers that produce a dark current
are Often equipped with a compensating circuit that
reduces k" to zero; Equation 7-18 then applies.

Types of Radiation Transducers

As indicated in Figure 7-3b, there arc two general
types of radiation transducers.2o One type responds to
photons, the other to heat. All photon transducers (also
called photoelectric or quantum detectors) have an
active surface that absorbs radiation. [n some types,

(e)

FIGURE 7-26 Effect of bandwidth on spectral detail for benzene vapor: (a)0.5 nm, (b) 1.0 nm,
(c)2.0 nm. (From V,A. Kohler,Amer. Lab., 1984, 11,132. Copyright 1984 International Scientific
Communications Inc. Reprinted with permission.)

are narrowed, and it becomes more difficult to measure
the power accurately. Thus, wider slit widths mav be
used for quantitative analysis rather than for qualit~tive
work, where spectral detail is important.

Sample containers are required for all spectroscopic
studies except emission spectroscopy. Like the optical
elements of monochromators, the cells, or cuvettes, that

hold the samples must be made of material that is trans-
parent to radiation in the spectral region of interest.
Thus, as shown in Figure 7-2, quartz or fused silica is
required for work in the UV region (below 350 nm).
Both of these substances are transparent in the visible
region and up to about 3 11min the infrared region
as well. Silicate glasses can be used in the region be-
tween 350 and 2000 nm. Plastic containers have also
been used in the visible region. Crystalline sodium
chloride is the most common substance used for cell
windows in the [R region: the other infrared transpar-

~ Tutorial: L~arn more about radiation transducers.

~"For a discussion of optical radiation detectors, "tee 1. D, Ingk Jr. and
S. R. Crouch. Spectrochemical Ana/pis, pp. 106-17, Upper Saddle Ri\er.
~J: Pr<:ntlce Hall. 191')8: E. L. Dcreniak and D. G. ("rml.-e. Optical Radia-
(ion De(tytnrs. New Yurk: Wile\,. 198-1-;F. Grum and R 1. Becherer, Opri-
cal Radiarion MeasurenJeflfs. \'~)I. 1. New York: Academic Press. 197q

the absorbed energy causes emission of electrons and
the production of a photocurrent. In others, the radia-
tion promotes electrons into conduction bands: detec-
tion here is based on the resulting enhanced conductiv-
ity (pholOconduction), Photon transducers are used
largely for measurement of UV, visible, and near-
infrared radiation. When they are applied to radiation
much longer than 3 11m in wavelength, these trans-
ducers must be cooled to dry-ice or liquid-nitrogen
temperatures to avoid interference from thermal back-
ground noise. Photoelectric transducers produce an
electrical signal resulting from a series of individual
events (absorption of single photons), the probability of
which can be described statistically. [n contrast, ther-
mal transducers, which are widely used for the detec-
tion of infrared radiation, respond to the average power
of the incident radiation.

The distinction between photon and heat transduc-
ers is important because shot noise often limits the
behavior of photon transducers and thermal noise fre-
quently limits thermal transducers. As shown in Sec-
tion 5B-2, the indeterminate errors associated with the
two types of transducers are fundamentally different.

Figure 7-27 shows the relative spectral response of
the various kinds of transducers that are useful for UV,
visible, and [R spectroscopy. The ordinate function is
inversely related to the noise of the transducers and di-
rectly related to the square root of its surface area.
Note that the relative sensitivity of the thermal trans-
ducers (curves H and I) is independent of wavelength
but significantly lower than the sensitivity of photo-
electric transducers. On the other hand, photon trans-
ducers are often far from ideal with respect to constant
response versus wavelength.

Several types of photon transducers are available,
induding (I) photovoltaic cells, in which the radiant
energy generates a current at the interface of a semi-
conductor layer and a metal; (2) phototubes, in which
radiation causes emission of electrons from a photo-
sensitive solid surface; (3) photomultiplier tubes, which
contain a photoemissive surface as well as several ad-
ditional surfaces that emit a cascade of electrons
when struck by electrons from the photosensitive area;
(4) photoconductivity transducers in which absorption
of radiation by a semiconductor produces electrons and
holes, thus leading to enhanced conductivity; (5) silicon
photodiodes. in which photons cause the formation of
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FIGURE 7-27 Relative response of various types of photoelectric transducers (A-G)
and heat transducers (H, I): A, photomultiplier tube; B, CdS photoconductivity; C, GaAs
photovoltaic cell; D, CdSe photoconductivity cell; E, Se/SeO photovoltaic cell; F, silicon
photodiode; G, PbS photoconductivity; H, thermocouple; I, Golay cell. (Adapted from P. W.
Druse, L.N. McGlauchlin, and R. B. QUistan,Elements of Infrared Technology, pp. 424-25,
New York:Wiley,1962. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley& Sons Inc.)

electron-hole pairs and a current across a reverse-
biased pn junction; and (6) charge-transfer transducers,
in which the charges developed in a silicon crystal as
a result of absorption of photons are collected and
measured.21

Barrier-Layer Photo voltaic Cells

The photovoltaic cell is a simple device that is used for
detecting and measuring radiation in the visible re-
gion. The typical cell has a maximum sensitivity at
about 550 nm; the response falls off to about 10% of the maximum at 350 and 750 nm (see curve E in Figure

7-27). Its range is similar to that of the human eye.
The photovoltaic cell consists of a fiat copper or iron

electrode on which is deposited a layer of semiconduct-
ing material, such as selenium (see Figure 7-28). The
outer surface of the semiconductor is coated with a thin
transparent metallic film of gold or silver, which serves

!l For a comparison of the performance characteristics of the three most
sensitive and widely used photon transducers - photomultipliers. silicon
diodes, and charge-transfer devices - see W E. L. Grossman, I Chem
Edw.: .. 1989,66.697.

as the second, or collector, electrode; the entire array is
protected by a transparent envelope. When radiation of
sufficient energy reaches the semiconductor, electrons
and holes are formed. The electrons that have been pro-
moted to the conduction band then migrate toward the
metallic film and the holes toward the base on which the
semiconductor is deposited. The liberated electrons are
free to migrate through the external circuit to interact
with these holes. The result is an electrical current of a
magnitude that is proportional to the number of pho-
tons that strike the semiconductor surface. The cur-
rents produced by a photovoltaic cell are usually large
enough to be measured with a microammeter; if the
resistance of the external circuit is kept small «400 fl),
the photocurrent is directly proportional to the radiant
power that strikes the cell. Currents on the order of 10
to 100 I1Aare typical.

The barrier-layer cell constitutes a rugged, low-cost
means for measuring radiant power. No external
source of electrical energy is required. On the other
hand, the low internal resistance of the cell makes
the amplification of its output less convenient. Conse-
quently, although the barrier-layer cell provides a
readily measured response at high levels of illumina-
tion, it suffers from lack of sensitivity at low levels. An-
other disadvantage of the barrier-type cell is that it ex-
hibits fatigue in which its current output decreases
gradually during continued illumination; proper cir-
cuit design and choice of experimental conditions min-
imize this effect. Barrier-type cells are used in simple,
portable instruments where ruggedness and low cost
are important. For routine analyses, these instruments
often..pr,ovide perfectly reliable analytical data.

Vacuum Phototubes

A second type of photoelectric device is the vacuum
phototube,'l which consists of a semicylindrical cath-
ode and a wire anode sealed inside an evacuated trans-
parent envelope (see Figure 7-29). The concave sur-
face of the electrode supports a layer of photoemissive
material (Section 6C-I) that tends to emit electrons
when it is irradiated. When a voltage is applied across
the electrodes, the emitted electrons fiow to the wire
anode generating a photocurrent that is generally
about one tenth as great as that associated with a pho-
tovoltaic cell for a giwn radiant intensity. In contrast.

:':'For a vcry practicaL although sUn1ewhat uakJ, discu.;si\1n of vacuum
phototubes and phOh1ffiUhiplicr tubes dnJ circuits, see F E Lytic, Anal
Chem., 1974. .j6, 5-l.'1.-\.

FIGURE 7-29 A phototube and op amp readout. The
photocurrent induced by the radiation causes a voltage
drop across R, which appears as "0 at the output of the
current-to-voltage converter. This voltage may be dis-
played on a meter or acquired by a data-acquisition
system.

however, amplification is easily accomplished because
the phototube has a high electrical resistance.

The number of electrons ejected from a photoemis-
sive surface is directly proportional to the radiant power
of the beam that strikes that surface. As the voltage ap-
plied across the two electrodes of the tube is increased,
the fraction of the emitted electrons that reaches the
anode rapidly increases; when the saturation voltage is
achieved, essentially all of the electrons are collected at
the anode. The current then becomes independent of
voltage and directly proportional to the radiant power.
Phototubes are usually operated at a voltage of about
90 V,which is well within the saturation region.

A variety of photoemissive surfaces are used in
commercial phototubes. Typical examples are shown
in Figure 7-30. From the user's standpoint, photoemis-
sivc surfaces fall into four categories: highly sensitive,
red sensitive, ultraviolet sensitive, and flat response.
The most sensitive cathodes are bialkali types such as
number I 17 in Figure 7-30; they are made up of potas-
sium, cesium, and antimony. Red-sensitive materials
are multialkali types (for example, Na/K/Cs/Sb) or
Ag/OICs formulations. The behavior of the Ag/OICs
surface is shown as S-ll in the figure. Compositions of
Ga Iln IAs extend the red region up to about 1.I 11m.
Most formulat ions are ultraviolet sensitive if the tube
is equipped with UV-transparent windows. Relatively
flat responses are obtained with GalAs compositions
such as that labeled 128 in Figure 7-30.
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FIGURE7-30 Spectral response of some typical
photoemissive surfaces. (From F.E. Lytle,Anal. Chern.,
1974,46, 545A. Figure 1, p. 546A. Copyright 1974
American Chemical Society.)

Photo tubes frequently produce a small dark current
(see Equation 7-19) that results from thermally induced
electron emission and natural radioactivity from 40K in
the glass housing of the tube.

Photomultiplier Tubes

For the measurement of/ow radiant powers, the photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) offers advantages over an ordi-
nary phototube.23 Figure 7-31 is a schematic of such a
device. The photocathode surface is similar in composi-
tion to the surfaces of the phototubes described in Fig-
ure 7-30, and it emits electrons when exposed to radia-
tion. The tube also contains additional electrodes (nine
in Figure 7-31) called dynodes. Dynode 01 is main-
tained at a voltage approximately 90 V more positive
than the cathode, and electrons are accelerated toward
it as a result. Each photoelectron that strikes the dy-
node causes emission of several additional electrons.
These electrons, in turn, are accelerated toward dynode
02, which is -90 V more positive than dynode 01.
Again, several electrons arc emiUed for each electron
that strikes the surface. By the time this process has
been repeated nine times, IOn to 107 electrons have
been formed for each incident photon. This cascade of

DFor a detailed discussion of the thClHy and applications of photomulti-
pliers. see R. W, Engstrom, Photomultiplier Handhnok. Lancasta. PA
ReA Corporation. 1980.

electrons is finally collected at the anode and the result-
ing current is then converted to voltage and measured.

Curve A in Figure 7-27 shows that photomultipliers
are highly sensitive to ultraviolet and visible radiation.
In addition, they have extremely fast response times.
Often, the sensitivity of an instrument with a pho-
tomultiplier is limited by its dark current. Because
thermal emission is the major source of dark-current
electrons, the performance of a photomultiplier can be
enhanced by cooling. In fact, thermal dark currents
can be virtually eliminated by cooling the detector to
- 30'C Transducer housings, which can be cooled by
circulation of an appropriate coolant, are available
commercially.

Photomultiplier tubes are limited to measuring low-
power radiation because intense light causes irre-
versible damage to the photoelectric surface. For this
reason, the device is always housed in a light-tight
compartment and care is taken to eliminate the possi-
bility of its being exposed even momentarily to day-
light or other strong light while powered. With appro-
priate external circuitry, photomultiplier tubes can be
used to detect the arrival of individual photons at the
photocathode.

Silicon Photodiode Transducers

A silicon photodiode transducer consists of a reverse-
biased pn junction formed on a silicon chip. As shown
in Figure 7-32, the reverse bias creates a depletion
layer that reduces the conductance of the junction to
nearly zero. If radiation impinges on the chip, how-
ever, holes and electrons are formed in the depletion
layer and swept through the device to produce a cur-
rent that is proportional to radiant power. They re-
quire only low-voltage power supplies or can be oper-
ated under zero bias and so can be used in portable,
bauery-powered instruments.

Silicon diodes are more sensitive than vacuum pho-
totubes but less sensitive than photomultiplier tubes
(see curve Fin Figure 7-27). Photodiodes have spectral
ranges from about 190 to 1100 nm.

The first multichannel detector used in spectroscopy
was a photographic plate or a film strip that was placed
along the length of the focal plane of a spectrometer
so that all the lines in a spectrum could be recorded
simultaneously. Photographic detection is relatively
sensitive, with some emulsions that respond to as few
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FIGURE7-31 Photomultiplier tube: (a), photograph of a typical commercial tube; (b), cross:
sectional view; (c), electrical diagram illustrating dynode polanzatlon and photocurrent mea
surement. Radiation striking the photosensitive cathode (b) gives nse to photoelectrons by the
hotoelectric effect. Dynode D1 is held at a positive voltage Withrespect to the photocathode.

~Iectrons emitted by the cathode are attracted to the first dynode and accelerated In the fteld.
Each electron striking dynode D1 thus gives rise to two to four secondary electrons. These
are attracted to dynode D2, which is again positive with respect to dynode D1. The resulting
amplification at the anode can be 106 or greater. The exact amplification factor depends on
the number of dynodes and the voltage difference between each. ThiSautomatic Internal
amplification is one of the major advantages of photomultiplier tubes. With modern Instru-
mentation, the arrival of individualphotocurrent pulses can be detected and counted Instead
of being measured as an average current. This technique, called photon counting, IS
advantageous at very low light levels.
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FIGURE 7-32 (a)Schematic of a silicon diode.
(b) Formation of depletion layer,which prevents flow
of electricity under reverse bias.

as \0 to 100 photons. The primary limitation of this
type of detector, however, is the time required to de-
velop the image of the spectrum and convert the black-
ening of the emulsion to radiant intensities.

Modern multichannel transducers 24 consist of an
array of small photosensitive elements arranged either
linearly or in a two-dimensional pattern on a single
semiconductor chip. The chip, which is usually silicon
and typically has dimensions of a few millimeters on a
side, also contains electronic circuitry to provide an
output signal from each of the elements either sequen-
tially or simultaneously. For spectroscopic studies, a
multichannel transducer is generally placed in the fo-
cal plane of a spectrometer so that various elements of
the dispersed spectrum can be transduced and mea-
sured simultaneously.

Three types of multichannel devices are used in com-
mercial spectroscopic instruments: photodiode arrays
(PoAs), charge-injection devices (Clos), and charge-

:'~For a discussIon of multichannel photon detectors, see J. fl.-t Harnly and
R. E. Fields. Appl. Spectros., 1997. 51, 334A: M. Bonner Denton. R. Fields,
and Q. S. Hanley, eds .. Recent Den:"!opments in Scientific Optical/rnaging,
Cambridge. UK: Royal Soc. Chem .. 1996; J V Sweedlcr, K. L. Ratzlaff,
and M. B. Denton. eds., Charge- Transfer Del-'ices in Spectroscopy, Ne\•...
York: \'CH, 1994;J V. Sweedler. Cril. ReI-'.Anal. Chern .. 1993,24.59.
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FIGURE 7-33 A reverse-biased linear diode-array
detector: (a)cross section and (b)top view.

coupled devices (CCos). PoAs are one-dimensional
transducers in which the photosensitive elements are
arranged linearly on the transducer face. In contrast,
the individual photosensitive elements of CIos and
CCOs are usually formed as two-dimensional arrays.
Charge-injection and charge-coupled transducers both
function by collecting photogenerated charges in vari-
ous areas of the transducer surface and then mea-
suring the quantity of charge accumulated in a brief
period. In both devices, the measurement is accom-
plished by transferring the charge from a collection
area to a detection area. For this reason, the two types
of transducers are sometimes called charge-transfer
devices (CTOs). These devices have widespread use
as image transducers for television applications and in
astronomy.

Photodiode Arrays

In a PoA, the individual photosensitive elements are
small silicon photodiodes, each of which consists of
a reverse-biased pn junction (see previous section).
The individual photodiodes are part of a large-scale
integrated circuit formed on a single silicon chip. Fig-
ure 7-33 shows the geometry of the surface region of a
few of the transducer elements. Each element consists

of a diffused p-type bar in an n-type silicon substrate to
give a surff\ce region that consists of a series of side-by-
side elements that have typical dimensions of 2.5 by
0.025 mm (Figure 7-33b). Radiation that is incident on
these elements creates charges in both the p and n re-
gions. The positive charges are collected and stored in
the p-type bars for subsequent integration (the charges
formed in the n-regions divide themselves proportion-
ally between the two adjacent p-regions). The number
of transducer elements in a chip ranges from 64 to
4096, with 1024 being perhaps the most widely used.

The integrated circuit that makes up a diode array
also contains a storage capacitor and switch for each
diode as well as a circuit for sequentially scanning
the iQdividual diode-capacitor circuits. Figure 7-34 is a
simplifi'ed diagram that shows the arrangement of
these'components. Note that in parallel with each pho-
todiode is a companion \O-pF storage capacitor. Each
diode-capacitor pair is sequentially connected to a
common output line by the N-bit shift register and the
transistor switches. The shift register sequentially
closes each of these switches, momentarily causing the
capacitor to be charged to - 5 V, which then creates a
reverse hias across the pn junction of the detector. Ra-
diation that impinges on the depletion layer in either
the p or the n region forms charges (electrons and
holes) that create a current that partially discharges
the capacitor in the circuit. The capacitor charge that is
lost in this way is replaced during the next cycle. The
resultant charging current is integrated by the pream-
plifier circuit, which produces a voltage that is pro-
portional to the radiant intensity. After amplification,
the analog signal from the preamplifier passes into an

analog-to-digital converter and to a computer that
controls the readout.

In using a diode-array transducer, the slit width of
the spectrometer is usually adjusted so that the image of
the entrance slit just fills the surface area of one of the
diodes that make up the array. Thus, the information
obtained is equivalent to that recorded during scanning
with a traditional spectrophotometer. With the array,
however, information about the entire spectrum is ac-
cumulated essentially simultaneously and in discrete
elements rather than in a continuous way.

Some of the photoeonductor transducers men-
tioned in the previous section can also he fabricated
into linear arrays for use in the infrared region.

Charge- Transfer Devices

POAs cannot match the performance of photomulti-
plier tubes with respect to sensitivity, dynamic range,
and signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, they have been used
most often for applications in which high sensitivity
and large dynamic range is not needed, such as in ab-
sorption spectrometry. On the other hand, the perfor-
mance characteristics of CTos approach or sometimes
surpass those of photomultiplier tuhes in addition to
having the multichannel advantage. As a result, this
type of transducer is now appearing in ever-increasing
numhers in modern spectroscopic instruments." A

2'For details on erDs. see 1. V. Sweedkr. K. L Ratzlaff. and M. B. Den-
ton, eds., Charge- Tnlllsfer [)n'!u's in Spectroscopy, New York: \'CH. 199·t
J. V. Sweedler, CrtI. Rev. Anal. Cht>nl.. 1993,24.59: 1. V. Sweedkr. R. B.
Bilhorn, P. \1. Epperson G. R. Sims. and \1. R. Denton, Anal. Chem.,
1988,60. 2S2A, 327A



temperature rise is measured. The radiant power level
from a typical infrared beam is extremely small (10-7

to 10-' W), so that the heat capacity of the absorbing
element must be as small as possible if a temperature
change is to be detected. The size and thickness of
the absorbing element is minimized and the entire
infrared beam is concentrated on its surface so that,
under optimal conditions, temperature changes are
limited to a few thousandths of a kelvin.

The problem of measuring infrared radiation by
thermal means is compounded by thermal noise from
the surroundings. For this reason, thermal detectors are
housed in a vacuum and are carefully shielded from
thermal radiation emitted by other nearby objects. To
further minimize the effects of extraneous heat sources,
the beam from the source is generally chopped. In this
way, the analyte signal, after transduction, has the fre-
quency of the chopper and can be separated electroni-
cally from extraneous noise, which usually varies slowly
withtime.

On-chip
preamp

Optical input

Metallic
electrode (gate)

Insulator
(SiO,)

Lead sulfide transducers are scnsitive in the region be-
tween 0.8 and 3/Jm (12,500 to 3300 cm-I). A thin laycr
of thIS compound is deposited on glass or quartz plates
to form the cell. The entire assembly is then sealed in an
evacuated container to protect the semiconductor from
reaction with the atmosphere. The sensitivity of cad-
mIUmsulfide, cadmium selenide, and lead sulfide trans-
ducers is shown by curves B, D, and G in Figure 7-27.

Thermocouples

In its simplest form, a thermocouple consists of a pair
of junctions formed when two pieces of a metal such as
copper are fused to each end of a dissimilar metal such
as constantan as shown in Figure 3-13. A voltage de-
velops between the two junctions that varies with the
difference in their temperatures.

The transducer junction for infrared radiation is
formed from very fine wires of bismuth and antimony
or alternatively by evaporating the metals onto a non-
conducting support. In either case, the junction is usu-
all¥ blackened to improve its heat-absorbing capacity
and 'sealed in an evacuated chamber with a window
that is transparent to infrared radiation.

The rcference junction, which is usually housed in
the same chamber as the active junction, is designed to
have a relatively large heat capacity and is carefully
shielded from the incident radiation. Because the ana-
Iyte signal is chopped, only the difference in tempera-
ture between the two junctions is important; therefore,
the reference junction does not need to be maintained
at constant temperature. To enhancc sensitivity, sev-
eral thermocouples may be connected in series to fab-
ricate what is called a thermopile.

A well-designed thermocouple transducer is ca-
pable of responding to temperature differences of
10-6 K. This difference corresponds to a potential dif-
ference of about 6 to 8 /JV/IlW. The thermocouple of
an infrared detector is a low-impedance device that is

(b)

FIGURE 7-37 .A CCO array: (a) arrangement of 512 x 320 pixels and (b) schematic showing
four of the IUdlvldualdetectors.

hardware and software issues associated with the ac-
quisition and use of these devices.

7E-4 Photoconductivity Transducers

The most sensitive transducers for monitoring radia-
tion 10 the near-infrared region (0.75 to 3 /Jm) are
semiconductors whose resistances decrease when thev
absorb radiation within this range. The useful range df
photoconductors can be extended into the far-infrared
region by cooling to suppress noise that arises from
thermally induced transitions among closely lying en-
ergy levels. ThIS application of photoconductors is im-
portant in infrared Fourier transform instrumentation.
Crystalline semiconductors are formed from the
sulfides, selenides, and stibnides of such metals as lead
cadmium, gallium, and indium. Absorption of radia:
tlOn by these materials promotes some of their bound
electrons into an energy state in which they are free to
conduct electricity. The resulting change in conductiv-
Ity can then be measured with a circuit such as that
shown in Figure 3-lOa.
. Lead sulfide is the most widely used photoconduc-

tive material that can be used at room temperature.

7E-5 Thermal Transducers

The convenient phototransducers just considered are
generally not applicable in the infrared because pho-
tons 10 thIS region lack the energy to cause photoemis-
Slon of electrons. Thus, thermal transducers or photo-
conducllve transducers (see Section 7E-4) must be
used. Neither of these is as satisfactorv as photon
transducers. .

In thermal transducers,27 the radiation impinges on
and IS absorbed by a small blackbody; the resultant

<"rO.f a good discussion of optical radiation transdUCers of alllvpc-s 10-

c1udlO~ thermal dC-lectors. see E. L. Dercniak and G D. Grov.'c: Op;ical
Radullloll Detectors. Ne .•••' York: Wiley. 19.s~

Spectrophotometer
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FIGURE 7-38 Thermocouple and instrumentation
amplifier.The output voltage v 0 is proportional to the
thermocouple voltage. The magnitude of Vo is determined
by the gain resistor R" which performs the same function
as RJa in Figure 5-4.

usually connected to a high-impedance differential am-
plifier, such as the instrumentation amplifier shown in
Figure 7-38. Instrumentation amplifiers are discussed
in Section 5C-1. Difference amplifiers, such as the one
shown in Figure 3-13, are also used for signal condition-
ing in thermocouple detector circuits.

Bolometers

A bolometer is a type of resistance thermometer con-
structed of strips of metals, such as platinum or nickel,
or of a semiconductor. Semiconductor bolometers arc
often called themzislOrs. These materials exhibit a rela-
tively large change in resistance as a function of tem-
perature. The responsive element is kept small and
blackened to absorb radiant heat. Bolometers are not
so extensively used as other infrared transducers for the
mid-infrared region. However, a germanium bolome-
ter, operated at 1.5 K, is nearly an ideal transducer for
radiation in the 5to 400 cm' I (2000 to 251lm) range.

Pyroelectric Transducers

Pyroelectric transducers are constructed from single
crystalline wafers of pyroelectric materials, which are
insulators (dielectric materials) with very special
thermal and electrical properties. Triglycine sulfate
(NH,CH,COOHj,· H,SO, (usually deutcrated or
with a fraction of the glycines replaced with alanine), is
the most important pvroelectric material used in the
construction of infrared transducers.



When an electric field is applied across any dielec-
tric material, electric polarization takes place whose
magnitude is a function of the dielectric constant of the
material. For most dielectrics, this induced polari-
zation rapidly decays to zero when the external field is
removed. Pyroelectric substances, in contrast, retain a
strong temperature-dependent polarization after re-
moval of the field. Thus, by sandwiching the pyroelec-
tric crystal between two electrodes (one of which is
infrared transparent) a temperature-dependent capac-
itor is produced. Changing its temperature by irradiat-
ing it with infrared radiation alters the charge distribu-
tion across the crystal, which creates a measurable
current in an external electrical circuit that connects
the two sides of the capacitor. The magnitude of this
current is proportional to the surface area of the crys-
tal and to its rate of change of polarization with tem-
perature. Pyroelectric crystals lose their residual po-
larization when they are heated to a temperature
called the Curie point. For triglycine sulfate, the Curie
point is 47"C.

Pyroelectric transducers exhibit response times
that are fast enough to allow them to track the changes
in the time-domain signal from an interferometer. For
this reason, most Fourier transform infrared spec-
trometers use this type of transducer.

7F SIGNAL PROCESSORS
AND READOUTS

The signal processor is usually an electronic device
that amplifies the electrical signal from the transducer.
In addition, it may alter the signal from de to ac (or the
reverse), change the phase of the signal, and filter it to
remove unwanted components. Furthermore, the sig-
nal processor may perform such mathematical opera-
tions on the signal as differentiation, integration, or
conversion to a logarithm.

Several types of readout devices are found in mod-
ern instruments. Some of these devices include the
D' Arsonval meter. digital meters, recorders, cathode-
ray tubes, LCD panels, and computer displays.

The output from a photomultiplier tube consists of
a pulse of eleetrons for each photon that reaches the de-
tector surface. This analog signal is often filtered to re-
move undesirable fluctuations due to the random ap-
pearance of photons at the photocathode and measured

as a de voltage or eurrent. If, however, the intensity of
the radiation is too low to provide a satisfactory signal-
to-noise ratio, it is possible, and often advantageous, to
proeess the signal to a train of digital pulses that may
then be counted as discussed in Section 4C. Here, radi-
ant power is proportional to the number of pulses per
unit time rather than to an average eurrent or voltage.
This type of measurement is called photon counting.

Counting techniques have been used for many
years for measuring the radiant power of X-ray beams
and of radiation produced by the deeay of radioactive
species (these techniques are considered in detail in
Chapters 12 and 32). Photon counting is also used for
ultraviolet and visible radiation, but in this applica-
tion, it is the output of a photomultiplier tube that is
counted." In the previous section we indicated that a
single photon that strikes the cathode of a photomulti-
plier ultimately leads to a cascade of 106 to 107 elec-
trons, which produces a pulse of charge that can be am-
plified and counted.

Generally, the equipment for photon counting is
similar to that shown in Figure 4-2 in which a com-
parator rejects pulses unless they exceed some pre-
determined minimum voltage. Comparators are use-
ful for this task because dark-current and instrument
noise are often significantly smaller than the signal
pulse and are thus not counted; an improved signal-to-
noise ratio results.

Photon counting has a number of advantages over
analog-signal processing, including improved signal-to-
noise ratio, sensitivity to low radiation levels, improved
precision for a given measurement time, and lowered
sensitivity to photomultiplier tube voltage and temper-
ature fluctuations. The required equipment is, however,
more complex and expensive. As a result, the technique
has thus not been widely applied for routine molecular
absorption measurements in the ultraviolet and visible
regions where high sensitivity is not required. However,
it has become the detection method of choice in fluores-
cence, chemiluminescence. and Raman spectrometry,
where radiant power levels are low.
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the instrument to another. Fiber optics have added
a new dimension of utility to optIcal mstrument

designs."

7G-1 Properties of Optical Fibers

Optical fibers are fine strands of glass or plastic that
transmit radiation for distances of several hundred feet
or more. The diameter of optical fibers ranges from
0.05 pm to as large as 0.6 em. Where images are to be
transmitted, bundles of fibers, fused at the ends, are
used. A major application of these fiber bundles has
been in medical diagnoses, where their flexlblhty per-
mits transmission of images of organs through tortu-
ous pathways to the physician. Fiber optics are used
not onlv for observation but also for Illummation of
objects.~ In such applications, the ability to Illumillate
without heating is often very important.

Light transmission in an optical fiber takes place by
total internal reflection as shown IIIFIgure 7-39. For to-
tal internal reflections to occur. it is necessary that the
transmitting fiber be coated with a material that has a
refr~c~ive index that is somewhat smaller than the re-
fract;ve index of the tiber material. Thus, a typIcal glass
fiber has a core with a refractive index of about 1.6 and
has a glass coating with a refractive index of approx.l-
mately 1.5. Typical plastic tibershave a polym~thyl-
methacrylate core with a refractIve mdex of I.) and
have a polymer coating with a refractIve mdex of 1.4.

A liber (Figure 7-39) will transmIt radIatIOn con-
tained in a limited incident cone with a half angle
shown as e in the ligure. The numerical aperture of the
fiber provides a measure of the magnitude of the so-
called acceptance cone. . .

By suitable choice of construction matenals. libers
that will transmit ultraviolet, visible. or mfrared radIa-
tion can be manufactured. You will find several exam-

In the late 19605, analytical instruments hegan to ap-
pear on the market that contained fiber optics for tran-
smilling radiation and images from one component of

~"For d re\"i~w of applications \.)f fiber ()~!ii.:s.see L Cha~a\ .-\ruzf Chen!"

1982.54.1071.-\ and 1. K. Cru!TI. A,wl. Cht'm __1969. -JI. ,-0.-\

pies of their application to conventional analytical in-
struments in the chapters that follow.

7G.2 Fiber-Optic Sensors

Fiber-optic sensors, which are sometimes called op-
trades, consist of a reagent phase immobilized on the
end of a fiber optic30 Interaction of the analyte WIth
the reagent creates a change in absorbance, reflect-
ance, fluorescence, or luminescence, whIch IS then
transmitted to a detector via the optical fiber. Flber-
optic sensors are generally simple, inexpensIve deVIces
that are easily miniaturized. They are used extensIvely
for sensing biological materials, where they are often
called biosensors. In fact, such sensors have been
miniaturized to the nanometer scale. These devices are
called nanobiosensors.J1

In this section, we define the terminology we us~ to de-
scribe various types of optical instruments. It ISImpor-
tant to understand that the nomenclature proposed
here is not agreed upon and used by all scientists; it is
simply a common nomenclature and the one that WIll
be encountered throughout this hook.

A spectroscope is an optical instrumentused for the
visual identification of atomic emission hnes. It con-
sists of a monochromator, such as one of those shown
in Figure 7-18, in which the exit slit is replaced hy an
eyepiece that can be moved along the focal plane. The
wavelength of an emission line can then be determmed

'\)~1..-\...\rnold, Anal. C~t'm .. 1992. 64. to15A; R. E.Dcssy, Anal. C~mi'
1989.61. 1079A: W. R. Seltz, AnaL. Chern., 1984, 56, loA: S. Borman. na.
Chern. 1987.59. 1161A; lbid., 1986,58. 76tJA
\j r V~-Dinh. in t;nqclopedia of N'ano\'cicnce and Xan()lt'chll~,lo~y,

Stevenson Ranch. CA: America.n Scientific Publi5her'i. 2004. 6, )3-)9:
T Vo-Dinh. J. Cell. Biochem. Supp!., 2002. 39, 154



from the angle between the incident and dispersed
beams when the line is centered on the eyepiece.

We use the term colorimeter to designate an instru-
ment for absorption measurements in which the hu-
man eye serves as the detector using one or more
COlor-comparison standards. A phOfOrr~eterconsists of
a source. a filter. and a photoelectric transducer as well
as a signal processor and readout. Note that some sci-
entists and instrument manufacturers refcr to photo-
meters as calorimeters or photoelectric colorimeters.
Filter photometers are commercially available for ab-
sorption measurements in the ultra~iolct. visibk and
infrared regions, as well as emission and Iluorescence
in the first two wavelength regions. Photometers de-
signed for fluorescence measurements arc also called
fluorometers.

A spectro!(raph is similar in construction to the two
monoehromators shown in Figure 7-18 except that the
sht arrangement is replaced with a large aperture that
holds a detector or transducer that is continuously ex-
posed tn the entire spectrum of dispersed radia-tion.
HlStoncally. the detector was a photographic film or
plate. Currently. however. diode arrays or CTDs are
often used as transducers in spectrographs.

A spectrometer is an instrument that provides infor-
matIOn about the intensity of radiation as a function of
wavelength or frequency. The dispersing modules in
some spectrometers are multichannel so that two or
mare frequencies can be viewed simultaneously. Such
instruments are sometimes called polychrollla;ors. A
spectrophotometer is a spectrometer equipped with
one or more exit slits and photoelectric transducers
that permit the determination of the ratio of the
radiant power of two beams as a function of wave-
length as in absorption spectroscopy Aspect ropho-
tomctcr for fluorescence analysis is sometimes called a
spec! roflllO r( J1llele r.

All of the instruments named in this section thus far
use filters or monochromators to isolate a portion of
the spectrum for measurement. A mllitiplex instru-
ment. IIIcontrast. obtains spectral information without
lirst dispersing or tiltering the radiation to provide
wavelengths of interest. The term mulriplex comes
from communication theory. where it is used to de-
scribe systems in which many sets of information are
transported simultaneously through a single channel.
Multiplex analytical instruments are single-channel
devices in which all components of an an'alvtical re-
sponse are collected simultlilleolllly. To deter'mine the
magnitude of each of these signal components. it is

necessary to modulate the analyte signal so that. sub-
sequently, it can be decoded into its components.

tvIost multiplex analytical instruments depend on
the fOllner rransform (FT) for Signal decoding and arc
thus often called Fourier transform spectr~meters.
Such IIlstruments are by no means confined to optical
spectroscopy. Fourier transform devices have been de-
scribed for nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry,
mass spectrometry, and microwave spectroscopy.
Several of these IIlstruments are discussed in some de-
tail in SUbsequent chapters. The section that follows
describes the principles of operation of Fourier trans-
form optical spectrometers.
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71 PRINCIPLES OF FOURIER
TRANSFORM OPTICAL
MEASUREMENTS
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FIGURE 7-40 An iron emission spectrum illustrating the high resolving power of a Fourier
transform emission spectrometer. (From A. P.Thorne, Anal. Cbem., 1991, 63, 57A. Figure 6,
p. 63A. Copyright 1991 American Chemical Society.)

Fourier transform spectroscopy was first developed by
astronomers in the early 19505 to study thc infrared
spectra of distant stars: only by the Fourier technique
could the very weak signals from these sources be iso-
lated from environmental noise. The first chemical ap-
phcatlons of Fourier transform spectroscopy, which
were reported approximately a decade later, were to
the energy-starved far-infrared rcgion; by the late
I 960s. IIlstruments for chemical studies in both the far-
mfrared (10 to 400 cm J) and the ordinary infrared re-
gHJIlS were available commercially. Descriptions of
Founer transform instruments for the ultraviolet and
VISIblespectral regions can also be found in the litera-
ture, but their adoption has been less widespread. 12

no slits to attenuate radiation. As a result, the radiant
power that reaches the detector is much greater than in
dispersive instruments and much greater signal-to-
noise ratios are observed.

A second advantage of Fourier transform instru-
ments is their extremely high resolving power and
wavelength reproducibility that make possible the
analysis of complex spectra in which the sheer number
of lines and spectral overlap make the determination of
individual spectral features difficult. Figure 7-40, which
is palt of an emission spectrum for a steel, illustrates
this adhntage. The spectrum. which extends from only
299.85 to 300.75 nm. contains thirteen well-separated
lines of three elements. The wavelength resolution
(.1A/A)for the closest pair of lines is about 6 ppm.

A third advantage arises hecause all elements of the
source reach the detector simultaneously. This charac-
teristic makes it possible to obtain data for an entire
spectrum in 1 second or less. Let us examine the con-
sequences of this last advantage in further detail.

For purposes of this discussion, it is convenient
to think of an experimentally derived spectrum as
made up of III individual transmittance measure-
ments at equallv spaced frequency or wavelength in-
tervals called resolwion elements. The quality of the
spectrum - that is. the amount of spectral detail- in-
creases as the number of resolution elements becomes
larger or as the frequency intervals between measure-

71-1 Inherent Advantages of Fourier
Transform Spectrometry

The use of Fourier transform instruments has several
major advantages. The first is the throll!(hput, or
}iI£l"ltlO1. adnlfllagc. which is rcalized because Fourier
transform instruments have few optical elements and

l:h'r IllUf<..' l:umplclc Jiscussions of llptir.:al FOUrlt:f transform sPc'c-
tf(l"'C()~)\_ l:o[J'i~h !he tothl\"llll! fekrt:ncc'S: A, G. Mar ..•hall and f. R Ver-
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ments become smaller." Thus. to increase spectral
quality, m must be made larger; clearly. increasing the
number of resolution clements must also increase the
time required for obtaining a spectrum with a scanning
instrument.

Consider, for example, the measurement of an in-
frared spectrum from 50() to 5000 cm--J• If resolution
elements of 3 cm-J werc chosen, m would be 1500; if
0.5 s was required for recording the transmittance of
each resolution element, 750 s, or 12.5 min, would be
needed to obtain lhe spectrum. Reducing the width of
the resolution element to 1.5 cm-I would be expected
to provide significantly greater spectral detail; it would
also double the number of resolution elements as well
as the time required for their measurement.

For most optical instruments, particnlarly those de-
signed for the infrared region, decreasing the width of
the resolution element has the unfortunate effect of de-
creasing the signal-to-noise ratio because narrower slits
must be uscd, which lead to weaker source signals that
reach the transducer. For infrared detectors, the reduc-
tion in signal strength is not, however, accompanied by
a corresponding decrease in detector noise. Therefore,
a dcgradation in signal-tn-noise ratio resulls.

"Indi\'jJudl point~by-pOint measurements are not made with a recording
spcctwphntoJll<..'!cr: nc\erthekss, the idea of a n:solulion .:It:m<..'nt is use-

ful. anJ the ideas generated from it apply to recording inslruments as welL



In Chapter 5, we pointed out that signal-to-noise ra-
tios can be improved substantially by signal averaging.
We showed (Equation 5-11) that the signal-to-noise ra-
tio SIN for the average of n measurements is given by

where (SIN), is the SIN for one measurement. The ap-
plication of signal averaging to conventional spec-
troscopy is, unfortunately. costly in terms of time.
Thus, in the example just considered. 750 s is required
to obtain a spectrum of 1500 resolution elements. To
improve the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 2 would
require averaging four spectra, which would then re-
quire 4 x 750 s, or 50 min.

Fourier transform spectroscopy differs from con-
ventional spectroscopy in that all of the resolution ele-
ments for a spectrum are measured simultaneously,
thus reducing enormously the time req uired to obtain
a spectrum at any chosen signal-to-noisc ratio. An en-
tire spectrum of 1500 resolution elements can then be
recorded in about the time required to observe just
one element by conventional spectroscopy (0.5 s in our
earlier example). This large decrease in observation
time is often used to significantly enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio of Fourier transform measurements. For
example. in the 750 s required to determine the spec-
trum by scanning, 1500 Fourier transform spectra
could be recorded and averaged. According to Equa-
tion 7-20, the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
would be v'GOO, or about 39. This inherent advantage
of Fourier transform spectroscopy was first recognized
by P. Fellgett in 1958 and is termed the Fel/getl. or mill-
tiplex, advantage. It is worth noting here that, for sev-
eral reasons, the theoretical \in improvement in SIN
is seldom entirely realized. Nonetheless, major im-
provements in signal-to-noise ratios arc generally ob-
served with the Fourier transform technique.

The multiplex advantage is important enough so
that nearly all infrared spectrometers are now of the
Fourier transform type. Fourier transform instru-
ments are much less common for the ultraviolet, visible.
and near-infrared regions, however. because signal-to-
noise limitations for spectral measurements with these
tvpes of radiation are seldom a result of detector noise
but instead are due to shot noise and flicker noise asso-
ciated with the source. In contrast to detector noise. the
magnitudes of both shot and flicker noise increase as
the radiant power of the signal increases. Furthermore.
the total noise for all of the resolution elements in a
Fourier transform measurement tends to be a\'eragL:J

and spread out uniformly over the entire transformed
spectrum. Thus. the signal-to-noise ratio for strong
peaks in the presence of weak peaks is improved bv av-
eraging but degraded for the weaker peaks. For flicker
noise, such as is encountered in the background radia-
tion from many spectral sources. degradation of SIN
for all peaks is observed. This effect is sometimes
termed the milltiplex dLwdvanrage and is largely re-
sponsible for the Fourier transform not being widely
applied for UV -visible spectroscopy."

Conventional spectroscopy can be termed frequency-
domain spectroscopy in that radiant power data are
recorded as a function of frequency or the inversely
related wavelength. In contrast, time-domain spectros-
copy, which can be achieved by the Fourier transform,
is concerned with changes in radiant power with time.
Figure 7-41 illustrates the difference.

The plots in Figure 7-4lc and d are conventional
spectra of two monochromatic sources with frequen-
cies v, and V2 Hz. The curve in Figure 7-41e is the spec-
trum of a source that contains both frequencies. In each
case, the radiant power P(v) is plotted with respect to
the frequency in hertz. The symbol in parentheses is
added to emphasize the frequency dependence of the
power; time-domain power is indicated by P(t).

The curves in Figure 7-41a show the time-domain
spectra for each of the monochromatic sources. The
two have been plotted together to make the small fre-
quency difference between them more obvious. Here,
the instantaneous power pet) is plotted as a function of
time. The curve in Figure 7-41b is the time-domain
spectrum of the source that contains both frequencies.
As is shown by the horizontal arrow, the plot exhibits
a periodicity. or beat. as the two waves go in and out of
phase.

Figure 7-42 is a time-domain signal from a source
that contains many wavelengths. It is considerably
more complex than those shown in Figure 7-41. Be-
cause a large number of wavelengths arc involved, a
full cyele is not completed in the time period shown.
A pattern of beats appears as certain wavelengths pass
in and out of phasc. [n general. the signal power de-
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FIGURE 7-41 (a)Time-domain plot of two sligbtly different frequencies of the same amplitude
VI and Vo. (b)Time-domain plot of the sum of the two waveforms In (a). (c) Frequency-domain
plot of v;. (d)Frequency-domain plot of v,. (e)Frequency-domain plot of the waveform In (b).

FIGURE 7-42 Time-domain signal of a source made up
of many wavelengths.
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creases with time because the closely spaced wave-
lengths become more and more out of phase. .

It is important to appreciate that a tlme-domam
signal contains the same information as a spectrum
does in the frequene\' domain, and in fact. one can be

converted to the other by numerical computations.
Thus, Figurc 7-41b was computed from the data of Fig-
ure 7-4le using the equation

where k is a constant and t is the time. The difference
in frequency between the two lines was approximately
10% of v,.

Thc in-terconversion of time- and frequency-domain
signals is complex and mathematically tedious when
more than a few lines are involved; the operation is only
practical with a computer. Today fast Fourier transform
algorithms allow calculation of frequency-domain spec-
tra from time-domain spectra in seconds or less.

71-3Acquiring Time-Domain Spectra
with a Michelson Interferometer

Time-domain signals. such as those shown in Fig-
ures 7-41 and 7-42, cannor be acquired experimentally
with radiation in the frequenc\' range that is associated
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spectroscopy (10'1 to 10" Hz) because
transducers that will respond to radiant

,ons at these high frequencies. Thus. a typ-
;er yields a signal that corresponds to the
fcr of a high-frequency signal and not to its
riation. To obtain time-domain signals re-
[efore, a method of converting (or mod-
Jigh-frequency signal to one of measurable
without distorting the time relationships

the signal; that is, the frequencies in the mod-
nal must be directly proportional to those in
laL Different signal-modulation procedures
for the various wavelength regions of the

L The Michelson interferometer is used exten-
modulate radiation in the optical region.

device used for modulating optical radiation
terferometer similar in design to one first de-
by Michelson late in the nilleteenth century.

ichdson interferometer is a device that splits a
of radiation into two beams of nearly equal

. and then recombines them in such a way that in-
y variations of the combined beam can be mea-
I as a function of differences in the lengths of the
s of the two beams. Figure 7-43 is a schematic of
an interferometer as it is used for optical Fourier

sform spectroscopy

,1 Simulation: Learn more about the Michelson
J interferometer and Fourier transform

spectrometers .
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As shown in Figure 7-43, a beam of radiation from
a source is collimated and impinges on a beamspliller.
which transmits approximately half the radiation and
reflects the other half. The resulting twin beams are
then reflected from mirrors. one fixed and the otber
movable. The beams then meet again at the beamsplit-
ter, with half of each beam directed toward the sample
and detector and the other two halves directed back
toward the source. Only the two halves that pass
through the sample to thc dctector arc used for analyt-
ical purposes.

Horizontalmo(ion of the movablc mirror causes the
radiant power that reaches the detector to fluctuate in a
reproducible manner. When the two mirrors are equi-
distant from the splitter (position 0 in Figure 7-43), the
two parts of the recombined beam are precisely in
phase and the signal power is at a maximum. For a
monochromatic source, motion of the movable mirror
in either direction by a distance equal to exactly onc-
quarter wavelength (position B or C in the I1gure)
changes the path length of the corresponding reflected
beam by one-half wavelength (onc-quarter wavelength
for each direction). At this mirror position, destructive
interference reduces the radiant powcr of the recom-
bined beams to zero. When the mirror moves to A or D
the two halves of the beams arc back in phase so that
constructive interference again occurs.

Thc differen~~ H. r-

2(At - F) in the figure, is called the, ",e.

plot of the output power from the detector versus 8 is
called an interferogram. For monochromatic radiation,
the interferogram takes the form of a cosine curve such
as that shown in the lower left of Figure 7-43 (cosine
rather than sine because the power is always at a maxi-
mum when 8 is zero and the two paths are identical).

The time-varying signal produced by the radia-
tion striking the detector in a Michelson interfcro-
meter is much lowcr in frequency than the source fre-
qucncy. The relationship between thc two frequencies
is derived by reference to the P(I) versus (j plot in Fig-
ure 7-43. One cycle of the signal occurs when the mirror
moves a distance that corresponds to one half a wave·
length (All). If the mirror is moving at a constant veloc-
ity of v,,, and we define T as time required for the mirror
to move Ai2cm. we may write

The frequency f of the signal at the detector is simply
the reciprocal of T, or

We may also relate this frequency to the wavenumber
v of the radiation. Thus.

The relationship between the optical frc1luency of the
radiation and the frequency of the intcrferogram is ob-
tained by substitution of A = c1v into Equation 7-23.
Thus, .

211Mr =-- v
- C

where v is the frequency of the radiation and c is the
velocitv of light (3 x lO'u cmls). When v" is constant,
the int~rfl'ro;ram freql/"Ile}' f is directly propOriional1O
the optical {rcql/I'llcy I'. Furthermore. the proportion-
ality constant is a very small numher. For example. if
the mirror is driven at a rate of 1.5 cm!s.

2xt.:5cm/s
3 X 10,n cmfs

Calculate the frequency range of a modulated signal
from a Michelson interferometer with a mirror veloc-
itv of 0.20 cmls, for visible radiation of 71K)nm and in-
fr'aredradiationof t6flm(-U x lO"to 1.9 x IO"Hz).

Solution

Using Equation 7-23, we find

r ~ _~~~~20 c,mls --- = 5700 Hz
., 700 nm X lO'" cm/nm

r = __~2 x 0.20 cm/s .. _ = 250 Hz
. I 16pm X IW·emipm -

Certain types of visible and infrared transducers are
capable of following fluctuations in signa! power that
fall into the audio-frequency range. Thus, it is possible
to record a modulated time-domain signal in the audio
frequency range that is an exact translation of the ap-
pearance of the very high-frequency time-domain sig
nal from a visible or infrared source. Figure 7-44 show
three examples of such time-domain interferogram
At the top of each column is the image of the interfe
ence pattern that appears al the outpUl of lhe Mieh
son interferometer. In the middle are the interferogr
signals resulting from the patterns at the top, and
corresponding frequency-domain spectra appear at
hottom.

Fourier Transformation of Interferograms

The cosine wave of the interferogram shown ir
ure 7-44a (and also in Figure 7-4~) can hi;:deserir
the equation

I
1'(8) ~oPil')cos 2rrlt

wherc Pi I') is thc radiant powcr of the heam
on the interferomekr and 1'(8) is the ampli
power. of the interferogram signaL The pare
symbols cmphasize that one power is in the I
dnmain and the other is in the time domair
tice. we mndifv Equatinn 7-2h to take into a
fact that the inkrkromekr does not split
esacll\' in half and lhal th.: d<:t.:ctor fCSPor
amplificr bchavior are frequencv depender



For a continuum source, as in Figure 7-44i, the inter-
ferogram can be represented as a sum of an infinite
number of cosine terms. That is,

B(v) = I:P(8)COShV8d8

A complete Fourier transformation requires both real
(cosine) and imaginary (sine) components; we have
presented only the cosine part, which is sufficient for
manipulating real and even functions.

Optical Fourier transform spectroscopy consists of
recording 1'(0) as a function of /j (Equation 7-30) and
then mathematically transforming this relation to one
that gives B(v) as a function of v (the frequency spec-
trum) as shown by Equation 7-31.

Equations 7-30 and 7-31 cannot be used as written
because they assume that the beam contains radiation
from zero to infinite wavenumbers and a mirror drive
of infinite length. Furthermore, Fourier transforma-
tions with a computer require that the detector output
be digitized; that is, the output must be sampled peri-
odically and stored in digital form. Equation 7-31
however, demands that the sampling intervals do be in-
finitely small, that is, do ---> O. From a practical stand-
point, only a finite-sized sampling interval can be
summed over a finite retardation range of a few cen-
timeters. These constraints have the effect of limiting
the i"e~olution of a Fourier transform instrument and
restricting its frequency range.

(il

FIGURE 7-44 Formation of interferograms at the output of the Michelson interferometer.
(a) Interference pattern at the output of the interferometer resulting from a monochromatic
source. (b)Sinusoidally varying signal (interferogram) produced at the detector as the pattern
in (a) sweeps across the detector. (c) Frequency spectrum of the monochromatic light source
resulting from the Fourier transformation of the signal in (b). (d) Interference pattern at the
output of the interferometer resulting from a two-frequency source. (e)Complex signal
produced by the interference pattern of (d) as it falls on the detector. Zero retardation is
indicated by point A. (f) Frequency spectrum of the two-frequency source. (g)Interference
pattern resulting from a broad emission band. (h) Interferogram of the source in (f).
(I) Frequency spectrum of the emission band.

useful to introduce a new variable, B(v), which de-
pends on P(V) but takes these factors into account. We
can then rewrite the equation in the form

Substitution of this relationship into Equation 7-28
gives

Resolution
The resolution of a Fourier transform spectrometer
can be described in terms of the difference in wave-
number between two lines that can be just separated
by the instrument. That is,

1'(0) = B(v)cos hft (7-27)

Substitution of Equation 7-24 into Equation 7-27 leads
to

which expresses the magnitude of the interferogram
signal as a function of the retardation factor and the
wavenumber of the source.

The interferograms shown in Figure 7-44b, e, and h
can be described by two terms, one for each wavenum-
ber. Thus,

1'(0) = B(v)cos47TV"vt (7-28)

But the mirror velocity can be expressed in terms of
retardation or

where V, and V, are wavenumbers for a pair of barely
resolvable lines.

It is possible to show that to resolve two lines, the
time-domain signal must be scanned long enough so
that one complete cycle, or beat, for the two lines is

completed; only then will all of the information
contained in the spectrum have been recorded. For
example, resolution of the two lines v, and v, in Fig-
ure 7-44f requires recording the interferogram from
the maximum A at zero retardation to the maximum B
where the two waves are again in phase. The maximum
at B occurs, however, when !lv, is larger than ov, by I
in Equation 7-29. That is, when

This equation means that resolution in wavenum-
bers will improve in proportion to the reciprocal of the
distance that the mirror travels.

What length of mirror drive will provide a resolution
of 0.1 cm-'?

01 cm-' =.t.
. 0

The mirror motion required is one half the retarda-
tion, or 5 cm.

Instruments

Details about modern Fourier transform optical spec-
trometers are found in Section 16B-1. An integral
part of these instruments is a state-of-the-art com-
puter for controlling data acquisition, for storing data,
for signal averaging, and for computing the Fourier
transforms.



*7-13 Consider an infrared grating with 84.0 lines per millimeter and 15.0 mm of illumi-
nated area. Calculate the first-order resolution (A/JlA) of this grating. How far apart
(in cm -I) must two lines centered at 1200 cm I be if they are to be resolved"

7-14 For the grating in Problem 7-13, calculate the wavelengths of first- and second-
order diffraction at reflective angles of (a) 250 and (b) 0". Assume the incident
angle is 45".

7-15 With the aid of Figures 7-2 and 7-3, suggest instrument components and materials
for constructing an instrument that would be well suited for
(a) the investigation of the fine structure of absorption bands in the region of 450

to 750 nm.
(b) obtaining absorption spectra in the far infrared (20 to 50 flm).
(c) a portable device for determining the iron content of natural water based on

the absorption of radiation by the red Fe(SCN)2+ complex.
(d) the routine determination of nitrobenzene in air samples based on its absorp-

tion peak at 11.8 flm.
(e) determining the wavelengths of flame emission lines for metallic elements in

the region from 200 to 780 nm.
(f) spectroscopic studies in the vacuum ultraviolet region.
(g) spectroscopic studies in the near infrared,

*7-16 What is the speed (f-number) of a lens with a diameter of 5.4 cm and a focal
length of 17.6 em?

7-17 Compare the light-gathering power of the lens described in Problem 7-16 with
one that has a diameter of 37.6 cm and a focal length of 16.8 em.

*7-18 A monochromator has a focal length of 1.6 m and a collimating mirror with a
diameter of 3.5 cm. The dispersing device was a grating with 1500 lines/mm. For
first -order diffraction,
(a) what is the resolving power of the monochromator if a collimated beam

illuminated 3.0 cm of the gratingry
(b) what are the first- and second-order reciprocal linear dispersions of the

monochromator?

7-19 A'monochromator with a focal length of 0.78 m was equippcd with an echellette
grating of 2500 blazes per millimeter.
(a) Calculate the reeiprocallinear dispersion of the instrument for first-order

spectra.
(b) If 2.0 em of the grating were illuminated, what is the first-order resolving

power of the monochromator"
(c) At approximately 430 nm, what minimum wavelength difference could in

theory be completely resolved by the instrument"

7-20 Describe the basis for radiation detection with a silicon diode transducer.

7-21 Distinguish among (a) a spectroscope, (b) a spectrograph, and (c) a spectro-
photometer.

*7-22 A Michelson interferometer had a mirror \'elocity of 2.75 cm/s. What would be the
frequency of the interferogram for (a) UV radiation of 350 nm, (b) visible radiation
of 575 nm, (c) infrared radiation of 5.5 f,m. and (d) infrared radiation of 25 flm?

*Answers are provided at the cnd of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

7-1 Why must the slit width of a prism monochromator be varied to provide constant
effective bandwidths but a nearly constant slit width provides constant bandwidth
with a grating monochromator?

7-2 Why do quantitative and qualitative analyses often require different monochro-
mator slit widths?

*7-3 The Wicn displacement law states that the wavelength maximum in micrometers
for blackbody radiation is given by the relationship

where T is the temperature in kelvins. Calculate the wavelength maximum for a
blackbody that has been heated to (a) 5000 K, (b) 3000 K, and (c) 1500 K.

*7-4 Stefan's law states that the total energy E, emitted by a blackbody per unit time
and per unit area is given by E, = aT', where a has a value of 5.69 x 10" Wm-2

K -4 Calculate the total energy output in W/m2 for each of the blackbodies de-
scribed in Problem 7-3.

*7-5 Relationships described in Problems 7-3 and 7-4 may be of help in solving the
following.
(a) Calculate the wavelength of maximum emission of a tungsten filament

bulb operated at the usual temperature of 2870 K and at a temperature
of 3500 K.

(b) Calculate the total energy output of the bulb in terms of W/cm2•

7-6 Contrast spontaneous and stimulated emission.

7-7 Describe the advantage of a four-level laser system over a three-level type.

7-8 Define the term effective bandwidch of a filter.

*7-9 An interference filter is to be constructed for isolation of the nitrobenzene
absorption band at 1537 cm l

(a) If it is to be based on first-order interference, what should be the thickncss
of the dielectric layer (refractive index of 1.34)"

(b) What other wavelengths would be transmitted"

7-10 A 1O.0-cm interference wedge is to be built that has a linear dispersion from 400
to 700 nm. Describe details of its construction. Assume that a dielectric with a
refractive index of 1.32 is to be used.

7-11 Why is glass better than fused silica as a prism construction material for a mono-
chromator to be used in the region of 400 to SOOnm ry

*7-U For a grating, how many lines per millimeter would be required for the first-order
diffraction line for A = 400 nm to he ohserved at a reflection angle of 5° when the
angle of incidence is 45°')



*7-23 What length of mirror drive in a Michelson interferometer is required to produce
a resolution sufficient to separate
(a) infrared peaks at 500.6 and 500.4 em-I.)
(b) infrared peaks at 4002.1 and 4008.8 cm-I?

Ii] Challenge Problem

7-24 The behavior of holographic filters and gratings is described by coupled wave
theory.35 The Bragg wavelength Ab for a holographic optical clement is given by

Ab = 2ndcos Ii

where n is the refractive index of the grating material; d is the grating period, or
spacing; and Ii is the angle of incidence of the beam of radiation.
(a) Create a spreadsheet to calculate the Bragg wavelength for a holographic

grating with a grating spacing of 17.1 flm and a refractive index of 1.53 at
angles of incidence from 0 to 90°.

(b) At what angle is the Bragg wavelength 462 nm?
(c) The Bragg wavelength is sometimes called the "playback wavelength." Why?
(d) What is the historical significance of the term "Bragg wavelength?"
(e) A tunable volume holographic filter has been developed for communications

applications.'6 Thc filter is said to be tunable over the wavelength range 2nd
to 2d~. If the filter has a Bragg wavelength of 1550 nm and a grating
spacing of 535 nm, calculate the angular tuning range of the filter.

(f) Find the Bragg wavelength for a grating with a spacing of 211.5 nm, assuming
that the grating is made of the same material. Find the wavelength range over
which this grating may be tuned.

(g) Discuss potential spectroscopic applications of tunable holographic filters.
(h) When a volume grating is created in a holographic film, the refractive index

of the film material is varied by an amount t1n, which is referred to as the
refractive-index modulation. In the ideal case, this quantity is given by

:in = ~
2t

where Ais the wavelength of the laser forming the interference pattern, and t
is the thickness of the film. Calculate the refractive-index modulation in a film
38 flm thick with a laser wavelength of 633 nm.

(i) For real gratings, the refractive-index modulation is

Asin-IV7)~
:in = -----

7Tt

where D, is the grating efficiency. Derive an expression for the ideal grating
efficiency, and determine its value.

(j) Calculate the efficiency for a grating 7.5 flm thick if its refractive-index modu-
lation is 0.030 at a wavelength of 633 nm.

(k) Holographic films for fabricating filters and gratings are available commer-
cially, but they can be made in the laboratory using common chemicals. Use a
search engine to find a recipe for dichromated gelatin for holographic films.
Describe the fabrication of the tilms, the chemistry of the process, and how the
films are recorded.

An Introduction
to Optical Atomic
.Spectrometry

"I' n this chapter, we first present a theoretical dis-

..y....•; cussion. o.if the sou.r.ces and properties of optical
'., atomic~pectra. We.then lISt methods usedfor

);i~'producinga.toms frolfl;samplesfor elemental analy-

./§fs. Finally, we descdke in some detail the various
:'7f.chniquetased for introducing samples into the

Jlevices thaf.are usedfor opticalabsorption, emis-
':sion, andf!l1orescencespectrometry as well as

. <: ~wmic ma~f spectro"!etry. Chapter 9 is devoted to

atomic,ab~(irption methocU, the most widely used of
. all the ~t0'!iic spectf'()metric techniques. Chapter 10

deals with ~everaltypes of atomic emission tech-

niques. Brief chapters on atomic mass spectrometry
atomic X-ray methods follow this discussion.

~ Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQJ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to inter-
active tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Three major types of spectrometric methods are used
to identify the clements present in samples of matter
and determine their concentrations: (1) optical spec-
trometry, (2) mass spectrometry, and (3) X-ray spec-
trometry. In optical spectrometry. discussed in this
chapter. the elements present in a sample are con-
verted to gaseous atoms or elementary ions by a pro-
cess called atomization. The ultraviolet-visible absorp-
tion, emission, or fluorescence of the atomic species
in the vapor is then measured. In atomic mass spec-
trometry (Chapter II), samples are also atomized, but
in this case, the gaseous atoms are converted to posi-
tive ions (usually singly charged) and separated ac-
cording to their mass-to-charge ratios. Quantitative
data are then obtained by counting the separated ions.
In X-ray spectrometry (Chapter 12), atomization is
not required because X-ray spectra for most elements
are largely independent of their chemical composition
in a sample. Quantitative results can therefore be
based on the direct measurement of the fluorescence,
absorption, or emission spectrum of the sample.

In this section, we briefly consider the theoretical basis
of optical atomic spectrometry and some of the impor-
tant characteristics of optical spectra.

8A-1 Energy Level Diagrams

The energy level diagram for the outer electrons of an
element is a convenient method to describe the pro-
cesses behind the various methods of atomic spec-
troscopy. The diagram for sodium shown in Figure 8-1a
is typical. Notice that the energy scale is linear in units
of electron volts (e V). with the 35 orbital assigned a
value of zero. The scale extends to about 5.l4eV. the en-
crgy required to remove the single 35 electron to pro-
duce a sodium ion, the ionization energy.

Horizontal lines on the diagram indicate the ener-
gies of several atomic orbitals. Note that the p orbitals
are split into two levels that differ only slightly in en-
ergy. The classical view rationalizes this difference by
invoking the idea that an electron spins on an axis and
that the direction of the spin may be in either the same
direction as its orbital motion or the opposite direc-
tion. Both the spin and the orbital motions create mag-
netic fields as a result of the rotation of the charge on
the electron. The two fields interact in an attractive
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FIGURE 8-2 Energy level diagram for atomic magnesium. The width of the lines between states
indicates the relative line intensities. Note that a singlet-to-triplet transition is considerably less
probable than a singlet-to-singlet transition. Wavelengths are presented in angstroms.

FIGURE 8-1 Energy level diagrams for (a)atomic sodium and (b)magnesium(l) ion. Note the
similarityin pattern of lines shown in blue but not in actual wavelengths (A).

sense if these two motions are in the opposite direc-
tion; the fields repel one another when the motions are
parallel. As a result, the energy of an electron whose
spin opposes its orbital motion is slightly smaller than
that of an electron with spin parallel to its orbital mo-
tion. There are similar differences in the d and f or-
bitals, but their magnitudes are usually so small that
they are undetectable; thus, only a single energy level
is shown [or d orbitals in Figure 8-1a.

The splitting of higher energy p, d, and forbitals into
two states is characteristic of all species containing a
single outer-shell electron. Thus, the energy level dia-
gram for Mg+, shown in Figure 8-1b, has much the same
general appearance as that for the uncharged sodium
atom. The same is true of the diagrams for AI ,. and the
remainder of the alkali-metal atoms. Even though all
these species are isoelectronic, the energy differences
hetween the 3p and 3s states are different in each case as
a result of the different nuclear charges. For example,
this difference is about twice as great for Mg+ as for Na.

By comparing Figure 8-lb with Figure 8-2, we see
that the energy levels, and thus the spectrum, of an ion

is significantly different from that of its parent atom.
For atomic magnesium, with two Is electrons, there
are excited singlet and triplet states with different
energies. In the excited singlet state, the spins of the
two electrons are opposed and said to be paired; in the
triplet states, the spins are unpaired or parallel (Sec-
tion 15A -1). Using arrows to indicate the direction of
spin, the ground state and the two excited states can be
represented as in Figure 8-3. As is true of molecules,
the triplet excited state is lower in energy than the cor-
responding singlet state.

The p, d, and f orbitals of the triplet state are split
into three levels that differ slightly in energy. We ra-
tionalize these splittings by taking into account the in-
teraction between the fields associated with the spins
of the two outer electrons and the net field resulting
from the orbital motions of all the electrons. In the
singlet state. the two spins are paired and their respec-
tive magnetic effects cancel; thus, no energy splitting is

observed. In the triplet state, however, the two spins
are unpaired (that is, their spin moments are in the
same direction). The effect of the orbital magnetic
moment on the magnetic field of the combined spins
produces a splitting of the p level into a triplet. This
behavior is characteristic of all of the alkaline-earth
atoITls,as well as B+, Si2+, and others.

As the number of electrons outside the closed shell
becomes larger, the energy level diagrams become in-
creasingly complcx. Thus, with three outer electrons, a
splitting of energy levels into two and four states occurs;
with four outer electrons, there are singlet, triplet, and
quintet states.

Although correlating atomic spectra with energy
level diagrams for elements such as sodium and mag-
nesium is relatively straightforward and amenable to
theoretical interpretation, this is not true for the heav-
ier elements, particularly the transition metals. These
species have a larger number of closely spaced energy
levels, and as a result, the number of absorption or
emission lines can be enormous. For example, a sur-
vey I of lines observed in the spectra of neutral and

I Y. Ralchenko, A. E. Kramida. and 1. Reader, Developers, .'\'IST AlOmh
Spectra Database, Version 3.0, 2005, http://physics.nisLgov/PhysRefData/
ASD!index.html
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FIGURE 8-4 A portion of the flame emission
spectrum for sodium, 800 ppm in naphtha-
isopropanol; oxyhydrogen flame; slit 0.02 mm.
Note that the scale is expanded in the upper trace
and flame conditions were changed to reveal
greater detail for Na lines, but not for molecular
bands, Note also that the lines at 589.00 and
589.59 nm are off scale in the upper trace.
(Adapted from C. T. J. Alkemade and R. Herrmann,
Fundamentals of Analytical Flame Spectroscopy,
p. 229, New York:Wiley,1979, with permission.)

singly ionized atoms for a variety of elements in the
range 300-700 nm (3000-7000 A) reveals the follow-
ing numbers of lines. For the alkali metals, this number
is 106 for lithium, 170 for sodium, 124 for potassium,
and 294 for rubidium; for the alkaline earths, magne-
sium has 147, calcium 182, and barium 201. Chromium,
iron, and scandium with 792, 2340, and 1472 lines, re-
spectively, are typical of transition metals. Although
fewer lines are excited in lower-temperature atomiz-
ers, such as flames, the flame spectra of the transition
metals arc still considerably morc complex than the
spectra of species with low atomic numbers.

Note that radiation-producing transitions shown in
Figures 8-1 and 8-2 are observed only between certain
of the energy states. For example, transitions from
5s or 4s to 3s states do not occur, nor do transitions
among p states or d states. Such transitions are said
to be "forbidden." and quantum mechanical seleCTion
rules permit prediction of which transitions are likely
to occur and which are not. These rules are outside the
scope of this book.'
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Atomic Emission Spectra

At room temperature, cssentially all of the atoms of a
sample of matter are in the ground state. For example,
the single outer electron of a sodium atom occupies
the 3s orbital under these circumstances. Excitation of
this electron to higher orbitals can be brought about
by the heat of a flame, a plasma, or an electric arc or
spark. The lifetime of the excited atom is brief, how-
ever, and its return to the ground state results in pho-
ton emission. The vertical lines in Figure 8-1a indicate
some of the common electronic transitions that follow
excitation of sodium atoms; the wavelength of the re-
sulting radiation is also shown. The two lines at 589.0
and 589.6 nm (5890 and 5896 A) are the most intense
and are responsible for the yellow color that appears
when sodium salts are introduced into a flame.

Figure 8-4 shows a portion of a recorded emission
spectrum for sodium. Excitation in this case resulted
from spraying a solution of sodium chloride into an
oxyhydrogen flame. Note the very large peak at the far
right. which is off scale and corrcsponds to the 3p to
35 transitions at 589.0 and 589.6 nm (5890 and 5896 A)
shown in Figure 8-1a. The resolving power of the mono-
chromator used was insufficient to separate the peaks.

These two lines are resonance lines. which result from
transitions between an excited electronic state and the
ground state. As shown in Figure 8-1. other resonance
lines occur at 330.2 and 330.3 nm (3302 and 3303 A) as
well as at 285.30 and 285.28 (2853.0 and 2852.8 A). The
much smaller peak at about 570 nm (5700 A) in Fig-
ure 8-4 is in fact two unresolved nonresonance lines
that arise from the two 4d to 3p transitions also shown
in the energy level diagram.

Atomic Absorption Spectra

In a hot gaseous medium, sodium atoms are capable
of absorbing radiation of wavelengths characteristic
of electronic transitions from the 3s state to higher
excited states. For example, sharp absorption lines at
589.0,589.6,330.2, and 330.3 nm (5890, 5896, 3302, and
3303 A) appear in the experimental spectrum. We see
in Figure 8-1a that each adjacent pair of these peaks
corresponds to transitions from the 3s level to the 3p
and the 4p levels, respectively. Note that nonresonance
absorption due to the 3p to 5s transition is so weak that
it goes undetected because the number of sodium
atoms in the 3p state is generally small at the tempera-
ture of a flame. Thus, typically, an atomic absorption
spectrum consists predominantly of resonance lines,
which are the result of transitions from the ground
state to upper levels.

Atomic Fluorescence Spectra

Atoms or ions in a flame fluoresce when they are irradi-
ated with an intense source containing wavelengths that
are absorbed by the element. The fluorescence spec-
trum is most conveniently measured at 90" to the light
path:"TJ>eobserved radiation is most often the result of
resonance t1uorescence involving transitions from ex-
cited states returning to the ground state. For example,
when magnesium atoms are exposed to an ultraviolet
source, radiation of 285.2 nm (2852 A,) is absorbed as
electrons are promoted from the 3s to the 3p level (see
Figure 8-2); the resonance fluorescence emitted at this
same wavelength may then be used for analysis. 1n con-
trast. when sodium atoms absorb radiation of wave-
length 330.3 nm (3303 A,), electrons are promoted to
the'4p statc (see Figure S-la). A radiationless transition
to the two 3p states takes place more rapidly than the
fluorescence-producing transition to the ground state.
As a result, the observed t1uorescence occurs at 589.0
and 589.6 nm (5S90 and 5896 A).

Figure 8-5 illustrates vet a third mechanism for
atomic fluorescence that ~ccurs when thallium atoms
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FIGURE 8-5 Energy level diagram for thallium showing
the source of two fluorescence lines.

are excited in a flame. Some of the atoms return to the
ground state in two steps: a fluorescence emission step
producing a line at 535.0 nm (5350 A) and a radiation-
less deactivation to the ground state that quickly fol-
lows. Resonance fluorescence at 377.6 nm (3776 A)
also occurs.

The widths of atomic lines are quite important in atomic
spectroscopy. For example, narrow lines are highly de-
sirable for both absorption and emission spectra be-
cause they reduce the possibility of interference due to
overlapping lines. Furthermore, as will be shown later,
line widths are extremely important in the design of in-
struments for atomic emission spectroscopy. For these
reasons, we now consider some of the variables that
influence the width of atomic spectral lines.

As shown in Figure 8-6, atomic absorption and
emission lines are generally found to be made up of a
symmetric distribution of wavelengths that centers on
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FIGURE 8-6 Profile of an atomic line showing definition
of the effective line width .l.A1i2.



a mean wavelength Au, which is the wavelength of max-
imum absorption or maximum intensity for emitted
radiation. The energy associated with Ao is equal to
the exact energy difference between the two quantum
states responsible for absorption or emission.

Energy level diagrams, such as that shown in Fig-
ure 8-la, suggest that an atomic line contains only a
single-wavelength Au-that is, because a line results
from a transition of an electron between two discrete,
single-valued energy states, the line width will be zero.
Several phenomena, however. cause line broadening
so that all atomic lines have finite widths, as shown in
Figure 8-6. Note that the line ",idth or effl'Ctive line
",idth ~A',2 of an atomic absorption or emission line is
defined as its width in wavelength units when mea-
sured at one half the maximum signal. This point is
chosen because the measurement can be made more
accurately at half-peak intensity than at the base.

There are four sources of line broadening: (1) the
uncertainty effect, (2) the Doppler effect. (3) pressure
effects due to collisions between atoms of the same
kind and with foreign atoms, and (4) electric and mag-
netic field effects. We consider only the first three of
these phenomena here, The magnetic field effect will
be discussed in Section 9C -1 in connection with the
Zeeman effect.

Line Broadening from the Uncertainty Effect

Spectral lines always have finite widths because the life-
times of one or both transition states are finite, which
leads to uncertainties in the transition times and to line
broadening as a consequence of the uncertainty prin-
ciple (see Section 6C-7). In other words, the breadth of
an atomic line rcsulting from a transition between two
states would approach zero only if the lifetimes of two
states approached infinity. Although the lifetime of a
ground-state electron is long, the lifetimes of excited
states are generally short, typically 10.

0

to 10' s. Ex-
ample 8-1 illustrates how we can estimate the width of
an atomic emission line from its mean lifetime and the
uncertainty principle.

The mean lifetime of the excited state produced by ir-
radiating mercury vapor witli a pulse of 253.7 nm radi-
ation is 2 x 10' s. Calculate the approximate value for
the width of the fluorescence line produced in this way.

lQ:J Simulation: Learn more anollt line hroadening.

According to the uncertainty principle (Equation
6-25),

Substituting 2 x 10'8 s for ~t and rearranging gives
the uncertainty ~" in the frequency of the emitted
radiation.

To evaluate the relationship between this uncertainty
in frequency and the uncertainty in wavelength units,
we write Equation 6-2 in the form

v = cA I

Differentiating with respect to frequency gives

dv '; -cA -2 dA

By rearranging and letting :l" approximate dv and
~A\l2 approximate dA, we find

A2~V
I~AII2I =-~

c

(253.7 x 10" m)2(5 X 107S-I)

3 X 108 mls
1.1 X 10-14 m

1.1 x 10' 14 m x 1010 Aim = 1 x 10 4 A

Line widths due to uncertainty broadcning are
sometimes called natural line widths and are generally
about 105 nm (10-' A), as shown in Example 8-1.

Doppler Broadening

The wavelength of radiation emitted or absorbed by a
rapidly moving atom decreases if the motion is toward
a transducer and increases if the atom is receding from
the transducer (see Figure 8-7). This phenomenon is
known as the Doppler shift and is observed not only
with electromagnetic radiation but also sound waves,
For example, the Doppler shift occurs when an auto-
mobile blows its horn while it passes a pedestrian. As
the auto approaches the observer, the horn emits each
successive sound vibration from a distance that is in-
creasingly closer to the observer. Thus, each sound
wave reaches the pedestrian slightly sooner than would
be expected if the auto were standing still. The result is
a higher frequency, or pitch, for the horn. When the
auto is even with the observer. the waves come directly
to the ear of the observer along a line perpendicular to
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FIGURE 8-7 Cause of Doppler broadening. (a) When
an atom moves toward a photon detector and emits
radiation, tbe detector sees wave crests more often and
detects radiation of big her frequency. (b) When an atom
moves away from a photon detector and emits radiation,
the detector sees crests less frequently and detects radi-
ation of lower frequency, The result in an energetic medium
is a statistical distribution of frequencies and thus a
broadening of the spectral lines.

the path of the auto, so there is no shift in the frequency.
When the car recedes from the pedestrian, each wave
leaves the source at a distance that is larger than that for
the previous wave; as a result, the frequency is smaller,
and tkis results in a lower pitch.

The magnitude of the Doppler shift increases with
the velocity at which the emitting or absorbing species
approaches or recedes from the observer. For relatively
low velocities, the relationship between the Doppler
shift .c\Aand the velocity v of an approaching or reced-
ing atom is

where A" is the wavelength of an unsbifted line of a
sample of an element at rest relative to the transducer,
and c is the velocity of light.

[n a collection of atoms in a hot environment, such
as a flame. atomic motion occurs in every direction.

IQ:J Simulation: Learn more about the Doppler effect.

[ndividual atoms exhibit a Maxwell-Boltzmann veloc-
itv distribution, in which the a\'erage velocity of a par-
ticular atomic species increases as the square root of the
absolute temperature. The Dopplershifts of such an en-
semble result in broadening of the spectral lines.' The
maximum Doppler shifts occur for atoms moving with
the highest velocities either directly toward or away
from the transducer. No shift is associated with atoms
moving perpendicular to the path to the transducer.
Intermediate shifts occur for the remaining atoms,
and these shifts arc a function of their speed and direc-
tion. Thus, the transducer encounters an approximately
symmetrical distribution of wavelengths. In flames,
Doppler broadening cau.ses lines to be about two orders
of magnitude wider than the natural line width.

Pressure Broadening

Pressure, or collisional, broadening is caused by colli-
sions of the emitting or absorbing species with other
atoms or ions in the healed medium. These collisions
produce small changes in energy levels and hence a
range of absorbed or emitted wavelengths. In a flame,
the collisions are largely between the analyte atoms
and the various combustion products of the fuel. These
collisions produce broadening that is two or three
orders of magnitude greater than the natural line
widths. Broadening in the hollow cathode lamps and
discharge lamps used as sources in atomic absorption
spectroscopy results mainly from collisions between
the emitting atoms and other atoms of the same kind.
In high-pressure mercury and xenon lamps, pressure
broadening of this type is so extensive that continuum
radiation is produced throughout the ultraviolet and
visible region.

8A-3 The Effect of Temperature
on Atomic Spectra

Temperature has a profound effect on the ratio be-
tween the number of excited and unexcited atomic
particles in an atomizer. We caleulate the magnitude of
this effect from the Boltzmann e4uation, which takes
the form

'For a quanillatin~ Irl'almtnl llf Doppkr hrll<tdeninf: and prl:'ssurc broad·
~nlng. see J 0 Ingle if. and S. R. CrLI\Jch, Speu,,,chenllco1! A'I<Jk~is,

pr- 210-12, lJrrer S.tJdJe Ri\-er. NJ: Pr":llticl'-HaIL 14SS



Here. N; and No are the number of atoms in an excited
state and the ground state. respectivelv. k is Boltz-
mann's constant (1.3~ x 10 C3 11K), T is the absolute
temperature. and £! is the energy difference between
the excited state and the ground state, The quantities
g! and go are statistical factors called stalistical weights
determined by the number of states having equal en-
ergy at each quantum level. Example K-2 illustrates a
calculation of N/Nu,

Calculate the ratio of sodium atoms in the 31' excited
states to the number in tbe ground state at 2500 and
2510 K.

We calculate £; in Equation 8-1 by using an average
wavelength of 5~9.3 nm (5893 A) for the two sodium
emission lines corresponding to the 31' --> 35 transi-
tions. We compute the energy in joules using the con-
stants found inside the front cover.

I
lJ = SS9.3om X 1-O-7cm/Ilttl

1.697 x 10" cm- ,

£, = 1.697 X 10' ~l X 1.986 X 10'231 em

= 3.37 X 10 191

The statistical weights for thc 35 and 31' quantum states
are 2 and 6. respectively. so

Substituting into Equation 8-1 yields

N; _ .1 (. ... - .1.37 X 1()'" j )
No - . eXPi.3RX'iil'21 j KJ X 2500 J<:

= 3 X 5.725 x 10 i = 1.72 x 10"

Replacing 2500 with 2510 in the previous equations
yields

Example 8-2 demonstrates that a temperature
fluctuation of onlv 10 K results in a -1% increase in the

number of excited sodium atoms. A corresponding
increase in emitted power hv the two lines would result.
Thus. an analytical method based on the measure-
ment of emission requires close control of atomization
temperature.

Absorption and fluorescence methods arc theoreti-
cally less dependent on temperature because both
measurements are made on initially unexcited atoms
rather than thermally excited ones. In the example just
considered. only ahout 0.017% of the sodium atoms
were thermally excited at 2500 K. Emission measure-
ments are made on this tinv fraction of the analvte, On
the other hand. absorpti(lI; and fluorescence m~asure-
ments use the 99,9~% of the analyte present as unex-
cited sodium atoms to produce the analytical signals.
Note also that although a IO-K temperature change
causes a 4 % increase in excited atoms. the correspon-
ding relative change in fraction of unexcited atoms is
negligiblc.

Temperature fluctuations actually do exert an indi-
rect influence on atomic ahsorption and tluorescence
measurements in several ways. An increase in temper-
ature usually increases the efficiency of the atomiza-
tion process and hence increases the total number of
atoms in the vapor. In addition. line broadening and
a decrease in peak height occur becausc the atomic
particles travel at greater rates. which enhances the
Doppler effect. Finally. temperature variations influ-
ence the degree of ionization of the analyte and thus
the concentration of nonionized analyte on which the
analysis is usually based (see page 246). Because of
these etfeets. reasonable control of the flame tempera-
ture is also required for quantitative absorption and
fluorescence measurcments.

The large ratio of unexcited to excited atoms in at-
0mization media leads to another interesting compar-
ison of the three atomic mcthods. Because atomic ah-
sorption and atomic lluorescence measurements arc
made on a much larger population of atoms. these two
procedures might he cxpected to be more sensitive
than the emission procedure. This apparent advantage
is offset in thc absorption method. however. by an ab-
sorbance measurement involving evaluation of a ratio
(A = log P',/P). When P and 1'" are nearly equal. we
expect larger relative errors in the ratio. Therefore.
emission and ahsorption procedures tend to be com-
plementary in sensitivity. one technique being ad"an-
tageous for one group of clements and the other for
a different group. Rased on active atom population.

5516

Wavelength. A.

FIGURE 8-8 Molecular flame emission and flame absorption spectra for CaOH. Atomic
emission wavelength of barium is also indicated. (Adapted from L Capacho-Delgado and
S. Sprague, Atomic Absorption Newsletter, 1965, 4, 363. Courtesy of Perkin-Elmer
Corporation, Norwalk, CT.)

atomic fluorescence methods should be the most sensi-
tive of the three, at least in principle,

8A-4 Band and Continuum Spectra
Associated with Atomic Spectra

Generally. when atomic line spectra are generated.
both band and continuum radiation are produced as
welL For example, Figure 6-19 (page 150) shows the
presence of both molecular hands and a continuum.
the !1\t\er resulting from the thermal radiation from
hot Pllrticulate matter in the atomization medium. As
we show later, plasmas. arcs. and sparks also produce
both bands and continuum radiation.

Band spectra often appear while determining ele-
ments by atomic absorption and emission spectro-
metry. For example. when solutions of calcium ion
are atomized in a low-temperature flame. molecular
absorption and emission bands for CaOH appear in
the region of 554 nm (see Figure 8-8). In this case, the
hand can be used for the determination of calcium.
More oftcn. however. molecular bands and continuum
radiation are a potential source of interference that
must be minimized by proper choice of wayelength. by
background correction. or hy a change in atomization
conditions.

To obtain both atomic optical and atomic mass spec-
tra, the const it uents of a sample must he converted to
gaseous atoms or ions. which can then be determined
by emission, ahsorption, fluorescence, or mass spectral
measurements. The precision and accuracy of atomic
methods depend critically on the atomization step and
the method of introduction of the sample into the at-
omization region. The common types of atomizers arc
listed in Table 8-1. We describe several of these devices
in detail in Chapters 9. 10, and 11.

Sample introduction has been called the Achilles' heel
of atomic spcct roscopy because in many cases this step
hmits the accuracy. the precision. and the dctection
limits of atomic spectrometric measurements.' The
primary purpose of the sample-introduction system in
atomic spectrometry is to transfer a reproducible and

q{ F. BrclWI\.:r ilnd ,-\. W Uuorn. Aflai. Chern. 19s.t,~rJ. 7:~1):\. S7__,.\:
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TABLE8-1 Types of Atomizers
Used for Atomic Spectroscopy

Typical Atomization
Temperature.oC

F1ame
Electrothermal vaporization
(ETV)
Inductive!y coupled argon
plasma (fCP)
Direct current argon plasma
(OCP)
Microwave-induced argon
plasma (MIP)
Glow-dischargeplasma (GO)
Elect fie arc
Electric spark

1700-3150
1200-3000

Nontherma1
4000-5000
40,000 (?)

representative portion of a sample into one of the at-
omizers listed in Table 8-1 with high efficiency and
with no adverse interference effects. Whether it is pos-
sible to accomplish this goal easily very much depends
on the physical and chemical state of the analyte and
the sample matrix. For solid samples of refractory ma-
terials, sample introduction is usually a major prob-
lem: for solutions and gaseous samples, the introduc-
tion step is often trivial. For this reason, most atomic
spectroscopic studies are performcd on solutions.

For the first five atomization sources listed in Tablc
8-1, samples are usually introduced in the form of
aqucous solutions (occasionally, nonaqueous solutions
are used) or less often as slurries (a slurry is a suspen-
sion of a finely divided powder in a liquid). For samples
that are difficult to dissolve, however, several methods
have been used to introduce samples into the atomizer
in the form of solids or finely dispersed powders. Gen-
erally. solid sample-introduction tecbniques are less
reproducible and more subject to various errors and as
a result are not nearly as widely applied as aqueous so-
lution techniques. Table 8-2 lists the common sample-
introduction methods for atomic spectroscopy and the
type of samples to which each method is applicable.

Atomization devices fall into two classes: comitluo/ls
{llunliz.ers and discrete atomizers. With continuous at-
omizers. such as plasmas and flames. samples are in-
troduced in a steady manner. With discrete atomizers,

[l] Tlllorial: Learn more about sample introduction.

samples an; introduced in a discontinuous manner
with a devicc such as a syringe or an autosampler. The
most common discrete atomizer is the eleCirothermal
atomizer.

The general methods for introducing solution
samples into plasmas and flames' arc illustrated in Fig-
ure S-9. Direct tlebllliz,,{i(}fl is most often used. In this
case. the tlebulicer constantly introduces the sample in
the form of a fine spray of droplets. called an aerosol.
Continuous sample introduction into a flame or plasma
produces a steady-state population of atoms. mole-
cules. and ions. When flow injection or liquid chro-
matography is used. a time-varying plug of sample is
nebulized. producing a time-dependent vapor popu-
lation. The complex processes that must occur to pro-
duce free atoms or elementary ions are illustrated in
Figure 8-10.

Discrete solution samples are introduced by trans-
ferring an aliquot of the sample to the atomizer. The
vapor cloud produced with electrothermal atomizers is
transient because of the limited amount of sample
available. Solid samples can bc introduced into plas-
mas by vaporizing them with an electric spark or with
a laser beam. Solutions arc generally introduced into
the atomizer by one of the lirst three methods listed in
Table 8-2.

A flameorr } pla,m.~l

Pneumatic Nebulizers

The most common kind of nebulizer is the concentrie-
tube pneumatic type, shown in Figure 8-lIa. in which
the liquid sample is drawn through a capillary tube by a

FIGURE8-9 Continuous sample-introduction methods.
Samples are frequently introduced into plasmas or flames
by means of a nebulizer, which produces a mist or spray.
Samples can be introduced directly to the nebulizer or by
means of flow injection analysis (FIA;Chapter 33) or high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC;Chapter 28).
In some cases, samples are separately converted to a
vapor Qy a vapor generator, such as a hydride generator
or an .electrothermal vaporizer.

IFor an excellenl discussion lit' liquid introduction methods. see A. G. T.
Gustavsson. in Indllail"e(r Coupled P!tWlI/Ll, in A1lalytical Atomic Spec-
trometry. 2nd ed .. A. ~1(lntascr and D W. (iulighfly, eds., Chapter 15
New York: VCH Publishers, Inc.. 14Y2.

TABLE8-2 Methods of Sample Introduction
in Atomic Spectroscopy

Pneumatic nebulization
Ultrasonic nebulization
Electrothermal vaporization
Hydride generation

Direct insertion
Laser ablation
Spark or arc ablation
Glow-discharge sputtering

Solution or slurry
Solution
Solid. liquid, or solution
Solution of certain
elements
Solid. powder
Solid, metal
Conducting solid
Conducting solid

NchuJit:3tion•... ,~~:;:SoIution .
sample

high-pressure stream of gas flowing around the tip of
the tube (the Bernoulli effect). This process of liquid
transport is called aspirati()fl. The high-velocity gas
breaks up the liquid into droplets of various sizes, which
are then carried into the atomizer. Cross-flow nebuliz-
ers, in which the high-pressure gas flows across a capil-
lary tip at right angles, are illustrated in Figure 8-llb.
Figure 8-11c is a schematic of a fritted-disk nebulizer in
which the sample solution is pumped onto a fritted
surface through which a carrier gas flows. This type of
nebulizer produces a much finer aerosol than do the
first two. Figure 8-11d shows a Babington nebulizer,
which consists of a hollow sphere in which a high-
pressure gas is pumped through a small orifice in the
sphere's surface. The expanding jet of gas nebulizes the
liquid sample flowing in a thin film over the surface
of the sphere. This type of nebulizer is less subject to
clogging than other devices, and it is therefore useful for
samples that have a high salt content or for slurries with
a significant particulate content.

Ultrasonic Nebulizers

Several instrument manufacturers also offer ultrasonic
nebulizers in which the sample is pumped onto the
surface of a piezoelectric crystal that vibrates at a fre-
quency of20 kHz to several megahertz. Ultrasonic neb-
ulizers produce more dense and more homogeneous
aerosols than pneumatic nebulizers do. These devices
have low efficiencies with viscous solutions and solu-
tions containing particulates, however.

Electrothermal Vaporizers

An electrothermal vaporizer (ETV) is an evaporator
located in a chamber through which an inert gas such
as argon flows to carry the vaporized sample into the

~
Dry

.lcrosol

FtGURE8-10 Processes leading to atoms. molecules. and ions with continuous sample intro-
duction into a plasma or flame. The solution sample is converted into a spray by the nebulizer.
The high temperature of the flame or plasma causes the solvent to evaporate. leaving dry
aerosol particles. Further heating volatilizes the particles. producing atomic. molecular, and
ionic species. These species are often in equilibrium, at least in localized regions.
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FIGURE 8-11 Types of pneumatic nebulizers: (a) con-
centric tube, (b) cross-flow, (c) frilled disk, (d)Babington.

atomizer. A small liquid or solid sample is placed on a
conductor, such as a carbon tube or tantalum filament.
An electric current then evaporates the sample rap-
idly and completely into the argon flow. In contrast to
the nebulizer arrangements we have just considered,
an electrothermal system produces a discrete signal
rather than a continuous one. That is, the signal from
the atomized sample increases to a maximum and then
decreases to zero as the sample is swept through the
observation region. Peak heights or areas then provide
the desired quantitative information.

Hydride Generation Techniques

Hydride generation techniques6 provide a method for
introducing samples containing arsenic, antimony, tin,
selenium, bismuth, and lead into an atomizer as a gas.
Such a procedure enhances the detection limits for
these elements by a factor of 10 to 100. Because several
of these species arc highly toxic, determining them at

"For a detailed discussion of these methods. see T NJkahara. in Sampf"

Inlroduccion in Atomic Specrroscopr. J Snt:ddon. ed .. Chap 10. '1ew York:
Elsevier. 19YO:J Didina and D. L Tsak\", H\'(iridl' Cl!flt'fl1!iml Atomil

Spectroscopy. New Yurk: Wiky, 199)

low concentration levels is quite important. This toxic-
ity also dictates that gases from atomization must be
disposed of in a safe and efficient manner.

Volatile hydrides can usually be generated by
adding an acidified aqueous solution of the sample to
a small volume of a I % aqueous solution of sodium
borohydride contained in a glass vessel. A typical re-
action is

obtained by introducing sample solutions by nebuliza-
tion. Most of these techniques lead to a discrete ana-
lytical signal rather than a continuous one.

Direct Sample Insertion

In the direct sample-insertion technique. the sample
is physically placed in the atomizer. For solids, the
sample may be ground into a powder, which is then
placed on or in a probe that is inserted directly into the
atomizer. With electric arc and spark atomizers, metal
samples are frequently introduced as one or both elec-
trodes that are used to form the arc or spark.

3BH, -(aq) + 3H -(aq) + 4H]AsO](aq) ->
3H,BOJ(aq) + 4AsH](g) + 3Hp(l)

The volatile hydride - in this case, arsine (AsH)) - is
swept into the atomization chamber by an inert gas.
The chamber is usually a silica tube heated to several
hundred degrees in a tube furnace or in a flame where
decomposition of the hydride takes place, leading to
formation of atoms of the analyte. The concentration
of the analytc is then measured by absorption or emis-
sion. The signal has a peak shape similar to that ob-
tained with electrothermal atomization.

Electrothennal Vaporizers

Electrothermal vaporizers, which were described
briefly in the previous section, are also used for various
types of solid samples. The sample is heated conduc-
tively on or in a graphite or tantalum rod or boat. The
vaporized sample is then carried into the atomizer by
an inert carrier gas.

Arc and Spark Ablation

Electrical discharges of various types are often used to
introduce solid samples into atomizers. The discharge
interacts with the surface of a solid sample and creates
a plume of a particulate and vaporized sample that is
then transported into the atomizer by the flow of an
inert gas. This process of sample introduction is called
ablation.

For arc Orspark ablation to be successful, the sample
must be electrically conducting or it must be mixed
with a conductor. Ablation is normally carried out in
an ine~t atmosphere such as an argon gas stream. De-
pend<ng on the nature of the sample, the resulting an-
alytical signal may be discrete or continuous. Several
instrument manufacturers market accessories for elec-
tric arc and spark ablation.

Note that arcs and sparks also atomize samples and
excite the resulting atoms to generate emission spectra
that are useful for analysis. A spark also produces a
significant number of ions that can be separated and
analyzed by mass spectrometry (see Section liD).

The introduction of solids 7 in the form of powders,
metals, or particulates into plasma and flame atomiz-
ers has the advantage of avoiding the often tedious and
time-consuming step of sample decomposition and
dissolution. Such procedures, however, often suffer
from severe difficulties with calibration, sample condi-
tioning, precision, and accuracy.

Several techniques have been proposed during the
last two decades for the direct introduction of solids
into atomizers, thus avoiding the need to dissolve or
decompose the sample. These techniques include
(I) direct manual insertion of the solid into the atom-
ization device, (2) electrothermal vaporization of the
sample and transfer of the vapor into the atomization
region, (3) arc. spark. or laser ablation of the solid
to produce a vapor that is then swept into the atomizer,
(4) slurry nebulization in which the finely divided solid
sample is carried into the atomizer as an aerosol con-
sisting of a suspension of the solid in a liquid medium,
and (5) sputtering in a glow-discharge device. None of
these procedures yields results as satisfactory as those Laser Ablation

Laser ablation is a versatile method of introducing
solid samples into atomizers. This method is similar to
arc and spark ablation: a sufticiently energetic focused
laser beam. usually from a Nd-YAG or an excimer
laser, impinges on the surface of the solid sample.

"For a description of solid-intwJuctwn techniques, s~e C M. McLeod,
M. W Routh. and M. \\'. Tikbncn, in InduetHdy Couplcd f'lasrmH i" An-
([hfinJ.1 Alomi(' Spl'drt>melfl, ~lnd':0 .. -\. \l,lnta~er anJ D, W. Golightly,
<:0-; .. Ch,lp 16. Ne\\ Y"rk: VCH. l'192

\Vater
cooling

FIGURE 8-12 Aglow-discharge atomizer. (From D. S.
Gough, P. Hannaford, and R. M. Lowe, Anal. Chern., 1989,
61,1652. Figure 1(a), p. 1653. Copyright 1989 American
Chemical Society.)

where ablation takes place to convert the sample into
a plume of vapor and partiCUlate matter that is then
swept into the atomizer.

Laser ablation is applicable to both conducting and
nonconducting solids, inorganic and organic samples,
and powder and metallic materials. In addition to bulk
analysis, a focused laser beam permits analysis of small
areas on the surface of solids. Several instrument mak-
ers offer laser samplers.

The Glow-Discharge Technique

A glow-discharge (GD)' device is a versatile source
that performs both sample introduction and sample
atomization simultaneously (see Figure 8-12). A glow
discharge takes place in a low-pressure atmosphere
(I to 10 torr) of argon gas between a pair of electrodes
maintained at a de voltage of 250 to 1000 V. The ap-
plied voltage causes the argon gas to break down into
positively charged argon ions and electrons. The elec-
tric field accelerates the argon ions to the cathode sur-
face that contains the sample. Neutral sample atoms
are then ejected by a process called sputtering. The
rate of sputtering may be as high as 100 fig/min.

The atomic vapor produced in a glow discharge con-
sists of a mixture of atoms and ions that can be deter-
mined by atomic absorption or fluorescence or by mass
spectrometry. In addition. a fraction of the atomized

'See R. K. ~t3rcus, 1'. R. Harville. Y. ~'lei. and C. R. Shick. Anal. Chern ..
1994,60. ')02A; \V. W Harrison. C. M. Barshick, 1. A. KingleT, P. H. Ratliff,
and Y.I\.1cl. Anal. Chem .. l990. 62, 943A: R. K. 1\'Iarcus.Spearascopy.1992.
:" j."il. 12: GI(H~' [)i~·d/J.1rgeSpectroscupies, R. K. ~l::nclls, ed., New York:
Plenum Press. IY<;J3



species present in the vapor is in an excited state. When
the excited species relax to their ground states, they
produce a low-intensity glow (thus, the name) that can
be used for optical emission measurements.

The most important applications of the glow-
discharge atomizer have been to the analysis of metals

and other conducting samples, although with modifica-
tion, the device has also been used with liquid samples
and nonconducting materials by mixing them with a
conductor such as graphite or pure copper powders.

Glow-discharge sources of various kinds are avail-
able from several instrument manufacturers.

*Answers are providcd at the end of thc book for problems marked with an asterisk.

[i] Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

8-1 Why is the CaOH spectrum in Figure 8-8 so much broader than the barium emis-
sion line?

8-3 Under what conditions can a Stokes shift (see Section 6C-6) occur in atomic
spectroscopy?

8-4 What determines natural line widths for atomic emission and absorption lines?
About how broad are these widths. typically?

8-5 In a hot flame, the emission intensities of the sodium lines at 589.0 and 589.6 nm
are greater in a sample solution that contains KClthan when this compound is
absent. Suggest an explanation.

8-6 The intensity of a line for atomic Cs is much lower in a natural gas flame, which
operates at 1800°C, than in a hydrogen-oxygen flame, whose temperature is
2700°C. Explain.

8-7 Name a continuous type and a discrete type of atomizer that are used in atomic
spectrometry. How do the output signals from a spectrometer differ for each?

*8-8 The Doppler effect is one of the sources of the line broadening in atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy. Atoms moving toward the light source encounter higher-
frequency radiation than atoms moving away from the source. The difference
in wavelength .lA experienced by an atom moving at speed v (compared to one
at rest) is .lAf A = vie, wherc c is the velocity of light. Estimate the line width (in
nanometers) of the lithium line at 670.776 (6707.76 A) when the absorbing atoms
are at a temperature of (a) 2100 K and (b) 3150 K. The average speed of an atom
is given by v = V8kTlrrm, where k is Boltzmann's constant, Tis the absolute
temperature, and m is its mass.

*8-9 For Na' and Mg' ions, compare the ratios of the number of ions in the 3p excited
state to the number in the ground state in
(a) a natural gas-air flame (1800 K).
(b) a hydrogen-oxygen flame (2950 K).
(c) an inductively coupled plasma source (7250 K).

~ 8-10 In high-temperature sources, sodium atoms emit a doublet with an average wave-
length of 1139 nm. The transition responsible is from the 4s to 3p state. Set up a
spreadsheet to calculate the ratio of the number of excited atoms in the 4.1" state to
the number in the ground 3s state over the temperature range from an acetvlene-

oxygen flame (3000°C) to the hottest part of an inductively coupled plasma source
(875ffC).

8.U fn the concentration range of 500 to 2000 ppm of U, there is a linear relationship
between absorbance at 351.5 nm and concentration. At lower concentrations the
relationship is nonlinear unless about 2000 ppm of an alkali metal salt is intro-
duced into the sample. Explain.

lil Challenge Problem

8·12 In a study of line broadening mechanisms in low-pressure laser-induced plasmas,
Gornushkina et aj9 present the following expression for the half width for
Doppler broadening .lAD of an atomic line.

where Ao is the wavelength at the center of the emission line, k is Boltzmann's con-
stant, T is the absolute temperature, At is the atomic mass, and c is the velocity of
light. Ingle and Crouch 10 present a similar equation in terms of frequencies.

.lV = 2[2(ln2)kT]II2Vm

DAte
where .lv" is the Doppler half width and Vm is the frequcncy at the line maximum.
(a) Show that the two expressions are equivalent.
(b) Calculate the half width in nanometers for Doppler broadening of the 45 ...•

4p transition for atomic nickel at 361.939 nm (3619.39 A) at a temperaturc of
20,000 K in both wavelength and frequency units.

(c) Estimate the natural line width for the transition in (b) assuming that the life-
time of the excited state is 5 X 10'8 s.

(d) The expression for the Doppler shift given in the chapter and in Problem 8-8
is an approximation that works at relatively low speeds. The relativistic
expression for the Doppler shift is

~
\j~

Show that the relativistic exprcssion is consistent with the equation given in
the chapter for low atomic spceds.

(c) Calculate the speed that an iron atom undergoing the 45 ...• 4p transition at
385.9911 nm (3859.911 A) would have if the resulting line appeared at the rest
wavelength for the same transition in nickel.

(f) Compute the fraction of a sample of iron atoms at 10,000 K that would have
the velocity calculated in (e).

(g) Create a spreadsheet to calculate the Doppler half width .lAD in nanometers
for the nickel and iron lines cited in (b) and (e) from 3000 -10,000 K.

(h) Consult the paper by Gornushkin et al. (note 9) and list the four sources of
pressure broadening that they describe. Explain in detail how two of these
sources originate in sample atoms.



Atomic
Absorption
and Atomic
Fluorescence
Spectrometry

In this chapter we consider two (lpes of optical

atomic spectrometric methods that use similar
techniques for sample introduction and atom-

ization. The first is atomic absorption spectrometry
(.4AS), which for nearly halfo century has been the

most widely used method for t~determination of

single elements in arwlytjcal samp!'!!. The second
is atomic fluorescence spectrometry (4F'S), which

since the mid-1960s has Eeenstudied extensil'e{v.
By cOr(trast to the absorp1ion fIleT/lOd, atomic

fluorescence has not gained widespread general
use for routine elemental analysis, however. Thus,
although several instrument makers have in recent

years begun to offer special-purpose atomic fluores-

cence spectrometers, the oast majority of instru-
ments are still of the atomic absorption type.

Because of thi.~ difference in uwge, we del'ote

the bulk of this chapter to AAS and confine our
description ofAFS to a brief section at the end.

r71 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.j an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Prior to discussing AAS I in detaiL we first present an
overview of the types of atomizers used in both AAS
and AFS

Ex.citation
Atomic ions -.

loniz.ation t Excited
ire"-ersiblcl Ions

Atoms -.
Dissociation I Excited

(reversible) atoms

Gaseuus ,\:," -.molecules

The two most common methods of sample atomization
encountered in AAS and AFS, flame atomization and
electrothermal atomization, are first described. We
then turn to three specialized atomization procedures
used in both types of spectrometry.

Volatilization t ....
.'~'- -;~';.;.::

Solid/gas .::~.w':l.
aerosol '. (~.~.

Desohatlon t ".
Spray ')~:.'

Nebulization t
~.:-

In a flame atomizer, a solution of the sample is nebu-
lized by a flow of gaseous oxidant, mixed with a gaseous
fuel, and carried into a flame where atomization occurs.
As shown in Figure 9-1, a complex set of interconnected
processes then occur in the flame. The first is desalva-
tion, in which the solvent evaporates to produce a finely
divided solid molecular aerosol. The aerosol is then
volatilized to form gaseous molecules. Dissociation of
most of these molecules produces an atomic gas. Some
of the atoms in the gas ionize to form cations and elec-
trons. Other molecules and atoms are produced in the
flame as a result of interactions of the fuel with the oxi-
dant and with the various species in the sample. As in-
dicated in Figure 9-1, a fraction of the molecules, atoms,
and ions are also excited by the heat of the flame to yield
atomic, ionic, and molecular emission spectra. With so
many complex processes occurring, it is not surprising
that atomization is the most critical step in flame spec-
troscopy and the one that limits the precision of such
methods. Because of the critical nature of the
atomization step, it is important to understand the
characteristics of flames and the variables that affect
these characteristics.

Analyte solution

FIGURE9-1 Processes occurring during atomization.

that temperatures of 17000e to 2400·e occur with the
various fuels when air is the oxidant. At these tempera,
tures,.only easily decomposed samples are atomized, so
oxygen 'or nitrous oxide must he used as the oxidant for
more 'refractory samples. These oxidants produce tem-
peratures of 25000e to 31oooe with the common fuels.

Types of Flames

Table 9-1 lists the common fuels and oxidants used in
flame spectroscopy and the approximate range of tem,
peratures realized with each of these mixtures. Note

Maximum
Burning

Temperature, Velocity,
Fuel Oxidant ·C cms-1

Natural gas Air 1700-1900 39-43

Natural gas Oxygen 2700-2800 370-390

Hydrogen Air 2000-2100 300-440

Hvdrogen Oxygen 2550-2700 900-1400
Acetylene Air 2100-2400 158-266
Acetylene Oxygen 3050-3150 1100-2480

Acetylene Nitrous 2600-2800 285
oxide

'General references on atomic ahsorption spectrometry include L H. J
L<ljunen and P. Pcramaki, Spectrochemical Analnis by Awmie Abmrptiofl

and F.missio'l, 2nd cd., Camhridgc: Royal Society of Chemistry. 2004:
J. A. C Rroekaert, Anl/lytical Aromic Spf'CIfOmelry l~'ilh Flames and PillS

mas, \Veinheim, Germany: Wiley- veH. 2002; R Magyar. Guide-Lines to
Planning Atomic Spectrometric Analysis. New York: Elsevier, 19HZ:1. 0
Ingk Jr. and S. R. Crouch. Spectrochnnical Analysis. Chap. 10. Engle
wood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice HaiL 1'}88~M. Sperling and B. Welz. Atomic
Ahsorptlon Speetrometn. 3rd ed .. Nc\\: York: VCH Publishers. 1999: N. H
Bill~s. A. Bogaerts. and J A. C Hroekaert. Anal. Chern.. 2004.70 ..1113

Secondary
combustion
zone

The burning velocities listed in the fourth column of
Table 9-1 are important because flames are stable only
in certain ranges of gas flow rates. If the gas flow rate
does not exceed the burning velocity, the flame prop-
agates back into the burner, giving flashback. As the
flow rate increases. the flame rises until it reaches a
point ahove the burner where the flow velocity and the
burning velocity are equal. This region is where the
flame is stable. At higher flow rates, the flame rises
and eventually reaches a point where it blows off the
burner. With these facts in mind, it is easy to see why it
is so important to control the flow rate of the fuel-
oxidant mixture. This flow rate very much depends on
the type of fuel and oxidant being used.

Flame Structure

As shown in Figure 9·2. important regions of a flame
include the primary combustion zone, the interzonal
region, and the secondary combustion zone. The ap-
pearance and relative size of these regions vary con-
siderably with the fuel-to-oxidant ratio as well as with
the type of fuel and oxidant. The primary combustion
zone in a hydrocarbon flame is recognizable by its blue
luminescence arising from the band emission of C".
CH. and other radicals. Thermal equilibrium is usually
not achieved in this region, and it is. therefore, rarely
used for flame spectroscopy.

The interzonal area. which is relatively narrow in
stoichiometric hydrocarbon !lames, may reach several
centimeters in height in fuel-rich acetylene-oxygen or
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FIGURE9-3 Temperature profiles in degrees Celsius for
a natural gas-air flame. (From B. Lewis and G. van Elbe,
J. Chem. Phys., 1943, 11,94. With permission.)

acetylene-nitrous oxide sources. Because free atoms
are prevalent in the interzonal region, it is the most
widely used part of the flame for spectroscopy. In the
secondary reaction zone. the products of the inner
core are converted to stable molecular oxides that are
then dispersed into the surroundings.

A flame profile provides useful information aoout
the processes that go on in different parts of a flame; it is
a contour plot that reveals regions of the flame that have
similar values for a v'ariable of interest. Some of these
variaoles include temperature. chemical composition.
absorbance. and radiant or fluorescence intensity.

Temperature Profiles. Figure 9-3 shows a temperature
profile of a typical flame for atomic spectroscopy.
The maximum temperature is located in the flame
about 2.5 em aoove the primary combustion zone. It is
important - particularly for emission methods (Sec-
tion JOe-I)-to focus the same part of the flame on
the entrance slit for all calibrations and analytical
measurements.

Flame Absorption Profiles. Figure 9-4 shows typical
absorption profiles fm three elements. Magnesium
exhibits a maximum in absorbance at aoout thc mid-

die of the flame because of two opposing effects. The
initial increase in ahsorhancc as the distance from the
oase increases results from an increased numoer of
magnesium atoms produced by the longer exposure
to the heat of the flame. As the secondary com oust ion
zone is approached. howe\'er. appreciable oxidation of
the magnesium begins. This process evcntuallv leads to
a decrease in absorbance because the OXide particles
formed do not absorb at the ooservation wa\'e1ength.
To achieve maximum analytical sensitivity. then. the
flame must be adjusted up and down with respect to
the beam unt il the region of maximum absorbance is
located.

The behavior of silver. which is not easily oxidized. is
quite different; as shown in Figure 9-4. a continuous in-
crease in the number of atoms, and thus the aosorbance,
is ooserved from the oase to the periphery of the flame.
By contrast, chromium. which forms very staole oxides,
shows a continuous decrease in absorbance beginning
close to the ourner tip; this ooservation suggests that
oxide formation predominates from the start. These
ooservations suggest that a different portion of the
flame should oe used for the dctermination of each of
these clements. The more sophisticated instruments for
flame spectroscopy are equipped with monochroma-
tors that sample the radiation from a relatively small re-
gion of the flame, and so a critical step in the optimiza-
tion of signal output is the adjustment of the position of
the flame with respect to the entrance slit.

~ Nebulizu
To \\'ask oxidanl

that uses a concentric-tube neoulizer, such as that
shown in Figure 8-1 la. The aerosol.formed oy the flow
of oxidant, is mixed with fuel and passes a series of
baffles that remove all but the finest solution droplets.
The baffles cause most of the sample to collect in the
bottom of the mixing chamber where it drains to a waste
container. The aerosol, oxidant, and fuel are then
burned in a slotted ourner to provide a 5- to llJ-cm high
flame.

Laminar-flow burners produce a relatively quiet
flame and a long path length for maximizing absorp-
tio~. These properties tend to enhance sensitivity and
reproducioility in AAS. The mixing chamber in this
typ~ of burner contains a potentially explosive mixture
that can flash oack if the tlow rates are too low. Note
that the laminar-flow burner in Figure 9-5 is equipped
with pressure relief vents for this reason. Other
types of laminar-flow burners and turbulent-flow burn-
ers arc availaole for atomic emission spectrometry
and AFS.

Flame Atomizers

Flame atomizers arc used for atomic absorption.
fluorescence. and emission spcctroscopy. Figure 9-5 is a
diagram of a typical commercial laminar-flow burner

Fuel and Oxidant Regulators. An important varia ole
that requires close control in flame spectroscopy is the
flow rate of both oxidant and fuel. It is desirable to be
aole to varv each over a broad range so that optimal at-
omization conditions can oe determined experimen-
tally. Fuel and oxidant arc usually comoined in approx-
imately stoichiometric amounts. For the determination
of metals that form stable oxides, however, a l1ame that

FIGURE9-5 A laminar-flow burner.
(Courtesy of Perkin-Elmer Corporation,
Norwalk, CT.)

contains an excess of fuel is often desirablc. Flow rates
arc usually controlled by means of double-diaphragm
pressure regulators followed oy needle valves in the in-
strument housing. A widely used device for measuring
flow rates is the rotameter. which consists of a tapered,
graduated, transparent tube that is mounted vertically
with the smaller end down. A lightweight conical or
spherical float is lifted by the gas flow; its vertical posi-
tion is determined by the tlow rate.

Performance Characteristics of Flame Atomizers.
Flame atomization is the most reproducible of all
liquid-sample-introduction methods that have been
developed for atomic absorption and fluorescence
spectrometry to datc. The sampling efficiency of other
atomization methods and thus the sensitivity. however,
are markedly beller than in flame atomization. There
are two primary reasons for the lower sampling effi-
ciency of the flame. First, a large portion of the sample
flows down the drain. Second. the residence time of
individual atoms in the optical path in the flame is brief
(-10-·5).

Electrothermal atomizers, which licst appeared on the
market in the earlv 1970s. generally provide enhanced
sensiti\'ity oecause the entire sample is atomiz.ed in a
short period, and the average residence time of the



atoms in the optical path is a second or more.' Elec.
trothermal atomizers are used for atomic absorption
and atomic fluorescence measurements but have not
been generally applied for direct production of emis.
sion spectra. They are used for vaporizing samples
in inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy.
however.

In electrothermal atomizers, a few microliters of
sample is first evaporated at a low temperature and then
ashed at a somewhat higher temperature in an elec·
trically heated graphite tube similar to the one in Fig-
ure 9·6 or in a graphite cup. After ashing, the current
is rapidly increased to several hundred amperes, which
causes the temperature to rise to 2000"C to 3000°C; at-
omization of the sample occurs in a period of a few mil·
liseconds to seconds. The absorption or fluorescence of
the atomic vapor is then measured in the region imme-
diately above the heated surface.

Electrothermal Atomizers

Figure 9·6a is a cross-sectional view of a commercial
electrothermal atomizer. In this device, atomization
occurs in a cylindrical graphite tube that is open at
both ends and that has a central hole for introduction
of sample by means of a micropipette. The tube is
about 5 em long and has an internal diameter of some·
what less than 1em. The interchangeable graphite tube
fits snugly into a pair of cylindrical graphite electrical
contacts located at the two ends of the tube. These
contacts are held in a water-cooled metal housing. Two
inert gas streams are provided. The external stream
prevents outside air from entering and incinerating the
tube. The internal stream flows into the two ends of the
tube and out the central sample port. This stream not
only excludes air but also serves to carry away vapors
generated from the sample matrix during the first two
heating stages.

Figure 9·6a illustrates the so-called L'vov platform,
which is often used in graphite furnaces such as that
shown in the figure. The platform is also made of
graphite and is located beneath the sample entrance
port. The sample is evaporated and ashed on this plat·
form. When the tube temperature is increased rapidly,
however. atomization is delayed because the sample is
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FIGURE 9-6 (a)Cross-sectional view of a graphite
furnace with integrated L'vov platform. (b)Longitudinal
configuration of the graphite furnace. Note the tempera-
ture profile shown in blue along the path of the furnace. In
the longitudinal configuration, the temperature varies
continuously along tbe path, reaching a maximum at the
center. (c)Transverse configuration of the furnace. The
temperature profile is relatively constant along the path.
(Courtesy of Perkin-Elmer Lifeand AnalyticalSciences,
Shelton, CT.)

no longer directly on the furnace wall. As a result, at-
omization occurs in an environmcnt in which the tem-
perature is not changing so rapidly, which improves the
reproducibility of analytical signals.

Figure 9·6b and c shows the two ways of heating the
graphite furnace while it is held in the optical path. Tra-
ditionally, the furnace was heated in the longitudinal
mode illustrated in Figure 9-6b, which provides a con-
tinuously varying temperature profile as shown in the
figure. The transverse mode, shown in Figure 9-6e, gives
a uniform temperature prolile along the entire length of
the tube. This arrangement provides optimum condi.
tions for the formation of free atoms throughout the
tube. Recombination of atoms to molecules, atom loss,
and condensation on the cooler tube ends exhibited in
the longitudinal mode are thus minimized in the trans-
verse heating mode.

Experiments show that reducing the natural poros·
itv of the graphite tube minimizes some sample ma-
t;ix effects and poor reproducibility associated with
graphite furnace atomization. During atomization,
part of the analyte and matrix apparently dlfluse Into
the surface of the tube, which slows the atomIzatIOn
process, thus giving smaller analyte signals. To over·
come this effect, most graphite surfaces are coated WIth
a thin layer of pyrolytic carbon, which seals the pores
of the graphite tube. Pyrolytic graphite is a type of
graphite that is deposited layer by layer from a highly
homogeneous environment. It is formed by passing a
mixture of an inert gas and a hydrocarbon such as
methane through the tube while it is held at an elevated
temperature .

Output Signal

At a wavelength at which absorbance or fluorescence
occurs, the transducer output rises to a maximum after
a few seconds of ignition followed by a rapid decay
back to zero as the atomization products escape into
the surroundings. The change is rapid enough (often
<1 s) to require a moderately fast data-acquisition sys-
tem. Quantitative determinations are usually based on
peak height, although peak area is also used.

Figure 9-7 shows typical output signals from an
atomic absorption spectrophotometer equipped with
an electrothermal atomizer. The series of {our peaks
on the right show the absorbance at the wavelength of
a lead peak as a function of time when a 2-flL sample
of canned orange juice was atomized, During drying
and ashing, three peaks appear that are probably due
to Alolecular evaporation products and particulate
ignitio'n products. The three peaks on the left are {or
lead"standards used for calibration. The sample peak
on the far right indicates a lead concentration of about
0.05 flg/mL of juice.

Performance Characteristics
of Electrothermal Atomizers

Electrothermal atomizers offer the advantage of un-
usually high sensitivity for small volumes of sample.
Typically, sample volumes between 0.5 and 10 flL arc
used; under these circumstances, absolute detection
limits typically lie in the range of 10-10 to lO-lJ g of
analyte3

The relative precision of electrothermal methods is
generally in the range of 5% to 10% compared with the
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FIGURE 9-7 Typical output for the determination of lead
from a spectrophotometer equipped with an electro-
thermal atomizer. The sample was 2 flLof canned orange
juice. The times for drying and ashing are 20 and 60 s,
respectively, (Courtesy of Varian Instrument Division,Palo
Alto,CA.)

1% or better that can be expected for flame or plasma
atomization, Furthermore, because of the heating-
cooling cycles, furnace methods are slow - typically re-
quiring several minutes per element. A final disadvan-
tage is that the analytical range is relatively narrow,
usually less than two orders of magnitude. As a result,
electrothermal atomization is the method of choice
when flame or plasma atomization provides inadequate
detection limits.

Analysis of Solids with Electrothermal Atomizers

In most methods based on electrothermal atomizers,
samples are introduced as solutions. Several reports,
however, have described the use of this type of atom-
izer for the direct analysis of solid samples. One way of
performing such measurements is to weigh the finely
ground sample into a graphite boat and insert the boat
into the furnace manually. A second way is to prepare
a slurry of the powdered sample by ultrasonic agita-
tion in an aqueous medium. The slurry is then pipelted
into the furnace for atomization.'
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FIGURE 9-8 (a) Cross section of a cell for glow-discharge
atomization of solid samples. (b) Craters formed on sample
surface by six jets of ionized argon. (Teledyne Leeman
Labs, Hudson, NH.)

Hv far, th~ most common sample-introduction and
atomization techniques for atomic absorption analy-
s~s are flames or electrothermal vaporizers. Several
oth~r atomization methods tind occasional use, how-
el·er. Three of these arc described bri~flv in this section.

Glow-Discharge Atomization

,\s described in Section 8C-2, a glow-dischargc device
produces an atomized vapor that can be swept into a cell
tor absorption measurements. Figure 9-8a shows a
glow-discharge cell that can be used as an accessory
to most flame atomic absorption spectrometers. It
consists of a cylindrical cell about 17 em long with a cir-
cular hole about 2 em in diameter cut near the middl~ of
the cvlinder. An O-ring surrounds the hole. Th~ sample
is pressed against this hole with a torque screw so that it
seals the tube. Six fine streams of argon gas from tiny
no/zks arranged in a circular pattern above the sampk
impinge 011 the :-;ampk surface in a hexagonal pattern.
The' argon is ionized by a current between an anode
support ing the nozzles and th~ sample. which acts as a
cathode. ,\s a r~sult of sputtering. six crat~rs quicklv

vapor pressure at ambient temperature.' The determi-
nation of merCUri' in various types of samples is of vital
importance currently because of the toxicity of organic
mercury compounds and their widespread distribution
in the environment.' One popular method for this de-
termination is cold vaporization followed by atomic
absorption spectrophotometry. To perform a deter-
mination of this type, mercury is converted to Hg> by
treatment of samples with an oxidizing mixture of nitric
and sulfuric acids. followed by reduction of the Hg" to
the metal with SnCl,. The elemental mercury is then
swept into a long-pass absorption tube similar to the
one shown in Figure 9-9 by bubbling a stream of inert
gas through the reaction mixture9The determination is
completed by measuring the absorbance at 253.7 nO'.
Detection limits in the parts-per-billion range are
achieved. Several manufacturers offer automatic in-
struments for performing this determination.

FIGURE 9-9 A hydride generation and atomization
system for MS.
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form on the sample surfac~ as shown in Figure 9-8h. The
sputtered atoms are draWl! by a vacuum to the axis
of the cell where they absorb radiatiol! from the spec-
trometer source.s

For this technique to be applicable. the sample must
be an electrical conductor or must be made into a pel-
let with a powdered conductor such as finely ground
graphite or copper. Solution samples have also heen
analyzed hy deposition Ol! a graphite, aluminum, or
copper cathode. Detection limits with this type of de-
vice are reported to he in the low parts-per-million
range for solid samples'"

Instruments for AAS arc similar in general design to
that shown in Figure 7-1a and consist of a radiation
source, a sample holder. a wavelength selector. a detec-
tor, and a signal processor and readout1O The sample
holder in atomic absorption instruments is the atomizer
cell that contains the gaseous atomized sample.

98-1 Radiation Sources

Atomic ahsorption methods are potentially highly
specific; because atomic absorption lines arc remark-
ably llarrow (0.fXJ2 to 0.005 nm) and because electronic
transition energies are unique for each element. On
the other hand, narrow line widths create a prohlem
that does not normally occur in molecular absorption

Hydride Atomization

In Section 8C-I. we considered methods for introduc-
ing solution samples hy hydride generation. Atomiza-
tion of thc hydrides requires only that they be heated
in a quartz tube. as shown in Figure 9-9.
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Cold-Vapor Atomization

The cold-vapor technique is an atomization mdhod ap-
plicable only to the determination of mercurv because
it is the only metallic dement that has an appreciahle

'See E. II. Plepmeit'r in Chili' DischargE' Spl'dro.I'Co{JII'S, pr 61f- 71. R. K.
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spectroscopy. In Section 13B-2. we show that a lin-
ear relationship between the analytical signal (ab-
sorbance) and concentration - that is, for Beer's law
as gil"en hI" Equation 6-3 .• to be obeyed - requires a
narrow source bandwidth relative to the width of an
ahsorption line or band. Even good-qualitl monochro-
mators. howcver, hal"e effective bandwidths signifi-
cantly greater than the width of atomic absorption
lines. As a result. nonlinear calibration curl"es are in-
evitable when atomic absorbance measurements arc
made with an ordinary spectrophotometer equipped
with a continuum radiation source. Furthermore. the
slopes of calihration curves ohtained in these experi-
ments arc small because only a small fraction of the
radiation from the monochromator slit is absorbed by
the sample; the result is poor sensitil"ity. In recent
Years, the development of high-resolution (R > LO')
~ontinuum-source spectrometers based on the double
echelle monochromator coupled with array detection
has clouded this issue, and such instruments are be-
ginning to compete with traditional spectrometers
equipped with line sources."

The problem created by the limited width of atomic
absorption lines has been soll"ed by the use of line
sources with bandwidths even narrower than the ab-
sorption line width. For example, to use the 589.6-nm
line of sodium as the basis for determining the ele-
ment, a sodium emission line at this same wavelength
is isolated to serve as the source, In this instance. a
sodium I"apor lamp in which sodium atoms are excited
by an electrical discharge may he used to produce the
line. The other sodium lines emitted from the source
are removed with filters or with a relatively inexpen-
sive monochromator. Operating conditions for the
source are chosen such that Doppler hroadening of the
emitted lines is less than the broadening of the absorp-
tion line that occurs in the flame or other atomizer.
That is. the source temperature and pressure arc kept
belo\\' that of the atomizer. Figure 9-10 illustrates the
principle of this procedure. Figure 9-lOa shows the
emission spectrum of a tl"pical atomic lamp source,
which consists of four narrow lines. With a suitahle fil-
ter or monochromator. all hut one of these lines are re-
moved. Figure 9-10h shows the absorption spectrum
for the analyte hct\\"L.'cn \\'a\"ekngth~ AI and A:. Note
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that the bandwidth is significantly greater than that
of the emission line. As shown in Figure 9-1Oc,passage
of the line from the source through the /lame reduces
its intensity from Po to P; the absorbance is then given
by 10g(PoIP), which is linearly related to the concen-
tration of the analyte in the sample.

A disadvantage of the procedure just described is
that a separate source lamp is needed for each element
(or sometimes group of elements).

Hollow-Cathode Lamps

The most common source for atomic absorption mea-
surements is the hollow-cathode lamp, such as the one
shown in Figure 9-11.12 This type of lamp consists of a
tungsten anode and a cylindrical cathode sealed in a

glass tube filled with neon or argon at a pressure of I to
5 torr. The cathode is constructed of the metal whose
spectrum is desired or serves to support a layer of that
metal.

Ionization of the inert gas occurs when a potential
difference on the order of 300 V is applied across the
electrodes, which generates a current of about 5 to
15 mA as ions and electrons migrate to the electrodes.
If the voltage is sufficiently large, the gaseous cations
acquire enough kinetic energy to dislodge some of the
metal atoms from the cathode surface and produce an
atomic cloud in a process called sputtering. A portion
of the sputtered metal atoms are in excited states and
thus emit their characteristic radiation as they return
to the ground state. Eventually, the metal atoms dif-
fuse back to the cathode surface or to the glass walls of
the tube and are redeposited.

The cylindrical configuration of the cathode tends
to concentrate the radiation in a limited region of the
metal tube; this design also enhances the probability
that redeposition will oceur at the cathode rather than
on the glass walls.

The efficieney of the hollow-cathode lamp depends
on its geometry and the operating voltage. High volt-
ages, and thus high currents, lead to greater intensities.
This advantage is offset somewhat by an inerease in
Doppler broadening of the emission lines from the
lamp. Furthermore, the greater currents produee an
increased number of unexcited atoms in the cloud. The
unexcited atoms, in turn, are eapable of absorbing
the radiation emitted by the excited ones. This self-
absorption leads to lowered intensities, particularly at
the center of the emission band.

Hollow-cathode lamps are often used as sources in
AFS, as discussed in Section 9E-1. In this application,
the lamps are pulsed with a duty cycle of 1% to 10%

and peak current of 0.1 to 1 A, which increases their
peak radiance by a factor of 10 to 100 relative to the
steady-state radiance of dc operation.13

A variety of hollow-cathode lamps is available com-
mercially. The cathodes of some consist of a mixture of
several metals; such lamps permit the determination of
more than a single element.

Electrodeless Discharge Lamps

Electrodeless discharge lamps (EDLs) are useful
sources of atomic line spectra and provide radiant in-
tensities usually one to two orders of magnitude greater
than hollow-cathode lamps." A typical lamp is con-
structed from a sealed quartz tube containing a few torr
of an inert gas sueh as argon and a small quantity of the
metal (or its salt) whose speetrum is of interest. The
lamp eontains no electrode but instead is energized by
an intense field of radio-frequency or microwave radIa-
tion. Ionization of the argon oecurs to give ions that are
accelerated by the high-frequency component of the
field until they gain sufficient energy to excite the atoms
of the metal whose spectrum is sought.

EDLs are available commercially for fifteen or
more elements. Their performance is not as reliable as
that of the hollow-cathode lamp, but for elements such
as Se, As, Cd, and Sb, EDLs exhibit better detection
limits than do hollow-cathode lamps." This occurs be-
cause EDLs for these elements are more intense than
the corresponding hollow-cathode lamps, and thus,
EDLs are quite useful in determining these elements.
Figure 9-12 is a schematic of a commercial EDL, which
is powered bv a 27-MHz radio-frequency source.
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FIGURE 9-11 Schematic cross section of a hollow-
cathode lamp.

FIGURE 9-12 Cutaway of an EDL.(From W. B. Barnett,
J. W.Vollmer,and S. M. DeNuzzo, At. Absorption
Newsletter, 1976, 15,33, With permission.)

Source Modulation

In the typical atomic absorption instrument, it is neces-
sary to eliminate interferences causcd by emission of
radiation by the /lame, Much of this emitted radiation
is, of course, removed by the monochromator. Never-
theless, emitted radiation corresponding in wavelength
to the monochromator setting is inevitably present in
the l1ame because of excitation and emission of analyte
atoms and /lame gas species, To eliminate the effects of
l1ame emission, it is necessary to modulate the output of
the source so that its intensity /luctuates at a constant
frequency. The detector then receives two types of sig-
nal, an alternating one from the source and a continu-
ous one from the /lame. These signals are converted to
the corresponding types of electrical response. A
simple high-pass RC filter (Section 28-5) can then be
used to remove the unmodulated de signal and pass the
ac signal for amplification.

A simple and entirely satisfactory way of modulat-
ing thc emission from the source is to interpose a cir-
cular metal disk, or chopper, in the beam between the
source and the /lame. Rotating disk and rotating vane
choppers are common (see Figure 5-7a and b), Rota-
tion of the disk or vane at a constant known rate pro-
vides a beam that is chopped to the desired frequency.
Other types of electromechanical modulators include
tuning forks with vanes attached to alternately block
and transmit the beam (see Figure 5-7c) and devices
that rotate a vane through a fixed arc to perform the
same function." As another alternative, the power
supply for the source can be designed for intermittent
or ac operation so that the source is switched on and
off at the desired constant frequency.



Instruments for atomic absorption measurements are
offered by numerous manufacturers; both single- and
double-beam designs are available. The rang~ of so-
phistication and cost (upward of a few thousand dol-
lars) is substantial.

In general, the instrument must be capable of pro-
viding a sufficiently narrow bandwidth to isolate the
line chosen for the measurement from other lines that
may interfere with or diminish the sensitivity of the de-
termination. A glass filter suffices for some of the alkali
metals, which have only a few widely spaced resonance
lines in the visible region. An instrument equipped with
easily interchangeable interference filters is available
commercially. A separate filter and light source are
used for each element. Satisfactory results for the de-

V1 Exercise: Learn more about single-beam and
lQ.J double-beam spectrophotometers.

termination of twenty-two metals are claimed. Most
instruments, however, incorporate good-quality ultra-
violet-visible monochromators, manv of which are
capable of achieving a bandwidth on ihe order of 1 A.

Most atomic absorption instruments use photomul-
tiplier tubes, which were described in Section 7E-2, as
transducers. As pointed out earlier, electronic systems
that are capable of discriminating between the modu-
lated signal from the source and the continuous signal
from the flame are required. Most instruments cur-
rently on the market are equipped with compuler sys-
tems that are used to control instrument parameters
and to control and manipulate data,

pulsed power supply, an atomizer, and a simple grating
spectrophotometer with a photomultiplier transducer.
It is used in the manner described on page 159. Thus,
the dark current is nulled with a shutler in front of the
transducer. The 100% transmittance adjustment is
then made while a blank is aspirated into the flame or
ignited in a nonflame atomizer. Finally, the transmit-
tance is obtained with the sample replacing the blank.

Double-Beam Instruments

Figure 9-13b is a schematic of a typical double-beam-in-
time instrument. The beam from the hollow-cathode
source is split by a mirrored chopper, one half passing
through the flame and the other half around it. The two
beams are then recombined by a half-silvered mirror
and passed into a ezerny-Turner grating monochroma-
tor; a photomultiplier tube serves as the transducer.
The output from the latter is the input to a lock-in am-
plifier that is synchronized with the chopper drive. The
ratio between the reference and sample signal is then
amplified and fed to the readout, which may be a digital
meter or a computer.

It should be noted that the reference beam in atomic
double-beam instruments does not pass through the
flame and thus does not correct for loss of radiant power
due to absorption or scattering by the flame itself.
Methods of correcting for these losses are discussed in
the next section.

Single-Beam Instruments

A typical single-beam instrument, such as that shown
in Figure 9-13a, consists of several hollow-cathode
sources (only one of which is shown), a chopper or a

9C INTERFERENCES IN ATOMIC
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
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Intelferences of two types are encountered in atomic
absorption methods. Spectral interferences arise when
the <!bsorption or emission of an interIcring species ei-
ther overlaps or lies so close to the analyte absorption
or emission that resolution by the monochromator be-
comes impossible. Chemical interferences result from
various chemical processes occurring during atomi-
zation that alter the absorption characteristics of the
analyte.

Flame
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Because the emission lines of hollow-cathode sources
are so very narrow, interference because of overlap-
ping lines is rare. For such an interference to occur. the
separation between the two lines would have to be less
than about 0.1 A. For example. a vanadium line at
30R2.11 A interferes in the determination of aluminum
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FIGURE 9-13 Typical flame spectrophotometers: (al single-beam design and
(b) double-beam design.

based on its absorption line at 3082.15 A. The interfer-
ence is easily avoided, however, by observing the alu-
minum line at 3092.7 A instead.

Spectral interferences also result from the presence
of combustion products that exhibit broadband absorp-
tion or particulate products that scatter radiation. Both
reduce the power of the transmitted beam and lead to
positive analytical errors. When the source of these
products is the fuel and oxidant mixture alone, the ana-
lytical data can be corrected by making absorption
measurements while a blank is aspirated into the flame.
Note that this correction must be used with both
double-beam and single-beam instruments because the
reference beam of a double-beam instrument does not
pass through the flame (see Figure 9-13b).

A much more troublesome problem occurs when
the source of absorption or scattering originates in the
sample matrix. In this instance, the power of the trans-
mitted beam P is reduced by the matrix components,
but the incident beam power Po is not; a positive error
in absorbance and thus concentration results. An ex-
ample of a potential matrix interference because of ab-
sorption occurs in the determination of barium in
alkaline-earth mixtures. As shown by the solid line
in Figure 8-8, the wavelength of the barium line used
for atomic absorption analysis appears in the center of
a broad absorption band for CaOH. We therefore
anticipate that calcium will interfere in barium deter-
minations, but the effect is easily eliminated by substi-
tuting nitrous oxide for air as the oxidant. The higher
temperature of the nitrous oxide flame decomposes
the CaOH and eliminates the absorption band.

Spectral interference because of scattering by prod-
ucts of atomization is most often encountered when
concentrated solutions containing elements such as Ti,
Zr, and W-which form refractory oxides-arc aspi-
rated into the flame. Metal oxide particles with diame-
ters greater than the wavelength of light appear to be
formed, and scattering of the incident beam results.

Interference caused by scattering may also be a
problem when the sample contains organic species or
when organic solvents are used to dissolve the sample.
Here, incomplete combustion of the organic matrix
leaves carbonaceous particles that are capable of scat-
tering light.

Fortunatelv, with flame atomization, spectral inter-
ferences by matrix products are not widely encoun-
tered and often can be avoided by variations in the
analytical variables, such as flame temperature and
fuel-to-oxidant ratio. Alternatively. if the source of



interference is known, an excess of the interfering
substance can be added to both sample and standards.
Provided the excess added to the standard sample
is large with respect to the concentration from the
sample matrix, the contribution from the sample ma-
trix will become insignificant. The added substance is
sometimes called a radiation buffer. The method of
standard additions can also be used advantageously in
some cases.

In the early days of electrothermal atomization,
matrix interference problems were sevcre. As platform
technology, new high-quality graphite materials, fast
photometric instrumentation, and Zeeman back-
ground correction havc developed, matrix interferencc
problems have decreased to the level encountered with
flames17 Several methods have been developed for cor-
recting for spectral intcrferences caused by matrix
products.L8

The Two-Line Correction Method

The two-line correction procedure uses a linc from the
source as a rcference, This linc should lie as close as
possible to the analyte line but must not be absorbed
by the analyte. If thcse conditions are met, it is as-
sumed that any decrease in power of the reference line
from that observed during calibration arises from ab-
sorption or scattcring by the matrix products of the
sample, This decrease in power is then used to correct
the absorbance of the analyte linc,

The reference line may be from an impurity in the
hollow cathode, a neon or argon linc from the gas con-
tained in the lamp, or a nonresonant cmission line of
the element that is hcing determined, Unfortunatelv, a
suitable reference line is oftcn not available, .

The Continuum-Source Correction Method

Figurc 9-14 illustrates a second method for back-
ground corrections that is widelv used, In this tech-
nique, a deuterium lamp provide~ a sourcc of contin-
uum radiation throughout the ultraviolet region, The
configuration of the chopper is such that radiation
from the continuum source and the hollow-cathode
lamp arc passcd alternately through the electrother-
mal atomizer. Thc absorbance of the deuterium radia-
tion is then subtracted from that of the analyte hearn,

!'Scc \V. Sla\'in, Anal. Cht:m. 1986.58. 59VA.
I~For a comparison uf the \'arious filt:thods f'l[ hack£.founJ correction, $..:e
D. J Butcher and J Sneddu[] . .4 Practical Cillitit: tn Graphj[1! Furnace
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Background Background plus
only atomic absorptionFIGURE 9-14 Schematic of a continuum-source back-

ground correction system, Note that the chopper car be
eliminated by alternately pulsing each lamp, FIGURE 9-15 Schematic of an electrothermal atomic absorption instrument that provides

a background correction based on the Zeeman effect. (Courtesy of Hitachi Scientific
Instruments, Mountain View,CA,)

The slit width is kept sufficiently wide so that the frac-
tion of the continuum source that is absorbed by the
atoms of thc samplc is negligible, Therefore, thc atten-
uation of the continuum source as it passes through the
atomized sample reflects only the broadband absorp-
tion or scattcring hy the sample matrix components,
A background correction is thus achieved,

Unfortunately, although most instrument manufac-
turers offer continuum-source background correction
systems, the performance of thcse devices is often less
than ideal, which leads to undercorrection in some sys-
tems and overcorrection in others, One of the sources
of error is the inevitable degradation of signal-to-noise
ratio that accompanies the addition of the correction
system, Another is that hot gaseous media are usually
highly inhomogeneous both in chemical composition
and in particulate distribution; thus if thc two lamps
are not in perfect alignment, an erroneous correction
will result that can cause either a positive or a negative
error. Finally, the radiant output of the deuterium lamp
in thc visible region is low enough to preclude the use of
this correction procedure for wavelcngths longer than
about 350 nm,

were formed, This phenomenon, which is termed the
Zeeman effect, i9 is general for all atomic spectra, Sev-
eral splitting patterns arise depending on the type of
electronic transition that is involved in the absorption
process. The simplest splitting pattern, which is ob-
served with singlet (Section SA-I) transitions, leads
to a central, or 7f,line and two equally spaced satellite
a lines, The central line, which is at the original wave-
length, has an absorbance that is twice that of each
a line, For more complex transitions, further splitting
of the 7f and a lines occurs,

Application of the Zceman effect to atomic absorp-
tion instruments is based on the diffcring response of
the two types of absorption lines to polarized radia-
tion, The 7f line absorbs only that radiation that is
plane \polarized in a direction parallel to the external
magnetic field; thc a lines, in contrast, absorb only ra-
diation polarized at 90" to the field,

Figure 9-15 shows details of an electrothermal
atomic absorption instrument, which uscs the Zeeman
effect for background correction, Un polarized radiation
from an ordinary hollow-cathode source A is passcd
through a rotating polarizer B. which separates the
beam into two components that are plane-polarized
at 90' to one another C. These beams pass into a tube-
type graphite furnace similar to the one shown in Fig-

Background Correction Based
on the Zeeman Effect

When an atomic vapor is exposed to a strong magnetic
field (-10 kG), a splitting of electronic energy levels of
the atoms takes place that leads to formation of several
absorption lines for each electronic transition, These
lines are separatcd from one another bv about 0,01 nm,
with the sum of the absorhances for th~ lines being ex-
actly equal to that of the original line from which they

I)For a detailed discussion of the_ applicatIOn of the Zeeman effect to
atomiC ahsorption, see D. 1. Butcher and 1. Sneddon. A Practical Gllide to
Graphltf' Furnuce Atomic Absorption Spectrometry. :\ew York: Wiley,
19Yk,pro 7,-8-l: F 1. Fernanda. S. A. Myers, and \\". Slavin. Anal. Chern ..
1980,5':. 7-lL S. D. Rr'Win. Anal. Chem., 1977.49 \ l-l), 12fi9A

ure 9-6a, A permanent II-kG magnet surrounds the
furnace and splits the cnergy levels into the three ab-
sorption peaks shown in D, Notc that the central peak
absorbs only radiation that is plane polarized with the
field, During that part of the cycle when the source ra-
diation is polarized similarly, absorption of radiation by
the analyte takes place, During the other half cycle, no
analyte absorption can occur. Broadband molecular
absorption and scattering by the matrix products occur
during both half cycles, which leads to the cyclical ab-
sorbance pattern shown in F. The data-acquisition sys-
tem is programmed to subtract the absorbance during
the perpendicular half cycle from that for the parallel
half cycle, thus giving a background corrected value,

A second type of Zeeman effect instrumcnt has
been designed in which a magnet surrounds the hol-
low-cathode sourcc, Here, it is the emission spectrum
of the source that is split rather than the absorption
spectrum of the sample, This instrument configuration
provides an analogous correction, To date, most in-
struments are of the type illustrated in Figure 9-15,

Zeeman effcct instruments provide a more accurate
correction for hack ground than the mcthods described
earlier. These instruments are particularly useful for
electrothermal atomizers and permit the direct deter-
mination of elements in samples such as urinc and
blood, The decomposition of organic material in these
samples leads to large background corrections (back-
ground A > I) and, as a result. susccptibility to signifi-
cant error.

~ Tutorial: Learn more ahout the Zeeman effect.



Background Correction Based
on Source Self-Reversal

A remarkably simple means of background cor-
rection appears to offer most of the advantages of
a Zeeman effect instrument. 2<1 This method. which
is sometimes called the Smith-Hieftje background
correction method. is based on the self-reversal or self-
absorption behavior of radiation emitted from hollow-
cathode lamps when they are operated at high cur-
rents. As was mentioned earlier, high currents produce
large concentrations of nonexcited atoms, which are ca-
pable of absorbing the radiation produced from the ex-
cited species. An additional effect of high currents is
to significantly broaden the emission line of the ex-
cited species. The net effect is to produce a line that
has a minimum in its center, which corresponds ex-
actly in wavelength to that of the absorption peak (see
Figure 9-16).

To obtain corrected absorbances, the lamp is
programmed to run alternately at low and high cur-
rents. The total absorbance is obtained during the low-
current operation and the background absorbance is
provided by measurements during the second part of
the cycle when radiation at the absorption peak is at a
minimum. The data-acquisition system then subtracts
the background absorbance from the total to give a cor-
rected value. Recovery of the source to its low-current
output takes place in milliseconds when the current
is reduced. The measurement cycle can be repeated
often enough to give satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios.
Equipment for this type of correction is available from
commercial sources.

Chemical interferences are more common than spec-
tral interferences. Their effects can frequently be min-
imized by a suitable choice of operating conditions.

Both theoretical and experimental evidence sug-
gest that many of the processes occurring in the mantle
of a flame arc in approximate equilibrium. Therefore.
it becomes possible to regard the burned gases as a
solvent medium to which thermodynamic calculations
can be applied. The equilibria of principal interest in-
clude formation of compounds of low volatility. disso-
ciation reactions, and ionization. .

FIGURE 9-16 Emission line profiles for a hollow-cathoce
lamp operated at high and low currents.

Formation of Compounds of Low Volatility

Perhaps the most common type of interference is by
anions that form compounds of low volatility with
the analyte and thus reduce the fraction of the analyte
that is atomized. Low results are the outcome. An ex·
ample is the decrease in calcium absorbance observed
with increasing concentrations of sulfate or phosphate.
These anions form compounds with calcium that are
difficult to volatilize. For example, at a fixed calcium
concentration, the absorbance falls off nearly linearly
with increasing sulfate or phosphate concentrations
until the anion-to-calcium ratio is about 0.5; the ab-
sorbance then levels off at about 30% to 50% of its
original value and becomes independent of anion
concentration.

Cation interference has been observed as well. For
example, aluminum causes low results in the deter-
mination of magnesium, apparently as a result of the
formation of a heat-stable aluminum-magnesium com-
pound (perhaps an oxide).

Interferences caused by formation of species of low
volatility can often be eliminated or moderated bv use
of higher temperatures. Alternatively, releasing a~ents,
which are cations that react preferentially with the in-
terferant and prevent its interaction with the analyte,
can be used. For example, addition of an excess of
strontium or lanthanum ion minimizes the interference
of phosphate in the determination of calcium. The same
two species have also been used as releasing agents for
the determination of magnesium in the presence of alu-
minum. In botb instances, the strontium or lanthanum
replaces the analyte in the compound formed with the
interfering species.

Protective agents prevent interference by forming
stable but volatile species with the analytc. Three
common reagents for this purpose are ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 8-hydroxyquinoline,
and APCD, which is the ammonium salt of I-pyrro-
Iidinecarbodithioic acid. The presence of EDTA has
been shown to eliminate the interference of aluminum,
silicon, phosphate, and sulfate in the determination of
calcium. Similarly. 8-hydroxyquinoline suppresses the
interference of aluminum in the determination of
calcium and magnesium.

Dissociation Equilibria

In the hot, gaseous environment of a flame or a fur-
nace, numerous dissociation and association reactions
lead to conversion of the metallic constituents to the
elemental state. It seems probable that at least some of
these reactions are reversible and can be treated by the
laws of thermodynamics. Thus, it should be possible to
formulate equilibria such as

MO~M+O

M(OHh~M + 20H

where M is the analytc atom and OH is the hydroxyl
radical.

In practice, not enough is known about the nature
of the chemical reactions in a flame to permit a quan-
titative treatment such as that for an aqueous solution.
Instead, we must rely on empirical observations.

Dissociation reactions involving metal oxides and
hydroxides play an important part in determining the
nature of the emission or absorption spectra for an el-
em",,!. For example, the alkaline-earth oxides arc rel-
atively stable, with dissociation energies in excess of
5 eV. Molecular bands arising from the presence of
metal oxides or hydroxides in the flame thus constitute
a prominent feature of their spectra (see Figure 8-8).
Except at very high temperatures, these bands arc
more intense than the lines for the atoms or ions. In
contrast, the oxides and hydroxides of the alkali met-
als are much more easily dissociated so that line inten-
sities for these elements are high, even at relatively low
temperatures.

Dissociation equilibria that involve anions other
than oxygen may also influence flame emission and ab-
sorption. For example, the line intensity for sodium is
markedly decreased by the presence of HCI. A likely
explanation is the mass-action effect on the equilibrium

Chlorine atoms formed from the added HCl decrease
the atomic sodium concentration and thereby lower
the line intensity.

Another example of this type of interference in-
volves the enhancement of vanadium absorption when
aluminum or titanium is present. The interference is
significantly more pronounced in fuel-rich flames than
in lean flames. These effects can be explained by as-
suming that the three metals interact with such species
as 0 and OH, which are always present in flames. If the
oxygen·bearing species are given the general formula
Ox, a series of equilibrium reactions can be postulated.
Thus,

VOx~V +Ox

AIOx~AI + Ox

TiOx~Ti +Ox

In fuel-rich combustion mixtures, the concentration of
Ox is sufficiently small that its concentration is lowered
significantly when aluminum or titanium is present in
the sample. This decrease causes the first equilibrium
to shift to the right with an accompanying increase in
the vanadium concentration and absorbance. In lean
mixtures, on the other hand, the concentration of Ox is
apparently high relative to the total concentration of
metal atoms. In this case, addition of aluminum or ti-
tanium scarcely changes the concentration of Ox, and
the position of the first equilibrium is relatively undis-
turbed. Therefore, the position of the first equilibrium
is not disturbed significantly.

Ionization Equilibria

Ionization of atoms and molecules is small in combus-
tion mixtures that involve air as the oxidant, and can
often be neglected. In higher temperature flames
where oxygen or nitrous oxide serves as the oxidant.
however, ionization becomes important. and there is a
significant concentration of free electrons produced by
the equilibrium

where M represents a neutral atom or molecule and
M' is its ion. We will focus on equilibria in which M is
a metal atom.

The equilibrium constant K for this reaction takes
the form

[MlfeJ
[1\[1



Fraction Ionized at the Indicated Pressure and Temperature

Ionization
p 10-' aIm

I' = 10 -'atm
Element Potential, eV 2000 K 3500 K 2000 K 3500 K
Cs 3.893 0.01
Rb 0.86 Oil >0.994-176 0.004 0.74K 004 >0.994339 0_003 066Na 0.03 0.995.138 00003 0.26 0.003Li 0.905.390 0.0001 018Sa O.OO! 0.825210 0.0006 0.41 OlX16Sr 0.955_692 . 0.0001 0.21 0001Ca 0.876.111 3 X 10-5 0.11 0.0003Mg 7.644 4 X 10 7 0.67

0.01 4 X 10 ' 0.09
Data from A. L. Vallee a_ .nd R. E.. Thlcrs,. tn. I reallse on AnalYllcai Chenllstr.r. I M K Ilh ff d P J !
Interscience, 196). Reprmted with permlSslon of John \\-"i1ey& Sons. Inc. .,. () 0 an .. ~I\"ing, cds., Pari L Vol. n, p. 15CH:l,~cw York:

I f no other' source of electrons is present in the flame
this equation can be written in the form '

K = (-"'-)1'
1 - "

where" is the fraction of M that is ionized, and I' is the
partIal pressure of the metal in the gaseous solvent be-
fore ionization_

Table 9-2 shows the calculated fraction ionized for
several common metals under conditions that approx-
Imate those used in flame emission spectroscopy. The
temperatures correspond roughly to conditions that
eXIst in air-acetylene and oxygen-acetylene flames,
respectively.

. It is important to appreciate that treatment of the
IO!llzation process as an equilibrium - with free elec-
trons as one of the products - immediately implies that
the degree of ionization of a metal will be strongly influ-
enced by the presence of other ionizable metals in the
flame. Thus, if the medium contains not only species M
but species U as well, and if B ionizes according to the
equation

then the degree of ionization of M will be decreased by
the mass-aetlllll elfect of the electrons formed from B.
Determillation of the degree of ionization under these
condItions requires a calculation involving the dissoci-
atIon constant for B and the mass-balanCe expression

FIGURE 9-17 Effect of potassium concentration on the
calibration curve for strontium. (Reprinted with permission
from J_ A. Bowman and J. B. Willis, Anal. Chem., 1967,39,
1220. Copyright 1967 American Chemical Society.)

. Atom-ion equilibria in flames create a number of
Important consequences in flame spectroscopy. For ex-
ample, mtensltles of atomic emission or absorption
hnes for the alkah metals, particularly potassium, ru-
bidIUm, and cesium, are affected by temperature in a
complex way. Increased temperatures cause an in-
crease in the population of excited atoms. according to
the Boltzmann relationship (Equation 8-1). Counter-
actmg thiS effect. however, is a decrease in concentra-
lion of atoms resulting from ionization_ Thus, under
some Circumstances" dccrease in emission or absorp-
tion may be observcd in hotter flames. It is for this rea-
son that lower excitation tcmperatures arc usuallv
specified for the detcrmination of alkali metals. .

The effects of shifts in ionization equilibria can usu-
ally be eliminated by addition of an iOfli~lltiofl suppres-
sor, whIch prOVides a relatIvely high concentration of
electrons to the flame; suppression of ionization of the
analyte results. The effect of a suppressor appears in the
cahbratlOn curves for strontium shown in Figure 9-17_
Note the slglllficant increase in slope of these curvcs as
slronli~m ionization is repressed hy the increasing con-
centration of potassium ions and electrons. Note also
the enhanced sensitivity produced hy using nitrous ox-
Ide mstead of air as the oxidant. The higher tempera-
ture achIeved with nitrous oxide undoubtedly enhances
the degree of decomposition and \o!atilizailOn of the
strontIum compounds in the plasma.

90 ATOMIC ABSORPTION
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

This section deals with some of the practical details
that must be considered in flame or electrothermal
atomic absorption analysis.

A disadvantage of flame spectroscopic methods is the
reqlfir~ment that the sample be introduced into the ex-
citatio;' source in the form of a solution. most com-
moniy an aqueous one. Unfortunately, many materials
of interest, such as soils, animal tissues. plants. petro-
leum products. and miner;]ls arc not directly soluhle in
common solvents, and cxtt:nsive preliminary trc:atmcnt
is often required to ohtain a solution of the analyte in a
form ready for atomization. Indeed, the decomposition
and solution steps arc often more time-consuming and
introducL: more error than the spectroscopic measure-
ment itself.

Decomposition of materials such as those just cited
usually require rigorous treatment of the sample at high
temperatures accompanied hy a risk of lusing the an3-
lyte hy volatilization or as particulates in smoke. Fur-

r?l .Tll[Oria.1: Learn more <thout atomic absorption
l.Q.J spectroscopy.

thcrmore. the reagents used in decomposing a sample
often introduce the kinds of chemical and spectral
interferences that were discussed earlier. Additionally.
the analyte may be present in these reagents as an im-
purity. [n fact. unless considerable care is taken, it is not
uncommon in trace analyses to find that reagents are a
larger source of the analyte than the samples - a situa-
lion that can lead to serious error even with blank
corrections.

Some of the common methods used for decompos-
ing and dissolving samples for atomic absorption meth-
ods include treatment with hot mineral acids; oxidation
with liquid reagents, such as sulfuric, nitric, or perchlo-
rie acids (wet ashing); combustion in an oxygen bomb
or other closed container to avoid loss of ana[yte; ashing
at a high temperature; and high-temperature fusion
with reagents such as boric oxide, sodium carhonate,
sodium peroxide, or potassium pyrosulfate."

One of the advantages of electrothermal atomiza-
tion is that some materials can be atomized directly,
thus avoiding the solution step_ For example, liquid
samples such as blood, petroleum products, and or-
ganic solvents can be pipelted directly into the furnace
for ashing and atomization. Solid samples, such as
plant leaves, animal tissues, and some inorganic sub-
stances, can be weighed directly into cup-type atomiz-
ers or into tantalum boats for introduction into tube-
type furnaces_ Calibration is, however, usually difficult
and requires standards that approximate the sample in
composition,

90-2 Sample Introduction
by Flow Injection

[n Section 33B, we describe the methods and in-
strumentation for fiow injection analysis (FlA)_ FlA
methodology serves as an excellent means of intro-
ducing samples into a flame atomic absorption spec-
trometer. Alternatively, we may think of an atomic ab-
sorption spectrometer as a useful detector for an FIA
system. From any perspective. the peristaltic pump
and valve arrangements of FlA described in Chapter
33 arc a convenient means to sample analyte solutions
reproducihly and efficiently, especially when it is im-
portant to conserve sample. The carrier stream of the
FIA system consisting of deionized water or dilute
electro[vte provides continuous flushing of the flame

'j n, Ko;'hh~'ku~ in Silfll('h' f'rt'purd(J(JfI Tel·hniqllt's ill An,ll\'llcai Chonisln
S .\litra.l'J. :\c'.••.YorK: Wiky. 2u03: R. H<Kk.AlI<lndbook of IJCl"i1mr' ,

Illion ,\f!'lhl!d~ m •.llla(I'l1<1l1 Cheffmtry. N<.:w Y'ork: \Viley. I lj7Y.



atomizer, which is particularly advantageous for
samples containing high levels of salts or suspended
solids.

Early in the development of atomic absorption spec-
troscopy it was recognized that enhanced absorbances
could be obtained if the solutions contained low-
molecular-weight alcohols, esters, or ketones. The ef-
fect of organic solvents is largely attributable to in-
creased nebulizer efficiency; the lowcr surface tension
of such solutions results in -smaller drop sizes and a re-
sulting increase in the amount of sample that reaches
the flame. In addition, more rapid solvent evaporation
may also contribute to the effect. Leaner fuel-oxidant
ratios must be used with organic solvents to offset the
presence of the added organic material. Unfortunately,
however, the leaner mixture produces lower flame
temperatures and an increased potential for chemical
interferences.

A most important analytical application of organic
solvents to flame spectroscopy is the use of immiscible
solvents such as methyl isobutyl ketone to extract
chelates of metallic ions. The resulting extract is then
nebulized directly into the flame. Here, the sensitivity
is increased not only by the enhancement of absorp-
tion lines because of the solvent but also because for
many systems only small volumes of the organic liquid
are required to remove metal ions quantitatively from
relatively large volumes of aqueous solution. This pro-
cedure has the added advantage that at Icast part of
the matrix components are likely to remain in the
aqueous solvent; a reduction in interference often re-
sults. Common chelating agents include ammonium
pyrrol idined ith iocarbama te, diphe nyIthioca rbazone
(dithizone), 8-hydroxyquinoline, and acetylacetone.

In theory, atomic absorption should follow Beer's law
(Equation 6-34) with absorbance being directly pro-
portional to concentration. Unfortunately. calibration
curves are often nonlinear, so it is counterproductive
to perform an atomic absorption analysis without ex-
perimentally confirming the linearity of the instrument
response. Thus. a calibrat ion curve that cowrs the
range of concentrations found in the sampk should be
prepared periodically. In addition, the number of un-
controlled variables in atomization and absorbance

measurements is sufficiently large to warrant measure,
ment of one standard solution each time an analysis is
performed. It is even better to use two standards that
bracket the analyte concentration. Any deviation of
the standard from the original calibraiion curve can
then be used to correct the analytical result.

TABLE 9-3 Detection Limits(ng/mll'
for Selected Elements- AAS

Ele- AAS Electro- AES AES AFS

ment Flame thermal flame ICP Flame

Al 30 0.1 5 0.2 5

As 200 0.5 - 2 15

Ca I 0.25 0.1 (WOOl 0.4

Cd 1 om 2000 0.07 0.1

Cr 4 0.03 5 O.O~ 0.6

Cu 2 0.05 10 0.04 0.2

Fe 6 0.25 50 0.09 0.3

Hg 500 5 - - 5

Mg 0.2 0.002 5 0.003 0.3

Mn 2 0.01 - 0.01 1

Mo 5 0.5 100 0.2 8

Na 02 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.3

Ni 3 0.5 600 0.2 0.4

Pb 8 0.1 200 1 5

Sn 15 5 30n - 200

V 25 1 200 0.06 25

Zn I 0.005 ooסס5 0.1 0.1

The standard-addition method, which was described in
Section I D-3, is widely used in atomic absorption spec-
troscopy to partially or completely compensate for the
chemical and spectral interferences introduced by the
sample matrix.

AAS is a sensitive means for the quantitative deter-
mination of more than sixty metals or metalloid ele-
ments, The resonance lines for the nonmetallic ele-
ments are generally located at wavelengths shorter
than 200 nm, thus preventing their determination by
convenient, nonvacuum spectrophotometers,

From 1. D.lngte Jr. and S. R. Crouch, SpcClrochcmical Allah's;s.
pr. 250-51. 300. 321, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. 19RR.

,'lote: Pulsed hoHow-cathode-lamp excitation source with fer
atomization.
a 1 ng/mL = 10 --3 ~g/mL = 10 J ppm.

AAS == atomic absorption spectroscopy: AES = atomic emission
speclruscopy: AFS == atomic fluorescence spectroscopy: ICP ;=

inductively coupled plasma.

Detection Limits

Columns two and three of Table 9-3 present detection
limits for a number of common elements by flame and
electrothermal atomic absorption. For comparison,
detection limits for some of the other atomic proce-
dures are also included. Small differences among the
quoted values arc not significant. Thus, an order of
magnitude is probably meaningful, but a factor of 2 or
3 certainly is not.

For many elements, detection limits for atomic ab-
sorption spectroscopy with flame atomization lie in the
range of I to 20 ng/mL, or 0.001 to 0.020 ppm; for elec-
trothermal atomization, the corresponding figures are
(Ul02 to 0.01 ng/mL. or 2 x 10-6 to 1 x 10-' ppm. In a
few cases, detection limits well outside these ranges
are encountered.

9E" ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE
. SPECTROSCOPY

Over the vears, significant research effort has been
devoted t~ the development of analytical methods
based on atomic fluorescence." This work has demon-
strated clearly that atomic fluorescence spectroscopy

Accuracy

Under the usual conditions, the relati"e error associ-
ated with a name atomic absorption analysis is of the
order of I % to 2%. With special precautions, this fig,
ure can be lowered to a few tenths of a percent. Errors
encountered with electrothermal atomization usuallv
exceed those for flame atomization by a factor ,;f
:i to to.

'-'-For further information on atomic fluorescence spectroscopy. see L II
1. LaJuncn and P. Pcramaki, Sf'cclrIJclIl'miCll[ Atwhsis b.I'Atomic Ahsorp ..

tion and Emission, 2nd ed., pp. 276-85. Camhridg~: Royal Soot tv 01
Chcmistrv. 200-1-:1- A, C Broeka.:rt. ArIah'(im[ Atomic Spt'crromerr\' Il'ifh

Flames m;d I'll1SffW5. pro 290- 96. Weinheim. Germany: Wiky- \'CI L :':OIJ:'::
D. 1. Butcher in Handhook of !llJuumellw{ Tt'chlllqllt'S (or A/lil/nil'al

Chemistr\'. F A. Settle, ed .. tIpper Saddh: River. NJ. 19\)7. pp, -I--ll-:'iK:
S. Greenfield. Trends in A.na/Fical ChemisT(\". 1995. l-J. -1-35--1-2;J C. \'an
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provides a useful and convenient means for the quan-
titative determination of a reasonably large number of
elements. To date, however, the procedure has not
found widespread use because of the overwhelming
successes of atomic emission and especially atomic ab-
sorption methods, which were developed prior 10

atomic fluorescence by more than a decade. As men-
tioned earlier, these successes have led to the avail-
ability of absorption and emission instruments from
numerous commercial sources. [n recent years, a num-
ber of manufacturers have introduced atomic fluores-
cence spectrometers useful for determining elements
that form vapors and hydrides, such as Pb, Hg, Cd, Zn,
As, Sb, Bi, Ge, and SeD

The limited use of atomic fluorescence has not arisen
so much from anv inherent weakness of the procedure
but rather beca;se the advantages of atomic fluores-
cence have been small relative to the well-established
absorption and emission methods. Thus, although
fluorescence methods, particularly those based on elec-
trothermal atomization, are somewhat more sensitive
for several elements, the procedure is also less sensi-
tive and appears to have a smaller useful concentra-
tion range for several others, Furthermore, dispersive
fluorescence instruments are somewhat more complex
and more expensive to purchase and maintain," These
disadvantages have been largely overcome in some spe-
cial-purpose dedicated instruments such as the one de-
scribed in the Instrumental Analysis in Action feature
at the end of Section 2.

The components of instruments for atomic fluores-
cence measurements are generally arranged as shown
in Figure 7-lb. The sample container is most com-
monl~ a flame but mav also be an electrothermal
atomization cell, a glo~ discharge, or an inductively
coupled plasma, as described in Section lOA-I. Flow
cells arc often used in conjunction with vapor and
hydride-based methods.

Sources

A continuum source would be desirable for atomic
fluorescence measurements, Unfortunately, however,
the output power of most continuum sources over a

~;Exampks include: Teledyne/Leeman I.ahs (Hudson. NH) and Aurora
Instruments. Ltd. t \'ancouveL Bel
:lSee \V. [3, Barndt and H. L. Kahn. Alld/. Chon .. 197Z. -1-1. lB:'.



regIOn as narrow asan atomic absorption line is too low
to provide sufficient sensitivity for atomic fluorescence.

In the early work on atomic fluorescence, cOnY'en-
tional hollow-cathode lamps often served as excitation
sources, To enhance the output intensity without de-
stroying the lamp, it was necessary to operate the lamp
with short pulses of current that were greater than the
lamp could tolerate for continuous operation, The
detector was gated to observe the fluorescence signal
onlv during pulses of source radiation,

Perhaps the most widely used sources for atomic
fluorescence have been the EDLs (Section 9B-I),
which usually produce radiant intensities greater than
those of hollow-cathode lamps by an order of magni-
tude or two. EDLs haye been operated in both the con-
tinuous and pulsed modes, Unfortunately, this type of
lamp is not available for many elements.

Lasers, with their high intensities and narrow band-
widths, would appear to be the ideal source for atomic
fluorescence measurements. Their high cost and oper-
ational complexities, however, have discouraged their
widespread application to routine atomic fluorescence
methods,

Dispersive Instruments

A dispersive system for atomic fluorescence measure-
ments consists of a modulated source, an atomizer
(flame or nonflame), a monochromator or an interfer-
ence filter system, a detector, and a signal processor
and readout. With the exception of the source, most of
these components are similar to those discussed in ear-
her parts of this chapter.

Nondispersive Instruments

In theory, no monochromator or filter should be nec-
essary for atomic fluorescence measurements when an
EDL or hollow-cathode lamp serves as the excitation
source because the emitted radiation is, in principle,
that of a single element and will thus excite only atoms
of that element. A nondispersive system then could be

made up of only a source, an atomizer, and a detector.
Th.:re are several advantages of such a svstem: (I) sim-
plicity and low-cost instrumentation. (2) adaptahilitv
to multielement analysis. (3) high-energy throughput
and thus high sensitivity, and (4) simultaneous collec-
tion of energy from multip!.: lines. which also enhances
sensitivity,

To realize these important advantages. it is nec.:s-
sary that the output of the source be free of contami-
nating lines from other elements; in addition. the
atomizer should emit no signilicant background radia-
tion. In some instances with electrothermal atomizers,
background radiation is minimal, but certainly, it is
not with typical flames. To overcome this problem, fil-
ters, located between the source and detector, have
often been used to remove most of the background
radiation. Alternatively, solar-blind photomultipli-
ers, which respond only to radiation of wavelengths
shorter than 320 nm. have been applied. For these de-
vices to be used effectively, analvte emission must be
below 320 nm.

(g) sputtering. (h) self· absorption. (i) spectral interference. (j) chemical inter-
ference, (k) radiation buffer. (I) Doppler hroadenmg,

9.2 Describe the effects that are responsihk for the three different absorbance pro-
files in Figure 9-4 and select thrce additional dements you would expect to havc
similar proftks.

9-3 Why is an electrothermal atomizer more sensitive than a flame atomizcr"

9-4 Describe how a deuterium lamp can he used to prm'ide a background correction
for an atomic absorption spectrum.

9-5 Why is source modulation used in atomic absorption spectroscopy?

9-6 For the samC concentration of nickel, the ahsorbance at 352.4 nm was found to be
about 30% greater for a solution that contained 50% ethanol than for an aqueous

solution. Explain,

9-7 The emission spectrum of a hollow-cathode lamp for molybdenum has a sharp line
at 313.3 nm as long as the lamp current is less than 50 mA. At hIgher currents,
however, the emission line develops a cuplike crater at Its maximum. Explam.

9.8 An analyst attempts to determine strontium with an atomic absorption instru- .
ment equipped with a nitrous oxide-acetylene burner, but the sensl,tl~lty ass~ct-
ated with the 460.7-nm atomic resonance Ime IS not satisfactory. Suggest at least
three things that might be tried to increase sensitivity,

9.9 Why is atomic emission more sensitive to flame instability than atomic absorption

or fluorescence"

9-10 Figure 9-1 summarizes many of the processes that take place in a laminar-flow
burner. With specific reference to the analysis of an aqueous MgCl, solutIon,
describe the processes that are likely to occur.

*9-11 Use Equation 7-13 for the resolving power of agratingmonochromator toesti-
mate the theoretical minimum size of a diffractIon gratmg that would proYlde a
profile of an atomic absorption hne at 500 nm haying a line width of 0.002 nm.
Assume that the grating is to be used in the first order and that It has been ruled

at 2400 grooves/mm.

*9-12 For the !lame shown in Figure 9-3, calculate the relative intensity of the 766.5-nm
emission line for potassium at the following heights above the flame (assume no

ionization):
(a) 2.0 cm (b) 3.0 cm (c) 4,0 cm (d) 50 cm

9-13 In a hydrogen-oxygen flame. the atomic absorption signal for iron was found to
decre;se in the presence of large concentrations of sutrate 1011.

(a) Suggest an explanation for this observation.. . . . , , .
(b) Suggest three possihle methods for overcommg the potenllal mterference of
. suli;te in a quantitative determination of iron.

*9-14 For Na atoms and Mg~ ions. compare the ratios of the number of particles in the
31' excited state to the numher in the ground stak in
(a) a natural gas-air flame (2100 K).
(h) a hydrogen-oxvgen flame (2900 K)
(c) an inductively coupled plasma source (60(~) K I.

Interferences encountered in atomic fluorescence
spectroscopy are generally of the same type and of
about the same magnitude as those found in atomic ab-
sorption spectroscopy."

Atomic fluorescence methods have been applied to the
determination of metals in such materials as lubricat-
ing oils, seawater, geological samples, metallurgical
samples, clinical samples, environmental samples, and
agricultural samples, Table 9-3 lists detection limits for
atomic fluorescence procedures.

*Answers arc provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

9-1 Define the following terms: (a) releasing agent, (b) protective agent. (c) ionization
suppressor, (d) atomization. (e) pressure hroadentllg. If I hollo,,-cathode lamp.



*9-15 In higher-temperature sources, sodium atoms emit a doublet with an average
wavelength of 1139 nm. The transition responsible is from the 45 to 3p state.
Calculate the ratio of the number of excited atoms in the 4s to the number in
the ground 3s state in
(a) an acetylene-oxygen flame (3000'C).
(b) the hottest part of an inductively coupled plasma source ( -9000'C).

*9-16 Assume that the absorption signal shown in Figure 9-7 were obtained for 2-11L
aliquots of standards and sample. Calculate the concentration in parts per million
of lead in the sample of canned orange juice.

9-17 Suggest sources of the two signals in Figure 9-7 that appear during the drying and
ashing processes.

9-18 In the concentration range of 1 to 100 llg/mL P, phosphate suppresses the atomic
absorption of Ca in a linear manner. The absorbance levels off, however, between
100 and 300 llg/mL P. Explain. How can this effect be reduced?

9-19 What is the purpose of an internal standard in flame emission methods?

*9-20 A 5.00-mL sample of blood was treated with trichloroacetic acid to precipitate
proteins. After centrifugation, the resulting solution was brought to a pH of 3 and
was extracted with two 5-mL portions of methyl isobutyl ketone containing the
organic lead complexing agent APCD. The extract was aspirated directly into an
air-acetylene flame yielding an absorbance of 0.444 at 283.3 nm. Five-milliliter
aliquots of standard solutions containing 0.250 and 0.450 ppm Pb were treated in
the same way and yielded absorbanees of 0.396 and 0.599. Calculate the concen-
tration Pb (ppm) in the sample assuming that Beer's law is followed.

~ 9-21 The sodium in a series of cement samples was determined by flame emission spec-
troscopy. The flame photometer was calibrated with a series of NaCI standards
that contained sodium equivalent to 0, 20.0, 40.0, 60.0, and 80.0 llg Na20 per mL.
The instrument readings R for these solutions were 3.1, 21.5, 40.9, 57.1, and 77.3.
(a) Plot the data using a spreadsheet.
(b) Obtain a least-squares equation for the data.
(c) Calculate the statistics for the line in (b).
(d) The following data were obtained for replicate 1.000-g samples of cement that

were dissolved in HCl and diluted to 100.0 mL after neutralization.

Emission Reading

Blank Sample A Sample B Sample C

Replicate I 5.1 28.6 407 73.1

Replicate 2 4.8 28.2 41.2 72.1

Replicate 3 4.9 28.9 4U.2 Spilled

Calculate the percentage of Na20 in each sample. What are the absolute and
relative standard deviations for the average of each determination')

~ 9-22 The chromium in an aqueous sample was determined by pipelting 10.0 mL of
the unknown into each of live 50.0-mL volumetric flasks. Various volumes of a
standard containing 12.2 ppm Cr were added to the flasks, following which the
solutions were diluted to volume.

O.2Ul
0.292
U.378
0.467

0.554

Plot the data using a spreadsheet.
Determine an equation for the relationship between absorbance and volume

of standard.
Calculate the statistics for the least-squares relationship in (b).
Determine the concentration of Cr in ppm in the sample.
Find the standard deviation of the result in (d).

Challenge Problem

9-23 (a) In an investigation of the influence of experimental variables on detection
limits in electrothermal AAS, Cabon and Bihan found several factors to
be significant in the optimization of the method26 List six of these factors:
describe in detail the physical basis for each factor, and discuss why each IS

important. . . .,
(b) These workers describe an a priori method for determmmg the limit of detec-

tion (LaD). Compare and contrast this method with the method descnbed
in Section lE-2. How does this method improve on the method as defined by
the IUPAC in the "Orange Book"? See http://www.iupac.org/publlcaltons/
analytical compendium/. Describe any disadvantages of the method ..

(c) The invesZigations describcd by Cabon and Bihan treatedthe data usmg .
least-squares polynomial smoothing (see SectIOn 5C-2) pnor to determmmg
the LaD. Describe precisely how the data were smoothed. What expenmen-
tal variable was optimized in the smoothing procedure" How was the Width
of the smoothing window defined? What effect, if any, did the smoothmgpro-
cedure have on the LaD as determincd by these workers? What effect did
smoothing have on the determination of the integration window for the

instrumental signal? .' .
d) These workers compared the determination of the Signal magmtude by mte-

• ( f thgration and by measuring peak signals. What was the outcome 0 I~ com-
parison" Explain why these results were obtamed by usmg your understand-
ing of signal-to-noise enhancement procedures. . . ,

(e) How were instrument signals integrated? What alternative numencal proce-
dures are available for integrating digital signals? What procedural vanable
or variables influenced the quality of the integrated signal data'? Descnbe
the effect of signal integration on working curves for Pb. .

(f) What is dosing volume, and what effect did it appear to haw on the quality
of the results in these procedures')

http://www.iupac.org/publlcaltons/


Atomic Emission
Spectrometry

This chapteraeals wit~optical atomic emis-
sion spectrometry (AE§). Generally; the at-

. . omizers l4ted in Table 8-1 not only convert

the components of~a:mples toiJtoms or elementary
ions but, in the proCess, exc~e'a fraction. of these
species to higher electronicstafi,s. As the excited

species rapidly relaz back t%wer states, ultravio-

let and visible line spectra arise. that areuseful for

qualitative and quqntitativee?emental ~nalysis.
Plasma sources luJ.~ebecomethe most i#ortant

and most widely W~d sourc%rJ.w AE8. These de-
vices, including thepopular i0ductively roup led
plasma source, arediscussedfirst in this chapter.
Then, emission spectroscopy&ased on electric arc
and electric sparkatomizationand excitation is

described. Historically, arc and spark sources were

quite important in emission spectrometry, and they
still have important applications for the determi-

nation of some metallic elements. Finally several
miscellaneous atomic emission sources includinO'

flames, glow discharges, and lasers ar~ presente~.

'd" Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
:tbomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog. linking you to
mteractlVe tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Plasma. arc. and spark emission spectrometry offer
sevcral advantages when compared with the flame
and electrothermal absorption methods considered in
Chapter 91 Among the ad\'antages is their lower sus-
ceptibility to chemical interferences, which is a direct
result of their highcr temperatures. Second, good emis-
sion spectra result for most elements under a single
set of excitation conditions; consequently, spectra for
dozens of elements can be recorded simultaneously.
This property is of particular importance for the multi.
element analysis of very small samples. Flames are less
satisfactory as atomic emission sources because opti-
mum excitation conditions vary widely from element to
element; high temperatures are needed for excitation
of some elements and low temperatures for others; and
finally, the region of the flame that gives rise to optimum
line intensities varies from element to element. An-
other advantage of the more energetic plasma sources
is that they permit the determination of low concentra-
tions of elements that tend to form refractory com-
pounds (that is, compounds that are highly resistant to
thermal decomposition, such as the oxides of boron
phosphorus, tungsten, uranium, zirconium, and nio:
bium). In addition, plasma sources permit the deter-
mination of nonmetals such as chlorine, bromine, io-
dine, and sulfur. Finally, plasma emission methods
usually have concentration ranges of several orders of
magnitude, in contrast to a two- or three-decade range
for the absorption methods described in the previous
chapter.

Emission spectra from plasma, arc, and spark
sources are often highly complex and are frequently
made up of hundreds, or even thousands, of lines. This
large number of lines, although advantageous when
seeking qualitative information, increases the proba-
bIlIty of spectral interferences in quantitative analysis.
Consequently, emission spectroscopy based on plas-
mas, arcs, and sparks requires higher resolution and
more expensive optical equipment than is needed for

For more extensive treatment of emission spectroscopy, see Atomic
Specrroscopy in Elemental Analysis. ~1. Cullen, ed., Chaps. 3-5, Boca
Raton, FL eRe Press, 2004: L. H. 1. Lajunen and P. Peramah Spectro-
c""nlleal Afl~lY~H hy AlOmic Absorption and Emission, 2nd ed., Chaps
-+ -6, Royal Society of Chemistry: Cambridge, 2()(}..l.:1. A. C. Broekaat.
Analytical A.wmie Spectrometry l'.·it!t Flames and PlasnUls, Chap. 5. Hobo-
ken, :1: Wlley- VCH, 2002: 1. D, Ingle Ir. and S. R. Crouch. Spectro-
chef/lleul Ana{rHos. Chaps. 7-9, 11. Upper Saddle Riyc'f. 1\1: Pr..:ntice-
Hall,19»8

atomic absorption methods with flame or electrother-
mal sources.

Despite their advantages, it is unlikely that emis-
sion methods based on high-energy sources will ever
completely displace flame and electrothermal atomic
absorption procedures. In fact, atomic emission and ab-
sorption methods are complementary. Among the ad-
vantages of atomic absorption procedures are simpler
and less expensive equipment requirements, lower op-
erating costs, somewhat greater precision (presently, at
least), and procedures that require less operator skill to
yield satisfactory results.'

10A EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
BASED ON PLASMA SOURCES

A plasma is an electrically conducting gaseous mixture
containing a significant concentration of cations and
electrons. (The concentrations of the two arc such that
the net charge is zero.) In the argon plasma frequently
used for emission analyses, argon ions and electrons are
the principal conducting species, although cations from
the sample are also present in small amounts. Argon
ions, once formed in a plasma, can absorb sufficient
power from an external source to maintain the tem-
perature at a level where further ionization sustains
the plasma indefinitely. Such plasmas achieve temper-
atures as high as 10,000 K. There are three primary
types of high-temperature plasmas; (1) the inductively
coupled plasma (ICP), (2) the direct current plasma
(DCP), and (3) the microwave induced plasma (MIP).'
The first two of these sources arc marketed by several
inst1'u,ment companies. The microwave induced plasma
sourc~ is not widely used for general elemental analysis.
We ~hall not consider this source further in this chapter.
Note, however, that the microwave plasma source is
commercially available as an element detector for gas
chromatography. This instrument is described briefly in
Section 27B-4.

2 For an excellent comparison of the ad\antages and disadvantages of
flames. furnaces, and plasmas as sources for emission spectroscopy. see
W. Slavin, Anal. Chern., 1986, 5X, SHYA
'For a comparison of these sources. see R. D. Sacks. in Treatise on Ana·
lytical Chemisrry. 2nd ed .. P. J Elving. E. 1. ~leehan. and I. ~t Kalthoff.
eds., Part I, VoL 7, pp. 516-26. New York: Wiley. 19R1: A. T. Zander-Allal.
Chern., 1986,5i( IU9A

~ Lxercise: Learn more about ICP torches.

Tangential
argon plasma
support tlow

Sample
aerosol or vapor
in argon

FIGURE 10-1 A typicallCP source. Position A shows
radial viewing of the torch, and position B shows axial
viewing. (From V. A. Fassel, Science, 1978,202,185. Witb
permission. Copyright 1978 by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.)

Figure 10-1 is a schematic of a typical ICP source
called a torch.~ It consists of three concentric quartz
tubes through which streams of argon gas flow. De-

~For a more complete discussion on ICP sources, see V'.A. FasseL Science,
1978.202,183; V A. Fassel, Anal. Chern .. 1979.51, 1290:\: G. A. ~leyer,
Aflal. Chern., 1987. 59, 13~5A: S. 1. Hill, IC? Spectrometry and Its Appli-
cations, Boca Raton. FL eRe Press, 1999: A. Vanna, CRC Handbook of
111ducri~'elyCOl/pled Plasma Awmic Emission Spectroscopy, Boca Raton,
FL: eRe Press. 1990: /ndllctivelv Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry.
A, E. Montaser, ed .. Hoboken. NJ: \Viley.\,CH.199R: Itldllc(i~'ely Coup/a[
Plasma in Analytical Atomic Spcrtroscopy, 2nd ed .. A. Montaser and
D. W Golightly, eds .. New York: \Viley-\·CH. 1992: Handhook of Induc-
tivi'll' Coupled Plasma Spectro~copr. M. Thompson and 1. :\:. Walsh, cds.,
New York: Chapman &: Hall. 1989



FIGURE 10-2 The Meinhard nebulizer. The nebulizing
gas flows through an opening that surrounds the
capillary concentrically. This causes a reduced
pressure at the tip and aspiration of the sample. The
high-velocity gas at the tip breaks up the solution into
a mist. (Courtesy of J. Meinhard Associates, Inc.)

pending on the torch design, the total rate of argon
consumption is 5 to 20 Umin. The diameter of the
largest tube is often about 2.5 em. Surrounding the top
of this tube is a water-cooled induction coil that is pow-
ered by a radio-frequency generator, which radiates
0.5 to 2 kW of power at 27.12 MHz or 40.68 MHz.' Ion-
ization of the flowing argon is initiated by a spark from
a Tesla coil. The resulting ions, and their associated
electrons, then interact with the fluctuating magnetic
field (labeled H in Figure 10-1) produced by the induc-
tion coil. This interaction causes the ions and elec-
trons within the coil to flow in the closed annular paths
shown in Figure 10-1. The resistance of the ions and
electrons to this flow of charge causes ohmic heating of
the plasma.

The temperature of the plasma formed in this way
is high enough to require thermal isolation of the outer
quartz cylinder. This isolation is achieved by flowing
argon tangentially around the walls of the tube as indi-
cated by the arrows in Figure 10-1. The tangential flow
cools the inside walls of the center tube and centers the
plasma radially.6

A design offered by most manufacturers rotates
the torch by 90° so that it is aligned axially with the
spectrometer system (8 in Figure 10-1). The radiation
emitted from the center of the plasma is then used for
analyses. This axial arrangement is particularly advan-
tageous for ICP mass spectrometry (ICPMS), which
we describe in Section 11C-1 (see Figure 10-6 for a

"~1ost commercial instruments nov....operate at -lO.68 MHz because better
coupling efficiency between the COli and the plasma is achieved at the
higher frequency and lower background emission is produced.
6For a description of commercially available torches. see D. Noble, Ana!
Chern., 1994, 66, 105A.

Liquid
{sample)

input

spectrometer with axial viewing geometry and Fig-
ure 10-8 for radial geometry).

Note that the argon flow rate through the typical
torch is great enough to produce a significant oper-
ating cost for an ICP spectrometer (several thousand
dollars annually). During the 1980s, low-flow, low-
power torches appeared on the market. Typically, these
torches require a total argon flow of less than 10 Umin
and require less than 800 W of radio-frequency power.

Sample Introduction

Samples can be introduced into the ICP by argon flow-
ing at about 1 Umin through the central quartz tube.
The sample can be an aerosol, a thermally generated
vapor, or a fine powder. The most common means of
sample introduction is the concentric glass nebulizer
shown in Figure 10-2. The sample is transported to
the tip by the Bernoulli effect (aspiration). The high-
velocity gas breaks up the liquid into fine droplets of
various sizes, which are then carried into the plasma.

Another popular type of nebulizer has a cross-flow
design (Figure 8-11b). Here, a high-velocity gas flows
across a capillary tip at right angles, causing the same
Bernoulli effect. Often, in this type of nebulizer, the liq-
uid is pumped through the capillary with a peristaltic
pump. Many other types of nebulizers are available
for higher-efficiency nebulization, for nebulization of
samples with high solids content, and for production of
ultrafine mists.7

Another method of introducing liquid and solid
samples into a plasma is by electrothermal vaporiza-
tion. Here, the sample is vaporized in a furnace similar

Heater
power

to that described in Section 8C-1 for electrothermal at-
omization. In plasma applications, however, the fur-
nace is used for sample incroduction only rather than for
sample atomization; atomization occurs in the plasma.
Figure 10-3 shows an electrothermal vaporizer in which
vapor formation takes place on an open graphite rod.
The vapor passes into a plasma torch in a stream of
argon. The observed signal is a transient peak similar
to the peaks obtained in electrothermal atomic ab-
sorption. Electrothermal vaporization coupled with
a plasma torch offers the microsampling capabilities
(-5f.1t) and low absolute detection limits (-1 ng) of
electrothermal furnaces while maintaining the wide lin-
ear working range, acceptable sample-to-sample preci-
sion (5%-10%). freedom from interference, and the
multielement capabilities of ICps

The ablation devices for solids described in Section
8C-2 arc also available from several makers of ICP in-
struments. With these types of sample-introduction
systems, the plume of vapor and particulate matter
produced by interaction of the sample with an electric
arc or spark or with a laser beam arc transported by a
flow of argon into the torch where further atomization
and excitation occur.

FIGURE 10-3 Device for electrothermal
vaporization.

Plasma Appearance and Spectra

The typical plasma has a very intense, brilliant white,
nontransparent core topped by a flamelike tail. The
core, which extends a few millimeters above the tube,
produces the atomic spectrum of argon superimposed
on a continuum spectrum. The continuum is typical of
ion-electron recombination reactions and brems-
strahlung, pronounced 'brem(p )-"shtra-I~n, which is
continuum radiation produced when charged particles
arc slowed or stopped. In the region 10 to 30 mm above
the core, the continuum fades and the plasma is opti-
cally transparent. Spectral observations arc generally
made at a height of 15 to 20 mm above the induction
coil, where the temperature is 6000-6500 K. In this
region, the background radiation is remarkably free of
argon lines and is well suited for analysis. Many of the
most sensitive analyte lines in this region of the plasma
are from ions, such as Ca+, Cd+, Cr', and Mn".

In lCP spectrometers, the torch may be viewed ra-
dially. perpendicular to its axis (A in Figure 10-1), or
axially (8 in the figure) or they may have a computer-
controlled switching arrangement for both viewing
schemes. Advantages of the axial arrangement over the
radial configuration include increased radiation inten-
sity resulting from a longer path length and higher pre-
cision, which produce lower detection limits (a factor of
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FIGURE10-4 Temperatures in a typicallCP source. (From
V.A.Fassel, Science, 1978,202,186. Withpermission.
Copyright 1978 by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.)

2 to 30 with ultrasonic nebulization). The disadvantages
are that the cool plasma tail must be removed from
the light path to prevent interference from oxides and
that it is more difficult to prevent thermal and contami-
nant degradation of the spectrometer optics in the axial
configuration than in the radial arrangement.' The
decision as to which viewing arrangement to use de-
pends on the chemical behavior of the analyte in the
plasma, the spectral line chosen for the analysis, the
quality of the data required, and the detailed nature of
the cxperiment. For example, the axial arrangement
is especially useful in ICPMS, which is described in
Section lie

Analyte Atomization and Ionization

Figure 10-4 shows temperatures in the plasma using
isothcrmal contours. Sample atoms reside in the plasma
for about 2 ms before they reach thc observation
point. During the residence time they experience tem-
peratures ranging from 5500 to 8000 K. The time and
temperatures are roughly two to three times greater
than those found in the holiest combustion flames
(acetylene-nitrous oxide) used in flame spectroscopic
methods. As a result, atomization is more complete in

"L. H. 1. Lajunen and P. Peramaki. SpenrochcmlcI11 Anafvsis hl- Atomic
Ahsorptlon and Frninion, 2nd cd. pr- 2S3-5-t. C;Jmhridgc: Royal SOCid~
of Chemistry. 20(}4

plasmas than in flames. and fewer chemical interfer-
ences occur. Surprisingly, ionization interference ef-
fects are small, probably because the large electron
concentration from ionization of the argon maintains a
fairly constant electron conccntration in the plasma.

Several other advantages are associated with the
plasma source. First, atomization occurs in a chemi-
cally inert environment, which tends to enhance the
lifetime of the analyte by preventing oxide formation.
In addition, and in contrast to arcs, sparks, and flames,
the temperature cross section of the plasma is relatively
uniform; as a consequence, self-absorption and self-
reversal effects do not occur as often. Thus, calibration
curves are usually linear over several orders of magni-
tude of concentration. Finally, the plasma produces sig-
nificant ionization. which makes it an excellent source
for ICPMS.

Anode
block

FIGURE10-5 Diagram of a three-electrode DCP source.
Twoseparate DCPs have a single common cathode. The
overall plasma burns in the form of an upside-down Y.
Sample can be introduced as an aerosol from the area
between the two graphite anodes. Observation of emis-
sion in the region beneath the strongly emitting plasma
core avoids much of the plasma background emission.
(Courtesy of Spectrametrics, Inc. Haverhill, MA.l

DCP sources were first described in the 1920s and were
systematically investigated as sources for emission
spectroscopy for several decades. III It was not until the
1970s, however, that the first commercial DCP emission
source was introduced. The source became quite popu-
lar, particularly among soil scientists and geochemists
for multielement analysis.

Figure 10-5 is a schematic of a commercially avail-
able DCP source that is well suited for excitation of
emission spectra for a wide variety of elements. This
plasma jet source consists of three electrodes config-
ured in an inverted Y A graphite anode is located in
each arm of the Y and a tungsten cathode at the in-
verted base. Argon flows from the two anode blocks
toward the cathode. The plasma jet is formed by bring-
ing the cathode into momentary contact with the
anodes. Ionization of the argon occurs and a current
develops (~14 A) that gcnerates additional ions to
sustain the current indefinitely. The temperature at the
arc core is more than 8000 K and at the viewing region
about 5000 K. The sample is aspirated into the area be-
tween the two arms of the Y, whcre it is atomized, ex-
cited, and detected.

Spectra produced by the DCP tend to have fewer
lines than those produced by the ICP, and the lines

formed in the DCP are largely from atoms rather than
ions. Sensitivities achieved with the DCP range from
an order of magnitude lower than those obtainable
with the ICP to about the same as the ICP's. The re-
producibilities of the two systems are similar. Signifi-
cantly less argon is required for the DCP, and the aux-
iliary power supply is simpler and less expensive. The
DCP is able to handle organic solutions and aqueous
solutions with a high solids content better than the
ICP. !iample volatilization is often incomplete with the
DCP, however, because of the short residence times
in the high-temperature region. Also, the optimum
viewing region with the DCP is quite smalL so optics
have to be carefully aligned to magnify the source im-
age. In addition, the graphite electrodes must be re-
placed every few hours, whereas the ICP requires little
maintenance.

10A-3 Plasma Source Spectrometers

Table 10-1 lists the most important properties of the
ideal instrument for plasma emission spectroscopy.
The idcal spectrometer is not available today, partly
because some of these properties are mutually exclu-
sive. For example, high resolution requires the use of

l'IFor additional details. Set: G. \V. Johnson. H. E. Taylor, and R. K
Skllgahoe. Anal. Chem, 1979.5/.2-1.03; Specrrochim. ACII1. Part B. 1979,
14.197: R. 1. DeckeL Specrrochim. ACla. Part B, 1980.35, 2t

~lQj Lxercise: Learn more about the OCP.

TABLE10-1 Desirable Properties
of an Emission Spectrometer

L High resolution (0.01 nm or A/j,). > 100,(00)
2. Rapid signal acquisition and recovery
3. Low stray light
4. Wide dynamic range (> 106)

5. Accurate and precise wavelength identification and
selection

6. Precise intensity readings «1 % relative standard
deviation at 500 X the detection limit)

7. High stability with respect to environmental changes
8. Easy background corrections
9. Computerized operation: readout, storage data

manipulation, etc.

narrOw slits, which usually reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio and thus the precision of intensity readings. Nev-
ertheless, instruments developed recently approach
many of the ideals listed in the table."

A dozen or more instrument manufacturers cur-
rently offer plasma emission spectrometers. The de-
signs, performance characteristics, and wavelength
ranges of these instruments vary substantially. Most en-
compass the entire ultraviolet-visible spectrum, from
170 to 800 nm. A few instruments are equipped for vac-
uum operation, which extends the ultraviolet to 150 to
160 nm. This short-wavelength region is important be-
cause elements such as phosphorus, sulfur, and carbon
have emission lines in this range.

Instruments for emission spectroscopy are of three
basic types: sequential, simultaneoliS multichannel, and
Fourier transform. Fourier transform instruments have
not been widely used in emission spectroscopy. Se-
quential instruments are usually programmed to move
from the line for one element to that of a second, paus-
ing long enough (a few seconds) at each to measure
line intensities with a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio.
In contrast, multichannel instruments are designed to
measure simultaneously, or nearly so, the intensities of
emission lines for a large number of elements (some-
times as many as fifty or sixty). When several elements
are determined, sequential instruments require sig-
nificantly greater time for samples to be introduced
than is required with the other two types. Thus, these
instruments. although simpler, are costly in terms of
sample consumption and time.



FIGURE 10-6 Optical diagram of a sequential ICP optical emission spectrometer. Allmoving
parts are under computer control, and their modes of motion are indicated by the three-
dimensional arrows. Moving parts include the grating, a mirror for transducer selection, a
refractor plate for optimizing signal throughput, and a viewing mirror to optimize the plasma
viewing position. The spectrometer contains a mercury lamp for automatic wavelength
calibration. Notice the axial viewing geometry. (Courtesy of VarianAnalyticalInstruments.)

Both sequential and multichannel emission spec-
trometers are of two general types, one using a classi-
cal grating spectrometer and the other an echelle spec-
trometer, such as that shown in Figure 7-23.

Sequential Instruments

Sequential instruments often incorporate a grating
monochromator such as that shown in Figure 10-6.
Usually, the grating is a holographic type having 2400
or 3600 grooves per millimeter. With some instruments
of this type. scanning involves rotating the grating with
a digitally controlled stepper motor so that different
wavelengths are sequentially and precisely focused on
the exit slit. In some designs, however_ the grating is
fixed and the slit and photomultiplier tube are moved
along the focal plane or curve. Instruments such as the
one shown in Figure 10-6 have two sets of slits and pho-
tomultiplier tuhes, one for the ultraviolet region and
one for the visible. In such instruments, at an appro-
priate wavelength. the exit beam is switched from one
photomultiplier to the other by movement of the plane
mirror located between the two transducers.

Slew-Scan Spectrometers. With complex spectra
made up of hundreds of lines, scanning a significant
wavelength region takes too long and is thus imprac-

tical. To partially overcome this problem, slew-scan
spectrometers were developed in which the grating (see
Figure 10-6), or the transducer and slit, is driven by a
two-speed (or multispeed) motor. In such instruments.
the monochromator scans very rapidly, or slews, to
a wavelength near a line of interest. The scan rate is
then quickly reduced so that the instrument scans
across the line in a series of small (0.01 to 0.001 nm)
steps. With slew seanning, the time spent in wavelength
regions containing no useful data is minimized. but suf-
ficient time is spent at analyte lines to obtain satisfac-
tory signal-to-noise ratios. In spectrometers, such as the
one illustrated in Figure 10-6, in which the grating
movement is under computer control, slewing can be
accomplished very efficiently. For example. the spec-
trometer shown can slew to lines corresponding to fif-
teen elements and record their intensities in less than
5 minutes. Generally, however, these instruments are
slower and consume more sample than multichannel
instruments.

Scanning Echelle Spectrometers. Figure 10-7 is a
schematic of an echelle spectrometer that can he oper-
ated either as a scanning instrument or as a simultane-
ous multichannel spectrometer. Scanning is accom-
plished by moving a photomultiplier tuhe in both x and

y directions to scan an aperture plate located on the fo-
cal plane of the monochromator. The plate contains as
many as 300 photo-etched slits. The time required to
move from One slit to another is typically 1 s. The in-
strument can be operated in a slew-scan mode. This in-
strument can also be converted to a multichannel poly-
chroma tor by mounting several small photomultiplier
tubes behind appropriate slits in the aperture plate.

Multichannel Spectrometers

Simultaneous multichannel instruments are of two gen-
eral typ\,s: polychromators and spectrographs. Poly-
chroma tors contain a series of photomultiplier tubes
for detection, but spectrographs use two-dimensional
charge-injection devices (CIDs) or charge-coupled de-
vices (CCDs) as transducers. Older instruments used
photographic emulsions as transducers.

Polychromators. In some multichannel emission spec-
trometers, photomultipliers are located behind fixed
slits along the focal curve of a grating polychroma-
tor such as the Paschen-Runge design shown in Fig-
ure 10-8. In these instruments. the entrance slit, the exit
slits, and the grating surface are located along the cir-
cumference of a Rowland circle. the curvature of which
corresponds to the focal curve of the concave grating.
Radiation from each of the fixed slits impinges on the
photomultiplier tubes. The slits are factory configured
to transmit lines for selected elements. In such instru-

ments. the pattern of lines can be changed relatively in-
expensively to accommodate new elements or to delete
others. The signals from the photomultiplier tubes are
integrated, the output voltages are then digitized and
converted to concentrations, and the results are stored
and displayed. The entrance slit can be moved tangen-
tially to the Rowland circle by means of a stepper mo-
tor. This device permits scanning through peaks and
provides information for background corrections.

Polychromator-based spectrometers with photo-
multipliers as transducers have been used both with
plasma and with arc and spark sources. For rapid rou-
tine analyses, such instruments can be quite useful. For
example, in the production of alloys, quantitative de-
terminations of twenty or more elements can be com-
pleted within 5 minutes of receipt of a sample; close
control over the composition of a final product is then
possible.

In addition to speed, photoelectric multichannel
spectrometers often exhibit good analytical precision.
Under ideal conditions reproducibilities of the order
of 1% relative to the amount present have been de-
monstrated. Because other instrument components
(such as the source) exhibit lower precision than the
spectrometer. such high precision is not often achieved
in the overall measurement process. however. Multi-
channel instruments of this type arc generally more ex-
pensive than the sequential instruments described in
the previous section and not as versatile.
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FIGURE 10-8 Direct-reading ICP emission spectrometer. The polychromator is of the Paschen-
Runge design. It features a concave grating and produces a spectrum around a Rowland circle.
Separate exit slits isolate each spectral line, and a separate photomultiplier tube converts the
optical information from each channel into an electrical signal. Notice the radial viewing geometry.
PMT ~ photomultiplier tube. (From J. D.lngle Jr. and S. R. Crouch, Spectrochemical Analysis,
p. 241, Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988, with permission.)

A Charge-Injection Device Instrument. A number
of companies offer multichannel simultaneous spec-
trometers based on echelle spectrometers and two-
dimensional array devices. This type of instrument has
replaced other types of multichannel emission spectro-
meters in many applications.

Figure 10-9 is an optical diagram of an echelle
spectrometer thai has a charge injection device for

simultaneous operation." It uses a calcium fluoride
prism to sort the spectral orders that are subsequently
formed by the echelle grating (see also Figure 7-21).
The transducer is a elD (Section 7E-3) 8.7 mm by
6.6 mm and containing 94,672 transducer elements.

FIGURE 10-9 Optical diagram of an echelle spectrometer with a charge-injection device.
(From R. B. Bilhorn and M. B. Denton, Appl. Spectrosc., 1990, 44,1615. With permission.)

A toroidal camera mirror focuses the slit images onto
the transducer surface. To eliminate dark currents
in the transducer elements, the unit is housed in a
liquid nitrogen cryostat that maintains a temperature
of 135 K.

A set of 39 transducer elements, called a read win-
dow, is used to monitor each spectral line as shown in
Figure lO-lOa. Normally, as shown by the projected
image of one of the windows labeled "examination
window," the spectral line is focused on the 9 center

FIGURE 10-10 (a) Schematic representing the surface of a CID. The short horizontal lines
represent the read windows. A magnified image of one of the read windows is also shown. The
nine central elements form the examination window. where a line is positioned. (b) Intensity
profile for an iron line. All of the radiation from the line falls on the 3 x 3 examination Window.
(From R. B. Bilhorn and M. B. Denton, Appl. Spectrose .. 1990, 44, 1540. With penmission.)



FIGURE 10-11 An echelle spectrometer with segmented array of CCOs. (From T. W. Barnard et ai.,
Ana/. Chern., 1993,65,1231. Figure 1, p. 1232. Copyright 1993 American Chemical Society.)

elements of the window, and the 15 elements on either
side of the central set provide background intensity
data. Figure 1O-lOb shows the intensities recorded for
the read window for the iron 297.32 nm line. Note that
most of the iron radiation falls on the central elements
of the window.

One of the useful features of the CID, in contrast to
the CCD discussed next, is that the amount of charge
accumulated in an element at any instant can be moni-
tored nondestructively; that is, no charge is lost in the
measurement process. To make the measurement of
line intensity as rapid and efficient as possible, only the
charge accumulated in the 9 central elements of the
window are read initially to determine when sufficient
charge has accumulated to provide a satisfactory signal-
to-noise ratio. Only then are the remaining elements in
the two 15-element sets read to correct the observed
line intensity for the background radiation. This pro-
cess goes on simultaneously at the read windows for
each element. With an intense line, the time required to
accumulate the desired charge is brief. With weak lines.
the charge accumulated in a brief period is often used to
estimate the integration time required to yield a satis-
factory signal-to-noise ratio. In some cases integration
times of 100 s or more are required.

Periodic wavelength calibration of the spectrome-
ter just described is maintained through reference to
the 253.65 nm mercury line from a small mercury
lamp. Data files for line positions for more than 40 el-
ements have been developed. The file for each element
contains the wavelengths of up to ten lines and the x
and y coordinates of each of these spectral lines with
respect to the coordinates for the mercury line. Data-
base reealibration is seldom necessary unless some-
thing perturbs the optics of the system significantly.
Identification of elements in samples is done by visual
inspection with the use of a video monitor and interac-
tive markers. With an ICP excitation source, detection
limits that rangc from a few tenths of a nanogram to
10 flg/mL have been reported for most elements. For
nonmetals such as phosphorus and arsenic, detection
limits are larger by a factor of 100.

A Charge-Coupled Device Instrument, Figure 10-11
is an optical diagram of a commercial spectrometer
with two echdle systems and two CCDs, one system
for the 160-375-nm region and the other for the 375-
782-nm range." Radiation from the plasma enters the

lnterface
logic

spectrometer via a slit and is then dispersed by an
echelle grating. The radiation falls on a Schmidt cross-
disperser element that separates the orders of the
ultraviolet radiation and also separates the ultraviolet
and visible optical beams. The Schmidt element con-
sists of a grating ruled on a spherical surface with a
hole in the center to pass the visible radiation to a
prism where order separation takes place as shown in
Figure 7-23. The two dispersed beams are then focused
onto thc surface of transducer clements as shown.
Note that a schematic representation of the surface
of the ultraviolet transducer is shown as an insert in
Figure 10-11.

These unique detector systems consist of numerous
subarrays, or array segments, fabricated on silicon
chips, with each subarray being custom positioned so
that three to four major emission lines for each of 72
clements fall on its surface. Each array segment con-
sists of a linear (rather than two-dimensional) CCD
tha~ i~made up of twenty to eighty pixels. Figure 10-12
is a' s~hematic of one of these array segments, which
is n{ade up of the individual photo~ensitive registers,
storage and output registers, and output electronics.
Because each array segment can be addressed sepa-
rately, charge-integration times can be varied over a
wide enough range to provide dynamic ranges of 105

or greater. Although there are only 224 (235 in the
current production version) of these array segments
in the system, multiple lines fall on many of the sub-
arrays so that about 6000 lines can be monitored
simultaneously.

In the production version of this spectrometer, one
of the mirrors that guides the radiation into the optical
system is under computer control so that plasma view-
ing may be axial. radial, or mixed. This arrangement
also permits optimization of the spectrometer signal.
The entire optical system is contained within a purged

FIGURE 10-12 Schematic of an array segment
showing phototransducers, storage and output
registers, and readout circuitry. (From T. W.
Barnard et ai., Anal. Chern., 1993,65,1231.
Figure 3, p. 1232. Copyright 1993 American
Chemical Society.)

temperature-controlled enclosure and is protected
from the intense UV radiation of the plasma between
samples by a pneumatically operated shutter to extend
the life of the input mirror. In addition, a mercury
lamp is built into the shutter mechanism to calibrate
the spectrometer periodically. Different models of
the spectrometer are available that cover the spectral
range of 163-782 nm or segments thereof, depending
on whether one or both arrays are installed.

A Combination Instrument. An interesting and useful
application of both the Paschen-Runge polychromator
and modular array detectors is the spectrometer shown
in the photo of Figure lO-13a. Fifteen or sixteen linear
CCD array modules (eight are visible) are arranged
along the circumference of the Rowland circle to pro-
vide nearly complete coverage of the range from 140 to
670 nm. Each detector module (see Figure 1O-13b)con-
tains a mirror to reflect the radiation to the CeD array,
which is arranged parallel to the plane of the Rowland
circle. The modules are easily exchanged and posi-
tioned in the optical path. Because of its relalively
compact design (115 em wide X 70 em deep), this spec-
trometer is particularly well suited to benchtop opera-
tion and routine use in industrial and environmental
laboratories.

Fourier Transform Spectrometers

Since the early 1980s, several workers have described
applications of Fourier transform instruments to the
ultraviolet-visible region of the spectrum by using
instruments that are similar in design to the infrared
instruments discussed in detail in Section 16B-1."

14 A. P. Thorne, Anal. Chem., 1991, 63. 57A; L. M. Faires, Anal. Chern.,
1986,58, 1013A

~ Tllloria/: Learn more abOU1ICP spectrometers.
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FIGURE10-14 Periodic table character-
izing the detection power and number
of useful emission lines of ICP by using
a pneumatic nebulizer. The color and
degree of shading indicate the range of
detection limits for the useful lines. The
area of shading indicates the number of
useful lines. (Adapted from Inductively
Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy,
Part 1, p. 143, P.W. J. M. Boumans, ed.,
New York:Wiley,1987. With permission.)

(a)

FIGURE10-13 Components of a simultaneous CCD-ICP spectrometer:
(a) Photo of the optical system. Note the Rowland circle with the grating in
the rear, the slit in the front, and the detector array modules along the circle.
(b)Arraydetector module containing a 1024-pixel linear CCD. (Courtesy of
Spectro A. I. Inc., Marlborough, MA.)

Much of this work has been devoted to the use of
such instruments for multielement analyses with ICr
sources. The advantages of Fourier transform instru-
ments include their wide wavelength coverage (170 nm
to > 1000 nm), speed, high resolution, highly accurate
wavelength measurements, large dynamic range, com-
pact size, and large optical throughput. In contrast to
Fourier transform infrared instruments, however, ul-
traviolet-visible instruments of this type often exhibit
no multiplex advantage and indeed under some cir-
cumstances show a multiplex disadvantage (see Sec-
tion 71-1). The reason forthis difference is that the per-
formance of infrared instruments is usually limited
by transducer noise, whereas ultraviolet-visible spec-
trometers are limited by shot and flicker noise associ-
ated with the source.

An ultraviolet-visible Fourier transform instru-
ment first appeared on the market in the mid- I980s.15

The mechanical tolerances required to achieve good
resolution with this type of instrument arc very de-
manding, however. Consequently, these spectrometers
are quite expensive and arc generally used for research
projects rather than for routine analytical applications.

itative and quantitative elemental analysis.16 The IC?
and the DC? yield significantly better quantitative an-
alytical data than other emission sources, The quality
of these results stems from their high stability, low
noise, low background, and freedom from interfer-
ences when operated under appropriate experimental
conditions. The performance of the IC? source is
somewhat better than that of the DC? source in terms
of detection limits. The DC?, however, is less expen-
sive to purchase and operate and is entirely satisfac-
tory for many applications.

also be handled with a Babington nebulizer, such as
that shown in Figure 8-lId,

that are available, the greater the chance that a usable
line can be found that is free from interference when
the matrix yields a line-rich spectrum.

Elements Determined

In principle, all metallic elements can be determined by
plasma emission spectrometry. A vacuum spectrome-
ter is necessary for the determination of boron, phos-
phorus, nitrogen, sulfur, and carbon because the emis-
sion lines for these elements lie at wavelengths less than
180 nm, where components of the atmosphere absorb
raditltion, The usefulness for the alkali metals is limited
bv tw~ difiiculties: (I) the compromise operating eondi-
ti~n'; that can be used to accommodate most other cle-
ments are unsuited for the alkalis, and (2) the most
prominent lines of Li, K, Rb, and Cs are located at near-
infrared wavelengths, which lead to detection problems
with many plasma spectrometers that arc designed pri-
marily for ultraviolet radiation. Because of problems
of this sort, plasma emission spectroscopy is generally
limited to the determination of about 60 elements.

The periodic table of Figure 10-14 shows the appli-
cability of IC? emission spectrometry to various ele-
ments. The detection limits for the best lines for each
of the elements arc indicated by the color and degree
of shading. Tbe areas of shading indicate the nnmber of
lines for each clement Ihat vields a detection limit
within a factor of 3 of the best line. The more such lines

Line Selection

Figure 10-14 shows that most elements have several
prominent lines that can be used for identification and
determination purposes. WaVelength data recorded to
three decimal places with appropriate intensity infor-
mation for prominent lines for more than 70 elements
can be found in several publications." Thus, a suitable
line for the determination of any element can usually
be found, Selection depends Ona consideration of what
clements other than the analyte may be present in the
sample and whether there is any likelihood that lines
of these elements will overlap analyte lines.

Sample Preparation

IC? emission spectroscopy is used primarily for the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of samples that
are dissolved or suspended in aqueous or organic liq-
uids. The techniques for preparation of sueh solutions
arc similar to those described in Section 90-1 for
flame absorption methods. With plasma emission,
however, it is possible to analyze solid samples directly,
These procedures include incorporating electrother-
mal vaporization, laser and spark ablation, and glow-
discharge vaporization, all of which were described in
Section 8C-2. Suspensions of solids in solutions can

Calibration Curves

Calibration curves for plasma emission spectrometry
most often consist of a plot of an electrical signal pro-
portional to line intensity versus analyte concentration,

Plasma sources produce spectra rich in characteristic
emission lines, which makes them useful for both qual-

i', For useful dis..:u~si(1nsof the appli<.:ations of plasma emission sources, see
1. :\ Nolk, Ie? Emission Specrrometn- __A Practical Gwde. Hohokl.'ll,
;-..oj:,",'ikv-VCH, 2003: lnduclirely Coupled Plasma in Analytical Atomic
SpectroSt:OPI-, 2nd ed .. A. ~'luntaser and D. W. Golighlly, cds., New York:
Wilev-\'CH. 1942: M. Thumpson and 1. N. Walsh. Handbook of Induc-
rive!,: Cuupled Pllljl/l,l SpccIromerry. 2nd cd. Glasgow: Blackie, 1989

I'See R. K. Winge. V A. FasseL V J Peterson. and r-.t A. Rnyd. Induc-
lively Coupled P!usma Ernissiun Specrroscopy: An Atlas of Spt'l"(rallnfvr-
marion. New York: Elst'vier. 1985: P. W 1. 1\1.Uoumans, Line Coiwidena
Tubles for Induc[i~ely Coupled Plasma SpeClrometry, 2nd cd., Oxford:
Pergamon. 198-': C. C. Wohlers, lep Information ,Vcl,,'slett.. 1985, liJ, 6Ul
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FIGURE10-15 Typical calibration curves in ICP emission
spectrometry. (From V.A. Fassel and R N. Kniseley,Ana/.

Chern., 1974,46, 1110A. Figure 1, p. 1117A.Copyright
1974 American Chemical Society.)

When the range of concentrations is large, log-log
plots may be used instead. Figure 10-15 shows typical
calibration curves for four trace elements present in
steel samples. Often, calibration plots are linear, as
are the central two curves in the figure. Departures
from linearity often occur, however, when large con-
centration ranges are covered (see the outer two lines
in Figure 10-15). A major cause of nonlinearity is self-
absorption, in which the output signal is reduced be-
cause of absorption by ground-state atoms in the me-
dium. Self-absorption becomes evident only at high
analyte concentrations and causes the calibration curve
to bend toward the horizontal axis. None of the plots in
Figure 10-15 show evidence of self-absorption. Nonlin-
earity also arises from erroneous background correc-
tions, from ionization, and from nonlinear responses of
the detection systems. The nonlinearity in the curves
for niobium and thallium at low concentrations are
probably a result of incorrect background corrections.
Note that the departures from linearity are away from
the concentration axis.

An internal standard is often used in emission spec-
trometry. In this case, the vertical axis of the calibra-
tion curve is the ratio or the log ratio of the detector
signal for the analyte to the detector signal for the in-
ternal standard. Figure 10-16 shows calibration curves
for several elements. In these experiments a fixed
amount of yttrium was incorporated in all of the stan-

dards, and the relative intensity of the analyte line to
that of an yttrium line at 242.2 nm served as the ana-
lytical variable. Note that all the curves are linear and
cover a concentration range of nearly three orders of
magnitude. Note also that some of the data were ob-
tained by introducing various amounts of the analyte
and internal standard into pure water. Other data ~re
for solutions that contained relatively high concentra-
tions of different salts, thus demonstrating a freedom
from interelement interference.

As in atomic absorption spectroscopy, one or more
standards should be introduced periodically to correct
for the effects of instrument drift. The improvement in
precision that results from this procedure is illustrated
by the data in Table 10-2. Note also the improved
precision when higher concentrations of analyte are
measured."

x Deionized water
•• 5000 Ilg/mL Na
• Tap water (500 ppm hardness) " Be
• 200 Ilg/mL Ca, 200 Il:«U/mL Mg x

(all 5olns. 0.1 M HCll / Cr

!o ~~::::
~:/,~:~
-/x//
-~x/
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0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0
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FIGURE10-16 Internal standard calibration curves with
an ICP source. Here, an y1triumline at 242.2 nm served
as an internal standard. Notice the lack of interelement
interference. (From V.A. Fassel, Science, 1978,202,187.
With permission. Copyright 1978 by the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.)
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Interlerences

As was noted previously, chemical interferences and
matrix effects are significantly lower with plasma
sources than with other atomizers. At low analyte con-
centrations, however, the background emission due
to recombination of argon ions with elcctrons is large
enough to require careful corrections. For both single-
channel and multichannel instruments, this correction
is made by taking background readings on either side
of the linc of interest. State-of-the-art instruments in-
clude software designed to make background correc-
tions automatically or under operator control.

Because ICP spectra for many elements are so rich
in lines, spectral interferences are always possible. To
avoid this type of error requires knowledge of all of
the components likely to be prescnt in the sample and
a careful study of the information in thc rcference
works listed in note 16. The software for modern com-
puterized instruments has powerful routines for wavc-
length and concentration calibration, spectral analysis,
and deconvolution of overlapping lines. These features
coupled with integrated databases of spectral lines
make spotting and correcting for interferences an inte-
gral part of the analytical process.

Detection Limits

In general, detection limits with the ICP source are
comparable to or better than other atomic spectral pro-
cedures. Table 10-3 compares detection limits for sev-
eral of these methods. Note that more elements can be
detected at levels of 10 ppb or less with plasma excita-
tion than with other emission or absorption methods.
As we shall see in Chapter 11, the ICP coupled with
mass spectrometric detection improves detection limits
by two to five orders of magnitude for many elements
and is thus strong competition for ICP optical emission
spectroscopy .

108 EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY BASED
ON ARC AND SPARK SOURCES

Arc and spark source spectroscopies were the first in-
strumental methods to become widely used for analy-
sis. These techni<.jues, which began to replace the clas-
sical gravimetric and volumetric methods for elemental
analysis in the 1920s, were based on excitation of emis-
sion spectra of elements with electric arcs or high-
voltage sparks. These spectra permitted the qualitative

Method <1 pph 1-10 pph 11-100 pph 101-500 pph >500 pph

ICP emission 9 32 14 6 0
Flame atomic emission 4 12 19 6 19
Flame atomic fluorescence 4 14 16 4 6
Flame atomic absorption 1 14 25 3 t4



and quantitative determination of metallic elements in
a variety of sample types, including metals and alloys,
soils, minerals, and rocks, L9 Arc and spark sources are
still used in some situations for qualitative and semi-
quantitative analysis, particularly in the metals indus-
tries, Arcs and sparks are gradually being displaced by
plasma sources, and it appears likely that this trend will
continue.

In arc and spark sources, sample excitation occurs
in the gap between a pair of electrodes, Passage of
electricity from the electrodes through the gap pro-
vides the necessary energy to atomize the sample and
produce atoms or ions in electronic excited states,

Currently, arc and spark source methods are mostly
limited to the elemental analysis of solids because liq-
uid and gaseous samples are handled so much more
conveniently by the plasma emission methods that we
have discussed in the previous sections,

Metals

If the sample is a metal or an alloy, one or both elec-
trodes can be formed from the sample by milling, by
turning, or by casting the molten metal in a mold,
Ideally, the electrode will be shaped as a cylindrical
rod that is 118to 114in, in diameter and tapered at one
end, For some samples, it is more convenient to use the
polished, flat surface of a large piece of the metal as
one electrode and a tapered cylindrical graphite or
metal rod as the other. Regardless of the ultimate
shape of the sample, its surface must not become con-
taminated while it is being formed,

Nonmetallic Solids

For nonmetallic materials, the sample is often sup-
ported on an electrode whose emission spectrum will
not interfere with the analysis, Carbon is an ideal elec-
trode material for many applications, It can be obtained
in a highly pure form, is a good conductor, has good heat
resistance, and is easily shaped, Manufacturers offer
carbon electrodes in many sizes, shapes, and forms,
Frequently, one of the electrodes is a cylinder with a
small crater drilled into one cnd: the finely ground

I"For aJditional details. sce 1. D. logle Jr. and S. R. Crouch, Speam-
chemical.-irwlrsis. Chap. 9. Upper Saddle Riycr. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 19xx;
R. D. Sack~. in Treatise on Ani1('dical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. J Elving. E. 1.
f\lcehan. and I. M. Kolthoff. eds., Part L Vol. 7, Chap. 6, 1'\ew 'York: \\/iky,
19k!: P. W. 1. \.1. Houmans in Ani11yrlcal t;mission Spectroscopy. \'01. L

Par! r. E. L. Grv\'I:'. ed .. !\ew York: \tared Dekker, 197~

operations involve exposing the photographic plate or
film while samples and standards are being excited; re-
moving the emulsion to a dark room, where develop-
ing, fixing, washing, and drying is carried out; and then
examining the exposed plate or film in a comparator
that permits line identification, This process often con-
sumes hours of operator time, If a quantitative analy-
sis is required, still more time must be expended to
calibrate the film or plates, With the advent of high-
speed electronic multichannel detection systems, film-
and plate-based spectrographs are now seldom used in
chemical analysis except for unique situations, For this
reason, we shall not consider them further here,2()

Electrodes for
holding sample

FIGURE 10-17 Some typical graphite electrode shapes.
Narrow necks are to reduce thennal conductivity.

sample is then packed into this cavity. The other elec-
trode is commonly a tapered carbon rod with a slightly
rounded tip. This configuration appears to produce the
most stable and reproducible arc or spark. Figure 10-17
illustrates some of the common electrode forms.

In another common atomization method, the finely
ground sample is mixed with a relatively large amount
of powdered graphite; copper, or other conducting and
compressible substance. The resulting mixture is then
compressed at high pressure into the form of an elec-
trode. This procedure is called briqLletling or pel/eling.

Multichannel Photoelectric Spectrometers

After the appearance of photoelectric transducers in
the 1930s, multichannel photoelectric spectrometers
became commercially available.

Multichannel Photomultiplier Instruments. In the
metals industry, there has always been a pressing need
for a method for determining the amounts of several
metals in samples rapidly enough so that the compo-
sition of melts could be adjusted before the melt is
poured. This need and others where speed is required
led directly to the development and widespread Use of
photoelectric polychromators, similar to the one shown
in Figure 10-8. These instruments are large and often
not very versatile because changing the position of slits
and photomultipliers to accommodate a different set
of elements is time-consuming and with some instru-
ments is not possible in the user's laboratory. On the
oth~r hand, once an instrument of this type is set up and
calibrated, it is capable of determining 20 or more ele-
ments with reasonable accuracy in a few minutes. Thus,
the use of these instruments is generally limited to
situations where there is a demand for a large number
of routine analyses of similar samples, In the metals
industries, spark sources are used for excitation of
samples and can yield precise and accurate results.

108-2 Instruments for Arc and
Spark Source Spectroscopy

Because of their instabilities, it is necessary to inte-
grate the emission signals from arc and spark sources
for at least 20 s and often for a minute or more to ob-
tain reproducible analytical data, This requirement
makes the use of sequential spectrometers, such as
those described in Section lOA-3, impractical for
most applications and demands the use of a simulta-
neous multichannel instrument. Two types of multi-
channel instruments have been applied to arc and
spark spectroscopy: (I) spectrographs, which are con-
sidered briefly in the section that follows, and (2) mul-
tichannel spectrometers, such as those described in
Section lOA-3,

Spectrographs

Beginning in the 1930s, a major portion of industrial
laboratories throughout the world adopted spark and
arc emission spectroscopy for elemental analysis of raw
materials, intermediates, and finished products, In the
early years, the only instrument available for this tvpe
of analysis was the specrrograph with a photographic
film or plate located at the focal plane or curve.

A major disadvantage of photographic recording is
the time required to obtain and analyze spectra, These

Array-Based Multichannel Instruments. Spectro-
meters that offer the versatility of spectrographs with
photographic recording and the speed and precision
of spectrometers eyuipped with multiple photomulti-
pliers are widely available, These instruments are the

:'('For a discussion of quantitative photographic detection, .:;.ee 1. D. Ingle
lr. and S. R. Cruu-::h. Spectrochemical Anal.\S/'}". pr. 2A7-6R. Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Prtmicc-HalL 1988.

multichannel instrumss equipped with array devices,
such as those illustralal in Figures 10-11 and 10-13.
Many of these instrulBlllts were originally designed for
use with plasma SOU!1:Dbut now have been applied to
spark and arc sources.well.

The usual arc source for a spectrochemical analysis
is formed with a pairef graphite or metal electrodes
spaced a few millimetaB apart. The arc is initially ig-
nited by a low-currell spark that causes momentary
formation of ions foulectrical conduction in the gap;
once the arc is struck..6ermal ionization maintains the
current. Alternative~d1e arc can be started by bring-
ing the electrodes toper to provide the heat for ion-
ization; the electrodegre then separated to thc desired
distance.

The typical arc regnres currents in the range of 1
to 30 A. A dc arc sotree usually has an open circuit
voltage of about 200 \t There are also ac arc sources
that operate in eithCTa,high-voltage range of 2200 to
4400 V or a low-volugc range of 100 to 400 V. With
either ac type, the all: extinguishes at the end of each
half cycle, With the \1igII-voltagetype, the arc reignites
spontaneously; with die low-voltage arc, reignition is
brought about by a l<1W-currentspark discharge,

Characteristics of Alrr:Sources

The currcnt in an ar.cis caused by the motion of the
electrons and ions fmned by thermal ionization; the
high temperature thSidevelops is a result of the resist-
ance to this motion bytbe ions in the arc gap. Thus, the
arc temperature depmds on the composition of thc
plasma, which in turn*pends on the rate of formation
of atomic and ionic JlII'ticles from the sample and the
electrodes. Typically, the plasma temperature is 4000
to 5000 K.

The spectra prodaed in the typical arc are rich in
intense lines for atolBSand contain a lesser number for
ionic species. Note liBt in collections of spectral line
data, wavelengths arc often followed by I, ll, and III
to indicate the sourceQl the line as that of the neutral
atom, the singly ch~d ion, and the doubly charged
ion, respectively.

Cyanogen Spectral Bads, Arcs produced from a car-
bon or graphite electrode in air emit intense bands due
to the presence of cy.ogen radicals (CN). As a result,
most of the region between 350 to 420 nm is useless for



elemental analysis. Unfortunately. several elements
have their most sensitive lines in this region. To avoid
or minimize cyanogen interference, arc excitation is
often performed in a controlled gas atmosphere of car-
bon dioxide. helium, or argon. The CN band emission
is not completely eliminated under these conditions.
however, unless the elcctrodes are heated under vac-
uum to drive off adsorbed nitrogen.

Rates or Emission. Rates at which various species are
volatilized and excited differ widely. The spectra of
some species appear early and then disappear as the
sample is consumed; the spectra for other species reach
their maximum intensities at a later time. Thus, it is nec-
essary to integrate the emission signals for as long as a
minute or more. For powder samples, signals for the
lines of various elements usually rise rapidly during this
period and then decrease to zero as various species
vaporize. Because of this type of behavior, powder
samples are often "burned" until they are completely
consumed; the integrated output signals then serve as
analytical variables.

Applications of Arc Sources

Arc sources are particularly useful for qualitative and
semiquantitative analysis of nonmetallic samples, such
as soils, plant materials, rocks, and minerals. Excitation
times and arc currents are usually adjusted so that com-
plete volatilization of the sample occurs; currents of 5
to 30 A for 20 to 200 s are typical. Typically, 2 to 50 mg
of sample in the form of a powder, small chips, grind-
ings, or filings, often mixed with a weighed amount of
graphite, is packed into the cavity of graphite elec-
trodes. The sample-containing electrode is usually the
anode and a second graphite counter electrode is the
cathode.

Arc excitation may be used for either qualitative or
quantitative analysis. The precision obtainable with an
arc is, however, generally poorer than that with a spark
and much poorer than that with a plasma or flame.
Furthermore. emission intensities of solid samples are
highly sample dependent. As a consequence matrix
matching of standards and samples is usually required
for satisfactory results. The internal-standard method
can be used to partially offset this problcm.

108-4 Spark Sources and Spark Spectra

A varicty of circuits has bcen developcd to produce
high-voltage sparks for emission spectroscopy. It has
been found that an intermittent spark that always

propagates in the same direction gives higher precision
and lower drift radiant emission. For this reason. the ac
line voltage is often rectified before it is stepped up to
10 to 50 kV in a coil. Solid-state circuitry is used to con-
trol both the spark frequency and duration. Typically.
four spark discharges take place per half cycle of the
60-Hz line current.

The average current in a high-voltage spark is usu-
ally on the order of a few tenths of an ampere, which is
significantly lower than the current of a typical arc. On
the other hand, during the initial phase of the dis-
charge the instantalleolLI' current may exceed 1000 A.
During this initial phase. a narrow streamer that occu-
pies only a fraction of the total space in the spark gap
carries the current.21 The temperature within this
streamer is estimated to be as great as 40,000 K. Thus,
although the average temperature of a spark source is
much lower than that of an arc, the energv in the small
volume of the streamer may be several times greater.
As a result, ionic spectra are more pronounced in a
high-voltage spark than in an arc. As a matter of fact,
lines emitted by ions are often termed "spark lines" by
spectroscopists.

Applications of Spark Source Spectroscopy

Quantitative spark analyses demand precise control of
the many variables involved in sample preparation and
excitation. [n addition, quantitative measurements re-
quire a set of carefully prepared standards for calibra-
tion; these standards should approximate as closely as
possible the composition and physical properties of
the samples to be analyzed. Generally, spark source
analyses are based on the ratio of intensity of the ana-
Iyte line to the intensity of an internal-standard Iinc
(usually a line of a major constituent of the sample).
Undcr ideal conditions. relative standard deviations
of a few percent can be achieved with spark spectral
mcasurements.

Currently, the primary use of spark source emission
spectroscopy is for the identification and analysis of
metals and other conducting materials. Detection is
often carried out with a polychromator equipped with
photomultiplier tubes, but a number of vendors offer
spectrometers with array detectors as well. In addi-
tion, several modern multichannel instruments are
now equipped with interchangeable sources that per-
mit excitation by plasmas. arcs. sparks, glow discharge.
and lasers. High-voltage sparks have also become

important devices for ablating solid samples prior to
introduction into plasma excitation sources.

An important use of spark and arc source spec-
trometers is in foundry and shop floors, scrap yards,
and metal-casting facilities. The instruments for these
applications are often mobile and may be equipped
with a handheld spark or arc gun that the operator can
touch to the metal surface to cause excitation. These
devices can be used for the rapid identification of alloy
types and for the analysis of melts before casting. The
smallest spark and arc spectrometers (e.g., 5 Ib, 11.5 x
7.5 x 4 in.) are self-contained. battery-powered, CCD-
based instruments with programmed calibrations from
databases of common alloys and metals. These devices
are used to sort metals according to type in scrap yards
and recycling centers.

10C MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES
FOR OPTICAL EMISSION
SPECTROSCOPY

In this section we consider three emission sources
other than the plasma and arc and spark sources we
have just considered: flame emission sources, glow-
discharge sources, and the laser microprobe.

For many years, flames have been used to excite emis-
sion spectra for various elements, and most modern
atomic absorption spectrometers are readily adapted
for flame emission measurements. Flames are not
widely, used for this purpose, however, because for
most<;ingle-e1ement determinations, absorption meth-
ods provide as good or better accuracy. convenience,
and detection limits. For multielement analyses,
plasma sources are far superior to flames in most rc-
gards. For these reasons flame emission spectrometry
is little used except for the determination of the alkali
metals and occasionally calcium. These elements are
excited at the relatively low temperatures of flames to
give spectra that are remarkably simple and free of in-
terference from other metallic species. Alkali-metal
spectra generally consist of a relatively few intense
lines, many of which are in the visible region and are
well suited to quantitative emission measurements.

Because these spectra are simple, basic filter pho-
tometers can be quite adequate for routine determina-
tions of the alkali and alkaline-earth metals. A low-
temperature flame is used to avoid excitation of most

other metals. As a result, interference filters can iso-
late the appropriate emission line.

Several instrument manufacturers supply flamc
photometers designed specifically for the determina-
tion of sodium. potassium, lithium, and sometimes cal-
cium in blood serum. urine, and other biological fluids.
Single-channel and multichannel (two to four chan-
nels) instruments are available for these determina-
tions. In the multichannel instruments. each channel
can be used to determine a separate element without
an internal standard, or one of the channels can be re-
served for an internal standard such as lithium. The ra-
tios of the signals from the other channels to the signal
of the lithium channel are then taken to compensate
for flame noise and noise from fluctuations in reagent
flow rate. Flame photometers such as these have been
coupled with flow injection systems to automate the
sample-introduction process (see Section 33B-3). Typ-
ical precisions for flow-injection-analysis-based flame
photometric determinations of lithium, sodium, and
potassium in serum are on the order of a few percent
or less. Automated flow injection procedures require
11100the amount of sample and 1110 the time of batch
procedures."

Although the alkali metals are determined daily in
a huge number of samples throughout the world, most
are clinical samples that are analyzed potentiometri-
cally (see Chapter 23). Flame photometry is currently
used for only a tiny fraction of these samples.

10C-2 Glow-Discharge Sources

The glow discharge, which is described in Section 8e2
and Section 9A-3, has proven to be a useful source for
exciting emission spectra of metals, alloys, and other
solid materials.n Glow-discharge optical emission
spectroscopy (GDOES) has become a mature tech-
nique in recent years, and several instrument manufac-
turers offer glow-discharge sources as well as complete
spectrometers configured for this type of analysis.
Glow-discharge spectroscopy is a versatile technique
in that it is capable of bulk analysis and depth profiling
of solids.

Figure 10-18 shows a typical cell for GDOES, and
it is similar in many respects to the absorption cells
described in Sections 8C-2 and 9A-3. A dc voltage of
up to 1 kV applied between the electrodes produces

"G. :\. Doku and V P. Y Gadzekpo. [{llama, 1996 . .f.3, 7.35

:'(jI(!1I' Dischar~t' Plasmas in Analyrical Spectroywp\', R. K. E Marcus and
1. A. C. E. Brnckaerc eds., Hohoken. N1: \Vilev, 2003
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FIGURE 10·18 Diagram of a Grimm-type glow-discharge
Source. (From M. Boucharcourt and F. Schwoehrer, in Glow
Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry, R. Payling, D. G.
Jones, and A. Bengtson, eds., p. 54, New York: Wiley,
1997, with permission.)

sputtering of the solid sample at a current of 40-
200 mA. In the glow discharge. at the cathode surface,
ground-state analyte atoms become excited by colli-
sion with high-energy electrons, relax, and emit their
characteristic radiation. Radio-frequency (RF) excita-
tion, which permits nonconducting materials to be an-
alyzed by GDOES, is available in some commercial in-
struments. and pulsed de and pulsed RF modes have
been explored to increase line intensities."

GDOES depth profiling is illustrated in the curves
of Figure 10-19 for a sample of brass. The plots show
profiles for seven monitored clements as a function
of time from the initiation of the glow discharge. Dur-
ing the pre-integration period, surface contaminants
volatilize, and over a period of 60 s, the signals reach a
relatively constant level corresponding to the compo-
sition of the bulk material. The length of the pre-
integration period is best determined by the precision
of the signal at various times during the sputtering pro-
cess. For the sample illustrated. the precision was opti-
mal at about 3% relative over the period indicated by
II' This period was thus chosen for the determination
of the composition of similar samples. Depending on
the nature of the analysis. the power, the pressure. and
the pre-integration and integration periods can he st-

:'N. Jakuhowskl .-\. 8llg"a<..:rlS, and \'. Iloffmann. :lrl'mlc Sp,Yfr(!5(!pI

III F.le",enIJI :\na1l'5/.I, \I Cullen. elL p l~.O, Boca Ra!un. FL: CRC
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lected to optimize results." The relatively constant sig-
nallevels for all of the elements indicate uniform com-
position throughout the sample. In Figure 10-20. we
see a depth profile of an electronic integrated circuit
obtained using GDOES with RF excitation. The emer-
gence with time of a peak or a band indicates the ap-
pearance of the elements contained in each successive
layer of the circuit materials. Labels above each curve
indicate the identity and thickness of each layer.'o

Because of the low background levels of GDOES.
detection limits on the order of parts per million are
typical using the Grimm source of Figure 10-18. The
dynamic range is relatively large compared to arc and
spark sources, and relative standard deviations of 1%
or lower are common with these devices."
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In recent years. the laser has become very useful in
atomic emission spectroscopy. We consider here two
laser-based techniques: laser microprobe spectroscopy
and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS).

FIGURE ',0-,9 Qualitative depth profile of a brass sample, showing major and minor
elements, indicating the time regions to be used for pre-integration (60 s) and three 10-s
integration periods II, I" and I,. (From T. A. Nelis and R. A. Payling, Glow Discharge Optical
Emission Spectroscopy, p. 23, New York: Springer, 2004. With permission.)Laser Microprobe Sources

When a powerful laser pulse is focused on a 5- to
50-flm spot on a sample surface, a small amount of
the solid is vaporized regardless of whether it is a con-
ductor. The resulting plume is made up of atoms, ions,
and molecules. In the microprobe, the contents of the
plume arc excited by a spark between a pair of small
electrodes located immediately above the surface of
the sample. The resulting radiation is then focused on
a suitable monochromator-detection system. With this
type of source, it has been possible to determine the
trace element composition of single blood cells and
tiny inclusion areas in alloys. The laser can be scanned
across a surface to obtain a spatially resolved repre-
sentation of surface composition.
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Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

If th~ pulsed laser beam focused on a sample is power-
ful enough (-1 c;W em -, during the pulse), not only
can solid samples be ablated but the plume can become
superheated and converted into a highly luminous

!.' T. A. Ndis dOJ R. A. Payling. r;lm,,· Di.Kharge Optiml Emission. Spl'C-

lroscopv. pp. 23- 2-1, New York: Springer. ~OO~
!~N. hkuhowskl, A. BOg:d~rt~.anti \'. Hoffmann, .·lton/i,' SpCcrW5l'OP} in
F./emet/fal AIlaIJ'iIJ'. M. Culkn. ~d., p. 120, Bo<."a Raton. FL eRe Pre<;s.
2(J()...4.

;0 J :\ C Brodaert. Ana/.l'ri,a/ Aromil' SpecrroffU'(r) I\'irll Flame) and

PliJJmil~. pp 2..J-J --1o. Hll!:>okl'O, :\J: Wiky-\"CH. 2002

FIGURE 10-20 RF-GDOES depth profile of a microelectronic multilayer system. Note the
thickness and composition of each layer shown above each peak or band and the elemental
composition indicated by the curves. (From N. Jakubowski, A. Bogaerts, and V. Hoffmann,
Atomic Spectroscopy In Elemental Analysis. M. Cullen. ed., p. 129, Boca Raton, FL: CRC
Press. 2004. With permiSSion.)



plasma. Near the end of the typically lOons laser pulse.
the plasma cools and the excited ions and atoms emit
radiation. By monitoring the plasma spectrometrically
at the appropriate time, atom and ion lines of the ele-
ments can be observed. Time-gated detection is usu-
ally used with LIBS to avoid the intense spectral con-
tinuum emitted early during the plasma formation and
growth stages and to allow detection of the emission
lines later during plasma decay." In addition to single-

laser L1BS. two-laser L1BS has also been successful. In
two-laser L1BS. much as with the laser microprobe,
one laser ablates the sample while the second produces
the plasma.

The L1BS technique has found application in sev-
eral different areas. Metals, semiconductors, ceramics,
polymers, and pharmaceuticals have been analyzed
by L1BS. In addition to solid samples, gaseous and liq-
uid samples can be used. In fact, the first applications
of L1BS were for the remote analyses of hazardous
gases in industrial environments. Various process liq-
uids, biological solutions, aqueous environmental so-
lutions, and pharmaceutical preparations have also
been analyzed.

:~for more informal Ion. se~ D_ A. Cremers ,md L. 1. RaJliemskL Ifand-
book of Laser-Induced BreakdowII Speclrmcopy. New York: Wiley, 2006:
L J Radziemski and D. A. ('remers, in Laser-Induced Plasmas and Ap-
plicatiOfll. L. 1. Radziemski and D. A. Crcmcrs, cds. Nc.:w York: fkkker.

1989. Chap. 7.

*Answers arc provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

Ii] Problems with this icon arc best solved using spreadsheets.

10-1 What is an internal standard and why is it used'?

10-2 Why arc atomic emission methods with an ICP source better suited for multi-
element analysis than arc llame atomic absorption methods?

10-3 Why do ion lines predominate in spark spectra and atom lines in arc and ICP
spectra')

*10-4 Calculate the theoretical reciprocal linear dispersion of an echelle grating with
a focal length of O.S5m, a groove density of 120 grooves/mm, and a diffraction
angle of 63°26' when the diffraction order is (a) 30 and (b) 90.

10-5 Why arc arc sources often blanketed with a stream of an inert gas'

10-6 Describe three ways of introducing a sample into an ICP torch.

10-7 What arc the relative advantages and disadvantages of fCP torches and de argon
torches'!

10-8 Why are ionization interferences less severe in ICP than in flame emission
spectroscopyO

10-9 What arc some of the advantages of plasma sources compared with flame
sources for emission spectrometry'.'

10-10 Why is the internal-standard method often used in plasma emission
spectrometry'

Ii] 10-11 The chromium in a series of steel samples was determined by fCP emission
spectroscopy. The spectrometer was calibrated with a series of standards
containing O.2.0, -l.O,6.0. and 8.0 /lg K,Cr,O, per milliliter. The instrument

readings for these solutions were 3.1, 21.5, 40.9, 57.1, and 77.3. respectively, in
arbitrary units.
(a) Plot the data using a spreadsheet.
(b) Find the equation for the regression line.
(c) Calculate standard deviations for the slope and the intercept of the line in (b).
(d) The following data were obtained for replicate 1.00-g samples of cement

dissolved in HCI and diluted to 100.0 mL after neutralization.

Emission Readings

Blank Sample A Sample B Sample C

Replicate I 5.1 28.6 40.7 73.1
Replicate 2 4.8 28,2 41.2 72.1

Replicate 3 4.9 28,9 40.2 spilled

Calculate the percentage of Cr,03 in each sample. What are the absolute
and relative standard deviations for the average of each determination')

Gold can be determined in solutions containing high concentrations of diverse
ions by fCP-AES.'9 Aliquots of 50.0 mL of the sample solution were trans-
ferred to each of four 100.0 mL volumetric flasks. A solution was prepared
containing 10.0 mg/L Au in 20% H2SO" and quantities of this solution were
added to the sample solutions to give 0, 2.5, 5, and 10 mg/L added Au in each
of the llasks. The solutions were made up to a total volume of 100.0 mL, mixed,
and analyzed by ICP-AES. The resulting data are presented in the following
table.

Added An,
mg/L

0.0
2.5
5.0

10.0

12,568
19,324
26,622
40,021

(it) Use a spreadsheet to perform a least-squares analysis to determine the
slope, intercept, and regression statistics, including the standard deviation
about regression.

(b) Use your results to find the concentration of gold in the sample solution
in mg/L.

(c) The known concentration of gold in the sample is 8.51 mg/L. Test the hy-
pothesis that your result is equal to this value at the 95% confidence level.

(d) Compare your result to the result reported by Whitehead et aI., and com-
ment on any differences.

10-l3 Nakahara and Wasa determined germanium in meteorites by ICP-AES using
microwave digestion and hydride generation.'o Consider the following data table
from the referenced paper, which compares results of the work with accepted
values for germanium in various meteorites.



Gibeoll'
Henburyd
Mundrahilla'
Toluca'
Odcssad

0.079:': om
30.1 :': 1.3

2005 :': 11.7
250.1 :': 15.6
285.2:': 11.3

0.111

3~
208
N6

(g) Shot noise and source flicker noise correspond to which variables in the
expression shown in (e)"

(h) What experimental noise sources are constant" Which variable in the
expression shown in (e) corresponds to these sources (or source)~

(i) What is the relationship of the following alternative model to the model
in (e)"

(T'(X) = g + hx + h'

(j) What is the purpose of the models in (e) and (i)') .
(k) What is the significance of each of the variables a and b')
(I) The authors conclude that "if heteroscedasticity is ignored, confidence in-

tervals will be too narrow at the high end and too wide at the low end of
the fCP calibration curve. The magnitude of these effects will depend on
the particular dilution scheme used to make the calibration standard solu-
tions." How does the dilution scheme for standards affect the results of
least-squares analysis on fCP calibration curves')

(m) Create an Excel spreadsheet similar to the one shown below containing
data from Table f of the paper by Watters et aI., and perform both un-
weighted and weighted least-squares analysis of the data. First use L1NEST
to perform the unweighted analysis, and then carry out an unweighted
analysis using Solver to minimize cell C25 by varying B14 and C14.
Compare the results obtained by both methods. Compare and contrast
advantages of each method."

"The mean ~ standard deviation of ten replicate determmations

~J.T. \VaSS\lll, ""'it'reorites, ClassificatIon and Properries. Springer. Verlag" l'\ew York. 1974.

"Supplied by National r-,.·1useumof Japanese History.

d Supplied by Geological Survey of Japan.

(a) Calculate the 95% confidence intervals for each of the results of Nakahara
and Wasa.

(b) Assume that the reported values are the true values for thc concentration of
gcrmanium in the meteorites, and determine whether the values determined
by these workcrs are equal to or different from the reported values at the
95% confidence level.

(c) Consider the number of significant figures in the standard deviations cited in
the table. [s the number of digits justified in each case') Support your answer
with statistical calculations.

[iJ Challenge Problem

10-14 Watters et al. have discussed uncertainties associated with calibration curves for
fCP-OES and procedures for optimizing the results of least-squares analysis of
such data.'1

(a) The central issue addressed by these workers is whether a weighted or an
unweighted least-squares procedure is appropriate for fCP calibration. What
is the primary criterion for deciding which procedure to use"

(b) What do the terms homoscedasticity and heteroscedasticitv mean')
(c) The model used by these workers for thc lCP curves is rc'presented bv the

following equation: .

Y,j = a + bXj + error
ll

Define each variable in the equation. and describe the significance of the
relationship embodied in it.

(d) Walters et al. chose to model the error in [CP working curves in terms of
concentration rather than intensity. What is their rationale for this choice')

(e) One of the suggested models for the error in the calibration curves is

(T(X) = c + dx + ex'

Describe the significance of each variable. and characterize the nature of the
model.

(f) How is (T(X) determined in practice')



Repeat the analysis for the ten-replicate data using the formulas provided
in the spreadsheet documentation. Formulas entered in row 16 must be
copied into rows 17-24. Minimize cell F25 by varying cells E14 and F14 us-
ing Solver to obtain estimates of the slope and intercept. Repeat the analy-
sis for the four-replicate data using Sol\'er to minimize cell 125 by varying
cells H14 and Il4. Compare your procedures and results to those of Watters
et al. and comment on any differences. What advantage does weighted
least-squares analysis have over unweighted analysis"

(n) Add a section to your Excel spreadsheet to compute the mean and standard
deviation of the concentration of an analyte given a number of measure-
ments of sample IC? emission intensity."

(0) There are a number of commercial and noncommercial sources on the
Internet for Excel add-ins, which are programs or function packs that
supplement the built-in functions of Excel. For example, Solver is actually
an add-in that is produced by an independent contractor and that is avail-
able from the vendor in an enhanced version. Use a search engine such as
Google to locate the websites of programmers and vendors that offer add-
ins to perform weighted least-squares analysis. One such vendor is XLSTAT
(www.xlstat.com). Download the demonstration version of XLSTAT, install
it on your computer, and use it to perform weighted and unweighted least-
squares analysis on the data of (n). Note that you must calculate the weight-
ing factors from the standard deviations given in the paper and that you
may need to scale them. You should calculate columns in your spreadsheet
containing lIs2

, and then divide each cell by the largest value in the column.
Weighting factors need be only proportional to the variance, so you can
scale them in any convenient way. Compare the results from XLSTAT with
the results from your spreadsheet, and comment on the ease of use and
functionality of XLSTAT. XLSTAT contains many other useful statistics
and numerical analysis functions and is available at modest cost to students
who desire permanent use of the add-in.

:~~c·AtomicMass
'~Spectrometry

;~....................tomic Inas.s s'P· ectrom~.t·..r.r I.S..: ~ versa..til.'e and•....... widely used.t~ol for tdentifywg the ele-
.' ments preietit in samples of matter and for

Jletermining their con~e,ntrati0rlf' Nearly all the el-
ements in the periodic table ca~be determined by
"lTlassspectipmetry, i1tqmic mas§ spectrometry offers

.1l numberd[ advantages over th~atomic optical
spectrome!r;ic methofirthat weitpve thus far con-

'~idered, inc}uding (l)~etection-'imits that are, for
many elements, as great as th,:ee orders of magni-

tude b'ld{er than optical methods; (2) remarkably
simple.spectra that are usually unique and often

easily interpretable; and (3) the ability to mea-
sure atomic isotopic ratios. Disadvantages include

(1) instrument costs that are two to three times that

of optical atomic instruments, (2) instrument drift

that can be as high as 5% to 10% per hour, and
(3) certain (lpes of inteiference effects that are

discussed later.

U1 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
I2J an opportumty for onlme self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/ehemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

11A SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF
ATOMIC MASS SPECTROMETRY

An atomic mass spectrometric analysis 1 involves the
following steps: (1) atomization, (2) conversion of a
substantial fraction of the atoms formed in step I to a
stream of ions (usually singly charged positive ions),
(3) separating the ions formed in step 2 on the basis of
their mass-to-charge ratio (mlz), where m is the mass
number of the ion in atomic mass units and z is the num-
beroffundamental charges that it bears,' and (4) count-
ing the number of ions of each type or measuring the
ion current produced when the ions formed from the
sample strike a suitable transducer. Because most of
the ions formed in step 2 are singly charged, mlz is usu-
ally simply the mass number of the ion. Steps 1and 2 in-
volve the same techniques that were discussed in Sec-
tion 8C for atomic optical spectroscopy. Steps 3 and 4
are carried out with a mass spectrometer. The data from
mass spectrometry are usually presented as a plot of
relative intensity versus mlz.

11A-1 Atomic Masses
in Mass Spectrometry

At the outset, it is worthwhile to point out that the
atomic masses in the literature of mass spectrometry,
and in this chapter, differ from those used in most other
subdisciplines of analytical chemistry, because mass
spectrometers discriminate among the masses of iso-
topes but other analytical instruments generally do not.
We will therefore review briefly some terms related to
atomic (and molecular) masses.

Atomic and molecular masses are generally ex-
pressed in atomic mass units (amu), or daltons (Da).
The dalton is defined relative to the mass of the car-
bon isotope l~C, and this isotope is assigned a mass of

:For general treatments of atomic mass spectrometry, see J. R. A. De
Lacter, Applicarionsoflnorganic A/ass Spectrometry. Hoboken. NJ: Wiley-
[nterscience, 200t c. M. A. Barshick. D. C. A. Duckworth, and D. H. A.
Smith, Inorganic Mass Spectrometry: FUlldamentaL~ and Applications,
Boulder. CO: netLibrary, 20CHl For general discussion of mass spectro-
metry. see E. A. de Hoffmann and V_A. Stroobant, Alass Speccrometry
Principles and Applications. 2nd ed., Hoboken, NJ: \Vilcy. 2CX)2;J T.
Warson. IntrodUCTion to ,\-fan Specrrometry. Jrd ed., Ne •••.."{ark: Raven
Press,l9'J7.
'Strict"". the mm:. numher m is unitkss as is;:. the number of fundamental
charges on an ion. The quantity::. which is an integer. is equal to q/e, where
q i'S the charge on the ion and e is the charge on th..: electron, both mea-
sured ill the same unib k.g., coulombs)



exactly 12 amu. Thus, the amu, or Da, is defined as 1112
of the mass of one nelllrall;C atom, or

12 g 12C1mo112C
mass of 1 atom lie ~ -----~-------- _

6.022142 X 1023atoms 12C1mo112C
1.992646 X 10-23 g/atom 12C

1.992646 x 10-26kg/atom 12C

The atomic mass unit is then

1 amu ~ IDa

1 ']
= 12(1.992646 x 10-· g)

1.6605387 x 10-" g

1.6605387 x 10- 27 kg

The relative atomic mass of an isotope such as NCl is
then measured with respect to the mass of the refer-
ence I~Catom. Chlorine-35 has a mass that is 2.914071
times greater than the mass of the carbon isotope.
Therefore, the atomic mass of the chlorine isotope is

atomic mass jjcl = 2.914071 x 12.000000Da

= 34.968853 Da

Because 1 mol of I~C weighs 12.000000 g, the molar
mass of jjCl is 34.968853 g/mol.3

In mass spectrometry, in contrast to most types of
chemistry, we are often interested in the exact mass m
of particular isotopes of an element or the exact mass
of compounds containing a particular set of isotopes.
Thus, we may need to distinguish between the masses
of compounds such as

12CIH4 m = (12.000000 Xl) + (1.007825 x 4)

= 16.031300Da

13CIH4 m = (13.003355 Xl) +(1.007825 x 4)

= 17.034655 Da

12CIH/HI m = (12.000000 x I) + (1.007825 x 3)
+ (2.014102 x I)

17.037577 Da

We have presented the isotopic masses in the calcu-
lations above with six digits to the right of the deci-
mal point. Although certain types of state-of-the-art
mass spectrometers are capable of such resolution (see
Section 20C-4). normally. exact masses are quoted to

' ..-\ listing of (he isotopes of all of the dements anJ their J.tomic masses
can b~ found in sc\eral handbooks. such as llandhook of Chemistr,r and
Pln'sics. S:'th ed, pr. 11-50 to 11·201. Boca Raton. fL: eRe Press. 200-l

three or four figures to the right of the decimal point be-
cause typical high-resolution mass spectrometers make
measurements at this level of precision.

In other contexts, we use thc term nominal mass.
which implics a whole-number precision in a mass mea-
surement. Thus, the nominal masses of the three iso-
mers just cited are 16, 17, and 17 Da, respectively.

The chemical atomic mass, or the G<'erageatomic
mass (A), of an element in nature is given by the
equation

n

A = AIPI + A2P, + ' .. + AnPn = LAnPn
i= l

where Ah A, .. " An are the atomic masses in daltons
of the n isotopes of the element and Ph P" ... , Pn are
the fractional abundances of these isotopes in nature.
The chemical atomic mass is, of course, the type of mass
of interest to chemists for most purposes. The average,
or chemical, molecular mass of a compound is then
the sum of the chemical atomic masses for the atoms
appearing in the formula of the compound. Thus,
the chemical molecular mass of CH4 is 12.01115 +
(4 X 1.00797) = 16.0434 Da. The atomic or molecular
mass expressed without units is the mass number.

11A-2 Mass-to-Charge Ratio

One other term that is used throughout this chapter
is the mass-to-charge ratio of an atomic or molecular
ion. The mass-to-charge ratio of an ion is the unitless
ratio of its mass number to the number of funda-
mental charges z on the ion. Thus, for 12CIH, +, mlz =

16.0313/1 = 16.0313. For lJCIH,'+, mlz = 17.0346/2 =
8.5173. Because most ions in mass spectrometry are
singly charged, the term mass-to-charge ratio is often
shortened to the more convenient term mass. Strictly
speaking, this abbreviation is not correct, but it is
widely used in the mass spectrometry literature.

11 A-3 Types of Atomic Mass Spectrometry

Table 11-1 lists the most important types of atomic mass
spectrometry. Historically, thermal ionization mass
spectrometry and spark source mass spectrometry
were the lirst mass spectrometric methods developcd
for qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis, and
these types of procedures still find applications, al-
though they are now overshadowed by some of the
other methods listed in Table 11-1, particularly induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS).

Typical Mass Analyzer

Inductivelycoupled plasma
Direct current plasma
Microwave-inducedplasma
Spark source
Thermal ionization
Glow discharge
Laser microprobe
Secondary ion

ICPMS
DCPMS
MIPMS
SSMS
TIMS
GDMS
LMMS
SIMS

Note that the first three entries in the table are hyphen-
ated methods, combinations of two instrumental tech-
niques that produce analytical results superior in some
way to the results from either of the original individual
methods. We shall encounter a number of hyphenated
methods elsewhere in this bOQk.

Before examining the various methods for atomi-
zation and ionization found in the table, we describe
briefly how mass spectrometers are used to separate
and measure ionic species.

A mass spectrometer is an instrument that produces
ions and separates them according to their mass-to-
charge ratios, mlz. Most of the ions we will discuss are
singly charged so that the ratio is simply equal to the
maSll number of the ion. Several types of mass spec-
tromeiers are currently available from instrument man-
ufacturers. In this chapter, we describe the three types
that are used in atomic mass spectrometry: the quadru-
pole mass spectrometer, the time-aI-flight mass spec-
trometer, and the double-focusing mass spectrometer.
Other types of mass spectrometers are considered in
Chapter 20, which is devoted to molecular mass spec-
trometry_ The first column in Table 11-1 indicates the
types of atomic mass spectrometry in which each of the
three types of mass spectrometer is usually applied.

The block diagram in Figure 11-1 shows the princi-
pal components of all types of mass spectrometers.
The purpose of the inlet system is to introduce a micro
amount of sample into the ion source where the com-
ponents of the sample are converted into gaseous ions
by bombardment with electrons, photons. ions, or mol-
ecules. Alternatively, ionization is accomplished by

High-temperature argon plasma
High-temperature argon plasma
High-temperature argon plasma
Radio-frequency electric spark
Electrically heated plasma
Glow-discharge plasma
Focused laser beam
Accelerated ion bombardment

Quadrupole
Quadrupole
Quadrupole
Double-focusing
Double-focusing
Double-focusing
Time-of-flight
Double-focusing

applying thermal or electrical energy. The output of
the ion source is a stream of positive (most common)
or negative gaseous ions that are then accelerated into
the mass analyzer.

The function of the mass analyzer is analogous to the
monochromator in an optical spectrometer. In a mass
analyzer, however, dispersion depends on the mass-to-
charge ratio of analyte ions rather than on the wave-
length of photons.

Like an optical spectrometer, a mass spectrometer
contains a transducer that converts the beam of ions
into an electrical signal that can then be processed,
stored in the memory of a computer, and displayed or
stored. Unlike most optical spectrometers, mass spec-
trometers require an elaborate vacuum system to main-
tain a low pressure in all of the components except the

---------------------1
: 10-5 to to-8 torr I
II Sorting Delection :
I Ionization of ions of ions I
I I
I I
I I
I I
1__ ----~ I--Oat.--- I

- - - -1 handling
I Vacuum 1l_-,,-u~~_1



signal processor and readout. Low pressure ensures in-
frequent collisions in the mass spectrometer to produce
and maintain free ions and electrons.

In the sections that follow, we first describe the var-
ious transducer systems that are used in mass spec-
trometers. Then we consider the three types of mass
analyzers that have been used in atomic mass spec-
trometers. Sections 11C, D. and E contain material on
the nature and operation of common ion sources for
atomic mass spectrometers.

verv much like the photomultiplier transducer for
ult;aviolet-visible radiation, with each dynode held at
a successively higher voltage. When energetic ions or
electrons strike the Cu-Be surfaces of the cathode and
the dynodes, bursts of electrons are emitted. The elec-
trons' are then attracted to the next dynode down
the chain until, at the last dynode, a huge number of
electrons appear for every ion that strikes the cathode.
Electron multipliers with up to twenty dynodes are
available that typically provide a current gain of 10'.

Figure 11-2b illustrates a continuous-dynode elec-
tron multiplier. The devicc is shaped like a cornucopia
and is made of glass heavily doped with lead to give the
material a small conductivity. A voltage of 1.8 to 2 kY
applied across the length of the transducer produces
a voltage gradient from one end to the other. Ions that
strike the surface near the entrance eject electrons
that are then attracted to higher -voltage points farther
along the tube. These secondary electrons skip along
the surface, eje~ting more electrons with each impact.
Transducers of this type typically have gains of 105

,

but in certain applications gains as high as 108 can be
achieved.

In general, electron multipliers are rugged and reli-
able and are capable of providing high-current gains
and nanosecond response times. These transducers can
be placed directly behind the exit slit of a magnetic
sector mass spectrometer, because the ions reaching
the transducer usually have enough kinetic energy to
eject electrons from the first stage of the device. Elec-
tron multipliers can also be used with mass analyzers
that employ low-kinetic-energy ion beams (that is,
qua<;1rupoles), but in these applications the ion beam
exiting the analyzer is accelerated to several thousand
electton volts prior to striking the first stage.

11B-1 Transducers for Mass Spectrometry

Several types of transducers are commercially avail-
able for mass spectrometers. The electron multiplier is
the transducer of choice for most routine experiments.

Electron Multipliers

Figure 11-2a is a schematic of a discrete-dynode elec-
tron multiplier designed for collecting and converting
positive ions into an electrical signal. This device is

Ion beam

\ Detector slit\~/\
\
\

Resistive
/ conductive

/ surface

The Faraday Cup

Figure 11-3 is a schematic of a Faraday cup collector.
The transducer is aligned so that ions exiting thc ana-
lyzer strike the collector electrode. This electrode is
surrounded by a cage that prevents the escape of re-
flected ions and ejected secondary electrons. The col-
lector electrode is inclined with respect to the path of
the entering ions so that particles striking or leaving
thc electrode are reflected from the entrance to the
cup. The collector electrode and cage are connected to
ground through a large resistor. The charge of the pos-
itivc ions striking the plate is neutralized by a flow of
electrons from ground through the resistor. The result-
ing voltage drop across the resistor is amplified bv a

To
ground
via
amplifier

Ib)

FIGURE H -2 (a) Discrete-dynode electron multiplier.Dynodes are kept at successively higher
voltages via a mUltistage voltage divider. (b)Continuous-dynode electron multiplier.(Adapted
from J. T.Watson, Introduction to Mass Spectrometry, 3rd ed., pp. 334-35, New York:Raven
Press, 1997. With permission.)

~beam) T
Slit

FIGURE 11-3 Faraday cup detector. The voltage on the
ion suppressor plates is adjusted to minimize differential
response as a function of mass.

high-impedance amplifier. The response of this trans-
ducer is independent of the energy, the mass, and the
chemical nature of the ion. The Faraday cup is inex-
pensive and simple mechanically and electrically; its
main disadvantage is the need for a high-impedance
amplifier, which limits the speed at which a spectrum
can be scanned (see Section 3B-4). The Faraday cup
transducer is also less sensitive than an electron multi-
plier, because it provides no internal amplification.

Array Transducers

The analogy between optical spectrometers and mass
spectrometers extends to the detection systems. As
we have seen, array transducers have revolutionized
optical spectrometry for systems in which dispersed
electromagnetic radiation is focused at a plane or
curved surface. An array transducer positioned in the
focal plane of a mass spectrometer (see Figure 11-11)
provides several significant advantages over single-
channel detection; the most important is the simulta-
neous detection of multiple resolution elements. Oth-
ers include greater duty cycle, improved precision
using ratio measurements and internal standards, and
improved detection of fast transient signals.

Microchannel Plates. One type of array transducer
for mass spectrometry is the electrooptical ion detec-
tor (EOID) shown in Figure 11-4a.' The key clement
in the EOID is the microchanncl electron multiplier,
or microchannel plate, whieh is referred to in some op-
tical applications as an image intensilier. The design
and basic principles of operation of the microchannel
plate are illustrated in Figure 11-4b. The plate consists
of an array of tiny tubes (diameters as small as 6 flm)
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FIGURE 11-4 (a) Electrooptical ion detector. Ions strike the microchannel plate, which
produces a cascade of electrons that strike the phosphorescent screen. Radiation from the
screen passes to the array transducer via fiber optics, and the transducer then converts the
optical signal to an electrical signal for processing. (Reprinted with permission from J. T.
Watson, Introduction to Mass Spectrometry, 3rd ed., pp. 334-35, New York:Raven Press,
1997. Withpermission.) (b)Microchannel plate. The tiny channels, which are oriented at a
small angle from the normal of the array surface, are individualelectron multipliers. Particles
striking the inner surface of a channel cascade through the channel and produce about 1000
electrons for every incoming particle. (Diagram courtesy of Photonis, Inc.)

made of lead glass. Metallic electrodes are depos-
ited on both sides of the array, and a voltage of about
1500 V is applied between the ends of the channels.
Each tube acts as an electron multiplier so that for
every particle that strikes the inside wall of a channel,
1000 electrons emerge from the other end of the chan-
nel. If greater gain is required, two or more micro-
channel plates may be cascaded to provide signals ap-
propriate for the experiment.

[n the EO[D detector of Figure 11-4a, a phospho-
rescent screen is placed behind the microchannel plate
so that the cascade of electrons produces a flash of light
that is directed to an optical array detector via fiber
optics. The data collected from the array detector then
provide two-dimensional resolution of ions appearing
at the focal plane of a mass spectrometer.

Micro-Faraday Array Transducer. Recently, a new
type of array transducer for mass spectrometry has
been introduced that shows promise for thc simulta-
neous detection of ions at the focal plane of Mattauch-
Herzog-typc mass spectromcters and other similar ap-
plications.' An image of the prototype Faraday cup

FIGURE 11-5 A micro-Faraday array ion transducer. The
transducer elements are 5, 2.45, and 1.60 mm long and
145 ~m wide with 10 ~m spacing. There is also a 10-~m
guard electrode between each element. (Reprinted from
A. K.Knight IV, R. P. Sperline, G. M. Hleftje, E. Young,
C. J. Barinaga, D. W. Koppenaal, and M. B. Denton, Int.
J. Mass Spectrom., 2002, 215, 131. Copyright 2002 Wiley.)

array is shown in Figure 11-5. The device contains gold
Faraday electrodes bonded to capacitive transimped-
ance amplifiers. Each amplifier integrates the charge on
the electrode, and the output voltage is switched via a
multiplexer to a data system for analog-to-digital con-
version. The elements in the image are 145/lm wide, but
in principle, they can be as narrow as 10 /lm. The detec-
tion system exhibits 5% accuracy and 0.007% relative
standard deviation (RSD) on isotope-ratio measure-
ments of standards, detection limits of as little as tens to
hundreds of parts per quadrillion, and a lincar dynamic
range of more than seven orders of magnitude. The po-
tential of the detection system has been evaluated in
ICP as well as gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(GC/MS) experiments. A recent 128-element version
of the transducer exhibited a dynamic range of over

7 orders of magnitude, resolving power of up to 600,
and isotope-ratio accuracy of 0.2% and preclSlon of
0.018%. The Faraday cup array should be particularly
useful for simultaneous detection of ions in experi-
ments involving transient species with performance
characteristics comparable to state-of-the-art sIngle-
chaunel transducers.

Other Types of Detection Systems

Scintillation-type transducers consist of a crystalline
phosphor dispersed on a thin aluminum sheet that IS
mounted on the window of a photomultJpher tube.
When ions (or electrons produced when the ions strike
a cathode) impinge on the phosphor, they produce
flashes of light that are detected by the photomultI-
plier. A specialized version of this type of deVice ISthe
Dalv detector, which consists of an alumInized cathode
in the shape of a knob (the Daly knob) held at a very
large negative voltage opposite a scintillation trans-
ducer. Analvte ions collide with the cathode prodUCIng
secondary ~lectrons that are then attracted to the sur-

5 A. K. Knight IV, R. P. Sperline, G. M. Hieftje, E. Young, C. 1. Barinaga.
D. W. KoppenaaL and M. B. Denton, Int. I .\lass Spectrum., 2002, 115,131:
J. H. Barnes rV,G. D. Schilling, G,M, Hieftje, R. P. Sperline, M. B. Denton,
C. 1. Barinaga, D. W. Koppenaa1, J. Am, Soc. Mass SpeClrom" 2004. n.
769-76: 1. H. Barnes IV, G. D. Schilling, R. P. Sperline. M. B. Denton. E. T.
Young, C. 1. Barinaga, D. W Koppenaal. G. M. Hieftje, Anal. Chem_. 2004,
76,2531-36;1. H. Barnes IV et aLl. AfUll. At. Spectrom .2004, 19, 75t-56:
G. D. Schilling et al., Anal. Chem, 2006,78,4319.

r:=i1 Tutorial: Learn more about transducers for mass
lQJ spectrometr~.

face of a scintillation transducer. The Daly detector
has the advantage that all important components of
the system except the knob are located outside the vac-
uum chamber and so can be serviced without disrupt-
ing the vacuum. The detector is especially useful for
species with high masses.'

Just as in optical spectroscopy, where for many
years photographic plates and ftIm were used as pho-
ton transducers, photographic emulsions are senSItive
to energetic ions, and thus they were the original and
for a timc the only transducers for mass spectrometry.
This type of detection is well suited to the simultane-
ous observation of a wide range of mlz values In In-
struments that focus ions along a plane (Figure 11-11).
As electronic detectors have evolved, photographic
detection has become rather rare. Undoubtedly, ob-
scure applications still require photographic recording
of mass spectra, but with the advent of array transduc-
ers for mass spectrometry and the potential ehmIn~-
tion of the tedium of developing film or plates, thiS
method of detection is likely to become extinct.

11B-2 Quadrupole Mass Analyzers

The most common type (,Ifmass spectrometer used in
atomic mass spectroscopy is the quadrupole mass ana-
lyzer shown in Figure 11-6. This instrument is more
compact, less expensive, and more rugged than most
other types of mass spectrometers. It also has the ad-
vantage of high scan rates so that an entire mass spec-
trum can be obtained in less than 100 ms.7

The heart of a quadrupole instrument is the four
parallel cylindrical (originally hyperbolic) rods that
serve as electrodes. Opposite rods are connected elec-
trically, onc pair being attached to the positive side of
a variable dc source and the other pair to the negatIve
terminal. In addition, variable radio-frequency ac volt-
ages, which are 1800 out of phase, are applied to. each
pair of rods. To obtain a mass spectrum With thiS de-
vice ions are accelerated into the space between the
rod; by a potential difference of 5 to 10 V. Meanwhile,
the ac and dc voltages on the rods are increased simul-
taneously while maintaining their ratio constant. At
any given moment, all of the ions except those haVIng
a certain mlz value strike the rods and are converted
to neutral molecules. Thus, only ions having a limited
range of mlz values reach the transducer. Typically,

6J. T. v..'atson, lnrroduccion to Mass SpecTrometry, 3rd ed., pp. 336-37.
New York: Raven Press, 1997.
:P. E. Miller and M. B. DentonJ Chern Educ., 1986,63,617.
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quadrupole instruments easilv resolve ions that differ
in mass by one unit. -

Note that a quadrupole mass spectrometer is more
analogous to an optical variable-band filter photometer
than to an optical spectrometer in which a grating si-
multaneously disperses a spectrum of electromagnetic
radiation. For this reason, the device is sometimes re-
ferred to as a mass filter rather than a mass analyzer.

Ion Trajectories in a Quadrupole

To understand the filtering capability of a quadrupole,
we need to consider the effect of the dc and ac voltages
on the trajectory of ions as they pass through the chan-
nel between the rods.s Let us first focus on the pair of
~ositive rods, which are shown in Figure 11-7 as lying
In the xz plane. In the absence of a dc voltage, ions in
the channel will tend to converge in the center of the
channel during the positive half of thc ac cycle and
will tend to diverge during the negative half. This be-
havior is illustrated at points A and B in the figure. If
during the negative half cycle an ion strikes the rod,
the positive charge will be neutralized, and the result-
ing molecule will be carried away. Whether a positive
ion strikes the rod depends on the rate of movement of
the ion along the z-axis, its mass-to-charge ratio. and
the frequency and magnitude of the ac signal.

~The Jls..::u.ssion of quadrupole mass tlltcrs that foJlows is brgeh- !lased
on P. E. t\·hller and ~t B. Dentnn. 1. Chern. Educ.. 1986,63.617. Sce also
R. E. Marchand and R. 1. Hugh~<;. Quadrupoll! Storage Mass Sp.·ctmme·
frr. New York: Wiley, !989: 1. 1. Leary and R L SchmidtJ Chem. Ed/H·.
1996.73.1142. .

Now let us consider the effect of a positive dc volt-
age that is superimposed on the ac signal. From New-
tonian physics, the momentum of ions of equal kinetic
energy is directly proportional to the square root of
mass. It is therefore more difficult to deflect a heavier
ion than to deflect a lighter one. If an ion in the chan-
nel is heavy or the frequency of the ac voltage is large,
the Ion Willnot respond significantly to the alternating
voltage and will be influenced largely by the dc voltag;.
Under these circumstances, the ion will tend to remain
in the space between the rods. In contrast, if the ion is
light or the frequency is low, the ion may collide with
the rod and be eliminated during the negative excur-
sion of the ac voltage. Thus, as shown in Figure 11-8a,
the pair of positive rods forms a high-pass mass filter
for positive ions traveling in the xz plane.

Now let us turn to the pair of rods that are main-
tained at a negative de voltage. In the absence of the ac
field, all positive ions will tend to be drawn to the rods
where they are annihilated. For the lighter ions, how:
ever, this movement may be offset by the excursion of
the ac voltage. Thus, as shown in Figure 11-8b, the rods
in the yz plane operate as a low-pass filter.

For an ion to travel through the quadrupole to the
detector, it must have a stable trajectory in both the xz
and yz planes. Thus, the ion must be sufficiently heavy
so that it will not be eliminated by the high-mass filter
in the xz plane and must be sufficiently light so that it
will not be removed by the low-mass filter in the yz
plane. Therefore, as is shown in Figure 11-8c, the en-
tire quadrupole transmits a band of ions that have a
limited range of mlz values. The center of this band
can be varied by adjusting the ac and dc voltages.

(c)

FIGURE11-8 Quadrupole acts as (a)a high-pass mass fil-
ter inthe xz plane, (b)a low-pass mass filter in the yz plane,
and (c)a narrow-band filterwhen high-pass and low-pass
filters are both in operation. (Reprinted with permission
from P.E. Millerand M.B. Denton,J. Chern. Educ., 1986,
63,619. Figures 6,7, and 8. Copyright 1986 Journal of
Chemical Education.)

FIGURE11-7 Operation of a quadrupole in the xz plane.
.-4: ions are focused toward the z-axis; R: ions are
attracted toward the x rods.

Scanning with a Quadrupole Filter

The differential equations necessary to describe the
behavior of ions of different masses in a quadrupole
are complex and difficult to treat analytically and arc
beyond the scope of this book. These equations reveal,
r::P'I Simulution: Learn more anout quadrupole mass
~ analyzers.

however, that the oscillations of charged particles in a
quadrupole fall into two categories: (I) those in which
the amplitudes of the oscillations are finite and (2) those
in which the oscillations grow exponentially and ulti-
mately approach infinity. The variables in these equa-
tions are mass-to-charge ratio, the dc voltage, the fre-
quency and magnitude of the ac voltage, and the
distance between the rods. The resolution of a quadru-
pole is determined by the ratio of the ac to dc voltage
and becomes a maximum when this ratio is just slightly
less than 6. Thus, quadrupole spectrometers are oper-
ated at a constant voltage ratio of this value.

To scan a mass spectrum with a quadrupole in-
strument, the ac voltage V and the dc voltage U are in-
creased simultaneously from zero to some maximum
value while their ratio is maintained at slightly less
than 6. The changes in voltage during a typical scan are
shown in Figure 11-9. The two diverging straight lines
show the variation in the two dc voltages as a function
of time. The time for a single sweep is a few millisec-
onds. While the dc voltages are varied from 0 to about
:!:250 V, the ac voltages increase linearly from zero to
approximately 1500 V. Note that the two ac voltages
are 1800 out of phase.

Quadrupole mass spectrometers with ranges that
extend up to 3000 to 4000 mlz are available from sev-
eral instrument manufacturers. These instruments eas-
ily resolve ions that differ in mass by one unit. Gener-
ally, quadrupole instruments are equipped with a
circular aperture, rather than a slit (see Figure 11-6), to
introduce the sample into the dispersing region. The
aperture provides a much greater sample throughput
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FIGURE 11-9 Voltage relationships during a mass scan
with a quadrupole analyzer.
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FIGURE 11-10 Principle of a TOFmass spectrometer. A spatially tightlybunched group of
ions produced by a laser probe is accelerated into the drift tube where separation occurs.
(From A. H. Verbueken, F.J. Bruynseels, R. Van Grieken, and F.Adams, in Inorganic Mass
Spectrometry, p. 186, F.Adams, R. Gijbels, and R. Van Grieken, eds., New York:Wiley,1988.
With permission.)

than can be tolerated in magnetic sector instruments,
in which resolution is inversely related to slit width.

118-3 Time-at-Flight Mass Analyzers

In time-of-flight (TOF) instruments, positive ions are
produced periodically by bombardment of the sample
with brief pulses of electrons, secondary ions, or laser-
generated photons. These pulses typically have a fre-
quency of 10 to 50 kHz and a lifetime of 0.25 ms. The
ions produced in this way are then accelcrated by an
electric field pulse of 103 to 10' V that has the same fre-
quency as, but lags behind, the ionization pulse. The
accelerated particles pass into a field-free drift tube
about a meter long (Figure 11-10). Because all ions en-
tering the tube ideally have the same kinetic energy,
their velocities in the tube must vary inversely with their
masses, with the lighter particles arriving at the detec-
tor earlier than the heavier ones. Typical flight times are
in the microsecond range for a I-m flight tube'" The
equations governing TOF mass spectrometry are given
in Section 20C-3.

The transducer in a TOF mass spectrometer is usu-
ally an electron multiplier whose output is displayed
on the vertical deflection plates of an oscilloscope and
the horizontal sweep is synchronized with the acceler-
ator pulses; an essentially instantaneous display of the
mass spectrum appears on the oscilloscope screen. Be-
cause typical flight times are in the microsecond range,
digital data acquisition requires extremely fast elec-

Sinzulwion: Learn more about time-of-night mass
analyzers.

tronics. Variations in ion energies and initial positions
cause peak broadening that generally limits attainable
resolution.

From the standpoint of resolution and reproducibil-
ity, instruments equipped with TOF mass analyzers are
not as satisfactory as those with magnetic or quadru-
pole analyzers. ICP-TOF mass spectrometers, for ex-
ample, typically are an order of magnitude poorer in
sensitivity and in detection limits than comparable
quadrupole systems. to Several advantages partially off-
set these limitations, however, including simplicity and
ruggedness, ease of accessibility to the ion source, vir-
tually unlimited mass range, and rapid data-acquisition
rate. Several instrument manufacturers now offer TOF
instruments, but they are less widely used than are
quadrupole mass spectrometers.

118-4 Double-Focusing Analyzers

As shown in Figure II-II, a double-focusing mass spec-
trometer contains two devices for focusing a beam of
ions: an electrostatic analyzer and a magnetic sector an-
alyzer. In this instrument, the ions from a source are ac-
celerated through a slit into a curved electrostatic field
that focuses a beam of ions having a narrow band of ki-
netic energies onto a slit that leads to a curved magnetic
field. In this field, the lightest ions are deflected the most
and the heaviest the least. The dispersed ions then fall
on a photographic plate and are thus recorded. A de-
tailed discussion of how the electrostatic and magnetic

I'IFor a review of the principles and applications of mass analyzers {or

ICP-TOF mass spectrometry. sa R.J. Ray and G. M. HidtjeJ Anal. Ar
Spectrom., 2001, 16. 1206 -16.
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FIGURE 11-11 Mattauch-Herzog-type double-focusing mass spectrometer. Resolution> 10 5

has been achieved with instruments based on this design.

analyzers function is in Section 20C-3. As shown in
Table 11-1, analyzers of this type find use in several
types of atomic mass spectrometry.

11C INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA
MASS SPECTROMETRY

Since the early 1980s, ICPMS has grown to be one of
the most important techniques for elemental analysis
because of its low detection limits for most elements,
its high degree of selectivity, and its reasonably good
precisi,in and accuracyII In these applications an
ICP torch serves as an atomizer and ionizer. For solu-
tions, sample introduction is accomplished by a con-
ventional or an ultrasonic nebulizer. For solids, one of
the other sample-introduction techniques discussed
in Section 8C-2, such as spark or laser ablation or glow
discharge, are used. Commercial versions of instru-
ments for these various techniques have been on the

\l For detailed descriptions of this technique. see R. A. Thomas. Pracrical
Guide to iep-AtS, Vol. 33, New York: Dekker, 2003: H. E. Taylor, induc-
tively Coupled Plasma-A/ass Spectromerry: PraClices and Techniques, San
Diego. CA: Elsevier. 200t: Inductively Coupled Plasmll Muss Specrrome-
(n.~A. E ~Iontaser, ed. Hoboken, Nl: \\/iley-VCH. i9Y8; K. E. Jarvis.
.-\_ L Grav. and R. S. Houk. Handbook of llld/.l.cti~'dy Coupled Plm;rna
Ha.H 5pec~rome(ry. New York: Chapman & I £all, 1992.

f71. '" Simulation: Learn more about double-focusing
[qJ mass analyzers.

market since 1983. In these instruments, positive metal
ions, produced in a conventional ICP torch, are sam-
pled through a differentially pumped interface linked
to a mass analyzer, usually a quadrupole. The spectra
produced in this way, which are remarkably simple
compared with conventional ICP optical spectra, con-
sist of a simple series of isotope peaks for each element
present. These spectra are used to identify the elements
present in the sample and for their quantitative deter-
mination. Usually, quantitative analyses are based on
calibration curves in which the ratio of the ion count for
the analyte to the count for an internal standard is plot-
ted as a function of concentration. Analyses can also be
performed by the isotope dilution technique, which is
described in detail in Section 32D.

Figure 11-12 shows schematically the components of a
commercial ICPMS systemI2 A critical part of the in-
strument is the interface that couples the ICP torch,
which operates at atmospheric pressure with the mass
spectrometer that requires a pressure of less than 10-4

torr. This coupling is accomplished by a differentially
pumped interface coupler that consists of a sampling
cone, which is a water-cooled nickel cone with a small

,2For a re\icw of available instruments. see K. Cottingham. Anl1l. Chon ..
2004. 76. 35A
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FIGURE11-12 Schematic of an ICPMS system: Dotted lines show introduction of gaseous
samples; solid lines show introduction of liquid samples. HPLC = high-performance liquid
chromatography, SFC = supercritical fluidchromatography. (From N. P.Vela, L.K. Olson,
and J. A. Caruso, Anal. Chern., 1993, 65, 585A. Figure 1, p. 587A. Copyright 1993 American
Chemical Society.)

FIGURE11-13 Laser ablation sample-introduction system for mass spectrometry. The device
is similar to most commercially available instruments for spatially resolved elemental analysis.
CCD = charge-coupled device. (Reprinted from B. Hattendorf, C. Latkoczy, and D. Gunther,
Anal. Chem., 2003,75, 341A. Figure 1, p. 342A. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.)

orifice «1.0 mm) in its center. The hot plasma gas is
transmitted through this orifice into a region that is
maintained at a pressure of about 1 torr by means of a
mechanical pump. In this region, rapid expansion of the
gas occurs, which results in its being cooled. A fraction
of the gas in this region then passes through a small hole
in a second cone called a skimmer and into a chamber
maintained at the pressure of the mass spectrometer.
Here, the positive ions are separated from electrons
and molecular species by a negative voltage, are accel-
erated, and are focused by a magnetic ion lens onto the
entrance orifice of a quadrupole mass analyzer.

Performance specifications for typical commercial
atomic mass spectrometers equipped with an ICP
torch include a mass range of 3 to 300, the ability to re-
solve ions differing in m/z by I, and a dynamic range of
six orders of magnitude. More than 90% of the ele-
ments in the periodic table have been determined by
ICPMS. Measurement times of 10 s per element, with
detection limits in the range of 0.1 to 10 ppb for most
elements, are achieved. Relative standard deviations
of 2% to 4% for concentrations in the middle regions
of calibration curves are reported.

In recent years, laser ablation has come into its own
as a method of solid-sample introduction with minimal

III Tillorial: Learn more about ICPl\tS.

preparation for ICPMS.13 In this technique, shown in
Figure 11-13, a pulsed laser beam is focused onto a few
square micrometers of a solid, giving power densities
of as great as 10 11 W/cm 2 This high-intensity radiation
rapidly vaporizes most materials, even refractory ones.
A flow of argon then carries the vaporized sample into
an ICP torch where atomization and ionization take
place. The resulting plasma then passes into the mass
spectrometer. Instruments of this type are particularly
well suited for semiquantitative analysis (or quanti-
tative analysis if the internal standard can be used)
of samples that are difficult to decompose or dissolve,
such as geological materials, alloys, glasses, gemstones,
agricultural products, urban particulates, and soils.
Figure 11-14 is a mass spectrum of a standard rock
sample obtained by laser ablation-ICPMS. To obtain
this spectrum, the rock was ground into a fine powder
and formed into a small disk under pressure. After ab-
lation with the laser beam. the resulting vapor was in-
troduced into an ICP torch by injector gas flow, where
ionization took place. The gaseous ions were then an-
alyzed in a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
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I'See B. Hattendorf. C. Lalkoczy. D. Gunther,Anal. Chern.,ZOO3. 75. 341A:
A. y...-lontascr ct al.. in Induc1il'ely Coupled PlasmJ Mass Specrromelry.
A.1\tontaser. ed_. Hoboken. NJ: Wiky-VCH. 1998, pp.194-21R

FIGURE11-14 Spectrum of a standard rock sample obtained by laser ablation-ICPMS. Major
components (%): Na, 5.2; Mg, 0.21; AI,6.1; Si. 26.3; K, 5.3; Cu, 1.4; Ti, 0.18; Fe, 4.6. (From
Inorganic Mass Spectrometry. F.Adams, R. Gijbek, and R. Van Grieken. eds., p. 297, New
York:Wiley.1988. With permission.)



Although detection limits for laser ablation in
ICPMS depend on a broad range of experimental
variables, including instrument variables as well as
sample type and quality, typical limits arc below the
microgram-per-gram level: under certain experimen-
tal conditions, for certain elements such as thallium
and uranium, detection limits are in the nanogram-
per-gram range, Standard deviations on the order of a
few percent relative are typical, A major advantage of
laser ablation is that the beam can be directed at vari-
ous locations on the sample to provide mass spectra
with spatial resolution,

Accessories that permit use of most of the other ion
sources listed in Table I I-I in conjunction with an ICP
torch are available commercially,

11 C-2 Atomic Mass Spectra
and Interferences

One of the advantages of using mass spectrometric de-
tection with ICPs as opposed to optical detection is that
mass spectra are usually much simpler and easier to in-
terpret than corresponding optical spectra, This prop-
erty isespecially true for those elements such as the rare
earths that may exhibit thousands of emission lines, Fig-
ure 11-15 illustrates this advantage for a solution con-
taining cerium, Figure 11-15a is the optical emission
spectrum of a solution containing lOO ppm cerium; the
lower plot is the mass spectrum of a solution having a
concentration of 10 ppm of the element The optical
spectrum contains a dozen or more strong cerium lines
and hundreds of weak lines for the element, all of which
are superimposed on a complicated background spec-
trum, The optical background is made up of molecular
bands from atmospheric contaminants, such as NH,
OH, N" and H" and a continuum from the recombina-
tion of argon and other ions with electrons, In contrast,
the mass spectrum for cerium, shown in Figure 11-15b,
is simpler, consisting of two isotope peaks for !'oCe'
and I<lCe' and a small peak for the doubly charged
140Ce'+, which is located at ml; = 70, Note that the
background for the spectrum consists of only a few mo-
lecular ion species, and all of these occur at m Iz values
of 40 or less,

Spectra such as that in Figure 11-15b led early
workers in the field of [CPMS to have hopes of an
interference-free method, Unfortunately, this hope was
not realized in further studies, and serious interference
problems are sometimes encountered in atomic mass
spectrometry just as in optical atomic spectroscopy,

Interference effects in atomic mass spectroscopy fall
into two broad categories: spectroscopic interferences
and nonspectroscopic interferences, The latter effects
are similar to the matrix effects encountered in optical
emission and absorption methods and generally can be
managed by means of the various methods described
in the two previous chapters,

Ar Ar H,NH ".,/'
I I! H,

Spectroscopic Interferences

Spectroscopic interferences occur when an ionic spe-
cies in the plasma has the same mlz values as an analyte
ion, Such interferences fall into four categories: (I) iso-
baric ions, (2) polyatomic or adduct ions, (3) doubly
charged ions, and (4) refractory oxide ions, 14

Isobaric Interferences. Isobaric species are two ele-
ments that have isotopes of essentially the same mass,
For atomic mass spectrometry with a quadrupole mass
spectrometer, isobaric species arc isotopes that differ
in mass by less than one unit. With higher-resolution
instruments, smaller differences can be tolerated,

Most elements in the periodic table have one, two,
or even three isotopes that are free from isobaric
overlap, An exception is indium, which has two stable
isotopes, 113!n+ and 1I51n', The former overlaps with
1DCd! and the latter with 115Sn+, More often, an iso-
baric interference occurs with the most abundant and
thus the most sensitive isotope, For example, the very
large peak for 4°Ar- (see Figure! 1-15b) overlaps the
peak for the most abundant calcium isotope 4tICa+
(97%), making it necessary to use the second-most
abundant isotope 4OCa' (2.1 %), As another example,
the most abundant nickel isotope, 5"Ni+, suffers from
an isobaric overlap by 5"Fe+, This interference can be
corrected by measuring the peak for 56Fe!, From the
natural-abundance ratio of the 5°Fe' isotope to that of
"Fe - isotope, the contribution of Fe to the peak at mlz
58 can be determined and the correction made, Be-
cause isobaric overlaps are exactly predictable from
abundance tables, correct ions for the problem can be
carried out with appropriate software, Some current
instruments arc capable of automatically making such
corrections.
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FIGURE 11-15 Comparison of (a)optical ICP spectrum for 100 ppm cerium and (b)mass ICP
spectrum for 10 ppm cenum,

14N+, and several others, Some of these can cause seri-
ous problems, Examples of serious polyatomic interfer-
ences include 14N: with '"Si', NOH' with "P-, 1'0,'
with 32S+,4tJArO; with 56Fe' ,and4lIAr,Twith 'USe', A
blank can correct for some of these, With others, a dif-
ferent analyte isotope may have to be used,

Polyatomic Ion Interferences. An interference prob-
lem that is usually more serious than that caused by ISO-

baric clements occurs when polyatomic species form
from interactions between species in the plasma and
species in the matrix or the atmosphere, These species
mav then produce several molecular Ions that mterfere,
This type of interference is found usually at mlz values
of below about 82, The presence of several of these spe-
cies is shown in Figure 11-15b, Among the potential
interferents are "ArT, 4tJArH-, 100;, IbOH,', 160H',

Oxide and Hydroxide Species' Interference. The most
serious general class of interferences in ICPMS in-
volves oxides and hydroxides formed from the analvte

'-1fur cmnprchensiw Jl~•.'usslon" lli mlcrkrl:n(l.:s In ICPMS, see H F
Taylor. Illduetive!\' Courted /'!asnltl·MI.l5S Spcctrumetrr: Practices iJnd

7l'chniqul's. San Dic:gu. C:\: Elsc\'ier. ~OOL Ci. Horlick and A. ~Ionl'hl.:r

1I\ lndulIH'e(v CUl~plt'd Pfdsnw ,\-tass Spectrometry, A. Mt)lltascr, ed ..

Chap. 7. Honoken. ~J: Wiley·\"CH. j'-:)4S: K. L Jarvis. A. L Gra~. and

R. S, 1{ouk,lItlndhvok o(lrldIlCflvl'I\ Couplnll'liLl'ma !WI1.IS Speclroml'lrI

Chap. 5. :'\l'\'" lurk: Black it:. 1492



itself, the matrix components, the solvent, and the
plasma gases. Some of these oxides are apparent in Fig-
ure 11-15b. The most serious interferences of this type
arise from the oxides and hydroxides of the analytes
and of the matrix components. Almost all of these spe-
cies tend to form MO+ and MOH+ ions, where M rep-
resents the analyte or matrix element. The peaks from
these species have the potential to overlap a peak of
one of the analyte ions. For example, the singly charged
oxide ions of the five naturally occurring titanium iso-
topes have masses of62, 63, 64, 65. and66. The peaks for
these ions have the potential to interfere with the ana-
lyte peaks for 62Ni+, 63CU+, 6'Zn +, "Cu -, and 66Zn+.
As a further example, the potential problems created
by the oxide and hydroxide isotopes of calcium in the
determination of several metallic species are shown in
Table 11-2.

Much researeh has been focused on reducing oxide
and hydroxide formation in plasmas. Oxide formation
depends on such experimental variables as injector flow
rate, radio-frequency power, sampler skimmer spac-
ing, sample orifice size, plasma gas composition, oxy-
gen elimination, and solvent removal efficiencies. All of
these variables can be adjusted to address specific oxide
and hydroxide overlap problems.

Matrix Effects

In ICPMS, matrix effects become noticeable at con-
comitant concentrations of greater than about 500 to
1000 mg/mL. Usually these effects cause a reduction

TABLE11-2 Calcium Oxide and Hydroxide
Species and Other Potential Interferences
in the Mass Region for NiDetermination

56 Fe (91.66)
57 Fe (2.19)
58 Ni (67.77),Fe (0.33)
59 Co (100)
60 Ni (26.16)
61 Ni (1.25)
62 Ni (3.66)
63 Cu (69.1)
64 Ni (1.16), Zn (48.89)
65 Cu (30.9)

'"ArO, '"CaO
"ArOH, "'CaOH
"CaO, NaCl
"CaO. "CaOH
43CaOH.+lCaO
+lCaOH
46CaO,Na,O. NaK
46CaOH.40ArNa
"SO,. "S,. "Cao
"s. "s. JJSO,."'CaOH

From f\1. A. Vaughan and O. M. Tempkton. Appl. Sptyr,o\c. 1990.
4.J. 16K5. \Vith permission

•Percenlage natural abundance in parcolhc:iCs

in the analyte signal, although under certain experi-
mental conditions signal enhancement is observed. The
matrix effect is quite general in that a high concentra-
tion of nearly any concomitant element results in a ma-
trix effect. Generally, matrix effects can be minimized
by using more dilute solutions, by altering the sample
introduction procedure, or by separating out the of-
fending species. The effects can also be largely elimi-
nated by the use of an appropriate internal standard,
that is, by introduction of an internal standard element
that has about the same mass and ionization potential
as those of the analyte.

14lpr
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ICPMS can be used for qualitative, semiquantitative,
and quantitative determination of one or more ele-
ments in samples of matter.
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FIGURE11-16 ICPMS spectrum for the rare earth elem~nts. Solutions contain 1 mg/mL of
each element. (From K. E. Jarvis, J. Anal. Atom. Spectrom., 1989, 4, 563. With permiSSion.)

Qualitative and Semiquantitative Applications

Because ICPMS is easily adapted to multielement
analyses, it is well suited to the rapid characteriza-
tion and semiquantitative analysis of various types of
naturally occurring and manufactured complex materi-
als. Generally, detection limits are better than those for
optical emission ICP and compete with detection limits
for electrothermal atomic absorption spectroscopy.

Usually, atomic mass spectra are considerably sim-
pler and easier to interpret than optical emission spec-
tra. This property is particularly important for samples
that contain rare earth elements and other heavy met-
als, such as iron, that yield complex emission spectra.
Figure II -ISb illustrates this advantage. This spectral
simplicity is further illustrated in Figure 11-16, which is
the atomic mass spectrum for a mixture of fourteen
rare earth elements that range in atomic mass number
from 139 to 175. The optical emission spectrum for
such a mixture would be so complex that interpreta-
tion would be tedious, time-consuming, and perhaps
impossible.

Semiquantitative analysis for one or more of the
components in a mixture such as the one that yielded
Figure 11-16 is possible by measuring the peak ion cur-
rent or intensity for a solution having a known concen-
tration of the element in question. The analyte con-
centration in the sample is then computed by assuming
that the ion current is proportional to concentration.
Concentrations calculated by this crude but simple
procedure are generally accurate to :'::I()()% relative .

Detection Limits

One of the main attractions of ICPMS lies with the
lower detection limits attainable with mass spectromet-
ric detection than with optical detection. These limits
in many cases equal and sometimes exceed those that
can be realized by electrothermal atomic absorption
methods. The ICPMS procedure, of course, offers the
great advantages of speed and multielement capability.

Figure 11-17 compares detection limits for ICPMS
with those for ICP optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) and those for electrothermal atomic ab-
sorption spectroscopy (ETAAS) for selected clements.
These data are typical for most other elements In the
periodic table. Generally, detection limits with mass
spectrometric detection range from 0.02 to 0.7 ppb With
the majority of elements in the range of 0.02 to 0.1 ppb.
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FIGURE11-17 Detection limits for selected
elements by ICPMS (black bars) compared
with those for ICP-OES (blue bars) and
ETMS (gray bars), plotted on a logarithmic
scale in concentrations of ppb (or mg/L).
Because ETMS detection limits are
inherently in mass units (pg), they have
been converted to concentration by assum-
ing a 20-JLLsample. (From M. Selby and
G. M. Hieftje,Amer. Lab., 1987 (8),20. With
permission.)
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Quantitative Analyses

The most widely used quantitative method of ICPMS
uses a set of calibration standards for preparing a cali-
bration curve. Simple aqueous standards are usually
adequate if the unknown solutions are sufjiciently
dilute - less than 2000 ~g!mL of total dissolved solid;.
With higher concentrations of matrix dements, at-
tempts are often made to match the matrix elements
in the samples with those in the standards. To compen-
sate for instrument drift, instabilities, and matrix ef-
fects, an internal standard is usually introduced into the
standards and the unknowns. The- internal standard is
an clement that is absent from the samples and that has
an atomic mass and ionization potential near those of
the analytes. Two clements frequently used for internal
standards arc indium and rhodium. Both produce ions
in the central part of the mass range C"ln, 1\1ln, and
I03Rh) and are not often found naturally occurring in
samples. Generally, log-log plots of ion current, ion
count, or intensity ratios for sample and internal stan-
dards are linear over se\eral orders of magnitude of

concentration. Figure 11-1Xshows calibration cur\"Cs
for the determination of several rare earth c1cments
Note that a linear relationship between peak count and
concentration is observed over four orders of magni-
tude in concentration.

Table I I-3 illustrates typical results obtained for
the quantitative analysis of trace elements in a natural
water sample from the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS), now the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Note that the concentrations are
in parts per billion. The thirteen analyses were com-
pleted in an elapsed time of on Iv 15 rr:in. For most of
the elements the resuIts show re~arkably good agree-
ment with the standard sample data.

For the most accurate quantitative analvses, an iso-
tope dilution method may be used. The basis of this
technique is the measurement of the change in ratio of
signal intensities for two isotopes of an element that
result from the addition of a known quantity. or a spike,
of a standard solution that is enriched in one of the iso-
topes. The principles and mathematical relationships

TABLE 11-3 Quantitative Determination of Trace
Elements in a Standard Sample of Water

ICPl\IS'

Element Ion NBS' Meanb RSD(%)b

Beryllium 'Be' 19 21 20
Vanadium 51V+ 54 52 6
Chromium :'i2Cr~ 17 18 12
Manganese 'j-~Mn'" 32 34 5
Cobalt 59CO+ 19 21 7
Zinc "'Zn' 69 57 II
Arsenic 75As+ 77 76 5
Strontium 88Sr' 243 297 7
Molybdenum QSMO'· 97 134 9
Silver W'Ag' 2.8 3.5 16
Cadmium 114Cd+ 10 13 22
Barium I"'Ba' 47 74 17
Lead 208Pb~ 27 31 8

"Concentration in parts per biJtion.

°Bascd on It:n determinallons

that relate analyte concentration to the quantity of
spike added and the change in signal ratio are described
in detail in Section 320, which deals with the use of this
technique with radioactive isotopes. The advantages of
the isotope dilution method are improved accuracy and
immunity to a wide variety of chemical and physical in-
terferences. Its main limitation is the time required to
complete this type of analysis.

Isotope Ratio Measurements

The 'measurement of isotope ratios is of considerable
importance in several fields of science and medicine.
For example, archeologists and geologists use such
data to establish the age of artifacts and various types
of deposits. Chemists and clinicians use isotopically
enriched materials as tracers in various types of stud-
ies. The outcome of these studies is based on isotope
ratio measurements. Historically, isotope ratio mea-
surements were based on thermal atomization and
ionization in which the sample was decomposed, at-
omized, and ionized on one or more electricallv heated
filaments. The ions formed in this way were then di-
rected into a double-focusing mass spectrometer.
where isotopic ratios were measured. These measure-
mcnts were time-consuming but quite precise. with rd-
ative standard deviations on the order of lUll %. Now,

isotope ratios are often determined hy ICPMS. with
which measurements can often be completed in 5 or 10
minutes. The precision in this case. however. is gener-
ally poorer by a factor of ]() to 100. For many purposes.
reproducibility of this order is pcrfcetly satisfactory.

110 SPARK SOURCE MASS
SPECTROMETRY

Spark source mass spectrometry (SSMS)" was first
introduced in the 19JOs as a general tool for multiele-
ment and isotope trace analyses. It was not until 1958,
however, that the first commercial spark source atomic
mass spectrometer appeared on the market. After a
period of rapid devdopment in the I960s, the use of
this technique leveled off and then declined with the
appearance of fCPMS and some of the other mass
spectrometric methods discussed in this chapter. Cur-
rently, SSMS is still applied to samples that are not eas-
ily dissolved and analyzed by ICP.

In SSMS. the atomic constituents of a sample are
converted by a high-voltage (-30 kY), radio-frequency
spark to gaseous ions for mass analysis. The spark is
housed in a vacuum chamber located immediately
adjacent to the mass analyzer. The chamber is equip-
ped with a separate high-speed pumping system that
quickly reduces the internal pressure to about lO-s
torr after sample changes. Often, the sample serves as
one or both electrodes. Alternatively. it is mixed with
graphite and loaded into a cup-shape electrode. The
gaseous positive ions formed in thc spark plasma arc
drawn into the analyzer by a de voltage.

A spark source produces ions with a wide range
of kinetic energics. Consequ"ntlv. cxpensive double-
focusing mass sp~ctromctcrs are rc.:quired for lnass
analysis of the ions. The Mattauch-Hcrzog type shown
in Figure 11-11 is generally us"d. Modcrn spark source
instruments are designed for hoth photographic and
electrical detection systems. The latter are generallv
based on electron multipliers. which are described
in Seclion II B- I. When electron multipliers ar" used
with double-focusing instruments. the spectrum is
scanned by varying the magnetic tidd of the mag-
netic ,malner. Generally. the r"solution of the double-
focusing mass spectromders used \vith spark sources is

I'S~c C/. Ramcndik. J VerllndL'11.and R. (jqhd~, IIlI!!()r~(lnIC ,\fO,H S{Jt'(

Irof/]t'rn, F AJ:IOl". R. (iIJh;:l.; ;tnJ R \~\n (;rld~<.:n. t.:J~.. Chap. 2. :-<<'\~
Y,lrk: Wile\,. l')xk



orders of magnitude greater than that of the quadru-
pole instruments used with ICP. Thus. the number of
isobaric interferences is significantly smaller. For ex-
ample, in the determination of iron in a silicate matrix,
as found in samples of rock Or glass, there is potential
for interference by silicon. Here, the determination is
based on the peak for 56Fe' (mlz = 55.93494), but a
detectable peak for 2SSi2- (mlz = 55.95386) is also ob-
served. The resolving power of most double-focusing
mass spectrometers is sufficient to separate these
peaks, but with a quadrupole instrument, an isobaric
interference would result from the silicon dimer.

Like ICP mass spectra, spark source mass spectra are
much simpler than atomic emission spectra, consisting
of one major peak for each isotope of an elcment as
well as a few weaker lines corresponding to multiply
charged ions and ionized oxide and hydroxide species.
The presence of these additional ions creates the po-
tential for interference just as in ICPMS.

110-2 Qualitative Applications

SSMS is a powerful tool for qualitative and semiquan-
titative analysis. All elements in the periodic table from
'Li through 238Ucan be identified in a single excitation.
By varying data-acquisition parameters, it is possible
to determine order of magnitude concentrations for
major constituents of a sample as well as for constitu-
ents in the parts-per-billion concentration range. Inter-
pretation of spectra does require skill and experience,
however, because of the presence of multiply charged
species, polymeric species, and molecular ions.

110-3 Quantitative Applications

A radio-frequency spark is not a very reproduciblc
source over short periods. As a consequence. it is nec-
essary to integrate the output signals from a spark for
periods that range from several seconds to hundreds of
seconds if good quantitative data are to be ohtained.
The detection system must be capable of electronic
signal integration, either in hardware or software. In
addition to integration, it is common practice to im-
prove reproducibility by using the ratio of the analyte
signal to that of an internal standard as the analytical
variable. Often, one of the major elements o'f the
sample matrix is chosen as the standard; altcrnatively.

a fixed amount of a pure compound is added to each
sample and each standard used for calibration. In the
latter case, the internal standard substance must be ab-
sent from the samples. With these precautions, relative
standard deviations that range from a few percent to as
much as 20% can be realized.

The advantages of SSMS include its high sensitiv-
ity, its applicability to a wide range of sample matri-
ces, the large linear dynamic range of the output sig-
nal (oftcn several orders of magnitude), and the wide
range of elements that can be detected and measured
quantitatively.

11F OTHER MASS SPECTROMETRIC
METHODS

Over the past quarter century, the science and tech-
nology of mass spectrometry has grown explosively. In
the last two sections of this chapter we refer briefly to
two rather exotic but very important developments in
this burgeoning field.

11E GLOW DISCHARGE MASS
SPECTROMETRY

11F-1 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

In recent years, a variation on the isotope-ratio
method called accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)
has been developed. In AMS, the target element is first
chemically separated from the sample before it is
placed in a sample holder in the AMS instrument. The
sample element is then bombarded by cesium ions
to sputter the analyte element from the sample as
negative ions. The analyte ions are then accelerated
down a beam tube by a positive potential difference of
several million volts, passed through an electron strip-
per to convert them to positive ions, and accelerated
back down the beam tube toward common potential
where ion velocities approach a few percent of the
speed of light. Using a series of magnetic and electro-
static mass filters, the ion beam containing all isotopes
of the analyte element is then separated into separate
beams containing the (usually unstable) isotope of in-
terest and other isotopes, and each of the isotopes is
counted by a separate detector. As an example, in car-
bon dating, a single 14Cnucleus can be separated and

As shown in Section 8C-2, a glow-discharge source
is used as an atomization device for various types
of atomic spectroscopylo In addition to atomizing
samples, it also produces a cloud of positive analyte ions
from solid samples. This device consists of a simple two-
electrode closed system containing argon at a pressure
of 0.1 to 10torr. A voltage of5 to 15 kV from a pulsed dc
power supply is applied between the electrodes, causing
the formation of positive argon ions, which are then ac-
celerated toward the cathode. The cathode is fabricated
from the sample, or alternatively, the sample is depos-
ited on an inert metal cathode. Just as in the hollow-
cathode lamp (Section 9B-l), atoms of the sample are
sputtered from the cathode into the region between the
two electrodes. where they are converted to positive
ions by collision with electrons or positive argon ions.
Analyte ions are then drawn into the mass spectrome-
ter by differential pumping. The ions are then filtered in
a quadrupole analyzer or dispersed with a magnetic sec-
tor analyzer for detection and determination.

As mentioned earlier, glow-discharge sources arc
often used with ICP torches. The glow discharge serves
as the atomizer and the ICP torch as the ionizer.

The glow-discharge source appears to be more
stable than the spark source and is less expensive to
purchase and operate. It is particularly useful for the
direct analysis of solid samples. Commercial quadru-
pole and double-focusing mass spectrometers with
glow-discharge sources are now on the market.

counted in the presence of as many as 1015 nuclei of
BC and 12C

Although there are a relatively small number of
AMS facilities in the world. the technique is invaluable
for determining the concentration of an unstable iso-
tope in the presence of a massive amount of a second
stable isotope, particularly in radiocarbon dating and
the determination of nuclides produced from the in-
teraction of cosmic rays with both extraterrestrial and
terrestrial sources. These nuclides include lOBe, I"c.
26AI, 36Cl, "ICa, and 1291."

In certain areas of science and engineering, the ele-
mental composition of a surface layer of solid that is a
few angstroms to a few tens of angstroms thick is of
much greater interest than the bulk elemental compo-
sition. Fields where surface composition is extremely
important include heterogeneous catalysis, corrosion
and adhesion studies, embrittlement properties, and
studies of the behavior and functions of biological
membranes.

Two atomic mass spectrometric methods are often
used to determine the elemental composition of solid
surfaces: secondary-ion mass spectrometry and laser
microprobe mass spectrometry. These techniques are
discussed in detail in Sections 2l0-l and 210-3.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Prohlems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

11-1 What types of mass spectrometers are used in ICPMS? How do they differ from
one another?

11-2 What function does the ICP torch have in ICPMS')

11-3 What are the ordinate and the abscissa of an ordinary atomic mass spectrumo

11-4 Why has ICPMS become an important and widely used analytical method?

11-5 Describe the interface between the ICP torch and the mass spectrometer in an
ICPMS instrument.

11-6 How are lasers used as a means of sampling solids for ICPMSo

;"See R. K. Marcus and 1. A. C. Brockaert. Glow Discharge Plasmas ill

Analytical SPt'ClrrJscopy. New )'ork: Wiley. 2003; W. W. Harrison, in Inur-
k;imic J{ass Spectrometry, Chap. 3. F. Adams. R Gijbels. and R Van
Grkkcn. eds .. New York: \\'iley. 1988



11-7 What types of interferences are encountered in atomic mass spectrometry')

11-8 Why is an internal standard often used in quantitative analysis by ICPMSo

11-9 Describe how the isotope dilution technique is used in atomic mass spectrometry.

11-10 Describe how glow-discharge mass spectrometry is carried out. What are the
advantages of this techniqueO

11-11 What is secondary-ion mass spectrometryO What type of information does this
method provide?

Challenge Problem

11-12 Lezius has described a B-TOF mass spectrometer, presented the theoretical
background for the instrument, and provided early experimental results."
(a) What is a B-TOF mass spectrometer?
(b) Explain how the instrument works.
(c) For what types of experiments is the instrument useful?
(d) Define the term start-up energy.
(e) The deflection velocity .ie of an ion in the flight tube is given by

. qdB
x=--

m

where q = ze, and Band m have their usual significance, and d, shown in
Figure I of the paper, is the width of the magnetic field region. The deflec-
tion velocity is the component of the velocity perpendicular to the initial
flight path of the ion. Derive this expression. What is curious about the
deflection velocity?

(f) Show that the deflection x of the ion perpendicular to the initial flight path
of the ion is given by

qdB
x = (l+ dl2)---

mvcosa

where I is the distance traveled by an ion in its initial direction along the axis
of the spectrometer after it leaves the magnetic field region, and v is the ve-
locity of the ion along the deflected path. Why are the distances x and I im-
portant in the B-TOF experiment?

(g) The time of flight tMD of an ion to traverse the distance I from its exit from
the magnetic field is given by

I
tMD = J2~o, -.ie'

What is E,o,O There is an error in equation 6 of the paper. Find and explain
the error.

(h) Using the conservation of energy, derive the expression in (g).
(i) For small deflection angles, cos a = 1. What are the consequences of this

condition for ions of the same charge and massO
(j) Look up some typical values for E,o,' I, and v, and USeExcel to calculate typi-

cal values for tMD for a realistic range of values for m. Produce a plot of 1\10

versus m.

Atomic X-ray
.Spectrometry

X-ray spectroscopy, like optical spectro:
.. scopy, is based on measurement of emiS-

sion, absorption, scattering, fluorescence,

and diffraction of electromagnetic radiation. X-ray
fluorescence and X-ray absorption methods are
widely usedfor the qualitative and quantitative

determination of all elements in the periodic table

having atomic numbers greater than that of sodium.
With special equipment, elements with atomic num-

bers-in/he range of 5 to 10 can also be determined.

r::;i7l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

X-ravs are Short-wavelength electromagnetic radiation
prod~ced by the deceleration of high-energy electrons
or by electronic transitions of electrons in the inner
orbitals of atoms.l The wavelength range of X-rays IS
from about 10'5 A to 100 A; conventional X-ray spec-
troscopy is, however, largely confined to the region of
about 0.1 At025 A(IA = 0.1 nm = lO'lOm).

12A-1 Emission of X-rays

For analytical purposes, X-rays are generated in four
ways: (I) by bombardment of a metal target with a beam
of high-energy electrons, (2) by exposure of a substance
to a primary beam of X-rays to generate a secondary
beam of X-ray fluorescence, (3) by use of a radioactive
source whose decay process results in X-ray emission,'
and (4) from a synchrotron radiation source. Only a
few laboratories in the United States have facilities to
produce X-rays from synchrotron radiation.' For this
reason, we will consider only the first three sources.

X-ray sources, like ultraviolet and visible emitters,
often produce both continuum and line spectra; both
types are of importance in analysis. Continuum radia-
tion is also called while radiation or bremsstrahlung.
Bremsstrahlung means radiation that arises from retar-
dation of particles; such radiation is generally a spectral
continuum.

Continuum Spectra from Electron Beam Sources

In an X-ray tube, electrons produced at a heated
cathode are accelerated toward a metal anode (the tar-
get) by a potential difference as great as 100 kV; when

1 For a more extensive discussion of (he theory and analytical applications
of X~rays_ see B. E. Beckhoff, B. E. KanngieBer, N. E. Langho~, R. E.
Wedell. eds., Handbook of Practical X-Ray Fluorescence AnalYSIS, New
York: Springer, 2005; R. E. Van Griekcn and A. A. Markowicz, cds., Hand-
book of X-ray Spectrometry, 2nd cd., New York: Marcel Dekker, 2?O2;
R. Jenkins, X·Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry, 2nd ed" New York: Wiley,
1999; R. Jenkins, R. W, Gould, and D. Gedcke, Qualllitative X-Ray Spectro-
metry, 2nd ed., New York: Marcel Dekker, 1995; R Dziunikowski, Energy-
Dispersi~'e X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis, New York: Elsevier, 1989..
2 Electromagnetic radiation produced by radioactive sources IS often
caHed gamfTUJ radialion. Gamma radiation is indistinguishable from X-ray
radiation.
'The high-intensitv and collimated nature of beams from a synchrotron
source '"eads to applications that cannot be accomplished by the other
three X-raY sources. For a review of the applic.ations of synchrotron-
induced X-'rays, see K. W. Jones and B. M. Gordon, Anal. Chern., 1989,61,
341A; for a discussion of the use of total-reflectance X-ray lluor~scence
induced bv SYnchrotron radiation. see K. Baur, S. Brennan. P. Ptanetta,
and R. Opila: Anal. Chern. 2002, 74. 6OgA.



electrons collide with the anode, part of the energy of
the beam is converted to X-rays. Under some condi-
tions, only a continuum spectrum such as that shown
in Figure 12-1 results; under other conditions, a line
spectrum is superimposed on the continuum (see
Figure 12-2).

The continuum X-ray spectrum shown in the two
figures is characterized by a well-defined, short-wave-
length limit (Ao), which depends on the accelerating
voltage V but is independent of the target material.
Thus, Ao (0.35 A) for the spectrum produced with
a molybdenum target at 35 kY (Figure 12-2) is iden-
tical to Ao for a tungsten target at the same voltage
(Figure 12-1).

The continuum radiation from an electron beam
source results from collisions between the electrons of
the beam and the atoms of the target material. At each
collision, the electron is decelerated and a photon of
X-ray energy is produced. The energy of the photon is
equal to the difference in kinetic energies of the elec-
tron before and after the collision. Generally, the elec-
trons in a beam are decelerated in a series of collisions;
the resulting loss of kinetic energy differs from collision
to collision. Thus, the energies of the emitted X-ray
photons vary continuously over a considerable range.
The maximum photon energy generated corresponds
to the instantaneous deceleration of the electron to
zero kinetic energy in a single collision. For such an
event, we can write

FIGURE 12-1 Distribution of continuum radiation from an
X-raytube wrth a tungsten target. The numbers above the
curves indicate the accelerating voltages.
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TABLE12-1 Wavelengths in Angstroms of the More
Intense Emission Lines for Some Typical Elements

K Series L Series
Ele- Atomic
ment Number at (3, a, (3,

Na 11 11.909 11.617 - -
K 19 3.742 3.454 ~ -
Cr 24 2.290 2.085 21.714 21.323

Rb 37 0.926 0.829 7.318 7.075
Cs 55 0.401 0.355 2.892 2.683
W 74 0.209 0.184 1.476 1.282

U 92 0.126 0.111 0.911 0.720

0.4 0.6 0.8
Wavelength. A the K series and the other the L series' Elements with

atomic numbers smaller than 23 produce only a K
series. Table 12-1 presents wavelength data for the
emission spectra of a few elements.

A second characteristic of X-ray spectra is that
the minimum acceleration voltage required for the ex-
citation of the lines for each element increases with
atomic number. Thus, the line spectrum for molybde-
num (atomic number = 42) disappears ifthe excitation
voltage drops below 20 kY. As shown in Figure 12-1,
bombardment of tungsten (atomic number = 74) pro-
duces no lines in the region of 0.1 to 1.0 A, even at 50 kV
Characteristic K lines appear at 0.18 and 0.21 A, how-
ever, if the voltage increases to 70 kY.

Figure 12-3 illustrates the linear relationship he-
tween the square root of the frequency for a given (K
or L) line and the atomic number of the element re-
sponsible for the radiation. This property was first dis-
cov~red by English physicist H. G. J. Moseley in 1914-'

FIGURE 12-2 Linespectrum for an X-raywith a
molybdenum target.

he
hvo = - = Ve

Ao

where Ve, the product of the accelerating voltage and
the charge on the electron, is the kinetic energy of all of
the electrons in the beam; h is Planck's constant; and
e is the velocity of light. The quantity Vu is the maximum
frequency of radiation that can be produced at voltage
V, and Aois the low wavelength limit for the radiation.
This relationship is known as the DlUlne-Hunt law. It is
interesting to note that Equation 12-1 provides a direct
means for the highly accurate determination of Planck's
constant. When we substitute numerical values for the
constants and rearrange, Equation 12-1 becomes

~For the heavier e1~ments, additional series of lines (M. N, and so forth)
are found at longer wavelengths. Their intensities are low, however. and
little use is made of them. The designations K and L arise from the Ger-
man words kurt<: and lang for short and long wavelengths. The additional
alphabetical designations were then added for lines occurring at progres-
sively longer wavelengths.
'Henry Gwyn Jeffreys ~loseley (1887-19l.5) discovered this important re-
lationship. which is now called Moseley's law, while working with Ernest
Rutherford at the University of Manchester. His studies revealed gap", in
the sequence of atomic numbers at 43, 61. 72, 75, and 87, which are now
filled by the elements technetium, promethium, hafnium, rhenium, and
francium ~ all subsequently discovered or produced artificially. When
World War I broke out. r-.1oseleyenlisted in the Royal Engineers and was
killed by a sniper while serving in Gallipoli. It is thought that his tragic
death was the driving force to forbid British scientists from serving in
combat. If he had lived. Moseley would likely have received the ~obel
Prize for his groundbreaking research. For morc details on Moseley's life
and work, see R Porkr and M. Ogilvie. eds_. The Biographical Dictionary
of Scientists. 3rd cd .. New York: Oxford. 20(10.

where Au and V have units of angstroms and volts,
respectively.

Line Spectra from Electron Beam Sources

As shown in Figure 12-2, bombardment of a molybde-
num target produces intense emission lines at about
0.63 and 0.71 A; an additional simple series of lines
occUrs in the longer-wavelength range of 4 to 6 A.

The emission behavior of molybdenum is typical of
all elements having atomic numbers larger than 23; that
is, the X-ray line spectra are remarkably simple when
compared with ultraviolet emission and consist of two
series of lines. The shorter-wavelength group is called

X-ray line spectra result from electronic transitions
that involve the innermost atomic orbitals. The short-
wavelength K series is produced when the high-energy
electrons from the cathode remove electrons from
those orbitals nearest the nucleus of the target atom.
The collision results in the formation of excited ions,
which then emit quanta of X-radiation as electrons
from outer orbitals undergo transitions to the vacant
orbital. As shown in Figure 12-4, the lines in the K series
arise from electronic transitions between higher energy
levels and the K shell. The L series of lines results when
an electron is lost from the second principal quantum
level, either as a result of ejection by an electron from
the cathode or from the transition of an L electron to
the K level that accompanies the production of a quan-
tum of K radiation. It is important to appreciate that
the energy scale in Figure 12-4 is logarithmic. Thus, the
energy difference between the Land K levels is signifi-
cantly larger than that between the M and L levels. The
K lines therefore appear at shorter wavelengths. It is
also important to note that the energy differences be-
tween the transitions labeled a1 and a, as well as those
between f3, and {3,are so small that only single lines are
observed in all but the highest-resolution spectrome-
ters (see Figure 12-2).

The energy level diagram in Figure 12-4 is appli-
cable to any element with sufficient electrons to per-
mit the number of transitions shown. The differences
in energies between the levels increase regularly with
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FIGURE 12-3 Relationship between X-rayemission
frequency and atomic number for Ka, and La, lines.



TABLE 12-2 Common Radioisotopic Sources for X-raySpectroscopy

Source Decay Process Half-Life Type of Radiation Energy, keV

iH-Tia rr 12.3 years Continuum 3-10
Ti-K X-rays 4-5

i~Fe ECb 2.7 years Mn-K X-rays 5.9

i;Co EC 270 days Fe-K X-rays 6.4

y rays 14,122, 136

l1§Cd EC 1.3 years Ag-K X-rays 22
y rays 88

l~jI EC 60 days Te-K X-rays 27
y rays 35

1:1Pm-AI rr 2.6 years Continuum 12-45

2l~Pb {3- 22 years Bi-L X-rays 11

y rays 47

Energy
levels

X-ray Quantum
designation states K

n I J series

N\ 512~
N1\ l/2

I T l{3, {36
{3J {31 a, {315

Y2 Y, a, (3,

~) I'
I I

I
L, LII Lm

a, {3] y,

a2 {3, Yt

NII1 4 I 3/:;

Nil 4 I 112

N, 4 0 112

Mv 3 5.1"2-

Mjv 3 ]/2

~'IIII 3 ]12

Mil 3 1/2

M, 3 1/2

3Tritium adsorbed on nonradioactive titanium metal.

h EC = Electron capture.

also produces X-radiation. This process involves cap-
ture of a K electron (less commonly, an L or an M elec-
tron) by the nucleus and formation of an element of
the next lower atomic number. As a result of K cap-
ture, electronic transitions to the vacated orbital occur,
and we observe the X-ray line spectrum of the newly
formed element. The half-lives of K-capture processes
range from a few minutes to several thousand years.

Artificially produced radioactive isotopes provide a
very simple source of monoenergetic radiation for cer-
tain analytical applications. The best-known example
is iron-55, which undergoes a K-capture reaction with
a half)ife of 2.6 years:

~~Fe-dlMn + hv

The resulting manganese Ka line at about 2.1 A has
proved to be a useful source for both fluorescence and
absorption methods. Table 12-2 lists some additional
common radioisotopic sources for X-ray spectroscopy.

Lffl I 3/2

L[J l J/2
L, 0 1/2

FIGURE 12-4 Partial energy level diagram showing common transitions producing X-rays. The
most intense lines are indicated by the wider arrows.

atomic number because of the increasing charge on
the nucleus; therefore, the radiation for the K series
appears at shorter wavelengths for the heavier ele-
ments (see Table 12-1). The effect of nuclear charge is
also reflected in the increase in minimum voltage re-
quired to excite the spectra of these elements.

11 is important to note that for all but the lightest
elements, the wavelengths of characteristic X-ray lines
are independent of the physical and chemical state
of the element because the transitions responsible for
these lines involve electrons that take no part in bond-
ing. Thus, the position of the Ka lines for molybdenum
is the same regardless of whether the target is the pure
metaL its sulfide. or its oxide.

Line Spectra from Fluorescent Sources

Another convenient way of producing a line spectrum
is to irradiate the element or one of its compounds
with the continuum radiation from an X-ray tube. This
process is explored further in a later section.

Spectra from Radioactive Sources

X-radiation is often a product of radioactive decay
processes. Gamma rays, which are indistinguishable
from X-rays, are produced in intranuclear reactions.
Many a and f3 emission processes (see Section 32A-2)
leave a nucleus in an excited state; the nucleus then
releases one or more quanta of gamma rays as it re-
lurns to its ground state. Elecrron capture or K capture

12A-2 Absorption Spectra

When a beam of X-rays is passed through a thin layer of
matter, its intensity, or power, is generally diminished
as a result of absorption and scattering. The effect of
scattering for all but the lightest clements is ordinarily
small and can be neglected in those wavelength regions
where appreciable absorption occurs. As shown in Fig-
ure 12-5, the absorption spectrum of an element, like its
emission spectrum, is simple and consists of a few well-

defined absorption peaks. Here again, the wavelengths
of the absorption maxima are characteristic of the ele-
ment and are largely independent of its chemical state.

A peculiarity of X-ray absorption spectra is the
appearance of sharp discontinuities, called absorption
edges, at wavelengths immediately beyond absorption
maxima.

The Absorption Process

Absorption of an X-ray quantum causes ejection of one
of the innermost electrons from an atom, which results
in the production of an excited ion. In this process, the
entire energy hv of the radiation is partitioned between
the kinetic energy of the electron (the photoelectron)
and the potential energy of the excited ion. The highest
probability for absorption occurs when the energy of
the quantum is exactly equal to the energy required to
remove the electron just to the periphery of the atom
(that is, as the kinetic encrgy of the ejected electron
approaches zero).

The absorption spectrum for lead, shown in Fig-
urc 12-5, exhibits four peaks, the first occurring at
0.14 A. The energy of the quantum corresponding to
this wavelength exactly matches the energy required to
just eject the highest-energy K electron of the element.
At wavelengths just larger than this wavelength, thc
energy of the radiation is insufficient to bring about
removal of a K electron, and an abrupt decrease in ab-
sorption occurs. At wavelengths shorter than 0.14 A,
Ihe probability of interaction between the electron



FIGURE12-5 X-ray absorption spectra for lead 0
and silver.

and the radiation gradually diminishes; this results in .
a smooth decrease in ahsorption. In this region, the
kinetic energy of the ejected photoclectron increases
continuously with the decrease in wavelength.

The additional peaks at longer wavelengths corre-
spond to the removal of an electron from the L energy
levels of lead. Three sets of L levels, differing slightly
in energy, exist (see Figure 12-4); three maxima are,
therefore, observed. Another set of lines, arising from
ejections of M electrons, are loeatcd at still longer
wavelengths.

Figure 12-5 also shows the K absorption edge for
silver, which occurs at 0.485 A. The longer wavelength
for the silver peak reflects the lower atomic number of
thc element comparcd with lead.

The Mass Absorption Coefficient

Bcer's law is as applicable to the ahsorption of X-radi-
ation as to other types of electromagnetic radiation;
thus, we may write

whcre x is the sample thickness in centimeters and
P and P" are thc powers of the transmilled and inci-
dent beams. respectively. The constant J1. is called the
/inear absorption mejficiefll and is characteristie of

rJ'j, Tutorial: Learn more about X.ra} absorption and
~ Ouorcscence.
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12A-3 X-ray Fluorescence

The absorption of X-raYs pmduces electronically ex-
cited ions that return to their ground state by transitions
involving electrons from higher energv levels. Thus, an
excited ion with a vacant K shell is produced when lead
absorbs radiation of wavelengths shorter than 0.14 A
(Figure 12-5): after a brief period, the ion returns to its
ground state via a series of electronic transitions char-
acterized by the emission of X-radiation (fluorescence)
of wavelengths identical to those that result from exci-
tation produced by electron bombardment. The wave-
lengths of the fluorescence lines are always somewhat
greater than the wavelength of the corresponding ab-
sorption edge, however. because absorption requires a
complete removal of the electron (that is. ionization),
whereas emission involves transitions of an electron
from a higher energy level within the ion. For example,
the K absorption edge for silver oecurs at 0.485 A, but
the K emission lines for the clement have wavelengths
at 0.4Y7 and 0.559 A. When fluorescence is to be excited
by radiation from an X-ray tube, the operating voltage
must be sufficiently great so that the cutoff wavelength
Au (Equation 12-2) is shorter than the absorption edge
of the element whose spectrum is to be excited. Thus, to
generate the K lines for silver, the tube voltage would
need to be (Equation 12-2)

0.4 O.A 0.8

Wavelength. A

the element as well as the number of its atoms in the
path of the beam. A more convenient form of Beer's
law is

where p is the density of the sample and J1.M is the mass
absorption coejficient, a quantity that is independent of
the physical and chemical state of the element Thus
the mass absorption coefficient for hromine has th~
same value in gaseous HBr as in solid sodium bromate.
Note that the mass absorption coefficient carries units
of cm'/g.

Mass absorption coefficients are additive functions
of the weight fractions of clements contained in a
sample. Thus.

12,398 V· k
V ?o ~~-;- = 25,560 V or 25.6 kV

0,485 A"

Like- Qther typcs of electromagnetic radiation, when
X-radiation passes through a sample of matter. the elec-
tric ~ector of the radiation intcracts with the electrons

It] Simulation: Learn more about X-ray diffraction.

where J1.M is the mass absorption coefficient of a
sample containing the weight fractions IV" WB• and
We of elements A, B, and C. The terms J1.A, J1.B, and J1.(

are the respective mass absorption coefficients for each
of the elements. Tables of mass absorption coefficients
for the elements at various wavelengths arc found in
man v handbooks. monographs. and research papers
and on the web."
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in the atoms of the matter to produce scattering. When
X-rays are scattered by the ordered environment in a
crystal, constructive and destructive interfercnce oc-
curs among the scattered rays because the distances be-
tween the scattering centers are of the same order of
magnitude as the wavelength of the radiation. Diffrac-
tion is the result.

Bragg's Law

When an X-ray beam strikes a crystal surface at some
angle 8. part of the beam is scattered by the layer of
atoms at the surface. The unscattered part of the beam
penetrates to the second layer of atoms where again a
fraction is scattered, and the remainder passes on to
the third layer (Figure 12-6), and so OIl. The cumula-
tive effeet of this scattering from the regularly spaced
centers of the crystal is diffraction of the beam in much
the same wav as visible radiation is diffracted by a re-
flection grating (Section 7C-2). The requirements for
X-ray diffraction are (I) the spacing between layers of
atoms must be roughly the same as the wavelength of
the radiation and (2) the scattering centers must be
spatially distributed in a highly regular way.

In 1912, W L Bragg treated the diffraction of
X-rays by crystals as shown in Figure 12-6. Here, a nar-
row beam of radiation strikes the crystal surface at
angle 8; scattering occurs as a result of interaction of
the radiation with atoms located at O. P, and R. If the
distance

where n is an integer, the scattered radiation will be in
phase at OeD, and the crystal will appear to rellect the
X-radiation. But



where d is the interplanar distance of the crystal. Thus,
the conditions for constructive interference of the beam
at angle 0 are

Equation 12-6 is the fundamentally important Bragg
equation. Note that X-rays appear to be reflected from
the crystal only if the angle of incidence satisfies the
condition

sin 0 = nA
2d

Absorption, emission, fluorescence, and diffraction of
X-rays are all applied in analytical chemistry, Instru-
ments for these applications contain components that
are analogous in function to the five components of
instruments for optical spectroscopic measurement;
these components include a source, a device for re-
stricting the wavelength range of incident radiation, a
sample holder, a radiation detector or transducer, and
a signal processor and readout. These components
differ considerably in detail from the corresponding
optical components. Their functions, however, are the
same, and the ways they combine to form instruments
are often similar to those shown in Figure 7-1.

As with optical instruments, both X-ray photome-
ters and spectrophotometers are encountered, the first
using filters and the second using monochromators to
transmit radiation of the desired wavelength from the
source, In addition, however, a third method is available
for obtaining information about isolated portions of an
X-ray spectrum. Here, isolation is achieved electroni-
cally with devices that discriminate among various
parts of a spectrum based on the energy rather than the
wavelength of the radiation, Thus, X-ray instruments
are often described as wavelength-dispersive instru-
ments or energy-dispersive instruments, depending on
the method by which they resolve spectra.

Three types of sources are used in X-ray instru-
ments: tubes, radioisotopes, and secondary fluores-
cence sources.

erated at significantly lower power than formerly.
op - . 'bl b thThis reduction in power IS made POSSI eye
greater sensitivity of modern X-ray transducers,

Radioisotopes

A varietv of radioactivc substances have been used
as sourc~s in X-ray fluorescence and absorption meth-
ods (see Table 12-2). Generally, the radioisotope IS
encapsulated to prevent contamination of the labora-
tory and shielded to absorb radiation in all but certam
directions.

Manv of the best radioactive sources provide simple
line sp~ctra; others produce a continuum (see Table
12-2). Because of the shape of X-ray absorption curves,
a given radioisotope will be suitable for excitatIOn of
fluorescence or for absorption studies for a range of el-
ements. For example, a source producing a line in the
region between 0.30 and 0.47 A is suitable for fluores-
cence or absorption studies involving the K absorption
edge for silver (see Figure 12-5), Sensitivity improves as
the wavelength of the source line approache~ th~ ab-
sorption edge. Iodine-125 with a line at 0.46 A is ,deal
for determining silver from thiS standpomt.

Secondary Fluorescent Sources

In some applications, the fluorescence spectrum of an
element that has been excited by radiation from an
X-ray tube serves as a source for absorption or fluores-
cence studies. This arrangement has the advantage
of eliminating the continuum emitted by the primary
source, For example, an X-ray tube with a tungsten
target (Figure 12-1) could be used to excite the Ka and
K/3 lines of molybdenum (Figure 12-2), The resultmg
fluorl\scence spectrum would then be similar to the
spectrum in Figure 12-2 except that the contmuum
would be absent.

Metal
target -..........

(anode)

High
voltage

Tungsten
filament
(cathode)

Focusing cup

Evacuated
tube

The X-ray Tube

The most common source of X-rays for analytical work
is the X-ray tube (sometimes called a Coolidge tube),
which can take a variety of shapes and forms; one design
is shown schematically in Figure 12-7. An X-ray source
is a highly evacuated tube in which is mounted a tung-
sten filament cathode and a massive anode. The anode
generally consists of a heavy block of copper with a
metal target plated on or embedded in the surface of the
copper. Target materials include such metals as tung-
sten, chromium, copper, molybdenum, rhodium, scan-
dium, silver, iron, and cobalt. Separate circuits are used
to heat the filament and to accelerate the electrons to
the target. The heater circuit provides the means for
controlling the intensity of the emitted X-rays, whereas
the accelerating voltage determines their energy, or
wavelength. For quantitative work, both circuits must
be operated with stabilized power supplies that control
the current or the voltage to 0.1 % relative,

The production of X-rays by electron bombard-
ment is a highly inefficient process, Less than I % of the
electrical power is converted to radiant power, the rc-
mainder being dissipatcd as heat. As a result, until rel-
atively recently, water cooling of the anodes of X-ray
tubes- was required. With modern equipment, how-
evcr, cooling is often unnecessary because tubes can be

12B-2 Filters for X-rays

In many applications, it is desirable to use an X-ray
beam ;ith a narrow wavelength range. As in the VISI-
ble region, both filters and monochromators are used
for this purpose. .

Figure 12-8 illustrates a common techOlque for pro-
duci;g a relatively monochromatic beam by use of a
lilter. ~Here. the Kf:l line and most of the continuum
emitted from a molybdenum target is removed by a
zirconium tiller having a thickness of about 0.01 em.
The pure Ka line is then available for analytical pur-
poses. Several other target-filter combmatlons of thIS
type have been developed, each of whICh serves to

Emission by
molybd~num --_

target

0.4 06
Wavelength, A

FIGURE 12-8 Use of a filter to produce monochromatic
radiation,

isolate one of the intense lines of a target element.
Monochromatic radiation produced in this way is
widely used in X-ray diffraction studies. Thechoice of
wavelengths available by this techOlque IS limited by
the relatively small number of target-filter combma-
tions that are available.

Filtering the continuum from an X-ray tube is also
feasible with thin strips of metal. As with glass filters
for visible radiation, relatively broad bands are trans-
mitted with a significant attenuation of the desired
wavelengths.

12B-3 X-ray Monochromators

Figure 12-9 shows the essential components of an
X-ray spectrometer. The monochromator consists of a
pair of beam collimators, which serve the same pur-
pose as the slits in an optical instrument, and a dIS-
persing element. The latter is a single crystal mounted
on a goniometer, or rotatable table, that permIts vana-
tion and precise determination of the angle 0 between
the crystal face and the collimated incident beam.
From Equation 12-6, it is evident that, for any given an-
gular setting of the goniometer. only a few wavelengths
are diffracted (A, A/2, A/3, ... , AIR, where A=2d sm 0).

To produce a spectrum. it is necessarv that the exit
beam collimator and the detector be mounted on a



FIGURE 12-9 An X-ray monochromator and detector.
Note that the angle of the detector with respect to the
beam (20) is twice that of the crystal face. For absorp-
tion analysis, the source is an X-raytube and the
sample is located in the beam as shown. For emission
measurements, the sample becomes a source of X-ray
fluorescence as shown in the insert.

second table that rotates at twice the rate of the first:
that is, as the crystal rotates through an angle 0, the
detector must simultaneously move through an angle
20. Clearly, the interplanar spacing d for the crystal
must be known precisely (Equation 12-6). Many mod-
ern X-ray monochromators have computer-controlled
motors to drive the crystal and the detector indepen-
dently without a gear-based mechanical connection.
These units arc capable of scanning at very rapid rates
(ca. 2400Imin). Some instruments feature slew-scan op-
eration, in which the monochromator can be slewed to
the wavelength region of interest (ca. 14000lmin) and
then slowly scanned over analyte peaks.

The collimators for X-ray monochromators ordinar-
ily consist of a series of closely spaced metal plates or
tubes that absorb all but the parallel beams of radiation.

X-radiation longer than about 2 A is absorbed b\
constituents of the atmosphere. Therefore, provision is
usually made for a continuous flow of helium through
the sample compartment and monochromator when
longer wavelengths are required. Alternatively. these
areas can be evacuated by pumping.

The loss of intensity is high in a monochromator
equipped with a flat crystal because as much as 99% of
the radiation is sufficiently divergent to be absorbed in
the collimators. Increased intensities, by as much as
a factor o[ 10, have been achieved by using a curved
crystal surface that acts not only to diffract but also to
focus the divergent beam from the source on the exit
collimator.

As illustrated in Table 12-1, most analytically im-
portant X-ray lines lie in the region between about
0.1 and 10 A. The data in Table 12-3, however, lead to
the conclusion that no single crystal satisfactorily dis-
perses radiation over this entire range. As a result, an
X-ray monochromator must be provided with at least
two (and preferably more) interchangeable crystals.

Thc useful wavelength range [or a crystal is deter-
mined by its lattice spacing d and the problems asso-
ciated with detection of the radiation when 20 appro-
aches zero or 180'. When a monochromator is set at
angles of 20 that are much less than 10", the amount of
polychromatic radiation scattered [rom the crystal sur-
face becomes prohibitively high. Generally, values of

Wavelengtb
Dispersion, 0/ ALattice Range,' A.

Spa~ng
atARti1ICry.ial d,A A..., A •••• at ARlO:

Topaz 1.356 2.67 0.24 2.12 0.37

LiF 2.014 3.97 0.35 1.43 0.25

NaCl 2.820 5.55 0.49 1.02 0.18

EDDTb 4.404 8.67 0.77 0.65 0.11

ADP' 5.325 10.50 0.93 0.54 0.09

'Based on the assumption that the measurable range 0[28 is from
16Cf for Amax to 1O~ for AmiQo

bEDDT = Ethylenediamine d-tartrate
"ADP ::. Ammonium dihydrogen phosphate.

20 greater than about 160°cannot be measured because
the location of the source unit prohibits positioning of
the detector at such an angle (sec Figure 12-9). The min-
imum and maximum values for A in Table 12-3 were
determined from these limitations.

Table 12-3 shows that a crystal with a large lattice
spacing, such as ammonium dihydrogen phosphate,
has a much greater wavelength range than a crystal in
which this variable is small. The advantage of large val-
ues of d is offset, however, by the resulting lower dis-
persion. This effect can be seen by differentiation of
Equation 12-6, which leads to

dO n- ---~

dA 2dcosO

Here, dO/dA, a measure of dispersion, is seen to be in-
versely proportional to d. Table 12-3 provides disper-
sion,Jiata for the various crystals at their maximum and
minim'um wavelengths. The low dispersion of ammo-
nium dihydrogen phosphate prohibits its use in the re-
gion of short wavelengths; here, a crystal such as topaz
or lithium fluoride must be substituted.

128-4 X-ray Transducers
and Signal Processors

Early X-ray equipment used photographic emulsions
for detection and recording of radiation. For conven-
ience, speed, and accuracy, however, modern instru-
ments are generally equipped with transducers that
convert radiant energy into an electrical signal. Three
types of transducers arc used: gas-filled transducers,
scintillation counters, and semiconductor transducers.
Before considering the function of each of these de-

~ Exercise: Learn more about X~ray spectrometers.

vices, it is worthwhile to discuss photon counting, a
signal-processing method that is often used with X-ray
transducers as well as detectors of radiation from ra-
dioactive sources (Chapter 32). As was mentioned ear-
lier (Section 7F-1), photon counting is also used in ul-
traviolet and visible spectroscopy.

Photon Counting

In contrast to the various photoelectric detectors
we have thus far considered, X-ray detectors are usually
operated as photon counters. [n this mode of operation,
individual pulses of charge are produced as quanta of
radiation, are absorbed by the transducer, and are
counted; the power of the beam is then recorded digi-
tally as the number of counts per unit of time. Photon
counting requires rapid response times for the trans-
ducer and signal processor so that the arrival of indi-
vidual photons may be accurately transduced and
recorded. In addition, the technique is applicable only
to beams of relatively low intensity. As the beam inten-
siiy increases, photon pulses begin to overlap and only
a steady-state current, which represents an average
number of pulses per second, can be measured. If the
response time of the transducer is long, pulse overlap
occurs at relatively low photon intensities. As its re-
sponse time becomes shorter, the transducer is more ca-
pable of detecting individual photons without pulse
overlap.'

For weak sources of radiation, photon counting
generally provides more accurate intensity data than
are obtainable by measuring average currents. The
improvement can be traced to signal pulses being
generally substantially larger than the pulses arising
from background noise in the source, transducer, and
associated electronics; separation of the signal from
noise can then be achieved with a pulse-height discrim-
inator, an electronie device that is discussed further in
Section 12B-5.

Photon counting is used in X-ray work because the
power of available sources is often low. In addition,
photon counting permits spectra to be acquired without
using a monochromator. This property is considered
in the section devoted to energy-dispersive systems.

Gas-Filled Transducers

When X-radiation passes through an inert gas such
as argon, xenon, or krypton, interactions occur that
produce a large number of positive gaseous ions and



electrons (ion pairs) for each X-ray quantum. Three
types of X-ray transducers. ionization chambers, pro-
portional counters. and Geiger tubes, are based on the
enhanced conductivity of the gas resulting from this
phenomenon.

A typical gas-filled transducer is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 12-10. Radiation enters the chamber
through a transparent window of mica, beryllium, alu-
minum, or Mylar. Each photon of X-radiation that in-
teracts with an atom of argon causes it to lose one of its
outer electrons. This photoelectron has a large kinetic
energy, which is equal to the difference between the
X-ray photon energy and the binding energy of the elec-
tron in the argon atom. The photoelectron then loses
this excess kinetic energy by ionizing several hundred
additional atoms of the gas. Under the influence of an
applied voltage, the mobile electrons migrate toward
the central wire anode and the slower-moving cations
migrate toward the cylindrical metal cathode.

Figure 12-11 shows the effect of applied voltage on
the number of electrons that reach the anode of a gas-
filled transducer for each entering X-ray photon. The
diagram indicates three characteristic voltage regions.
At voltages less than VI, the accelerating force on
the ion pairs is low, and the rate the positive and nega-
tive species separate is insufficient to prevent partial
recombination. As a result, the number of electrons
reaching the anode is smaller than the number pro-
duced initially by the incoming radiation.

In the ionization chamber region between VI and
V" the number of electrons reaching the anode is rea-
sonably constant and represents the total number
formed by a single photon.

In the proportional counter region between V3 and
V" the number of electrons increases rapidly with ap-
plied voltage. This increase is the result of secondary
ion-pair production caused by collisions between the
accelerated electrons and gas molecules; amplification
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FIGURE 12-10 Cross section of a gas-filled detector.
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FIGURE 12-11 Gas amplification for various types of
gas-filled detectors.

(gas amplification) of the ion current occurs under
these conditions.

In the Geiger range Vs to V6, amplification of the
electrical pulse is enormous but is limited by the posi-
tive space charge created as the faster-moving elec-
trons migrate away from the slower positive ions. Be-
cause of this effect, the number of electrons reaching
the anode is independent of the type and energy of in-
coming radiation and is governed instead by the geom-
etry and gas pressure of the tube.

Figure 12-11 also illustrates that a larger number of
electrons is produced by the more energetic 0.6 A ra-
diation than the longer-wavelength 5 A X-rays. Thus,
the size of the pulse (the pulse height) is greater for
high-frequency X-rays than for low-frequency X-rays.

The Geiger Tube

The Geiger tube is a gas-filled transducer operated in
the voltage region between V, and V6 in Figure 12-11;
in this region, gas amplification is greater than 10"-
Each photon produces an avalanche of electrons and
cations; the resulting currents are thus large and rela-
tively easy to detect and measure.

_4••• j.

The conduction of electricity through a chamber
operated in the Geiger region, as well as in the pro-
portional region. is not continuous because the space
charge mentioned earlier terminates the flow of elec-
trons to the anode. The net effect is a momentary pulse
of current followed by an interval during which the
tube does not conduct. Before conduction can again
occur, this space charge must be dissipated by migra-
tion of the cations to the walls of the chamber. During
the dead time, when the tube is nonconducting, re-
sponse to radiation is impossible; the dead time thus
represents a lower limit in the response time of the
tube. Typically, the dead time of a Geiger tube is in the
range from 50 to 200 I's.

Geiger tubes are usually filled with argon; a low
concentration of an organic quenching gas, often alco-
hol or methane, is also present to minimize the pro-
duction of secondary electrons when the cations strike
the chamber wall. The lifetime of a tube is limited to
some 108 to 109 counts, when the quencher becomes
depleted.

With a Geiger tube, radiation intensity is deter-
mined by counting the pulses of current. The device
is applicable to all types of nuclear and X-radiation.
However, it lacks the large counting range of other de-
tectors because of its relatively long dead time; this
factor limits its use in X-ray spectrometers. Although
quantitative applications of Geiger tube transducers
have decreased, transducers of this type are still fre-
quently used in portable instruments.

Proportional Counters

Theyroportional counter is a gas-filled transducer that
isopet-ated in the V3 to V,voltage region in Figure 12-11.
In this region, the pulse produced by a photon is ampli-
fied by a factor of 500 to 10,000, but tbe number of pos-
itive ions produced is small enough so that the dead
time is only about II'S. In general, the pulses from a pro-
portional counter tube must be amplified before being
counted.

The number of electrons per pulse, which is propor-
tional to the puL>eheight, produced in the proportional
region depends directly on the energy, and thus the
frequency, of the incoming radiation. A proportional
counter can be made sensitive to a restricted range of
X-ray frequencies with a pulse-height analyzer, which
counts a pulse only if its amplitude falls within selec-
table limits. A pulse-height analyzer in effect permits
electronic sorting of radiation; its function is analogous
to that of a monochromator.

Proportional counters have been widely used as de-
tectors in X-ray spectrometers.

Ionization Chambers

Ionization chambers are operated in the voltage range
from V, to V, in Figure 12-11. In this region, the cur-
rents are small (lO-lJ to 10-16 A typically) and rela-
tively independent of applied voltage. Ionization cham-
bers are not useful for X-ray spectrometry because of
their lack of sensitivity. They are, however, applied in
radiochemical measurements, which are discussed in
Chapter 32.

Scintillation Counters

The luminescence produced when radiation strikes a
phosphor is one of the oldest methods of detecting ra-
dioactivity and X-rays, and it is still used widely for cer-
tain types of measurements. In its earliest application,
the technique involved the manual counting of flashes
that resulted when individual photons or radiochemi-
cal particles struck a zinc sulfide screen. The tedium
of counting individual flashes by eye led Geiger to de-
velop gas-filled transducers, which were not only more
convenient and reliable but more responsive to ra-
diation. The advent of the photomultiplier tube (Sec-
tion 7E-2) and better phosphors, however, has given
new life to the technique, and scintillation counting
has again become one of the important methods for
radiation detection.

The most widely used modern scintillation detector
consists of a transparent crystal of sodium iodide that
has been activated by the introduction of 0.2 % thal-
lium iodide. Often, the crystal is shaped as a cylinder
that is 3 to 4 in. in each dimension; one of the plane
surfaces then faces the cathode of a photomultiplier
tube. As the incoming radiation passes through the
crystal, its energy is first lost to the scintillator; this en-
ergy is subsequently released in the form of photons of
fluorescence radiation. Several thousand photons with
a wavelength of about 400 nm are produced by each
primary particle or photon over a period of about
0.25 I'S,which is the dead time. The dead time of a scin-
tillation counter is thus significantly smaller than the
dead time of a gas-filled detector.

The flashes of light produced in the scintillator crys-
tal are transmitted to the photocathode of a photomul-
tiplier tube and are in turn converted to electrical
pulses that can be amplified and counted. An important
characteristic of scintillators is that the number of
photons produced in each flash is proportional to



FIGURE 12-12 Vertical cross section of a
lithium-drifted silicon detector for X-rays
and radiation from radioactive sources.

the energy of the incoming radiation. Thus, incorpo-
ration of a pulse-height analyzer to monitor the output
of a scintillation counter forms thc basis of energy-
dispersive photometers, to be discussed later.

In addition to sodium iodide crystals, a number of
organic scintillators such as stilbene, anthracene, and
terphenyl have been used. In crystalline form, these
compounds have decay times of 0.01 and 0.1 fls. Or-
ganic liquid scintilla tors have also been developed and
are used to advantage because they exhibit less self-
absorption of radiation than do solids. An example of a
liquid scintillator is a solution ofp-terphenyl in toluene.

Semiconductor Transducers

Semiconductor transducers have assumed major im-
portance as detectors of X-radiation. These devices
are sometimes called lithium-drifted silicon detectors,
Si(Li), or lithium-drifted germanium detectors, Ge(Li).

Figure 12-12 illustrates one form of a lithium-drifted
detector, which is fashioned from a wafer of crystalline
silicon. There are three layers in the crystal: a p-type
semiconducting layer that faces the X-ray source, a cen-
tral intrinsic zone, and an n-type layer. The outer sur-
face of the p-type layer is coated with a thin layer of gold
for electrical contact; often, it is also covered with a thin
beryllium window that is transparent to X-rays. The sig-
nal output is taken from an aluminum layer that coats
the n-type silicon: this output is fed into a preamplifier
with a gain of about 10. The preamplifier is frequently a
field-effect transistor that is fabricated as an integral
part of the detector.

statted at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K) to
decrease electronic noise to a tolerable level. The orig-
inal Si(Li) detectors had to be cooled at all times be-
cause at room temperature the lithium atoms would dif-
fuse throughout the silicon, thereby degrading the
performance of the detector. Modern Si(Li) detectors
need to be cooled only during use.

Germanium is used in place of silicon to give Iithium-
drifted detectors particularly useful for dctection of ra-
diation shorter in wavelength than 0.3 A. These detec-
tors must be cooled at all times. Germanium detectors
that do not require lithium drifting havc been produced
from very pure germanium. These detectors, called
intrinsic germanium detectors, need to be cooled only
during use.
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Distribution of Pulse-Heights
from X-ray Transducers

To understand the properties of energy-dispersive spec-
trometers, it is important to appreciate that the size
of current pulses resulting from absorption of succes-
sive X-ray photons of identical energy by the trans-
ducer will not be exactly the same. Variations resulting
from the ejection of photoelectrons and their sub-
sequent generation of conduction electrons are ran-
dom processes governed by the laws of probability.
Thus, there is a Gaussian distribution of pulse heights
around a mean value. The width of this distribution
varies from one type of transducer to another, with
semiconductor detectors providing significantly nar·
rower bands of pulses. It is this property that has made
lithium-drifted detectors so important for energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.

A lithium-drifted detector is formed by vapor-
depositing lithium on the surface of a p-doped silicon
crystal. When the crystal is heated to 400°C to 500°C,
the lithium diffuses into the crystal. Because lithium
easily loses electrons, its presence converts the p-type
region to an n-type region. While still at an elevated
temperature, a dc voltage applied across the crystal
causes withdrawal of the electrons from the lithium
layer and holes from the p-type layer. Current across
the pn junction causes migration, or drifting, of lithium
ions into the player and formation of the intrinsic
layer, where the lithium ions replace the holes lost by
conduction. When the crystal cools, this central layer
has a high resistance relative to the other layers be-
cause the lithium ions in this medium are less mobile
than the holes they displaced.

The intrinsic layer of a silicon detector functions in
a way that is analogous to argon in the gas-filled trans-
ducer. Initially, absorption of a photon results in forma-
tion of a highly energetic photoelectron, which then
loses its kinetic energy by elevating several thousand
electrons in the silicon to the conduction band; a
marked increase in conductivity results. When a voltage
is applied across the crystal, a current pulse accompa-
nies the absorption of each photon. As in proportional
detectors, the size of the pulse is directly proportional
to the energy of the absorbed photons. Unlike propor-
tional detectors, however. secondary amplification of
the pulsc does not occur.

As shown in Figure 12-12, the detector and pre-
amplifier of a lithium-drifted detector must be thermo-

12B-5 Signal Processors

The signal from the preamplifier of an X-ray spectro-
meter is the input to a linear fast-response amplifier
whose gain can be varied by a factor up to 10,000. Volt-
age pulses as large as 10 V result.

Pulse-Height Selectors

Most modern X-ray spectrometers (wavelength disper-
sive as well as energy dispersive) are equipped with dis-
criminators that reject pulses of less than about O.S V
(after amplification). In this wav. transducer and am-
plifier noise is reduced significantly. Some instruments
have pulse-height selectors. or ",indo", discriminators,
which are electronic circuits that reject not only pulses

~ Exercise: Learn more about X-ra)' transducers.

with heights below some predetermined minimum level
but also those above a preset maximum level; that is.
they remove all pulses except those that lie within a lim-
ited channel or window of pulse heights.'

Dispersive instruments are often equipped with
pulse-height selectors to reject noise and to supple-
ment the monochromator in separating the analyte
line from higher-order, more energetic radiation that
is diffracted at the same crystal setting.

Pulse-Height Analyzers

Pulse-height analyzers consist of one or more pulse-
height selectors configured in such a way as to provide
energy spectra. A single-channel analyzer typically has
a voltage range of about 10 V or more with a window
of 0.1 to 0.5 V The window can be manually or auto-
matically adjusted to scan the entire voltage range,
thus providing data for an energy-dispersive spectrum.
Multichannel analyzers typically contain up to a few
thousand separate channels, each of which acts as
a single channel that corresponds to a different voltage
window. The signal from each channel is then accumu-
lated in a memory location of the analyzer corre-
sponding to the energy of the channel, thus permit-
ting simultaneous counting and recording of an entire
spectrum.

Scalers and Counters

To obtain convenient counting rates, the output from
an X-ray transducer is sometimes scaled - that is, the
number of pulses is reduced by dividing by some mul·
tiple of ten or two, depending on whether the circuit
is a decade or a binary device. A brief description of
electronic scalers is found in Section4C-4. Counting of
the scaled pulses is carried out with electronic counters
such as those described in Sections 4C-2 and 4C-3.

Although it is feasible to excite an X-ray emission
spectrum by incorporating the sample into the target
area of an X-ray tube, this approach is extremely in-
convenient for many types of materials. Instead, ex-
citation is usually accomplished by irradiating the
sample wilh a beam of X-rays from an X-ray tube or a
radioactive source. In this method, the elements in the
sample arc excited by absorption of the primary beam
and emit their own characteristic fluorescence X-rays.



This procedure is thus properly called an X-ray
fluorescence, Or X-ray emission method. X-ray fluores-
cence (XRF) is a powerful tool for rapid, quantitative
determinations of all but the lightest elements. In ad-
dition, XRF is used for the qualitative identification of
elements having atomic numbers greater that of oxv-
gen (>8) and is often used for ;emiquantitative ;r
quantitative elemental analyses.' A particular advan-
tage of XRF is that it is nondestructive, in contrast to
most other elemental analysis techniques.

Various combinations of thc instrument components
discussed in the previous section lead to two primary
types of spectrometers: wavelength-dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (WDXRF) and energy-dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF) instrumentslO

Wavelength-Dispersive Instruments

Wavelength-dispersive instruments always contain
tube sources because of the large energy losses that oc-
cur when an X-ray beam is collimated and dispersed
into its component wavelengths. Radioactive sources
produce X-ray photons at a rate less than 10-4 that of
an X-ray tube; the added attenuation by a monochro-
mator would produce a beam that was difficult or im-
possible to detect and measure accurately.

Wavelength-dispersive instruments are of two types,
single channel (or sequential) and multichannel (or si-
multaneous). The spectrometer shown in Figure 12-9 is
a sequential instrument that can be easily used for X-
ray fluorescence analysis. In this type of instrument, the
X-ray tube and sample are arranged as shown in the cir-
cular insert at the top of the figure. Single-channel in-
struments may be manual or automatic. Manual instru-
ments are quite satisfactory for the quantitative
determination of a few elements. In this application, the
crystal and transducer are set at the proper angles (0
and 20) and counting progresses until sufficient counts
have accumulated for precise results. Automatic instru-
ments are much more convenient for qualitative analy-
sis. where an entire spectrum must be scanned. In such
a device, the motions of the crystal and detector are
synchronized and the detector output is connected to
the data-acquisition system.

~See R. Jenkins, X-Ray i'Juorescence Spectrometry, 2nd ed., New York'
Wiley. 1999

lOFor a review of recent X-ray fluorescence instruments. see P. J. Potts.
A T. Ellisb. P. Kregsamerc. C Strelic, C. Vanhoofd, M. ""este. and
P. Wobrauschekc, 1. Anal. Atomic Spectrometry. 2005, 20, 1124

Most modern single-Channel spectrometers are pro-
vided with two X-ray sources; typically. one has a
chromium target for long wavelengths and the other a
tungsten target for short wavelengths. For A> 2 A. it is
necessary to remove air between the source and detec-
tor by pumping or by displacement with a continuous
flow of helium. In this type of instrument, dispersing
crystals must also be easily interchangeahle. Single-
channel instruments cost more than $50,000. -

Multichannel dispersive instruments are large, ex-
pensive (>$150,000) installations that permit the si-
multaneous detection and determination of as many as
twenty-four elements. In these instruments, individual
channels consisting of an appropriate crystal and a de-
tector are arranged radially around an X-ray source
and sample holder. The crystals for all or most of the
channels are usually fixed at an appropriate angle for a
given analyte line; in some instruments, one or more of
the crystals can be moved to permit a spectral scan.

Each transducer in a multichannel instrument has
its own amplifier, pulse-height selector, scaler, and
counter or integrator. These instruments are equipped
with a computer for instrument control, data process-
ing, and display of analytical results. A determination
of twenty or more elements can he completed in a few
seconds to a few minutes.

Multichannel instruments are widely used for the
determination of several components in industrial
materials such as steel, other alloys, cement, ores, and
petroleum products. Both multichannel and single-
channel instruments arc equipped to handle samples
in the form of metals, powdered solids, evaporated
films, pure liquids, or solutions. When necessary, the
materials are placed in a cell with a Mylar or cello-
phane window.

Energy-Dispersive Instruments

As shown in Figure 12-13a, an EDXRF spectrome-
ter consists of a polychromatic source - which may
be either an X-ray tuhe or a radioactive material-
a sample holder, a semiconductor detector, and the
various electronic components required for energy
discrimination. 11

An obvious advantage of energy-dispersive systems
is the simplicity and lack of moving parts in the excita-
tion and detection components of the spectrometer.
Furthermore, the ahsence of collimators and a crystal
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FIGURE12-13 Energy-dispersive X-rayfluorescence spectrometer. Excitation by X-rays from
(a)an X-raytube and (b)a radioactive substance (curium-244, a 5.81 MeValpha particle and
X-raysource) as shown in the sensor head for the Mars alpha proton X-ray spectrometer. The
X-raydetector is a new room-temperature type. (Reprinted with permission from R. Gellert
et aI., J. Geophys. Res., 2006, 111, E02S05.)

diffractor, as well as the closeness of the detector to
the sample, result in a 100-fold or more increase in en-
ergy reaching the detector. These features permit the
use of weaker sources such as radioactive materials or
low-power X-ray tubes, which arc cheaper and less
likely to cause radiation damage to the sample. Gener-
ally, energy-dispersive instruments cost about one
fourth to one fifth the price of wavelength-dispersive
systems.

Figure 12-13b shows the sensor head from the Mars
rover missions of 2004. The head contains a curium-
244 source that emits X-rays and 5.81 MeV alpha par-
ticles. The X-rays cause fluorescence in Martian rock
samples, and the alpha particles stimulate X-ray emis-
sion as well. X-ray emission stimulated by bombard-
ment by alpha and other subatomic particles such as
protons is called particle induced X-ray emission, or
PIXE. The X-ray detector is a new room-temperature
type, which in the low temperature of the Martian
night (below -40'C) exhibits low noise and high
signal-to-noise ratio for excellent resolution and sensi-
tivity. Note the concentric design of the sensor head
with six Cm-244 sources arranged around the central
detector. The X-ray spectrum of Figure 12-14 was ac-
quired with the sensor head.

In a multichannel, energy-dispersive instrument. all
of the emitted X-ray lines are measured simultane-

ously. Increased sensitivity and improved signal-to-
noise ratio result from the Fellgett advantage (see
Section 71-1). The principal disadvantage of energy-
dispersive systems, when compared with crystal spec-
trometers, is their lower resolutions at wavelengths
longer than about 1 A. On the other hand, at shorter
wavelengths, energy-dispersive systems exhibit supe-
rior resolution.

Figure 12-15a is a photo of a basic, commercial,
henchtop EDXRF instrument that is used for the rou-
tine determination of a broad range of elements from
sodium to uranium in samples from many industrial
processes. The diagram of Figure 12-15b shows a close-
up of the bottom of the sample turntable, which is visi-
ble from the top in the photo of Figure 12-15a, and the
optical layout of the instrument. Radiation from the
X-ray tube passes through an appropriate filter hefore
striking the boltom of the rotating sample. The X-ray
fluorescence emitted by the sample passes to the silicon
detector, which provides the signal for the multichan-
nel counting system. The system is equipped with a
rhodium anode X-ray tube, five programmable filters, a
helium purge system, a twelve-position sample changer,
and a spinner to rotate each sample during the data-
acquisition process. Spinning the sample reduces errors
due to sample heterogeneity. We describe a quantita-
tive application of this instrument in Section 12C-3.
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12C-2 Qualitative and
Semiquantitative Analysis

Figure 12-16 is a spectrum obtained with an energy-
dispersive instrument. With such equipment, the ab-
scissa is generally calibrated in channel number or en-
ergy in ke V. Each dot represents the number of counts
accumulated in one of the several hundred channels.

Qualitative information, such as that shown in Fig-
ures 12-16, can be converted to semiquantitative data
by careful measurement of peak heights. To obtain a
rough estimate of concentration, the following rela-
tionship is used:

where P, is the relative line intensity measured in
terms of number of counts for a fixed period, and W,
is the weight fraction of the desired element in Ihe
sample. The factor P, is the relative intensity of the line
that would be observed under identical counting con-
ditions if W, were unity. The value of P, is determined
with a sample of the pure element or a standard
sample of known composition.

The use of Equation 12-7, as outlined in the previ-
ous paragraph, carries with it the assumption that the

emission from the species of interest is unaffected by
the presence of other elements in the sample. We shall
see that this assumption may not be justified. As a re-
sult, concentration estimates may be in error by a fac-
tor of 2 or more. On the other hand, this uncertainty is
significantly smaller than that associated with a semi-
quantitative analysis by optical emission where order-
of-magnitude errors are not uncommon.

Modern X-ray fluorescence instruments are capable
of producing quantitative analyses of complex materi-
als with precision greater than or equal to that of the
classical wet chemical methods or other instrumental
methods. I' For the accuracy of such analyses to ap-
proach this level, however, requires either the availabil-
ity of calibration standards that closely approach the
samples in ovcrall chemical and physical composition
or suitable methods for dealing with matrix effects.

i.'See R E. Van Griek~n and A. A. Markov.icz, cds., Handbook of X-ray
Spectrometry. 2nd ed" New '{\lrk: 1I.'larcel Dekker. 2002: R. Jenkins, R. W.
Gould. and D Gedcke. Quantitative X-Ray SpeCTrometry, 2nd ed., New
York: Maret'! Dekka. 1995.
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FIGURE 12-15 (a)MiniPal4 benchtop X-rayfluorescence spectrometer showing removable
turntable for up to twelve samples. (b)Diagram showing the X-ray source, filterwheel, detec-
tor, and sample turntable from the bottom. (c)X-ray fluorescence spectrum of a rice sample.
The shaded areas under the curves are proportional to the amount of each element in the
sample. (d)Calibration curve obtained from nine rice samples. Integrated areas from spectra
similar to the one in (c) are plotted against the certified concentrations of iron in the samples.
(Reprinted with permission from V.Sethi, M. Mizuhira,and Y.Xiao, G./.T. Laboratory Journal,
2005.6,22 Copyright 2005 by GITVerlag GmbH & Co.; photo courtesy of PANalyticalB.V.)
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Matrix Effects

It is important to realize that the X-rays produced in the
fluorescence process are generated not only from atoms
at the surface of a sample but also from atoms well be-
low the surface. Thus, a part of both the incident radia-
tion and the resulting fluorescence traverse a significant
thickness of sample within which absorption and scat-
tering can occur. The extent either beam is attenuated
depends on the mass absorption coefficient of the me-
dium, which in lurn is determined by the absorption
coefficients of all of the clements in the sample. There-
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fore, although the net intensity of a line reaching the de-
tector in an X-ray fluorescence measurement depends
on the concentration of the element producing the line,
the concentration and mass absorption coefficients of
the matrix elements affect it as well.

Absorption effects by the matrix may cause results
calculated by Equation 12-7 to be either high or low.lf,
for example, the matrix contains a significant amount of
an element that absorbs either the incident or the emit-
ted beam more strongly than the element being deter-
mined, then W, will be low, because P; was evaluated
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with a standard in which absorption was smaller. On
the other hand, if the matrix elements of the sample
absorb less than those in the standard, high values for
Wx result.

A second matrix effect, called the enhancement ef-
fect, can also yield results that are greater than ex-
pected. This behavior occurs when the sample contains
an element whose characteristic emission spectrum is
excited by the incident beam, and this spectrum in turn
causes a secondary excitation of the analytical line.

Several techniques have been developed to com-
pensate for absorption and enhancement effects in
X-ray fluorescence analyses.

External Standard Calibration

The relationship between the analytical line intensity
and the concentration must be determined empirically
with a set of standards that closely approximate the
samples in overall composition. We then assume that
absorption and enhancement effects arc identical for
samples and standards, and the empirical data are used

to convert emission data to concentrations. The degree
of compensation achieved in this way depends on the
closeness of the match between samples and standards.

Use of Internal Standards

In this procedure, an element is introduced in known
and fixed concentration into both the calibration stan-
dards and the samples; the added element must be ab-
sent in the original sample. The ratio of the intensities
between the element being determined and the inter-
nal standard is the analytical variable. The assumption
here is that absorption and enhancement effects are
the same for the two lines and that use of intensity ra-
tios compensates for these effects.

Dilution of Samples and Standards

Both sample and standards are diluted with a sub-
stance that absorbs X-rays only weakly, that is, a sub-
stance containing elements with low atomic numbers.
Examples of such diluents include water; organic sol-
vents only containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

nitrogen: starch: lithium carbonate: alumina: and boric
acid ;r borate glass. By adding a diluent in excess, ma-
trix effects become essentially constant for the diluted
standards and samples, and adequate compensation is
achieved. This procedure has proved particularly use-
ful for mineral analyses, where both samples and stan-
dards are dissolved in molten borax; after cooling, the
fused mass is excited in the usual way.

Methods and Data Analysis
for Multiple Elements

When it is possible to establish that total sample X-ray
absorption does not vary appreciably over an expected
range of analyte concentrations and when enhance-
ment cffects are absent, we generally find a linear re-
lationship between XRF line intensity and element
concentration13 When such conditions occur, it is of-
ten possible to use type standardization techniques. In
these techniques, standards are prepared and charac-
terized or, morc often, purchased from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or other
sources. These standards are then used to calibrate
spectrometers and establish the working curves for
analysis. Hundreds of such standards are available for
matching samples with particular types of standards.

When the nature and composition of the sample is
not well known, it is necessary to use influence correc-
tion methods, of which there are three primary types:
fundamental, derived, and regression. In the funda-
mental approach, the intensity of fluorescence can be
calculated for each element in a standard sample from
variables such as the source spectrum, the fundamen-
tal e.>juations for absorption and fluorescence, matrix
effects: the crystal reflectivity (in a WDXRF instru-
mene), instrument aperture, the detector efficiency,
and so forth. The XRF spectrum of the standard is
measured, and in an iterative process the instrument
variables are refined and combined with the fun-
damcntal variables to obtain a calibration function
for the analysis. Then the spectrum for an unknown
sam pic is measured, and the iterative process is re-
peated using initial estimates of the concentrations of
the analytes. Iteration continues until the calculated
spectrum matches the unknown spectrum according to
appropriate statistical criteria. This method gives good
results with accuracies on the order of 1%~ 4% but is
generally considered to be less accurate than derived

or regression methods." So-called swndardless analy-
sis is accomplished using variations on fundamental
calibration methods. Instruments are carefully charac-
terized, and instrument and fundamental parameters
are stored in the computer. Spectra are then calculated
and matched with samples by iterative methods to es-
timate concentrations of analytes.

Derived methods simplify calculations of the funda-
mental method by lumping detailed fundamental cal-
culations into generalized parameters to account for
instrument functions, but the calculation of fluores-
cence intensities from analyte concentration is the
same as in fundamental methods. Derived methods of-
ten show some improvement in accuracy and precision
over fundamental methods.

Regression methods rely on models of the form

Wi = Bi + KJ,[ I + tlm,jWij]

where Bi is the background, K, is a sensitivity coeffi-
cient, Ii is the intensity due to clement i, mij is the bi-
nary influence coefficient that describes the matrix ef-
fect of element j on analyte i, and w,j is the average
composition of the sample in i and j. To calibrate an in-
strument, spectra are acquired for standards and re-
gression analysis is performed to determine Ki, Bi, and
mij for each binary combination of elements in the
standards. These parameters are then used in a regres-
sion analysis of spectral data from unknown samples to
determine the unknown concentrations W;. A broad
range of models and algorithms for regression analysis
in XRF are available, and many commercial instru-
ments use combinations and variations on tbese algo-
rithms in their software suites." Accuracies and preci-
sions attained using these methods are typically 1% or
better under optimal conditions. Regression methods
were used to analyze the data of Figure 12-14 from the
Mars rover to determine by EDXRF the concentra-
tions of many elements in rocks and soil.

In the early days of XRF, influence correction
methods were difficult and time-consuming because
sufficient computational power to accomplish them
was available only on large. expensive mainframe com-
puters. With the advent of powerful. low-cost, dedi-
cated computers. sophisticated data analysis is now

141 L de Vrks and B. A. R. Vrebo,>. in R. E. Van Grieken and A. A.
!\.-larkowicz, cds., Handbook of X·ral Specrromctn'. 2nd ed .. New York
Marcel Dekker. 2002. p. 37H.
;\Ibid .. pp ..141- ..WS



routine, and all commercial instruments have mature
software suites for instrument operation, calibration,
data reduction, and analysis.

Some Quantitative Applications
of X-ray Fluorescence

With proper correction for matrix effects, X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry is one of the most powerful
tools available for the rapid quantitative determination
of all but the lightest elements in complex samples. For
example, Rose, Bornhorst, and Sivonen 16 have demon-
strated that twenty-two elements can be determined in
powdered rock samples. with a commercial EDXRF
spectrometer in about 2 hours (I hour instrument
time), including grinding and pellet preparation. Rela-
tive standard deviations for the method are better than
I % for major elements and better than 5% for trace el-
ements. Accuracy and detection limits as determined
by comparison to results from international standard
rock samples were comparable or better than other
published procedures. For an excellent overview of
XRF analysis of geological materials, see the paper by
Anzelmo and Lindsay. 17

X-ray methods arc also applied widely for quality
control in the manufacture of metals and alloys, Be-
cause of the speed of the analysis in these applications,
it is possible to correct the composition of the alloy
during its manufacture.

X-ray fluorescence methods are easily adapted to
liquid samples. Thus, as mentioned earlier, methods
have been devised for the direct quantitative determi-
nation of lead and bromine in aviation fuel samples.
Similarly, calcium, barium, and zinc have been deter-
mined in lubricating oils by exciting fluorescence in
the liquid hydrocarbon samplcs. The method is also
convenient for the direct determination of pigments in
paint samples.

X-ray fluorescence methods are being widely ap-
plied to the analysis of atmospheric pollutants. For ex-
ample, one procedure for detecting and determining
contaminants involves drawing an air sample through
a stack consisting of a micropore filter for particulates
and three filter paper disks impregnated with orthoto-
Iidine, silver nitrate, and sodium hydroxide, respec-
tively. The reagents retain chlorine. sulfides, and sulfur
dioxide in that order. The filters containing trapped

lilW. I. Rose, T. 1. Bornhorst, and S. 1. Sivon.:n. t-m.\' Spearometrv. 1986,
15, :55
1- J. E. Anzelmo and J. R Lindsay,J. Chern. Educ .. 1987.6.J. A181 and A200.

analytes then serve as samples for X-ray fluorescence
analysis.

As an example of the routine application of EDXRF
for determining the elemental composition of food-
stuffs, consider the data plots of Figure 12-15c and
12-15d.18 In this analysis, iron, copper, and zinc were de-
termined in rice using the spectrometer shown in Figure
12-15a. The spectrometer was calibrated using nine
standard samples of rice. The standards were ground
into fine powders, pressed into pellets, and loaded into
the sample turntable. Each sample was irradiated with
X-rays (Rh anode) through an aluminum filter for
5 minutes, and data were acquired to produce spectra
such as the one shown in Figure 12-15c. The instrument
computer then analyzed the data and calculated the ar-
eas under the various peaks in the spectrum as shown by
the shaded areas in the figure, and calibration curves
similar to Figure 12-15d were produced for each of
the analytes. Determination of the analytes in another
well-characterized' sample yielded concentrations of
73.49 ppm, 7.46 ppm, and 38.95 ppm for iron, copper,
and zinc, respectively. Relative accuracies for the three
elements were 0.9% (Fe), 5% (Cu), and 0.3% (Zn) as
determined by comparison with values determined by
optical spectroscopic methods. .

Another indication of the versatility of X-ray
fluorescence is its use for the quantitative determina-
tion of elements heavier than sodium in rocks and
soil encountered near the landing site of the Mars
Pathfinder mission.19 The Pathfinder's microrobot So-
journer was equipped with a sensor head that could be
placed flat against a material to be analyzed. The head
contained curium-244, which emitted a particles and
X-rays that bombarded the sample surface as in Fig-
ure 12-l3b. The X-ray emission from the sample struck
the transducer of an energy-dispersive spectrometer
in which the radiant power was recorded as a function
of energy, was transmitted from Mars to Earth, and
ultimately was analyzed on Earth. Lighter clements
were determined by backscattering or proton emis-
sion. With these three methods of detection, all of the
elements in the periodic table but hydrogen can be de-
termined at concentration levels of a few tenths of a
percent. In 2004 two new rovers, Spirit and Opportu-
nity, landed on Mars with X-ray fluorescence spec-
trometers aboard.") As we write this, the rovers have

spent nearly 2 years moving about their respective
landing sites, and the spectrometers continue to send
data to Earth revealing the elemental composition
of Mars rocks and soil. The spectrum shown in Fig-
ure 12-14 was transmitted from one of the rovers to a
ground station where the data were analyzed using a
regression algorithm, and concentrations of the vari-
ous elements in the sample were extracted from the
data. Details of the intricate calibration procedure ap-
pear in the paper by Gellert et al.21

Advantages and Disadvantages
of X-ray Fluorescence Methods

X-ray fluorescence offers a number of impressive ad-
vantages. The spectra are relatively simple, so spec-
tralline interference is minimal. Generally, the X-ray
method is nondestructive and can be used for the anal-
ysis of paintings, archaeological specimens, jewelry,
coins, and other valuable objects without harm to the
sample. Furthermore, analyses can be performed on
samples ranging from a barely visible speck to a massive
object. Other advantages include the speed and con-
venience of the procedure, which permit multielement
analyses to be completed in a few minutes. Finally, the
accuracy and precision of X-ray fluorescence methods
often equal or exceed those of other methods.22

X-ray fluorescence methods are generally not as
sensitive as the optical methods discussed earlier. In
the most favorable cases, concentrations of a few parts
per million or less can be measured. More often, how-
ever, the concentration range of the method is from
about 0.01% to 100%. X-ray fluorescence methods
for the lighter elements arc inconvenient; difficulties
in detJ:ction and measurement become progressively
worse as atomic numbers become smaller than 23
(vanadium), in part because a competing process,
called Auger emission (see Section 2IC-2), reduces the
fluorescence intensity (see Figure 21-7). Today's com-
mercial instruments have a lower atomic number limit
of 5 (boron) or 6 (carbon). Another disadvantage of
the X-ray emission procedure is the high cost of in-
struments, which ranges from less than $10,000 for an

21 R. (,e1krt, R. Rieder, 1. BrUckner, B. C. Clark, G. Dreibu$, G. Klingcl-
hOfer, G. Lugmair, D. W. Ming, H. Wanke, A. Yen, J. Zipfel, and S. W
Squyres. 1. Geophys. Res., 2(4)6, J 11. E02S05
22For a comparison of X-ray fluorescence and inductively coupled plasma
for the analysis of environmental samples, see T. H. Nguyen, 1. Boman,
and t\t Lecrmakers, X-Ray Spectrometry, 1998,27,265.I~ V.Sethi, M. t\'lizuhira. and Y. Xiao, G.I. T. Ll.J.buratory Journal, 2005, 6. 22.

IQ"Mars Pathfinder," 1997. http://mars.jpl.nasa.govIMPF' (25 July 1997).
""'Spirit and Opportunity," 200...J, hltpJ/mpf\\.ww.jpl.nasa.gu\'/missions I
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r::il Tutorial: Learn more about applications of X-ray
lQJ fluorescence.

energy-dispersive system with a radioactive source to
well over $500,000 for automated and computerized
wavelength-dispersive systems.

In contrast to optical spectroscopy, where absorption
methods are most important, X-ray absorptionapplica-
tions are limited when compared with X-ray emission
and fluorescence procedures. Although absorption
measurements can be made relatively free of matrix
effects, the required techniques are somewhat cum-
bersome and time-consuming when compared with
fluorescence methods. Thus, most applications are con-
fined to samples in which matrix effects are minimal.

Absorption methods are analogous to optical ab-
sorption procedures in which the attenuation of a band
or line of X-radiation is the analytical variable. Wave-
length selection is accomplished with a monochro-
mator such as that shown in Figure 12-9 or by a filter
technique similar to that illustrated in Figure 12-8.
Alternatively, the monochromatic radiation from a
radioactive source may be used.

Because of the width of X-ray absorption peaks,
direct absorption methods arc generally useful only
when a single element with a high atomic number is to
be determined in a matrix consisting of only lighter el-
ements. Examples of applications of this type are the
determination of lead in gasoline and the determina-
tion of sulfur or the halogens in hydrocarbons.

120-1 X-ray Diffraction Methods

Since its discovery in 1912 by von Laue, X-ray diffrac-
tion has provided a wealth of important information
to science and industry. For example, much of what
is known about the arrangement and the spacing of
atoms in crystalline materials has been determined di-
rectly from diffraction studies. In addition, such stud-
ies have led to a much clearer understanding of the
physical properties of metals, polymeric materials, and
other solids. X-ray diffraction is one of the most im-
portant methods for determining the structures of such
complex natural products as steroids, vitamins, and an-
tibiotics. The details of these applications are beyond
the scope of this book.

X-ray diffraction also provides a convenient and
practical means for the qualitative identification of
crystalline compounds. The X-ray powder diffraction
method is the only analytical method that is capable of

http://mars.jpl.nasa.govIMPF'


providing qualitative and quantitative information
about the compounds present in a solid sample. For ex-
ample. the powder method can determine the per-
centage KBr and NaCl in a solid mixture of these two
compounds. Other analytical methods reveal only the
percentage K-. Na-, Br-, and Cl- in the sample."

Because each crystalline substance has a unique
X-ray diffraction pattern, X-ray powder methods are
well suited for qualitative identification. Thus, if an
exact match can be found between the pattern of
an unknown and an authentic sample, identification is
assured.

120-2 Identification of Crystalline
Compounds

Sample Preparation

For analytical diffraction studies, the crystalline
sample is ground to a fine homogeneous powder. In
such a form, the enormous number of small crystallites
are oriented in every possible direction; thus, when an
X-ray beam passes through the matcrial, a significant
number of the particles are oriented in such ways as to
fulfill the Bragg condition for reflection from every
possible interplanar spacing.

Samples are usually placed in a sample holder that
uses a depression or cavity to mount the sample. These
mounts are commonly made of aluminum, bronze,
Bakelite, glass, or Lucite. Cavity mounts are most com-
monly side loaded or back loaded. A frostcd glass sur-
face, ceramic, or caJdboard is placed over the front, and
the sample is carefully added via the open side or back.
Top-loading mounts are also available as are special
mounts known as zero background mounts. Alterna-
tively, a specimen may be mixed with a suitable non-
crystalline binder and molded into an appropriate
shape.

Automatic Diffractometers

Diffraction patterns are generally obtained with auto-
mated instruments similar in design to that shown in
Figure 12-9. In this instrument, the source is an X-ray
tube with suitable filters. The powdered sample, how-
ever, replaces the single crystal on its mount. In some
instances. the sample holder may be rotated to increase
the randomness of the orientation of the crystals. The

J.1FOf a more detailed Jis<.:ussion of the X-ray puwder Jiffraction method,

sc..::R. Jenkins and R. Snyder. Introduction {O X-Ray Powder Drffrucron1-
err", New York: \\-'iley. 19%.

diffraction pattern is then recorded by automatic scan-
ning in the same wav as for an emission or absorption
spectrum. Instruments of this type offer the advantage
of high precision for intensity measurements and auto-
mated data reduction and report generation.

Photographic Recording

The classical photographic method for recording pow-
der diffraction patterns is still used, particularly when
the amount of sample is small. The most common in-
strument forthis purpose is the Debye-Scherrerpowder
camera, which is shown schematically in Figure 12-17a.
Here, the beam from an X-ray tube is filtered to pro-
duce a nearly monochromatic beam (often the copper
or molybdenum Ka line), which is collimated by pas-
sage through a narrow tube.

Figure 12-8 shows how a filter can be used to pro-
duce a relatively monochromatic beam_ Note that the
Kf3 line and most of the continuum from a Mo target
are removed by a zirconium filter with a thickness of
about 0.01 em. The pure Ka line is then available for
diffractometry. Several other target-filter combina-
tions have been developed to isolate one of the intense
lines of the targct material.

The undiffracted radiation T then passes out of
the camera via a narrow exit tube as shown in Fig-
ure 12-17a. The camera itself is cylindrical and equip-
ped to hold a strip of film around its inside wall. The
inside diameter of the cylinder usually is 5.73 or
11.46 em, so that each lineal millimeter of film is equiv-
alent to 1.0' or 0.5' in 8, respectively. The sample is
held in the center of the beam by an adjustable mount.

Figure 12-17b shows the appearance of the exposed
and developed film; each set of lines (0" 0" and so
forth) represents diffraction from one set of crystal
planes. The Bragg angle 8 for each line is easily evalu-
ated from the geometry of the camera.

D,
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Centre for Diffraction Data, Newtown Square, Penn-
sylvania. As of 2005, this file contained powder diffrac-
tion patterns for more than 477,000 reference materi-
als. Because the file is so large, the powder data file has
been broken down into subfiles that contain listings for
inorganics, organics, minerals, metals, alloys, forensic
materials, and others. The sub-databases are available
on CD-ROM, and software is available for searching
the databases using any combination of several search
criteria. Each record in the database contains a wealth
of i.l>formation regarding the substances and materi-
als,inbluding name, formula (if appropriate), compo-
sitio'n, color, line strengths, melting point, mineral clas-
sification, density, and a host of other characteristics of
the materials as well as bibliographic information. A
variety of presentation modes are available so that
graphs and other important images may be viewed and
printed."

If the sample contains two or more crystalline com-
pounds, identification becomes more complex. Here,
various combinations of the more intense lines are
used until a match can be found. Computer searching
and matching of data greatly facilitates this task.

One very important application is the determina-
tion of the percentage crystallinity of materials. In the
analysis of polymeric and fibrous materials, determin-

The identification of a species from its powder diffrac-
tion pattern is based on the position of the lines (in
terms of 8 or 28) and their relative intensities. The dif-
fraction angle 28 is determined by the spacing between
a particular set of planes: with the aid of the Bragg
equation. this distance d is calculated from the known
wavelength of the source and the measured angle. Line
intensities depend on the number and kind of atomic
reflection centers in each set of planes.

Crystals are identified empirically. A powder dif-
fraction database is maintained by the International

FIGURE 12-17 Schematic of (a) a Debye-
Scherrer powder camera; (b) the filmstrip
after development. O2, D" and T indicate
positions of the filmin the camera.

ing the crystalline-to-amorphous ratio has long been of
importance, and X-ray powder methods have unique
advantages in these determinations. In the pharma-
ceutical area, the degree of crystallinity can influence
the long-term stability of a formulation as well as its
bioactivity. X-ray diffraction methods are being in-
creasingly applied to pharmaceuticals.

Crystalline materials produce well-defined diffrac-
tion peaks whose widths are related to the crystalline
"quality." High-quality materials produce sharp peaks,
and poor-quality materials give rise to more diffuse dif-
fraction peaks. Amorphous phases come in different
forms depending on how they were formed. A glassy
phase produces a diffraction signal that is the radial dis-
tribution of nearest neighbor interactions. An amor-
phous phase derived from a crystalline phase usually
corresponds to a poor-quality, or paracrystalline, mate-
rial. Both glassy and para crystalline specimens produce
a low-frequency halo, which can appear as a broad
background.

One approach to determining the crystalline-to-
amorphous ratio is to use conventional quantitative
analysis methods. Non-overlapped X-ray diffraction
peaks arc chosen for the phase to be analyzed. Either
peak height or peak area is used for quantitative analy-
sis. Standards of known concentration are then used to
prepare a calibration curve.

In the Vainshtein approach, the amorphous phase
is used as a normalizing factor for the integrated



intensities of the crystalline peaks." This eliminates
the effects of sample preparation and instrumcnt drift.
Analysis is based on Vainshteins law. which states that
the diffracted intensity from a material is independent
of its state of order within identical regions of reci-
procal space. To apply the law. a single standard with
a known percentage of crystallinity is used to establish
the normalization ratio between the integrated crys-
talline peaks and the amorphous "background." The
same measurements are then made on thc specimen of
unknown crystallinity. The percentage crystallinity of
the unknown is thcn found from

[
(CIA)" ]

%C" = %C"d (C/A)"d

where %C" and %C"d are the percentage crystallini-
ties of the unknown and standard respectively, and CIA

!jB_ K. Vainshtein (1~21-1996) \lias a prominent Russian X-ray crystallo-
grapher. His monograph Diffraccion of X-rays by Chain MoLecules (Am-
sterdam: Elsevier. 1966) played an important role in the development of
structural studies of polymers.

is the ratio of the integrated intensity of the crystalline
phase C to the amorphous background A.

Yet another approach is to use Fourier transform
methods to split the power spectrum into low- and
high-frequency regions. The amorphous phase is asso-
ciated with the low-frcquency region, and the crys-
talline phase is associated with the high-frequency re-
gion. After filtering the undesired region, the inverse
transform gives the amorphous intensity and the crys-
talline intensity. Standards are used to dctcrmine the
width and frcquencies of the filters.

*12-7 Aluminum is to be used as windows for a cell for X-ray absorption measure-
ments with the Ag Ka line. The mass absorption coefficient for aluminum at this
wavelength is 2.74; its density is 2.70 g/cm '. What maximum thickness of alumi-
num foil could be used to fabricate the windows if no more than 3.5% of the ra-
dia tion is to be absorbed by them ry

*12-8 A solution of I, in ethanol had a density of 0.794 g/cm '. A 1.50-cm layer was
found to transmit 27.3% of the radiation from a Mo Ka source. Mass absorption
coefficients for I. C, H, and 0 are 39.2,0.70.0.00, and 1.50, respectively.
(a) Calculate the percentage of I, present, neglecting absorption by the alcohol.
(b) Correct the results in part (a) for the presence of alcohol.

*12-9 Calculate the goniometer setting, in terms of 20. required to observe the Ka,
lines for Fe (1.76 A), Se (0.992 A), and Ag (0.497 A) when the diffracting crystal
is (a) topaz, (b) LiF, (c) NaCI.

12-10 Calculate the goniometer setting, in terms of 20, required to observe the LI3,
Iincs for Br at 8.126 A when the diffracting crystal is
(a) ethylenediamine d-tartrate.
(b) ammonium dihydrogen phosphate.

*12-11 Calculate the minimum tube voltage required to excite the following lines. The
numbers in parentheses are the wavelengths in A for the corresponding absorp-
tion edges.
(a) K lines for Ca (3.064)
(b) La lines for As (9.370)
(c) Ll3lines for U (0.592)
(d) K lines for Mg (0.496)

Manganese was determined in samples of geological interest via X-ray fluo-
rescence using barium as an internal standard. The fluorescence intensity of
isolated lines for each element gave the following data:

An important method for the determination of the ele-
mental composition of surfaces is based on the electron
microprobe. In this technique, X-ray emission from the
elements on the surface of a sample is stimulated by a
narrowly focused beam of electrons. The resulting
X-ray emission is detected and analyzed with either a
wavelength or an energy-dispersive spectrometer. This
method is discussed in detail in Section 21F-1.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

*12-1 What is the short-wavelength limit of the continuum produced by an X-ray tube
having a silver target and operated at 90 kV?

*12-2 What minimum tube voltage would be required to excite the KI3and LI3series of
lines for (a) U, (h) K, (c) Rh, (d) W?

The Ka, lines for Ca, Zn, Zr, and Sn have wavelengths of 3.36,1.44,0.79, and
0.49 A, respectively. Calculate an approximate wavelength for the Ka lines of
(a) V, (h) Ni, (c) Se, (d) Br, (e) Cd, (f) Sh.

The La lines for Ca. Zn, Zr, and Sn have wavelengths of 36.3, 11.9.6.07, and
3.60 A, respectively. Estimate the wavelengths for the La lines for the elements
listed in Prohlem 12-3.

*12-5 The mass ahsorption coefficient for Ni, measured with the Cu Ka line, is 49.2
cm2/g. Calculate the thickness of a nickel foil that was found to transmit 47.8% of
the incident power of a beam of Cu Ka radiation. The density of Ni is 8.90 g/cm '.

*12-6 For Mo Ka radiation (0.711 A), the mass absorption coefficients for K, L H. and
o arc 16.7.39.2.0.0, and 1.50 cm '/g, respectively.
(a) Calculate the mass ahsorption coefficient for a solution prepared by mixing

11.00 g of Kl with 89.00 g of water.
(h) The density of the solution described in (a) is 1.086 g/cm3 What fraction of

the radiation from a Mo Ka source would be transmitted hy a 0.60-cm layer
of the solution')

Wt.%Mn Ba Mn

0.00 156 80
0.10 160 1116
020 159 129
0.30 160 154
0.40 151 167

What is the weight percentage manganese in a sample that had a Mn-to-Ba
count ratio of 0.735')

~ Challenge Problem

12-13 As discussed in Section 12C-3, the APXS, or alpha proton X-ray spectrometer,
has been an important experiment aboard all of the Mars exploration rovers.
Journal articles provide details of the APXS experiments on the most recent
missions in 2004 and compare the instrumentation and measurement strategies
with those on board the Pathfinder mission of 199726

,~S. W. Squyres et aI., 1. Genphys. Res .. 2003. 108. S06::!;R. Rieder et al.. 1. Ge{)ph.~·5.Res .. 2003. J08. 8066: 1. Bruckner
et aL, 1. (;eophys. Res .. 2003, lOS, 809·l; R. Gellert et aL Science, 200·t 305, 829: H. Y. McSween et al., Science. 2004, 305.
8--12;S. W Squyres et a\., Science, 2004. 306, 1709; L A. Soderblom et aL Science, 2004, 306. 1723: G. Khngelhofer ct aL,
Scienef:'. 200·1. 306.1740; R. Rieder et al.. Sciena. 2004. 306.1746; A. Banin, Science, 2005. 309. 888.
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Consult the cited articles, and describc the construction and operation
of the deteclor head on the Spiric and Oppnrcu/lity ro\·ers. Illustrate your
answer with basic diagrams of Ihe instrument components, and describe
the function of each.
What determines the selectivity and sensitivity of the APXS system')
What elements cannot be determined by APXSo Why notO

Characterize the general elemental composition of all of the Martian land-
ing sites. What are the similarities and differences among the sites. What
cxplanation do these workers and others givc for the similarities?
How Were the APXS measurements limited bv the time in the Martian day
when the experiments were completed" Expl~in the cause of these Iimita--
tions. How and why were the APXS experiments terminated?
What effect did temperature have on the results of the X-ray mode of the
APXS experiments? How does this effect relate to your discussion in (e)?
The APXS experiments were used to compare the surface composition with
the composition of the interiors. How was this accomplished? What differ-
ences were discovered? What explanation was given for the differences?
Halogen fractionation was apparent in the Martian rock samples. What
explanation was given for this phenomenon?
Characterize the overall precision and accuracy of the APXS experiments.
The APXS team states that "accuracy is mainly determined by precision."
Explain what is meant by this statement. Under what circumstances is it true?
Explain in some detail the calibration procedure for the APXS experiments.
What calibration standards were used on Mars, and where were they located?
How Were individual element peaks extracted from the X-ray spectra?
Figure 12-18 shows a plot of corrected calibration data for Fe from the APXS
experiments. Note that there are uncertainties in both the x and y data. The

data from the plot are tabulated in the table below. Carry out a normallcast-
squares analysis of the data using Excel. Determine the slope, intercept,
correlation coefficient, and the standard deviation about regression.

Peak Area (T Mass % (T

2.36 0.28 2.12 0.13
7.04 0.54 5.75 0.13

6.68 0.54 5.85 0.13
8.01 0.39 7.14 0.10
8.42 0.44 7.45 0.13

9.04 0.44 7.87 0.10

14.74 0.74 13.20 0.10

17.93 0.90 15.58 0.18
21.27 1.05 20.24 0.21

23.22 1.18 20.71 0.23

25.02 1.26 20.55 0.18

(I) Carry out a weighted least-squares analysis of the data using a procedure
similar to the one described in Problem 10-14 that allows for uncertainties in
both the x and y variables. Compare your results to those obtained in (k).

l() 12 14 16 l~ :20 'l, ~4 26 28 )0

Weight percentag~

FIGURE 12-18 APXS calibration curve for Fe corrected for attenuation coefficient. (From
R. Rieder et aI., J. Geophys. Res., 2003. 108,8066, with permission.)



Instrumental Analysis in Action
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t-.fercury is an extremely important element in the environ-
ment, in foods, and in industrial processes. The health
scares concerning mercury have been many since the best-
known case, the Minamata Bay disaster in Japan in 1956.
Minamata is a small industrial town on the coast of the
Shiranui Sea. The major industrial firm in Minamata, the
Chisso Corporation, dumped some 37 tons of mercury-
containing compounds into Minamata Bay from 1932 to
1968. As a result, thousands of local residents, whose nor-
mal diet included /ish from the bay, developed symproms
of methylmercury poisoning. The disease became known as
Minamata disease. Since then, there have been many warn-
ings ahout eating /ish and shellfish known to contain high
levels of mercury. The most recent recommendations of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the Food and Drug Administration warn women of
child-bearing age and young children not to eat shark,
swordfish, king mackerel, or tilefish. These agencies also
advise women and young children to eat no more than 12
ounces per week of fish that contain lower levels of mercury,
such as shrimp, canned lUna, salmon, pollock, and cat/ish.
More stringent recommendations apply to fish from certain
lakes, rivers, and coastal areas.

Mercury is, of course, a naturally occurring element. How-
ever, industrial poHution is a major source of environmental
mercury. The pollution comes from many sources, such as
coal-burning power plants, refineries, runoff from factories,
and industrial waste. Mercury also enters the environment
from such sources as automobile exhausts, sewage treat-
ment plants, medical and dental facilities, and water runoff
from mercury- and gold-mining operations. The Clean Air
Act, first enacted in 1970 in the United Srates, mandated
levels of air pollution, including mercury. Likewise, the EPA
has set water-quality criteria for levels of mercury in both
fresh and saltwater systems.' The Clean Water Act requires
that individual states achieve safe concentration levels for
pollutants like mercury.

Mercury from the air or from water sources accumulates
in streams and lakes. Bacteria in the water convert the mer-
cury into methylmercury, which is readily absorbed by in-
sects and other aquatic organisms. The mercury-containing
compounds rapidly move up the food chain as small fish
eat the small organisms and big fish eat the small fish. The
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concentrations of mercury are determined by the life span
of the fish and its feeding habits. The highest concentrations
are found in large fish such as swordfish and sharks.

Because of its importance in the environment, accurate,
reliable determinations of mercury are crucial. Although
determination of the various forms that mercury takes in
the environment is of interest, current regulations focus on
measurements of total mercury, which is in itself challeng-
ing. The challenge arises because in complex environmental
samples mercury is present in very small amounts. The EPA
has established a level of 12 ppt as the upper limit for fresh-
water ecosystems and 25 ppt as the limit for saltwater. The
National Toxics rule of the EPA 2 recommends that the safe
level for mercury is as low as 1.3 parts per trillion (ppt). Fre-
quently, concentrations lower than this criterion are found
for total dissolved mercury (inorganic plus organic forms) in
seawater. Some ocean surface waters have been found to
have concentrations lower than 0.05 ppt, and intermediate
water layers can have levels as high as 2 ppt. These low con-
centrations can be near or lower than the limits of detection
for many analytical techniques. In freshwater systems, much
higher concentrations have been observed. In some Califor-
nia lakes, for example, levels of 0.5 to 100 ppt have been de-
termined. In any case, detection of these ultra trace levels
can be quite a challenge for analytical chemists.

The concentrations of interest in satisfying regulations in
the United States and the United Kingdom are in the parts-
per-trillion range and lower. However, conventional analyti~
cal methods such as flame atomic absorption, inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission, and inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry cannot achieve parts~per-trillion
detection limits because the use of nebulizers to transfer
samples to the atomizer is quite inefficient (often only 2%
or less of the sample is transferred).'

Cold-vapor atomic absorption (see Section 9A-3) can
sometimes achieve sub-parts-per-billion detection limits.
In the most sensitive EPA cold-vapor atomic absorption
method, the sample is digested with a permanganate-

! http://w\\''-''.epa.govimcrcury/reporLhtm
J"Monitoring the Mercury Menace," p. Stockwdl. Toda.vs Chemisla!
Work. p. 27. November 2003: http://pub5.acs.org/subscrihe/journals/
tC3w/12/i 11ipdf,-1103instruments.pdf.

Gas-liquid
separator

persulfate solution, which oxidizes all the mercury forms
to Hg(lI). Stannous chloride (SnCI,) is then used to reduce
the Hg(ll) to elemental mercury, which is swept into the
observation cell of the atomic absorption spectrometer
by a stream of inert gas. Method 245.1 of the EPA can
achieve sub-parts-per-billion sensitivity but gives nonlinear
responses. EPA method 7474 uses a microwave digestion
procedure and has a range from about 1 ppb to several
parts per million.

Beca.lJsc regulatory requirements are becoming more strin-
gent, -it is desirable to have a more sensitive method for
mercury. Atomic fluorescence spectrometry (AFS; see Sec-
tion 9E) can achieve the required detection limits when com-
bined with newly developed cold-vapor technology. Scveral
instrument companies now market mercury analyzers hased
on atomic fluorescence spectrometry. Concurrent \\lith de-
velopment of commercial atomic fluorescence spectrometers
for mercur\, monitoring has been the development of vapor
generation' techniques based on liquid-gas-separation tech-
nology. With rhese systems. essentially 100% of the sample is
introduced into the spectrometer observation celL Scattering
of light from water vapor is also eliminated.

A block diagram of a cold-vapor atomic fluorescence in-
strument for macury determination is given in Figure IA2-1.
Here. rhe predigested and oxidized sample is mixed with
SnCl, or another suitable reductant to generate elemental
merc~ry. A gas-liquid separator is then used to separate the

FIGURE IA2-1 Cold-vapor atomic
fluorescence system for ultratrace
determinations of mercury.

liquid reagents from the mercury vapor, which is transferred
to the observation cell by a stream of inert gas. A high-
intensity mercury vapor lamp excites atomic fluorescence.

The EPA method 245.7 uses a system similar to Fig-
ure 1A2-1 for mercury detection.' In some commercial
systems, the digestion-oxidation step is also automated.
The digestion is with a mixture of HCI, Br-, and BrO] -.
The method can achieve a detection limit of 0.1 to 0.2 ppt.

EPA method 16315 uses oxidation followed by a purge-
and-trap method and cold-vapor atomic fluorescence.
Mercury is preconcentrated in the gold-coated sand trap by
amalgamation. One commercial instrument uses an atomic
fluorescence detection system and claims a working range
from <0.05 ppt to -250 ppb. This method is quite useful for
a variety of sample types ranging from seawarcr to sewage.

Measurements of mercury at the ultratrace levels demanded
by current regulations are feasible with cold-vapor AFS.
However, a good deal of care must be taken to assure high
reliability. Getting rid of mercury when high levels are
found in the environment is, however. another problem.

~.\1ercurv in ",'ater by Cold Vapor Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry,
EPA-RZI-R-Ol-OO8. US Environmental Protection Agency. OffIce of
Water. 2001; http://h20.enr.state.nc.us/labiqa/epamcthods/245_7.pdf
.\Mercury in Water bJ' Oxidalion. Purge and Trap, and Cold Vapor
Atomic FluoresceMe Spectrometry, Method 1631. Re\"ision E, EPA-821-
R-02-Q19. US Environmental Protection Agency Office of Water, 2001:
http://ww ..••i.epa.go\'lwaterscienceimethods/1631_html

http://pub5.acs.org/subscrihe/journals/
http://h20.enr.state.nc.us/labiqa/epamcthods/245_7.pdf


The picture shown abm"c is of a portable Raman spectrometer
designed specifically for forensics, ci,·il defense. homeland
security, and other applications where .':illspieious liquids
or solids might be encountered. The unit has a LittHn,
spectrograph, a een detector, and a fiber-optic probf' fur
excitation and collection. Raman spectro5COp) is the subject
of Chapter 13. ((nPhotollics. Inc.)

SecliUIl3 begins with all illiroductioll tu the the-
arT alld practice o/ultraciolel. risible, and near-

irrjiw"f'(l"peclromelrv in Chapter 13,jiJl/owed

by applicalions 0/ these regiolls 0/ the spectrum ill Chap-

ter 1'1. Molecular luminescellce spectrometr)', includillg
jllLorescellce~ p!uJ,iiphorescPflcc. a/ul chemiluflll:'Iesccnce

meaSllremenl techniques, is described in Chapter 15.

Tibratiorutl speelrosco1'.l· is disewsed ill Chapter 16
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An Introduction to
Ultraviolet-Visible
Molecular
Absorption
Spectrometry

Molecula. r absorption spectro. scopy in the
ultral'iolet and l'isible spectral regions

is widely used for the quantitatil'e
determination of a large number of inorganic,

organic, and biological species. In this chapter, we
introduce the principles of molecular absorption

spectroscopy based on electromagnetic T"Qdiation in

the wal'elength region of 190 to 800 nm. Many of
these principles, howel'er, are applicable to spec-
troscopic measurements in other spectral regions
such as the infrared region.

fd'l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com /cbemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Molecular absorption spectroscopy I is based on the
measurement of the transmittance T or the absorbance
A of solutions contained in transparent cells having a
path length of b centimeters. Ordinarily. the concen-
tration of an absorbing analyte is linearly related to ab-
sorbance as given by Beer's law:

Po
A = -logT = logp = ebc

All of the variables in this equation are defined in
Table 13-1.

13A MEASUREMENT OF
TRANSMITTANCE AND
ABSORBANCE

Transmittance and absorbance, as det1ned in Table
13-1, cannot normally be measured in the laboratory
because the analyte solution must be held in a trans-
parent container. or cell. As shown in Figure 13-1, re-
flection occurs at the two air-wall interfaces as well as
at the two wall-solution interfaces. The resulting beam
attenuation is substantial, as we demonstrated in Ex-
ample 6-2, where it was shown that about 8.5% of a
beam of yellow light is lost by reflection in passing
through a glass cell containing water. In addition, atten-
uation of a beam may occur as a result of scattering by
large molecules and sometimes from absorption by
the container walls. To compensate for these effects,
the power of the beam transmitted by the analyte solu-
tion is usually compared with the power of the beam
transmitted by an identical cell containing only solvent.
An experimental transmittanee and absorbance that
closely approximate the true transmittance and absor-
bance are then obtained with the equations

A I 1"01"", I Po= og~~= og-
P~ulution p

The terms Po and 1', as used in the remainder of this
book, refer to the power of radiation after it has passed

\ For further study, see F. Settle. ed .. Handbook of Instrumental Techniques
for Analytical Chemistry, Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prenlice-HalL llJ97,S<,;c-
tions IIIand IV; 1. D. Inglc Ir. and S. R. Crouch. Spectrochemical Analysis.
Upper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice HaIL 19HH; E. J Meehan, in Treutise on
Analytical Chemistry. 2nd cd .. Part I, VoL 7. Chaps. 1-3. P. 1. Eking, E. J

Meehan. and I. M. Kolthoff, cds .. New York, NY: Wile ••., t981: 1. E. Cmob.

The Spectrum in Chemistry. New York: Academic Prc~s. 1978.

Incident radiant power, Po
Transmitted radiant power, P
Absorbance, A
Transmittance, T
Path length 01 sample, b
Concentration of absorber, c
Absorptivity,' a
Molar absorptivity,' 6

Radiant power in watts incident on sample
Radiant power transmitted by sample
10g(PoIP)
PIPo
Length over which attenuation occurs
Concentration in specified units
AI(bc)
AI(bc)

Incident intensity. 10

Transmitted intensity, I
Optical density. D; extinction, E
Transmission, T
I,d

Extinction coefficient, k
Molar extinction coefficient

*Terminology recommended by the American Chemical Society (Anal. CharI., 1990,62,91).

I C may be expressed in grams per liter or in other specified concentration units: b may be expressed in centimeters or other units of length.

tc is expressed in moles per liter; b is expressed in centimeters.

Reflection losses
at interfaces '""'~ .

Scattering
losses in
solution

~ Reflection losses
at interfaces

FIGURE 13-1 Reflection and scattering losses with a
solution contained in a typical glass cell. Losses by re-
fiecuO{lcan occur at all the boundaries that separate
the Ilifferentmaterials. In this example, the light passes
through the air-glass, glass-solution, solution-glass, and
glass-air interfaces.

through cells containing the solvent and the analyte
solutions, respectively.

Equation 13-1 represents Beer's law. This relationship
can be rationalized as follows.' Consider the block
of absorbing matter (solid, liquid, or gas) shown in

FIGURE 13-2 Radiation of initialradiant power Po
is attenuated to transmitted power P by a solution
containing c moles per liter of absorbing solution with
a path length of b centimeters.

Figure 13-2. A beam of parallel monochromatic radia-
tion with power Po strikes the bloek perpendicular to
a surface. After passing through a length b of the mate-
rial, which contains n absorbing atoms. ions. or mole-
cules. its power is decreased to I' as a result of absorp-
tion. Consider now a eross section of the block having
an area S and an infinitesimal thickness dx. Within this
section there are dn absorbing particles; we can imagine
a surface associated with each particle at which photon
eapture will occur. That is, if a photon reaches one of
these areas by chance, absorption will follow immedi-
ately. The total projected area of these capture surfaces
within the section is designated as dS; the ratio of the
capture area to the total area, then, is dS/S. On a statis-
tical average, this ratio represents the probability for
the capture of photons within the section.

The power of the beam entering the section, 1'" is
proportional to the number of photons per unit area,



and dP, represents the power absorbed within the sec-
tion. The fraction absorbed is then -dP,IPxo and this
ratio also equals the average probability for capture.
The term is given a minus sign to indicate that the radi-
ant power P decreases as it passes through the absorb-
ing region. Thus,

dE', d5
P, 5

Recall, now, that d5 is the sum of the capture areas
for particles within the section; it must therefore be
proportional to the number of particles, or

where dn is the number of particles and a is a propor-
tionality constant, which can be called the capture cross
section. Combining Equations 13-4 and 13-5 and inte-
grating over the interval between 0 and n, we obtain-r dp, = !"adn

Pn Px 0 S

When these integrals are evaluated, we find that

-In!.. = an
Po 5

After converting to base 10 logarithms and inverting
the fraction to change the sign, we obtain

log J>" = ---'!"-
P 2.3035

where n is the total number of particles within the
block shown in Figure 13-2. The cross-sectional area
S can be expressed as the ratio of the volume of the
block V in cubic centimeters to its length I> in centime-
ters. Thus,

5 = ""cm'
I>

anI>
2.303V

Note that IlIV is the number of particles per cubic cen-
timeter, which has the units of concentration. We can
then convert IlIV to moles per liter because the number
of moles is given by

n p;>HielcS
number mol ~ -------.

6.02 X 1021 p.ar-fictl!S1 mol

and c in moles per liter is given by

n lO00em'/l
c = 6.02 X 10" mol x V em'

100011
6.02 X lO"V moUl

Combining this relationship with Equation 13-7 yields

10 J>" = 6.02 X 10"abc
g P 2.303 x 1000

Finally, the constants in this equation can be colleeted
into a single term e to give

Po
logp = ebc = A

13B-1 Application of Beer's Law to Mixtures

Beer's law also applies to a medium containing more
than one kind of absorbing substance. Provided that
the species do not interact, the total absorbance for a
multicomponent system is given by

Atotal = At + Az + ... + An

= e[l>c + e2bc + ... + enl>c (13-9)

where the subscripts refer to absorbing components
1,2, ... , n.

13B-2 Limitations to Beer's Law

Few exceptions are found to the generalization that
absorbance is linearly related to path length. On the
other hand, deviations from the direct proportionality
between the measured absorbance and concentration
frequently occur when I> is constant. Some of these de-
viations, called real deviatiolls, are fundamental and
represent real limitations of the law. Others are a result
of how the absorbance measurements are made (in-
strumental deviations) or a result of chemical changes
that occur when the concentration changes (chemical
deviations).

Real Limitations to Beer's Law

Beer's law describes the absorption behavior of media
containing relatively low analyte concentrations; in this
sense, it is a limiting law. At high concentrations (usu-
ally >0.01 M), the extent of solute-solvent interactions.
solute-solute interactions, or hydrogcn bonding can

r::"iI Exercise: Learn more about absorption
~ spectrophotometry.

affect the analyte environment and its absorptivity. For
example. at high concentrations, the average distances
between the molecules or ions responsihle for absorp-
tion are diminished to the point where each particle
affects the charge distribution of its neighbors. Thcse
solute-solute interactions can alter the ability of the an-
alyte species to absorb a given wavelength of radiation.
Because the extent of interaction depends on concen-
tration, deviations from the linear relationship hetween
absorbance and concentration occur. A similar effect is
sometimes encountered in media containing low ah-
sorber concentrations but high concentrations of other
species, particularly electrolytes. The proximity of ions
to the absorber alters the molar absorptivity of the lat-
ter by electrostatic interactions; the effect is lessened by
dilution.

Although the effect of molecular interactions is or-
dinarily not significant at concentrations below 0.0 I M,
some exceptions oceur among certain large organic
ions or molecules. For example, the molar ahsorptivity
at 436 nm for the cation of methylene blue in aqueous
solutions is reported to increase by 88% as the dye con-
centration is increased from 1O·5to 10-2 M; even below
10-6 M, strict adherence to Beer's law is not observed.

Deviations from Beer's law also arise because ab-
sorptivity depends on the refractive index of the me-
dium.' Thus, if concentration changes cause significant
alterations in the refractive index n of a solution, de-
partures from Beer's law are observed. A eorrection
for this effect can be made by substituting the quantity
enl(n 2 + 2)2 for e in Equation 13-8. In general, this cor-
rection is never very large and is rarely significant at
conc!ntrations less than 0.01 M.

Apparent Chemical Deviations

Apparent deviations from Beer's law arise when an
analyte dissociates, associates, or reacts with a solvent
to produce a product with a different ahsorption spec-
trum than the analyte. A common example of this be-
havior is found with aqueous solutions of acid-base
indicators. For example, the color change associated
with a typical indicator Hln arises from shifts in the
equilibrium

Example 13-1 demonstrates how the shift in this
equilibrium with dilution results in deviation from
Beer's law.

Solutions containing various concentrations of the
acidic indicator Hln with K, = 1.42 X 10-5 were pre-
pared in 0.1 M HCI and 0.1 M NaOH. In both media,
plots of absorbance at either 430 nm or 570 nm versus
the total indicator concentration are nonlinear. How-
ever, in both media, Beer's law is obeyed at 430 nm
and 570 nm for the individual species HIn and In-.
Hence, if we knew the equilibrium concentrations of
H In and In -, we eould compensate for the dissociation
of Hln. Usually, though, the individual concentrations
are unknown and only the total concentration cta,,! =

[Hln] + IIn-] is known.
We now calculate the absorbance for a solution with

CIO<a[ = 2.00 x 10-\ M. The magnitude of the acid dis-
sociation constant suggests that, for all practical pur-
poses, the indicator is entirely in the undissociated Hln
form in the HCI solution and completely dissociated
as In - in NaOH. The molar absorptivities at 430 and
570 nm of the weak acid H1n and its conjugate base In
were determined by measurements of strongly acidic
and strongly basic solutions of the indicator. The re-
sults were

6.30 X 10'
2.06 x 10'

7.12 X 103

9.61 X 10'

What are the absorbances (I.OO-cm cell) of unbuffered
solutions of the indicator ranging in concentration
from 2.00 x 105 M to 16.00 X 10-5 M?

First, we find the concentration of Hln and In - in the
unbuffered 2 x 10 5 M solution. Here,

. [Wrlln]
K = 1.42 x 10-' ='--, -'---

" [Hln]

From the equation for the dissociation reaction. we
know that [H'] = [In ]. Furthermore, the mass bal-
ance expression for the indicator tells us that [In ] +
[Hln I = 2.00 x 10-5 M. Suhstitution of these relation-
ships into the K, expression vields

[In-]'
--------_._-~---
2.00 x 10' [In -:



Rearrangement yields the quadratic expression

[In )2 + (1.42 x 1O-5[1n']) - (2.84 x 10-10) = 0

The positive solution to this equation is

[In -] = 1.12 x 10-5 M

[HIn] = (2.00 X 10-5) - (1.12 X 10-5)

= 0.88 X 10-5 M

We are now able to caleulate the absorbance at the two
wavelengths. For 430 nm, we can substitute into Equa-
tion 13-9 and obtain

A = e[,-b[In-] + eHlnb[HIn]
A430 = (2.06 X 104 X 1.00 X 1.12 X 10-5)

+ (6.30 X 10' X 1.00 X 0.88 X 10-5)

= 0.236

Similarly at 570 nm,

A570 = (9.61 X 10' X 1.00 X 1.12 X 10-5)

+ (7.12 X 103 X 1.00 X 0.88 X 10-5)

= 0.073

Additional data, obtained in the same way, are shown
in Table 13-2.

The plots in Figure 13-3, which contain the data
from Table 13-2, illustrate the types of departures from
Beer's law that occur when the absorbing system un-
dergoes dissociation or association. Note that the di-
rection of curvature is opposite at the two wavelengths.

Instrumental Deviations due
to Polychromatic Radiation

Beer's law strictly applies only when measurements are
made with monochromatic source radiation. In prac-
tice, polychromatic sources that have a continuous dis-

Assuming that Beer's law applies strictly for each
wavelength, we may write for A'

PI; ,
A' = log p; = e be

~ 0.600

of
~
:;: 0400 P' = Polo-'h.

Similarly, for the second wavelength A"

P" = PolO-"b"

When an absorbance measurement is made with radia-
tion composed of both wavelengths, the power of the
beam emerging from the solution is the sum of the pow-
ers emerging at the two wavelengths, P' + P". Likewise,
the total incident power is the sum Po + Po· Therefore,
the measured absorbance Am is

(Po + Po')
Am = loge JY+P';j

We then substitute for P' and P" and find that

(P,; + P;;)
Am = log (PolO ,b, + PolO-'-h')

When the molar absorptivities are the same at the two
wavelengths (e' ~ e"), this equation simplitles to

Am = e'be = e"be

and Beer's law is followed. As shown in Figure 13-4,
ho~ever, the relationship between Am and concentra-
tion i~no longer linear when the molar absorptivities
ditf~r. In addition, as the difference between e' and [;"
increases, the deviation from linearity increases. This
derivation can be expanded to include additional wave-
lengths: the effect remains the same.

if the band of wavelengths selected for spectropho-
tometric measurements corresponds to a region of the
absorption spectrum in which the molar absorptivity
of the analvte is essentially constant, departures from
Beer's law' are minimal. Many molecular bands in
the UV-visible region tit this description. For these,
Beer's law is obeved as demonstrated by Band A in Fig-
ure 13-5. On thc'other hand. some absorption hands in

r:=il Tutorial: Learn more ahout the limitations of
IQ.j Beer's law.

FIGURE 13-3 Chemical deviations from Beer's law for
unbuffered solutions of the indicator Hln. For the data, see
Example 13-1. Note that there are positive deviations at
430 nm and negative deviations at 570 nm. At 430 nm, the
absorbance is primarily due to the ionized In- form of the
indicator and is proportional to the fraction ionized, which
varies nonlinearly with the total indicator concentration. At
570 nm, the absorbance is due principally to the undis-
sociated acid Hln, which increases nonlinearly with the
total concentration.

tribution of wavelengths are used in conjunction with
a grating or with a filter to isolate a nearly symmetric
band of wavelengths surrounding the wavelength to
be employed (see Figures 7-13, 7-16, and 7-17, for
example).

The following derivation shows the effect of poly-
chromatic radiation on Beer's law. Consider a beam of
radiation consisting of just two wavelengths A' and A"

2.00 X 10-5

4.00 X 10-5

8.00 X 10-5

12.0 X 10-5

16.0 X 10-5

0.88 X 10'5
2.22 X 10-5

5.27 X 10-5

8.52 X 10-5

11.9 X 10-5

1.12 X 10-5

1.78 X 10-'
2.73 X 10-'
3.48 x 10-5

4.11 X 10-5

0.236
0.381
0.5%
0.771
0.922

0.073
0.175
0.401
0.640
0.887

~ 0.60

~
E< 0.40

2.0
Concentration. M x 104

FIGURE 13-4 Deviations from Beer's law with polychro-
";atic radiation. The absorber has the indicated molar
absorptivities at the two wavelengths A' and A".

the UV-visible region and many in the IR region are
very narrow, and departures from Beer's law are com-
mon, as illustrated for Band B in Figure 13-5. Hence, to
avoid deviations, it is advisable to select a wavelength
band near the wavelength of maximum absorption
where the analyte absorptivity changes little with wave-
length.

It is also found experimentally that for absorbance
measurements at the maximum of narrow bands, de-
partures from Beer's law are not significant if the ef-
fective bandwidth of the monochromator or filter t.A,rr
(Equation 7-17) is less than one tenth of the width of
the absorption band at half height (full width at half
maximum).

Instrumental Deviations in the
Presence of Stray Radiation

We showed in Chapter 7 that the radiation exiting from
a monochromator is usually contaminated with small
amounts of scattered or stray radiation. This radiation,
commonlv called stray light, is defined as radiation from
the instr~ment that is outside the nominal wavelength
band chosen for the determination. This stray radiation
often is the result of scattering and reflection off the sur-
faces of gratings, lenses or mirrors. filters, and windows.
The wavelength of stray radiation often differs greatly
from that of the principal radiation and, in addition, the
radiation may not have passed through the sample.



FIGURE 13-5 The effect of polychromatic radiation on
Beer's law. In the spectrum at the top, the absorptivity
of the analyte is nearly constant over Band A from the
source. Note in the Beer's law plot at the bottom that
using Band A gives a linear relationship. In the spectrum,
Band B corresponds to a region where the absorptivity
shows substantial changes. In the lower plot, note the
dramatic deviation from Beer's law that results.

When measurements are made in the presence of
stray radiation, the observed absorbance A' is given by

Po+P,
A' = log---P+P,

where P; is the power of nonabsorbed strav radiation.
Figure 13-6 shows a plot of A' versus conce~tration for
various ratios of P, to Po. Note that at high concentra-
tions and at longer path lengths stray radiation can
also cause significant deviations from the linear rela-
tionship between absorbance and path length'

Note also that the instrumental deviations illus-
trated in Figures 13-5 and 13-6 result in absorhances
that are smaller than theoretical. It can be shown that

instrumental deviations always lead to negative ab-
sorbance errors.j

Mismatched Cells

Another almost trivial, but important, deviation from
adherence to Beer's law is caused by mismatched cells.
If the cells holding the analyte and blank solutions are
not of equal path length and equivalent in optical char-
acteristics, an intercept k will occur in the calibration
curve and A = "be + k will be the actual equation in-
stead of Equation 13-1. This error can be avoided by
using either carefully matched cells or a linear regres-
sIOn procedure to calculate both the slope and inter-
cept of the calibration curve. In most cases linear re-
gression is the best strategy because an intercept can
also occur if the hlank solution does not totally com-
pensate for interferences. Another way to avoid the

5E.1. f\.1eehan, in [realise on Analytical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. 1. Elving,
E.J. ~teehan. and L M. Kalthoff, eds., Part I, Vol. 7, p. 73, New York:
:Vlley, 1981. For a spreadsheet approach to stray-light calculations, see
S. R. Cro~ch and F. 1. Holler, Applications of Microsoft@ Excel in Ana/yr-
u;al Chenuscr}', pp.127-29, Bdmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004.

P,Po X 100%

0.0%
0.2%

1.5 5.0 7.5

Conc~nrration. M x 103

FIGURE 13-6 Apparent deviation from Beer's law brought
about by various amounts of stray radiation. Note that the
absorbance begins to level off with concentration at high
stray-light levels. Stray light always limitsthe maximum
absorbance that can be obtained because when the
absorbance is high, the radiant power transmitted through
the sample can become comparable to or lower than the
stray-light level.

mismatched cell problem with single-beam instru-
ments is to use only one cell and keep it in the same po-
sition for both blank and analyte measurements. After
ohtaining the blank reading, the cell is emptied by as-
piration, washed, and filled with analyte solution.

13C THE EFFECTS OF INSTRUMENTAL
NOISE ON SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
ANALYSES

The accuracy and precision of spectrophotometric
analyses are often limited by the uncertainties or noise
associated with the instrument6 A general discussion
of instrumental noise and signal-to-noise optimization
is found in Chapter 5.

13C-1 Instrumental Noise as
a Function of Transmittance

As was pointed out earlier, a spectrophotometric mea-
surement entails three steps: a 0% T measurement or
adjustment, a 100% T measurement, and a measure-
ment of % Twith the sample in the radiation path. The
noise associated with each of these steps combines to
give a net uncertainty for the final value obtained for
T. The relationship between the noise encountered
in the measurement of T and the resulting concentra-
tion uncertainty can be derived by writing Beer's law in
the form

1 0.434
c = -cl;logT = -~lnT

To rcl~te the standard deviation in concentration a, to
the standard deviation in transmittance ar we proceed
as in Section alB-3, Appendix 1 hy taking the partial
derivative of this equation with respect to T. holding b
and e constant. That is,

de 0.434

aT "bT

Application of Equation al-29 (Appendix I) gives

a;= (;~ )a} = ( -~~~4 rd (13-11)

~See L D. Rothman, S. R. Crouch, and 1. D. Ingle Jr. Allal. Chem. 1975.
47, 1126: 1. D. Ingle Jr. and S. R. Crouch. Anl1l. Chem .. 1972, 44. l375: H. L
Pardue. T. E. Hewitt, and M. 1. Milano, Gin. Cht'/ll., 1974. ]0,1028; J. 0
Erickson and T. Surl~s. Amer. tab .. 1976.8 f61, -1.1:Optimum I'ararneters
for Spectmphorometry. Palo Alln. CA: \'arian Instruments Division. 1977

Note that we use the population variance a2 instead of
the sample variance s' when applying Equation al-29.
Dividing Equation 13-11 by the square of Equation
13-10 gives

( ~ )' = ( T 7:T )'

a, ~ = 0.434ar
c TInT TlogT

When there is a limited number of measurements and
thus a small statistical sample, we replace the popula-
tion standard deviations ac and aT with the sample
standard deviations s, and ST (Section alB-l. Appen-
dix 1) and obtain

This equation relates the relative standard deviation of
c (sJc) to the absolute standard deviation of the trans-
mittance measurement (ST)' Experimentally, ST can be
evaluated by making, say, twenty replicate transmit-
tance measurements (N = 20) of the transmittance of
a solution in exactly the same way and substituting the
data into Equation al-lO, Appendix 1.

Equation 13-13 shows that the uncertainty in a pho-
tometric concentration measurement varies nonlin-
early with the magnitude of the transmittance. The sit-
uation is somewhat more complicated than is suggested
by Equation 13-13, however, because the uncertainty
ST is also dependent on T.

In a detailed theoretical and experimental study, Roth-
man, Crouch, and Inglc have described several sources
of instrumental uncertainties and shown their net effect
on the precision of absorbance or transmittance mea-
surements.' These uncertainties fall into one of three
categories depending on how they are affected by the
magnitude of the photocurrent and thus T. For Case I
uncertainties, the precision is independent of T; that is,
sris equal to a constant k1· For Case If uncert~nties, the
precision is directly proportional to Vf2+ T. Finally,
Case III uncertainties are directly proportional to T.
Table 13-3 summarizes information about the sources
of these three types of uncertainty and the kinds of
instruments where each is likely to be encountered.

-L D. Rothman, S. R. Crouch, and J. D. Ingle Jr.. Anal. Chl'nJ., 1975.
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Inexpensive photometers and
spectrophotometers having small
meters or digital displays
IR and near-IR spectrophotometers
and photometers
Regions where source intensity and
detector sensitivity are low
High-quality UV-visible
spectrophotometers
High-quality UV-visible and
IR spectrophotometers
Inexpensive photometers and
spectrophotometers

Case I: ST = k,

Case I uncertainties often appear in less expensive ul-
traviolet and visible spectrophotometers or photome-
ters equipped with meters or digital readouts with lim-
ited resolution. For example, some digital instruments
have 3'h-digit displays. These can display the result to
0.1 % T. Here, the readout resolution can limit the
measurement precision such that the absolute uncer-
tainty in T is the same from 0% T to 100% T. A similar
limitation occurs with older analog instruments with
limited meter resolution.

Infrared and near-infrared spectrophotometers
also exhibit Case I behavior. With these, the limiting
random error usually arises from Johnson noise in the
thermal detector. Recall (Section 5B-2) that this type
of noise is independent of the magnitude of the pho-
tocurrent; indeed, fluctuations arc observed even in
the absence of radiation when there is essentially zero
net current.

Dark current and amplifier noise are usually small
compared with other sources of noise in photomet-
ric and spectrophotometric instruments and become
important only under conditions of low photocurrents
where the lamp intensity or the transducer sensitivity
is low. For example, such conditions are often encoun-
tered near the wavelength extremes for an instrument.

The precision of concentration data obtained with
an instrument that is limited by Case I noise can be ob-
tained directly by substituting an experimentally de-
termined value for ST = k1 into Equation 13-13. Here,
the precision of a particular concentration determina-
rYl Simulation: Learn more about the effects of
!QJ instrumental noise.

tion depends on the magnitude of T even though the
instrumental precision is independent of T. The third
column of Table 13-4 shows data obtained with Equa-
tion 13-13 when an absolute standard deviation SI

of :'::0.003, or :'::0.3% T, was assumed. Curve A in Fig-
ure 13-7 shows a plot of the data. Note that a minimum
is reached at an absorbance of about 0.5. Note also
that the relative concentration error rapidly rises at
absorbances lower than about 0.1 and greater than
about 1.0.

An uncertainty of 0.3% Tis typical of many moder-
ately priced spectrophotometers or photometers. With
these instruments, concentration errors of 1% to 2 %
relative arc to be expected if the absorbance of the
sample lies between about 0.1 and I.

Case 1/: ST = k2 V T2 + T

This type of uncertainty often limits the precision of
the highest quality instruments. It has its origin in
shot noise (Scction 5B-2), which occurs whenever the
current involves transfer of charge across a junction,
such as the movement of electrons from the cathode
to the anode of a photomultiplier tube. Herc, an elec-
tric current results from a series of discrete events
(emission of electrons from a cathode). The average
number of these events per unit time is proportional
to the photon flux. The frequency of events and thus
the current is randomly distributed about the average
value. The magnitude of the current fluctuations is
proportional to the square root of current (see Equa-
tion 5-5). The effect of shot noise on Se is derived by
substituting SI into Equation 13-13. Rearrangement
leads to

TABLE 13-4 Relative Precision of Concentration Measurements as a Function
of Transmittance and Absorbance for Three Categories of Instrument Noise

Relative Standard Deviation in Concentration a

Transmittance, T Absorbance, A Case I Noise b Case II Noise < Case III Noise d

0.95 0.022 ,,=6.2 :':8A :!:25.J

0.90 0.046 :'::3.2 :':4.1 :':12.3

0.80 0.097 ,,=1.7 :':2.0 :':5.8

0.60 0.222 :':0.98 :'::0.96 :::2.5

OAO 0.398 :':0.82 ,,=0.61 :':IA

0.20 0.699 :':0.93 :,::OA6 :':0.81

0.10 1.00 :':1.3 :,:OA3 :':0.56

0.032 1.50 :':2.7 :'::0.50 :':0.38

0.010 2.00 :'::6.5 :'::0.65 :':0.2

0.0032 2.50 "=16.3 :'::0.92 :':0.23

0.0010 3.00 +43A :':IA :,:0.19

"-(sJc) x 100%.

bFrom Equation 13-13 withsr =k1 = :!:O.OO30.

<From Equation 13-14 with k"!. == :!:O.0030.

dFrom Equation 13-15 with k) == :!:O.013.

.1'<:= 0.434k, ~
clog T \j 7.; + 1

The data in column 4 of Table 13-4 were caleulated
using Equation 13-14. Curve B in Figure 13-7 is a plot
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FIGURE 13-7 Relative concentration uncertainties arising
from various categories of instrumental noise. A, case I;
B, Case II; C, Case III.The data are taken from Table 13-4.

of such data. Note the much broader minimum in the
concentration uncertainty. Note also that a large range
of absorbances can be measured without the con-
centration error becoming greater than 1% to 2%.
This increased range represents a major advantage of
photon-type detectors over thermal types, which are
represented by curve A in the figure. As with Johnson-
noise-limited instruments, shot-limited instruments do
not give very reliable concentration data at transmit-
tances greater than 95% (or A < 0.02).

Case 11/:ST = k3 T

By substituting ST = k;T into Equation 13- U. we scc
that the relative standard deviation in concentration
from this type of uncertainty is inversely proportional
to the logarithm of the transmittance.

0.434k,

log T

Column 5 of Table 13-4 contains data ohtained
from Equation 13-15 when k, is assumed to ha\'c a
value of 0.013, which approximates thc valuc obscrwd
in the Rothman. Crouch. and Ingle study. The data
are plotted as curve C in Figure 13-7. Note that this



type of uncertainty is important at low absorbances
(high transmittances) but approaches zero at high
absorbances.'

One source of noise of this type is the slow drift in
the radiant output of the source. This type of noise
can be called source flicker noise (Section 5B-2). The
effects of fluctuations in the intensity of a source can
be minimized by the use of a constant -voltage power
supply or a feedback system in which the source inten-
sity is maintained at a constant level. Modern double-
beam spectrophotometers (Sections 13D-2 and 13D-3)
can also help cancel the effect of flicker noise. With
many instruments, source flicker noise does ·not limit
performance.

An important and widely encountered noise source,
one that is proportional to transmittance, results from
failure to position sample and reference cells repro-
ducibly with respect to the beam during replicate trans-
mittance measurements. All cells have minor imperfec-
tions. As a consequence, reflection and scattering losses
vary as different sections of the'cell window are exposed
to the beam; small variations in transmittance result.
Rothman, Crouch, and Ingle have shown that this un-
certainty often is the most common limitation to the
accuracy of high-quality ultraviolet-visible spectropho-
tometers. It is also a serious source of uncertainty in
infrared instruments.

One method of reducing the effect of cell position-
ing with a double-beam instrument is to leave the cells
in place during calibration and analysis. New standards
and samples are then introduced after washing and
rinsing the cell in place with a syringe. Care must be
taken to avoid touching or jarring the cells during this
process.

13C-3 Effect of Slit Width on
Absorbance Measurements

As shown in Section 7C-3, narrow slit widths are re-
quired to resolve complex spectra.' For example, Fig-
ure 13-8 illustrates the loss of detail that oecurs when

~For a spreadsheet approach to plottIng th~ rdative concc:ntration errors
for the cases considered here. see S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Applica-
tions of Microso!rfi Excel in Anall'rical Chemistn. pr. 229-32. Belmont.
CA: Brooks/Colc. 2004.
~For a discussion of the effects of slit width on spectra. see Optimum
Parameters for SpeclropJlOwmerry, Palo .-'\lto, CA: \"arian Instruments
Division. 1977; F. C Strong Ill. Allal. Chen! . J976, 48. 21.55:D. D. Gilbert,
I. Chem. Educ., 1991, 68. AnH.

slit widths are increased from small values on the left
to larger values in the middle and right. In this ex-
ample, the absorption spectrum of benzene vapor was
obtained at slit settings that provided effective band-
widths of 1.6, 4, and 10 nm. For qualitative studies, the
loss of resolution that accompanies the use of wider
slits is often important because the details of spectra
are useful for identifying species.

Figure 13-9 illustrates a second effect of slit width
on spectra made up of narrow peaks. Here, the spec-
trum of a praseodymium chloride solution was ob-
tained at slit widths of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.1 mm. Note that
the peak absorbance values increase significantly (by
as much as 70% in one instance) as the slit width de-
creases. At slit settings less than about 0.14 mm, ab-
sorbances were found to become independent of slit
width. Careful inspection of Figure 13-8 reveals the
same type of effect. In both sets of spectra, the areas
under the individual peaks are the same, but wide slit
widths result in broader peaks with lower maximum
absorbances.

From both of these illustrations, we can conclude
that quantitative measurement of narrow absorption
bands requires using narrow slit widths or, alternatively,
very reproducible slit-width settings. Unfortunately, a
decrease in slit width by a factor of 10 reduces the radi-
ant power by a factor of 100 because the radiant power
is proportional to the square of the slit widthlO There is
thus a trade-off between resolution and signal-to-noise
ratio. Often, a compromise slit width must be chosen.
The situation becomes particularly serious in spectral
regions where the output of the source or the sensitivity
of the detector is low. Under such circumstances, ade-
quate signal-to-noise ratio may require slit widths large
enough to result in partial or total loss of spectral fine
structure.

In general, it is good practice to narrow slits no
more than is necessary for resolution of the spectrum
at hand. With a variable-slit spectrophotometer, proper
slit adjustment can be determined by acquiring spec-
tra at progressively narrower slits until maximum ab-
sorbances become constant. Generally, constant peak
heights are observed when the effective bandwidth of
the instrument is less than one tenth the full width at
half maximum of the absorption band.

FIGURE 13-8 Effect of bandwidth on spectral detail for a sample of benzene vapor. Note that
as the spectral bandwidth increases, the fine structure in the spectrum is lost. At a bandwidth
of 10 nm, only a broad absorption band is observed.
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FIGURE 13-9 Effect of slit width (spectral bandwidth) on peak heights. Here, the sample
was a solution of praseodymium chloride. Note that as the spectral bandwidth decreases by
decreasing the slit width from 1.0 mm to 0.1 mm, the peak heights increase. (From OptImum
Spectrophotometer Parameters, Application Report, 14-2, Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA.)



13C-4 Effect of Scattered Radiation at
Wavelength Extremes of an Instrument

We have already noted that scattered radiation may
cause instrumental deviations from Beer's law' When
measurements are made at the wavelength extremes
of an instrument, the effects of stray radiation may be
even more serious and on occasion may lead to the
appearance of false absorption bands, For example,
consider an older visible spectrophotomcter equipped
with glass optics, a tungsten source, and a photovoltaic
cell detector, At wavelengths below about 380 nm, the
windows, cells, and prism begin to absorb radiation,
thus reducing the energy reaching the transducer, The
output of the source falls off rapidly in this region as
does the sensitivity of the transducer, Thus, the total
signal for the 100% T adjustment may be as low as 1%
to 2% of that in the region between 500 and 650 nm,

The scattered radiation, however, is often made up
of wavelengths to which the instrument is highly sensi-
tive, Thus, the effects of stray radiation can be greatly
enhanced, Indeed, in some instances the output signal
produced by the stray radiation may exceed that pro-
duced by the monochromator output beam, Tn such
cases, the component of the measured transmittance
due to the stray radiation may be as large as or exceed
the true transmittance,

An example of a false band appearing at the wave-
length extremes of a visible-region spectrophotometer
is shown in Figure 13-10, The spectrum of a solution of
cerium(TV) obtained with an ultraviolet-visible spec-
trophotometer, sensitive in the region 01'200 to 750 nm,
is shown by curve B, Curve A is a spectrum of the same
solution obtained with a simple visible spectropho-
tometer, The apparent maximum shown in curve A
arises from the instrument responding to stray wave-
lengths longer than 400 nm, As can be seen in curve S,
these longer wavelengths are not absorbed by the
cerium(IV) ions, This same effect is sometimes ob-
served with ultraviolet-visible instruments when at-
tempts are made to measure absorbances at wave-
lengths lower than about ZOO nm,

Instruments for making molecular absorption mea-
surements in the ultraviolet, visible, and ncar-infrared
regions are produced by dozens of companies, There
arc hundreds of instrument makes and models from
which to choose, Some arc simple and inexpensive
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FIGURE13·10 Spectrum of cerium(lV)obtained with a
spectrophotometer having glass optics (A) and quartz
optics (8), The false peak in A arises from transmission
of stray radiation of longer wavelengths,

(a few hundred dollars); others are complex, computer-
controlled, scanning instruments costing $30,000 or
more, The simpler instruments are often useful onlv in
the visible region for quantitative measurements ~t a
single wavelength, The more complex instruments can
provide spectral scanning at selectable resolution, mea-
surements in the ultraviolet as well as the visible re-
gions, compensation for source intensity fluctuations,
and several other features, II

130-1 Instrument Components

Instruments for measuring the absorption of ultra-
violet, visible, and near-infrared radiation are made up
of one Or more (I) sources, (2) wavelength selectors,
(3) sample containers, (4) radiation transducers, and
(5) signal processors and readout devices, The design
and performance of components (2), (4), and (5) were
described in considerahlc detail in Chapter 7 and thus
are not discussed further herc, We will, however, con-
sider hriefly the characteristics of Sources and sample
containers for the region of 190 to 3000 nm.

11For an IOter<.:'sting dis...:ussion of commerCial instruments fur UV-yisibk

ahsllf(1ti<Jn measur<:,ment:::.. sc<:' R. Jarnutowski 1 R. Fcrrafl). ;lnd D, (.

Lankin. )pccrros{"oP\'. 1992. 7 (7), 2::'

Sources

For the purposes of molecular absorption measure-
ments, a continuum source is required whose radiant
power does not change sharply over a considerable
range of wavelengths.

Deuterium and Hydrogen Lamps. A continuum spec-
trum in the ultraviolet region is produced by electrical
excitation of deuterium or hydrogen at low pressure.
The mechanism by which a continuum spectrum is
produced involves initial formation of an excited mo-
lecular species followed by dissociation of the excited
molecule to give two atomic species plus an ultraviolet
photon, The reactions for deuterium are

D2 + E, ---> Dj ---> D' + D" + hv

where E, is the electrical energy absorbed by the mol-
ecule and Dj is the excited deuterium' molecule. The
energetics for the overall process can be represented
by the equation

E, = ED~ = ED' + ED' + hv

Here, ED~ is the fixed quantized energy of Dj whercas
ED' and ED' arc the kinetic energies of the two deu-
terium atoms, The sum of ED' and ED' can vary contin-
uously from zero to ED;; thus, the energy and thc fre-
quency of the photon can also vary continuously, That
is, when the two kinetic energies are by chance small, hv
will be large, and conversely. The consequence is a true
continuum spectrum from about 160 nm to the begin-
ning of the visible region, as shown in Figure 13-11b,

Most modern lamps of this type contain deuterium
and.itre of a low-voltagc type in which an arc is formed
betwebn a heated, oxide-coated filament and a metal
eleclrode (see Figure 13-11a), The heated filament
provides electrons to maintain a direct current when
about 40 V is applied between the filament and the
elcctrodc. A regulated power supply is rcquired for
constant intensities.

An important feature of deuterium and hydrogen
discharge lamps is the shape of the aperture hetween
the two electrodes, which constricts the discharge to a
narrow path, As a consequence, an intcnse ball of ra-
diation about I to 1.5 mm in diameter is produced.
Deuterium gives a somewhat larger and brighter ball
than hydrogen, which accounts for the widcspread usc
of deuterium.

Both dcuterium and hydrogen lamps produce out-
puts in the range of 160 -SOD nm. In the ultraviolet re-
gion (190 - 400 nm), a continuum spectrum exists as
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FIGURE13-11 (a) A deuterium lamp of the type used
in spectrophotometers and (b) its spectrum. The plot is
of irradiance E, (proportional to radiant power) versus
wavelength. Note that the maximum intensity occurs at
--225 nm. Typically,instruments switch from deuterium
to tungsten at -·350 nm.

can be seen in Figure 13-11b. At longer wavelengths
(>400 nm), the spectra from these lamps are no longer
continua, but consist of emission lines and bands super-
imposed on a weak continuum. For many applications,
the line or hand emission represents a nuisance. How-
ever, somc modern array-dctector instruments use a
deuterium source at wavelengths as long as SOO nm.
With these, the array can be exposed for longer times to
compensate for the low source intensity in the visihle
region. Because the entire source spectrum is readily
obtained with a solvent hlank and then with the sample,
the presence of emission lincs does not interfere with



calculation of the absorption spectrum. The line emis-
sion has also been used for wavelength calibration of
absorption instruments.

Quartz windows must be employed in deuterium
and hydrogen lamps because glass absorbs strongly at
wavelengths less than about 350 nm. Although the deu-
terium lamp continuum spectrum extends to wave-
lengths as short as 160 nm, the useful lower limit is about
190 nm because of absorption by the quartz windows.

Tungsten Filament Lamps. The most common source
of visible and near-infrared radiation is the tungsten
filament lamp. The energy distribution of this source
approximates that of a blackbody (see Figure 6-22)
and is thus temperature dependent. In most absorp-
tion instruments, the operating filament temperature is
2870 K; the bulk of the energy is thus emitted in the in-
frared region. A tungsten filament lamp is useful for the
wavelength region between 350 and 2500 nm. Figure
13-12 shows a typical tungsten lamp and its spectrum.

500 1000 1500 2000
Wavelength, nm

FIGURE 13-12 (a)A tungsten lamp 01 the type used in
spectroscopy and its spectrum (b).Intensity 01 the tung-
sten source IS usually quite low at wavelengths shorter
than about 350 nm. Note that the intensity reaches a maxi-
mum in the near-IR region 01 the spectrum (-1200 nm in
this case).

Absorption of radiation by the glass envelope that
houses the filament imposes the lower wavelength limit.

In the visible region, the energy output of a tungsten
lamp varies approximately as the fourth power of
the operating voltage. As a consequence, close voltage
control is required for a stable radiation source. Elec-
tronic voltage regulators or feedback -controlled power
supplies are usually employed to obtain the required
stability.

Tungsten-halogen lamps, also called quartz-halo-
gen lamps, contain a small quantity of iodine within a
quartz envelope that houses the tungsten filament.
Quartz allows the filament to be operated at a temper-
ature of about 3500 K, which leads to higher intensities
and extends the range of the lamp well into the UV re-
gion. The lifetime of a tungsten-halogen lamp is more
than double that of the ordinary lamp. This added life
results from the reaction of the iodine with gaseous
tungsten that forms by sublimation and ordinarily lim-
its the life of the filament; the product is the volatile
WI,. When molecules of this compound strike the fila-
ment, decomposition occurs, which redeposits tung-
sten. Tungsten-halogen lamps are significantly more
efficient and extend the output wavelength range well
into the ultraviolet. For these reasons, they are found
in many modern spectroscopic instruments.

Light-Emitting Diodes. Light-emitting diodes (LEOs)
are used as sources in some absorption spectrometers.
An LED is a pn-junction device that, when forward
biased. produces radiant energy. Diodes made from
gallium aluminum arsenide (Am = 900 nm), gallium
arsenic phosphide (Am = 650 nm), gallium phosphide
(Am = 550 nm), gallium nitride (Am = 465 nm), and in-
dium gallium nitride (Am = 450 nm) are widely avail-
able. Mixtures of these compounds are used to shift
the wavelength maximum to anywhere in the region of
375 nm to 1000 nm or more. LEOs produce a spectral
continuum over a narrow wavelength range. Typically,
the full width at half maximum of an LED is20 to 50 nm.
As spectroscopic sources, LEOs can be used as "semi-
monochromatic" sources or in conjunction with inter-
ference filters to further narrow the spectral output.
They can be operated in a continuous mode Or in a
pulsed mode.

"White" LEOs are also available in which the light
from a blue LED (InGaN) strikes a phosphor, which
emits a spectral continuum typically in the range of
-lOO -800 nm. Such LEOs are being used to make light-
ing products such as flashlights. Thev have the advan-

tage of long lifetimes and a smaller environmental im-
pact than tungsten filament lamps.

Xenon Arc Lamps. The xenon arc lamp produces in-
tense radiation by the passage of current through an
atmosphere of xenon. The spectrum is a continuum
over the range between about 200 and 1000 nm, with
the peak intensity occurring at about 500 nm (see Fig-
ure 6-22). In some instruments, the lamp is operated
intermittently by regular discharges from a capacitor;
high intensities are obtained.

Sample Containers

In common with the other optical elements of an ab-
sorption instrument, the cells, or cuvettes, that hold
the sample and solvent must be constructed of a mate-
rial that passes radiation in the spectral region of in-
terest. Thus, as shown in Figure 7-2a, quartz or fused
silica is required for work in the ultraviolet region (be-
low 350 nm). Both of these substances are transparent
throughout the visible and near:infrared regions to
about 3 f1m.Silicate glasses can be employed in the re-
gion between 350 and 2000 nm. Plastic containers are
also used in the visible region.

The best cells minimize reflection losses by having
windows that are perfectly normal to the direction of
the beam. The most common path length for studies
in the ultraviolet and visible regions is 1 cm. Matched,
calibrated cells of this size are available from several
commercial sources. Other path lengths, from 0.1 cm
(and shorter) to 10 cm, can also be purchased. Trans-
parent spacers for shortening the path length of 1-cm
cell'i.,to 0.1 cm are also available.

Cylindrical cells are sometimes employed in the ul-
traviolet and visible regions because they are inexpen-
sive. Special care must be taken to reproduce the posi-
tion of the ccll with respect to the bcam: otherwise,
variations in path length and reflection losses at the
curved surfaces can cause significant errors.

The quality of absorbance data depends critically
on the way the cells are used and maintained. Finger-
prints, grease, or other deposits on the walls markedly
alter the transmission characteristics of a cell. Thus, it
is essential to clean cells thoroughly before and after
use. The surface of the windows must not be touched
during handling. Matched cells should never be dried
by heating in an oven or over a flame - such treatment
may cause physical damage or a change in path length.
The cells should be regularly calibrated against each
other with an absorbing solution.

In this section, we consider four general types of spec-
troscopic instruments: (1) single beam, (2) double
beam in space, (3) double beam in time, and (4) multi-
channel.

Single-Beam Instruments

Figure 13-13a is a schematic of a single-beam instru-
ment for absorption measurements. It consists of a
tungsten or deuterium lamp, a filter or a monochro-
mator for wavelength selection, matched cells that can
be placed alternately in the radiation beam, one of the
transducers described in Section 7E, an amplifier, and
a readout device. Normally, a single-beam instrument
requires a stabilized voltage supply to avoid errors re-
sulting from changes in the beam intensity during the
time required to make the 100% T measurement and
determine % T for the analyte.

Single-beam instruments vary widely in their com-
plexity and performance characteristics. The simplest
and least expensive consists of a battery-operated tung-
sten bulb as the source, a set of glass filters for wave-
length selection, test tubes for sample holders, a photo-
voltaic cell as the transducer, and an analog mcter as the
readout device. At the other extreme are sophisticated,
computer-controlled instruments with a range of 200
to 1000 nm or more. These spectrophotometers have
interchangeable tungsten and deuterium lamp sources,
use rectangular silica cells, and are equipped with a
high-resolution grating monochromator with variable
slits. Photomultiplier tubes are used as transducers, and
the output is often digitized, processed, and stored in a
computer so that it can be printed or plotted in several
forms.

Double-Beam Instruments

Many modern photometers and spectrophotometers
are based on a double-beam design. Figure 13-13b illus-
trates a double-beam-in-space instrument in which two
beams are formed in space by a V-shape mirror called
a beamsplitter. One beam passes through the reference
solution to a photodeteetor, and the second simulta-
neously traverses the sample to a second, matched de-
tector. The two outputs are amplified, and their ratio
(or the logarithm of their ratio) is determined elec-
tronically or by a computer and displayed by the read-
out device. With manual instruments, the measurement
is a two-step operation involving first the zero adjust-
ment with a shutter in place between selector and
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FIGURE13-13 Instrumental designs for UV-visiblephotometers or spectrophotometers. In
(a), a single-beam instrument is shown. Radiation from the filteror monochromator passes
through either the reference cell or the sample cell before striking the photodetector. In (b), a
double-beam-in-space instrument is shown. Here, radiation from the filteror monochromator
is split into two beams that simultaneously pass through the reference and sample cells before
striking two matched photodetectors. In the double-beam-in-time instrument (c), the beam is
alternately sent through reference and sample cells before striking a single photodetector. Only
a matter of milliseconds separate the beams as they pass through the two cells.

Exercise: Learn more about single-beam. double-
beam. and multichannel instruments.

beamsplitler. In the second step. the shutter is
opened and the transmittance or absorbance is dis-
played directly.

The second type of double-beam instrument is il-
lustrated in Figure 13-13c. Here. the beams arc sepa-
rated in time by a rotating sector mirror that directs
the entire beam from the monochromator first through
the reference cell and then through the sample cell.
The pulses of radiation are recombined by another
sector mirror, which transmits one pulse and reflects
the other to the transducer. As shown by the insert la-
beled "front view" in Figure 13-13c, the motor-driven
sector mirror is made up of pie-shape segments, half of
which are mirrored and half of which are transparent.
The mirrored sections arc held in place by blackened
metal frames that periodically interrupt the beam and
prevent its reaching the transducer. The detection cir-
cuit is programmed to use these periods to perform the
dark-current adjustment. The double-beam-in-time
approach is generally preferred because of the diffi-
culty in matching the two detectors needed for the
double-beam-in-space design.

Double-beam instruments offer the advantage that
thcy compensate for all but the most short-term fluc-
tuations in the radiant output of the source as well as
for drift in the transducer and amplifier. They also com-
pensate for wide variations in source intensity with
wavelength (see Figures 13-11 and 13-12). Further-
more, the double-beam design lends itself well to the
continuous recording of transmittance or absorbance
spectra.

Mu/fichannellnsfrumenfs

A new'type of spectrophotometer appeared on the
market in the early 1980s and is based on one of the
array detectors (photodiode array or linear charge-
coupled-device [CCD] array) described in Section 7E.
These instruments arc usually of the single-beam de-
sign shown in Figure 13-14. With multichannel systems
the dispersive system is a grating spectrograph placed
after the sample or reference cell. The array detector is
placed in the focal plane of the spectrograph, where
the dispersed radiation strikes it.

The photodiode array discussed in Section 7E-3.
consists of a linear array of several hundred photodi-
odes (256, 512, 1024. 2048) that have been formed
along the length of a silicon chip. Typically. the chips
arc 1 to 6 cm long. and the widths of the individual
diodes are 15 to 50 J-Im(see Figure 13-15). Linear CCD
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FIGURE13-14 Diagram of a multichannel spectrometer
based on a grating spectrograph with an array detector.
Radiation from the tungsten or deuterium source is made
parallel and reduced in size by the lens and diaphragm.
Radiation transmitted by the sample enters the spectro-
graph through slit S. Collimating mirror M, makes the
beam parallel before it strikes the grating G. The grating
disperses the radiation into its component wavelengths.
which are then focused by focusing mirror M, onto the
photodiode or CCD array A. The output from the array
detector is then processed by the computer data system.

arrays typically consist of 2048 elements, with each
element being ~14 J-Imwide. The linear CCD is sub-
stantially more sensitive than the photodiode array
and behaves much like a linear array of miniature pho-
tomultiplier tubes.

FIGURE 13-15 Diode arrays of various sizes. (Courtesy
of Hamamatsu Photonics, Bridgewater, NJ.)



With single-beam designs, the array dark current
is measured and stored in computer memory. Next, the
spectrum of the source is obtained and stored in
memory after dark-current subtraction. Finally, the raw
spectrum of the sample is obtained and, after dark-
current subtraction, the sample values are divided by
the source values at each wavelength to give absorb-
ances. Multichannel instruments can also be configured
as double-beam-in-time spectrophotometers.

The spectrograph entrance slit of multichannel in-
struments is usually variable from about the width of
one of the array elements to many times wider. Some
spectrometers have no entrance slit but instead use a
fiber optic as the entrance aperture. Multichannel
spectrometers using both photodiode arrays and CCD
arrays are capable of obtaining an entire spectrum in
a few milliseconds. With array detectors the light can
be integrated on a chip or multiple scans can be aver-
aged in computer memory to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio.

A 'multichannel instrument is a powerful tool for
studies of transient intermediates in moderately fast
reactions, for kinetic studies, and for the qualitative
and quantitative determination of the components ex-
iting from a liquid chromatographic column or a eapil-
lary electrophoresis column. They are also useful for
general-purpose scanning experiments. Some have the
software necessary to analyze the time dependence at
four or more wavelengths for kinetic studies.

Complete general-purpose array-detector-based
spectrophotometers are available commercially for
$5000 to $10,000 and up. Several instrument compa-
nies combine array-detector systems with tiber-optic
probes that transport the light to and from the sample.

In the sections that follow, some typical photometers
and spectrophotometers are described. The instru-
ments were chosen to illustrate the wide variety of de-
sign variables that are encountered.

Photometers

Photometers provide simple, relatively inexpensive
tools for performing absorption measurcments. Fil-
ter photometers are often more convenient and more
rugged and are easier to maintain and use than the more
sophisticated spectrophotometers. Furthermore, pho-
tometers characteristically have high radiant energy
throughputs and thus good signal-to-noise ratios even

with relatively simple and inexpensive transducers and
circuitry. Filter photometers are particularly useful in
portable instruments intended for field use or for use in
measuring the absorbances of flowing streams. These
photometers are also employed for quantitative deter-
minations in clinical laboratories.

~
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Visible Photometers. Figure 13-16 presents schemat-
ics for two visible photometers or calorimeters. The
upper figure illustrates a single-beam, direct-reading
instrument consisting of a tungsten filament lamp or
an LED as a source, a lens to provide a parallel beam
of light, a filter, and a photodiode transducer. The cur-
rent produced by the photodiode is processed with elec-
tronics or a computer to give a direct readout in ab-
sorbance (shown) or, in some cases, transmittance. For
most instruments, the dark current (0% T) is obtained
by blocking the light beam with a shutter. The 100% T
(0 A) is adjusted with solvent or a reagent blank in the
light path. With some instruments, the 0 A adjustment
is made by changing the voltage applied to the lamp. In
others, the aperture size of a diaphragm located in the
light path is altered. The sample is then inserted into the
light path. Most modern colorimeters store the photo-
diode signal for the reference (proportional to Po) and
compute the ratio of this signal to the photodiode signal
for the sample (proportional to the radiant power Pl.
The absorbance is calculated as the logarithm of the
ratio of these signals (Equation 13-3).

A modern LED-based photometcr is shown in Fig-
ure 13-17. With some instruments, the wavelength is au-
tomatically changed by changing the LED or filter.
Some instruments are made to operate at only one fixed
wavelength. Calibration can be accomplished with two
or more standards. The instrument shown is of the
fixed-wavelength design with a bandwidth of 15 nm.
Wavelengths of 420. 450, 476, 500. 550, 580, 600, and
650 nm are available.

Figure 13-16b is a schematic representation of a
double-beam photometer used to measure the absor-
bance of a sample in a fil1Wingstream. Here, the light
beam is split by a two-branched (bifurcated) fiber optic,
which transmits about 50% of the radiation striking it
in the upper arm and about 50% in the lower arm. One
beam passes through the sample, and the other passes
through the reference cell. Filters are placed after the
cells before the photodiode transducers. Note that this
is the double-beam-in-space design. which requires
photodiodes with nearly identical response. The elec-
trical outputs from the two photodiodes are converted

FIGURE 13-16 Single-beam photometer (a) and double-beam photometer for flow analysis
(b). In the single-beam system, the reference cell is first placed in the light path and later
replaced by the sample cell. In the double-beam system (b), a fiber optic splits the beam into
two branches. One passes through the sample cell and the other through the reference cell.
Two matched photodiodes are used in this double-beam-in-space arrangement.

FIGURE 13-17 Photograph of a simple LED-based
colorimeter. (Hach Company, USA.)

to voltages and the signals are processed by a log ratio
amplifier or a computer to give a readout proportional
to absorbance.

Probe-Type Photometers. Figure 13-18 shows a pho-
tograph and a schematic of an interesting. commer-
cially available, dipping-type photometer, which em-
ploys an optical fiber to transmit light from a source to
a layer of solution lying between the glass seal at the end
of the liber and a mirror. The refiected radiation from
the latter passes to a photodiode detector via a second
glass fiber. The photometer uses an amplifier with an
electronic chopper synchronized with the light source;
as a result, the photometer does not respond to extra-
neous radiation. Filter options include "drop-in" filters
and a filter wheel with six interference filters for se-
lected applications. Custom filters arc also available.
Probe tips are manufactured from stainless steel,
Swagelok" Stainless Steel, Pyrex''', and Acid-resistant
Lexan" Plastic. Light path lengths that vary from 1mm
to 10em are available.

Absorbance is measured by tirst dipping the probe
into the solvent and then into the solution to be
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FIGURE 13-18 Photograph (al and schematic diagram
(b) of a probe-type photometer. (Courtesy of Brinkman
Instruments, Inc.)

measured. The device is particularly useful for photo-
metric titrations (Section I.+E I.

Filter Selection. General-purpose photometers are
supplied with several tilters. each of which transmits a
different portion of the visible spectrum. Selection of

the proper filter for a given application is important
because the sensitivity of the measurement directly
depends on choice. Usually for a new analytical
method. the absorption spectrum of the solution to be
analyzed is taken on a scanning spectrophotometer.
The filter that most closely matches the wavelength of
maximum absorption is then chosen. In some cases.
measurements are made away from the absorption
maximum to minimize interferences. Whenever pos-
sible. measurements are made near the absorption
maximum to minimize Beer's law deviations due to
polychromatic radiation (Section I3B-2).

When a spectrophotometer is not available to aid in
filter selection, a filter Can be chosen by remembering
that the color of the light absorbed is the complement of
the color of the solution itself. A solution appears red,
for example, because it transmits the red portion of the
spectrum but absorbs the green. It is the intensity of
radiation in the green that varies with concentration.
Hence, a green tilter should be used. In general, the
most suitable filter will be the color complement of the
solution being analyzed.

Instruments for the Visible Region. Several spec-
trophotometers designed to operate within the wave-
length range of about 380 to 800 nm are available from
commercial sources. These instruments are frequently
simple, single-beam grating instruments that are rela-
ti\'ely inexpensive (less than $1000 to perhaps $3000).
rugged. and readily portable. At least one is battery
operated and light and small enough to be handheld.
The most common application of these instruments is
for quantitati\'e analysis, although several produce
good absorption spectra as well.

Figure 13-19 shows a simple and inexpensive
spectrophotometer, the Spect ronic 20. The original
version of this instrument first appeared in the market
in the mid-1950s. and the modified version shown in
the figure is still being manufactured and widely
sold. More of these instruments are currently in use
throughout the world than any other single spectro-
photometer model. The instrument owes its popular-
ity, particularly as a teaching tool, to its relatively low
cost. its ruggedness. and its satisfactory performance
characteristics.

Ultraviolet Absorption Photometers

Ultraviolet photometers often serve as detectors in
high-performance liqUid chromatography. In this ap-
plication. a mercury vapor lamp usually serves as a
source. and the emission line at 254 nm is isolated
by filters. This type of detector is described briefly in
Section 28C-6

Ultraviolet photometers are also availahle for con-
tinuously monitoring the concentration of one or more
constituents of gas or liquid streams in industrial
plants. The instruments are double beam in space (see
Figure 13-16b) and often employ one of the emission
lines of mercury, which has been isolated by a filter sys-
tem. Typical applications include the determination of
low concentrations of phenol in wastewater: monitor-
ing the concentration of chlorine. mercury_ Of aromat-
ics in gases; and the determination of the ratio of hy-
drogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere.

Spectrophotometers

Numerous spectrophotometers arc available from
commercial sources. SOffie have b~en designed for the
visthle region onl,,; others arc applicable in the ultravi-
olet and visihk regions. A few have measuring capa-
hilities from the ultraviolet through the near infrared
(190 to .1000 nm).

FIGURE 13-19 (al The Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer and (bl its optical diagram. Radiation
from the tungsten filament source passes through an entrance slit into the monochromator.
A reflection grating diffracts the radiation, and the selected wavelength band passes through
the exit slit into the sample chamber. A solid-state detector converts the light intensity into a
related electrical signal that is amplified and displayed on a digital readout. (Courtesy of
Thermo Electron Corp., Madison, WI.I



for both ultraviolet and visible measurements. The
lower wavelength extremes for these instruments vary
from 190 to 210 nm, and the upper from 800 to
1000 nm. All are equipped with interchangeable tung-
sten and hydrogen or deuterium lamps. Most employ
photomultiplier tubes or photodiodes as transducers
and gratings for dispersion. Digital readouts are now
standard on almost all these spectrophotometers.
The prices for these instruments range from $2000 to
$8000.

As might be expectcd, performance specifications
vary considerably among instruments and are related,
at least to some degree, to instrument price. Typically,
bandwidths vary from 2 to 8 nm; wavelength accuracies
of :<:0.5to :<:2nm are reported.

The optical designs for the various grating in-
strumcnts. do not differ greatly from those shown
in Figures 13-l3a and 13-19. One manufacturer, how-
ever, employs a concave rather than a plane grating;
a simpler and more compact design results. Holo-
graphic gratings are now becoming standard in many
spectrophotometers.

The Spectronic 20 employs a tungsten filament light
source. which is operated by a stabilized power supply
that provides radiation of constant intensity. After dif-
fraction by a simple reflection grating, the radiation
passes through the sample or reference cuvcttes to a
solid state detector. The Spectronic 20 reads out in
transmittance or in absorbance on an LED display or,
in the analog model. in transmittance on a meter.

The instrument is equipped with an occluder, a vane
that automatically falls between the beam and the de-
tector whenever the cuvette is removed from its holder;
the 0% T adjustment can then be made. As shown in
Figure 13-20, the light-control device in the Spectronic
20 consists of a V-shape slot that can be moved in or out
of the beam to set the meter to 100% T.

To obtain a percent transmittance reading, the digi-
tal readout is first zeroed with the sample compartment
empty so that the occluder blocks the beam and no ra-
diation reaches the detector. This process is called the
0% T calibration. or adjustment. A cell containing the
blank (often the solvent) is then inserted into the cell
holder, and the pointer is brought to the 100% T mark
by adjusting the position of the light-control aperture
and thus the amount of light reaching the detector. This
adjustment is called the 100% T calibration, or adjust-
mem. Finally the sample is placed in the cell compart-
ment, and the percent transmittance or the absorbance
is read directly from the LED display.

The spectral range of the Spectronic 20 is 400 to
900 nm. Other specifications includc a spectral band-
pass of 20 nm, a wavelength accuracy of :<:2.5nm, and
a photometric accuracy of :<:4%T. The instrument
may be interfaced to a computer for data storage and
analysis if this option is available.

~ Deuterium

Tungsren//\ ~ lamp
lamp 0 \\

FIGURE 13·21 Schematic of a typical manual
double-beam spectrophotometer for the
UV-visibleregion.

Concave
gratIng

The instrument has a wavelength range of 195 to
850 nm, a bandwidthDf 4 nm, a photometric accuracy of
0.5% T, and a reproducibility of 0.2% A; stray radiation
is less than 0.1 % of Po at 240 and 340 nm. This instru-
ment is typical of several spectrophotomcters offered
by various instrument companies. Such instruments are
well suited for quantitative measurements where acqui-
sition of an entire spectrum is not often required.

Figure 13-22 shows the optical design of the Varian
Cary 100, a more sophisticated, double-beam-in-time
recording spectrophotometer. This instrument em-
ploys a 30 x 35 mm plane grating having 1200 Iines/mm.
Its range is from 190 to 900 nm. Bandwidths of 0.2 to

Double-Beam Instruments. Numerous double-beam
spectrophotometers for the ultraviolet-visible region of
the spectrum are now available. Generally, these in-
struments are more expensive than their single-beam
counterparts, with the nonrecording variety ranging
from about $5000 to more than $30,000.

Figure 13-21 shows construction details of a typical,
relatively inexpensive, manual, double-beam ultra-
violet-visible spectrophotometer. In this instrument,
the radiation is dispersed by a concave grating, which
also focuses the beam on a rotating sector mirror.
The instrument design is similar to that shown in Fig-
ure 13-13c.

Single-Beam Computerized Spectrophotometers. Sev-
eral manufacturers offer computerized, recording,
single-beam spectrophotometers, which operate in
the UV-visible range. With these instruments, a wave-
length scan is first performed with the reference solu-
tion in the beam path. The resulting transducer output
is digitized and stored in computer memory. Samples
are then scanned and absorbances calculated with the
aid of the stored reference solution data. The complete
spectrum is displayed within a few seconds of data ac-
quisition. Because the reference and sample spectra
are taken at different times, it is necessary that source
intensity remain constant. The computer associated
with these instruments provides several options with
regard to data processing and presentation such as log
absorbance, transmittance, derivatives, overlaid spec-
tra, repetitive scans, concentration calculations, peak
location and height determinations, and kinetic mea-
surements.

As noted earlier, single-beam instruments have the
inherent advantages of greater energy throughput, su-
perior signal-to-noise ratios, and less cluttered sample
compartments. On the other hand, the double-beam
instruments described next provide better baseline flat-
ness and long-term stability than do the single-beam
systems. The highest-quality spectrophotomctcrs still
employ the double-beam design.

Single-Beam Instruments for the Ultraviolet-Visible
Region, Several instrument manufacturers offer non-
recording single-heam instruments that can he used

FIGURE 13·22 Schematic of the VarianCary
100 double-beam spectrophotometer for the
UV-visibleregion. Radiation from one of tbe
sources passes through an entrance stit into
the grating monochromator. After exiting the
monochromator the radiation is split into two
beams by the chopper. The cbopper contains
a transparent segment and a mirrored seg-
ment in addition to the two dark segments.
After passing through the cells, the beams
are recombined by the second chopper and
strike the photomultiplier tube at different
times. The photomultiplier tube sees the
following sequence: sample beam, dark,
reference beam, dark. (Courtesy of Varian
Inc., Palo Alto. CA.)

FIGURE 13-20 End view of the exit slit of the Spectronic
20 spectrophotometer pictured in Figure 13-19



4.00 nm can be chosen in O.I-nm steps by means of a
motor-driven slit contml system. The instrument has a
photometric accuracv of :;:0.00016 A; its stray radia-
tion is less than 0.0013% of P" at 370 nm and 0.IXJ74%
at 220 nm. The ahsorbance range is from 0 to 3.7 absor-
bance units. The performance of this instrument is sig-
niticantly better than that of the double-beam instru-
ment of Figure 13-21; its price is correspondingly higher.

The Varian Cary 3(Xl shown in Figure 13-23 uses
a premonochromator in front of the same douhle-
heam-in-time instrument shown in Figure 13-22. The
second monochromator reduces the stray-light levels
to 0.fX)()(J41% at 370 nm and 0.00008% at 220 nm.
This extends the ahsorhance range to 5.0 absorbance
units. Most of the other characteristics are identical
to that of the Varian Cary 100. Both units have a
double-chopper arrangement that ensures nearly iden-
tical light paths for both beams. The two beams strike
the photomultiplier tube at essentially the same
point. which minimizes errors due to photocathode
nonuniformity.

Double-Dispersing Instruments. To enhance spectral
resolution and achieve a marked reduction in scattered
radiation. a number of instruments have been designed
with two gratings serially arranged with an intervening
slit; in effect, then, these instruments consist of two
monochromators in a series configuration.

Multichannel Instruments. Array detectors began ap-
pearing in UV -visible spectrophotometers in the

Grating monochromator

I

I

FIGURE 13-23 Optical diagram of the VarianCary 300 double-dispersing spectrophotometer.
The instrument is essentially identical to that shown in Figure 13-22, except that a second
monochromator is added immediately after the source. (VarianInc., Palo Alto. CA.)

19ROs. With a diode array. or more recently a CCD
array, loeated at the focal plane of a spectrograph, a
spectrum can be obtained by electronic rather than
mechanical scanning. All of the data points needed
to dcfine a spectrum can thus be gathered essentially
simultaneously. The concept of multichannel instru-
ments is attractive because of the potential speed at
which spectra can be acquired as well as their applica-
bility to simultaneous multicomponent determina-
tions. By now. several instrument companies offer such
instruments as either stand-alone spectrophotometers
or as miniature versions.

Figure 13-24 shows a photograph of a miniature
tiber-optic spectrometer using a linear CCD array.
The optical diagram is similar to that shown in Fig-
ure 13-14, except that tiber optics are used to transport
the radiation to and from the sample cell. In the version
shown, the spectrometer is external to the computer.
The output of the array connects to an analog-to-digital
converter board in the computer. In other models, the
spectrometer contains the converter and intcrfaces to
the computer via a USB port. Such spectrometers are
available from about $1800 to about $5000.

Both tungsten and deuterium sources are available
for the spectrophotometer shown in Figure 13-24. With

deuterium, the wavelength range is 2CX)-400 nm. With
the tungsten source. the range is 360-850 nm. A com-
bined deuterium and tungsten-halogen source is also
available with a wavelength range of 200-1100 nm.
Some fourteen different gratings arc available along
with six different entrance slits. No entrance slit is
needed with liber-optic coupling. The spectrometer
resolution depends on the grating dispersion and the
entrance aperture.

A stand-alone diodc-array-based spectrophotome-
ter is illustrated in Figure 13-25. This instrument uses
a deuterium source for the lJV -visible region (190 to
800 nm) and a tungsten lamp for the visible near-
infrared region (370 to 1100 nm). A shutter blocks the
collimated source radiation or allows it to pass through
to the sample cell. A tilter can be inserted for stray-
light correction. The spectrograph consists of the en-
trance slit, the grating, and the diode-array detector. A
1024-element photodiode array is used. The nominal
bandwidth of the spectrophotometer is I nm over the
range from 190 to 1100 nm. Stray light is less than
0.05% at 220 nm and less than 0.03% at 340 nm.

With the spectrophotometer of Figure 13-25, scan
times can be as short as 0.1 s, but more typically the ar-
ray is exposed for 1 to 1.5 s. With such short exposure

FIGURE 13-24 A multichannel miniature fiber-optic spectrometer. A fiber-optic cable
transports the light beam from the cell holder on the left to the spectrograph and
detector on the right. In some models, the spectrograph and detector are mounted on a
circuit board inserted into the computer. (Courtesy of Ocean Optics. Inc.. Dunedin, FL.)



(a) What is the absorbance of a 3.79 x 10-' M solution of the complex at
470 nm in a I.(j()-cm cell?

(b) What is the percent transmittance of the solution described in (a)?
(c) What is the molar concentration of the complex in a solution that has the

ahsorhance descrihed in (a) when measured at 470 nm in a 2.50-cm cell')

At 5XOnm. which is the wavelength of its maximum absorption. the complex
Fe(SCN)" has a molar ahsorpti\ity 01'7.00 X 10' L cm-I mol-I Calculate
(a) the ahsorbance of a 3.49 X 10.5 M solution of the complex at 580 nm in a

1.00-cm cell
(h) the absorhance of a solution in a 2.50-cm cdl in which the concentration of

the complex is one half that in (a).
(c) the percent transmittance of the solutions described in (a) and (b).
(d) the absorhance of a solution that has half the transmittance of that described

in (a).

*13-9 A 2.50-mL aliquot of a solution that contains 7.9 ppm iron(III) is treated with
an appropriate excess of KSCN to form thc Fe(SCN)2t complex and diluted to
50.0 mL. What is the absorbance of the resulting solution at 580 nm in a 2.50-cm
cell') See Prohlem 13-g for absorptivity data.

13-10 Zinc(lI) and the ligand L form a 1: 1 complex that absorhs strongly at 600 nm.
As long as the molar concentration of L exceeds that of zinc(II) by a factor of 5,
the ahsorbance depends only on the cation concentration. Neither zinc(II) nor L
ahsorhs at 600 nm. A solution that is 1.59 X 10' M in zinc(II) and 1.00 X 10 J

M in L has an absorhance of 0.352 in a I.OO-cmcell at 600 nm. Calculate
(a) the percent transmittance of this solution.
(b) the percent transmittance of this solution in a 2.50-cm ccll,
(c) the molar absorptivity of the complex.

~ 13-li The equilibrium constant for the conjugate acid-hase pair

HIn + H20 ~ H,O' + In

Shunerlstray_
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FIGURE 13-25 A multichannel diode-array spectrophotometer, the AgilentTechnologies 8453.
(Courtesy of AgilentTechnologies, Palo Alto,CA.)

times, photodecomposition of samples is minimized
despite the location of the sample between the source
and the monochromator. The stability of the source
and the electronic system is such that the solvent signal
needs to he observed and stored only every 5 to 1(Jmin.

The spectrophotometer shown in Figure 13-25 is
designed to interface with most personal computer sys-
tems. The instrument (without the computer) sells for
about $10.000: the exact price depends on accessories
and options.

*Answers are provided at the end of the hook for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are hest solved using spreadsheets.

*13-1 Express the following absorbances in terms of percent transmittance:
(a) O.oJ8 (d) 0.241
(h) 0.95X (e) 0.435
(c) 0.399 (f) 0.692 is X.(~)X 10 '. From the additional information in the following table,

(a) calculate the absorbance at 43(Jnm and 600 nm for the following indicator
concentrations: 3.00 X ]() 'M. 2.(XlX 1IJ-' M. I.(j() X 10-' M. (J.500 X

10-' M, and 0.250 X ur' M.
(b) plot ahsorhance as a function of indicator concentration.

*13-2 Convert the following transmittance data to ahsorhanees:
(a) 15.X% (d) 23.8'10

(h) 0.492 (e) 0.085
(cl 39.4% (f) 5.38%

*13-3 Calculate the percent transmittance of solutions having half the absorbance of the
solutions in Problem 13-1.

*13-4 Calculate the absorbance of solul ions having twice the percent transmittance of
those in Problem 13-2.

Absorption
Species Maximum. om 430 nm 600nm

IIln 410 H.04 x 10' 1.23 x lO'

In 60" o.n,; x lO' 6.96 x 10'
*13-5 A solution containing 6.23 ppm KMnO, had a transmittance o[ 0.195 in a 1.00-cm

cell at 520 nm. Calculate the molar ahsorptivity of KMnO, at 520 nm.

13-6 A solution containing 5.24 mg/IOO mL of A (335 g.'mol) has a transmittance of
55.2% in a 1.50-cm cell at 425 nm. Calculate the molar absorpti\'ity of A at this
wavelength.

*13-7 A solution containing the complex formed hetween Hi( III) and thiourea has a
molar ahsorptivity of9.32 X 10] L mol' ern I at470 nm.

is 4.2 X 10". The nl\1lar ahsorptivitie, [or the two principal species in a solution
of K.Cr,O, arc



A ",(CrO.' I ",(Cr,O,' I

345 l.R4 x 10' 10.7 x 10'
370 4.Rl x 10' 7.28 x 10'
.jj~l l.RR x 10' 1.89 x 10'

(c) scattered radiation (in a monochromator).
(d) source flicker noise.
(c) cell positioning uncertainty.
(f) beamsphtter.

13-21 Describe how a monochromator, a spectrograph, and a spectrophotometer differ
from each other.Four solutions were prepared by dissolving 4.00 x 10-'.3.00 x 10".

2.()O x ]() '. and 1.00 x 10" moles of K,Cr,O- in water and diluting to 1.()()L
with a pH 5.60 buffer. Derive theoretical absorbance values (l.()(l-cm cells) for
each solution and plot the data for (a) 345 nm, (b) 370 nm. and (c) 400 nm.

13-13 Describe the differences between the following and list any particular
advantages possessed by one over the other.
(a) hydrogen and deuterium discharge lamps as sources for ultraviolet radiation.
(b) filters and monochromators as wavelength selectors.
(c) photovoltaic cells and photot ubes as detectors for electromagnetic radiation.
(d) photodiodes and photomultiplier tubes.
(e) double-beam-in-space and double-beam-in-time spectrophotometers.
(f) spectrophotometers and photometers.
(g) single-beam and double-beam instruments for absorbance measurements.
(h) conventional and multichannel spectrophotometers.

13-14 A portable photometer with a hnear response to radiation registered 63.8 pA
with the solvent in the light path. The photometer was set to zero with no light
striking the detector. Replacement of the solvent with an absorbing solution
yielded a response of 41.6 pA. Caleulate
(a) the percent transmittance of the sample solution.
(b) the absorbance of the sample solution.
(c) the transmittance to be expected for a solution in which the concentration

of the absorber is one third that of the original sample solution.
(d) the transmittance to be expected for a solution that has twice the concentra-

tion of the sample solution.

*13-15 A photometer with a linear response to radiation gave a reading of 498 mV with
the solvent in the light path and 25fl mV when the solvent was replaced by an
absorbing solution. The photometer was set to zero with no light striking the
detector. Calculate
(a) the percent transmittance and absorbance of the absorbing solution.
(b) the expected transmittance if the concentration of absorber is one half that

of the original solution.
(c) the transmittance to be expected if the light path through the original

solution is doubled.

13-16 Why docs a deuterium lamp produce a continuum rather than a line spectrum
in the ultraviolet'!

The following data were taken from a diode-array spectrophotometer in an ex-
periment to measure the spectrum of the Co(II)-EDTA complex. The column
labeled P;o'"",," is the relative signal obtained with sample solution in the cell
after subtraction of the dark signal. The column labeled Pm",,,, is the reference
signal obtained with only solvent in the cell after subtraction of the dark signal.
Find the transmittance at each wavelength. and the absorbance at each wave-
length. Plot the spectrum of th.: compound.

Wavelength, om Psqt,ut l~fGlufio.

350 O.lKl2flR9 0.llO2560
.175 0.lKJ0326 0.(X15995
4(Xl 0.0\6975 00\5\43
425 0.035517 O.ll31648

450 0.1162425 0.02497R
475 0.ll'!5.174 0.Oj907.1

51X) 0\40567 0.023275
525 0.lR89R4 0.0.17448
550 0.2fl3103 0.088537
575 0.31R3fl\ O.200R72
600 0.394()()O 0.278072
625 0,477018 0.363525

650 0.564295 0,468281

675 0.6550M 0.6\10fl2
700 0.719\80 0.704126
725 0.R1.1694 0.777466
750 0.R85979 0.R63224
775 0.945083 0.9214.\6
ROO l.(Xl(XlOO 0.977237

13-23 Why do quantitative and qualitative anaiys.:s often require dillerent monochro-
mator slit widths"

~ 13-24 The absorbances of solutions containing K,CrO, in 0.05 M KO/l w.:re measured
in a l.()-cm cdl at 375 nm. The following results were obtained:

13-17 Why can photomultiplier lubes not be used with infrared radiation'?

13-18 Why is iodine sometimes introdue.:d into a tungsten lamp"

13-19 Describe the origin of shot noise in a spectrophotometer. /low does the relative
uncertainty vary with concentration if shot noise is the major noise source?

Cone. of
K,CrO••g/L

0lXl50
00100
O.1J2(XJ
0031X)
0.0400

0.123
0.247
0.494
074:'
0.99\

13-20 Deline
(al dark cun.:,,!.
(b) transducer.



Find the absorptivity of the chromate ion, CrO,'- in L g-I cm-I and the molar
absorptivity of chromate in L mol-I cml at 375 nm.

The absorbanees of solutions containing Cr as dichromate Cr,O,'- in l.0 l\f
H,SO, were measured at 440 nm in a l.O-cm cell. The following results were
obtained:

Cone,orCr,
I'glmL

10.00

25.00
50.00
75.00

lOO.lXl
200.00

0.034
O.0~5
0.168
0.252
0.335
0.669

Find the absorptivity of dichromate (L g-l cm-I) and the molar absorptivity
(L mol-I cm ') at 440 nm.

A compound X is to be determined by UV-visible spectrophotometry. A c.alibra-
tion curve is constructed from standard solutions of X with the following. results:
0.50 ppm, A = 0.24; 1.5 ppm, A = 0.36; 2.5 ppm, A = 0.44; 3.5 ppm, A = 'o~9;
4.5 ppm, A = 0.70. A solution of unknown X concentration had an absorbance
of A = 0.50. Find the slope and intercept of the calibration curve, the standard
error in Y, the concentration of the solution of unknown X concentration, and
the standard deviation in the concentration of X. Construct a plot of the calibra-
tion curve and determine the unknown concentration by hand from the plot.
Compare it to that obtained from the regression line.

Challenge Problem

13-27 The following questions concern the relative concentration uncertainty in spec-
trophotometry.
(a) If the relative concentration uncertainty is given by Equation 13-13, use cal-

culus to show that the minimum uncertainty occurs at 36.8% T. What is the
absorbance that minimizes the concentration uncertainty? Assume that Sr is
independent of concentration.

(b) Under shot-noise-limited conditions, the relative concentration uncertainty
is given by Equation 13-14. Another form of the equation for the shot-noise-
limited case is 12

s, -kT-l"

c In T

where k is a constant. Use calculus and derive the transmittance and ab-
sorbance that minimize the concentration uncertainty.

(c) Describe how you could experimentally determine whether a spectropho-
tometer was operating under Case I, Case II, or Case III conditions.

Applications of
Ultraviolet -Visible
Molecular
Absorption
SpectrQmetry

UIt.raviolet and. visible .absorption measure-
ments are wide(y used for the identifica-

tion and determination of many different
- inorganic and organicspecies.lnfact, Uf/-visible

molecular?bsorption method.sfre probably the
,.most widely used afall quantiUitive ana!)'sis tech-

niques in chemical, environmert1al,forensic, and
clinicallaborataries throughout the world.

U1 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.tbomsonedu.com/cbemistrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

14A THE MAGNITUDE OF MOLAR
ABSORPTIVITIES

Empirically, molar absorptivities (e values) that range
from zero up to a maximum on the order of 10' L mol··1

cm-I are observed in UV-visible molecular absorption
spectrometry. 1 For any particular absorption maxi-
mum, the magnitude of e depends on the capture cross
section (Section 13B, Equation 13-5) of the species and
the probability for an energy-absorbing transition to
occur. The relationship between e and these variables
has been shown to be

wherc P is the transition probability and A is the cross-
section target area in square centimeters per mole-
cule.' The area for typical organic molecules has been
estimated from electron diffraction and X-ray studies
to be about 10-15 cm2/molecule: transition probabili-
ties vary from zero to one. For quantum mechanically
allowed transitions, values of P range from 0.1 to 1,
which leads to strong absorption bands (em" = 10' to
105 L mol-I em-I). Absorption maxima having molar
absorptivities less than about 103 are classified as being
of low intensity. They result from forbidden transi-
tions, which have probabilities of occurrence that are
less than 0.01.

The absorption of ultraviolet or visible radiation by an
atomic or molecular species M can be considered to be
a two-step process. The first step involves electronic
excitation as shown by the equation

M + hv ....• M*

The product of the absorption of the photon hv by spe-
cies M is an electronically excited species symbolized
by M*. The lifetime of the excited species is brief (10-8

ISome useful references on absorption methods include E. 1. Meehan. in
Treatise on Analytical Chemvilry, 2nd cd., P. 1. Elvwg, E. 1. Meehan. and
I. ~1. Kalthoff, eds .. Part I, Vol. 7, Chaps. 1-3, New York: Wiley, 1981; R. P.
Bauman, Absorption Spectroscopy, Nev.' York: \Viky. 1962~ F Grum. in
Physical Methods of Chemistry, A. Weissbergcr and B. \V. Rossiter. cds ..
Vol. L Part II[ B, Chap. 3, r\ew York: \\'iky~lntcrscicncc, t 472: H. H. Jaff~
and M. Orchin, Theory and Applicl1liolll of UrriHiuli!! Spectroscopy, New
York: Wiley. 1962; G. F Lothian. Absorpflon Spectrophotometry. :lrd ed.,
Londun: Adam Hilger. 1969: 1. D. Ingle Jr. and S. R. Crouch, Spectro-
chemical AfUllysL'i, Chap. 13, Upper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice-HalL 1985
lE. A. Braude. I. Chern. Sac 1950, 379.



to 10-9 s). Any of several relaxation processes can lead
to deexcitation of M*. The most common type of re-
laxation involves conversion of the excitation energy
to heat as shown by

M* .....M + heat

Relaxation may also occur by a photochemical pro-
cess such as decomposition of M* to form new species.
Alternatively, relaxation may involve reemission of
fluorescence or phosphorescence. It is important to
note that the lifetime of M* is usually so very short that
its concentration at any instant is ordinarily negligible.
Furthermore, the amount of thermal energy evolved
by relaxation is quite small. Thus, absorption measure-
ments create a minimal disturbance of the system un-
der study except when photochemical decomposition
occurs.

The absorption of ultraviolet or visible radiation
generally results from excitation of bonding clectrons.
Because of this, the wavelengths of absorption bands
can be correlated with the types of bonds' in the species
under study. Molecular absorption spectroscopy is,
therefore, valuable for identifying functional groups in
a molecule. More important, however, are the applica-
tions of ultraviolet and visible absorption spectroscopy
to the quantitative determination of compounds con-
taining absorbing groups.

As noted in Section 6C, absorption of ultraviolet and
visible radiation by molecules generally occurs in one
or more electronic absorption bands, each of which is
made up of many closely packed but discrete lines.
Each line arises from the transition of an electron from
the ground state to one of the many vibrational and ro-
tational energy states associated with each excited elec-
tronic energy state. Because there are so many of these
vibrational and rotational states and because their en-
ergies dilfer only slightly, many closely spaced lines are
containcd in the typical band.

As can be seen in Figure 14-la, the visible absorp-
tionspectrum for l,2,4,S-tetrazine vapor shows the finc
structure that is due to the numerous rotational and vi-
brational levels associated with the excited elcctronic
states of this aromatic molecule. [n the gaseous state,
the individual tetrazine moleculcs are sufficiently sep-
arated from onc anothcr to vibrate and rotate freely,
and the many individual absorption lines appear as a
result of the large number of vibrational and rotational
cnergy states. [n the condensed state or in solution,
howcver. the tetrazine molecules have little freedom to
rotate. so lines due to differences in rotational energy

Chromophore Examp[e Solvent ADtaX' om ElDn Transition Type

Alkene C6H13CH=CH, II-Heptane 177 13,000 1T~1T*

Alkyne C,H11C==C-CH3 II-Heptane 178 10,000 TT ---,l> ,,*
196 2000
225 160

Carbonyl CH3CCH] n-Hexane 186 1000 fl---,l> (T*
u~ II 280 16 n ---,l> 1T*@ 0~ CH,CH n-Hexane 180 large n ......-)o(T*1: II n --+ 7T*<

0 293 12

Carboxyl CH,COOH Ethanol 204 41 n ...--71T*

Amido CH3CNH2 Water 214 60 n ---t1T*

II

°Azo CH3N=NCH3 Ethanol 339 n ---,l> 1T*

Nitro CH3NO, Isooctane 280 22 n ---t 77"*

Nitroso C,H,NO Ethyl ether 300 100
665 20 n ......-71T*

Nitrate C"H5ONO, Dioxane 270 12 n --+ 71"*

FIGURE 14-1 Ultravioletabsorption spectra for 1,2,4,5-
tetrazine. In (a), the spectrum is shown in the gas phase,
where many lines due to electronic, vibrational, and rota-
tional transitions can be seen. In a nonpolar solvent (b),
the electronic transitions can be observed, but the vibra-
tional and rotational structure has been lost. In a polar
solvent (c), the strong intermolecular forces cause the
electronic peaks to blend, giving only a single smooth
absorption band. (From S. F.Mason, J. Chern. Soc.,
1959, 1265.)

most single bonds are sufficiently high that absorption
occurs in the so-called vacuum ultraviolet region (A <
185 nm), where components of the atmosphere also
absorb radiation strongly. Such transitions involve the
excitation of nonbondingn electrons to a* orbitals. The
molar absorptivities of n .....a* transitions are low to in-
termediate and usually range between 100 and 3000 L
mol-I em -I Because of experimental difficulties asso-
ciated with the vacuum ultraviolet region, most spec-
trophotometric investigations of organic compounds
have involved longer wavelengths than 185 nm.

Most applications of absorption spectroscopy to or-
ganic compounds are based on transitions for n or rr
electrons to the rr* excited state because the energies
required for these processes bring the absorption bands
into the ultraviolet-visible region (ZOOto 700 nm). Both
II -> rr* and rr .....rr* transitions require the presence
of an unsaturated functional group to provide the rr or-
bitals. Molecules containing such functional groups
and capable of absorbing ultraviolet-visible radiation
are called chronwphores.

The electronic spectra of organic molecules contain-
ing chromophores are usually compiex, because the su-
perposition of vibrational transitions on the electronic
transitions leads to an intricate combination of over-
lapping lines. The result is a broad band of absorption
that often appears to be continuous. The complex na-

levels disappear. Furthermore, when solvent mole-
cules surround the tetrazine molecules, energies of the
various vibrational levels are modified in a nonuni-
form way, and the energy of a given state in a sample of
solute molecules appears as a single, broad peak. This
effect is more pronounced in polar solvents, such as
water, than in nonpolar hydrocarbon media. This sol-
vent effect is illustrated in Figure 14-1b and c.

148-1 Absorption by Organic Compounds

All organic compounds are capable of absorbing elec-
tromagnetic radiation because all contain valence elec-
trons that can be excited to higher energy levels. The
excitation energies associated with electrons forming

ture of the spectra makes detailed theoretical analy-
sis difficult or impossiblc. Nevertheless, qualitative or
semiquantitative statements concerning the types of
electronic transitions responsible for a given absorp-
tion spectrum can be deduced from molecular orbital
considerations.

Table l4-ihsts the common organic chromophores
and the approximate wavelengths at which they ab-
sorb. The data for position (Am,,) and peak intensity
(8m,,) can serve as only a rough guide for identification
purposes, because both are influenced by solvent ef-
fects as well as other structural details of the molecule.
[n addition, conjugation between two or more chro-
mophores tends to cause shifts in absorption maxima
to longer wavelengths. Finally, vibrational effects
broaden absorption peaks in the ultraviolet and visible
regions, which often makes precise determination of
an absorption maximum dimcult. The molar absorp-
tivities for n"'" rr* transitions are normally low and
usually range from iO to 100 L mol-I cm I. On the
other hand, values for rr -> rr* transitions generally
range between 1000 and is.OOOL mol 1cm -I Typical
absorption spectra are shown in Figure 1.\-2.

Saturated organic compounds containing such het-
eroatoms as oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur. or halogens have
non bonding electrons that can be excited by radia-
tion in the range of 170 to 250 nm. Table 14-2 lists a
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FIGURE 14-2 Absorption spectra for typical organic
compounds.

few examples of such compounds. Some of these
compounds, such as alcohols and ethers, are common
solvents, so their absorption in this region prevents
measuring absorption of analytes dissolved in these
compounds at wavelengths shorter than 180 to 200 nm.
Occasionally, absorption in this region is used for de-
termining halogen and sulfur-bearing compounds.

A number of inorganic anions exhibit ultraviolet ab-
sorption bands that are a result of exciting nonbonding
electrons. Examples include nitrate (313 nm), carbon-
ate (217 nm), nitrite (360 and 280 nm), azido (230 nm),
and trithiocarbonate (500 nm) ions.

In general, the ions and complexes of elemenls
in the first two transition series absorb broad bands
of visible radiation in at least one of their oxidation
states and are, as a result, colored (see, for example,
Figure 14-3). Here. absorption involves transitions be-
tween filled and unfilled d-orbitals with energies that

TABLE 14-2 Absorption by Organic Compounds
Containing Heteroatoms with Nonbonding Electrons [;0

-l00 500CH,oH

(CH,hO
CH,Cl
CH,'
(CH,hS
CH,NH2

(CH,hN

depend on the Iigands bonded to the metal ions. The
energy differences between these d-orbitals (and thus
the position of the corresponding absorption maxi-
mum) depend on the position of the element in the pe-
riodic table, its oxidation state, and the nature of the
ligand bonded to it,

Absorption spectra of ions of the lanthanide' and ac-
tinide transitions series differ substantially ffOLDthose
shown in Figure 14-3. The electrons responsible for ab-
sorption by these elements (4fand Sf, respectively) are
shielded from external influences by electrons that oc-
cupy orbitals with larger principal quantum numbers.
As a result, the bands tend to be narrow and relatively

:0:: ,""I
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FIGURE 14-4 Absorption spectra of aqueous solutions of
rare earth ions.
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unaffected by the species bonded by the outer elec-
trons (see Figure 14-4).
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For quantitative purposes, charge-transfer absorption
is particularly important because molar absorptivities
are unusually large (£ > 10,0(0), which leads to high
sensitivity. Many inorganic and organic complexes ex-
hibit this type of absorption and are therefore called
charge-transfer complexes.

A charge-transfer complex consists of an electron-
donor group bonded to an electron acceptor. When this
product absorbs radiation, an electron from the donor
is transferred to an orbital that is largely associated with
the acceptor. The excited state is thus the product of
a kind of internal oxidation-reduction process. This
behavior differs from that of an organic chromophore
in which the excited electron is in a molecular orbital
shared by two or more atoms.

Familiar examples of charge-transfer complexes
include the phenolic complex of iron(IlI). the 1,10-

[l] Simulation: Learn more about absorption spectra.
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FIGURE 14-3 Absorption spectra of aqueous solutions
of transition metal ions.

phenanthroline complex of iron(II), the iodide com-
plex of molecular iodine, and the hexacyanoferrate(II)-
hexacyanoferrate(III) complex responsible for the
color of Prussian blue. The red color of the iron(l1l)-
thiocyanate complex is a further example of charge-
transfer absorption. Absorption of a photon results in
the transfer of an electron from the thiocyanate ion to
an orbital that is largely associated with the iron(lll)
ion. The product is an cxcited species involving pre-
dominantly iron(II) and the thiocyanate radical SeN.
As with other types of electronic excitation, the elec-
tron in this complex ordinarily returns to its original
state after a brief period, Occasionally, however, an ex-
cited complex may dissociate and produce photochem-
ical oxidation-reduction products. Three spectra of
charge-transfer complexes are shown in Figure 14-5.

In most charge-transfer complexes involving a
metal ion, the metal serves as the electron acceptor.
Exceptions are the 1,10-phenanthroline complexes of
iron(II) and copper(l), where the ligand is the accep-
tor and the metal ion the donor. A few other examples
of this type of complex are known,

Organic compounds form many interesting charge-
transfer complexes, An example is quinhydrone (a 1: 1
complex of quinone and hydroquinone), which exhibits
strong absorption in the visible region. Other examples
include iodine complexes with amines, aromatics, and
sulfides.

5000
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2000
1000
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400 450 500 550 600 650 700
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~ 2000
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o
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FIGURE 14-5 Absorption spectra of aqueous charge-
transfer complexes.



14C QUAliTATIVE APPliCATIONS OF
ULTRAVIOLET-VISIBLE ABSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY

Spectrophotometric measurements with ultraviolct ra-
diation are useful for detecting chromophoric groups,
such as those shown in Table 14-1.' Because large parts
of even the most complex organic molecules are trans-
parent to radiation longer than 180 nm, the appearance
of one or more peaks in the region from 200 to 400 nm
is clear indication of the presence of unsaturated groups
or of atoms such as sulfur or halogens. Often, the iden-
tity of the absorbing groups can be determined by com-
paring the spectrum of an analyte with those of simple
molecules containing various chromophoric groups"
Usually, however, ultraviolet spectra do not have
enough fine structure to permit an analyte to be identi-
fied unambiguously. Thus, ultraviolet qualitative data
must be supplemented with other physical or chemical
evidence such as infrared, nuclear magnetic resonance,
and mass spectra as well as solubility and melting: and
boiling-point information.

Ultraviolet spectra for qualitative analysis are usually
measured using dilute solutions of the analyte. For
volatile compounds, however, gas-phase spectra are
often more useful than liquid-phase or solution spectra
(for example, compare Figure 14-1a and b). Gas-phase
spectra can often be obtained by allowing a drop or two
of the pure liquid to evaporate and equilibrate with the
atmosphere in a stoppered cuvette.

In choosing a solvent, consideration must be given
not only to its transparency, but also to its possible
effects on the absorbing system. Quite generally, polar
solvents such as water, alcohols, csters, and ketones
tend to obliterate spectral fine structure arising from
vibrational effects. Spectra similar to gas-phase spec-
tra (see Figure 14-6) are more likely to be observed in

3For a detailed discussion of ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy in the
identification of organic functional groups, see R. M. Silverstein, G. C
Bassler, and T. C. Morrill, Specrromerric Idefl(~ficalion uf Organic Com-

pounds, 5th ed., Chap. 6, !"iew York: Wiley, 1991.
~I-L H. Perkampus. [lV-VIS AlIas of Organic Compnlll!ds. 2nd ed ..
Hoboken. NJ: WHey-VCH.I992. In addition. in the past. several organiza-
tions have published catalogs of spectra that may still be useful, including
American Petroleum Institute, Ultraviolet Spectral Data, AP.l. Research
Project 44. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Techno logv: Sadtler Handbook
of Ultra~'iolet Spectra, Philadelphia: Sadtler Research-Laboratories: Amer-
ican Society for Testing ~'iaterials. Committee E-D. Philaddphia.
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FIGURE 14-6 Effect of solvent on the absorption
spectrum of acetaldehyde.

nonpolar solvents such as hydrocarbons. In actctttion,
the positions of absorption maxima arc influenced by
the nature of the solvent. As a rule, the same solvent
must be used when comparing absorption spectra for
identification purposes.

Table 14-3 lists some common solvents and the
approximate wavelength below which they cannot be
used because of absorption. These wavelengths, called
the cutoff wavelengths, depend strongly on the purity
of the solvent.' Common solvents for ultraviolet spec-

'i Most major suppliers of reagent chemicals ill the United States offer spec-
trochemical grades of solvents. Spectral-grade solvents have been treated
to remove absorbing impurities and meet or exceed the requirements set
forth in Reagent Chemicals, 9th cd., Washington, DC: American Chemical
Society, 2000. Supplements and updates are available at http://pubs.acs
.org/reagentslindex.html

TABLE14-3 Solvents for the Ultraviolet and Visible
Regions

Lower Lower
Wavelength Wavelength

Solvent Limit,nm Solvent Limil,nm

Water 180 Diethyl ether 210
Ethanol 220 Acetone 330
Hexane 200 Dioxane 320
Cyclohexane 200 Cellosolve 320
Carbon 260
tetrachloride

~ 0.4
;;
-E 0.3
o~-< 0.2

0.1

FIGURE 14-7 Spectra for reduced cytochrome c at four
spectral bandwidths. (1)20 nm, (2) 10 nm, (3)5 nm, and
(4) 1 nm. (Courtesy of Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.)

trophotometry include water, 95% ethanol, cyclo-
hexane, and lA-dioxane. For the visible region, any
colorless solvent is suitable.

The effect of variation in slit width, and hence effec-
tive bandwidth, was shown previously for gas-phase
spectra in Figure 13-8. The effect on solution spectra
is illustrated for reduced cytochrome c in Figure 14-7.
Clearly, peak heights and separation are distorted at
wider bandwidths. Because of this, spectra for qualita-
tive applications should be measured with minimum
slit widths.

Even though it may not provide the unambiguous iden-
tification of an organic compound, an absorption spec-
trum in the visible and the ultraviolet regions is never-
theless useful for detecting the presence of certain
functional groups that act as chromophores. For ex-
ample, a weak absorption band in the region of 280 to
290 nm, which is displaced toward shorter wavelengths
with increased solvent polarity, strongly indicates the
presence of a carbonyl group. Such a shift is tcrmed a
hypsochromic, or bLlle,shift. A weak absorption band at
about 260 nm with indications of vibrational finc struc-
ture constitutes evidence for thc existcnce of an aro-
matic ring. Confirmation of the presence of an aromatic
amine or a phenolic structure may be obtained by com-
paring the effects of pH on the spectra of solutions con-
taining the sample with those shown in Table 14-4 for
phenol and aniline.

The ultraviolet spectra of aromatic hydrocarbons
are characterized by three sets of bands that originate
from 'IT --+ 'IT' transitions. For example, benzene has a
strong absorption peak at 184 nm (em" = 60,000): a
weaker band, called the E, band, at 204 nm (com" ~
7900); and a still weaker peak, termed the B band, at256
(emax = 200). The long-wavelength bands of benzene
vapor, 1,2,4,5-tetrazine (see Figure 14-la), and many
other aromatics contain a series of sharp peaks duc to
the superposition of vibrational transitions on the basic
electronic transitions. As shown in Figure 14-1, sol-
vents tend to reduce (or sometimes eliminate) this fine
structure as do certain types of substitution.

E, Band B Band

Compound A..-x, om emax Amal,nm Emax

Benzene C6H6 204 7900 256 200
Toluene C6H,CH, 207 7000 261 300
m-Xylene C6H,(CH,), 263 300
Chlorobenzene C.H,Cl 210 7600 265 240
Phenol C.HsOH 211 6200 270 1450
Phenolate ion c"H,O- 235 9400 287 2600
Aniline C.HsNH2 230 8600 280 1430
Anilinium ion C.H,NH; 203 7500 254 160
Thiophenol C.H,SH 236 10.000 269 700
Naphthalene CIOHs 286 9300 312 289
Styrene C.H,CH=CH2 244 12,000 282 -\50

http://pubs.acs


All three of the characteristic bands for benzene are
strongly affected by ring substitution: the effects on the
two longer-wavelength bands are of particular interest
because they can be studied with ordinary spectropho-
tometric equipment. Table 14-4 illustrates the effects
of some common ring substituents.

By definition, an auxochrome is a functional group
that does not itself absorb in the ultraviolet region but
has the effect of shifting chromophore peaks to longer
wavelengths as well as increasing their intensities. Such
a shift to longer wavelengths is called a bathochromic,
or red, shift. Note in Table 14-4 that -OH and
- NH, have an auxochromic effect on the benzene
ch~omOphore, particularly with respect to the B band.
AUXDchromic substituents have at least one pair of n
ele~tro~s capable of interacting with the 7T electrons of

the ring. This interaction apparently has the effect of
- stabilizing the 7T* state, thereby lowering its energy,
and increasing the wavelength of .the corresponding
band. Note that the auxochromic effect is more pro-
nounced for the phenolate anion than for phenol itself,
probably because the anion has an extra pair of un-
shared electrons to contribute to the interaction. With
aniline, on the other hand, the nOnbonding electrons
are lost by formation of the anilinium cation, and the
auxochromic effect disappears.

140 QUANTITATIVEANALYSIS BY
ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

Absorption spectroscopy based on ultraviolet and visi-
ble radiation is one of the most useful tools available
to the scientist for quantitative analysis6 Important
characteristics of spectrophotometric and photomet-
ric methods include (1) wide applicability to both or-
ganic and inorganic systems, (2) typical detection limits
of lO-4 to lO-5 M (in some cases, certain modifica-
tions can lead to lower limits of detection).' (3) mod-
erate to high selectivity, (4) good accuracy (typically,
relative uncertainties are 1% to 3%, although with spe-
cial precautions. errors can be reduced to a few tenths
of a percent), and (5) ease and convenience of data
acquisition.

"For a wealth of detailed. practical information on spectrophotometriC"
practices, see Techniques in Visible and (jltra~'iolet Spearomerry. \'01. I.

Sumdards in Absorption Spectroscopy, C. Burgess and A. Knowles. eds ..
London: Chapman & Hall, 1981; 1. R. Edisbury. Practical If/nls Oil Ab-
sorption Spearomelr.r. New York: Plenum Press, 1968.
'See. for example, T. D. Harris. Anal. Chern .. 1982,54, 7.HA,

140-1 Scope

The applications of quantitative, ultraviolet-visible ab-
sorption methods not only are numerous but also touch
on everv field that requires quantitative chemical infor-
mation.' The reader can obtain a notion of the scope of
spectrophotometry by consulting the series of review
articles that were published in Analytical Chemistry'
as well as monographs on the subject.9

Applications to Absorbing Species

Tables 14-1, 14-2, and 14-4 list many common organic
chromophoric groups. Spectrophotometric determina-
tion of any organic compound containing one or more
of these groups is potentially feasible. Many examples
of this type of determination are found in the literature.

A number of inorganic species also absorb UV-
visible radiation and are thus susceptible to direct de-
termination. We have noted that many ions of the tran-
sition metals are colored in solution and can .thus be
determined by spectrophotometric measurttment. In
addition, a numbcr of other species show charactcris-
tic absorption bands, including nitrite, nitrate, and
chromate ions, the oxides of nitrogen, the elemental
halogens, and ozone.

Applications to Nonabsorbing Species

Numerous reagents react selectively with nonabsorb-
ing species to yield products that absorb strongly in the
ultraviolet or visible regions. The successful applica-
tion of such reagents to quantitativc analysis usually
requires that the color-forming reaction be forced to
near completion. If the amount of product is limited
by the analyte, the absorbance of the product is pro-
portional to the analyte concentration. Color-forming
reagents are frequently employed as well for the de-
termination of absorbing species, such as transition-
metal ions. The molar absorptivity of the product is
frequently orders of magnitude greater than that of the
species before reaction.

A host of complexing agents are used to determine
inorganic species. Typical inorganic reagents include
thiocyanate ion for iron, cobalt, and molyhdenum;

~L. G. Hargis.]. A. Howell. and R E. Sutlon. Altai. Chern. (Rc\lcwl.1996.
68.169: 1-:\. Howell and R. E. Sutton, Anal. Chern .. (Re\'i.:w).1998. 7{j. 107

9H. Onishi, Pho[omeIric Dnerminatlon of Traces of :\-fetaLI. Part IIA. Part
lIB. -Ilh ed .. :-';ew York: \Viky. 1986. 1989: Colorimetric Determination of
Nonmetals. 2nd ed .. D. F. Boltz. ed., New Ymk: Intcrscicnce. 197.s: E. B
Sandell and H. Onishi. Photometric DeterminatiOfl of Tral"eS of .\krtlis.
..loth ed .. New York: Wiley. 1978: F D. Snell. PholUmerric and Fluor(Jm<!(ril

,\.ferhods o(Analysis. New York: Wiley. 1978

hvdrogen peroxide for titanium, vanadium, and
chromium; and iodide ion for bismuth, palladIUm, and
tellurium. Of even more importance are organicchelat-
ing agents that form stable, colored complexes WIth
cations. Common examples include dlethyldlthlOcar-
bamate for the determination of copper. diphenylthio-
carbazone for lead, I,lO-phenanthrolene for iron,
and dimethylglyoxime for nickel. In the application of
the last reaction to the photometric determinatIOn of
nickel, an aqueous solution of the cation is extracted
with a solution of the chelating agent in an immiscible
organic liquid. The absorbance of thc resulting bright
red organic laycr serves as a measure of the concentra-
tion of the metal.

140-2 Procedural Details

A first step in any photometric or spectrophotometric
analysis is the developmcnt of conditions that yield a
reproducible relationship (preferably linear) between
absorbance and analyte concentration.

Selection of Wavelength

For highest sensitivity, spcctrophotometric absorbance
measuremcnts are ordinarily made at a wavelength cor-
responding to an absorption maximum because the
change in absorbance per unit of concentratIOn ISgreat-
est at this point. In addition, the absorbance tS nearly
constant with wavelength at an absorption maximum,
which leads to close adherence to Becr's law (sce Fig-
ure 13-5). Finally, small uncertainties that arise from
failing to reproduce precisely the wavelength setting of
the instrument have less influence at an absorptIOn
maximum.

Variables That Influence Absorbance

Common variables that influence the absorption spec-
trum of a substance include the naturc of the solvent,
the pH of the solution, the temperature, high electro-
Ivte concentrations, and the presence of interfering
s~ubstances. The dIects of these variables must be
known and conditions for the analysis must be chosen
such that the absorbance will not be materially in-
fluenced by small. uncontrolled variations in their
magnitudes.

Cleaning and Handling of Cells

Accurate spectrophotometric analysis requires the use
of good-quality, matched cells. These should be regu-
larlv calibrated against one another to detect dlffer-

enees that can result from scratches, etching, and wcar.
It is equally important to use proper cell-cleaning and
drying techniques. Erickson and Surles 10 recommend
the following cleaning sequence for the outSide Win-
dows of cells. Prior to measurement, the cell surfaces
should be cleaned with a lens paper soaked in spectro-
grade methanol. While wiping, it is best to hold the pa-
per with a hemostat. The methanol is then allowed to
evaporate, leaving the cell surfaces free of contamt-
nants. Erickson and Surles showed that thiS method
was superior to the usual procedure of wiping the cell
surfaces with a dry lens paper, which can leave ltnt and
a film on the surface.

Determining the Relationship between
Absorbance and Concentration

The method of external standards (see Section 10-2)
is most often used to establish the absorbance versus
concentration relationship. After deciding on the con-
ditions for the analysis, the calibration curve is pre-
pared from a series of standard solutions that bracket
the concentration range expected for the samples.
Seldom, if ever, is it safe to assume adherence to Beer's
law and use only a single standard to determine the
molar absorptivity. It is never a good idea to base the
results of an analysis on a literature value for the mo-
lar absorptivity. .

Ideally, calibration standards should approximate
the composition of the samples to bc analyzed not only
with rcspect to the analyte concentration but als~ WIth
regard to the concentrations of the other spectes In the
sample matrix. This can minimize thc effects of van-
ous components of the sample on the measured ab-
sorbance. For example, the absorbance of many col-
ored complexes of metal ions is decreased to a varying
degree in the presence of sulfate and phosphate Ions
because these anions can form colorlcss complexes
with metal ions. The desired reaction is often less com-
plete as a consequence, and lowered absorbances are
the result. The matrix effect of sulfate and phosphate
can often be counteracted by introducing into the stan-
dards amounts of the two species that approximate the
amounts found in the samples. Unfortunately. matrix
matching is often impossible or quite difficult when
complex materials such as soils, minerals, and tissues
are being analyzcd. When this is the case. the standard-
addition method is often helpful in counteracttng



matrix effects that affect the slope of the calibration
curve. However, the standard-addition method does
not compensate for extraneous absorbing species un-
less they are present at the same concentration in the
blank solution.

The Standard-Addition Method

The standard-addition method can take several
forms.l1 The one most often chosen for photometric
or spectrophotometric analyses, and the onc that was
discussed in some detail in Section 10-3, involves
adding one or more increments of a standard solution
to sample aliquots. Each solution is then diluted to a
fixed volume before measuring its ahsorbance. Ex-
ample 14-1 illustrates a spreadsheet approach to the
multiple-additions method for the photometric deter-
mination of nitrite.

Nitrite is commonly determined by a spectrophotomet-
ric procedure using the Griess reaction. The sample
containing nitrite is reacted with sulfanilimide and N-
(I-naphthyl)ethylenediamine to form a colored species
that absorbs radiation at 550 nm. Five-milliliter aliquots
of the sample were pipetted into five 50.00-mL volu-
metric flasks. Then, 0.00, 2.00, 4.00, 6.00, and 8.00 mL of
a standard solution containing 10.00 flM nitrite were
pipetted into each flask, and the color-forming reagents
added. After dilution to volume, the absorbance for
each of the five solutions was measured at 550 nm. Thc
absorbances were 0.139, 0.299, 0.486, 0.689, and 0.865,
respectively. Devise a spreadsheet to calculate the ni-
trite concentration in the original sample and its stan-
dard deviation.

The spreadsheet is shown in Figure 14-8. Note that the
final result indicates the concentration of nitrite in the
original sample is 2.8 :+: 0.3 flM. The standard devia-
tion is found from the regression line 12 bv using an ex-
trapolated x value of ~ 1.385 mL and a v ~'alue;f 0.000
as illustrated in Example 1-1 of Chapt~r 1.

I i See M. Rader, I Chern. Educ.. 1980. 5~. 70.3.
leFor more information on sprcadsh~e( ilpproach~s {u standard additIon
methods. see S. R. Crouch and F J Holler. ApplicillWIZS of .\licrosoW:'

Excel in Ana(\,'licill Chemistn Chaps. 4 and l~. BdmlmL c.-\ Brooks
Cole.200.t.

In the interest of saving time or sample, it is possible
to perform a standard-addition analysis using only two
increments of sample. Here, a single addition of V; mL
of standard would he added to one of the two samples.
This approach is based on Equation 14-1 (see Sec-
tion 10-3).

A,c\.Vs

C, = (A, ~-AI)V'

The single-addition method is illustrated in Ex-
ample 14-2.

A 2.00-mL urine specimen was treated with reagent to
generate a color with phosphate, following which the
sample was diluted to 100 mL. To a second 2.00-mL
sample was added exactly 5.00 mL of a phosphate so-
lution containing 0.0300 mg phosphate/mL, which was
treated in the same way as the original sample. The ab-
sorbance of the first solution was 0.428, and th;t of the
second was 0.538. Calculate the concentration of phos-
phate in milligrams per millimeter of the specimen.

Solution

01W1
.' I

c=-.Mool ~--.
-200 0.00 2.00

C = (0.428)(O~OJOOmg PO/"/mL)(5.00 mL)
, (0.538 - 0.428)(2.00 mL sample)

= 0.292 mg PO.'- ImL sample

ones at which the molar absorptivities of the two com-
ponents differ significantly. Thus, at A" the molar ab-
sorptivity of component M is much larger than that for
component N. The reverse is true for A2. To complete
the analysis, the absorbance of the mixture is deter-
mined at the same two wavelengths. From the known
molar absorptivities and path length, the following
equations hold:

AI

Analysis of Mixtures of Absorbing Substances

The total absorbance of a solution at any given wave-
length is equal to the sum of the absorbances of the in-
dividual components in the solution (Equation 13-9).
This relationship makes it possible in principle to de-
termine the concentrations of the individual compo-
nents of a mixture even if their spectra overlap com-
pletelv. For example, Figure 14-9 shows the spectrum
of a solution containing a mixture of species M and
species N as well as absorption spectra for the individ-
ual components. It is apparent that there is no wave-
length where the absorbance is due to just one of these
components. To analyze the mixture, molar absorptiv-
ities for M and Narc tlrst determined at wavelengths
A, and A2 with sufficient concentrations of the two stan-
dard solutions to be sure that Beer's law is obeved over
an absorbance range that encompasses the ab;orbance
of the sample. Note that the wavelengths selected are

(14-2)

(14-3)

where the subscript 1 indicates measurement at wave-
length AI' and the subscript 2 indicates measurement
at wavelength A,. With the known values of e and b,
Equations 14-2 and 14-3 represent two equations in
two unknowns (c" and eN) that can be solved. The re-
lationships are valid only if Beer's law holds at both
wavelengths and the two components behave inde-
pendently of one another. The greatest accuracy is ob-
tained by choosing wavelengths at which the differ-
ences in molar ahsorptivities are large.

f7l lluorial: Learn more about calibration and analy~
lQ.j sis of mixtures.

Mixtures containing more than two absorbing spe-
cies can be analyzed. in principle at least, if a further
absorbance measurement is made for each added com-
ponent. The uncertainties in the resulting data become

/-; .........•.
/ ' "

;/ " •••__ ~+N
..••. ,
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FIGURE 14-9 Absorption spectrum of a two-component
mixture (M + N) with spectra of the individualcompo-
nents. Vertical dashed lines indicate optimal wavelengths
for determination of the two components.



greater, however, as the number of measurements in-
creases. Some array-detector spectrophotometers are
capable of reducing these uncertainties by overdeter-
mining the system. That is, these instruments use many
more data points than unknowns and effectivelv match
the entire spectrum of the unknown as closely' as pos-
sible by least-squares techniques using the methods of
matrix algebra. The spectra for standard solutions of
each component are required for the analysis.

Computer data-processing methods based on factor
analysis or principal components analysis have been de-
veloped to determine the number of components and
their concentrations or absorptivities in mixturesl3

These methods are usually applied to data obtained
from array-detector-based spectrometers.

140-3 Derivative and Dual-Wavelength
Spectrophotometry

In derivative spectrophotometry, spectra are obtained
by plotting the first- or a higher-order derivative of ab-
sorbance with respect to wavelength as a function of
wavelength.'" Often, these plots reveal spectral detail
that is lost in an ordinary spectrum. In addition, con-
centration measurements of an analyte in the presence
of an interference or of two or more analytes in a mix-
lUre can sometimes be made more easily or more ac-
curately using derivative methods. Unfortunately, the
advantages of derivative spectra are at least partially
offset by the degradation in signal-to-noise ratio that
accompanies obtaining derivatives. In some parts of
the ultraviolet and visible regions, however, signal-to-
noise ratio is not a limiting factor. Even if signal-to-
noise ratio is degraded by differentiation, smoothing
methods can be applied to help improve precision.

Several different methods have been used to obtain
derivative spectra. For modern computer-controlled
digital spectrophotometers, the differentiation can be
performed numerically using procedures such as deriv-
ative least-squares polynomial smoothing, which is dis-
cussed in Section 5C-2. With older analog instruments,
derivatives of spectral data could be obtained electron-
ically with a suitable operational amplifier circuit (see

li L R Malinowski. Factor Analysis in Chemistry, 3rd ed .. Chap_ 9, New
York: Wiley, 2002

"For additional informal Ion see G. Talsky. Dcrh'l1lit,f.' 5pec!ropho(omelry

LOII'und HIgh Order, New York: VCH. IlN-t: T C O'Ha\'t~r.Anal. Chern.,
1979.51. <JIA: F. Sanchez Rojas. C Bosch Ojeda. and 1. M. Cana Pavon,
"Lllilfltu. 1988.35.753: C. Bosch Ojeda. F Sanchez Rojas, and J ,\I. Cano
PawlD, Talanw, 1995, 42,1195

Section 3E-4). Another technique uses mechanical os-
cillation of a refractor plate to sweep a wavelength in-
terval of a few nanometers repetitively across the exit
slit of a monochromator while the spectrum is scanned,
a technique known as wavelength modulation. Alterna-
tively, the spectrum can be scanned using two wave-
lengths offset by a few nanometers, which is called dua/-
wavelength speetrophotometry.

Applications of Derivative Spectra

Many of the most important applications of derivative
spectroseopy in the ultraviolet and visible regions have
been for qualitative identification of species. The en-
haneed detail of a derivative spectrum makes it possible
to distinguish among compounds having overlapping
spectra, a teehnique often called feature enhancement.lj

Figure 14-10 illustrates how a derivative plot can reveal
details of a spectrum consisting of three overlapping ab-
sorption peaks. It should be noted that taking a deriva-
tive enhances noise, and so high-quality spectra are a
must for using this technique. If high-quality spectra are
not used, derivative spectra can sometimes cre<rte fea-
tures that are not actually present.

Derivative spectrophotometry is also proving quite
useful for the simultaneous determination of two or
more components in mixtures. With mixtures, several
methods have been proposed for quantitative analysis.
The peak-to-peak height has been used as has the peak
height at the zero crossing wavelengths for the individ-
ual components. More recently, multivariate statistical
techniques, such as partial least squares and principal
components analysis, have been used to determine
concentrations. Derivative methods have been used
to determine trace metals in mixtures. For example,
trace amounts of Mn and Zn can be determined in
mixtures by forming complexes with 5,8-dihydroxy-
1,4-naphthoquinone.'6 Derivative methods have also
been widely applied to pharmaceutical preparations
and to vitamin mixtures I'

Derivative and dual-wavelength spectrophotometry
have also proved particularly useful for extracting
ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra of analytes pres-
ent in turbid solutions, where light scattering obliterates
the details of an absorption spectrum. For example.

FIGURE 14-10 Comparison of a derivative spectrum
(a)with a standard absorption spectrum (b).

three amino acids, tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylala-
nine, contain aromatic side chains, which exhibit sharp
absorption bands in the 240 to 300-nm region. These
sharp peaks are not, however, apparent in spectra of
typical protein preparations, such as bovine or egg al-
bumin, because the large protein molecules scatter
radiation severely, yielding only a smooth absorption
peak such as that shown in Figure 14-11a. As shown in
curves (b) and (c), the aromatic fine structure is re-
vealed in first- and second-derivative spectra.

Dual-wavelength spectrophotometry has also
proved useful for determination of an analyte in the
presence of a spectral interference. Here, the instru-
ment is operated in the nonscanning mode with ab-
sorbances being measured at two wavelengths at which
the interference has identical molar absorptivities.
In contrast, the analyte must absorb radiation more
strongly at one of these wavelengths than the other.
The differential absorbance is then directly propor-
tional to the analyte concentration.

I'Spreadsheet applicatIOns involving derivative tcchniqu<.:s for feature
enhancement are giq.:n in S. R. Crouch and F J Holke Applications of
.\ficr(!sof[~ Excd in Analyri,al Chemistry, flP- 312- 15. Belmont, CA:

Brooks'-Cole,200-1.
I~H. Sedaira, Talanta. 2000. 51,39.
IT. Abcra5tuuri ..A. L Jimenez, F Junena. and 1.J c\ri:ts. 1. Chern. Educ.,
2001. 78. 793.

14E PHOTOMETRIC AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
TITRATIONS

Photometric or spectrophotometric measurements are
useful for locating the equivalence point of a titration,
provided the analyte, the reagent, or the titration prod-
uct absorbs radiation. IS Alternatively, an absorbing in-
dicator can provide the absorbance change necessary
for location of the equivalence point.

14E-1 Titration Curves

A photometric titration curve is a plot of absorbance,
corrected for volume changes, as a function of the vol-
ume of titrant. For many titrations, the curve consists
of two linear regions with differing slopes, one occur-
ring early in the titration and the other located well be-
yond the equivalence-point region. The end point is

18 For further information concerning this technique, see 1. B. Hcadridge,
Photometric Titrations, New York: Pergamon. 1961: M. A. Leonard, in
Comprehensive Analytical Chemistry, G. Svehla, ed., VoL 8, Chap. 3, New
York: Elsevier, 1977.

FIGURE 14-11 Absorption spectra of bovine albumin:
(a) ordinary spectrum, (b) first-derivative spectrum,
(c) second-derivative spectrum. (Reprinted with per-
mission from J. E. Cahill and F.G. Padera, Amer. Lab.,
1980,12 (4),109. Copyright 1980 by International
Scientific Communications, Inc.)
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FIGURE14-12 Typical photometric titration curves. Molar
absorptivities of the analyte, the product, and the titrant
are given by 'A' 'P, 'T, respectively.

the intersection of the extrapolated linear portions of
the curve. End points can also be determined auto-
matically by titration to a fixed absorbance or by tak-
ing the derivative to convert the linear-segment curve
to a sigmoid-shape curve.

Figure 14-12 shows typical photometric titration
curves. Figure 14-12a is the curve for the titration of a
nonabsorbing species with an absorbing titrant that re-
acts with the analyte to form a nonabsorbing product.
An example is the titration of thiosulfate ion with tri-
iodide ion. The titration curve for the formation of
an absorbing product from nonabsorbing reactants is
shown in Figure 14-12b; an example is thc titration of
iodide ion with a standard solution of iodate ion to
form triiodide. The remaining figures illustrate the
curves obtained with various combinations of absorb-
ing analytes, titrants, and products.

To obtain titration curves with linear portions that
can be extrapolated, the absorbing systems must obey
Beer's law. In addition, absorbances must be corrected
for volume changes by multiplying the observed absor-
bance by (V + ,.)IV, where V is the original volume of
the solution and v is the volume of added titrant. Many
methods, however, use only changes in absorbance to
locate the endpoints by various techniques. With these,
strict adherence to Beer's law is not a necessity.

Photometric titrations are ordinarily performed with
a spectrophotometer or a photometer that has been
modified so that the titration vessel is held stationary in
the light path. Alternatively, a probe-type cell. such as
that shown in Figure 13-18, can be employed. After the

instrument is set to a suitable wavelength or an appro-
priate filler is inserted, the 0% r adjustment is made in
the usual way. With radiation passing through the ana-
lyte solution to the transducer, the instrument is then
adjusted to a convenient absorbance reading hy varying
the source intensity or the transducer sensitivity. It is
not usually necessary to measure the true absorbance
because relative values are perfectly adequate for end-
point detection. Titration data are then collected with-
out changing the instrument settings. The power of the
radiation source and the response of the transducer
must remain constant during a photometric titration.
Cylindrical containers are often used in photometric
titrations, and it is important to avoid moving the cell.
so that the path length remains constant.

Both filter photometers and spectrophotometers
have been used for photometric titrations. Several in-
strument companies currently produce photometric
titration equipment.

Photometric tit rations often provide more accurate re-
sults than a direct photometric analysis because the
data from several measurements are used to determine
the end point. Furthermore, the presence of other ab-
sorbing species may not interfere, because only a
change in absorbance is being measured.

An advantage of end points determined from
linear-segment photometric titration curves is that
the experimental data are collected well away from
the equivalence-point region where the absorbance
changes gradually. Consequently, the equilibrium con-
stant for the reaction need not be as large as that re-
quired for a sigmoid titration curve that depends on
observations near the equivalence point (for example,
potentiometric or indicator end points). For the same
reason, more dilute solutions may be titrated using
photometric detection.

The photometric end point has been applied to
many types of reactions. For example, most standard
oxidizing agents have characteristic ahsorption spectra
and thus produce photometrically detectable end
points. Although standard acids or bases do not ab-
sorb, the introduction of acid-base indicators permits
photometric neutralization titrations. The photomet-
ric end point has also been used to great advantage in
titrations with EDTA (cthylenediaminetelraacetic

r::;l S.im~lla(i~)fl: Learn more about spectrophotomet-
l2J rle htratlons.

acid) and other complexing agentsl9 Figure 14-Ba
illustrates the application of this technique to the de-
termination of total hardness in tap water using Eri-
ochrome Black T as the indicator. The ahsorbance of
the indicator is monitored at 610 nm.'lJ

The photometric end point has also been adapted to
precipitation titrations. In turbidimetric titrations, the
suspended solid product causes a decrease m the radi-
ant power of the light source by scattering from the par-
ticles of the precipitate. The end point is observed when
the precipitate stops forming and the amount of light
reaching the detector becomes constant. The end pomt
in some precipitation titrations can also be detected as
shown in Figure 14-13b by addition of an indicator.
Here, the Ba2+ titrant reacts with SO, ,- to form insolu-
ble BaSO,. Once the end point has been reached, the
excess Ba2+ ions react with an indicator, Thorin, to form
a colored complex that absorbs light at 523 nm.21

14F SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
KINETIC METHODS

Kinetic methods of analysis" differ in a fundamental
way from the equilibrium, or stoichiometric, methods
we have been considering. In kinetic methods, mea-
surements are made under dynamic conditions in which
the concentrations of reactants and products are chang-
ing as a function of time. In contrast, titrations or pro-
cedures using complexing agents to form absorbmg
products are performed on systems that have come to
equilibrium or steady state so that concentrations are
static. The majority of kinetic methods use spectropho-
tometry as the reaction monitoring technique. .

The distinction between the two types of methods IS

illustrated in Figure 14-14, which shows the progress
over time of the reaction

where A represents the analyte, R the reagent, and P
the product. Equilibrium methods operate in the n,-

19For a discussion llf EDTA tllratlons. :,cc 0.;\. Skoog. D. M. \\"cst. F. J
Holler. and S. R. Crouch. Fllndimlcncals or Analytical Chemlstn". 8th cd.
Belmont. CA: Brooks/Cole. 2U04. Chap. 17
2\)For information on this method. see ~klrohm. Applicatinn Bulletin.
33/-k. f\.{etrohm AG. Herisilu. Switzerland
2lSec ~ktnJhm. Appltcatioo Bulktltl. l-l.I)'"'c:. /'.fdrohm AG. Hcri~alJ.

S\'.itzaland
~2For additional information. See D. A. Sk\Klg. D.;-"1.West. F J. Huller. ;.lnJ

S. R. Crouch. Fundllmt'fllah (If ..1nilly{icill ChemHVL Sill ~d., Chap_ 24
BdmclOt, CA: Brooks'Cole. 2(~l--t: H. () ~IOll(lla_ Kint'£il A,peCl5 O(AflJ

{I'Heal Chemistry. N~w York: \\'iky. 19:-;~
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FIGURE14-13 Photometric titration curves: (a)total
hardness of water, (b)determination of sulfate. In (a),
total water hardness is obtained by titration with 0.10 M
EDTAat 610 nm for 100 mL of a solution that contained
2.82 mmol/L total hardness. Eriochrome BlackT was the
indicator. In (b), 10.0 mLof a solution containing sulfate
was titrated with 0.050 M BaCl, using Thorinas an indi-
cator and a wavelength of 523 nm. The response shown is
proportional to transmittance. (From A. L.Underwood,.
Ana/. Chem .. 1954,26,1322. Figure 1, p. 1323. Copynght
1954 American Chemical Society.)

gion hevond time to' when the bulk concentrations of
~eactanis and product have become constant and the
chemical s,"stem is at c;;quilihrium. In contrast, kinetic
methods a~e carried out during the time interval from
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FIGURE 14-14 Change in concentration of analyte [A]and
product [P]as a function of time. Untiltime t,the analyte
and product concentrations are continuously changing.
This is the kinetic regime. Inthe equilibrium region, after
I" the analyte arid product concentrations are static.

o to teo when analyte and product concentrations are
changing continuously.

Kinetic methods can be more selective than equilib-
rium methods if reagents and conditions are chosen
to maximize differcnces in the rates at which the ana-
lyte and potential interferents react. In equilibrium-
based methods, selectivity is realized by maximizing
differences in equilibrium constants.

Kinetic methods can employ several different types of
reactions. Catalyzed reactions are among the most
popular. With these, a catalyst is determined by its in-
fluence on the reaction rate or one of the reactants is
determined. For example, iodide is a catalyst in the re-
action of Ce(IV) with As(III). Trace quantities of 1-
can be determined by measuring the rate of this reac-
tion as a function of the 1- concentration. Normally,
the method of external standards is used to prepare a
calibration curve of rate versus iodide concentration.
More than forty inorganic cations and more than fif-
teen anions have been determined based on their cat-
alytic effect.

Organic catalvsts have also been determined bv ki-
netic methods. T'he most important applications of cat-
alyzed reactions to organic analyses involve the use of
enzymes as catalysts. The behavior of a large number

[l] Simulation: Learn more about kinetic methods.

of enzymes is consistent with the general mechanism
kj k!

E + S ;===' ES ------> P + E (14-5)
k,

In this so-called Michaelis-Menten mechanism, the en-
zyme E reacts reversibly with the substrate S to form
an enzyme-substrate complex ES. This complex then
decomposes irreversibly to form the products and the
regenerated enzyme. The rate of this reaction often
follows the rate law

d[PJ
dt

k,[E]o[S]
Km + [S]

k,[EJo[S]
L + k
_' __ 2 + [S]

k,

where Km is the Michaelis constant (L, + k,)lk,. Un-
der conditions where the enzyme is saturated with sub-
strate, [Sl ;;> Km, the rate d[Plldt is directly propor-
tional to the initial enzyme concentration [Elo:

d[P]
'd!=k,[E]o

Hence, measurements of the rate can be used to obtain
the enzyme activity (concentration), [Elo. ~

Substrates can also be determined by kinetic meth-
ods. Under conditions where [S] <'i Km, Equation 14-6
reduces to

d[P] k
'd! = K:[E]o[S] = k'[SJ

where k' = k,l Km. Here, the reaction rate is di-
rectly proportional to the substrate concentration
[S]. If measurements are made near the beginnin~
of the reaction «5% reaction), [S] = [S]o and the
rate is directly proportional to the initial substrate
concentration.2:-

The regions where enzyme and substrate can be
determined by kinetic methods are illustrated in Fig-
ure 14-15, which shows a plot of initial rate versus sub-
strate concentration. We can see that the initial rate is
proportional to substrate concentration at verv low
concentrations, but the rate is proportional to the en-
zyme concentration when the substrate concentration
is very high.

In addition to catalyzed reactions, kinetic methods
of analysis also can employ uncatalyzed reactions. As
an example, phosphate can be determined by measur-
ing the rate of its reaction with molvbdate to form a
heteropoly species, 12-molybdophosphate. More sen-
sitivity can be achieved by reducing the 12-molyb-

4: t

Initial
rate.
dlPj

diP! ~ _~'-IEJo[SI()
dt Km

Analytical region
for substrates

dophosphate with ascorbic acid or another reducing
agent to form phosphomolybdenum blue, an intensely
colored species. In either case, the rate of formation of
the product is directly proportional to the phosphate
concentration.

Kinetic methods based on reactions that, with half-
lives greater than about 10 s, can be performed in an
ordinary spectrophotometer equipped with a ther-
mostatted cell compartment and provision to intro-
duce and mix samples and reagents. Rates of reaction
are highly dependent on temperature, and so temper-
ature control to about 0.1°C is necessary for good re-
producibility. Many commercial spectrophotometers
have attachments that allow rates to be obtained. For
very slow reactions, sample introduction and mixing
can be accomplished prior to placing the reaction mix-
ture in the cell compartment. Usually, however, a sta-
tionary cell is used, and all reagents except one are
placed in the cell. The reagent needed to start the re-
action is then introduced by syringe or pipette and the
ensuing reaction is monitored while the mixture is
stirred. With single-channel spectrophotometers, the
reaction is monitored at a single wavelength by meas-
uring the absorbance as a function of time. Array-
detector-based instruments allow entire spectra to be
taken at different time intervals for later analysis.

Continuous llow methods, such as flow injection
analysis (see Chapter 33), are also used for sample in-
troduction and reaction monitoring. A popular method
with flow injection is to introduce sample and reagents

I_d[~ ~ k2[EJu
I dt
I
I
I

Analytical
region for
enzymes

FIGURE 14-15 Plot of initialrate of product
formation as a function of substrate con-
centration, showing the parts of the curve
useful for the determination of substrate
and enzyme.

in flowing streams and then to stop the flow with the re-
action mixture in the spectrophotometric flow cell. For
reactions with half-lives of less than 10 s, the stopped-
flow mixing technique is popular. In this technique,'
streams of reagent and sample are mixed rapidly, and
the flow of mixed solution is stopped suddenly. The re-
action progress is then monitored at a position slightly
downstream from the mixing point. The apparatus
shown in Figure 14-16 is designed to perform stopped-
flow mixing and to allow measurements on the millisec-
ond time scale.

Kinetic methods can be classified according to how the
measurement is made.'" Differential methods compute
the rate of reaction and relate it to the analyte concen-
tration. Rates are determined from the slope of the ab-
sorbance versus time curve. Integral methods use an in-
tegrated form of the rate equation and determine the
concentration of analyte from the absorbance changes
that occur over various time intervals. Curve-fitting
methods fit a mathematical model to the absorbance
versus time curve and compute the parameters of the
model, including the analyte concentration. The most
sophisticated of these methods use the parameters of
the model to estimate the value of the equilibrium or
steady-state response. These methods can provide
error compensation because the equilibrium position is

2~ For spreads heel approaches to kinetic methods. see S. R. Crouch and
F J Holler. Applications of Jticrosoft!; Excel in Analytical Chemi5try.
Chap. 13. Belmont. CA: Broqks/Colc. 2004



less sensitive to such experimental variables as temper-
ature, pH, and reagent concentrations. Figure 14-17 il-
lustrates the use of this approach to predict the equilib-
num absorbance from data obtained during the kinetic
regIme of the absorbance versus time curve. The equi-
IIbnum absorbance is then related to the analvte con-
centration in the usual way. .

14G SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC STUDIES
OF COMPLEX IONS

Spectrophotometry is a valuable tool for discovering
the composition of complex ions in solution and fo~
determining their formation constants (Kf values).

FIGURE 14-16 Stopped-flow mixing
apparatus. To begin the experiment, the
drive syringes are filledwith reagent and
sample and valves A, B, and Care
closed. The drive mechanism is then
activated to move the drive syringe
plungers forward rapidly.The reagent
and sample are mixed in the mixer and
pass immediately into the observation
cell and stop syringe. When the stop
syringe fills,the plunger strikes the stop
block and the flow ceases almost .
instantly with a recently mixed plua Gl
solution in the spectrophotometric obser-
vation cell. For well-designed systems,
the time between mixingand observation
can be on the order of 2 to 4 ms.

FIGURE 14-17 The predictive approach in kinetic methods. A mathematical model, shown as
the solid line, is used to fit the response, shown as the squares, during the kinetic regime of a
reaction. The model is then used to predict the equilibrium absorbance, A" which is related
to the analyte concentration. In the example shown, the absorbance is plotted versus time
and the early time data used to predict AO' the equilibriumvalue, shown as the circle. (From
G. E. Mielingand H. L. Pardue, Anal. Chem., 1978, 50,1611-1618. American Chemical
Society.)

composition of the 1,10-phenanthroline (3: I) com-
plex of iron(lI).

The most common techniques used for complex-ion
studies are (1) the method of continuous variations,
(2) the mole-ratio method, (3) the slope-ratio method,
and (4) computer-based curve-litting methods.

Quantitative absorption measurements are very use-
ful tor studyIng complexation because thev can be
made without disturbing the equilibria und~r eonsid-
aation. Although many spectrophotometric studies
of complexes involve systems in which a reactant or
a product absorbs radiation, nonabsorbing systems
can also be Investigated successfully. For example, the
composItIon and formation constant for a complex
of lron(lI) and a non absorbing ligand may often be
determined by measuring the absorbance decreases
that occur when solutions of the absorbing iron( II)
complex of I, IO-phenanthroline are mixed with vari-
ous amounts of the nonabsorbing ligand. The success
of this approach depends on the well-known values
of the formalioll earlHam (Kf = 2 x 1021) and the

In the method of continuous variations, cation and lig-
and solutions with identical analytical concentrations
arc mixed in such a way that the total volume and the to-
tal number of moles of reactants in each mixture arc
constant but the mole ratio of reactants varies system-
atically (for example, 1:9,8:2,7:3, and so forth). The
absorbance of each solution is then measured at a suit-
able wavelength and corrected for any absorbance the
mixture might exhibit if no reaction had occurred. For
example. if only the ligand absorbs UV or visible ra-
diation. the corrected absorbance would be the ab-
sorbance of the reaction mixture minus the absorbance
of the ligand had it not reacted. The corrected absor-

bance is plotted against the volume fraction of one re-
actant, that is, V"/(V" + V.J, where V" is the volume
of the cation solution and VLis the volume of the ligand
solution. A typical continuous-variations plot is shown
in Figure 14-18. A maximum (or minimum if the com-
plex is less absorbing than the reactants) occurs at a vol-
ume ratio V"IVL corresponding to the combining ratio
of cation and ligand in the complex. In Figure 14-18,
V"/(j!,t + VL) is 0.33 and Vj/(V" + Vd is 0.66; thus,
V.\.tIVLis 0.33/0.66, which suggests that the complex has
the formula ML,.2'

The curvature of the experimental lines in Fig-
ure 14-18 is the result of incompleteness of the
complex-formation reaction. The formation constant
for the complex can be evaluated from measurements
of the deviations from the theoretical straight lines,
which represent the curve that would result if the reac-

2.'A spreadsheet approach for the method of continuuus .....ariatlOn is given

in S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Applicaliort5 of Microsoft£. Excel in
Analytical Chemisrrv. Chap. t2. Belmont. CA' Brooks/Cole Publishing

Co .. 200..l.
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FIGURE 14-18 Continuous-variation plot for the 1:2
complex ML,.

tion between the ligand and thc mctal proceeded to
completion. Mathematical models can be derived to
allow calculation of thc Kr value or computer curve-
fitting methods can be used (see section 14G-4).

In the mole-ratio method, a series of solutions is pre-
pared in which the analytical concentration of one re-
actant (usually the cation) is held constant while that
of the other is varied. A plot of absorbance versus
mole ratio of the reactants is then prepared. If the for-
mation constant is reasonably favorable, two straight
lines of different slopes that intersect at a mole ratio
that corresponds to the combining ratio in the complex
are obtained. Typical mole-ratio plots are shown in
Figure 14-19. Notice that the ligand of the I: 2 complex
absorbs at the wavelength selected so that thc slope
beyond the equivalence point is greater than zero. We
deduce that the uncomplexed cation involved in the
I: I complex absorbs radiation, because the initial
point has an absorbance greatcr than zero.

Formation constants can bc evaluatcd from the data
in the curved portion of mole-ratio plots where the
reaction is least complete. If two or morc complexes
form, successive slope changes in the mole-ratio plot

r::il Simulation: Learn more about determining the
IQ-1 composition of complexes.

may occur providcd the complexes have different molar
absorptivities and different formation constants.

This approach is particularly useful for weak complcxes
but is applicable only to systems in which a single
complex is formcd. The method assumes (I) that the
complex-formation reaction can be forced to comple-
tion by a large excess of either reactant and (2) that
Beer's law is followed under these circumstances.

Let us consider the reaction in which the complex
MxLy is formed by the reaction of x moles of the cation
M with y moles of a ligand L:

xM + yL;;==': MxLy

Mass-balance expressions for this system are

CM= [M] + x[MxL,.]

CL= [L] t y[MxLJ

FIGURE 14-19 Mole-ratio plots for a 1:1 and a 1:2
complex. The 1 :2 complex is the more stable of the
two complexes as indicated by closeness of the experi-
mental curve to the extrapolated lines. The closer the
curve is to the extrapolated lines, the larger the formation
constant of the complex; the larger the deviation from the
straight lines, the smaller the formation constant of the
complex.

where CMand Cl. are the molar analytical concen-
trations of the two reactants. We now assume that at
very high analytical concentrations of L, the equilib-
rium is shifted far to the right and [M] ~ x[M,Ly].

Under this condition, the first mass-balance expression
simplifies to

where e is the molar absorptivity of MxLy and b is the
path length. A plot of absorbance as a function of CMis
linear when there is sufficient L present to justify the
assumption that [M] ~ x[MxLy]. The slope of this plot
is eblx.

When CMis made very large, we assume that [L] ~
y[MxLy], and the second mass-balance equation re-
duces to

Again, if our assumptions arc valid, we find that a
plot of A versus CLis linear at high concentrations of M.
The slope of this line is ebly.

The ratio of the slopes of the two straight
lines gives the combining ratio between M and L:

eblx y
ebly x

14G-4 Computer-Based Methods
for Determining Formation
Constants of Complexes

Several different methods depend on computer curve
fitting to determine formation constants of complexes.
We illustrate one approach here, but many others are
used.'6

:~S(;e for example, K. A. Connors, Binding ConstanL5: The Measurement
of ,\lolecular Complex Stability, I'cw York: \Viley, 19X5; F. J. C. RossoHi.
and H. Rossotti. The Determination of Slabilily Constants. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1961

Principles

Let us consider the formation of a single I: 1 complex
ML from metal ion M and ligand L. Once again, we
leave the charges off for generality:

[ML]
K, = [M][L]

If the uneomplexed metal ion and the complex both
absorb radiation at the analysis wavelength, we can
write

[f we solve for [M] and substitute into Equation [4-7.
we get

A = e"lb[ML] + eMb(cM- [MLj)
= eMLb[ML] + eMbc" - eMb[ML] (14-8)

When the ligand conccntration is zero, [ML] = 0 and
the absorbance AL~Ois given by

If we substitute this expression into Equation l4-8 and
rearrange, we get

M = A - AI -0 = e"lb[ML] - e"b[ML]
= Lleb[ML] ([4-9)

where M is the difference in absorbance with and
without the ligand present, and Cleis the difference in
the molar absorptivities of ML and M.

From the formation constant expression, we can
write [ML] = Kf x [MJlL]. Furthermore, if our exper-
imcnts are carried out in the presence of excess ligand,
CL= [L]. Substituting these expressions and the mass
balance expression for [M] into Equation l4-9, we
obtain

j,EKiCL(\t

1 + K,cl



Data Analysis

Equation 14-10 is thc basis for sevcral computer-based
mcthods for determining the formation constant K,.
In the usual experiment. a constant concentration of
metal is used and the total ligand concentration CLis
varied. The change in absorbance M is then measured
as a function of total ligand concentration and the re-
sults statistically analyzed to obtain K,. Unfortunately,
the relationship shown in Equation 14-10 is nonlinear,
and thus nonlinear regression must be used unless the
equation is transformed to a linear form.27 We can lin-
earize thc cquation by taking thc reciprocal of both
sidcs to obtain

A double reciprocal plot of blM versus IICLshould
be a straight line with a slopc of II tieK,cM and an in-
tercept. of II liecM' This equation is sometimes called
the Benesi-Hildebrand equation.28

Linear regression can thus be used to obtain the
formation constant as well as Ii" if CMis known. The
least-squares parameters obtained are optimal only for
the linearized equation and may not be the optimum
values for the nonlinear cquation. Hence, nonlinear
regression is usually preferred for determining the
paramcters K, and lie. Many computer programs are
available for nonlinear regression. Sprcadsheet pro-
grams such as Excel can be employed, but they do not
give statistical estimates of the goodness of fit or stan-
dard errors for the parameters. Example 14-3 illus-
trates thc use of Exccl for these calculations. Othcr
programs, including Origin, Minitab, GraphPad Prism,
and TableCurve, givc more complete statistics.

To obtain the formation constant of a 1: I complex,
the absorbance data in the table below were obtained
at various ligand concentrations and a metal con-
centration of LOO X IO-J M. Both the uncomplexed
metal ion and the complcx absorb radiation at the

::Sce D. A. Sko()g, D. M. West. F. 1. Holler, and S. R Crouch, Funda-
menlals ofAna/yeien! Chemistry, 8th ed .. Chap_ 8. Belmont, CA: Brooks/
Cole.2()O ..!..

:iH. Rencsi and r H. Hildebrand, I Am. Chern. Soc., 1949. 7/, 2703

analysis wavelength. The cell path length was 10 cm.
Use a spreadsheet to determine thc formation
constant.

[LJ,M A

0.0500 1.305
0.0400 1.215
0.0300 1.158
0.0200 1.034
O.OlOO 0.787
0.0050 0.525
O.{)()(){) 0.035

25

20

15
<:(
~
.Q

10

5

a
0.00

Solution

We will first use Equation 14-11, the linearized form
of Equation 14-10. Here, wc need to calculate II[L]
and biM. The rcsulting spreadsheet is shown in Fig-
ure 14-20. The value of K, determined by this method
is 96 and lie is 152. Ncxt we will use Excel's ~olver to
obtain thc results for the nonlinear Equation [4-10.'9
We start out with initial estimates of the parameters
K, = 10 and tie = 50. As can be sccn in Figure 14-21a,
the fit is not good with these values. Using the initial
estimates we can calculate the values predicted by thc
model and obtain the differences between the model
and the data values (residuals). Solver then minimizes
the sum of the squares of thc residuals to obtain the
best-fit values shown in Figure 14-21b. The fit is now
quite good, as seen in the plot. The nonlinear regres-
sion parameters are K, = 97 and tie = 151.

y ~ O,0688x + 6.5855

R' ~ 0.9994

100.00

1/[L]

-=~--:::;~-~~l~==~-=-~-
L- __ 1- _ -_j _

-- -f- - ~--- -t --
-. -, - r---- 'T----

--1- + t
CellD5~1fl35 , __ ~_ ~~ _ -_-::_~=-~=--I= -. ~~_,-=-_

•g:::~~:(~~E.FiQEP~~E.jO,5~D{Ol- =-r---. ~-=r---='=----r==.
CeiiB33~SI,_~J~JE.s:~1_Q,D5p1()~_ __ j _
CellB34~B32fB33 ,j ._ __ _ _
CellB3S:::1f832'B31 1-- 1

FIGURE 14-20 Spreadsheet to calculate the formation constant of a complex from absor-
bance data using a double reciprocal plot. Equation 14-10 is linearized by calculatln~ th~ t

' I' columns D and E The least-squares slope and ,ntercept are given In t e po
rec'proca Sin. I I t d 'n celis 834 and 835and in the cells below the plot. The parameters K, and .lE are ca cu a e I .

Extensions to Complicated Equilibria

Equation 14-10 can be modified to fit many other
cases. It can bc extended to account for the formation
of polynuclear complexes and for multiple equilibria.
Ultraviolet and visible absorption spectroscopy is not,
however, particularly well suited for multiple equilib-
ria because of its lack of specificity and because each
additional equilibrium adds two unknowns, a forma-
tion constant term and a molar absorptivity term.

The introduction of array-detector spectrometric
systems has brought about several new data analysis

approaches. Instead of using data at only a single
wavelength. these approaches can simultaneously use
data at multiple wavelengths. With modern cumput-
ers. equations similar to Equation 14-10 can be fit
nearlv simultaneously at multiple wavclengths uSing
curv~-litling programs such as TableCurve (Svstat
Softwarc).

29FoT more information on nonlinear regression using Excel. <;cc S. R
Crouch and F. J. Holler, Applicatiom of Mjcros()fr'~ Excel in Ana/vl/cat
Chemistry, Chap. 13. Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004.

If formation constants are known or detcrmined by
thc above methods, several programs are available for
determining the species composition at various con-
centrations~ The programs HALTAFALL'u and
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FIGURE14-21 Spreadsheets to calculate formation constants using nonlinear regression
(a)The results from the model (Equation 14-10) are calculated in column D using the initial·
estimates of K, ~ 10 and 6.. = 50. The plot shows the model values (solid line)and the data
values (points). The difference between the data values (column C) and the model values
(column D)are the residuals shown in column E. The squares of these are calculated in column
F and summed Incell F12 (SSR). In (b), Excel's Solver has minimized the value in cell F12 to
obtain the best-flt values shown in cells 834 and 835. The model values a . h
the solid line in the plot. re again s own as

COMICS" have been popular for many years for spe-
CiatiOn 10 complex systems. These programs use the
formation constants and mass-balance expressions to

calculate the species composition as a function of ini-
tial concentrations. Several modern versions. includ-
ing some that operate in the Windows environment.
are availahle.

*Answers are provided at the end of the hook for problems marked with an asterisk

[i] Prohlems with this icon are hest solved using spreadsheets. .

*14-1 A 25.0-mL aliquot of an aqueous quinine solution was diluted to 50.0 mL and
found to have an absorhance of 0.656 at 3-lS nm when measured in a 2.50-cm cell.

A second 25.0-mL aliquot was mixed with 10.00 mL of a solution containing
25.7 ppm of quinine; after dilution to 50.0 mL. this solution had an absorbance
of 0.976 (2.50-COlcell). Calculate the concentration of quinine in parts per million

in the sample.

*14-2 A 0.5990-g pesticide sample was decomposed by wet ashing and then diluted to
200.0 mL in a volumetric flask. The analysis was completed by treating aliquots of

this solution as indicated.

Volume of Sample
Taken, mL

Absorbance, A, 545 om
(l.OlI-cm cells)

0.723
0.917

Calculate the percentage of copper in the sample .

14-3 Sketch a photometric titration curve for the titration of SnH with MnO, . What
color radiation should he used for this titration? Explain.

14-4 Iron(IIl) reacts with thiocyanate ion to form the red complex Fe(SCN) 2+. Sketch
a photometric titration curve for Fe(III) with thiocyanate ion when a photometer
with a green filter is used to collect data. Why is a green filter used?

14-5 Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid abstracts bismuth(IIl) from its thiourea complex:

Bi(tu)/' + H,Y'- ---> BiY- + 6tu + 2H+

where tu is the thiourea molecule (NHz),CS. Predict the shape of a photometric
titration curve based on this process, given that the Bi(III) or thiourea complex
is the only species in the system that absorbs light at 465 nm, the wavelength
selected for the analysis.

*14-6 The accompanying data (l.OO-cm cells) were ohtained for the spectrophotometric
titration of 10.00 mL of Pd(I1) with 2.44 x 10-' M Nitroso R (0. W. Rollins and
M. M. Oldham. Anal. Chern., 1971, 43, 262).

o
0.147
0.271
0.375

Calculate the concentration of the Pd( II) solution, given that the ligand-to-cation
ratio in the colored product is 2: I

*14-7 A 3.65-g petroleum specimen was decomposed by wet ashing and subsequently
diluted to 500 mL in a volumetric flask. Cobalt was determined hy treating
25.00-mL aliquots of this diluted solution as follows:

20.00
20.00

0.276
O~91



Assume that the Co(II)-ligand chelate obeys Beer's law, and calculate the per-
centage of cohalt in the original sample.

*14·8 A simultaneous detcrmination for cohalt and nickel can he hased on absorption
by their respective 8-hydroxyquinolinol complexes. Molar absorptivities corre-
sponding to their absorption maxima arc as follows:

428.Y
10.2

Calculate the molar concentration of nickel and cohalt in each of the following
solutions using the following data:

0.426

0.792
0.026
0.081

*14·9 When measured with a 1.00-cm cell, a 7.50 X 105 M solution of species A ~xhib-
ited absorhances of 0.155 and 0.755 at 475 and 700 nm, respectively. A 4.25 x
10 ) M solution of species B gave absorbanees of 0.702 and 0.091 under the same
circumstances. Calculate the concentrations of A and B in solutions that yielded
the following absorbance data in a 2.50-em cell: (a) 0.439 at 475 nm and 1.025 at
700 nm; (b) 0.662 at 475 nm and 0.815 at 700 nm.

*14-10 The acid-base indicator Hln undergoes the following reaction in dilute aqueous
solution:

The following absorbance data were ohtained for a 5.00 X IW' M solution of
HIn in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M HCI. Measurements were made at wavelengths of
485 nm and 625 nm with 1.00·cm cells.

0.1 MNaOH

0.1 MHCI

Am = 0.075
A.S) = 0.487

A62; = 0.904

A62j = 0.181

[n the NaOH solution, essentially all of the indicator is present as In ; in the
acidic solution, it is essentiallv all in the form of HIn.
(a) Calculate molar absorpti~ities for In - and HIn at 485 and 625 nm.
(h) Calculate the acid dissociation constant for the indicator if a pH 5.00 buffer

containing a small amount of the indicator exhibits an absorbance of 0.567 at
.+85nm and 0.395 at 625 nm (1.00-cm cells).

(c) What is the pH of a solution containing a small amount of the indicator that
exhihits an absorbance of 0.492 at 485 nm and 0.2'+5 at 635 nm (l.OO-cm
cells)'!

(d) A 25.00-mL aliquot of a solution of purified weak organic acid HX required
exactly 2.+.20mL of a standard solution of a strong hase to reach a phenol-
phthalein end point. When exactly 12.10 mL of the hase was added to a sec-

ond 25.00-mL aliquot of the acid, which contained a small amount of the indi-
cator under consideration, the absorbance was found to be 0.333 at 485 nm
and 0.655 at 625 nm (I.OO-cmcells). Calculate the pH of the solution and K,

for the weak acid.
(e) What would be the absorhance o[ a solution at 485 and 625 nm (1.50-cm

cells) that was 2.00 x 10-' M in the indicator and was buffered to a pH of
6.000"

A standard solution was put through appropriate dilutions to give the concentra-
tions of iron shown helow. The iron(I1)-1,IO,phenanthroline complex was then
formed in 25.0·mL aliquots of these solutions, following whieh each was diluted
to 50.0 mL. The following absorbances (1.00-cm cells) were recorded at510 nm:

Fe(lI) Concentration in
Original Solutions, ppm

4.00
10.0
16.0
24.0
32.0
40.0

0.160
0.3YO
0.630
0.Y50
1.260
1.580

(a) Plot a calibration eurve from these data.
(b) Use the method of least squares to find an equation relating absorbance and

the concentration of iron(II).
(c) Calculate the standard deviation of the slope and intercept.

14.U The method developed in Problem 14-11 was used for the routine detcrmination
of iron in 25.0-mL aliquots of groundwater. Express the concentration (as ppm
Fe) in samples that yielded the accompanying absorbance data (1.00-cm cell).
Calculate the relative standard deviation of the result. Repeat the calculation
assuming the absorbance data are means of three measurements.
(a) 0.143 (c) 0.068 (e) 1.512
(b) 0.675 (d) 1.009 (f) 0.546

Copper(II) forms a 1: 1 complcx with the organic complexing agent R in acidic
medium. The formation of the complex can be monitored by spectrophotometry
at 480 nm. Use the following data collected under pseudo-first-order conditions
to construct a calibration curve of rate versus concentration of R. Find the con-
centration of copper(Il) in an unknown whose rate under the same conditions
was 6.2 x 1O-'As-1

3.6 X 10'
5.4 X 10-'
7.Y X 10-3

1.03 x 10 '

*14-14 Aluminum forms a I: I complex with 2-hydroxy-l·naphthaldehyde p-methoxy-
henzovlhvdraxonal. which absorbs UV radiation at 285 nm. Under pseudo-first-
order ~o~ditions, a plot of the initial rate of the reaction (absorbance units per



second) versus the concentration of aluminum (in J.lM)yields a straight line de-
scribed by the equation

rate = 1.74c" - 0.225

Find the concentration of aluminum in a solution that exhibits a rate of 0.76 ab-
sorbance units per second under the same experimental conditions.

*14-15 The enzyme monoamine oxidase catalyzes the oxidation of amines to aldehydes.
For tryptamine, Km for the enzyme is 4.0 x to-' M and "m" = k,[EJo = 1.6 x
10-' J.lM/min at pH 8. Find the concentration of a solution of tryptamine that
reacts at a rate of 0.18 J.lm/min in the presence of monoamine oxidase under
the above conditions. Assume that [tryptamine] <'! Km.

14-16 The sodium salt of 2-quinizarinsulfonic acid (NaQ) forms a complex with Al'+
that absorbs radiation strongly at 560 nm." (a) Use the data from Owens and
Yoe's paper to find the formula of the complex. In all solutions, CAI = 3.7 X

10-5 M, and all measurements were made in 1,00-cm cells. (b) Find the molar
absorptivity of the complex.

cQ,M

1.00 x 10-5

2.00 X 10-5

3.00 X 10-5

4.00 X 10-5

5.00 X 10-5

6.00 X 10-5

8.00 X 10-5

1.00 X 10-4

0131
0.265
0.396
0.468

0.487
0.498
0.499
0.500

14-17 The accompanying data were obtained in a slope-ratio investigation of the com-
plex formed between Ni" and l-eyclopentene-l-dithiocarboxylie acid (CDA).
The measurements were made at 530 nm in 1,00-cm cells.

CCDA ~ 1.00 X 10-' M CN, ~ 1.00 X 10-' M

CNi,M AsJO CCDMM AsJO

5.00 x 10-6 0.051 9.00 x 10-6 0.031
1.20 x 10-5 0.123 1.50 x 10-' 0.051
3.50 x 10-5 0.359 2.70 x 10-5 0.092
5.00 x 10-' 0.514 4.00 x 10-' 0.137
6.00 x 10-5 0.616 6.00 x 10-5 0.205
7.00 x 10-5 0.719 7.00 x 10-5 0.240

(a) Determine the formula of the complex. Use linear least-squares to analyze
the data.

(b) Find the molar absorptivity of the complex and its uncertainty.

The accompanying absorption data were recorded at 390 nm in 1.00-cm cells for
a continuous-variation study of the colored product formed between Cd'+ and
the eomplexing reagent R.

Reagent Vulumes, mL

CCd = 1.25 x 10-' M c. ~ 1.25 x 10 'M A,<JO
Solution

\0.00 000 o.om
0

9.00 I.()() 0.174
1

8.m 2.00 0.353

7(J() 3.00 0.530

6.00 4.00 0.672
4

5.00 5.00 0.723

4.00 6.00 0.673
6

3.00 7.00 0.537
7

2.00 8m 0.358
8

1.00 9.00 0.180
9

0.00 10.00 0.000
10

(a) Find the ligand-to-metal ratio in the prodUCt.
(b) Calculate an average value for the molar absorptivity of the complex and

its uncertainty. Assume that in the linear portions of the plot the metal IS

completely complexed. ..... .
(c) Calculate K

f
for the complex using the stOlchlomctnc ratIO determmed m

(a) and the absorption data at the point of intersectIon of the two extra-

polated lines.

'Xl 14-19 Palladium(II) forms an intensely colored complex at pH 3.5 with arsenazo III
~ at 660 nm.33 A meteorite was pulverized in a ball mill, and the resultmg powder

was digested with various strong mineral acids. The resultmg solutIon was evapo-
rated to dryness, dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, and separated from mter-
ferents by ion-exchange chromatography. The resulting solutton contamm,g an
unknown amount of Pd(lI) was then diluted to 50.00 mL With pH 3.5 buffer.
Ten-milliliter aliquots of this analyte solution were then transferred to SIX50~~L
volumetric flasks. A standard solution was then prepared that was 1.00 X 10 t M
in Pd(II). Volumes of the standard solution shown in the table were then pIpe -
ted into the volumetric flasks along with 10.00 mL of 0.01 M arsenazo III. Each
solution was then diluted to 50.00 mL, and the absorbance of each solution was
measured at 660 nm in I.oo-cm cells.

Volnme Standard
Solution, mL Ab60

0.00
5.00

\0.00

15.00
20.00
25.00

0.216
0.33S
0.471

0.596
0.764
0.S50

Enter the data into a spreadsheet. and construct a standard-additions plot of

the data.
Determine the slupe and intercept of the line.



(c) Determine the standard dcviation of the slope and of the intercept.
(d) Calculate the concentration of Pd(II) in the analne solution.
(e) Find the standard deviation of the measured con·centration.

14-20 Given the information that

Fe3+ + y4- ~ FeY- K, = 1.0 X 10"

Cu" + y4- ~ CuY'- K, = 6.3 X 1018

and the further information that, among the several reactants and products,
only Cuy2

- absorbs radiation at 750 nm, describe how Cu(II) could be used
as an indicator for the photometric titration of Fe(III) with H, Y 2 • Reaction:
Fe3+ + H,y2- -> FeY + 21r.

*14-21 The chelate CuA,2- exhibits maximum absorption at 480 nm. When the chelat-
ing reagent is present in at least a tenfold excess, the absorbance depends only
on the analytical concentration of Cu(I1) and conforms to Beer's law over a wide
range. A solution in which the analytical concentration of Cu IT is 2.15 X 10-4 M
and that for A 2- is 9.00 X 103 M has an absorbance of 0.759 when measured
in a 1.00-cm cell at 480 nm. A solution in which the analytical concentrations
of Cu" and A ,- are 2.15 X 10-4 M and 4.00 X 10-4 M, respectively, has an
absorbance of 0.654 when measured under the same conditions. Use thi~ i'ofor-
mation to calculate the forma lion constant K, for the process .

CulT + 2A2- ~ CuA2'-

*14-22 Mixing the chelating reagent B with Ni(I1) forms the highly colored NiB,'+,
whose solutions obey Beer's law at 395 nm over a wide range. Provided the ana-
lytical concentration of the ehelating reagent exceeds that of Ni(ll) bv a factor
of 5 (or more), the cation exists, within the limits of observation, enti~ely in the
form of the complex. Use the accompanying data to evaluate the formation con-
stant K, for the process

2.00 X t04

2.00 x to '
2.20 x Hf [
1.50 x to ]

0.844
0.316

To determine the formation constant of a I: 1 complex. the absorbances below
were measured at 470 nm in a 2.50-cm cell for the ligand concentrations shown.
The total metal concentration was CM = 7.50 X 10 4 M.

ILI,M A

0.0750 0.679
0.0500 0.664
0.0300 0.63'1
OIJ200 0.603
0.0100 0.524
O.!lO'1O 0.42t
00000 0.0'16

(a) Use linear regression and the Benesi-Hildebrand equation (Equation 14·11)
to determine the formation constant and the difference in molar absorptivi-
ties at 470 nm.

(b) Use nonlinear regression and Equation 14-10 to find the values of K, and j.e.
Start with initial estimates of K, = 50 and j.e = 50.

Challenge Problem

14-24 (a) Prove mathematically that the peak in a continuous-variations plot occurs at
a combining ratio that gives the complcx composition.

(b) Show that the overall formation constant for the complex MI." is

Kr=
[C" -

where A is the experimental absorbance at a given value on the x-axis in a
continuous-variations plot, A"" is the absorbance determined from the
extrapolated lines corresponding to the same point on the x-axis, eM is the
molar analytical concentration of the metal, cL is the molar analytical con-
centration of the ligand, and n is the ligand-to-metal ratio in the complex.'"
Under what assumptions is the equation valid?
What is c?
Discuss the implications of the occurrence of the maximum in a continuous-
variations plot at a value of less than OS
Calabrese and Khan 35 characterized the complex formed between [, and [-
using the method of continuous variations. They combined 2.60 X 10-4 M
solutions of [, and 1- in the usual way to obtain the following data set. Use
the data to find the composition of the [,11- complex.

0.00
l.(lO

2.tlO
3.00
4.00
'1.<Xl

6.00
7.00
S.OO
9.lXl

10.00

0.002
0.121
0.2t4
0.279
0.312

0325
0.301
O.2'1R

0.l8R
O.tOO
0.00]

(g) The continuous-variations plot appears to be asymmetrical. Consult the
paper by Calabrese and Khan and explain this asymmetry.

(h) Use the equation in part (a) to determine the formation constant of the com-
plex for each of the three central points on the continuous-variations plot.



(i) Explain any trend in the three values of the formation constant in terms of
the asymmetry of the plot.

(j) Find the uncertainty in the formation constant determined bv this method.
(k) What effect, if any. does the formation constant have on the ~bilitv to deter-

mine the composition of the complex using the method of contin~ous
variations"!

(I) Discuss the various advantages and potential pitfalls of using the method of
continuous variations as a general method for determining the composition
and formation constant of a complex compound.

Molecular
Luminescence
Spectrometry

T...hree related types of optical methods are
considered in this chapter: molecular

. fluorescence, phosphorescence, and
chemiluminescence. In each of these methods, mol-

ecules of the analyte are excited to produce a spe-

cies whose emission spectrum provides information
for qualitative or quantitative analxsis. The meth-

ods are known collectivelx as molecular lumines-

cence procedures.

r::;:'I Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
~ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Fluorescence and phosphorescence are alike in that
excitation is brought about by absorption of photons.
As a consequence. the two phenomena are often re-
ferred to by the more general termphotolwnincscence.
As will be shown in this chapter. fluorescence differs
from phosphorescence in that the electronic energy
transitions responsible for fluorescence do not involve
a change in electron spin. Because of this, the ex-
cited states involved in fluorescence are short-lived
«10-' s). In contrast. a change in electron spin ac-
companies phosphorescence, and the lifetimes of the
excited states are much longer. often on the order of
seconds or even minutes .. In most instances, photo-
luminescence. be it fluorescence or phosphorescence,
occurs at wavelengths longer than that of the excitation
radiation.

The third type of luminescence, chemiluminescence,
is based on the emission of radiation by an excited spe-
cies formed during a chemical reaction. In some in-
stances, the excited species is the product of a reaction
between the analyte and a suitable reagent (usually a
strong oxidant such as ozone or hydrogen peroxide).
The result is an emission spectrum characteristic of the
oxidation product of the analyte or the reagent rather
than the analyte itself. In other instances, the analyte is
not directly involved in the chemiluminescence reac-
tion. Instead, the analyte inhibits or has a catalytic ef-
fect on a chemiluminescence reaction.

Measurement of the intensity of photoluminescence
or chemiluminescence permits the quantitative deter-
mination of a variety of important inorganic and or-
ganic species in trace amounts. Currently, the number
of f1uorometric methods is far greater than the number
of applications of phosphorescence and chemilumines-
cence procedures.

One of the most attractive features of luminescence
methods is their inherent sensitivity, with detection lim-
its that are often one to three orders of magnitude lower
than those encountered in absorption spectroscopy.
In fact, for selected species under controlled condi-
tions, single molecules have been detected by tluores-
cence spectroscopy. Another advantage of photolumi-
nescence methods is their large linear concentration
ranges, which also are often significantly greater than
those encountered in absorption methods. Because ex-
cited states are quite susceptible to being deactivated by
collisions and other processes. many molecules do not
fluoresce or phosphoresce at all. Because of such de-
activation processes. quantitative luminescence meth-
ods are often subject to serious interference effects.



For this reason luminescence measurements are often
comhined with such separation techniques as chro-
matography and electrophoresis. Fluorescence detec-
tors are particularly valuahle as detectors for liquid
chromatography (Chapter 2S) and capillary eleetro-
phuresis (Chapter 30).

Generally, luminescence methods are less widely
applicable for quantitative analyses than are ahsorp-
tion methods hecause many more species ahsurb ul-
traviulet and visible radiation than exhibit photolumi-
nescence when radiation is absorbed in this region of
the spectrum.'

15A THEORY OF FLUORESCENCE
AND PHOSPHORESCENCE

Fluorescence occurs in simple as well as in complex
gaseous, liquid, and solid chemical svstems. The sim-
plest kind of fluorescence is that exhibited by dilute
atomic vapors, which was described in Chapter 9. For
example. the 1s electrons of vaporized sodium atoms
can be excited to the 3p state by absorption of radia-
tion of wavelengths 5S9.6 and 589.0 nm. After about
10 's. the e1ect;ons return to the ground state and in
so doing emit radiation of the same two wavelengths
in all directions. This type of fluorescence, in which
the ahsorbed radiation is reemitted without a change
in fre4uency, is known as resonance radiation or reso-
natlce fluorescence.

Many molecular species also exhihit resonance
fluorescence. Much more often, however. molecular
fluorescence (or phosphorescence) hands center at
wavelengths longer than the resonance line. This shift
toward longer wavelengths is termed the Stokes shift
(see Section 6e-6).

15A-1 Excited States Producing
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence

The characteristics of fluorescence and phospho-
rescence spectra can he rationalized bv means of the
molecular orhital considerations described in Sec-
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tion I-IB-1. However, an understanding uf the differ-
ence hetween the two photoluminescence phenomena
requires a review of electron spin and the differences
between singlet and triplet excited states.

Electron Spin

The Pauli exclusion principle states that no two elec-
trons in an atom can have the same set of four quan-
tum numbers. This restriction requires that no more
than two electrons occupy an orbital and furthermore
the two have opposed spin states. Under this circum-
stance, the spins are said to be paired. Bccause of spin
pairing, most molecules exhibit no net magnetic field
and are thus said to be diamagnetic - that is. they are
neither attracted nor repelled by static magnetic fields.
In contrast, free radicals. which contain unpaired elec-
trons, have a magnetic moment and consequently are
attracted by a magnetic field. Free radicals are thus
said to be paramagnetic.

Singlet and Triplet Excited States

A molecular electronic state in which all electro~ spins
are paired is called a singlet state, and no splitting of
electronic energy levels Occurs when the molecule is
exposed to a magnetic field. The ground state for a free
radical. on the other hand, is a doublet state because
there are two possible orientations for the odd elec-
tron in a magnetic field, and each imparts slightly dif-
ferent energies to the system.

When one of a pair of electrons of a molecule is ex-
cited to a higher energy level. a singlet or a triplet state is
formed. In the excited singlet state, the spin of the
promoted electron is still paired with the ground-state
electron. In the triplet state, however, the spins of the
two electrons have become unpaired and are thus par-
allel. These states can be represented as in Figure 15-1,
where the arrows represent the direction of spin. The
nomenclature of singlet, doublet, and triplet derives
from spectroscopic multiplicity considerations, which
need not concern us here. Note that the excited triplet
state is less energetic than the corresponding excited
singlet state.

The properties of a molecule in the excited triplet
state differ significantlv from those of the excited sin-
glet statc. For example. a molecule is paramagnetic in
the triplet state and diamagnetic in the singlet. More
important. howcver. is that a singlet-to-triplet transi-
tion (or the reverse), which also Illvolves a change in
electronic state, is a significantly less prohahle event
than the corresponding singlet-to-singlet transition. As

~

1l~1-
Ground

singlet stat~

{al

Excited
single! state

(b,

Ex(ited
triplet state

h:j

FIGURE 15-1 Electronic spin states of molecules. In (a)
the ground electronic state is shown. In the lowest energy.
or ground, state, the spins are always paired, and the
state is said to be a singlet state. In (b) and (c), excited
electronic states are shown. If the spins remain paired
in the excited state, the molecule is in an excited singlet
state (b). If the spins become unpaired, the molecule is
in an excited triplet state (c).

a consequence, the average lifetime of an excited trip-
let state may range from 10-' to several seconds, com-
pared with an average lifetime of -~10-8 s for an ex-
cited singlet state. Furthermore, radiation-induccd

excitation uf a ground-state Illolecuk to an excited
triplet state has a low probability of occurring. and ab-
sorption bands due to this process are sevcral orders
of magnitude less intense than the analogous singlet-
to-singlet absorption. We shall see. however. that an
excited triplet state can be populated from an excited
singlet state of certain molecules. Phosphorescence
emission is often a result of such a process.

Energy-Level Diagrams for
Photoluminescent Molecules
Figure 15-2 is a partial energy-level diagram, called
a Jablonski diagram. for a typical photoluminescent
molecule. The lowest heavy horizontal line represents
the ground-state energy of the molecule. which is nor-
mally a singlet state, and is labeled SII' At room tem-
perature. this state represents the energies of most of
the molecules in a solution.

The upper heavy lines arc energy levels for the
ground vibrational states of three excited electronic
states. The two lines on the left represent the first (S,)
and second (5,) electronic singlet states. The one on
the right (Td represents the energy of the first elec-
tronic triplet state. As is normally the case, the energy
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of the first excited triplet state is lower than the energy
of the corresponding singlet state.

Numerous vibrational energy levels are associated
with each of the four electronic states. as suggested by
the lighter horizontal lines. As shown in Figure 15-2.
absorption transitions can occur from the ground sin·
glet electronic state (50) to various vibrational levels of
the excited singlet electronic states (51 and 5,). Note
that direct excitation to the triplet state is not shown.
Because this transition involves a change in multiplic.
ity. it has a very low probability of occurrence. A low.
probability transition of this type is called a forbidden
transition.

Molecules excited to electronic states 51 and 5,
rapidly lose any excess vibrational energy and relax
to the ground vibrational level of that electronic state.
This non radiational process is termed vibrational
relaxation.

15A·2 Rates of Absorption and Emission

The rate of photon absorption is very rapid and takes
place in about 10"14 to 10-15 s. Fluorescence emission.
on the other hand, occurs at a significantly slower rate.
Typically. fluorescence occurs in 10-5 to 10-10 s. As we
have noted, the average rate of a triplet-to-singlet tran-
sition is less than that of a corresponding singlet-to-
singlet transition. Thus, phosphorescence emission re-
quires 10-4 to 10 s or more to occur.

An excited molecule can return to its ground state by
a combination of several mechanistic steps. As shown
by the straight, downward pointing, vertical arrows in
Figure 15-2, two of these steps, fluorescence and phos-
phorescence. involve the emission of a photon of radi-
ation. The other deactivation steps, indicated by wavy
arrows, arc radiationless processes. The favored route
to the ground state is the one that minimizes the life-
time of the excited state. Thus. if deactivation by fluo-
rcscence is rapid with respect to the radiationless pro.
ccsses. such emission is observed. On the other hand,
if a radiationless path has a more favorable rate con.
stant, fluorescence is either ahsent or less intense.

Photoluminescence is limited to systems incorpo.
rating structural and environmental features that
cause the rate of radiationless relaxation or deactiva-
tion processes to he slowed to a point where the emis·
sion process can compete kinetically. We have a good
quantitative understanding of luminescence processes.

However, we arc only heginning to understand deacti.
vation processes in any detail.

Vibrational Relaxation

As shown in Figure 15-2, a molecule may be promoted
to any of several vibrational levels during the elec-
tronic excitation process. Collisions hetween mole-
cules of the excited species and those of the solvent
lead to rapid energy transfer with a minuscule increase
in temperature of the solvent. Vibrational relaxation is
so efficient that the average lifetime of a vibrationallv
excited molecule is 10' 12 S or less, a period significantl~
shorter than the average lifetime of an electronically
excited state. As a consequence. fluorescence from
solution always involves a transition from the lowest
vibrational level of an excited electronic state. Several
closely spaced emission lines are produced, however,
and the transition can terminate in any of the vibra-
tionallevels of the ground state (see Figure 15-2).

A consequence of the efficiency of vibratiOIial re-
laxation is that the fluorescence band for a givbrelec-
tronic transition is displaced toward lower frequencies
or longer wavelengths from the absorption band (the
Stokes shift). Overlap occurs only for the resonance
peak involving transitions hetween the lowest vihra-
tionallevel of the ground state and the corresponding
level of an excited state. In Figure 15-2, the wavelength
of absorbed radiation that produces the resonance
peak A, is labeled A;.

Internal Conversion

The term internal conversion describes intermolecu-
lar processes by which a molecule passes to a lower-
energy electronic state without emission of radiation.
These processes are neither well defined nor well un-
derstood, but they are often highly efficient.

Internal conversion is a crossover between two
statesofthe same multiplicity (singlet-singlet or triplet-
triplet). It is particularly efficient when two electronic
energy levels are sufficiently close for there to he an
overlap in vibrational energy levels. This situation is il-
lustrated in Figure 15-2 for the two excited singlet
states 5, and 51' At the overlaps shown. the potential en-
ergies of the two excited states arc essentially equal.
which permits an efficient crossover from 5, to 5 l' In-
ternal conversion can also occur betwee~ state 5,
and the ground electronic state 5". Internal conversion
through overlapping vibrational levels is usuallv more
probable than the loss of energy hy fluorescen~ from
a higher excited state. Thus. referring again to Figure
15-2, excitation by the band of radiation labeled'\', usu-

.-4;.

ally produces a fluorescence band centered at wave-
length A] to the exclusion of a band that would result
from a transition between 5, and 50' Here, the excited
molecule proceeds from the higher electronic state to
the lowest vibrational state of the lower electronic ex-
cited state via a series of vibrational relaxations, an in-
ternal conversion. and then further relaxations. Under
these circumstances, the fluorescence occurs at A] only,
regardless of whether radiation of wavelcngth A, or A,
was responsible for the excitation. Quinine provides
a classical example of this type of behavior (see Proh-
lem 15-13). This naturally occurring substance pos-
sesses two analytically useful excitation bands, onc cen·
tered at 250 nm and the other at 350 nm. Regardless of
which wavelcngth is used to excite the molecule. how-
ever, the wavelength of maximum emission is 450 nm
(see Figure 15-3).

The mechanisms of the internal conversion process
51 -+ 50 shown in Figure J 5-2 are not totally under-
stood. For some molecules, thc vibrational levels of the
ground state overlap those of the first excited electronic
state, and deactivation occurs rapidly by the mechanism
just described. This situation prevails with aliphatic
compounds. for example, and accounts for these spe-
cies seldom fluorescing. With such compounds, deacti-
vation by energy transfer through overlapping vihra-
tionallevels occurs so rapidly that fluorescence does not
have time to occur.

Internal conversion may also result in the phenom-
enon of predissociatiofl. Here, the electron moves from

000 FIGURE 15-3 Fluorescence excitation and
emission spectra for a solution of quinine.

a higher electronic state to an upper vibrational level
of a lower electronic state in which the vihrational en-
ergy is great enough to cause rupture of a hond. Large
molecules have an appreciable probability for the exis-
tence of bonds with strengths less than the electronic
excitation energy of the chromophores. Rupture of
these bonds can occur as a consequence of absorption
hy the chromophore followed by internal conversion
of the electronic energy to vibrational energy associ-
ated with the weak hond.

Predissociation should be differentiated from disso·
ciation, in which the absorhed radiation directly ex-
cites the electron of a chromophore to a sufficiently
high vibrational level to cause rupture of the chromo-
phoric bond. In this case, no internal conversion is in-
volved. Dissociation processes also compete with the
fluorescence process.

External Conversion

Deactivation of an excited electronic state may involve
interaction and energy transfer between the excited
molecule and the solvent or other solutes. This process
is called external conversion. Evidence for external con·
version includes a marked solvent effect on the fluo-
rescence intensity of most species. Furthermore. those
conditions that tend to reduce the number of colli-
sions hetween particles (low temperature and high vis-
cosity) generally lead to enhanced fluorescence. The
details of external conversion processes are not well
understood.



Radiationless transitions to the ground state
from the lowest excited singlet and triplet statcs (Fig-
ure IS-2) probably involve external conversion, as well
as internal conversion.

Intersystem Crossing

Intersystem crossing is a process in which there is a
crossover between electronic states of different multi-
plicity. The most common process is from the singlet
state to the triplet state (51 -> T,) as shown in Fig-
ure IS-2, As with internal conversion, the probability
of intersystem crossing is enhanced if the vibrational
levels of the two states overlap. Note that in the singlet-
triplet crossover shown in Figure 1S-2 the lowest sin-
glet vibrational level overlaps one of the upper triplet
vibrational levels and a change in spin state is thus
more probable,

Intersystem crossing is most common in molecules
that contain heavy atoms, such as iodine or bromine
(the heavy-atom effect), Spin and orbital interactions
increase in the presence of such atoms, and a change in
spin is thus more favorable, The presence of paramag-
netic species such as molecular oxygen in solution also
enhances intersystem crossing with a consequent de-
crease in fluorescence,

Phosphorescence

Deactivation of electronic excited states may also in-
volve phosphorescence, After intersystem crossing to
the triplet state, further deactivation can occur either
by internal or external conversion or by phosphores-
cence, A triplet -> singlet transition is much less prob-
able than a singlet-singlet conversion, Transition prob-
ability and excited-state lifetime are inversely related.
Thus, the average lifetime of the excited triplet state
with respect to emission is large and ranges from 10'4
to 10 s or more. Emission from such a transition may
persist for some time after irradiation has ceased.

External and internal conversion compete so suc-
cessfully with phosphorescence that this kind of emis-
sion is ordinarily observed only at low temperatures in
highly viscous media or by using special techniques to
protect the triplet state.

15A-4 Variables Affecting Fluorescence
and Phosphorescence

Both molecular structure and chemical environment
influence whether a substance will or will not lumi-
nesce. These factors also determine the intensity of

emission when luminescence does occur, The effects of
some of these variables arc considered briefly in this
section.

Quantum Yield

The qllalllilm yield, or quantum efficiency, for fluores-
cence or phosphorescence is simply the ratio of the
number of molecules that luminesce to the total num-
ber of excited molecules. For a highly fluorescent
molecule such as fluorescein, the quantum efficiency
approaches unity under some conditions. Chemical
species that do not fluorescc appreciably have efficien-
cies that approach zero.

Figurc IS-2 and our discussion of deactivation pro-
cesses suggest that the fluorescence quantum yield '"
for a compound is determined by the relative rate
constants k, for the processes by which the lowest ex-
cited singlet state is deactivatcd. These processes are
fluorescence (k,), intersystem crossing (k;). external
conversion (kee), internal conversion (ki,), predissocia-
tion (kpd), and dissociation (kd). We can expre~s these
relationships by the equation

k
'" =. t (IS-I)kf + ki + kec + kic + kpd + kd

where the k terms are the respective rate constants for
the various deactivation processes.

Equation IS- I permits a qualitative interpretation
of many of the structural and environmental factors
that inlluence fluorescence intensity. Those variables
that lead to high values for the fluorescence rate con-
stant k, and low values for the other kx terms enhance
lluorescence. The magnitude of k" the predissociation
rate constant kpd, and the dissociation rate constant kd

mainly depend on chemical structure. Environment
and to a somewhat lesser extent structure strongly in-
lluence the remaining rate constants.

Transition Types in Fluorescence

It is important to note that fluorescence seldom results
from absorption of ultraviolet radiation of wavelengths
shorter than 2S0 nm because such radiation is suffi-
ciently energetic to cause deactivation of the excited
states by predissociation or dissociation. For example,
200-nm radiation corresponds to about 140 kcallmol.
Most organic molecules have at least some honds that
can be ruptured by energies of this magnitude. As a
consequence, fluorescence due to u* ~ if transitions is
seldom observed. Instead. such emission is confined to
the less energetic 17* ~ iT and rr* --+ n processes.

As we havc noted, an electronically excited mole-
cule ordinarily returns to its lowest excited state by a se-
ries of rapid vibrational relaxations and internal con-
versions that produce no emission of radiation. Thus,
fluorescence most commonly arises from a transition
from the lowest vibrational level of the first excited
electronic state to one of the vibrational levels of the
electronic ground state. For most fluorescent com-
pounds. then, radiation is produced by either a 1T* -> n
or a 1T* -> 1T transition, depending on which of these IS

the less energetic.

Quantum Efficiency and Transition Type

It is observed empirically that fluorescence is more
commonly found in compounds in which the lowest en-
ergy transition is of a 1T -> 1T* type (1T, 1T* excited sin-
glet state) than in compounds in which the lowest en-
ergy transition is of the n -> 1T* type (n, 1T* eXCited
state): that is, the quantum efficiency is greater for
1T* ~ 1T transitions.

The greater quantum efficiency associated with the
1T. 1T* state can be rationalized in two ways. First, the
molar absorptivity of a 1T -> 1T* transition is ordinarily
100- to WOO-foldgreater than for an n -> 1T* process,
and this quantity represents a measure of the transi-
tion probability. Thus, the inherent lifetime associated
with the 1T, 1T* state is shorter (10'7 to 10-9 s compared
with lO S to 10-7 s for the n, 1T* state) and k, in Equa-
tion IS- I is larger.

The most efficient phosphorescence often occurs
from the n, 1T* excited state, which tends to be shorter
lived and thus less susceptible to deactivation than a 1T,

1T* triplet state. Also. intersystem crossing is less prob-
able for 1T. 1T* excited states than for n, 1T* states be-
cause the energy dilIerence between the singlet and
triplet states is larger and spin-orbit coupling is less
likelv.

It; summarv, then. fluorescence is more commonly
associated wi(h the 1T, 1T* state because such excited
states exhibit relatively short average lifetimes (k, is
larger) and because the deactivation processes that
compete with lluorescence are less likely to occur.

Fluorescence and Structure

The most intense and the most useful fluorescence is
found in compounds containing aromatic functional
groups with low-energy r. ---7 7T* transitions. Com-
pounds containing aliphatic and alicyclic carbonyl
structures or highly conjugated double-bond structures

may also exhibit fluorescence, but the number of these
is smaller than the number in the aromatic systems.

Most unsubstituted aromatic hydrocarbons fluo-
resce in solution, the quantum efficiency usually in-
creasing with the number of rings and their degree of
condensation. The simple heterocyclics, such as pyri-
dine, furan, thiophene, and pyrrole,

0 0

0
pyridine furan

H
I

s N

0 0
thiophene pyrrole

do not exhibit fluorescence. On the other hand, fused-
ring structures ordinarily do fluoresce. With nitrogen
heterocyclics, the lowest -energy electronic transition
is believed to involve an n -> 1T* system that rapidly
converts to the triplet state and prevents fluorescence.
Fusion of benzene rings to a hcterocyclic nucleus, how-
ever, results in an increase in the molar absorptivity of
the absorption band. The lifetime of an excited state is
shorter in such structures, and fluorescence is ob-
served for compounds such as quinoline, isoquinoline,
and indole.

H

I

CO
Substitution on the benzene ring causes shifts in the

wavelength of absorption maxima and corresponding
changes in the fluorescence emission. In addition, sub-
stitution frequently alIects the quantum efficiency_
Some of these effects are illustrated by the data for
benzene derivatives in Table IS-I.

The influence of halogen substitution is striking: the
decrease in fluorescence with increasing molar mass of
the halogen is an example of the heavy-atom effect
(page 404), which increases the probability for inter-
system crossing to the triplet state. Predissociation IS

thought to play an important role in iodobenzene and
in nitro derivatives as well, because these compounds



The fluorescence of a molecule is decreased by sol-
vents containing heavy atoms or other solutes with
such atoms in their structure: carbon tetrabromidc and
ethyl iodide are examples. The effect is similar to that
which occurs when heavy atoms are substituted into
fluorescing compounds: orbital spin interactions result
in an increase in the rate of triplet formation and a cor-
responding decrease in fluorescence. Compounds con-
taining heavy atoms are frequently incorporated into
solvents when enhanced phosphorescence is desired.

Compound
Wavelengtb of Relative IntensitI

Formula Fluorescenc~ om of fluorescence

Benzene C,li" 270-310 10
Toluene C,H,CH3 270-320 17
Prapylbenzenc c"H,C3H, 270-320 17
Fluorabenzene CoHsF 270-320 10
Chlorabenzene C,H,Cl 275-345 7
Bromobenzene C,H,Br 290-380 5
Iodobenzene C,HsI 0
Phenol C,H,OH 285-365 18
Phenolate ion C,HsO- 310-400 10
Anisole C,H,OCH, 285-345 20
Aniline C,HsNH2 310-405 20
Anilinium lon c"HsNH3 ' 0
Benzoic acid C,H,COOH 310-390 3
Benzonitrile C,H,CN 280-360 20
Nitrobenzene C,H,N02 O·

Effect of pH on Fluorescence

The fluorescence of an aromatic compound with acidic
or basic ring substituents is usually pH dependent.
Both the wavelength and the emission intensity arc
likely to be different for the protonated and unproto-
nated forms of the compound. The data for phenol and
aniline shown in Table 15-1 illustrate this effect. The
changes in emission of compounds of this type arise
from the differing number of resonance species that
are associated with the acidic and basic forms of the
molecules. For example, aniline has several resonance
forms but anilinium has only one. That is,

have easily ruptured bonds that can absorb the excita-
tion energy following internal conversion.

Substitution of a carboxylic acid or carbonyl group
on an aromatic ring generally inhibits fluorescence. In
these compounds, the energy of the n -> 7T* transition is
less than in the 7T -> 7T* transition, and as discussed pre-
viously, the fluorescence yield from the n -> 7T* systems
is ordinarily low.

Effect of Structural Rigidity

It is found empirically that fluorescence is particularly
favored in molecules with rigid structures. Forexample,
the quantum efficiencies for fluorene and biphenyl are
nearly 1.0and 0.2, respectively, under similar conditions
of measurement. The difference in behavior is largely
a result of the increased rigidity furnished by the bridg-
ing methylene group in fluorene. Many similar exam-
ples can be cited.

The influence of rigidity has also been invoked to
account for the increase in fluorescence of certain or-
ganic chciating agents when thev arc complcxed with a

metal ion. For example, the fluorescence intensity of
8-hydroxyquinoline is much less than that of its zinc
complex:

H
H H H H H HHIH
'" { V/ V/ '" /

6-6-6 6
The additional resonance forms lead to a more stable
first excited state; fluorescence in the ultraviolet region
is the consequence.

The fluorescence of certain compounds as a function
of pH has been used for the detection of end points in
acid-base titrations. For example, fluorescence of the
phenolic form of l-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid is not de-
tectable by the eye because it occurs in the ultraviolet
region. When the compound is converted to the pheno-
late ion by the addition of base, however, the emission
band shifts to visible wavelengths, where it can readily
be seen. It is significant that this change occurs at a dif-
ferent pH than would be predicted from the acid disso-
ciation constant for the compound. The explanation of
this discrepancv is that the acid dissociation constant
for the excited molecule differs from that for the same
species in its ground state. Changes in acid or base dis-

Lack of rigidity in a molecule probably causes an en-
hanced internal conversion rate (k,c in Equation 15-1)
and a consequent increase in the likelihood for radia-
tionless deactivation. One part of a nonrigid molecule
can undergo low-frequency vibrations with respect to
its other parts: such motions undoubtedly account for
some energy loss.

Temperature and Solvent Effects

The quantum efficiency of fluorescence in most mole-
cules decreases with increasing temperature because
the increased frequency of collisions at elevated tem-
peratures improves the probability for deactivation by
external conversion. A decrease in solvent viscosity
also increases the likelihood of external conversion
and leads to the same result.

r71 .Simulation: Learn more about luminescence
lQ.J spectroscopy.

sociation constants with excitation are common and are
occasionally as large as four or five orders of magnitude.
These observations suggest that analytical procedures
based on fluorescence frequently require close control
of pH.

The presence of dissolved oxygen often reduces the
intensity of fluorescence in a solution. This effect mav
be the result of a photochemically induced oxidatio~
of the fluorescing species. More commonly, however,
the quenching takes place as a consequence of the
paramagnetic properties of molecular oxygen, which
promotes intersystem crossing and conversion of ex-
cited molecules to the triplet state. Other paramag-
netic species also tend to quench fluorescence.

Effect of Concentration on
Fluorescence Intensity

The power of fluorescence emission F is proportional
to the radiant power of the excitation beam that is ab-
sorbed by the system. That is,

where Po is the power of the beam incident on the so-
lution, P is its power after traversing a length b of the
medium, <Pc is the quantum efficiency of the fluores-
cence process, and K" is a constant dependent on
geometry and other factors. The quantum efficiency of
fluorescence is a constant for a given system, and so the
product <p,K" is lumped into a new constant K' on the
right side of Equation 15-2. To relate F to the concen-
tration e of the fluorescing species, we write Beer's law
in the form

where 10 is the molar absorptivity of the fluorescing
molecules and lObe is the absorbance A. By substitution
of Equation 15-3 into Equation 15-2, we obtain

The exponential term in Equation 15-4 can be ex-
panded as a Maclaurin series to

, r (2.303ebe)'
F = K Po 2.303ebc ~ -----

'- 2!

+ (2~3038bcr + . j"3! (15-5)

Provided that 2.303ebe = A < 0.05, all of the subse-
quent terms in the brackets are small with respect to



the tirst term. Unc.kr these cc.mc.lillons.the maximum
relative error causec.l by dropping all but thc first term
is 0.13 0/0. Thus, we may write

Thus. a plot of the fluorescence rac.liant power 01 a
solution versus concentration 01 the emitting species
shoulc.l be linear at low concentrations. When c be-
comes great enough that the absorbance is targer than
about 0.05. the higher-order terms in E4uation 15-5 be-
come important and linearity is lost; F then lies below
an extrapolation olthe straight-line 1'101. This excessive
absorption is known as primary absorprion.

Another factor responsible for negative departures
from linearity at high concentration is secondllrv ab-
sorpeion. Secondary absorption occurs when the wave-
length of emission overlaps an absorption band. Fluo-
rescence is then decreased as the emission traverses
the solution and is reabsorbed by other molecules in
solution. Secondary absorption can be absorption by
the analyte species itself or absorption by other species
in the solution. The effects of these phenomena arc
such that a plot of fluorescence versus concentration
may exhibit a maximum. Absorption effects are often
termed inner fileer effecrs.

Dynamic Quenching

The term quenching usually refers to nonradiative
energy transfer from an excited species to other
molecules. Dynamic quenching. also called collisional
quenchin/i. requires contact between the excited spc-
cies and the quenching agcnt (0). Dynamic 4uenching
occurs as rapidly as the collision partnas can diffuse
together. The rate is temperature and viscosity depen-
denl. The 4uencher concentration must be high
enough that there is a high probability of a collision be-
tween the excited species and the queneher during the
lifetime of the excitec.l state.

For external conversion controllcc.l by dynamic
4uenching with a single queneher. the external conver-
sion rate constant can be written as

where kq is the rate constant for 4uenching and [OJ is
the concentration of the 4ucncher. In the absence of
4uenching (k,., = 0) anc.l where predissociation and

dissociation arc abse:nt (kpd = k" = 0), the: flumes-
cence quantum cfticiency <b~can b..:writt..:n from Equa-
tion 15-1 as

kf<bf = -- _. -~---- - - ~
k, + k, + k" + k,1 0 I

By taking the ratio of E4uation l5-9to Equation 15-10.
we obtain th..:Stern- Vo\m..:re4uation

<l>f'
-~ = I + K '0<PI ql

where Kq is the Stern- Volmer 4uenching constant de-
fined as Kq = kq/(k, + k, + k,,). Rearrangement of this
e4uation yields.

1 Kq[O)
cPr ;;;V + <b~'

A plot of l/cPrversus [0) should be a straight line with a
slope of Kq/c/A' and an intercept of l/cP? The Stern-
Volmer constant can be obtained from the ratio of the
intercept and the slope. Dynamic quenching reduces
both the ftuoreseence quantum yield and the ftuores-
cence lifetime.

Because the ftuorescence emission Fis directly pro-
portional to the quantum efficiency <P, (E4uation 15-2),
we can also write the Stern-Volmer equation in terms
of easily measurec.l quantities

r
--" = I + KlO:F q,

where f-~,anc.lFare th..: tluorescence signals in the ab-
sence and in the presence of quencher. respectively. The
Stern- Volmer constant is then just the slop..: of a plot of
F.,fF versus [0). and the inte:rcept of the plot is unity.
Example 15-1 illustrates the us.: of E4uation 15-12 in
determining Kq values.

The l1uorescence of 4uinine sulfate (see Figur.: 15-:\) is
quenched by high concentrations of chloride ion. The
following fluorescl:nce signals F were ohtained as a
function of the concentration of chloride ion.

fluorescence
IntensitJ, F \Cn,M

0.00
0.005

n.OIO
O.Ol5
0.020

0.025
0.030

0.040
0.050

lRn.O
R7.5
5~n
4:\2
35.n
20.:)

Set up a spreadsheet and determine the qu.:nching
constant Kq.

The spr.:adsheet and Stern-Volmer plot are shown in
Figure 15-4. The: data arc entered into columns Band
C. and F.,/ F is calculated in column D. The slope and
its standard deviation are Kq = 210 ::+: 0.9 M-I. as ob-
tained from the spreadsheet statistics. Note: that the in-
tercept is very nearly unity.

The presence of dissolved oxygen often reduces the
intensity of fluorescence in a solution. This efkct is
sometimes the result of a photochemically induced
oxidation of the fluorescing species. More commonly,

however, the quenching takes place as a consequencL'
of the paramagnetic pruperties of molecular o.\.)'gen,
which promotes intcrs~'stem crossing and. con\\~rsion
of excited molecules to the triplet state. Other para-
magnetic species also tend to 4u.:nch l1uorescence.
Dissolved oxyg.:n is also an dticient 4ne:ncher of th.:
triplet state. For this reason. solutions are usually c.le-
oxvgenated bdore phosphorescence measurements
arc made.

Other Types of Quenching

In stari<' quellchill/i. the 4ucncher and the ground-state
l1uorophore form a complex called the dark colllple.c..
Fluorescence is usually observ.:d only from the un-
bound fluorophore:. The decrease in fluorescence inten-
sitycan also be described by the Stern- Volm.:r e:4uation
in the case of static quenching. Howe:ver, Kq in Equa-
tion 15-ll is now the formation constant of the l1uo-
rophore-quencher complex. With static 4uenching. the
lifetime is not affected. Hence. lifetime measurements
can allow dynamic quenching to be c.listinguishec.lfrom
static 4uenching.

In long-range, or Forster, quenching, energy trans-
fer occurs without collisions between molecules. Di-
pole-dipole coupling between the excited lluorophore
and the quencher account for the transfer. The depen-
dence of the degree of quenching on the quenchc."

y ~ 209.95x + 1.0092 l
R' ~ 0.9999

FIGURE15-4 Spreadsheet and plot to determine quenching constant for chloride Ion
quenchmg of quinine.
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FiGURE 15-5 Spectra for phenanthrene: E, excitation;
F, fluorescence; P, phosphorescence. (From W. R. Seitz,
in Treatise on Analytical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. J. Elving,
E. J. Meehan, and I. M. Kalthoff, eds .. Part I, Vol. 7, p. 169,
New York: Wiley, 1981. Reprinted by penmission of John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

concentration is complicated and does not follow
Stern- Volmer behavior.

'15.11.-5Emission and Excitation Spectra

Figure 15-5 shows three types of photoluminescence
spectra for phenanthrene. An excitation spectrum la-
beled E in the figure is obtained by measuring lumi-
nescence intensity at a fixed wavelength while the ex-
citation wavelength is varied. Because the first step in
generating fluorescence emission is absorption of radi-
ation to create excited states, an excitation spectrum is
essentially identical to an absorption spectrum taken
under the same conditions. Fluorescence and phos-
phorescence spectra (F and P, respectively), on the
other hand, involve excitation at a fixed wavelength
while recording the emission intensity as a function of
wavelength.

Another type of luminescence spectrum is shown in
Figure 15-6. The total luminescence ,pectrum is either
a three-dimensional representation or a contour plot.
Both simultaneously show the luminescence signal as a
function of excitation and emission wavelengths. Such
data are often called an excitation-emission matrix. Al-
though the total luminescence spectrum can be ob-
tained on a normal computerized instrument, it can be
acquired more rapidly with array-detector-based sys-
tems (see next section).

Some luminescence instruments allow simultane-
ously scanning both the excitation and the emission
wavelengths with a small wavelength difference be-
tween them. The spectrum that results is known as a
synchronous spectrum. A luminescence signal is ob-

Emission wavelength, om

(a)
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FIGURE 15-6 Total luminescence spectra. In (a), the total
fluorescence spectrum of a mixture of anthracene and
ovalene is shown as a three-dimensional plot. In (b), the
total fluorescence spectrum of 8-hydroxybenzo[a]pyrene
is shown as a contour plot. Each line represents a par-
ticular fluorescence intensity. (Part a from Y. Talmi et aI.,
Anal. Chern., 1978, 50, 936A. Figure 11, p. 948A. Part b
adapted from J. H. Rho and J. L. Stewart, Anal. Chern ..
1978,50,620. Figure 2, p. 622. Copyright 1978 American
Chemical Society.)
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FIGURE 15-7 Synchronous fluorescence spectra. In
(a), the excitation and emission spectra of tetracene are
shown. In (b), the synchronous spectrum is shown for a
fixed-wavelength difference of 3 nm. (From T. Vo-Dinh,
Anal. Chern., 1978. 50, 396. Figure 1. p. 397. Copyright
1978 American Chemical Society.)

tained only at wavelengths where both excitation and
emission occur for the wavelength difference chosen as
shown in Figure 15-7. The synchronous spectrum can
also be generated from the total luminescence spec-
trum by appropriate software.

As has been pointed out earlier. photolumines-
cence usually occurs at wavelengths that are longer
than the excitation wavelength. Furthermore, phos-
phorescence bands are generally found at longer wa\'C-
lengths than fluorescence hands because the excited

triplet state is, in most instances, lower in energy than
the corresponding singlet state. In fact, the wavelength
difference between the two provides a convenient
measure of energy difference between triplet and sin-
glct states.

158 INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING
FLUORESCENCE AND
PHOSPHORESCENCE

The components of instruments for measuring pho-
toluminescence are similar to those found in ultra-
violet-visible photometers or spectrophotometers.
Figure 15-8 shows a typical configuration for these
components in fluorometers and spectrofluorometers.
Nearly all fluorescence instruments employ double-
beam optics as shown to compensate for fluctuations in
radiant power. The upper sample beam first passes
through an excitation wavelength selector (filter or
monochromator), which transmits radiation that ex-
cites fluorescence but excludes or limits radiation of
the fluorescence emission wavelength. Fluorescence is
emitted from the sample in all directions, but is most
conveniently observed at right angles to the excita-
tion beam. The right-angle geometry minimizes the
contributions from scattering and from the intense
source radiation. The emitted radiation then passes
through an emission wavelength selector (filter or
monochromator) that isolates the fluorescence emis-
sion. The isolated radiation then strikes a photo trans-
ducer, where it is converted into an electrical signal for
measurement.

The lower reference beam passes through an atten-
uatelr that reduces its power to approximately that of
the fluorescence radiation (the power reduction is
usually by a factor of 100 or more). The attenuated ref-
erence beam then strikes a second transducer and is
converted to an electrical signal. Electronics and a
computer data system then process the signals to com-
pute the ratio of the fluorescence emission intensity to
the excitation source intensity and produce the result-
ing spcctrum or single-wavelength data.

The sophistication, performance characteristics,
and costs of fluorometers and spectrofluorometers
differ as widely as do those of the corresponding instru-
ments for absorption measurements. If only filters are
~mrloycd for wavelength sdcction. the instrument is
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FIGURE 15-8 Components of a fluorometer or spectrofluorometer. Source radiation IS split
into two beams. The sample beam passes through the excitation wavelength selector to
the sample. The emitted fluorescence is isolated by the emission wavelength selector before
striking the transducer. The reference beam is attenuated before striking the transducer. The
electronics and computer system compute the ratio of the fluorescence intensity to the
reference beam intensity, which cancels the effect of source intensity fluctuations.

called ajlllorometCf. True spectro(luorometers employ
two monochromators for wavelength isolation. Some
instruments arc hybrids in that they use a filter for
selecting the excitation wavelength and a monochro-
mator for choosing the emission wavelength. These are,
often, still called spectrofluorometers. Several com-
mercial spectrophotometers can be purchased with
adapters that permit their use as spectrofluorometers.

Truc speetrofluorometers allow production of a
fluorescence excitation spectrum or a fluorescence
emission spectrum. Figure 15-9a shows an excitation
spectrum for anthracene in which the fluorescence
emission was measured at a fixed wavelength while the
excitation wavelcngth was scanned. With suitable Cor-
rections for variations in source output intensity and
detector response as a function of wavelength, an ab-
solute excitation spectrum is ohtained that closely re-
sembles an ahsorption spectrum.

Figure 15-9b is the fluorescence emission spectrum
for anthracene. The spectrum was ohtained hy holding
the excitation wavelength constant while the emission
wavelengths were scanned. These two spectra arc ap-
proximately mirror images of one another because
the vihrational energy differences for the ground and
excited electronic states are roughly the same (see
Figure 15-2).

The selectivity of spectrofluorometers is important
in electronic and structural characterization of mole-
cules and is valuable in hoth qualitative and quantita-
tive analytical work. For concentration measurements,
however. relatively inexpensive fluorometers often suf-

FIGURE 15-9 Fluorescence spectra for 1 ppm anthracene
in alcohol: (a) excitation spectrum; (b)emission spectrum.

fice. These are usually deSIgned specifically to sohe
the measurement problems peculiar to fluorescence
methods and are frequently as specitic and selective as
modified ahsorption spectrophotometers.

158-1 Components of Fluorometers
and Spectrofluorometers

The components of fluoromclers and spcctroflu'J-
rometers are quite similar to those we have discussed
for absorption photometers and spectrophotomclers.
However. several differences arc discussed here.-

Sources

As shown hv Equation 15-6. the magnitude of the out-
put signal in luminescence measurements. and thus the
sensitivity. is directly proportional to the source radi-
ant power I~J. For this reason, more intense sources an:
used in luminescence methods than the tungsten or
deuterium lamps used in absorption measurements.

Lamps. The most common source for filter fluorome-
ters is a low-pressure mercury vapor lamp equipped
with a fused silica window. This source produces useful
lines for exciting fluorescence at 254, 302, 313, 546, 571(
691, and 773 nm. [ndividuallines can be isolated with
suitahle absorption or interference filters. Because
tluorescence can he induced in most tluorcscing com-
pounds hy a variety of wavelengths, at least one of the
mercury lines ordinarily proves suitable.

For spectrofluorometers, where a source of contin-
uum radiation is required. a 75- to450-W high-pressure
xenon arc lamp is commonly employed. Such lamps re-
quire a power supply capable of producing direct cur-
rents of 5 to 20 A at 15 to 30 V. The spectrum from a
xenon arc lamp is a continuum from about 300 to 1300
nm. The spectrum approximates that of a blackbody
(see Figure 6-22). [n some instruments, a capacitor is
discharged through the lamp at a constant frequency to
provide flashes that arc regularly spaced in time; higher
peak intensities are ohtained hy pulsing. In addition,
the outputs of the transducers arc then ae signals that
can be readily amplified and processed.

Blue light-emitting diodes (LEOs) have also heen
used in fluorescence instruments. These lamps emit
radiation at 450-475 nm and are suitable for exciting
some fluorophores. Mixtures of phosphors in some
LEOs can provide wavelengths in the UV region to
about 375 nm (see Section 130-1).

Lasers. Since the 1970s. various types of lasers have
also been used as excitation sources for photolumines-
cence measurements. Of particular interest arc tun·

ahle dye lasers pumped hy a pulsed nitrogen laser or a
Nd- YAG laser. Fixed-wawlength lasers are also used,
particularly in detectors f'lf chmmatography and
elect rophoresis.

Most commercial spectrofluorometers use lamp
sources hecause they are less expensive and more appli-
cable to determining multiple analytes with different
excitation wavelengths. Laser sources, however, offer
significant advantages in certain instances: for example,
(I) when samples are very small. as in microhorc chro-
matography and capillary electrophoresis where the
amount of sample is a microliter or less; (2) in remote
sensing, as in fluowmetric detection of hydroxyl radi-
cals in the atmosphere orof chlorophyll in bodies ofwa-
ter, where the collimated nature of laser beams is vital;
or (3) when highly monochromatic excitation is needed
to minimize the effects of fluorescing interferences.

Filters and Monochromators

Interference and ahsorption Iilters have heen used in
fluorometers for wavelength selection of both the exci-
tation beam and the resulting tluorescence radiation.
Spect rofluorometers are equipped with at least one
and often two grating monochromators.

Transducers

Luminescence emission signals are typically quite low
in intensity. Therefore, sensitive transducers arc re-
quired. Photomultiplier tubes are the most common
transducers in sensitive fluorescence instruments. Of-
ten, these arc operated in the photon-counting mode
to give improved signal-to-noise ratios (see page
202). Transducers are sometimes cooled to improve
signal-to-noise ratios. Charge-transfer devices. sueh as
charge-coupled devices (CCDs), are also used for spec-
tmtluorometry.' This type of transducer permits the
rapid recording of both excitation and emission spec-
tra and is particularly useful in chromatography and
electrophoresis.

Cells and Cell Compartments

Both cyhndrical and rectangular cells fabricated of
glass or silica arc employed for tluorescence measure-
ments. ('are must be taken in the design of the cell

R S. Pom~~royltl Chargt' Transfer IJc~'ic<,sill SpeClmscopy, J. V Swcedkr.
K.I._ Ralzl:lif. and "'1 H,lJentnll. eds., ~eW York: VCH. !';I<J.t, pp. 2xI-Jl.t:
I' .\1. ~rrr:r)()/1.R D, Jalklan. <:lnd ~f B. [knt,)IL "Ina! Chenz.. 1989.
(,f ~,'C
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FIGURE 15-10 A typical fluorometer.
(Courtesy of Farrand Optical Components
and Instruments Divisionof Ruhle
Companies. Inc,)

compartment to reduce the amount of scattered radia-
tion reaching the detector. Baffles are often introduced
into the compartment for this purpose. Even more
than in absorbance measurements, it is important to
avoid fingerprints on cells because skin oils often
fluoresce,

Low-volume micro cells are available for situations
in which sample volumes are limited. Several compa-
nies make flow cells for fluorescence detection in chro-
matography and in continuous flow analysis. Sample-
handling accessories include micro-plate readers,
microscope attachments, and fiber-optic probes. Low-
volume cells are often used for room-temperature pho-
sphorescence and for chemiluminescence. Special cells
and sample handling are needed for low-temperature
phosphorescence measurements.

Although the right-angle geometry shown in Fig-
ure 15-8 is most common. two other cell configurations
are uscd. Front-surface geometry allows measurements
on solutions with high absorbances or on opaque solids.
The 180°, or in-line. geometry is rarely used because
the weak luminescence signal must be isolated from the
intense excitation beam by the emission wavelength
selector.

Data Manipulation

Modern computer-based luminescence instruments
have many different data-manipulation schemes avail-
able in software, Common data-manipulation and dis-
play options include blank signal subtraction, produc-
tion of corrected excitation and emission spectra.
calculation and display of difference and derivative

spectra, peak dctection and processing, deconvolu-
tion, production of three-dimensional total hlmines-
cence plots, fitting of calibration data, calclJl~tion of
statistical parameters, and smoothing of spectra by
various methods. Specialized software is available for
kinetics, for high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) detection, for analysis of mixtures, and for
time-resolved measurements.

Fluorometers

Filter fluorometers provide a relatively simple, low-
cost way of performing quantitative fluorescence
analyses. As noted earlier, eithcr absorption or inter-
ference tilters are used to limit thc wavelengths of thc
excitation and emitted radiation. Generally, fluorome-
ters are compact, rugged, and easy to use.

Figure 15-10 is a schematic of a typical tilter fluorom-
eter that uses a mercury lamp for fluorescence excita-
tion and a pair of photomultiplier tubes as transducers.
The source beam is split near the source into a reference
beam and a sam pic beam. The reference beam is atten-
uated by the aperture disk so that its intcnsity is roughly
the same as the fluorescence intensity. Both beams
pass through the primary filtcr, with the reference beam
then bcing reflected to the reference photomultiplier
tube. The sample beam is focused on the sample by
a pair of lenses and causes fluorescence emission. The
emitted radiation passes through a second filter and
r::;l Tutorial: Learn more about fluorescence
lQ.J instrumentation.
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then is focused on the second photomultiplier tube.
The electrical outputs from the two transducers are
then processed to compute the ratio of the sample to
reference intensities, which serves as the analytical
variable.

The instrument just described is representative of
the dozen or more fluorometers available commer-
cially. Some of these are simpler single-beam instru-
ments. Some are portable instruments for field work.
The cost of such fluorometers ranges from several hun-
dred dollars to more than $10,000.

Spectrofluorometers

Several instrument manufacturers offer spectro-
fluorometers capable of providing both excitation
and emission spectra. The optical design of one of
these, which employs two grating monochromators, is
shown in Figure IS-II. Radiation from the excitation
monochromator is split. part passing to a reference
photomultiplier and part to the sample. The resulting
fluorescence radiation, after dispersion by the emis-
sion monochromator, is detected by a second photo-
multiplier.

An instrument such as that shown in Figure 15-11
provides perfectly satisfactory spectra for quantitative

analysis. The emission spectra obtained will not, how-
ever, necessarily compare well with spectra from other
instruments because the output depends not only on
the intensity of fluorescence but also on the character-
istics of the lamp, transducer, and monochromators.
All of these instrument characteristics vary with wave-
length and differ from instrument to instrument. A
number of methods have been developed for obtaining
a corrected spectrum, which is the true fluorescence
spectrum freed from instrumental effects (see next
section).

Spectrofluorometers Based on Array Detectors

A number of spectrofluorometers based on diode-
array and charge-transfer devices have been described
that permit fluorescence spectra to be obtained in frac-
tions of a second" Several commercial instruments arc
now available with CeD detectorss

~S~e, for example, R. S. Pomeroy in Charge Tramfer Devices in Spectro-
scopy, 1. V. Sweedler, K. L. Ratzlaff and t-.1. B. Denton. cds._ New York
VCH, 199..t pp. 281-3l4; P. .\1. Epperson, R. D. Jalkian, and M. B. Denton.
4nal. Chon" 1989,61,282.
'For example. see instrumems made by Ocean Optics, Inc. Dunedin
Florida. and Spa Division. Jobin Yvan. Edison. New la,ey.



detector. Here, radiation from a laser source travels
through an optical fibcr and excites fluorescence in
sample solutions. Fluorescence emission then travels
back through the same fiber to a detector for mea-
surement. The applicability of this type of device has
been extended to non fluorescing analytes by fixing a
fluorescing indicator material to the end of the fiber.'
A discussion of the properties of fiber optics and
applications to chemical instrumentation is found in
Section 7G.

Many fluorescence sensors are based, not on direct
fluorescence, but on the quenching of fluorescence'"
Molecular oxygen, for example, is one of the best col-
lisional quenchers. Oxygen can quench the fluores-
cence from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; com-
plexcs of ruthenium, osmium, iridium, and platinum;
and a number of surface-adsorbed heterocyclic mole-
cules. An oxygen sensor can be made by immobilizing
the fluorophore in a thin layer of silicone on the end of
a fiber-optic bundle9 Sensors for SO" halidcs, H,O"
and several other molecules have been based on
fluorescence quenching.
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coupled dcvice that sees the dispersed excitation ra-
diation in the xy plane and thc dispersed radiation
from the emission monochromator in the yz planc.
Figure 15-12b shows traditional excitation and emis-
sion spectra for a hypothetical molecular species. Fig-
ure 15-12c shows the total luminescence spectrum for
this compound, which is an isometric projection,
sometimes called a stack plot, of the complcte excita-
tion and cmission spectra of the compound obtained
with the arrangement shown in Figure 15-12a. Total
spectra of this type can be obtained in a few scconds or
less and arc of particular use for analyzing mixtures of
fluorcscing species. A commcrcial instrument of this
type is now available."

Phosphorimeters

Instruments used for studying phosphorcscence are
similar in design to the fluorometers and spectro-
fluorometers just considered except that two additional
components are required. to The first is a device that
alternately irradiates the sample and, after a suitable
time delay, measures the intensity of phosphorescence.
The time delay is required to differentiate between
long-lived phosphorescence emission and short-lived
fluorescence emission, both of which would originate
from the same sample. Both mechanical and electronic
devices are used, and many commercial fluorescence
instruments have accessories for phosphorescence
measurements. Many of the current instruments usc
a gated scheme for the delay. A pulsed xenon arc
lamp is often used to excite the sample. After a delay
time, specified by the uscr, the data-acquisition system
is activated to obtain the phosphorescence signal.
Often, the signal is integrated during this period when

FIGURE 15-12 Three-dimensional spectrofluorometer. (a)Schematic of an optical system
for obtaining total luminescence spectra with a CCD detector. (Withpermission from G. W.
Suter, A. J. Kallir,and U. P. Wild,Chimia, 1983,37,413.) (b)Excitation and emission spectra
of a hypothetical compound. (c)Total luminescence spectrum of compound in (b). (With
permission of D. W.Johnson, J. P. Callis, and G. C. Christian, Anal. Chem., 1977,49, 747A.
Figure 3, p. 749A. Copyright 1977 American Chemical Society.)

One of the unique uses of an array-detector spec-
trofluorometer is the production of total luminescence
spectra. Such a spectrum is a plot of the emission spec-
trum at every excitation wavelength usually presented
as a three-dimensional plot. Total luminescence spec-
tra can be obtained in a conventional manner with a
standard photomultiplier transducer, although collec-
tion of the spectra involved are quite time-consuming.
Here, the emission spectrum is obtained at one excita-
tion wavelength. Then, the excitation monochromator
is moved to another wavelength and the emission spec-
trum scanned again. A computer stores the various
spectra and presents the total three-dimensionallumi-
nescence display.

The principle of a sophisticated array-detector·
based instrument to produce total luminescence spec-
tra is illustrated in Figure 15-12a. Here, the length of a
sample cell is irradiated with an excitation beam that
has been dispersed along the XI' plane by a mono-
chromator that has been rotated 90° with respect to its
exit slit. The transducer is a two-dimensional charge·

Fiber-Optf.::: Pluorescence Sensors

Fiber-optic probes have heen used to demonstrate that
several fluorescence determinations can be carried out
at various locations well away from a source and a

7 For a discussion of fiber-optic f1uorescence sensors, see O. S. Wolfueis, in
Molecular Luminescence Spectroscopy. S. G. Schulman, ed., Part 2,
Chap. 3, New York: Wiley, 1988
8See W. Trettnak. in Fluorescence Spectroscopy: iVew ;\Jethods and Appli-
calions.o. S. \Voltbeis, ed .. New York: Springer-Verlag. 1993. Chap. i
91. K. Demas, B. A. DeGraff. and P. B. Coleman, Anal. Chern., 1999,
71.793A.
:oSee R. 1. Hurtuhise, Anal. Chern., 1983. 55. 669:\: R.1. Hurtubise, Phus-
phorimetr~ Theon' Instrumentation. and Applications, Chap. 3. New
York: VCH, 1990
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FIGURE 15-13 Dewar flask and cell for low-temperature
phosphorescence measurements. The optical path
traverses the unsilvered part of the flask.

the lamp is off and fluorescence has decayed to a very
small value.

A second new component is needed because phos-
phorescence measurements are usually performed at
liquid nitrogen tcmperature in a rigid medium to min-
imize collisional deactivation of the long-lived triplet
state. Usually, a Dewar flask with quartz windows, as
shown in Figure 15-13, is a part of a phosphorimeter.
At the temperature used, the analyte exists as a solute
in a glass or solid solvent. A common solvent for this
purpose is a mixture of diethylether, pentane, and
ethanol.

158-3 Correction and
Compensation Schemes

Several different schemes arc used to correct lumines-
cence spectra for some of the many variables that
influence them. Source stability, source spectral distri-
bution, inner filter effects. efficiencies of optical com-
ponents, and spectral responses of instrument com-
ponents are among the \'ariables that can influence
luminescence intensities and spectra. Mam instru·



ments have provision to compensate or correct for
some of these effects,

Source Compensation

The luminescence instruments shown in Figures 15-10
and 15-11 both monitor the source intensity via a ref-
erence photomultiplier. Most commonly, the ratio of
the sample luminescence signal to the signal from the
reference detector is continuously obtained. This can
compensate for source intensity fluctuations amI drift.
Both double-beam-in-space and double-beam-in-time
designs are employed.

Corrected Excitation Spectra

Source compensation does not correct for the wave-
length dependence of the source or the efficiencies of
the optical components and excitation wavelength se-
lector. Correction for these effects can be done in sev-
eral ways. In some commercial instruments, a quanlwn
counter has been used. The quantum counter is a ref-
erence cell filled with a concentrated fluorophore of
high quantum efficiency, such as Rhodamine B. A 3- to
8-g/L solution in glycerol essentially absorbs all inci-
dent light from 220 to 600 nm. The guantum efficiency
is virtually constant over this excitation range. The ex-
citation beam is split after the wavelength selector, and
a fraction excites the reference material. The same
emission spectral distribution results from all excita-
tion wavelengths so that the photomultiplier spectral
response is not of concern. The resulting referenee sig-
nal is directly proportional to the source radiant power
striking the sample.

Modern computerized spectrofluorometers often
achieve a similar correction by storing the reference
spectrum of the source in computer memory. After the
sample spectrum is scanned, the correction is made by
calculating the ratio of the sample spectrum to the ref-
erence spectrum.

An example of the differences between corrected
and uncorrected spectra is given in Figure 15-14. An
appropriately corrected excitation spectrum should
be identical to the absorption spectrum of the same
compound.

Corrected Emission Spectra

Emission spectra collected on different instruments
will vary because of different wavelength dependen-
cies of the wavelength selectors and transducers. The
shape of a properlY corrected emission spectrum re-

flects only how the luminescence efliciency varies with
excitation wavelength. as shown in Figure 15-14. To
correct the emission spectrum, a calibrated light
source is employed. and calibration factors for the
emission monochromator and transducer are deter-
mined. These are stored in computer memory. The Un-
corrected emission results are then multiplied by ap-
propriate correction factors to give the corrected
spectrum.

Because of variations in SOurce intensity, transducer
sensitivity, and other instrumental variables, it is im-
possible to obtain with a given t1uorometer or spec-
trophotometer exactly the same reading for a solution
or a set of solutions from day to day. For this reason it
is common practice to standardize an instrument and
set it to a reproducible sensitivity level. Standardiza-
tion is oftcn carried out with a standard solution of a
stable fluorophore. Thc most common rcagent f<'lr this
purpose is a standard solution of quinine sulfate hav-
ing a concentration of about 10' M. It is generally
excited by radiation at 350 nm and emits radiation
of 450 nm (see Figure 15-14). Other compounds have
been described for other wavelength regions.

The Perkin-Elmer Corporation offers a set of six
fluorescence standards dissolved in a plastic matrix to
give stable solid blocks that can be used indefinitelv- -
without special storage. With these, the instrument is
easily standardized for the wavelength region to be
used for the analysis.

Comparing fluorescence spectra among different
instruments should be done only with corrected spec-
tra, as discussed in Section l5B-3.

of both 1'" and P. heeause absorbance, wbich is propor-
tional to concentration, depends on the ratio of these
two guantities.

The sensitivity of a fluoromctric method can bc im-
pro\'ed by increasing 1'" or hy further amplifying the
fluorescence signal. In actuality, the luminescence sig-
nal is not zero, however, when the analytc concentra-
tion is zero. Background luminescence and signals
from scattering and other sources determine the ulti-
mate limits of detection that can be achieved. In spec-
trophotometry. in contrast, an increase in 1'" results
in a proportionate change in P and therefore fails to
affect A. Thus, fluorometric methods generally have
detection limits one to three orders of magnitude bct-
ter than the corresponding spectrophotometric proce-
durcs. On thc other hand. the precision and accuracy
of photoluminescencc methods is usually poorer than
spectrophotometric procedures by a factor of perhaps
2 to 5, The precision of photoluminescence methods is
often lunited tw source Ilicker noise and drift. The ac-
curacy is often limited hy concomitants, or particles, in
the sample that cause additional fluorescence and scat-
tering or that guench the analvte fluorescence. Gener-
ally. phosphorescence methods are less precise than
their fluorescence counterparts.

l.uminescence methods usuall\ ha\'e wider linear
dynamic ranges than the corresponding ahsorption
meth()ds. Calihration CUf\'es arc often linear from
slight I\' abmc the detection limit to the point where
ahs"rption. and thus thc primar\' inner,tilter cffect, be,
comC's significant. These mcthods also show increased

15C APPLICATIONS OF
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE METHODS

Fluorescence and phosphorescence methods have in-
herently lower limits of detection than absorption-
based spectrophotometric measurements. They arc
among the most sensitivc analytical techniques avail-
able to the scientist. The enhanced sensitivity arises
from the concentration-related parameter for fluo-
rometry and phosphorimetry F being directly propor-
tional to the souree radiant power Po. The luminescence
intensity can be measured independentlv of 1'". In con-
trast, an ansorbancc measurement requires evaluation

FIGURE 15-14 Corrected and uncorrected spectra for
quinine sulfate In 0.2 M H,SO,. Note that the corrected
excitation spectrum shows a higher intensity in the
short-wavelength (-- 250 nm) region than in the longer-
wavelength region (-350 nm) because the molar
absorptiVity of the 250-nm band is larger, The uncor-
rected excitation spectrum shows a much lower inten-
sity in the 250-nm region because the source radiant
power is lower. The 350-nm band is of higher intensity
in the uncorrected spectrum because of a high source
radiant power. (From NIST Tech. Note 584, p, 55,
December 1971.)

selectivity over absorption methods because not as
many molecules show significant luminescence as ab-
sorh radiation, and both the excitation and the emis-
sion wavelengths can be varied. On the other hand,
contamination from reagents, laboratory glassware,
and other interferents is more significant for lumines-
cence methods,

15C-1 Fluorometric Determination
of Inorganic Species

Inorganic fluorometric methods arc of two types.'!
Direct methods involve the formation of a fluorescing
chelate and the measuremcnt of its emission. A second
group of methods is based on the decrease in fluores-
cence emission because of the guenching action of the
substance being determined. The latter technique has
been most widely used for aniun analysis,

Cations Forming Fluorescing Chelates

Two factors greatly limit the number of transition-
metal ions that form t1uorescing ehelates. First. many
of these ions are paramagnetic, which increases the
rate of intersystem crossing to the triplet state, Deacti-
\'ation by fluorescence is thus unlikely. although ph os-
phorcscenct.: may he observl'd. A second factor is that

I Felf ,j r~'\l"\~ df llu"r(1rnelrj~- ddcrrnill"l1lnn <11tn,)r~;lIl1C ~f'(;':les, ~c(' A

ft'rn:wd<.:!-('ullcrrcl Jnd .\, ."-1. D,,:LI P<-'n:t.in 1/,'{/','/11 •.11" /.uminnCN!u:,

\r<'dfnj,-,){'I. S (i Schulm:ln. cd PM! I. Ch,tr ~. N~\\ Yqrk \\'i1~'\'. J",-<)



transition-metal complexes are characterized by many
closely spaced energy levels_ which enhance the lik~-
lihood of deactivation by internal conversion. The prin-
cipal inorganic applications of fluorimetry are thus to
nontransition-metal ions, which are less susceptible
to these deactivation processes. Note that such cations
are generally colorless and tend to form colorless
chelates. Thus, fluorometry often complements spec-
trophotometry.

Fluorometric Reagents

The most successful fluorometrie reagents for cation
analyses have aromatic structures with two or more
donor functional groups that permit chelate formation
with the metal ion.12 The structures of four common
reagents are shown in Figure IS-IS.

Selected fluorometrie reagents and their applica-
tions are presented in Table 15-2. As can be seen, lim-
its of detection (LaDs) are quite low by most of these
methods.

15C-2 Methods for Organic
and Biochemical Species

The number of applications of fluorometric methods to
organic chemistry is impressive. Dean has summarized
the most important of these in a table.1l The heading
Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Some Organic Com-
pounds has more than 200 entries, including such di-
verse compounds as adenine, anthranilic acid, aromatic
polycyclic hydrocarbons, cysteine, guanine, isoniazid,
naphthols, nerve gases sarin and tabun, proteins, sali-
cylic acid, skatole, tryptophan, uric acid, and warfarin
(coumadin). Many medicinal agents that can be deter-
mined tluorometrically are listed, including adrenaline,
morphine, penicillin, phenobarbital, procaine, reser-
pine, and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD). Without
question, the most important application of fluorome-
try is in the analysis of food products, pharmaceuticals,
clinical samples, and natural products. The sensitivity
and selectivity of the method make it a particularly
valuable tool in these fields. Numerous physiologically
important compounds fluoresce.

12For a more detailed dis.:ussion of ftuurom.:tflc reagents. ~e pp. JK~ -42fJ
of ,lfolewlar LwnineJcence Speetmscop.\ (nol<: 11). and fj, (juilbaull, in

Comprehemiw Analytical CJumislry, G. Svehla, cd .. VoL VIII. Chap. 2,
pp. 167-78, New York: Elsevier. 1977
UJ A. Dean, Analytical Chonisfr\' Ilandho{)k, rr ).03-).6\1. NeW Ymk:
:vfcGraw-HilL 1995

LOD,
Ion Reagent Absorption Fluorescence f1g/mL Interferences

AI" Alizarin garnet R 470 500 0.007 Be, Co, Cr, Cu, F-, NO"
Ni, PO,'-, Th, Zr

F- Quenching of AI'+ 470 500 0.001 Be, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe,
complex of alizarin Ni, PO}-, Th, Zr
garnet R

B,O,'- Benzoin 370 450 0.04 Be, Sb

Cd" 2-(o-Hydroxyphenyl}- 365 Blue 2 NH,
benzoxazole

Li' 8-Hydroxyquinoline 370 580 0.2 Mg
SOH Flavanol 400 470 0.1 F-, pol-, Zr

Zn2, Benzoin Green 10 B, Be, Sb, colored ions

8-hydroxyquinoline
Ireagent for AI, Be. and

other metal ions}

~

o l~>
I I 0.=/

"" OH
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carbons, and pesticides. The method has not, however,
found as widespread use as tluorometry, perhaps be-
cause of the need for low temperatures and thc gener-
ally poorer precision of phosphorescence measure-
ments. On the other hand, the potentially greater
selectivity of phosphorescence procedures is attrac-
tive. The reason for this difference in behavior is that
efficient phosphorescence requires rapid intersystem
crossing to populate the excited triplet state, which in
turn reduces the excited singlet concentration and thus
the phosphorescence intensity.

During the past two decades, considerable effort has
been expended in the development of phosphorimetric
methods that can be carried out at room temperature. IS

The first observations of room-temperature phospho-
rescence were made with the analyte bound to a solid
support, such as filter paper or silica gel. In these appli-
cations, a solution of the analyte is dispersed on the
solid, and the solvent is evaporated. The phosphores-
cence of the surface is then measured. The rigid matrix
minimizes deactivation of the triplet state by collisional
quenching. Collisional quenching has much more of an
effect on phosphorescence than on fluorescence be-
cause of the much longer lifetime of the triplet state.

Room-temperature phosphorescence in solution
has been observed in organized media containing
micelles. With micelles, the analyte is incorporated
into the core of the micelle, which serves to protect
the triplet state. Cyclodextrin molecules, which are

FIGURE15-15 Some fluorometric chelating agents for
metal cations. Alizaringarnet R can detect AI" at levels
as low as 0.007 ~g(mL. Detection of F- with alizarin
garnet R is based on fluorescence quenching of the AI'-
complex. Flavanol can detect Sn4

' at the 0.1-~g(mL level.

Phosphorescence and tluorescenee methods tend
to be complementary because strongly fluorescing
compounds exhibit weak phosphorescence and vice
versa." For example, among condensed-ring aromatic
hydrocarbons, those containing heavier atoms such as
halogens or sulfur often phosphoresce strongly. How-
ever, the same compounds in the absence of the heavy
atom tend to exhibit fluorescence rather than phos-
phorescence.

Phosphorimetry has been used for determination
of a varietv of organic and biochemical species. includ-
ing such substances as nucleic acids, amino acids.
pyrine and pyrimidine, enzymes, petroleum hydro-

doughnut-shape polymers, have also been used. In
most room-temperature experiments, heavy atoms,
such as 1'1(1), Pb(Il), Ag(I), and halide ions, are used
to promote intersystem crossing.

15C-4 Fluorescence Detection
in Liquid Chromatography

Photoluminescence measurements provide an impor-
tant method for detecting and determining components
of a sample as they elute from a chromatographic or
capillary electrophoresis column. Laser-excited fluo-
rescence is particularly important for these applica-
tions because the beam can be readily focused to a size
on the order of the column diameter. Applications in
liquid chromatography and capillary electrophoresis
are discussed in more detail in Chapters 28 and 30.

Fluorescence lifetime measurements can give informa-
tion about collisional deactivation processes, about en-
ergy transfer rates, and about excited-state reactions.
Lifetime measurements can also be used analytically
to provide additional selectivity in the analysis of mix-
tures containing luminescent species. The measure-
ment of luminescence lifetimes was initially restricted
to phosphorescent systems, where decay times were
long enough to permit the easy measurement of emit-
ted intensity as a function of time. In recent years,
however, it has become relatively routine to measure
rates of luminescence decay on the fluorescence time
scale (10-5 to < 10-' s).



Two widely used approaches are used for lifetime
measurements, the rime-domain approach and the
freqlletln-domain approach. In time-domain mea-
surements. a pulsed source is employed and the time-
dcpendent decay of fluorescence is measured. In the
frequency-domain method. a sinusoidally modulated
source is used to excite the sample. The phase shift and
demodulation of the fluorescence emission relative to
the excitation waveform provide the lifetime informa-
tion. Commercial instrumentation is available to im-
plement both techniques."

In recent years. it has become possible to combine
fluorescence spectroscopy with optical microscopy to
produce localized images of fluorophores in complex
matrices such as single cells,!' In some cases the intrin-
sic (native) tluorescence of biomolecules can be used in
conjunction with microscopy to monitor dynamics in
cells18 In the absence of a native fluorophore, fluores-
cent indicators can be used to probe biological events.
A particularly interesting probe is the so-called ion
probe that changes its excitation or emission spectrum
on binding to specific ions such as Ca2+ or Na+. These
indicators can be used to record events that take place
in different parts of individual neurons or to monitor
simultaneously the activity of a collection of neurons.

In neurobiology, for example. the dye Fura-2 has
been used to monitor the free intracellular calcium
concentration following pharmacological or electrical
stimulation. By following the fluorescence changes as
a function of time at specific sites in the neuron, re-
searchers can determine when and where a calcium-
dependent electrical event took place. One cell that
has been studied is the Purkinje neuron in the cerebel-
lum, which is one of the largest in the central nervous
system. When this cell is loaded with the Fura-2
fluorescent indicator, sharp changes in fluorescence
can be measured that correspond to individual calcium
action potentials. The changes are correlated to spe-
cific sites in the cell by means of tluorescence imaging
techniques. Figure 15-16 shows the fluorescence image

~For rcf~ren..:c) dealing with lifdime meawrcments. 'iee F V, Bright and
C. A. Munson. Anal. Chlm. Acw, 2003. 500, 7"2: 1. R. Lakov.icz. Principles
or" Fluorl.!.\cencl:' 5pecrroscop,I', 2nd cd .. Char:;. 4 and 5. l'iew York: Kluwer
;\cademic Publishers, Plenum Press. t999
- X. F. Wang. B. Herman. t:ds_. Ffuofl!scmce [maJ?illl? Spectroscopy and
Hicruscop,", ~cw Yurk: WIleY. 1'196
'See, for example. E. S Y.::ung:. Andl. ChotL.1999. 71. 522.-\..

on the right along with fluorescence transients.
recorded as the change in fluorescence relativc to the
steady tluorescence :IF! F, correlated with sodium ac-
tion potential spikes. The interpretation of these kinds
of patterns can have important implications in under-
standing the details of synaptic activity. Commercial
fluorescence microscopes and microscopy attachmcnts
are available from several sources.

Fluorescence microscopy and fluoresccnce lifetime
methods have been combined in the technique known
as fluorescence liferime imaging. Here. molecular lifc-
times can be used to create contrast in two-dimensional
fluorescence images."

The' application of chemiluminescence to analytical
chemistry is a relatively recent development. The num-
ber of chemical reactions that produce chemilumi-
nescence is small, which limits the procedure t6 a-rela-
tively small number of species. Nevertheless, some of
the compounds that do react to give chemilumines-
cence are important components of the environment.
For these. the high selectivity, the simplicity, and the
extreme sensitivity of the method account for its recent
growth in usage.'o

FIGURE 15-16 Calcium transients in a cerebellar Purkinje cell. The image on the right is of
the cell filledwith a fluorescent dye that responds to the calcium concentration. Fluorescent
transients are shown on the top left recorded at areas d, p, and s in the cell. The transients
in region d correspond to the dendrite region of the cell. Specific calcium signals can be
correlated to the action potentials shown on the bottom left. (From V,Lev-Ram, H. Mikayawa,
N. Lasser-Ross, W. N. Ross, J. Neurophysiof., 1992, 68, 1170.)150-1 The Chemiluminescence

Phenomenon

Chemiluminescence is produced when a chemical re-
action yields an electronically excited species that
emits light as it returns to its ground state. Chemilumi-
nescence reactions are encountered in a number of
biological systems, where the process is often termed
bioluminescence. Examples of species that exhibit bio-
luminescence include the firefly. the sea pansy, and cer-
tain jellyfish, bacteria, protozoa. and crustacea. The
chemistry of the various natural bioluminescence pro-
cesses is incompletely understood.

excitation quantum yield <PEX (excited states per mole-
cule reacted) and the emission quantum yield "'EM
(photons per excited statc). These relationships are
described by the equation

Over a century ago, it was discovered that several
relatively simple organic compounds also arc capable
of exhibiting chemiluminescence. The simplest type of
reaction of such compounds to produce chemilumines-
cence can be formulated as

A + B-+C* + D

C* -+C + hv Chemiluminescencc systems useful in analytical chem-
istry generally havc values of <PCL of OJll to 0.2.where C* represents the excited state of the species C.

Here, the luminescence spectrum is that of the reac-
tion product C. Most chemiluminescence processes
are considerably more complicated than is suggested
by these simple reactions.

For chemiluminescence. the radiant intensity tel
(photons emitted per second) depends on the rate of
the chemical reaction (dICl/dr) and the chemilumines-
cence quantum yield <PCL(photons per molecule re-
acted). The latter term is equal to the product of the

The instrumentation for chemiluminescence measure-
ments is remarkably simple and may consist of only a
suitable reaction vessel and a photomultiplier tube.
Generallv, no wavelength selection device is necessary
because the onlv sou;ce of radiation is the chemical
reaction betwe;n Ihe analyte and reagent. Several

19See, for example. 1. R. I..<lkowicz. Principles of Fluorescence Spec-
froScOpy, 2nd ed .. ~cw York: Kluwcr Academic PublishlllgiPknum Press.
1999: B. Herman, Fluorescence Micrmcopy. 2nd ed .. New York: Springer-
Verlag, 19Y8

:uFor some reviews of chemiluminescence and its analytical applications.
see K. A. Fletcher et al., Anal. Chern .. 2006, -'!( ..llJ-P; A. \1. Pow..: d al..
Anal. Chern .. 2004, 76,4614; L. 1. Kricb. Anal. Chim. Acta, 2003. 500. 27lJ;
R. ..••...Agbaria el aL Anal. Chern., 2002. 74. 39. 52: T ..\. Nieman. in Hand
book of {,wmmental Techniques for AnalytIcal Chemistr.\ F .-\. 5(:ttk
ed., Chap 27, Upper Saddk Ri\'eL Nl: PrentiCe-Hall. 1997.



instrument manufacturers offer chemiluminescence
photometers.

The typical signal from a chemiluminescence ex·
periment is a time·dependent signal that rises rapidly
to a maximum as mixing of reagent and analyte com-
pletes. Then. a more or less exponential decay of signal
follows (see Figure 15-17). Usually for quantitative
analysis. the signal is integrated for a fixed time and
compared with standards treated in an identical way.
Alternatively, peak heights are used for quantitation.
Often a linear relationship between signal and concen-
tration is observed over a concentration range of sev-
eral orders of magnitude.

150-3 Analytical Applications
of Chemiluminescence

Chemiluminescence methods2l are generally highly
sensitive because low light levels are readilv monitored
in the absence of noise. Furthermore, radiation atten-
uation by a filter or a monochromator is usually un-
necessary. In fact, detection limits are usually deter-
mined not by transducer sensitivity but rather by
reagent purity. Typical detection limits lie in the parts-
per-billion (or sometimes less) to parts-per-million
range. The precision of determinations varies depend·
ing on the instrumentation and care that is used.

Analysis of Gases

Chemiluminescence methods for determining compo-
nents of gases originated with the need for highly sen-
sitive methods for determining atmospheric pollutants
such as ozone. oxides of nitrogen. and sulfur com-
pounds. One of the most widely used of these methods
is for the determination of nitrogen monoxide with the
reactions

NO + 0l ....•NO! + O2

NO! ....•NO, + hv(A = 600 to 2800 nm)

Ozone from an electrogenerator and the atmospheric
sample are drawn continuouslv into a reaction vessel
where the luminescence radi'ation is monitored b~
a photomultiplier tube. A linear response is reported
for nitrogen monoxide concentrations of 1 ppb to
10,000 ppm. Chemiluminescence has become the pre-
dominant method for monitoring the concentration of

Time

FIGURE 15-17· Chemiluminescence emission intensity as
a function of time after mixing reagents.

this important atmospheric constituent from ground
level to altitudes as high as 20 km.

The reaction of nitric oxide with ozone has also
been applied to the determination of the higher oxides
of nitrogen. For example, the nitrogen dioxid~ ~ontent
of automobile exhaust gas has been determirred by
thermal decomposition of the gas at 700"C in a steel
tube. The reaction is

At least two manufacturers now offer an instrument
for determination of nitrogen in solid or liquid materi-
als containing 0.1% to 30% nitrogen. The samples are
pyrolyzed in an oxygen atmosphere under conditions
whereby the nitrogen is converted quantitatively to ni-
trogen monoxide. The NO concentration is then mea-
sured by the method just described.

Another important chemiluminescence method is
used for monitoring atmospheric ozone. In this in-
stance, the determination is based on the luminescence
produced when the analyte reacts with the dye Rho·
damine B adsorbed on an activated silica gel surface.
This procedure is sensitive to less than 1ppb ozone. The
response is linear up to 400 ppb ozone. Ozone can also
be determined in the gas phase based on the chemi·
luminescence produced when the analyte reacts with
ethylene. Both reagents are reported to be specific
for ozone.

Still another important gas-phase chemilumines-
cence method is used for the determination of atmo·
spheric sulfur compounds such as hydrogen sulfide.
sulfur dioxide. and mercaptans. Here, the sample is
combusted in a hydrogen flame to give a sulfur dimer.
which then decomposes with the emission of light. For
example. with sulfur dioxide the reactions are

4H2 + 2S02 ~ S; + 4H,O
S! ----> s, + Iw

Here. the emission occurs in the blue with maxima
at 384 and 394 nm. The chemiluminescent intensity
is proportional to the concent ration of the excited
sulfur dimer. Similarly. combustion of phosphorus
compounds in a hydrogen flamc gives emission due
to HPO' at 526 nm. Linear working curves over four
decades of concentration are reported. Both of these
flame chemiluminescence techniqucs have been em-
ployed for detection of sulfur and phosphorus species
in the effluent from gas chromatographic columns.

Analysis for Inorganic Species
in the Liquid Phase

Many of the analyses carried out in the liquid phase
make use of organic chemilumincscing suhstances con·
taining the functional group

o
II

-C--NH-NHR

These reagents react with oxygcn, hydrogen peroxide.
and many other strong oxidizing agents to produce a
chemilumincscing oxidation product. Luminol is the
most common example of these compounds. Its reac-
tion with strong oxidants, such as oxygen. hydrogen
peroxide, hypochlorite ion, and permanganate ion, in
the presence of strong base is given in the following.
Often a catalyst is required for this reaction to proceed
at a useful rate. The emission produced matches the
fluorescence spectrum of the product, 3-aminophtha-
late anion. The chemiluminescence appears hlue and is
centered around 425 nm.

Within certain limits. the chemiluminescence inten-
sity of luminol is directly proportional to the conccn-
tration of either the oxidant. thc catalyst, or the lumi-
nal. Consequently, the reaction provides a sensitivc
method for determining any one of these species. For
example. using hydrogen peroxidc as the oxidant. the

catalyst Co2' can he estimated at concentrations down
to n.Ol nmol/L, Crl+ down to 0.5 nmoliL. and Cu"
down to I nmoliL. With a few cations, inhibition of lu-
minescence occurs. For these. the decrease in intensity
permits determination of concentrations.

Determinations of Organic Species

To increase the selectivity of chemiluminescence reac-
tions and to extend chemiluminescence to analvtes not
directly involved in such reactions, it is comm(;n prac-
tice to precede a chemiluminescence step hy an enzyme
reaction for which the desired analyte is the substrate
and onc of the products is detectcd by chemilumines-
ccnce. This is most commonly done in flo'-,"systems with
reactors containing immobilized enzyme. Recently,
however, attention has been directed toward biosensor
designs using enzymes attached to optical fibers.

Oxidase enzymes that generate H20, are commonly
used in the predetection step. Not only can H,O, be de-
termined with several different chemilumincscenee sys-
tems, but the necessary oxidant (0,) is already present
in most samples. Assuming quantitative conversion by
the enzyme. substrates can be determined down to 10 to
100 nM, just as can H,O,. Substrates detected this way
include glucose. cholesterol, choline, uric acid, amino
acids, aldehydes. and lactate. For exam pic:

The approach can be extended hy using sequential
enzyme steps to ultimately convert the analyte to an
equivalent amount of chemilumineseent reactant. In
this way, sugars other than glucose, glucosides, choles·
terol esters, creatinine. and acetylcholine have been
detcrmined," For example.

Luminol plus a peroxidase catalyst appears to be an
excellent reaction medium for determining H20,.
Peak chcmiluminescence intensity is reached in about
100 ms. The solvcnt is water and is compatible with
some organic components. The detection limit is about
0.1 pt\l. with linearity for three to four decades of
concentration.



(a) Construct a spreadsheet and use it to draw a calibration curve for NADH.
*(b) Find the least-squares slope and intercept for the plot in (a).

(c) Calculate the standard deviation of the slope and the standard deviation
about regression for the curve.

*(d) An unknown exhibits a relative fluorescence intensity of 12.16. Use the
spreadsheet to calculate the concentration of NADH.

*(e) Calculatc the relative standard deviation for the result in part (d).
*([) Calculate the relative standard deviation for the result in part (d) if a result

of 7.95 was the mean of three measurements.

15-8 The volumes of a solution containing 1.10 ppm of Zn2
+ shown in the table were

pipetted into separatory funnels, each containing 5.00 mL of an unknown zinc
solution. Each was extracted with three 5-mL aliquots of CCl, containing an ex-
cess of 8-hydroxyquinoline. The extracts were then diluted to 25.0 mL and their
fluorescence measured with a fluorometer. The results were the following:

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

15-1 Explain the diffcrence between a fluorescence emission spectrum and a fluores-
cence excitation spectrum. Which more closely resembles an absorption spectrum 0

15-2 Define the following terms: (a) fluorescence. (b) phosphorescence. (c) resonance
fluorescence. (d) singlet state. (e) triplet state. (f) vibrational relaxation, (g) inter-
nal conversion, (h) external conversion, (i) intersystem crossing, (j) predissocia-
tion, (k) dissociation, (1) quantum yield, (m) chemiluminescence.

15-3 Why is spectrofluorometry potentially more sensitive than spectrophotometry?

15-4 Which compound in each of the pairs below would you expect to have a greater
fluorescence quantum yield" Explain.

0l:l£r0H~ I ~
::::---... /-

~C02Ho
phenolphthalein

OH HOo-N=N-o

Volume Std.
Zn2+,mL

Fluorometer
Readiug

0.000
4.00
8.00

12.00

6.12
11.16

15.68
20.64

(a) Construct a working curve from the data.
(b) Calculate a linear least-squares equation for the data.
(c) Calculate the standard deviation of the slope and intercept and the standard

deviation about regression.
(d) Calculate the concentration of zinc in the sample.
(e) Calculate a standard deviation for the result in part (d).

*15-9 Quinine in a 1.664-g antimalarial tablet was dissolved in sufficient 0.10 M HCI to
give 500 mL of solution. A 20.00-mL aliquot was then diluted to 100.0 mL with
the acid. Thc fluorescence intensity for the diluted sample at 347.5 nm provided
a reading of 245 on an arbitrary scale. A standard l00-ppm quinine solution reg-
istered 125 when measured under conditions identical to those for the diluted
sample. Calculate the mass in milligrams of quinine in the tablet.

*15-10 The determination in Problem 15-9 was modified to use the standard-addition
method. In this case, a 4.236-g tablet was dissolved in sufficient 0.10 M HCl to
give 1.000 L. Dilution of a 20.00-mL aliquot to 100 mL yielded a solution that
gave a reading of 448 at 347.5 nm. A second 20.00-mL aliquot was mixed with
10.0 mL of 50-ppm quinine solution before dilution to 100 mL. The fluorescence
intensity of this solution was 525. Calculate the percentage of quinine in the
tablet.

*15-11 Iron(lI) ions catalyze the oxidation of luminol by H20,. The intensity of the
resulting chemiluminescence has been shown to increase linearly with iron(lI)
concentration from 10 -10 to 10 -, M.

Exactlv 1.00 mL of water was added to a 2.00-mL aliquot of an unknown
Fe(ll) sol~tion, followed by 2.00 mL of a dilute H20, solution and 1.00 mL of an
alkaline solution of luminol. The chemiluminescence from the mixture was inte-
grated over a Ia.o-s period and found to be 14.3.

OH HOn N-N h\dll\d
H H

bis(o-hydroxyphenyl) hydrazine

15-5 Why do some absorbing compounds tluoresce but others do not?

15-6 Discuss the major reasons why molecular phosphorescence spectrometry has not
been as widely used as molecular fluorescence spectrometry.

15-7 The reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) is an important
and highly fluorescent coenzyme. It has an absorption maximum of 340 nm and
an emission maximum at 465 nm. Standard solutions of NADH gave the following
fluorescence intensities:

0.100
0200
0.300
0.400
O.SOO
0.600
0.700
0.800

2.24
4.52
6.63
9.0[

}O.94

13.71
15.49
17.91



To a second 2.DO-mLaliquot of the sample was added I.DOmL of a 3.58 x
10 .\Nt Fe(ll) solution followed by the same volume of H,O, and luminol. The
integrated intensity was 33.3. Find the concentration of Fe(ll) in the sample.

15-12 Equations for the chemiluminescence determination of SO, are given on
page 425. Derive an expression for the relationship between the concentration
of SO, in a sample. the luminescence intensity. and the equilibrium constant for
the first reaction.

15-13 Quinine is one of the best-known fluorescent molecules, and the sensitivities of
fluorometers are often specified in terms of the detection limit for this molecule.
The structure of quinine is given below. Predict the part of the molecule that is
most likely to behave as the chromophore and fluorescent center.

where T is the observed lifetime of the excited state in the presence of a quench-
ing agent and TO is the natural lifetime in the absence of a quencher. The fluor-
escence radiant power F is given by Equation 15-7. This quantity is affected by
collisional quenching because the lifetime T is intluenced by collisional quench-
ing. Derive an equation to show that the F-T ratio is independent of collisional
quenching and directly related to concentration. (From G. M. Hieftje and G. R.
Haugen, Anal. Chim. Acta, 1981, 123, 255.)

~ IS-IS The following lifetimes were measured for the chloride quenching of quinine sul-
fate given in Example 15-1. The fluorescence intensities are given in the example.

0.lX10

0005
0.010
0.015
0.020
01125
0030
0.040
U.050

(a) Plot fluorescence intensity 'usus [0 ].
(b) Plot the ratio of intensity to lifetime. F-T versus [0 I.

(c) Develop a normalization factor to correct the measured tluorescence inten-
sitv to that of the solution without quencher.

(d) PI~)ton the same graph Fversus [Oland Foon versus [O-J.

Challenge Problem

15-16 The following volumes of a standard 10.0 ppb F solution were added to four
lO.OO-mLaliquots of a water sample: O.DO, I.DO,2.DO, and 3.00 mL. Precisely
5.00 mL of a solution containing an excess of the strongly absorbing AI-acid
alizarin garnet R complex was added to each of the four solutions, and they
were ea;h diluted to 50.0 mL. The fluorescence intensities of the four solutions
were as follows:

0.00 6R.2
1.00 55.3
2.00 4l.3
3.00 288

Explain the chemistry of the analytical method.
Construct a plot of the data.
Use the fact that the fluorescence decreases with increasing amounts of the
F- standard to derive a relationship like Equation 1-3 for multiple standard
additions. Use that relationship further to obtain an equation for the un-
known concentration c, in terms of the slope and intercept of the standard-
additions plot, similar to Equation 1-4.
Use linear least squares to find the equation for the line representing the
decrease in fluorescence relative to the volume of standard fluoride V,.
Calculate the standard deviation of the slope and intercept.
Calculate the concentration of F' in the sample in parts per billion.
Calculate the standard deviation of the result in (e).



An Introduction
to Infrared
Spectrometry

T.he infrared. fIR) region.of the spe...c.trum en-
compasses radiation with wavenumbers
ranging from about 12,800 to 10 cm -lor

wavelengths from 0.78 to 1000 I'm. Because of
similar applications and instrumentation, the JR

spectrum is usually subdivided into three regions,
the near-JR, the mid-JR, and the far-JR. The tech-

niques and the applications of methods based on
the three JR spectral regions differ considerably as

discussed in this chapter.

~ Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.j an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Table 16-1 gives the rough limits of each of the three
regions. Measurements in the near-IR region are often
made with photometers and spectrophotometers simi-
lar in design and components to the instruments de-
scribed in earlier chapters for ultraviolet-visible spec-
trometry. The most important applications of this
spectral region have been to the quantitative analysis
of industrial and agricultural materials and for process
control. Applications of near- IR spectrometry are dis-
cussed in Section 170.

Until the early 19805, instruments for the mid-IR
region were largely of the dispersive type and used
diffraction gratings. Since that time, however, mid-IR
instrumentation has dramatically changed so that now
the majority of new instruments are of the Fourier
transform type. Photometers based on interference
filters also find use for measuring the composition of
gases and atmospheric contaminants.

The appearance of relatively inexpensive Fourier
transform spectrometers in the last decade has mark-
edly increased the number and type of applications
of mid-IR radiation. This increase has come about
because interferometric instruments can produce
improvements of an order of magnitude, or more, in
signal-to-noise ratios and detection limits over disper-
sive instruments. Before the appearance of these in-
struments, the mid-IR spectral region was used largely
for qualitative organic analysis and structure determi-
nations based on absorption spectra. Now, in contrast,
mid-IR spectrometry is beginning to be used in addi-
tion for quantitative analysis of complex samples by
both absorption and emission spectrometry. Applica-
tions of this spectral region are also beginning to appear
for microscopic studies of surfaces, analysis of solids by
attenuated total reflectance and diffuse reflectance.
photoacoustic measurements, and other uses. Several
of these applications are described in Chapter 17.

In the past the far-IR region of the spectrum. al-
though potentially quite useful, had limited use because
of experimental difficulties. The few sources of this type
of radiation are notoriously weak and are further atten-
uated by the need for order-sorting filters that prevent
radiation of higher grating orders from reaching the
detector. Fourier transform spectrometers, with their
much higher throughput. largely alleviate this problem
and make the far-[R spectral region much more acces-
sible to chemists. Several applications of far-IR spec-
troscopy are described in Section 17E.

[n this chapter, we first deal with the mechanisms
of the absorption. emission. and reflection of IR radia-

TABLE 16-1 IR Spectral Regions

Near
Middle
Far
Most used

0.78 to 2.5
2.5 to 50
50 to 1000
2.5 to 15

tion using absorption spectroscopy as the basis for this
discussion. We follow this discussion with a description
of the components of IR instruments and how these
are arranged in dispersive and nondispersive instru-
ments as ~ell as in Fourier transform spectrometers. I

16A THEORY OF IR ABSORPTION
SPECTROMETRY

[R absorption, emission, and reflection spectra for mo-
lecular species can be rationalized by assuming that all
arise from various changes in energy brought about by
transitions of molecules from one vibrational or rota-
tional energy state to another. [n this section we use
molecular absorption to illustrate the nature of these
transitions.

16A-1 Introduction

Figure 16-1 shows a typical output from a commercial
IR spectrophotometer. Although the y-axis is shown
as linear in transmittance, modern computer-based
specTr\lphotometers can also produce spectra that are
linea)" in absorbance. The abscissa in this spectrum IS

linear in wavenumbers with units of reciprocal cen-
timders. A wavelength scale is also shown at the top
of the plot. Computer-based spectrophotometers can
also produce a variety of other spectral formats such as
linear in wavelength, baseline corrected, and derivative
and smoothed spectra.

A linear wavenumber scale is usually preferred in
IR spectroscopy because of the direct proportionality
between this quantity and both energy and frequency.
The frequency of the absorbed radiation is, in turn, the

'F\)f detailed treaul1cntso{ IR spectrometry. see N. B. Colthup. L. H. Daly',
and S. L Wibcrk\. Itarodu.ction tv Infrared I1nd Ramafl SPI'c£ro_\·(~OI}\'·

3rd ed., San Diego: ~-\cadcmic Press, 1990; B. Schrader, lrlfrared IInd Ranum
Spectroscop.\", New York: Vel-L 1I~~5;C~P. S. ~su. III Jlmulbo.ok of ~n!;lru.

fflmwl Tt.Yhniques for An,I1vtlcul Chef/iliffI'. f. Sdtle. cd .. lrrt'f Saddle
Ri\t'L NJ: Prentice Hall. 1997.Chap. 15

12800 to 4000
4000 to 200
200 to 10
4000 to 670

molecular vibrational frequency actually responsible
for the absorption process. Frequency. however, is sel-
dom if ever used as the abscissa because of the incon-
venient size of the unit; that is. a frequency scale of the
plot in Figure 16-[ would extend from 1.2 x 10" to
2.0 x 10 tJ Hz. Although the axis in terms of wavenum-
bers is often referred to as a frequency axis, keep in
mind that this terminology is not strictly correct be-
cause the wavenumber v is only proportional to fre-
quency v. The relationships are given in Equation 16-1.

I !'(Hz)v (cm-1) = _.- x 104(~mJcm) ~ ~-( mJ··~) (16-1)
,q~m) L c s

Finally, note that the horizontal scale of Figure 16-1
changes at 2000 cm -I, with the units at higherwavenum-
bers being represented by half the linear distance of
those at lower wavenumbers. The expanded scale in the
region from 2000 to 650 cm' I permits easier identifica-
tion of spectral features. Numerous [R bands usually
appear in this region.

Dipole Moment Changes during
Vibrations and Rotations

IR radiation is not energetic enough to bring about the
kinds of electronic transitions that we have encoun-
tered in our discussions of ultraviolet and visible radia-
tion. Absorption of [R radiation is thus confined largely
to molecular species that have small energy differences
between various vibrational and rotational states.

To absorb [R radiation. a molecule must undergo a
net change in dipole moment as it vibrates or rotates.
Onlv under these circumstances can the alternating
electric ticld of the radiation interact with the molecule
and cause changes in the amplitude of one of its mo-
tions. For example. the charge distribution around a
molecule such as hvdrogen chloride is not symmetric
because the chlorine has a higher electron density than
the hydrogen. Thus. hydrogen chloride has a significant
dipolc moment and is said to be polar. The dipole mo-
ment is determined by the magnitude of the charge
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FIGURE 16-1 IR absorptjon spectrum of a thin polystyrene film. Note the scale change on the
x-axis at 2000 em -'.

difference and the distance between the two centers
of charge. As a hydrogen chloride molecule vibrates, a
regular fluctuation in its dipole moment occurs, and
a field is established that can interact with the elec-
tric field associatcd with radiation. If the frequency of
the radiation exactly matches a natural vibrational fre-
quency of the molecule, absorption of the radiation
takes place that produces a change in the amplitude of
the molecular vibration. Similarly, the rotation of asym-
metric molecules around their centers of mass results in
periodic dipole moment fluctuations that allow interac-
tion with the radiation lield.

No net change in dipole moment occurs during the
vibration or rotation of homonuclear species such as
0> N" or CI,. As a result, such compounds cannot ab-
sorb IR radiation. With the exception of a few com-
pounds of this type. all other molecular spccies ahsorb
IR radiation.

Rotational Transitions

The energy required to cause a change in rotational
level is quite small and corresponds to radiation of <, 'S

100 cm-' (A > l<XJ 11m). Because rotationalle"e1s arc
quantized. absorption by gases in this far-IR region is
characterized by discrete, well-dclincd lines. In liquids
or solids. intramolecular collisions and interactions
cause hroadening of the lines into a continuum.

[Qj Tworiu/: Learn more ahout IR absorption.

y

Vibrational-Rotational Transitions

Vibrational energy levels arc also quantized. and for
most molecules the energy differences between quan-
tum states correspond to the mid-IR region. The IR
spectrum of a gas usually consists of a series of closely
spaced lines, because there are several rotational en-
ergy levels for each vibrational level. On the other
hand, rotation is highly restricted in liquids and solids;
in such samples, discrete vibrational-rotational lines
disappear, leaving only somewhat broadened vibra-
tional bands.

FIGURE 16-2 Types of molecular vibrations. Note that
+ indicates motion from the page toward the reader and
- indicates motion away from the reader.

ous change in the interatomic distance along the axis
of the bond between two atoms. Bending vibrations
arc characterized by a change in the angle hetween
two bonds and arc of four types: scissoring, rocking,

Types of Molecular Vibrations

The relative positions of atoms in a molecule are not
fixed but instead fluctuate continuously as a con-
sequence of a multitude of different types of vihra-
tions and rotations about thc bonds in the molecule.
For a simple diatomic or triatomic molecule. it is easy
to define the number and nature of such vihrations
and relate these to energies of absorption. An anal v-
sis of this kind becomes diflicult if not impossible for
molecules made up of many atoms. Not on Iv do largc
molecules have a large number of vibrating centers.
but also interactions among several ccnkrs can oc-
cur and must be taken into account for a complete
analysis.

Vihrat ions fall into the hasic categories of stretching
and bending. A stretching vibration involves a continu-

\vagging. and t\visting. These are shown schematically
in Figure 16-2.

All of the vibration tvpes shown in Figure 1(,-2 may
be possible in a molecule containing morc than two
atoms. In addition. interaction or coupling of vibrations
can occur if the vibrations involve bonds to a single cen-
tral atom. The result of coupling is a change in the char-
acteristics of the vibrations involved.

In the treatment that follows, we first consider
isolated vihrations represented by a simple harmonic
oscillator model. Modilications to the theory of the har-
monic oscillator, which are needed to describe a mo-
lecular system, arc taken up next. Finallv. the cffects
of vibrational interactions in molecular systems are
discussed.

16A-2 Mechanical Model of a Stretching
Vibration in a Diatomic Molecule

The characteristics of an atomic stretching vibration
can be approximated by a mechanical model consist-
ing of two masses connected hy a spring. A disturbance
of one of these masses along the axis of the spring
results in a vibration called a simple harmonic molion.

Let us first consider the vibration of a single mass
attached to a spring that is hung from an immovahle
object (see Figure 16-3'1). If the mass is displaced a dis-
tance y from its equilibrium position by application of
a force along the axis of the spring, the restoring force

FtGURE 16-3 Potential-energy diagrams. (a) harmonic OSCillator. (b) Curve 1, harmonic
oscillator: curve 2, anharmonic motion.



F is proportional to the displacement (Hooke's law).
That is,

where k is the force constant. which depends on the
stiffness of the spring. The negative sign indicates that
F is a restoring force. This means that the direction of
the force is opposite the direction of the displacement.
Thus, the force tends to restore the mass to its original
position.

Potential Energy of a Harmonic Oscillator

The potential energy E of the mass and spring can be
arbitrarily assigned a value of zero when the mass is in
its rest, or equilibrium, position. As the spring is com-
pressed or stretched, however, the potential energy of
this system increases by an amount equal to the work
required to displace the mass. If, for example, the mass
is moved from some position y to y + dy, the work and
hence the change in potential energy dE is equal to the
force F times the distance dy. Thus,

dE = -Fdy

Combining Equations 16-3 and 16-2 yields

dE = ky dy

Integrating between the equilibrium positiony = a and
y gives

i'dE = j"'ydy
o 0

E = !ky'
2

The potcntial-energy curve for a simple harmonic
oscillation, derived from Equation 16-4, is a parabola,
as depicted in Figure l6-3a. Notice that the potential
energy is a maximum when the spring is stretched or
compressed to its maximum amplitude A, and it de-
creases to zero at the equilibrium position.

Vibrational Frequency

The motion of the mass as a function of time r can be
deduced from classical mechanics as follows. Newton's
second law states that

where m is the mass and a is its acceleration. But ac-
celeration is the second derivative of distance with re-
spect to time. Thus,

d'v
m dr', = -ky

A solution to this equation must be a periodic function
such that its second derivative is equal to the original
function times - k/m. A suitable cosine relationship
meets this requirement. Thus, the instantaneous dis-
placement of the mass at time r can be written as

where "•• is the natural vibrational frequency and A
is the maximum amplitude of the motion. The second
derivative of Equation 16-6 is

d'y
--" = -41T2V,;,Acos21TVmt
dt"

Substitution of Equations l6-6 and 16-7 into Equa-
tion 16-5 gives

where "m is the natural frequency of the mechanical
oscillator. Although it depends on the force constant
of the spring and the mass of the attached body, the
natural frequency is independent of the energy im-
parted to the system; changes in energy merely result
in a change in the amplitude A of the vibration.

The equation just developed may be modified to de-
scribe the behavior of a system consisting of two masses
ml and m, connected by a spring. Here, it is only neces-
sary to substitute the reduced mass I' for the single mass
m where

m1n12
1'=-----

Inl + n1~

Thus. the vibrational frequency for such a svs[em is
given by

1 !k I '[(nil + m,)
Vm = l;-\/; = 21T \. fJljJ112

Molecular Vibrations

The approximation is ordinarily made that the be-
havior of a molecular vibration is analogous to the
mechanical model just described. Thus, the frequency
of the molecular vibration is calculated from Equa-
tion 16-10 after substituting the masses of the two
atoms for ml and m,. The quantity k is the force con-
stant of the chemical bond, which is a measure of its
stiffness.

16A-3 Quantum Treatment of Vibrations

The equations of ordinary mechanics that we have used
thus far do not completely describe the behavior of par-
ticles of atomic dimensions. For example, the quantized
nature of molecular vibrational energies, and of other
atomic and molecular energies as well, does not appear
in these equations. We may, however, invoke the 'con-
cept of the simple harmonic oscillator to develop the
wave equations of quantum mechanics. Solutions of
these equations for potential energies have the form

E=(V+l)!!- (£
2 27r\);

where h is Planck's constant, and v is the vibrational
quanttlm number, which can take only positive integer
values (including zero). Thus, in contrast to ordinary
mechanics where vibrators can assume any potential
energy, quantum mechanical vibrators can take on
onlv certain discrete energies.

it is interesting to note that the factor Vk/J1./2rr ap-
pears in both the classical and the quantum equations;
by substituting Equation 16-10 into 16-11, we find

F. = (v + ~ )h"", (16-12)

where v'" is the vibrational frequency of the classical
model.'

We now assume that transitions in vibrational en-
ergv levels can be brought about by absorption of ra-
di;iion. provided the energy of the radiation exactly
matches the difference in energy levels j.E between
the vibrational quantum stales and provided also the
vibration causes a change in dipole moment. This dif-
ference is identical between any pair of adjacent levels.

'Lnfortunatdv. the generally accepted ~"ymbol tor the vibrational quan-
tum numher r'is similar in appearance [0 the Greek nu. Il. which symbol-
iZeS frequeno.:y. Thus. conslant care must he exercised to avoid confusing,
the two 1Il equations -.;uch as Equation 16-12

because v in Equations 16-11 and 16-12 can assume
only whole numbers; that is,

h rkj.E=hv =- i-
•• 27r \ I'

At room temperature, the majority of molecules are in
the ground state v = 0; thus, from Equation 16-12,

1
Eo = "2h" ••

("ih" - !h" ) = h"••2 •• 2 ••

The frequency of radiation v that will bring about this
change is identical to the classical vibrational frequency
of the bond "",. That is,

E - h •. - 'E' = h,' =!!- II
radiation - y - I..). m 21T \j f..L

v=v =~ 0-
•• 2rr \I I'

If we wish to express the radiation in wave numbers, we
substitute Equation 6-3 and rearrange:

1'-'; " ,-,;
v = -,1- = 5.3x 1O-'"\!--

2rrc 'IJ I' ' I'

where v is the wavenumber of an absorption maximum
(cm - I), k is the force constant for the bond in newtons
per meter (N/m), c is the velocity of light (cm sol), and
I' is the reduced mass (kg) defined by Equation 16-93

IR measurements in conjunction with Equation
16-14 or 16-15 permit the evaluation of the force con-
stants for various types of chemical bonds. Generally,
k has been found to lie in the range between 3 X la'
and 8 X 10' N/m for most single bonds, with 5 x 10'
serving as a reasonable average value. Double and
triple bonds are found by this same means to have
force constants of about two and three times this value
(1 X 103 and l.5 X 103 N/m, respectively). With these



average experimental values, Equation 16-15 can be
used to estimate the wavenumber of the fundamental
absorption band, or the absorption due to the transi-
tion from the ground state to the first excited state, for
a variety of bond types. The following example dem-
onstrates such a calculation.

Calculate the approximate wavenumber and wave-
length of the fundamental absorption due to the
stretching vibration of a carbonyl group C=O.

Solution

12 X 103 kg/mct
ml 6.0 X 1023awmImct x

~ 2.0 X 10-26 kg

Similarly, for oxygen,

m, ~ (16 x 10-3)/(6.0 x 1023) ~ 2.7 X 10-26 kg

and the reduced mass J1 is given by (Equation 16-9)

2.0 x 10-26 kg x 2.7 X 10-26 kg
J1 ~ (2.0 + 2.7) x 10-26 kg

= 1.1 X 10-26 kg

As noted earlier, the force constant for the typical
double bond is about I X 103 N/m. Substituting this
value and J1 into Equation 16-15 gives

- - - 0 10 12 . J IX 103 N/mv - )._, x s/cm -------
1.1 x 10-26 kg

= 1.6 X 103 cm-I

The carhonyl stretching hand is found experimentally
to be in the region of 1600 to 1800 cml (6.3 to 5.6 !lm).

Selection Rules

As given by Equations 16-12 and 16-13, the energy for
a transition from energy level I to 2 or from level 2 to
o should he identical to that for the 0 to 1 transition.
Furthermore. quantum theory indicates that the only
transitions that can take place are those in which the
vihrational quantum numher changes by unity; that

is, the selection rule states that ilv = :<::1. Because the
vibrational levels are equally spaced for a harmonic
oscillator, only a single ahsorption peak should be ob-
served for a given molecular vibration. In addition to
the ilv ~ :<::1 selection rule, there must be a change in
dipole moment during the vibration.

Anharmonic Oscillator

Thus far, we have considered the classical and quantum
mechanical treatments of the harmonic oscillator. The
potential energy of such a vibrator changes periodically
as the distance between the masses fluctuates (Fig-
ure 16-3a). From qualitative considerations, however,
this description of a molecular vibration appears im-
perfect. For example, as the two atoms approach one
another, coulomhic repulsion between the two nuclei
produces a force that acts in the same direction as the
restoring force of the bond. For this reason, the poten-
tial energy can be expected to rise more rapidly than
the harmonic approximation predicts. At the other ex-
treme of oscillation. a decrease in the restoring force,
and thus the potential energy, occurs as the interatomic
distance approaches that at which dissociation of the
atoms takes place.

In theory, the wave equations of quantum mechanics
permit the derivation of more nearly correct potential-
energy curves for molecular vibrations. Unfortunately,
however, the mathematical complexity of these equa-
tions prevents their quantitative application to all but
simple diatomic systems. Qualitatively, the curves take
the anharmonic form shown as curve 2 in Figure 16-3b.
Such curves depart from harmonic behavior by vary-
ing degrees, depending on the nature of the bond and
the atoms involved. Note, however, that the harmonic
and anharmonic curves are nearly alike at low potential
energies.

Anharmonicity leads to deviations of two kinds. At
higher quantum numbers, ilE becomes smaller (see
curve 2 in Figure 16-3b), and the selection rule is not
rigorously followed. As a result, weaker transitions
called overtones are sometimes observcd. These tran-
sitions correspond to ilv ~ :<::2or :<::3.The frequencies
of such overtone transitions are approximately two or
three times that of the fundamental frequency, and the
intensities arc lower than that of the fundamental.

Vibrational spectra are further complicated hy two
different vibrations in a molecule interacting to give
absorptions at frequencies that are approximately the
sums or differences of their fundamental frequencies.

Again, the intensities of these sum and difference
bands are generally low.

It is ordinarily possible to deduce the numher and
kinds of vibrations in simple diatomic and triatomic
molecules and whether these vibrations will lead to
absorption. Complex molecules may contain several
types of atoms as well as hands. For these molecules.
the many types of possihle vibrations give rise to lR
spectra that are much more diflicult to analyze.

The number of possible vibrations in a polyatomic
molecule can be caleulated as follows. Three coordi-
nates are needed to locate a point in space. To fix N
points requires a set of thrce coordinates for each point,
for a total of 3N. Each coordinate corresponds to one
degree of freedom for one of the atoms in a polyatomic
molecule. For this reason. a molecule containing N
atoms is said to have 3N degreesoffreedom.

In defining the motion of a molecule, we need to
consider (1) the motion of the entire molecule through
space (that is, the translational motion of its center of
gravity); (2) the rotational motion of the entire mole-
cule around its center of gravity; and (3) the motion of
each of its atoms relative to the other atoms. or in other
words, its individual vibrations. Because all atoms in
the molecule move in concert through space, definition
of translational motion requires three coordinates and
thus this common motion requires three of the 3N de-
grees of freedom. Another three degrees of freedom
are needed to describe the rotation of the molecule as
a wh~le. The remaining 3N - 6 degrees of freedom in-
volve i'nteratomic motion and hence represent the
number of possible vibrations within the molecule. A
linear molecule is a special case because. by definition,
al! of the atoms lie on a single. straight line. Rotation
about the hand axis is not possible, and two degrees of
freedom suffice to describe rotational motion. Thus,
the number of vibrations for a linear molecule is given
by 3N - 5. Each of the oN - 6 or 3N - 5 vibrations is
called a normal mode.

For each normal mode of vibration. there is a
potential-energy relationship such as that shown by
the solid lines in Figure 16-3h. The same selection rules
discussed earlier apply for each of these relationships.
In addition, to the extent that a vibration approxi-
mates harmonic behavior. the differences between the
energy levels of a given vihration are the same: that is.

a single absorption peak appears for each vibration
having a change in dipole moment.

Four factors tend to produce fewer experimental
bands than would be expected from the theoretical
number of normal modes. Fewer absorption bands are
found when (1) the symmetry of the molecules is such
that no change in dipole moment results from a partic-
ular vibration; (2) the energies of two or more vibra-
tions are identical or nearly identical; (3) the absorp-
tion intensity is so low as to be undetectable by ordinary
means; or (4) the vibrational energy is in a wavelength
region beyond the range of the instrument.

Occasionally, more absorption bands are found than
are expected based on the number of normal modes.
We have already mentioned the overtone bands that
occur at two or three times the frequency of the funda-
mental. In addition, combination bands are sometimes
encountered when a photon excites two vibrational
modes simultaneously. The frequency of the combina-
tion band is approximately the sum or difference of the
two fundamental frequencies. This phenomenon oc-
curs when a quantum of energy is absorbed by two
bonds rather than one.

16A-5 Vibrational Coupling

The energy of a vibration, and thus the wavelength of
the corresponding absorption maximum, may be influ-
enced by (or coupled with) other vibrators in the mol-
ecule. A number of factors influence the extent of such
coupling.

1. Strong coupling between stretching vibrations oc-
curs only when there is an atom common to the two
vibrations.

2. Interaction between bending vibrations requires a
common bond between the vibrating groups.

3. Coupling between a stretching and a bending vibra-
tion can occur if the stretching bond forms one side
of the angle that varies in the bending vibratioIl.

4. Interaction is greatest when the coupled groups have
individual energies that are nearly equal.

5, Little or no interaction is observed between groups
separated by two or more bonds.

6. Coupling requires that the vibrations he of the same
symmetry species.-'

~For a discussion of symmetry operations and symmetry species, see
FA. Cottoo. Chemical ApplicaliollS afGroup Theory, Jrd ed .. l\iew York:
Wiley 1990: R. S. Drago. Phvsical Mc:thods for Chemists, 2nd ed .. Phila-
delphia: Saunders. 19Y::!.



As an example of coupling effects, let us consider
the IR spectrum of carbon dioxide. If no coupling oc~
curred between the two C=O bonds, an absorption
band would be expected at the same wavenumber as
that for the C=O stretching vibration in an aliphatic
ketone (about 1700 cm', or 6 ~m; see Example 16-1).
Experimentally, carbon dioxide exhibits two absorp~
tion maxima. one at 2350 cm-1 (4.3 ~m) and the other
at 667 cm-1 (15 ~m).

Carbon dioxide is a linear molecule and thus has
(3 x 3) - 5 = 4 normal modes. Two stretching vibra~
tions are possible; furthermore, interaction between
the two can occur because the bonds involved are asso-
ciated with a common carbon atom. As can be seen, one
of the coupled vibrations is symmetric and the other is
asymmetric.

The symmetric vibration causes no change in dipole
moment, because the two oxygen atoms simulta-
neously move away from or toward the central carbon
atom. Thus, the symmetric vibration is IR inactive.
In the asymmetric vibration, one oxygen moves away
from the carbon atom as the carbon atom moves toward
the other oxygen. As a consequence, a net change in
charge distribution occurs periodically, producing a
change in dipole moment, so absorption at 2350 cm-1

results.
The remaining two vibrational modes of carbon

dioxide involve scissoring, as shown here.

These two bending vibrations are the resolved compo-
nents at 90' to one another of the bending motion in all
possible planes around the bond axis. The two vibra-
tions are identical in energy and thus produce a single
absorption band at 667 cm '. Quantum states that are
identical, as these are, are said to be degenerate.

It is of interest to compare the spectrum of carbon
dioxide with that of a nonlinear, triatomic molecule
sueh as water, sulfur dioxide, or nitrogen dioxide. These
molecules have (3 x 3) -- 6 = 3 vibrational modes that
take the following forms:

Because the central atom is not in line with the other
two, the symmetric stretching vibration produces a
change in dipole moment and is thus IR active. For ex~
ample, stretching peaks at 3657 and 3766 cm --1 (2.74 and
2.66 ~m) appear in the IR spectrum for the symmetric
and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the water mol~
ecule. There is only one component to the scissoring
vibration for this nonlinear molecule because motion in
the plane of the molecule constitutes a rotational de~
gree of freedom. For water, the bending vibration
causes absorption at 1595 cml (6,27 ~m). The differ-
ence in behavior of linear and nonlinear triatomic mol-
ecules with two and three absorption bands, respec-
tively, illustrates how IR absorption spectroscopy can
sometimes be used to deduce molecular shapes.

Coupling of vibrations is a common phenomcnon.
As a result, the position of an absorption band corre-
sponding to a given organic functional group cannot be
specified exactly. For example, the C-O stretching fre~
quency in methanol is 1034 cm -I (9.67 ~m), in ethanol it
is 1053 cm-I (9.50 ~m), and in 2~butanol it is 1105 cm-1

(9.05 ~m). These variations result from a coupling of
the C--o stretching with adjacent C-C stretching or
C-H vibrations.

Although interaction effects may lead to uncertain~
ties in the identification of functional groups contained
in a compound, it is this very etIect that provides the
unique features of an IR absorption spectrum that are
so important for the positive identification of a specific
compound.

Three types of instruments for IR absorption mea~
surements are commonly available: (1) dispersive
spectrophotometers with a grating monochromator;
(2) Fourier transform spectrometas employing an

interferometer (Section 71); and (3) nondispersive
photometers using a filter or an absorbing gas that
are used for analysis of atmospheric gases at specific
wavelengths.

Until the 1980s, the most widely used instruments
for IR measurements were dispersive spectrophotom~
eters. Now, however. this type of instrument has been
largely displaced for mid- and far-IR measurements
by Fourier transform spectrometers because of their
speed, reliability, signal~to~noise advantage, and conve-
nience. Dispersive spectrometers are still used in the
near~IR where they are often extensions of UV-visible
instruments, but many dedicated near~IR instruments
are of the Fourier transform --IR (FTIR) type.

168-1 Fourier Transform Spectrometers

The theoretical basis and the inherent advantages of
Fourier transform (FT) and .other multiplex instru~
ments were discussed in some detail in Section 71, and
the reader mav find it worthwhile to review that sec-
tion before pr~ceeding further. Two types of multiplex
instruments have been described for the IR region.
In the FT spectrometer, coding is accomplished by
splitting the source into two beams whose path lengths
can be varied periodically to give interference pat-
terns. The FT is then used for data processing.' The
second is the Hadamard transform spectrometer,
which is a dispersive instrument that employs a moving
mask at the focal plane of a monochromator for en-
coding the spectral data. Hadamard transform IR in~
struments have not been widely adopted and will,
there1'qre, not be discussed further in this book.6

When FTIR spectrometers first appeared in the
mark'etplace, they were bulky, expensive (>$100,000),
and required frequent mechanical adjustments. For
these reasons, their use was limited to special applica-
tions where their unique characteristics (speed, high
resolution, sensitivity, and unparalleled wavelength
precision and accuracy) were essential. FT instru-

5For detailed discu~ions of Fourier transform IR spectroscopy, see S.
Davis, M. Abrams. J. Brault, Fourier Trallsforll! Spectrometry, San Diego'
Academic Press, 20t.H: B. C. Smith. FundameJltllls of Fourier Transform
Infrared SpeCIr05copy. Boca Raton. FL: eRe Press. 1996; P. R Gnfiiths
and J. A. dd-Iaselh. Fourier Trans/ormln(rared Spectroscopy. :\cw York:

Wile\'. 1986
"'For"a description of tht: Hadamard transform and Hadamard tran.sform
spectroscopy. see D. K. Graff. I Cht'm. Educ.. 1995, 72, 30-L Fourier,
Hadamard, and Hilbert Tramjorms ill Chemistn'. A. G.I\Iarshall, cd .. Ne\\
York: Plenum Press. 19S2.

ments have now been reduced to benchtop size and
have become reliable and easy to maintain. Further~
more, the price of simpler models has been reduced to
the point where they are competitive with all but the
simplest dispersive instruments (-$15.000 and more).
For these reasons, FT instruments have largely dis-
placed dispersive instruments in the laboratory.-

Components of FT Instruments

The majority of commercially available FTIR instru~
ments are based on the Michelson interferometer, al~
though other types of optical systems are also encoun~
teredo We shall consider the Michelson design only,
which is illustrated in Figure 7~43.8

Drive Mechanism, Requirements for satisfactory in~
terferograms (and thus satisfactory spectra) are that
the moving mirror have constant speed and a position
exactly known at any instant. The planarity of the mir~
ror must also remain constant during its entire sweep
of 10 em or more.

In the far-IR region, where wavelengths range from
50to 1000 ~m (200 to 1Oem-I),displacementofthe mir~
ror bv a fraction of a wavelength, and accurate mea~
sure~ent of its position, can be accomplished by means
of a motor-driven micrometer screw. A more precise
and sophisticated mechanism is required for the mid~
and near-IR regions, however. Here, the mirror mount
is generally floated on an air bearing held within close~
fitting stainless steel sleeves (see Figure 16~4). The
mount is driven by a linear drive motor and an electro-
magnetic coil similar to the voice coil in a loudspeaker;
an increasing current in the coil drives the mirror at con-
stant velocity. After reaching its terminus, the mirror is
returned rapidly to the starting point for the next sweep
by a rapid reversal of the current. The length of travel
varies from 1 to about 20 cm; the scan rates range from
0.01 to 10 cm Is.

Two additional features of the mirror system are
necessary for successful operation. The first is a means
of sampling the interferogram at precisely spaced re~
tardation intervals. The second is a method for deter-
mining exactly the zero retardation point to permit
signal averaging. If this point is not known preciselv.

"For a r.:view of commercial FTIR spectromd~rs, see 1. P. Smith JnJ
Y_Hinson-Smith, Anal. Chon .. 2003. 75, 37:\
~The \.tichdso/l intafaometer was designed and built in UNl by .-\ . .-\
Michelson. He wa, awarded the 190"7Nobel Priz<.: in phy"ics fll[ the lll\en-

tlOn ()f inh:rfcromdry.
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FIGURE 16-4 Interferometers in an FTIRspectrometer. Subscript 1 defines the radiation path
in the IR interferometer. Subscripts 2 and 3 refer to the laser and white-light interferometers,
respectively. (Courtesy of Thermo Electron Corp., Franklin,MA.)

the signals from repetitive sweeps would not be in
phase; averaging would then tend to degrade rather
than improve the signal.

The problem of precise signal sampling and signal
averaging can be accomplished by using two or three
interferometers rather than one, with a single mirror
mount holding the movable mirrors. Figure 16-4 is a
schematic showing such an arrangement. The compo-
nents and radiation paths for each of the three interfer-
ometer systems arc indicated by the subscripts 1,2, and
3, respectively. System 1is the lR system that ultimately
provides an intcrferogram similar to that shown as
curve A in Figure 16-5. System 2 is a so-called laser-
fringe reference system, which provides sampling-
interval information. It consists of a Hc-Ne laser S" an
interferometric system including mirrors MM, and
M" a beamsplilter B2, and a transducer T,. The output
from this system is a cosine wave, as shown in C of
Figure 16-5. This signal is converlcd elcctronically to
thc square-wave form shown in D; sampling hegins or
tcrminates at each successive zero crossing. The laser-
fringe reference system gives a highly reproducihle and
regularly spaced sampling interval. In most instru-
ments. the laser signal is also used to control the speed
of the mirror-drive system at a constant level.

The third interferometer system, sometimes called
the white-light system, employs a tungsten source S3
and transducer T3 sensitive to visible radiation. Its mir-
ror system is fixed to give a zero retardation displaced
to the left from that for the analytical signal (see inter-
ferogram B, Figure 16-5). Because the source is poly-
chromatic, its power at zero retardation is much larger
than any signal before and after that point. Thus, this
maximum is used to trigger the start of data sampling
for each sweep at a highly reproducible point.

The triple interferometer system just described
leads to remarkahle precision in determining spectral
frequencies, which significantly exceeds that realizable
with conventional grating instruments. This high re-
producibility is particularly important when many
scans are to he averaged. Contemporary instruments,
such as the benchtop unit pictured in Figure 16-6, are
able to achieve excellent frequency precision with one
or two interferometers. In the instrument diagrammed
in Figure 16-7, the interferometer is actually two
parallel interferometers, one to modulate the IR ra-
diation from the source before it passes through the
sample and the second to modulate the red light from
the He-Ne laser to provide the reference signal for
acquiring data from the IR detector. No white-light

source is employed, and the IR interferogram is used
to establish zero retardation. The maximum in the IR
interferogram is an excellent reference because this
is the only point at which all wavelengths interfere
constructively.

The bench top system shown in Figure 16-6 is capa-
ble of providing spectra with a resolution of approxi-

FIGURE 16-6 Photo of a basic, benchtop FTIRspec-
trometer suitable for student use. Spectra are recorded
in a few seconds and displayed on the LCDpanel for
viewing and interpretation. The spectra may be stored
in a memory card for later retrieval and analysis, or they
may be printed. (Courtesy of Thermo Electron Corp.,
Madison, WI.)

FIGURE 16-5 Time-domain signals for the three
interferometers contained in many FTIRinstruments.
Curve A, IRsignal; curve B, white-light signal; curve C,
laser-fringe reference signal; curve D, square-wave
electrical signal formed from the laser signal. (From
P. R. Griffiths,Chemical Infrared Fourier Transform
Spectroscopy, p. 102, New York:Wiley,1975.
Reprinted with permission.)

mately 4cm-1. Higher resolution, down to ~0.01 em ··1,

can be achieved with a more sophisticated system for
maintaining the alignment of the moving mirror. One
mirror-alignment system uses three laser-fringe refer-
ence systems that are directed at different points on
the moving mirror instead of one. Because three points
are adequate to define a plane, the use of three lasers
significantly increases the accuracy with which the po-
sition and orientation of the mirror can be known at
any instant.

Instrument Designs

FTIR spectrometers can be single-beam or double-
beam instruments. Figure 16-8 shows the optics of a ba-
sic single-beam spectrometer, which sells in the range
of $15,000 to $20,000. A typical procedure for deter-
mining transmittance or absorbance with this type of in-
strument is to first obtain a reference interferogram by
scanning a reference (usually air) twenty or thirty times,
coadding the data, and storing the results in the mem-
ory of the instrument computer (usually after trans-
fo~ming it to the spectrum). A sample is then inserted in
the radiation path and the process repeated. The ratio
of sample and reference spectral data is then computed

Q1 Simulation: Learn more about lR
lQJ instrumentation.



FIGURE 16-7 Diagram of a basic
FTIRspectrometer. Radiation of all
frequencies from the IRsource is re-
flected into the interferometer where
it is modulated by the moving mirror
on the left. The modulated radiation
is then reflected from the two mirrors
on the right through the sample in the
compartment at the bottom. After
passing through the sample, the
radiation falls on the transducer. A
data-acquisition system attached to
the transducer records the signal and
stores it in the memory of a computer
as an interferogram. (Courtesy of
Thermo Electron Corp., Franklin, MA.)

to give the transmittance at various frequencies. From
this ratio the absorbancc is calculated as a function of
wavenumber. Ordinarily, modern IR sources and de-
tectors are sufficiently stablc so that reference spectra
need to bc obtained only occasionally.

A double-beam spectrometer is illustrated in Fig-
ure 16-9. The mirrors directing the interferometer
beam through the sample and reference cells are oscil-
lated rapidly compared to the movement of the inter-
ferometer mirror so that sample and reference infor-
mation can be obtained at each mirror position. The
double-beam design compensates for source and detec-
tor drifts.

Performance Characteristics
of Commercial Instruments

A number of instrument manufacturers offer several
models of FTIR instruments. The least expensive has
a range of 7800 to 350 cm-I (1.3 to 29 ~m) with a reso-

BLaser
_ detector
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Mirror, '\JIll
Cen[ef hole

for laser beam

FIGURE 16-8 Single-beam FTIRspectrometer. In one arm of the interferometer, the IRsource
radiation travels through the beamsplitter to the fixed mirror, back to the beamsplitter, and
through the sample to the IR transducer. In the other arm, the IR source radiation travels to
the beam splitter, is reflected to the movable mirror, and travels back through the beam splitter
to the sample and to the transducer. When the two beams meet again at the beamsplitter, they
can interfere with each other if the phase difference (path difference) is appropriate. A plot of
the signal versus mirror displacement is the interferogram. The interferogram contains informa-
tion about all the frequencies present. The spectrum, intensity versus wavenumber, is the FT of
the interferogram. It can be calculated with a computer from the signal versus mirrordisplace-
ment. An empty sample compartment allows the reference spectrum to be calculated. Next,
the sample is placed in the sample compartment and the sample spectrum is obtained. The
absorbance is then calculated at each wavenumber from the ratio of the sample intensity to
the reference intensity.

lution of 4 cm' 1. This performance can be obtained
with a scan time as brief as 1second. More expensive in-
struments with interchangeable beamsplitters, sources,
and transducers offer expanded frequency ranges and
higher resolutions. For example, one instrument is re-
ported to produce spectra from the far-IR (10 em-lor
1000 ~m) through the visible region to 50,000 em -1, or
200 nm. Resolutions for commercial instruments vary
from 8 to less than 0.01 cm -1 Several minutes are re-
quired to obtain a complete spectrum at the highest
resolution.'

signal-to-noise ratio can, of course, be traded for rapid
scanning, with good spectra being attainable in a few
seconds in most cases. Interferometric instruments
arc also characterized by high resolutions «0.1 cm 1)
and highly accurate and reproducible frequency de-
terminations. The latter property is particularly help-
ful when spectra are to be subtracted for background
correction.

A thcoretical advantage of FT instruments is that
their optics provide a much larger energy throughput
(one to two orders of magnitude) than do dispersive in-
struments, which are limited in throughput by the need
for narrow slit widths. The potential gain here, how-
ever, may be partially offset by the lower sensitivity of
the fast-response detector required for the interfero-
metric measurements. Finally, it should he noted that

the interferometer is free from the problem of stray
radiation because each IR frequency is. in effecl,
chopped at a different frequency.

The areas of chemistry where the extra performance
of interferometric instruments has been particularly
useful include (l) very high-resolution work that is en-
countered with gaseous mixtures having complex spec-
tra resulting from the superposition of vibrational and
rotational bands; (2) the study of samples with high
absorbances; (3) the study of substances with weak ah-
sorption bands (for example. the study of compounds
that are chemisorbed on catalyst surfaces); (4) investi-
gations requiring fast scanning such as kinetic studies
or detection of chromatographic eftluents; (5) collect-
ing IR data from vcrv small samples; (0) obtaining re-
flection spectra; and (7) IR emission studies.

Advantages of FT Spectrometers

Over most of the mid-IR spectral range, FT instru-
ments have signal-to-noise ratios that are better than
those of a good-quality dispersive instrument. usually
by more than an order of magnitude. The enhanced
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FIGURE 16-10 Single- and double-beam spectra of atmospheric water vapor and CO,. In the
lower. single-beam trace. the absorption of atmospheric gases is apparent. The top. double-
beam spectrum shows that the reference beam compensates very well for this absorption and
allows for a stable 100% T baseline to be obtained. (From J. D. Ingle Jr. and S. R. Crouch.
Spectrochemical Analysis, p. 409, Upper Saddle River,NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988. With
permission.)

FIGURE 16-9 Double-beam FTIRspectrometer. The beam emerging from the interferometer
strikes mirror M" which in one position directs the beam through the reference cell and in the
other position directs it through the sample cell. MirrorM" which is synchronized to M" alter-
nately directs the reference beam and the sample beam to the transducer.

reference before the monochromator, however, has
the advantage that most scattered radiation and IR
emission, generated within the cell compartment, is ef-
fectively removed by the monochromator and thus
does nol reach the transducer.

Figure 16-11 shows schematically the arrangement
of components in a typical IR spectrophotometer.
Like many inexpensive dispersive IR instruments, it is
an optical null type, in which the radiant power of the
reference beam is reduced, or attenuated, to match

168-2 Dispersive Instruments

Although most instruments produced today are FT
systems, many dispersive spectrophotometers are still
found in laboratories. Dispersive IR spectrophotome-
ters are generally double-beam, recording instruments,
which use reflection gratings for dispersing radiation.
As was pointed out in Section 130-2, the double-beam
design is less demanding with respect to the perfor-
mance of sources and detectors - an important char-
acteristic because of the relatively low intensity of IR
sources, the low sensitivity of IR transducers, and the
consequent need for large signal amplifications (see
Section 16C).

An additional reason for the general use of doublc-
beam instruments in the lR region is shown in Fig-
ure 16-10. The lower curve reveals that atmospheric
water and carbon dioxide absorb radiation in some
important spectral regions and can cause serious in-
terference problems. Thc upper curve shows that the

reference beam compensates nearly perfectly for ab-
sorption by both compounds. A stable 100% T base-
line results.

Generally, dispersive IR spectrophotometcrs incor-
poratc a low-frequency chopper (five to thirty cycles
per sccond) that permits thc detector to discriminate
betwccn the signal from the source and signals from
extraneous radiation, such as fR emission from vari-
ous bodics surrounding the transducer. Low chopping
rates are demanded by the slow response times of the
IR transducers used in most dispersive instrumcnts. In
general, the optical designs of dispersive instruments
do not differ greatly from the double-beam UV -visible
spectrophotometers discussed in the previous chapter
except that the sample and reference compartments
are always located between the sourcc and the mono-
chromator in IR instruments. This arrangement is pos-
sible because IR radiation, in contrast to UV-visible,
is not suiliciently energetic to cause photochcmical
decomposition of thc sample. Placing the sample and

Attenuat<Jr ~7JmntorReference

<---EJ-- -~-.'h _~J__~_-,____ Grating
Soun.:c >-.J \ • /
,t_--EJ---1 Chopper I L~_ll__T.:nSducer

Sample •

Monochromator

FIGURE 16-11 Schematic diagram of a
double-beam, dispersive IRspectrophoto-
meter. The heavy black tines indicate me-
chanical linkages, and the light lines indicate
electrical connections. The radiation path
is designated by dashed lines.



that of the beam passing through the sample. Attenu-
ation is accomplished by imposing a device that re-
moves a continuously variable fraction of the refer-
ence beam. The attenuator commonlv takes the form
of a comb. the teeth of which are tapered so that there
is a linear relationship between the lateral movement
of the comb and the decrease in power of the beam.
Movement of the comb occurs when a difference in
power of the two beams is sensed bv the detection svs-" .
tern. Most dispersive IR instruments are older instru-
ments that use mechanical recorders instead of com-
puters. For such instruments, the comb movement is
synchronized with the recorder pen so that its position
gives a measure of the relative power of the two beams
and thus the transmittance of the sample.

Note that three types of systems link the compo-
nents of the instrument in Figure 16-11: (I) a radiation
linkage indicated by dashed lines, (2) a mechanical
linkage shown by thick dark lines, (3) an electrical con-
nection shown by narrow solid lines.

Radiation from the source is split into two beams,
half passing into the sample-cell compartment and the
other half into the reference area. The reference beam
then passes through the attenuator and on to a chopper.
The chopper consists of a motor-driven disk that alter-
nately reftects the reference or transmits the sample
beam into the monochromator. After dispersion by a
prism or grating, the alternating beams fall on the trans-
ducer and are converted to an electrical signal. The sig-
nal is amplified and passed to the synchronous rectifier,
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a device that is mechanically or electrically coupled to
the chopper to cause the rectifier switch and the beam
leaving the chopper to change simultaneously. If the
two beams are identical in power. the signal from the
rectifier is constant direct current. If, on the other hand.
the two beams differ in power, a ftuctuating, or ac, cur-
rent is produced, the phase of which is determined by
which beam is the more intense. The current from the
rectifier is filtered and further amplified to drive a syn-
chronous motor in one direction or the other, depend-
ing on the phase of the input current. The synchronous
motor is mechanically linked to both the attenuator and
the pen drive of the recorder and causes both to move
until a null balance is achieved. A second synchronous
motor simultaneously drives the chart and varies the
wavelength. Frequently, a mechanical linkage between
the wavelength and slit drives varies the slit width to
keep the radiant power reaching the detector approxi-
mately constant.

The reference-beam attenuator system, such as the
one just described, creates three limitations to the per-
formance of dispersive IR instruments. First, the re-
sponse of the attenuator system always lags behind the
transmittance changes, particularly in scanning regions
where the signal is changing most rapidly. Second, the
momentum associated with both the mechanical atten-
uator and the recorder system may result in the pen
drive overshooting the true transmittance. Third, in re-
gions where the transmittance approaches zero, almost
no radiation reaches the transducer, and the exact null Pump

FIGURE 16-13 A portable IRphotometer designed for gas analysis. The sample is introduced
into the cell by means of a pump. The path length can be changed by altering the number of
mirror reflections. (Courtesy of Thermo Electron Corp., Franklin, MA.)

position cannot be established accurately. The result
is sluggish transducer response and rounded peaks.
Figure 16-12 illustrates transmittance overshoot and
rounded peaks in regions of low transmittance (1700
and3000cm').

than the instruments we have previously described in
this chapter.

Filter Photometers

Figure 16-13 shows a schematic diagram of a portable,
IR filter photometer designed for quantitative analysis
of various substances in the atmosphere.lIJ Different
models are available that are factory calibrated for 1,
5,30, or more than 100 gases. The instrument is com-
puter controlled. For many compounds, fixed band-
pass filters of 1.8. 3.3, 3.6,4.0.4.2.4.5.4.7, 8, 11, and
14 J.1mcan be employed. A continuously variable tiller.

168-3 Nondispersive Instruments

Several simple, rugged instruments have been designed
for quantitative IR analysis. Some are simple filter pho-
tometers, whereas others employ filter wedgcs in lieu of
a dispersing element to provide entire spectra. Finally,
some gas analyzers use no wavelength-selection device
at all. Generally, these instruments are less complex,
more rugged, easier to maintain, and less expensive



which transmits in the range between about 7.7 and
14.1 11m(1300 to 710 cm-'). can also be used for se-
lecting alternative wavelengths or for spectral scanning
applications. The source is a nichrome-wire filament,
and the transducer is a pyroelectric device (see Section
16C for descriptions of sources and transducers).

The gaseous samplc is brought into the cell by means
of a battery-operated pump at a rate of 20 Umin.
[n the cell, three gold-plated mirrors are used in a
folded-path-Iength design. Path lengths of 0.5 m and
12.5 m may be selected. Detection of many gases at
sub-parts-per-million levels, particularly with the long-
path-length setting, have been reported with this
photometer.

Photometers without Filters

Photometers, which have no wavelength-restricting
device. are widely employed to monitor gas streams
for a single component.l1 Figure 16-14 shows a typical
nondispersive instrument designed to determine car-
bon monoxide in a gaseous mixture. The reference cell
is a sealed container filled with a non absorbing gas; as
shown in the figure, the sample flows through a second
cell that is of similar length. The chopper blade is so
arranged that the beams from identical sources are
chopped simultaneously at the rate of about five times
per second. Selectivity is obtained by filling both com-
partments of the sensor cell with the gas being analyzed,
carbon monoxide in this example. The two chambers of
the detector are separated by a thin, flexible, metal dia-
phragm that serves as one plate of a capacitor; the sec-
ond plate is contained in the scnsor compartment on
the left.

[n the absence of carbon monoxide in the sample
cell, the two sensor chambers are heated equally by
IR radiation from the two sources. If the sample con-
tains carbon monoxide, however, the right-hand beam
is attenuated somewhat and the corresponding sensor
chamber becomes cooler with respect to its reference
counterpart. As a result, the diaphragm moves to the
right and the capacitance of the capacitor changes. This
change in capacitance is sensed by the amplitler system.
The amplitler output drives a servomotor that moves
the beam attenuator into the reference beam until the
two compartments are again at the same temperature.
The instrument thus operates as a null balance device.

_--Sample

I Sample[IIReference I
~U .

Capacitor IPlate::~ Sensor
Sensor cell filled

with CO

Cell filled FleXible metal
with CO To amplifier diaphragm

FIGURE 16-14 A nondispersive IRphotometer for
monitoring carbon monoxide.

The chopper serves to provide an ae signal, which is less
sensitive to drift and I/fnoise.

This type of instrument is highly selective because
heating of the sensor gas occurs only from that narrow
portion of the spectrum of radiation absorbed by
the carbon monoxide in the sample. The device can be
adapted to the determination of any IR-absorbing gas.

Filter Correlation Analyzers

As shown in Figure 16-15, filter correlation analyzers
use a rotating gas filter through which the IR beam
passes. The filter has two compartments. one for the gas
of interest and the other for a nonabsorbing gas such
as nitrogen. When the gas of interest is in the beam, it
selectively attenuates the IR source to produce a refer-
ence beam. The sample beam is produced by the trans-
parent gas. Typically, the IR source is chopped at a
fairly high frequency (360 Hz) whereas the filter rotates
at a fairly low frequency (30 Hz). A modulated signal is
produced that is related to the concentration of the
analyte gas.

Filter correlation analyzers are available for such
gases as CO, and CO. Thev can be .set up to detect
trace levels «0.1 ppm) or higher amounts. The ana-
Ivzers are calibrated by constructing a working curve
by dilution of a gas standard.

FIGURE 16-15 An IRfilter correlation analyzer for determining CO,. The sample is drawn into
the sample cell by a pump. The chopped IRsource radiation (360 Hz)alternates between the
N, and CO, sides of the filter wheel, which rotates at 30 Hz. The CO, side provides a reference
beam that cannot be further attenuated by CO, in the sample cell. The N, side produces the
sample beam by allowing the IR radiation to pass through to the cell where it can be attenua-
ted by CO, in the sample. The modulated amplitude of the chopped detector signal is related
to the CO, concentration in the sample. Other gases do not modulate the detector signal
because they absorb the reference and sample beams equally. (Courtesy of Thermo Electron
Corp., Franklin, MA.)

mating that of a blackbody (see Figure 6-22). The max-
imum radiant intensity at these temperatures occurs be-
tween 5000 and 5900 em· , (2 and 1.7 11m). At longer
wavelengths, the intensity falls off smoothly until it is
about 1% of the maximum at 670 cm- 1 (15 11m). On the
short wavelength side, the decrease is much more rapid,
and a similar reduction in intensity is observed at about
1O,000cm '(111m).

Instruments for measuring IR absorption all require a
source of continuous IR radiation and an IR trans-
ducer. The desirable characteristics of these instru-
ment components were listed in Sections 7B and 7E. [n
this section we describe sources and transducers that
are found in modern IR instruments.

The Nernst Glower

The Nernst glower is composed of rare earth oxides
formed into a cylinder having a diameter of I to 3 mm
and a length of 2 to 5 em. Platinum leads are sealed to
the ends of the cylinder to permit electrical connections

IR sources consist of an inert solid that is heated elec-
trically to a temperature between 1500 and 2200 K.
These sources produce continuum radiation approxi-
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FIGURE 16-16 Spectral distribution of energy from a
Nernst glower operated at approximately 2200 K.

to what amounts to a resistive heating element. As
current passes through the device, its temperature
increases to between 1200 K and 2200 K. The Nernst
glower has a large nega~ive tempcrature coefficient of
clcctrical resistance, and it must be heated externally
to a dull red heat before the current is large enough
to maintain the desired temperature. Because the re-
sistance decreases with increasing temperature, the
source circuit must be designed to limit the current or
the glower rapidly becomes so hot that it is destroyed.

Figure 16-16 shows the spectral output of a Nernst
glower operated at approximately 2200 K. Note that
the overall curve shape is similar to that of a black-
body. The small peaks and depressions are a function
of the chemical composition of the device.

The Globar

A Globar is a silicon carbide rod, usually about 5 cm
long and 5 mm in diamcter. It also is electrically heated
(1300 to 1500 K) and has the advantage of a positive
coelJicient of resistance. On the other hand, water
cooling of the electrical contacts is required to prevent
arcing. Spectral energies of the Globar and the Nernst
glower are comparable except in the region below
5 11m,where the Globar provides a significantly greater
output.

Incandescent Wire Source

A source with somewhat lower intensity but with
longer life than the Globar or Nernst glower is a tightly
wound spiral of nichrome wire heated to about 1100 K
by an electrical current. A rhodium wire heater sealed
in a ceramic cylinder has similar properties, although
it is more expensive. Nichrome wire sources are less

intense than many IR sources. However, the incan-
descent wire source requires no cooling and is nearly
maintenance free. For this reason, the nichrome wire
source is often used where reliability is paramount,
such as in process analyzers.

target. Some of the radiation is then reflected back to
the lidar instrument where it is analyzed and used to
obtain information about the target. By means of lidar,
distance, speed, rotation, chemical composition, and
concentration of remote targets can be obtained.

The Mercury Arc

For the far-IR region of the spectrum (A > 50 11m),none
of the thermal sources just described provides suffi-
cient radiant power for convenient detection. Here, a
high-pressure mercury arc is used. This device consists
of a quartz-jacketed tube containing mercury vapor at
a pressure greater than I atmosphere. Passage of elec-
tricity through the vapor forms an internal plasma
source that provides continuum radiation in the far-IR
region.

IR transducers are of three general types: (I) pyro-
electric transducers, (2) photoconducting transducers,
and (3) thermal transducers. The first is found in pho-
tometers, some FTIR spectrometers, and dispersive
spectrophotometers. Photoconducting transducers are
found in many FTIR instruments. Thermal detectors
are found in older dispersive instrumcnts but are too
slow to be used in FTIR spectrometers.

The Tungsten Filament Lamp

An ordinary tungsten filament lamp is a convenient
source for the near-IR region of 4000 to 12,800 em-l
(2.5 to 0.78 11m).

Pyroelectric Transducers

Pyroelectric transducers are constructed from single
crystalline wafers of pyroelectric materials, which
are insulators (dielectric materials) with very special
thermal and electrical properties. Triglycine sulfate
(NH,CH2COOHh' H,SO, (usually deuterated or with
a fraction of the glycines replaced with alanine), is
the most important pyroelectric material used for IR-
detection systems.

When an electric field is applied aeross any dielec-
tric material, polarization takes place, with the mag-
nitude of the polarization being a function of the di-
electric constant of the material. For most dielectrics,
this induced polarization rapidly decays to zero when
the .external field is removed. Pyroelectric substances,
in co~trast, retain a strong temperature-dependent
pola'rization after removal of the fteld. Thus, by sand-
wiching the pyroelectric crystal between two elec-
trodes, one of which is IR transparent. a temperature-
dependent capacitor is produced. Changing its
temperature by irradiating it with IR radiation alters
the charge distribution across the crystal, which can be
detected as a current in an external electrical circuit
connecting the two sides of the capacitor. The magni-
tude of this current is proportional to the surface area
of the crystal and the rate of change of polarization
with temperature. Pyroelectric crystals lose their
residual polarization when they are heatcd to a tem-
perature called the Curie poin/. For triglycine sulfate.
the Curie point is 4rC

Pvroelectric transducers exhibit response times
that ~re fast enough to allow them to track the changes

The Carbon Dioxide Laser Source

A tunable carbon dioxide laser is used as an IR source
for monitoring the concentrations of certain atmo-
spheric pollutants and for determining absorbing spe-
cies in aqucous solutions." A carbon dioxide laser
produccs a band of radiation in the range of 900 to
1100 cm-l (11 to 9 11m),which consists of about 100
closely spaeed diserete lines. As described in Section
7B-3, anyone of these lines ean be chosen by tuning
the laser. Although the range of wavelengths available
is limited, the region from 900 to 1100 cm-l is one par-
ticularly rich in absorption bands arising from the in-
teractive stretching modes of CO2, Thus, this source is
useful for quantitative dctermination of a number of
important species such as ammonia, butadiene, ben-
zene, ethanol, nitrogen dioxide, and trichloroethylene.
An important property of the laser source is the radi-
ant power available in each line, which is several orders
of magnitude greater than that of blackbody sources.

Carbon dioxide lasers are widely used in remote-
sensing applications such as light detection and rang-
ing (lidar). The operating principle of lidar is similar to
that of radar. The lidar system transmits radiation out
to a target where it interacts with and is altered by the

12Sce A. A. Demido\". in Introduction to Laser Spectrwcopy, 2nd ed., D. L
Andrews and A. A. Demido\". eds_. New York: Kluwer Academic/Plenum
Press, 2002: Z. Zding.:r. M. Strizik. P. KuhaCand S. Chis,Anal. Chim. Ada,
2000.422. t 79: P. L r.,.·1t:yt:cM. ,"'. Sigrist. Rt'I,'. Sei. Inslrum .. 1990.61, l779

in the time-domain signal from an interferometer. For
this reason, many FTIR spectrometers for the mid-IR
region employ this type of transducer.

Photoconducting Transducers

IR photoconducting transducers consist of a thin film
of a semiconductor material, such as lead sulfide, mer-
cury telluride-cadmium telluride (MCT), or indium
antimonide, deposited on a nonconducting glass sur-
face and sealed in an evacuated envelope to protect
the semiconductor from the atmosphere. Absorption
of radiation by these materials promotes nonconduct-
ing valence electrons to a higher energy-conducting
state, thus decreasing the electrical resistance of the
semiconductor. Typieally, a photoconductor is placed
in series with a voltage source and load resistor, and
the voltage drop across the load resistor serves as a
measure of the power of the beam of radiation.

A lead sulfide photoconductor is the most widely
used transducer for the near-IR region of the spectrum
from 10,000 to 333 cm - t (1 to 311m). It can be operated
at room temperature. For mid- and far-IR radiation,
MCT photoconductor transducers are used. They must
be cooled with liquid nitrogen (77 K) to minimize ther-
mal noise. The long-wavelength cutoff, and many of
the other properties of these transducers, depend on
the ratio of the mercury telluride to cadmium telluride,
which can be varied continuously.

The MCT transducer is faster and more sensitive
than the de ute rated triglycine sulfate transducer dis-
cussed in the previous section. For this reason, the
MCT transducer also finds widespread use in FTlR
spectrometcrs, particularly those requiring fast rc-
sponse times, such as spectrometers interfaced to gas
chromatographs.

Thermal Transducers

Thermal transducers, whose responses depend on the
heating effect of radiation, are found in older disper-
sive spectromcters for detection of all but thc shortest
IR wavelengths. With these deviees, the radiation is
absorbed hy a small blackbody and the resultant tem-
perature rise is measured. The radiant power level
from a spectrophotometer beam is minute (](r 7 to
10-9 W), so that the heat capacity of the absorbing cl-
ement must be as small as possible if a detectable tem-
perature change is to be produced. Under the best of
circumstances, temperature changes are confined to a
few thousandths of a kelvin.



*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

00 Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

*16-1 The IR spectrum of CO shows a vibrational absorption band centered at
2170cm·1
(a) What is the force constant for the CO bond'?
(b) At what wavenumber would the corresponding peak for I'CO occur'!

*16-2 Gaseous HCl exhibits an IR absorption at 2890 cm 1 due to the hydrogen-
chlorine stretching vibration.
(a) Calculate the force constant for the bond.
(b) Calculate the wavcnumber of the absorption band for HCl assuming the force

constant is the same as that calculated in part (a).

16-3 Calculate the absorption frequency corresponding to thc -C -H stretching
vibration treating the group as a simple diatomic C-H molecule with a force
constant of k = 5.0 x 10' N/m. Compare the calculated value with the range
found in correlation charts (such as thc one shown in Figure 17-6). Repeat the
calculation for the deuterated bond.

The problem of measuring IR radiation by ther-
mal means is compounded by thermal noise from the
surroundings. For this reason. thermal transducers are
housed in a vacuum and are carefully shielded from
thermal radiation emitted by other nearby objects. To
further minimize the effects of extraneous heat sourccs,
the beam from the source is always chopped. [n this way,
the analyte signal, after transduction, has the frequency
of the chopper and can be separated electronically from
extraneous noise signals, which are ordinarily broad
band or vary only slowly with time.

Thermocouples. In its simplest form, a thermocouple
consists of a pair of junctions formed when two pieces
of a metal such as bismuth are fused to each end of a
dissimilar metal such as antimony. A potential differ-
ence between the two junctions varies with their dif-
ference in temperature.

The transducer junction for [R radiation is formed
from very fine wires or alternatively by evaporating the
metals onto a nonconducting support. In either case,
the junction is usually blackened (to improve its heat-
absorbing capacity) and sealed in an evacuated cham-
ber with a window that is transparent to [R radiation.
The response time is typically about 30 ms.

The reference junction, which is usually housed in
the same chamber as the active junction, is designed
to have a relatively large heat capacity and is carefullv
shielded from the incident radiation. Because thc ana-
Iyte signal is chopped, only the difference in tempera-
ture between the two junctions is important; therefore.
the reference junction does not need to be maintained
at constant temperature. To enhance sensitivity. sev-
eral thermocouples may be connected in series to give
what is called a thermopile.

*16-5 The wavelength of the fundamental N-H stretching vibration is about 1.5 I-'m.
What is the approximate wavenumber and wavelength of the first overtone band
for the N-H stretch'?

*16-6 Sulfur dioxide is a nonlinear molecule. How many vibrational modes will this
compound have" How many IR absorption bands would sulfur dioxide be
expected to have'!

* 16-7 Indicate whether the following vibrations are active or inactive in the lR
spectrum.

Bolometers. A bolometer is a type of resistance ther-
mometer constructed of strips of metals, such as plat-
inum or nickel, or from a semiconductor. This type
of semiconductor device is sometimes called a thermis-
tor, Semiconductor materials exhibit a relatively large
change in resistance as a function of temperature. The
responsive element in a bolometer is kept small and
blackened to absorb the radiant heat. Bolometers are
not so extensively used as other [R transducers for the
mid-IR region. However, a germanium bolometer, op-
erated at 1.5 K, is an excellent transducer for radiation
in the range of 5 to 400 cm 1 (2000 to 25 I-'m).The re-
sponse time is a few milliseconds.
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16-8 What are the advantages of an FTIR spectrometer compared with a dispersive
instrument?

*16-4 The wavelength of the fundamental O-H strctching vibration is about lAl-'m.
What is the approximate wavcnumbcr and wavelength of the first overtone band
for the O-H stretch')

[iJ 16-9 What length of mirror drive in an FTIR spectrometer would be required to pro-
vide a resolution of (a) 0.050 cm -1, (b) 0040cm -1, and (c) 4.0 cm -10



*16-10 It was stated that at room temperature (25°C) the majority of molecules are in
the ground vibrational energy level (v = 0).
(a) Use the Boltzmann equation (Equation 8-1) to calculate the excited-state

and ground-state population ratios for HCl: N(v = 1)/N(v = 0). The funda-
mental vibrational frequency of HCl occurs at 2885 cm-1

(b) Use the results of part (a) to find N(v = 2)/N(v = 0).

16-11 Why are nondispersive IR instruments often used for the determination of gases
rather than dispersive IR spectrometers?

16-12 The first FTIR instruments used three different interferometer systems. Briefly.
describ~ how it has been possible to simplify the optical systems in more contem-
porary instruments.

*16-13 In a particular trace analysi5 via FTIR, a set of sixteen interferograms were col-
lected. The signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) associated with a particular spectral peak
was approximately 5: 1. How many interferograms would have to be collected
and averaged if the goal is to obtain a SIN = 20: I?

~ *16-14 If a Michelson interferometer has a mirror velocity of 1.00 cm/s, what will be
the frequency at the transducer due to light leaving the source at frequencies of
(a) 4.8 X 1013 Hz" (b) 4.9 x 1013 Hz, and (c) 5.0 X 1013 Hz? What are the ~orre-
sponding wavenumbers of these frequencies? '

Challenge Problem

16-15 (a) The IR spectrum of gaseous N,O shows three strong absorption bands at
2224 cm -1,1285 cm-I, and 2089 cm-I. In addition two quite weak bands
are observed at 2563 cm-I and 2798 cm-l It is known that N,O is a linear
molecule, but assume it is not known whether the structure is N-N---D or
N-O-N. Use the IR data to decide between the two structures. What
vibrations can be assigned to the strong absorption bands? What are pos-
sible causes of the weak absorptions?

(b) The IR spectrum of HCN shows three strong absorption bands at 3312 cm-I,
2089 cm-I, and 712 cm-1 From this information alone, can you deduce
whether HeN is linear or nonlinear? Assuming that HCN is linear, assign
vibrations to the threc absorption bands.

(c) How many fundamental vibrational modes are expected for BF]? Which of
these are expected to be IR active? Why? Sketch the vibrations.

(d) How many fundamental vibrational modes would you predict for (I) meth-
ane, (2) benzene, (3) toluene, (4) ethylene, and (5) carbon tetrachloride?

Applications
of Infrared
Spectrometry

Modem IR spectrometry is a versatile

; .... tool thatisapplied .•.·...·.to.the qual.t.·.t.a.tive
. .. and quantitative determinatiQnof
molecular species of~(l tJPes. [T/this chapter we
first focus on the uses of mid-Ill q.bsorption and

teflectionspectrometryfor st~tUral inve~tigations
of molecular compoun&, parti~ularly organic com-

pounds anci species of interest W biochemistry. We
then examine in less detail seVli"ralof the other

applications of IR spectroscopy.

r-:::¥I Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
l2.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedlLcom /chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

As shown in Table 17-1, the applications of TR spec-
trometry fall into three major categories based on the
three IR spectral regions. The most widely used re-
gion is the mid-IR, which extends from about 670 to
4000cm -I (2.5 to 14.911m).Here, absorption, reflection,
and emission spectra arc employed for both qualitative
and quantitative analysis. The near-IR region, from
4000 to 14,000 cm-I (0.75 to 2.5 11m),also finds consid-
erable use for the routine quantitative determination of
certain species, such as water, carbon dioxide, sulfur,
low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, amine nitrogen,
and many other simple compounds of interest in agri-
culture and in industry. These determinations are of-
ten based on diffuse-reflectance measurements of un-
treated solid or liquid samples or absorption studies
of gases. The primary use of the far-IR region (15 to
1000 11m)has been for the determination of the struc-
tures of inorganic and metal-organic species based on
absorption measurements.

17A MID-IR ABSORPTION
SPECTROMETRY

Mid-IR absorption and reflection spectrometry are ma-
jor tools for determining the structure of organic and
biochemical species. In this section we examine mid-IR
absorption applications. Section 17B is devoted to
mid-IR reflectance measurements. 1

As we have seen in earlier chapters, ultraviolet and vis-
ible molecular spectra are obtained most conveniently
from dilute solutions of the analyte. Absorbance mea-
surements in the optimal range are obtained by suitably
adjusting either the concentration or the cell length.
Unfortunately, this approach is often not applicable for
IR spectroscopy because no good solvents arc trans-
parent throughout the region of interest. As a con-
sequence, sample handling is frequently the most diffi-
cult and time-consuming part of an IR spectrometric
analysisZ In this section we outline some of the common

:For further reading see R. M. Silverstein, F X. Webster. and D. Kiemle.
Spectrometric Idenr(ficari(Jfl of Organic Compounds, 7th cd .. Chap. 2, New
York: Wiky. 2005; B. Schrader, Jllfrured Qnd Ruman 5pecrroscopy, New
York: VOL 1995; N. B_ Colthup, L. H. Daly. and S. E. Wiberley. lnrm-

duel/on LOInfrared and Raman Spectrml-"op). 3rd cd_. San Diego: Aca-
demic Press, 1990.
~See Practiced SamplifJf: Feclmiqul's (or Illfrared Allalysis. P. B. Coleman.
ed .. Boca Raton, FL: eRe Press. 1993: T J. Porro and S. C Pattacini, Spec·
rroscopy. 1993. tl (7). 40: Ibid., 8 IRL 39: A. L Smith, Applied Infrared
Spectroscopy. New York: Wiley, 1979, Chap_ 4



TABLE17-1 MajorApplications of IRSpectrometry

Near-lR Diffuse reflectance
Absorption

Mid-IR Absorption

Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Chromatographic
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative

Reflectance
Emission
Absorption

techniques for preparation of samples for IR absorp-
tion measurements.

Gases

The spectrum of a low-boiling-point liquid or gas can
be obtained by permitting the sample to expand into
an evacuated cvlindrical cell equipped with suitable
windows. For this purpose, a variety of cylindrical cells
are available with path lengths that range from a few
centimeters to 10 m or more. The longer path lengths
are obtained in compact cells by providing reflecting
internal surfaces, so that the beam makes numerous
passes through the sample before exiting the cell (see
Figure 16-13).

Solutions

When feasible, a convenient way of obtaining IR spec-
tra is on solutions prepared to contain a known concen-
tration of sample, as is generally done in ultraviolet-
visible spectrometry. This technique is somewhat

FIGURE17-1 Solvents for IRspectroscopy.
Horizontal lines indicate useful regions.
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limited in its applications, however, by the availabil-
ity of solvents transparent over significant regions in
the IR.

FIGURE17-2 IRspectra of water and of an aqueous
solution containing water-soluble aspirin. The top
spectrum shows the computer-generated difference
spectrum obtained by subtracting the water spectrum
from that of the solution. (From Practical Sampling
Techniques for Infrared Analysis, P. B. Coleman, ed.,
Boca Raton, FL:eRC Press, 1993. With permission.)Solvents. Figure 17-1 lists several common S(?lvents

employed for IR studies of organic compoun,ds. This
figure illustrates that no single solvent is transparent
throughout the entire mid-IR region.

Water and the alcohols are difficult to use as sol-
vents in IR spectrometry. Water shows several strong
absorption bands in the IR region, as can be seen in
Figure 17-2. Here, the spectrum of water is shown
along with the spectrum of an aqueous solution of as-
pirin. The computer-calculated diflerence spectrum
reveals the spectrum of the water-soluble aspirin. Wa-
ter and alcohols also attack alkali-metal halides, the
most common materials used for cell windows. Hence,
water-insoluble window materials, such as barium
tluoride, must be used with such solvents. Care must
also be taken to dry the solvents shown in Figure 17-1
before use with typical cells.

Cells. Because of the tendency for solvents to absorb
IR radiation, IR liquid cells are ordinarily much nar-
rower (Om to I mm) than those employed in the ultra-
violet and visible regions. Often, relatively high sample
concentrations (from 0.1 % to 10%) are required be-
cause of the short path lengths and the low molar ab-
sorptivities of IR bands. Liquid cells are frequently
designed for easy disassembly and use Teflon spacers
to allow variation in path length (see Figure 17-3).
Fixed-path-Iength cells can be filled or emptied with a
hypodermic syringe.

A variety of window materials are available as listed
in Table 17-2. Window materials are often chosen on
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the basis of cost, range of transparency, solubility in
the solvent, and reactivity with the sample or solvent.
Sodium chloride and potassium bromide windows are
most commonly employed and are the least expensive.
Even with care, however, their surfaces eventually be-
come fogged because of absorption of moisture. Pol-
ishing with a buffing powder returns them to their orig-
inal condition.

For samples that arc wet or aqueous, calcium and
bariuin fluoride are suitable, although neither trans-
mits well throughout the entire mid-IR region. Silver
bromide is often used, although it is more expensive, is

Applicable Water Solubility,
Window Range, g/lOOg H,O,
Material cm--1 20"C

Sodium chloride 40,000-625 36.0
Potassium bromide 40,000-385 65.2
Potassium chloride 40,000-500 34.7
Cesium iodide 40,000-200 160.0
Fused silica 50,000-2,500 Insoluble
Calcium fluoride 50,000-1,100 1.51 x 10-3

Barium fluoride 50,000-770 0.12 (2S"C)
Thallium bromide- 16,600-250 <0.0476
iodide, KRS-5
Silver bromide 20,000-285 1.2 X 10-'
Zinc sulfide, 10,000-715 Insoluble
Irtran-2
Zinc selenidc, 10,000-515 Insoluble
Irtran-4
Polyethylene 625-30 Insoluble

FIGURE 17-3 Expanded view of a demount-
able IRcell for liquid samples. Teflonspacers
ranging from 0.015 to 1 mm thick are available.
(Courtesy of Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk. CT.)
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FIGURE 17-4 Determination of the path length of IRcells
from interference fringes. Fringes are observed with an
empty cell in the light path (a). In (b) an illustration of the
calculation of the path length is given.

photosensitive, and is easily scratched. The Irtran ma-
terials are also resistant to chemical attack and are wa-
ter insoluble. They are somewhat expensive and have
high indexes of refraction (2.2 to 2.4), which can lead
to interference fringes because of mismatches with the
sample index of refraction (often around 1.4 to 1.6).

Figure 17-4 shows how the thickness b of very
narrow IR cells can be determined by the interfer-
ence fringe method. The interference pattern of Fig-
ure 17-4a~is obtained by inserting an empty cell in the
light path of the sample beam and recording the trans-
mittance against air in the reference beam. The re-
llected radiation from the cell walls interferes with the
transmitted beam to produce the interference maxima
and minima. The maxima occur when the radiation re-
flected from the two internal surfaces of the cell has
traveled a distance that is an integral multiple N of the
wavelength of the radiation transmitted without reflec-
tion. Constructive interference then occurs whenever
the wavelength is equal to 2b1N. That is,

2b
= A

N

As shown in Figure 17Ab, the number of interference
fringes !:>..N between two known wavelengths Al and A,
are counted and introduced into the equation

2b 2b ~
!:>..N = - - - = 2bvi - 2bv,

Al A2

!:>.N
b = _ _

2(vl - v2)

It should be noted that interference fringes are ordinar-
ily not seen when a cell is filled with liquid because the
refractive index of most liquids approaches that of the
window material and reflection is minimized (Equa-
tion 6-15). On the other hand, interference can be ob-
served between 2800 and 2000 cm-I in Figure 16-1.
Here, the sample is a sheet of polystyrene. w[lich has a
refractive index considerably different from dun of air.
For this reason, significant reflection occurs at the two
interfaces of the sheet. Equation 17-2 is often used to
calculate the thickness of thin polymer films.

Liquids

When the amount of a liquid sample is small or when
a suitable solvent is unavailable, it is common practice
to obtain spectra on the pure (neat) liquid. Here, only a
very thin film has a sufficiently short path length to pro-
duce satisfactory spectra. Commonly, a drop of the neat
liquid is squeezed between two rock-salt plates to give
a layer 0.015 mm thick or less. The two plates, held to-
gether by capillary action, are then placed in the beam
path. This technique does not give particularly repro-
ducible transmittance data, but the resulting spectra
are usually satisfactory for qualitative investigations.

Solids

Most organic compounds exhibit numerous absorp-
tion bands throughout the mid-IR region, and finding
a solvent that docs not have overlapping peaks is often
impossible. Because of this. spectra are often obtained
on dispersions of the solid in a liquid or solid matrix.
Generally. in these techniques. the solid sample must
be ground until its particle size is less than the wave-
length of the radiation to avoid the effects of scattered
radiation.

relleting. One of the most popular techni,-!ucs for
handling solid samples has been KBr pellcting (other
alkali-metal halides have also been used). Halide salts
have the property of cold flow, in which they have
glasslike transparent or translucent properties when
sufficient pressure is applied to the finely powdered
materials. In using this technique, a milligram or less of
the finely ground sample is intimately mixed with about
100 mg of dried potassium bromide powder. Mixing
can be carried out with a mortar and pestle or, better. in
a small ball mill. The mixture is then pressed in a special
die at 10.000 to 15.(){)0pounds per square inch to yield
a transparent disk. Best results are obtained if the disk
is formed in a vacuum to eliminate occluded air. The
disk is then held in the instrument beam for spectro-
scopic examination. The resulting spectra fre,-!uently
exhibit bands at 3450 and 1640 cm -I (2.9 and 6.1 /lm)
due to absorbed moisture.

With many compounds. KEr pelleting produces ex-
cellent spectra that appear in many spectral libraries.
Being ionic, KBr transmits throughout most of the lR
region with a lower cutoff of about 400 em - t Ion ex-
change can occur with some samples such as amine hy-
drochlorides or inorganic salts. With the former. bands
of the amine hydrobromide arc often found. Polymor-
phism can also occur because of the forces involved in
grinding and pressing the pellet. These can convert
one polymorph into another. Although KBr is the
most frequently used pelleting salt, materials such as
CsI and CsBr are sometimes used. Cesium iodide has
greater transparency at low frequencies than KBr.

Mulls. IR spectra of solids that are not soluble in an
IR-transparent solvent or are not conveniently pel-
leted in KBr arc often obtained by dispersing the ana-
Iyte in a mineral oil or a fluorinated hydrocarbon
mull. Mulls are formed by grinding 2 to 5 mg of the
finely powdered sample (particle size <2 /lm) in the
presence of one or two drops of a heavy hydrocarbon
oil (Nujol). If hydrocarbon bands are likelv to inter-
fere, Fluorolube, a halogenated polymer. can be used
instead. In either case, the resulting mull is then exam-
ined as a film between flat salt plates.

Other Methods for Solids. The lR behavior of solids
can also be obtained by rellectancc kchni,-!ues and
by the photoacoustic method. These spectra arc often
similar to absorption spectra and provide the same

kinds of information, These techniques are discussed
in Sections 17B and l7C.

17A-2 Qualitative Analysis

The general use of mid-IR spectroscopy by chemists
for identifying organic compounds began in the late
1950s with the appearance of inexpensive and easy-to-
use double-beam recording spectrophotometers that
produce spectra in the region of 5000 to 670 cm -I (2
to 15 /lm). The appearance of this type of instrument
(as well as nuclear magnetic resonance and mass spec-
trometers) revolutionized the way chemists identify
organic, inorganic, and biological species. Suddenly,
the time required to perform a '-!ualitative analysis or
structural determination was substantially reduced.

Figure 17-5shows four typical spectra obtained with
an inexpensive double-beam instrument. Identification
of an organic compound from a spectrum of this kind
is a two-step process. The first step involves determin-
ing what functional groups are most likely present by
examining the group frequency region, which encom-
passes radiation from about 3600 cm I to approxima-
tely 1250 cm-I (see Figure 17-5). The second step in-
volves a detailed comparison of the spectrum of the
unknown with the spectra of pure compounds that con-
tain all of the functional groups found in the first step,
Here, the fingerprint region, from 1200 to 600 cm-I
(Figure 17-5) is particularly useful because small differ-
ences in the structure and constitution of a molecule
result in significant changes in the appearance and dis-
tribution of absorption bands in this region. Con-
sequently, a close match between two spectra in the fin-
gerprint region (as well as others) constitutes almost
certain evidence that the two compounds are identical.

Group Frequencies

We have noted that the approximate frequency (or
wavenumber) at which an organic functional group,
such as C=O, C=C, C~ H, C==C, or O~ H, absorbs
IR radiation can be calculated from the masses of the
atoms and the force constant of the bond between them
(Equations 16-14 and 16-15). These frequencies, called
group frequencies, are seldom totally invariant because
of interactions with other vibrations associated with
one or both of the aloms composing the group. On the
other hand, such interaction effects are ordinarily
small: as a result, a range of frequencies can be assigned
within which it is highly probable that the absorption



maximum for a given functional group will be found.
Table 17-3 lists group frequencies for several common
functional groups. A more detailed presentation of
group frequencies is found in the correlation chart
shown in Figure 17-6.' Note that, although most group
frequencies fall in the range of3600 to '~50 cm-l, a few
fall in the fingerprint region. These include the
C-O-C stretching vibration at about 1200 cm -1 and
the C -Cl stretching vibration at 700 to 800 cm 1.

Several group frequencies are identified in the four
spectra in Figure 17-5. All four spectra contain an

'Other correlation charts can be found in R M. Silverstein, F X. Webster.
and D. Kienle, Spectrometric Identification of Organic Compounds. 7th ed.,
Chap. 2, New York: Wiley. 2005.

absorption band at 2900 to 3000 em -I, which corre-
sponds to a C-H stretching vibration and generally
indicates the presence of one or more alkane groups
(see Table 17-3). The two peaks at about 1375 cm-1

and 1450 em 1 are also characteristic group frequen-
cies for C-H groups and result from bending vibra-
tions in the molecule. The spectrum in Figure 17-5c il-
lustrates the group frequency for an O-H stretching
vibration at about 3200 cm 1 as well as the alkane
group frequencies (these bands are also present in the
spectrum for n-hexanal shown in Figure 16-12).

Finally, the characteristic group frequency for a
C -CI stretching vibration is shown at about 800 cm-1

in Figure 17-5d.
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Group frequencies and correlation charts permit
intelligent guesses as to what functional groups are
likely to be present or absent in a molecule. Ordinar-
ilv. it is impossible to identify unambiguously either
the sources of all of the bands in a given spectrum or
the exact identity of the molecule. Instead. group fre-
quencies and correlation charts serve as a starting
point in the identification process.

The Fingerprint Region

Small differences in the structure and constitution of a
molecule result in significant changes in the distribution
of absorption maxima in this region of the spectrum
that extends from about 1200 to 600 cm- 1 (8 to 14 11m).
The fingerprint region is thus well suited for identifying
compounds based on spectral comparisons. Most single
bonds give rise to absorption bands at these frequen-
cies; because their energies are about the same. strong
interaction occurs between neighboring bonds. The ab-
sorption bands are thus composites of these various in-
teractions and depend on the overall skeletal structure
of the molecule. Exact interpretation of spectra in this
region is seldom possible because of the complexity of
the spcctra. However, for identification purposes, thc
richness of spectral features is a distinct advantage.
Many compounds show unique absorption bands in this
region, which is very useful for final identification.

Figure 17-5a and b illustrates the unique character
of IR spectra, particularly in the fingerprint region.
The two molecules shown differ by just one methyl
group, yet the two spectra differ dramatically in the fin-
gerprint region.

As shown in Figure 17-6, a number of inorganic
groups such as sulfate, phosphate, nitrate. and carbon-
ate absorb IR radiation in the fingerprint region
«1200cm-1 or >8.3 11m).

Limitations to the Use of Correlation Charts

The unambiguous establishment of the identity or the
structure of a compound is seldom possible from cor-
relation charts alone. Uncertainties frequently arise
from overlapping group frequencies, spectral varia-
tions as a function of the physical state of the sample
(that is, whether it is a solution, a mull, in a pelleted
form, and so forth), and instrumental limitations.

In using group frequencies, it is essential that the
entire spectrum, rather than a small isolated portion,
be considered and interrelated. Interpretation based
on one part of the spectrum should be confirmed or re-
jected by studying other regions.

To summarize, correlation charts serve only as a
guide for further and more careful study. Several ex-
cellent monographs describe the absorption character-
istics of functional groups in detail.' A study of these
characteristics, as well as the other physical properties
of the sample, may permit unambiguous identification.
IR spectroscopy, when used in conjunction with mass
spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, and ele-
mental analysis, usually leads to positive identification
of a species.

Collections of Spectra

As just noted, correlation charts seldom suffice for the
positive identification of an organic compound from its
IR spectrum. However, several catalogs of IR spectra
are available that assist in qualitative identification by
providing comparison spectra for a largc number of
pure compounds.' Manually searching large catalogs
of spectra is slow and tedious. For this reason, com-
puter-based search systems are widely used. •

Computer Search Systems

Virtually all IR instrument manufacturers now offcr
computer search systems to aid in identifying com-
pounds from stored IR spectral data'" The position
and relative magnitudes of peaks in the spectrum of
the analyte are determined and stored in memory to
give a peak profile, which can be compared with pro-
files of pure compounds stored on disk or CD-ROM.
The computer then matches profiles and prints a list of
compounds having spectra similar to that of the ana-
lyte. Usually, the spectrum of the analyte and that of
each potential match can be shown simultaneously on
the computer display for comparison, as shown in
Figure 17-7.

In 1980 the Sad tier Standard IR Collection and the
Sadtler Commercial IR Collection became available as

~R. M. Silverstein, F. X. Webster, and D. Kienle, Spectrometric Iden-
tification of Organic Compounds, 7th ed., New York: Wiley. 2005;
B. Schrader, Infrared and Raman SpectroscoPJ', New York: veil 1995:
N. B. Colthup, L. H. Daly, and S. E. Wiberley, Introduction to Infrared and
Ra.rnan Spectroscopy, 3rd ed., San Diego: Academic Press, 1990.
sSee Informatics/Sadtler Group, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Philadel-
phia, PA; c.1. Pouchert, The Aldrich Library of Infrared Spectra. 3rd ed ..
Milwaukee. Wl: Aldrich Chemical Co., 1981; Thermo Galactic, Specrra
Online (http://spectra.galactic,com).
6See E. Pretsch. G. Toth, M. E. Monk. and M. Badertscher. Computer-
Aided Structure Elucidation: Spectra Interpretation and Structure Generu.-
tion, New York: VCH-Wiley, 2003: B. C Smith, Infrared Spectral Interpre-
tmion: A Systl!matic Approach, Boca Raton, FL eRe Press, 1998. Chap. 9;
\\'. O. George and H. \Villis, Complller Methuds in U1/, ~Tisible and IR
Spectroscop.,-", ?\itW York: Springer-Verlag, 1990.

FIGURE 17-7 Plot of an unknown spectrum and the best match from a computer search
report. (Courtesy of Informatics/Sadtler Group, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Philadelphia, PAl

software packages. Currently. this library contains
more than 220,000 spectra.' Included are vapor-phase
spectra and condensed-phase spectra of pure com-
pounds. Individual databases in application areas such
as polymers, industrial products, pure organic com-
pounds, forensic sciences, and the environment are
available. Several manufacturers of Fourier transform
IR (FTIR) instruments have now incorporated these
packages into their instrument computers, thus creat-
ing instantly available IR libraries of hundreds of thou-
sands of compounds.

The Sadlier algorithm consists of a search system in
which the spectrum of the unknown compound is first
coded according to the location of its strongest absorp-
tion peak; then each additional strong band (% T
< 60%) in ten regions 200 cm-I wide from 4000 to
2000 cm -I are coded by their location. Finally, the
strong bands in seventeen regions 100 cm -I wide from
2100 to 400 cm -I are coded in a similar way. The com-
pounds in the library are coded in this same way. The
data are organized by the location of the strongest band
with only those compounds having the same strongest

r::;;'l Turoria/: Learn more about IR spectral interpre-
leJ tation and identification.

band being considered in any sample identification.
This procedure is rapid and produces a list of potential
matches within a short period. For example, only a few
seconds are required to search a base library of 50,000
compounds by this procedure.

In addition to search systems. artificial intelligence-
based computer programs seek to determine the struc-
ture or substructure from spectral profiles. Some of
these programs use data from different types of instru-
ments (nuclear magnetic resonance, mass, and IR spec-
trometers, etc.) to determine structuresS

Quantitative IR absorption methods differ somewhat
from ultraviolet-visible molecular spectroscopic meth-
ods because of the greater complexity of the spectra,
the narrowness of the absorption bands, and the instru-
mental limitations of IR instruments. Quantitative data
obtained with older dispersive IR instruments were
generally significantly inferior in quality to data ob-
tained with UV -visible spectrophotometers. The preci-
sion and accuracy of measurements with modern FTIR
instruments, however, is distinctly better than those
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FIGURE17-8 (a) Interferogram obtained from a typical FTIRspectrometer for methylene
chloride. The plot shows detector signal output as a function of time or displacement of the
moving mirrorof the interferometer. (b) IRspectrum of methylene chloride produced by the
Fourier transformation of the data in (a). Note that the Fourier transform takes signal intensity
collected as a function of time and produces transmittance as a function of frequency after
subtraction of a background interferogram and proper scaling.

with dispersive instruments. Meticulous attention to
detail is, however, essential for obtaining good-quality
results9

relatively narrow. Furthermore, with dispersive instru-
ments, the low intensity of sources and low sensitivities
of transducers in this region require the use of rela-
tively wide monochromator slit widths; thus. the band-
widths employed are frequently of the same order of
magnitude as the widths of absorption peaks. We have
pointed out (Section 13B-2) that this combination of
circumstances usually leads to a nonlinear relationship
between absorbance and concentration. As discussed
in Section 16B-l, FTIR instruments have better
performance characteristics. Hence, Beer's law devia-
tions are not quite as serious as with dispersive instru-

Deviations from Beer's Law

With IR radiation, instrumental deviations from
Beer's law are more common than with ultraviolet and
visible wavelengths because IR absorption bands are

~For a discussion of quanlilative FTIR spectroscopy. see B. C. Smith,
Fundamenrals of Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, Boca Raton,

FL: eRe Press, 1995; P. R Griffiths and 1. A. deHasech. Fourier Trans-
form Infrared 5pecrrometr,,-. 'ew York: \\'lley, 1986.
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ments. In either casc, quantitative analysis usually re-
quires that empirical calibration curves be used.

Absorbance Measurement

Matched absorption cells for solvent and solution are
ordinarily employed in the ultraviolet and visible re-
gions, and the measured absorbance is then found
from the relation

A I
Psolvent

= og--~
P"olulion

The use of the solvent in a matched cell as a reference
absorber has the advantage of largely canceling out the
effects of radiation losses due to reflection at the vari-
ous interfaces, scattering and absorption by the sol-
vent, and absorption by the container windows, This
technique is seldom practical for measurements in the
IR region because of the difficulty in obtaining cells
whose transmission characteristics are identicaL Most
IR cells have very short path lengths, which are diffi-
cult to duplicate exactly. In addition, the cell windows
are readily attacked by contaminants in the atmo-
sphere and the solvent. Because of this, their transmis-
sion characteristics change continually with use. For
these reasons, a reference absorber is often dispensed
with entirely in IR work, and the intensity of the radi-
ation passing through the sample is simply compared
with that of the unobstructed beam, In either case, the
resulting transmittance is ordinarily less than 100%,
even in regions of the spectrum where no absorption
by the sample occurs (see Figure 17-5),

For quantitative work, it is necessary to correct for
the scattering and absorption by the solvent and the
celL Two methods are employed. In the so-called cell-
in·cell·out procedure, spectra of the pure solvent and
the analyte solution are obtained successively with re-
spect to the unobstructed reference beam. The same
cell is used for both measurements. The transmittance
of each solution versus the reference beam is then de-
termined at an absorption maximum of the analyte.
These transmittances can be written as

where P, is the power of the unobstructed beam and
'Ii) and T, are the transmittances of the solvent and
analvte solution. respectively, against this reference. If
P, remains constant during the two measurements. then

the transmittance of the sample with respect to the sol-
vent can be obtained by division of the two equations.
That is,

T = T,n;, = PIP"

With modern FTIR spectrometers, the reference
interferogram is obtained with no sample in the
sample cell. Then, the sample is placed in the cell, and
a second interferogram obtained. Figure 17-8a shows
an interferogram collected using an FTIR spectrome-
ter with methylene chloride, CH,Cl" in the sample
cell. The Fourier transform is then applied to the two
interferograms to compute the IR spectra of the refer-
ence and the sample. The ratio of the two spectra can
then be computed to produee an IR spectrum of the
analyte such as the one illustrated in Figure 17-8b,

An alternative way of obtaining Po and T for a single
absorption band is the baseline method. For an instru-
ment that displays transmittance, the solvent transmit-
tance is assumed to be constant or at least to change lin-
early between the shoulders of the absorption peak, as
illustrated in Figure 17-9. The quantities To and T, are
then obtained as shown in the figure, For direct ab-
sorbance readout, as is shown in Figure 17-7, the ab-
sorbance is assumed to be constant or to change linearly
under the absorption band. The peak absorbance is
then obtained by subtracting the baseline absorbance,

Typical Applications

With the exception of homo nuclear molecules, all or-
ganic and inorganic molecular species absorb radia-
tion in the IR region. IR spectrophotometry thus of-
fers the potential for determining an unusually large
number of substances. Moreover, the uniqueness of
an IR spectrum leads to a degree of specificity that is

A == log !JJ ::: log !!.!J
T, P

FIGURE17-9 The baseline method for determining the
absorbance of an absorption maximum.



FIGURE 17-10 Spectra of C8HIO isomers in
cyclohexane.

matched or exceeded by relatively few other analytical
methods. This specificity has found particular applica-
tion to analysis of mixtures of closely related organic
compounds. Two examples that typify these applica-
tions follow.

Analysis of a Mixtnre of Aromatic Hydrocarbons. A
typical application of quantitative IR spectroscopy in-
volves the resolution of CHHIO isomers in a mixture that
includes v-xylene, m-xylene, p-xylcne, and ethylben-
zene. The IR absorption spectra of the individual com-
ponents in the range of 12 to 15 flm in cyclohexane sol-
vent is shown in Figure 17-10. Useful absorption bands
for determination of the individual compounds occur at
13.47,13.01,12.58, and 14.36 flm, respectively. Unfortu-
nately, however, the absorbance of a mixture at anyone
of these wavelengths is not entirely determined by the
concentration of just one component because of over-
lapping absorption bands. Thus, molar absorptivities
for each of the four compounds must be determined at
the four wavelengths. Then. four simultaneous equa-
tions can be written that permit the calculation of the
concentration of each species from four absorbance
measurements (see Section 14D-2). Alternatively.
chemometric techniques. such as factor analvtical

12 13 l-l 15

A, tlm

12 13 14 15

A, pm

Minimum Detectable
Concentration, ppmt

Carbon disulfide
Chloroprene
Diborane
Ethylenediamine
Hydrogen cyanide
Methyl mercaptan
Nitrobenzene
Pyridine
Sulfur dioxide
Vinylchloride

12 13 14 15

A, ,Llln

4.54
11.4

3.9
13.0

3.04
3.38

11.8

14.2
8.6

10.9

Courtesy of Thermo Electron Corp.

*1992-1993 OSHA exposure limits for 8-h weighted average.

tFor a 20.25-01 cell.

fShort·term exposure limit: is-Olin time-weighted average that shall not be exceeded at any time during the work day

for a variety of chemical compounds. IR absorption
procedures appear to meet this need better than any
other single analytical tool.

Table 17-4 demonstrates the potential of IR spec-
troscopy for the analysis of mixtures of gases. The
standard sample of air containing five species in known
concentration was analyzed with a computerized ver-
sion of the instrument shown in Figure 16-13; a 20-m
gas cell was employed. The data were printed out
within a minute or two after sample introduction.

Table 17-5 shows potential applications of IR filter
photometers (such as that shown in Figure 16-13) for
the quantitative determination of various chemicals in
the atmosphere for the purpose of assuring compli-
ance with Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration (OSHA) regulations.

Of the more than 400 chemicals for which maxi-
mum tolerable limits have been set by OSHA, more
than half appear to have absorption charaeteristics
suitable for determination by means of IR filter pho-
tometers or spectrophotometers. With such a large
number of absorbing compounds, we expeet overlap-
ping absorption bands. However, the method can pro-
vide a moderately high degree of selectivity.

methods, 10 can use entire spectral regions to determine
the individual components. Such methods can be used
even when the relationship between absorbance and
concentration is nonlinear (as frequently occurs in the
IR region).

Determination of Air Contaminants. The recent pro-
liferation of government regulations with respect Lo
atmospheric contaminants has demanded the devel-
opment of sensitive, rapid. and highly specific methods

TABLE 17-4 An Example of IR Determinations of Air
Contaminants

Conen, Found, Relative
Contaminant ppm ppm Error, %

Carbon monoxide 50.0 49.1 18
Methyl ethyl ketone 1000 98.3 1.7

Methanol 100.0 99.0 1.0

Ethylene oxide 50.0 49.9 0.2
Chloroform 100.0 99.5 0.5

CourteSy of Thermu Ekc!ron Curp

Disadvantages and Limitations
to Quantitative IR Methods

There are several disadvantages to quantitative analysis
by IR spectrometry. Among these are the frequent non-
adherence to Beer's law and the complexity of spectra.

The richness of spectral features enhances the prob-
ability of overlapping absorption bands. In addition,
with older dispersive instruments, the narrowness of
bands and the effects of stray radiation make absor-
bance measurements critically dependent on the slit
width and the wavelength setting. Finally, the narrow-
path-length cells required for many analyses are in-
convenient to use and may lead to significant analytical
uncertainties. For these reasons, the analytical errors
associated with a quantitative IR analysis often cannot
be reduced to the level associated with ultraviolet and
visible methods, even with considerable care and effort.

178 MID-IR REFLECTION
SPECTROMETRY

IR reflection spectrometry has found a number of ap-
plications, particularly for dealing with solid samples
that are difficult to handle, such as polymer films and
fibers, foods, rubbers, agriculture products, and many
others." Mid-IR reflection spectra, although not iden-
tical to the corresponding absorption spectra, are
similar in general appearance and provide the same in-
formation as do their absorption counterparts. Reflec-
tance spectra can be used for both qualitative and

II See F. M. Mirabella, cd .. Modern Techniques in Applied Molecular Spec·
troscopy, New York: Wiley, 1998; G. Kortum, Reflectance Spectroscopy,
New York: Springa, 1969: N. J. H:trrick, /nterfUll Reflection Spectroscopy,
New York: Wiley, 1967.



quantitative analysis. Most instrument manufacturers
now offer adapters that fit into the cell compartments
of IR absorption instruments and make it possible to
obtain reflection spectra readily.

Reflection of radiation is of four types: specular reflec-
tion. diffuse reflection, infernal reflection, and attenuated
total reflectance (ATR). Specular reflection occurs
when the reflecting medium is a smooth polished sur-
face. Here, the angle of reflection is identical to the in-
cident angle of the radiation. If the surface is made up
of an IR absorber, the relative intensity of reflection is
less for wavelengths that are absorbed than for wave-
lengths that are not. Thus, a plot of reflectance R, which
is the fraction of the incident radiant energy reflected,
versus wavelength or wavenumber provides a spectrum
for a compound similar in general appearance to a
transmission spectrum for the species. Specular reflec-
tion spcctra find some use for examining and character-
izing the smooth surfaces of solids and coated solids but
are not as widely used as diffuse- and total-reflection
spectra. We will, therefore, focus on the latter two types
of spectra.

Diffuse-reflectance IR Fourier transform spectrome-
try (D RIFTS) is an effective way of directly obtaining
IR spectra on powdered samples with a minimum of
sample preparation.12 In addition to saving time in
sample preparation, it permits conventional IR spec-
tral data to be gathered on samples not appreciably al-
tered from their original state. The widespread use of
diffuse-reflectance measurements had to await the
general availability of FTIR instruments in the mid-
1970s because the intensity of radiation reflected from
powders is too low to be measured at medium resolu-
tion and adequate signal-to-noise ratios with disper-
sive instruments.

Diffuse reflection is a complex process that occurs
when a beam of radiation strikes the surface of a finely
divided powder. With this type of sample, specular rc-
flection occurs at each plane surface. However, be-
cause there are many of these surfaces and they are
random Iv oriented, radiation is reflected in all direc-

L For additional information, see M. Milosevic. S. L. Berets. AppL Spec-

(rose Rn .. 2002.37. }..p; P. R. Griffiths and M. P. Fuller in Adl'aflCeS in

[n(riJ.rt"'dund Raman Spectroscupy, R. 1. H. Clark and R. E. Hester. cds ..
\"ul. 9. Chap_ 2.LDndon: Heydon and Sons, 19x2

tions. Typically, the intensity of the reflected radiation
is roughly independent of thc viewing angle.

A numbcr of models have bcen developed to de-
scribe in quantitative terms the intensity of diffuse re-
flected radiation. The most widely used of these mod-
els was developed by Kubelka and MunklJ Fuller and
Griffiths in their discussion of this model show that the
relative reflectance intensity for a powder f(R'x) IS

given bV14

(I R')'
f(R' ) = -x = ~
.. x, 2R'x 5

where R'x is the ratio of the reflected intensity of the
sample to that of a non absorbing standard, such as
finely ground potassium chloride. The quantity k is the
molar absorption coefficient of the analyte, and s is a
scattering coefficient. For a diluted sample, k is related
to the molar absorptivity e and the molar concentra-
tion of the analyte c by the relationship

k = 2.303ec

Reflectance spectra then consist of a plot off(R'x,) ver-
sus wavenumber (see Figure 17-12b).

Instrumentation

Currently, most manufacturers of FTIR instruments
offer adapters that fit in cell compartments and permit
diffuse-reflectance measurements. Figure 17-11 illus-
trates one type of adapter. The collimated beam from
the interferometer is directed to an ellipsoidal mirror
and then to the sample. The sample is usually ground
and mixed with KBr or KCI as a diluent. The mixture
is then placed in a sample cup 3-4 mm deep and about
10-15 mm in diameter. A complex combination of re-
flection, absorption, and scattering occurs before the
beam is directed to the detector.

To obtain a spectrum with a single-beam instrument,
the signal for the sample is first stored. A reference sig-
nal with a good reflector. such as finely ground KBr or
KCl, is then recorded in place of the sample. The ratio
of these signals is thcn taken to give the reflectance.

Comparison of Absorption
and Reflection Spectra

Figure 17-12 compares the conventionallR absorption
spectrum for carbazole obtained bv mcans of a KBr
pellet with the diffuse-reflectance spectrum of a 5%

l.ip' Kubdka and L Munk. Tech. Ph.I'\._ 1931. 12. 593: P. Kuodka. I Opt

SQC Am .. 1948. 3:1. 44":;

:'~-L p, Fuller and P, R. Griffiths. A.rwl. Chern .. 1978. 50.19fKJ.

FIGURE 17-11 A diffuse-reflectance attachment for an
FTIRspectrometer.

finely ground mixture of carbazole in potassium chlo-
ride. Note that the peak locations are the same in the
two spectra but that the relative peak heights differ
considerably. The differenccs arc typical, with minOr
peaks generally appearing larger in reflection spectra.

Internal-reflection spectroscopy is a technique for ob-
taining IR spectra of samples that are difficult to deal
with, such as solids of limited solubility, films, threads,
pastes, adhesives, and powders15

Principles

Whcn a beam of radiation passes from a more dense
to a less dense medium, reflection occurs. The fraction
of the incident beam reflected increases as the angle
of incidence becomes larger; beyond a certain critical
angle, reflection is complete. It has been shown both
theoretically and experimentally that during the reflec-
tion process the beam penetrates a small distance into
the less dense medium beforc reflection occurs. The
depth of penetration, which varies from a fraction of a
wavelength up to several wavelengths, depends on the
wavelength, the index of refraction of the two materials,
and the angle of the beam with respcct to the interfacc.
The penetrating radiation is called the evanescent wave.
At wavelengths where thc less dense medium absorbs
the evanescent radiation, attenuation of the beam oc-
curs, which is known as attenuated total reflectance, or

15 See E M. Mirabella. cd .. Modem Techniques in Applied Molecular Spec-
troscopy. New York: Wiley, 1998: (j-, Kortum, Reffccumce Spectrm-copy,
New 'r"orlc Springer. lY69: N. 1. HarricK.lruemill Reflection SpI:Y[(mcop.'"
New York: Wiky. 1%7.

ATR. The resulting ATR spcctrum resembles that of a
conventional IR spectrum with some differcnces.

Instrumentation

Figure 17-13 shows an apparatus for ATR measure-
ments. As can be seen from the upper figure, the sample
(here, a solid) is placed on opposite sides of a transpar-
ent crystalline material of high refractive index. By
proper adjustment of the incident angle, the radiation
undergocs multiple internal reflections before passing
from the crystal to the detector. Absorption and atten-
uation takc place at each of these reflections.

Figure 17-13b is an optical diagram of an adapter
that fits into the cell area of most IR spectrometers and
permits ATR measurements. Cells for liquid samples
are also available.

ATR Spectra

ATR spectra are similar but not identical to ordinary
absorption spectra. In gencral, although the same
bands are observed, their relative intensities differ.
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FIGURE 17-12 Comparison of the absorption spectrum
(a) for carbazole with its diffuse-reflectance spectrum (b).



FIGURE17-13 ATRapparatus. In (a) a solid sample is
shown mounted on an internal reflection crystal of high
refractive index. The materials used as ATRcrystals
include KRS-5, AgCI,Ge, Si, and the Irtran materials.
Solid samples can be pressed against the crystal to
obtain optical contact. In (b), a typical attachment for ATR
is shown. With many attachments, the internal reflection
plate can be positioned in the holder to provide several
incident angles.

With ATR spectra, the absorbances, although depen-
dent on the angle of incidence, are independent of
sample thickness, because the radiation penetrates
only a few micrometers into the sample. The effective
penetration depth dp depends on the wavelength of the
beam, the refractive indexes of the crystal and the
sample, and the beam angle. The penetration depth can
be calculated from

where A, is the wavelength in the crystal (Aln,), 0 is the
angle of incidence, and n, and n, are the refractive in-
dexes of the sample and crystal, respectively. Note that
the effective penetration depth can be changed by
changing the crystal material, the angle of incidence,
or both. It is possible to obtain a depth profile of a sur-
face using ATR spectroscopy. In practice, a multi-
reflection crystal with a 45' angle can accommodate
most routine samples.

One of the major advantages of ATR spectroscopy
is that absorption spectra are readily obtainable on a
wide variety of sample types with a minimum of prepa-
ration. Threads, yarns, fabrics, and fibers can be stud-

ied by pressing the samples against the dense crystal.
Pastes, powders, or suspensions can be handled in a
similar way. Aqueous solutions can also be accommo-
dated provided the crystal is not water soluble. There
are even ATR flow cells available. ATR spectroscopy
has been applied to many substances, such as poly-
mers, rubbers, and other solids. It is of interest that the
resulting spectra are free from the interference fringes
mentioned previously.

The spectra obtained with ATR methods can differ
from [R absorption spectra because of distortions that
occur near strong absorption bands where the sample
refractive index may change rapidly. Also, the orienta-
tion of the sample on the ATR crystal can influence
band shapes and relative intensities. However, the ATR
band intensity is usually proportional to concentration
so that quantitative measurements can be made.

:".1odulated
beam

from FfIR

FIGURE17-14 Diagram of a photoacoustic attachment
for an FTIRspectrometer.

acoustic effect for obtaining absorption spectra of
solids and turbid liquids.

17e PHOTOACOUSTIC IR
SPECTROSCOPY

Photoacoustic IR spectroscopy saw limited application
before the advent of FT[R instruments. Now, sev-
eral manufacturers make photoacoustic accessories for
FTIR instruments. [n photoacoustic measurements,
the sample is placed in a small sample cup within the
photoacoustic attachment as illustrated in Figure 17-14.
The photoacoustic spectrometer chamber is tilled with
a high-thermal-conductivity gas such as helium or ni-
trogen and placed in the FTIR sample compartment.
The mirror shown deflects the modulated beam onto
the sample. Absorption of the IR beam by the sample
can result in nonradiative decay of the excited vibra-
tional states of the sample molecules. This can transfer
heat to the surface of the sample and result in the gen-
eration of a modulated acoustic wave in the gas inside
the chamber. A very sensitive microphone then detects
the acoustic wave.

Photoacoustic spectra are normally plotted in a
format similar to absorption spectra as shown in Fig-
ure 17-15. The spectra are usually plotted as a ratio
to a background scan of a totally absorbing material
such as carbon black. Although the frequencies of
transitions are the same as in absorption spectra, rela-
tive intensities depend on wavelength and modulation
frequency.

Photoacoustic spectra can be obtained on samples
with essentially no sample preparation. The only re-
quirement is that the sample must fit within the sample
cup. fn addition to solids and turhid liquids, photo-
acoustic methods have been used for detecting the

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) provides a way to
obtain ultraviolet, visible, and IR absorption spectra of
solids, semisolids, or turbid liquids." Acquisition of
spectra for these materials by ordinary methods is usu-
ally difficult at best and often impossible because of
light scattering and reflection.

PAS is based on a light absorption effect that was first
investigated in the 1880s by Alexander Graham Bell
and others. This effect is observed when a gas in a
closed cell is irradiated with a chopped beam of radia-
tion of a wavelength that is absorbed by the gas. The
absorbed radiation causes periodic heating of the gas,
which in turn results in regular pressure fluctuations
within the chamber. If the chopping rate lies in the
acoustical frequency range, these pulses of pressure
can be detected by a sensitive microphone. The pho-
toacoustic effect has been used since the turn of the
century for the analysis of absorbing gases and has re-
cently taken on new importance for this purpose with
the advent of tunable IR lasers as sources. Of greater
importance, however. has been the use of the photo-

components of mixtures separated by thin-layer and
high-performance liquid chromatography and for
monitoring the concentrations of gaseous pollutants
in the atmosphere.

The near-IR (NIR) region of the spectrum extends
from the upper wavelength end of the visible region at
ahout 770 nm to 2500 nm (13,000 to 4000 cm-I)." Ab-
sorption bands in this region are overtones or combi-
nations (Section 16A-4) of fundamental stretching vi-
brations that occur in the region of 3000 to 1700 cm-I.
The bonds involved are usually C- H, N - H, and
a-H. Because the bands are overtones or combina-
tions, their molar absorptivities are low and detection
limits are on the order of 0.1%.

In contrast to mid-[R spectrometry, the most im-
portant uses of NIR radiation are for the routine quan-
titative determination of species, such as water, pro-
teins, low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, and fats, in
products of the agricultural, food, petroleum, and
chemical industries. Both diffuse-reflection and trans-
mission measurements are used, although diffuse re-
flectance is by far the more widely used.

I"For a general reference on NIR, see Handbook of Near-infrared Analy-
sis. 2nd ed., D. A. Burns and E. W. Ciurczak, cds .. New York: Marcel
Dekker, 2001. For a review of commercial instrumentation, see C. M.
Henry. AnaL Chern., 1999, 7/. 625A. In the literature of NlR spectrome-
lry, the abscissa is usually wm/e!englh in nanometers or micrometers in
contrast to mid-IR spectra in which the abscissa is wavenumber in units of
(cm)-I

FIGURE17-15 Photoacoustic IRspectra of (a) a pulver-
ized coal sample and (b)an extruded polymer pellet. (From
Practical Sampling Techniques for Infrared Analysis, P.B.
Coleman, ed., Boca Raton, FL:eRC Press, 1993.)



Four different types of instruments are available for
the NIR region. Grating instruments are similar to
those used for UV-visible absorption spectroscopy.
There are also discrete filter instruments usually con-
taining filter wheels for selecting different wave-
lengths. These are less flexible than other instruments
but useful for fixed, well-characterized samples. In ad-
dition, acoustooptic tunable filter (AOTF) instru-
ments are available. The acoustooptic filter is a solid-
state device that diffracts radiation at wavelengths
determined by a radio frequency signal applied to the
crystal. Speed and ruggedness are the main advantages
of AOTF devices. Fourier transform spectrometers
are also available commercially for NIR spectrometry.
The advantages normally associated with FT instru-
ments in the mid-IR region, such as high throughput
and resolution, are less applicable in the NIR region.
However, the wavelength reproducibility and signal-
to-noise-ratio characteristics are major advantages of
FTsystems.

Most spectrometers use tungsten-halogen lamps
with quartz windows. Cells for absorption measure-
ments are usually quartz or fused silica transparent up
to about 3000 nm. Cell lengths vary from 0.1 to 10 cm.
Detectors range from PbS and PbSe photoconductors
to InSb and InAs photodiodes. Array detectors, such
as InGaAs detectors, have also become available for
the region. Several commercial UV-visible spec-
trophotometers are designed to operate from 180 to
2500 nm and can thus be used to obtain NIR spectra.

Several solvents are used for NIR studies. Some of
these are listed in Figure 17-16. Note that only carbon
tetrachloride and carbon disulfide are transparent
throughout the entire NIR region.

170-2 Data Processing in NIR spectrometry

NIR spectral bands are normally broad and often over-
lapping. There are rarely clean spectral bands that al-
low simple correlation with analyte concentration. In-
stead, multivariate calibration techniques are usedl'

Most commonly, partial least squares, principal compo-
nents regression, and artificial neural networks are em-

'~For a discussion of multivariate techniques, see K. R. Beebe. R J PeiL
and M. B. Seashohz, Chemomcrrics: A Practical Guide. Chap. 5. :'\ew York
Wiley, 1998: H. Martens and T. NaC's Mlllrimriate C<1libriltiofl. :\'ew )"ork
Wiley, 1989.

ployed. Such calibration involves development of a cal-
ibration model through obtaining results on a "training
set" that includes as many of the eonditions encoun-
tered in the samples as possible. Problems and pitfalls in
developing the models have been diseussedl'

The manufacturers of NIR instruments include
software packages for developing calibration models.
In addition, third-party software for multivariate cali-
bration is readily available.

170-3 Applications of NIR
Absorption Spectrometry

In contrast to mid-IR spectroseopy, NIR absorption
spectra are less useful for identification and more use-
ful for quantitative analysis of compounds containing
functional groups made up of hydrogen bonded to car-
bon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Such compounds can often
be determined with accuracies and precisions equiva-
lent to ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, rather than
mid-IR spectroscopy. Some applications inthtde the
determination of water in a variety of samples, includ-
ing glycerol, hydrazine, organic films, and fuming ni-
tric acid; the quantitative determination of phenols,
aleohols, organic acids, and hydroperoxides based on
the ftrst overtone of the 0 - H stretching vibration
that absorbs radiation at about 7100 cm] (1.4 Jlm);
and the determination of esters, ketones, and car-
boxylic acids based on their absorption in the region of
3300 to 3600 cm-] (2.8 to 3.0 Jlm). The absorption in
this last case is the first overtone of the carbonyl
stretching vibration.

NIR spectrophotometry is also a valuable tool for
identification and determination of primary and sec-
ondary amines in the presence of tertiary amines in
mixtures. The analyses are generally carried out in car-
bon tetrachloride solutions in IO-cm cells. Primary
amines are determined directly by measurement of the
absorbance of a combination N - H stretching band at
about 5000 cm-' (2.0 Jlm); neither secondary nor terti-
ary amincs absorb radiation in this region. Primary
and secondary amines have several overlapping ab-
sorption bands in the 3300 to 10,000 cm-' (I to 3 Jlm)
region due to various N -H stretching vibrations and
their overtones, whereas tertiary amines can have no
such bands. Thus. one of these bands gives the second·

I"For example. ~ee.\1. A. Arnvld. J J BurmeIster. dnd G. W. SOl;)I!. Anal
('hem .. 1998. ;/). F:.' L Zhang. (j \\'. Small. and \1. A.. :\cn<l[d, Anal
Chern. 20(H, 75. 59(}."
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ary amine concentration after correction for the ab-
sorption by thc primary amine.

170-4 Applications of NIR
Reflectance Spectrometry

Near-IR reflectance spectroscopy has become a most
important tool for the routine quantitative determina-
tion of constituents in finely ground solids. The most
widcspread use of this technique has been for the de-
termination of protein, moisture, starch, oil, lipids, and
cellulosc in agricultural products such as grains and
oilseeds. For example, Canada sells all its wheat based
on guaranteed protein content, and the Canadian
Grain Commission formerly ran more than 600,000
Kjeldahl protein determinations annually as a consc-
quence. It was estimated in 1984 that 80% to 90% of
all Canadian grain was analyzed for protcin by NIR
reflectance spectroscopy at a savings of more than
$500,000 a year in analytical costs.'o

In NIR reflcctance spectroscopy, the finely ground
solid sample is irradiated with one or more narrow
bands of radiation ranging in wavelength from 1 to
2.5 Jlm or 10,000 to 4000 cm -I. Diffusc reflectance oc-
curs in which the radiation penetrates the surface layer
of thc particles, excites vibrational modes of the ana-
lyte molecule, and is then scattered in all directions. A
reflectance spectrum is thus produced that is depen-

FIGURE 17-16 Some useful solvents
for NIR spectroscopy. Solid lines indi-
cate satisfactory transparency for use
with '-cm cells.

dent on the composition of the sample. A typical re-
flectance spectrum for a sample of wheat is shown in
Figure 17-17. The ordinate in this casc is the logarithm
of the reciprocal of reflectancc R, where R is the ratio
of the intensity of radiation reflected from the sample
to the reflcctance from a standard reflector, such as
finely ground barium sulfate or magnesium oxidc. The
reflectance band at 1940 nm is a water band used for
moisture determinations. The band at about 2100 nm
is, in fact, two overlapping bands, one for starch and
the other for protein. By making measurements at
several wavelengths in this region, the concentrations
of each of these components can be determined.

~
Oil 0.7.2

Wavelength, nm

FIGURE 17-17 Diffuse-reflectance NIRspectrum for a
sample of wheat.



Instruments for diffuse-reflectance measurements
are available from commercial sources. Some of these
employ several interference filters to provide narrow
bands of radiation. Others are equipped with grating
monochromators. Ordinarily, reflectance measure-
ments are made at two or more wavelengths for each
analyte species being determined.

The great advantage of NIR reflectance methods is
their speed and the simplicity of sample preparation.
Once method development has been completed.
analysis of solid samples for several species can be
completed in a few minutes. Accuracies and precisions
of 1% to 2% relative are regularly reported.

The far-IR region is particularly useful for inorganic
studies because absorption due to stretching and bend-
ing vibrations of bonds between metal atoms and both
inorganic and organic ligands generally occurs at fre-
quencies lower than 650 em -I (> 15 I-'m). For example.
heavy-metal iodides generally absorb radiation in
the region below l00cm-l, and the bromides and chlo-
rides have bands at higher frequencies. Absorption fre-
quencies for metal-organic bonds ordinarily depend
on both the metal atom and the organic portion of the
species.

Far-IR studies of inorganic solids have also provided
useful information about lattice energies of crystals
and transition energies of semiconducting materials.

Molecules composed only of light atoms absorb
far-IR radiation if they have skeletal bending modes
that involve more than two atoms other than hydro-
gen. Important examples are substituted benzene de-
rivatives, which generally show several absorption
bands. The spectra are frequently quite specific and
useful for identifying a particular compound. There
are also characteristic group frequencies in the far-IR
region.

Pure rotational absorption by gases is observed in
the far-IR region, provided the moleculcs have perma-
nent dipole moments. Examples include H,O. 0" HCL
and AsH). Absorption by water is troublesome: elimi-
nation of its interference requires evacuation or at least
purging of the spectrometer.

Prior to the advent of Fourier transform spectrom-
eters, experimental difficulties made it difficult to ob-
tain good far-IR spectra. The sources available in this
region are quite low in intensities. Order-sorting filters

are needed with grating instruments in this region to
minimize radiation diffracted from higher grating or-
ders. These reduced the already low throughputs of
dispersive spectrometers. It is no surprise that Fourier
transform spectrometry was first applied in this spec-
tral region. The high throughput of interferometers
and the relatively low mechanical tolerances required
made it fairly simple to obtain FTIR spectra in the far-
IR region with good signal-to-noise ratios.

When they are heated, molecules that absorb IR ra-
diation are also capable of emitting characteristic
IR wavelengths. The principal deterrent to the analyt-
ical application of this phenomenon has been the poor
signal-to-noise characteristics of the IR emission sig-
nal. particularly when the sample is at a temperature
only slightly higher than its surroundings. With)nter-
ferometry, however, interesting and useful applica-
tions have appeared in the literature.

An early example of the application of IR emission
spectroscopy is found in a paper that describes the
use of a Fourier transform spectrometer for the iden-
tification of microgram quantities of pesticides.21

Samples were prepared by dissolving them in a suit-
able solvent followed by evaporation on a NaCI or
KBr plate. The plate was then heated electrically near
the spectrometer entrance. Pesticides such as DOT,
malathion. and dieldrin were identified in amounts as
low as 1 to 10 I-'g.

Equally interesting has been the use of interferom-
etry for the remote detection of components emitted
from industrial smoke stacks. In one of thcse applica-
tions. an interferometer was mounted on an 8-inch
reflecting telescope." With the telescope focused on
the plume from an industrial plant. CO, and SO, werc
readily detected at a distance of several hundred feet.

The Mars Global Surveyor launched from Cape
Canaveral in November 1996. It reached Mars orbit
in 1997. One of fivc instruments on board was an IR
emission spectrometer, called a thermal emission spec-
trometer. The spacecraft completed its mapping mis-
sion in 20Dl. providing measurements of the Martian
surface and atmosphcre. The Mars rover Spirit has a
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FIGURE 17-18 Spectra from Mars rover Spirit showing an
unidentified mineral containing bound water in its crystal
structure. Minerals such as zeolites and gypsum are
possible candidates. Mini-TES= mini thermal-emission
spectrometer. (Courtesy of NASA/JPLlArizona State
University.)

mini thermal-emission spectrometer on board capable
of indicating the composition of nearby soils and rocks.
Figure 17-18 shows an IR emission spectrum taken in
early 2004 that showed evidence of an unidentified
water-containing mineral, Thermal emission spectra
have also indicated the presence of carbonates and
other hydrated minerals. These may have been pro-
duced by long-standing bodies of water.

IR microspectrometry is used for obtaining absorption
or reflection spectra of species in samples having phys-
ical dimensions in the range of 10 to 500 1-'01." IR mi-
croscopes, which were first introduced bv several in-
strument manufacturers in the 1980s, gen~rally consist
of two microscopes. one an ordinary optical micro-
scope and the other an IR device with reflection optics
that reduce the size of the IR beam to about that of the
sample. The optical microscope is used to visuallv lo-
cate the sample particle or spot to be studied with the
IR beam. The IR source is an ordinary Fourier trans-
form spectrometer and not a grating instrument be-
cause of the much greater sensitivity of FTiR instru-
ments. The detector is usually a liquid-nitrogen-cooled
mercury telluride-cadmium telluride photoconduc-
tive device that is more sensitive than other types of IR
detectors.

The use of IR microscopy is still fairly new but
appears to be a technique that will find increasing ap-
plications in the future. Some of its current applica-
tions include identification of polymer contaminants,
imperfections in polymer films, and individual layers
of laminated polymer sheets; identification of tiny
samples of fibers, paint, and explosives in criminalis-
tics; characterization of single fibers in the textile in-
dustry; and identification of contaminants on elec-
tronic components.

23See Practical Guide to Infrared Microspectroscopy, H. J. Humecki. ed.,
New York: Marcel Dekker, 1995~J. Katon. Tnfrared Microspectroscopy in
Modern Techniques in Molecular Spectroscopy, F. Mirabella, ed., New
York: Wiley, 1998.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

17-1 Cyclohexanone exhibits its strongest IR absorption band at 5.86I-'m, and at this
wavelength there is a linear relationship between absorbance and concentration.
(a) Identify the part of the molecule responsible for the absorbance at this

wavclength.
(b) Suggest a solvent that would be suitable for a quantitative analysis of cyclo-

hexanone at this wavelength.
(c) A solution of cyclohexanone (4.0 mg/mL) in the solvent selected in part

(b) exhibits a blank-corrected absorbance of 0.800 in a cell with a path length
of 0.025 mm. What is the detection limit for this compound under these
conditions if the noise associated with the spectrum of the solvent is 0.001
absorbance units'!



*17-2 The spectrum in Figure 17-19 was obtained for a liquid with the empirical for-
mula of C,H60. Identify the compound.

17-3 The spectrum in Figure 17-20 is that of a high-hailing-point liquid having the
empirical formula C,HIOO. Identify the compound as closely as possihle.

*17-4 The spectrum in Figure 17-21 is for an acrid-smelling liquid that boils at 50°C
and has a molecular weight of about 56. What is the compound') What impurity
is clearly present"

*17-5 The spectrum in Figure 17-22 is that of a nitrogen-containing substance that
hails at 9TC. What is the compound"

17-6 Why are quantitative analytical methods hased on NIR radiation often more
precise and accurate than methods based on mid-IR radiation'?

17-7 Discuss the origins of photoacoustic IR spectra. What are the usual types of
samples for photoacoustic measurements'?

17·8 Why do IR spectra seldom show regions at which the transmittance is l00%?

*17-9 An empty cell showed 15 interference fringes in the wavelength range of 6.0 to
12.2 flm. Calculate the path length of the cell.

*17-10 An empty cell exhibited 11.5 interference fringes in the region of 1050 tp
1580 cm-'. What was the path length of the cell? '

*17-11 Estimate the thickness of the polystyrene film that yielded the spectrum shown
in Figure 16-1.

[iJ Challenge Problem

17-U (a) Consider an ATR experiment with a sample having a refractive index of 1.03
at 2000 em -I. The ATR crystal was AgCl with a refractive index of 2.00 at
this wavelength. For an angle of incidence of 45°, what is the effective pene-
tration depth of the evanescent wave? How would the penetration depth
change if the angle were changed to 60°?

(b) For the same experiment in part (a) and a 60° incidence angle, find the
penetration depths for sample refractive indexes varying from 1.00 to 1.70
in steps of 0.10. Plot penetration depth as a function of refractive index.
Determine the refractive index for which the penetration depth becomes
zero. What happens at this point?

(c) For a sample with a refractive index of 1.37 at 2000 em . , and an incidence
angle of 45°, plot the penetration depth versus the ATR crystal refractive
index. Vary the crystal refractive index over the range of 2.00 to 4.00 in steps
of 0.25. Which crystal, AgCl (no = 2.00) or Ge (no = 4.00), gives the smaller
penetration depth" Why'?

(d) An aqueous solution with a refractive index of 1.003 is measured with an
ATR crystal with a refractive index of 2.8. The incidence angle is 45°. What
is the effective penetration depth at 3000 cm-', 2000 cm " and 1000 em-I.,
Is absorption hy the aqueous solvent as much of a problem in ATR as in
normal IR absorption measurements" Why or why not?

(e) Work by S. Ekgasit and H. Ishida (S. Ekgasit and H. Ishida, Appl. Spec/rose.,
1996,50, 1187; Appl. Spec/rose., 1997,51,461) describes a new method to
obtain a depth profile of a sample surface using ATR spectroscopy. Describe
the principles of this new approach. Why are spectra taken with different
degrees of polarization" What is the complex index of refraction"
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iW.... ..•. hen radiation passes through a trans-
~,'X. .' parent medium, the species present

'.. . ..... scatter a fraction flf the beam in all
.¢irections(Section 6B-l 0). Raman .scattering re-

,su.lts from~he sametrPe of qu.f:lrltized vibrational

<.•fhanges a~fociatedUJith IR absorption. Thus, the

'difference if! wavele'!gth between the incident and
.scattered visible radi~tion corresponds to wave-
~lengths irt the mid-lflregion. Indeed, the Raman

scattering i;pectrum and IR absorption spectrum

for a given species often resemble one another quite
closely. As discussed in this chapter, for some prob-

lems, lR spectroscopy is the superior tool, but for

others, Raman spectroscopy can provide more

useful information.

r3I Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com /chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

In 1928 the Indian physicist C. V Raman discovered
that the visible wavelength of a small fraction of the
radiation scattered by certain molecules differs from
that of the incident beam and furthermore that the
shifts in wavelength depend on the chemical structure
of the molecules responsible for the scattering. Raman
was awarded the 1931 Nobel Prize in physics for this
discovery and for his systematic exploration of it. I

Although there can be striking similarities between
Raman spectra and IR spectra, enough differences re-
main between the kinds of groups that are IR active and
Raman active to make the techniques complementary
rather than competitive. An important advantage of
Raman spectroscopy over IR lies in water being a quite
useful solvent. In addition, because signals are usually
in the visible or near-IR region, glass or quartz cells can
be employed, avoiding the inconvenience of working
with sodium chloride or other atmospherically unstable
window materials. Despite these advantages, Raman
spectroscopy was not widely used by chemists until
lasers became available in the I960s, which made spec-
tra a good deal easier to obtain. In recent years, Raman
spectroscopy has become a routine tool thanks to the
laser, the array detector, and the availability of com-
mercial instrumentation at moderate cost.

18A THEORY OF RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectra are acquired by irradiating a sample
with a powerful laser source of visible or near-IR mo-
nochromatic radiation. During irradiation, the spec-
trum of the scattered radiation is measured at some
angle (often 90") with a suitable spectrometer. To avoid
fluorescence. the excitation wavelengths are usually
well removed from an absorption band of the analyte.
The Raman experiment was illustrated previously in
Figure 6-18. At the very most, the intensities of Raman
lines are 0.001% of the intensity of the source. Be-
cause of this. it might seem more difficult to detect and
measure Raman bands than IR vibrational bands.
However. the Raman scattered radiation is in the visible

I For more compktc dl,>cussiollS of the theory and practice of Raman spec-
troscopy. see J. R. Ferraro, K. Nakamoto, and C. \V. Brown, Inrwduclorv
Rllman SpedTOsclJpl·. 2nd ed" San Diego: Academic Pre<is. 1003: R. L
.\fcCrecry, Raman SPl'ctTOscOP-", (or Chemical Analysis. New York: Wiley,
~(Jtlu:D. P. Strommen in Handbook vf Instrunu'nta{ Analysis. F. A. Settle.
eLl.. Chap. In. t;pper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997: Analytical
Raman Speetrosco!H'. J G. G-rasscll and B. J Bulkin. eds .. New York'
Wiley. l'J<11



fiGURE 18-1 The origin of Raman spectra. In (a) radiation
from a source that is incident on the sample produces
scattering at all angles. The incident radiation causes exci-
tation (a)to a virtual levelj and subsequent reemission of a
photon of lower (left)or higher (right)energy. The Raman
spectrum (b)consists of lower-frequency emissions callec
Stokes scattering and higher-frequency emissions termed
anti-Stokes scattering. Usually,the ground vibrational level
(,. ~ 0) is more highlypopulated than the excited vibration
levels so that the Stokes lines are more intense than the
anti-Stokes lines. Elastically scattered radiation is of the
same frequency as the excitation beam and is called
Rayleigh scattering.

or near-IR regions for which more sensitive detectors
are available. Hence, today, measurement of Raman
spectra is nearly as easy as measurement of IR spectra.

18A·1 Excitation of Raman Spectra

In Figure 18-1, the sample is irradiated by a monochro-
matic beam of energy hI'". Because the excitation
wavelength is well away from an absorption band, exci-
tation can be considered to involve a virtual state of en-
ergy level j, indicated by the dashed line in Figure 18-la.
A molecule in the ground vibrational level (v = 0) can
absorb a photon of energy hI'" and reemit a photon
of energy h(v" - vJ, as shown on the left side of Fig-
ure 18-la. When the scattered radiation is of a lower
frequency than the excitation radiation, it is called
Stokes scattering. Molecules in a vibrationally excited
state (v = I) can also scatter radiation inelastically and
produce a Raman signal of energy h(l'" + v,). Scattered
radiation of a higher frequency than the source radia-
tion is called ami-Stokes scattering. Elastic scattering
can also occur with emission of a photon of the same

energy as the excitation photon, hI'". Scattered radia-
tion of the same frequency as the source is termed
Rayleigh scaltering. Note that the frequency shifts of the
inelastically scattered radiation (v" + ,,,) ~ v" = v,
and (1'" - vJ ~ v" ~ -v, correspond to the vibra-
tional frequency. v,. The simplified Raman spectrum
corresponding to the transitions shown is given in
Figure 18-1b.

Figure 18-2depicts a portion of the Raman spectrum
of carbon tetrachloride that was obtained by using an
argon-ion laser having a wavelength of 488.0 nm as the
source. As is usually the case for Raman spectra, the ab-
scissa of Figure 1/;-2 is the wavenumber shift Ill', which
is defined as the difference in wavenumbers (em -I) be-
tween the observed radiation and that of the source.
Note that three Raman lines are found on both sides of
the Rayleigh lines and that the pattern of shifts on each
side is identical. That is. Stokes lines are found at
wavenumbers that are 21S, 314, and 459 em -I smaller
than the Rayleigh lines, and anti-Stokes lines occur at
218,314, and 459 em I greater than the wavenumber of
the source. It should also be noted that additio;allines
can be found at :':762 and :':790 em -I. Because the anti-
Stokes lines are appreciably less intense than the corre-
sponding Stokes lines, only the Stokes part of a spec-

-sm -400 -1m -2(Xl -IlK) () 100 200 300 400 S(Xl

Raman shifr. em-I

fiGURE 18-2 Raman spectrum of eel,. excited by laser
radiation of A" ~ 488 nm (v" ~ 20,492 cm-'). The number
above the Raman lines is the Raman shift, J.v = vex"!: /lv. in
em". Stokes-shiftec lines are often given positive values
rather than negative values as shown. (From J. R. Ferraro,
K.Nakamoto, and e. W. Brown, Introductory Raman Spec-
troscopy, 2nd ed., San Diego: Academic Press, 2003.
Reprinted with permiSSion.)
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trum is generally used. Furthermore, the abscissa of the
plot is often labeled simply "wavenumber v, em -I"

rather than "wavenumber shift Ilv." It is noteworthy
that fluorescence may interfere seriously with the ob-
servation of Stokes shifts but not with anti-Stokes. With
lluorescing samples, anti-Stokes signals may, therefore,
be more useful despite their lower intensities.

It is important to appreciate that the magnitude
of Raman shifts is independent of the wavelength of
excitation. Thus, Raman shifts identical to those shown
in Figure 18-2 are observed for carbon tetrachloride
regardless of whether excitation was carried out with
an argon-ion laser (4S/;.0), or a helium-neon laser
(632.8 nml.

Superficially. the Raman Stokes shifts to lower
energies (longer wavelengths) are analogous to the
Stokes shifts found in molecular lluorescence (see
Section 6C-6). We shall see, however, that Raman and

fiGURE 18-3 Origins of Rayleigh and Raman
scattering.

fluorescence spectra arise from fundamentally differ-
ent processes.

18A-2 Mechanisms of Raman
and Rayleigh Scattering

In Raman spectroscopy, spectral excitation is normally
carried out by radiation having a wavelength that is
well away from any absorption bands of the analyte.
The energy-level diagram of Figure IS-la is expanded
in Figure IS-3 and provides a qualitative picture of the
sources of Raman and Rayleigh scattering. The heavy
arrow on the far left depicts the energy change in the
molecule when it interacts with a photon from the
source. The increase in energy is equal to the energy of
the photon hve,. It is important to appreciate that the
process shown is nor quantized: thus. depending on the
frequency of the radiation from the source, the energy



of the molecule can assume any of an infinite number
of values, or virtual stares, between the ground state
and the lowest (first) electronic excited state shown in
the upper part of the diagram. The second and nar-
rower arrow on the left shows the type of change that
would occur if the molecule encountered by the pho-
ton happened to be in the first vibrational level of the
electronic ground state. At room temperature, the
fraction of the molecules in this state is small. Thus, as
indicated by the width of the arrows, the probability of
this process occurring is much smaller.

The middle set of arrows depicts the changes that
produce Rayleigh scattering. Again the more probable
change is shown by the wider arrow. Note that no en-
ergy is lost in Rayleigh scattering. As a consequence,
the collisions between the photon and the molecule
are said to be elastic.

Finally, the energy changes that produce Stokes and
anti-Stokes emission arc depicted on the right. The two
differ from the Rayleigh radiation by frequencies cor-
responding to ±!!J.E, the energy of the first vibrational
level of the ground state, !lVv• Note that if the bond were
IR active, the energy of its absorption would also be !::J.E.
Thus, the Raman frequency shift and the IR absorption
frequency are identical.

Note also that the relative popUlations of the two
upper energy states are such that Stokes emission is
much favored over anti-Stokes. In addition, Rayleigh
scattering has a considerably higher probability of oc-
curring than Raman scattering because the most prob-
able event is the energy transfer to molecules in the
ground state and reemission by the return of these
molecules to the ground state. Finally, it should be
noted that the ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensities
increases with temperature because a larger fraction of
the molecules is in the first vibrationally excited state
under these circumstances.

18A-3 Wave Model of Raman
and Rayleigh Scattering

Let us assume that a beam of radiation having a fre-
quency v" is incident on a solution of an analyte. The
electric field E of this radiation can be described by the
equation

where Eo is the amplitude of the wave. When the elec-
tric field of the radiation interacts with an electron

cloud of an analyte bond, it induces a dipole moment
m in the bond that is given by

frequency has been modulated by the vibrational fre-
quency of the bond. It is important to note that the se-
lection rules for Raman scattering require that there be
a change in polarizability during the vibration - that
is, aalar in Equation 18-7 must be greater than zero for
Raman lines to appear. The selection rules also predict
that Raman lines corresponding to fundamental modes
of vibration occur with !!J.v = ± 1. Just as with IR spec-
troscopy, much weaker overtone transitions appear at
!::J.v = ±2.

We have noted that, for a given bond, the energy
shift' observed in a Raman experiment should be iden-
tical to the energies of its IR absorption bands, pro-
vided the vibrational modes involved are both IR and
Raman active. Figure 18-4 illustrates the similarity of
the two types of spectra; it is seen that there are several
bands with identical vand !!J.v values for the two com-
pounds. We should also note, however, that the relative
intensities of the corresponding bands are frequently
quite different. Moreover, certain peaks that occur in
one spectrum are absent in the other.

The differences between a Raman spectrum and an
lR spectrum are not surprising when it is considered

where a is a proportionality constant called the polar-
izability of the bond. This constant is a measure of the
deformability of the bond in an electric field.

The polarizability a varies as a function of the dis-
tance between nuclei according to the equation

a = a" + (r - r,q)(:;)
where a" is the polarizability of the bond at the equi-
librium internuclear distance r"l and r is the inter-
nuclear separation at any instant. The change in inter-
nuclear separation varies with the frequency of the
vibration Vv as given by

where rm is the maximum internuclear separation rela-
tive to the equilibrium position. .

Substituting Equation 18-4 into 18-3 gives

a = a" + (:; )rmCOS(27Tvvt) r:71 lillurial: Learn more about Raman and IR
IQJ spectra.

We can then obtain an expression for the induced di-
pole moment m by substituting Equation 18-5 into
Equation 18-2. Thus,

that the basic mechanisms, although dependent on the
same vibrational modes, arise from processes that are
mechanistically different. Infrared absorption requires
that there be a change in dipole moment or charge dis-
tribution during the vibration. Only then can radiation
of the same frequency interact with the molecule and
promote it to an excited vibrational state. In contrast,
scattering involves a momentary distortion of the elec-
trons distributed around a bond in a molecule, followed
by reemission of the radiation as the bond returns to
its normal state. In its distorted form, the molecule is
temporarily polarized; that is, it develops momentarily
an induced dipole that disappears on relaxation and
reemission. Because of this fundamental difference in
mechanism, the Raman activity of a given vibrational
mode may differ markedly from its IR activity. For ex-
ample, a homonuclear molecule such as nitrogen, chlo-
rine, or hydrogen has no dipole moment either in its
equilibrium position or when a stretching vibration
causes a change in the distance between the two nuclei.
Thus, absorption of radiation (IR) of the vibrational
frequency cannot occur. On the other hand, the polar-
izability of the bond between the two atoms of such a
molecule varies periodically in phase with the stretch-
ing vibrations, reaching a maximum at the greatest

80 .~
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m = 0'"E"cos(27Tv"t)

+ E"rm(:;)coS(27TVvt)COS(27Tv"t) (18-6)

if we use the trigonometric identity for the product of
two cosines

cosxcosy = [cos(x + y) + cos(x - y)]/2

we obtain from Equation 18-6

m = O'oE"cOS(27Tvel)

+ ~o rm( :; )COS[27T(V" - vvltJ

+ E"rm(aO')COS[21T(V" + v,)t]
2 dr
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The first term in this equation represents Rayleigh

scattering, which occurs at the excitation frequency v".
The second and third terms in Equation 18-7 corre-
spond respectively to the Stokes and anti-Stokes fre-
quencies of Vex - Vv and Vex + Vv' Here, the excitation

FIGURE18-4 Comparison of Raman and IRspectra for mesitylene and indene. (Courtesy of
Perkin-Elmer Corp .. Norwalk,CT.)



separation and a minimum at the closest approach. A
Raman shift corresponding in frequency to that of the
vibrational mode rcsults.

[t is of interest to compare the [R and the Raman
activities of coupled vibrational modes such as those
described earlier (page 438) for the carbon dioxide
molecule. In the symmetric mode, no change in the di-
pole moment occurs as the two oxygen atoms move
away from or toward the central carbon atom; thus, this
mode is IR inactive. The polarizability, however, fluctu-
ates in phase with the vibration because distortion of
bonds becomes easier as they lengthen and more diffi-
cult as they shorten. Raman activity is associated with
this mode.

[n contrast, the dipole moment of carbon dioxide
fluctuates in phase with the asymmetric vibrational
mode. Thus, an IR absorption band arises from this
mode. On the other hand, as the polarizability of one of
the bonds increases as it lengthens, the polarizability of
the other decreases, resulting in no net change in the
molecular polarizability. Thus, the asymmetric stretch-
ing vibration is Raman inactive. For molecules with a
center of symmetry, such as CO" no IR active transi-
tions are in common with Raman active transitions.
This is often called the mutual exclusion principle.

Often, as in the foregoing examples, parts of Raman
and IR spectra are complementary, each being associ-
ated with a different set of vibrational modes within a
molecule. For noncentrosymmetric molecules, many
vibrational modes may be both Raman and IR active.
For example, all of the vibrational modes of sulfur diox-
ide yield both Raman and [R bands. The intensities of
the bands differ, however, because the probabilities for
the transitions are different for the two mechanisms.
Raman spectra are often simpler than [R spectra be-
cause the occurrence of overtone and combination
bands is rare in Raman spectra.

The intensity or radiant power of a normal Raman
band depends in a complex way on the polarizability of
the molecule, the intensity of the source, and the con-
centration of the active group, as well as other factors.
[n the absence of absorption, the power of Raman
emission increases with the fourth power of the fre-
quency of the source. However, advantage can seldom
be taken of this relationship because of the likelihood
that ultraviolet irradiation will cause photodecomposi-
tion of the analyte.

Raman intensities arc usually directly proportional
to the concentration ofthe active species. In this regard,
Raman spectroscopy more closely resembles fluores-
cence than absorption, in which the concentration-
intensity relationship is logarithmic.

Raman measurements provide, in addition to intensity
and frequency information, one additional variable
that is sometimes useful in determining the structure
of molecules, namely, the depolarization ratio.' Here,
it is important to distinguish carefully between the
terms polarizability and polarization. The former term
describes a molecular property having to do with the
deformability of a bond. Polarization, in contrast, is a
property of a beam of radiation and describes the planc
in which the radiation vibrates.

When Raman spectra are excited by plane-polar-
ized radiation, as they are when a laser source is used,
the scattered radiation is found to be polarized t/.l var-
ious degrees depending on the type of vibration re-
sponsible for the scattering. The nature of this effect is
illustrated in Figure 18-5, where radiation from a laser
source is shown as being polarized in the yz plane. Part
of the resulting scattered radiation is shown as being
polarizcd parallel to the original beam, that is, in the xz
plane; the intensity of this radiation is symbolized by
the subscript II. The remainder of the scattered beam is
polarized in the xy plane, which is perpendicular to the
polarization of the original beam; the intensity of this
perpendicularly polarized radiation is shown by the
sUbscript L The depolarization ratio p is defined as

l~
p = I;

Polarized
radiation

from laser

Partially
depolarized

scattered
radiation

and away from the central carbon atom. The depolar-
ization ratio is 0.005, indicating minimal depolariza-
tion; the 459-cm -1 line is thus said to be polarized. [n
contrast, the carbon tetrachloride bands at 218 and
314 cm -" which arise from nonsymmetrical vibrations,
have depolarization ratios of about 0.75. From scatter-
ing theory it is possible to demonstrate that the maxi-
mum depolarization for nonsymmetric vibrations is
617, and for symmetric vibrations the ratio is always less
than this number. The depolarization ratio is thus use-
ful in correlating Raman lines with modes of vibration.

Experimentally, the depolarization ratio may be ob-
tained by inserting a Polaroid sheet or other polarizer
between the sample and the monochromator. Spectra
are then obtained with the axis of the sheet oriented
parallel with first the xz and then the xy plane shown in
Figure 18-5.

The depolarization ratio depends on the symmetry
of the vibrations responsible for the scattering. For ex-
ample, the band for carbon tetrachloride at 459 cm-1

(Figure 18-2) arises from a totally symmetric "breath-
ing" vibration involving the simultaneous movement of
the four tetrahedrally arranged chlorine atoms toward

Instrumentation for modern Raman spectroscopy
consists of a laser source, a sample illumination sys-
tem, and a suitable spectrometer as illustrated in Fig-
ure 18-63 The performance requirements for these
components are more stringent than for the molecular
spectrometers we have already described, however,
because of the inherent weakness of the Raman scat-
tering signal compared with the signal produced by the
Rayleigh scattering.

The sources used in modern Raman spectrometry are
nearly always lasers because their high intensity is nec-
essary to produce Raman scattering of sufficient in-
tensity to be measured with a reasonable signal-to-
noise ratio. Five of the most common lasers used for
Raman spectroscopy are listed in Table 18-1. Because

FIGURE 18-6 Block diagram of a Raman spectrometer.
The laser radiation is directed into a sample cell. The
Raman scattering is usually measured at right angles to
avoid viewing the source radiation. A wavelength selector
isolates the desired spectral region. The transducer
converts the Raman signal into a proportional electrical
signal that is processed by the computer data system.



TABLE16-1 Some Common Laser
Sources for Raman Spectroscopy

Argon ion
Krypton ion
Helium-neon
Diode
Nd-YAG

488.0 or 514.5
530.9 or 647.1
632.8
785 or 830
1064

the intensity of Raman scattering varies as the fourth
power of the frequency, argon and krypton ion sources
that emit in the blue and green region of the spectrum
have an advantage over the other sources shown in the
table. For example, the argon ion line at 488 nm pro-
vides Raman lines that arc nearly three times as in-
tense as those excited by the He-Ne source, given the
same input power. However, these short-wavelength
sources can produce significant fluorescence and cause
photodecomposition of the sample.

The last two sources in the table, which emit near-IR
radiation, are finding more and more use as excitation
sourCes. Near-IR sources have two major advantages
over shorter-wavelength lasers. The tirst is that they
can be operated at much higher power (up to 50 W)
without causing photodecomposition of the sample.
The second is that they are not energetic enough to pop-
ulate a signitieant number of fluorescence-producing
excited electronic energy states in most molecules.
Consequently, fluorescence is generally much less in-
tense or nonexistent with these lasers. The Nd-YAG
laser, used in Fourier transform Raman spectrometers
is particularly effective in eliminating fluorescence. The
two lines of the diode laser at 785 and 830 nm also mark-
edly reduce fluorescence in most cases.

Figure 18-7 illustrates an example where the
Nd- YAG source completely eliminates background
tluorescence. The upper curve was obtained with con-
ventional Raman equipment using the 5I4.5-nm line
from an argon-ion laser for excitation. The sample was
anthracene, and most of the recorded signal arises from
the tluorescence of that compound. The lower curve in
blue is for the same sample recorded with a Fourier
transform spectrometer equipped with a Nd- YAG laser
that emitted at 1064 nm. Note the total absence of
fluorescence background signal.

The excitation wavelength in Raman spectrometry
must be carefully chosen. Not on Iv is photodecompo-
sition and fluorescence a problem but colored samples

and some solvents can absorb the incidellt radiation or
the Raman-scattered radiation. Thus, tlrere is a need
for more than one source or for multipl'e wavelength
sources.

188-2 Sample-Illumination System

Sample handling for Raman spectrosc<,pic measure-
ments is simpler than for IR spectroscopy because
glass can be used for windows, lenses, amd other opti-
cal components instead of the more fragule and atmos-
pherically less stable crystalline halides .. fn addition,
the laser source is easilv focused on a small sample
area and the emitted rad'iation efflcientl ~ focused on a
slit or entrance aperture of a spectrometer. As a result,
very small samples can be investigated. In fact, a com-
mon sample holder for nonabsorbing liqruid samples is
an ordinary glass-melting-point capillarV"

Gas Samples

Gases arc normally contained in glass ttJbes I-L cm in
diameter and about 1 mm thick. Gases cart a.lso be
sealed in small capillary tubes. For weak scatterers, an
external multiple-pass setup with mirrors can be used

FIGURE16-7 Spectra of anthracene taken with a conven-
tional Raman instrument with an argon-ion laser source
at 514.5 nm ~4)and with an FT-Raman instrUmentwith
a Nd-YAGsource at 1064 nm (8). (From B.::;hase, Ana/.

Chern., 1987,59, 881A. Figure 5, p. 888A. (~opyright1987
American Chemical Society.)
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FIGURE18-6 Sample illuminationsystems for Raman spectrometry. In (a), a gas cell is shown
with external mirrors for passing the laser beam through the sample multiple times. Liquid cells
can be capillaries (b)or cylindrical cells (c). Solids can be determined as powders packed in
capillaries or as KBrpellets (d).

as shown in Figure I8-8a. The resulting Raman scat-
tering perpendicular to the sample tube and to the ex-
citation laser beam is then focused on the entrance slit
of the spectrometer by a large lens (L2 in the tigure).

Liquid Samples

Liquids can be scaled in ampoules, glass tubes, or cap-
illaries. Figure IR-8b and c show two of many systems
for illuminating liquids. In Figure 18-8b a capillary cell
is shown. Capillaries can be as small as 0.5-0.1 mm
bore and 1 mm long. The spectra of nanoliter volumes
of sample can be obtained with capillary cells. A large
cylindrical cell, such as that illustrated in Figure I8-8c.
can be used to reduce local heating, particularly for ab-
sorbing samples. The laser beam is focused to an area
near the wall to minimize absorption of the incident

beam. Further reduction of localized heating is often
achieved by rotating the cell.

A major advantage of sample handling in Raman
spectroscopy compared with IR arises because water is
a weak Raman scatterer but a strong absorber of IR
radiation. Thus, aqueous solutions can be studied by
Raman spectroscopy but only with difficulty by 1R.
This advantage is particularly important for biological
and inorganic systems and in studies dealing with wa-
ter pollution.

Solid Samples

Raman spectra of solid samples are often acquired bv
filling a small cavitv or capillary with the sample after
it has been ground to a tine powder. Polvmers can usu-
ally be examined directly with no sample pretreatment.
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FIGURE 18-9 Raman spectrometer with fiber-optic
probe. In (a) a microscope objective focuses the laser
radiation onto excitation fibers that transport the beam to
the sample. The Raman scattering is collected by emis-
sion fibers and carried to the entrance slit of a monochro-
mator or to the entrance of an interferometer. A radiation
transducer, such as a photomultiplier tube, converts the
scattered light intensity to a proportional current or pulse
rate; (b) end view of the probe; (c) end view of collection
fibers at entrance slit of monochromator. The colored
circles represent the input fiber and the uncolored circles
the collection fibers. (Adapted from R. L. McCreery,
M. Fleischmann, and P. Hendra, Anal. Chern., 1983,55,
146. Figure 1, p. 147. Copyright 1983 American Chemical
Society.)

In some cases, KBr pellets similar to those used in IR
spectroscopy are employed as shown in Figure 18-8d.
Dilution with KBr can reduce decomposition of the
sample produced by local heating.

Fiber-Optic Sampling

One of the significant advantages of Raman spectrom-
etry is that it is based on visible or near-IR radiation
that can be transmitted for a considerable distance (as
much as 100 m or more) through optical fibers. Fig-
ure 18-9 shows the arrangement of a typical Raman in-
strument that uses a fiber-optic probe. Here, a micro-
scope objective lens is used to focus the laser excitation
beam on one end of an excitation fiber of a fiber bun-
dle. These fibers bring the excitation radiation to the
sample. Fibers can be immersed in liquid samples or
used to illuminate solids. A second fiber or fiber bun-
dle collects the Raman scattering and transports it to

the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Several commer-
cial instruments are now available with such probes.

The Raman spectrum shown in Figure 18-10 illus-
trates how a fiber-optic probe can be used to monitor
chemical processes. In this case a fiber-optic probe was
used to monitor the hanging drop crystallization of
aprotinin (a serine protease inhibitor) and (NH,),SO,
in aqueous solution. Raman bands were attributed
to both the protein and the salt. By using chemomet-
ric techniques, changes in the spectrum during crystal-
lization were correlated with depletion of both the
protein and the salt. The authors were able to deter-
mine accurately supersaturation of aprotinin using this
technique.

Fiber-optic probes are proving very useful for ob-
taining Raman spectra in locations remote from the
sample site. Examples include hostile environments,
such as hazardous reactors or molten salts; biological
samples, such as tissues and arterial walls; and envi-
ronmental samples, such as groundwater and seawater.

Raman Microprobe

A popular accessory for Raman spectrometers is the
Raman microprobe. The first developments in Raman
microscopy occurred in the 1970s. Today, several in-
strument companies make microprobe attachments.
With these, the sample is placed on the stage of a mi-
croscope where it is illuminated by visible light. After
selecting the area to be viewed and adjusting the fo-
cus, the illumination lamp is turned off and the exciting
laser beam is directed to the sample. With modern op-
tics, the Raman microprobe can obtain high-quality
Raman spectra without sample preparation on pico-
gram amounts of sample with I-flm spatial resolution.
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FIGURE 18-10 Raman spectrum of an aqueous solution
containing aprotinin (100 mg/mL) and (NH,),SO, (1.0 M)in
50 mM sodium acetate buffer at pH 4.5 and 24°C. Adiode
laser source at 785 nm was used with a CCD detector.
(From R. E. Tamagawa, E. A. Miranda, and K. A. Berglund,
Cryst. Growth Des., 2002, 2, 511. Figure 1, p. 512.
Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.)
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186-3 Raman Spectrometers

Until the early 1980s, Raman spectrometers were sim-
ilar in design and used the same type of components
as the classical UV -visible dispersing instruments de-
scribed in Section 130-3. Most spectrometers em-
ployed double-grating systems to minimize the amount
of stray and Rayleigh-scattered radiation reaching
the transducer. Photomultipliers served as transduc-
ers. Now, however, most Raman spectrometers being
marketed are either Fourier transform instruments
equipped with cooled germanium transducers or multi-
channel instruments based on charge-coupled devices.

Wavelength-Selection Devices and Transducers

A high-quality wavelength-selection device is required
in Raman spectroscopy to separate the relatively weak
Raman lines from the intense Rayleigh-scattered ra-
diation. Traditional dispersive Raman spectrometers
used double- or even triple-grating monochromators
for this purpose. In recent years, holographic interfer-
ence filters, called notch filters, and holographic grat-
ings have improved to the extent that they have virtually
eliminated the need for multiple-grating monochroma-
tors. In fact, the combination of a notch filter and a high-
quality grating monochromator is now found in most
commercial dispersive instruments.

Instruments with monochromators invariably use
photomultiplier tubes as transducers because of the
weak signals being measured. Most spectrometers also
employ photon-counting systems to measure the Ra-
man intensity. Because photon counting is inherently a

Tu.torial: Learn more about Raman
instrumentation.

FIGURE 18-11 Fiber-optic Raman spectrometer
with spectrograph and CCD detector. The bandpass
filter (BP)is used to isolate a single laser line.The
band-rejection filter(BR)minimizes the Rayleigh-
scattered radiation.

digital technique, such systems are readily interfaced
to modern computer data systems.

Many newer Raman instruments have replaced the
single-wavelength output monochromator with a spec-
trograph and an array detector. The photodiode array
was the first array detector to be used. It allows the si-
multaneous collection of entire Raman spectra. Pho-
todiode arrays are typically used in conjunction with
an image intensifier to amplify the weak Raman signal.

More recently, charge-transfer devices, such as
charge-coupled devices (CCOs) and charge-injection
devices (CIOs), have been employed in Raman spec-
trometers. Figure 18-11 shows a fiber-optic Raman
spectrometer that uses a CCO as a multichannel detec-
tor. Here, high-quality bandpass and band-rejection
(notch) filters provide good stray light rejection. The
CCO array can be a two-dimensional array or in some
cases a linear array.

Fourier Transform Raman Spectrometers

The Fourier transform Raman (FT-Raman) instru-
ment uses a Michelson interferometer, similar to that
used in FTIR spectrometers, and a continuous-wave
(CW) Nd- YAG laser as shown in Figure 18-12. The use
of a 1064-nm (1.064-l-Im) source virtually eliminates
fluorescence and photodecomposition of samples.
Hence, dyes and other fluorescing compounds can
be investigated with FT-Raman instruments. The FT-
Raman instrument also provides superior frequency
precision relative to conventional instruments, which
enable spectral subtractions and high-resolution mea·
surements.

One disadvantage of the FT-Raman spectrometer
is that water absorbs in the 1000-nm region, which can
cancel the Raman advantage of being ahle !O use aque-
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FIGURE 18-12 Optical diagram of an
FT-Raman instrument. The laser radiation
passes through the sample and then into
the interferometer, consisting of the beam-
splitter and the fixed and movable mirrors.
The output of the interferometer is then
extensively fittered to remove stray laser
radiation and Rayleigh scattering. After
passing through the filters, the radiation
is focused onto a cooled Ge detector.

ous solutions. Also, optical filtering, as shown in Fig-
ure 18-12, is a necessity. The stray light from the excit-
ing laser must he eliminated because it can saturate
many transducers. The Rayleigh-scattered line is often
six orders of magnitude greater than the Stokes-shifted
Raman lines, and the intensity of this line must be min-
imized before striking the transducer. Holographic
notch filters and other filter types are used for this pur-
pose. Because the Raman scattering from a Nd-YAG
laser can occur at wavelengths as long as 1700 nm, pho-
tomultipliers and many array detectors are not uscd.
Most FT-Raman instruments instead use InGaAs
Ge, and other photoconductive devices as transducer~:
These devices are usually operated at cryogenic
temperatures.

The FT-Raman spectromcter has a number of
unique advantages for Raman spectrometry. However,
the limitations previously noted mean that dispersive
Raman instruments will be widely used for somc time.

18C APPLICATIONS OF RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy has been applied to thc qualita-
t.ve and quantitative analysis of inorganic, organic, and
hiological systems"

Nd-YAG
laser with
line filter

18C-1 Raman Spectra of Inorganic Species

The Raman technique is often supcrior t,: 'IR spec-
troscopy for Investigating inorganic systenis-because
aqueous solutions can usually be employed.s In addi-
tion, the vibrational energies of metal-ligand bonds are
generally in the range of 100 to 700cm -I, a region of the
IR that is experimentally difficult to study. These vihra-
tions are frequently Raman active, how~ver, and lines
with dV values in this range are readily ohserved.
Raman studies are potentially useful sources of infor-
mation concerning the composition, structure, and sta-
bility of coordination compounds. For example, nu-
merous halogen and halogenoid complexes produce
Raman spectra and thus are amenable to investigation
by this means. Metal-oxygen bonds are also Raman
active. Sfectra for such species as VO"-, Al(OH), ,
St(OH)6--' and Sn(OH)l- have heen obtained. Raman
studies have heen useful in determining the probahle
structures of these and similar species. For example.
'n perchlonc ac.d solutions, vanadium(lV) appears to
he present as VO'-(aq) rather than as V(OH),"(aq).
Studies of boric acid solutions show that the anion
formed by acid dissociation is the tetrahedral B(OH),
rather than f[,BOJ -. Dissociation constants for strong
ac.ds such as H2SO" HNO" H,SeO,. and HJOh have
been calculated from Raman measurements. It seems
prohahle that the future will see even wider use of

Raman spectroscopy for theoretical verification and
structural studies of inorganic systems.

Raman spectra are similar to IR spectra in that they
have regions useful for functional group detection and
fingerprint regions that permit the identification of
specific compounds. Daimay et al. have published a
comprehensive treatment of Raman functional group
frequencies·

Raman spectra yield more information about cer-
tain types of organic compounds than do their IR coun-
terparts. For example, the double-bond stretching
vibration for olefins results in weak and sometimes
undetected IR absorption. On the other hand, the
Raman band (which like the IR band, occurs at ahout
1600 cm -I) is intense, and its position is sensitive to
the nature of substituents as well as to their geometry.
Thus, Raman studies are likely to yield uscful informa-
tion about the olefinic functional group that may not
be revealed by IR spectra. This statement applies to
cycloparaffin derivatives as well; these compounds have
a characteristic Raman hand in the region of 700 to
1200 em -I. This band has been attrihuted to a breathing
vibration in which the nuclei move in and out symmet-
rically with respcct to the center of the ring. The posi-
tion of the band decreases continuously from 1190cm-'
for cyclopropane to 700 cm-I for cyclooctane; Raman
spectroscopy thus appears to be an excellent diagnos-
tic tool for the estimation of ring size in paraffins.
The IR hand associated with this vibration is weak or
nonexistent.

18C-3 Biological Applications
of Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has heen applied widely for the
study of biological systems.' The advantages of this
technique include the small sample requirement, the
minimal sensitivity to water, the spectral detail, and the
conformational and environmental sensitivity.

"L Daimay. N. B. Coilhup. w, G. Fatdy. and 1. G. Grasselli, The [{um/·

nook of infrared and Ranum ChanJClcrisfic Fn:quencies of Organic Mole-

cules. N~y, "ork: Acad.:mic Press, lY9L
-See 1. R. F~rrar(). K. Nakamol\..l, and C \\'. Brown. IlIlroducron" Rl1l1UlII

~·pecrro_\o)py. 2n\..1ed .. San Oieg\): Acadt:rll\c Press, 2003. Chap_ 6: Infrared

and Raman Spectroscopy o{ Biological l{araials. H. U. Gremlich and H
'{an. eds .. New York: ~1arcd Dekker, 2001: Biological Applications of Ra·
man Spt'oroscopv. T G. Spiro. ",d.. \'ols. 1-3. New )'\Jfk: Wiley. 1987-88

Raman spectra tend to he less cluttered with bands than
IR spectra. As a consequence, peak overlap in mixtures
is less likely, and quantitative measurements are sim-
pler. In addition, Raman sampling devices are not suh-
ject to attack hy moisture, and small amounts of water
in a sample do not interfere. Despite these advantages,
Raman spectroscopy has only recently heen exploited
widely for quantitative analysis. The increasing use of
Raman spectroscopy is due to the availability of inex-
pensive, routine Raman instrumentation.

Because laser beams can be precisely focused, it be-
comes possihle to perform quantitative analyses on
very small samples. The Raman microprobe has heen
used to determine analytes in single bacterial cells,
components in individual particles of smoke and fly
ash, and species in microscopic inclusions in minerals.
Surfaces have been examined by tuning the instrument
to a given vihrational mode. This results in an image of
regions on a surface where a particular bond or func-
tional group is present.

The Raman microprobe has played a critical role in
the authentication of some presumed ancient docu-
ments such as the Vinland map (see the Instrumental
Analysis in Action feature at the end of Section 3). In
the case of the map, the presence of TiO, in the ink was
shown conclusively by Raman microscopy.

180 OTHER TYPES OF RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY

Advancements in tunable lasers led to several new Ra-
man spectroscopic methods in the early 1970s. A brief
discussion of the applications of some of these tech-
niques follows.

Resonance Raman scattering refers to a phenomenon
in which Raman line intensities are greatly enhanced
by excitation with wavelengths that closely approach
that of an electronic absorption hand of an analyteS

Under this circumstance. the magnitudes of Raman

~For brief reviews. see 1". G. SpIro and R. S. CzernusLcwicz in Physical

\1ethods ill Bioinorganic Chi'misrr),- I.. Que. ed . Sausalito, CA: L'nlversity
Science Books, 2000~S. A. Asher. A/wI. Chon, 1993. 05, 59A



lines associated with the most symmetric vibrations
are enhanced by a factor of 10' to 106 As a COnse-
quence, resonance Raman spectra have been obtained
at analyte concentrations as low as 10-8 M. This level
of sensitivity is in contrast to normal Raman studies,
which arc ordinarily limited to concentrations greater
than 0.1 M. Furthermore, because resonance enhance-
ment is restricted to the Raman bands associated with
the ehromophore, resonance Raman spectra are usu-
ally quite selective.

Figure 18-13a illustrates the energy changes respon-
sible for resonance Raman scattering. This figure dif-
fers from the energy diagram for normal Raman scat-
tering (Figure 18-3) in that the electron is promoted
into an excited electronic state followed bv an immedi-
ate relaxation to a vibrational level of the electronic
ground state. As shown in the figure, resonance Raman
scattering differs from fluorescence (Figure 18-13b) in
that relaxation to the ground state is not preceded by
prior relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of the ex-
cited electronic state. The time scales for the two phe-
nomena are also quite different, with Raman relaxation
occurring in less than 10-1' s compared with the 10-6 to
10-10

S for fluorescence emission.
Line intensities in a resonance Raman experiment

increase rapidly as the excitation wavelength ap-
proaches the wavelength of the electronic absorption
band. Thus, to achieve the greatest signal enhancement
for a broad range of absorption maxima, a tunable laser
is required, With intense laser radiation, sample de-
composition can become a major problem because
electronic absorption bands often occur in the ultravio-
let region. To circumvent this problem, it is common
practice to circulate the sample past the focused beam
of the laser. Circulation is normally accomplished in
one of two ways: by pumping a solution or liquid
through a capillary mounted in the sample position or
by rotating a cylindrical cell containing the sample
through the laser beam. Thus, only a small fraction of
the sample is irradiated at any instant. and heating and
sample decomposition are minimized.

Perhaps the most important application of reso-
nance Raman spectroscopy has been to the study of
biological molecules under physiologically significant
conditions; that is, in the presence of water and at low
to moderate concentration levels. As an example, the
technique has been used to determine the oxidation
state and spin of iron atoms in hemoglobin and cyto-
chrome c. In these molecules, the resonance Raman
bands are due solely to vibrational modes of the tetra-

180-2 Surface-Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to in-
volves obtaining Raman spectra in the usual way on
samples that are adsorbed on the surface of colloidal
metal particles (usually silver, gold, or copper) or on
roughened surfaces of pieces of these metals. For rea-
sons that are finally becoming understood, at least
semiquantitatively, the Raman lines of the adsorbed
molecule are often enhanced by a factor of 10' to 106

When surface enhancement is combined with the res-
onance enhancement technique discussed in the previ-
ous section, the net increase in signal intensity is
roughly the product of the intensity produced by each
of the techniques. Consequently, detection limits in the
range of 10-9 to 10 12 M have been observed.

Several sample-handling techniques are employed
for SERS. In one technique, colloidal silver or gold par-
ticles arc suspended in a dilute solution (usually aque-
ous) of the sample. The solution is then held or flowed
through a narrow glass tube while it is excited by a laser
beam. In another method, a thin film of colloidal metal
particles is deposited on a glass slide and a drop or two
of the sample solution spotted on the film. The Raman
spectrum is then obtained in the usual manner. Alter-
natively, the sample may be deposited electrolytically
on a roughened metal electrode, which is then removed
from the solution and exposed to the laser excitation
source.

FIGURE 18-13 Energy diagram for (a) resonance Raman
scattering and (b)fluorescence emission. Radiationless
relaxation is shown as wavy arrows. In the resonance
Raman case, the excited electron immediately rela'les
into a vibrational level of the ground electronic state •
giving up a Stokes photon V,. In fluorescence, relaxation
to the lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic
state occurs prior to emission. Resonance Raman scat-
tering is nearly instantaneous, and the spectral bands are
very narrow. Fluorescence emission usually takes place
on the nanosecond time scale. Fluorescence spectra
are usually broad because of the many vibrational
states.

pyrrole chromophore. None of the other bands associ-
ated with the protein is enhanced, and at the concentra-
tions normally used these bands do not interfere as a
consequence.

Time-resolved resonance Raman spectrometrv is a
technique that allows collection of Raman spect'ra of
excited state molecules. It has been used to study in-
termediates in cnzyme reactions, the spectra of carot-
enoid excited states, ultrafast electron transfer steps,
and a variety of other biological and bioinorganic pro-
cesses.' Time-discrimination methods have been used
to overcome a major limitation of resonance Raman
spectroscopy. namely, fluorescence interference either
by the analyte itself or bv other species present in the
sample.

180-3 Nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy

In Section 7B-3. we pointed out that many lasers are
intense enough to produce significant amounts of non-
linear radiation. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
many Raman techniques were developed that depend
on polarization induced by second-order and higher
field strengths. These techniques are termed nonlinear
Raman methods." Included in these methods are stim-
ulated Raman scattering, rhe hyper-Raman effect, stim-
ulated Raman gain, inverse Raman spectroscopy, co-
herent anri-Stokes Raman spectroscopy, and coherent
Stokes Raman spectroscopy. The most widely used of
these methods is coherent anti-Stokes Raman spec-
troscopy, or CARS.

Nonlinear techniques have been used to overcome
some of the drawbacks of conventional Raman spec-
troscopy, particularly its low efficiency, its limitation to
the visible and near-ultraviolet regions, and its suscep-
tibility to interference from fluorescence. A major dis-
aovantage of nonlinear methods is that they tend to be
analyte specific and often require several different tun-
able lasers to be applicable to diverse species. To date,
none of the nonlinear methods has found widespread
application among nonspecialists. However. manv of
these methods have shown considerable promise: As
less expensive and more routinely useful lasers be-
come available. nonlinear Raman methods, particu-
larly CARS, should become more widely used.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

18-1 What is a virtual state')

18-2 Why docs the ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensities increase with sarilple
temperature?

*18-3 At what wavelengths in nanometers would the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman
lincs for carbon tetrachloride (el" = 218,314,459.762, and 790 cm-I) appear if
the source were
(a) a helium-neon laser (632.8 nmjO
(b) an argon-ion laser (488,0 nm)"

*18-4 Assume the excitation sources in Problem 18-3 have the same power. (a) Com-
pare the relative intensities of the CCI, Raman lines when each of the two



N1
- = exp(-!:J.ElkT)
No

comparing spectra in the 2200 cm -I region, what can you conclude about the
C-N stretching mode in chloroacetonitrile')

(d) Compare and contrast IR and Raman spectrometry with respect to optics, cell
materials, sample handling, solvent compatibility, and applicability to various
sample types.

(e) Compare and contrast the sources and transducers used in Raman spectrome-
ters to those used in FTIR instruments. Consider both FT-Raman and disper-
sive Raman spectrometers in your comparison.

(f) Compare and contrast IR and Raman spectrometry with respect to qualitative
usefulness, detection limits, quantitative analysis, and instrumental complexity.

excitation sources is used, (b) If the intensities were recorded with a typical
monochromator-photomultiplier system, why would the measured intensity
ratios differ from the ratio calculated in part (a)O

*18-5 For vibrational states, the Boltzmann equation can be written as

where No and N1 are the populations of the lower and higher energy states,
respectively, !:J.Eis the energy difference between the states, k is Boltzmann's
constant, and T is the temperature in kelvins,

For temperatures of 20'C and 40cC, calculate the ratios of the intensities of the
anti-Stokes and Stokes lines for CCl, at (a) 218 cm -I; (b) 459 cm-I; (c) 790 cm-1

18-6 The following questions deal with laser sources in Raman spectroscopy.
(a) Under what circumstances would a helium-neon laser be preferable to an

argon-ion laser?
(b) Under what circumstances would a diode laser be preferable to an argon-ion

or helium-neon laser?
(c) Why are ultraviolet emitting sources avoided?

*18-7 The following Raman data were obtained for CHCl3 with the polarizer of the
spectrometer set (1) parallel to the plane of polarization of the laser and (2)at 90°
to the plane of the source,

Relative Intensities

.1v, em-I (1) III (2) I,

(a) 760 0.60 0.46

(b) 660 8.4 0.1
(e) 357 7.9 0.6
(d) 258 4.2 3.2

Calculate the depolarization ratio and indicate which Raman lines are polarized,

18-8 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of FT-Raman spectrometers compared
to conventional dispersive Raman instruments.

Challenge Problem

18-9 The following questions all deal with the similarities and differences between IR
spectrometry and Raman spectrometry.
(a) What are the requirements for a vibrational mode in a molecule to show IR

absorption? What are the requirements for a vibrational mode to be Raman
activeO Why do these requirements differo Under what circumstances will
vibrational modes be both Raman and IR active? Under what circumstances
will vibrational modes be Raman active but not IR active and vice versao

(b) Consider the molecule chloroacetonitrile (ClCH,CN), How many vibrational
modes should this molecule haveO Why might one observe fewer Raman
bands than expectedO

(c) Chloroacetonitrile shows a strong Raman band at 2200 cm-I due to the C-N
stretching mode. The corresponding IR absorption is very weak or absent. By



Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance
Spectroscopy

Nuclear ma.gnetic res0!iance (NMR) spec-
troscopy is based on the measurement

of absorption of electromagnetic radia-
tion in the radiofrequency region of roUghly 4 to
900 MHz. In contr4st to U1~visible, andlR absorp-

tion, nuclei of atortlf rather tho:n outer eJectrons are

involved in the absiJrption process. Furthermore, to

cause nuclei to dev~lop the en~rgy stateyequired
for absorption to tkcur, it is necessary to place the

analy-te in an intense magnetic field. In this chapter

we describe the the~TJ'; instrumentation, and appli-
cations of /\MR spectroscopy-.

NMR spectroscopy is one of the most powerful
tools amilable to chemists a~d biochemists for

elucidating the structure of chemical species. The

technique is aLm useful for the quantitatU'e deter-
mination of absorbing species.

r:;'l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQj an opportunity for online self-study at www
.tbomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.
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The theoretical basis for NMR spectroscopy L was pro-
posed bv W. Pauli in 1924. He suggested that certain
atomic nuclei have the properties of spin and magnetic
moment and that. as a consequence, exposure to a mag-
netic lield would lead to splitting of their energy levels.
During the next decade. these postulates were verified
experimentally. It was not until 1'146, however, that Fe-
lix Bloch at Stanford and Edward Purcell at Harvard,
working independently, demonstrated that nuclei ah-
sorh electromagnetic radiation in a strong magnetic
field as a result of the energy level splitting that is in-
duced hy the magnetic field. The two physicists sharcd
the 1'152 Nobel Prizc in Physics for their work.

In the first few years following the discovcry of
NMR, chemists became aware that the molecular envi-
ronment influences the absorption of radio-frequency
(RF) radiation by a nucleus in a magnetic field and that
this effect can be correlated wilh molecular structure.
In 1'153 the first high-resolution NMR spcctrometer
designed for chemical structural studies was marketed
by Varian Associates. Since then, the growtli 'If NM R
spectroscopy has been explosive, and the technique has
had profound effects on the development of organic
and inorganic chemistry and hiochemistry. It is unlikely
that there has ever been as short a delay between a sci-
entific discovery and its widespread acceptance and
application.'

Two general types of NMR spectrometers are
currently in use, cOlltifllwlLHvilve (CW) and pulsed, or
Fourier tralls!orm (FT-NMR), spectrometers. All early
studies were carried out with CW instruments. In about
1970, however, FT-NMR spectrometers became avail-
able commercially, and now this type of instrument
dominates the market. In both types of instruments, the
sample is positioned in a powerful magnetic field that
has a strength of several tesla.' CW spectrometers are

similar in principle to optical absorption instruments
in that an ahsorption signal is monitored as the fre-
quency of the source is slowlv scanned. (n some instru-
ments, the frequency of the source is held constant
while the strength of the lield is scanned. In pulsed in-
struments, the sample is irradiated with periodic pulses
of RF energy that are directed through the sample at
right angles to the magnetic field. These excitation
pulses elicit a time-domain signal that decavs in the in-
terval between pulses. This signal is then converted to a
frequency-domain signal hy using a Fourier transfor-
mation to give a spectrum similar to that ohtaincd hy
using a CW instrument.

Nearly all NMR instruments produced today are of
the FT type, and the use of CW instruments is largely
limited to special routine applications, such as the
determination of the extent of hydrogenation in pe-
troleum process streams and the determination of wa-
ter in oils, food products, and agricultural materials.
Despite this predominance of pulsed instruments in
the marketplace, we find it convenient to hase our ini-
tial development of NMR theory on CW experiments
and move from there to a discussion of pulsed NMR
measurements.

In common with optical spectroscopy, hoth classi-
cal mechanics and quantum mechanics arc useful in
explaining the NMR phenomenon. The two treat-
ments yield identical relationships. Quantum mechan-
ics, however, provides a useful relationship between
ahsorption frequencies and nuclear energy states,
whereas classical mechanics yields a clear physical pic-
ture of the absorption process and how it is measured.

In this section, we lirsl provide a quantum descrip-
tion of NMR applicable to hath CW and pulsed NMR
measurements. Then, we take a classical approach to
NMR and show how it provides a useful picture of
CW-NMR. Finally, we compiete this section with a dis-
cussion of Fourier transform meaSUft:.:mcnls hased
again on a classical picture.

IThe following references are rCCOllllll<..'nded for further stud\': 1. B
Lambert. E. jJ Mazzola. 'vlldeor AIagllt'llc RI.'.HllWflce Specr;oscopr,
Upper Saddle River. NJ: Pc:arsuniPrent\Cc·Hall. 2UU..t R. M. Sllverskin,
F. X. Wehster. and D. Kiemk, Speclruftll'lric ldeflll/imtion of Organic

Compounds. 7th ed .. New York: Wiley. 2004: M. H.le\'llt. Spin Dynamics
8a ..\io flf Nuclear Afagnerlc Rew/Ullin'. New York: \Vilev. lUll!; F. D.

Becker. High Resolution NAIR, Jrd ed., New 'ri)rk: ..\cad{,~lc Press. 20()O:
H. (,unther. NMR Spectroscopy: Basic Principles, ('oncepts and Appbca-
rinm iT! Chenmtry. 2nd ed Chich..-ster, llK: Wiky. 194'1:L D. Field and
B. Stanhdl. cds., Afwlvtical S,\tR. Chichester. UK· WiltT 1984
~For inkreslmg di ..•cu~;ions nf the hist(lfy of NMR See [l. L Riiht:llstcin.

Anal. (,ht'm .. 20(H. '3. n-tA: L D. Becker. Anal. Cht'fIl. 1993. oS. 2Q:'l:\.: D
C Lankin. R. R. Ferraro. and R Jarnutowski. SpeOrmw{I\'. 1992. 7U'; 1. IS
'TIlt: Sf symbol for magnelle fidds is ll: an older conwntlOn. ho,",e\er.
which IS sl ill '"'iddy us.:d. employed the symbol II instead. The derived unit
for dcsulhing thr: field strength is the tes]a (Tl. Which is JdincJ as IT =

I kg s : :\ 'J. Anutht:r unil ;hat was popular in the past and stili I"; frc-
qucntl~ cncountncJ is tht' gau ..•..•1(j) TIle rcldtiooship betwc<:'O th,; t\\(1

umlS is 101 G = 1 T. Also. 1 T = 1 \'sm: '"'here \" = mlts

To account for the properties of certain nuclei. \\"e
must assume that they [otate aboul an axis and thus
have the property of spill. Nuclei with spin have angu-
lar momentum p. Furthcrrnore. the maximum oosen"-
ahle component of this ~1I1!!ula[ momentum is 4uan-

tized and must be an integral or a half-integral mul-
tiple of hl2rr, where h is Planck's constant. The maxi-
mum numher of spin components or values for p for a
particular nucleus is its spin quantum numher I. The
nucleus will then have 21 + 1 discrete states. The com-
ponent of angular momentum for these states in any
chosen dircction will have values of 1,1 - 1,1 - 2 ..
-I. In the absence of an external field. the various
states have identical energies.

The four nuclei that have heen of greatest use to
organic chemists and hiochemists are 1 H, L 'e. 19F. and
lip, and thev are the only four we will discuss. The spin
quantum numher for these nuclei is 1/2. Thus, each
nucleus has two spin states corresponding to 1 = + 1/2
and 1 = -1/2. Heavier nuclei ha\'c spin numhers that
range from zero, which implies that they have no net
spin component. to at least '112.

A spinning, charged nucleus creates a magnetic
field analogous to the field produced when electricity
!lows through a coil of wire. The resulting magnetic
moment I'- is oriented along the axis of spin and is pro-
portional to the angular momentum p. Thus

where the proportionality constant y is the magneto-
grric. or gyromagnelic, ralio, which has a different value
for each type of nucleus. As we shall see, the mag-
netogyric ratio is also a factor in the proportionality
constant in the relationship hetween the frequency of
the absorhed energv and the magnetic Held strength
(see Equation 1'1-5). Magnetogyric ratios for the four
elements we will he dealing with are found in the second
column of Table 1'1-1.

The relationship hetween nuclear spin and mag-
netic moment leads to a set of observable magnetic
quantum states m given hy

Thus, the nuclei that we will consider have two mag-
netic quanlUm numhers. III = + 1/2 and 111 = -1/2.
Note that the rules for determining nuclear quanlUm
numhers are similar to those for electronic quantum
numbers.

Energy Levels in a Magnetic Field

As shown in Figure 19-1. when a nucleus with a spin
4uantum number of 1/2 is brought into an external
magnetic field H11• its magnetic moment hecomcs ori-
ented in one of t\\O directions with respect to the field.
depending on its magndic quantum Slate. The potcn-



TABLE 19-1 Magnetic Properties of Important Nuclei with Spin Quantum Numbers of 1/2

Magnetogyric Ratio, Isotopic Relative AbsorptionNnclens radian T-1 S--I Abundance. % Sensitivity· Frequenq:, MHzb

'H 2.6752 X 10' 99.98 1.00 200.00
l3e 6.7283 X 10' 1.l1 0.016 50.30
19F 2.5181 X 10' 100.00 083 188.25
3lp 1.0841 X 10' 100.00 0.066 81.05

•At constant field for equal number of nuclei.

b At a field strength of 4.69 T.

tial energy £ of a nucleus in these two orientations, or
quantum states, is given by

The energy for the lower energy m = + 1/2 state (see
Figure 19-1) is given by

yh
£+112 = - 41T Bo

For the m = -1/2 state the energy is

yh
£-1/2 = 41T Bo

Thus, the difference in energy c.E between the two
states is given by

FIGURE 19-1 Magnetic moments and energy
levels for a nucleus with a spin quantum number
of 1/2.

As in other types of spectroscopy, transitions be-
tween energy states can be brought about by absorp-
tion or emission of electromagnetic radiation of a fre-
quency Vo that corresponds in energy to c.£. Thus, by
substituting the Planck relationship c.£ = hvo into
Equation 19-4, we obtain the frequency of the radia-
tion required to bring about the transition

yBo
Vo =--

21T

As we suggested previously, the frequency of a mag-
netic transition is proportional to the applied ficld
strength Bo with a proportionality constant of y/21T.

Example 19-1 reveals that RF radiation of approxi-
mately 200 MHz is required to bring about a change
in alignment of the magnetic moment of the proton
from a direction that parallels the field to one that
opposes it.
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Many proton NtvlR instruments employ a magnet that
provides a field strength of 4.69 T. At what frequency
would the hydrogen nucleus absorb in such a field?

Solution

Substituting the magnetogyric ratio for the proton
(Table 19-1) into Equation 19-5, we find

(2.68 X IO"r1sl)(4,69T)
1'0= ~

Distribution of Particles between
Magnetic Quantum States
In the absence of a magnetic field, the energies of the
magnetic quantum states of a nucleus are identical.
Conseq uently, a large collection of protons contains an
identical number of nuclei with magnetic quantum
numbers m = + 1/2 and m = -1/2. When placed in a
magnetic field, however, the nuclei tend to orient
themselves so that the lower energy state (m = + 1/2)
predominates. It is instructive to calculate the extent of
this predominance in a typical NMR experiment. For
this purpose, the Boltzmann equation (Equation 8-1)
can be written in the form

N, (-C.E)
-= exp --
No kT

where Nt is the number of protons in the higher en-
ergy state (m = -1/2), No is the number in the lower
state (m = + 1/2), k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X

IO'J J K-I), T is the absolute temperature, and c.E is
de lined by Equation 19-4.

Substituting Equation 19-4 into 19-6 gives

lV, = exp(~YhJ!,,')
Nil 27TkT

Example 19-2 illustrates that the success of the NMR
measurement depends on a remarkably small, -33
ppm, excess of lower -energy protons. If the numbers of
nuclei in the two states were identical, however, we
would observe no net absorption because the number
of particles excited by the radiation would exactly
equal the number producing induced emission.

Calculate the relative number of protons in the higher
and lower magnetic states when a sample is placed in a
4.69 T field at 2WC.

Substituting numerical values into Equation 19-7 gives

NJ = ex (-(2.68 x 10"r's ')(6.63X lO'''J'S)(~<i'!2"i).
No p 2,,(1.3S x lU "J K-')(293 K)

= e 32Xx ,,,' = 0.999967

No
NJ

Thus, for exactly [06 protons in higher energy states
there will be

in the lower energy state. This figure corresponds to a
33-ppm excess,

If we expand the right side of Equation 19-7 as a
Maclaurin series and truncate the series after the sec-
ond term, we obtain the important result that

"hBo
21TkT

Equation 19-8 demonstrates that the relative number
of excess low-energy nuclei is linearly related to the
magnetic field strength. Thus, the intensity of an NMR
signal increases linearly as the field strength increases.
This dependence of signal sensitivity on magnetic field
strength has led manufacturers to produce magnets
with field strengths as large as 14 T.

To understand the absorption process, and in particu-
lar the measurement of absorption, a classical picture
of the behavior of a charged particle in a magnetic field
is helpful.

Precession of Nuclei in a Field

Let us first consider the behavior of a nonrotating
magnetic body, such as a compass needle, in an ex-
ternal magnetic field. If momentarily displaced from
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FIGURE 19-2 Precession of a rotating particle in a
magnetic field.

alignment with the field, the needle will swing in a plane
about its pivot as a consequence of the force exerted bv
the field on its two ends; in the absence of friction, th~
ends of the needle will fluctuate back and forth indefi-
nitely about the axis of the field. A quite different mo-
tion occurs, however, if the magnet is spinning rapidly
around its north-south axis. Because of the gyroscopic
effcct, the force applied by the field to the axis of rota-
tion causes movement not in the plane of the force but
perpendicular to this plane; the axis of the rotating par-
ticle, therefore, moves in a circular path. That is, the ro-
tational axis of the rotating particle precesses around
the vector representing the applied magnetic field. This
motion, illustrated in Figure 19-2, is similar to the mo-
tion of a gyroscope when it is displaced from the verti-
cal by application of a lateral force. The angular veloc-
ity of this motion wo, in radians per second, is given by

Wll = yHo (l9-9)

The angular velocity can be converted to the fre-
quency of precession Po. known as the Larmor fre-
quency, by dividing by 27T.Thus.

yHo
Vtl=-

2iT

A comparison of Equation 19-10 with Equation 19-5
reveals that the Larmor frequency is identical to the

frequency of absorbed radiation derived from quan-
tum mechanical considerations.

Absorption in CW Experiments

The potential energy E of the precessing charged par-
ticle shown in Figure 19-2 is given by

wherc (J is the angle between the magnetic field vector
and the spin axis of the particle, I'-is the magnetic mo-
ment of the particle, and 1'-, is the component of I'- in
the direction of the magnetic field. When RF energy is
absorbed by a nucleus, its angle of precession (J must
change. Hence, we imagine for a nucleus having a spin
quantum number of 1/2 that absorption involves a flip-
ping of the magnetic moment oriented in the field di-
rection to the opposite direction. The process is pic-
tured in Figure 19-3. For the magnetic dipole to flip,
there must be a magnetic force at rig~t angles to thc
fixed field that moves in a circular Pilt!) in phase with
the precessing dipole. The magnetic nmment of circu-
larly polarized radiation of a suitable frequency has
these necessary properties; that is, the magnetic vector
of such radiation has a circular component, as repre-
sented by the dashed circle in Figure 19-3.' If the ro-
tational frequency of the magnetic vector of the ra-
diation is the same as the precessional frequency of
a nucleus, absorption and flipping can occur. As dis-
cussed in the next paragraph, circularly polarized radi-
ation of suitable frequency can be produced by an RF
oscillator coil.

The radiation produced by the coil of an RF oscilla-
tor, which serves as the source in NMR instruments, is
plane polarized. Plane-polarized radiation, however,
consists of d and I circularly polarized radiation. As
shown in Figure 19-4b, the vector of the d component
rotates clockwise as the radiation approaches the ob-
server; the vector of the I component rotates in the op-
posite sense. Addition of the two vectors leads to a vec-
tor sum that vibrates in a single plane (Figure 19-4a).

Thus. electromagnetic radiation from an oscillator
coil oriented at 90° to the direction of the fixed mag-
netic field introduces circularly polarizcd radiation
into the sample volume in the proper planc for ab-
sorption by sample nuclei. Only the magnetic compo-

~It is important !o nOie here that in contrast to optical spectroscopy, where
It IS the eJe..::tnc field of electromagnetic radiation that interacts .•••·ith ab-
;;oIoing species, in N~fR spectroscopy it is (he magnetic field of the radia-
tIOn that excites absorbing spe,,;ies

Precessing (00

particle
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nent of the excitation radiation that rotates in the pre-
cessional direction is absorbcd.

Relaxation Processes in NMR

When a nucleus is exposed to radiation of a suitable
frequency, absorption occurs bccause of the slight ex-
cess of lower-cncrgy-state nuclei present in the strong
magnetic ficld. This cxcess is small, as indicated by the
result of Example 19-2, so thcre is always danger that
the absorption process will equalize the number of
nuclei in thc two states and cause the absorption signal
to decreasc and to approach zero. Whcn this occurs,
the spin system is said to be saturated. To avoid satura-
tion, thc rate of relaxation of excited nuclei to their
lower energy state must be as great or greater than
the ratc at which they absorb the RF energy. One ap-
parent relaxation paih is the cmission of radiation of

~ Tutorial: Learn more about NMR theory.

Precessing
particle

FIGURE 19-3 Model for the absorption of
radiation by a precessing particle.

a frequency corresponding to thc energy difference be-
tween the states, which results in fluorcscence. Ra-
diation theory, however, shows that the probability of
spontaneous recmission of photons varies as the cube
of thc frequency and that at radio frequencics this pro-
cess does not occur to a significant extent. In NMR
studies, then, nonradiative relaxation processes are of
prime importance.

To reduce saturation and producc a readily de-
tcctable absorption signal, relaxation should occur as
rapidly as possible; that is, the Iifctime of the excited
state should be small. A second factor - the inverse
relationship between the Iifctime of an excited state
and the width of its absorption line - negates the ad-
vantage of very short lifetimes. Thus, when relaxation
rates are high, or the lifetimes low, linc broadening
prevents high-resolution measurements. These two
opposing factors cause the optimal half-life for an ex-
cited species to range from about 0.1 to 10 s.

FIGURE 19-4 Equivalency of a plane-polarized beam to two (d, I) circularly polarized beams
of radiation.



[wo types of relaxation processcs are important
in NMR spectroscopy: (I) spin-Iactice, or longitlldinal,
relaxation and (2) spin-spill. or tran\Tcrse, relaxation.

Spin-Lattice Relaxation. The ahsorbing nuclei in an
NMR experiment arc part of the larger collection of
atoms that constitute the sample. The entire collection
is termed the lactice, regardless of whether the sample is
a solid, a liquid, or a gas. In the latter two states, partic-
ularly, the various nuclei comprising the lattice are in
violent vibrational and rotational motion, which cre-
ates a complex field about each magnetic nucleus. As
a result, the lattice field contains a continuum of mag-
netic components. at least some of which must cor-
respond in frequency and phase with the precessional
frequency of the magnetic nucleus of interest. These vi-
brationally androtationally developed components in-
teract with and convert nuclei from a higher to a lower
spin state; the absorbed energy then simply increases
the amplitude of the thermal vibrations or rotations.
This change produces a minuscule temperature rise in
the sample.

Spin-lattice relaxation is a first-order exponential
decay characterized by a relaxation time T" which is
a measure of the average lifetime of the nuclei in the
higher-energy state. In addition to depending on the
magnetogyric ratio of the absorbing nuclei, T, is
strongly influenced by the mobility of the lattice. In
crystalline solids and viscous liquids, where mohilities
are low, T, is large. As the mohility increases (at higher
temperatures, for example), the vihrational and rota-
tional frequencies increase, enhancing the probahility
of a magnetic fluctuation of the proper magnitude for
a relaxation transition. As a consequence, T, hecomes
shorter. At very high mohilities, on the other hand, the
fluctuation frequencies are further increased and
spread over such a hroad range that the prohahility of
a suitahle frequency for a spin-lattice transition again
decreases. The result is a minimum in the relationship
hetween T, and lattice mobility.

Spin-Spin Relaxation. Several other effects tend to di-
minish relaxation times and therehy hroaden NMR
lines. These effects are normally lumped together and
descrihed by a transverse. or spin-spin. relaxation time
T,. Values for T, are generally so small for crystalline
solids or viscous liquids (as low as 10 's) as to preclude
the use of samples of these kinds for high-resolution
spectra unless special techniques are emploved. These

techni<jues are described brietly in a later section deal-
ing with DC NMR studies of solids.

When two neighboring nuclei of the same kind have
identical precession rates, but are in different magnetic
quantum states, the magnetic lields of each can inter-
act to cause an interchange of states. That is, a nucleus
in the lower spin state is excited. and the excited nu-
cleus relaxes to the lower energy state. No net change
in the relative spin-state population, and thus no de-
crease in saturation, results. hut the average lifetime of
a particular excited nucleus is shortened. Line broad-
ening is the result.

Two other causes of line broadening should he
noted. Both arise if Bo in Equation 19-1Odiffers slightly
from nucleus to nucleus. Under these circumstances. a
band of frequencies, rather than a single frequency, is
ahsorhed. One cause for such a variation in the static
field is the presence in the sample of other magnetic nu-
clei whose spins create local fields that may enhance or
diminish the external field acting on the nucleus of in-
terest. In a mohile lattice. these local fields teJ1jjto can-
cel heeause the nuclei causing them are in rapid and
random motion. In a solid or a viscous liquid, however,
the local fields may persist long enough to produce a
range of field strengths and tbus a range of ahsorption
frequencies. Variations in the static field also result
from small inhomogeneities in the source field itself.
This effect can be largely offset by rapidly spinning the
entire sample in the magnetic field.

interval between pulses T is typically one to several
seeonds. During T, a time-domain RF signal, called the
free-induction decay (FID) signal, is emitted hy the ex-
cited nuclei as they relax. The FrD signal can he de-
tected with a radio receiver coil perpendicular to the
static magnetic field. As a matter of fact. a single coil is
frequently used to both irradiate the sample with RF
pulses and detect the decay signal. The FID signal is
digitized and stored in a computer for data processing.
Ordinarily, the time-domain decay signals from nu-
merous successive pulses are added to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio as described in Section SC-2. The
resulting summed data are then converted to a fre-
quency-domain signal hy a Fourier transformation,
and finally, digital liltering may be applied to the data
to further increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The re-
sulting frequency-domain output is similar to the spec-
trum produced by a scanning CW experiment.

To describe the events that occur in a pulsed NMR
experiment. it is helpful to use a set of Cartesian co-
ordinates with the magnetic field pointing along the
z-axis as shown in Figure 19-6a. The narrow arrows are
the magnetic moment vectors of a few of the nuclei in
the lower energy (m = + 1/2) state. The orientations of
these vectors around the z-axis are random, and they
are rotating at the Larmor frequency V". These excess
nuclei impart a stationary net magnetic moment At
aligned along the z-axis as shown by the hlue arrow.

It is helpful in the discussion that follows to imagine
that the coordinates in Figure 19-6 are rotating around

In pulsed NMR measurements,' nuclei in a strong
magnetic field are suhjected periodically to very brief
pulses of intense RF radiation as shown in Figure 19-5.
The waveform in part (a) of the figure illustrates the
pulse train. pulse width. and time interval hetween
pulses. The expanded view of one of the pulses shows
that each pulse is actually a packet of RF radiation.
The waveforms are intended to be illustrative and are
not drawn to scale. The packet of radiation consists of
many more cycles than are depicted. The length of the
pulses T is usually less than 10 fls. and the frequency of
the radiation is on the order of 10' to IOJ MHz. The
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FIGURE 19-5 Typical input signal for pulsed
NMR:(a) pulse sequence; (b)expanded view
of RF pulse, typically at a frequency of several
hundred MHz. The time axis is not drawn to
scale.

the z-axis at exactly the Larmor frequency. With such
a rotating frame of reference, the individual magnetic
moment vectors in Figure 19-6a he come fixed in space
at the orientation shown in the figure. Unless other-
wise noted, the remaining parts of this figure are dis-
cussed in terms of this roearing frame of reference
rather than a static, or laboratory, frame of reference.

Pulsed Excitation

Figure 19-6h shows the position of the net magnetic
moment at the instant the pulse of RF radiation. trav-
eling along the x-axis, strikes the sample. The mag-
netic field of the incident electromagnetic radiation is
given the symbol B,. In the rotating frame, B, and the
sample magnetization vector M are both static. one
along the x-axis and the other at right angles to it. Ba-
sic physics tells us that, with each pulse. M experiences
a torque that tips it off the z-axis. As shown in Fig-
ure 19-6c and d. this torque rotates the sample mag-
netic moment M around the x-axis in the yz plane.'
The extent of rotation depends on the length of the
pulse T as given hy the equation

:\0 In..;\ght lolu wh\ s~tR is a "r::S(lILlnCt" tc-:hnique Call ro..:~ain..:J from

Figur..: L'Y-6.Rcson~nc~ is a c(lOdition 10 which energ\' is tran-;fcrr.:d in
such a w:lY th;1! a small periodi..: p..:rlurbati()o pr'-..)du •.·.:s a J,H~L- chan~<.: in

~-omt:param~lL'r of the "yskll1 being pCrlurh<.:d. ~.\IR is a resonance tech·
nique because the 5mall pc:riodic perturbatj()n B prllouce, a large chan~e

in th..: ()flentatl'tO of the sampk ma~n..:tiLdtl<ln wetll( .\1 {Fl.l!ur..: l'-1·"JI. In
most experiments. B, is two Of more llrJer" ,If ma~nituJe slIl;Jll<.:r tban B,
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FIGURE 19-6 Behavior of magnetic moments of nuclei in a rotating field of reference, 90'
pulse experiment: (a)magnetic vectors of excess lower-energy nuclei just before pulse; (b),
(c), (d) rotation of the sample magnetization vector M during lifetimeof the pulse; (e) relaxation
after termination of the pulse.

where a is the angle of rotation in radians. For many
Fourier transform experiments, a pulse length is chosen
so that a is 90°, or 7T'/2 radians, as shown in Figure 19-6d.
Typically, the time required to achieve this angle is 1 to
10 fls. Once the pulse is terminated. nuclei begin to re-
lax and return to their equilibrium position as shown in
Figure 19-6e. As discussed in the previous section, re-
laxation takes place by two independent mechanisms:
spin-lattice and spin-spin interactions. After several
seconds. as a result of these interactions, the nuclei re-
turn to their original state as depicted in Figure 19-6a.

When a nucleus returns to its equilibrium state
after being tipped by a pulse of RF radiation as shown
in Figure 19-6e, the magnetic moment M, along the
v-axis decreases and the magnetic moment M, along
the z-axis increases. Figure 19-7 provides a more de-
tailed picture of the mechanisms of the two relaxation
processes as viewed now in the stationary frame of ref-

erence. In spin-lattice relaxation, the magnetization
along the z-axis increases until it returns to its original
value as shown in Figure 19-6a. In spin-spin relaxation,
nuclei exchange spin energy with one another so that
some now precess faster than the Larmor frequency
and others proceed more slowly. The result is that the
spins begin to fan out in the xy plane as shown on the
right-hand side of Figure 19-7. Ultimately, this leads to
a decrease to zero of the magnetic moment along the
y-axis. No residual magnetic component can remain in
the xy plane by the time relaxation is complete along
the z-axis, which means that T, oS TI.

Free-Induction Decay

Let us turn again to Figure 19-6d and consider the situ-
ation when the signal HI goes to zero at the end of the
pulse. Now. however, it is useful to picture what is hap-
pening in the static frame of reference rather than the
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FIGURE 19-7 Two nuclear relaxation processes. Longitudinal relaxation takes place in the
xy plane; transverse relaxation in the xv plane. (Courtesy of Professor Stanford L.Smith,
University of Kentucky, Lexington. KY.)
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FIGURE 19-8 (a) 13e FIDsignal for dioxane when pulse frequency is identical to Larmor
frequency; (b) Fourier transform of (a). (From R. J. Abraham, J. Fisher, and P. Loftus, Intro-
duction fa NMR Spectroscopy, p. 89, New York:Wiley,1988. Reprinted by permission of John
Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

rotating frame. If the coordinates are fixed, the mag-
netic moment M must now rotate clockwise around the
z-axis at the Larmor frequency. This motion gives rise
to an RF signal that can be detected by a coil along the
x-axis. As mentioned earlier, it can be detected with the
same coil used to produce the original pulse. As relax-
ation proceeds, this signal decreases exponentially and
approaches zero as the magnetic vector approaches the
z-axis. This time-domain signal is the FIO mentioned
earlier; it is ultimately converted to a frequency-domain
signal by the Fourier transformation.

Figure 19-8 illustrates the FIO that is observed for
DC nuclei when they are excited by an RF pulse having
a frequency that is exactly the same as the Larmor fre-
quency of the nuclei. The signal is produced by the
four DC nuclei in dioxane, which behave identically in
the magnetic field. The FIO in Figure 19-8a is an ex-

ponential curve that approaches zero after a few tenths
of a second. The apparent noise superimposed on the
decay pattern is an experimental artifact caused by
spinning sidebands and for the purposes of our discus-
sion can be disregarded. Figure 19-8b is the Fourier
transform of the curve in Figure 19-8a, which shows
on the left the single lJC absorption peak for dioxane.
When the irradiation frequency v differs from the Lar-
mor frequency w,,/27f by a small amount, as it usually
will, the exponential decay is modulated by a sine wave
of frequency I v - (We,l27T) I. This effect is shown in
Figure 19-9, in which the difference in the two fre-
quencies is 50 Hz.

When magnetically different nuclei are present. the
FIO develops a distinct heat pattern such as that in
Figure 19-IOa, which is the spectrum for the DC nuclei
in cyclohexene. This compound contains three pairs of

(h)

FIGURE 19-9 (a) 13e FIDsignal for dioxane when pulse frequency differs from Larmor
frequency by 50 Hz; (b)Fourier transform of (a). (From R. J. Abraham, J. Fisher, and P. Loftus,
Introduction to NMR Specfroscopy, p. 90, New York:Wiley,1988. Reprinted by permission of
John Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

magnetically different carbon atoms: the pair of
olefinic carbons, the pair of aliphatic carbons adjacent
to the olefinic pair, and the pair directly opposite the
olefinic group. The lines in Figure 19-1Obthat differ by
62 Hz arise from the two pairs of aliphatic carbon
atoms. The pair of olefinic carbons is responsible for
the single resonance on the left. With compounds hav-
ing several absorption lines, the F[O becomes very
complex. [n every case, however, the time-domain de-
cay signal contains all of the information required to
produce an absorption spectrum in the frequency do-
main using Fourier transformation.

There are several types of NMR spectra. depending on
the kind of instrument used. the type of nucleus in-
volved. the physical state of the sample. tbe environ-
ment of the analyte nucleus, and the purpose of the

data collection. Most NMR spectra can, however, be
categorized as either wide line or high resolution.

Wide-Line Spectra

Wide-line spectra are those in which the bandwidth
of the source of the lines is large enough that the fine
structure due to chemical environment is obscured.
Figure 19-11 is a wide-line spectrum for a mixture of
several isotopes. A single resonance is associated with
each species. Wide-line spectra are useful for the
quantitative determination of isotopes and for studies
of the physical environment of the absorbing species.
Wide-line spectra are usually obtained at relatively
low magnetic field strength.

High-Resolution Spectra

Most NMR spectra are high resolution and are col-
lected by instruments capable of differentiating be-
tween very small frequency differences of O.O!ppm or
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FIGURE 19·10 (a) 13C FIDsignal for cyclohexene; (b)Fourier transform of (a). (From R. J.
Abraham, J. Fisher, and P. Loftus, Introduction to NMR Spectroscopy, p. 91, New York:Wiley,
1988. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

less. For a given isotope such spectra usually exhibit
several resonances that result from differences in their
chemical environment. Figure 19-12 illustrates two
high-resolution spectra for the protons in ethanol. In
the upper spectrum, three peaks arise from absorption

63CU

65CU I 2·\Na
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FIGURE 19-11 A low-resolution NMRspectrum of water
in a glass container. Frequency ~ 5 MHz.

by the CH3, CH" and OH protons. As shown in the
higher-resolution spectrum of Figure 19-12b, two of
the three peaks can be resolved into additional reso-
nances. The discussions that follow deal exclusively
with high-resolution spectra.

19B ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
ON NMR SPECTRA

The frequency of RF radiation that is absorbed by
a given nucleus is strongly affected by its chemical en-
vironment - that is, by nearby electrons and nuclei.
As a consequence, even simple molecules provide a
wealth of spectral information that can be used to elu-
cidate their chemical structure. The discussion that fol-
lows emphasizes proton spectra because IH is the iso-
tope that has been studied most widely. Most of the
concepts of this discussion also apply to the spectra of
other isotopes as well.

JIt?

FIGURE 19-12 NMRspectra of ethanol at a frequency of
60 MHz.Resolution: (a) -1/106

; (b) -1/10'.

198-1 Types of .Environmental Effects

The spectra for ethyl alcohol, shown in Figure 19-12,
illustrate two types of environmental effects. The spec-
trum in Figure 19-12a, obtained with a lower-resolution
instrument, shows three proton peaks with areas in the
ratio 1:2:3 (lcft to right). On the basis of this ratio, it
is logical to attribute the peaks to the hydroxyl, the
methylene, and the methyl protons, respectively. Other
evidence confirms this conclusion; for example, if the
hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group is replaced by
deuterium, the first peak disappears from this part of
the spectrum. Thus, small differences occur in the ab-
sorption frequency of the proton; such differences de-
pend on the group to which the hydrogen atom is
bonded. This effect is called the chemical shift.

The higher-resolution spectrum of ethanol, shown
in Figure 19-12b, reveals that two of the three proton
resonances are split into additional peaks. This sec-
ondary environmental effect, which is superimposed

on the chemical shift, has a different cause and is
termed spin-spin splitting.

Both the chemical shift and spin-spin splitting are
important in structural analysis. Experimentally, the
two are easily distinguished, because the peak separa-
tions resulting from a chemical shift arc directly pro-
portional to the field strength or to the oscillator fre-
quency. Thus, if the spectrum in Figure 19-12a is
acquired at 100 MHz rather than at 60 MHz, the hori-
zontal distance between any set of resonances is in-
creased by 100/60 as illustrated in Figure 19-13. In con-
trast, the distance between the fine-structure peaks
within a group, caused by spin-spin coupling, is not
altered by this frequency change.

Origin of the Chemical Shift

The chemical shift is caused by small magnetic fields
generated by electrons as they circulate around nuclei.
These fields usually oppose the applied field. As a con-
sequence, the nuclei are' exposed to an effective field
that is usually somewhat smaller than the cxternal
field. The magnitude of the field developed internally
is directly proportional to the applied external field, so
that we may write

Bo = B,ppl - a-B,ppl = B,ppl(l - a-) (19-13)

where B,pplis the magnitude of the applied field and Bo
is the magnitude of the resultant field, which determines
the resonance behavior of the nucleus. The quantitya-
is the screening constant, which is determined by the
electron density and its spatial distribution around the
nucleus. The electron density depends on the structure
of the compound containing the nucleus. Substituting
Equation 19-5 into Equation 19-13 gives the resonance
condition in terms of frequency. That is,

Vo = -"-Bo(1 - a-) = k(l - IT)
211"

where k = yBo/211".
The screening constant for protons in a methyl

group is larger than the corresponding constant for
methylene protons, and it is even smaller for the pro-
ton in an -OH group. For an isolated hydrogen nu-
cleus, the screening constant is zero. Thus, to bring any
of the protons in ethanol into resonance at a given ex-
citation oscillator frequency v. it is necessary to apply
a field B,ppl that is greater than B1, (Equation 19-13),
the resonance value for the isolated proton. Alterna-
tively, if the applied field is held constant, the oscillator
frequency must be increased to bring about the reso-
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nance condition. Because <I differs for protons in vari-
ous functional groups, the required applied field dif-
fers from group to group. This effect is shown in the
ethanol spectrum of Figure 19-12a, in which the hy-
droxyl proton appears at the lowest applied field, the
methylene protons next, and finally the methyl pro-
tons. Notice that all of these resonances occur at an
applied field greater than the theoretical one for the
isolated hydrogen nucleus, which lies far to the left of
the spect;a of Figure 19-12a. Note also that if the
strength of the applied magnetic ficld is held constant
at a level necessary to excite the methyl proton, the
frequency must be increased to bring the methylene
protons into resonance.

Origin of Spin-Spin Splitting

The splitting of chemical-shift resonances occurs as the
magnetic moment of a nucleus interacts with the mag-
netic moments of immediately adjacent nuclei. The
magnetic field created by a spinning nucleus affects thc
distribution of electrons in its bonds to other nuclei.
This change in clectron distribution then produces
changes in the magnetic tields of adjacent nuclei and
causes splitting of energy levels and hence multiple
transitions. This magnetic coupling of nuclei that is
transmitted by bonding electrons is often referred to
as a polarization interaction. Thus, the fine structure of

the methylene peak shown in Figure 19-12b can be at-
tributed to the effect of the spins of the adjacent
methyl protons. Conversely, the splitting of the methyl
peak into three smaller peaks is caused by the adjacent
methylene protons. These cffects are independent of
the applied field and are superimposed on the effects
of the chemical shift. Spin-spin splitting is discussed in
greater detail in Section 19B-3.

Abscissa Scales for NMR Spectra

The determination of the absolute magnetic field
strength with the accuracy required for high-resolution
NMR measurements is difficult or impossible. On the
other hand, as will be shown in Section 19C, it is entirely
feasible to determine the magnitude of a change in field
strength to within a tenth of a milligauss or better. Thus,
it is expedient to report the position of resonances rela-
tive to the resonance for an internal standard substance
that can be measured during the experiment. The use of
an internal standard is also advantageous in that chem-
ical shifts can be reported in terms that are independent
of the oscillator frequency.

The internal standard used depends on the nucleus
being studied and the solvent system. The compound
most generally used for proton studies is tetramethyl-
silane (TMS). (CH,).Si. All of the protons in this com-
pound are identical: and for reasons to be considered

-••

later, the screening constant for TMS is larger than
for most other protons. Thus, the compound provides
a single sharp line at a high applied field that is nearly
always isolated from the resonances of interest in a
spectrum. In addition, TMS is inert, readily soluble in
most organic liquids, and easily removed from samples
by distillation (boiling point = 2TC). Unfortunately,
TMS is not water soluble; in aqueous media, the so-
dium salt of 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonic acid
(DSS), (CH3hSiCH,CH,CH,SO]Na, is normally used
in its place. The methyl protons of this compound pro-
duce a line at virtually the same place in the spectrum as
that of TMS. The methylene protons of DSS give a se-
ries of small resonances that may interfere, however.
For this reason, most DSS now on the market has the
methylene groups deuterated, which eliminates these
undesirable absorptions.

To express the chemical shift for a sample nucleus
relative to TMS in quantitative terms when measure-
ments are made at a constant tield strength Bo, we ap-
ply Equation 19-14 to the sample and the TMS reso-
nances to obtain

v, = k(l - <IJ
V, = k(l - <I,)

(19-15)

(19-16)

where the suhscripts rand s refer to the TMS reference
and the analyte sample, respectively. Subtracting the
first equation from the second gives

Dividing this equation by Equation 19-15 to eliminate
k gives

Generally, <I, is much less than I, so that this equation
simplifies to

lJ
r

- Vs
--- = ar - as

v,

We then define the chemical-shift parameter 8 as

8 = (<I, - <I,) X 106 (19-19)

The quantity 8 is dimensionless and expresses the rel-
ative shift in parts per million. A distinct advantage of
this approach is that for a given resonance, 8 is the
same regardless of whether a 200- or a gOO-MHz in-
strument is used. Most proton resonances lie in the 8
range of I to 13. For other nuclei, the range of chemi-
cal shifts is greater because of the associated 2p clec-

trons. For example, the chemical shift for "c in vari-
ous functional groups typically lies in the range 0 to
220 ppm but may be as large as 400 ppm or more. For
I'F, the range of chemical shifts may he as large as
800 ppm, whereas for JIP it is 300 ppm or morc.

Generally, NMR spectra are plotted with the ab-
scissa linear in 8, and historically the data were plotted
with the field increasing from left to right (see Fig-
ure 19-13). Thus, ifTMS is used as the reference, its res-
onance appears on the far right-hand side of the plot,
he cause <I for TMS is quite large. As shown, thc zero
value (or the 8 scale corresponds to the TMS peak, and
the value of 8 increases from right to left. Refer again to
Figure 19-13 and note that the various peaks appear at
the same 8 value despite the two spectra having been
obtained with instruments having markedly different
fixed fields.

Spin-spin splitting is gcnerally reported in units of
hertz. It can be seen in Figure 19-13 that the spin-spin
splitting in frequency units (1) is the same for the 60-
MHz and the lOO-MHz instruments. Note, however,
that the chemical shift in frequency units is enhanced
with the higher-frequency instrument.

As noted earlier, chemical shifts arise from the second-
ary magnetic fields produced by the circulation of elec-
trons in the molecule. These so-called local diamagnetic
currents 7 are induced by the fixed magnetic field and re-
sult in secondary tields that may either decrease or en-
hance the field to which a given proton responds. The
effects are complex, and we consider only the major as-
pects of the phenomenon here. More complete treat-
ments can be found in several reference works.'

Under the influence of the magnctic field, electrons
bonding the proton tend to precess around the nucleus
in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field (see Fig-
ure 19-14). A consequence of this motion is the devel-
opment of a secondary field, which opposes the pri-
mary field, analogous to what happens when electrons

-The intensity of magneTvation inducc:d in a diamagnetic substance is
smaller than that pr\luuced in a \"ilCuum with the same fidd. Diamagnet
ism is the re.,;ult of m,Jtion 1I1Ijuccd in bonding dcctrons by the apphcJ
field: this motion. krmed a diamagnetic currene creaks a secondary fidd
that Opposes the appltcd field. Paramagnetism and the resultm~ paramag-
netic currellts opcr:Jtc in just the upposite sense
-~Sce, for example, J. B. Lambert. E. P. t-.bzzola. Vudear Hugr1etic Rl'-
wnance SpeClros("opL ripper Saddle Ri\'er. NJ: Pcar~oniPrcnticc-Hall.
.:'OO.t: L D, Bcck(;T, High Rcw!uriu!) ,V.HR. 3rd eJ,. ;\'·clA 1(1rk: A;:;tdtl1lic

Press. 2000
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FIGURE 19-14 Diamagnetic shielding of a nucleus.

pass through a wire loop. The nucleus then experi-
ences a resultant field that is smaller, so the nucleus is
said to be shielded from the full effect of the primary
field. As a consequence, the external field must be in-
creased to cause nuclear resonance.

The shielding experienced by a given nucleus is di-
rectly related to the electron density surrounding it.
Thu;, in the absence of the other influences, shielding
would be expected to decrease with increasing elec-
tronegativity of adjacent groups. This effect is illus-
tratcd by the 0 values for the protons in the methyl
halides, CH,X, which lie in thc order I (2.16), Br (2.68),
Cl (3.05), and F (4.26). In this example, the least elec-
tronegative halogen, iodine, is also the least effective at
withdrawing electrons from the methyl protons. Thus,
the elcctrons of iodine provide the smallest shielding
effect. The position of the proton peaks in TMS is also
explained by this model, because silicon is relatively
electropositive.

Effect of Magnetic Anisotropy

An examination of the spectra of compounds contain-
ing double or triple bonds reveals that local diamag-
netic effects are not sufficient to explain the position
of certain proton resonanccs. Consider. for example,
the irregular change in 0 values for protons in the fol-
lowing hydrocarbons, arranged in order of increasing
acidity, or increased electronegativity, of the groups to

which the protons are bonded: CH,-CH, (0 = 0.9),
CH,=CH, (8 = 5.8), and HC~CH (8 = 2.9). Fur-
thermore, the aldehydic proton RCHO (8 = 10) and
the protons in benzene (8 = 7.3) appear considerably
farther down field than is expected on the basis of the
electronegativity of the attached groups.

The effects of multiplc bonds on the chemical shift
can be explained by taking into account the anisotropic
magnetic properties of these compounds. For example,
the magnetic susceptibilities' of crystalline aromatic
compounds have been found to differ appreciably from
one another, depending on the orientation of the ring
with respect to the applied field. This anisotropy can be
understood from the model shown in Figure 19-15. In
this model, the plane of the ring is perpendicular to the
magnetic field. In this position, the field can induce a
flow of the 1r electrons around the ring to create a so-
called ring current. A ring current is similar to a current
in a wire loop; that is, a secondary field is induced that
acts in opposition to the applied field. This induced
field, however, exerts a magnetic effect on th'" protons
attached to the ring in the direction of the field as shown
in Figure 19-15. Thus, the aromatic protons require a
lower external field to bring them into resonance. This
effect is either absent or self-canceling in other orienta-
tions of the ring.

An analogous model operates for ethylenic or car-
bonyl double bonds. In such cases, we may imagine 1r

electrons circulating in a plane along the bond axis
when the molecule is oriented with the field, as pre-
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FIGURE 19-16 Deshielding of ethylene and shielding of
acetylene brought about by electronic currents.

scnted in Figure 19-16a. Again, the secondary field
produced acts on the proton to reinforce the applied
field. Thus, deshielding shifts the peak to larger values
of 8. With an aldehyde, this effect combines with the
deshielding brought about by the electronegative na-
ture of the carbonyl group, and a very large value of 8
results.

In an acetylenic bond, the symmetric distribution of
1r electrons about the bond axis permits electrons to
circulate around the bond. In contrast, such circulation
is prohibited by the nodal plane in the electron distri-
bution of a double bond. From Figure 19-16b, we see
that in this orientation the protons are shielded. This
effect is apparently large enough to offset the deshield-
ing resulting from the acidity of the protons and from
the electronic currents at perpendicular orientations
of the bond.

Correlation of Chemical Shift with Structure

The chemical shift is used to identify functional groups
and to aid in determining structural arrangements of
groups. These applications arc based on empirical cor-
relations between structure and shift. A numher of
correlation charts and tables It} have been published,
two of which are shown in Figure 19-17 and Table 19-2.
Keep in mind that the exact values for 8 may depend
on the nature of the solvent as well as on the concen-

"R \1 Silverstein. F. X. WcbSler, and D. Kicmk, Specrrumelric ldenti"
neurinll or Orgtlllic Compol/nds, 7th ed .. Chap_ 3. :\ew York: \\'iky. ~(JO~:
R f .,10lncrt. F P .\lanola, Sllclear Jfagn('lic Rewnance SpeClrl!)CoP.I
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FIGURE 19-15 Deshielding of aromatic protons brought
about by nng current.

tration of solute. These effects are particularly pro-
nounced for protons involved in hydrogen bonding.
An excellent example of this effect is the proton of the
alcoholic functional group.

198-3 Spin-Spin Splitting

As can be seen in Figure 19-12, the absorption bands
for the methyl and methylene protons in ethanol con-
sist of several narrow resonances that can be routinely
separated with a high-resolution instrument. Careful
examination shows that the spacing for the three com-
ponents of the methylene band is identical to that for
the four peaks of the methylene band. This spacing in
hertz is called the coupling constant for the interaction
and is given the symbol 1. Moreover, the areas of the
lines in a multiplet approximate an integer ratio to
one another. Thus, for the methyl triplet, the ratio of
areas is 1:2: I; for the quartet of methylene peaks, it is
1:3:3: I.

Origin

The foregoing observations are based on the effect that
the spins of one set of nuclei exert on the resonance be-
havior of another. In other words, there is a small inter-
action or coupling between the two adjacent groups of
protons. The results of detailed theoretical calculations
are consistent with the concept that coupling takes
place via interactions between the nuclei and the bond-
ing electrons rather than through free space. For our
purposes only a brief discussion of the mechanism is
necessary.

Let us first consider the effect of the methylene pro-
tons in ethanol on the resonance of the methyl protons.
Recall that the ratio of protons in the two possible spin
states is very nearly unity, even in a strong magnetic
field. We then imagine that the two methylene protons
in the molecule can have four possible combinations
of spin states and that in an entire sample the number
of each of these combinations will be approximately
equaL If we represent the spin orientation of each nu-
cleus with a small arrow. the four states are as follows:
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FIGURE 19-17 Absorption positions of protons in various structural environments. (Table
taken from J. R. Dyer.Applications of Absorption Spectroscopy by Organic Compounds.
p. 85, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1965. With permission.)

In the first combination on the left, spins of the two
methylene protons are paired and aligned against the
field, whereas in the second combination on the right,
the paired spins are reversed. In the two com hinations
shown in the center, the spins are opposed to one an-
other. The magnetic effect transmitted to the methyl
protons on the adjacent carbon atom is determined hy
the instantaneous spin comhinations in the methylene

group. If the spins are paired and opposed to the ex-
ternal field, the effective applied field on the methyl
protons is slightly decreased. Thus, a somewhat higher
field is needed to bring them into resonance, and an
upfield shift results. Spins paired and aligned with the
field result in a downlield shift. Neither of the comhi-
nations of opposed spin has an effect on the resonance
of the methyl protons. Thus. splitting into a triplet re-
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TABLE 19-2 Approximate Chemical Shifts for Certain Methyl, Methylene, and Methine Protons

8,ppm

Structure M = CH, M=CH, M=CH

Aliphatic a substituents
4.0M-CI 3.0 3.5

M-Br 2.7 3.4 4.1

M-NO, 4.3 4.4 4.6

M-OH(orOR) 3.2 3.4 3.6

M-O-C6Hs 3.8 4.0 4.6

M-OC(=O)R 3.6 4.1 5.0

M-C=C 1.6 1.9

M-C=C 1.7 2.2 2.8

M-C(=O)H 2.2 2.4

M-C(=O)R 2.1 2.4 2.6

M-C(=O)C6H, 2.4 2.7 3.4

M-C(=O)OR 2.2 2.2 2.5

M-(;,;H, 2.2 2.6 2.8

Aliphatic {3substituents
2.0M-C-Cl 1.5 ' 1.8

M-C-Br 1.8 1.8 1.9

M-C-NO, 1.6 2,1 2.5

M-C-OH (or OR) 1.2 1.5 1.8

M-C-OC(=O)R 1.3 1.6 1.8

M-C-C(=O)H 1.1 1.7

M-C-C(=O)R 1.1 1.6 2.0

M-C-C(=O)OR 1.1 1.7 1.9

M-C-C6H, 1.1 1.6 1.8

suits (see Figure 19-12b), The area under the middle
peak of the triplet is twice that of either of the other
two, heeause two spin combinations are involved,

Let us now consider the effect of the three methyl
protons on the methylene peak (middle peak in Fig-
ure 19-12a). Possible spin comhinations for the methyl
protons are as follows:

having areas in the ratio 1:3: 3: 1 (Figure 19-12h). These
two examples of the adjacenl methyl and methylene
groups in ethanol suggest the general rule that the num-
her of peaks in a split hand in a first-order spectrum is
equal to the number f1 of magnetically equivalent pro-
tons lion adjacent atoms plus one. The numher of such
peaks is referred to as the mulripliciry.

The interpretation of spin-spin splitting patterns is
relatively straightforward for firsr-order spectra, First-
order spectra are those in which the chemical shift he-
tween interacting groups of nuclei is large with respect
to their coupling constant 1. Rigorous first-order be-
havior requires that J/8 he smaller than 0.05. Fre-
quently, however, analysis of spectra hy first -order tech-
niques can he accomplished down to a value of 1viJ
of somewhat greater than 0.1. The ethanol spectrumIn this instance, we have eight possihle spin comhi-

nations; however, among these are two groups contain-
in\! three comhinations that have equivalent magnetic
effects. The methylene peak is thus split into a quartet

11Magnetically equivalent protclns afc those thilt h<l\'c idc:ntical chc:mical
Shlfh and idt:ntical coupling constanE



Number of
Equivalent
Protons, n

Multiplicitv,
In + 1) •

3 3
4 4 6 4

6 10 10
6 7 6 15 20 15 6

7 8 21 35 35 21

shown in Figure 19-13 is an example of a pure first·order
spectrum, with J for the methyl and methylene peaks
being 7 Hz and the separation between the eenters of
the two multiplets being about 140 Hz.

Interpretation of second-order NMR spectra is rel-
atively complex and will not be considered here. Note,
however, that because 8 increases with increases in the
magnetic field but J does not, spectra obtained with an
instrument having a high magnetic field are much
more readily interpreted than those produced by a
spectrometa with a weaker magnet.

Rules Governing the Interpretation
of First-Order Spectra

The following rules govern the appearance of first-
ordcr spectra:

1. Equivalent nuclei do not interact with one another to
give multiple absorption peaks. The three protons in
the methvl groups in ethanol give rise to splitting of
only the adjacent methylene protons and not to split-
ting among lhemselves.

2. Coupling constants decrease significantly with sep-
aration of groups, and coupling is seldom observed
at distances greater than four bond lengths,

3. The multiplicity of a band is determined by the
number tI of magnetically equivalent protons on
the neighboring atoms and is given by the quantity
11 + I. Thus, the multiplicitv for the methylene band
in ethanol is determined by the number of protons in
the adjacent methyl groups and is equal t03 + 1 = 4.

4. If the protons on atom B arc affected by protons on
atoms A and C that are nonequivalent. the multi-
plicitv of B is equal to (n.,+ I )(rlc + I), where n,
and rlc are the number of equivalent protons on A
and C. r'''pectiv·e!v.

5. The approximate relative areas of a multiplet are
symmetric around the midpoint of the band and are
proportional to the coefficients of the terms in the
expansion (x + I)". The application of this rule is
demonstrated in Table 19-3 and in the examples
that follow.

6. The coupling constant is independent of the applied
field; thus, multiplets are readily distinguished from
closely spaced chemical-shift peaks by running spec-
tra at two different field strengths.

For each of the following compounds, calculate
the number of multiplets for each band and their
relative areas: (a) C1(CH,hCI; (b) CH,CHBrCH,;
(c) CH,CH,OCHj.

(a) The multiplicity associated with the four equiva-
lent protons on the two ends of the molecule is de-
termincd by the number of protons on the central
carbon; thus, the multiplicity is 2 + I = 3 and
thc areas have the ratio 1:2: l. The multiplicity
of the ce:ntral methylene: protons is determined
by the four equivalent protons at the ends and is
4 + 1 = 5. Expansion of (x + I)' gives the
codlicients (Table 19-3), which are proportional
to the areas of the peaks 1 :4:6:4: 1.

(b) The band for the six methyl protons is made up
of I + I = 2 peaks having relative areas of l:l;
the proton on the central carbon atom has a mul-
tiplicitv of 6 + 1 = 7. These peaks have areas
(Table 19-3) in the ratio of 1:6:1520:15:6:1.

(e) The right methyl protons are separated from the
others by more than three bonds so that only a
single peak is observed. The protons of the central
methylene group have a multiplicity of 3 + I = 4
and a ratio of 1:3:3: I. The left methyl protons have
a multiplicity of 2 + I = 3 and an area ratio of
1:2:1.

The preceding examples are relatively straightfor-
ward because all of the protons influencing the multi-
plicity of any single band are magnetically equivalent.
A more complex splitting pattern results when a set
of protonS' is influenced by two or more nonequivalent
protons, As an example, consider the spectrum of
I-iodopropanc, CH JCH ,CH ,I. If we label the three car-
bon atoms (a), (b), and (c) from left to right, the chem-
ical-shift bands are found at 8(,) = 1.02, 8(b) = 1.86, and
8(,) = 3.17. The band at 8('1 = 1.02 will be split by the two
methylene protons on (b) into 2 + 1 = 3 lines having
relative areas of I: 2: 1. A similar splitting of the band
8\,) = 3.17 will also be observed, The experimental cou-
pling constants for the two shifts are J("bl = 7.3 and
J(lxl = 6.8. The band for the methylene protons (b) is
influenced by two groups of protons that are not mag-
netically equivalent. as is evident from the difference
between J("b) and J(be)' Thus, invoking rule 4, the num-
ber of peaks is (3 + 1)(2 + I) = 12. In cases such as
this, derivation of a splitting pattern, as shown in Fig-
ure 19-18. is helpful. In this example, the effect of the
(a) proton is first shown and leads to four peaks of rela-
tive areas 1:3 :3: I spaced at 7.3 Hz. Each of these is then
split into three new peaks spaced at 6.8 Hz, having rela-
tive areas of I: 2: 1. The same final pattern is produced if
the original band is first split into a triplet. At a very high
resolution, the spectrum for I-iodopropane exhibits a
series of lines that approximates the series shown at the
bottom of Figure 19-18. If the resolution is sufficiently
low that the instrument does not detect the difference
between J("b) and J(be)' only six peaks are observed with
relative areas of I: 5: 10: 10: 5: 1.

Modern spectrometers contain software that can
calculate spectra fairly accurately for systems with three
or four spins. Usually, a trial-and-error approach is first
used to estimate chemical shifts and coupling constants
to produce a simulated spectrum to match the experi-
mental spectrum. Then, chemical shifts are varied until
the widths and locations of the multiplets approxi-
mately agree. Finally, coupling constants or their sums
and differences are varied until a suitable agreement
bet ween observed and simulated spectra is obtained.

CH,CH,CH.t J,(32 1 (hI
(al (hi (e) , Protons
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FIGl)RE 19-18 Splitting pattern for methylene (b) protons
in CH3CH,CH,1. Figures in parentheses are relative areas
under peaks.

Second-OrderSpecrra

Coupling constants are usually smaller than 20 Hz,
although chemical shifts may bc as high as several
thousand Hz. Therefore, the splitting behavior de-
scribed by the rules in the previous section is common.
However. when JI8 becomes greater than about 0.1 to
0.15, these rules no longer apply, Generally, as 8 ap-
proaches J, the lines on the inner side of two multiplets
tend to be enhanced at the expense of the lines on the
outer side, and the symmetry of each multiplet is thus
destroyed, as noted earlier. In addition, more, and
sometimes many more, lines appear, sO that the spac-
ing betwee:n lines no longer has anything to do with the
magnitude of the coupling constants. Analysis of a
spectrum under these circumstances is difficult.

Effect of Chemical Exchange on Spectra

We now turn again to the NMR spectrum of ethanol
(Figure 19-12) and consider why the OH proton reso-
nance appears as a singlet rather than a triplet. The
methylene protons and the OH proton are separated
by only three bonds, so coupling should increase the
multiplicity of both OH and the methvlene bands. As
shown in Figure 19-19. we actually observe the ex-
pected multiplicity in the NMR spectrum of a highly
purified sample of the alcohol. Examine the triplet OH
peaks and the eight methvlene peaks in this spectrum.



FIGURE 19-19 Spectrum of highlypurified ethanol
showing additional splitting of OH and CH, peaks
(compare with Figure 19-12).

If wc add a trace of acid or base to the pure sample, the
spectrum reverts to the form shown in Figure 19-12.

The exchange of OH protons among alcohol mole-
cules is known to be catalyzed by both acids and bases,
as well as by the impurities that commonly occur in al-
cohol. It is thus plausible to associate the decoupling
observed in the presence of these catalysts to an ex-
change process. If exchange is rapid, each OH group
will have several protons associated with it during any
brief period; within this interval, all of the OH protons
will experience the effects of the three spin arrange-
ments of the methylene protons. Thus. the magnetic
effects on the alcoholic proton arc averaged, and a
single sharp resonance is observed. Spin decoupling al-
ways occurs when the exchange frequency is greater
than the separation frequency between the interacting
components.

Chemical exchange can affect not only spin-spin
coupling but also chemical shifts. Purified alcohol-
water mixtures have two well-defined and easily sepa-
rated OH proton peaks. When acid or base is added to
the mixture, however. the two peaks coalesce to form a
single sharp line. In this instance, the catalyst enhances
the rate of proton exchange between the alcohol and
the water and thus averages the shielding effect. A
single sharp line is obtained when the exchange rate is
significantly greater than the separation frequency be-
tween the alcohol and water lines. On the other hand,
if the exchange frequency is about the same as this
frequency difference, shielding is only partially aver-
aged and a broad line results. The correlation of line

breadth with exchange rates has provided a direct
means for investigating the kinetics of such processes
and represents an important application of the NMR
experiment. Such studies are often accomplished by
acquiring spectra at several different temperatures and
determining the temperature at which multiplets coa-
lesce to a simple band. Armed with this information,
the activation energy and other kinetic parameters for
the exchange process may be computed. and the mech-
anisms of the exchange process may be investigated."

Double resonance experiments include a group of
techniques in which a sample is simultaneously irradi-
ated with two or more signals of different radio fre-
quencies. Among these methods are spin decoupling,
the nuclear Overhallser effect. spin tickling, and inter-
nuclear double resonance. These procedures aid in the
interpretation of complex NMR spectra and enhance
the information that can be obtained from .1hem13

Only the first of these techniques, spin decoupling, will
bc described here. The nuclear Overhauser effect is
discussed briefly in Section 19E-1.

Figure 19-20 illustrates the spectral simplification
that accompanies homonuclear spin decoupling, which
is decoupling carried out between similar nuclei. Spec-
trum B shows the absorption associated with the four
protons on the pyridine ring of nicotine. Spectrum C
was obtained by examining the same portion of the
spectrum and simultaneously irradiating the sample
with a second RF signal having a frequency of about
8.6 ppm, which corresponds to a chemical shift, cen-
tered on the absorption peaks of protons (c) and (d).
The strength of the second signal is sufficient to cause
saturation of the signal for these protons. The conse-
quence is a decoupling of the interaction between the
(c) and (d) protons and protons (a) and (b). Here, the
complex absorption spectrum for (a) and (b) collapses
to two doublet peaks that arise from coupling between
these protons. Similarly, the spectrum for (c) and (d) is
simplitled by decoupling with a signal of frequency
corresponding to the proton resonances (a) or (b).

i,R. S. Drago. Physical ,Hethuds {or Chemists. 2nd ed .. Chap. tL p. 290,
Philadelphia: SaunJas. 1992
1.'For a more detailed diSCUSSIOnoi douhk resonance methods. see J B
Lambert dnd E. p, r.laLLola. Suclnll" .\ft,grll:'r/c HeSOf!ilflCC Specrroscop.\.
Upper Saddle River. NJ: Pr.:arson'Prentice-Hall. ~OO·t "-1. H. Le\-iu.
~'pi!l Dynamics. BasiL'sn(SlIdear .\/aglleric ResrH1<mct'. New\'urk \\'ik~
2()Oi: E. D. Becker. Hi>;hRt'wlutwn S.\fH. 3rd ed .. :\ew York: AcademIC
Press. 200CJ
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FIGURE 19-20 Effect of spin decoupling on the NMR spectrum of nicotine dissolved in COCI,.Spectrum A,
the entire spectrum. Spectrum B, expanded spectrum for the four protons on the pyridine ring. Spectrum
C, spectrum for protons (a) and (b)when decoupled from (d) and (c)by irradiation with a second beam that
has a frequency corresponding to about 8.6 ppm. (Courtesy of Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA.)

Heteronuclear decoupling, which is decoupling of
the interaction between dissimilar nuclei, is easily ac-
complished with modern NMR instrumentation. The
most important example is encountered in DC NMR,
where the technique is used to simplify spectra by de-
coupling protons (Section 19E-l).

Instrument manufacturers market two general types
of NMR spectrometers: wide-line specrromecers and
high-resolution specrromecers. Wide-line instruments
have magnets with strengths of a few tenths of a tesla
and are considerabh simpler and less expensi\'c than
are high-resolution instruments. High-resolution in-
struments are equipped with magnets with strengths
that range from 1,4 to 23 T. which correspond to pro-
ton frequencies of 60 to 1000 MHz (I GHZ). Before

U1 T{(£Orial: Learn more.' about Nl\IR
~ instrumentation.

about 1970, high-resolution NMR spectrometers were
all of the CW type that used permanent magnets or
electromagnets to supply the magnetic field. This type
of instrument has been largely replaced by Fourier
transform spectrometers equipped with superconduct-
ing magnets to provide the magnetic field. Computers
are an integral part of modern NMR instruments; they
digitize and store the signal, perform Fourier trans-
formation of the FID to provide the frequency-domain
signal. and deliver many other data-treatment and
instrument-control functions. A major reason why
Fourier transform instruments have become so pop-
ular is that they permit efficient signal averaging
and thus yield greatly enhanced sensitivity (see Sec-
tions 5C-2 and 16B-l). Because of this greater sensitiv-
ity. routine applications of NMR to naturally occurring
carbon-D. to protons in microgram quantities, and to
other nuclei. such as fluorine. phosphorus. and silicon.
ha\'e become widespread.

High-resolution NMR spectrometers are not in-
expensi\C. costing $100.000 to $1.000,000 or more.



FIGURE 19-21 Block diagram of an
FT-NMRspectrometer. (Adapted from
J. W.Akitt,NMR and Chemistry, 2nd ed.,
p. 14, London: Chapman & Hall, 1983.
With permission.)

Because almost all commercial NMR spectrometers
today operate in the pulsed, or FT, mode, we confine
our discussion here to FT-NMR instruments.

19C-1 Components of Fourier
Transform Spectrometers

Figure 19-21 is a simplified block diagram sbowing
the instrument components of a typical FT -NMR spec-
trometer. The central component of the instrument is a
highly stable magnet in which the samplc is placed. The
sample is surrounded by a transmitter-receiver coil.

RF radiation is produced by a crystal-controlled fre-
quency synthesizer having an output carrier frequency
of V,. This signal passes into a pulse switch and power
amplifier, which creates an intense and reproducible
pulse of RF current in the transmitter coil. The result-
ing RF radiation impinges on the sample, contained in-
side the coil. The length, amplitude, shape. and phase
of the pulse are selected by the operator; entered into
the console; and controlled by the computer. In Fig-
ure 19-21, a 5-~s pulse is shown. The resulting FID
signal is picked up by the same coil, which now serves
as a receiver. The signal is then amplified and transmit-

ted to a phase-sensitive detector. The detector circuitry
produces the difference between the nuclear signals Vn

and the crystal oscillator output V" which leads to the
low-frequency, time-domain signal shown on the right
of the figure. This signal is digitized and collected in the
memory ofthe computer for analysis by a Fourier trans-
form program and other data-analysis software. The
output from this program is plotted on a display device,
giving a frequency-domain spectrum.

19C-2 Ma9nets

The heart of all NMR instruments is the magnet. The
sensitivity and resolution of spectrometers are both
critically dependent on the strength and quality of their
magnets (see Example 19-2 and Figure 19-13). Because
both sensitivity and resolution increase with increasing
field strength, it is advantageous to operate at the high-
est possible field strength. In addition. the field must be
highly homogeneous and reproducible. These require-
ments ensure that the magnet is by far the most expen-
sive component of an NMR spectrometer.

Spectrometer magnets of three types have been
used in l'!v1R spectrometers: permanent magnets, con-

ventional electromagnets, and superconducting sole-
noids. At present. conventional electromagnets are
seldom incorporated into NMR instruments. Perma-
nent magnets with field strengths of 0.7,1.4, and 2.1 T
have been used in commercial CW instruments; cor-
responding oscillator frequencies for proton studies
are 30, 60, and 90 MHz. Permanent magnets are highly
temperature sensitive and require extensive thermo-
statting and shielding as a consequence. Because of
field-drift problems, permanent magnets are not ideal
for extended periods of data accumulation, such as are
often employed in Fourier transform experiments.

Superconducting magnets are used in most modern
high-resolution instruments. These magnets attain
fields as large as 23 T, corresponding to a proton fre-
quency of I GHz. To supereonduct, the solenoid,
wound from superconducting niobium-tin or niobium-
titanium wire, is bathed in liquid helium at a tempera-
ture of 4 K. The helium Dewar fiask is held in an outer
liquid-nitrogen Dewar. Most superconducting magnet
systems must be filled with liquid nitrogen about once
a week and with liquid helium every few months. The
advantages of superconducting solenoids, in addition
to their high field strengths, are their high stability, low
operating cost, and simplicity and small size compared
with an electromagnet.

The performance specifications for a spectrometer
magnet arc stringent. The field produced must be ho-
mogeneous to a few parts per billion within the sample
area and must be stable to a similar degree for the
length of time required to acquire the sample data.
Unfortunately, the inherent stability of most magnets
is considerably lower than this figure, with variations
as large as one part in 107 being observed over a period
of I hour. Several measures are employed in modern
NMR instruments to compensate for both drift and
field inhomogeneity.

Locking the Magnetic Field

To offset the effect of field fluctuations, a field-
frequenc.l" lock system is employed in commercial NMR
instruments. In these systems, a reference nucleus is
continuous Iv irradiated and monitored at a frequency
correspondi'ng to its resonance maximum at the rated
field strength of the magnet. Changes in the intensity of
the reference signal control a feedback circuit, whose
output is fed into coils in the magnetic gap in such a way
as to correct for the drift. Recall that for a given type of
nucleus, the ratio between the field strength and reso-
nance frequencies is a constant regardless of the nucleu"

involved (Equation 19-5). Thus, the drift correction
for the reference signal is applicable to the signals fOI
all nuclei in the sample area. In modern spectrome-
ters, the reference signal is provided by the deuterium
in the solvent, and a second transmitter coil tuned to
the frequency for deuterium monitors the reference.
Most modern superconducting magnets are sufficiently
stable that spectra can be obtained in an unlocked
mode for a period of I to 20 min.

Shimming
Shim coils are pairs of wire loops through which care-
fully controlled currents are passed, producing small
magnetic fields that compensate for inhomogeneities
in the primary magnetic field. In contemporary instru-
ments, the shim controls are under computer control
with several algorithms available for optimizing ficld
homogeneity. Ordinarily, shimming must be carried
out each time a new sample is introduced into the spec-
trometer. Shim coils are not shown in the simplified di-
agram shown in Figure 19-21.

Sample Spinning

The effects of field inhomogeneities are also counter-
acted by spinning the sample along its longitudinal axis.
Spinning is accomplished by means of a small plastic
turbine that slips over the sample tube. A stream of air
drives the turbine at a rate of 20 to 50 revolutions per
second. If this frequency is much greater than the fre-
quency spread caused by magnetic inhomogeneities,
the nuclei experience an averaged environment that
causes apparent frequency dispersions to collapse to-
ward zero. A minor disadvantage of spinning is that the
magnetic field is modulated at the spinning frequency,
which may lead to sidehands, or spinning sidehands, on
each side of absorption bands.

A key component of an NMR spectrometer is the
sample probe, which serves multiple functions. It holds
the sample in a fixed position in the magnetic field, con-
tains an air turbine to spin the sample, and houses the
coil or coils that permit excitation and detection of the
NMR signal. In addition, the probe ordinarily contains
two other transmitter coils. one for locking and the
other for decoupling experiments that arc discussed in
Section 19E-1. Finallv, most probes have variable tem-
perature capability. The usual NMR sample cell con-
sists of a 5-mm (outside diameter) glass tube containing
500-650 ~L of liquid. ~1icrotubes for smaller sample



volumes and larger tunes for special needs are also
availanle.

Transmitter-Receiver Coils
The adjustable probes in modern NMR spectrometers
contain transmitter and receiver coils. The receiver coils
are arranged according to the experiment purpose. For
observing protons, the prone usually has an inner coil
for lH detection and an outer coil, called the X-nucleus
coil, for detecting nuclei such as DC or "N. The inner
coil is generally the closest to the sample to maximize
sensitivity. For experiments to detect nuclei other than
protons, the X-nucleus coil is placed on the inside and
the 1 H coil on the outside. Usually, proton spectra have
such good signal-to-noise ratios that probe tuning is
not extremely critical, When the X-nucleus coil is the
primary observation coil, however, tuning can be verv
important.

The Pulse Generator. RF generators and frequency
synthesizers produce a signal of essentially a single
frequency. To generate Fourier transform spectra,
however, the sample must be irradiated with a range
of frequencies sufficiently great to excite nuclei with
different resonance frequencies. Fortunately, a suffi-
ciently short pulse of radiation, such as that shown
in Figure 19-5, provides a relatively broad band of
frequencies centered on the frequency of the oscilla-
tor. The frequency range of this nand is about lI(47 )
Hz, where 7 is the length in seconds of each pulse.
Thus, a I-f1s pulse from a 100-MHz oscillator produces
a frequency range of 100 MHz:!: 125 kHz. This pro-
duction of a band of frequencies from a narrow pulse
can be understood by refcrence to Figure 6-6. where
a rectangular waveform is synthesized from a series
of sine or cosine waves differing from one another
by small frequency increments. Conversely, Fourier
analysis of a square waveform reveals that it consists
of a nroad range of frequency components. The nar-
rower the square wave, the broader the range of com-
ponent frequencies. Thus, a narrow pulse generated ny
rapidly switching an RF oscillator consists of a nand
of frequencies capable of exciting all nuclei whose res-
onances occur in the vicini tv of the frequenc\' of the
oscillator.

As shown in Figure 1'1-21, the tvpical pulse gen·
erator consists of three parts: a frequency svnthesizer.
a gate to switch the pulsc on and off at appropriate
times, and a power amplifier to ampli!\ the pulSe to
about 50 to 100 \\'

The Receiver System. Voltages generated by the Cur.
rent in the detector coil are in the nanovolt-to-microvolt
range and thus must be amplified to a range of about
o to 10 V before the signal can be further processed
and digitizcd. The first stage of amplification gener·
ally takes place in a preamplifier, which is mounted
in the probe so that it is as close to the receiver coil
as possible to minimize the effects of noise from other
parts of the instrument. Further amplification then
is carried out in an external RF amplifier as shown in
Figure 19-21.

19C-4 The Detector and
Data-Processing System

In the detector system shown in Figure 19-21, the high-
frequency radio signal is first converted to an audio:
frequency signal, which is much easier to digitize. The
signal from the RF amplifier can be though~ of as be-
ing made up of two components: a carrier sighal, which
has the frequency of the oscillator producing it, and a
superimposed NMR signal from the analyte. The ana-
Iyte signal differs in frequency from that of the carrier
by a few parts per million. For example, the chemical
shifts in a proton spectrum typically encompass a
range of 10 ppm. Thus, the proton NMR data gener-
ated by a 500-MHz spectrometer would lie in the fre-
quency range of 500,000,000 to 500,005,000 Hz. To dig-
itize such high-frequency signals and extract the small
differences attributed to the sample in the digital do-
main is not practical; therefore, the carrier frequency
v, is subtracted electronically from the analyte signal
frequency v, in the analog domain. In our example,
this process yields a difference signal (v, ~ vel that lies
in the audio-frequency range of 0 to 5000 Hz. This pro-
cess is identical to the separation of audio signals from
an RF carrier signal in home radios.

Sampling the Audio Signal

The sinusoidal audio signal obtained after subtracting
the carrier frequency is then digitizcd by sampling the
signal voltage, periodically converting it to a digital
form with an analog-to-digital converter. To accurately
represent a sine or a cosinc wave digitally, it is neces-
san. according to the Nr'luisr sampling rheorem (see
Section SC-2), to sample the signal at least twice dur-
ing each c\·cle. If sampling is done at a frequency that
is less than twiCe the signal frequency, folding, or alias-
inK, of the signal occurs. The effect of folding is illus-
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FIGURE 19-22 Folding of a spectral line
brought about by sampling at a frequency
that is less than the Nyquist frequency of
1600 Hzand that is sampled at a frequency
of 2000 samples per second as shown by
dots; solid line is a cosine wave having a
frequency of 400 Hz. (b)Frequency-domain
spectrum of dashed Signalin (a) showing
the folded lineat 400 Hz. (Adapted from
D. Shaw, Fourier Transform NMR Spectro-
scopy, 2nd ed., p. 159, New York:Elsevier,
1987. Withpermission, Elsevier Science
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trated in Figure 19-22a, which shows, as a colored
curve, a 1600-Hz cosine signal that is being sampled at
a rate of 2000 data per second. The solid dots represent
the times at which the computer sampled and digitized
the data. This sampling rate is less than the Nyquist
frequency, which is 2 x 1600 Hz = 3200 Hz. The effect
of this inadequate sampling rate is demonstrated by
the solid curve in Figure 19-22a, which is a 400-Hz co-
sine wave. Thus, as shown in Figure 19-22b, the line at
1600 Hz is absent and a folded line appears at 400 Hz
in the frequency-domain spectrum,

In modern NMR spectrometers, quadrature phase-
sensitive detectors make possible the determination of
positive and negative differences between the carrier
frequency and NMR frequencies. Because these de-
tectors are able to sense the sign of the frequency dif-
ference, folding is avoided.

Signal Integration

The areas of proton NMR signals are almost always di-
rectly proportional to the number of protons involved.
Hence, modem NMR spectrometers provide not only
the NMR signal itself, but for lH spectra, the integral
of the signal~ For DC spectra, the signals are in general
nor proportional to the number of nuclei present. Usu-
allv, the integral data appear as step functions super-
imposed on the NMR spectrum as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1'1-23.Generally, the area data arc reproducible to
a few percent relati\·e.

19C-5 Sample Handling

Until recently, high-resolution NMR studies have been
restricted to samples that could be converted to a non-
viscous liquid state. Most often, a 2% to 15% solution
of the sample is used, although pure liquid samples can
also be examined if their viscosities are sufficiently low.

Solvents must have no resonances of their own in
the spectral region of interest. Usually, NMR solvents
are deuterated to provide the field-frequency lock
signal (see Section 19C-2). The most commonly used
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FIGURE 19-23 Absorplion and IIltegralcurve for a dilute
ethylbenzene solution (aliphatiCregion). (Courtesy of
Varian Inc., Palo Alto,CA.)



sohent for organic compounds is deuterated chloro-
form (Coel)). Polar compounds are often not sum-
cientlv soluble in CoCl.) to obtain good spectra. For
these tvpes of compounds. Co,oO. acetone-do. and
OMSO·d" arc often used. For highly polar and ionic
compounds. 0,0 can be used along with a water-
suppression method to remove the intense HOD sol-
vent signal.

High-quality NMR tubes are necessary with modern
high-field spectrometers. If tubes have been previously
used. they must be carefully cleaned and thoroughly
dried prior to Use. Sample-tube cleaners are available
commercially for this purpose. Cleaning solutions. such
as chromic acid-sulfuric acid, should never be used
because paramagnetic chromium ions can adsorb to
the walls and broaden proton NMR spectra.

It is now possible to routinely collect high-resolu-
tion spectra for solid samples. Techniques have been
developed and are being applied in increasing num-
bers to obtain 13C speetra of polymers. fossil fuds. and
other high-molecular-mass substances. A brief discus-
sion of the modifications necessary to produce useful
NMR spectra of solids is in Section t9E.

The most important chemical applications of proton
NMR spectroscopy have been to the identification and
structural elucidation of organic, metal-organic, and
biochemical molecules. In addition, however, the
method is often useful for quantitative determination
of absorbing species.

An NMR spectrum, like an infrared spectrum. seldom
sufticcs by itself for the identification of an organic
compound. However, in conjunction with mass, in-
franoei, and ultraviolet spectra. as well as de mental
analysis. NMR is a powerful and indispensable tool for
the characterization of pure compounds. The exam-
ples that follow give some idea of the kinds of infor-
mation that can be extracted from NMR spectra.

The proton NMR spectrum shown in Figure 19-2~ is
for an organic cnmpounJ ha\"ing tht' empirical formula
CHloO .. Identil,' the compound.

The spectrum suggests the presence of four types of
protons. From the pcak integrals and thc empirical for-
mula. we deduce that these four types arc populated bv
3, 2, 2, and 3 protons, respectivdy. The single peak at
8 = 3.6 must be due to an isolated methyl group. In-
spection of Figure 19-17 and Table 19-3 suggests that
the peak may result from the functional group

o
'I

CH,OC-

The empirical formula and the 2:2:3 distribution
of the remaining protons indicate the presence of an
n-propyl group as well. The structure

o
II

CHJOC - CH,CIl,cHj

is consistent with all of these observations. [n addition.
the positions and the splitting patterns of the. three re-
maining peaks are entirely compatible w~th this hy-
pothesis. The triplet at 8 = 0.9 is typical ofa methyl
group adjacent to a methylene. From Table t 9-3, the
two protons of the methylene adjacent tll the carboxy-
late peak should yield the observed triplet peak at
about 8 = 2.2. The other methylene group would be
expected to produce a pattern of 3 x 4 = 12 peaks at
about 8 = 1.7. Only 6 are observed, presumably be-
cause the resolution of the instrument is insufficient to
produce the line structure of the band.

The proton NMR spectra shown in Figure 19-25 arc
for colorless, isomeric liquids containing only carbon
and hydrogen. Identify the two compounds.

Solution

The single peak at about 8 ~, 7.2 in the upper figurc
suggests an aromatic structure; the relative area of thIS
peak corresponds to live protons. This information
suggests that we may have a monosubstituted deriva-
tive of benzene. The seven peaks for the single pro-
ton appearing at 8 = 2.9 and the six-protlln doublet at
8 = 1.2 can only be explaincd by the structure
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FIGURE 19-24 NMR spectrum and peak integral curve for the organic compound C,HlOO,
in CCI,. (From R. M. Silverstein, G. C. Bassler, and T. C. Morrill, Spectrometnc IdentJfJcatlon
of Organic Compounds, 3rd ed., p. 296, New York: Wiley, 1974. With permiSSion.)
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CH,

The isomeric compound has an aromatic peak at 8 =
6.8. Its relative area suggests a trisubstituted benzene,
which can only mean that the compound is C6H,( CH3h
The relative peak areas confirm this deduction.

The proton spectrum shown in Figure 19-26 is for an
organic compound having a molecular mass of 72 and
containing carbon, hydrogen. and oxygen only. Iden-
tify the compound.

The triplet peak at 8 = '9.8 appears to be that of an
aliphatic aldehyde, RCHO (see Figure 19-17). If this
hypothesis is valid, R has a molecular mass of 43, which
corresponds to a C3H7 fragment. The triplet at 8 = 9.8
means that there is a methylene group adjacent to the
carbonyl. Thus, the compound appears to be n-bu-
tyraldehyde, CH,CH,CH2CHO.

Simulation: Learn more about NMR spectral
interpretation.

1000
500Hz
250
100
50

The triplet peak at 8 = 0.97 appears to be that of the
terminal methyl. We expect the protons on the adja-
cent methylene to show a complicated splitting pattern
of 4 x 3 = 12 peaks, and the grouping of peaks around
8 = 1.7 is compatible with this prediction.

Finally, the peak for the protons on the methylene
group adjacent to the carbonyl should appear as a sex-
tet downfield from the other methylene proton reso-
nances. The group at 8 = 2.4 is consistent with OUr
prediction.

190-2 Application of NMR
to Quantitative Analysis

A unique aspect of proton NMR spectra is the direct
proportionality between peak areas and the number of
nuclei responsible for the peak. As a result, a quantita-
tive determination of a specific compound does not re-
quire pure samples for calibration. Thus, if an identifi-
able resonance for one of the constituents of a 'Sample
does not overlap resonances of the other constituents
the area of this peak can be used to establish the con'
centration of the species directly, provided only that the
signal area per proton is known. This latter quantitv can
be obtained conveniently from a known eoneentr~tion
of an internal standard. For example, if the solvent pres-
ent in a known amount were benzene, cyclohexane, or
water, the areas of the single-proton peak for these
compounds could be used to give the desired informa-
tion. Of course, the resonance of the internal standard
should not overlap with any of the sample resonances.

I
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FIGURE 19-26 NMR spectrum of a pure organic compound containing C, H, and a only.

Organic silicon derivatives are uniquely attractive for
calibration purposes because of the high upfield loca-
tion of their proton resonances.

Methods for the analysis of many multicomponent
mixtures have been reported. For example, aspirin,
phenacetin, and caffeine have been determined in com-
mercial analgesic preparations. Benzene, heptane, eth-
ylene. glycol, and water have been determined in a wide
range of mixtures.

One of the useful applications of NMR has been in
the determination of functional groups. such as hy-
droxyl groups in alcohols and phenols, aldehydes. car-
boxylic acids, olefins, acetylenic hydrogens, amines.
and amides." Relative errors in the range of I % to 5%
are reported.

NMR spectroscopy has also been used for elemen-
tal analysis. For example, it is possible to make accu-
rate quantitative determinations of total hydrogen in
organic mixtures. Likewise, the resonance of fluorine-
19 can be used for the quantitative analysis of that ele-
ment in organic compounds - an analysis that is diffi-
cult to carry out by classical methods. For quantitative
work, a low-resolution or wide-line spectrometer may
be used.

Despite the preceding examples, the widespread use
of NMR spectroscopy for quantitative work has been
inhibited by the cost of the instruments. In addition, the
probability of overlapping resonances becomes greater
as the complexity of the sample increases. Also, NMR
is often neither as sensitive nor as convenient as com-
peting techniques.

Carbon-13 NMR was first studied in 1957, but its wide-
spread use did not begin until the early 1970s. The rea-
son for this delay was the time required for the devcl-
opment of instruments sensitive enough to detect the
weak NMR signals from the lJC nucleus. These weak
signals result from the low natural abundance of the
isotope (1.1%) and the small magnetogyric ratio.
which is about 0.25 that of the proton. These factors
combine to make liC NMR about 6000 times less sen·
sitive than proton NMR.

,lSCC R. H. Cox and D E, Leyden in Trea(lSt' Oil .-\/lil/Ylical Chemislr\

2nd ed .. P. J Elving, ~L 1\1. Bur~<:y, and I. \L Kdllh\ltf. cd" Part I. \'0\11)

pp.127 36, Nc\.\ York: Wilc\. IGSl

The most important developments in NMR signal
enhancement that have led directly to the explosive
growth of lJC magnetic resonance spectroscopy in-
clude higher-field-strength magnets and Fourier trans-
form instruments. Without these developments, lJC
NMR would be restricted to the study of highly solu-
ble low-molecular-mass solids_ neat liquids, and iso-
topically enriched compounds."

Carbcm-13 NMR has several advantages over pro-
ton NMR in terms of its power to elucidate organic
and biochemical structures. First. 13CNMR provides
information about the backbone of molecules rather
than about the periphery. In addition, the chemical-
shift range for 13C for most organic compounds is
about 200 ppm, compared with 10 to 15 ppm for the
proton. As a result, there is less spectral overlap in liC
spectra than in proton spectra. For example, it is of-
ten possible to observe individual resonances for each
carbon atom in compounds ranging in molecular mass
from 200 to 400. In addition, homonuc/ear spin-spin
coupling between carbon atoms is not observed be-
cause in natural-abundance samples the probability of
two 13C atoms occurring adjacent to each other is
small. Furthermore, heterunuc/ear spin coupling be-
tween 13C and J'C does not occur because the spin
quantum number of J'C is zero. Finally, a number of
excellent methods can be used to decouple the inter-
action between lJC atoms and protons. With decou-
piing, the spectrum for a particular type of carbon gen-
erally exhibits only a single line.

Three primary types of proton decoupling experi-
ments are used in lJC NMR, broadband decoup/ing; off-
resonance decoLlpling; and pulsed, or gated, decoLlp/ing.

Broadband Decoup/ing

Broadband decoupling is a type of heteronuclear de-
coupling in which spin-spin splitting of lJC lines by JH
nuclei is avoided by irradiating the sample with a
broadband RF signal that encompasses the entire pro-
ton spectral region, whereas the lJC spectrum is ob-
tained in the usual way. Ordinarily, the proton signal is
produced by a second coil located in the sample probe.

. -For additl"031 irdurmallon. s<.:-:K. Pillla)d and F. Kleinpeter. Cllrbon-13
\'.\t R ('hemic'lll Shl(u in SuuCllIralllnd Stereochemical Ana(nis. New York:

Wikv.\·CH. 19Q..1.:N. Beckmann. Carbon-13 N.\1R Specrroscopy of Bio-
t,'gi,-,!I ,\'.\HC/IIS. ~c\~- y,lfk: .-\-:aJ<'mic Pr<.:5S_ 1995: E. Brcitmaicr and \\'.
\'oeiter". Curh,'n-/? Y\fR Spcdruscopr, 3rd cd., Ncl.'. York: VCH. 1987



FIGURE 19-27 Carbon-13 NMRspectra
for n-butylvinylether obtained at 25.2 MHz:
(a)proton decoupled spectrum; (b) spec-
trum showing effect of coupling between
13Catom and attached protons. (From
R. J. Abraham and P. Loftus, Proton and
Carbon-13 NMR Spectroscopy, p. 103,
Philadelphia: Heyden, 1978. With
permission.)
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The effect of broadband decoupling is demonstrated in
Figure 19-27.

Off-Resonance Decoupling

Although broadband decoupling considcrably simpli-
fies most IJC spectra, it also removes spin-spin splitting
information that may be of importance in structural
assignments. In the past. this limitation was sometimes
rectified by substituting off-resonance decoupling.

In this technique, the decoupling frequency is set at
1000 to 2000 Hz above the proton spectral region,
which leads to a partially decoupled spectrum in which
all but the largest spin-spin shifts are absent. Under
this circumstance. primary carbon nuclei (bearing
three protons) yield a quartet. secondary carbons give
triplets. tertiary carbon nuclei appcar as doublets. and

quaternary carbons exhibit a single line. Figure 19-28
demonstrates the utility of this technique for identify-
ing the source of the resonances in a lJC spectrum.

Pulsed Decoupling

Modern NMR spectrometers provide decoupling in-
formation through the application of complex pulsing
schemes. whieh yield highersignal-to-noise ratios more
rapidly than off-resonance decoupling. These tech-
niques are beyond the scope of this chapteL'h

Nuclear Overhauser Effect

Under conditions of broadband dccoupling. it is found
that the areas of 13C peaks are enhanced by a factor that
is significantly greater than would be expected from the
collapse of the multiple structures into single lines. This
phenomenon is a manifestation of the nuclear Over-
haL/sa effecl (NOE). which is a general effect encoun-
tered in decoupling experiments. The enhancement
arises from direct magnetic coupling between a decou-
pled proton and a neighboring Lie nucleus that results
in an increase in the population of the lower energy
state of the DC nucleus over that predicted from the
Boltzmann relation. The IJC signal is enhanced bv as
much as a [actoro[ 3 as a result. Although the NOE does
increase the sensitivity of I1C measurements. it has the
disadvantage that the proportionalitv between peak

FIGURE 19-28 Comparison of (a) broadband
and (b)off-resonance decoupling in 13Cspectra of
p-ethoxybenzaldehyde. (From R. J. Abraham. J.
Fisher, and P. Loftus, Introduction to NMR Spec-
troscopy, p. 106, New York:Wiley,1988. With
permission.)

areas and number of nuclei may be lost. The theory of
the NOE. which is based on dipole-dipole interactions,
is beyond the scope of this text."

19E-2 Application of 13C NMR
to Structure Determination

As with proton NMR. the most important and wide-
spread applications of lJC NMR are for the deter-
mination of structures of organic and biochemical
species. Such determinations are based largelv on
chemical shifts, with spin-spin data playing a lesser role

I"SCC D. :"itUhall~ and t-.1. P. Williamson. litt Suclr:ar ChrrlwlHt'r LrJ~>crIII
SITlli:wra{ iI!ld C,In(ornwtimwl Analnis. ~nd cd .. :\'e\\ York: Wik\-\"CH,
~t;()O:D Sha\\. Fourier Transform S,\/R SpeClwYopy. 2nd ed . p. 2.,:;. :\"<:w

York: El~~\icr. 19S..J.
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FIGURE 19-29 Chemical shifts for 13C.(From D. E. Leyden and R. H. Cox, Analytical
Applications of NMR, p. 196, New York:Wiley,1977. Withpermission.)

than in proton NMR. Figure 19-29 shows some of the
chemical shifts that are observed for 1JC in various
chemical environments. As with proton spectra, these
shifts are relative to tetramethylsilane, with 8 values
ranging from ° to 200 ppm. [n general, environmental
effects are analogous to those for the proton, which
were described in Section 19B-2. In contrast to proton
spectra, however, the effect of substituents on 13Cshifts
is not limited to the nearest atom. For example, substi-
tution of chlorinc on the CI carbon in n-pentane re-
sults in a chemical shift for that carbon of 31 ppm.
When chlorine substitution is on the C2 carbon, the
shift for the CI carbon is to ppm; similarly, substitu-
tions on the C3, C4, and C5 carbons result in shifts of
-5.3, -0.5, and -0.1 ppm, respectively.

Application of 13C NMR to Solid Sampfes

As was noted earlier, NMR spectra for solids IX have in
the past not been very useful for structural studies be-
cause of line broadening, which eliminates or obscures
the characleristic sharp individual peaks of NMR.
Much of this broadening is attributable to two causes:

static dipolar interactions between lJC and 'H and
from anisotropy in lJC-shielding tensors. [n isotropic
liquids, these effects are averaged to zero because of
the rapid and random motion of molecules. In solids,
heteronuclear dipolar interactions between magnetic
nuclei, such as "c and protons, result in characteristic
dipolar line splittings, which depend on the angle be-
tween C- H bonds and the external field. In an amor-
phous solid, there is a large number of fixed orienta-
tions of these bonds and therefore a large number of
splittings can occur. The broad absorption hands in
this instance are made up of the numerous lines arising
from these individual dipolar interactions. It is possible
to remove dipolar splitting from a 13Cspectrum by ir-
radiating the sample at proton frequencies while the
spectrum is heing obtained. This procedure, called
dipolar decoupling, is similar to spin decoupling, which
was descrihed earlier for liquids, except that a much
higher power level is required.

A second type of line broadening for solids is
caused by chemical-shift anisotropy, which was dis-
cussed in Section 19B-2. The hroadening produced
here results from changes in the chemical shift with the
orientation of the molecule or part of the molecule
with respect to an external magnetic field. From NMR

theory, it is known that the chemical shift 18 brought
about by magnetic anisotropy is given by the equation

where () is the angle between the double bond and the
applied lield, 1X is the difference in magnetic suscepti-
bilities between the parallel and perpendicular orienta-
tion of the double bond, and R is the distance between
the anisotropic functional group and the nucleus. When
() is exactly 54.7", .l8, as defined by Equation 19-20, is
zero. Experimentally, line broadening due to chemical-
shift anisotropy is eliminated by magic angle spinning,
which involves rotating solid samples rapidly at a fre-
quency greater than 2 kHz in a special sample holder
that is maintained at an angle of 54.7" with respecl to the
applied field. [n effect, the solid then acts like a liquid
being rotated in the field.

One further limitation in l3C FT-NMR of solids is
the long spin-lattice relaxation time for excited "C nu-
clei. The rate at which the satnple can be pulsed de-
pends on the relaxation rate. That is, after each excita-
tion pulse, enough time must elapse for the nuclei to
return to the equilibrium ground state. Unfortunately,
spin-lattice relaxation times for "C nuclei in solids are
often several minutes, which means that several hours
or even days of signal averaging would be required to
give a good spectrum.

The problem caused by slow spin-lattice relaxation
times is overcome by aoss polarization, a complicated
pulsed technique that causes the Larmor frequencies of
proton nuclei and 13Cnuclei to hecome identical- that
is, YCBIC = YIIB,H' Under these conditions, the mag-
netic fields of the precessing proton nuclei interact with
the fields of the l3C nuclei. causing the latter to relax.

Instruments are now available commercially that
incorporate dipolar decoupling, magic angle spinning,
and cross polarization, thus making possible the acqui-
sition of high-resolution "c spectra from solids. Fig-
ure I9-30, which shows spectra for crystalline adaman-
tane collected under various conditions, illustrates the
power of these instruments.

120 100 80 60 40 20 0
ppm from TMS

FIGURE 19-30 Carbon-13 spectra of crystalline adaman-
tane: (a) nonspinning and with no proton decoupling;
(b) nonspinning but with dipolar decoupling and cross
polarization; (c) with magic angle spinning but without
dipolar decoupling or cross polarization; (d)with spinning,
decoupling, and cross polarization. (From F.A. Bovey,
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, 2nd ed.,
p. 415, New York:Academic Press, 1988. Withpermission.)

19F APPLICATION OF NMR
TO OTHER NUCLEI

More than 200 isotopes have magnetic moments and
thus, in principle, can be studied by NMR. Among the
most widelv studied nuclei are '''P, l5N, 19F,20, liB,
2JNa, l"N, 2.Si, 109 Ag, I'I9Hg,113Cd,and 20lpb. The first
three of these arc particularly important in the (ields of
organic chemistry, biochemistry, and biology.

19F-1 Phosphorus-31

Phosphorus-31, with spin number 1/2, exhibits sharp
NMR peaks with chemical shifts extending o':'ler a
range of 700 ppm. The resonance frequency of ' P at
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FIGURE19-31 Fourier transform phosphorus-31 NMR
spectra for ATPsolution containing magnesium ions. The
ratios on the right are moles of Mg" to moles of ATP.
(From J. W.Akilt,NMR and Chemistry, 2nd ed., p. 245,
London: Chapman & Hall, 1983. With permission.)

4.7 T is 81.0 MHz. Numerous investigations, particu-
larly in the biochemical field, havc been bascd on 3[ P
resonance. An example is shown in Figure 19-31. The
species under study is adenosine triphosphate (ATP),
a triply charged anion that plays a vital role in carbo-
hydrate metabolism and in energy storage and release
in the body, &)

0- 0- 0 RdHo-i-o-i-o-i-O"-CHl H 0 H
H HOH OH

adenosine-5' -triphosphate (ATP,

The bottom spectrum, which is for ATP in an aqucous
environment, is made up of three sets of pcaks corre-
sponding 10 the three phosphorus atoms. The triplet un-
doubtedly arises from the central phosphorus, which is
coupled to the othertwo phosphorusaloms. The doublet
al about 14ppm shows some poorly dctined indications

of prolon coupling and thus probably arises from the
phosphorus that is adjacenllo Ihe methylene group.

Magnesium ions are known to playa part in the
metabolic role of ATP, and the upper six spectra in Fio_
ure 19-31 suggest that complex formation between th;,
anionic phosphorus and the cation takes place to cause
the phosphorus chemical shifts to move downfield as
the magnesium ion conccntration is increased.

Fluorine-19 has a spin quantum number of 112 and a
magnetogyric ratio close to that of tH, Thus, the reso-
nance frequency of fluorine at 188 MHz is only slightly
lower than that of the proton at 200 MHz when both
are measured at 4.69 T.

Fluorine absorption is also sensitive to the environ-
ment, and the resulting chemical shifts extend over a
range of about 300 ppm. In addition, the solvent plays
a much more important role in determining lluorine
peak positions than in determining those of Protons.

Empirical correlations of the fluorine shift with
structure are relatively sparse when compared with
information concerning proton behavior. It seems
probable, however, that the future will see further
developments in this field, particularly for structural
investigation of organic fluorine compounds.

Proton, 19F,and 31 P spectra forthe inorganic species
PHF, are shown in Figure 19-32. In each spectrum,
spin-spin splitting assignments can easily be made
based on the discussion in Section 19B-3. Using a mod-
ern multinuclear instrument, three of these spectra
could be obtained at a single magnetic field strength.

19G MULTIPLE PULSE AND
MULTIDIMENSIONAL NMR

I\lultiple pulse and multidimensional NMR have
brought about entirely new experiments that allow us
to obtain new levels of information about organic and
biological molecules.

19G-1 MUltiple-Pulse NMR

In the late 1960s NMR spectroscopists discovered that
a \ast amount of chemical information could be ob-
tained from experiments based on multiple-pulse se-
quences. Here, techniques such as im'ersion-recO\'cn-
and spin·ccho NM R enabled the measurement of spi~-

t-_Y~~;
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FtGURE19-32 Spectra of liquid PHF, at -20'C: (a) 'H spectrum at 60 MHz; (b) 19F spectrum
at 94.1 MHz;(c) 31p spectrum at 40.4 MHz. (From R. J. Myers, Molecular Magnetism and
Molecular Resonance Spectroscopy, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973. With
permission.)

lattice T[ and spin-spin T, relaxation times. In fact,
these relaxation times began to be used as additional
resolution parameters. For example, in [H NMR, dif-
ferences between the T[ values of solute protons and
water protons were used to reduce the contribution of
the intense solvent resonances in aqueous solutions.
In mixtures containing proteins and small biological
molecules, T,differences were exploited to essentially
eliminate the proton resonances of macromolecules
and allow enhancemcnt of the small molecule signals.
Most significant, however, was the recognition that
multiple pulse scquences could be used to add a sec-
ond frequency dimension to NMR experiments.

Two-dimensional NMR, or 2D NMR, comprises a rel-
atively new set of multipulse techniques that make it
possible to unravel complex spectra. [9 The two-dimen-
sional methods can identify resonances connected by
through-bond coupling, by through-space interactions,
or by chemical exchange. In two-dimensional meth-
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sional S.UR in Li,/uids. \'ew York: Wiky-\"CII. llN:'l~R. K. Ernst. G.
BoJenhausen. and ..\. \\'<._'kaun Principln of V[i.clear .\.{agflerir RewflIlI1Cl'

in One and TIVO Dimensions. Oxford. UK: Oxford UnlvCfsity Press. 19tP

ods, data are acquired as a function of time t, just as in
ordinary FT-NMR. Prior 10 obtaining this FlD signal,
however, the system is perturbed by a pulse for a pe-
riod t[. Fourier transformation of the FID as a function
of t, for a fixed t[ yields a spectrum similar to thai ob-
tained in an ordinary pulse experiment. This process is
then repeated for various values of t[, thus giving a two-
dimensional spectrum in terms of two frequency vari-
ables v[ and V2 or sometimes Ihe chemical-shift param-
eters o[ and O2, The nalure and timing of the pulses that
have been used in 2D NMR vary widely, and in some
cases more than two repetitive pulses are used. Thus,
the number of types of two-dimensional experiments
that have appeared in the literature is large. Some of
the most popular mcthods based on coherence trans-
fer include homo nuclear correlation spectroscop.l'
(COSY), total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY), the
incredible natural-abundancc double-quantum transfer
experiment (INADEQUATE), hcteronuclear correla-
tion (HETCOR) spcceroscopv, and hcteronuclear mul-
tiplc quantum coherencc (HMQC) spcctroscopy.

Figure 19-33a is a lJC 2D NMR spectrum for a
COSY expcriment with l,3-butanediol. Figure 19-33a
is the ordinary one-dimensional spectrum for the com-
pound. The two-dimensional spectrum is oblained as
follows: With thc proton broadband decoupler turned
off, a 90' pulsc is applied to the sample. After a time I"

the decoupler is turned on, another pulse is applied,
and the resulting FID is digitized and Iransformed.
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FIGURE 19-33 Illustration of the use of the two-dimen-
sional spectrum (a) to identify the 13Cresonances in a
one-dimensional spectrum (b). Note that the ordinary
one-dimensional spectrum is obtained from the peaks
along the diagonal. The presence of off-diagonal cross
peaks can identify resonances linked by spin-spin
coupling. (Adapted from S. Borman, Ana!. Chern., 1982,
54, 1129A. Figure 1, p. 1129A. Copyright 1982 American
Chemical Society.)

After equilibrium has been reestablished, this process
is repeated for other values of [[, which leads to a series
of spectra that are plotted horizontally in the figure.
That is, the projections along the ,,[-axis are the spec-
tra that would be obtained without decoupling. The
projection along the ",-axis is the same as the com-
pletely decoupled carhon-13 spectrum. It is ob"ious
that the spectrum is made up of a quartet, two triplets.

and a douhlet, whose source is apparent from a Con-
sideration of the numher of protons honded to each of
the four DC atoms in the molecule. This information is
not ohvious in the one-dimensional spectrum.

The COSY, TOCSY, HETCOR, and HMQC ex-
periments are great aids in interpreting proton and DC
spectra. However, the INADEQUATE experiment is
perhaps the definitive 2D NMR technique. This exper-
iment is based on spin-spin coupling between directly
bonded pairs of nuclei. It can trace out the carbon
backbone of an organic compound one carhon at a
time. The low sensitivity of INADEQUATE has, how-
ever, limited its practical utility.

Another class of two-dimensional experiments is
based on the incoherent transfer of magnetization by
the NOE or by chemical exchange. In NOE speClro-
scopy (NOESY), row[ing-frame Overhauser effect
spectroscopy (ROESY), and exchange 5peC[rosco[!y
(EXSY), cross peaks are observed between reso-
nances linked by dipole-dipole interactions tlr chemi-
cal exchange. As an example, the one-dimm00nal and
ROESY spectra for a nineteen-amino-acid peptide
are shown in Figure 19-34. Not only could the one-
dimensional proton NMR spectrum he completely as-
signed but the ROESY spectrum also indicated that
the peptide is an a-helix in solution.

Overlapping resonances in 2D NMR have limited pro-
tein-structure elucidation to fairly small proteins.
However, three- and four-dimensional methods have
been developed that enable NMR spectroscopy to he
further extended to larger and larger protein struc-
tures. A third dimension can be added, for example, to
spread apart a IH-'H two-dimensional spectrum on
the basis of the chemical shift of another nucleus, such
as "N or l.1c. In most three-dimensional experiments.
the most effective methods for large molecules are
used. Thus, COSY is not often employed, hut experi-
ments like NOESY-TOCSY and TOCSY-HMQC are
quite effective. In some cases, the three dimcnsions all
represent different nuclei such as IH_IJC_"N. These
are considered variants of the HETCOR experiment.
Multidimensional NMR is now capable of providing
complete solution-phase structures to complement
crvstal structures from X-ray crvstallographv. Hence.
NMR spectroscopy is now an important technique for
determining structures and orientations of complex
molecules in solution.
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Since the 1970s, NMR technology has heen applied
increasinglv to fields other than chemistn, such as hi-
oIoa\", c~~incering, industrial quality controL and
medicine. -One of the most prominent NMR applica-
tions is that of magnetic resonance imaging. or f'..fRI.
In 1\IRI. data from pulsed RF excitation of solid or

FIGURE 19-34 The 500-MHz one-dimensional
'H NMR spectrum (a) and a portion of the two-
dimensional ROESY spectrum (b) of a nineteen-
amino-acid protein. The pulse sequence used
collapses multiplets due to ' H-' H spin-spin
coupling into singlets. The cross peaks of the
dipolar interactions make it possible to completely
assign the proton NMR spectrum. (Adapted
from A. Kaemer and D. L. Rabenstein, Magn.
Reson. Chern., 1998,36,601. Copyright t998
Interscience/Wiley.)

semisolid ohjeets are subjected to Fourier transforma-
tion and conl'erted to three-dimensional images of
the interior of the objects. The primary advantage of
1\!RI is that images of objects are formed noninva-
sivelv. This l11ean~ that there is little or no potential of
rad";tion inJun or other damage to human or animal
suhjccts as might be encountered with X-ray. c~m-
puteriled axial tomography (CAT) or other Similar



methods.20 In 2003 Dr. Paul Lauterbur of the Univer-
sity of Illinois and Sir Peter Mansfield of the University
of Nottingham in the United Kingdom shared the No-
bel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their discover-
ies concerning MRI.

The fundamental concept of MRI is depicted in
Figure 19-35. In MRI, the magnetic field strength is de-
liberately varied throughout the subject under study to
give a profile such as that shown at the top of the figure.
This linear variation, or field gradient, in 8 is created
by auxiliary coils in the magnet bore that are under the
control of the computer of the magnetic resonance in-
strument. Protons in different locations in the subject
experience different magnetic field strengths 8, and 8,
for two of the regions shown in the figure. Equa-

~'jFor detailed discussions of MRl theory and applications, consult J P.
Hornak, The Basics of MRI (http:// .•••,.;w.cis.rit.cdu/htbooksimri/): H

Wirjes, A. W. Simonetti, L Buydens, Anal. Chern., 2001,73. 548A; S. A.
Huette!. ;\. W. Song, and G. McCarthy. Functional :\.fagneric Resonance
Imaging, Sunderland, MA: Smauer Associates. 2()()4: R. B. Buxton. hUm-
ducrion to Functional Magnetic Resonance lmaftJng, Cambridge, UK·
Cambridge University Press, 2002

tion 19-1O, the Larmor equation, suggests that these
nuclei exhibit differe,]t resonance frequencies, '" and
"2 in this instance. For example, if a magnetic field gra-
dient of 1 x lO-5 T/cm is applied along the bore, or the
z-axis, of an MRI magnet, a resonance frequency
range of (2.68 x lO8 radians s-' T-')(1 X 10-5 T/cm)/
(27Tradians) = 425 Hz results. In othcr words, protons
I cm apart along the field gradient in the subject have
resonance frequencies that differ by 425 Hz. Thus, by
changing the centcr frequency of the NMR probe
pulse in increments of 425 Hz, it is possible to probe
successive l-cm positions in the direction of the mag-
netic field gradient. Each consecutive RF pulse pro-
duces an FID signal that encodes the concentration of
protons at each I-cm position along the direction of
the field gradient. When the FIDs are subjected to
Fourier transformation, concentration information is
produced as indicated by the heights of the peaks at
the bottom of Figure 19-35. In practice, the position of
the slice along the z-axis may be changed by adding a
dc offset to the auxiliary coils as shown by the dashed
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field gradient in Figure 19-35. Each slice is probed by
changing the pulse width of the RF pulse to tune its
frequency to the precession frequency of the protons
in the slice. The middle peak in Figure 19-35 corre-
sponds to the center circle representing the signal from
protons in the center position of the subject's head. If
the applied field gradient is made larger, the thickness
of the examined slice is made smaller.

The position-selection process described in the pre-
vious paragraph provides spatial information in one
dimension along the z-axis by flipping the spins of the
protons within the selected slice. Information within
each of the slices along the z-axis is acquired in a slightly
different way, as shown schematically in Figure 19-36.
The chosen slice is represented in the figure as a two-
dimensional grid lying in thex-y slice with rows 1,2, and
3 and columns a, b, and c. For simplicity, the grid is
shown as a 3 x 3 array of elements, but in practice the
slice might have 128 X 128, 256 x 256, or 512 x 512

elements, with each element, or pixel, having an area of
1 mm X 1 mm in the sample. In such three-dimensional
imaging experiments, the z-axis field gradient is se-
lected to give a slice thickness of 1 mm, then it is turned
off. At this point in the measurement sequence, all
protons in the slice have their spins flipped. A second
gradient is applied to the subject perpendicular to the
z-axis by using a second set of y-axis coils oriented at a
right angle to the axis of the magnet bore. Nuclei at dif-
ferent positions along the y-axis precess at different fre-
quencies depending on their position in the field gra-
dient. When this second y-axis field gradient is turned
off, all nuclei at a distance corresponding to row 1on the
y-axis of Figure 19-36 have precessed through a fixed
phase angle whose magnitude is proportional to the size
of the gray, pie-shape angular sections of the circles in
row I. Thus, the distance along the v-axis is encoded ill

(he phase angle of the precessing protons represented
by the gray pie slices.



As suun as the y-axis gradient is terminated, a third
set of magnet coils perpendicular to both the z-axis
and the y-axis coils are then activated. This action pro-
duces a field gradient in the third dimensiun along the
x-axis. Because the nuclei in column b have experi-
enced a stronger magnetic field than those in column a,
they precess at a higher frequency whose magnitude is
represented by the blue pie slices. Similarly, the nuclei
in column c have the largest frequency in the 3 x 3
pixel array of Figure 19-36. The result is that the pusi-
tions of the nuclei in the x dimension are encoded bl'
their precession frequencies. The total precession angl~,
which is indicated by the circular arrows in the figure,
is unique for each element of the grid, and thus the pu-

sit ion of each is encuded in the total angle. The re-
ceiver coils are turned on during the application of this
last frequency-encoding phase, and an FID is recorded.
The complete cycle of (I) slice selection, (2) phase en-
coding in the y dimension, (3) frequency encoding in
the x dimension, and (4) recording the FID requires
unly a few hundred milliseconds at most. The next step
in collecting the data is to turn on the z-axis coils to
once again flip the spins of the nuclei in the slice and
repeat the sequence with a somewhat larger y-axis gra-
dient to phase-encode row 2. This step is followed bv
the application of the x-axis gradient tu frequency-
encode columns a, b, and c and the acquisition of the
FID for row 2. Finally, the entire measurement se-

FIGURE 19-37 Structures inside subjects may be reconstructed from the three-dimensional
data arrays. (Image courtesy of C. D. Smith Memory Disorders Clinic, Sanders-Brown
Research Center on Aging, Universityof Kentucky Medical Center. With permission.)

quence is repealed for row 3, and a correspunding FID
is acquired. The result of the process fur the entire
3 X 3 slice is a set of three FIDs representing the time-
domain resonance signal S, each of which is a functiun
of the x and r field gradients G, and G" respectively.
The time-domain signal S(G" G,.), which contains
information related to the tutal precession angle, is
subjected to a two-dimensional Fourier transforma-
tion. The result is a frequency-domain signal S(w" w,)
whose frcquencies in the x and y dimensions are di-
rectly proportional to the distances d, and d,. That is,

S(G" G,) ....• S(,u" wy) ....• S(d" d,.)

The two-dimensional distance information in
S(d" d,.) is at last combined for all of the slices in the
z dimension tu provide a three-dimensional array of
data. Each clement of the array contains an intensity
that is proportional to the concentration of protons in
a volume element, or voxel, corresponding to each set
of coordinates x, y, and z. Note that with the exception
of the magnet. which must have a rather large bore and
a large static field strength of 0.5 to 4.7 T, instruments
for MRI and high-resolution NMR are identical in

function. Precisely the same pulse-sequencing tech-
niques and data-enhancement procedures are used in
both types of instruments. Although the foregoing dis-
cussion is considerably simplified, the basic sequencing
and encoding schemes are realistic. Clever and timely
application of various RF pulse sequences and mag-
netic field gradients, appropriate Fourier transforma-
tions, and data analysis and reconstruction software
routines produce three-dimensional images. Struc-
tures inside subjects may be reconstructed from the
three-dimensional data arrays as illustrated in the
group of four MRI images of Figure 19-37. The images
are true three-dimensional brain reconstructions cal-
culated by using a single set of MRI data from a young
female patient with Rasmussen's encephalitis. These
imagcs show the dramatic shrinkage in the front right
portion of the brain characteristic of this rare illness.
The ability to generate high-resolution (millimeter-
scale) images from true three-dimensional data is a
unique strength of the MRI technique.

A second magnetic resonance image presented in
Figure 19-38 demonstrates functional MRI (fMRI)
mapping of visual-confrontation naming in the left

FIGURE 19-38 Brain activity in the left hemisphere resulting from naming tasks revealed by
fMRI.(From C. D. Smith, A. H. Andersen. Z. Chen. L X.Blonder, J. E. Kirsch, and M. J Avison.
Neuro. Report, 1996, 7,2. With permiSSion.)



hemisphere of the brain. The dark portion of the map
demonstrates statistical diffcrcnces in signal intensity
due to changes in cerebral blood oxvgenation from ac-
tivation of brain regions engaged in a naming task com-
pared to a control task. The task undertakcn by the sub-
ject in this case was the naming of standardized line
drawings of a series of seven subjects. The map shows
activation of the angular gl"r/L'. the large dark patch in
the upper-right region of the brain. and the so-called
area 37, the smaller light gray region in the lower-back
region. Both regions of the brain arc known to be in-
volved in language processing. Mapping of brain re-
gions involved in specific types of human brain process-
ing and execution is a current intensive area of research.

Advantages of fMRI compared with other techniques
are the noninvasive nature of the technique, repro-
dueibilitv. speed of data acquisition. and high intrinsic
spatial resolution.

MRI has become a mainstay in the arsenal of med-
ical diagnostic tools. The application of MRI in the
food industry and in other areas of science and com-
merce has been hampered by the high cost of ~IRI in-
stallations. However. as the sophistication and ease of
application of data-enhancement procedures. exotic
pulse sequences. and data-acquisition protocols con-
tinue to evolve. especially for nuclei other than 'H.
MRI will doubtless become an indispensable tool for
the noninvasive investigation of materials.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

19-1 Explain the difference in the way a CW and an FT-NMR experiment is
performed.

19-2 What arc the advantages of an FT-NMR measurement over a CW measure-
ment'! What are the disadvantages?

19-3 In NMR spectroscopy, what arc the advantages of using a magnet with as great a
field strength as possible?

19-4 How can spin-spin splitting lin'es be differentiated from chemical-shift lines')

19-5 Define
(a) magnetic anisotropy
(b) the screening constant
(c) the chemical-shift parameter
(d) eW-NMR measurements

(e) Larmor frequency
(f) coupling constants
(g) first-order NMR spectra

19-6 A nucleus has a spin quantum number of 5/2. How many magnetic energy states
does this nucleus have') What is the magnetic quantum number of each')

*19-7 What is the absorption frequency in a 7.05-T magnetic field of (a) 'H. (b) 11c.
(c) 14F, (d)"P?

*19-8 What is the Lanuor frequency for protons in magnetic lields of (a) 1.41 T
(b) -t.69 T. (c) 7.05 T. (d) 11.7 T. (e) IK8 T, and (I) 21.2 T!

*19-9 A resonance is displaced 90 Hz from TMS at a magnetic field strength of 1.41 T.
What will be the frequency difference at (a) -t.69 T. (b) 7.05 T. (c) and 11-i.8 T'
What will be thc chemical shifts 8 at these same magnetic field strengths')

19-10 Why is l'c.' 'e spin-spin splitting not observed in ordinary organic compounds".'

*19-11 Calculate the relative number of I1C nuclei in the higher and lower magnetic
states at 25C in magnetic tields of la) 2A T. (bl -t.n'! T. and ICI 7.1l5 T.

19-12 What is the difference between longitudinal and transverse relaxation?

19-13 Explain the source of an FID signal in FT-NMR.

19-14 What is a rotating frame of reference')

19-15 How will J.E for an isolated ,\: nucleus compare with that of a 'H nucleus".'

19.16 Calculate the resonance frequenc\" of each of the following nuclei in a 7.1l5-T
magnetic field: (a) 'OF and (b)"P.

*19-17 What is the ratio of the number of nuclei in the upper magnetic energy state to
the number in the lower energv state of IJC in a 5IX)-MHz instrument if the tem-

perature is 300 K"

19-18 Brielly compare the' Hand .1, I' NMR spectra of methvl phosphorous acid
P(OCHJ!J at4.69 T. There is a weak spin-spin coupling between phosphorus

and hydrogen nuclei in the compound.

19-19 In the room-temperature' H spectrum of methanol. no spin-spin coupling is
observed. but when a methanol sample is cooled to -41l'C. the exchange rate of
the hydroxyl proton slows sufficiently so that splitting is observed. Sketch spectra

for methanol at the two temperatures.

19-20 Use the following coupling constant data to predict the 'H and the '9F spectra of

the following:

(a) F~C=oC-H
(b)CF)-CH)
(e) (CH,h-CF

19-2] Predict the appearance of the high-resolution I'C spectrum of (proton decouplcd)

(a) methyl formate.
(b) acetaldehyde.
(c) acetone.

19-22 Repeat Question 19-21 for the case when the protons are not decoupled. Note
that L1C-'H coupling constants are generally in the range of 100 to 201l Hz.

19-23 What is a frequency lock system in an NMR spectrometer" Describe the two

types of lock systems.

19-24 What arc shims in an NMR spectrometer. and what arc their purpose'.'

19-25 Why are liquid samples spun while being examined in an NMR spectrometer".'

19-26 Predict the appearance of the high-resolutiun proton NMR spectrum of

propiunic acid.

19-27 Predict the appearance of the high-resolution proton NMR spectrum of

(a) acetone.
(b) acetaldehyde.
(c) methyl ethyl ketone.

19-211 Predict the appearance of the high-resolution proton NMR spectrum of

(a) ethyl nitrite
Ill) acetic acid.
Ic) methyl-i-propyi ketone



19-29 Predict the appearance of the high-resolution proton NMR spectrum of
(a) cyclohexane.
(b) diethyl ether.
(c) 1,2-dimcthoxyethane, CH,OCH,CH,OCH,.

19-30 Predict the appearance of the high-resolution proton NMR spectrum of
(a) toluenc.
(b) ethyl benzene.
(c) i-butane.

19-31 The proton NMR spectrum in Figure 19-39 is for an organic compound contain-
ing a single atom of bromine. Identify the compound.

t(JjO
500 Hz
250,
100
50

ppm

FIGURE 19-39 Proton NMR spectrum. (Courtesy of Varian, Inc., Palo Alto,CA.)

19-32 The proton NMR spectrum in Figure 19-40 is for a compound having an empiri-
cal formula C.H7Br02. Identify the compound.

1000
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19.33 The proton NMR spectrum in Figure 19-41 is for a compound of empirical
formula C.HgO. Identify the compound.
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19-34 The proton NMR spectrum in Figure 19-42 is for a compound having an empiri-
cal formula C4H802. Identify the compound.

300 Hz 200 Hz I
I

~,
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19-35 The proton spectra in Figure 19-43a and b are for compounds with empirical
formula CgHIO. Identify the compounds.
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FIGURE 19-44 Proton NMR spectrum. (From C. J. Pouchert, The Aldn'ch Library of NMR
Spectra, 2nd ed., Milwaukee, WI: The Aldrich Chemical Company. With permission.)
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FIGURE 19-43 Proton NMR spectra. (Courtesy of Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.) Impurjty

/ u
19-36 From the proton NMR spectrum in Figure 19-44, deduce the structure of this

hydrocarbon.

19-37 From Ihe proton spectrum given in Figure 19-45. determine the structure of this
compound. a commonly used pain killer: its empirical formula is CIIJHuNO,. FIGURE 19-45 Proton NMR spectrum. (From C. J. Pouchert, The Aldrich Library of NMR

Spectra. 2nd ed., Milwaukee. WI: The Aldrich Chemical Company. With permission.)



19-38 Explain how a band of frequencies is obtained from an oscillator, which is essen-
tially a monochromatic source of RF radiation. How could a band broad enough
to cover the entire DC spectrum (200 ppm) be obtained~

19-41 What are the sources of band broadening in DC spectra of solids~ How are lines
narrowed so that high-resolution spectra can be obtained?

Challenge Problem

19-42 (a) What are the major advantages and disadvantages of two-dimensional NMR
methods over conventional one-dimensional techniques~

(b) Describe in detail the pulse sequences that are used in the COSY and
HETCOR experiments. For both, describe the behavior of the magne-
tization vector M as a result of the applied pulses. Consult note 19 for
assistance in learning more about the details of two-dimensional NMR
methods.

(c) From the 300-MHz IH NMR spectrum of phenanthro[3,4-b]thiophe.ne
reproduced in Figure 19-46, identify the resonances of HI and Hll.as a pair.
Can you assign any of the other resonances? .

FIGURE 19-46 Proton NMRspectrum of phenanthro[3,4-b)thiophene at 300 MHz. (From G. E.

Martin and A. S. Zektzer, Two-Dimensional NMR Methods for Establishing ConnectivIty, New
York:Wiley-VCH,1988. Withpermission.)
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FIGURE 19-47 300-MHz COSY spectrum of phenan-
thro[3,4-b]thiophene. (From J. B. Lambert and E. P.
Mazzola, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy,
Upper Saddle River,NJ: Pearson/Prentice-Hall, 2004.
With permission.)

(d) From the 300-MHz COSY spectrum in Figure 19-47, describe how you
would distinguish the resonances of HI and Hll·

(e) [n the COSY spectrum of Figure 19-47, assign resonances to Hz, Hs, H" and
HIO• Give the rationale for your assignments.

•.--• •



Molecular Mass
Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry is perhaps the most

widely applicable of all the analytical
tools available in the sense that the

technique is capable of providing information
about (1) the elemental composition of samples of

matter; (2) the structures of inorganic, organic, and
biological molecules; (3) the qualitative and quan-
titative composition of complex mixtures; (4) the

structure and composition of solid sUlfaces; and
(.5) isotopic ratios of atoms in samples.

We have already discussed in Chapter 11 how
mass spectrometry is used by chemists for the identi-

fication and quantitative determination of one or

more elements in a sample of matter. This chapter is

devoted to describing how mass spectrometry is used
to obtain the t)pe of information listed in items (2)

and (3) in the previous paragraph. Chapter 21 de-

scribes how mass spectrometry is employed for elu-
cidating the structure and composition of sUlfaces.

Finally, in Section 32D, the use of isotopic ratios

determined by mass spectrumetl)' is disCl1s.,ed.

r::i'l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
~ an opportumty for online self-study at www
.thomsonedn.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Th~ first gen~ral application of molecular mass
spectrometry for routine chemical analvsis occurred
in the early 19405. when the techniyues' began to be
adopted by the petroleum industry for the quanti-
tative analysis of hydrocarbon mixtures produced
in catalytic crackers. Before this time, analvses of
mixtures of this type, which often contained a's many
as nine hydrocarbon components, were carried out
by fractional distillation followed by refractive-index
measurements of the separated components. Typi-
cally. 2n() hours or more of operator time was re-
yuired to complete an analysis. It was found that si-
milar information could be obtained in a few hours
or less with a mass spectrometer. This improved ef-
ficiency led to the appearance and rapid improve-
ment of commercial mass spectrometers. Begin-
ning in the 1950s, these commercial instruments began
to be adapted by chemists for the identification and
structural elucidation of a wide variety of organic
compounds. This use of the mass spectrometer com-
bined with the invention of nuclear magneiic reso-
nance and the development of infrared spe~trom-
etry revolutionized the way organic chemists identify
and determine the structure of molecules. This ap-
plication of mass spectrometry is still extremely
important.

Applications of molecular mass spectrometry
dramatically changed in the decade of the 1980s, as
a result of the development of new methods for pro-
ducing ions from nonvolatile or thermally labile mole-
cules, such as those frequently encountered bv bio-
chemists and biologists. Since about 1990, explosive
growth in the area of biological mass spectrome-
try has occurred as a consequence of these new ion-
ization methods. Now, mass spectrometry is being
applied to the determination of the structure of poly-
peptides. proteins, and other high-molecular-mass
biopolymers.

In this chapter, w,; first describe the nature of
molecular mass spectra and define some terms used
in molecular mass spectrometry. We next consider the
various techniques used to form ions from analyte
molecules in mass spectrometers and the types of spec-
tra produced by these techniques. We then describe in
Some detail the various types of mass spectrometers
used in molecular mass spectrometry (other than the
yuadrupole and time-of-flight instruments. which re-
ceived detailed treatment in Section liB). Finally, we
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FIGURE 20-1 Mass spectrum of ethyl benzene.

describe several of the current applications of molecu-
lar mass spectrometry.'

Figure 20-1 illustrates how mass spectral data are usu-
ally presented. The analyte was ethyl benzene, which
has a nominal molecular mass of 106 daltons (Da). To
obtain this spectrum, ethyl benzene vapor was bom-
barded with a stream of electrons that led to the loss of
an electron by the analyte and formation of the molec-
ular ion M' as shown by the reaction

The charged species C"HsCH,CHj- is the molecular
ion. As indicated by the dot, the molecular ion is a radi-
cal ion that has the same molecular mass as the molecule.

The collision hetween energetic electrons and ana-
lyte molecules usually imparts enough energy to the
molecules to leave them in an excited state. Relaxation
then often occurs by fragmentation of part of the mo-
lecular ions to produce ions of lower masses. For ex-

I For dct<ukd discussions of mass spectrometry, see R. :-...1. Smith, Under,
Iwndill'2, ,\ftus Spectra: A Hil:,-icApproach, 2nd ed., Ne\\- Yurk: ,"liley. 2004:
E. de Hoffman and \" Struobanl. .\lms Spccfr-onllCfry. Principles and Ap-
plicatiollS, 2nd ed., ChlChc<;ter. UK: Wiley. 21102: J T. Walson.lnrrod/ldilllJ
[0 ••"-[ass Spcc(rometry, ~rd ed., Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, lY'97

ample, a major product in the case of ethyl henzene is
C6HsCH" which results from the loss of a CHJ group.
Other smaller positively charged fragments are also
formed in lesser amounts.

The positive ions produced on electron impact are
attracted through the slit of a mass spectrometer where
they are sorted according to their mass-to-charge ratios
and displayed in the form of a mass spectrum. Note that
the plot shown in Figure 20-1 is in the form of a bar
graph that relates the relative intensity of mass peaks to
their mass-to-charge ratio. Note also that in each spec-
trum the largest peak, termed the base peak, has been
arbitrarily assigned a value of 100.The heights of the re-
maining peaks have been computed as a percentage of
the base-peak height. Modern mass spectrometers are
programmed to automatically recognize the base peak.
They then normalize the remaining peaks in the spec-
trum relative to the base peak.

The starting point for a mass spectrometric analysis is
the formation of gaseous analyte ions, and the scope
and the utility of a mass spectrometric method is dic-
tated hy the ionization process. The appearance of mass
spectra for a given molecular species strongly depends
on the method used for ion formation. Table 20-1 lists
many of the ion sources that have been employed in
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Electron impact (EI)
Chemical ionization (CI)
Field ionization (FI)
Field desorption (FO)
Electrospray ionization (ESI)
Matrix-assisted desorption-ionization (MALOI)
Plasma desorption (PD)
Fast atom bombardment (FAB)
Secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
Thermospray ionization (TS)

molecular mass spectrometry.' Note that these meth-
ods fall into two major categories: gas-phase sources
and desorption sources. With a gas-phase source, which
includes the first three sources in the table, the sample
is ftrst vaporized and then ionized. With a desorp-
lion source, however, the solid- or liquid-state sample
is converted directly into gaseous ions. An advantage
of desorption sources is that they are applicable to
nonvolatile and thermally unstable samples. Currently,
commercial mass spectrometers are equipped with
accessories that permit interchangeable use of several
of these sources.

Gas-phase sources are generally restricted to the
ionization of thermally stable compounds that have
boiling points less than about 500"C. In most cases, this
requirement limits gaseous sources to compounds with
molecular masses less than roughly IOJ Da. Desorp-
tion sources, which do not require volatilization of an-
alyte molecules, are applicable to analytes having mo-
lecular masses as large as 105 Da.

Ion sources are also classified as being hard sources
or sofi sources. Hard ionization sources impart enough
energy to analyte molecules to leave them in a highly
excited energy state. Relaxation then involves rupture
of bonds, producing fragment ions that have mass-to-
charge ratios less than that of the molecular ion. Soft
ionization sources cause little fragmentation. Thus, the

:For morc IOfonnation ahout modern ion sources, see http://wv..'\\'.jeol

com"rns/docslioniu.htmlltFDFI; E. de Huffman and \', :'itroobant, .\fass

Spectrometry __PrineipIt's I1nd Applications, 2nd ed .. Chichesler. UK: \\.'ikv.
2lXJ2:J T. \\'atson. /fllroducrion to ,'l,fass Spcctromcrr\, 3rd ed .. Philadel·
phta: Lippincott-Raven. 1997: E. R. Grant and R. G. Cooks, Seienct', 199(1.
::50,61

Energetic electrons
Reagent gaseous ions
High-potential electrode
High-potential electrode
High electrical field
Laser beam
Fission fragments from mCf
Energetic atomic beam
Energetic beam of ions
High temperature

mass spectrum from a soft ionization source often con-
sists of the molecular ion peak and only a few, if any,
other peaks. Figure 20-2 illustrates the difference in
spectra obtained from a hard ionization source.and a
soft ionization source. ,

Both hard- and soft-source spectra are useful for
analysis. The many peaks in a hard-source spectrum
provide useful information about the kinds of func-
tional groups and thus structural information about
analytes. Soft-source spectra are useful because they
supply accurate information about the molecular mass
of the analyte molecule or molecules.
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Historically, ions for mass analysis were produced by
electron impact. In this process, the sample is brought
to a temperature high enough to produce a molecular
vapor, which is then ionized by bombarding the result-
ing molecules with a beam of energetic electrons. De-
spite certain disadvantages, this technique is still of
major importance and is the one on which many li-
braries of mass spectral data are based.

Figure 20-3 is a schematic of a basic electron-impact
ion source. Electrons are emitted from a heated tung-
sten or rhenium filament and accelerated by apply-
ing approximately 70 V between the filament and the
anode. As shown in the figure, the paths of the elec-
trons and molecules are at right angles and inter-
sect near the center of the source, where collision
and ionization occur. The primary product is singly
charged positive ions formed when the energetic elec-
trons approach molecules closelv enough to cause

FIGURE 20-2 Mass spectrum of 1-decanol from (a)a hard ionization source (electron impact)
and (b)a soft ionization source (chemical ionization).

FIGURE 20-3 An electron-impact ion
source. (Adapted from R. M. Silverstein
and F.X. Webster, Spectrometric
Identification of Organic Compounds,
6th ed., p. 4, New York:Wiley,1998.
Reprinted with permission of John
Wiley& Sons, Inc.)



them to lose electrons by electrostatic repulsion.
Electron-impact ionization is not very efticient. and
only about one molecule in a million undergoes the
primary reaction

Here. M represents the analyte molecule, and M'+
is its molecular ion. The positive ions produced by
electron impact arc attracted through the slit in the
first accelerating plate by a small potential difference
(typically 5 V) that is applied between this plate and
the repellers shown in Figure 20-3. With magnetic sec-
tor instruments, high voltages (103 to 10' V) are ap-
plied to the accelerator plates, which give the ions their
final velocities before they enter the mass analyzer.
Commercial electron-impact sources are more com-
plex than that shown in Figure 20-3 and may use addi-
tional electrostatic or magnetic fields to manipulate
the electron or ion beam. A typical kinetic energy
produced in an electron-impact source is calculated in
Example 20-1.

(a) Calculate the kinetic energy that a singly charged
ion (z = 1) will acquire if it is accelerated through a po-
tential of 103 V in an electron-impact source. (b) Does
the kinetic energy of the ion depend on its mass?
(c) Does the velocity of the ion depend on its masso

Solution

(a) The kinetic energy (KE) added to the ion is due to
the accelerating potential V and is given by the
equation

where e is the electronic charge (1.6 x 10-19

coulombs). Thus, for z ~ 1

(b) The kinetic energy that an ion acquires in the
source is independent of its mass and depends only
on its charge and the accelerating potential.

(c) The translational component of the kinetic energy
of an ion is a function of the ion mass m and its vc-
locity v as given by the equation

L
ThUS, if all ions acquire the same amount of kinetic en-
ergy. those ions with largest mass must have the small-
est velocity.

Electron-Impact Spectra

To form a significant number of gaseous ions at a repro-
ducible rate, electrons from the filamcnt in the source
must be accelerated by a voltage of greater than about
50 V. The low mass and high kinetic energy of the re-
sulting electrons cause little increase in the trans-
lational energy of impacted molecules. Instead. the
molecules are left in highly excited vibrational and ro-
tational states. Subsequent relaxation then usually
takes place by extensive fragmentation, giving a large
number of positive ions of various masses that are less
than (and occasionally, because of collisions, greater
than) that of the molecular ion. These lower-mass ions
are called daughter ions. Table 20-2 shows some typical
fragmentation reactions that follow electron.impact
formation of a parent ion from a hypothetical'/Uolecule
ABeD. In Example 20-2, the kinetic energy of elec-
trons accelerated through a potential difference of 70 V
is calculated.

EXAMPLE 20-2

(a) Calculate the energy (in llmol) that electrons ac-
quire as a result of being accelerated through a poten-
tial of 70 V. (b) How does this encrgy compare to that
of a typical chemical bond?

Solution

(a) The kinetic energy KE of an individual electron is
equal to the product of the charge on the electron
e times the potential V through which it has been
accelerated. Multiplying the kinetic energy of a
single electron by Avogadro's number. N, gives the
energy per mole:

KE = eVN
= (1.60 X 10-19 C/e-)(70 V)N

= (I.l2 X 10-17CVle )(6.02 X 1023e-/mol)

= 6.7 X 1061lmol or 6.7 X !OJ kllmol

(b) Typical bond energies fall in the 200- to 600-kl1mol
range. Therefore, an electron that has been accel-
erated through 70 V generally has considerably
more energy than that required to break a chemical
bond.

Molecular ion formation
Fragmentation

Rearrangement followed by fragmentation

Collision followed by fragmentation

The complex mass spectra that result from electron-
impact ionization are useful for compound identifica-
tion. On the other hand, with certain types of mole-
cules, fragmentation is so complete that no molecular
ion persists. Without a molecular ion, important infor-
mation for determining the molecular mass of the ana-
lyte is lost. Figure 20-4 shows typical electron-impact
spectra for two simple organic molecules: methylene
chloride and I-pentano!. Note that in each of the spec-
tra. the base peak corresponds to a fragment of the mol-
ecule. which has a mass significantly less than the mo-
lecular mass of the original compound. For methylene
chloride, the base peak occurs at a mass-to-charge ratio
mlz of 49, which corresponds to the loss of one CI atom.
For I-pentanol, the base peak is found at an mlz of
44, which is that of the daughter CH2CHOH+. More of-
ten than not, the base peaks in electron-impact spectra
correspond to fragments such as these rather than the
molecular ion.

The molecular ion peak occurs at a mass corre-
sponding to the molecular mass of the analyte. Thus.
molecular ion peaks appear at mlz = 84 for methylene
chloride and at mlz = 88 for I-pentanol. The mol-
ecular ion peak is, of course. very important in struc-
tural determinations, because its m/z value provides
the molecular mass of the unknown. Unfortunately,
it is not always possible to identify the molecular ion
peak. Indeed, electron-impact ionization of certain
molecules yields no molecular ion peak at all (see
Figure 20-2a).

Isotope Peaks

It is interesting to note in the spectra shown in Fig-
ures 20-1 and 20-4 that peaks occur at mass-to-charge

~ Tutorial: Learn more about sources for MS.

ABCD + e- -. ABCD·· + 2e-
ABCD·' -. A' + BCD·t:A. + BCD.c-.BC'+D

CD. + AB+ -------" B + A'
4A + B+

D+C
AS" + CD'---CC + D'

ABCD·' -. ADBC ---c~~.:~~:
ABeD·' + ABCD....•(ABCD);'....•BCD·+ ABCDA'

ratios greater than that of the molecular ion. These
peaks are attributable to ions having the same chemi-
cal formula, but different isotopic compositions. For
example, for methylene chloride, the more important
isotopic species are 12CIH/'CI, (ctl = 84), uCIH/'CI2

Ctl = 85), 12C1H,J5C1"C1 (elt = 86), lJCIH,35CIJ7Cl
(.M = 87), and 12C1H/'Cl, (At = 88), where Jtl is mo-
lecular mass. Peaks for each of these species can be
seen in Figure 20-4a. The size of the various peaks de-
pends on the relative natural abundance of the iso-
topes. Table 20-3 lists the most common isotopes for
atoms that occur widely in organic compounds. Note
that fluorine, phosphorus, iodine, and sodium occur
only as single isotopes.

The small peak for ethyl benzene at mlz 107 in Fig-
ure 20-1 is due to the presence of 13Cin the molecules.
The intensities of peaks due to incorporation of two or
more lJC atoms in ethyl benzene can be predicted with
good precision but are normally so small as to be un-
detectable because of the low probability of there be-
ing more than one 13Catom in a small molecule. As
will be shown in Section 200-1, isotope peaks some-
times provide a useful means for determining the for-
mula for a compound.

Collision Product Peaks

Ion-molecule collisions. such as that shown by the last
equation in Table 20-2, can produce peaks at higher
mass numbers than that of the molecular ion. At ordi-
nary sample pressures, however. the only important
reaction of this type is one in which the collision trans-
fers a hydrogen atom to the ion to give a protonated
molecular ion. The result is an enhanced (M + 1)'
peak. This transfer is a second-order reaction, and the
amount of product depends strongly on the reactant
concentration. Consequentlv, the height of an (M + 1) +
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FIGURE 20-4 Electron-impact mass spectra of (a) methylene chloride and (b) 1-pentanol.

Most Abundant Abundance of Other Isotopes Relative
Element' Isotope to 100 Parts of the Most Ahundant"

Hydrogen 'H 'H 0,0]5

Carbon "c BC 1.08

Nitrogen "N ISN 0.37
Oxygen 160 "0 0.04

180 0.20
Sulfur Us 33S 0.80

"s 4.40

Chlorine 350 37CI 32.5

Bromine 79Br 81Br 98.0
Silicon 2.~Si 29Si 5.1

JOSi 3.4

'Fluorine (1"F'I, phosphoru~ (.;lpl. sodium ('\~a). and indio.: lie I) have IW additional natlHally occurring Isot()PC~

~The numerical entries indicate the average numhcr uf isulOPlC alums present f\Jr ..:ach lOUatoms (}f lhe most abundant i~\ltup<:: thu.,_ f<.)[ o;;\.:ry l{~J :C
atoms there will he an average of 1.08 I 'C alom5.

peak due to this reaction increases much morc rapidly
with increases in sample pressure than do the heights of
other peaks. This phenomenon usually makes it pos-
sible to detect this atom-transfer rcaction.

Advantages and Disadvantages
of Electron-Impact Sources

Electron-impact sources are convenient to use and
produce high ion currents, thus giving good sensitivi-
ties. The extensive fragmentation and resulting large
number of peaks is also an advantage because it often
makes unamhiguous identification of analytes pos-
sible. Extensive fragmentation can also be a disadvan-
tage, however, when it results in the disappearance of
the molecular ion peak so that the molecular mass of
analytes cannot be easily established. Another limita-
tion of the electron-impact source is the need to
volatilize the sample, which may result in thermal
degradation of some analytes before ionization can oc-
cur. The effects of thermal decomposition can some-
times be minimized by carrying out the volatilization
from a heated prohe located close to the entrance slit
of the spectrometer. At the lower pressure of the
source area, volatilization occurs at a lower tempera-
ture. Furthermore, less time is allowed for thermal de-
composition to take place. As mentioned earlier, elec-
tron-impact sources are applicable only to analytes
having molecular masses smaller than about 10' Da.

20B-2 Chemical Ionization
Sources and Spectra

Most modern mass spectrometers are designed so that
electron-impact ionization and chemical ionization can
be carried out interchangeably. Such sources arc called
EI-CI sources. In chemical ionization, gaseous atoms of
the sample (from either a batch inlet or a heated probe)
are ionized hy collision with ions produced by electron
bombardment of an excess of a reagent gas. Usually,
positive ions are used, hut ncgative ion chemical ioniza-
tion is occasionally used with analytes that contain very
electronegative atoms. Chemical ionization is probably
the second-most common procedure for producing ions
for mass spectrometry. \

To carry out chemical ionization experiments, it is
necessary to modifv the electron heam ionization area

shown in Figure 20-3 by adding vacuum pump capacity
and by reducing the width of the slit to the mass ana-
lyzer. These measures allow a reagent pressure of about
I torr to be maintained in the ionization area while
maintaining the pressure in the analyzer below 10-'
torr. With these changes, a gaseous reagent is intro-
duced into the ionization region in an amount such that
the concentration ratio of reagent to sample is 10' to
10'. Because of this large concentration difference, the
electron beam reacts nearly exclusively with reagent
molcculcs.

One of the most common reagents is methane,
which reacts with high-energy electrons to give scveral
ions such as CH, ' , CHJ " and CH, +. The first two pre-
dominate and represent about 90% of the reaction
products. These ions react rapidly with additional
methane molecules as follows:

CH, - + CH, --> CHs' + CH3

CH3 + + CH, --> C,Hs' + H,

Generally, collisions between the analyte molecule
MH and CHs; or C2Hs' are highly reactive and in-
volve proton or hydride transfer. For example,

CHs' + MH --> MH,' + CH4

C,H5' + MH --> MH,' + C2H4

C,H5 + + MH --> M+ + C,H6

proton transfer

proton transfer

hydride transfer

Note that proton-transfer reactions give the (MH + 1)+

ion whereas the hydride transfer produces an ion with a
mass one less than the analyte, or the (MH ~ 1)+ ion.
With some compounds, an (MH + 29)' peak is also
produced from transfer of a C,H5 ' ion to the analyte. A
variety of other reagents_ including propane, isobutane,
and ammonia, are used for chemical ionization. Each
produces a somewhat different spectrum with a given
analyte.

Figure 20-2 contrasts the chemical ionization and
electron-impact spectra for I-decanol. The electron-
impact spectrum (Figure 20-2a) shows evidence for
rapid and extensive fragmentation of the molecular
ion. Thus, no detectable peaks are observed ahove
mass 112, which corresponds to the ion C,H", +.

The base peak is provided by the ion C)~I, ' at mass
41. Other peaks for C, species are grouped around the
base peak. A similar series of peaks, found at 14, 28,
and 42 mass units greater, correspond to ions with one,
two. and three additional CH, groups.



Relative to the electron-impact spectrum. the
chemical ionization spectrum shown in Figure 20-2h is
simple indeed. consisting of the (M - 1)' peak. a hase
peak corresponding to a molecular ion that has lost an
OH group. and a series of peaks differing from one an-
other hy 14 mass units. As in the electron-impact spec-
trum. these peaks arise from ions formed hy cleavage
of adjacent carhon-carbon bonds. As we have just
noted. chemical ionization spectra generally contain
well-defined (M + 1)' or (M - 1) - peaks resulting
from the addition or abstraction of a proton in the
presence of the reagent ion.

In field ionization sources, ions are formed under the
influence of a large electric field (10' V/em). Such fields
are produced by applying high voltages (10 to 20 kV)
to specially formed emillers consisting of numerous
fine tips having diameters of less than I fJm. The emit-
ter often takes the form of a fine tungsten wire (~1O fJm

FIGURE 20-5 Photomicrograph of a carbon microneedle
emitter. (Courtesy of R. P. Lattimer, BF Goodrich Research
and Development Center.)

diameter) on which microscopic carhon dendrites, or
whiskers, have been grown hy the pyrolysis of ben-
zonitrile in a high electric field. The result of this treat-
ment is a growth of mam' hundreds of carbon mi-
crotips projecting from the surface of the wire as can
he secn in the photomicrograph of Figure 20-5.

Field ionization cmillers are mounted 0.5 to 2 mm
from the cathode, which often also serves as a slit. The
gaseous sample from a batch inlet system is allowed
to diffuse into the high-field area around the micro-
tips of the anode. The electric Ikld is concentrated
at the emiller tips, and ionization occurs via a quan-
tum mechanical tunneling mechanism in which elec-
trons from the analyte are extracted by the microtips
of the anode. Lillle vibrational or rotational energy
is imparted to the analyte, and lillie fragmentation
occurs.

Figure 20-6 shows spectra for glutamic acid ob-
tained by (a) electron-impact ionization and (b) field
ionization. In the electron-impact spectrum, tile par-
ent ion peak at mlz = 147 is not detectable. Tpe high-
est observahle peak (mlz = 129) is due to the ross of
water hy the molecular ion. The base peak at mlz = 84
arises from a loss of water and a -COOH group.
Numerous other fragments are also found at lower
masses. In contrast, the field ionization spectrum is rel-
atively simple, with an easily distinguished (M + 1)'
peak at mlz = 148.

A limitation to field ionization is its sensitivity,
which is at least an order of magnitude less than that of
electron-impact sources; maximum currents are on the
order of 10-11 A.
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The ionization methods discussed so far require that
the ionizing agents act on gaseous samples. Such meth-
ods are not applicable to nonvolatile or thermally un-
stable samples. A number of desorption ionization
methods have heen developed for dealing with this
tvpe of sample (see Tahle 20-1). These methods have
enabled mass spectra to be obtained for thermally del-
icate biochemical species and species having molecular
masses of greater than 100,000 Da.

Desorption methods dispense with volatilization
followed bv ionizat ion of the gaseous analyte mole-
cules. Instead. energy in I'arious forms is introduced
into the solid or liquid sample in such a way as to cause
Jircct formation of gaseuus ions. As a consequ~nce.
spectra arc greatly simplified and often consist of ani I
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FIGURE 20-6 Mass spectra of glutamic acid with (a)
electron-impact ionization, (b) field ionization, and (c) field
desorption. (From H. D. Beckey, A. Heindrich, and H. U.
Winkler, Int. J. Mass Spec. Ion Phys., 1970,3. App. ] 1
With permission.)

the molecular ion or the protonated molecular ion. In
most cases the exact mechanism of how ions arc
formed without fragmentation is not well understood.

Field Desorption Methods

In field desorption, a multitipped emitter similar to that
used in field ionization sources is employed.' In this
case. the electrode is mounted on a probe that can he re-
moved from the sample compartment and coated with
a solution of the sample. After the probe is reinserted
into the sample compartment, ionization again takes
place by applying a high voltage to this electrode. With
some samples it is necessary to heat the emitter by pass-
ing a current through the wire. As a result. thermal de-
gradation may occur before ionization is complete.

Figure 20-6c is a field desorption spectrum for glu-
tamic acid. It is even simpler than the spectrum from
field ionization and consists of only the protonated
molecular ion peak at mlz = 148 and an isotope peak
at mlz = 149.

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption-Ionization

Matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization (MALol)
spectrometry 5 is an ionization method that can be
used to obtain accurate molecular mass information
about polar biopolymers ranging in molecular mass
from a few thousand to several hundred thousand oa,
The method was first described nearly simultaneously
in 1988 by two research groups, one German and the
other Japanese." Commercial instrumentation is avail-
able for MALO!.'

In the MALoI technique, a low concentration of the
analyte is uniformly dispersed in a solid or liquid matrix
deposited on the end of a stainless steel probe or placed
on a metal plate. The plate is then placed in a vacuum
chamber and a laser beam is focused onto the sample.
In addition to the usual vacuum-chamher MALDI,
atmospheric-pressure MALoI has also been de-
scribed.' The MALDI matrix must strongly absorb the
lascr radiation. The matrix and analyle are then de-

4Sec L. PrakaL Fjeld Desorption Mass 5pectronll:tr)'. New '{ark: i\larcd
Dekker, !l}9(); R P. Lattimer and H. R. Schullen, Ana!. Chem., 1989,61,
1201A.
jFor additional infnrmation, see C Dass, Principii's and Practice IIf Bio-
logical AltHS Spectrometry. New York: Wiley, ,2001; J. R. Chapman, ,\1a.H
Spt!clrumeU} uf Proteins and Pepl/des, Totowa. ;..iJ: Human<1 Pre,>s. 20()(j
~S<..'<.:i\1. Karas ami F Hilknkamp. Anal. Chem .. 19K8. 60, 22(JY; K T •.maka.

H Waki, Y, Ido. S. Akita. Y. Yoshldda. and "I Yoshidda. HafJld Commun

\faH Speetrosc., 1988,2.151; F fldlenkamp. \1 Kara.~. and B. T Chait.
Anal. Chem" 1991, 63. 1193A
-S-:c O. Nohle. Allai. Chf'm .. 1995, fJ~. -tY'7A
'S<.:<.:S, G, Moyer and R, J Coltc:r. Anal. Chnll, 21M12. -:'..J, -t,,,,';!.-\.
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FIGURE 20-7 Diagram of the MALDIprocess. The analyte
is uniformlydispersed in a matrix and placed on a metal
sample plate. A pulsed laser beam strikes the sample
causing desorption of a plume of matrix, analyte, and
other ions. The analyte can be protonated, be deproto-
nated, or form adducts before entering the TOFanalyzer.

sorbed and ionized, creating an ion plume. The overall
process is illustrated in Figure 20-7. The most common
type of mass analyzer used with MALO[ is the time-
of-night (TOF) analyzer. A mass spectrum from a
MALOI-TOF instrument is shown in Figure 20-K
Here, thc matrix material was nicotinic acid, and the an-
alyte was a monoclona[ antibody from a mouse having
a molecular mass of approximately [50,000 Oa. Note
that the spectrum is characterized by very low back-
ground noise and a complete absence of fragmentation
of the large analyte ion. Multiply charged ions are pres-
ent as well as peaks for dimer and trimer species.

Although the mechanism of the formation of the
MALDI ion plume is not completely understood. it is
thought to involve absorption of the laser beam by the
matrix, followed by transfer of the energy from the
matrix to the analyte. Desorption of the analyte and
the matrix then occurs. The analyte is thought to de-
sorb as neutral molecules and then to be ionized hy
proton-transfer reactions with protonated matrix ions
in a dense phase over the surface containing the ma-
trix. A series of photochemical reactions may produce
the protonated matrix ions.

Some uf the matrix materials used fur biomolecules
are listed in Table 20-4 along with the laser wavelengths
that have heen emploved. Lasers used include nitro-
gen (337 nm). Nd-YAG (266 and 355 nm), excimer
(308 nm). Er- YAG (2.9-\ ~m). and CO, (10.6 ~m).

The most common sample-preparation mcthod is
the dried-droplet technique in which a droplet of the
matrix containing the analyte is deposited on the metal
plate and then dried. Typically, the ratio of analyte to
matrix is j: 10J to I: 105 Analyte concentrations arc
usually in the micromolar range.

FIGURE 20-8 MALDI-TOFspectrum from nicotinic
acid matrix irradiated with a 266-nm laser beam.
(From M. Karas and U. Bahr, Trends Anal. Chem.
(TRAG), 1990, 9, 323.)

Electrospray Ionization

Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI I
MS). which was first described in [98-\. has now be-
come one of the most important techniques for ana-
lyzing biomoleeules, such as polypeptides, proteins,
and oligonucleotides, having molecular weights of
jOO,OOO Da or more." [n addition, this method is find-
ing more and more application to the charaoteriza-
tion of inorganic species and synthetic polymers. For
their development of soft desorption ionization Pmeth-
ods, such as electrospray ionization, John B. Fenn
of Virginia Commonwealth University and Koichi
Tanaka of Shimadzu shared the 2002 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry.

Electrospray ionization takes place under atmo-
spheric pressures and temperatures in an apparatus
such as that shown in Figure 20-9. A solution of the
sample is pumped through a stainless steel capillary
needle at a rate of a few microliters per minute. The
needle is maintained at several kilovolts with respect
to a cylindrical electrode that surrounds the needle.
The resulting charged spray of fine droplets then passes
through a desolvating capillary, where evaporation of
the solvent and attachment of charge to the analyte
molecules take place. As the droplets become smaller
as a consequence of evaporation of the solvent, their
charge density becomes greater until, at a point called
the Rayleigh limit. the surface tension ean no longer
support the charge. Here a so-called COlllombic explo-
sio/1 occurs and the droplet is torn apart into smaller
droplets. These small droplets can repeat the process

Matrix Analytes Wavelength, om

Nitropyridines:

2-Amino-4-methyl-5-nitropyridine Proteins, oligonucleotides 355

2-Amino-5-nitropyridine Oligonucleotides 355

Nicotinic acid Proteins, glycoproteins, oligonucleotides 266,220-290

Benzoic acid derivatives:

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoicacid Proteins 266,337,355,2940

Vanillicacid Proteins 266

2-Aminobenzoic acid Proteins 266,337,355

2-(4-Hydroxyphenylazo) benzoic acid Proteins, gangliosides, polymers 266.377

2-Pyrazinecarboxylicacid Proteins 266

3-Aminopyrazine-2-carboxyiicacid Proteins 337

Cinnamic acid derivatives:

Ferulic acid Proteins, oligonucleotides 266,337,355,488

Sinapinic acid Proteins, industrial polymers 337,355

Caffeicacid Proteins, oligonucleotides 266,337.355,10600

a-Cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid Proteins, oligosaccharides 337

3-Nitrobenzyl alcohol Proteins 266

3-Nitrobenzyl alcohol with rhodamine 60 Proteins 532

3-Nitrobenzyl alcohol with 1,4-diphenyl-l ,3-butadiene Proteins 337

3-Hydroxypicolinicacid Oligonucleotides, glycoproteins 266, 308. 355

Succinic acid Proteins 2940, 10600

"for 3dJitional infllrrn.llion. ~t.:<.? B. N. Pramanik, A. K. Ganguly. and
\L L (jrlh~, Applied F/euw'ipra\' .\luSj Spectrometry. :"kw York: Marcel
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199:: 1. B. F..:nn. t\L \lann. C. K. ,\tcng:. S. r. Wong. anJ C 1'.'1.\Vhitchousc.
)ci<'net!. 19tN. 24ti, 6~
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FIGURE 20-9 Apparatus for electrospray ionization..
(From J. B. Fenn et ai., Science, 1989, 65, 246. Repnnted
with permission.)

until all the solvent is removed from the analyte, leaving
a multiply charged ~nalyte molecule.

An interesting and useful feature of the electro-
spray process is that little fragmentation of large
and thermally fragile biomolecules occurs because
there is little extra energy retained by the analyte upon
ionization. Furthermore, the ions formed are mull!-
ply charged so that their m/z values are small enough
to make them detectable with a quadrupole mstru-
ment with a range of lS00 or less.to This important
property is demonstrated by the mass spectra of
four proteins of varying molecular mass (M) shown m
Figure 20-10. In these spectra, adjacent peaks are for
analyte ions that differ by one charge. A stnkmg fea-
ture of the spectra for proteins, such as those m the fig-
ure, is that the average charge state increases m ap-
proximately linear fashion with molecular mass. The
charge state corresponding to each peak can be deter-
mined from peak distribution, thus makmg It pOSSible
to determine the molecular mass of a protem from
spectra such as those shown in Figure 20-10. ..

An important characteristic of electrospray lom-
zation is that it is readily adapted to direct sample m-
troduction from high-performance liquid chroma-
tography and capillary electrophoresis columns. These
applications are descrihed in Chapters 28 and 30:
That there is little fragmentation of the analyte makes

iGFor a dcs-cription of commercially availahle spectromcter~ designed spc-
cificallv for electrospr3y ionization. see L. Vorees, AnaL Chern., 1994. 66,
~81A. For spectrometers combining electrospray with TOF mass analyz-
ers, see C. }'l. Henry, Anal. Chem .. 1999, 7}, 197A

structural elucidation a difficult task. Usually. tandem
mass spectrometry (see Section 20C-S) is employedfor
this purpose. Here, the ions from the ongmal IOmza-
tion process are separated and the ion of interest IS
subjected to a fragmentation step before bemg mass
analyzed.

Fast Atom Bombardment Sources

Fast atom bombardment (FAB) sources, also called liq-
uid secondary-ion sources, have assumed a major role
in the production of ions for mass spectrom~tnc studies
of polar high-molecular-mass species.lI With thIS type
of source, samples in a condensed state, usually In a VIS-
cous solution matrix, are ionized by bombardment with
energetic (several keY) xenon or argon atoms. Both
positive and negative analyte ions are sputtered from
the surface of the sample in a desorptIOn process. ThiS
treatment provides very rapid sample heating, which
reduces sample fragmentation. The liquid matnx helps
to reduce the lattice energy, \vhich must be overcqme to
desorb an ion from a condensed phase, and pr\"vides a
means of "healing" the damage induced hy bonTbard-
ment. Successful matrices include glycerol, thlOglyc-
erol, m-nitrobenzyl alcohol, crown ethers (18-crown-6),
sulfolane, 2-nitrophenyloctyl ether, diethanolamme,
and triethanolamine.

A beam of fast atoms is obtained by passing accel-
erated argon or xenon ions from an ion source, or gun,
through a chamher containing argon or xenon atoms
at a pressure of about 10 -j torr. The high-velOCity Ions
undergo a resonant electron-exchange reaction with
the atoms without substantial loss of translational en-
ergy. Thus, a beam of energetic atom, is formed. The
lower-energy ions from the exchange are readily re-
moved by an electrostatic deflector. Fast atom guns are
availabl~ from several commercial sources, and mod-
ern spectrometers offer FAB sources as accessories.

When FAB is applied to organic or biochemical
compounds, significant amounts of molecular ions
(as well as ion fragments) are usually produced even
for high-molecular-mass and thermally unstable
samples. For example, with FAB, molecular masses of
more than 10,000 Da have been determmed, and de-
tailed structural information has been obtained for
compounds with molecular masses on the order of
3000 Da. Among the drawbacks of FAB are the hm-

U For more information, see J. T \Vatson. lntrodw:rion [() .\fass Speccrom-
eln', 3rd cd .. Philadelphia: LippIncott-Raven. 19<)7.Chap. 4: K. Blemann
A~al. Chern., 1986. 58. 12S8.-\..
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FIGURE 20-10 Typical electrospray mass spectra of proteins and peptides. The numbers above
the peaks represent the molecular charge associated with each peak. (From R. D. Smith et ai.,
Ana/. Chern., 1990, 62, 882. Copyright 1990 American Chemical Society.)

ited molecular mass range, the need for larger sample
quantities than electron-impact ionization, the neces-
sity for finding an appropriate matrix in which the an-
alyte is soluble, and baseline noise resulting from for-
mation of ion clusters from the matrix.

Other Desorption Methods

An examination of Table 20-1 reveals that several other
desorption methods are available. Generally these pro-
duce spectra similar in character to the desorption
methods we have just described and have more limited
applicability.

Several types of instruments are currently used for
molecular mass spectrometric measurements. T\A'-o
of these. the quadrupole spectrometer and the TOF

spectrometer, have been described in some detail in
Sections II B-2 and 11B-3. In this section. we consider
other common types of mass spectrometers.

20C-1 General Description
of Instrument Components

The block diagram in Figure 20-11 shows the major
components of mass spectrometers. The purpose of
the inlet system is to introduce a very small amount of
sample (a micro mole or less) into the mass spectrome-
ter, where its components are converted to gaseous
ions. Often the inlet system contains a means for
volatilizing solid or liquid samples.

Ion sources of mass spectrometers, which wcre dis-
cussed in some detail in the previous section and in
Chapter I I. convert the components of a sample into
ions. fn many cases the inlet system and the ion source
are combined into a single component. In either case,



the output is a stream of positive or negative ions
(more commonly positive) that are then accelerated
into the mass analyzer.

The function of the mass analyzer, as discussed in
Chapter II, is analogous to that of the grating in an op-
tical spectrometer. In the mass analyzer, however, ions
arc dispersed based on the mass-to-eharge ratios of the
analyte ions. Mass spectrometers fall into several cate-
gories, depending on the nature of the mass analyzer

Like an optical spectrometer, a mass spectrome-
ter contains a transducer (for ions) that converts the
beam of ions into an electrical signal that can then be
processed, stored in the memory of a computer, and
displayed or recorded in a variety of ways. The charac-
teristics of several types of transducers employed in
mass spectrometers were described in Section 11B-1.

A characteristic feature of mass spectrometers,
which is not shared by optical instruments, is the re-
quirement of an elaborate vacuum system to create low
pressures (10-4 to Hr' torr) in all of the instrument
components except the signal processor and readout.
The need for a high vacuum arises because such condi-
tions lead to infrequent collisions with atmospheric
components and allow the production and manipula-
tion of free electrons and ions.

In the sections that follow, we first describe inlet
systems that are common to all types of mass spec-
trometers. We then define resoluciun, which describes
the ability of a mass spectrometer to differentiate be-
tween ions with differing masses. Finally, several types
of mass analyzers that lead to different categories of
mass spectrometers are described.

The purpose of the inlet system is to permit introduc-
tion of a representative sample into the ion soutce with
minimal loss of vacuum. Most modern mass spectrom-
eters are equipped with several types of inlets to ac-
commodate various kinds of samples; these include
batch inlets, direct probe inlets, chromatographic in-
lets, and capillary electrophoretic inlets.

Batch Inlet Systems

The conventional (and simplest) inlet system is the
batch type, in which the sample is volatilized exter-
nally and then allowed to leak into the evacuated ion-
ization region. Figure 20-12a is a schematic of a typical
system that is applicable to gaseous and liquid samples
having boiling points up to about 500°C. For gaseous
samples, a small measured volume of gas is trapped be-
tween the two valves enclosing the metering area and
is then expanded into the reservoir t1ask. For liquids. a
small quantity of sample is introduced into a reservoir,
usually with a microliter syringe. In either case, the
vacuum system is used to achieve a sample pressure
of 10-4 to 10 5 torr. For samples with boiling points
greater than 150"C, the reservoir and tubing must be
maintained at an elevated temperature by means of an
oven and heating tapes. The maximum temperature of
the oven is about 350'C. This maximum limits the sys-
tem to liquids with boiling points below about 500T.
The sample, which is now in the gas phase. is leaked
into the ionization area of the spectrometer via a metal
or glass diaphragm containing onc or more pinholes.
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FIGURE 20-12 Schematic of (a)an external sample-introduction system-note that the
vanous parts are not to scale-and (b) a sample probe for inserting a sample directly into the
Ion source. (From G. A. Eadon, in Treatise on Analytical Chemistry, 2nd ed., J. D. Winefordner
M. M: Bursey, and I. M. Kalthoff,eds., Part I,Vol. 11, p. 9, New York:Wiley,1989. Re rinted b'
permiSSionof John Wiley& Sons, Inc.) p y

The inlet system is often lined with glass to avoid losses
of polar analytes by adsorption.

The Direct Probe Inlet

Solids and nonvolatile liquids can be introduced into
the ionization region by means of a sample holder, or
probe, which is inserted through a vacuum lock (see
Figure 20-l2b). The lock system is designed to limit the
volume of air that must be pumped from the svstem
after insertion of the probe into the ionization r~gion.

Probes are also used when the quantity of sample is
hmtted, because much less sample is wasted than with
the batch system. Thus. mass spectra can often be ob-
tained with as little as a few nanograms of sample.

Wtth a probe, the sample is generally held on the
surface of a glass or aluminum capillar~' tube, a fine
wire, or a small cup. The probe is positioned within
a few millimeters of the ionization source and the slit
leading to the spectrometer. Usually, provision is made
for both cooling and heating the samplc on the probe.



The low pressure in the ionization area and the
proximil\· llf the sample to the ionization source often
make it possible to obtain spectra of thermally unsta-
ble compounds before major decomposition has time
III occur. The low pressure also leads tll elevated con-
centrations of relatively nonvolatile compounds in the
ionization area. Thus. the probe permits the study of
such nonvolatile materials as carbohydrates. steroids.
metal-organic species. and low-molecular-mass poly-
meric substances. The principal sample requirement is
attainment of an analyte partial pressure of at least
10 -, torr before the onset of decomposition.

Chromatographic and Capillary
Electrophoretic Inlet Systems

Mass spectrometers are often coupled with gas llr
high-performance liquid chromatographic systcms or
with capillary electrophoresis units to permit the sepa-
ration and determination of the components of com-
plex mixtures. Linking a chromatographic or electro-
phoretic column to a mass spectrometer requires the
use of special ized inlet systems. some of which are
described in Sections 27B-4. 28C-6. and 30B-4.

Several devices are available for separating ions with
different mass-to-charge ratios. Ideally. the mass ana-
lyzer should be capable of distinguishing minute mass
differences. In addition, the analyzer should allow pas-
sage of a sufficient number of ions to yield readily meas-
urable ion currents. As with an optical monochromator,
to which the analyzer is analogous, these two properties
are not entirely compalihlc. and desig.n compromises
must be made.

Resolution of Mass Spectrometers

The capability of a mass spectrometer tll differentiate
hetween mas~es is usually stated in terms of its resolu-
tion N. which is defined as

where .1/1/ is the mass difference: hct\\een {\\'O adjacent
peaks that arc Just reso"ed and 111 is the nominal mass
of the first peak (the mean mass of the two peaks is
sometimes used instead). Two peaks arc cllnsidercd to
be separated if the height of the '·allev between them is
no more than a given fraction of their height (often
lU"o I. Thus. a spectrometer with a resolution of ·1000

would resolve peaks occurring at mlz values of 400.0
and 400.1 (or 40.00 and 40.01).

The resolution required in a mass spectrometer de-
pends greatly on its application. For example, discrim-
ination among ions of the same nominal mass such as
C,H,", CH,N', N,", and CO~ (all ions of nominal
mass 28 Da but exact masses of 2IUI313, 28.01/17,
2/1.0061, and 27.9949 Da, respectively) requires an in-
strument with a resolution of several thousand. On the
other hand. low-molecular-mass ions differing by a
unit of mass or more such as NH," (m = 17) and CH,-
(m = 16). for example, can be distinguished with an in-
strument having a resolution smaller than 50. Com-
mercial spectrometers are available with resolutions
ranging from about 500 to 500,000. Example 20-3 gives
a calculation of the resolution needed to separate two

species.
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EXAMPLE 20-3

What resolution is needed to separate the ion~ <;:,H, '
and CH,N', with masses of 28.0313 and 28.0187. re-
spectively"

Solution

KE = -eV = ~mv', 2

where V is the voltage difference between A and B, v
is the velocity of the ion after acceleration, and e is the
electronic charge (e = 1.60 x io- ty C). Note that all
ions having the same number of charges z are assumed
to have the same kinetic energy after acceleration re-
gardless of their mass. This assumption is only approx-
imately true, because before aeceleratilln, the ions
possess a statistical distribution of velocities (speeds
and directions), which will be re/lected in a similar dis-
tribution for the accelerated ion. The limitations of
this assumption are discussed in the next section when
double-focusing instruments are described. Because
all ions leaving the slit have approximately the same
kinetic energy. the heavier ions must travel through
the magnetic sector at lower velocities.

The path in the sector descrihed by ions of a given
mass and charge represents a balance between two
forces acting on them. The magnetic force FM is given
hy the relationship

The average of the two masses is (28.0313 + 28.(187)/
2 = 28.0250. Substituting into Equation 20-3 gives

R = ml!:..m = 28.0250/0.0126 = 2.22 x 10'

Magnetic Sector Analyzers

Magnetic sector analyzers employ a permanent mag-
net or an electromagnet to cause the heam from the
ion source to travel in a circular path, most common Iv
of 180'. 90°. or 60'. Figure 20-13 shows a 90' sector in-
strument in which ions formed by electron impact arc
accelerated through slit B into the metal analyzer tuhe,
which is maintained at an internal pressure of about
10-7 torr. Ions of different mass can be scanned across
the exit slit by varying the field strength of the magnet
or the accelerating potential between slits A and B.
The ions passing through the exit slit fall on a collector
electrode. resulting in an illn current that is amplified

and recorded.
The trambtional, or kinetic. energy KE of an ion of

mass m hearing a charge::: on exiting slit B is given h)

where B is the magnetic field strength. The balancing
centripetal force F, is given hv

Output (0

amplifier and
recorder

1
FIGURE 20-13 Schematic of a magnetic sector
spectrometer.

where r is the radius of curvature of the magnetic sec-
tor. For an ion to traverse the circular path to the col-
lector. F" and F, must be equal. Thus, equating Equa-
tions 20-5 and 20-6 leads to

mv2

Bz"!' = ---
r

Bza
l.-'=~-

m

Substituting Equation 20-8 into Equation 20-4 gives.
after rearranging,

S'r'e
2V

Equation 20-9 reveals that mass spectra can he ac-
quired hy varying one of three variables (B, V, or r)
while holding the other two constant. Most modern
sector mass spectrometers contain an electromagnet in
which ions arc sorted by holding V and r constant
while varying the current in the magnet and thus B. In
older sector spectrometers that used photographic
recording. B and V were constant. and r was the vari-
able (see Figure 11-11). In Example 20-4. the use of
Equation 20-9 to calculate an appropriate accelerating
voltage is illustrated.



What accelerating voltage is required to direct a singly
charged water molecule through the exit slit of a mag-
netic sector mass spectrometer if the magnet has a field
strength of 0.240 T (tesla) and the radius of curvature
of the ion through the magnetic field is 12.7 em?

Solution

First, we convert all experimental variables into SI
units. Thus, charge per ion ez = 1.60 x 10 19 C x 1

radius r = 0.127 m

18.02gH,O+/mol
mass m = ------~-~- x

6.02 X 1023 glmol

= 2.99 x 1026 kg H,O+

magnetic field B = 0.240 T = 0.240 Vs/m'

We then substitute into Equation 20-9 and solve for
the accelerating voltage V:

B'r'ezV=--
2m

[0.240Vs/m2]2[0.127m]'[1.60 x 1O-19Q
2 x 2.99 X 10-26 kg
(VS)2C

= 2.49 X 103--
m2kg

= 2.49 x 103 V (I volt = 1 kg m'ls' C)

Double-Focusing Spectrometers

The magnetic sector instruments discussed in the pre-
vious section are sometimes called single-focusing
spectrometers. This terminology is used because a col-
lection of ions exiting the source with the same mass-
to-charge ratio but with small diverging directional
distribution will be acted on by the magnetic field in
such a way that a converging directional distribution is
produced as the ions leave thc field. The ability of a
magnetic field to bring ions with different directional
orientations to focus means that the distribution of
translational energies of ions leaving the source is the
factor most responsible for limiting the resolution of
magnetic sector instruments (R :s 2000).

The translational energy distribution of ions leaving
a source arises from the Boltzmann distribution of en-
ergies of the molecules from which the ions are formed
and from field inhomogeneities in the source. The

spread of kinetic energies causcs a broadening of the
beam reaching the transducer and thus a loss of resolu-
tion. To measure atomic and molecular masses with a
precision of a few parts per million. it is necessary to
design instruments that correct for both the direc-
tional distribution and energy distribution of ions leav-
ing the source. The term double focLL,ing is applied to
mass spectrometers in which the directional aberra-
tions and the energy aberrations of a population of ions
are simultaneously minimized. Double focusing is usu-
ally achieved by the use of carefully selected com-
binations of electrostatic and magnetic fields. In
the double-focusing instrument, shown schematically
in Figure 20-14, the ion beam is first passed through an
electrostatic analyzer (ESA) consisting of two smooth
curved metallic plates across which a dc voltage is ap-
plied. This voltage has the effect of limiting the kinetic
energy of the ions reaching the magnetic sector to a
closely defined range. Ions with energies greater than
average strike the upper side of the ESA slit and are lost
to ground. Ions with energies less than average ·strike
the lower side of the ESA slit and are thus removed.

Directional focusing in the magnetic sector occurs
along the focal plane labeled d in Figure 20-14; energy
focusing takes place along the plane labeled e. Thus.
only ions of one mlz are double focused at the inter-
section of d and e for any given accelerating voltage
and magnetic field strength. Therefore, the collector
slit is located at this locus of the double focus.

Many different types of double-focusing mass spec-
trometers are available commercially. The most so-
phisticated of these are capable of resolution in the 105

range. More compact double-focusing instruments
can also be purchased (for considerably less money).
A typical instrument of this type will have a 6-in. elec-
trostatic sector and a 4-in. 90" magnetic deflector. Res-
olutions of about 2500 are common with such instru-
ments. Often they are employed as detection systems
for gas or liquid chromatography.

The spectrometer shown in Figure 20-14 is based
on the so-called Nier-Johnson design. Another double-
focusing design. which employs Mauauch-Herzog
geometry, is shown in Figure 11-11. The geometry
of this type of instrument is unique in that the energy
and direction focal planes coincide; for this reason,
the Mattauch-Herzog design can use a photographic
plate or an array detector for recording the spectrum.
The transducer is located along the focal plane, where
all of the ions are in focus. regardless of mass-to-charge
ratio.
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Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers

Quadrupole mass spectrometers are usually less ex-
pensive and more rugged than their magnetic sector
counterparts. They are generally considerably more
compact than magnetic sector instruments and arc
commonly found in commercial bench top mass spec-
trometers. They also offer the advantage of low scan
times (that is, <100 ms), which is particularly useful
for real-time scanning of chromatographic peaks.
Quadrupole analyzers arc the most common mass an-
alyzers in use today. A detailed discussion of quadru-
pole mass spectrometers is found in Section 11B-2.

TOF Mass Analyzers

As shown in Section I1B-3, in TOF instruments. posi-
hve IOns are produced periodically by bombardment
of the sample with brief pulses of electrons, secondarv
ions, or laser-generated photons. The ions produced i~
thiS way are then accelerated into a field-free drift tube
by an electric field pulse of 103 to 10' V (see Fig-
ure 20-15). Separation of ions bl' mass occurs duri;o
the transit of the ions to the dete~tor located at the end
of the tube. Because all ions entering the tube have the
same kinetic energy, their velocities in the tube vary in-

lQ:J Tutorial: Learn more about mass analyzers.

versely with their masses (Equation 20-4), with the
lighter particles arriving at the detector earlier than
the heavier ones. The flight time IF is given by

IF = .f.. = L I m
v 'v 2zeV

where L is the distance from the source to the detector.
Typical flight times are 1 to 50 fls.

TOF instruments offerseveral advantages over other
types of mass spectrometers, including simplicity and
ruggedness, case of accessibility of the ion source, and
Virtually unlimited mass range. They suffer. however,
lrom limited resolution and sensitivity. TOF instru-
ments also require fast electronics because ions often
arrive at the transducer only fractions of microseconds
apart. Several instrument manufacturers offer TOF in-
struments, but they are less widely used than are mag-
nehc sector and quadrupole mass spectrometers.

lon- Trap Analyzers

An ion trap is a device in which gaseous anions or
cations can be formed and confined for extended peri-
ods bv electric and magnetic fields. The quadrupole ion
trap was first introduced by Paul in 1953.'2 Since that
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FIGURE 20-15 Schematic of a TOF mass
spectrometer.

time several types of ion traps have been developed. 13

lon-trap mass spectrometers are now used as chro-
matography detectors and to obtain mass spectra of a
variety of analytes. For their work in developing the
ion-trap technique, Wolfgang Paul and Hans Dehmelt
were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989.

Figure 20-16 is a cross-sectional view of a simple,
commercially available ion trap.!4 It consists of a cen-
tral doughnut-shape ring electrode and a pair of end-
eap electrodes. A variable radio-frequency voltage is
applied to the ring electrode while the two end-cap
electrodes are grounded. Ions with an appropriate mlz
value circulate in a stable orbit within the cavity sur-
rounded by the ring. As the radio-frequency voltage is
increased, the orbits of heavier ions become stabilized,
and those for lighter ions become destabilized, causing
them to collide with the wall of the ring electrode.

When the device is operated as a mass spectrometer,
ions produced by an electron-impact or chemical ion-
ization source are admitted through a grid in the upper
end cap. The ionization source is pulsed so as to create
a burst of ions. The ions over a large mass range of in-
terest are trapped simultaneously. The ion trap can
store ions for relatively long times, up to 15minutes for
some stable ions. A technique called mass-selective
ejection is then used to sequentially eject the trapped
ions in order of mass by increasing the radio-frequency
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As was true with infrared and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance instruments. Fourier transform mass spectrom-
eters provide improved signal-to-noise ratios, greater
speed, and higher sensitivity and resolutionl6 Com-
mercial Fourier transform mass spectrometers ap-
peared on the market in the early 1980s and are now
offered by several manufacturers.

The heart of a Fourier transform instrument is an
ion trap within which ions can circulate in weB-defined
orbits for extended periods. Such cavities are con-
structed to take advantage of a phenomenon known as
ion cyclotron resonance.

Ion Cyclotron Resonance

When a gaseous ion drifts into or is formed in a strong
magnetic field, its motion becomes circular in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of the field. The angular
frequency of this motion is called the cyclotron fre-
quency, We" Equation 20-8 can be rearranged and
solved for vir, which is the cyclotron frequency in radi-
ans per second.

voltage applied to the ring electrode in a linear ramp.
As trapped ions become destabilized, they lea'le the
ring electrode cavity via openings in the lower end cap.
The emitted ions then pass into a transducer such~as the
electron multiplier shown in Figure 20-16.

lon-trap mass analyzers have the advantage of
being rugged, compact, and less costly than other
mass analyzers.15 They have the potential for achieving
low detcction limits. In addition to electron-impact
sources, such analyzers have been interfaced to elec-
trospray ionization sources as weB as MALDI sources.

v zeBw = - = ---
c r I"n

Note that in a fixed field, the cyclotron frequency de-
pends only on the inverse of the mlz value. Increases in
the velocity of an ion will be accompanied by a corre-
sponding increase in the radius of rotation of the ion. A
measurement of w, can provide an accurate indication
of zlm and thus the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion.

An ion trapped in a circular path in a magnetic field
is capable of absorbing energy from an ac electric field,
provided the frequency of the field matches the cy-
clotron frequency. The absorbed energy then increases
the velocity of the ion (and thus the radius of its path)
without disturbing We' This effect is illustrated in Fig-
ure 20-17. Here, the original path of an ion trapped in
a magnetic field is depicted by the inner solid circle.
Brief application of an ac voltage creates a fluctuating
field between the plates that interacts with the ion, pro-
vided thc frequency of the source is resonant with the
cyclotron frequency of the ion. Under this circum-
stance, the velocity of the ion increases continuously as
does the radius of its path (see dashed line). When the

;~For r~\ic\vs of Fuuria transfurm m;j,,~ ~pt:etromdry. Set: R ~l. A
Heeren. A. J KklOoijenhuis. L A. McDonnell. and T H. ~{jzc, Alial

Bio/lllal. Chem .. 200·t 378. JigS; A. G. Marshall. In! 1. .\1a\~ Spectrum ..
2000. 20n. 331: A, G ~tarshall and P. R. Grossh:ms. Anal. Chem.. 1991.
63,215.-\

FIGURE 20-16 lon-trap mass spectrometer. (Adapted
from Watson. Introduction to Mass Spectrometry. p. 89,
Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven Press, 1997.)
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FIGURE 20-17 Path of an ion in a strong magnetic field.
Inner solid line represents the original circular path of the
ion. Dashed line shows spiral path when switch is moved
brieflyto position 1. Outer solid line is new circular path
when switch is again opened.

ac electrical signal is terminated, the radius of the path
of the ion again becomes constant. as is suggested by
the outer solid circle in the figure.

When the region between the plates in Figure 20-17
contains an ensemble of ions of the same mass-to-
charge ratio, application of the ac signal having the cy-
clotron resonance frequency sets all of the particles into
coherent motion in phase with the field. Ions of differ-
ent cyclotron frequency, that is, those with different
mass-to-charge ratios, are unaffected by the ac field.

Measurement of the ICR Signal

The coherent circular motion of resonant ions creates
a so-called image current that can be conveniently ob-
served after termination of the frequency sweep signal.
Thus, if the switch in Figure 20-17 is moved from po-
sition 1 to position 2, a current is observed that de-
creases exponentially with time. This image eurrent is
a capacitor current induced by the circular movement
of a packet of ions with the same mass-to-charge ra-
tios. For example, as a packet of positive ions ap-
proaches the upper plate in Figure 20-17, electrons are
attracted from circuit common to this plate, causing a
momentary current. As the packet continues around
toward the other plate. the direction of external elec-
tron flow is revcrsed. The magnitude of the resulting
alternating current depends on the number of ions in
the packet. The frequency of the current (the cy-
clotron resonance frequency) is characteristic of the



FIGURE 20-18 A trapped-ion analyzer cell. (Reprinted from E. B. Ledford Jr., R. L.White,
S. Ghaderi, and C. L. Wilkins,Anal. Chern., 1980, 52, 1090. Copyright 1980 American
Chemical Society.)

mass-to-charge value of the ions in the packet. This
current is employed in ion cyclotron spectrometers to
measure the concentration of ions brought into reso-
nance at various applied signal frequencies.

The induced image current just described decays
over a period of a few tenths of a second to several sec-
onds as the coherent character of the circulating
packet of ions is lost. Collisions between ions provide
the mechanism by which the coherently circulating
ions lose energy and the ions return to a condition of
thermal equilibrium. This decay of the image current
provides a time-domain signal that is similar to the
free-induction decay signal cncountered in Fourier
transform-nuclear magnetic resonance experiments
(see Section 19A-3).

Fourier Transform Spectrometers

Fourier transform mass spectrometers are generally
equipped with a trapped-ion analyzer cell such as that
shown in Figure 20-18. Gaseous sample molecules are
ionized in the center of the cell by electrons that are ac-
celerated from the filament through the cell to a col-
lector plate. A pulsed voltage applied at the grid serves
as a gate to periodically switch the electron beam on
and off. The ions arc held in the cell by a I to 5 V po-

tential applied to the trap plate. The ions are acceler-
ated by a radio-frequency signal applied to the trans-
mitter plate as shown. The receiver plate is connected
to a preamplifier that amplifies the image current. This
approach for confining ions is highly efficient, and stor-
age times of up to several minutes have been observed.
The dimensions of the cell are not critical but are usu-
ally a few centimeters on a side.

The basis of the Fourier transform measurement is
illustrated in Figure 20-19. Ions are first generated by
a brief electron beam pulse (not shown) and stored in
the trapped ion cell. After a brief delay, the trapped
ions are subjected to a short radio-frequency pulse that
increases linearly in frequency during its lifetime.
Figure 20-19a shows a pulse of 5 ms, during which time
the frequency increases linearly from 0.070 to 3.6 MHz.
After the frequency sweep is discontinued, the image
current, induced by the various ion packets, is ampli-
fied, digitized. and stored in memory. The time-domain
decay signal. shown in Figure 20-19b, is then trans-
formed to yield a frequency-domain signal that can be
converted to the mass domain via Equation 20-11. Fig-
ure 20-20 illustrates the relationship between a time-
domain spectrum, its frequency-domain counterpart.
and the resulting mass spectrum.
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FIGURE 20-19 Schematic showing the timing of (a) the
radio-frequency signal and (b) the transient image signal
(lower).(Reprinted with permission from R. T.Mciver Jr.,
Amer. Lab., 1980, 12 (11),26. Copyright 1980 by Inter-
national Scientific Communications, Inc.)

Fourier transform spectrometers can be interfaced
to a variety of ionization sources, including MALO!,
electrospray, FAB, and EI-CI. Resolution in Fourier
transform mass spectrometry is limited by the preci-
sion of the frequency measurement rather than slits or
field measurements. The resolution and mass range
also depend on the magnitude and stability of the mag-
netic field. Because frequency measurements can be
made with high precision, extremely high resolution is
possible (in excess of 106). The accuracy with which
mass measurements ean be made with Fourier trans-
form instruments is also superb. Fourier transform
spectrometers are expensive instruments (>$400,000).
Commercial models are available with superconduct-
ing magnets with fields varying from 1.2 to 12 T. The
high-field models are quite useful in biological applica-
tions, including protcomics.

20C·5 Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Tandem mass spectrometry, sometimes called mass
spectrometry-mass spectrometry (MS/MS), is a
method that allows the mass spectrum of preselected
and fragmented ions to be obtained.I7 The basic idea is
illustrated in Figure 20-21. Here, an ionization source,

I; For additional informatIOn, see K. L. Busch, G, L. Glish. and S. A
tt.lcLuckey, .\fass Spear-ornet,-y 'Afass Spectrometry: Techniques and Appli-
catIOns of Tandem .Wass Specrromerry. ~ew York: \·CH. 198B: Tandem
\lass Spectrometn. F. W. McLafferty. cd .. New York: Wiley. 1983.

(b)

FIGURE 20-20 Time-domain (a) and (b) frequency- or
mass-domain spectrum for 1,1,1,2-tetrachloroethane.
(Reprinted with permission from E. B. Ledford Jr. et al.,
Anal. Chern., 1980, 52, 463. Copyright 1980 American
Chemical Society.)

FIGURE 20-21 Block diagram of a tandem mass
spectrometer.



FIGURE 20-22 Product-ion spectra for dibutylphthalate
and sulfamethazine obtained after the protonated pre-
cursor ion peaks at 279 Da were isolated by the first
mass analyzer of an MS/MS instrument. (Reprinted from
K. L. Busch and G. C. DiDonato, Amer. Lab., 1986, 18
(8), 17. Copyright 1986 by International Scientific
Communications, Inc.)

often a soft ionization source, produces ions and some
fragments. These are then the input to the first mass
analyzer, which selects a particular ion called the pre-
cursor ion and sends it to the interaction cell. In the in-
teraction cell, the precursor ion can decompose spon-
taneously. react with a collision gas, or interact with an
intense laser beam to produce fragments, called prod-
uct ions. These ions are then mass analyzed by the sec-
ond mass analyzer and detected by the ion detector.

Types of Tandem Mass Spectra

Several different types of spectra can be obtained from
the MS/MS experiment. First, the product-ion spec-
trum can be obtained by scanning mass analyzer 2,
while mass analyzer I is held constant, acting as a mass
selector to select one precursor ion. Figure 20-22
shows product-ion spectra for dibutylphthalate and
sulfamethazine. Both compounds produce molecular
ions with mlz values of 279. However, the product-ion
spectra of the two compounds are very different.

A precursor ion spectrum can be obtained, in addi-
tion to product-ion spectra, by scanning the first mass
analyzer while holding the second mass analyzer con-
stant to detect a given product ion. In a mixture of com-
pounds, those that give the same products are readily
identified by precursor ion spectra. Closely related
compounds often give several of the same product ions,
so that this method of operation provides a measure of
identity and concentration of the members of a class
of closely related compounds. Consider, for example,
a mixture of ABCD. BCDA. IJKL, and IJMN in the
sample. To identify species containing the IJ group,
thc second analyzer is set to the mass corresponding to
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the Ir ion and the molecular ions ABCD" BCDA +,

IJKL +,and IJMN+ are sequentially selected by the first
analyzer. Ion signals in the detector would be observed
only when IJKL + and IJMN+ are selected by the first
analyzer, indicating the presence of the IJ group.

By scanning both analyzers simultaneously with an
offset in mass between them, a neutral loss spectrum
can be obtained. This gives the identity of those pre-
cursor ions that undergo the same loss such as the loss
of a H20 or CO neutral. Finally, by scanning mass
analyzer 1 and obtaining the product-ion spectrum
for each selected precursor ion, a complete three-
dimensional MSIMS spectrum can be obtained.

Dissociative Interactions in the Interaction Cell

Several types of interactions can be used to produce
fragmentation in the interaction cell. In some cases,
the ions selected by mass analyzer 1 in Figure 20-21 are
themselves metastable and decompose into fragments
after a certain time. In general, however, the kinetics of
the decomposition process can greatly limit the appli-
cability and sensitivity of the process. In such cases,
fragmentation can be induced by adding a collision gas
to the interaction cell so that interaction with precur-
sor ions occurs, leading to decomposition into product
ions. In this case, the cell is called a collision cell, and
the interactions arc termed collisionally activated dis-
sociation (CAD) or alternatively collision-induced dis-
sociation (CID).

Another type of interaction is surface-induced disso-
ciation (SID), in which precursor ions interact with a
surface to induce dissociation. Ions have been reflected
off cell walls or trapping plates to increase their internal
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FIGURE 20-23 Schematic of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. (Courtesy of Thermo-
Finnigan Corp.)

energy and promote dissociation. Chemically modified
surfaces such as thin films have also been employed.

Another dissociation technique that has been ap-
plied to large multiply charged ions is electron-capture
dissociation (ECD), in which precursor ions capture a
low-energy electron to produce an intermediate that
rapidly dissociates. In some cases, a background gas is
added to aid in the dissociation process.

Photo-induced dissociation (PID) is another pro-
cess to stimulate decomposition of precursor ions. In
nearly all cases, an intense laser beam is used in the
interaction cell to promote the dissociation. A diffi-
culty with PID is that the ion beam and photon beam
must overlap in the interaction region for a time long
enough for absorption and bond rupture to occur. In
some cases ion-trap cells have been used to allow for
long periods of overlap.

Instrumentation for Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Tandem mass spectrometry has been implemented in
a number of ways.'8 These can be classified as tandem
in space and tandem in time.lq

IK For a description of commercial tandem mass spectrometers, sce
D. Noble. Anal. Chern., 1995,67.265:\.
HSec 1. W. Hager. Anal. Bioonal. Chern .. 2004. 378. R..t5:S. A. McLuckey
and 1. \1- Wells. Chem, Rn'" 2001. 10/, 571.

Tandem-in-Space Spectrometers. In tandem-in-space
instruments, two independent mass analyzers are used
in two different regions in space. The triple quadrupole
mass spectrometer is the most common of these instru-
ments. In commercial triple quadrupole instruments,
such as the instrument illustrated in Figure 20-23, the
sample is introduced into a soft ionization source, such
as a CI or FAB source. The ions are then accelerated
into quadrupole 1 (0), which is an ordinary quadrupole
mass filter. The selected fast-moving ions pass into
quadrupole 2 (q), which is a collision chamber where
dissociation of the ions sciected by quadrupole I oc-
curs. This quadrupole is operated in a radio-frequency-
only mode in which no dc voltage is applied across the
rods. This mode basically traps the precursor and prod-
uct ions in a relatively high concentration of collision
gas so that CAD can occur. Ouadrupole 3 (0) then
allows mass analysis of the product ions formed in the
collision cell. The configuration is known as the OqO
configuration.

Sector instruments and hybrid quadrupole-sector
instruments have also heen used in a tandem manner.
The first tandem mass spectrometers were sector in-
struments that combined an electric sector spectrome-
ter with a magnetic sector spectrometer. either in for-
ward geometry (electric sector followed by magnetic



sector, or EB) or in reverse geometry (magnetic sector
followed bv electric sector, or BE). The reverse geom-
etry is so~etimes called a mass-analyzed ion kinetic
energy spectrometer (MIKES). Such instruments were
not very efficient, but they allowed the principles of
tandem mass spectrometry to be demonstrated.

Hybrid instruments include the BEqQ spectrom-
eter (magnetic sector, B; electric sector, E; RF-only
quadrupole, q; quadrupole mass analyzer, Q) and the
BTOF (magnetic sector, B; TOF analyzer, TOF) spec-
trometer. The QqTOF spectrometer is similar to the
triple quadrupole (QqQ) instrument except that the fi-
nal quadrupole mass analyzer is replaced with a TOF
analyzer. In another variant, the Qq section can be re-
placed by a quadrupole ion trap to yield an ion-trap-
TOF instrument.

A final type of tandem-in-space spectrometer is the
TOF-TOF spectrometer, in which a TOF instrument
followed by a timed ion selector separates the precur-
sor ions. A collision cell then induces fragmentation,
and the product ions are mass analyzed in the final
TOF stage.20 Mass resolution of several thousand was
reported.

Tandem-in- Time Spectrometers. Tandem-in-time in-
struments form the ions in a certain spatial region and
then at a later time expel the unwanted ions and leave
the selected ions to be dissociated and mass analyzed
in the same spatial region. This process can be repeated
many times over to perform not only MS/MS experi-
ments, but also MS/MS/MS and MS" experiments.
Fourier transform ICR and quadrupole ion-trap instru-
ments are well suited for performing MS" experiments.
In principle, tandem-in-time spectrometers can per-
form MS/MS experiments much more simply than
tandem-in-space instruments because of the difficulty
in providing different ion focal positions in the latter.
Although tandem-in-time spectrometers can readily
provide product-ion scans, other scans, such as precur-
sor ion scans and neutral loss scans, are much more dif-
ficult to perform than they are with tandem in space
instruments.

20C-6 Computerized Mass Spectrometers

Computers are an integral part of modern mass spec-
trometers. A characteristic of a mass spectrum is the
wealth of structural data that it provides. For example,
a molecule with a molecular mass of 500 may be frag-
mented by an EI source into 100 or more different

ions, each of which leads to a discrete spectral peak.
For a structural determination, the heights and mass-
to-charge ratios of each peak must be determined,
stored, and ultimately displayed. Because the amount
of information is so large, it is essential that acquisition
and processing be rapid; computers are ideally suited
for these tasks. Moreover, for mass spectral data to be
useful, several instrumental variables must be closely
controlled or monitored during data collection. Com-
puters are much more efficient than a human operator
in exercising such controls.

Figure 20-24 is a block diagram of the computerized
control and data-acquisition system of a triple quadru-
pole mass spectrometer. This figure shows two features
encountered in any modern instrument. The first is a
computer that serves as the main instrument controller.
The operator communicates via a keyboard with the
spectrometer by selecting operating parameters and
conditions via easy-to-use interactive software. The
computer also controls the programs responsible for
data manipulations and output. The second 'f~ature
common to almost all instruments is a set of micro-
processors (often as many as six) that are responsible
for specific aspects of instrument control and the trans-
mission of information between the computer and
spectrometer.

The interface between a mass spectrometer and
a computer usually has provisions for digitizing the
amplified ion-current signal plus several other signals
that are used for control of instrumental variables. Ex-
amples of the latter are source temperature, accelerat-
ing voltage, scan rate, and magnetic field strength or
quadrupole voltages.

The digitized ion-current signal ordinarily requires
considerable processing before it is ready for display.
First, the peaks must be normalized, a process by which
the height of each peak relative to some reference peak
is calculated. Most often the base peak, which is the
largest peak in a spectrum, serves as the reference and
is arbitrarily assigned a peak height of 100 (sometimes
1000). The mlz value for each peak must also be de-
termined. This assignment is frequently based on the
time of the peak's appearance and the scan rate. Data
are acquired as intensity versus time during a care-
fullv controlled scan of the magnetic or electric fields.
Co~version from time to mlz requires careful periodic
calibration; for this purpose, perftuorotri-n-butylamine
(PFTBA) or perftuorokerosene is often used as a stan-
dard. For high-resolution work, the standard ma\"
be admitted with the sample. The computer is pro-
grammed to then recognize and use the peak.s of the
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FIGURE 20-24 Instrument control and data processing for a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer.

standard as references for mass assignments. For low-
resolution instruments, the calibration must generally
be obtained separately from the sample, because of the
likelihood of peak overlaps.

With most systems the computer stores all spectra
and related information on a disk. In routine applica-
tions, bar graphs of the normalized spectra can be sent
directly to a printer or display. However, in many cases,
the user will employ data-reduction software to extract
specific information prior to producing a printed copy
of a spectrum. Figure 20-25 is an example of the print-
out from a computerized mass spectrometer. The first
and next-to-Iast columns in the table list mlz values in
increasing order. The second and last columns contain
the corresponding ion currents normalized to the
largest peak found at mass 156. The current for this ion
is assigned the number of 100. and all other peaks are
expressed relative to this one. Thus, the height of the
peak at mass 141 is 53% of the base peak.

As is true with infrared and nuclear magnetic res-
onance spectroscopy, large libraries of mass spectra
(> 150,000 entries) are available in computer-compat-
ible formats." Most commercial mass spectrometer
computer systems have the ability to rapidly search all
or part of such files for spectra that match or closely
match the spectrum of an analyte.

200 APPLICATIONS OF MOLECULAR
MASS SPECTROMETRY

The applications of molecular mass spectrometry are
so numerous and widespread that describing them ad-
equately in a brief space is not possible. Table 20-5 lists
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41 9 141 53
43 14 142 4
55 5 155 6
69 4 156 100
71 5 157 21
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FIGURE 20-25 A computer display of mass-spectral
data. The compound was isolated from a blood serum
extract by chromatography. The spectrum showed it to
be the barbiturate pentobarbital.

some of these applications to provide some idea of the
capabilities of mass spectrometry. In this section we
describe a few of the most widely used and important
of these applications.

The mass spectrum of a pure compound provides sev-
eral kinds of data that are useful for its identifieation2,

The first is the molecular mass of the compound. and
the second is its molecular formula. In addition. study
of fragmentation patterns revealed by the mass spec-
trum often provides information about the presence or
absence of various functional groups. Finally, the ac-
tual identity of a compound can often be established
by comparing its mass spectrum with those of known
compounds until a close match is realized.

:: R. "'I. Silvcrsh:lo, F. X. Wdlster, and D. Kicmk .. ')P~'Clro'1lI;lri( Iden-
tl/i.CI1(Wfl of Org(1!Hc Compotuzds, 7th ed., ~ew York: Wil.:y, 2004; F. W
McLatt •.~rt~ and F Turccek. Inraprel,ltum (II' ,lton S{lt!l'tra. ·Hh cJ .. Mill
Valle!. CA. Lniv<:Ntv Sci..:ncc B"uk,. lLN3.

Molecular Masses from Mass Spectra

For compounds that can be ionized to give a molecular
ion or a protonated or a deprotonated molecular Ion
by one of the methods described earlier. the mass spec-
trometer is an unsurpassed tool for the determination
of molecular mass. This determination. of course. re-
quires the identification of the molecular ion peak. or
in some cases. the (M + 1r or the (M - Ir peak. The
location of the peak on the abscissa then giv'es the mo-
lecular mass with an accuracy that cannot be realized
easily by any other method.

To determine a molecular mass by mass spectrom-
etry, the identity of the molecular ion peak must be
known. Caution is therefore always advisable. particu-
larly with electron-impact sources. when the molecular
ion peak is absent or small relative to impurity peaks.
When there is doubt. additional spectra by chemical.
field, and desorption ionization arc particularlv useful.

Molecular Formulas from
Exact Molecular Masses

Molecular formulas can be determined from the mass
spectrum of a compound, provided the molecular ion
peak can be identified and its exact mass determined.
This application. however. requires a high-resolution
instrument capable of detecting mass differences of a
few thousandths of a dalton. Consider, for example,
the mass-to-charge ratios of the molecular ions of the
following compounds: purine, CH,N, (.M = 120.044);
benzamidine, C,HsN, (.M. = 120.(69): ethyltoluene,
C9H12 (.M. = 120.096); and acetophenone, C,HgO
eM = 120.058). If the measured mass of the molecular
ion peak is 120.070 ('cO.D05), then all but C,II,N,
are excluded as possible formulas. Note that the pre-
cision in this example is about 40 ppm. Uncertainties
on the order of a few parts per million are routinely
achievable with high-resolution. double-focusing in-
struments. Tables that list all reasonable combinations
of C, Il, N, and 0 by nllllecular mass to the third or
fourth decimal place have been compiled." A small
portion of such a compilation is shown in the fifth col-
umn of Table 20-6.

Molecular Formulas from Isotopic Ratios

The data from a low-resolution instrument that can
discriminate only hehvccn ions differing in mass by
whole mass numbers can also yield useful information

1. Elucidation of the structur~ of organic and biological molecules
2. Determination of the molecular mass of peptidcs, proteins, and oligonucleotides
3. Identification of components in thin-layer and paper chromatograms
4. Determination of amino acid sequences in sample of polypeptides and proteins
5. Detection and identification of species separated by chromatography and capillary electrophoresis
6. Identification of drugs of abuse and metabolites of drugs of abuse in blood. urine. and saliva
7. !vlonitoring gases in patient's breath during surgery
8. Testing for the presence of drugs in blood in race horses and in Olympic athletes
9. Daling archaeological specimens

10. Analyses of aerosol particles
11. Determination of pesticide residues in food
12. tvIonitoring volatile organic species in water supplies

TABLE 20-6 Isotopic Abundance Percentages and Molecular
Masses for Various Combinations of C, H, 0. and N

Abundance, % M Peak Height

.'ormula ,M,+l ,M,+2 Molecular Mass

At ~ 83 C,HN3O 336 0.24 83.0120
C,H3N, 3.74 0.06 83.0359
C3HNO, 3.72 0.45 83.0007
C3H3N,O 4.09 0.27 83.0246
C3H,N] 4,47 0.08 83.0484
C,H3O, 4,45 0,48 83.0133
C,HsNO 4.82 0.29 83.0371
C,H,N, 5.20 0.11 83.0610
C,H,O 5.55 0.33 83.0497
CsH,N 5.93 0.15 83.0736
C,H11 6.66 0.19 83.0861

Jt = 84 CN,O 2.65 0.23 84.0073
C-,N,O, 3.00 0.43 83.9960
C,H,N,O 3.38 0.24 84.0198
C,H,N, 3.75 0.06 84.0437
C303 3.36 0.64 83.9847
C3H,NO, 3.73 0,45 84.0085
CJH,N,O 4.11 0.27 84.0324
C3HoN3 4,48 0.1l8 84.0563
C,H,O, 4,46 0,48 84.02J1
C,H6NO 4.84 0.29 84.0449

C,HsN, 5.21 011 84.0688

CsH,O 5.57 fl. 33 84.0575
CsHjl)N' 5.94 illS 84.0814
C6Hl2 6.68 019 84.0939
Co 7.56 0.25 84.0000



about the formula of a compound, provided that the
molecular ion peak is sufficiently intense that its height
and the heights of the (M + I rand (M + 2)' isotope
peaks can be determined accurately. Example 20-5 il-
lustrates this type of analysis.

The use of relative isotope peak heights for the
determination of molecular formulas is greatly ex-
pedited by the tables referred to in note 21 and by
compilations available for computer analysis. In Table
20-6, a listing of all reasonablc combinations of C, H,
0, and N is given for mass numbers 83 and 84 (the orig-
inal tables extend to mass number 5(0). The heights of
the (M + Ir and (M + 2)+ peaks reported as per-
centages of the height of the M+ peak are tabulated. If
a reasonably accurate experimental determination of
these percentages can be made, a likely formula can be
deduced. For example, a molecular ion peak at mass 84
with (M + I rand (M + 2)' values of 5.6 and 0.3% of
M' suggests a compound having the formula CsH.O.

EXAMPLE 20-5

Caleulate the ratios of the (M + 1)+ to M+ peak
heights for the following two compounds: dinitroben-
zene, C6H,N,0, (Jll = 168), and an olefin, C12H"
(.M = 168).

Solution

From Table 20-3, we see that for every 100 12Catoms
there are 1.08 l3C atoms. Because nitrobenzene con-
tains six carbon atoms, we would expect each of 6.48 =
6 x 1.08 molecules of nitrobenzene to have one l3C
atom for every 100 molecules having none. Thus, from
this effect alone the (M + I)' peak will be 6.48% of the
M' peak. The isotopes of the other elements also con-
tribute to this peak; we may tabulate their effects as
follows:

6 x 1.08 = 6.48%

4 x O.Oli = 0.060%
2 x 0.37 = 0.74%
4 x 0.04 = 0.16%

(M + 1)' 1M' = 7.44%

12 x !.OS = 12.96%
24 x O.Oli = 0.36%

(M + II'/M- = 13.32%

lThUS,if the heights of the M+ and (M + 1)+ peaks
can be measured, it is possible to discriminate be-
tween these two compounds that have identical whole-
number molecular masses.
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The isotopic ratio is particularly useful for the de-
tection and estimation of the number of sulfur, chlo-
rine, and bromine atoms in a molecule because of the
large contribution they make to the (M + 2)' (see
Table 20-3). For example, an (M + 2r that is about
65% of the M+ peak is strong evidence for a molecule
containing two chlorine atoms; an (M + 2)' peak of
4%, on the other hand, suggests the presence of one
atom of sulfur.

FIGURE 20-26 Electron-impact spectrum of n-heptanal. The peaks labeled C6, C" ... , C,

correspond to the successive losses of a CH, group.

Structural Information from
Fragmentation Patterns

Systematic studies of fragmentation patterns for pure
substances have led to rational guidelines to predict
fragmentation mechanisms and a series of general
rules helpful in interpreting spectra." It is seld<l~ pos-
sible (or desirable) to account for all of the peaks in the
spectrum. lnstead, characteristic patterns of fragmen-
tation are sought. For example, the spectrum in Figure
20-26 is characterized by clusters of peaks differing in
mass by 14. Such a pattern is typical of straight-chain
paraffins, in which cleavage of adjacent carbon-carbon
bonds results in the loss of successive CH2 groups hav-
ing this mass. Quite generally, the most stable hydro-
carbon fragments contain three or four carbon atoms,
and the corresponding peaks are thus the largest.

Alcohols usually have a very weak or nonexistent
molecular ion peak but often lose water to give a strong
peak at (M - 18)'. Cleavage of the C-C bond next to
an oxygen is also common, and primary alcohols always
have a strong peak at mass 31 due to the CH20H·.
Extensive compilations of generalizations concerning
the use of mass spectral data for the identification of
organic compounds are available, and the interested
reader should consult the references in note 22.

to a handful. When reference compounds are avail-
able, final identification is then based on a comparison
of the mass spectrum of the unknown with spectra for
authentic samples of the suspected compounds. The
procedure is based on the assumptions that (1) mass
fragmentation patterns are unique and (2) experimen-
tal conditions can be sufficiently controlled to produce
reproducible spectra. The first assumption often is not
valid for spectra of stereo- and geometric isomers and
occasionally is not valid for certain types of closely re-
lated compounds. The probability that different com-
pounds will yield the same spectrum becomes mark-
edly smaller as the number of spectral peaks increases.
Assumption 2 can also be problematic. Eleetron-
impact spectra are fairly reproducible from laboratory
to laboratory. However, spectra from other sources
can vary significantly For this reason, electron-impact
ionization is the method of choice for spectral com-
parison and for building spectral libraries.

Unfortunately, heights of mass spectral peaks
strongly depend on such variables as the energy of the
electron beam. the location of the sample with respect
to the bcam, the sample pressure and temperature, and
the general geometry of the mass spectrometer. As a
consequence, significant variations in relative abun-
dances are observed for spectra acquired in different
laboratories and from different instruments. Neverthe-
less, it has proven possible in a remarkably large num-
ber of cases to identify unknowns from library spectra
obtained with a variety of instruments and operating
conditions. Generallv. however, it is desirable to con-
firm the identity of a compound by comparing its

Compound Identification
from Comparison Spectra

Generally, after determining the molecular mass of the
analyte and studying its isotopic distribution and frag-
mentation patterns, the experienced mass spectro-
scopist is able to narrow the possible structures down

:~Fur example. ~t:c R :'\1. Siher~tcin. F. X. \Vchstcr. and D. Kiemk.
Spt>ctromerric IdowtI'Ci.Il{O/! of Organic Compoundl 7th cd .. N..:w York
Wiley. 200 ....1.

r::rl Simu/allofl: Learn more about MS spectral
IQ.j interpretation.

spectrum to the spectrum of an authentic compound
obtained with the same instrument under identical
conditions.

Computerized Library Search Systems. Although li-
braries of mass spectral data are available in text
form?' most modern mass spectrometers are equipped
with highly efficient computerized library search sys-
tems. There are two basic types of mass spectral li-
braries: large comprehensive ones and small specific
ones. The largest commercially available mass spectral
library (>300,000 spectra) is marketed by John Wiley
and Sons.'6 A unique feature of this compilation is that
it is available on CD-ROM and can be searched on a
personal computer. Small libraries usually contain a
few hundred to a few thousand spectra for application
to a limited area, such as pesticide residues, drugs, or
forensics. Small libraries are often part of the equip-
ment packages offered by instrument manufacturers,
and it is almost always possible for the instrument user
to generate a library or to add to an existing library.
Mass spectra for some 15,000 compounds are available
from the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) on the Internet."

For large numbers of spectra, such as are obtained
when a mass spectrometer is coupled with a chromato-
graph for identifying components of a mixture, the in-
strument's computer system can be used to perform a
library search on all. or any subset, of the mass spectra

'< F W. t>.lcLafferly and D A. Stiwflcr. The ~rllf'\i.vBS Regi~lr} of MIi.n-

Speara[ Data, 7 \'ols .. New York: Wile\'. 19!$9
"~F. \\i. t\1cLaffcrty. U'iiey Regisu:" vj Ma5S Specrral Datil. 7th ed., New
York: Wiley. 2000. It IS also available combined with :\'IST Mass Specrral
Lihmry. on CD-ROt>.1
.. http::';'v..ebhook.mst.goY,'.



associated with a particular sample. The results are
reported to the user, and if desired. the reference spec-
tra can be displayed on a monitor or printed for visual
comparison.

200-2 Analysis of Mixtures by Hyphenated
Mass Spectral Methods

Although ordinary mass spectrometry is a powerful
tool for thc identification of pure compounds. its use-
fulness for analysis of all but the simplest mixtures is
limited because of the immense number of fragments
of differing mlz values produced. It is often impossible
to interpret the resulting complex speetrum. For this
reason, chemists have developed methods in which
mass spectrometers are coupled with various efficient
separation devices in so-called hyphenated methods.

Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS)
has become one of the most powerful tools available
for the analysis of complex organic and biochemical
mixtures. In this application. spectra are collected for
compounds as they exit from a chromatographic col-
umn. These spectra are then stored in a computer for
subsequent processing. Mass spectrometry has also
been coupled with liquid chromatography (LC/MS)
for the analysis of samples that contain nonvolatile
constituents. A major problem that had to be over-
come in the development of both of these hyphenated
methods is that the sample in the chromatographic
column is highly diluted by the gas or liquid carrying
it through the column. Thus, methods had to be devel-
oped for removing the diluent before introducing the
sample into the mass spectrometer. Instruments and
applications of GC/MS and LC/MS are described in
Sections 27B-4 and 28C-6, respectively.

Capillary Electrophoresis-Mass Spectrometry

The first report on coupling capillary electrophoresis
with mass spectrometry was published in 1987.oxSince
then. it has become obvious that this hyphenated
method will become a powerful and important tool in
the analysis of large biopolymers. such as proteins,
polypeptides, and DNA species. In most of the applica-
tions reported to date, the capillary effluent is passed

.:~1. A,. Oli\ares, N. T Nguyen. N. T. '(onkcr, and R. D. Smith. Anal. Chern.,
1987,51),1230. See also R. D. Smith. 1. A. Olivares, N. T Nguyen. and H. R
Hudseth, Anal. Chern .. 1988.60,436

directly into an electrospray ionization device. and
the products then enter a quadrupole mass filter for
analysis. Continuous ftow FAB has also been used for
ionization in some applications. Capillary electro-
phoresis-mass spectrometry is discussed in more detail
in Section 30B-4

Applications of Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Dramatic progress in the analysis of complex organic
and biological mixtures began when the mass spec-
trometer was first combined with gas chromatography
and subsequently with liquid chromatography. Tan-
dem mass spectrometry offers some of the same ad-
vantages as GC/MS and LC/MS but is significantly
faster. Separations on a chromatographic column are
achieved in a time scale of a few minutes to hours, but
equally satisfactory separations in tandem mass spec-
trometers are complete in milliseconds. In addition.
the chromatographic techniques require dilution of
the sample with large excesses of a mobile phase and
subsequent removal of the mobile phase, which llreatly
enhances the probability of introduction of interfer-
ences. Consequently, tandem mass spectrometry is
potentially more sensitive than either of the hyphen-
ated chromatographic techniques because the chemi-
cal noise associated with its use is generally smaller. A
current disadvantage of tandem mass spectrometry
with respect to the other two chromatographic proce-
dures is the greater cost of the required equipment;
this gap appears to be narrowing as tandem mass spec-
trometers gain wider use.

For some complex mixtures the combination of GC
or LC and MS does not provide enough resolution. In
recent years, it has become feasible to couple chro-
matographic methods with tandem mass spectrometers
to form GC I MS I MS and LC I MS I MS systems.29 There
have also been reports of LC/MS" instruments.'o

To date, tandem mass spectrometry has been ap-
plied to the qualitative and quantitative determination
of the components of a wide variety of complex mate-
rials encountered in nature and industry. Some exam-
ples include the identification and determination of
drug metabolites, insect pheromones, alkaloids in
plants, trace contaminants in air. polymer sequences.

:"For recent JL:\'dopments in LC~fSil\.IS. See R. Thomas, Specrroscopy.
2001, 16, 28
·'tlSee. for example. 1. C A. WUllloud, S. R. GratL B. M. Gamble, and
K. A. Wolnik. Analysr. 2004.129.150; E. W. Taylor. W lia. M. Bush, and
G. O. O\)llinger, Anal. Chern .. 2002. 74. 3232: L. Ho\\.ells and M. 1. Sauer.
Ana(nl, 200L /26.155.

petrochemicals, polychlorinated biphenyls, prosta-
glandins. diesel exhausts. and odors in air. One of the
most promising areas of applications is that of pro-
teamics, the study of proteins produced by a cell or by
a species."

20E QUANTITATIVE APPLICATIONS
OF MASS SPECTROMETRY

Applications of mass spectrometry for quantitative
analyses fall into two categories. The first involves the
quantitative determination of molecular species or
types of molecular species in organic, biological, and
occasionally inorganic samples. The second involves
the determination of the concentration of elements in
inorganic and, less commonly, organic and biological
samples. In the first type of analysis, all of the ioniza-
tion sources listed in Table 20-1 are used. Mass spec-
troscopic elemental analyses, which are discussed. in
detail in Chapter 11, are currently based largely on in-
ductively coupled plasma sources, although glow dis-
charge, radio-frequency spark, laser, thermal, and sec-
ondary ion sources have also found use.

20E-1 Quantitative Determination
of Molecular Species

Mass spectrometry has been widely applied to the
quantitative determination of one or more components
of complex organic (and sometimes inorganic) systems
such as those encountered in the petroleum and phar-
maceutical industries and in studies of environmental
problems. Currently. such analyses are usually per-
formed by passing the sample through a chromato-
graphic or capillary electrophoretic column and into
the spectrometer. With the spectrometer set at a suit-
able mlz value, the ion current is then recorded as a
function of time. This technique is termed selected ion
monitoring. In some instances, currents at three or four
mlz values are monitored in a cyclic manner by rapid
switching from one peak to another. The plot of the data
consists of a series of peaks, with each appearing at a
time that is characteristic of one of the several compo-
nents of the sample that yields ions of the chosen value
or values for mlz. Generally. the areas under the peaks
are directly proportional to the component concentra-
tions and are used for determinations. In this type of

procedure, the mass spectrometer simply serves as a so-
phisticated selective detector for quantitative chro-
matographic or electrophoretic analyses. Further details
on quantitative gas and liquid chromatography are
given in Sections 27B-4 and 28C-6. The use of a mass
spectrometer as a detector in capillary electrophoresis
is described in Section 30B-4.

In the second type of quantitative mass spectrome-
try for molecular species, analyte concentrations are
obtained directly from the heights of the mass spectral
peaks. For simple mixtures, it is sometimes possible to
find peaks at unique mlz values for each component.
Under these circumstances. calibration curves of peak
heights versus concentration can be prepared and used
for analysis of unknowns. More accurate results can
ordinarily be realized, however, by incorporating a
fixed amount of an internal standard substance in both
samples and calibration standards. The ratio of the
peak intensity of the analyte species to that of the in-
ternal standard is then plotted as a function of analyte
concentration. The internal standard tends to reduce
uncertainties arising in sample preparation and intro-
duction. These uncertainties are often a major source
of indeterminate error with the small samples needed
for mass spectrometry. Internal standards are also
used in GC/MS and LC/MS. For these techniques, the
ratio of peak areas serves as the analytical variable.

A convenient type of internal standard is a stable,
isotopically labeled analog of the analyte. Usually, la-
beling involves preparation of samples of the analytc
in which one or more atoms of deuterium, carbon-13,
or nitrogen-iS have been incorporated. It is then as-
sumed that during the analysis the labeled molecules
behave in the same way as do the unlabeled ones. The
mass spectrometer easily distinguishes between the
two. Another type of internal standard is a homolog of
the analyte that yields a reasonably intense ion peak
for a fragment that is chemically similar to the analyte
fragment being measured.

With low-resolution instruments, it is seldom pos-
sible to locate peaks that are unique to each compo-
nent of a mixture. In this situation. it is still possible to
complete an analysis by collecting intensity data at a
number of mlz values that equal or exceed the number
of sample components. Simultaneous equations are
then developed that relate the intensity of each mlz
value to the contribution made hy each component to

Ul Tutorial: Learn more about quantitative applica-
IQj tions of MS.



this intensity. Solving these equations then provides
the desired quantitative information. Alternatively,
chemometric methods such as partial least squarcs or
principal component analysis are used.

Precision and Accuracy

The precision of quantitative mass spectral measure-
ments by the procedure just described usually ranges
between 2% and 10% relative. The analytical accuracy
varies considerably depending on the complexity of
the mixture being analyzed and the nature of its com-
ponents, For gaseous hydrocarbon mixtures contain-
ing five to ten components, absolute errors of 0.2 to 0,8
mole percent are typical.

Applications

The early quantitative applications of mass spectrom-
etry tended to focus on petroleum products and on in-
dustrial materials characterization: In recent years,
quantitative mass spectrometry has been applied to
many diverse areas, including industrial polymers, en-
vironmental and forensic samples, and increasingly to
biological materials.

Mass spectrometry is widely used for the characteri-
zation and analysis of high-molecular-mass polymeric
materials. In recent applications, MALDI mass spec-
trometry has been the method of choice. 32Hyphenated
techniques such as the combination of size exclusion
and liquid chromatography with MALDI MS are very
powerful for characterizing complex polymeric sub-
stances. Pyrolysis methods combined with GC/MS are
also quite popular for polymer characterization. In this
application, the sample is first pyrolyzed, and the
volatile products are admitted into GC/MS for analy-
sis. Alternatively, heating can be performed on the
probe of a direct inlet system. Some polymers yield es-
sentially a single fragment: for example, isoprene from
natural rubber, styrene from polystyrene, ethylene
from polyethylene, and CF,=CFCI from Kel-F. Other
polymers yield two or more products, which depend in
amount and kind on the pyrolysis temperature. Studies
of temperature effects can provide information regard-
ing the stabilities of the various bonds, as well as the ap-
proximate molecular mass distribution.

l=See P. tv!. Peacock and C ;-..:.McEwen, AWl!. Chern .. 2004, 7(" J.t17~
H. Pasch and W. Schrcpp .. lUl.D/- [0,..- ,Has.\" Speetmmern' of SynrhclI(

Polymers. lkrlin: Spring,er-\'crlag. ~()(J3

In environmental analysis. there has been increas-
ing use of TOF, quadrupole, ion-trap, and Fourier
transform mass spectrometers in addition to desorp-
tion ionization methods such as MALDp3 Detec-
tion and quantitative determination of such widely
diverse contaminants as perfluoroorganics, polybromi-
nated diphenyl ethers, pharmaceuticals, byproducts of
water disinfection, pesticides, algal toxins, surfactants,
methyl-r-butyl ether, arsenic, and various microorgan-
isms are now carried out using mass spectrometric
methods. Mass spectrometry is also used to determine
compounds of interest in homeland security.'"

In forensic science, mass spectrometry and GC I MS
are widely used in detecting explosives and materials
used by arsonists in setting fires, in analyzing body fluids
and hair, in testing athletes for drugs, in testing horses
for drugs at equine events, and in examining eviden-
tiary materials such as paints and fibers." Mass spec-
trometers are now indispensable tools in the forensic
laboratory.

In the clinical laboratory, GC/MS, LC/N1$., and
tandem mass spectrometry arc finding increasing ap-
plication,36 The GC/MS technique is widely used to
analyze urinary profiles of patients suspected of having
metabolic disorders. Tandem MS methods are now
becoming the standard for screening newborn babies
for metabolic disease.'7 The LC/MS and tandem MS
methods are replacing some traditional immunological
and fluorometric methods in quantitative determina-
tions involving drug monitoring and toxicology.

Many other biological applications of mass spec-
trometry are appearing. Mass spectrometry has always
been important in protein identification, particularly
in the analysis of peptides derived from digestions with
proteolytic enzymes such as trypsin. Recently, how-
ever, intact proteins and large protein fragments have
been directly analyzed by tandem mass spectrome-
try." Electrospray ionization in conjunction with high
magnetic field Fourier transform MS/MS appears to
he particularly useful in such determinations. Mass
spectrometry is now playing a major role in the field of
proteomics.

*Answers are provided at the end of the hook for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

20-1 How do gaseous and desorption sources differ" What are the advantages of each'!

20·Z How do the spectra for electron-impact, field ionization, and chemical ionization
sources differ from one another"

ZO-3 Describe the difference between gaseous field ionization sources and field
desorption sources.

ZO-4 The following figure is a simplified diagram of a commercially available electron-
impact source.

FIlament]

__ ~ __ Accelerating

plates and slit

(a) What voltage must be applied between the filament and target so that elec-
trons interacting with molecules at the point marked SS (sample source) will
have 70 c V of kinetic energy"

(b) What will happen to a molecule that diffuses toward the filament and is ion-
ized at point P?

*20-5 When a magnetic sector instrument was operated with an accelerating voltage of
3.00 x 103 V, a field of 0.126 T was required to focus the CH, + on the detector.
(a) What range of field strengths would be required to scan the mass range be-

tween 16 and 250, for singly charged ions, if the accelerating voltage is held
constant?

(b) What range of accelerating voltages would be required to scan the mass
range between 16 and 250, for singly charged ions, if the field strength is
held constant?

*20-6 Calculate the accelerating voltage that would be required to direct singly
charged ions of mass 7,500 through an instrument that is identical to the one
described in Example 20-·t

\)5. D. Richardson, Annl. Chen!. 2004, 7n, 3337
'~w.D. Smith. Anill. Chl'm .. 2002. 7-1. 462.-\

I'See J. Yinon. Forensit' Applications of Muss Spedrometry. Boca Raton.
FL eRe Press. 1995
"'See D. H. Chace. Ch01/. Rev.. 2001. IOJ. ~-l5

"K. C Kooky. Chll. B/ochem .. 2003. 36. .171.

;'G. E. Reid and S. A. ~teLuckcy. 1. .\fa5S Spec(ron! ,2002 . .17. 6fi:;

*ZO· 7 The ion-accelerating voltage in a particular quadrupole mass spectrometer is
5.00 V How long will it take a singly charged cyclohexane ion to travel the
15.0 em length of the rod assembly" Assume that the initial velocitv of the ion
in the:: direction is zero.

ZO-8 On page 288 a qualitative discussion described how a positive ion would behave
in the xz plane (positive dc potential plane) of a quadrupole mass filter. Con-



Challenge Problem

20-19 Figure 20-27 shows the mass spectrum of the same compound from an e1ectron-
impact ionization source and an ionization source.

struct a similar argument for the behavior of positive ions in the yz plane (nega-
tive dc potential plane).

20-9 Why do double-focusing mass spectrometers give narrower peaks and higher
resolutions than single-focusing instruments'!

20-10 Discuss the differences between quadrupole ion-trap mass spectrometers and
Fourier transform ICR mass spectrometers.

*20-11 Calculate the resolution required to resolve peaks for
(a) CH,N (ell = 28.0187) and N; (At = 28.0061).
(b) C,H"' p( = 28.0313) and CO' (ell = 27.9949).
(c) CjH,N1' (JH = 85.0641) and C,H90+ (At = 85.0653).
(d) androst-4-en-3,17,-dione (M') at mlz = 286.1930 and an impurity at

286.1240.

~ 20-12 What mass differcnces can just be resolved at m values of 100, 500, 1500,3000,
and 5000 if the mass spectrometer has a resolution of
(a) 500. (h) WOO. (c) 3000. (d) 5000?

*20-13 Calculate the ratio of the (M + 2)' to M' and the (M + 4)+ to M peak
heights for
(a) ClllH,Br" (b) C,H7CIBr, (c) C6H"C1,.
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20-14 In a magnetic sector (single-focusing) mass spectrometer, it might be reasonahle
under some circumstances to monitor one mlz value, to then monitor a second
mlz. and to repeat this pattern in a cyclic manner. Rapidly switching between
two accelerating voltages while keeping all other conditions constant is called
peak matching.
(a) Derive a general expression that relates the ratio of the accelerating voltages

to the ratio of the corresponding mlz values.
(b) Use this equation to calculate mlz of an unknown peak if mlz of the ion used

as a standard, CF1', is 69.00 and the ratio of VU"knuwn/V;"nd'Cd is 0.965035.
(c) Based on your answer in part (b), and the assumption that the unknown is

an organic compound that has a mass of 143, draw some conclusions about
your answer in part (b), and about the compound.

20-15 Measuring the approximate mass of an ion without using a standard can he ac-
complished via the following variant of the peak-matching technique described in
Prohlcm 20-14. The peak-matching technique is used to alternately cause the p-
ion and the (P + I) + ions to reach the detector. It is assumed that the difference in
mass hetween p+ and (P + I) - is due to a single 'JC replacing a 12Catom.
(a) If the accelerating voltage for (P + 1)+ is laheled V, and that for P' is V"

derive a relationship that relates the ratio V,W, to the mass of P'.
(h) If V,W, = 0.987753, calculate the mass of the P+ ion.

FIGURE 20-27 Electron-impact spectrum (a)and chemical ionization spectrum (b) of the same
biologically important compound. (From H. M. Fales, H. A. Lloyd, and G. A.W. Milne,J. Amer,
Chem. Soc., 1970,92,1590-1597. American Chemical Society.)

(a) Which mass spectrum would be hest for determining the molecular mass of
the compound? Why?

(b) Which mass spectrum would he best for determining the chemical structure')
Whvo

(c) Th; electron-impact source was a pulsed source used with a Tal' mass ana-
lvzer. If the flight tube were 1.0 m long and the accelerating voltage were
3000 V. what \~ould the flight time be for the ion at m/z = 58',

(d) For two ions of m/z values m,/z and m,/z. derive an equation for the differ-
ence in flight times .lIF as a function of the two masses. the charges. and the
accelerating voltage.

(e) For the same Tal' analyzer as in part (c). calculate the difference in flight
times between ions of mlz = 59 and m/z = 58.

20-16 Discuss the major differences between a tandem-in-space mass spectrometer and
a tandem-in-time mass spectrometer. Include the advantages and disadvantages
of each type.

20-17 Identifv the ions responsible for the peaks in the mass spectrum shown in
Figure 20-20b.

20-18 Identifv the ions responsihle for the four peaks having greater mass-to-charge
ratios than the M - peak in Figure 20-4a.



(f) To get more structural information, the compound of Figurc 20-27 was
subjected to tandem mass spectrometrv. Which ionization source, electron-
impact or chemical. would be most suitable for this purpose? Why"

(g) Using the ionization source chosen in part (f), describe the types of mass
spectra that could he obtained from an MS/MS experiment by:
(I) holding the first mass analyzer constant and scanning the second analyzer.
(2) scanning both analyzers with a small mlz offset between them.
(3) scanning the first analyzer while holding the second analyzer constant.
(4) scanning the second mass analyzer for every mass selected by the first

analyzer.
In your answer, use features of the mass spectrum of Figure 20-27 to illus-
trate your description.
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';0-:' he~urface ola solid in contact with a liq-'f' .uid or gaseq~ phase usually differs sub-
I sf.Witially frtJm the interior of the solid both

,'in chemical composition and physical properties.
.'(;haracter4:ation of t/lese surface properties is oftenef vital irrqjrrtance ill a number of fields, including

~eteroge,,:~ous catalysis, sensordevelopment and

"?pplicati0tlf, and semiconductor thin-film technol-
"pgy. Such characterization also aids in under-

standing corrosion and adhesion mechanisms,

activity of metal surfaces, embrittlement properties,

(Lnd behavior and functions of biological mem-
branes. This chapter deals with the investigation

of solid suifaces by spectroscopic and microscopic
methods. Although the emphasis is on solid sur-

faces, some of the techniques are also applicable

to other interfaces, such as liquid-liquid and

liquid-gas interfaces.

r3l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
~ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedo.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

21A INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF SURFACES

Before considering how surfaces are characterized, wc
first need to define what constitutes the surface of a
solid that is in contact with a gaseous or liquid second
phase.

We will consider a surface to be the boundary layer
between a solid and a vacuum, a gas, or a liquid. Gen-
erally, we think of a surface as a part of the solid that
differs in composition from the average composition of
thc bulk of the solid. By this definition, the surface
comprises not only the top layer of atoms or molecules
of a solid but also a transition layer with a nonuniform
composition that varies continuously from that of the
outer layer to that of the bulk. Thus, a surface may be
several or even several tens of atomic layers deep. Or-
dinarily, however, the difference in composition of the
surface layer does not significantly affect the measured
overall average composition of the bulk because the
surface layer is generally only a tiny fraction of the to-
tal solid. From a practical standpoint, it appears best to
adopt as an operational definition of a surface that vol-
ume of thc solid that is sampled by a specific measure-
ment technique. This definition recognizes that if we
use several surface techniques, we may in fact be sam-
pling different surfaces and may obtain different, alheit
useful, results.

During the last century, a wide variety of methods have
heen developed for characterizing surfaces. The classi-
cal methods, which are still important, provide much
useful information about the physical nature of sur-
faces but less ahout their chemical nature. These meth-
ods involve obtaining optical and electron microscopic
images of surfaces as wcll as measurements of adsorp-
tion isotherms. surface areas, surface roughness, pore
sizes, and reflectivity. Beginning in the 1950s, spectro-
scopic surface methods began to appear that provided
information about the chemical nature of surfaces.

This chapter is divided into several major parts. Af-
ter an introduction to surface methods in Section 21B.
we then discuss electron spectroscopic techniques, ion
spectroscopic techniques. and photon spectroscopic
tcchniques to identify the chemical species making up



the surface of solids and to determine their concentra-
tions. Sections 21F and 21G describe modern micro-
scopic methods for imaging surfaces and determining
their morphology and their physical features.

218 SPECTROSCOPIC SURFACE
METHODS

Generally, the chemical composition of the surface of
a solid differs, often significantly, from the interior or
bulk of the solid. Thus far in this text, we have focused
on analytical methods that provide information about
bulk composition of solids only. In certain areas of sci-
ence and engineering, however, the chemical composi-
tion of a surface layer of a solid is much more impor-
tant than is the bulk composition of the material.

Spectroscopic surface methods provide both qual-
itative and quantitative chemical information about
the composition of a surface layer of a solid that is a
few tenths of nanometers (a few angstroms) to a few
nanometers (tens of angstroms) thick. In this section we
describe some of the most widely used of these spectro-
scopic techniques'

21 B-1 Spectroscopic Surface Experiments

Figure 21-1 illustrates the general way spectroscopic
examinations of surfaces are performed. Here, the
solid sample is irradiated with a primary beam made
up of photons, electrons, ions, or neutral molecules.
Impact of this beam on a surface results in formation
of a secondary beam also consisting of photons, elec-
trons, molecules, or ions from the solid surface. The
secondary beam is detected by the spectrometer. Note
that the type of particle making up the primary beam
is not necessarily the same as that making up the sec-
ondary beam. The secondary beam. which results from
scattering, sputtering, or emission, is then studied by a
variety of spectroscopic methods.

The most effective surface mcthods are those in
which the primary beam. the secondary beam, or both
is made up of either electrons, ions, or molecules and
not photons because this limitation assures that the
measurements are restricted to the surface of a sample
and not to its bulk. For example, the maximum pene-
tration depth of a beam of J-ke V electrons or ions is

For a d~scription of surface spectroscopic techniques, see Surface Ana{y-
lis - The Principal Techniques, 1. C Vickerman. ed .. Chichester, CK:
Wiley. 1997: Specrmscopy of Surfaces, R. G. H. Clark and R. E. Hester.
cds., 'ew York: \\'ile\. 19RB.

FIGURE21-1 General scheme for surface spectroscopy.
Beams may be photons. electrons. ions. or neutral
molecules.

approximately 2.5 nm (25 A), whereas the penetration
depth of a photon beam of the same energy is about
1000 nm (l0' A). Thus, for many methods that involve
two beams of photons, such as X-ray fluorescence (see
Chapter 12). infrared reflection spectroscopy (see
Chapter 17), ellipsometry, or resonance Raman spec-
troscopy (see Chapter 18), precautions must be taken
to limit the measurements to a surface layer. The tech-
niques involving primary and detected (secondary)
beams of photons discussed in this section are surface
plasmon resonance, nonlinear optical spectroscopy,
and ellipsometry.

There are several ways to classify surface tech-
niques. Many of these are based on the nature of the
primary and detected beams. Table 21-1 lists the most
widely used spectroscopic techniques. These will be
discussed further in this section.

21B-2 Sampling Surfaces

Regardless of the type of spectroscopic surface
method being used, three types of sampling methods
are employed. The first involves focusing the primary
beam on a single small area of the sample and observ-
ing the secondary beam. Often, the spot is chosen vi-
sually with an optical microscope. The second method
involves mapping the surface, in which a region of the
surface is scanned by moving the primary beam across
the surface in a raster pattern of measured increments
and observing changes in the secondary beam that re-
sult. The mapping may be linear or two dimensional.
The third technique is known as depth profiling. Here,
a beam of ions from an ion gun etches a hole in the sur-
face by sputtering. During this process a finer primary
beam produces a secondary beam from the center of
the hole. which provides the analytical data on the sur-
face composition as a function of depth.

Method and Acronym Primary Beam Detected Beam Information

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). X-ray photons Electrons Chemical composition
or electron spectroscopy for chemical Chemical structure
analysis (ESCA)
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) Electrons or Electrons Chemical composition

X-ray photons
Electron energy-lossspectroscopy (EELS) Electrons Electrons Chemical structure

Adsorbate binding
Electron microprobe (EM) Electrons X-ray photons Chemical composition
Secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) Ions Ions Chemical composition

Chemical structure
Ion-scattering spectroscopy (ISS) Ions Ions Chemical composition
and Rutherford backscattering Atomic structure
Laser-microprobe mass Photons Ions Chemical composition
spectrometry (LMMS) Chemical structure
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) Photons Photons Composition and concentration

of thin films
Sum frequency generation (SFG) Photons Photons Interface structure. adsorbate

binding
Ellipsometry Photons Photons Thin-film thickness

Most of the surface spectroscopic techniques require a
"vacuum" environment. High vacuum conditions en-
sure that the particles used have long mean free paths
to interact with the surface of interest. The vacuum
environment also keeps the surface free from adsorbed
gases during the surface analysis experiment. The
exceptions to the high vacuum requirement are the
photon-photon techniques given in the last three rows
of Table 21-1. These allow examination of surfaces
under conditions more akin to those used in applica-
tions such as catalysis. sensing, and corrosion studies.

A problem frequently encountered in surface
analyses is contamination of the surface by adsorption
of components of the atmosphere, such as oxygen, wa-
ter, or carbon dioxide. Even in a vacuum, this type of
contamination occurs in a rclatively short time. For
example, at a pressure of Hj' h torr (1 torr = 133 Pal, a
monolayer of gas molecules will cover a clean surface
in just 3 s. At 10-; torr. coverage occurs in about 1 h.
At 10-10 torr. 10 h is required.' Because of adsorption

III Tutorial: Learn more ahout surface methods.

problems, provisions must often be made to clean the
sample surface, usually in the chamber used for irra-
diating the sample. Cleaning may involve baking the
sample at a high temperature; sputtering the sample
with a beam of inert gas ions from an electron gun;
mechanical scraping or polishing of the sample surface
with an abrasive; ultrasonic washing of the sample in
various solvents; and bathing the sample in a reducing
atmosphere to remove oxides.

In addition to atmospheric contamination, the pri-
mary beam itself can alter the surface as a measure-
ment progresses. Damage caused by the primary beam
depends on the momentum of the primary beam par-
ticles. Thus, of the beams listed in Table 21-1, ions are
the most damaging and photons the least.

The lirst three methods listed in Table 21-1 arc based
on detection of emitted electrons produced by incident
beams. Here. the signal from the analvte is encoded in
a beam of electrons rather than photons. The spectro-
metric measurements then consist of the determina-
tion of the power of this beam as a function of the en-
ergy hv or frequency v of the electrons. This type of
spectroscopy is termed electron spectroscopy.



Although the basic principles of electron spectros-
copy were well understood a century ago, the wide-
spread application of this technique to chemical prob-
lems did not occur until relatively recently. Studies in
the field were inhibited by the lack of technology nec-
essary for performing high-resolution spectral mea-
surements of electrons having energies varying from a
few tenths to several thousand electron volts. By the
late 19605, this technology had developed, and com-
mercial electron spectrometers began to appear in
the marketplace. With their appearance, an explosive
growth in the number of publications dcvoted to elec-
tron spectroscopy occurred.'

There are three types of electron spectroscopy for
the study of surfaces. The most common type, which
is based on irradiation of the sample surface with
monochromatic X-radiation, is called X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS). It is also termed electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis. Much of the mate-
rial in this chapter is devoted to XPS. The primary
beam for photoelectron spectroscopy can also consist
of ultraviolet photons, in which case the technique is
called ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS).
Here, a monochromatic beam of ultraviolet radia-
tion causes ejection of electrons from the analyte. This
type of electron spectroscopy is not as common as the
other two, and we shall not discuss it further. The
second type of electron spectroscopy is called Auger
(pronounced oh-ZHAY) electron spectroscopy (AES).
Most commonly, Auger spectra are excited by a beam
of electrons, although X-rays are also used. Auger
spectroscopy is discussed in Section 21C-2. The third
type of electron spectroscopy is electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS), in which a low-energy beam of
electrons strikes the surface and excites vibrations.
The resultant energy loss is then detected and related
to the vibrations excited. We briefly describe EELS in
Section 21C-3.

Electron spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the
identification of all the elements in the periodic table
with the exception of hydrogen and helium. More im-
portant, the method permits determination of the oxi-
dation state of an element and the type of species
to which it is bonded. Finally, the technique provides
useful information about the electronic structure of
molecules.

3 For additional information, see 1. F. \Vatts and 1. \Volstenholme, An In-
troduction to Surface Ana(vsLs by XPS and AES, Chichester. CK: Wiley,
2003; D Briggs and M. P. Scah, Practical Surface Analysis h,\ Auger and
X·ray Photoelectron Spectroscop-",,'.2nd ed .. Chichester. UK: \Viky, 1990.

Electron spectroscopy has been successfully applied
to gases and solids and more recently to solutions and
liquids. Because of the poor penetrating power of elec-
trons, however, these methods provide information
about solids that is restricted largely to a surface layer
a few atomic layers thick (2 to 5 nm). Usually, the com-
position of such surface layers is significantly different
from the average composition of the entire sample. In-
deed, the most important and valuable current applica-
tions of electron spectroscopy are to the qualitative
analysis of the surfaces of solids, such as metals, alloys,
semiconductors, and heterogeneous catalysts. Quanti-
tative analysis by electron spectroscopy finds somewhat
limited applications.

21C-1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

It is important to emphasize the fundamental differ-
ence between electron spectroscopy (both XPS and
AES) and the other types of spectroscopy we have thus
far encountered. In electron spectroscopy, thl'l ~netic
energy of emitted electrons is recorded. The spectrum
thus consists of a plot of the number of emitted elec-
trons, or the power of the electron beam, as a function
of the energy (or the frequency or wavelength) of the
emitted electrons (see Figure 21-2).

Principles of XPS

The use of XPS was pioneered by the Swedish physicist
K. Siegbahn, who subsequently received the 1981
Nobel Prize in Physics for his work.· Siegbahn chose to
call the technique electron spectroscopy for chemical
analysis (ESCA) because, in contrast to the other two
electron spectroscopies, XPS provides information
about not only the atomic composition of a sample but
also the structure and oxidation state of the compounds
being examined. Figure 21-3 is a schematic representa-
tion of the physical process involved in XPS. Here, the
three lower lines labeled Eb, Eb, and E;; represent ener-
gies of the inner-shell K and L electrons of an atom. The
upper three lines represent some of the energy levels
of the outer shell, or valence, electrons. As shown in the
illustration, one of the photons of a monochromatic
X-ray beam of known energy hv displaces an electron

~For a brief description of the hislory of XPS, see K. Siegbahn, Science,
1981, 217, 111: D. Nt Hercules, 1. Chern. Educ., 2004, 81, 1751. For mono-
graphs, see S. Hufner, Photoelectron Spectroscopy: Principles and Appli-
cations, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1995; T. L. Barr, Modern ESCA: The
Principles and Practice of X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Boca Raton,
FL: eRe Press, 199..t.
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e - from a K orbital of energy Eb• The process can be
represented as

where A can be an atom, a molecule, or an ion and AU
is an electronically excited ion with a positive charge
one greater than that of A.

Eb

FIGURE 21-3 Schematic representation of the ESCA
process. The incident beam consists of monoenergetic
X-rays. The emitted beam is made up of electrons.

FIGURE 21-2 X-rayphotoelectron
spectrum of tetrapropylammonium-
difluoridethiophosphate. The peaks
are labeled according to the element
and orbital from which the emitted
electrons originate.

The kinetic energy of the emitted electron Ek is
measured in an electron spectrometer. The binding
energy of the electron Eb can then be calculated by
means of the equation

In this equation, IV is the IVork function of the spec-
trometer, a factor that corrects for the electrostatic
environment in which the electron is formed and mea-
sured. Various methods are available to determine the
value of IV. The binding energy of an electron is charac-
teristic of the atom and orbital that emit the electron.

Figure 21-2 shows a low-resolution, or survey, XPS
spectrum consisting of a plot of electron-counting rate
as a function of binding energy Eb. The analyte con-
sisted of an organic compound made up of six elements.
With the exception of hydrogen, well-separated peaks
for each of the elements can be observed. In addition, a
peak for oxygen is present, suggesting that some sur-
face oxidation of the compound had occurred. Note
that, as expected, the binding energies for Is electrons
increase with atomic number because of the increased
positive charge of the nucleus. Note also that more than
one peak for a given element can be observed: thus
peaks for both 2s and 2p electrons for sulfur and phos-
phorus can be seen. The large background count arises



because associated with each charactcristic peak is a tail
of ejected electrons that ha\·c lost part of their energy
by inelastic collisions within the solid sample. These
electrons have lcss kinetic energy than their nonscat-
tered counterparts and will thus appear at lower kinetic
encrgies or higher binding energies (Equation 21-2). It
is evident from Figure 21-2 that XPS provides a means
of qualitative identification of the elements present on
the surface of solids.

Instrumentation

Instruments for electron spectroscopy are offered by
several instrument manufacturers. Thesc products dif-
fer considerably in types of components. configura-
tions. and costs. Some are designed for a single type of
application, such as XPS, and others can be adapted to
AES and UPS by purchase of suitable accessories. All
are expensive ($300,000 to >$106).

Electron spectrometers are made up of components
whose functions are analogous to those encountered in
optical spectroscopic instruments. These components
include (1) a source; (2) a sample holder; (3) an ana-
lyzer, which has the same function as a monochromator;
(4) a detector; and (5) a signal processor and read-
out. Figure 21-4 shows a typical arrangement of these
components. Electron spectrometers generally require
elaborate vacuum systems to reduce the pressure in all
of the components to as low as 10-8 to 10-10 torrS

Sources. The simplest X-ray sources for XPS spec-
trometers are X-ray tubes equipped with magnesium
or aluminum targets and suitable filters. The Ka lines
for these two elements have considerably narrower
bandwidths (0.8 to 0.9 eV) than those encountered
with higher atomic number targets; narrow bands arc
desirable because they lead to enhanced resolution.
Nonmonochromatic sources typically illuminate a spot
a few centimeters in diameter.

Relatively sophisticated XPS instruments, such as
that shown in Figure 21-4. employ a crystal monochro-
mator (Section 12B-3) to provide an X-ray beam hav-
ing a bandwidth of about 0.3 eV. Monochromators
eliminate bremsstrahlung background, thus improving
signal-to-noise ratios. They also allow much smaller
spots on a surface to be examined (spot sizes ~50 11m).

'Specifications for several representative commercial instruments are
given in D. Nuble. AM/. Chern. 1995, 67, 675A. For a perspc:ctive on com-
mercial XPS instrumenlalion. set: M... \_ Kelly. 1. Chern. Fduc 20(}4,
81.1716

Thc increased availability of synchrotron radiation
in recent years has given XPS experimenters another
useful source. The synchrotron produces hroadband
radiation that is highly collimated and polarized. Such
sources when used with a monochromator can provide
a source of X-rays that is tunahle for photoelectron
experiments.

Sample Holders. Solid samples are mounted in a fixed
position as close as possible to the photon or clectron
source and the entrance slit of the spectrometer (see
Figure 21-4). To avoid attenuation of the electron
beam, the sample compartment must be evacuated to a
pressure of 10-5 torr or less. Often, however, much bet-
ter vacuums (10-9 to 10-10 torr) are required to avoid
contamination of the sample surface by substances such
as oxygen or water that react with or are adsorbed on
the surface.

Gas samples are leaked into the sample area
through a slit of such a size as to provide a pressure of
perhaps 10-2 torr. Higher pressures lead to Jx"Cssive
attcnuation of the electron beam, which is due to in-
elastic collisions: on the other hand, if the sample pres-
sure is too low, weakened signals are obtained.

Analyzers. The analyzer consists of the collection lens
or lenses and the electron energy analyzer, which dis-
perses the emitted electrons according to their kinetic
energy. The lens system usually allows a wide collec-
tion angle (-30') for high efficiency. In some angle-
resolved experiments, an aperture reduces the angles
collected. Such experiments are used in depth-proliling
studies.

Typically, photoelectron experiments are carried
out in constant analyzer energy mode, in which elec-
trons are accelerated or retarded by the lens system to
sOme user-defined energy as they pass through the an-
alyzer (the pass energy, E in Figure 21-4). Often, pass
energies of 5-25 eV will give high-resolution spectra,
and 100-200 eV pass energies are used for survey
scans. The signal intensity decreases as the pass energy
decreases.

Most energy analyzers are of the type illustrated in
Figure 21-4, in which the electron beam is deflected by
the electrostatic field of a hemispherical capacitor. The
electrons thus travel in a curved path from the lens to
the multichannel transducer. The radius of curvature
depends on the kinetic energy of the electrons and the
magnitude of the electrostatic field. An entire spcc-

trum is obtained by varying the field so as to focus elec-
trons of various kinetic energies on the transducer.

Transducers. Most modern electron spectrometers
are based on solid-state, channel electron multipliers,
which consist of tubes of glass that have been doped
with lead or vanadium. When a potential difference of
several kilovolts is applied across these materials, a
cascade or pulse of 106 to 108 electrons is produced for
each incident electron. The pulses are then counted
electronically (see Section 4C). Several manufacturers
are now offering two-dimensional multichannel elec-
tron detectors that are analogous in construction and
application to the multichannel photon detectors de-
scribed in Section 7E-3. Here, all of the resolution
elements of an electron spectrum are monitored si-
multaneously and the data stored in a computer for
suhsequent display. The advantages of such a system
are similar to those realized with multichannel photon
detectors.

Data Systems. Modern XPS instruments have nearly
all components under computer control. Thus. elec-
tron guns, ion guns, valves, lens voltages, sample posi-
tion, and analyzer parameters are all selected by the
computer. Current software on XPS instruments al-

FIGURE 21-4 Principle of a modern ESCA instrument
using a monochromatic X-raysource and a hemispheri-
cal field spectrometer.

lows many data-analysis options, including peak find-
ing, peak identification, and peak intensity measure-
ment. Many packages also include chemometric data
analysis such as multivariate statistical processing and
pattern recognition.

Applications of XPS

XPS provides qualitative and quantitative information
about the elemental composition of matter, particu-
larly of solid surfaces. It also often provides useful
structural information.6

Qualitative Analysis. Figure 21-2 shows a low-resolu-
tion, wide-scan XPS spectrum, called a survey spec-
trum, which serves as the basis for the determination of
the elemental composition of samples. With a magne-
sium or aluminum Ka source, all elements except hy-
drogen and helium emit core electrons having charac-
teristic binding energies. Typically, a survey spectrum
encompasses a kinetic energy range of 250 to 1500 eV.
which corresponds to binding energies of about 0 to

~For reviews of applicatIons of XPS (and AES as w'ell). see J. F Walts and
1. Wolstenholme, An lmroductiofl to Sur/ace Analysis by XPS and AES,
Chichester. UK: Wiley. 2003: N, H. Turner and 1. A. Schreifels, Anal
Chern" 2000, 72. 9YR: 1998. 70, 129K 1996 68. 309R. See also D. M
Hercules, I Chf'/1t.bluc-. 200,t.sf, 1751



Elementb

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
Nitrogen (Is) *0' +4.5' +5.1
Sulfur (15) -2.0 *0
Chlorine (2p) *0 +3.8
Copper (Is) *0 +0.7 +4.4

Iodine (45) *0
Europium (3d) '0 +9.6

+4 +5 +6 +7
+8.0

+4.5 +5.8
+7.1 +9.5

+5.3 +6.5

• All shifts afc in electron votts measured relative to the oxidation states indicated by (*). (Reprinted with permission from D. M. Hercuks.
AnaL Chern., 1970,42, 28A. Copyright 1970 American Chemical Society.)

GType of electrons given in parentheses.

C Arbitrary zero for measurement, end nitrogen in NaN;.

dMiddle nitrogen in NaN,.

1250 eY. Every element in the periodic table has one or
more energy levels that will result in the appearance of
peaks in this region. [n most instances, the peaks are
well resolved and lead to unambiguous identification
provided the element is present in concentrations
greater than about 0.1 %. Occasionally, peak overlap is
encountered such as 0(15) with Sb(3d) or AI(2s, 2p)
with Cu(3s, 3p). Usually, problems due to spectral over-
lap can be resolved by investigating other spectral re-
gions for additional peaks. Often, peaks resulting from
Auger electrons are found in XPS spectra (see, for ex-
ample, the peak at about 610 eV in Figure 21-2). Auger
lines are readily identified by comparing spectra pro-
duced by two X-ray sources (usually magnesium and
aluminum Ka). Auger lines remain unchanged on the
kinetic energy scale but photoelectron peaks are dis-
placed. The reason for the behavior of Auger electrons
will become apparent in the next section.

Chemical Shifts and Oxidation States, When one of
the peaks of a survey spectrum is examined under con-
ditions of higher energy resolution. the position of the
maximum depends to a small degree on the chemical
environment of the atom responsible for the peak.
That is, variations in the number of valence electrons,
and the type of bonds they form, influence the bind-
ing energies of core electrons. The effect of the num-
ber of valence electrons and thus the oxidation state is
demonstrated by the data for several elements shown
in Table 21-2. Note that in each case. binding energies
increase as the oxidation state becomes more positive.
This chemical shift can be explained by assuming that
the attraction of the nucleus for a core electron is di-

minished by the presence of outer electrons. When
one of these electrons is removed, the effective charge
sensed for the core electron is increased, and an in-
crease in binding energy results. ,

One of the most important applications of ~PS has
been the identification of oxidation states of elements
in inorganic compounds.

Chemical Shifts and Structure. Figure 21-5 illustrates
the effect of structure on the position of peaks for an
element. Each peak corresponds to the 15 electron of
the carbon atom indicated by dashes above it in the
structural formula. Here, the shift in binding energies
can be rationalized by taking into account the influence
of the various functional groups on the effective nu-
clear charge experienced by the Is core electron. For
example, of all of the attached groups, fluorine atoms
have the greatest ability to withdraw electron density
from the carbon atom. The effective nuclear charge felt
by the carbon Is electron is therefore a maximum, as is
the binding energy.

Figure 21-6 indicates the position of peaks for sulfur
in its several oxidation states and in various types of or-
ganic compounds. The data in the top row clearly dem-
onstrate the effect of oxidation state. Note also in the
last four rows of the chart that XPS discriminates be-
tween two sulfur atoms contained in a single ion or
molecule. Thus, two peaks are observed for thiosulfate
ion (S,o,"). suggesting different oxidation states for
the two sulfur atoms.

XPS spectra provide not only qualitative informa-
tion about types of atoms present in a compound but
also the relative number of each type. Thus, the nitro-
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FIGURE21-5 Carbon 1s X-rayphotoelectron spectrum
for ethyl trlfluoroacetate. (From K. Siegbahn et aI., ESCA:
Atomic, Molecular, and Solid-State Studies by Means
of Electron Spectroscopy, p. 21, Upsala: Almquist and
Wiksells, 1967. Withpermission.)
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FIGURE21-6 Correlation chart for sulfur 2s electron
binding energies. The numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of compounds examined. (Reprinted with
permission from D. M. Hercules, Anal. Chem., 1970,
42, 35A. Copyright 1970, American Chemical Society.)

gen Is spectrum for sodium azide (Na+Nj') is made
up of two peaks having relative areas in the ratio of 2: 1
corresponding to the two cnd nitrogens and the center
nitrogen, respectively.

It is worthwhile pointing out again that the photo-
electrons produced in XPS are incapable of passing
through more than perhaps 1 to 5 nm of a solid. Thus,
the most important applications of electron spectros-
copy, like X-ray microprobe spectroscopy, are for the
accumulation of information about surfaces. Exam-
ples of some of its uses include identification of active
sites and poisons on catalytic surfaces, determination
.of surface contaminants on semiconductors, analysis
of the composition of human skin, and study of oxide
surface layers on metals and alloys.

It is also evident that the method has a substantial
potential in the elucidation of chemical structure (see
Figures 21-5 and 21-6). Information from XPS spectra
is comparable to that from nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) or [R spectroscopy. The ability of XPS
to distinguish among oxidation states of an clement is
noteworthy.

Note that the information obtained by XPS must
also be present in the absorption edge of an X-ray ab-
sorption spectrum for a compound. Most X-ray spec-
trometers, however, do not have sufficient resolution to
permit ready extraction of this structural information.

Quanlitative Applications. Once, XPS was not con-
sidered to be a very useful quantitative technique.
However, there has been increasing use of XPS for de-
termining the chemical composition of the surface re-
gion of solids.7 If the solid is homogeneous to a depth
of several electron mean free paths, we can express the
number of photoelectrons detected each second I as

where n is the number density of atoms (atoms cm -3)
of the sample, 1> is the flux of the incident X-ray beam
(photons cm" S'l), a is the photoelectric cross section
for the transition (cm'/atom), e is the angular effi-
ciency factor for the instrument, '7 is the efficiency of
producing photoelectrons (photoelectrons/photon), A
is the area of the sample from which photoelectrons
are detected (em '), T is the efficiency of detection of

~For a review of 4uantitati\'e applications of XPS and AES, see K. W.
:\ebesnv, B. L !\faschhoff, and 1'\. R. Armstrong, Anal. Chern .. 1989,61.
469.-\. For a discussion of the reliability of XPS, see C 1. Powell. 1. Chern.
EdtlC".. 2004, 8/. 1734.



the photoelectrons, and I is the mean free path of the
photoelectrons in the sample (cm).

For a given transition, the last six terms arc constant,
and we can write the atomic sensitivity factor S as

For a given spectrometer, a set of relative values of S
can be developed for the elements of interest. Note
that the ratio liS is directly proportional to the con-
centration n on the surface. The quantity I is usually
taken as the peak area, although peak heights are also
used. Often, for quantitative work, internal standards
are used. Relative precisions of about 5% are typical.
For the analysis of solids and liquids, it is necessary
to assume that the surface composition of the sample
is the same as its bulk composition. for many applica-
tions this assumption can lead to significant errors. De-
tection of an element by XPS requires that it be pres-
ent at a level of at least 0.1 %. Quantitative analysis can
usually he performed if 5% of the element is present.

21 C-2 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

In contrast to XPS, AES' is based on a two-step pro-
cess in which the first step involves formation of an
electronically excited ion A-* by exposing the analyte
to a beam of electrons or sometimes X-rays. With
X-rays, the process shown in Equation 21-1 occurs. For
an electron beam, the excitation process can be written

where e, represents an incident electron from the
source, e; - represents the same electron aftcr it has in-
teracted with A and has thus lost some of its energy,
and eA represents an electron ejected from one of the
inner orbitals of A.

As shown in Figure 21-7a and h, relaxation of the
excited ion A ~* can occur in two ways:

Here, e A corresponds to an Auger c-Iectron and hVt

represents a fluorescence photon.
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FIGURE21-7 Schematic representation of the source of
(a)Auger electron emission and (b)X-rayf1uores2eOlCethat
competes with Aoger emission.

The relaxation process descrihed hy Equation 21-7
is X-ray fluorescence, which was described in Chap-
ter 12. Note that the energy of the fluorescence radia-
tion hv, is independent of the excitation energy. Thus.
polychromatic radiation can be used for the excitation
step. In Auger emission, shown by Equation 21-6, the
energy given up in relaxation results in the ejection of
an Auger electron e ..' with kinetic energy Ek• Note that
the energy of the Auger electron is independent of the
energy of the photon or electron that originally created
the vacancy in energy level Eh. Thus, as is true in fluo-
rescence spectroscopy, a monoenergetic source is not
required for excitation. Because the Auger lines are
independent of the input energy, it is possible to dif-
ferentiate between Auger lines in a spectrum and the
XPS peaks.

The kinetic energy of the Auger electron is the dif-
ference between the energy released in relaxation of
the excited ion (F.h - F.~) and the energy required to
remove the second electron from its orbital (E~). Thus.

FIGURE21-8 Auger electron spectra for a 70% Cu:30%
Nialloy.A, passivated by anodic oxidation; B, not passi-
vated. (Adapted from G. E. McGuireet aI., J. E/ectrochem.
Soc., 1978. 125,1802. Reprinted by permission ot the
publisher, the Electrochemical Society, Inc.)

simultaneous ejection of a second I. electron. Other
common transitions are LMM and MNN.

Like XPS spectra. Auger spectra consist of a few
characteristic peaks lying in the region of 20 to [(XX)eV.
Figure 21-8 shows tvpical Auger spectra ohtained for
two samples of a 70:30 copper-nickel alloy. Note that
the derivative of the counting rate as a function of the
kinetic energy of the electron dN(E)ldE is the ordi-
nate. Derivative spectra arc standard for Auger spec-
troscopy to enhance the small peaks and to repress the
effect of the large, but slowly changing. scaltered elec-
tron background radiation. Also note that the peaks
arc "ell separated. making qualitative identification
fairly straightforward.

Auger eh:ctron emission and X-ray fluorescence
(FIgure 21-7) are competitive processes, and their rel-

Auger emissions are descrihed in terms of the tvpe
of orhital transitions in\'ohed in the production of
the electron. For example. a KLL Auger transition in-
voh"cs an initial remo\-al of a K electron followed b:
a transition of an L electron to the K orhital with the

ative rates depend on the atomic numher of the ele-
ment involved. High atomic numhers fan)r Iluores-
ccocc. and Auger emission predominate's \\lith atoms
of low atomic numhers. As a cunsequence, X-ray fiuu-
rcscence is not very sensitive for detecting clements
with atomic numbers smaller than ahout 10.

Auger and XPS provide similar information about
the composition of mailer. The methods tend to be
complementarv rather than competitive, however, with
Auger spectroscopy being more reliahle and efficient
for certain applications and XPS for others. As men-
tioned earlier. most instrument manufacturers recog-
nize the complementary nature of Auger and XPS by
making provisions for hoth kinds of measurements with
a single instrument.

The particular strengths of Auger spectroscopy are
its sensitivity for atoms of low atomic numher, its min-
imal matrix effects, and ahove all its high spatial reso-
lution, which permits detailed examination of solid
surfaces. The high spatial resolution arises because the
primary heam is made up of electrons, which can he
more tightly focused on a surface than can X-rays. To
date, Auger spectroscopy has not been used exten-
sively to provide the kind of structural and oxidation
state information that was descrihed for XPS. Quan-
titative analysis with AES is not as straightforward
as with XPS hecause of derivative mode data presen-
tation and the presence of fine structure peaks. Of-
ten, the integrated area is the preferred parameter
for quantitative work. Semiquantitative methods are
available and widely used.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation for AES is similar to that for XPS
except that the source is usually ancll'clTOn gun rather
than an X-ray tube.' A schematic of a common type of
electron gun is given in Figure 21-9. This source consists
of a heated tungsten filament, which is usually about 0.1
mm in diameter and bent into the shape of a hairpin
with a V-shape tip. The cathodic filament is maintained
at a potential of 1 to 50 kV with respect to the anode
contained in the gun. Surrounding the filament is a grid
cap. or Welllleit cylinder, which is biased negatively with
respect to the filament. The effect of the electric field in
the gun is to cause the emitted dcctnms to con\'ergc on
a tiny spot called the CTOI.IUl"l'f that has a diamcler tI".
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FIGURE21·9 Block diagram of a tungsten filament
source.

Cathodes constructed in the form of lanthanum
hexaboride (LaB.) rods are also used in electron guns
when a source of greater brightness is desired. This
type of source is expensive and requires a better vac-
uum system to prevent oxide formation, which causes
the efficiency of the source to deteriorate rapidly. The
most significant new type of source that has been in-
troduced in recent years is based on field emission.
Here, the source is a sharp-tip (100 nm or less) tung-
sten or carbon cathode. When this type of cathode is
held at a high voltage, the electric field at the tip is so
intense (>107 V/cm) that electrons are produced by a
quantum mechanical tunneling process 10 in which no
thermal energy is required to free the electrons from
the potential barrier that normally prevents their emis-
sion. Field emission sources provide a beam of elec-
trons that have a crossover diameter of only 10 nm
compared with 10 flm for LaB. rods and 50 flm for
tungsten hairpins. The disadvantages of this type of
source are its fragility and the fact that it also requires
a better vacuum than does an ordinary filament source.

Electron guns produce a beam of electrons with en-
ergies of 1 to 10 keY, which can be focused on the sur-
face of a sample for Auger electron studies. One of the
special advantages of Auger spectroscopy is its capa-
bility for very high spatial-resolution scanning of solid
surfaces. Normally, electron beams with diameters
ranging from 5 to 500 flm are used for this purpose.

'OJ In quantum mechanics, there is a finite probahility that a particle can
pass through a potential ~nergy barrier and appear in a region forbidden
by classical mechanics. This process is called tunneling. It can be an im-
portant process for light particles, such as protons and electrons.

Guns producing beams of approximately 5 flm are
called Auger microprobes and are employed for scan-
ning solid surfaces to detect and determine the ele-
mental composition of inhomogeneities.

Applications of AES

Qualitative Analysis of Solid Surfaces. Typically, an
Auger spectrum is obtained by bombarding a small
area (5 to 500 flm diameter) of the surface with a beam
of electrons from a gun. A derivative electron spec-
trum, sueh as that shown in Figure 21-8, is then ob-
tained with an analyzer. An advantage of Auger spec-
troscopy for surface studies is that the low-energy
Auger electrons (20 to 1000 eV) are able to penetrate
only a few atomic layers, 0.3 to 2 nm (3 to 20 A) of
solid. Thus, whereas the electrons from the electron
guns penetrate to a considerably greater depth below
the sample surface, only those Auger electrons from
the first four or five atomic layers escape to reach the
analyzer. Consequently, an Auger spectrum is likely to
reflect the true surface composition of solids. , •

The two Auger spectra in Figure 21-8 are for samples
of a 70% Cu to 30% Ni alloy, which is often used for
structures where saltwater corrosion resistance is re-
quired. Corrosion resistance of this alloy is markedly
enhanced by preliminary anodic oxidation in a strong
solution of chloride. Figure 21-8A is the spectrum of an
alloy surface that has been passi vated in this way. Spec-
trum B is for another sample of the alloy in which the
anodic oxidation potential was not great enough to
cause significant passivation. The two spectra clearly re-
veal the chemical differences between the two samples
that account for the greater corrosion resistance of the
former. First, the copper-to-nickel ratio in the surface
layer of the nonpassivated sample is approximately that
for the bulk, whereas in the passivated material the
nickel peaks completely overshadow the copper peak.
Furthermore, the oxygen-to-nickel ratio in the passi-
vated sample approaches that for pure anodized nickel,
which also has a high corrosion resistance. Thus, the
resistance toward corrosion of the alloy appears to re-
sult from the creation of a surface that is largely nickel
oxide. The advantage of the alloy over pure nickel is its
significantly lower cost.

Depth Profiling of Surfaces. Depth profiling involves
the determination of the elemental composition of a
surface as it is being etched awav (sputtered) by a
beam of argon ions. Either XPS or Auger spectroscopy
can be used for elemental detection, although the lat-
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FIGURE21-10 Schematic representation of the simulta-
neous use of ion sputter etching and Auger spectroscopy
for determining depth profiles. (Courtesy of Physical
Electronics, USA, Chanhassen, MN.)

ter is the more common. Figure 21-10 shows sche-
matically how the process is carried out with a highly
focused Auger microprobe with a beam diameter of
about 5 flm. The microprobe and etching beams are
operated simultaneously, with the intensity of one or
more of the resulting Auger peaks being recorded as a
function of time. Because the etching rate is related to
time, a depth profile of elemental composition is ob-
tained. Such information is of vital importance in a va-
riety of studies such as corrosion chemistry, catalyst
behavior, and properties of semiconductor junctions.

Figure 2l-11 gives a depth profile for the copper-
nickel alloy described in the previous section (Fig-
ure 21-8). Here, the ratios of the peak intensities for
copper versus nickel are recorded as a function of
sputtering time. Curve A is the profile for the sample
that had been passivated by anodic oxidation. With
this sample, the copper -to-nickel ratio is essentially
zero for the first 10 minutes of sputtering, which corre-
sponds to a depth of about 50 nm. The ratio then rises
and approaches that for a sample of alloy that had
been chemically etched so that its surface is approxi-
mately that of the bulk sample (curve C). The profile
for the non passivated sample (curve B) resembles that
of the chemically etched sample, although some evi-
dence is seen for a thin nickel oxide coating.

Line Scanning. Line scans are used to characterize the
surface composition of solids as a function of distance
along a straight line of 100 flm or more. For this pur-
pose, an Auger microprobe is used that produces a
beam that can be moved across a surface in a repro-
ducihle way. Figure 21-12 shows Auger line scans along
the surface of a semiconductor device. In the upper lig-
ure, the relative peak amplitude of an oxygen peak is
recorded as a function of distance along a line; the
lower figure is the same scan produced when the ana-
lyzer was set to a peak for gold.

FIGURE21-11 Auger sputtering profiles for the copper-nickel alloys shown in Figure 21-8:
A, passivated sample; B, nonpassivated sample; C, chemically etched sample representing
the bulk material. (Adapted from G. E. McGuire et aI., J. Electrochem. Soc., 1978,125,1802.
Reprinted by permission of the pUblisher, the Electrochemical Society, Inc.)



Linear distance
FIGURE 21-12 Auger line scans for oxygen (top) and
gold (bottom) obtained for the surface of a semicon-
ductor device. (Courtesy of Physical Electronics, USA,
Chanhassen, MN.)

21C·3 Electron Energy-Loss Spectrometry

[n EELS,II a low-energy (1 to 10 eV) bcam of electrons
is focused on the surface of a sample and the scattered
electrons are analyzcd according to scattcring cnergy
and scattering angle. Some of the scattered electrons
will suffer losses in energy because of vibrational
excitation of surface moleculcs. With high-resolution
EELS, a vibrational spectrum can be obtained by
counting the number of electrons with a given energy
loss relative to the elastically scattered electrons and
reporting this count as a function of energy. Such spec-
tra have been used to identify functional groups in the
first laver of a surface including adsorbates and provide
infor~ation on chemical bonding. such as oxidation
states and coordination numbers.

[n manv cases EELS spcctra are ootained in con-
junction ~ith electron microscopy experiments (see

JISee R. F Egerton, Electron Energy Loss Specrroscop.\· in the Electrun
.•••flcruscope, New York: Plenum Press, 19H6

Section 21G). However, dedicated instruments and
instruments combined with other electron spectros-
copy techniques (XPS. AES) are available commer-
cially. Typically. the resolution of EELS instruments is
>10 cm", which is low compared to [R and Raman in-
struments but quite suitable for identifying and char-
acterizing surface species.

ions are used. although Cs', N, -. or 0,+ are also com-
mon. The ion oeam is formed in an ion gun in which the
gaseous atoms or molecules are ionized by an elcctron-
impact source. The positive ions are then accelerated by
applying a high dc voltage. The impact of these primary
ions causes the surface layer of atoms of the sample to
be stripped (sputtered) off. largely as neutral atoms. A
small fraction. however, forms as positive (or negative)
secondary ions that are drawn into a spectrometer for
mass analysis. [n static SIMS, the sputtering is so slow
that consumption of the sample is essentially negligible.

[n secondary-ion mass analyzers, which serve for
general surface analysis and for dcpth profiling. the pri-
mary ion-beam diameter ranges from 0.3 to 5 mm.
Double-focusing, single-focusing. time-of-flight. and
quadrupole spectrometers are used for mass determi-
nation. Typical transducers for SIMS are electron mul-
tipliers, Faraday cups. and imaging detectors. These
spectrometers yield qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation about all of the isotopes (hydrogen through ura-
nium) prescnt on a surface. Relative sensitivity factors
vary considerably from ion to ion. Detection limits for
most trace elements varv from 1 X lO" atoms/em] to
1 X 1016 atoms/cm3 By ~onitoring peaks for one or a
few isotopes, as a function of time, concentration pro-
files can be ootained with a depth resolution of 5 nm to
10 nm (50 to 100 A).

Ion microprobe analyzers are more sophisticated
(and more expensive) instruments based on a beam of
primary ions focused to a diameter of 200 nm to 1 flm.
This beam can be moved across a surface (rastercd)
for about 300 flm in ooth the x and y directions. A mi-
croscope is provided to permit visual adjustment of
the beam position. Mass analysis is performed with
a douole-focusing spcctrometer. [n somc instruments.
the primary ion beam passes through an additional
low-resolution mass spectrometer so that only a single
type of primary ion oomoards the sample. The ion mi-
croprobe version of SIMS permits detailed studies of
solid surfaces.

The techniques named in rows 5-7 of Table 21-1 de-
tect a secondary beam of ions and are classified as ion
spectroscopic techniques. These include secondary-
ion mass specrrometry, ion-scattering spectroscopy,
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, and laser-
microprobe mass spectromerry.

210-1 Secondary-Ion Mass Spectrometry

Secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is the most
highly developed of the mass spectrometri~ surface
methods, with several manufacturers offering instru-
ments for this technique. SIMS has proven useful for
determining both the atomic and the molecular com-
position of solid surfaces. L2

There are basically three variations of the SIMS
experiment. Static SIMS is used for elemental analysis
of sub-monolaycrs on surfaces. Although SIMS is ba-
sically a destructive technique, static conditions main-
tain the surface integrity during the time scale of the
experiment. Dynamic SIMS is used to obtain composi-
tional information as a function of depth below the
surface. 1ne dynamic SIMS experiment takes advan-
tage of the destructive nature of SIMS to obtain infor-
mation on various layers of materials. Imaging SIMS,
also called scanning SIMS. is used to provide spatial
images of surfaces.

There are two types of SIMS instruments: second-
ary-ion mass analyzers are used for static and dynamic
SIMS. and microprobe analyzers are used for imaging
SIMS. Both are based on bombarding the surface of the
sample with a beam of 5- to 20-keY ions. Usually. Ar+ 210-2 lon-Scattering and Rutherlord

Backscattering Spectroscopy

[on-scattering spectroscopv (155) and Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) are similar tech-
niques in that a primary ion oeam is used to probe a
surface.'-\ [n ooth techniques. the energy distributIon

le1. C. Vickerman and A. 1.Swift. in Surface Analysis - The Principal Tech-
niques, 1. C. Vickerman, ed .. Chichester. UK: Wiley, 1997, Chap. 5; R. G.
Wilson. F. A. Stevie. and C. \V.Maga, Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry'
A PraClical Handbook fur Depth Profiling and Bulk Impurity AfUllysis,

!'\ew York: Wiley, 1989; A. Bcl\oinghoven, F. G. Rudenauer, and H. W
Werner. Secondan' Ivn '\[US5 Spectromerr:I-'-" Basic Concepts, Instrumental
Aspects, and Appiicalions and Trends. :"Iew York: Wiley, 1987; Secondar~:
Ion \fan Spectmmt'fr.\ Theon Tutorial, Evans Analytical Group, http://
wv,v.'.eaglabs.com ien -L'S Ireferenccs -'tutorial Isimstheo,·caistheo.html.

FIGURE 21-13 Rutherford backscattering apparatus. An
ion beam from an accelerator is focused on the sample.
Backscattered ions are detected with a solid-state particle
detector.

of ions backscattered from the sample is measured.
Ions striking a solid surface can give risc to a variety of
collisional processes as well as electronic excitations.
Analysis of the encrgy spectra of the scattered ions can
give information aoout the atomic masses, their con-
centrations, and their geometric arrangement on the
surface.

The major difference betwcen the two techniques
lies in the energies of the incoming ion beam. In [SS.
also callcd low-energy ion scattering, the primary ion
energies are in the range of 0.5-5 keY. Noole gas ions,
such as He'. Ar', and Ne +, and alkali ions, such as Li T.
Na' . or K+. arc used. An electron-impact ion source is
most often used with an electrostatic or time-of-night
analyzer. In the [SS technique. information is ootained
from the topmost atomic laycr or. in some cases. from
one or two layers directly below.

[n Rutherford oackscattering. the primary ion beam
ranges in energy from 100 keY for H' to several Me Y
for Hc-, He'+ (alpha particles). and heavier ions.
Sources of energetic ions are often of the Van de Graaff
generator type. As shown in Figure 21-13. RBS instru-
ments often use solid-state particle detectors and mul-
tichannel analyzers for cnerg\' resolution. Magnetic
and electrostatic analvzers are also cmplo\'ed for high-
resolution studies. Information in RBS arises from a



thickness of about 100 nm, although with spccial tech-
niques surface analysis is also possible, With RBS, it
is possible to determine atomic masses and elemental
concentrations as a function of depth below the surface,

Because of its sensitivity to the top layer of the sur-
face, ISS has provcn very useful in providing surface
compositional analysis of materials such as catalysts
and alloys, ISS can also providc structurallOformatlon
on metal, semiconductor, metal oxidc, and adsorbatc
surfaces, The major limitations of ISS are associ at cd
with difficulties in providing quantitative results, be-
cause of neutralization rcactions and other interac-
tions, Collisional processes and inelastic energy losses
also make absolute mass determinations difficult In
compositional analysis, ISS is complementary to AES
although not as generally applicable. .

RBS can provide absolute quantitative analySIS of
elemental composition with an accuracy of about 5')10.

It can provide depth-profile information from surface
layers and thin films to a thickness of about I pm. In
some cases, however, the high-energy beam can dam-
age the surface. This is particularly a problem with in-
sulating materials, such as polymers, alkah hahdes,
and oxides. The Mars Pathfinder mission in 1997 con-
tained an alpha proton X-ray spcctrometer (APXS). In
its RBS mode, the spectrometer bombarded samples
with alpha particles and determined elemental compo-
sition via energy analysis of the backscattered par-
ticles. In addition to RBS, the APXS instrument was
designed to carry out proton emission and particle-
induced X-ray emission (P[XE) experiments. Soil and
rock compositions were measured and compared to
those from the carlier Viking mission.

210-3 Laser-Microprobe Mass Spectrometry

Laser-microprobe mass spectrometers are used for
the study of solid surfaces. Ablation of the surlace IS

accomplished with a high-power, pulsed laser, usually
a Nd-YAG laser. After frequency quadrupling, the Nd-
YAG laser can produce 266-nm radiation focused to
a spot as small as 0.5 pm. The power density of the
radiation within this spot can be as high as 10 lO to
10 II W/cm2 On ahlation of the surface a small fraction
of the atoms are ionized. The ions produced are accel-
erated and then analyzed, usually by timc-of-flight
mass spectrometry. 1n some cases laser microprobes
have been combined with quadrupole ion traps and
with Fourier transform mass spectrometers. Laser-
microprobe tandem mass spectrometry is also receiy-

ing current research attention. [n addition, the laser
microprobe has been used to vaporize samples prior
to introduction into inductively-coupled plasmas for
either emission or nlass spectral analysis. U

Laser-microprobe mass spectrometry has an un-
usually high sensitivity (down to 10-'0 g), is applicable
to both inorganic and organic (including biological)
samples, has a spatial resolution of about I J.lm.and
produces data at a rapid rate. Some typical applica-
tions of laser-microprobe mass spectrometry mclude
determination of Na/K concentration ratios in frog
nerve fiber, determination of the calcium distribution
in retinas, classification of asbestos and coal mine
dusts, determination of fluorine distributions in dental
hard tissue, analysis of amino acids, and study of poly-
mer surfaces."

21E SURFACE PHOTON
SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS

In this section we discuss methods in which photons
provide both the primary beam and the detected beam.
The techniques discussed are listed in Table 21-1;
namely, surface plasmon resonance, sum frequency gen-
eration, and ellipsometry. The electron and ion spee-
troscopic surface techniques described previously all
suffer from one disadvantage: they require an ultra-
high vacuum environment and provide no access to
buried interfaces. The photon spectroscopic methods
described here can all deal with surfaces in contact with
liquids and, in some cases, surfaces that are buried
under transparent layers.

21E-1 Surface Plasmon Resonance

Surface plasmon waves are surface electromagnetic
waves that propagate in the xy plane of a metal film
when the free electrons interact with photons. An easy
way to obtain the resonance condition is to arrange for
total internal refleetion at an interface, as shown 10

Figure 21-14. Here, a monochromatic light beam from
a laser propagates in a medium of higher refraetlve 10-

dex, such as glass. If the radiation strikes an interface
to a medium of lower refractive index such as air or wa-
ter, total internal reflection can occur if the angle of

I~Sa,forexample. R. E. Russo, X. Mau, and S. S. Mall. Allai. Ch.:m.. 2002.

74, 70A; B. Hattendorf. C. Latkoczy, and D. Gunther. AnaL Chern .. 2003,

~;F~:~'~therdetails. seeL. Van Vacek and R. Gijbels, Fresenius J Anal
(hem.. 1990,336. 7·D. 755.

FIGURE 21-14 Surface plasmon resonance. Laser radia-
tion is coupled into the glass substrate coated with a thin
metal filmby a half-cylindrical prism. Iftotal internal re-
flection occurs, an evanescent wave is generated in the
medium of lower refractive index. This wave can excite
surface plasmon waves. When the angle is suitable for
surface plasmon resonance, a sharp decrease in the
reflected intensity is observed at the detector.

incidence is greater than the critical angle. The radia-
tion is focused and coupled into the interface by a
prism coupler or a diffraction grating. With total inter-
nal reflection, an evanescent ware (see Section 17B-3)
is generated in the medium of lower refractive index
that decays exponentially with distanee from the inter-
face. As we have seen in Chapter 17, the evanescent
wave can be absorbed in the less dense medium and
the beam attenuated by attenuated total reflection.

If the internally reflecting interface is coated with
a conducting material, such as a thin metal film, the
p-polarized component of the evanescent wave may
penetrate the metallic layer and excite surface plas-
mon waves. If the metal is nonmagnetic, such as a gold
!ilm, the surface plasmon wave is also p-polarized,
which cre'ltes an enhanced evanescent wave. Because
of the penetration of the electric field into the lower-
refractive-index medium, the interaction is quite sensi-
tive to the refractive index at the metal Iilm surface.
When the angle is suitable for surface plasmon reso-
nance, a sharp decrease in the reflected intensity is ob-
served, as can be seen in Figure 21-14. The resonance
condition can be related to the refractive index of the
metal film and can be used to measure this quantity
and other properties of the surface.

The most interesting aspect of surface plasmon res-
onance (SPR) is its sensitivity to materials adsorbed
onto the metal film and the interactions of these mate-
rials, particularly biomolecules16 A linear relationship

is often found between the resonant energy and the
concentration of biologically relevant materials such
as sugars. DNA molecules. and proteins. Because of
this sensitivity, SPR has become an important tech-
nique for biosensors. Here. biomolecular interactions,
such as antibody-antigen binding or enzyme-substrate
binding, occur at the sensor surface. Such interactions
alter the refractiye index and change the SPR angle
needed to achieve resonance. The SPR angle, 0SPR, can
be monitored as a function of time to give information
on the kinetics of binding reactions at the surface.
Commercial instrumentation for SPR is available17

Many other potential applications of surface plas-
mon waves have been envisioned, including minia-
turized devices, such as filters, polarizers, and light
sources. The field has been termed molecular
plasnlonics. tS

21 E-2 Sum-Frequency Generation

Sum-frequenc\' generation (SFG) is a nonlinear optical
technique based on the interaction of two photons at a
surface19 The result of the wave-mixing interaction is
the production of a single photon whose frequency is
the sum of the incident frequencies. If the two incident
photons are of the same frequency, the technique is
called second-harmonic generation because the exiting
photon has a frequency twice that of the incident pho-
tons. Because this is a weak second-order process, in-
tense lasers must be used.

SFG can be applied to solid-liquid, solid-gas, Iiquid-
gas, or liquid-liquid interfaces. The process becomes
most efficient when either the incident frequency or
the outgoing frequency correspond to an allowed
electronic or vibrational transition. Usually, one of
the sources is a tunable laser to allow the incident fre-
quency to be varied.

One of the most useful of the possible sum-
frequency techniques is vibrational sum-frequeney
spectroscopy in which one of the incident beams is in
the infrared spectral region and the other is in the vis-
ible region.'" Figure 21-15 shows two configurations
that can be used. In Figure 21-15a, the arrangement for
studying the interface between two immiscible liquids

I-See R. \lukh\lpadhyay -tfJlll. Chem.. 2005,77, "It:lA
hR. P. Van Duvn<.'. Science. 2004. 306. <JS5

;'5<::.: ~f. E. P.:mhk. in Surti.KI.'A/wlysL, - rhe Prindpa! Techniqlit's, J. C
Vickerman. <:d.. Chichester. UK: Wiky. 1997. Chap. 7
2(J~1.R. Watrv. M. G. Brll\·l,n, and (I, L. Richmund. \pp/ Sflccrrosc 2001,
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FIGURE 21-15 Sum-frequency generation. In (a) a total
internal reflection geometry is shown for studying a Iiquid-
liquid interface. In (b)an external reflection geometry is
shown for studying a liqUid-gas interface. In both cases
an IRphoton of frequency vIR is coincident with a visible
photon of frequency V,i,' The sum frequency (VIR + V'iJ is
generated as seen in (c).

such as water and CCl. is shown. Here, a total internal
reflection geometry is used. In Figure 2I-I5b, an ex-
ternal reflection geometry is shown for studying an
air-water interface. The sum frequency could also be
collected in transmission mode rathcr than in the re-
flection modes shown. [n both cases, pulsed, high-
intensity lasers are uscd. The most common lascrs for
vibrational SFG have been Nd- YAG and Ti-sapphire.
Various combinations have heen used to provide tun-
able IR radiation and fixed-frequency visible radia-
tion. The pulses must overlap temporally and spatially
at the interface. An cnergy level diagram illustrating
the proccss is shown in Figure 21-15c.

SFG has been applied to several analytical prob-
lems.1t has been used to study the structure and behav-
ior of surfactants at liquid-liquid interfaces as well as
the structurc of water at liquid-liquid and liquid-gas

interfaces. The technique has also been used to investi-
gate hiological surfactants, such as phospholipid mono-
layers. at liquid interfaces and to study the adsorption of
molccules from thc atmosphere on liquid surfaces. The
ability to probe buried interfaces and to study the dy-
namics of processes occurring at these interfaces should
make SFG a very useful technique in the future.

wavc plate or acoustooptic modulator rapidly changes
the state of polarization of the incident heam. Charac-
teristics of the reflccted light are obtained from an
analysis of the modulated dctector signal and uscd to
calculate film thickness and othcr quantitics.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry acquircs the ellipsomet-
ric parameters as a function of wavelength and often
angle of incidence. Modern spectroscopic ellipsome-
ters use CCO cameras to collect variable-wavelength
data. Many of the more recent instruments also use
Fourier transform techniques because of high signal-
to-noise ratios and other inhercnt advantagcs.

21E·3 Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is a technique that uses polarized light to
probe the dielectric properties of samples." [t is most
commonly applied to the analysis of very thin films on
surfaces. In ellipsometry, a polarized incident beam,
often from a laser, is reflected from the film, and the re-
flected light is analyzed to determine a change in the
state of polarization. The change in the amplitude and
the phase of the reflected light are then related to
properties such as film refractive index, absorptivity.
optical anisotropy, and thickness.

The basic measurements in ellipsometry, involve
measuring the reflection coefficients for parallel R

11
and

perpendicularly polarized light R 1 (sometimes called
.1'- and p-polarized light, respectively). Thc ratio of
these values, which is a complex number, gives the el-
liptical angle 'It and the phase shift /j. according to

RII
~ = tan('It)e"
R1

21F ELECTRON-STIMULATED
MICROANALYSIS METHODS

Several microanalysis techniques detect the particles
emitted after a finely focused beam of elcctrons strikes
the surface of a sample. We discuss here electron mi-
croprobe 'analysis and scanning electron microscopy.

21F-1 The Electron Microprobe

With the electron microprobe, X-ray emission is stim-
ulated on the surface of thc sample by a narrow, fo-
cused beam of electrons. The resulting X-ray emission
is detectcd and analyzed with either a wavelength or an
energy-dispersive spectrometer.22

Instruments

Figure 21-16 is a schematic of an electron microprobe
system. The instrument employs three integrated
sources of radiation: an electron beam, a visible light
beam, and an X-ray beam. In addition, a vacuum sys-
tem is required that provides a pressure of less than
10-5 torr as is a wavelength- or an energy-dispersive
X-ray spectromcter (a wavelength-dispersive system is
shown in Figure 21-16). The elcctron beam is produced
by a heated tungsten cathode and an accelerating an-
ode (not shown). Two electromagnetic lenses focus the
beam on the specimen; the diameter of the heam is be-
tween 0.1 and 1 flm. An associated optical microscope
is used to locate the area to be hombarded. Finally. thc

The parameters 'It and /j. can reveal the thickness of
the reflccting layer and its optical propcrties.

Several different types of ellipsometers are avail-
able commercially. The earlicst type was the null-type
ellipsometer in which a circularly polarized incident
beam was reflected off thc sample surface onto an an-
alyzer. The incident-beam polarization state was cho-
sen by a polarizer and compensator so that linearly
polarized light was obtained aftcr reflection. The ana-
lyzer was then rotated until it was perpcndicular to thc
polarization axis of the light coming from the sample
as indicated hy a minimum in the light intcnsity. Somc
instruments today still use the null principle. but they
are computer controlled and have charge-coupled-
device (CCO) cameras as detcctors.

Another type of ellipsometer uses a phase modula-
tion technique. In this technique, a rotating quarter-

22 For a detailed discussion of this method, see S. 1. S. Reed. EleCfron Afl-
cropruhe Analysis and Scanning EleCfron Microscopy In Geology. 2nd cd"
Cambridge. UK: Cambridge University Press, 2005: S. 1. B, Reed. Elecrnm
Microprobe Ana( .....sis. 2nd ed .. Camhridge. UK: Camhridge l'ni\ersit\
Press. 1993; K. F. 1. Heinrich. Electron Beam X-Ral' ,\licro~nallsi_s. Ne~
York: Van Nostrand. 1~8l: L S. Birks, Electron Probe llicwr.JfW·i\HS, 2nd
ed., New York: Wiley-interscience, 1971. For a review of the u~e of the
scanning electron microprohe for demc'nlal analysis of surfaces. see D, F.
Newbury et al.. Anal. Chern., 1990,6':. 1159.-\.. 1245.-\

:; For mort: information. se<:H. G Tompkins and E. A. Irene. Handbook
of Ellipsometry. NOf\lo"ich, N'{: \Villiam Andrew Publishing. 2005: H. G.
Tompkins and W. A. McGahan. Spectroscopic Ellip50mefry and Reffec·

tometn: A User's Guide. New York: Wiley. 199':-1.

Specimen
stage

~
X-ray analyzer

FIGURE 21-16 Schematic view of an electron microprobe.
(From Witlr,Treatise on Analytical ChemIstry, Kolthoff
and Elving,Eds., Vol.5, Part 1, p. 3178, New York:
Interscience/Wiley, 1964.)

X-ray fluorescence photons produced by the electron
beam are collimated, dispersed hy a single crystal, and
detected by a gas-filled transducer. Considerable de-
sign effort is required to arrange the thrce systems spa-
tially so that they do not interfere with one another.

As shown in Figure 21-16, the specimen stage is
provided with a mcchanism to moVe the sample in two
mutually perpendicular directions and rotate it as well,
which permits the surface to be scanncd.

Applications

Thc electron microprobe provides a wcalth of infor-
mation about thc physical and chemical nature of sur-
faces. It has had important applications to phase stud-
ies in metallurgy and ceramics, the investigation of
grain boundaries in alloys. the measurement of diffu-
sion rates of impurities in scmiconductors. the detcr-
mination of occluded species in crystals, and the studv
of the active sitcs of heterogeneous catalvsts. [n all ~f
these applications, both qualitative and- quantitative
information about surfaccs is obtained.

Figurc 21-17 illustrates the use of thc electron mi-
croprobe for thc analvsis of an a-cohenite (Fc)C) par-
ticle in a lunar rock. The data werc obtaincd hv a lincar
scan of the particle observed visually on thc su;face and
hy measurement of the intensity of the characteristic
emission line for each of four elemcnts.
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FIGURE 21-17 Scanning electron microprobe output
across the surface of an a-cohenite particle in a lunar rock.
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21F-2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

The classical method for obtaining detailed informa-
tion about the physical nature of surfaces was optical
microscopy, which is still an important technique. Thc
resolution of optical microscopy is limited by diffrac-
tion effects, however, to about the wavelength of light.
Much higher-resolution information is obtained by us-
ing one of the electron microscopic methods. The two
most important methods are scanning electron mi-
croscopy and transmission electron microscopy." The
so-called scanning probe microscopy methods, featur-
ing scanning tunneling microscopy and alOmic force mi-
cr;scopy, have also become important surface charac-
terization methods and are discussed in Section 21G.

Although scanning and transmission electron mi-
croscopy methods have manv similarities. scanning

"For additional information, see S. 1. B. Reed. Eleclroll .\/icMprobe Analy
si.saruJScanning Electron ,\ficroscopy in Get/logy. 2nd ed ..Cambridge. l.i K
Camhridge Univcrsit\" Press, 1005: P. J Goodhc •••.~ J. Humphreys. and
R. B<::anl:nd, Elec{ro~ Micruscopvarld AIli.J.lysis. 3rd ed .. London: Taylor &

FranCis. 2001; L. Reimer. Scanning £tenTOn .\ficrosco['\, Berlin: Springer·
\'crlag.19Y8

electron microscopy can be thought of as providing im-
ages of external morphology, similar to those accessed
b~ the human eve. In contrast, transmission elcctron
~icroscopy probes the internal structure of solids and
gives us information about microstructural detail that
is not familiar to the eye. We will restrict our discussion
here to scanning electron microscope (SEM) methods.

In obtaining an SEM image, a finely focused beam of
electrons impinges on the surface of the solid sample. In
analog instruments, the beam of electrons is scanned
across the sample in a raster scan by scan coils. The re-
sulting raster scanning pattern is similar to that used in
the cathode-ray tube (CRT) of a television set in which
the electron beam is (1) swept across the surface lin-
early in the x direction, (2) returned to its starting posi-
tion-, and (3) shifted downward in the y direction by a
standard increment. This process is repeated until a de-
sired area of the surface has been scanned. In more re-
cent instruments, the same effect is achieved by digital
control over the beam position on the sample. 1[1 either
the analog scanning case or in digital systems,? signal is
received above the surface (the z direction) and'stored
in a computer where it is ultimately converted to an im-
age. Several types of signals are produced from a sur-
face in this process, including backscattered, secondary,
and Auger electrons; X-ray fluorescence photons; and
other photons of various energies. All of these pro-
cesses have been used for surface studies. In SEM in-
struments, backscattered and secondary electrons are
detected and used to construct the image. For chemical
analysis purposes, many modern SEMs also have X-ray
detectors that allow qualitative and quantitative deter-
minations to be made by means of X-ray fluorescence.
As discussed in the preceding section, electron micro-
probe analyzers are instruments specifically made for
X-ray analysis. 30 ke V. The magnetic condenser and objective lens

systems reduce the spot size to a diameter of 2-10 nm
when it reaches the specimen. The condenser lens sys-
tem, which consists of one or more lenses, is respon-
sible for the throughput of the electron beam reaching
the objective lens; the objective lens determines the
size of the beam hitting the sample surface.

Scanning with an SEM is accomplished by the two
pairs of electromagnetic coils located within the objec-
tive lens (see Figure 21-18); one pair deflects the beam
in the x direction across the sample, and the other pair
deflects it in the -"direction. Scanning is controlled by
applying an electrical signal to one pair of scan coils.
such that the electron beam strikes the sample to one
side of the center axis of the lens system. By varying

Instrumentation
Figure 21-18 shows a schematic diagram of an SEM
with a microprobe attachment.'" Both an electron de-
tector and an X-ray detector are present. For simplic-
ity, an analog scanning system is illustrated.

Electron Gun and Optics. The electron source is usu-
ally a tungsten filament source. although field emission
gU~Sare also employed for high-resolution work. The
~lectrons are accelerated to an energy between I and

the electrical signal to this pair of coils (that is, the x
coils) as a function of time, the electron beam is moved
in a straight line across the sample and then returned
to its original position. After completion of the line
scan, the other set of coils (y coils in this case) is used
to deflect the beam slightly, and the scanning of the
beam using the x coils is repeated. Thus, by rapidly
moving the beam, the entire sample surface can be ir-
radiated with the electron beam. The signals to the
scan coils can be either analog or digital. Digital scan-
ning has the advantage of very reproducible movement
and location of the electron beam. The signal from the
sample ean be encoded and stored in digital form
along with digital representations of the x and)' posi-
tions of the beam.



In analog SEMs, the signals that drive the elec-
tron beam in the x and y directions also drive the hor-
izontal and vertical scans of a CRT. The image of the
sample is produced by using the output of a detcctor to
control the intensity of the spot on the CRT. Thus, this
method of scanning produces a map of the sample in
which there is a one-la-one correlation between the
signal produced at a particular location on the sample
surface and a corresponding point on the CRT display.
The magniflcation (M) achievable in the SEM image is
given by

M = Wlw (21-10)

where W is the width of the CRT display and w is the
width of a single line scan across the sample. Because W
is a constant, increased magniflcation is achieved by de-
creasing w. For example, if the electron beam is made to
scan a raster 10 flm x 10 flm on the sample and the im-
age is displayed on aCRTscreen 100mm x 100mm, the
linear magnification will be IO,OOOX.The inverse rela-
tionship between magnification and the width of the
scan across the sample implies that a beam of electrons
focused to an intlnitely small point could provide infi-
nite magnification. A variety of other factors, however,
limit the magnitlcation achievable to a range from
about lOx to 100,OOOx.

Samples and Sample Holders. Sample chambers are
designed for rapid changing of samples. Large-capacity
vacuum pumps are used to hasten the switch from am-
bient pressure to -10-6 torr or less for conventional
SEMs. The sample holder, or stage, in most instruments
is capable of holding samples many centimeters on an
edge. Furthermore, the stage can be moved in the x, y,
and z directions, and it can be rotated about each axis.
As a consequence, the surfaces of most samples can be
viewed from almost any perspective. Environmental
SEMs, discussed later, use much higher pressures in the
sample chamber and allow for variations in tempera-
ture and gas composition.

Samples that conduct electricity are easiest to study,
because the unimpeded flow of electrons to ground
minimizes artifacts associated with the buildup of
charge. In addition, samples that are good conductors
of electricity are usually also good conductors of hcat,
which minimizes the likelihood of their thermal degra-
dation. Unfortunately, most biological specimens and
most mineral samples do not conduct. A variety of tech-
niques have been developed for obtaining SEM images
of nonconducting samples, but the most common ap-
proaches involve coating the surface of the sample with

/

FIGURE 21-19 Pictorial of some of the signals generated
with an SEM.

a thin (-10 nm) metallic tllm produced by sptioltering
or by vacuum evaporation. Regardless of thl},method
of producing a conductive coating, a delicate balance
must be struck between the thinnest uniform coating
achievable and an excessively thick coating that ob-
scures surface details. Coating may also interfere with
other dctection modes (e.g., X-ray emission). The envi-
ronmental SEM discussed later can be directly used
with nonconducting specimens.

Examining nonconducting materials, particularly
polymers and biological materials, may present other
difficulties, such as thermal degradation, radiation
damage, and sample volatility in the high vacuum.

FIGURE 21-20 Simulation of electron trajectories showing
the scattering volume of 20-keV electrons in an iron
sample. (a) 5 electrons; (b) 100 electrons. (From J. I.
Goldstein et aI., Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray
Microanalysis, New York:Plenum Press, 1981, p. 62. With
permission.)Electron-Beam Interactions. The versatility of the

SEM and electron microprobe for the study of solids
arises from the wide variety of signals generated when
the electron beam interacts with the solid. Figure 21-19
illustrates the signals that can result. We consider just
three of these signals: backscattered electrons, second-
ary electrons, and X-ray emission. The interactions of
a ~olid with an electron beam can be divided into two
categories: elastic interactions that affect the trajecto-
ries of the electrons in the beam without altering their
energies significantly and inelastic interactions, which
result in transfer of part or all of the energy of the elec-
trons to the solid. The excited solid then emits second-
ary electrons. Auger electrons. X-rays. and sometimes
longer-wavelength photons.

When an electron collides elastically with an atom,
the direction of the electron changes. but the speed of

the electron is virtually unaffected, so that the kinetic
energy remains essentially constant. The angle of
deflection for any given collision is random and can
vary from OCto 180°. Figure 21-20 is a computer simu-
lation of the random behavior of 5 electrons and 100
electrons when they enter a solid normal to the sur-
face. The energy of the beam is assumed to be 20 keY,
which is typical. Note that such a beam penetrates to a
depth of 1.5 flm or more. Some of the electrons even-
tually lose energy by inelastic collisions and remain in
the solid; the majoritv, however. undergo numerous
collisions and. as a result. eventually exit from the sur-
face as backscattered electrons. It is important to note
that the beam of backscattered electrons has a much
larger diameter than the incident beam - that is. for a

5-nm incident beam. the backscattered beam may have
a diameter of several micrometers. The diameter of
the backscattered beam is one of the factors limiting
the resolution of an electron microscope. Backseat-
tered elcctrons have a broad energy spread, ranging
from 50 eY up to the energy of the incident beam.

When the surface of a solid is bombarded with an
electron beam having an energy of several keY, elec-
trons having energies of 50 eY or less are emitted from
the surface along with the backscattered electrons.
The number of these secondary electrons is generally
one half to one tlfth or less the number of backseat-
tered electrons. Secondary electrons are produced as
a result of interactions between the energetic beam
electrons and weakly bound conduction electrons in
the solid, which leads to ejection of the conduction
band electrons with a few electron volts of energy. Sec-
ondary electrons are produced from a depth of only 50
to 500 A and exit in a beam that is slightly larger in
diameter than the incident beam. Secondary electrons
can be prevented from reaching the detector by apply-
ing a small negative bias to the transducer housing.

X-ray photons arc yet a third product of electron
bombardment of a solid. Both characteristic line spec-
tra and an X-ray continuum are produced. This radia-
tion serves as the basis for the electron microprobe for
X-ray fluorescence analysis of SEM images.

The region the electrons penetrate is known as the
interactiun vulume. Even though radiation is generated
within this volume, it will not be detected unless it es-
capes from the specimen. X-rays are not easily ab-
sorbed and so most escape. For X-rays, the sampling
volume. which is the volume of material contributing to
the X-ray signal, is on the order of the interaction vol-
ume as shown in Figure 21-21. The back scattered elec-
trons will not escape if they have penetrated more than
a fraction of a micrometer. Thus, the back scattered sig-
nal originates from a much smaller volume. The sec-
ondary electron signal arises from a region that is on the
order of the diameter of the incident electron beam. For
this reason, secondary electron signals are capable of
giving much higher spatial resolution than the other
signals, and they are the most widely used signals in the
SEMsystem.

Transducers. Secondary electrons are most often de-
tected by a scintillator-photomultiplier system, called
the Everhart-Thornley detector and illustrated in Fig-
ure 21-22. The secondary electrons strike a scintillator
that then emits light. The emitted radiation is carried



FIGURE 21-21 The interaction volume and the volumes
from which each type of SEM signal arises.

by a light pipe to a photomultiplier tube where it is
converted into pulses of electrons. These pulses are
then used to control the brightness of the electron
beam in a CRT.

Because the energy of the secondary electrons is
too low «50 eV) to excite the scintillator directly, the
electrons are first accelerated. Acceleration is aceom~
plished by applying a bias voltage of approximately
+10 keV to a thin film of aluminum covering the scin~
tillator. A positively biased metal collector grid sur~

FIGURE 21-22 Diagram of Everhart~Thomley secondary
electron detector. Paths of secondary electrons (SE)and
backscattered electrons (BE)are shown. The scintillator
is a phosphor that emits light when struck by energetic
particles such as electrons, gamma rays, or radioactive
particles.

rounds the scintillator and prevents the high voltage
from affecting the incident electron beam~ The grid
also improves the collection efficiency by attracting
secondary electrons, including those not initially mo\'~
ing toward the detector.

A large-area modification of the scintillation detec-
tor is used to detect backscattered electrons. This de~
sign maximizes the solid angle of collection. No biased
grid is needed hecause of the high energies of the
backscattered electrons. Semiconductor detectors arc
also widely employed for backscattered electrons.
When a high~energy electron strikes the detector, elec-
tron~hole pairs are produced that create a photocur~
rent. A semiconductor detector is small enough to be
placed adjacent to the sample, which leads to high col~
lection efficiency. The main disadvantage compared to
scintilla tors is the relatively slow response time.

The X~ray analysis in most SEMs is the energy~
dispersive analyzer using a semiconductor detector,
such as a lithium~drtfted silicon, Si(Li), or .lithium-
drifted germanium, Ge(Li), detector, whiclj were dis~
cussed in Section 12B-4. Wavelength~disp~(!;ive sys-
tems have also been used in electron microprobe
analyses.

Data Handling and Processing. Data handling and
processing depend on whether the SEM is an analog
type or a newer digital microscope. With an analog mi~
croscope, two image monitors are used. With the first,
the operator views the scanned image to identify fea-
tures of interest and to focus and optimize the system.
Ohservation is usually done at scan rates of fifty
frames per second so that the image appears as a tele~
vision image. The second monitor is a high~resolution
CRT for photographic recording. The scan rate is usu~
ally slowed to ohtain a high~quality image. One frame
may take as long as 50 to [00 s. Hence, the require~
ments for viewing the image and obtaining a photo~
graphic record often conftict.

With digital SEMs. the beam stays on each point on
the specimen for a predetermined period instead of the
raster scanning of the analog system. The image is then
constructed hy recording each pixel on a framestore
element." The framestore image is persistent, in con-
trast to a CRT image. Hence. the operator can view thc
image without using TV scan rates. With a framcstore

'''Some ceo ..;amaa~ arc subdivided 11110 lwu arC<lS. one to capture the
imag,<::;md onc il) ~t,lrc frameS nf the image. The framcstofC: region is prll-

le..:l<..'d:.tgainst ph()t,)n~ and only storL'~infdTmatiofi tran.:;f<:rrcd f[(lm the
image fcgiuT\ .. -\hernati\"t~h sepJ[ Jtc stora~e devices can be USed as

frame<;lll[csvstcm"

system, it is possible to employ frame a.'eraging, in
which the data from successive scans are averaged for
each pixel. A permanent record of the image is ob~
tained by saving the framestore contents as a hitmap
image. Images can he treated in a variety of ways to pro~
vide contrast enhancement, inversion, mixing. subtrac~
tion, and color coding. ~

The Environmental SEM

The conventional SEM operates with a vacuum of 10-6

torr or less. Samples must be clean, dry, and electri-
cally conductive. Samples that have volatile eompo~
nents must be pretreated. In the mid-1980s, the so~
called environmental SEM (ESEM) was developed.
The ESEM maintains a high vacuum in the electron
gun and microscope column hut allows the sample to
be placed in a higher-pressure region (I-50 torr). The
sample environment can he varied by varying the pres~
sure, temperature, and gas composition. The ESEM
typically has three chambers: the gun, the microscope
column, and the sample chamber. These regions are
separated by small apertures, often corresponding to
the electron he am apertures. Each region has its own
pumping system.

Both secondary and backscattered electrons may be
detected with an ESEM. The Everhart~Thornleydetec-
tor shown in Figure 21~22cannot be used because the
high bias voltage of the scintillator would cause electri~
cal breakdown at high pressures. Instead, gas-phase
secondary electron detectors, which make use of
cascade amplification, are employed. These not only
enhance the secondary electron signal hut also produc~
positive ions, which are attracted to the insulated spec~
imen surface and suppress charging artifacts. Large~
area scintillation detectors can be used to detect hack~
scattered electrons as with conventional SEM systems.

The ESEM allows samples to be observed in their
natural states without the extensive modifications or
preparations associated with a conventional SEM.
Wet, dirty, oily, and nonconduetive samples can be ex~
amined. Conductive coatings that mask valuahle infor~
mation arc not needed. The environmental sample
chamber becomes an additional tool that allows inter~
actions between the sample and the environment to be
studied hy electron mieroseopy."6

The only drawhack to ESEM systems compared to
conventional SEM instruments is a small loss of reso~
lution due to elastic collisions between the electrons

and gas molecules at the higher pressures. However,
these collisions help to dissipate any accumulated elec~
trical charges, which aids in the examination of non~
conductive samples.

Applications

Scanning electron microscopy provides morphological
and topographic information about a wide variety of
solid surfaces. Several representative examples shown
in Figure 21~23 illustrate the kind of information ob~
tained by this technique.

Scanning prohe microscopes (SPMs) are capable of re~
solving details of surfaces down to the atomic level.
The first example of this type of microscope, the scan~
ning tunneling microscope, was described in 1982.
Only 4 years later, in 1986, its inventors, G. Binnig and
H. Roher, were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for
their work. Currently, the primary use of SPMs is for
measuring surface topography of samples.

Unlike optical and electron microscopes, SPMs re~
veal details not only on the lateral x~ and y-axes of a
sample but also on the z~axis, which is perpendicular to
the surface. Typically, the resolution of SPMs is about
2 nm (20 A) in the x and y directions, but with ideal
samples and the best instruments it can be as low as
0.1 nm (I A). Resolution in the z dimension is gener~
ally better than 0.1 nm. For comparison, the resolution
of a typical electron microscope is about 5 nm.

We shall discuss here two types of scanning prohe
microscopes that arc the most widelv used and avail-
ahle from several commercial sour~es: the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) and the atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM). Both are based on scanning the sur~
face of the sample in an xy raster pattern with a verv
sharp tip that moves up and down along the z~axis a~
the surface topography changes. This movement is
measured and translated by a computer into an image
of the surface topography. This image often shows de~
tails on an atomie~size scale.27 A third type of SPM, the
scanning electrochemical microscope, is dcscrihed in
Chapter 25 in our discussion of electrochemistry.

!'For rdcrcnces on scanning probe techniques, sl'c K. S. HirJi. SCI1t1flifH;

Frohe -'v!iuosCOpl"'- Appliwliulls ill Science ami Tcrhflo[ogr. Boca Raton
FL: eRe Press, 2003; Sca/tning Probe Microscopy I1nd Spectroscopy,
D. Ronnell. ed,. N.:w Ynrk: \Viley-VCH. 200t: G, J. Leggett, in Surface
Anall'\il" - The Principal Techniques. J C. Vickerman . .:d __Chich':Skr.
UK: \Vilev. 1497. Chap_ 9: R. Wcis.:ndanger. Scanning Prahl' MicroanaJ.I-
,1.llJnd Sjwctroscopv. r-..•.;w York: Carnhridge ulll\'crsity Prc~s_ \94-\



FIGURE 21-23 Representative examples of SEM photomicrographs. (a) A nickel alloy surface.
Note dendritic particles of silica on surface. (From P.J. Goodhew, J. Humphreys, and R.
Beanland, Electron Microscopy and Analysis, 3rd ed., London: Taylor and Francis, 2001,
p. 123.) (b) A nine-micromirror array used to develop digital micromirror spectrometer for atomic
spectroscopy. Mirrors are 16 x 16 ~m on 17-~m centers. Removing the center mirror reveals
underlying components. (From J. D. Batchelor and B. 1. Jones, Anal. Chem., 1998, 70,4907.
Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.) (c) An algae mat taken in fully wet condition with
an ESEM instrument With a gas-phase secondary-electron detector with cascade amplification.
No sample preparation was needed. (From P.J. Goodhew, J. Humphreys, and R. Beanland,
Electron Microscopy and Analysis, 3rd ed., London: Taylor and Francis, 2001, p. 167.)

throughout the world. Their main disadvantage is the
reyuirement that the surface being examined conduct
electricity. The atomic force microscope, discussed in
the next section, does not suffer from this limitation.

Principle of -ST/lt1

In a scanning tunneling microscope, the surface of a
sample is scanned in a raster pattern hy a very fine
metallic tip. The 5T1\1 is based on the principle of yuan-
tum mechanical tunneling, which occurs when a small
bias "oltage (m\' to] \') is applied between a sharp tip
and a conducting sample and the tip is within a few
nanometers of the surface. The magnitude of the tun-

D Simlllation: Learn more about scanning probe
I2J techniques

dueling solid surface.·'c; These instruments are no\\
availahle from several instrument manufacturers and
afc llsed on a routine basis in hundreds of laboratoriesThe Binnig-Roher microscope. which earned Its inven-

tors the i\obel Prize_ \\'3S a scanning tunneling micro-
scope. This device was found to he capahlc of resolving
featureS on an atomic scale on the surface of a con-

fiGURE 21-24 (a) Schematic view of STM tip scan-
ning a sample in the x direction. Blue line is the path
of the tip over the individual carbon atoms shown as
regularly arranged circles. (b) Contour map of sample
surface. (From P.K. Hansma et aI., Science, 1988,
242,209. With permission.)

where V is the bias voltage, C is a constant, and d is the
distance between the probe and the surface, The basic
5TM is illustrated in Figure 21-24a. The STM can, in
principle, be operated in two modes. In the CO/lStallt-

height mode. the tip position is kept constant in the
z direction while the tunneling current It is monitored.
In the COlJStant-cllrrellt mode, the tunneling current It
is kept constant while the z position of the tip changes
to keep d constant. as shown in Figure 21-24a. [n t'his
case the z position of the tip is monitored. Most mod-
ern 5Tl\[s operate in the constant-current mode. The
up-and-down motion of the tiP then reftects the topog-
raph,· of the surface. The round balls in the ligure



represent individual carbon atoms In a sample of
pyrolytic graphite. For clarity. the tip is shown as a
rounded cone, and the path of the tip during a scan in
the x direction is shown by the blue line.

Equation 21-11 reveals that the tunneling current
decreases exponentially with the separation b"tween
the tip and the sample. This rapid decrease in current
with distance causes the tunneling current to be signi-
ficant only for very small tip-sample separation and
is responsible for the high resolution achiewd in the
z direction.

Sample Scanners
In early scanning tunneling microscopes, three piezo-
electric transducers arranged orthogonally controlled
the three-dimensional motion of the tip, as shown in
Figure 21-24a.'" Application of a dc voltage along its
length varies the length of each transducer, thus mak-
ing it possible to move the tip in a three-dimensional
pattern (see Section ICA for a discussion of the com-
position and properties of piezoelectric transducers).
Depending on the composition of the piezoelectric
ceramic material and the dimensions of the transducer,
the degree of expansion or contraction can be made as
small as I nm for every volt applied. which provides
remarkably sensitive control of the tip position.

Modern scanning microscopes no longer use the tri-
pod design shown in Figure 21-24a but instead are
based on a hollow-tube piezoelectric device, shown in
Figure 21-25. The outer surface of the tube, which is
typically between 12 and 24 mm long and 6 and 12 mm
in diameter, is coated with a thin layer of metal. This
conducting layer is divided into four equal segments
by vertical strips containing no metal coating. Appli-
cation of voltages to opposite strips of metal hends the
tube in the x and y directions as indicated. Likewise,
application of a voltage along the interior axis of the
cylinder lengthens or shortens the tube in the z direc-
tion. A tip in the center of one end of the cylinder can
then be made to move in three dimensions bv applica-
tion of suitable voltages.

Scanning microscopes tvpieally employ scanners
with lateral scan ranges of a feW nanomders to more
than 100 [lm. Height differences from less than 0.\ nm
to perhaps 10 [lm are encountered. The maximum scan
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pends on the radius of curvature of the tip. When this
radius is that of a single atom, as it usually is. atomic
resolution is ohserved.

FIGURE21·25 Piezoelectric scanner of the segmented
tube design.

Tips

The tunneling tip is a crucial component of the STM.
The best images are obtained when tunneling is lim-
ited to a single metal atom at the tip end. Fortunately,
with a littk care, it is possible to construct this type
of tip by cutting platinum-iridium wires or by elec-
trochemical etching of tungsten metal. The reason a
single-atom tip is not as difJicult to prepare as might be
expected is beeausc of the exponential increase in tun-
neling current with decreasing gap (Equation 21-11).
Thus, typically, the tunneling current increases by a
factor of to when the gap distance decreases by 0.1 nm
(I A). That is, if there is one atom at the tip apex closer
to the sample surface by 0.1 nm than any other, nearly
all of the current will flow through that atom to the
sample, and atomic resolution is achieved.

size is determined by the length, diameter: and wall
thickness of the cylinder as well as the strain coefficient
of its ceramic material.

Computer Interface

Computer control is an essential part of all scanning
tunneling microscopes. Most commercial STMs use
software and digital-to-analog converters to generate
the xy raster scan. The computer processes the volt-
ages applied to the x, y, and z piezoelectric elements
and converts them into contour maps such as that
shown in Figure 21-24b. With more sophisticated in-
struments the images may take the form of gray-level
images or pseudocolored elevation maps.

The blue line in Figure 21-24a shows the tip path as
it scans in the x direction over the surface of a sample of
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. After a scan in the x
direction is completed, the tip is returned to its original
position and then moved down one line by application
of an appropriate voltage to the y piezoelectric trans-
ducer. This process is repeated until a plot of the entire
sample is obtained as shown in Figure 21-24b. Here, a
series of contour lines show clearly the position of the
electron cloud of each carbon atom on the surface of
the sampk,

Because the output signal from the detector is so
sensitive to the distance between the sample and the
tip, ditferences in distances along a given contour in
the figure are re\ealed to l!IOO of an atomic dimen-
Sion. The lateral resolution along a given contour de-

The atomic force microscope, which was invented in
1986,311permits resolution of individual atoms on both
conducting and insulating surfaces. In this procedure, a
flexible force-sensing cantilever stylus is scanned in a
raster pattern over the surface of the sample. The force
acting between the cantilever and the sample surface
causes minute deflections of the cantilever, which are
detected by optical means, As in the STM, the motion
of the tip. or sometimes the sample, is achieved with a
piezoelectric tube. During a scan, the force on the tip
is held constant by the up-and-down motion of the tip,
which then provides the topographic information. The
advantage of the AFM is that it is applicable to non-
conducting samples.51

Figure 21-26 shows schematically the most common
method of detecting the deflection of the cantilever
holding the tip. A laser beam is reflected off a spot on
the cantile\er to a segmented photodiode that detects
the motion of the probe. The output from the photo-
diode then controls the force applied to the tip so that
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FIGURE21-26 Side view of an optical beam deflection
detector. Typically,deflections of 0,1 nm or less can be
detected as the tip scans the sample surtace.

it remains constant. In other words, the optical control
system is analogous to the tunneling-current control
system in the STM.

Figure 21-27 shows a common design of an AFM."
The movement system is a tubular piezoelectric device
that moVes the sample inx, y, and z directions under the
tip. The signal from the laser beam detector is then fed
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FIGURE21-27 Typical design of an atomic force micro-
scope, (From D. R. Louder and B, A. Parkinson, Anal.

Chem, , 1995. 67, 298A, With permission,)



FIGURE 21-28 Micrograph of micromachined silicon cantilever and tip. (Courtesy
of NanoWorld AG, Neuchatel, Switzerland.)

back into the sample piezoelectric transducer, which
causes the sample to move up and down, maintaining a
constant force between the tip and the sample.

The Tip and Cantilever

The performance of an atomic force microscope criti-
cally depends on the physical characteristics of the can-
tilever and tip. In early AFMs, cantilevers were cut from
metal foil and tips were made from crushed diamond
particles. The tips were painstakingly manually glued to
the cantilevers. Currently, this crude method has been
replaced by semiconductor mass production methods
in which integral cantilever-tip assemblies are pro-
duced hy etching single chips of silicon, silicon oxide. or
silicon nitride. The most common cantilever-tip assem-
blies in use today are micromachined from monolithic
silicon as shown in Figure 21-28. As can he seen, the
cantilevers and tips arc remarkahly small (ideally. a
single atom at the tip apex).

Three modes are commonly used in AF\ls: cOl/tael

mode, nonCOf1(aC! mode. and tapping mode. Contact
mode is the most common. Here. the: tip is in constant

contact with the surface of the sample. The majority
of AFM measurements are made under ambient pres-
sure conditions or in liquids, and surface tension forces
from adsorbed gases or from the liquid layer may pull
the tip downward. These forces, although quite small,
may be large enough to damage the sample surface
and distort the image. This problem is particularly
hothersome with softer materials, such as biological
samples, polymers, and even some seemingly hard
materials, such as silicon wakrs. In addition. many
samples can trap electrostatic charges, which can con-
tribute to an attractive force hetween the probe and
the sample. This ean lead to additional frictional forces
as the tip moves over the sample. which dull the tip and
damage the sample.

The prohlen1 of surface damage can be largely
overcome by a process in which the tip periodicall\
contacts the surface for onlv a hrief time and then is re-
moved from the surface. In this tapping·mode opera·
tion, the cantilever oscillates at a frequency of a few
hundred kilohertz. The oscillation is driven I" a con·
stant uri\-ing force and the amplitude is monitored con-
tinuously. The cantilever is positioned so that the tip
touches the surface at only the hottoll1 of each oscilla-

tion cycle. This technique has been used successfully
to image a wide variety of materials that have been
difficult or impossible to image by the ordinary con-
tact mode.

The least common mode of operation is the non-
contact mode, in which the tip hovers a few nanome-
ters above the sample surface. Attractive van der
Waals forces between the tip and the sample are de-
tected as the tip scans over the surface. These forces
are substantially wcaker than those detected in con-
tact-mode ArMs. Hence, the tip is oscillated and ac
detection techniques are used to recover the small
signals.

iVlultimode Scanning Probe Microscopes

t\lany commercial SPMs are capable of multimodc op-
eration. Thcy call bc used as AFMs in contact. tapping.
and noncontact modes and as STMs. Other opera-
tional modes. such as lateral force mode. torsional
mode. and magnetic force mode may also be possihle.
depending on the manufacturer and model.

Some Typical Applications of
Scanning Probe Microscopes

SPMs have allowed scientists and engineers to see sur-
fac~ structures with unprecedented resolution. As a
consequence. SPMs have found widespread use in "
number of [ields. For example. in the semiconductor
field thev have heen used for the characterization of sil·

FIGURE 21-29 STM scan of iodine atoms
in a 3-nm x 3-nm array adsorbed on plat-
inum. Note the missing iodine atom III the
bottom center of the image. (Image
provided by Veeco Instruments.)

icon surfaces and defects on these snrfaces, as well as
imaging of magnetic domains on magnetic materials; in
biotechnology. imaging of such materials as DNA,
chromatin, protein-cnzyme interactions, membrane
viruses, and so on. An advantage of AFM is that it per-
milS underwater imaging of biological samples under
conditions that cause less distortion of the image. For
softer samples, distortion often arises because a micro-
drop of water forms at the tip-surface interface. Capil-
lary forces from this drop exceed the normal force be-
tween the tip and sample and obscure surface details. If
the sample is in water, watcr is above the tip as well as
hclow and capillary forces in the up and down direc-
tions cancel.

An interesting example of the potenti,,1 of STM
measurements is illustrated in Figure 21-2'1. The image
was produced from the surface of a sample of iodine
atoms absorbed on platinum. The hcxagonal pattern
of absorhed iodine atoms is interrupted by a dekct
where an iodine atom is absent. which appears as a
divot in the bottom center of the image. The scan that
is shown represents a 3 nm x 3 nm area of the platinum
surface. This example clearly shows how an STM may
be used to reveal structures of solid surfaces at the
atomic level.

Figure 11-30 is an image of two intertwineu DNA
molecules on a mica surface obtained hy a tapping-
mode AfI\l scan. Such mca'iufcmcnh allow biochem-
ists to studv the sttllcture of DC\'A and other biomo!c·
cules with relati\t.' easc.



FIGURE 21-30 Two double-strand DNA
molecules imaged on mica, showing the
ability of an AFM to resolve overlapping
molecules. (Courtesy of W B. Stine,
University of California, San Diego. With
permission.)

FIGURE 21-32 Chemical force microscopy scan of
regions coated with either -CH3 or -COOH groups.
(a)When the tip is coated with -COOH groups, there
is greater frictional force between the tip and the
-COOH groups on the surface than with the -CHJ

groups; hence, the surface appears raised and is of a
lighter color. (b) The contrast is reversed when a tip
with -CH3 groups is used. An ordinary AFM scan of
the surface shows no surface character. (Charles
Lieber, Harvard University.)

In recent years it has become possible to chemicallv
modify probes to increase selectivity and applicability
to chemical problems. Figure 21-31 shows an interest-
ing application of an Al'M. In this experim.;nt. a gold-
coated Si]N, tip is immersed for a time in a solution

containing an organosu!fur compound such as 11-
thioundecanoic acid. The result is that the ends of the
acid molecules opposite the carboxylic acid group be-
come covalentlv attached to the probe tip. so that the
tip is then effectively coated with carboxylic acid

groups as shown in Figure 21-31a. When the probe
tip is then scanned across {l surface having various
attached organic functional groups. as sho\~'n in Fig-
ure 21-31b. the differenCe" in frictional forces be-
tween the acid groups on the tip and other functional
groups on the surface of the sampk result in an imai!e
tl,at is a map of the positions of surface function'al
groups. This technique is termed chellliCilI farce lIli-

croscopy (Figure :21-32). Studies such as these illus-
trate that scanning pruhc microscopy pro\'idcs quite

roclli j S s.... \OOH
COUrt COO II COOH

FIGURE 21-31 Detection of a functionat group by
atomic force microscopy. (a) Carboxylic acid groups
are chemically attached to a gold-coated AFM tip.
(b) Schematic views of the expenment. (Inset) Inter-
action between the gold tip coated with -COOH
groups and the sample coated with both-CH] and
--COOH groups. (Adapted from C. D. Fnsbie. L. F.
Rozsnyai. A. Noy, M. S. Wnghton. and C M. Lieber.
Science. 1994, 265, 2072. With permission.)

specific qualitative analytical infonnation as well as
information on the spatial arrangement of analvtcs
on surfaces. Because of this, atOIuic force l11icn..bC~Or!·

and its various modifications, including the inverted
design where the sample is placed C~l the end of
the cantilever. have recently heen proposed as gen-
eral analytical instruments [or solving a variet\' of
problcms. " ,~



*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

21-1 Describe the mechanism of the production of an MNN Auger electron.

21-2 Describe how it is possible to distinguish between XPS peaks and Auger elec-
tron peaks.

21-3 Explain why the information from an XPS chemical shift must also be contained
in an X-ray absorption edge.

*21-4 An XPS electron was found to have a kinetic energy of 1073.5 eV when a Mg Ka
source was employed (A = 0.98900 nm). The electron spectrometer had a work
function of 14.7 eV
(a) Calculate the binding energy for the emitted electron.
(b) If the signal was from a S(2s) electron, was the analyte S2'-, So, SO/-, or

SO,'-"
(c) What would the kinetic energy have been if an AI Ka source had been used

(A = 0.83393·nm)? •
(d) If the ejected electron with the Mg Ka source had been an Auger eieetron,

what would its kinetic energy be with the Al Ka source?

*21-5 An XPS electron was found to have a kinetic energy of 1052.6 eV when ejected
with an AI Ka source (A = 0.83393 nm) and measured in a spectrometer with a
work function of 27.8 eV The electron is believed to be a N(ls) electron in
NaN03· \

(a) What was the binding energy for the electron?
(b) What would be the kinetic energy of the electron if a Mg Ka (A = 0.98900 nrn)

source were used?
(c) How could one be sure that a peak was an XPS and not an Auger electron

peak?
(d) At what binding and kinetic energies would a peak for NaN02 be expected

when the Al Ka source was used with the same spectrometer?

21-6 Compare EELS to conventional infrared and Raman spectroscopy. Focus on
what is used to excite and detect vibrations. What are the advantages and lim-
itations of EELS')

21-7 Compare ISS to RBS. For both cases, draw diagrams of the instrumental setup.
Describe any differences in the information obtained by the two techniques.

21·8 How does static SIMS instrumentally differ from dynamic SIMS? How does the
information obtained from static SIMS differ from that obtained from dynamic
SIMS" What is imaging SIMS? What type of information is obtained with imago
ing SIMS?

21-9 What are the main advantages of surface photon techniques when compared with
electron and ion spectroscopic methods? What are the major disadvantages"

21-10 What is a buried interface and what techniques are available to study buried
interfacial phenomena"

2l·11 Name three possible sources of signals with the SEM. Differentiate between
elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons.

21-12 Name the two most common types of scanning probe microscopes.
(a) How do they differ"
(b) What are the advantages of each type"
(c) What are the major limitations of each type"

21·13 If the tunneling current is 10.0 pA when an STM probe is 0.40 nm from a surface
and 18.0 pa when the probe is 0.50 nm from the surface, calculate the current on
moving the tip in O.IO-nm steps from 0.40 nm to 1.50 nm.

Challenge Problem

21·14 Quantitative X-ray photoelectron spectrometry has become more popular in
recent years. The factors relating the intensity of emission to atomic concentra-
tion (density) are given in Equation 21-3.
(a) Of the factors influencing the emission intensity, identify those related to the

analyte.
(b) Identify the factors influencing the emission intensity related to the spec-

trometer.
(c) The measured quantity in quantitative XPS is usually liS, where I is the peak

area and S is the sensitivity factor for the element of interest. If this quantity
is measured for the analyte (liS), and the corresponding value measured for
an internal standard with a different transition (liS)" show by means of an
equation how the ratio (£/S),/(£/S), is related to the atomic concentration
ratio of the analyte to the internal standard.

(d) If all the elements on a surface arc measured by XPS, show that the frac-
tional atomic concentration fA of element A is given by

where In is the measured peak area for element n, Sn is the atomic sensitivity
factor for that peak, and the summation is carried out over all n.

(e) For a polyurethane samplc in which carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen were de-
tected by XPS, the sensitivity factor for C was 0.25 on the spectrometer
used. The sensitivity factor for N was 0.42 and that for 0 was 0.66 on the
same spectrometer. If the peak areas were C(ls) = 26,550, N(Is) = 4475,
and O( Is) = 13,222, what were the atomic concentrations of the three
elements')

(f) What are the limitations of quantitative analysis with XPS" Why might the
atomic concentrations measured not correspond to the bulk composition"

(g) For polyurethane, the stoichiometric atomic concentrations are C = 76.0%,
N = 8.0%, and 0 = 16.0%. Calculate the percentage error in the values
obtained in part (e) for each element.



Instrumental Analysis In Action

Assessin2: tlw \llthenticity of the Vinland Map: Surface \nahsi" III Ihe
Senic(' ;)f Ilist or\". Art. a nd Forensics

The controversial Vinland map came to light in the 1950s
when it was put up for sale by a private library in Europe and
eventually purchased by a rare· books dealer in New Haven.
Connecticut. It was donated to Yale University in 1965 and is
now owned by the Yale University Library. As can be seen in
Figure IA3-1, the Vinland map is a medieval-style map of the
New World showing a large island in the Western Atlantic
called Vinlandia Insula, which generally resembles the
northeastern part of North America (Vinland). The map was
first revealed to the world in 1965 together with an unknown
document dating to the 1440s titled "Tartar Relation." ff
genuine, it would imply that a large portion of North Amer-
ica was known to western Europeans prior to Columbus.

The case for the authenticity of the map was enhanced
when it was discovered that wormholes in the map lined
up exactly with wormholes in the "Tartar Relation" and
in another authentic medieval document, the "Speculum
Historiale." The map was thought to have been bound with
these two documents at one time.

The map was largely believed to be authentic until
1974, when the Yale Library hired a surface analysis group
(McCrone Associates) to make a detailed examination.
Since that time, scientists have used a wide variety of surface
analytical techniques to look at the parchment and the ink
used in the map. As discussed in the following, many of the
measurements indicate that the map is a forgery. However,
not all scientists agree, and several nagging questions remain.

In their comprehensive investigation of the map, McCrone
Associates \ made a careful preliminary examination using
optical microscopy. These observations revealed that the
drawing consisted of an apparently hand-drawn map with a
black ink outline on vellum. The outline is bordered with an
underlying pale yellow layer. which is typical of ancient man-
uscripts. A key early observation was that the black outline
was not in perfect registration with the yellow underlayer.

The map was then examined using polarized light mi-
croscopy to reveal the likely presence of particles of calcite
and titanium dioxide (TiD,). probably anatase. These ob-
servations also suggested that the anatase particles were

similar to those of commercial \\!hite pigments produced
since the early twentieth century. Following microscopic
examination, particles from various parts of the map were
subjected to several other ultra microanalytical methods.

Powder X-ray diffraction (Section 12D-I) measurements
were performed on sub-nanogram samples of the yellow pig-
ment layer, which confirmed the presence of both calcite and
anatase. Particles of the pigments were examined in a scan-
ning electron microscope (Section 2IF-2) equipped with an
X-ray fluorescence detection system (Section 12A-3). The
yellow pigment particles showed relatively high concentra-
tions of titanium, and the black particles showed high con·
centrations of iron and chromium. The transmission electron
microscope (Section 2IF-2) was used to compare the particle
shape and size distribution of anatase from the Vinland map
to those of the commercial product. These results also sug-
gested that the anatase particles were of modern origin.

The electron microprobe (Section 2IF-I), whicti i'l,.
capable of elemental analysis on femtogram samples with
a beam diameter of I ~m, was used to show that the yellow
pigment contained substantial amounts of titanium, but neiM

ther the parchment nor the black pigment c~ained tita-
nium. Ion microprobe analysis (Section 2LD-I) of the pig-
ment samples provided results consistent with those of the
electron microprobe. The ion microprobe was also used to
compare the pigments of the Vinland map with the inks in
the "Tartar Relation" and the "Speculum Histo,iale." The
results from the Vinland map did not match those from the
Tartar Relation or the Speculum Historiale, and they did
not match results from any known ink. McCrone concluded
that the Vinland map was a clever forgery produced by
drawing the map with the yellow, anatase-containing pig-
ment and then redrawing the map using a black, carbon~
based ink. This conclusion appears to have been triggered
by the lack of registration of the yellow and black layers and
was consistent with all of the ultramicroanalytical results.

An interdisciplinary group led by Cahill used particle-
induced X-ray emission (PIXE) techniques (Section 12C-I)
to determine that although titanium is indeed often present
in the yellow pigment of the Vinland map. it is found only
in minute quantities, far less than is consistent with the
impression given by the early results from the McCrone
group2 The Cahill group. which had previously tested hun-
dreds of other early manuscripts, had detected comparable

FIGURE IA3-1 The Vinland map. (Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, General Collection of Rare Books and
Manuscripts, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.)

levels of titanium in several other undisputedly medieval
parchments. In his summary report, McCrone 3 disputed the
Cahill study by stating that PIXE, although a trace analysis
technique, is not an appropriate tool for ultramicroanalysis.
In other words, the sampling area of PIXE is considerably
larger than the microanalytical techniques used by McCrone,
which leads to apparently lower concentrations of titanium
in significant areas of the map.

Raman microprobe measurements (Section 18B-2) on
the map by Brown and Clark confirm that the yellow pig-
ment contains anatase, that the black pigment is carbon
based, and that these pigments are entirely different than
the inks of the "Tartar Relation.'" These results are consis-
tent with McCrone's conclusion that the map is a forgery.
Finally, the age of the parchment of the Vinland map has
been determined by radiocarbon dating using accelerator
mass spectrometry (Section IIF·I), and these results sug-
gest that the parchment was created sometime between
AD 1411 and AD 1468 (95% CL).' Thus. if the parchment

'See note 1.
4K. L. Brown and R 1. ft. Clark. Anal. Chern.. 2002.74, ."1658.
5D.1. Donahue, 1. S. Olin, and G. Harbottle. Radiocarbon, 2002, 44, ~5

is a modern forgery, the forger used an authentic piece of
parchment to produce the map.

The controversy regarding the Vinland map points out
several important aspects of any analytical study. The first
involves defining exactly the analytical sample and keeping
it in mind during the determination. In our case specifically,
several different samples could be defined: the parchment.
a broad area containing the map's ink and parchment, or
small particles of the ink itself. [n many analytical studies,
we seek to homogenize a sample or average our results over
a certain area. In others, however, it is important to look at
the individual local heterogeneities in a sample. Our case
study shows that scientists looking at small particles may
come to conclusions about concentrations that arc different
from those of others looking at a broader spatial region.
The spatial resolution of analytical techniques is also an
important aspect of this study. VIi';:: cannot hope to determine
local effects Or local concentrations \vith techniques that oh-
serve or average over large spatial regions. In our example,
PIXE, although a sensitive trace analysis method. does not



have the spatial resolution of many of the surface tech-
niques used to study the map_ Another aspect that our case
study brings out is the difference between a technique that
determines elemental composition and one that determin~s
molecular composition. In our case, X·ray diffraction and
Raman microscopy were used to determine conclusively the
presence of TiO, in the ink. The other techniques employed
can establish the presence of specific elements and deter-
mine their quantities in the sampled volume. Finally, we
should nole that the Vinland map controversy is undoubt-
edly not over. If the map is a forgery. questions remain

about how such an old parchment could be obtained. Like-
wise, if the map is real, the presence of Ti02 in the particle
size and particle distribution must be explained. Nc\v and
more powerful analytical techniques will certainly be em-
ployed in the future to help put to rest these and other re-
maining questions.6

'''The Viking Deception," Nan. Gene Galusha, NOVA,
Granite Productions, PBS, WGBH. Boston. February 8,
2005.

Electrochemical :-lensor~ are used in amazing placf's. The photo
shows the deep-sea vehide Alvin placing an electrochemical
sensor array on hydrothermal ycnb at the bottom uf the Pacific
Ocean. These sensors nl.ea.'iure pH, dissolved hydrogen, and
dissolved hydrogeH sultide. species critical to HIHler~randing
geochemical reactions deep ill the ocean crust. a.~well as
biogeochemical processes in the near-vent enviromnent. Tlw
sensors make cofltinuous accurate measurements under the
extreme endromneutal conoitiOI15 of the ocean Hour. The tem-
perature measured as dlf' array was placed in position was
365°C and the pressure 250 bar. The operating principles of
sensors like thes(' are described in Chapter::; 23 and 25. (Photo
by Woods Hole Oeeanographic Institution.)

Inthis section the theor1' and methodoLogy o[ eLectro-

anaLyticaL chemistry are e:tpLored. Chapter 22 pro-

vides (l generaLimndation[ar the stud,' o[subsequent
chapters in this section. TerminoLogl' and corwentions (II'

eLectrochemistry us weLLas theoreticaL and practical as-

pects o( the meawrement I~(eLectrochemicaL poteatiaLs

and currenl", are preseated. Chapter 23 comprises the

fllall)' methods and appLicalions o(potcntiomel"", ancl
cO/lstant-potential coulorne!r:.· and COfl.<;tant-current

couLomet,,\· are di.<CIlssedin (,hapler 24. The manl )(lI'els

o( Ihe imporlanl and lride!l·u.<ed lechni'lile o( mLtanune-
IrT are p,.,·.,ef/lpd if/ (hupl"r 25. "'hich (,of/dudc.\' the

section.



An Introduction to
Electroanalytical
Chemistry

E/ectroanafytical chemistry encompasses a

group of qualitative and quantitative ana-
lytical methods based on the electrical

properties of a solution of the ana(1te when it i<
made part of an electrochemical cell. Electroan-

a/ytical techniques are capable of producing lou'
detection limits and a wealth of characterization

information describing electrochemically accessible

systems. Such information includes the stoichiome-
try and rate of interfacial charge transfer, the rate

of mass transfer, the e.rtent of adsorption or chemi-

sorption, and the rates and equilibrium constants

for chemical reactions.

gJ Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
~ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedn.com/cbemisrrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Elcctroanalytical methods I have certain general ad-
vantages over other types of procedures discussed in
this book. First, electrochemical measurements are 0[-

ten specific for a particular oxidation state o[ an ele-
ment. For example, in electrochemical methods it is
possible to determine the concentration of each of the
species in a mixture of cerium(IIl) and cerium(IV),
whereas most other analytical methods can reveal only
the total cerium concentration. A second important ad-
vantage of electrochemical methods is that the instru-
mentation is relatively inexpensive. Most electrochem-
ical instruments cost less than $30,000, and the price
for a typical multipurpose commercial instrument is in
the range of $8000 to $10,000. In contrast, many spec-
troscopic instruments cost $50,000 to $250,000 or more.
A third feature of certain electrochemical methods,
which may be an advantage or a disadvantage, is that
they provide information about activities rather than
concentrations of chemical species. Generally, in phys-
iological studies, for example, activities of ions such
as calcium and potassium are morc important.. than
concentrations.

Thoughtful application of the various electroana-
Iytical methods described in Chapters 23-25 requires
an understanding of the basic theory and the practical
aspects of the operation of electrochemical cells. This
chapter is devoted largely to these topics.

A dc electrochemical cell consists of two electrical con-
ductors called electrodes, each immersed in a suitable
electrolyte solution. For a current to dcvelop in a cell,
it is necessary (l) that the electrodes be connected ex-
ternally with a metal conductor, (2) that the two elec-
trolyte solutions be in contact to permit movement of
ions from one to the other, and (3) that an electron-
transfer reaction can occur at each of the two elec-
trodes. Figurc 22-1a shows an example of a simple
electrochemical cell. It consists of a silver electrode

\Some rderence works on electrochemistry and its applications incluJ~
A.1. Bard and L. R Faulkner, Electrochemical Methods, 1nded., New York:
Wiley. 2001; V. S.llagotsky and K. Mueller, Fundamentals of Elecrrochem
istry, 2nd eo .. New York: Wiley. 2005; D. T. Sav.;,er, A. SObkowiak, and 1. L
Roberts. Electrochemistry for Chemists. 2nd cd .. New York: Wiley. 1995:
J. Koryta and 1. Dvorak, Principles of Elt:ctrochemi.\·tr.~'.2nd cd. New York
\Viky. 1993: Lllboralon' Techniques in Electroana1:.mcal Chemistry. 2nd cd.,
P. T. Kissinger and W. R. Heineman, eds., New York: Dekker. 1996. The.
classical. and still usefuL monograph dealing with ekcrroanal)lical chem-
istry is 1.1.Lingane. Elecrroafli.ll\'lical Chemistrr. 2nd ed . ;\:cw York: Inra-
-;cience,lY5S
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{Clll+} = 0.0200 M
Cu(s) ~ Cuh(aq) + 2e-

Anode

IAg+-] = 0.0200 M
Ag(aq) + e- ~ Ag(sl

Cathode

{eu>1 = 0.0200 \I
CU:~I.:Iql + 2e ~Cu(s)

Cathode

FIGURE 22-1 (a) A galvanic electrochemical cell at open circuit; (b) a galvanic cell doing work;
(c)an electrolytic cell.



immersed in a solution of silver nitrate and a copper
electrode in a solution of copper sulfate. The two solu-
tions are joined by a salt bridge. which consists of a tube
filled with a solution that is saturated with potassium
chloride or, sometimes, a different electrolyte. The two
ends of the tube are filled with porous plugs or disks
that permit the movement of ions across them but pre-
vent siphoning of liquid from one electrolyte solution to
the other. The purpose of the bridge is to isolate the
contents of the two halves of the cell while maintaining
electrical contact between them. Isolation is necessary
to prevent direct reaction between silver ions and the
copper electrode. The cells in Figure 22-1 contain two
so-called liquid junctions, one being the interface be-
tween the silver nitrate solution and the salt bridge; the
second is at the other end of the salt bridge where the
electrolyte solution of the bridge contacts the copper
sulfate solution. As we show in Section 22B-2, a small
junction potential at each of these interfaces may influ-
ence significantly the accuracy of the analysis.

If we replace the high-impedance meter in Figure 22-la
with a low-resistance wire or load as shown in Fig-
ure 22-1b, the circuit is completed. and charge flows.
Charge conduction results from three distinct processes
in various parts of the cell shown in Figure 22-1b:

1. In the silver and copper electrodes, as well as in the
external conductor, electrons are the charge carri-
ers, moving from the copper electrode through the
external conductor to the silver electrode.

2. Within the solutions the flow of charge is the result of
migration of both cations and anions. In the half-cell
on the left, copper ions migrate away from the elec-
trode into the solution, and sulfate and hydrogen
sulfate ions move toward it; in the half-cell on the
right, silver ions move toward the electrode and an-
ions move away from it. Inside the salt bridge, charge
is carried by migration of potassium ions to the right
and chloride ions to the left. Thus, all of the ions in
the three solutions participate in the flow of charge.

3. A third process occurs at the two electrode surfaces.
At these interfaces. an oxidation or a reduction re-
action couples the ionic conduction of the solution
with the electron conduction of the electrode to
provide a complete circuit for the flow of charge.

Simulation: Learn more about electrochemical
cells.

The two electrode processes are described by the
reactions

Cu(s)~Cu>(aq) + 2e

Ag' (aq) + e' ~ Ag(s)

(22-1 )

122-2)

a.OIM Hel
saturated with AgCl

The net cell reaction that occurs in the cell shown in
Figure 22-1b is the sum of the two half-cell reactions
shown as Equations 22-1 and 22-22 That is,

Cu(s) + 2Ag- ~ Cu'· + Ag(s)

The voltage of this cell is a measure of the tendency for
this reaction to proceed toward equilibrium. Thus. as
shown in Figure 22-1a. when the copper and silver ion
concentrations (actually. activities) are 0.0200 M, the
cell voltage is 0.412 V. which shows that the reaction is
far from equilibrium. If we connect a resistor or other
load in the external circuit as shown in Figure 22-1b, a
measurable current in the circuit results and' tbe cell
reaction occurs. As the reaction proceeds, the voltage
becomes smaller and smaller. and it ultimately reaches
0.000 V when the system achieves equilibrium.

Cells, such as the one shown in Figure 22-1a and
22-1b, that produce electrical energy are called galvanic
cells. In contrast, electrolytic cells consume electrical
energy. For example, the Cu-Ag cell can operate in an
electrolytic mode by connecting the negative terminal
of a battery or dc power supply to the copper electrode
and the positive terminal to the silver electrode. as il-
lustrated in Figure 22-lc. If the output of this supply
is adjusted to be somewhat greater than 0.412 V, as
shown, the two electrode reactions are reversed and the
net cell reaction is

Pt electrode (anode)

1H,(aq)=W(aq) + e'

FIGURE 22-2 A galvanic cell without a
liquid junction.

Silver electrode
(cathode}
AgCl(s) = Ag-(aql + CI laq)
Ag"(aq) + e- = Ag(s)

Figure 22-lb. the silver electrode is the cathode and
the copper electrode is the anode. On the other hand,
in the electrolytic cell of Figure 22-lc, the silver elec-
trode is the anode and the copper electrode the cath-
ode because the half-cell reactions are reversed.

22A-4 Cells without Liquid Junctions

As mentioned previously, the cell shown in Figure 22-1
has two liquid junctions, one between the silver nitrate
solution and one end of the salt bridge. the other be-
tween the copper sulfate solution and the salt bridge.
Sometimes it is possible and advantageous to prepare
cells in which the electrodes share a common electro-
lyte and thus eliminate the effect of junction poten-
tials. An example of a cell of this type is shown in Fig-
ure 22-2. If the voltmeter were removed and replaced
by a wire, silver would behave as the cathode. The reac-
tion at the cathode would be

A cell in which reversing the direction of the current
simply reverscs the reactions at the two electrodes is
termed a chemically reversible cell.

By definition. the cathode of an electrochemical cell is
the electrode at which reduction occurs, and the anode
is the electrode where oxidation takes place. These
definitions apply to both galvanic cells under discharge
and to electrolytic cells. For the galvanic cell shown in

Under discharge, hydrogen is consumed at the plat-
inum anode:

The overall cell reaction is then obtained by multiply-
ing each term in the first equation hy 2 and adding the
two equations. That is,

The direct reaction between hydrogen and solid silver
chloride is so slow that the same electrolvte can be
used for both electrodes without significant"loss of cell
efficicncy because of direct reaction between cell
components.

The cathode reaction in this cell is interesting be-
cause it can be considered the result of a two-step pro-
cess described by the equations

AgCl(s) ~ Ag+ + CI'

Ag+ + e' ~ Ag(s)

The slightly soluble silver chloride dissolves in the first
step to provide an essentially constant concentration
of silver ions that are then reduced in the second step.

The anodic reaction in this cell is also a two-step
process that can be formulated as

H,(g) ~ H,(aq)
H,(aq) ~ 2H+ + 2e-

Hydrogen gas is bubbled across the surface of a plat-
inum electrode so that the concentration of the gas at
the surface is constant at constant temperature and
constant partial pressure of hydrogen. Note that in this
case the inert platinum electrode plays no direct role in
the reaction hut serves only as a surface where elec-
tron transfer can occur.

The cell in Figure 22-2 is a galvanic cell with a po-
tential of about 0.46 V. This cell is also chemically re-
versible and can be operated as an electrolytic cell by
applving an external potential of somewhat greater



face behaves as one plate of a capacitor. whose capaci-
tance is large (several hundred to several thousand mi-
crofarads per square centimeter). The capacitive cur-
rent increases with frequency and with electrode area
(see Section 2B-3 and Equation 2-2R); by controlling
these variables, it is possible to adjust conditions so that
essentially all of the alternating current in a cell is car-
ried across the electrode interface by this nonfaradaic
process. See Section 25B-4 for a description of a circuit
model for this process.

To understand the basic difference between a
faradaic and a non faradaic current, imagine an elec-
tron traveling down the external circuit to an electrode
surface. When the electron reaches the solution inter-
face, it can do one of only two things. It can remain at
the electrode surface and increase the charge on the
double layer, which constitutes a non faradaic current.
Alternatively, it can leave the clectrode surface and
transfer to a species in the solution, thus becoming a
part of the faradaic current.

FIGURE 22-3 Electrical double layer formed
at electrode surface as a resu~ of an applied
potential.

than 0.46 V, Note that you cannot tell whether a given
electrode will be a cathode or an anode unless you
know whether the cell is galvanic under discharge or
electrolytic.

22A-5 Solution Structure:
The Electrical Double Layer

It is important to realize that electrochemical mea-
surements are made on heterogeneous systems and
that an electrode can donate or accept electrons only
from a species that is present in a layer of solution that
is immediately adjacent to the electrode. Thus, as a re-
sult of the chemical and physical changes that occur at
the electrode-solution interface, this layer may have a
composition that differs significantly from that of the
bulk of the solution.

For example, let us consider the structure of the so-
lution immediately adjacent to an electrode in an elec-
trolytic cell when a positive voltage is first applied to the
electrode (e.g., the Ag electrode in Figure 22-lc). Im-
mediately after applying the voltage, there is a momen-
tary surge of current, which rapidly decays to zero if no
reactive species is present at the surface of the elec-
trode. This current is a charging current that creates an
excess (or a deficiency) of negative charge at the surface
of the two electrodes. Because of ionic mObility, how-
ever, the layers of solution immediately adjacent to the
electrodes acquire a charge of the opposite sign. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 22-3a. The surface of the
metal electrode has an excess of positive charge be-
cause of an applied positive voltage. The charged solu-
tion layer consists of two parts: (1) a compact inner layer
(do to d,), in which the potential decreases linearly with
distance from the electrode surface and (2) a diffuse
layer (d, to d,), within which the decrease is approxi-

+ +

+ +
- +

+ +
+

do d, d,
---d-

('l

d, d,
---d----

(bl

mately exponential (see Figure 22-3b). This entire ar-
ray of charged species and oriented dipoles (such as
water molecules) at the electrode-solution interface is
called the electrical double lpyer.

Two types of processes can conduct currents across an
electrode-solution interface. One type involves a direct
transfer of electrons via an oxidation reaction at one
electrode and a reduction reaction at the other. Pro-
cesses of this type are called faradaic processes because
they are governed by Faraday's law, which states that
the amount of chemical reaction that occurs at an elec-
trode is proportional to the current, called a faradaic
current.

Under certain conditions a range of voltages may
be applied to a cell that do not produce faradaic pro-
cesses at one or both of the electrodes. Faradaic pro-
cesses may be prevented either because electrons do
not have sufficient energy to pass over the potential en-
ergy barrier at the electrode-solution interface (ther-
modynamic reasons) or because the electron-transfer
reaction is not fast enough on the time scale of the ex-
periment (kinetic reasons). Under these circumstances,
conduction of continuous alternating currents can still
take place. With such currents, reversal of the charge
relationship occurs with each half-cycle as first negative
and then positive ions are attracted alternately to the
electrode surface. Electrical energy from the external
voltage source is consumed and converted to heat by
friction associated with the motion of ions. Another
way to look at this consumption of energy is that when
the voltage changes, the ions in the double layer have to
rearrange and adjust to the new potential, and this re-
arrangement requires energy. Thus, each electrode sur-

22A- 7 Mass Transfer in Cells
with the Passage of Current

Because an electrode can probe only a very thin layer
of solution at the electrode surface (do to d, in Fig-
ure 22-3a), a faradaic current requires continuous
mass transfer of reactive species from the bulk of the
solution to the electrode surface. Three mechanisms
bring about this mass transfer: convection, migration,
and diffusion. Convection results from mechanical mo-
tion of the solution as a result of stirring or the flow of
the solution past the surface of the electrode. Migra-
tion is the movement of ions through the solution
brought about by electrostatic attraction hetwcen the
ions and the electrode of the opposite charge. Diffu-
sion is the motion of species caused by a concentration
gradient. There is a detailed discussion of these mech-
anisms of mass transfer in Section 22E-3.

We often use a shorthand notation to simplify the de-
scription of cells. For example, the cells shown in Fig-
ures 22-1 and 22-2 can be described by

CuICuSO,(ac" = 0.02(0) IIAgNO,(a\< = 0.02(0)IAg

Pt,H,(p = 1 atm)IW (0.01 Mi,
Cl (0.01 M), AgCl(sat'd)IAg

By cOf1t'entioll, a single vertical line indicates a phase
boundarv. or interface, where a potential dc\dops. For

example, the Iirst vertical line in this schematic indi-
cates there is a potential difference across the phase
boundarv between the zinc electrode and the zinc sul-
fate solution. The double vertical line represents two
phase boundaries, one at each end of the salt bridge.
There is a liquid-junction potential across each of these
interfaces. Because the potential of a cell depends on
the activities of the cell components, it is common
practice to provide the activity or concentration of the
cell constituents in parentheses.

In the second cell, there arc only two phase bound-
aries because the electrolyte is common to both elec-
trodes. A shorthand representation of this cell is

In this cell, the molecular hydrogen concentration is
that of a saturated solution; if the partial pressure of hy-
drogen is not given, we assume that it is 1.00 atm. The in-
dicated molar silver ion concentration was computed
from the solubility-product constant for silver chloride.

228 POTENTIALS IN
ELECTROANALYTICAL CELLS

In most electroanalytieal methods, we measure either
(I) the current in an electrochemical cell at a fixed po~
tential or (2) the potential of a cell while the current is
fixed at some constant level or is zero. In general, how-
ever, in an electrochemical experiment we can control
only the potential of the cell at a desired level and mea-
sure the current that results, or vice versa. If we choose
to control one variable, it is impossible to control the
other independently.

In this section we first consider the thermodynam-
ics of electrochemical cells and the relationship be-
tween the activities of the participants in typical cell re-
actions and the observed potential of the cell. We then
describe the source of the junction potentials that oc-
cur in most electrochemical cells. In Section 22C we
consider the potentials of individual electrodes making
up cells.

228-1 The Thermodynamics
of Cell Potentials

The potential of an electrochemical cell is directly re-
lated to the activities of the reactants and products of
the cell reaction and indirectly to their molar concen-
trations. Although we often make the approximation
that these activities are equal to molar concentrations,



always remember that this assumption may produce
errors in calculated potentials. We review the relation-
ship between the activity of a chemical species and its
concentration in Appendix 2.

Recall that the activity ax of the species X is given by

In this equation, Yx is the activity coefficient of solute
X, and the bracketed term is the molar concentration
of X. In some of the examples, however, for conven-
ience we will assume that the activity coefficient is
unity so that the molar concentration and the activity
of a species are identical.

How do the activities of reactants and products af-
fect the potential of an electrochemical cell? We will
use as an example the cell illustrated in Figure 22-2 for
which the spontaneous cell reaction is

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant K for this
reaction is given by

2 2 2
K = aw,aCl-'aAg

PH,' a~gcl

where a's are the activities of the various species indi-
cated by the subscripts and PH, is the partial pressure
of hydrogen in atmospheres.

In Appendix 23 we show that the activity of a pure
solid is unity when it is present in excess (that is, aAg=

aA,CI = 1.00). Therefore, Equation 22-4 simplifies to

2 2
K = aW'an

PH,

It is convenient to define the activity quotient Q
such that

Q = (aw);(aCi );

(PH)'

The subscript i indicates that the terms in the paren-
theses are instantaneous activities and not equilibrium
activities. The quantity Q, therefore, is not a constant
but changes continuously until equilibrium is reached;
at that point, Q becomes equal to K, and the i sub-
scripts are deleted.

The change in free energy ~ G for a cell reaction
(that is, the maximum work obtainable at constant tem-
perature and pressure) is given by

~G = RTlnQ - RTlnK = RTlnQ (22-7)
K When two elcctrolyte solutions of different composi-

tion are in contact with one another, therc is a poten-
tial difference across the interface. This junction po-
tential is the result of an unequal distribution of cations
and anions across thc boundary due to differences in
the rates at which these species diffuse.

Consider the liquid junction in the system

where R is the gas constant (8.316 J mol-1 K-1) and T
is the temperature in kelvins; In refers to the base e, or
natural, logarithm. This relationship implies that the
free energy for the system depends on how far the svs-
tem is from the equilibrium state as indicated by the
quotient Q/K. The cell potential E,,,, is related to the
free energy of the reaction by the relationship

Both hydrogen ions and chloride ions tend to diffuse
across this boundary from the more concentrated to the
more dilute solution, and the driving force for this
movement is proportional to the concentration differ-
ence. The diffusion rates of various ions under the influ-
ence of a fixed force vary considerably (that is, the mo-
bilities are different). In this example, hydrogen ions
are about a factor of 5 more mobile than chloride ions.
As a result, hydrogen ions tend to diffuse faster than the
chloride ions, and this difference in diffusion ratc pro-
duces a separation of charge (see Figure 22-4). The
more dilute side (the right side in the figure) of the
boundary becomes positively charged becausc hydro-
gen ions diffuse more rapidly. The concentrated side,
therefore, acquires a negative charge from the excess
of slower-moving chloridc ions. The charge separation
that occurs tends to counteract the differences in mo-
bilities of the two ions, and as a result, equilibrium is
soon achieved. The junction potential difference result-
ing from this charge separation may amount to 30 mV
or more.

In a simple system such as that shown in Figure 22-4,
the magnitude of the junction potential can be calcu-
lated from the mobilities of the two ions involved.
However, it is seldom that a cell of analytical impor-
tance has a sufficiently simple composition to permit
such a computation.s

Experiment shows that the magnitude of the junc-
tion potential can be greatly reduced by introduction
of a concentrated electrolyte solution (a salt bridge)
between the two solutions. The effectiveness of a salt
bridge improves not only as the concentration of the
salt increases but also as the difference between the
mohilities of the positive and negative ions of the salt
approaches zero. A saturated potassium chloride solu-
tion is particularly effective from hoth standpoints. Its

where F is the faraday (96,485 coulombs per mole of
electrons) and n is the number of moles of eleetrons as-
sociated with the oxidation-reduction process (in this
example, n = 2).

When Equations 22-6 and 22-8 are substituted
into 22-7 and the resulting equation is rearranged, we
find that

RT RT
E"" = - nF In Q + nF In K

RT
I

(aw);(aCl); RT
= -~ n + ~lnK (22-9)

nF (PH,)' nF

The last term in this equation is a constant, whieh is
called the standard potential for the cell E~e'" That is,

o _ RT
E,,,, - nF InK

Substitution of Equation 22-10 into Equation 22-9
yields

E - EO - RT I (aw);(acl); (22-11)
,ell - "" nF n ( )PH2 i

Note that the standard potential is equal to the cell
potential when the reactants and products are at unit
activity and pressure.

Equation 22-11 is a form of the Nernst equation:
named in honor of Walther Nernst (1864-1941), Ger-
man physical chemist and winner of the 1920 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry. This equation is used throughout
electroanalytical chemistry and forms the basis for
many applications_

-lEquations '>Imilar in form lo Equation 22-11 are described as nernstian
relationships: electrodes and sensors whose bcha\:ior can be described bv
the Nernst equation are said to exhibit ncrnstian beha\ior, and RPTlF
(2.303 RT/nFwhen base iO logarithms are used) is often called the nartS-
lin" factor

j For methods for approximatlOg junction potentials. ~ee k J Bard and
L R Faulkner. £lectrochemical\fethods, 2nd ed .. PP 09-71. :"cw '"ork
Wiley. 2001
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FIGURE 22·4 Schematic representation of a liquid
junction showing the source of the junction potential
E,. The length of the arrows corresponds to the relative
mobilityof the two ions.

concentration is greater than 4 M at room temperature,
and equally important, the mobilities of potassium and
chloride ions differ by only 4%. When chloride ion in-
terferes with a particular experiment, a concentrated
solution of potassium nitrate can be substituted. With
such bridges, the net junction potential is typically a few
millivolts or less, which is negligible in most analytical
measurements.

It is useful to think of the cell reaction of an electro-
chemical cell as being made up of two half-cell reac-
tions, each of which has a characteristic electrode po-
tential associated with it. As will be shown later, these
electrode potentials measure the driving force for the
two half-reactions when, by convention, they are both
written as reductions. Thus, the two half-cell or elec-
trode reactions for the cell

2AgCI(s) + 2e-~2Ag(s) -t- 2C1-

2H+ + 2e- ~ H,(g)

To obtain the spontaneous cell reaction, the second
half-reaction is subtracted from the tirst to give

If the electrode potentials E"ge", and Efr H, are
known for the two half-reactions. we ma~ then tind



the cell potential E~t1 by subtracting the electrode po-
tential for the second reaction from the first. That is,

Ecell = EAgCIJAg - EW'tL

A more general statement of the last relationship is

where E,;ght is the potential of the half-cell written on
the right in the diagram of the cell or in the shorthand
representation, and E'elt is the electrode potential for
the half-reaction written on the left. We discuss this
convention further in Section 22C-5.

The potential of an electrochemical cell is the differ-
ence between the potential of one of the electrodes
and the potential of the other. and it is therefore impor-
tant to have a clear idea of what is meant by the poten-
tial of an electrode. This potential is a measure of an
electrode's electron energy. For a metallic conductor
immersed in a solution of an electrolyte, all excess
charge resides on its surface, and it is possible to adjust
the charge density on this surface by adjusting the out-
put of an external power supply attached to the con-
ductor. As this external source forces electrons onto the
surface of an electrode, the electrons become more
crowded, and their energy increases because of coulom-
bic repulsion. The potential of the electrode thus be-
comes more negative. If the external circuitry with-
draws enough electrons from the electrode, the surface
will have a positive charge, and the electrode becomes
more positive. Itis also possible to vary the electron en-
ergy, and thus the potential, of a metallic electrode by
varying the composition of the solution that surrounds
it. For example, there is a potential at a platinum elec-
trode immersed in a solution containing hexacyano-
ferrate(lI) and hexacyanoferrate(III) as result of the
equilibrium

Fe(CN)h1 + e-;==" Fc(CN)h"

If the concentration of Fe( CN)6" - is made much larger
than that of Fe(CN)6" hcxacyanoferrate(II) has a
tendency to donate electrons to the metal. thus creat-
ing a negative charge at the surface of the metal. Un-
der this condition, the potential of the electrode is neg-
ative. On the other hand, if Fe(CN),,' is present in
large excess, there is a tendency for electrons to be re-
moved from the electrode, causing surface layer ions to

~ Simulation: Learn more about electrochemical
I2J cell potentials.

form in the solution and leaving a positive charge on
the surface of the electrode. The platinum electrode
then exhibits a positive potential.

We must emphasize that no method can determine
the absohue value of the potential of a single electrode,
because all voltage-measuring devices determine only
differences in potential. One conductor from such a de-
vice is connected to the electrode under study. To mea-
sure a potential difference, however, the second con-
ductor must make contact with the electrolyte solution
of the half-cell under study. This second contact in-
evitably creates a solid-solution interface and hence
acts as a second half-cell in which a chemical reaction
must also take place if charge is to flow. A potential is
associated with this second reaction. Thus, we cannot
measure the absolute value for the desired half-cell po-
tential. Instead, we can measure only the difference
bctween the potential o(interest and the half-cell po-
tential for the contact betwcen the voltagc-measuring
device and the solution.

Our inability to measure absolute potential~ fllr half-
cell processes is not a serious problem because relative
half-cell potentials, measured versus a common refer-
ence electrode, are just as useful. These relative poten-
tials can be combined to give real cell potentials. In
addition, they can be used to caleulate equilibrium con-
stants of oxidation-reduction processes.

To develop a useful list of relative half-cell or elec-
trode potentials, we must have a carefully defined ref-
erence electrode that is adopted by the entire chemical
community. The standard hydrogen electrode, or the
normal hydrogen electrodc, is such a half-cell.

1033: IJI
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rapid chemical or elcctrochemical reduction of
HzPtCI6• The finely divided platinum on the surface of
the electrode does not reflect light as does polished
platinum, so the electrode appears black, Because of its
appearance, the deposited platinum is called platinum
black. Platinum black has a very large surface area to
ensure that the reaction

is rapid at the electrode surface. As was pointed out
earlier, the stream of hydrogen simply keeps the solu-
tion adjacent to the electrode saturated with the gas.

The hydrogen electrode may act as the positive or
the negative electrode, depending on the half-cell with
which it is coupled with the salt bridge shown in Fig-
urc 22-5. When the cell is short circuited, hydrogen is
oxidized to hydrogen ions when the electrode is an an-
ode; the reverse reaction takes place when the elec-
trode is a cathode. Under proper conditions, then, the
hydrogen electrode is electrochemically reversible.
When the cell is connected as shown in Figurc 22-5,
there is essentially no current in the cell because of the
very high impcdance of the meter. Under short circuit,
the meter is replaced with a wire or low-resistance load
as shown in Figure 22-1b, and the reaction proceeds.

The potential of a hydrogen electrode depends on
the temperature, the hydrogen ion activity in the solu-

Hydrogen gas electrodes were widely used in early elec-
trochemical studies not only as reference electrodes
but also as indicator electrodes for determining pH.
The composition of this type of electrode can be repre-
sented as

Pt,H,(patm)jH+(aw = x)

The terms in parcntheses suggest that the potential at
the platinum surface depends on the hydrogen ion ac-
tivity of thc solution and on the partial pressure of the
hydrogen used to saturate the solution.

The half-cell shown on the left in Figure 22-5 shows
the components of a typical hydrogen electrode. The
conductor is made of platinum foil that has been pla-
tinized. Platinum electrodes are platinized by coating
their surfaces with a finely divided layer of platinum by

FIGURE 22-5 Measurement of the
electrode potential for an M electrode.
Ifthe M'+ ion activity in the right-hand
compartment is 1.00, the cell potential
is the standard electrode potential
of the half-reaction M2+(aq)+
2e- ;==' M(s).

tion, and the pressure of the hydrogen at the surface of
the electrode. Values for these experimental variables
must be defined carefully for the half-cell to serve as a
reference, Specifications for the standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE) call for a hydrogen ion activity of
unity and a partial pressure for hydrogen of exactly
one atmosphere. By convention, the potential of this
electrode is assigned the value of exactly zero volt at all
temperatures.

Although the SHE has great fundamental importancc,
the difficulty in preparing the electrode surface and
controlling thc activities of the reactants make it so
impractical that it is rarely used for routine measure-
ments. Instead, reference electrodes simple to prepare,
more rugged, and easier to use are nearly always substi-
tuted for the hydrogen gas electrode. One of the most
common of these is the silver -silver chloride electrode.
This electrode can be prepared by applying an oxidizing
voltage to a silver wire immersed in a dilute solution
of hydrochloric acid. A thin coating of silver chloride
forms that adheres tightly to the wire. The wire is then
immersed in a saturated solution of potassium chloride.
A salt bridge connects the potassium chloride solution
to the dectrode system being studied. The potential of



this electrode is about +0.22 V with respect to the SHE.
The electrode half-reaction is

A second widely used reference electrode is the
saturated calomel electrode (SCE), which consists of
a pool of mercury in contact with a solution that is
saturated with mercury(I) chloride (calomel) as well as
potassium chloride. Platinum wire dipping in the mer-
cury provides electrical contact to the other conductor,
and a salt bridge to the second electrolyte completes the
circuit. The potential of this reference is about 0.24 V
positive. The electrode reaction is

Hg2Clb) + 2e- ~ 2Cl- + 2Hg(l)

Section 23A gives more detailed descriptions of the
silver-silver chloride and the calomel reference elec-
trode systems. Both reference electrodes can be pur-
chased from suppliers of electrochemical equipment.

An electrode potential is defined as the potential of a
cell in which the electrode under investigation is the
right-hand electrode and the SHE is the left-hand elec-
trode.6 We must emphasize that, in spite of its name, an
electrode potential is in fact the potential of an elec-
trochemical cell that contains a carefully defined refer-
ence electrode on the left. Electrode potentials could
more properly be called relative electrode potentials,
but they seldom are. Note that this cell potential may
be positive or negative depending on the electron en-
ergy of the electrode under study. Thus, when this en-
ergy is greater than that of the SHE, the electrode po-
tential is negative; when the electron energy of the
electrode in question is less than that of the SHE, the
electrode potential is positive.

The cell in Figure 22-5 illustrates the definition of
the electrode potential for the half-reaction

M2+ + 2e- ~ M(s)

In this figure, the half-cell on the right consists of a strip
of the metal M in contact with a solution of M2+. The
half-cell on the left is a SHE. By definition, the poten-
tial E observed on the voltmeter is the electrode po-
tential for the M2+/M couple. In this general example.
we assume that the junction potentials across the salt

bridge are zero. If we further assume that the aetivity of
M'- in the solution is exactly 1.00, the potential is called
the standard electrode potential for the system and is
given the symbol EO That is, the standard electrode po-
tential for a half-reaction is the electrode potential
when the reactants and products are all at unit activity.

If M in the figure is copper, and if the copper ion ac-
tivity in the solution is 1.00, the compartment on the
right is positive, and the observed potential is +0.337 V
as shown in the figure. The spontaneous cell reaction,
which would occur if the voltmeter were replaced by a
wire, is

their increasing strengths as reducing agents, Cu <
H, < Cd < Zn.

22C-5 Sign Conventions
for Electrode Potentials

When we consider a normal chemical reaction, we
speak of the reaction occurring from reactants on the
left side of the arrow to products on the right side. By
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chem-
istry (IUPAC) sign convention, when we consider an
electrochemical cell and its resulting potential, we con-
sider the cell reaction to occur in a certain direction as
well. The convention for cells is called the plus right
rule. This rule implies that we always measure the cell
potential by connecting the positive lead of the volt-
meter to the right-hand electrode in the schematic or
cell drawing (for example, the Ag electrode in the ex-
ample below) and the common, or ground, lead of the
voltmeter to the left-hand electrode (the Cu electrode
below).

CuICu2>(O.0200 M) IIAg +(0.0200 M)IAg

If we always follow this convention, the value of Eall is
a measure of the tendency of the cell reaction to occur
spontaneously in the direction written from left to
right. That is, the direction of the overall process has
Cu metal being oxidized to Cu 2+in the left-hand com-
partment and Ag+ being reduced to Ag metal in the
right-hand compartment. In other words, the reaction
for the process occurring in the cell is considered to be

Cu(s) + 2Ag+ ~ Cu'+ + 2Ag(s)

Cu" + H2(g)~Cu(s) + 2H'

Because the hydrogen electrode is on the left, the mea-
sured potential is, by definition, the electrode poten-
tial for the Cu-Cu 2+ half-cell. Note that the copper
electrode is positive with respect to the hydrogen elec-
trode; thus, we write

If M in Figure 22-5 is cadmium instead of copper, and
the solution has a cadmium ion activity of 1.00, the po-
tential is observed to be -00403 V. In this case, the cad-
mium electrode is negative, and the cell potential has a
negative sign. The spontaneous cell reaction would be

Cd(s) + 2H+ ~ Cd'+ + Hz(g)

A zinc electrode in a solution of zinc ion at unity activ-
ity exhibits a potential of -0.763 V when coupled with
the SHE. The zinc electrode is the negative electrode
in the galvanic cell, and its electrode potential is also
negative.

The standard electrode potentials for the four half-
cells just described can be arranged in the order

Cu ,+ + 2e' ~ Cu(s) Ell = +0.337 V

2H' + 2e- ~ H,(g) EO = 0.000 V

Cd" +2e-~Cd(s) EO= -0.403 V

Zn'+ + 2e- ~ Zn(s) EO = -0.763 V

The magnitudes of these standard electrode poten-
tials show the relative strengths of the four ionic spe-
cies as electron acceptors (oxidizing agents). In other
words, we may arrange the ions in order of their de-
creasing strengths as oxidizing agents, Cu" > H' >
Cd'- > Zn '+, or alternatively, the elements in order of

Implications of the IUPAC Convention

Several implications of the sign convention may not
be obvious. First, if the measured value of Eall is posi-
tive, the right-hand electrode is positive with respect to
the left-hand electrode, and the free energy change for
the reaction as written is negative according to .lG =

-nFE'dl (Equation 22-8). Hence, the reaction in the
direction being considered will occur spontaneously if
the cell is short -circuited or connected to some device
to perform work (e.g., light a lamp, power a radio, start
a car). On the other hand, if E"11 is negative, the right-
hand electrode is negative with respect to the left-hand
electrode, the free energy change is positive, and the
reaction in the direction considered (oxidation on the
left, reduction on the right) is not the spontaneous cell
reaction. For our previous copper-silver cell, E''''I =
+0.412 v: and the oxidation of Cu and reduction of

Ag+ occur spontaneously when the cell is connected to
a device and allowed to do so.

The IUPAC convention is consistent with the signs
that the electrodes actually exhibit in a galvanic cell.
That is, in the Cu-Ag cell, the Cu electrode is electron
rich (negative) because of the tendency of Cu to be
oxidized to Cu 2+, and the Ag electrode is electron de-
ficient (positive) because of the tendency for Ag +to be
reduced to Ag. As the galvanic cell discharges spon-
taneously, the silver electrode is the cathode, and the
copper electrode is the anode. Note that for the same
cell written in the opposite direction

the measured cell potential would be E,ell = -00412 V,
and the reaction considered is

This reaction is not the spontaneous cell reaction be-
cause Eoell is negative and !1G is thus positive. It does
not matter to the cell which electrode is written in the
schematic on the right and which is written on the left.
The spontaneous cell reaction is always

By convention, we just measure the cell in a standard
manner and consider the cell reaction in a standard di-
rection. Finally, we must emphasize that no matter how
we write the cell schematic or arrange the cell in the lab-
oratory, if we connect a wire or a low-resistance circuit
to the cell, the spontaneous cell reaction will occur. The
only way to achieve the reverse reaction is to connect an
external voltage source and force the electrolytic reac-
tion2Ag(s) + Cu2+~2Ag+ + Cu(s) to occur.

Half-Cell Potentials

The potential of a cell such as that shown in Fig-
ure 22-5 is the diffcrence between two half-cell or
single-electrode potentials, one associated with the
half-reaction at the right-hand electrode (E,ight), the
other associated with the half-reaction at the left-hand
electrode (E1"1)' According to the IUPAC sign con-
vention, as long as the liquid-junction potential is
negligible or there is no liquid junction, we may write
the cell potential E'dl as E'dl = E'i'hl - F'eft as given
hy Equation 22-12. Although we ~annot determine
absolute potentials of electrodes such as these, we can
easily determine relative electrode potentials as dis-
cussed in Section 22C-4.



Any sign convention must be based on half-cell pro-
cesses written in a single way - that is, entirely as oxi-
dations or as reductions, According to the IUPAC con-
vention, the term electrode potential (or more exactly,
relative electrode potential) is reserved exclusively for
half-reactions written as reductions. There is no objec-
tion to using the term oxidation potential to indicate an
electrode process written in the opposite sense, but an
oxidation potential should never be called an electrode
potential.

22C-6 Effect of Activity on Electrode Potential

Let us consider the half-reaction

pP + qQ + ... + ne- ~ rR + sS

where the capital letters represent formulas of reacting
species (whether charged or uncharged), e- represents
the electron, and the lowercase italic letters indicate the
number of moles of each species (including electrons)
participating in the half-cell reaction. By invoking the
same arguments that we used in the case of the silver-
silver chloride-SHE cell in Section 22B-l, we obtain

E = EO _ RT In (aR)~'(as)f'"
nF (ap)f·(aQ)?···

At room temperature (298 K), the collection of con-
stants in front of the logarithm has units of joules per
coulomb or volt. Therefore,

RT 8.316Jmol-1K-1 x 298K
nF n X 96487Cmol-1

2.568 X 10-2 J C-I 2.568 X 10-2 V
n n

When we convert from natural (In) to base ten loga-
rithms (log) by multiplying by 2.303, the previous
equation can be written as

0.0592 (aR)" (as)' ...
E = EO - --Iog( )P ( )q ..

n ap' aQ

For conveniencc, we have also deleted the i subscripts,
which were inserted earlier as a reminder that the
bracketed terms represented nonequilibrium concen-
trations. Hereafter, the subscripts will not be used; you
should, however, keep in mind that the quotients that
appear in this type of equation are not equilibrium
constants, despite their similarity in appearance.

Equation 22-13 is a general statement of the Nernst
equation, which can be applied to both half-cell reac-
tions and cell reactions.

22C-7 The Standard Electrode Potential, EO

Equation 22-13 reveals that the constant EO is equal to
the half-cell potential when the logarithmic term is
zero. This condition occurs whenever the activity quo-
tient is equal to unity, such as, for example, when the
activities of all reactants and products are unity. Thus,
the standard potential is often defined as the electrode
potential of a half-cell reaction (versus SHE) when all
reactants and products have unit activity.

The standard electrode potential is an impor-
tant physical constant that gives a quantitative descrip-
tion of the relative driving force for a half-cell reaction.
Keep in mind the following four facts regarding this
constant. (1) The electrode potential is temperature
dependent; if it is to have significance, the temperature
at which it is determined must be specified. (2) The
standard electrode potential is a relative quantity in the
sense that it is really the potential of an electrochemical
cell in which the left electrode is a carefully specified
reference electrode - the SHE - whose poten~ial is as-
signed a value of zero. (3) The sign of a standard poten-
tial is identical with that of the conductor in the right-
hand electrode in a galvanic cell, with the left electrode
being the SHE. (4) The standard potential is a measure
of the driving force for a half-reaction. As such, it is in-
dependent of the notation used to express the half-cell
process. Thus, although the potential for the process

Ag+ + e- ~ Ag(s) EO = +0.799 V

depends on the concentration of silver ions, it is the
same regardless of whethcr we write the half-reaction
as the preceding or as
100 Ag+ + 100 e- ~ 100 Ag(s) EO = +0.799 V

The Nernst equation must be consistent with the half-
reaction as it is written. For the reaction written for
one mole of silver, the Nernst equation is

0.0592 I
E = 0.799 - --log--

I aAg'

hydrogen electrode or other reference electrode as re-
ference. It is possihle. however, to calculate EO values
from equilihrium studies of oxidation-reduction sys-
tems and from thermochemical data relating to such
reactions. Many of the values found in the literature
were calculated in this way.'

For illustrative purposes, a few standard electrode
potentials are given in Table 22-1; a more comprehen-
sive table is found in Appendix 3. The species in the
upper-left-hand part of the equations in Tahle 22-1
are most easily reduced, as indicated by the large posi-
tive EO values; they arc therefore the most effective ox-
idizing agents. Proceeding down the left-hand side of
the table, each succeeding species is a less effective ac-
ceptor of electrons than the one above it, as indicated
by its increasingly negative standard potential. The
half-cell reactions at the bottom of the table have little
tendency to take place as reductions as written. On
the other hand, they do tend to proceed in the oppo-
site sense, as oxidations. The most effective reducing
agents, then, are species that appear in the lower-right-
hand side of the equations in the tahle.

Compilations of standard potentials provide infor-
mation regarding the extent and direction of electron-
transfer reactions between the tabulated species.
Table 22-1 suggests, for example, that zinc is more eas-
ily oxidized than cadmium, and we conclude that when
a piece of zinc is immersed in a solution of cadmium
ions, metallic cadmium will deposit on the surface of the
zinc, which will dissolve and produce zinc ions as long as
there is an appreciable concentration of cadmium ions
in the solution. On the other hand, cadmium has no ten-
dency to reduce zinc ions, so a piece of cadmium im-
mersed in a solution of zinc ions will remain unaffected.
Table 22-1 also shows that iron(III) is a better oxidizing
agent than triiodide ion. Therefore, in a solution con-
taining an equilibrium mixture of iron(III), iodide,
iron(II), and triiodide ions, we predict that iron(II) and
triiodide will predominate.

and for 100 moles of silver,

0.0592 1
E = 0.799 -100 log (a~g' )100

0.0592 [ I ]= 0.799 - -- J.OOlog-
100 aA<

0.0592 I
= 0.799 - --log-

1 aAg-

Standard electrode potentials have been tabulated
for manv half-reactions. Manv have been determined
directly' from voltage measu~ements of cells with a

22C-8 Measuring Electrode Potentials

Although the SHE is the universal reference standard,
we must emphasize once again that the electrode, as
described, is almost never used in the laboratory; it is a

'ComprchcOSl\<.' ~llur...:esfor standard ekctrode potentials indud.: Stan-
dani Electrode P()lentwls In Aqueous Solutions. A. 1. Bard. R. Parsons, and
1. Jordan, eds., New York: Dekker, 1985; G. Milazzo, S. Caroli, and V K
Sharma, Tables of SrarlJard Electrode Potentials, New York: Wiley"lnter-
sci~nce, 1478: M. S, .--\ntdman and F 1. Harris. Chemical Electrode Poten·
tials, i\ew York: Pknum Press, 19S2. Som~ compilations are arranged al-
phabetically hy clement: others arc tahulated aCCllrding to the value of En

EO at 2S'C, V

CI,(g) + 2e- ~ 2CI,
O,(g) + 4H+ + 4e- ~ 2H,O
Br,(aq) + 2e- ~ 2Br,
Br,(l) + 2e- ~ 2Br,
Ag+ +e-~Ag(s)
Fe3++e-~Fe2+
13-+2e-~31-
Cu2- + 2e- ~ Cu(s)
Hg2C1,(s) + 2e-~2Hg(l) + 2CI,
AgCl(s) + e- ~Ag(s) + CI2

Ag(S,03),'- + e- ~ Ag(s) + 2S,032-

2H+ + 2e- ~ H,(g)
Agl(s) + e-~Ag(s) + I,
PbS04(s) + 2e- ~ Pb(s) + SO/-
Cd'+ + 2e- ~Cd(s)
Zn2+ + 2e- ~ Zn(s)

+1.359
+1.229
+1.087
+1.065
+0.799
+0.771
+0.536
+0.337
+0.268
+0.222
+0.010

0.000
-0.151
-0.350
-0.403

-0.763

hypothetical electrode to which experimentally deter-
mined potentials can be referred only by suitable com-
putation. The reason that the electrode, as defined,
cannot be prepared is that we are unable to prepare a
solution with a hydrogen ion activity of exactly unity.
Neither the Oebye-HUckel theory (see Appendix 2)
nor any other theory of electrolyte solutions permits
the determination of the activity coefficient of hydro-
gen ions in solutions with ionic strength approaching
unity, as required by the definition of the SHE. Thus,
the concentration of HCI or another acid required to
give a hydrogen ion activity of unity cannot be calcu-
lated accurately. In spite of this limitation, data for
more dilute solutions of acid, for which activity coeffi-
cients can be determined, can be used to compute hy-
pothetical potentials at unit activity. The example that
follows illustrates how standard potentials can be oh-
tained in this way.

D.A. MacInnes' found that a cell without liquid junc-
tion similar to that shown in Figure 22-2 has a poten-
tial of 0.52053 V.The cell is described by

Pt,H,(l.OO atm)IHCl(3.215 x 10-3 M),AgCl(sat'd)IAg



Calculate the standard electrode potential for the half-
reaction

The electrode potential for the right-hand electrode is

Eright= E~ga - 0.0592logaCl-

= E~gCl - 0.059210gYClCHCI

where YCI is the activity coefficient of 0-. The left
half-cell reaction is

The measured potential is the difference between
these half-cell potentials (Equation 22-12):

,
o _ 00591 I Yw YeI-CHCI

Ecell = EAgCl . ~ og pll2
H,

The activity coefficients for H+ and 0- can be calcu-
lated from Equation a2-3 (Appendix 2) taking 3.215
x 10 -3 for the ionic strength /1; these values are 0.945
and 0.939, respectively. If we substitute these activity
coefficients and the experimental data into the previ-
OLL~equation and rearrange, we find

E~ga = 0.5203

[
(3.215 x 10-3)' (0.945)(0.939)]

+ 0.0592 log -------1.00'"

= 0.2223 ~ 0.222 V

(The mean for this and similar measurements at other
concentrations of HCl was 0.222 V.)

22C-9 Calculating Half-Cell
Potentials from EO Values

We illustrate typical applications of the Nernst equa-
tion to calculate half-cell potentials with the following
examples.

What is the electrode potential for a half-cell consist-
ing of a cadmium electrode immersed in a solution that
is 0.0150 M in Cd2T?

From Table 22-1, we find

Cd'+ + e- ~Cd(s)

We will assume that aCd" ~ [Cd2T
] and write

o 0.0592 1
ECd = ECd - -2-log[Cd'+]

Substituting the Cd2T concentration into this equation
gives

0.0592 1
ECd = -0.403 - -2-log 0.0150 = -0.457 V

The sign for the potential calculated in Example 22-2
indicates the direction of the reaction when this half-
cell is coupled with the SHE. The fact that it is negative
shows that the reaction

Cd(s) + 2W ~H,(g) + Cd2+

occurs spontaneously. Note that the calculated poten-
tial is a larger negative number than the standard elec-
trode potential itself. This follows from mass-law con-
siderations because the half-reaction, as written, has
less tendency to occur with the lower cadmium ion
concentration.

Calculate the potential for a platinum electrode im-
mersed in a solution prepared by saturating a 0.0150 M
solution of KBr with Br,.

Solution

The half-reaction is

Notice that the I following Br, indicates that the aque-
ous solution is saturated with liquid Br,. Thus, the
overall process is the sum of the two equilibria

Br,(l) ~ Br,(sat'd aq)

Br,(sat'd aq) + 2e- ~ 2Br-

Assuming that [Br-] = aB,-' the Nernst equation for
the overall process is

E
- 1 _ 0.0592 [Br-]'
- .065 2 log 1.00

The activity of Br, in the pure liquid is constant and
equal to 1.00 by definition. Thus,

0.0592 ,
E = 1.065 - -2~ log (0.0150)-

= 1.173 V

Calculate the potential for a platinum electrode
immersed in a solution that is 0.0150 M in KBr and
1.00 X 10-3 M in Br,.

Solution

In this example, the half-reaction used in the preced-
ing example does not apply because the solution is no
longer saturated in Sr2' Table 22-1, however, contains
the half-reaction

The aq implies that all of the Br, present is in solu-
tion and that 1.087 V is the electrode potential for the
half-reaction when the Br- and Br,(aq) activities are
1.00 moliL. It turns out, however, that the solubility of
Br, in water at 25°C is only about 0.18 moliL. There-
fore, the recorded potential of 1.087 V is based on a hy-
pothetical system that cannot be achieved experimen-
tally. Nevertheless, this potential is useful because it
provides the means by which potentials for undersatu-
rated systems can be calculated. Thus, if we assume
that activities of solutes are equal to their molar con-
centrations, we obtain

0.0592 [Br-)'
E = 1.087 - -2 - log TB~

0.0592 (1.50 x to -'l'
E = 1.087 - -2- log 1.00~

= 1.106 V

LIn this case, the Br, activity i~ 1.00 X 10-3 rather than
1.00. as was the situation when the solution was satu-
rated and excess Br,(l) was present.

22C-10 Electrode Potentials in the
Presence of Precipitation and
Complex-Forming Reagents

The following example shows that reagents that react
with the participants of an electrode process have a
significant effect on the potential for the process.

Calculate the potential of a silver electrode in a solution
that is saturated with silver iodide and has an iodide ion
activity of exactly 1.00 (K,p for AgI = 8.3 x 10-(7).

Ag+ + e- ~ Ag(s) EO = +0.799 V
_ 1

E = +0.799 - O.O)92log-
aAg~

Solution

We may calculate aAg' from the solubility-product con-
stant. Thus,

Substituting this expression into the Nernst equation
gives

0.0592 al-
E = +0.799 - ---log--

I K,p

This equation may be rewritten as

E = +0.799 + 0.0592 log K,p - 0.0592 log al- (22-14)

[fwe substitute 1.00 for al- and use 8.3 X 10-17for K,p,
the solubility product for AgI at 25.0'C, we obtain

E = +0.799 + 0.0592 log 8.3 x \0-17

-0.0592 log 1.00 = -0.151 V

This example shows that the half-cell potential for the
reduction of silver ion becomes smaller in the presence
of iodide ions. Qualitatively, this is the expected effect
because decreases in the concentration of silver ions
diminish the tendency for their reduction.

Equation 22-14 relates the potential of a silver elec-
trode to the iodide ion activity or a solution that is also



saturated with silver iodide. Whell the iodide iOIlactiv-
ity is ullity, the potential is the sum of two constants: it
is thus the standard electrode potential for the half-
reaction

E~gl = +0.799 + 0.0592logK,p

The Nernst relationship for the silver electrode in a so-
lution saturated with silver iodide can then be written as

E = EO - 0.0592loga,- = -0.151 - 0.059210ga,

Thus, when in contact with a solution saturated with
silver iodide, the potential of a silver electrode can be
described either in terms of the silver ion activity (with
the standard electrode potential for the simple silver
half-reaction) or in terms of the iodide ion activity
(with the standard electrode potential for the silver-
silver iodide half-reaction). The silver-silver iodide
half-reaction is usually more convenient.

The potential of a ~ilver electrode in a solution con-
taining an ion that forms a soluble complex with silver
ion can be handled in a way analogous to the treatment
above. For example, in a solution containing thiosul-
fate and silver ions, complex formation occurs:

Ag+ + 2S20/- ~ Ag(S,oJ),J-

aAg(SPJ)2J
-

Kf= 2
aAg, • (as,o r)

where Kf is the formation constant for the complex.
The half-reaction for a silver electrode in such a solu-
tion can be written as

Ag(S,03)/- + e' ~ Ag(s) + 2S,03'-

The standard electrode potential for this half-reaction
is the electrode potential when both the complex and
the complexing anion are at unit activity. Using the
same approach as in the previous example. we find that

I
EO = +0.799 + 0.0592 log ~

{

Data for the potential of the silver electrode in
the presence of selected ions are given in the tables of
standard electrode potentials in Appendix 3 and in
Table 22-1. Similar information is also provided for
other electrode systems. These data often simplify the
calculation of half-cell potentials.

22C-11 Some Limitations to the Use
of Standard Electrode Potentials

Standard electrode potentials are of great impor-
tance in understanding electroanalytical processes. We
should emphasize certain inherent limitations to the
use of these data, however.

Substitution of Concentrations for Activities

As a matter of convenience, molar conccntrations -
rather than activities - of reactive species are usually
used in making calculations with the Nernst equation.
Unfortunately, these two quantities are identical ollly
ill dilute solutions. With increasing electrolyte concen-
trations, potentials calculated using molar concentra-
tions are in general quite different from those obtained
by experiment.

To illustrate, the standard electrode potential for
the half-reaction

Fe3+ + e-~Fe2+

is +0.771 V. Neglecting activities, we prerli~t that a
platinum electrode immersed in a solution that con-
tains 1 mol/L each of Fe3+ and Fe" ions in addition to
perchloric acid would have a potential numerically
equal to this value relative to the SHE. In fact, how-
ever, we measure a potential of +0.732 V when the
perchloric acid concentration is 1 M. We can see the
reason for the discrepancy if we write the Nernst equa-
tion in the form

rF," [Fe"]
E = EO - 0.059210g [F 3+]

'YFeJ· e
where rF," and rF," are the respective activity coeffi-
cients. The activity coefficients of the two species are
less than one in this system beca use of the high ionic
strength resulting from the perchloric acid and the iron
salts. What is more important, however, is that the ac-
tivity coefficient of the iron(lll) ion is smaller than that
of thc iron(ll) ion. As a result, the ratio of the activity
coefficients as they appear in the Nernst equation is
larger than one, and the potential of the half-cell is
smaller than the standard potential.

Activity coefficient data for ions in solutions of the
types commonly used in oxidation-reduction tit rations
and electrochemical work are somewhat limited. As a
result, we must use molar concentrations rather than
activities in manv calculations. Using molar concentra-
tions may cause' appreciable errors. Such calculations

r-Yl Tutorial: Learn more about standard cell
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are still useful, however, because relative changes in
values are often close to correct, and the direction and
magnitude of changes are sufficiently accurate for
many purposes.

Effect of Other Equmbria

The application of standard electrode potentials is fur-
ther complicated by solvation, dissociation, associa-
tion, and complex-formation reactions involving the
species of interest. An example of this problem is the
behavior of the potential of the iron(lll)-iron(ll)
couple. As noted earlier, an equimolar mixture of
these two ions in 1 M perchloric acid has an electrodc
potential of +0.732 V. Substituting hydrochloric acid
of the same concentration for perchloric acid alters the
observed potential to +0.700 V, and we observe a
value of +0.600 V in I M phosphoric acid. These
changes in potential occur bccause iron (Ill) fonns
more stablc complexes with chloride and phosphate
ions than does iron(ll). As a result, the actual concen-
tration of uncomplexed iron(III) in such solutions is
less than that of uncomplexed iron(ll), and the net ef-
fect is a shift in the observed potential.

Potentials can bc corrected for this effect only if the
equilibria involved are known and equilibrium con-
stants for the processes are available. Often, however,
such information is unavailable, and we are forced to
neglect such effects and hope that serious errors do not
appear in the calculated results.

Formal Potentials

To compensate partially for activity effects and errors
resulting from sidc reactions, such as those described in
the previous section, Swift proposed substituting a
quantity called the formal potential EO' in place of the
standard electrode potential in oxidation-reduction
calculations.' The formal potential, sometimes re-
ferred to as the conditional potential, of a system is the
potential of the half-cell with respect to the SHE when
the concentrations of reactants and products are I M
and the concentrations of any other constituents of the
solution are carefully specified. Thus, for example, the
formal potcntial for the reduction ofiron(II1) is +0.732
V in I M perchloric acid and +0.700 V in 1 M hy-
drochloric acid. Using these values in place of the stan-
dard electrode potential in the Nernst equation will
yield bettcr agreemcnt between calculated and experi-

mental potentials, if the electrolyte concentration of
the solution approximates that for which the formal
potential was measured. Using formal potentials with
systems differing significantly in composition and con-
centration of the electrolyte can, however, lead to er-
rors greater than those produced by using standard
potentials. The table in Appendix 3 contains selectcd
formal potentials as well as standard potentials, and
in subsequent chapters, we will use whichever is more
appropriate.

Reaction Rates

Note that the appearance of a half-reaction in a table
of electrode potentials does not necessarily imply that
there is a real electrode whose potential corresponds
to the half-reaction. Many of the data in such tables
were calculated from equilibrium or thermal data, and
thus, no actual potential measurements on the elec-
trode system of interest were ever made. For some
half-reactions, no suitable electrode is known. For ex-
ample, the standard electrode potential for the process

2CO, + 2H+ + 2e- ~ H,C,04 EO = -0.49 V

was determined indirectly. The electrode reaction is
not reversible, and the rate at which carbon dioxide
combines to give oxalic acid is negligibly slow. There is
no known electrode system with a potential that varies
in the expected way with the ratio of the activities of
the reactants and products of this rcaction. In spite of
the absence of direct measurements, the tabulated po-
tcntial is useful for computational purposes.

220 CALCULATION OF CELL POTENTIALS
FROM ELECTRODE POTENTIALS

An important use of standard electrode potcntials
is the calculation of the potential of a galvanic cell or
the potential required to operate an electrolytic cell.
These calculated potcntials (sometimes called thermo-
dynamic potentials) are theorctical in the sense that
they refer to cells in which there is no currentlO Addi-
tional factors must be taken into account when there is
a current in the cell. Furthermore, these potentials do
not take into account junction potentials within the
cell. Normally, junction potentials can be made small
enough to be neglected without serious error.

lOin fact, with modern high-impedance (up to tOI5 fl) voltmeters, cell
potentials can be measured under essentially zero-current condition~, so
the distinction between theoretical and practical cdl potentials becomes
negligible.



where £,ightand £Idl are the electrode porentials for the
two half-reactions constituting the cell.

Consider the hypothetical cell

Zn/ZnSO.(az,," = 1.(0)IICuSOiacu· = 1.(0)/Cu

Because the activities of the two ions are both J .00, the
standard potentials are also the electrode potentials.
Thus, using £0 data from Table 22-1.

Heel! ;:0;: Eright - Ekft = Ei\J - E~n
= +0.337 - (-0.763) = + 1.100 V

The positive sign for the cell potential indicates that
the reaction

occurs spontaneously under standard conditions, and
elemental zinc is oxidized to zinc(Il) and copper(II) is
reduced to metallic copper.

If the preceding cell is written in the reverse sense,
that is, as

we write the cell potential as

£",,, = Fright- £Idl = £~o - £&u
= -0.763 - (+0.337) = -l.lOOV

The negative sign indicates that the following reaction
is not spontaneous under standard conditions.

Cuts) + Zn2·;.«Cu" + 2n(s)

rhus, we must apply an external voltage greater than
.100 V to cause this reaction to occur.

Ilculate potentials for the following cell using
concentrations and (b) activities:

Zn! ZnSO,(czoso,),PbSO,(sat'd)IPb

're czoso, = 5.00 x 10 -•. l.OO X ]03• l.00 X 10
x 10-', and 5.00 x 10-'.

n a neutral solution. lillie !-ISO, - will be formed:
lUS, we may assume that

TABLE22-2 Calculated Potentials for a Cell Based on
(a)Concentrations and (b)Activities(see Example 22-6)

CZRSO.' M P- (a) E (calc), V (b) E (calc), V E(

5.00 x 10 ' 2.00 X IO.J 0.608 0.613
2.00 X lO·t 8.00 X 10-3 0.572 0.582 t
1.00 X 10-2 4.00 X 10-2 0.531 0.549 l.

2.00 X 10-2 8.00 X 10-2 0.513 0.537 0
5.00 X 10-2 2.00 X 10-' 0.490 0.521 0

PbSO,(s) + 2e ~ Pb(s) + SO} - E" = -0.350 V

Zn" + 2e' ~ 2n EO = -0.763 V

0.0592
Erb = -0.350 - -2-log5.00 x 10"

-0.252 V "Exp~nmental data from L A. CO\\-perthwailt: and \'. K. laMer. I Amer. Gum. Soc , 1931. 53, 4.\'3

Note that the potential of this cell drops dramatically when there i:; a current In {he l:~IL

0.0592 1
£Zn = -0.763 - -2-log 5.00 x 10'

-0.860 V

The Nernst equation for the Ph electrode now
hecomes

Because the Ph electrode is specified as the right-
hand electrode,

Ero = -0.350 - o.Oi~X log 4.10 x 10 '

-0.250

E"" = -0.252 V - (-0.860 V) = 0.60~ V

Cell potentials at the other concentrations can hc
calculated in the same way. Their values are given
in column (a) of Table 22-2.

(b) To calculate activity coefficients for Zn2f and
SO/, we must first find the ionic strength using
Equation a2-3 (Appendix 2). We assume that the
concentrations of Pb2f, H +, and OH- are negli-
gible compared to the concentrations of Zn 2+ and
SO}-. Thus, the ionic strength is

0.0592 1
Ezn = -0.763 - -2 x log4l3X 10"

= -0.863

Note that the value calculated using concentrations
(0.608 V) is about 1% different from this value. Values
at other concentrations are listed in column (b) of
Table 22-2.

I-' = ~[5.oo X 10-' x (2)2 + 5.00 x 10" x (2fJ

= 2.00 x 10'3

In Table a2-1, we find for SO/-, lrA = 0.4. and for
2n2+, lrA = 0.6. Substituting these values into
Equation a2-3 gives for sulfate ion

It is interesting to compare the calculated cell po-
tentials shown in the columns labeled (a) and (b) in
Table 22-2 with the experimental results shown in the
last column. Clearly, the use of activities provides a sig-
nificant improvement at higher ionic strengths.

0.0509 X 2' x V2.00 X 10-3

I + 3.28 x 0.4 X V2.00 x 10-3

= 0.859 x 10

= 0.820

= 0.820 X 5.00 x lO'

= 4.10 X 10-'

Onlv one general type of e!ectroanalytical method is
based on measurements made in the absence of appre-
ciable current: potentiometric methods. which arc dis-
cussed in Chapter 23. The remaining elcetroanalylieal
methods. considered in Chapters 24 and 25, all involve
electrical currents and current measurements. Thus.
we must discuss the behavior of cells with significant
currents.

22E CURRENTS IN ELECTROCHEMICAL
CELLS

Repeating the calculations using UA = 0.6 for
2n2+ yields

hoC. = 0.825

a1.o• = 4.13 x 10-'

As noted earlier. electricity is carried withir
by the movement of ions. With small currents,
law (See Section 2A-1) is usually obeyed and w
write £ = I R, where E is the potential differer
volls responsible for movement of the ions, I is th.
rent in amperes, and R is the resistance in ohms c
electrolyte to the current. The resistance depenc
the nature and concentrations of ions in the solul

When there is a direct current in an electrocherr
cell, the measured cell potential is usually diffCl
from the thermodynamic potential calculated as d,
onstrated in Section 228. This difference can he
tributed to a number of phenomena, including ohn
resistance and several polarization effi'cts, such
charge· transfer overvoltage, reaction overvoltage, diff,
sioll overvolwge, and crystallization overvoltage. Ger
erally, these phenomena reduce the voltage of a gal
vanic cell or increase the voltage required to produc<
current in an electrolytic cell.

To develop a current in either a galvanic or an elec-
trolytic cell. a driving force in the form of a voltage is re-
quired to overcome the resistance of the ions to move-
ment toward the anode and the cathode. Just as in
metallic conduction, this force follows Ohm's law and is
equal to the product of the current in amperes and the
resistance of the cell in ohms. This voltage is generally
referred to as the ohmic potential, or the IR drop.

The net effect of IR drop is 10 increase the potential
required to operate an electrolytic cell and to decrease
the measured potential of a galvanic cd!. Therefore.
the IR drop is always subtracted from the theoretical
cell pokntial. That is. II



The following cell has a resistance of 4.00 fl. Calculate
its potential when it is producing a current of 0.100 A.

By substituting the standard potentials and concentra-
tions into the Nernst equation, we find that the elec-
trode potential for the Cu electrode is 0.278 V, and for
the Cd electrode it is -0.462 V. Thus, the thermody-
namic cell potential is

and the potential to yield the desired current is

E,," = 0.740 V - IR
= 0.740 V - (0.100 A x 4.00 fl) = 0.340 V

Calculate the potential required to generate a current
of 0.100 A in the reverse direction in the cell shown in
Example 22-7.

Solution

E = EOJ - Eeu

= -0.462 V - 0.278 V = -0.740 V

E,," = E - IR
= -0.740V - (0.100 A x 4.00fl)

In this example, an external potcntial greater than
1.140 V is needed to cause Cd2+ to deposit and Cu to
dissolve at a rate required for a current of 0.100 A.

In several important electroanalytieal methods we
measure the current in a cell as a function of potential
and construct current versus voltage curves from the
data. Equation 22-16 predicts a linear relationship be-
tween the cell voltage and the current at constant elec-
trode potentials. In fact, current-voltage curvcs are
frequently nonlinear at the extremes; under these cir-
cumstances, the cell is polarized. Polarization may oe-
cur at one or both electrodes.

To begin our discussion, it is useful to considcr
current-voltage curves for an ideal polarized and an
ideal nonpolarized electrode. Polarization at a single
electrode can be studied by coupling it with an elec-
trode that is not easily polarized. Such electJ;odes have
large surface areas and have half-cell reactions that are
rapid and reversible. Design details of not'IjJolarized
electrodes are described in subsequent chapters.

Ideal Polarized and Nonpolarized
Electrodes and Cells

The ideal polarized electrode is one in which current
remains constant and independent of potential over a
wide range. Figure 22-6a is a current-voltage curve for
an electrode that is ideally polarized in the region be-
tween A and B. Figure 22-6b shows the current-voltage
relationship for a nonpolarized electrode that behaves
ideally in the region between A and B. For this elec-
trode, the potential is independent of the current.

FIGURE 22-6 Current-voltage curves in blue for an ideal (a) polarized and (b)nonpolarized
electroce. Gray lines show departure from ideal behavior by real electroces.

FIGURE 22-7 Current-voltage curve for a cell showing
nonpolarized behavior between A and B (blue line)and
polarized behavior (gray line).

Figure 22-7 is a current-voltage curve for a cell hav-
ing electrodes that exhibit nonpolarized behavior be-
tween points A and B. Because of the. internal resist-
ance of the cell, the current-voltage curve has a finite
slope equal to R (Equation 22-16) rather than the infi-
nite slope for the ideal nonpolarized electrode shown in
Figures 22-6b, and it obeys Ohm's law. Beyond points A
and B,polarization occurs at one or both electrodes, re-
sulting in deviations from the ideal straight line. The up-
per half of the curve gives the current-voltage relation-
ship when the cell is operating as an electrolytic cell; the
lower half describes its behavior as a galvanic cell."
Note that when polarization occurs in an electrolytic
cell, a higher potential than that predicted from the
ideal line is required to achieve a given current. Simi-
larly, polarization of a galvanic cell produces a potential
that is lower than expected.

Sources of Polarization in Electrolytic Cells

Figure 22-8 shows three regions of a half-cell in an
electrolytic cell where polarization can OCcur. These
regions include the electrode itself, a surface film of so-
lution immediately adjacent to the electrode, and the
bulk of the solution. For this half-cell, the overall elec-
trode reaction is

Ox + ne-~Red

Anyone of the several intermediate steps shown in thc
figure may, however, limit the rate of this overall reac-

J2 In tbis book we follow the convention that cathodic currents are
positive and anodic currents negative. This practice came about for histori-
cal reasons. because reductions were most often studied. Some electro-
chemists prefer to consider anodic currents as positive. When looking at
current-potential curves. it is always wise to decide which convention is
being followed.

tion, which thus limits the magnitUde of the current.
One of these steps in the reaction, called mass transfer,
involves movement of Ox from the bulk of the solution
to the surface film. When this step (or the reverse mass
transfer of Red to the bulk) limits the rate of the overall
reaction (and thus the current), we have concentralion
polarizalion. Some half-cell reactions proceed by an in-
termediate chemical reaction in which species such as
Ox' or Red' form; this intermediate is then the actual
participant in the electron-transfer process. If the rate
of formation or decomposition of the intermediate lim-
its the current, reactioll polarization occurs. In some in-
stances, the rate of a physical process such as adsorp-
tion, desorption, or crystallization limits the current.
In these cases, adsorplioll, desorptioll, or crystallizalion
polarization occurs. Finally, when the current is limited
by a slow rate of electron transfer from the electrode to
the oxidized species in the surface film or from the re-
duced species to the electrode, we have charge-transfer
polarization. It is not unusual to find several types of
polarization occurring simultaneously.

Overvoltage

The degree of polarization of an electrode in an elec-
trolytic cell is measured by the overvoltage, or overpo-
tential, TJ, which is the difference between the actual
electrode potential E and the thermodynamic, or equi-
librium, potential Eoq. That is,

TJ = E - Eoq (22-17)

Here, TJ is the additional potential beyond the thermo-
dynamic value needed to cause the reaction to occur at
an appreciable rate. For cathodic reactions where Eoq

is negative, E must be more negative than Eeq, and TJ is
negative. For anodic reactions where Eoq is positive, E
must be more positive than Eoq, and TJ is positive.

Concentration Polarization

Concentration polarization occurs when the rate of
transport of reactive species to the electrode surface is
not sufficient to maintain the current required by
Equation 22-16. When concentration polarization be-
gins, a diffusion overvoltage appears.

Forexample, consider a cell made up of an ideal non-
polarized anode and a polarizable cathode consisting of
a small cadmium electrode immersed in a solution of
cadmium ions. The reduction of cadmium ions is a rapid
and reversible process so that when a potential is ap-
plied to this electrode, the surface laver of the solution
comes to equilibrium with the electrode essentially



RGURE 22-8 Steps in the reaction Ox + nc
ne - ~ Red at an electrode. Note that
the surface layer is only a few molecules
thick. (Adapted from A. J. Bard and L. R.
Faulkner, Electrochemical Methods, 2nd
ed., p. 23, New York:Wiley,2001.
Reprinted by permission of John Wiley&
Sons, Inc.)

instantaneously. That is, a brief current is generated
that reduces the surface concentration of cadmium ions
to the equilibrium concentration, Co, given by

o 0.0592 IECd = ECd - ---log-
2 Co

If there were no mechanism to transport cadmium ions
from the bulk of the solution to the surface film, the
current would rapidly decrease to zero as the concen-
tration of the film approached Co'As we shall see, how-
ever, several mechanisms bring cadmium ions from the
bulk of the solution into the surface layer at a constant
rate. Therefore, the large initial current decreases rap-
idly to a constant level determined by the rate of ion
transport.

It is important to appreciate that for a rapid and
reversible electrode reaction, the concentration of the
surface layer may always be considered to be the equi-
librium concentration, which is determined by the
instantaneous electrode potential (Equation 22-18).
It is also important to realize that the surface concen-
tration Co is often far different from the concentration
in the bulk of the solution. This is true because, even
though surface equilibrium is achieved essentially in-
stantaneously, equilibrium between the electrode and
the bulk of the solution is established quite slowly and
may require minutes or even hours.

For a current of the magnitude required by Equa-
tion 22-16 to be maintained, reactant must be brought
from the bulk of the solution to the surface layer at a
rate dnA/dt that is given by

where dQ Idt is the rate of flow of electrons in the elec-
trode (or the current I). n is the number of electrons
appearing in the half-reaction, M, is the numher of
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moles of analyte hrought to the surface, and F is the
faraday. The rate of reaction (mole/s) can be written as

dnA = Al
dt

where A is the surface area of the electrodl: tcm ') and
I is the flux (mol s -1 cm -'). The two equations can then
be combined to givc

When the mass-transport process cannot meet the de-
mand for reactant, the IR drop in Equation 22-16 be-
comes smaller than the theoretical value, and a diffu-
sion overvoltage appears that just offsets the decrease
in I R. Here, we consider an electrolytic cell to which
we apply a negative voltage to produce a reduction at
the cathode. We assume that the anode is nonpolar-
ized. Thus, with the appearance of concentration po-
larization, Equation 22-16 becomes

where 7)"thoderepresents the overpotential associated
with the cathode. A more general equation for a cell in
which both electrodes are polarized is

£"11= (£"Ihode - E,oodJ + [(l7o.lh"'"- 7)'000,)- IR]
(22-20)

where 'hoO'le is the anodic overvoltage. Note that the
overvoltage associated with the cathode is negative
and the overvoltage at the anode is positive. The over-
voltages at each electrode have the effect of reducing
the overall potential of the cell. Analogous expressions
can be written for a cell in which the reaction under
study is an oxidation at the anode.

r71 Tutonal: Learn more about cells uoder 000-

lQ.J standard conditions.

22E-3 Mechanisms of Mass Transport

It is important now to investigate the mechanisms bv
which ions or molecules are transported from the bulk
of the solution to a surface layer (or the reverse) he-
cause these mechanisms provide insights into how con-
centration polarization can be prevented or induccd
as required. As we noted in Section 22A-7, there
are three mechanisms of mass transport: (I) diffusion,
(2) migration, and (3) convection.

Whenever therc is a concentration difference be-
tween two regions of a solution, as happens when a
species is reduced at a cathode surface (or oxidized at
an anode surfacc), diffusion causes ions or molecules
to move from the more concentrated region to the
more dilute. The rate of diffusion dcldt is given by

where c is the reactant concentration in the bulk of the
solution, Co is its equilibrium concentration at the elec-
trode surface, and k is a proportionality constant. As
shown earlier, the valu~ of Co is fixed by the potential of
the electrode and can be calculated from the Nernst equa-
tion. As increasingly higher potentials are applied to
the electrode, Co becomes smaller and smaller, and the
diffusion rate becomes greater and greater. Ultimately,
however, Co becomes negligible with respect to c, and
the rate then becomes constant. That is, when Co -> 0,

Under this condition, concentration polarization is
said to be complete, and the electrode operates as an
ideal polarized electrodc.

Migration is the process by which ions move under
the influence of an electrostatic field. It is often the pri-
mary mass-transfer process in the bulk of the solution
in a cell. The electrostatic attraction (or repulsion) be-
tween a particular ionic species and the electrode be-
comes smaller as the total electrolyte concentration of
the solution becomes greater. It may approach zero
when the reactive species is only a small fraction, say
11100,of the total concentration of ions with a given
charge.

Reactants can also be transferred mechanically to
or from an electrode. Thus, forced convection, such as
stirring or agitation, tends to decrease concentration
polarization. Natural convection resulting from tem-
perature or density differences also contributes to ma-
terial transport.

gJ Animati~ll: Learn more about mass transport
lQ.J mechamsms.

To summarize, concentration polarization is ob-
served when diffusion, migration, and convection are
insufficient to transport the reactant to or from an elec-
trode surface at a rate demanded by the theoretical cur-
rent. Because of concentration polarization, a larger
potential must he applied to an electrolytic cell than the
value predicted from the thermodynamic potential and
the IR drop.

Concentration polarization is important in several
electroanalytieal methods. In some applications, steps
are taken to eliminate it; in others, however, it is essen-
tial to the method, and every effort is made to promote
it. The degree of concentration polarization is influ-
enced experimentally by (1) the reactant concentra-
tion, with polarization becoming more pronounced at
low concentrations; (2) the total electrolyte concentra-
tion, with polarization becoming more pronounced
at high concentrations; (3) mechanical agitation, with
polarization decreasing in well-stirred solutions; and
(4) electrode size, with polarization effects decreasing
as the electrode surface area increases.

22E-4 Charge-Transfer Polarization

Charge-transfer polarization occurs when the rate
of the oxidation or reduction reaction at one or both
electrodes is not sufficiently rapid to yield currents of
the size suggested by theory. Overvoltage caused by
charge-transfer polarization has the following char-
acteristics:

1. Overvoltages increase with current density (current
density is defined as the current per unit area
[A/cm'] of electrode surface).

2. Overvoltages usually decrease with increases in
temperature.

3. Overvoltages vary with the chemical composition
of the electrode, often being most pronounced with
softer metals such as tin, lead, zinc, and particularly
mercury.

4. Overvoltages arc especially significant for electrode
processes that yield gaseous products such as hv-
drogen or oxygen, but they arc freq uently negligible
when a metal is being deposited or when an ion is
undergoing a change of oxidation state.

5. The magnitude of overvoltage in any given situation
cannot be exactly predicted because it is deter-
mined by a number of uncontrollable variables.13

iJOvervoltage data for various gaseous species at different electrode sur-
face'S are in Analytical Chemistry Handbook, 1. A. Dean. ed., pp. 1~_96-
14.97, New ):'ark: McGraw-HilL 1995.
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22F TYPES OF ELECTROANALYTICAL
METHODS

Many types of electroanalytical methods have been
developed. Many of the methods that are generally
useful, and arc discusscd in this book, are shown in
Figurc 22-9. These methods are divided into interfa-
cial methods and bulk methods. Interfacial methods,
which are more widely used than bulk methods, arc
based on phcnomena that occur at the interface be-
tween electrode surfaces and the thin layer of solution
just adjacent to these surfaces. Bulk methods, in con-
trast, arc based on phenomena that occur in the bulk
of the solution; every effort is made to avoid interfacial
effects.

Interfacial methods can be divided into two major
categories, static methods and dynamic methods, de-
pending on whether there is a current in the electro-
chemical cells. Thc static methods, which require po-
tentiometric measurements, are extremely important

because of their specd and selectivity. We will discuss
potentiometric methods in Chaptcr 23.

Dynamic interfacial methods, in which currents in
electrochemical cclls playa vital part, are of several
types. In three of the methods shown on the left in Fig-
ure 22-9, the potential of the cell is controlled while
measurements of other variables are made. Generally,
these methods are sensitive and have relativelv widc
dynamic ranges (typically, 10- J to 10-' M). F~rther-
more, many of these procedurcs can be carried out
with microliter or even nanoliter volumes of sample.
Thus, thcsc methods may achieve detcction limits in
the picomole range.

In constant-current dynamic methods, the current
in the cell is held constant while data are collected.
Dynamic methods of both kinds are discussed in Chap-
ters 24 and 25. Most of the electro analytical techniques
shown in Figure 22-9 have been used as detectors
in various chromatographic proccdures (sce Chap-
ters 25, 27, and 28).

FIGURE 22-9 Summary of common electroanalytical methods. Quantity measured given in
parentheses. (I or j ~ current, E ~ potential, R = resistance, G = conductance, Q ~ quantity
of charge, t = time, vol = volume of a standard SOlution,m ~ mass of an electrodeposited
species.)

*Answcrs are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon arc best solved using spreadsheets.

The overvoltage for the evolution of hydrogen and
oxygen is especially significant. The difference bctween
the overvoltage of these gases on smooth and on pla-
tinized platinum surfaces is striking. For cxample, for a
smooth Pt electrode immersed in I M H2SO. at a cur-
rent density of 1.0 A/cm 2, the overvoltagc is 0.68 V; for
a platinized Pt electrode under the same conditions,
the overvoltage is only 0.048 v: This difference is pri-
marily due to the much larger surface area associatcd
with platinized electrodes, which produces a real cur-
rent density significantly smaller than is apparent from
the overall dimensions of the electrode. Platinized sur-
faces are always used in constructing hydrogen refer-
ence electrodes to lower the current density to a point
where the overvoltage is negligible.

The high overvoltage associated with the formation
of hydrogen permits the electrolytic deposition of sev-

*22·1 Calculate the electrode potentials of the following half-cells.
(a) Ag+(0.0261 M)IAg
(b) Fe3+(6.72 x 10-· M),Fe2+(O.l00 M)!Pt
(c) AgBr(sat'd),Br' (0.050 M)IAg

eral metals that require potentials at which hydrogen
would otherwise be expected to interfere. For example,
the standard potentials of hydrogen and zinc suggest
that rapid evolution of hydrogen should occur wcll
below the potential required for the deposition of
zinc from a neutral solution. Nevertheless, zinc can
be deposited quantitatively using a mercury or cop-
per electrode. Because of the high overvoltage of
hydrogen on these metals (1.07 V and 1.23 V, re-
spectively, under the conditions cited in the previous
paragraph), little or no gas is evolved during the
electrode position.

The magnitude of overvoltage can, at best, be only
crudely approximated from empirical information
available in the literature. Calculation of cell potentials
in which overvoltagc plays a part cannot, therefore, be
very accura te.

*22-2 Calculate the electrode potentials of the following half-cells.
(a) HCl(1.76 M) IH,(0.987 atm),Pt
(b) 10,-(0.194 M),I,(2.00 x 10· M),W(3.50 X 10-3 M)lpt
(c) Ag,CrO.(sat'd),CrO,'-(0.0520 M)IAg

*22-3 For each of the following half-cells, comparc electrode potentials calculated
from (I) concentration and (2) activity data.
(a) HCl(0.0200 M),NaCl(OJJ300 M)IH,(1.00 atm).Pt
(b) Fe(ClO,),(O.OIll M),Fe(ClO.),(O.OIlI M)lpt

*22-4 For each of the following half-cclls, compare electrode potentials calculated
from (I) concentration and (2) activity data.
(a) Sn(ClO,h(3.00 x 10 5 M),Sn(ClO.l,(6.00 x 10-5 M)!Pt
(b) Sn(ClO,),(3.00 x 10 5 M),Sn(ClO.),(6.00 x 10-5 M),NaClO.(O.0800 MJlpt

*22-5 Calculate the potential of a silver electrode in contact with the following:
(a) a solution that is 0.0150 M in [, and salurated with AgI.
(b J a solution that is O.O(J40M in eN - and OJJ600 M in Ag(CN),-.



(c) the solution that results from mixing 25.0 mL of 0.0500 M KBr with 20.0 ml.
of 0.100 MAg'.

(d) the solution that results from mixing 25.0 mL of 0.0500 MAg' with 20.0 mL
of 0.100 M KBr.

*22-6 Calculate the electrode potentials for the following systems:
(a) Cr,07>(4.00 X 10-' M),Cr3'(2.00 x 10-' M),H+(0.100 M)lpt
(b) UO,'+(0.200 M),UH(O.I00 M),H'(0.500 M)lpt

*22-7 Calculate the theoretical potential of each of the following cells. Is the cell reac-
tion spontaneous as written or spontaneous in the opposite direction?
(a) PtICr3+(1.00 x 10-' M),Cr"(2.00 x 10-3 M)IIPb"(5.60 x to' M)lpb
(b) HgIHg,'+(2.00 x to-' M)IIH+(1.00 x to-' M),vJ+(3.00 x 10-' M),VO"

(2.00 x 103 M)!Pt
(c) PtIFe3+(4.00 x 10-2M),Fe2+(3.00 x 10-5 M)IISn2+(5.50 x 10-' M),

Sn'+(3.50 x 10-' M)lpt

*22-8 Calculate the theoretical potential of each of the following cells. [s the ccll
reaction spontaneous as written or spontaneous in the opposite direction?
(a) BiIBiO+(0.0400 M),W(0.200 M)III'(O.100 M),Ag[(sat'd)!Ag
(b) Zn\Zn'+(7.50 X 10" M)IIFe(CN)6'-(4.50 x 10-' M),Fe(CN)6'-(7.00 x

to-' M)\Pt •
(c) Pt,H,(0.200 atm)IHCI(7.50 X 10-· M), AgCI(sat'd)!Ag

*22-9 Compute EO for the process

Ni(CN)}- + 2e' ~ Ni(s) + 4CW

given that the formation constant for the complex is 1.0 X to".
*22-10 The solubility product constant for Pb[, is 7.1 x 10-9 at 25"C. Calculate EO for

the process

*22-11 Calculate the standard potential for the half-reaction

BiOCI(s) + 2H+ + 3e- ~ Bi(s) + Cl + H,O

given that K,p for BiOCI has a value of 8.1 xl()' 19

*22-12 Calculate the standard potential for the half-reaction

AI(C,O.),' + 3e- ->AI(s) + 2c,ol-
if the formation constant for the complex is 1.3 x tol1.

*22-13 From the standard potentials

TI+ + e- ~TI(s) £0 = -0.336 V

TICl(s) + e' ~ TI(s) + Cl- £" = -0.557 V

calculate the solubility product constant for TICL

*22-14 From the standard potentials

Ag,SeO.(s) + 2e' ~ 2Ag(s) + SeO,' E" = 0.355 V

Ag' + e ~ Ag(s) EO = 0.799 V

*22-15 Suppose that we wish to produce a current of 0.0750 A in the cell

Ptly3+(3.7 X 105 M),y2+(4.48 X 10'1 M)IIBr-(o.0850 M).AgBr(sat'd)IAg

As a result of its design, the cell has an internal resistance of 4.87 n. Calculate
the initial potential of the cell.

*22-16 The cell

PtIY(OHl:(2.67 x 1O-'M),vO"(3.42 x lO-'Ml.

H'(4.81 x 10-' MlIICu2+(2.50 x 1O-'M)!Cu

has an internal resistance of 3.81 n. What will be the initial potential if a current
of 0.0750 A is drawn from this cell?

*22-17 The resistance of the galvanic cell

PtIFe(CN):-(4.42 X 1O-'M),Fe(CNl6'-(8.93 x 1O-3MlIIAg'(5.75 x 1O-'M)!Ag

is 3.85 n. Calculate the initial potential when 0.0442 A is drawn from this cell.

IiJ 22-18 The following data are similar to those given in Example 22-1."
cHO,m y± E EO

0.cJ03215 0.9418 0.52053 0.22255
0.004488 0.9328 0.50384 0.22251
0.005619 0.9259 0.49257 0.22241
0.007311 09173 0.47948 0.22236
0.009138 0.9094 0.46860 0.22250
0.011195 0.9031 0.45861 0.22258
0.013407 0.8946 0.44974 0.22248
0.01710 0.8843 0.43783 0.22247
0.02563 0.8660 0.41824 0.22260
0.05391 0.8293 0.38222 0.22256
0.1238 0.7877 0.34199 0.22244

(a) Create a spreadsheet to calculate the standard electrode potential for the
Ag-AgCI electrode using the method described in Example 22-1. Make
columns for the activity coefficients and the standard potential. Calculate
y values for H' and CI . for each molality. Then find y" at each molality. Use
the measured values of E to find EO at each molality.

(b) Compare your values for the activity coefficients and standard potential with
those of Mac[nnes, and if there are any differences between your values and
those in the table above, suggest possible reasons for the discrepancies.

(c) Use the Descriptive Statistics function of Data Analysis Toolpak15 to find
the mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence interval, and other useful sta,
tistics for the standard potential of the Ag-AgCI electrode.

(d) Comment on the results of your analysis and, in particular, the qualitv of
Mac[nnes's results. .

I!l Challenge Problems

22-19 As a part of a study to measure the dissociation constant of acetic acid, Harned
and Ehlers 16 needed to measure EO for the following cell:

:~D. A. Macinnes. The Principles of Electrochemistry, Table I. p. 187, New York: Reinhold, 1939
·'S. R. Crouch aoL1F. J Holler. Applications of Microsofr~ Excel in Analytical Chemistry, Bdmont, C\: Brt)oksiCole.
2004. pp. 32--34
~H. S. Harned and R. \\.:. Ehlers. 1. Am_ Chern. Sac., 1932,54 (4),1350-57



(a) Write an expression for the potential of the cell.
(b) Show that the expression can be arranged to give

o RT
E = E - F In YH,O'Yu mll,o' mu

where mH;O' and mn are the molal (mole solute per kilogram solvcnt) con-
centrations.

(c) Under what circumstances is this expression valid:
(d) Show that the expression in (b) may be written

E + 2k log m = E" - 2k log Y±

where k = In lORTI F.
(e) A considerably simplificd version of the Debye:!:Iilckel cxpression that is

valid for very dilutc solutions is log Y = -0.5 \I'm + bm, wherc c \s a constant.
Show that the expression for the cell potcntial in (d) may be written as

E + 2klogm - kvm = E" - 2kcm

(f) The previous expression is a "limiting law" that becomes linear as the concen-
tration of the electrolyte approaches zero. The equation assumes the form
y = ax + b, where y = E + 2klogm - kvm; x = m, the slope; a =,-2kc;
and the y-intercept b = F'. Harned and Ehlers very accurately measured the
potential of the cell without liquid junction presented at the beglOOing of the
problem as a function of concentration of HCI (molal) and temperature and
obtained the data in the following table. For example, they measured the po-
tential of the cell at 25'C with an HCl conccntration of 0.01 m and obtained a
value of 0.46419 volts.

Potential Measurements of Cell Pt,H2(1 atm)IHCI(m),AgCI(sat'dj!Agwithout
LiquidJunction as a Function of Concentration (molality)and Temperature COG)

E,., volts
m,

E,. E25 E,. E"molal E. £, E•• E"

0.005 0.48916 0.49138 0.49338 0.49521 0.44690 0.49844 0.49983 0.50109

0.006 0.48089 0.48295 0.48480 0.48647 0.48800 0.48940 0.49065 0.49176

0.007 0.4739 0.47584 0.47756 0.47910 0.48050 0.48178 0.48289 0.48389

0.008 0.46785 0.46968 0.47128 0.47270 0.47399 0.47518 0.47617 0.47704

0.009 0.46254 0.46426 0.46576 0.46708 0.46828 0.46937 0.47026 0.47103

0.01 0.4578 0.45943 0.46084 0.46207 0.46319 0.46419 0.46499 0.46565

0.02 0.42669 0.42776 0.42802 0.42925 0.42978 0.43022 0.43049 0.43058

0.03 0.40859 0.40931 0.40993 0.41021 0.41041 0.41056 0.41050 0.41028

0.04 0.39577 0.39624 0.39668 0.39673 0.39673 0.39666 0.39638 0.39595

0.05 0.38586 0.38616 0.38641 0.38631 0.38614 0.38589 0.38543 0.38484

0.06 037777 0.37793 037802 0.37780 0.37749 0.37709 0.37648 0.37578

0.07 0.37093 0.37098 037092 0.37061 0.37017 0.36965 0.36890 0.36808

0.08 0.36497 0.36495 0.36479 0.36438 0.36382 0.36320 0.36285 0.36143

0.Q9 0.35976 0.35963 0.35937 0.35888 0.35823 0.35751 0.35658 0.35556

0.1 0.35507 0.35487 0.33451 0.35394 03532l 0.35240 0.35140 0.35031

EO 0.23627 0.23386 0.23126 0.22847 022550 022239 0.2191~ 0.21591

Construct a plot of E + 2k log m -- k \1m versus m. and note that the plot is
quite linear at low concentration. Extrapolate the line to the y-intcrcept, and
estimate a value for En Compare your value with the value of Harned and
Ehlers, and explain any difference. Also compare the value to the one shown
in Table 22-1. The simplest way to carry out this exercise is to place the data
in a spreadsheet. and use the Exccl function INTERCEPT(known_y's,
known_x's) to determine the extrapolated value for En" Use only the data
from 0.005-0.01 m to find the intcrcept.

(g) Enter the data for all temperatures into the spreadsheet and determine val-
ues for EO at all temperatures from ye to 35"C. Altcrnatively, you may
download an Excel sprcadsheet containing the entire data table. Use your
web browser to conncct to http://www.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog.
and select your course, Instrumcntal Analysis. Finally, navigate to the links
for Chapter 22, and click on the spreadsheet link for this problem.

(h) Two typographical errors in the preceding table appeared in the original
published paper. Find the errors, and correct them. How can you justify
these corrections: What statistical criteria can you apply to justify your ac-
tion? In your judgment, is it likely that these errors have been detected pre-
viously? Explain your answer.

(i) Why do you think that these workers used molality in their studies rather
than molarity or weight molarity? Explain whether it matters which of these
concentration units are used.

As we saw in Problem 22-19, as a preliminary experiment in their effort to mea-
sure the dissociation constant of acetic acid, Harned and Ehlers 18 measured EO
for the cell without liquid junction shown. To complete the study and determine
the dissociation constant, these workers also measured the potential of the fol-
lowing cell:

where YH,O'and Ycl are the activity coefficients of hydronium ion and chlo-
ride ion, respectively, and mll,o' and mo are their respective molal (mole
solute per kilogram solvent) concentrations.

(b) The dissociation constant for acctic acid is given by

Yu/rYoAc- tnH,o' moAc-K = .------ -~-.- ..-
YHOAc mHOAc

where Yo", and YIlO.', arc the activity coefficients of acetate ion and acetic
acid, respectively, and mo" and mHO\' are their respective eqUilibrium

1'5. R. Crouch and}-. 1.Hdlkr. AppliCl.J.fions of ,iflcro.,0fr·) L'xa! in Anal •..tlcu! Chnnistn,', lidmont. CA: Brooks/Cok,
2iX}4, p 67
IKSee note 16

http://www.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog.


molal (mole solute per kilogram solvent) concentrations. Show that the
potential of the cell in part (a) is given by

E - EU + RT in IIlHOA,mCl = _ RT In YH,O'YCl-YHOA, _ RFT InK
F mo:...c F YillO' 'YOAc

(c) As the ionic strength of the solution approaches zero, what happens to the
right-hand side of the preceding equation':

(d) As a result of the answer to part (i) in Problem 22-19, we can write the right-
hand side of the equation as -(RT/F)ln K'. Show that

K' = exp [ __U_: _-_E_o_l_F In (_m_H_OA_,_IIl_C_I-) ]

RT mOA'-

(e) The ionic strength of the solution in the cell without liquid junction calcu-
lated by Harned and Ehlers is

I-'-= cN,n + [H"] + [OAc"]

Show that this expression is correct.
(f) These workers prepared solutions of various molal analytical concentrations

of acetic acid, sodium acetate, and sodium chloride and measured the poten-
tial of the cell presented at the beginning of this problem. Their resljlts are
shown in the following table.

Potential Measurements of Cell Pt,H,(1 atmjIHOAc(cHoAc),NaOAc(cN,oAc),NaCI(cN,d,
AgCI(sat'd)IAgwithout LiquidJunction as a Function of Ionic Strength (molality)and
Temperature ("C)

cHOAc'm cN.OAc'm cNlICI,m E, E, E•• E15 £20 E" E". E"
0.004779 0.004599 0.004896 0.61995 0.62392 0.62789 0.63183 0.63580 0.63959 0.64335 0.64722
0.012035 0.011582 0.012326 0.59826 0.60183 0.60538 0.60890 0.61241 0.61583 0.61922 0.62264
0.021006 0.020216 0.021516 0.58528 0.58855 0.59186 0.59508 0.59840 0.60154 0.60470 0.60792
0.04922 0.04737 0.05042 0.56546 0.56833 0.57128 0.57413 0.57699 0.57977 0.58257 0.58529
0.08101 0.07796 0.08297 0.55388 0.55667 0.55928 0.56189 0.56456 0.56712 0.56964 0.57213

0.09056 0.08716 0.09276 0.55128 0.55397 0.55661 0.55912 0.56171 0.56423 0.56672 0.56917

Calculate the ionic strength of each of the solutions using the expression for
the K, of acetic acid to calculate [H,O"], [OAc"], and [HOAc] with the
usual suitable approximations and a provisional value of K, = 1.8 X 10"'.
Use the potentials in the table for 25°C to calculate values for K' with the
expression in part (j). Construct a plot of K' versus 1-'-,and extrapolate the
graph to infinite dilution (I-'-= 0) to find a value for K, at 25°C. Compare
the extrapolated value to the provisional value used to calculate 1-'-.What ef-
fect docs the provisional value of K, have on the extrapolated value of K,?
You can perform these calculations most easily using a spreadsheet.

(g) If you have made these computations using a spreadsheet, determine the
dissociation constant for acetic acid at all other temperatures for which data
are available. How does K, vary with temperature" At what temperature
does the maximum in K, occur?

Potentiometry

Potentiometric methods of analysis are

. based on measuring the potential ofelec-

... ,i<;dwmiwl","' wi"¥!dmwi~.pp~
~iable current. For nearly a century, potentiometric
techniqueshave beenusedfor tize locationp!end
pOints in titrations, ~gre recently, ion consentra-
tions have been measured directlyfrom thepoten-
tial of an ion-selective membrane electrode,'Such

electrodes are relatively free fro~ inteiference and
provide a rapid and convenient means for quanti-
tative estimations of numerous important anions
and cations,

~ Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
an opportunity for online self-study at www

:thomsooedu.com/chemistry/skoog,linking you to
tnteracllve tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

The equipment required for potentiometric methods is
simple and inexpensive and includes an indicator elec-
trode, a reference electrode, and a potential measuring
deVice. The deSign and properties of each of these com-
ponents are described in the initial sections of this chap-
ter. Following these discussions, we investigate analyti-
cal applications of potentiometric measur';-ments. L -

In Chapter 22, we state that absolute values for indi-
vidual half-cell potentials cannot be determined in
the laboratory. That is, only relative cell potentials can
be measured experimentally. Figure 23-1 shows a typi-
cal cell for potentiometric analysis. This cell can be
represented as

reference electrode Isalt bridgel analyte solution Iindicator electrode
'----v-----' '----v----'

The reference electrode in this diagram is a half-cell with
an accurately known electrode potential, E"" that is
mdependeM of the concentration of the analyte or any
other lOns m the solution under study. It can be a stan-
dard hydrogen electrode but seldom is because a stan-
dard hydrogen electrode is somewhat troublesome to
maintain and use. By convention, the reference elec-
trode is always treated as the left-hand electrode in
potentiometric measurements. The indicator electrode
which is immersed in a solution of the analyte, develop~
a potential, E;nd, that depends on the activity of the an-
alyte. Most indicator electrodes used in potentiometry
are selective in their responses. The third component
of a potentiometric cell is a salt bridge that prevents
the components of the analyte solution from mixing
With those of the reference electrode. As noted in Sec-
tion 22B-2, a potential develops across the liquid junc-
tlOns at each end of the salt bridge. These two potentials
tend to cancel one another if the mobilities of the cation
and the anion in the bridge solution are approximately
the same. Potassium chloride is a nearlv ideal electro-
lyte for the salt bridge because the mobilities of the K·
ion and the 0- ion are nearly equal. The net potential
difference across the salt bridge E

J
is thereby reduced

to a few millivolts Or less. For most electroanalvtical
methods, the junction potential is small enough -to be

: For more information. see R S. Hutchms and L. G. Bacha_~.l0Handbook
of InSlmmemai TechniqiU:'Y for Analytical Chemisrn, F A. StHIe ed

Chap. 3b. pp. 727--l.,s.l:ppcr Saddle Ri\"CT. NJ: Preolic<:-HaJl 1997
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neglected. In the potentiometric methods discussed in
this chapter, however, the junction potential and its un-
certainty can be factors that limit the mcasurement ac-
curacy and precision.

The potential of the cell we have just considered is
given by the equation

The first term in this equation, E'nd' contains the infor-
mation that we are looking for - the concentration of
the analyte. To make a potentiometric dctermination
of an analyte, then, we must measure a ccll potential,
correct this potential for the reference and junction
potentials, and compute the analyte concentration
from the indicator electrode potential. Strictly, the po-
tential of a galvanic cell is related to the activity of the
analyte. Only through proper calibration of the elec-
trode systcm with solutions of known concentration
can we detcrmine the concentration of thc analyte. In
the sections that follow. we discuss the nature and ori-
gin of the three potentials shown on the right side of
Equation 23-1.

The ideal reference electrode has a potential that is
known. constant, and completely insensitive to the
composition of the solution under study. In addition,

this electrode should be rugged and easy to assemble
and should maintain a constant potential even when
there is a net current in the cell.

TABLE 23-1 Potentials of Reference Electrodes in Aqueous Solutions

Electrode Potential vs,SHE, V

Temperatnre, O,lM' 3.5 M' Saturatedc 3.5 Mb., Saturated b,c

'C Calomel" Calomelb Calomel" Ag-AgCI Ag-AgCI

10 0.256 0.215 0.214
12 0.3362 0.2528
15 0.3362 0.254 0.2511 0.212 0.209
20 0.3359 0.252 0.2479 0.208 0.204
25 0.3356 0.250 0.2444 0.205 0.199
30 0.3351 0.248 0.2411 0.201 0.194
35 0.3344 0.246 0.2376 0.197 0.189
38 0.3338 0.2355 0.184
40 0.244 0.193

Calomel reference electrodes consist of mercury in
contact with a solution that is saturated with mercury(l)
chloride (calomel) and that also contains a known COn-
centration of potassium chloride. Calomel half-cells
can be represented as follows:

where x represents the molar concentration of potas-
sium chloride in the solution.' The electrode potential
for this half-cell is determined by the reaction

aData from R G. Bates. in Treatise on Analytical Chemistry. 2nd ed., L M. Kolthoff and P. J. Elving, cds., Part [, Vol. 1, p. 793, New York: Wile\" 1978.

bData from D. T. Sawyer. A. Soblowski, and 1. L. Roberts Jr.. Experimental Electrochemistry for Chemi:jts, 2nd ed., p. 192, New York: Wilev, 1~95

<"M" and "saturated" refer to the concentration of KCI and not Hg2C12• •and depends on the chloride concentration x. Thus,
the KCl concentration must be specified in describing
the electrode.

Table 23-1 lists the composition and the poten-
tials for three common calomel electrodes. Note that
each solution is saturated with mercury(I) chloride
(calomel) and that the cells differ only with respect to
the potassium chloride conccntration.

The saturatcd calomel electrode (SCE) is widely
used becausc of the case with which it can be prepared. ]
Compared with the other calomel electrodes, however,
its temperature coefficient is significantly larger (see
Table 23-1). A further disadvantage is that when the
temperature is changed, the potential comes to a new
value only slowly because of the time required for solu-
bility equilibrium for the potassium chloride and for
the calomel to be reestablished. The potential of the
SCE at 25"C is 0.2444 V.

Several convenient calomel electrodes, such as the
electrode illustrated in Figure 23-2a, arc available com-
mercially. The H-shape body of the electrode is made
of glass of dimensions shown in the diagram. The right
arm of the electrode contains a platinum electrical
contact, a small quantity of mercury-mercury(l) chlo-
ride paste in saturated potassium chloride, and a few

crystals of KCI. The tube is filled with saturated KCI
to act as a salt bridge through a piece of porous Vyeor
("thirsty glass") sealed in the end of the left arm. This
type of junction has a relatively high resistance (2000
to 3000 0) and a limited current-carrying capacity, but

contamination of the analytc solution due to leakage
of potassium chloride is minimal. Other configurations
of SCEs are available with much lower resistance and
better electrical contact to the analyte solution, but
they tcnd to leak small amounts of saturated potassium

r KCI(aq)
saturated _
with AgCl

Ag wire
coated with
AgCI

~By convention. a reference electrode IS always the left-hand ckctrodc. J.S

shown in Figure 23-1. This practice is consistent with the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) convention for electrode
potentials, discussed in Section 22C-4 in which the reference is the sUm
dard hydrogen electrode and is the electrode on the kit in a L·CI! diagram
\Note that the term "saturated" in the name refers \0 the concentration of
KCl (about 4.6 M) and not to the concentration of Hg,Cl:~all calomel eke
trodes are saturated ,,"'jth 11gcC1,

FIGURE 23-2 Typicalcommercial reference electrodes. (a)An SeE. (b)A silver-silver chloride
electrode. (Adapted with permission of Bioanalytical Systems. West Lafayette. IN.)



chloride into the sample. Because of concerns with
mercurv contamination, SCEs are less common than
thev on~e were, but for some applications, they are su-
pe(ior to Ag-AgCl reference electrodes, which arc de-
scribed next.

238·2 Silver-Silver Chloride Electrodes

The most widely marketed reference electrode system
consists of a silver electrode immersed in a solution of
potassium chloride that has been saturated with silver
chloride

Agi AgCl(sat'd),KCl(xM) II
The electrode potential is determined by the half-
reaction

AgCI(s) + e';== Ag(s) + Cl'-

Normally, this electrode is prepared with either a satu-
rated or a 35-M potassium chloride solution; poten-
tials for these electrodes arc given in Tahle 23-1. Fig-
ure 23-2b shows a commercial model of this electrode,
which is little more than a piece of glass tubing that has
a narrow opening at the bottom connected to a Vycor
plug for making contact with the analyte solution. The
tube contains a silver wire coated with a layer of SIlver
chloride that is immersed in a potassium chloride solu-
tion saturated with silver chloride.

Silver-silver chloride electrodes have the advantage
that they can be used at temperatures greater than
60'C, whereas calomel electrodes cannot. On the other
hand, mercury(II) ions react with fewer sample com-
ponents than do silver ions (which can react with pro-
teins, for example); such reactions can lead to pluggmg
of the junction between the electrode and the analyte
solution.

238-3 Precautions in the Use
of Reference Electrodes

[n using reference electrodes, such as those shown in
Figure 23-2, the level of the internal liquid should al-
w;ys be kept above the level of the liquid in the sample
solution to prevent contamination of the electrode so-
lution and plugging of the junction due to reaction of
the analvte solution with silver or mercury([) ions from
the inte;nal solution. Junction plugging is probahly the
most common source of erratic cell behavior (noise)
in potentiometric measurements. Many schemes have

Tutorial: Learn mor~ about potentiometric
electrodes.

been developed for preventing plugging and maintain-
ing good contact between reference electrodes and an-
alvte solutions. The Vvcor plugs shown in Figure 23-2
p;ovide excellent contact, and if they are kept moist,
they provide a reproducible, low-noise junctlon. For
some applications using ion-selective electrodes, the
reference electrode may need a special low-resistance
flowing junction to reduce electrical noise such as the
free diffusion junction described in Section 23H-5 and
illustrated in Figure 23-18.

With the liquid level above the analyte solution,
some contamination of the sample is inevitable. [n
most instances, the amount of contamination is too
slight to be of concern. In determining ions such as
chloride, potassium, silver, and mercury, however, pre-
caution must often be taken to avoid this source of
error. A common way is to interpose a second salt
bridge between the analyte and the reference elec-
trode; this bridge should contain a non interfering elec-
trolyte, such as potassium nitrate or sodiuj11 sulfate.
Double-j unction electrodes based on thi~ design are
offered by several manufacturers. ~

An ideal indicator electrode responds rapidly and
reproducibly to changes in activity of the analyte ion.
Although no indicator electrode is absolutely speCIfic
in its response, a few are now available that are re-
markably selective. There arc two types of indicator
electrodes: metallic and membrane. This section deals
with metallic indicator electrodes.

It is convenient to classify metallic indicator elec-
trodes as electrodes of the first kind, electrodes of the
second kind, electrodes of the third kind, and inert re-
dox electrodes.

23C-1 Electrodes of the First Kind

A metallic electrode of the first kind is a pure metal
electrode in direct equilihrium with its cation in solu-
tion. Here. a single reaction is involved. For example,
for a copper indicator electrode, we may write

Cu" T 2e -;== Cu(s)

The potential E"d of this electrode is given by

,1 (1.0592 I 1
Eind = Ecu - -1'- og a

cu
:-

, 0.0592 c'E/, - -,-p u

where pCu is the negative logarithm of the copper(lI)
ion activity ac"". Thus, the copper electrode provides a
direct measure of the pCu of the solution"

Electrode systems of the first kind are not widely
used for potentiometric analyses for several reasons.
For one, they are not very selective and respond not
only to their own cations but also to other more easily
reduced cations. For example, a copper electrode can-
not be used for the determination of copper(lI) ions
in the presence of silver([) ions, which are also re-
duced at the copper surface. [n addition, many metal
electrodes, such as zinc and cadmium, can be used
only in neutral or basic solutions because they dissolve
in the presence of acids. Third, some metals are so easily
oxidized that their use is restricted to solutions that
have been deaerated. Finally, certain harder metals-
such as iron, chromium, cobalt, and nickel - do not
provide reproducible potentials. Moreover, for these
electrodes, plots of pX versus activity yield slopes
that differ significantly and irregularly from the theo-
retical (-0.0592/n). For these reasons, the only elec-
trode systems of the first kind that have been used
are Ag-Ag+ and Hg-Hg,'+ in neutral solutions, and
CuCu2+, Zn-Zn2+, Cd-Cd", Bi-Bi", Tl-Tl+, and Pb-
Pb 2+in deaerated solutions.

Recall that the nernstian factor 0.0592/2 appearing
in Equation 23-2 and throughout this chapter is equal
to 2.303RTI2F. We do not refer to the temperature
dependence of this "constant" routinely, but be aware
that all electrode measurements are subject to errors
caused by temperature fluctuations that inevitably occur
in the laboratory, in the field, and thus in analytical
samples. For routine low-precision work, small temper-
ature fluctuations have negligible effect on results, but
when large temperature changes occur or when high-
precision measurements are required, sample tempera-
tures must be measured and suitable corrections must
be applied to the measurements. Many commercial
instruments for potentiometric measurements have
built-in software or circuits for monitoring temperature

4The results of potentiometriC measurements arc usually expressed in
terms of a varianle, the p-function. which is proportional to the measured
potential. The p-function then provides a measure of activity in terms
of a convenient, small. and ordinarily POSitive number- Thus. for a solu-
tion with a calcium ion activity of 2.00 x lo-~ ~L we mav write pea =

--log (2.00 x 10 -6) '"""'5.n99. N~tc that as the activity of cal~ium in..:.rcascs.
its p-function decreases. Note <llso that because the activity was given !Il

three significant figures, we are entitled to keep three 6gures to the right
of the decimal point in the computed pea because these are the only num·
bers that carry information about the original 2.00. The 5 in the value f<.)f

pea provides onl~' information ahout the position uf the decimal point in

the original numba

and correcting the output for temperature change (see
Section 23G-2).

A metal electrode can often be made responsive to the
activity of an anion with which its ion forms a precipi-
tate or a stable complex ion. For example, silver can
serve as an electrode of the second kind for halide and
halide-like anions. To prepare an electrode to deter-
mine chloride ion it is necessary only to saturate the
layer of the analyte solution adjacent to a silver elec-
trode with silver chloride. The electrode reaction is
then written as

We apply the Nernst equation to this reaction, which
yields

Eiod = 0.222 - 0.0592 log aCi

= 0.222 + 0.0592 pCI

A convenient way of preparing a chloride-sensitive
electrode is to make a pure silver wire the anode in
an electrolytic cell containing potassium chloride. The
wire becomes coated with an adherent silver halide
deposit, which will rapidly equilibrate with the surface
layer of a solution in which it is immersed. Because the
soluhility of the silver chloride is low, an electrode
formed in this way can be used for many measurements.

An important electrode of the second kind for
measuring the activity of ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) anion y4- is based on the response of a
mercury electrode in the presence of a small concentra-
tion of the stable EDTA complex of Hg(II). The half-
reaction for the electrode process can be written as

0.0592 ay,-
Eiod = 0.21 - --log--

2 aHgy'

To use this electrode system, it is necessary to introduce
a small concentration of Hgy2' into the analyte solu-
tion at the outset. The complex is so stable (for Hgy2',
K, = 6.3 X 1021) that its activity remains essentially con-
stant over a wide range of y4' activities. Therefore, the
potential equation can be written in the form

K 0.0592 Y
+2'P



0.0592 I
K = 0.21 - --Iog~-

2 aH,Y'

This electrode is useful for locating end points for
EDTA titrations.

Under some circumstances, a metal electrode can be
made to respond to a different cation. It then becomes
an electrode of the third kind. As an example, a mer-
cury electrode has been used for the determination
of the pCa of calcium-containing solutions. As in the
previous example, a small concentration of the EDTA
complex of Hg(II) is introduced into the solution. As
before (Equation 23-4), the potential of a mercury
electrode in this solution is given by

0.0592
Eind = K - --2~ log ay,

If, in addition, a small volume of a solution containing
the EDTA complex of calcium is introduced, a new
equilibrium is established, namely,

llCa!'lly'K,=-~--
aCaY'

Combining the formation-constant expression for
Ca y'- with the potential expression yields

0.0592 K,ac,y'-Eind = K - ~--Iog ---
2 aea"

, 0.0592 OJ)592 1
Emd = K - ~-2-logK,ac,Y" - ---log--2 aea'·

If a constant amount of Ca y2- is used in the analyte
solution and in the solutions for standardization, we

may write

0.0592
Emd = K' - --2- pCa

Thus, the mercury electrode has become an electrode
of the third kind for calcium ion.

Electrodes fashioned from platinum, gold, palladium,
or other inert metals often serve as indicator elec-
trodes for oxidation-reduction systems. In these appli-
cations, the inert electrode acts as a source or sink for
electrons transferred from a redox system in the solu-
tion. For example, the potential of a platinum elec·
trode in a solution containing Ce(ll!) and Ce(IV) ions
is given by

Thus, a platinum electrode can serve as the indicator
electrode in a titration in which Ce(IV) serves as the
standard reagent.

Note, however, that electron-transfer processes at
inert electrodes are frequently not reversible.' As a re-
sult, inert electrodes do not respond in a predictable
way to many of the half-reactions found in a table
of electrode potentials. For example, a platinum elec-
trode immersed in a solution of thiosulfare.and tetra-
thionate ions does not exhibit reproducible potentials
because the electron-transfer process

54°6'- + 2e' ;==' 25,0]'-

is slow and, therefore, not reversible at the electrode

surface.

230 MEMBRANE INDICATOR
ELECTRODES

A wide variety of membrane electrodes are available
from commercial sources that permit the rapid and se-
lective determination of numerous cations and anions
by direct potentiometric measurements." Often, mem-
brane electrodes are called iOlHelectil'e electrodes be-
cause of the high selectivity of most of these devices.

\ Hat. \Iie refer to practical thermodynamic re\'er~ibiljty: thai is. if there j~

a small change in the ekctrode pot..-:ntial. equilihrium is reestablished reI
ativdy rapidly. If rht;: ekclroo-lranskr reaction in eitha Jirection is tOil

~Iow.equilibrium i<;not achieved. and the rtacllon is said to be irrcH:rsihk.
ur quasi-r<.'vl:rsibh:. For delails on the thermlldynamics and rcyer.:;jhilit\
of e1ectroll-tran,kr pr(K:esses,set .-\. 1. Bard and L R Faulkner. Fleclfd'

chemical .\f('lhods. 2nd cd. Nc\\' York: Wiley. ::!oOI.Chap 2. pr.·U --is
. Som..: sources for ;tdditional inform;.\tion on thi, topi..::dfe R. S HUlchin..;

anJ L (i-. Ha..::ha'.lIl ffufldf>ook (l(JnHnmr,'rltal I"ec'hnlqucsl'tlf An'l(llll'al

Cht"ml\'rr.l. F. A. Settle. ed .. Cppcr S,lddle RI\t:f. ;-';'J: pf<.:nti..:c-Hall. l()q~:
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A. Crystalline Membrane Electrodes
1. Single crystal

Example: LaF) for F
2. Polycrystalline or mixed crystal

Example: Ag,S for S 2 and Ag +

B. Noncrystalline Membrane Electrodes
I. Glass

Examples: silicate glasses for Na' and H+
2. Liquid

Examples: liquid ion exchangers for Ca" and
neutral carriers for K"-

3. Immobilized liquid in a rigid polymer
Examples: PVC matrix for Ca 2' and NO,-

They are also referred to as pion electrodes because
their output is usually recorded as a p-function, such as
pH, pCa, or pNO, (see note 4).

230-1 Classification of Membranes

Table 23-2 lists the various types of ion-selective mem-
brane electrodes that have been developed. These
differ in the physical or chemical composition of the
membrane. The general mechanism bv which an ion-
selective potential develops in these devices depends
on the nature of the membrane and is entirely differ-
ent from tbe source of potential in metallic indicator
electrodes. We have seen that the potential of a metal-
lic electrode arises from the tendency of an oxidation-
reduction reaction to occur at an electrode surface. In
membrane electrodes, in contrast, the observed poten-
tial is a kind of junction potential that develops across
a membrane that separates the analvte solution from a
reference solution. .

All of the ion-selective membranes in the electrodes
shown in Table 23-2 share common properties, which
lead to the sensitivity and selectivity of membrane elec-
trodes toward certain cations or anions. These proper-
ties include the following:

l. Minimal solubility. A necessary property of an
ion-selective medIum is that its solubilitv in analvte
solutiuns (usuallv aqueous) approaches·zero. Th·us.
many membranes are formed from large molecules
O[ molecular aggregates such as silica glasses Of

polymeric resins. Ionic inorganic compounds of low
solubility, such as the silver balides, can also be con-
verted into memhranes.

2. Electrical conduct;'·ity. A membrane must exhibit
some electrical conductivity, alheit small. Gener-
ally, this conduction takes the form of migration of
singly charged ions within the membrane.

3. Selecth'e reactivity with the analyte. A memhrane
or some species contained within the memhrane
matrix must be capable of selectively binding the
analyte ion. Three types of binding are encoun-
tered: ion-exchange, crystallization. and complexa-
tion. The former two are the more common, and we
will largely focus on these types of bindings.

230-3 The Glass Electrode
for pH Measurements

We begin our discussion of how pfun membrane elec-
trodes are constructed and how they function hv ex-
amining in some detail the glass electrode for pH ;"ea-
surements. The glass pH electrode predates all other
membrane electrodes by several decades, and it is the
most widely used elcctrode in the world.7

Since the early 1930s, the most convenient way for
determining pH has been by measuring the potential
difference across a glass membrane separating the ana-
lyte solution from a reference solution of fixed acidity.
Cremer' first recognized the phenomenon underlying
this measurement in 1906, and Haber' systematically
explored it a few years later. General implementation
of the glass electrode for pH measurements did not oc-
cur for two decades, however, until the invention of the
vacuum tube permitted the convenient measurement of
potentials across glass membranes having resistances of
100 Mfl or more. Systematic studies of the pH sensitiv-
ity of glass membranes led ultimately in the late 1960s
to the development and marketing of membrane elec-
trodes for two dozen ur more ions such as K' Na·
Ca'",F .andNO] . ' ,

Figure 23-3a shows a typical cell for measuring pH.
The cell consists of a glass indicator electrode and a
silver-silver chloride or a saturated calomel reference
electrode immersed in the solution whose pH is to be
determined. The indicator electrode consists of a thin .

'ff. (.i-<lts(~r. pi! .\fea5ur~menr: Fllfldamnlluls .. \feln/ld). App!iC<1ti(lf/S.

!nl"lmmcnratwn. New YOfk: \\"iJey. ]'i91: R. (,. B<l(~s {),'[aminaf/(Irl ,}f

pI!, 2nd ed., New 'lurk: Wilei'. 1973.
'~1. Cremer. 7.. BioI.. 1906. p. 562
'F flab..:r ;Jnd Z. Klcmen'iiewi17. /. Ph\y ('hon.. 1909. rS~ JX."



FIGURE 23-3 Typicalelectrode system for measuring pH. (a)Glass electrode (indicator)and
SCE (reference) immersed in a solution of unknown pH. (b)Combination probe consisting of
both an indicator glass electrode and a silver-silver chloride reference. A second silver-silver
chloride electrode serves as the internal reference for the glass electrode. The two electrodes
are arranged concentrically with the internal reference in the center and the external reference
outside. The reference makes contact with the analyte solution through the glass frit or other
suitable porous medium. Combination probes are the most common configuration of glass
electrode and reference for measuring pH.

pH-sensitive glass membrane sealed onto one end of a
heavy-walled glass or plastic tube. A small volume of
dilute hydrochloric acid saturated with silver chloride
is contained in the tube (the inner solution in some
electrodes is a buffer containing chloride ion). A silver
wire in this solution forms a silver-silver chloride ref-
erence electrode, which is connected to one of the ter-
minals of a potential-measuring device. The reference
electrode is connected to the other terminal.

Figure 23-4, which is a schematic representation of
the cell in Figure 23-3a, shows that this cell contains
two reference electrodes: (I) the external silver -silver
chloride electrode (ref I) and (2) the internal silver-
silver chloride electrode (ref 2). Although the internal
reference electrode is a part of the glass electrode. it
is not the pH-sensing element. Instead. it is the thin
glass membrane at the tip of the electrode that re-
sponds to pH.

In Figure 23-3b, we see the most common configu-
ration for measuring pH with a glass electrode. In this

arrangement, the glass electrode and its Ag-AgCI in-
ternal reference electrode are positioned in the center
of a cylindrical probe. Surrounding the glass electrode
is the external reference electrode, which is most often
of the Ag-AgCl type. The presence of the external ref-
erence electrode is not as obvious as in the dual-probe
arrangement of Figure 23-3a, but the single-probe va-
riety is considerably more convenient and can be made
much smaller than the dual system. The pH-sensitive
glass membrane is attached to the tip of the probe.
These probes are manufactured in many different
physical shapes and sizes (5 em to 5 mm) to suit a broad
range of laboratory and industrial applications.

The Composition and Structure
of Glass Membranes

There has been a good deal of research devoted to the
effects of glass composition on the sensitivity of mem-
branes to protons and other cations, and a number of
formulations are now used for the manufacture of elec-

SCE II [HP'l~ aJ I me~:;:£Ie I[H,O'] ~ a,. [CI'] ~ 0.11.1. Agel (sat'd) I Ag
[I F. '----- J

FIGURE 23-4 Diagram of glass-calomel cell for the measurement of pH. ESCE is the potential
of the reference electrode, E, is the junction potential, a, is the activityof hydronium ions in the
analyte solution, E, and E2 are the potentials on either side of the glass membrane, E

b
is the

boundary potential, and a, is the activity of hydronium ion in the internal reference solution.

trodes. Corning 015 glass, which has been widely used
for membranes, consists of approximately 22% Na,O,
6% CaO, and 72% Si02• This membrane is specific in its
response toward hydrogen ions up to a pH of about 9.
At higher pH values, however, the glass becomes some-
what responsive to sodium, as well as to other singly
charged cations. Other glass formulations are now in

USein which sodium and calcium ions are replaced to
various degrees by barium and lithium ions. These
membranes have superior selectivity at high pH.

Figure 23-5 is a two-dimensional view of the struc-
ture of a silicate glass membrane. Each silicon atom is
shown as being bonded to three oxygen atoms in the
plane of the paper. In addition, each is bonded to

FIGURE 23-5 (a) Cross-sectional view of a silicate glass structure. In addition to the three
Si-0 bonds shown, each silicon is bonded to an additional oxygen atom, either above or
below the plane of the paper. (Adapted with permission from G. A.Perley, Anal. Chern., 1949,
21,395. Copyright 1949 American Chemical Society.) (b)Model showing three-dimensional
structure of amorphous silica with Na- ion (large light gray) and several H' ions (small light
gray) incorporated. Note that the Na- ion is surrounded by a cage of oxygen atoms (lightblue)
and that each proton in the amorphous lattice is attached to an oxygen. The cavities ,n the
structure, 1he small size, and the high mobilityof the proton ensure that protons can migrate
deep Into the surface of the silica. Other cations and water molecules may be incorporated
,nto the interstices of the structure as well.



another oxygen above or below the plane. Thus, the
glass consists of an infinite three-dimensional network
of SiO, - groups in which each silicon is bonded to four
oxygens and each oxygen is shared by two silicons.
\Vithin the interstices of this structure are sufficient
cations to balance the negative charge of the silicate
groups. Singly charged cations, such as sodium and
lithium, are mobile in the lattice and are responsible
for electrical conduction within the membrane.

The Hygroscopicity of Glass Membranes

The surface of a glass membrane must be hydrated be-
fore it will function as a pH electrode. The amount of
water involved is approximately 50 mg per cubic cen-
timeter of glass. Nonhygroscopic glasses show no pH
function. Even hygroscopic glasses lose their pH sensi-
tivity after dehydration by storage over a desiccant.
The effect is reversible, however, and the response of a
glass electrode can be restored by soaking it in water.

The hydration of a pH-sensitive glass membrane
involves an ion-exchange reaction between singly
charged cations in the gla'S lattice and protons from the
solution. The process involves univalent cations exclu-
sively because di- and trivalent cations are too strongly
held within the silicate structure to exchange with ions
in the solution. In general, then, the ion-exchange reac-
tion can be written as

The equilibrium constant for this process is so large
that the surface of a hydrated glass membrane ordi-
narily consists entirely of silicic acid (H +GI-) groups.
An exception to this situation exists in highly alkaline
media, where the hydrogen ion concentration is ex-
tremely small and the sodium ion concentration is
large; here, a signiflcant fraction of the sites are occu-
pied by sodium ions.

Electrical Conduction across Glass Membranes

To serve as an indicator for cations, a glass membrane
must conduct electricity. Conduction within the hy-
drated gel layer involves the movement of hydrogen
ions. Sodium ions are the charge carriers in the dry
interior of the membrane. Conduction across the
solution-gel interfaces occurs by the reactions

(23-6)

(23-7)

where subscript I refers to the interface between the
glass and the analyte solution and subscript 2 refers to
the interface between the internal solution and the
glass. The positions of these two eqUilibria are deter-
mined by the hydrogen ion activities in the solutions
on the two sides of the membrane. The surface at
which the greater dissociation occurs becomes nega-
tive with respect to the other surface where less disso-
ciation has taken place. A boundary potential Eb thus
develops across the membrane. The magnitude of the
boundary potential depends on the ratio of the hydro-
gen ion activities of the two solutions. It is this poten-
tial difference that serves as the analytical parameter
in potentiometric pH measurements with a membrane
electrode.

It can be demonstrated from thermodynamic consid-
erations lO that E, and E, in Equation 23-8 are related
to the hydrogen ion activities at each surface by nern-
stian relationships:

. 0.0592 a;
E, = Il - --Iog-

n at

0.0592 a~
E, = j, - --log--"

n a,

where hand h are constants and al and a, are activities
of H + in the solutions on the external and internal
sides of the membrane, respectively. The terms ai anda, are the activities of H+ at the external and internal
surfaces of the glass making up the membrane.

If the two membrane surfaces have the same number
of negatively charged sites (as they normally do) from
which H+ can dissociate, then j, and h are identical; so
also are ai and a;. By substituting Equations 23-9 and
23-10 into Equation 23-8, substituting the equalities
h = h and a; = a" and rearranging the resulting equa-
tion, we flnd that

Membrane Potentials

The lower part of Figure 23-4 shows four potentials
that develop in a cell when pH is being determined
with a glass electrode. Two of these, E'''l ¥nd E"c, are
reference electrode potentials. The third I'l'otential is
the junction potential Ej across the salt bridge that sep-
arates the calomel electrode from the analyte solution.
J unction potentials are found in all cells used for the
potentiometric measurement of ion concentration.
Proper selection of the junction for the reference elec-
trode is necessary to keep Ej low and stable. A poorly
chosen salt bridge can cause high resistance to ion flow,
leading to noise and unstable readings. Manufacturers
offer many choices of junctions for different applica-
tions. The fourth, and most important, potential
shown in Figure 23-4 is the boundary potential, Eo,
which varies with the pH of the analyte solution. The
two reference electrodes simply provide electrical con-
tacts with the solutions so that changes in the bound-
ary potential can be measured.

Figure 23-4 reveals that the potential of a glass
electrode has two components: the flxed potential of
a silver-silver chloride electrode E"c and the pH-
dependent boundary potential Eb.

Eb = £1 - E, = 0.0592 log ~
a2

Thus, the boundary potential Eb depends only on the
hydrogen ion activities of the solutions on either side
of the membrane. For a glass pH electrode, the hydro-
gen ion activity of the internal solution a, is held con-
stant so that Equation 23-11 simplifies to

£b = L' + 0.0592 log al = L' - 0.0592 pH (23-12)

L' = -0.0592 log a,

The boundary potential is then a measure of the hy-
drogen ion activity of the external solution (al)'

The signiflcance of the potentials and the differ-
ences shown in Equation 23-11 is illustrated by the po-
tential proflles shown in Figure 23-6. The proflles are
plotted across the membrane from the analyte solution
on the left through the membrane to the internal solu-
tion on the right.

The Boundary Potential

As shown in Figure 23-4, the boundary potential con-
sists of two potentials, E1 and E" each of which is as-
sociated with one of thc two glass surfaces. The bound-
ary potential is simply the difference between these
potentials:

The Asymmetry Potential

When identical solutions are placed on the two sides of
a glass membrane, the boundary potential should in
principle be zero (see Figure 23-6b). In fact, however.

Hygroscopic gel
layers
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FIGURE 23-6 Potential profiles across a glass membrane
from the analyte solution to the internal reference solution.
The reference electrode potentials are not shown.

we frequently encounter a small asymmetry potential
that changes gradually with time.

The sources of the asymmetry potential are obscure
but undoubtedly include such causes as differences in
strain on the two surfaces of the membrane created
during manufacture, mechanical abrasion on the outer
surface during use, and chemical clching of the outer
surface. To eliminate the bias caused by the asymme-
try potential, all membrane electrodes must be cali-
brated against one or more standard analytc solutions.



Such calibrations should be carried out at least daily,
and more often when the electrode receives heavy use.

The Glass Electrode Potential

As noted earlier, the potential of a glass indicator elec-
trode Emd has three components: (I) the boundary po-
tential, given by Equation 23-12, (2) the potential of
the internal Ag-AgCl reference electrode £'<12' and
(3) the small asymmetry potential £aw In equation
form,

Eind = Eb + Erd2 + Easy

Substitution of Equation 23-12 for Eh gives

E'nd = L' + 0.0592 log a, + £'''2 + E""

where L is a combination of the three constant terms.
That is,

Note the similarity between Equation 23-13 and Equa-
tions 23-2 and 23-4 for metallic cation indicator elec-
trodes. It is important to emphasize that although
Equations 23-2 and 23-4 are similar in form to Equation
23-13, the sources of the potential of the electrodes that
they describe are totally different- one is a redox po-
tential, and the other is a boundary potential.

The Alkaline Error

Glass electrodes respond to the concentration of both
hydrogen ion and alkali metal ions in basic solution.
The magnitude of this alkaline error for four different
glass membranes is shown in Figure 23-7 (curves C to
F). These curves refer to solutions in which the sodium
ion concentration was held constant at I M while the
pH was varied. Note that the error is negative (that is,
measured pH values were lower than the true values),
which suggests that the electrode is responding to
sodium ions as well as to protons. This observation is
confirmed by data obtained for solutions containing
different sodium ion concentrations. Thus at pH 12,
the electrode with a Corning 015 membrane (curve C
in Figure 23-7) registered a pH of 11.3 when immersed
in a solution having a sodium ion concentration of 1 M
but registered 11.7 in a solution that was 0.1 M in this
ion. All singly charged cations induce an alkaline error
whose magnitude depends on both the cation in ques-
tion and the composition of the glass membrane.

A:'Coming 015. H,S04
B:. Coming 0\). HC!.
C:: Corni.ng 015. 1 M Na+
OJ Beckinan-GP. I M Na+
E:, L & N Black DOl,:l M Na+
-F:'Btckttianl'}"peE.--tM Na+

4 6
pH

FIGURE 23-7 Acid and alkaline error of selected glass
electrodes at 25°C. (From R. G. Bates, Determination
of pH, 2nd ed., p. 365. New York:Wiley,1973. \('Jith
permission.)

The alkaline error can be satisfactorily explained
by assuming that there is an exchange equilibrium be-
tween the hydrogen ions on the glass surface and the
cations in solution. This process is simply the reverse
of that shown in Equation 23-5, or

H+G\- + B+ ~ B+G\- + B+
~lass soln glass soln

where B +represents any singly charged cation, such as
sodium ion. In this case, the activity of the sodium ions
relative to that of the hydrogen ions beeomcs so large
that the electrode responds to both species.

Glass formulations are available from many manu-
facturers that minimize alkaline error at high pH. Many
glass electrodes for routine use are still made of glasses
with characteristics similar to Corning 015, however.

Selectivity Coefficients

The effect of an alkali metal ion on the potential across
a membrane can be accounted for by inserting an ad-
ditional term in Equation 23-12 to give

where kH.R is the selectivity coefficient for the elec-
trode and b, is the activity of the alkali metal ion.
Equation 23-15 applies not only to glass indicator elec-
trodes for hydrogen ion but also to all other types of
membrane electrodes. Selectivity coefficients range

from zero (no interference) to values greater than
unity. A selectivity coeflicient of unity means the elec-
trode responds equally to the analyte ion and the inter-
fering ion. If an electrode for ion A responds 20 times
more strongly to ion B than to ion A, then kAH has a
value of 20. If the response of the electrode to ion C is
0.001 of its response to A (a much mOre desirable situ-
ation), kA.C is O.OOll'

The product kH,Bb, for a glass pH electrode is usu-
ally small relative to a, provided that the pH is less than
9; under these conditions, Equation 23-15 simplifies to
Equation 23-13. At high pH values and at high con-
centrations of a singly charged ion, however, the sec-
ond term in Equation 23-15 assumes a more important
role in determining £b, and an alkaline error is ob-
served. For electrodes specifically designed for work in
highly alkaline media (curve E in Figure 23-7), the
magnitude of kH,Bb, is appreciably smaller than for or-
dinary glass electrodes.

The Acid Error

As shown in Figure 23-7, the typical glass electrode ex-
hibits an error, opposite in sign to the alkaline error, in
solutions of pH less than about 0.5; pH readings tend to
be too high in this region. The magnitude of the error
depends on a variety of factors and is generally not very
reproducible. Not all of the causes of the acid error arc
well understood, but one source is a saturation effect
that occurs when all the surface sites on the glass are oc-
cupied with H+ ions. Under these conditions, the elec-
trode no longer responds to further increases in the H'
concentration and the pH readings are too high.

The data in Figure 23-7 are somewhat dated, and
the glass elcctrode models listed are no longer avail-
able, but Corning 015 and similar glasses are still used
to fabricate many of these devices. The errors shown in
the figure draw our attention to regions of the pH scale
where we must be cautious. Recent glass formulations
by many manufacturers extend the usable range of
glass electrodes at either the high or the low end, but
there is no doubt that the relationship between pH and
glass electrode potential becomes nonlinear at the ex-
tremes of the scale. It is important to exercise extraor-
dinary caution both in calibrating the pH meter and in
interpreting the results when measurements are made
at the extremes of the pH scale.

1\ For a collection of selectivity coefficients f"r all types of ion~selecti\'e
electrode:>, see Y. Umczawa. eRe Handbook uf Ion Se/coin' Elecrrodt's
'ie/eeci_ill" CoefficienL~, Boca Raton, FL CRe Press. \I}(XJ

The departures from linearity at the extremes in
Figure 23-7 should be constant reminders that pH val-
ues below () and above 12 must be viewed with a very
critical eye. Theoretical descriptions of even the sim-
plest solutions in these pH regions are complex, and
physical interpretation of the results is dimcult.12 Mea-
surements on real samples in these pH regions should
be regarded as qualitative or semiquantitative at best.

The alkaline error in early glass electrodes led to in-
vestigations concerning the effect of glass composition
on the magnitude of this error. One consequence has
been the development of glasses for which the alkaline
error is negligible below about pH 12. Other studies
have discovered glass compositions that permit the de-
termination of cations other than hydrogen. This ap-
plication requires that the hydrogen ion activity a, in
Equation 23-15 be negligible relative to kH.Bb,; under
these circumstances, the potential is independent of
pH and is a function of pB instead. Incorporation of
AI,03 or B,03 in the glass has the desired effect. Glass
electrodes for the direct potentiometric measurement
of singly charged species such as Na +, K +, NH/, Rb +,
Cs +,Li', and Ag+ have been developed. Some of these
glasses arc reasonably selective for certain singly
charged cations. Glass electrodes for Na+, Li+, NH4 +,

and total concentration of univalent cations are avail-
able from commercial sources.

The most important type of crystalline membranes is
manu[actured from an ionic compound or a homoge-
neous mixture of ionic compounds. [n some instances
the membrane is cut from a single crystal; in others,
disks are formed from the finely ground crystalline
solid by high pressures or by casting from a melt.
Typical membranes have a diameter of about 10 mm
and a thickness of 1 or 2 mm. To form an electrode, a
membrane is sealed to the end of a tube made from a
chemically inert plastic such as Teflon or polyvinyl
chloride (PVC).

Conductivity of Crystalline Membranes

Most ionic crystals are insulators and do not have suf-
ficient electrical conductivity at room temperature to
be used as membrane electrodes. Those that are con-



ductive are characterized hy having a small singly
charged ion that is mobile in the solid phase. Examples
are fluoride ion in certain rare earth fluorides, silver
ion in silver halides and sulfides, and copper(I) ion in
copper(I) sulfide.

The Fluoride Electrode

Lanthanum fluoride, LaF], is a nearly ideal substance
for the preparation of a crystalline memhrane elec-
trode for the determination of fluoride ion. Although
this compound is a natural conductor, its conductivity
can be enhanced by doping with europium fluoride,
EuF,. Membranes arc prepared by cutting disks from
a single crystal of the doped compound.

The mechanism of the development of a fluoride-
sensitive potential across a lanthanum fluoride mem-
brane is quite analogous to that described for glass,
pH-sensitive membranes. That is, at the two interfaces,
ionization creates a charge on the memhrane surface
as shown by the equation

LaF] ;=== LaF,+ + F-
<;olid <;olid soln

The magnitude of the charge depends on the fluoride
ion concentration of the solution. Thus, the side of the
membrane in contact with the lower fluoride ion con-
centration becomes positive with respect to the other
surface. This charge produces a potential difference
that is a measure of the difference in fluoride concen-
tration of the two solutions. The potential of a cell con-
taining a lanthanum fluoride electrode is given hy an
equation analogous to Equation 23-13. That is,

Note that the signs of the second terms on the right are
reversed hecause an anion is heing determined (see
also Equation 23-3).

Commercial lanthanum lIuoride electrodes come in
various shapes and sizes and are available from several
sources. Most are rugged and can be used at temper-
atures between 0' and 80'C. The response of the
fluoride electrode is linear down to 10-6 M (0.02 ppm),
where the solubility of lanthanum fluoride hegins to
contrihute to the concentration of lIuoride ion in the
analyte solution. The only ion that interferes directly
with lIuoride measurements is hydroxide ion; this in-
terference becomes serious at pH > 8. At pH < 5, hy-
drogen ions also interfere in total lIuoride determina-
tions. Under these conditions, undissociated hydrogen
lIuoride forms, and the electrode does not respond to

this species. In most respects, the fluoride ion elec-
trode approaches the ideal for selective electrodes.

Electrodes Based on Silver Salts

Membranes prepared from single crystals or pressed
disks of the various silver halides are selective toward
silver and halide ions. Their hehavior is generallv
far from ideal, however, because of low conductivit~.
low mechanical strength, and a tendency to develo'p
high photoelectric potentials. These disadvantages are
minimized if the silver salts are mixed with crystalline
silver sulfide in an approximately 1: I molar ratio. Ho-
mogeneous mixtures are formed from equimolar solu-
tions of sulfide and halide ions hy precipitation with
silver nitrate. After washing and drying, the product is
shaped into disks under a pressure of about 10' pounds
per square inch. The resulting disk exhibits good elec-
trical conductivity because of the mobility of the silver
ion in the sulfide matrix.

Membranes constructed either from silver sulfide or
from a mixture of silver sulfide and another s11versalt
are useful for the determination of both sulfiDe and sil-
ver ions. Toward silver ions, the electrical response is
similar to a metal electrode of the first kind (although
the mechanism of activity is totally different). The elec-
trical response of a silver sulfide membrane to sulfide
ions is similar to that of an electrode of the second kind
(Section 23B-2). When the membrane is immersed
in the analyte solution, a minuscule amount of silver
sulfide dissolves and quickly saturates the film of liquid
adjacent to the electrode. The solubility, and thus the
silver ion concentration, however, depends on the sul-
fide concentration of the analyte.

Crystalline membranes arc also available that con-
sist of a homogeneous mixture of silver sulfide with
sulfides of copper(U), lead, or cadmium. Toward these
divalent cations, electrodes from these materials have
electrical responses similar to electrodes of the third
kind (Section 23C-3). Note that these divalent sulfides.
by themselves, are not conductors and thus do not ex-
hibit ion-selective activity.

Table 23-3 is a representative list of solid-state elec-
trodes that are available from commercial sources.

Liquid membranes are formed from immiscible liquids
that selectively bond certain iuns. Membranes of this
type are particularly important because they permit
the direct potentiometric determination of the acti\!-

TABLE 23-3 Characteristics of Solid-State Crystalline Electrodes

Concentration
Range,M

Br-
Cd'+
Cl-
Cu2+

CN-
F-
I'

PbH

Ag+/S'-

10° to 5 X 10-6

10-'10 1 X 10-7

10° to 5 X to-5

10-'10 1 X to-'
10-' to 1 X 10-6

Sat'd to 1 X 10-6

10° to 5 X 10-'
10-' to 1 X 10-6

Ag+: 10° to 1 X 10-7

S'-: 10° to 1 X 10-7

10° to 5 X 10-6

Major
Interferences

CN ,I ,S'
Fe'+, Pb'+, Hg'+, Ag+, Cu'+
CN-, 1-, Br-, S'-, OH-, NH,
Hg'+, Ag+, Cd'+
S'-, j-

aw
CN'
HgH, Ag+,CuH

Hg'+

tics of several polyvalent cations and of certain singly
charged anions and cations as well.

Divalent Cation Electrodes

Liquid membranes are prepared from immiscible, liq-
uid ion exchangers, which are retained in a porous mert
solid support. As shown schematically in Figure 23-8,a
porous, hydrophobic (that is, water-repellIng), plastIC
disk (typical dimensions: 3 X 0.15 mm) holds the or-
ganic layer between the two aqueous solullons. For di-
valent cation determinations, the inner tube eontams
an aqueous standard solution of MCl" where M'+ is the
cation whose activity is to be determined. ThIS solutIOn
is also saturated with AgCl to form a Ag-AgCI refer-
ence electrode with the silver lead wire.

As an alternative to the use of a porous disk as a rigid
supporting medium, it is pussible to immobilize liquid
exchangers in tough PVC membranes. In thIS type of
electrode, the liquid ion exchanger and pve are dIS-
solved in a solvent such as tetrahydrofuran. The solvent
is evaporated to leave behind a lIexible membrane that
can be cut, shaped, and bonded to the end of a glass or
plastic tube. Membranes formed in this way behave in
much the same way as thuse in which the Ion exchanger
is encased as a liquid in the pores of a disk. Most liquid-
membrane electrodes are of this newer type.

The active substances in liquid membranes are of
three kinds: (I) cation exchangers; (2) anion exchang-
ers: and (3) neutral macrocyclic compounds, which
selectively complex certain cations.

One of the most important liquid-membrane elec-
trodes is selective toward calcium ion in neutral media.
The active ingredient in the membrane is a cation ex-
changer consisting of an aliphatic diester of phosphoric
acid dissolved in a polar solvent. The diester contams a
single acidic proton; thus, two molecules react with the

Aqueous solution
sat'd AgCl + Mel,
[M2+1 = a2

II

100-

sensW""c
area
,/

FIGURE 23-8 Liquid-membrane electrode sensitive to
M2. (Courtesy of Thermo Orion Corp., Waltham, MA.l



divalent calcium ion to form a dialkyl phosphate with
the structure

R-O" ./p 0, /0-
p p

/ " / "R-O O-Ca-O 0-

Here, R is an aliphatic group containing from eight to
sixteen carbon atoms. In commercial electrodes of this
type, R is usually a ~ group. The internal aqueous so-
lution in contact with the exchanger (see Figure 23-8)
contains a fixed concentration of calcium chloride and
a silver-silver chloride reference electrode. The po-
rous disk (or the PVC membrane) containing the ion-
exchange liquid separates the analvtc solution from the
reference calcium chloride soluti~n. The equilibrium
established at each interface can be represented as

[(RO),POO],Ca.===' 2(RO),POO- + Ca"

Note the similarity of this equilibrium to Equation 23-7
for the glass electrode. The relationship between po-
tential and pCa is also analogous to that for the glass
electrode (Equation 23-12). Thus,

0.0592
Em" = L + -2 10gai

L' 0.0592- ----Z-PCa

[n this case, however, the second term on the right is
divided by two because the cation is divalent.

The calcium membrane electrode is a valuable tool
for physiological studies because calcium plays impor-
tant roles in nerve conduction, bone formatiol1, muscle
contraction, cardiac conduction and contraction and
renal tubular function. At least some of these' pro-
cesses are influenced more by calcium ion activity than
by calcium ion concentration; activity, of course, is
measured by the electrode.

lonophore-Based lon-Selective Electrodes

When neutral, lipophilic compounds called iono-
phores that form complexes with target ions are incor-
porated in liquid or polymer membranes along with a
small amount of a lipophilic ion exchanger, the target
ions are carried across the solution-membrane bound-
ary by the formation of the complex. The selectivity of
the membrane toward a given ion is governed by the
stability of the complex formed between the iono-
phore and the target ion, and the separation of charge
across the solution-membrane barrier produces a
nernstian response similar in form to Equations 23-16
and 23- [7. 10nophores are designed and synthesized to
maximize selectivity toward particular ions, and hun-
dreds of examples have appeared in the literature
along with their selectivity coefficients and other char-
acteristics.13 Figure 23-9a shows valinomycin. an un-
charged macrocyclic ether and antibiotic that has very
high selectivity for potassium. Whereas Figure 23-9b

Dp' Ruhlmann, E. Prelsch. and E. Bakker, Chern. ReL, 1998. 98,1593: Y
Umezawa et aI., Fure Appl. Chem .. l000. 72, 1851: Pure Appf. Chern .. 2002.
74.923; Pure Appl. Chern., 2002. 74. 995.

FIGURE23-10 Photograph of a potassium liquid-ion
exchanger (valinomycin)microelectrode with 125 mm
of ion exchanger inside the tip. The magnification of the
originalphoto was 400X. (From J. L.Walker,Anal. Chem.,
1971, 43 [3], 91A. Reproduced by permission of the
American Chemical Society.)

shows a bis-thiourca that is especially selective for
chloride.

Potassium ion-selective electrodes have great value
for physiological studies. The selectivity of a liquid
membrane for potassium relative to sodium is espe-
cially important because both of these ions are present
in all living systems and play important roles in neural
transmission. Valinomycin is unquestionably the most
widely used ionophore for potassium. It is about 104

times as responsive to potassium ion as to sodium ion
and lO7 times as responsive to potassium as to calcium
and magnesium14 Figure 23-lO is a photomicrograph
of a valinomycin microeleetrode for monitoring the
potassium activity in the interior of a single cell. [n this
case, no physical membrane is needed to separate the
internal solution from the analyte because of the small
diameter of the opening at the tip «I flm) and be-
cause the interior of the glass was made hydrophobic
by a coating of silicone. Valinomycin-based membrane
electrodes are used in many clinical analyzers such as
the i-STAT unit discussed in Section 23F-2. It has been
estimated that in 1990 alone, more than 64 million vali-
nomycin-based electrodes were used.!'

Table 23-4 lists some typical commercially available
liquid-membrane electrodes. The anion-sensitive elec-
trodes contain a solution of an anion exchanger in an
organic solvent. As mentioned earlier, many of the so-
called liquid-membrane electrodes are in fact solids in
which the liquid is contained in a polymer (plastic) ma-
trix. The first and most widely used polymer for mem-
brane electrodes is PVC,'6 but other materials have
been used as well for compatibility with ionophores
and fabrication materials. Polymer-based electrodes
are somewhat more convenient to use and more rugged
than the older porous disk electrodes. All electrodes
listed in Table 23-4 are of the plastic-membrane type.

23E ION-SELECTIVE FIELD-EFFECT
TRANSISTORS

In Section 2C-3 (Figure 2-19), we described the
metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET), which is widely used in computers and
other electronic circuits as a switch to control current
in circuits. One of the problems in using this type of
device in electronic circuits has been its pronounced
sensitivity to ionic surface impurities, and a great deal
of money and effort has been expended by the elec-
tronics industry in minimizing or eliminating this sen-
sitivity to produce stablc transistors.

Since 1970 much has been accomplished in exploit-
ing the sensitivity of MOSFETs to surface ionic impu-
rities for the selective potentiometric determination
of various ions. These studies have led to the develop-
ment of a number of different ion-selective field-effect
transistors (ISFETs). The theory of their ion-selective
sensitivity is well understood and is described in the
section tha t follows."

23E-1 Mechanism of ISFET
lon-Selective Behavior

An ISFET is very similar in construction and function
to an n-channel enhancement mode MOSFET (Section
2C-3). The [SFET differs only in that variation in the
concentration of the ions of interest provides the vari-
able gate voltage to control the conductivity or the

t~(J, 1. \l\loJy_ R. B. Ole, anJ J. D. R. Thomd~. Alwlrsr. 19iO.1.J5,'i11l

l"For a fcV!c\\, of ISFETs. S~C P. Bcrgvdd. Sens. rl.dilurnrs, B, 2003. 88. 1
For an inlfnduction In th~ theory and ~)peralil)n llt ISFETs. See J lanata,
Pn/kiplt'S o(Cher!ll('ul Smwfs. pr- 12:"-~1. ~cw York: P!cnum, 19H9



Concentration
Range,M'

1.4 X 10-6 to
3.6 X 10-6

K'
Water hardness
(Ca2+ + Mg2+)

10° to 1 X 10-6

10-' to 6 X 10-6

<1 H', 5 X 10-1 Li+,8 X 10-2 Na', 6 X 10-' K', 5 X 10-' Cs', >1 Mg", >1 Ca",
>1 Sr2+, >0.5 Sr2', 1 X 10-2 Zn"
Hg" and Ag' (poisons electrode at >10-7 M), Fe" (at >0.1[Cd2'], Pb"
(at >[Cd2+],Cu2'(possible)
10-5 Pb2+. 4 X 10-' Hg2' H' 6 X 10-' Sr"· 2 X 10-2 Fe2+·4 X 10-' Cu'"
5 X 10-2 Ni2'; 0.2 NH,; 0.2 N~'; 0.3 Tris'; 0.3 Li'; 0.4 K'; 0:7 Ba"; 1.0Zn"';
1.0 Mg2'

Maximum allowableratio of interferent to [cq: OH- 80, Br- 3 X 10-',
[- 5 X 10-7,52- 10-6, CN- 2 X 10-7, NH, 0.12,5,0,'- 0.01
5 X 1O-7C[O,-; 5 X 10-6 r;5 X 10-5 ClO, -; 5 X 10-' CN-; 10'" Br-;
10-' N02-; 5 X 10-' NO,-; 3 X 10-' HCO,-, 5 X 10-2 CI-; 8 X 10-2 H,PO,-,
HPO,'-, pol-; 0.2 OAc-; 0.6 P-; 1.050,'-
10-7 CIO,-; 5 X 10-61-; 5 X 10-' ClO,-; 10-4 CN-; 7 X 10-' Br-; 10-' HS-;
10-2 HCO,-, 2 X 10-2 CO,'-; 3 X 1O-'CI-; 5 X 10-2 H2PO,-, HPO,'-; pol-;
0.2 OAc-; 0.6P-; 1.0SO,'-
7 X 10-1 salicylate,2 X 10-' r,10-1 Br-, 3 X 10-1 ClO, -,2 X 10-[ acetate,
2 X 10-1 HCO,-,2 X 10-1 NO,-,2 X 10-1 SO,'-, 1 X 10-1 CI-, 1 X 10-[ 00.-,
1 X 10-1 F- •
2 X 10-"r;2 X 10-2 CIO,-; 4 X 10-2 CN-, Br-; 5 X 10-' NO, -, NO, -; 2 HC~,-,
CO,'-; CI-, H2PO,-. HPO,'-, pol-, OAc-, F-, 50,'-
3 X 10-4 Cst; 6 X 10-' NH.', TI'; 10-2 H'; 1.0Ag', Tris'; 2.0Li', Na'
3 X 10-5 Cu2', Zn2'; 10'" Ni2'; 4 X 10-' Sr'; 6 X 10-' Fe"; 6 x 10-' Ba2+;
3 X 10-2 Na'; 0.1 K'

All electrodes are the plastic-membrane type.

'From product catalog, Boston, MA: Thermo Orion, 2006. With permission of Thermo Electron Corp., Waltham. MA.

(From product instruction manuals, Boston, MA: Thermo Orion. 2003. With permission of Thermo Electron Corp .. Waltham. MA.

channel. As shown in Figure 23-11. instead of the usual
metallic contact, the gate of the [SFET is covered with
an insulating layer of silicon nitride (SiJN4). The analyte
solution, containing hydrogen ions in this example, is in
contact with this insulating layer and with a reference
electrode. The surface of the gate insulator functions
very much like the surface of a glass electrode. Protons
from the hydrogen ions in the test solution are adsorbed
on available microscopic sites on the silicon nitride.
Any change in the hydronium ion concentration of the
solution results in a change in the concentration of ad-
sorbed protons. The changc in concentration of ad-
sorbed protons then gives rise to a changing electro-
chemical potential between the gate and source, which
in turn changes the conductivity of the channel of the
[SFET. The conductivity of the channel can be moni-
tored electronically to provide a signal that is propor-
tional to the logarithm of the concentration of H' in the
solution. Note that the entire [SFET except the gate in-

sulator is coated with a polymeric encapsulant to insu-
late all electrical connections from the analyte solution.

The ion-sensitive surface of the ISFET is naturally sen-
sitive to pH changes, but the device may be rendered
sensitive to other species by coating the silicon nitride
gate insulator with a polymer containing molecules that
tend to form complexes with species other than hydro-
nium ion. Furthermore, several ISFETs may be fabri-
cated on the same substrate so that multiple measure-
ments may be made simultaneously. All of the [SFETs
may detect the same species to enhance accuracy and
reliability, or each [SFET may be coated with a differ-
ent polymer so that measurements of several different
species may be made.

ISFETs offer a number of significant advantages
over mcmbrane electrodes, including ruggedness, small

size, inertness toward harsh environments. rapid re-
sponse. and low electrical impedance. [n contrast to
membrane electrodes, ISFETs do not reqUire hydra-
tion before use and can be stored indefimtely m ~he
dry state. Despite these many advantages, no ISFET-
specific-ion electrode appeared on the market untllthe
early 19905, more than 20 years after their Illvenlion.
The reason for this delay is that manufacturers were un-
able to develop the technology of encapsulatlllg the de-
vices to create a product that did not exh[blt dnft and
instability. The only significant disadvantage of ISFETs
other than drift appears to be that they reqUire a more
or less traditional reference electrode. This reqUIre-
ment places a lower limit on the size of the ISFET
probe. Work continues on the development of a differ-
ential pair of ISFETs, one selective for the analyte Ion
and the other not. The second reference [SFET IScalled
a REFET, and a differential amplifier is used to mea-
sure the voltage difference between the ISFET and the
REFET, which is proportional to pX.[S Many [SFET-
based devices have appeared on the market over the
past decade for the determination of pH, and research
has continued on the development of deVices that
are selective for other analytes. Well over 150 [SFET
patents have been filed over the last three decades, and
more than twenty companies manufacture [SFETs 10

various forms. The promise of a tiny, rugged sensor that
can he used in a broad range of harsh and unusual env[-
ronments is being achieved as the reference electrode
problem is being sol ved."

l~ P. Bergveld, Sens ActuatorS. B. 2O(H, 88. 9.
I~lbid_, pp. 18·11}

MOLECULAR-SELECTIVE
ELECTRODE SYSTEMS

Two types of membrane electrode systems have been
developed that act selectively toward eertam types of
molecules. One of these is used for the determmatlOn of
dissolved gases, such as carbon dioxide and ammOl1la.
The other, which is based on biocatalytic membranes,
permits the determination of a variety of orgamc com-
pounds, such as glucose and urea.

23F-1 Gas-Sensing Probes

During the past three decades. several gas-sensing
electrochemical devices have become available from
commercial sources. In the manufacturer literature,
these devices are often called gas-sensing "electrodes."
Figure 23-12 shows that these devices are not, III fact,
electrodes but instead are electrochemical cells made
up of a specific-ion electrode and a reference electrode
immersed in an internal solution retamed by a thm
gas-permeable membrane. Thus, gas-sensing probes [S
a more suitable name for these gas sensors. .

Gas-sensing probes are remarkably selective and
sensitive devices for determining dissolved gases or

NaHCOJ
NaCI internal
solution

Internal
solution
of glass
electrode

Thin film
of internal

solution

FIGURE 23-12 Schematic of a gas-sensing probe for

carbon dioxide.



ions that can be converted to dissolved gases by pH
adjustment.

Membrane Probe Design

Figure 23-12 is a schematic showing details of a gas-
sensing probe for carbon dioxide. The heart of the
probe is a thin, porous membrane, which is easily re-
placeable. This membrane separates the analyte so-
lution from an internal solution containina sodium bi-
carbonate and sodium chloride. A pH-se~sitive glass
electrode having a fiat membrane is held in position so
that a very thin film of the internal solution is sand-
wiched between it and the gas-permeable membrane.
A silver-silver chloride reference electrode is also lo-
cated in the internal solution. It is the pH of the film of
liquid adjacent to the glass electrode that provides a
measure of the carbon dioxide content of the analyte
solution on the other side of the membrane.

Gas-Permeable Membranes

There are two common types of membrane material:
micro porous and homogeneous. Microporous mate-
rials are manufactured from hydrophobic polymers
such as polytetrafiuoroethylene or polypropylene,
which have a porosity (void volume) of about 70% and
a pore size of less than 111m.Because of the nonpolar,
water-repellent properties of the film, water molecules
and electrolyte ions are excluded from the pores;
gaseous molecules, on the other hand, are free to move
in and out of the pores by effusion and thus across this
barrier. Typically, the thickness of microporous mem-
branes is about 0.1 mm.

Homogeneous films, in contrast, are solid poly-
meric substances through which the analyte gas passes
by dissolving in the membrane, diffusing, and then de-
solvating into the internal solution. Silicone rubber is
the most widely used material for construction of these
films. Homogeneous films are generally thinner than
microporous membranes (0.01 to 0.03 mm) to hasten
the transfer of gas and thus the rate of response of the
system.

Mechanism of Response

When a solution containing dissolved carbon dioxide
is brought into contact wi~h the microporous mem-
brane shown in Figure 23-12, the gas effuses through
the membrane, as described bv the reactions

CO,(aq) ~ CO,(g)
analvt~ rJ1tmbr.jn~
,()IUli,lII

CO,(g) ~ CO,(aq)
rnembrane int¢Tnal

por~s jolution

CO,(aq) + 2H,O ~ HCO, - + H]O'
InternJI interllal
50[uti<ln sulution

The last equilibrium causes the pH of the internal Sur-
face film to change. This change is then detected by
the internal glass-calomel electrode system. A de-
scription of the overall process is obtained by adding
the equations for the three equilibria to give

CO,(aq) + 2H,O ~ HCO] - + H]O'
analVlc internal
solution s0lulion

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant K for this
overall reaction is

K = (aH,o')int(aHcO,-)inl
(aco,)"t

For a neutral species such as COb aco, = [CD,(aq)], so

K = (aH30+)in[(aHCOJ~)int

[CO,(aq)]"t

where [CO,( aq) ],,, is the molar concentration of the
gas in the analyte solution. For the measured cell po-
tential to vary linearly with the logarithm of the carbon
dioxide concentration of the external solution, the hy-
drogen carbonate activity of the internal solution must
be sufficiently large that it is not altered significantly by
the carbon dioxide entering from the external solu-
tion. Assuming then that (aHCO,lintis constant, we can
rearrange the previous equations to

(aH,o' lint K
~-- = K (23-18)

[CO,(aq)]", (aHeO,-)'nt g

If we allow a, to be the hydrogen ion activity of the in-
ternal solution, we rearrange this equation to give

(aH,O-)int= al = K,[CO,(aq)],,, (23-19)

By substituting Equation 21-19 into Equation 21-13,
we find that

Emd = L + 0.0592loga,

= L + 0.0592logK,[CO,(aq)],,,

= L + 0.0592logK, + 0.0592 log [CO,(aq)],,,
(n20)

Combining the two constant terms to give a new con-
stant L' leads to

then
E,,,, = L' + 0.0592 log [CO,(aq)]"t ~ E,er (23-22)

L" = L + 0.0592 log Kg - E,er

Thus, the potential between the glass electrode and
the reference electrode in the internal solution IS de-
termined by the CO, concentration in the external so-
lution. Note once again that no electrode comes in di-
rect contact with the analyte solution.

The only species that interfere with the response of
these sensors to CO, are other dissolved gases that
permeate the membrane and then affect the pH of
the internal solution. The specificity of gas probes de-
pends only on the permeability of the gas membrane.
Membrane-based sensors for CO2 have been mlcro-
fabricated for use in clinical analyzers as described in
Section 23F-2.2tl

It is possible to increase the selectivity of the gas-
sensing probe by using an internal electrode sensillve
to some specics other than hydrogen ion; for example,
a nitrate-sensing electrode can be used to construct a
probe that is sensitive to nitrogen dioxide. For this de-
vice, the equilibrium is

2NO,(aq) + 2H,O.=='N02- + NO]- + 2HP+
~:<lerna\ internal solullon

This electrode permits the determination of NO, in
the presence of gases such as SO" CO2, and NH],
which would also alter the pH of the internal solutIon.

Table 23-5 lists representative gas-sensing probes
that are commercially available. An oxygen-sensitive
probe is also on the market; it, however, is based on
a voltammetric measurement and IS discussed In
Chapter 25.

23F-2 Biosensors

Over the past three decades, considerable effort has
been devoted to combining the selectivity of blochem,-
cal materials and reactions with electrochemical trans-

TABLE 23-5 Commercial Gas-Sensing Probes

Equilibrium iu
Internal Solution

NH]
CO,
HCN
HF
H,S
SO,
NO,

NH] + H,o ~ NI-4+ + OH-
CO, + H20~HCO,- + H+
HCN~H++CN'
HF~H++F-
H2S~2H+ + S'-
SO, + H,O~HSO,- + H+
2NO,+H,O~

NO, - + NO,- + 2H+

Glass, pH
Glass, pH
Ag,S,pCN
LaF" pF
Ag,S,pS
Glass, pH
Immobilized
ion exchange,
pNO]

ducers (See Figure 1-7) to give highly selective biosen-
sors for the determination of biological and biochemi-
cal compounds." These materials include enzymes,"
DNA, antigens, antibodies, bacteria, cells,23and whole
samples of animal and plant tissue. When analyte mol-
ecules react with these mateTials, the interactIOn tng-
gers the production of species that can be monitored
directly or indirectly by one of the ion- or molecular-
selective electrodes previously discussed. The selecltv-
ity advantage of biosensors is counterbalanced by the
limited stability of many biochemical substances, whIch
inhibits their use in harsh environments. This disadvan-
tage is being overcome to some extent by the develop-
ment of synthetic materials that have molecular recog-
nition characteristics similar to naturally occurnng
molecules but that are more robust.

Enzyme-Based Biosensors

The most widely studied and perhaps the most useful
biosensor is based on enzymes. In these devices the
sample is brought into contact with an immobilized en-
zyme, which reacts with the analyte to yIeld aspecIes
such as ammonia, carbon dioxide, hydrogen Ions, or
hydrogen peroxide. The concentration of this product,
which is proportional to the analyte concentratIOn, IS
then determined by the transducer. The most common

21 For reviews of hiosensors, see E. Bakker and M. Tdt~ng-Diaz .. Anal.
Chem., 2002, 74, 278l. For extensive treatments of th~ subject see Bwsen-
sors and Modern Biospedfic Analytical Techniques, VoL 44 (Comprehen-

sive Analytical Chemistry), L. Gorton, ed., Amst~rdam: ElseVIer, 2004;
Biosensor Technology: Fundamentals and AppltcatlOfLS, R. P. Buck. W. E.
Hatfield. M. Umana, and E. F Bowden, eds .. New York: Dekker, \990;
Biusensors: Fundamentals and Applications, A. P, F. Turner.,1. Karube,

and G. S. Wilson, cds .. l'\ew •.•.ark: Oxford L:niversity Pr::ss. 1%7.
z:G. G. Guilbault and J G. Montalvo, 1. Am. Chern. Joe. 1969, 9! 2164.
2'G. A- Rechnitz, R. K. Kobo5. S 1. RiechcL and C R. Gebauer, Anal.

Chim. Acta. 1977, 9.J-. 357



FIGURE 23-13 Enzyme electrodes for measuring urea.
(Reprinted with permission from D. N. Gray, M. H.
Keyes, and B. Watson, Anal. Chern., 1977,49, 1067A.
Copyright 1977 American Chemical Society.) (a)

transducers in these devices are membrane electrodcs,
gas-sensing probes, and voltammctric devices, which
are discussed in Chapter 25.

Biosensors based on membrane electrodes are at-
tractive from several perspectives. First, complex or-
ganic molecules can be determined with the conven-
ience, speed, and ease that characterize ion-selective
measurements of inorganic species. Second, enzyme-
catalyzed reactions occur under mild conditions of
temperature and pH and at relatively low substrate
concentrations. Third, combining the selectivity of the
enzymatic reaction and the electrode response pro-
vides results that are free from most interferences.

The main limitation to enzymatic procedures is the
high cost of enzymes, particularly when used for rou-
tine or continuous measurements. This disadvantage
has led to the use of immobilized enzyme media in
which a small amount of enzyme can be used for the
repetitive analysis of hundreds of samples. Two gen-
eral techniques are used. In one, the sample is passed
through a fixed bed of immobilized enzyme and then
to the detector. In the second, a porous layer of the
immobilized enzyme is attached directly to the surface
of the ion-selective electrode, thus forming an enzyme
electrode. In such devices, the reaction product reaches
the selective membrane surface by diffusion.

Immobilization of enzymes can be accomplished in
several ways, including physical entrapment in a poly-
mer gel, physical adsorption on a porous inorganic
support such as alumina, covalent bonding of the en-
zyme to a solid surface such as glass beads or a poly-
mer, or copolymerization of the enzyme with a suitable
monomer.

Figure 23-13 shows two types of enzyme electrodes
for the determination of blood urea nitrogen (BUN),

" Immobilized

""" " urease /
"- Protective

membrane

an important routine clinical test. In the presence of
the enzyme urease, urea is hydrolyzed according to the
reaction

(NH2),CO + H30' + H,O->2NH4+ + HCO,'
II + 211,0

2NH3 + 2H36~ (23-23)

The electrode in Figure 23-13a is a glass electrode that
responds to the ammonium ion formed by the reaction
shown in the upper part of Equation 23-23. The elec-
trode in Figure 23-13b is an ammonia gas probe that
responds to the molecular ammonia in equilibrium
with the ammonium ion. Unfortunately, both elec-
trodes have limitations. The glass electrode responds
to all monovalent cations, and its selectivity coeffi-
cients for NH4 + over Na+ and K' are such that inter-
ference occurs in most biological media (such as
blood). The ammonia gas probe has a different prob-
lem - the pH of the probe is incompatible with the en-
zymc. The cnzyme requires a pH of about 7 for maxi-
mum catalytic activity, but the sensor's maximum
response occurs at a pH that is greater than 8 to 9
(where essentially all of the NH, + has been converted
to NH3). Thus, the sensitivity of the electrode is lim-
ited. Both limitations are ovcrcome by use of a fixed-
bed enzyme system where the sample at a pH of about
7 is pumped over the enzyme. The resulting solution is
then made alkaline and thc liberated ammonia deter-
mined with an ammonia gas probe. Automated instru-
ments (see Chapter 33) based on this technique have
been on the market for several years.

Factors that affect the detection limits of enzyme-
based biosensors include the inherent detection limits
of the ion-selective electrode coupled with the enzyme
layer, the kinetics of the enzyme reaction, and the mass-

Creatinine ---> N-methylhydantoin + NH3

NH,-gas sensor
L (D) AA ---> RCOCOOH + NH; + H20,

NH,-gas sensor
L-Glutamine---> glutamic acid + NH3

NH,-gas sensor
Adenosine ----* inosine + NH3

NH,-gas sensor
L-Glutamate ---> GABA + CO,

amygdalin---> HCN + 2CJI,,06 + benzaldehyde
glucose + 0, ---> gluconicacid + H,O,
Penicillin---> Penicilloicacid

TABLE 23-6 Potentiometric Enzyme-Based Biosensors *

L- or o-Amino
acids
L_Glutamine

L- or D~Amino
acid oxidase
Glutaminase

Adenosine
deaminase
Glutamate
decarboxylase
I3-Glucosidase
Glucose oxidase
Penicillinase

Amygdalin
Glucose
Penicillin

ISE detectors

NH. + glass or polymer
NHr gas sensor
H' -glass or polymer
NH, +-glass or polymer

eN-solid-state
H+-glass or polymer
H+-glass or polymer

A.1. Bard., Ed., \01. 9, Bloe1ecrrochemISITy, G. S. Wilson, Ed., New
$ From E. Bakker and f\.t. E. Meyerhoff, in Encyclopedia of £leCITochemutry,

York: Wiley, 2002, p. 305, with permission

transfer rate of substrate into the layer.24 Despite a
large bod y of research on these devices and, as shown m
Table 23-6, the several potentially useful enzyme-based
membranes, there have been only a few commerCial po-
tentiometric enzyme electrodes, due at least in part to
limitations such as those cited previously. The enzy-
matic determination of urea nitrogen in clinical appli-
cations discussed in the following paragraphs is an ex-
ceptional example of this type of sensor. A number of
commercial sources offer enzymatic electrodes based
on voltammetric measurements on various enzyme sys-
tems. These electrodes are discussed in Chapter 25.

Applications in Clinical Analysis

An example of the application of a potentiometric
enzyme-based biosensor in clinical analySIS ISan auto-
mated monitor designed specifically to analyze blood
samples at the bedside of patients. The i-STAT
Portable Clinical Analyzer, shown in Figure 23-14a, IS

a handheld device capable of determining a broad
range of clinically important analytcs such as potas-

~~E. Bakker and M. E. Meyerhoff, in Encyclopedw of Eleclro~hemi~lr}'
A.1. Bard, ed .. Vol. 9, Bioelectrochemi~ln', G, S. \Vllson, cd .. Nev. 'turk
Wiley, 2002. p. 3fH, P. W. Carr and L. D. Bl)WCrS, ImmobIlI~ed Enzymey.

in Analytical and Clirlica{ Chemistry __Fundamentals and AppftcatlOns. Nc\\

York: \Viley, 1980.

sium, sodium, chloride, pH, pCO" pO" urea nitrogen,
and glucose. In addition, the computer-based analyzer
calculates bicarbonate, total carbon dIOXide, base ex-
cess 0, saturation, and hemoglobin in whole blood.
Rel~tiv~ standard deviations on the order of 0.5% to
4% are obtained with these devices. Studies have
shown that results are sufficiently reliable and cost ef-
fective to substitute for similar measurements made m
a traditional, remote clinicallaboratory.25 'c

Most of the analytes (pCO" Na+, K+, Ca- , urea
nitrogen, and pH) are determined by potentiomet-
ric measurements using microfabricated membrane-
based ion-selective electrode technology. The urea
nitrogen sensor consists of a polymer layer contam-
ing urease overlying an ammonium ion-selective elec-
trode. The chemistry of the BUN determmatlOn ISde-
scribed in the previous section. The hematocnt IS
measured by electrolytic conductivity detection, and
pO, is determined with a Clark voltammetnc sensor
(see Section 25C-4). Other results are calculated from
these data. The central component of the mom tor IS

the single-use disposable electrochemical i:STAT
sensor array depicted in Figure 23-14b. The mdlvldual
sensor electrodes are located on silicon chips along
a narrow flow channel, as shown in the figure. The



(b)

~~T~RE23-14 (a)Photograph of i-STAT1 portable clinical analyzer. (b)Exploded view of
I :r sensor array cartridge. (Abbott Point of Care Inc.)

integrated biosensors are manufactured by a patented
mIcrofabncation process.'"

.Each new sensor array is automatically calibrated
pnor to the measurement step. A blood sample with-
drawn from the patient is deposited into the sample en-
try well, and the cartridge is inserted into the i-STAT
analyzer. The cali brant pouch, which contains a stan-
dard buffered solution of the analytes, is punctured by
the i-STAT analyzer and is compressed to force the
calibrant through the flow channel across the surface
of the sensor array. When the calibration step is com-
plete, the analyzer compresses the air bladder, which
lorces the blood sample through the flow channel to ex-

pel the calibrant solution to waste and to bring the
blood (20 fIL to 100 fIL) into contact with the sensor ar-
ray. Electrochemical measurements are then made, and
the results are calculated and presented on the liquid
crystal display of the analyzer. The results are stored
in the memory of the analyzer and may be transmitted
to the hospital laboratory data management system for
permanent storage and retrieval (see Section 4H-2).
Cartndges are available that are configured for differ-
ent combinations of more than twentv different ana-
lytes and measurements that can be ~made with this
system.

Instruments similar to the i-STAT bedside monitor
have heen available for some time [or in vitro poten-
tlOmetnc determination of various analytes in bio-
medIcal and biological systems. In recent years, there

~ Polyimide
_ Ion-selective membra
_HEMA
_AgCl
_Ag
C]Au
_Cr
CJ Kapton
_SolidKCl

R,;.~~~;;~~~i~~'~l;~~~)
". --------1IDiii/~;~,;,~u:; & >

FIGURE23-15 Amicrofabricated potentiometric sensor for in vivo determination of analytes.
The sensor was fabricated on a flexibleplastic substrate using thick-filmtechniques. There
are nine ion-selective electrodes (ISEs)on one side of the filmand corresponding reference
electrodes on the opposite side. (From E. Lindner and R. P. Buck, Anal. Chem., 2000, 72,
336A, with permission. Copyright 2000 American Chemical SoCiety.)

has been much interest in the development of minia-
ture potentiometric sensors for in vivo studies as well.
Figure 23-15 shows a small array (4 x 12 mm) of nine
potentiometric electrodes fabricated on a thin Kap-
ton® polyimide filmY Nine separate electrodes (along
with corresponding reference electrodes on the oppo-
site side of the array) are fabricated by thick-film tech-
niques similar to those used for printed circuit boards.
A chromium adhesion layer and a gold layer are vapor
deposited on the polymer to provide electrical connec-
tion to the sensor areas. The array is next coated with
photoresist and exposed to UV light through a mask
that defines the electrode areas. The photoresist is de-
veloped to expose the electrode pads. Silver is then de-
posited electrochemically followed by silver chloride
to form the internal reference electrode for each sen-
sor. A mixture of hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)
and an electrolyte is added to provide a salt bridge
between the internal reference electrode and the ion-
selective memhrane. Finally, the ion-selective mem-
brane is applied ovcr the internal reference electrode
along with a protective layer of polyimide. The sensor
array has been used successfully to monitor H ~, K
Na +, Ca " , and other analytes in heart muscle.

Other disposable electrochemical cells based on
ion-selective electrodes, which are designed for the
routine determination of various ions in clinical
samples, have been available for some time. These sys-
tems are described briefly in Section 33D-3.

Light Addressable Potentiometric Sensor
An intriguing and useful application of semiconductor
devices and potentiometric measurement principles is
the light addressablc potentiometric sensor (LAPS)."
This device is fabricated from a thin, flat plate of p- or
n-type silicon with a 1000-A-thick coating of silicon
oxynitride on one side of the plate. If a bias voltage is
applied between a reference electrode immersed in a
solution in contact with the insulating oxynitride layer
and the silicon substrate, the semiconductor is de-
pleted of majority carriers (see Section 2C-l). When
light from a modulated source strikes the plate from
either side, a corresponding photocurrent is produced.
By measuring the photocurrent as a function of bias
voltage, the surface potential of the device can be de-
termined. Because the oxynitride layer is pH sensitive.
the surface potential provides a measure of pH with a
nernstian response over several decades.

'~D_ A. Haf~man, 1- W. Parce, and H. M. McConnelL Science. 1988.
1.JO.l11'\2.



· The versatility of the device is enhanced by attach-
Ing to the underside of the silicon substrate an arrav of
lIght-emIttIng diodes. By modulating the diodes in'se-
quence: dIfferent regions of the surface of the device
can be Interrogated for pH changes. Furthermore, by
applyIng membranes containing various ionophores o-r
enzymes to the oxynitride layer, each LED can moni-
tor a different analyte. When this device is used to
monItor the response of living cells to various bio-
chemIcal stImuli, it is referred to as a microphysiome-
ler. For a more complete description of the LAPS and
Its blOanalytical applications, see the Instrumental
Analysis in Action feature following Chapter 25.

23G INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING
CELL POTENTIALS

An important consideration in the design of an instru-
ment for measuring' cell potentials is that its resistance
be large with respect tot he cell. If it is not, the I R drop
!lI the cell producesslgmficant error (see Section 2A -3).
We demonstrate thISeffect in the example that follows.

The true potential of a glass-calomel electrode system
IS0.800 V; ItS!litemal resistance is 20 MO. What would
be the relative error in the measured potential if the
measunng device has a resistance of 100 Mfl?

Solution

The following schematic diagram shows that the mea-
surement circuit can be considered as a voltage source
E, and two resIstors in series: the source resistance R
and the internal resistance of the measuring device R,,'

From Ohm's law, we may write

E, = IR, + IR"

where I is the current in this circuit consisting of the cell
and the measurIng de"ice . The current is then given by

I = ~_ 0.800:v'._~ __
(20 + 100) X 10' l! --6.67 X 10-' A

The potential drop across the measuring device
(whIch IS the potential indicated by the device E )
is IR". Thus, ., -."

EM = (6.67 x 10 'A)(IOO X 10" 0) = 0667 V

and

'I 0.667 V - O.80()V
re error = ---0.800\;--~ . X 100%

-'0.133 V
= OBOO-V- X 100% -17%

Frn", reference eteelrode ~

FIGURE 23-16 ApH meter based on a quad Junction-FETinput operational amplifier
integrated circuit. Resistors R ,-R, and potentiometers P,-P, are 50 kll. The circuit may be
powered by batteries as shown or an appropriate power supply. See the original paper for
descriptions of the circuit operation and the calibration procedure. (Adapted from D. L. Harris
and D. C. Harris,J. Chern. Educ., 1992, 69, 563. With permIssion.)

":e can easily show that to reduce the loading error
to I Yo, the resistance of the yoltagc measuring device
must be about 100 times greater than tbe cell resis-
tance; for a rclative error of 0.1%, the res'isrance must
be WOOtimes greater. Because the electrical resistan~e
of cells containing ion-selective electrodes may be
100 Mfl or more, voltage measuring devices to be 'used
WIth these electrodes generally have internal resis-
tances of at least 1012 n.

It is important to appreciate that an error in mea-
sured voltage, such as that shown in Example 23-1
(-0.133 V), would have an enormous effect on the ac-
curaey.of a concentration measurement based on that
potentIaL Thus, as shown in Section 23H-2, a 0.001 V
uncertainty in potential leads to a relative error of
about 4% in the determination of the hydrogen ion
concentratIOn of a solution by potential measurement
WIth a glass electrode. An error of the size found in
Example 23-1 would result in a concentration uncer-
tamty of two orders of magnitude or more.

Direct-reading digital voltmeters with high internal
reSIstances are used almost exclusively for pH and
pIon measurements. We descrihe these devices in the
next section.

$10, exclusive of the pH prohe and digital multimeter,
which is used as the readout.'9 The output of the probe
is connected to a high-resistance voltage follower A
(see Sections 3B-2 and 3C-2), which has an input re-
sistance of to 12 fl. Operational amplifiers Band C pro-
vide gain (slope, or temperature control) and offset
(calibration) for the circuit readout. The inverting am-
plifIer C (see Section 3B-3) inverts the sense of the sig-
nal so that an increase in pH produces a positive in-
crease in the output voltage of the circuit. The circuit is
calibrated with buffers to display a range of output
voltages extending from 100 to 1400 mY, correspon-
ding to a pH range of 1 to 14.The three junction-FET
operational amplifiers are located in a single quad in-
tegrated circuit package such as the LF347 (made hy
National Semiconductor).

23G-1 Direct-Reading Instruments

Numerous direct-reading pH meters are available
comme.rcially. Generally. these are solid-state devices
Witha fIeld-effect transistor or a voltage follower as the
first amplilier stage to provide the necessary high input
resIstance. FIgure 23-16 is a schematic of a simple.
batten-operated pH meter that can be huilt for about

The range of pion meters available from instrument
manufacturers is simply astonishing.''' We can classify
four groups of meters based on price and readability.

'''D. L !farris and D C. H;uns, J Chern. Educ.. J992. 69. :'i6;

~JT<) J6d,)p a [,;ding lor [he Ir.:menoous numhcr 01 rnodds of I)H ;jnd
pl(l[} fllL'h'h lh.lt art: ;l\d.itabk. perform (joogle s..:archL" dfl the terms' pil
meter" ,md -'ion Older "

The groups include utility meters, which are portable,
usually battery-operated instruments that range in
price from less than $50 to more than $500. The low-end
meters arc intended for the consumer market and are
about the size of a digital medical thermometer. Gener-
ally, utility meters can resolve about 0.5 pH unit or bet-
ter. General-purpose meters arc line-operated instru-
ments, which can measure pH to 0.05 pH unit or better.
Many offer such features as digital readout, automatic
temperature compensation (ATC), scale expansions so
that full scale covers 1.4 units instead of 0 to 14 units,
and a millivolt scale. Currently, prices for general-
purpose meters range Irom $100 10 more than $1000.
Expanded-scale instruments are generally readable to
OJJl pH unit or better and cost about $800 to $2000.
Most offer full-scale ranges of 0.5 to 2 pH units (as well
as 0-10-7 and 0-to-14 ranges), four-digit readout. push-
button control, millivolt scale, and automatic tempera-
ture compensation. Research meters are readable to
0.001 pH unit or hetter, generally have a live-digit dis-
play. and cost $2000 to $3000. Note that the readability
of these instruments is usually significantlv beller than
the sensitivity of most ion-selective electrodes.

The ATC feature in many commercial instruments
usually consists of a thermistor or thermocouple and
associated circuitry (Section 3C-3) that pr()\ide a



signal proportional to temperature. This signal is then
used to correct the output by adjusting the slope of
the_transfer functIOn of the instrument (2.303RT/F =

0.0)92 at 25'C) using either software calculation or
analog circuitry. The thermistor or thermocouple mav
be Incorporated in the instrument console, in which
case It merely monitors the ambient temperature. or it
may be a probe that is inserted directlv into the analvte
solution. For routine work, temperat~re compensation
IS not essential. but for high-quality potentiometric
measurements, it is vital.

23H DIRECT POTENTIOMETRIC
MEASUREMENTS

Thedetermination of an ion Or molecule by direct po-
tentIOmetriC measurement is rapid and simple. requir-
Ing only a comparISon of the potential developed bv
the indIcator electrode in the test solution with its p,;-
tentlal when Immersed in one or more standard solu-
tions of the analyte. Because most indicator electrodes
are selective. preliminary separation steps are seldom
reqUIred. In addition. direct potentiometric measure-
ments are rapid and readily adapted to the continuous
and automatic monitoring of ion activities.

23H·1 The Sign Convention and
Equations for Direct Potentiometry

The sign convention for potentiometry is consistent
WIth the convention described in Chapter 22 for stan-
dard electrode potentials.-ll [n this convention, the in-
dIcator electrode is the right-hand electrode and the
reference electrode is on the left." For direct poten-
tIOmetriC measurements, the potential of a cell is then
expressed in terms of the indicator electrode potential.
the reference electrode potential, and the junction po-
tentIal as shown in Equation 23-1:

'1The convention d~scribed here has been endorsed hy the National Insu-
{ute uf Standards and Technology (NIST) and the IlJPAC. See R. P. Buck
and E. Lmdner. Pure Appl Ch{>m..1994.66. ]527 (hnp:/'w .•••w.iupacor
pUhhcallOns/pac,119Y-S Ipdf /6612x1527.pJ[), g:
1'ln ~ffe.';t:[hc Sjgnco~\'ention.[()r electrode pOlcnti:tb des..:rJbed in Sec-
ll"n _2(,":'1 ,also d_e'>l~naks(he tni.h~<II(lrek.clwJe as rhe ri~hl-hand eke
Irode b~ 'iiupulatmg th"dt half~reactlons must al\ltays he \nilt~n as. reduc-
tions; the standard hydrogen electrode, which is the rcf~renc~ electrode in

thL~ case. IS then the left-hand dectrode,

In Sections 23B and 23C. we describe the response
of variOUS types of indicator electrodes to analvte ac-
!Iv!tles. For the cation xn~ at 25"C. the electr~de re-
sponse takes the general nernstian form

E- - L 0.0592 1
ond - - ---Iog-

n ax
L 0.0592

= - -n-pX

where L is a constant andax is the activity of the cation
For metallic indicator electrodes. L is ordinarily th~
standard electrode potential (see Equation 23-2); for
membrane electrodes, L is the sum of several constants
mcluding the time-dependent asymmetry potential of
uncertain magnitude (see Equation 23-14).

By substituting Equation 23-25 into Equation 23-24
and rearranging, we find

pX = -logax = _ Fed1 - [(Ej - E"tl + L]
0.0592/n

The constant terms in square brackets chn- be com-
bined to give a new constant K:

pX = -log ax = _n( E'dl --..!l
0.0592

For an anion An'. the sign of Equation 23-26 is re-
versed, so

A _ n(E",,, - K)
P - 0.0592

All direct potentiometric methods are based on
Equation 23-26 or 23-28. The difference in sign in the
two equatIOns has a subtle but important consequence
m the way that ion-selective electrodes are connected
to pH meters and pIon meters. When we solve the two
equations for E,e". We find that for cations

E K 0.0592
o.:ell = - -------;;-pX

E K' 0.0592
"''' = + ---;;--pA

Equation 23-29 shows that an increase in pX produces
a decrease In Eedl with a cation-selective electrode,
Thus. when a high-resistance voltmeter is connected to

the cell in the usual way. with the indicator electrode
attached to the positive terminal. the meter reading
decreases as pX increases. To eliminate this problem.
instrument manufacturers may reverse the leads so
that cation-sensitive electrodes are conn~ctcd to th~
negative terminal of the voltage-measuring device. Al-
ternatively. the signal may be inverted between the
input stage and the meter as shown in Section 23F-1.
Meter readings then increase with increases in pX.
Anion-selective electrodes. on the other hand. arc con-
nected to tbe positive terminal of the meter so that in-
creases in pA also produce larger positive readings.

The constant K in Equations 23-29 and 23-30 contains
several other constants, at least one of which. the junc-
tion potential, cannot be accurately computed from
theory or measured directly. Therefore, before these
equations can be used for the determination of pX or
pA. K must be evaluated experimentally with one or
more standard solutions of the analyte.

In the electrode-calibration method. K is deter-
mined by measuring EO'" for one or more standard so-
lutions of known pX or pA. We then assume that K is
unchanged when the standard is replaced with analyte.
The calibration is usually performed at the time pX or
pA for the unknown is determined. With membrane
electrodes recalibration may be necessary if measure-
ments extend over several hours because of the slowly
changing asymmetry potential.

The direct electrode calibration method offers the
advantages of simplicity. speed, and applicability to the
continuous monitoring of pX or pA. The method has
two important disadvantages. however. One of thcse
is that the accuracy of a measurement obtained by
this procedure is limited by the inherent uncertaintv
caused by the junetion potential E,. and unfortunately,
this uncertainty can never be totally eliminated. The
second disadvantage of this procedure is that results of
an analysis are activities rather than concentrations
(for some applications this is an advantage rather than

a disadvantage).

Inherent Error in the Electrode
Calibration Procedure
A serious disadvantage ot the electrode calihration
method is the inberent uncertainty that results from the
assumption that K in Equation 23-26 or 23-n remains
constant between calihration and analytc determina-

tion. This assumption can seldom, if ever, be exactly
valid because the electrolyte composition of tbe un-
known is almost always different from the composi-
tion of the solution used for calibratIOn. The junction
potential E, contained in K (Equation 23-27) varies
slightly as a result. even though a salt bridge is used.
This uncertainty is frequently on the order of 1 m V
or more. Unfortunately. because of the nature of the
potential-activity relationship. this uncertainty has an
amplified effect on the inherent accuracy of the analy-
sis. The magnitude of the uncertainty in analyte con-
centration can oe estimated by differcntiating Equa-
tion 23-26 with respect to K while holding E","constant:

dK------
O.0592/n

dax ndK-- = ---- = 38.9ndK
ax 0.0257

By replacing dax and dK with finite increments and
multiplying both sides of the equation by 100%. we

obtain

% rei error = ~<I' X tOO %
ax

co 3.89 X 10' nJ.K% (23-31)

The quantity J.ax/ax is the relative error in ax associ-
ated with an absolute uncertainty J.K in K. If. for ex-
ample, iK is :'cO.DO I V. a relative error in activity of
about "'4n% can be expected. II is imp0r/anl /() appre-
ciare Ihal Ihis uncertainly is characterislic of all mell-
suremenls involving cells that conlai" a salt bridge and
thllt it cannot be eliminated by erl'fl the mosl careful
meQSliretncnts of cell potentiaL'! or the nwst ,\·en.\'itire
and precise measuring devices. In addition. it is appar-
ently impossible to devise a method that eliminates the
uncertainty in K that is the source of this proolem.

Activity versus Concentration
Electrode response is related to aeti,'ity rather than to
analvte concentration. We are usually interested in
concentratIOn. and the determination of this quantity
from a potentiumetric measurement requires aclivity
coef1icient elata. Often. activity coefficients arc unavail-
aole because the ionic strength of the solution is either
unknown or so high that the Debvc-Huckel equa-
tion is not applicable. l 'nfortunately, the assumption
that actnitv and concentration are IdentiCal may lead
to senous errors. particularly when the analytc is
pol\'Valcnt.
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FIGURE.23-17 Response of a liquid-membrane electrode
to vanatlons in the concentration and activity of calcium
Ion. (Courtesy of Thermo Orion, Boston, MA.)

. The difference between activity and concentration
IS Illustrated by Figure 23-17, where the lower curve
gives the change in potential of a calcium electrode as
a functlO.nof calcium chloride concentration (note that
the ~ctlVlty or concentration scale is logarithmic). The
nonhneanty of the curve is due to the increase in ionic
strength - and the consequent decrease in the activity
coefficient of the calcium - as the electrolyte concen-
tratIon becomes larger. When these concentrations are
converted to activities, the data produce the upper line
with the nernstian slope of 0.0296 (0.0592/2).

ActIVIty coefficients for singly charged ions are less
affected by changes in ionic strength than are coeffi-
cients for species with multiple charges. Thus, the effect
shown m Figure 23-17 is less pronounced for electrodes
that respond to H+, Na -, and other univalent ions.

In potentiometric pH measurements, the pH of the
standard buffer used for calibration is generallv based
on the activity of hydrogen ions. Thus, the resulting hy-
drogen IOn results are also on an activity scale. If the
unknown sample has a high ionic strength, the hydro-
gen Ion concentration will differ appreciably from the
actIvity measured.

23H-3 Calibration Curves for
Concentration Measurement

Potentiometric measurements can be corrected to give
results m terms of concentration using an empirical cal-
IbratIOn curve such as the lower curve in Figure 23-17
For this approach to be successful. however, it is essen~
tlal that the ionic composition of the standards approx-

'dl Simulntion: Learn more about calibration of
IQ.J potentiometric systems.

imate that of the analyte - a condition that is dl'ffi I. rut~
achieve experimentally for complex samples.
. .Where electrolyte concentrations are not too great
It ISoften helpful to swamp both the samples and th~
cahbratlOn standards with a measured excess of an in-
ert electrolyte. Under these circumstances, the added
effect of the electrolyte in the sample becomes negli-
gible, and the empmcal cahbration curve yields con-
centratIon data. This approach has been used for the
potentIometnc determination of fluoride in public wa-
ter supphes With a lanthanum fluoride electrode. In
thIS determination, both samples and standards are di-
luted on a 1 : 1 basis with a solution containing sodium
chlonde, a citrate buffer, and an acetate buffer. This
mixture, which fixes both ionic strength and pH, is sold
under the name Total Ionic Strength Adjustment
Buffer, or TlSAB. The diluent is sufficiently concen-
trated so that the samples and standards do not differ
slgmficantly in ionic strength. This procedure permits
a rapid measurement of fluoride ion in' the 1-p m
range, with a precision of about 5% rel<t<tive.Cali:ra-
tion curves are also useful for electrodes th;t do not re-
spond linearly to pA.

23H-4 Standard-Addition Method

The standard-addition method, described in Sec-
tion ID-3, is equally applicable to potentiometric de-
termmatlons. In this method, the potential of the elec-
trode system is measured before and after addition of
a small volume (or volumes) of a standard to a known
volume of the sample. We assume that this addition
does not change the ionic strength and thus the activ-
Ity coefficient 'Yx of the analyte. We further assume
that the added standard does not signilicantly alter the
JunctIon potential.

The standard-addition method has been applied to
thc determmatlon of chloride and fluoride in samplcs
of commercIal phosphors." In this application, solid-
state mdlcator electrodes for chloride and fluoride
were used in conjunction with a reference electrode'
the added standard contained known quantities of th~
two anIOns. The relative standard deviation for the
measurement of replicate standard samples was 0.7%
for fluonde and 0.4% for chloride. In routine use with
real samples. the standard-addition method vielded
relative standard deviations of 1.1% for fluoride and
0.8% for chloride. When similar samples were ana-
lyzed by the usual electrode calibration methods, the

precision was worse by about a factor of 2. Similar
methods have been used to determine fluoride and
chloride in geological materials with limits of detection
of 5-10 Ilg/g and 40-100 Ilg/g, respectively.

23H-5 Potentiometric pH Measurements
with a Glass Electrode

The glass electrode'" is unquestionably the most im-
portant indicator electrode for hydrogen ion. It is con-
venient to use and is subject to few of the intcrferences
that affect other pH-sensing electrodes. Glass elec-
trodes are available at relatively low cost and come
in many shapes and sizes. A common variety is illus-
trated in Figure 23-3; the reference electrode is usually
a silver-silver chloride electrode.

The glass electrode is a remarkably versatile tool
for the measurement of pH under many conditions.
The elcctrode can be used without interference in so-
lutions containing strong oxidants, reductants, gases,
and proteins (a calomel reference electrode, rather
than a silver~silver chloride reference electrode, is
normally used in the presence of proteins because sil-
ver ions react with proteins). The pH of viscous or even
semisolid fluids can be determined in this way. Elec-
trodes for special applications are available. Examples
of these are small electrodes for pH measurements in
a drop (or less) of solution or in a cavity of a tooth, mi-
croelectrodes that permit the measurement of pH in-
side a living cell, systems for insertion in a flowing liq-
uid stream to provide a continuous monitoring of pH,
a small glass electrode that can be swallowed to indi-
cate the acidity of the stomach contents (the reference
electrode is kept in the mouth), and combination elec-
trodes that contain both indicator and reference elec-
trodes in a single probe.35

Summary of Errors Affecting pH
Measurements with Glass Electrode

The ubiquity of the pH meter and the general applica-
bility of the glass electrode tend to lull us into the atti-
tude that any measurement obtained with such an in-
strument is surely correct. It is a good idea to guard

lJ Fur a detailed diSCUSSIOn of the definitions. standards. procedures, and
errors associated wi.th pH measurement, see R P. Buck et aL Pure AflPl

Chern .. 2002, 74.2169 (http://,,,,,'V.'w.iupac.orgipub1icationsipaci2002'-pdf
7411x:2169.pdfl and R. G. Bates. Determination o(pff: Theory and Prac-
rice. 2nd ed. New York: Wiley. 1973.
l'For details of the construction of a typical pH probe, see http:'\\,w\\
radiometer-anal ylicaLcom ipdf 'g.eneral i Electrode _manufacturing. poll'

against this false sense of security because there are
distinct limitations to the electrode system. These
have been discussed in earlier sections and are sum-
marized here.

1. The alkaline error. Modern glass electrodes be-
come somewhat sensitive to alkali-metal ions at pH
values greater than 11 to 12.

2. The acid error. At a pH less than 0.5, values obtained
with a glass electrode tend to be somewhat high.

3. Dehydration. Dehydration of the elcctrode may
cause unstable performance and errors.

4. Errors in low-ionic-strength solutions. Significant
errors (as much as I or 2 pH units) may occur when
the pH of low-ionic-strength samples, such as lake
or stream samples, are measured with a glass elec-
trode system.'6 The prime source of such errors is
nonreproducible junction potentials, which result
from partial clogging of the fritted plug or porous
fiber that is used to restrict the flow of liquid from
the salt bridge into the analyte solution. To over-
come this problem, free diffusion junctions of vari-
ous types have been designed, and one is produced
commercially. In the commercial junction, an elec-
trolyte solution is dispensed from a syringe car-
tridge through a capillary tube, the tip of which is in
contact with the sample solution (see Figure 23-18).
Before each measurement, 6 ilL of electrolyte is dis-
pensed so that a fresh portion of electrolyte is in
contact with the analyte solution.

5. Variation in junction potential. We reemphasize
that variation in the junction potential between
standard and sample leads to a fundamental un-
certainty in the measurement of pH that is not
correctable. Absolute measurements more reliable
than 0.01 pH unit are generally unobtainable. Even
reliability to 0.03 pH unit requires tremendous
care. On the othcr hand, it is often possible to detect
pH differences betwcen similar solutions or pH
changes in a single solution that are as small as 0.00\
unit. For this reason, many pH meters are designed
to produce readings to less than O.Di pH unit. The
free diffusion junction described in Section 23H-5
and illustrated in Figure 23-18 can minimize the
variation in the junction potential.

6. Error in the pH of the standard buffer. Any inac-
curacies in the preparation of the buffer used for

""Sc<: W. Davison. Trends Anal. Chern., 1990.9. -SO: W. Davisull and C
W(IOf.Anal. Chern .. 1985.'":". ~.'i67:T. R. Harhinson and W Davison. Allill

Chem.. 1987. 59. 2-t"O: A. Knpd,)\'c_ S Franklin. Jnd (J :\1. \1i11cr. Ama
Lao .. 19H9 Ifi l- .1.0
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FIGURE 23-18 Acombination pH electrode system with
a free diffusion junction. (Courtesy of Hach Company,
Loveland, CO. Withpermission.)

calibration, or changes in its composition during
storage, are propagated as errors in pH measure-
ments. A common cause of deterioration is the ac-
tion of bacteria On organic components of buffers.

7. Errors resulting from temperature changes. When
pH measurements are made at temperatures other
than 25°C, pH meters must be adjusted to COm-
pensate for the change in the nernstian response
of the glass electrode. Compensation is often ac-
complished with ATC circuitry or software in mod-
ern meters, but with older meters, manual adjust-
ment of the slope (or temperature) control may be
necessary. -

The Operational Definition of pH

The utility of pH as a measure of the acidity or al-
kalinity of aqueous media, the wide availability of
commercial glass electrodes, and the proliferatio'n of
inexpensive solid-state pH meters have made the
potentiometric measurement of pH one of the most
common analytical techniques in all of science. It is
thus extremely important that pH be defined in a man-
ner that is easily duplicated at various times and vari-

ous laboratories throughou t the world. To meet this re-
qUIrement, it is necessary to define pH in operational
terms - that is, by the way the measurement is made.
Only then will the pH measured by one worker be the
same as that measured by another.

The operational definition of pH endorsed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), stmtlar orgamzattons In other countries, and
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chem-
istry (IUPAC) is based on the direct calibration of the
meter with carefully prescribed standard buffers fol-
lowed by potentiometric determination of the pH of
unknown solutions.
. Consider, for example, the glass-reference systems
In Ftgure 23-3. When these electrodes are immersed in
a standard buffer at 25°C, Equation 23-26 applies and
we can write

Es - K-~~~
0.0592

where Es is the cell potential when the eltOCtrodcsare
immersed in the standard buffer. Similarly, if the cell
potential is Eu when the electrodes are immersed in a
solution of unknown pH also at 2YC, we have

(Eu - K)
pHI' = - - 0.0592

By subtracting the first equation from the second and
solving for pHu, we find

H - H (Eu - Es)
P u - P s - 0.0592

Equation 23-32 has been adopted throughout the
world as the operational definition ofpH.37

Workers at NIST and elsewhere have used cells
without liquid junctions to study primary-standard
buffers extensively. Some of the properties of these
buffers are presented in Table 23-7 and discussed in
detail elsewhere.·18 For general use, the buffers can
be prepared from relatively inexpensive laboratory

I f;~;- Es)F
pH, - -- --~--

1.9&l x lo-~ T

whc~e Tis th.:: temperature 01 lhl.- sample and [he standard butler and
pHs IS the pH of the standard at temperature T
'~.R G. Bates, [)nermllwf/on of plr 2nd cd., Chap_ ~, N('w Yurk
\\'llcy, !Y73

:.tH Pnlt'lltiollidric Tilr<tlinl\~ 691

TABLE 23-7 Values of NISTStandard-Reference pH Solutions from O°Cto 60°C'

0.025m 0.008695m 0.025m
0.05m' O.Olm 0.05m KH,PO,I KH,PO,I NaHCO,1

KH,(C,O,), . KH KH 0.025m O.03043m O.Olm 0.025m'
2H,O Tartrate Phthalate Na,HPO, Na,HPO, N••.•B,O, Na,CO,

Temperature, DC 189b 188 185h 186g 186g 187e 191a/192a

0 3.711
5 1.709 3.689 4.004 6.952 7.503 9.393

10 1.709 3.671 4.001 6.923 7.475 9.333
15 1.711 3.657 4.001 6.899 7.451 9.278 10.117
20 1.714 3.647 4.003 6.880 7.432 9.230 10.063
25 1.719 3.639 4.008 6.864 7.416 9.186 10.012
30 1.724 3.635 4.015 6.853 7.404 9.146
35 1.731 3.632 4.023 6.844 7.396 9.110 9.928
37 3.631d 4.027 6.841 7.394 9.096
40 1.738 3.632 4.034 6.837 7.390 9.077
45 1.746 3.635 4.046 6.835 7.387 9.047
50 1.754 3.639 4.060 6.833 7.385 9.020
55 3.644
60 3.651

Buffer capacity,b 0.070 0.027 0.016 0.029 0.016 0.020 0.029
mol/pH unit
ApH1I2 for 1:1 dilution" 0.186 0.049 0.052 0.080 0.07 0.01 0.079
Temperature coefficient, +0.001 -0.0014 -0.0012 -0.0028 -0.0028 -0.0082 -0.0096
pH/K

Adapted from Y. C. Wu, W. F. Koch, and R. A. Durst, Standard Reference MateriaL,>:Standardization of pH Measurements, NIST Special Publication
260-53. Gaithersburg, MD: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1988. http://ts.nist.gov/ts/htdocsf230/232/SP_PUBUCA'110NS/documents/SP260-53.pdf.
Updated valul::s from most recent NIST SRM certificateS.

m = molality (mol solute/kg H20).

aAII uncertainties are ::'::0.005pH except for solutions of KHC:!04' 2H2C'lO~, which have uncertainty of ::!::0.01pH.

bThe buffer capacity is the number of moles of a monoprotic strong acid or base that causes 1.0 L to change pH by 1.0

"Change in pH that occurs when one volume of buffer is diluted with one volume of H20.

d38°C.

reagents. For careful work, certified buffers can be
purchased from NlST.39

direct measurement of 0.100 M acetic and 0.100 M hy-
drochloric acid solutions with a pH-sensitive electrode
yield widely different pH values because acetic acid is
only partially dissociated. On the other hand, poten-
tiometric tit rations of equal volumes of the two acids
require the same amount of standard base for neutral-
ization.

The potentiometric end point is widely applicable
and provides inherently more accurate data than the
corresponding method with indicators. It is particularly
useful for titration of colored or turbid solutions and for
detecting the presence of unsuspected species in a solu-
tion. Unfortunately. it is more time-consuming than

The potential of a suitable indicator electrode is con-
venient for determining the equivalence point for a
titration (a potentiometric titration).'o A potentiomet-
ric titration provides different information than does a
direct potentiometric measurement. For example, the

)~Sec hups:t;srmors.nisLgovldctaiLcfm. kevword pH
wFor a monograph on this method. see E. P. Sergeant. Pmenriomccry and
Potenti.ometric Titratlons, New York: Wiky. 198..1..reprint: Melbourne:, FL
Krieger, 1991.

r:::;l ~imu!atjon: Learn more about potentiometric
b2J fltrahons.

http://ts.nist.gov/ts/htdocsf230/232/SP_PUBUCA'110NS/documents/SP260-53.pdf.


FIGURE 23-19 High-performance automated titrator.
Accommodates up to six buret drives, has user-
programmable software, permits high sample throughput
with an automatic sample turntable (not shown). The unit
can be adapted for several different types of t;trations.
(Copyright 2006 Mettler-Toledo,Inc.)

Simulation: Learn more about derivative
titrations.

an indicator titration unless an automatic titrator is
used. We will not discuss details of the potentiometric
titration techniques here because most elementarv an-
alytical texts treat this subject thoroughly." .

Automated titrators are available from a number of
manufacturers. One such instrument appears in the
photo of Figure 23-19. These devices are equipped
with a titrant reservoir, a titrant delivery device such
as a syringe pump, and an arrangement of tubes and
valves to deliver measured volumes of titrant at an ap-
propriate rate. The titrator acquires data from a pH
probe or other sensor to monitor the progress of the
titration. The end point of the titration is determined
either by a built-in program based on first- and second-
derivative techniques" or by another method specified
or programmed by the user. Many of these devices are
capable of calculating analyte concentrations from
standard-concentration data entered by the user, and
experimental results are printed, stored, or transmit-
ted via a serial or other appropriate interface to a
laboratory information management system,(see Sec-
tion 4H-2). Automatic titrators are especially useful in
industrial or clinical laboratories where large numbers
of samples must be routinely analyzed.

~lForcx:aOlplc,sce D. A. Skoog. D. M. West, F 1. Holler, and S. R. Crouch,
Fundamentals of Analytical Chemistry, 8th ed., Chap. 21, Belmont, CA:
Brooks/Colc.2004.
~·'S. R. Crouch and F. J. Hotler, Applications of Microsoft@ Excel in Ana-
lytical Chemistry, Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004, pp. 134-42.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

23-1 What is meant by nernstian behavior of an indicator electrode?

23-2 What is the source of the alkaline error in pH measurement with a glass
electrode'>

23-3 Compare the average temperature coefficients in the range of 15"C to 35'C for
the five reference electrodes listed in Table 23-1.

23·4 What occurs when the pH-sensiti\'e tip of a newly manufactured glass electrode is
immersed in water?

23-5 Differentiate between an electrode of the first kind and an electrode of the
second kind.

23-7 What is the source of
(a) the asymmetry potential in a membrane electrode?
(b) the boundary potential in a membrane electrodeo
(c) a junction potential in a glass-reference electrode systemO

.

(d) the potential of a crystalline memhrane electrode used to determllle the
concentration of F-?

23-8 List several sources of uncertainty in pH measurements with a glass-reference
electrode system.

23.9 What is an ionophore? What is the purpose of ionophores in membrane
elcctrodeso

23-10 List the advantages and disadvantages of a potentiometric titration relative to a
titration with visual indicators.

23-11 What is the operational definition of pH and how is it usedo

23-U What are the advantages of microfabricated ion-selective electrodes? Describe
typical applications of this type of sensor.

*23-13 Calculate the theoretical potential of the following cells. ([n each case assume
that activities are approximately equal to molar concentrations and that the
tempcrature is 25"C.)
(a) SCEllFe 3+(0.0250 M),Fc2+(0.0l50 M)lpt
(b) SCEIIZn'+(0.00228 M)IZn
(c) Saturated Ag-AgCI referenceIITi3+(0.0250 M),Ti'+(0.0450 M)!Pt
(d) Saturated Ag-AgCl referencell13- (0.00667 M)T(O.00433 M)lpt

*23-14 (a) Calculate the standard potential for the reaction

CuBr(s) + e-;==' Cu(s) + Br,

For CuBr, K,p = 5.2 X 10-9 . . .

Give a schematic representation of a cell With a copper IIldlcator electrode
and a reference SCE that could he used for the determination of Br,.
Derive an equation that relates the measured potential of the cell in (b) to
pBr (assume that the junction potential is zero):. .
Calculate the pBr of a bromide-containing solution that IS saturated WIth
CuBr and contained in the cell described in (b) if the resulting potential IS

-0.095 V

*23-15 (a) Calculate the standard potential for the reaction

Ag,AsO,(s) + 3e;==' 3Ag(s) + AsO,J-

For Ag,AsO" K,p = 1.2 X \0-22 . ..
(b) Give a schematic representation of a cell with a Silver mdlcator electrode

and an SCE as reference that could be used for determining AsO,J-
(c) Derive an equation that relates the measured potential of the cell in (b) to

pAsO, (assume that the junction potential is zero).
(d) Calculate the pAsO, of a solution that is saturated with AgJAsO, and con-

tained in the cell described in (b) if the resulting potential is 0.247 V

*23-16 The following cell was used for the determination of pCrO,:

SCE!!CrO,'- (xM ),Ag,CrO ,(sat' d) I Ag

Calculate pCrO, if the cell potential is -(U86 V.



*23-17 The following cell was used to determine the pSO, of a solution:

SCEII SO 4 2 - (x M),Hg,SO.( sat' d) IHg

Calculate the pSO, if the potential was -0.537 V.

*23-18 The formation constant for the mercury(lI) acetate complex is

Hg(OAch(aq) + 2e- ~ Hg(l) + 20Ac

*23-19 The standard electrode potential for the reduction of the Cu(lI) complex of
EDTA is given by

CuY'- + 2e- ~ Cu(s) + y4- EO = 0.13 V

Calculate the formation constant for the reaction

Cu" + y'- ~ CuY'-

AgIAgCl(sat'd)IIH+(a = x)lglass electrode

has a potential of -0.2094 V when the solution in the right-hand cOqlpartme!1t
is a buffer of pH 4.006. The following potentials are obtained when the buffer is
replaced with unknowns: (a) -0.2806 V and (b) -0.2132 V. Calculate the pH
and the hydrogen ion activity of each unknown. (c) Assuming an uncertainty
of 0.001 V in the junction potential, what is the range of hydrogen ion activities
within which the true value might be expected to lie?

*23-21 The following cell was found to have a potential of 0.124 V:

AgIAgCI(sat'd)IICu'+(3.25 X 103 M)lmembrane electrode for Cu"

When the solution of known copper activity was replaced with an unknown solu-
tion, the potential was found to be 0.086 V. What was the pCu of this unknown
solution? Neglect the junction potential.

*23-22 The following cell was found to have a potential of -1.007 V:

SCEIIX-(0.0200 M),CdX,(sat'd)ICd

Calculate the solubility product of CdX" neglecting the junction potential.

*23-23 The following cell was found to have a potential of -0.492 V:

AgIAgCI(sat'd)IIHA(0.200 M),NaA(0.300 M)IH,(l.CXl atm),Pt

Calculate the dissociation constant of HA, neglecting the junction potential.

23-24 A 40.00-mL aliquot of 0.0500 M HNO, is diluted to 75.0 mL and titrated with
0.0800 M Ce'+. Assume the hydrogen ion concentration is at 1.00 M throughout
the titration. (Use 1.44 V for the formal potential of the cerium system.)
(a) Calculate thc potential of the indicator electrode with respect to a Ag-

AgCl(sat'd) reference electrode after the addition of 5.00, 10.00. 1500.
20.00,25.00,40.00,45.00,49.00,49.50,49.60.49.70. 49.80. 49.90. 49.95, 49.99.
50.00.5001. 50.05. 50.10, 50.20. 50.30, 50.40. 50.50, 51.00, 55.00, 60.00, 75.00,
and 90.00 mL of cerium(IV).

(b) Construct a titration curve for these data.

(c) Generate a first- and second-derivative curve for these data." Does the vol-
ume at which the second-derivative curve crosses zero correspond to thc the-
oretical equivalence point" Why or why not"

*23-25 The following cell was found to have a potential of 0.2897 V:

SCEIIMg"(a = 3.32 X 10' M)lmembrane electrode for Mg"

(a) When the solution of known magnesium activity was replaced with an un-
known solution, the potential was found to be 0.2041 V What was the pMg
of this unknown solution?

(b) Assuming an uncertainty of :!:0.002 V in the junction potential, what is the
range of Mg'+ activities within which the true value might be expected'?

(c) What is the relative error in [Mg"l associated with the uncertainty in E,"
*23-26 A 0.400-g sample of toothpaste was boiled with a 50-mL solution containing a

citrate buffer and NaCI to extract the fluoride ion. After cooling. the solution
was diluted to exactly 100 mL. The potential of an ion-selective electrode with
a Ag-AgCI(sat'd) reference electrode in a 25.0-mL aliquot of the sample was
found to be -0.1823 V. Addition of 5.0mL of a solution containing 0.00107 mg
F-/mL caused the potential to change to -0.2446 V. Calculate the mass percent-
age of F- in the sample.

IiJ Challenge Problem

23-27 Ceresa, Pretsch, and Bakker44 investigated three ion-selective electrodes for
determining calcium concentrations. All three electrodes used the same mem-
brane. but differed in the composition of the inner solution. Electrode 1 was a
conventional ion-selective electrode with an inner solution of 1.00 X 10-3 M
CaCl, and 0.10 M NaCl. Electrode 2 (low activity of Ca '+) had an inner solution
containing the same analytical concentration of CaCI" but with 5.0 X 10-' M
EDTA adjusted to a pH of 9.0 with 6.0 X 10-2 M NaOH. Electrode 3 (high Ca2+
activity) had an inner solution of 1.00 M Ca(N03),.

(a) Determine the Ca'+ concentration in the inner solution of Electrode 2.
(b) Determine the ionic strength of the solution in Electrode 2.
(c) Use the Debye-HOekel equation and determine the activity of Ca ,+ in Elec-

trode 2. Use 0.6 nm for the ax value for Ca ,+ (see Appendix 2).
(d) Electrode 1 was used in a cell with a calomel reference electrode to measure

standard calcium solutions with activities ranging from 0.001 M to 1.00 X

10-9 M. The following data were obtained.

1.0 x 10 3

1.0 x 10-'
1.0 X 10.5

1.0 x 10-'
1.0 x 10--
1.0 X 10-5

10 x 10-'

'is R. Crnuch and F 1. Holler. Applications of .Hicrosoft~ Excel in Analvlical Chemisln pp. 13.+-.+0. Belmune CA
Broub :C<1k 2110-/.

-uA Ccr~~a. E Prctsch. and E. Bakker, Anal Chern" 2000. 72. 205-t



Plot the cell potential versus the pCa and determine the pCa value where
the plot deviates more than S% from linearity (the limit of linearity; see
Scction lE-2). For the linear portion, determine the slope and intercept of
the plot. Does the plot obey Equation 23-29 as expected'i
For Electrode 2, the following results were obtained.

1.0 X 10-'
1.0 x 10-'
1.0 x 10-5

1.0 X 10-6

5.6 X 107

3.2 X 10-7

1.8 X 10-7

1.0 X 10-7

1.0 X 10-8

l.0 X 10-9

Again plot cell potential versus pCa and determine the range of l.inearity for
Electrode 2. Determine the slope and intercept for the linear pprtion. Docs
this electrode obey Equation 21-24 for the higher Ca 2+ activitie's''''

(f) Electrode 2 is said to be supcr-nernstian for concentrations from 10-7 M to
10-6 M. Why is this term used? If you have access to a library that subscribcs
to Analytical Chemistry or has web access to the journal, read the article.
This electrode is said to have Ca 2+ uptake. What does this mean and how
might it explain the response?

(g) Electrode 3 gave the following results.

Activity of
Ca2+,M

l.0 X 10-3

1.0 x 10-'
1.0 x 10-5

1.0 x 10-'
1.0 x 10 7

1.0 x 10-'
l.0 x 10-9

Plot the cell potential versus pCa and determine the range of linearity. Again
determine the slope and intercept. Does this electrode obey Equation 23-29"

(h) Electrode 3 is said to have Ca 2+ release. Explain this term from the article
and describe how it might explain the response.

(i) Does the article give any alternative explanations for the experimental re-
sults" If so, describe these alternatives.

Coulometry

••••• ~e;l;~::~~;~d~~:~~~o~~!~~:~::;::ha:;:n

I anq{yte for a sufficient period to assure its
quantitative conversion to a neW oxidation state.

These methods are constant-potential coulometrx;
constant-current coulometrx, ol'coulometric
titratioRS;,and electr~gravimetry. In electrogravi-
metric methods, the product of the electrolysis is
weighed as a deposit on one of the electrodes. In
the two coulometric procedures, on the other hand,
the quantity of electricity needed to complete the
electro{ysis is a measure of the qmount of analyte

present.

rJ1 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQj an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistrylskoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

The three methods generally have moderate selectiv-
ity, sensitivity, and speed; in many instances, they are
among the most accurate and precise methods avail-
able, with uncertainties of a few tenths of a percent rel-
ative being common. Finally, in contrast to all of the
other methods discussed in this text, these three require
no calibration against standards; that is, the functional
relationship between the quantity measured and the
mass of analyte can be calculated from theory. Applica-
tions of elcctrogravimetric methods are found in many
elementary textbooks,' so we will not discuss them in
any detail hcre. However, before discussing the two
coulometric methods, we explore the processes that oc-
cur in an electrolytic deposition.

24A CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIPS
DURING AN ELECTROLYSIS

An electrolysis can be performed in one of three ways:
(l) with constant applied cell voltage, (2) with constant
electrolysis current, or (3) with constant working elec-
trode potential. It is useful to consider the conse-
quences of each of these modes of operation. For all
three modes, the behavior of the cell is governed by an
equation similar to Equation 22-20.

E,prl = (E, - 1:',) + (The + 7),,) - (7)10 + 7),,) - IR
(24-1)

where E,ppl is the applied voltage from an external
source and E, and E, are the reversible, or thermody-
namic, potentials associated with the right- and left-
hand electrodes, respectively. The terms 7)" and 7)" are
overvoltages resulting from concentration polarization
and kinetic polarization at the right-hand electrode; 7)10

and 7)" are the corresponding overvoltages at the left-
hand electrode (see Section 22E-2). The values for E,
and E, can be calculated from standard potentials using
the Nernstequation. In many cases, only the right-hand
electrode is polarizable because the left-hand electrode
is a nonpolarizable reference electrode. The overvolt-
age 7) is the extra voltage, above the thermodynamic po-
tential, required to drive the electrode reaction at a cer-
tain rate and thus produce current in the cell.' Of the
terms on the right side of Equation 24-1, only E, and E,

f()[ ~xarnpk, _~~'l'D A. Skuog. D. ~L West. F J Holler. and S. R. Crouch.
FundamClIwLI" ot Anal\cical Chemistf'" Sth ~d., Chap. 22, Belmont, c..1,.:

Brooks-Cole. 2ou"
'Throughout this chdpter. junction potentiab are ncgkcted because the.,.
arc usually ~mall enough to he of no significance in the discussion



can be calculated from theory; the other terms must be
determined experimentally.

24A·1 Operation of a Cell at
a Fixed Applied Potential

The simplest way of performing an analytical electrol-
ysis is to maintain the applied cell potential at a con-
stant value. In practice, electrolysis at a constant cell
potential is limited to the separation of easily reduced
cations from those that are more diffieult to reduce
than hydrogen ion or nitrate ion. The reason for this
limitation is illustrated in Figure 24-1, which shows the
changes of current, IR drop, and cathode potential E,
during electrolysis in the cell for the determination of
copper(lI). The cell consists of two platinum elec-
trodes, eaeh with a surface area of 150 em " immersed
in 200 mL of a solution that is 0.0220 M in copper(II)
Ion and 1.00 M in hydrogen ion. The cell resistance is
0.50 n. When a suitable potential difference is applied
between the two electrodes, copper is deposited on the
cathode, and oxygen is evolved at a partial pressure of
1.00 atm at the anode, The overall cell reaction is

Cu" + H20 -+ Cu(s) + IO,(g) + 2H+

The analyte here is copper(Il) ions in a solution con-
taining an excess of sulfuric or nitric acid.

Initial Thermodynamic Potential of the Cell

Standard potential data for the two half-reactions in
the cell under consideration are

Cu'+ +2e-~Cu(s)

IO,(g) + 2H+ + 2e ~ H20

EO = 0.34 V

EO = 1.23 V

Using the method shown in Example 22-6, the ther-
modynamic potential for this cell can be shown to bc
-0.94 V. Thus, we expect no current at less-neuative
applied potentials; at greater potentials, a line~r in-
crease in current should be observed in the absence of
kinetic or concentration polarization. When a poten-
tial of about - 2.5 V is applied to the cell, the initial
current is about 1.5 A, as shown in Figure 24-1a. The
electrolytic deposition of copper is then completed at
this applied potential.

As shown in Figure 24-1b, the I R drop decreases
continually as the reaction proceeds. The reason for
this decrease is primarily concentration polarization at
the cathode, which limits the rate at which copper ions
are brought to the electrode surface and thus the cur-
rent. As shown by Equation 24-1, the decrease in I R

(bl

FIGURE 24·1 Changes in (a) current and (b)potentials
during the electrolytic deposition of Cu'-. Points A and B
on the cathode potential curve are potentials at which Pb
and Cd would begin to codeposit if present. Point C is the
potential at which H, might begin to form at the cathode.
Anyof these processes would distort curve ABC.

must be offset by an increase in the cathode potential
(more negative) because the applied cell potential is
constant.

Ultimatelv, the decrease in current and the increase
in cathode potential are slowed at point B by the re-
duction of hydrogen ions. Because the solution con-
tains a large excess of acid, the current is now no longer
limited by concentration polarization, and codeposi-

tion of copper and hydrogen goes on simultaneously
until the remainder of the copper ions are deposited.
Under these conditions, the cathode is said to be de-
polarized by hydrogen ions.

Consider now the fate of some metal ion, such as
lead(Il), that begins to deposit at point A on the cath-
ode potential curve, Lead(II) would codeposit well be-
fore copper deposition was complete and would there-
fore interfere with the determination of copper. In
contrast, a metal ion such as cobalt(II) that reacts at
a cathode potential corresponding to point C on the
curve would not interfere because depolarization by
hydrogen gas formation prevents the cathode fro~
reaching this potential. At best, an electrolysis at con-
stant potential can be used only to separate easily re-
duced cations, such as Pb(II), Cd(II), Ag(I), TI(I),
Cu(II), and Zn(II), from those that are more dimcult
to reduce than hydrogen ion, such as AI(III). As sug-
gested in the previous paragraph, hydrogen evolution
occurs near the end of the electrolysis and prevents in-
terference by cations that are reduced at more neoa-
tive potentials. b

Codeposit ion of hydrogen during electrolysis often
leads to formation of deposits that do not adhere well.
These are usually unsatisfactory for analytical pur-
poses, This problem can be resolved by introducing an-
other species that is reduced at a less-negative poten-
tial than hydrogen ion and does not adversely allect
the physical properties of the deposit. One such cath-
ode de polarizer is nitrate ion. Hydrazine and hydroxy-
lamine are also commonly used.

In practice, with modern operational amplifier-
based instrumentation, electrolytic cells are seldom
operated at constant applied cell potential. Instead,
the potential at the working electrode is controlled us-
ing a device called a potentiostat, which we describe in
Section 24C-I, A discussion of electrolytic deposition
follows, but the principles also apply to coulometry
and coulometric titrations.

Current Changes during an Electrolysis
at Constant Applied Potential

It is useful to consider the changes in current in the cell
under discussion when the potential is held constant at
- 2.5 V throughout the electrolysis, Under these con-
ditions. the current decreases with time as a result of
the depletion of copper ions in the solution as well as
the increase in cathodic concentration polarization. In
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fact, with the onset of concentration polarization, the
current decrease becomes exponential in time. That is,

It = lue-kt

where I, is the current t min after the onset of polariza-
tion and fa is the initial current. Lingane' showed that
values for the constant k can be computed from the
relationship

k = 25,8DA
VO

where D is the diffusion coefficient (cm'/s), or the rate
at which the reactant diffuses under a unit concentra-
tion gradient. The quantity A is the electrode surface
area (em '), V is the volume of the solution (em '), and
o is the thickness of the surface layer (em) in which the
concentration gradient exists, Typical values for D and
8 are 10-5 cm 2/S and 2 X 10-3 em. (The constant 25.8
includes the factor of 60 (s/min) to make k compatible
with the units of t in the equation for I,,) When the ini-
tial applied potential is - 2.5 V, we find that concentra-
tion polarization, and thus an exponential decrease in
current. occurs essentially immediately after applying
the potential. Figure 24-1a depicts this behavior; the
data for the curve shown were computed for the cell
using the preceding two equations. After 30 min, the
current decreases from the initial 1.5 A to 0.08 A; by
this time, approximately 96% of the copper has been
deposited,

24A-2 Constant-Current Electrolysis

The analytical electrodeposition that we are discussing,
as well as others, can be carried out by maintaining the
current, rather than the applied voltage, at a constant
level. To maintain constant current, we must increase
the applied voltage periodically as the electrolysis
proceeds. -

In the preceding section, we showed that concentra-
tion polarization at the cathode causes a decrease in
current. Initially, this effect can be partially offset by
increasing the applied potential. Electrostatic forces
would then postpone the onset of concentration polar-
ization by enhancing the rate at which copper ions are
brought to the electrode surface. Soon, however, the so-
lution becomes so depleted of copper ions that diffu-
sion, electrostatic attraction, and stirring cannot keep
the electrode surface supplied with sutJicient copper
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Electrode reaction primarily
l.H+ + 2e-~H)(g)
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FIGURE 24-2 Changes in cathode potential during the
deposition of copper with a constant current of 1.5 A.
The cathode potential is equal to E, + '1".

ions to maintain the desired current. When this occurs,
further increases in E,ppl cause rapid changes in 1)" and
thus the cathode potential; codeposition of hydrogen
(or other reducible species) then takes place. The cath-
ode potential ultimately becomes stabilized at a level
fixed by the standard potential and the overvoltage for
the new electrode reaction; further large increases in
the cell potential are no longer necessary to maintain a
constant current. Copper continues to deposit as eop-
per(II) ions reach the electrode surface; the contribu-
tion of this process to the total current, however, be-
comes smaller and smaller as the deposition becomes
more and more nearly complete. An altcrnative pro-
cess, such as reduction of hydrogen or nitrate ions, soon
predominates. The changes in cathode potential under
constant current conditions are shown in Figure 24-2.

24A-3 Electrolysis at Constant
Working Electrode Potentials

From the Nernst equation, we see that a tenfold de-
crease in the concentration of an ion bcing deposited
requires a negative shift in potential of only 0.0592/n V.
Electrolytic methods, therefore, are reasonablv selec-
tive. For example, as the copper concentration ~f a so-
lution is decreased from 0.10 M to 10" M, the ther-
modynamic cathode potential E, changes from an
initial value of +0.31 to +0.16 V. In theory, then, it
should be feasible to separate copper from any elc-
ment that does not deposit within thisO.IS-V potential

range. Species that deposit quantitatively at potentials
more positive than +0.31 V could be eliminated with
a prereduction; ions that require potentials more neg-
ative than +0.16 V would not interfere with the copper
deposition. Thus, if we are willing to accept a reduc-
tion in analyte concentration to 10-6 M as a quantit-
ative separation, it follows that divalent ions differ-
ing in standard potentials by about 0.15 V or greater
can, theoretically, be separated quantitatively by elec-
trodeposition, provided their initial concentrations
are about the same. Correspondingly, about 0.30- to
0.10-V differences are required for univalent and triva-
lent ions, respectively.

An approach to these theoretical separations,
within a reasonable electrolysis period, requires a
more sophisticated technique than the ones thus far
discussed because concentration polarization at the
cathode, if unchecked, will prevent all but the crudest
of separations. The change in cathode potential is gov-
erned by the decrease in IR drop (Figure 24-1b). Thus,
for instances in which relatively large C\lrrents are ap-
plied initially, the change in cathode potential can ulti-
mately be expected to be large. On the other hand, if
the cell is operated at low current levels so that the
variation in cathode potential is decreased, the time
required for completion of the deposition may become
prohibitively long. A straightforward solution to this
dilemma is to begin the electrolysis with an applied cell
potential that is sufficiently high to ensure a reason-
able current; the applied potential is then continuously
decreased to keep the cathode potential at the level
necessary to accomplish the desired separation. Un-
fortunately, it is not feasible to predict the required
changes in applied potential on a theoretical basis be-
cause of uncertainties in variables affecting the deposi-
tion, such as overvoltage effects and perhaps conduc-
tivity changes. Nor, indeed, docs it help to measure
the potential across the two electrodes, because such
a measurement gives only the overall cell potential,
E,ppl' The alternative is to measure the potential of the
working electrode against a third electrode whose
potential in the solution is known and constant -that
is, a reference electrode. The voltage applied across
the working electrode and its counter electrode can
then be adjusted to the level that will control the cath-
ode (or anode) at the desired potential with respect
to the reference electrode. This technique is called
controlled-potential electrolysis, or sometimes poten-
tiostatic electrolysis.

FIGURE 24-3 Apparatus for controlled-potential electrolysis. The digital voltmeter monitors
the potential between the working and the reference electrode. The voltage applied between
the working and the counter electrode is varied by adjusting contact C on the potentiometer
to maintain the working electrode (cathode in this example) at a constant potential versus a
reference electrode. The current in the reference electrode is essentially zero at all times. Mod-
ern potentiostats are fullyautomatic and often computer controlled. The electrode symbols
shown (-0 Working, --> Reference, f- Counter) are the currently accepted notation.

Experimental details for performing a eontrolled-
cathode-potential electrolysis are presented in Sec-
tion 24C-1. For the present, it is sufficient to note that
the potential difference between the reference elec-
trode and the cathode is measured with a voltmeter.
The voltage applied between the working electrode
and its counter electrode is controlled with a voltage
divider so that the cathode potential is maintained at
a level suitable for the separation. Figure 24-3 is a
schematic of a manual apparatus that permits deposi-
tion at a constant cathode potential.

An apparatus ofthe type shown in Figure 24-3 can be
operated at relatively high initial applied potentials to
give high currents. As the electrolysis progresses, how-
ever, a decrease in the voltage applied across AC is re-
quired. This decrease, in turn, decreases the current.
Completion of the electrolysis is indicated by the ap-
proach of the current to zero. The changes that occur
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in a typical constant -cathode-potential electrol ysis are
depicted in Figure 24-4. [n contrast to the electrolytic
methods described earlier, implementing this techni-
que manually would demand constant attention. For-
tunately, the constant-potential electrolysis method
can be readily automated. A potentiostat, such as that
shown in Figure 24-6, is suitable for the control of the
working electrode potential with respect to the refer-
ence electrode.

248 AN INTRODUCTION TO
COULOMETRIC METHODS
OF ANALYSIS

Coulometry encompasses a group of analytical meth-
ods that involve measuring the quantity of electricity
(in coulombs) needed to convert the analyte quanti-
tatively to a different oxidation state. Like gravimet-
ric methods, coulometry has the advantage that the



proportionality constant between the measured quan-
tity (charge in coulombs) and the mass of analyte can
be computed from known physical constants; thus,
calibration or standardization is not usually neces-
sary. Coulometric methods are often as accurate as
gravimetric or volumetric procedures, and they are
usually faster and more convenient than gravimetric
methods. Finally, coulometric procedures are easily
automated.'

248-1 Units for Quantity of Electricity

The quantity of electricity or charge is measured in
units of coulombs (C). A coulomb is the quantity of
charge transported in one second by a constant current
of one ampere. Thus, for a constant current of I am-
peres for t seconds, the charge in coulombs Q is given
by the expression

For a variable current i, the charge is given by the
integral

Q = fidt (24-4)
o

The faraday F is the charge in coulombs of one mole
of electrons. The charge of the electron is 1.60218 X

10-19C, so we may therefore write

F = 6.02214 X lO23~e_- - X 1.60218 X 10,19 ~
mole' e'

= 96,485~1 '
mo e

Faraday's law relates the numbcr of moles of the ana-
lyte nA to the charge

Q
nA=~

nF

where n is the number of moles of clectrons in the an-
alyte half-reaction. As shown in Example 24-1, we can
use these definitions to calculate the mass of a chemi-
cal species that is formed at an electrode by a current
of known magnitude.

~For additional information anout COulOfficlric methods, see J A. Dean,
Analytical Chemi.nry Handbook, Section l-l, pp. I..U 18-1,UJ3, Nev.
York: McGraw-HilL 1995; D. 1. Curran. in f-aboracory Techniques in Elec-
lroanalyrjcal Chemisery, 2nd ed., P. T. Kissinger and W R. Heinemann,
cds., pp. 739-68, :"Iew York: Marcd Dekker. 1996; 1. A. Plambeck. Elec-

troanalytjca! Chemistr\,. Chap. t2. New )'t)rk: Wiky. 1982

A constant current of 0.800 A was used to deposit cop-
per at the cathode and oxygen at the anode of an elec-
trolytic cell. Calculate the mass of each product that
was formed in 15.2 min, assuming that no other redox
reactions occur.

The equivalent masses are determined from the two
half-reactions

Cu'+ + 2e' ---.Cu(s)

2H,O---.4e' + O,(g) + 4H+

Thus, 1 mol of copper is equivalent to 2 mol of elec-
trons and 1 mol of oxygen corresponds to 4 mol of
electrons.

From Equation 24-3, we find

Q = 0.800 A X 15.2 min X 60 slmin

= 729.6 A· s = 729.6 C

We can find the number of moles of Cu and 0, from
Equation 24-5:

Q 729M!
nc" = nF = 2 ~ Imol Cu X 96,485 e/~

= 3.781 X 10 3mol Cu

Q 729.6 e
no, = nF = 4 ~ Imol 0, X 96,485 e/~

= 1.890 X 10'3 mol 0,

The masses of Cu and 0, are given by

3 63.55 g Cu
mc" = nc".M.c"= 3.781 X 10' mcl-CU X 1 meI-CU

= 0.240 g Cu

mo, = no,A,to, = 1.890 X 10'3 ~ X 3:~,

= 0.0605 gO,

Two general techniques are used for coulometric
analysis: controlled-potential (potentiostatic) coulome-
try and controlled-current (amperostatic) coulometry.
In controlled-potential coulometry, the potential of
the working electrode (the electrode at which the ana-
lytical reaction occurs) is maintained at a constant

FIGURE24-4 Changes in applied potential and current
during a controlled-cathode-potential electrolysis. Deposi-
tion of copper on a cathode maintained at -0.36 versus a
saturated calomel electrode. (Experimental data from J. J.
Ungane, Anal. Chern. Acta, 1948,2,590, with permission.)

level such that quantitative oxidation or reduction of
the analyte occurs without involvement of less-reactive
species in the sample or solvent. In this method, the
current is initially high but decreases rapidly and ap-
proaches zero as the analyte is removed from the solu-
tion (see Figure 24-4). The quantity of charge required
is usually measured with an electronic integrator.

Controlled-current coulometry uses a constant cur-
rent, which passes through a cell until an indicator sig-
nals completion of the analytical reaction_ The quan-
tity of charge required to reach the end point is then
calculated from the magnitude of the current and the
time that the current passes. This method has enjoyed
wider application than potentiostatic coulometry. It is
frequently called a coulometric titratioll for reasons
that we discuss in Section 24D.

A fundamental requirement of all coulometric
methods is that the analyte must react with 100% cur-
rent efficiency. This requirement means that each fara-
day of charge must bring about a chemical change in
lIn moles of analyte, where n is the number of elec-
trons that is equivalent to one mole of analyte. Current
efficiency of 100% does not, however, imply that the
analyte must necessarily participate directly in the
electron-transfer process at the electrode. Indeed,
more often than not, the analyte participates, at least
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in part, in a reaction that is secondary to the electrode
reaction. For example, at the beginning of the oxida-
tion of iron(Il) at a platinum anode, all of the current
results from the reaction

Fe2+~Fe3+ + c-

As the concentration of iron(Il) decreases, however,
concentration polarization will cause the anode poten-
tial to rise until decomposition of water occurs as a
competing process. That is,

2H,O<=="O,(g) + 4H+ + 4e'

The charge required to completely oxidize all of the
iron(Il) in the solution would then exceed that de-
manded by theory. To avoid the resulting error, an un-
measured excess of cerium(IIl) can be introduced at
the start of the electrolysis. This ion is oxidized at a
lower anode potential than is water:

Ce3+ ~ Ce4+ + e

The cerium(IV) produced diffuses rapidly from the
electrode surface, where it then oxidizes an equivalent
amount of iron(Il):

CeH + Fe'+ ----+ CeH + FeH

The net effect is an electrochemical oxidation of
iron(Il) with 100% current efficiency even though only
a fraction of the iron(H) ions are directly oxidized at
the electrode surface.

The coulometric determination of chloride provides
another example of an indirect process. Here, a silver
electrode is the anode, and silver ions are produced by
the current. These cations diffuse into the solution and
precipitate the chloride. A current efficiency of 100%
with respect to the chloride ion is achieved even though
this ion is neither oxidized nor reduced in the cell.

24C CONTROLLED-POTENTIAL
COULOMETRY

In controlled-potential coulometry, the potential of
the working electrode is maintained at a constant
level such that the analyte conducts charge across the
electrode-solution interface. The charge required to
convert the analyte to its reaction product is then de-
termined by integrating the current-versus-time curve
during the electrolysis. An analysis of this kind has all
the advantages of an electrogravimetric method, but it
is not necessary to weigh a product. The technique can
therefore be applied to systems that yield deposits with
poor physical properties as well as to reactions that
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FIGURE 24-5 Electrolysis cells for potentiostatic coulometry. Workingelectrode: (a)platinum
gauze; (b)mercury pool. (Reprinted with permission from J. E. Harrar and C. L. Pomernacki,
Anal. Chern., 1973,45,57. Copyright 1973 American Chemical Society.)

yield no solid product at all. For example, arsenic may
be determined coulomctrically by the electrolytic oxi-
dation of arsenous acid (H3AsO,) to arsenic acid
(H,As04) at a platinum anode. Similarly, the analyti-
cal conversion of iron(lI) to iron(lII) can be accom-
plished with suitable control of the anode potential.

The instrumentation for potcntiostatic coulometry
consists of an electrolysis cell, a potentiostat (see Sec-
tion 30-1), and an electronic integrator for determin-
ing the charge consumed.

Figure 24-5 illustrates two types of cells that are used
for potentiostatic coulometry. The first consists of a
platinum·gauze working electrode and a platinum-
wire counter electrode, which is separated from the
test solution by a porous tube containing the same sup-
porting electrolyte as the test solution (Figure 24-5a).
Separating the counter electrode is sometimes ncces-

sary to prevent its reaction products from interfering
in the analysis. A saturated calomel or a Ag-AgCI ref-
erence electrode is connected to the test solution with
a salt bridge. Often the bridge contains the same elec-
trolyte as the test solution.

The second type of cell is a mercury pool type. A
mercury cathode is particularly useful for separating
easily reduced elements as a preliminary step in an anal·
ysis. For example, copper, nickel, cobalt, silver, and cad·
mium are readily separated from ions such as alumi-
num, titanium, the alkali metals, and phosphates. The
precipitated elements dissolve in the mercury; little hy-
drogen evolution occurs even at high applied poten-
tials because of large overvoltage effects. A coulomet-
ric cell such as that shown in Figure 24-5b is also useful
for coulometric determination of metal ions and cer-
tain types of organic compounds as well.

Reference
/electrodc

Counter
electrode
anode

(e)

FIGURE 24-6 Schematic of a system for controlled-potential coulometry. (a) Equivalent circuit.
(b)Resistances withinthe cell. (c) Practical circuit. The cell current Ie passes to the integrator-
readout module, which provides a number proportional to the total quantity of charge that
passes through the cell.

shown in Figure 3-14. Figure 24-6c is a schematic of an
apparatus for controlled-potential coulometry, which
contains a somewhat different type of potentiostat.
To understand how this circuit works, consider the
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 24-6a. The two re-
sistances in this diagram correspond to resistances in
two parts of the electrochemical cell shown in Fig-
ure 24-6b. Here, R; is the cell resistance between the
counter electrode and the tip P of the reference elec-
trode, and R, is the so-called uncompensated cell reo
sistance, which is the cell resistance between P and the
working electrode. Because of the extremely high re-
sistance of the inputs to the operational amplifier,
thete is no current in the feedback loop to the invert-

Potentiostats

A potentiostat is an electronic device that maintains
the potential of a working electrode at a constant level
relative to a reference electrode. Two such devices are

ing input, but the potential difference between P and
the inverting input of the operational amplifier is sim-
ply the reference electrode potential E,,,.

Recall that in the non inverting configuration, the
operational amplifier works to keep E, and E, equal
and that the cell current Ie is supplied by the opera-
tional amplifier to maintain this condition. If we con-
sider the path between the inverting input and the cir-
cuit common at the output, we see that

E, = E, = E", + IeR, = E,er + E,

where E" the cathode potential, is essentially equal to
the potential difference between P and the working
cathode (see Figure 24-6b). Because E] and E", are



constant, I,R, must also be constant. If R, or R, change
m any way during the electrolysis, the operational am-
plifier output voltage changes in such a way as to keep
E, = I,R, at a constant level. If R, increases as a result
of an increase in the cell resistance or concentration
polarization, the output voltage of the operational am-
plifier decreases, which leads to a decrease in I,. If R,
decreases, the operational amplifier output voltage in-
creases correspondingly to maintain E, constant.

The practical circuit in Figure 24-6c shows other
components necessary in potentiostatic coulometrv.
This circuit includes a variable voltage source at the
noninverting input of the operational amplifier so that
the potentiostat control potential can be varied, a
booster amplifier to supply the high currents that are
often necessary, and an integrator and readout devicc.
The presence of the booster amplifier has no effect on
the potential control circuit. In the circuit, II = I, - I"
but because the input bias current 1, of operational
amplifier 1 is negligibly small, I, = I" which passes to
the integrator and readout.

Integrators

As shown in Section 3E-3, analog integrators can be
constructed from operational amplifier circuits. Most
modern devices for potentiostatic coulometry, how-
ever, have digital integrators to determine the quan-
tIty of charge required to complete an electrolysis.
One type of digital integrator consists of a voltage-to-
frequency converter attached to a counter. The cell
current I, in Figure 24-6c passes through a small stan-
dard resistor R in the integrator-readout module, and
the voltage I,R is passed to the voltage-to-frequency
converter, which produces a frequency that is propor-
tional to the instantaneous current I,. The total num-
ber of cycles of the voltage-to-frequency converter oc-
curring during an experiment is proportional to the
quantity of charge necessary to complete the electrol-
ysis. These pulses are counted to produce a number in
the readout that is proportional to the charge, which is
in turn proportional to the amount of analyte.

In computerized coulometric instruments, the volt-
age I,R is converted to a number with an analog-to-
digital converter, and the resulting voltage-versus-time
data are integrated using any of the standard algo-
rith~s for digital integration to obtain a number pro-
portIonal to the chargeS

24C-2 Applications

Controlled-potential coulometric methods have been
applied to more than fifty elements in inorganic Com-
pounds.' Historically, mercury was widely used as the
workmg electrode material. and methods for the dep-
oSItIon of two dozen or more metals at this electrode
have been described. In recent years, many other elec-
trode materials have been used, including platinum
and various forms of carbon. Coulometry is used
widely in the nuclear energy tield for the relatively
mterference-free determination of uranium and plu-
tOnIum. For example, the uranium-to-oxygen ratio in
spent nuclear fuel has been determined by controlled-
potential coulometry with a precision of 0.06% rela-
tive standard deviation (RSD)7

Potentiostatic coulometry also offers possibilities
for the electrolytic determination (and synthesis) of
organic compounds. For example, Meites and Meites8

demonstrated that trichloroacetic acid and picric acid
are quantitatively reduced at a mercury cathode whose
potential is suitably controlled: '

Cl3CCOO- + H- + 2e- .....•CI2HCCOO- + Cl,

H O/H H

)~h
H Y 'H+6H20

/N"H H

Coulometric measurements permit the determination
of these compounds with a relative error of a few
tenths of a percent.

Coulometry has been used for detection in liquid
chromatography (Section 28C-6). A relatively recent
Innovation is the coulomelric array detector that con-

~for a summary of applications. sa J A. Dean, Analytical Chemistrl'
Handbook, S.:ction 14, pp. 14.tl9-1·U23. New York: McGraw-HilI. 1995:
A. 1. Bard and L .R. Faulkner, EleclrochemiCdI Merhods, 2nd cd., pp. 427-
3l., New York: Wile .....2001
~;_ R._~arkar, K. U~t:, and '{, Tomlnaga, 1. Radioanal. ,Vue. Chern., 1997,
__0,1))

"T. ~kite5 and L. ~1cjtes. Anal. Chern.. 1955.27,1531; 1956,28.10.1

sists of a number (four, eight, twelve, or sixteen) of
pairs of special miniature high-surface-area porous
graphite electrodes in series at the outlet of a liquid
chromatograph9 The pairs of electrodes are con-
nected to a multichannel, computer-controlled poten-
tiostat that maintains each pair at a different voltage,
thus providing selectivity in the detection of electroac-
tive species. Currents are monitored at each electrode
pair with near 100% efficiency and integrated to pro-
vide detection of up to sixteen species simultaneously.
The data-analysis software provides the capability to
numerically manipulate the signal from each channel.
For example, if two compounds are electroactive at
one channel and only one of the compounds is de-
tected at the other channel, the two channels can be
subtracted to give a signal proportional to the second
compound. This system has been used to determine
all components in mixtures of guanosine, kynurenine,
3-nitro-tyrosine, 5-hydroxyindole-3-acetic acid, homo-
vanillic acid, and serotonin with precisions of 2%-
5% RSD at concentrations of 4 ng/mL to 4 flg/mLlo
The dynamic range of concentrations accessible by the
coulometric array detector is from femtomoles to mi-
cromoles in the same sample. These devices are being
used in the detection of a broad range of important
electroactive compounds in biology and medicine.

In coulometric titrations, a constant current generates
the titrant electrolytically. In some analyses, the active
electrode process involves only generation of the
reagent." An example is the titration of halides by sil-
ver ions produced at a silver anode. In other tit rations,
the analyte may also be directly involved at the genera-
tor electrode. An example of this type of titration is the
coulometric oxidation of iron(U) - in part by elec-
trolytically generated cerium(IV) and in part by direct
electrode reaction (Section 248-2). Under any circum-
stance, the net process must approach 100% current ef-
ticiency with respect to a single chemical change in the
analyte.

The current in a coulometric titration is carefully
maintained at a constant and accurately known level
by means of an amperostat. The product of this current

'CoulAnay·t Multi-chanot..'! Electrode Array Detector for HPLC, ESA
Biosciences, Inc.. Chelmsford. MA.
i,,!. K. Yaoa. P, Cheng. I ChromalOKraph)' B. 200-( 810, 93
J:Fuf further details on this technique, see D. J. Curran. in Laboraror}
Techniques in Efectruanalytical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. T. Kissinger and
W, R. Heineman, cds_. pp. 750-6R. New York: t\.1arcd Dekker, 1996

in amperes and the time in seconds required to reach
an end point is the number of coulombs, which is pro-
portional to the quantity of analyte involved in the elec-
trolysis. The constant-current aspect of this operation
precludes the quantitative oxidation or reduction of the
unknown species at the generator electrode because
concentration polarization of the solution is inevitable
before the electrolysis can be complete. The electrode
potential must then rise if a constant current is to be
maintained (Section 24A-2). Unless this increase in po-
tential produces a reagent that can react with the ana-
lyte, the current efficiency will be less than 100%. In a
coulometric titration, then, at least part (and frequently
all) of the reaction involving the analyte occurs away
from the surface of the working electrode.

A coulometric titration, like a more conventional
volumetric procedure, requires some means of de-
tecting the point of chemical equivalence. Most of the
end-point detection methods applicable to volumetric
analysis are equally satisfactory here. Visual observa-
tions of color changes of indicators, as well as poten-
tiometric, amperometric, and photometric measure-
ments have all been used successfully.

240-1 Electrical Apparatus

Coulometric titrators are available from several man-
ufacturers. In addition, they can be assembled easily
from components available in most analyticallabora-
tories. Figure 24-7 is a conceptual diagram of a cou-
lometric titration apparatus showing its main com-

1

(~Digilal
~timer

FIGURE 24-7 Schematic of a manual coulometric titration
apparatus. Commercial coulometric titrators are totally
electronic and usually computer controlled.



ponents. Included are a constant current source and
a switch that simultaneously connects the current and
starts an electronic timer. Also shown is a meter for
accurately measuring the current. In Figure 24-7, the
voltage drop across the standard resistor R"d is used
for this measurement. Many electronic amperostats
are described in the literature. These devices can be
easily constructed using inexpensive operational am-
plifiers (see, for example, Figure 3-15).

Figure 24-8 is a photo of one of a number of auto-
mated coulometric titrators on the market. Most of
these devices use a potentiometric end point. Some of
the commercial instruments are multipurpose and can
be used for the determination of a variety of species.
Others are designed for a single analysis. Examples of
the latter include chloride titrators, in which silver ion
is generated coulometrically; sulfur dioxide monitors,
where anodically generated bromine oxidizes the ana-
Iyte to sulfate ions; carbon dioxide monitors in which
the gas, absorbed in monoethanolamine, is titrated
with coulometrically generated base; and water titra-
tors in which the Karl Fischer reagent 12 is generated
electrolytically.

The instrument in Figure 24-8 is specifically de-
signed for the Karl Fischer determination of water.
These devices arc often connected to a printer for data
output and for displaying titration curves. They are of-
ten equipped with a serial interface for connection to an
external computer, but instrument operation is under
the control of an internal computer. The device shown
has five programmed standard methods and can store
up to 50 user-defined methods. The precision of deter-
minations is between 0.5% and 5% RSD for the rangc
of 10ppm to 100 ppm water. In addition to water deter-
mination, the device has programmed methods for the
determination of the so-called bromine index, which is
essentially a measure of the concentration of double
bonds. or degree of saturation, in a sample of a mixture
of organic compounds. such as gasoline. The titrant is
electrolytically generated bromine.

Cells for Coulometric Titrations

A typical coulometric titration cell is shown in Fig-
ure 24-9. It consists of a generator electrode at which
the reagent is formed and an auxiliary electrode to
complete the circuit. The generator electrode, which
should have a relatively large surface area, is often a

12D. A. Skoog, D. M. West, F. J. Holler, and S. R. Crouch, Fundamenwl.\
of Analytical Chemislry, 8th ed., Section 20('-5. pp. 5RO-82. Belmont. CA-
Brooks-Cole. 20m

FIGURE 24-8 An automated coulometric titrator. Allinstru-
ment functions are under control of an internal computer,
and results of determinations appear on the LCDdisplay.
(Courtesy of Mettler-Toledo,Inc., Columbus, OH.)

rectangular strip or a wire coil of platinum. A gauze
electrode such as the cathode shown in Figure 24-5a
can also be used. The products formed at the second
electrode frequently represent potential sources of in-
terference. For example, the anodic generation of oxi-
dizing agents is often accompanied by thc evolution of
hydrogen from the cathode. Unless this gas is allowed
to escape from the solution, it is likely to react with the
oxidizing agent. To eliminate this type of difficulty, the
sccond electrode is isolated by a sintered disk or some
other porous medium. An alternative to isolation of
the auxiliary electrode is a device such as that shown in
Figure 24-10 in which the reagent is generated exter-
nally. The apparatus is arranged so that now of the
electrolyte continues briefly after the current is dis-
continued, thus flushing the residual reagent into
the titration vessel. Note that the apparatus shown in
Figure 24-10 provides either hydrogen or hydroxide
ions depending on which arm is used. The cell has also
been used to generate other reagents such as iodine
produced by oxidation of iodide at the anode.

240-2 Applications of Coulometric Titrations

Coulometric titrations have been developed for all
types of volumetric reactions13 Selected applications
are described in the following paragraphs.

Neutralization Titrations

Both weak and strong acids can be titrated with a high
degree of accuracy using hydroxide ions generated at a
cathode by the reaction

2H,O + 2e -----> 20H- + H,(g)

lJ For a summary of applications, see 1. A. Dean. Analytical C!!emistry
Handbook, Section 14, pp. 14.127-14.133, New York: McGraw*HiII,1995.

Electrolyte solution
from reservoir

I Anode reaction
t H20 _ tOz + 2H+ + 2e-

I

FIGURE 24-10 Acell for external generation of acid
and base.

The cells shown in Figures 24-9 and 24-10 can be used.
As a convenient alternative, a silver wire can be sub-
stituted for the platinum anode, provided that chloride
or bromide ions are added to the analyte solution. The
anode reaction then becomes

The silver bromide does not interfere with the neutral-
ization reaction as would the hydrogen ions that are
formed at most anodes. Both potentiometric and indi-
cator end points can be used for these tit rations. The
problems associated with the estimation of the equiva-
lence point are identical with those encountered in a
conventional volumetric analysis. A real advantage to
the coulometric method, however, is that interference
by carbonate ion is far less troublesome. It is only nec-
essary to eliminate carbon dioxide from the solution
containing the analyte by aeration with a carbon diox-
ide free gas before beginning the analysis. The coulo-
metric titration of strong and weak bases can be per-
formed with hydrogen ions generated at a platinum
anode.

In these experiments, the cathode must be isolated
from the solution, or the reagent must be generated
externally to prevent interference from the hydroxide
ions produced at that electrode.

Precipitation and Complex-Formation Titrations

A variety of coulometric tit rations involving anodi-
cally generated silver ions have been developed (see
Table 24-1). A cell, such as that shown in Figure 24-9,
can be used with a generator elcetrode constructed
from a length of heavy silver wire. End points are de-
tected potentiometrically or with chemical indicators.
Similar analyses, based on the generation of mer-
cury(I) ion at a mercury anode, have been described.

An interesting coulometric titration makes use of a
solution of the amine mercury(lI) complex of ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid (H4Y)14 The camp Iexing
agent is released to the solution as a result of the fol-
lowing reaction at a mercury cathode:

HgNH]y2- + NH," + 2e ~ Hg(l) + 2NH] + HyJ-
(24-6)



TABLE 24-1 Summary of Coulometric Titrations Involving
Neutralization, Precipitation, and Complex-Formation Reactions

Species Determined

Acids
Bases
Cl-, Br-, 1-

Mercaptans (RSH)
Cl-, Br-, 1-
Zn2+

Ca2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Pb2+

2H,O + 2e- ~20H- + H,
H,o ~ 2H+ + ~O, + 2e-
Ag~Ag++e-
Ag~Ag+ +e-
2 Hg~Hg," + 2e-
Fe(CN),'- + e- ~ Fe(CN):-
See Equation 24-6

Because the mercury chelate is more stable than the
corresponding complexes with caleium, zinc, lead, or
copper, complexation of these ions will not occur until
the electrode process frees the ligand.

Coulometric Titration of Chloride
in Biological Fluids

The accepted reference method for determining chlo-
ride in blood serum, plasma, urine, sweat, and other
body fluids is the coulometric titration procedure." In
this technique, silver ions are generated coulometri-
cally. The silver ions then react with chloride ions to
form insoluble silver chloride. The end point is usually
detected by amperometry (see Section 25C-4) when a
sudden increase in current occurs on the generation
of a slight excess of Ag+. In principle, the absolute
amount of Ag +needed to react quantitatively with Cl-
ean be obtained from application of Faraday's law. In
practice, calibration is used. First, the time I, required
to titrate a chloride standard solution with a known
number of moles of chloride using a constant current I
is measured. The same constant current is next used in
the titration of the unknown solution, and the time III

is measured. The number of moles of chloride in the
unknown is then obtained as follows:

If the volumes of the standard solution and the un-
known solution are the same, concentrations can be
substituted for number of moles in this equation. A

'sc. A. Burtis and E. R. Ashwood, Tier:. FundamemaL5 of Clinical Chem-
istry, 5th ed., p. 500, Philadelphia: Saunders. 2001; L. A. Kaplan and A. J.

Pesce. Clinical Chemistry: Theory, AnalysL5, iJnd Correlation. p 1060, St.
Louis, .\10: C. V. Mosby, 1984

OH-+H+~H,O
H+ +OH-~H,O
Ag+ + X- ~ AgX(s)
Ag' + RSH ~ AgSR(s) + H'
Hg,'+ + 2X- ~ Hg,X,(s)
3Zn2+ + 2K+ + 2Fe(CN),'- ~ K,Zn,[Fe(CN)61,(S)
Hy3- + Ca" ~ CaY'- + H+, etc.

commercial coulometric titrator called a chloridome-
ter is shown in Figure 24-11.

Other popular methods to determine chloride are
ion-selective electrodes (see Section 230), photomet-
ric titrations (see Section 14E), and isotope dilution
mass spectrometry.

Oxidation-Reduction Titrations

Table 24-2 indicates the variety of reagents that can be
generated coulometrically and the analyses to which
they have been applied. Electrogenerated bromine is

FIGURE 24-11 A commercial digital chloridometer. This
coulometric titrator is designed to determine chloride ion
in such clinical samples as serum, urine, and sweat. It is
used in the diagnosis of cystic fibrosis. The chloridometer
is also used in food and environmental laboratories.
(Courtesy of Labconco Corp., Kansas City,MO.)

TABLE 24-2 Summary of Coulometric Titrations
InvolvingOxidation-Reduction Reactions

Cl,
I,
Ce"
Mn3+

Ag'+
Fe2+

Ti3+

CuCI,'-
V'+

2Cl-~Cl,+2e-
2r ~I, + 2e-
Ce3+ ~ Ce4+ + e-
Mnh~Mn3+ +e"
Ag'~Ag'++e-
Fe3+ + e- ~ Fe2+

Ti02+ + 2H+ + e- ~Ti3+ + H20
Cu2' + 3CI- + e- ~ CuCI,'-
UO,'+ + 4H' + 2e- ~ U'+ + 2H,O

particularly useful among the oxidizing agents and
forms the basis for a host of methods. Of interest also
are some ofthc unusual reagents not ordinarily used in
volumetric analysis because of the instability of their
solutions. These reagents include dipositive silver ion,
tripositive manganese, and the chloride complex of
unipositive copper.

An interesting recent application of coulometric
titrations is the determination of total antioxidant ca-
pacity in human serum'" Many antioxidants appear in
serum: low-molecular-mass compounds such as toco-
pherols, ascorbate, {:l-carotene, glutathione, uric acid,
and bilirubin and proteins such as albumin, transferrin,
caeruloplasmin, ferritin, superoxide dismutase, cata-
lase, and glutathione peroxidase. By far the greatest
contributor to total antioxidant capacity is serum albu-
min. Coulometric titration of serum samples with elec-
trogenerated bromine gives a value of antioxidant ca-
pacity, which may be an important clinical variable in
assessing the status of patients undergoing hemodialy-
sis. This method for determining antioxidant capacity is
straightforward and quite precise (2:0.04% RSO).

Comparison of Coufometric
and Volumetric Titrations

There are several interesting analogies between coulo-
metric and volumetric titration methods. Both require
a detectable end point and are subject to a titration

I~G. K. Ziya{dinova, If. C Budnikov, \'. I. Pogorel'tzev, and T S. Ganee\"
Tu/unra, 2006. 68, SOO

Substance Determined

As(IIl), Sb(Ill), U(IV), Ti(I), 1-, SCW, NH" N,H"
NH,OH, phenol, aniline, mustard gas, mercaptans,
8-hydroxyquinoline,oleins
As(IIl), 1-, styrene, fatty acids
As(IIl), Sb(IIl), S,O,'-, H,S, ascorbic acid
Fe(lI), Ti(IIl), V(IV), As(IIl), r, Fe(CN)6'-
H,~O" Fe(lI), As(IIl)
Ce(IIl), V(IV), H,~O" As(lll)
Cr(VI), Mn(VlI), V(V), Ce(IV)
Fe(IIl), V(V), Ce(IV), U(VI)
V(V), Cr(VI), 10,-
Cr(VI), Ce(IV)

error as a consequence. Furthermore, in both tech-
niques, the amount of analyte is determined through
evaluation of its combining capacity - in the one case,
for a standard solution and, in the other, for electrons.
Also, similar demands are made of the reactions; that
is, they must be rapid, essentially complete, and free of
side reactions. Finally, there is a close analogy between
the various components of the apparatus shown in
Figure 24-7 and the apparatus and solutions employed
in a conventional volumetric analysis. The constant-
current source of known magnitude has the same func-
tion as the standard solution in a volumetric method.
The timer and switch correspond closely to the buret,
the switch performing the same function as a stopcock.
During the early phases of a coulometric titration,
the switch is kept closed for extended periods. As the
end point is approached, however, small additions
of "reagent" are achieved by closing the switch for
shorter and shorter intervals. This process is analogous
to the operation of a buret.

Coulometric tit rations have some important advan-
tages in comparison with the classical volumetric pro-
cess. The most important of these advantages is the
elimination of problems associated with the prepara-
tion, standardization, and storage of standard solu-
tions. This advantage is particularly important with
labile reagents such as chlorine, bromine, or tita-
nium(lII) ion. Because of their instability, these spe-
cies are inconvenient as volumetric reagents. Their use
in coulometric analysis is straightforward, however,
because they undergo reaction with the analyte imme-
diately after being generated.



Where small quantities of reagent are required, a
coulometric titration offers a considerable advantage.
By proper choice of current, microquantities of a sub-
stance can be introduced with ease and accuracy. The
equivalent volumetric process requircs dispensing
small volumes of very dilute solutions, which is always
difficult.

A single constant current source can be used to
generate precipitation, complex formation, oxidation-
reduction, or neutralization reagents. Furthermore, the
coulometric method adapts easily to automatic titra-
tions, because current can be controlled quite easily.

Coulometric titrations are subject to five potential
sources of error: (1) variation in the current during elec-
trolysis, (2) departure of the process from 100% current
efficiency, (3) error in the current measurement, (4) er-
ror in the measurement of time, and (5) titration error
due to the difference between the equivalence point and
the end point. The last of these difficulties is common to
volumetric methods as well. For situations in which the
indicator error is the limiting factor, the' two methods
are likely to have comparable reliability.

With simple instrumentation, currents constant to
0.2% relative are easily achieved, and with somewhat
more sophisticated apparatus, current may be con-
trolled to 0.01 %. In general, then, errors due to cur-
rent fluctuations are seldom significant.

Although it is difficult to generalize when discussing
the magnitude of uncertainty associated with the elec-
trode process, current efficiencies of 99.5% to better
than 99.9% are often reported in the literature. Cur-
rents can be measured to :to. 1% relative quite easily.

To summarize, then, the current-time measure-
ments required for a coulometric titration are inher-
ently as accurate as or more accurate than the compa-
rable volume-molarity measurements of a classical
volumetric analysis, particularly where small quanti-
ties of reagent are involved. Often, however, the accu-
racy of a titration is not limited by these measurements
but by the sensitivity of the end point; in this respect,
the two procedures are equivalent.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Prohlems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

*24-1 Lead is to be deposited at a cathode from a solution that is 0.100 M in Pb2+ and
0.200 M in HClO •. Oxygen is evolved ata pressure of 0.800 atm at a 30-cm' plat-
inum anode. The cell has a resistance of 0.950 n. (a) Calculate the thermodynamic
potential of the cell. (b) Calculate the IR drop if a current of 0.250 A is to be used.

*24-2 Calculate the minimum difference in standard electrode potentials needed to
lower the concentration of the metal M, to 2.00 X 10" M in a solution that is
l.00 x 10-1 M in the less-reducible metal M2 where (a) M, is univalent and M, is
divalent, (b) M, and M1 are both divalent, (c) M, is trivalent and MI is univalent,
(d) M2 is divalent and M, is univalent, (e) M, is divalent and MI is trivalent.

24-3 It is desired to separate and determine hismuth, copper, and silver in a solution
that is 0.0550 M in BiO+, 0.125 M in Cu2+, 0.0962 M in Ag', and 0.500 M in
HCIO~. (a) Using 1.00 x 10-6 M as the criterion for quantitative removal, deter-
mine whether separation of the three species is feasible by controlled-potential
electrolysis. (b) If any separations are feasible, evaluate the range (versus
Ag-AgCI) within which the cathode potential should be controlled for the
deposition of each.

24-4 Halide ions can be deposited at a silver anode, the reaction being

Suppose that a cell was formed by immersing a silver anode in an analyte solu-
tion that was 0.0250 M Cl-, Br-, and 1- ions and connectmg the halt-cell to a sat-
urated calomel cathode via a salt hridge. .
(a) Which halide would form first and at what potential? Is the cell galvamc or

electrolytic" --5

(b) Could I and Br be separated quantitatively') (Take 1.00 x IO M as the
criterion for quantitative removal of an ion.) If a separation IS feaSIble, what
range of cell potential could be used"

(c) Repeat part (h) for 1- and Cl-.
(d) Repeat part (b) for Br' and Cl -.

What cathode potential (versus SCE) would he required to lower the total Hg(II)
concentration of the following solutions to 1.00 X 10 6 M (assume reaction prod-
uct in each case is elemental Hg):
(a) an aqueous ~olution of Hg2+? _ . _ ')
(b) a solution with an eqUlhbnum SCN concentration of 0.1)0 M.

Hg2+ + 2SCN- ~ Hg(SCNh(aq) Kf = 1.8 X 10'

(c) a solution with an equilihrium Br- concentration of 0.150 M')

HgBrl + 2e- ~ Hg(l) + 4Br- E" = 0.223 V

Calculate the time required for a constant currcnt of 0.750 A to deposit 0.270 g
of (a) Co(ll) as the element on a cathode and (h) as ColO, on an anode. Assume
100% current efficiency for both cases.

Calculate the time required for a constant current of 0.905 A to deposit 0.300 g
of (a) TI(IIl) as the element on a cathode, (b) TI(I) as the TI,OJ on an anode,
and (c) TI(I) as the element on a cathodc.

At a potential of --1.0 V (versus SCE), carhon tetrachloride in methanol is
rcduced to chloroform at a Hg cathode:

2CCI, + 2H+ + 2e- + 2Hg(l) ----> 2CHCIJ + Hg,Cl,(s)

At -1.80 V, the chloroform further reacts to givc methanc:

2CHCl
3

+ 6H+ + 6e- + 6Hg(l) ----> 2CH~ + 3Hg,Cl,(s)

Several 0.750-g sampies containing CCl" CHCI" and inert organic species were
dissolved in methanol and electrolyzed at -1.0 V until the current approached
zero. A coulometer indicated the charge required to complete the reaction, as
given in the second column of the following tahle. The potential of the cathode
was then adjusted to -1.80 V. The additional charge reqUired to complete the
reaction at this potential is given in the third column of the table. Calculate the
percent CCl~ and CHClJ in each mixture.

Charge Required Charge Required
Sample No. at-1.DV.C at-1.8V,C

11.63 68.60
21.52 ~5.33

.1 6.22 4598

4 12.92 55.31

A 6.39-g sample of an ant-control preparation was decomposed by wet ashing
with H

2
S0

4
and HNOJ. The arsenic in the reSidue was reduced to the trIvalent



state with hydrazine. After the excess reducing agent had been removed, the
arsenic(III) was oxidized with electrolytically generated I, in a faintly alkaline
medium:

HAsO/- + I, + 2HCO) - --> HAsO,z- + 21- + 2CO + H
2
0

The titration was complete after a constant current of 127.6 mA had been passed
for II min and 54 s. Express the results of this analysis in terms of the percentage
As,O) in the original sample.

A O.0809-g sample of a purified organic acid was dissolved in an alcohol-water
mixture and titrated with coulometrically generated hydroxide ions. With a cur-
rent of 0.0441 A, 266 s was required to reach a phenolphthalein end point. Cal-
culate the equivalent mass of the acid.

*24-11 Traces of aniline can be determined by reaction with an excess of electrolytically
generated Br,:

c"HsNH, + 3Br, --> c"H,Br)NH, + 3H' + 3Br-

The polarity of the working electrode is then reversed, and the excess bromine is
determined by a coulometric titration involving the generation of CU(I):

Br2 + 2Cu' --> 2Br- + 2Cu2+

Suitable quantities of KBr and copper(II) sulfate were added to a '25.0-mL
sample containing aniline. Calculate the mass in micrograms of C

6
HsNH2 in the

sample from the accompanying data:

Working Electrode
Functioning As

Generation Time (min)
with a Constant Current

of 1.00 mA

Anode
Cathode

3.76
0.270

Construct a eoulometric titration curve of 100.0 mL of a I M H,S04 solution
containing Fe(lI) titrated with Ce(IV) generated from 0.075 M Ce(III). The
titration is monitored by potentiometry. The initial amount of Fe(lI) present is
0.05182 mmol. A constant current of 20.0 mA is used. Find the time correspon-
ding to the equivalence point. Then, for about ten values of time before the
equivalence point, use the stoichiometry of the reaction to calculate the amount
of Fe" produced and the amount of Fe'+ remaining. Use the Nemst equation
to find the system potential. Find the equivalence point potential in the usual
manner for a redox titration. For about ten times after the equivalence point,
calculate the amount of Ce 4+produced from the electrolysis and the amount of
Ce 3+ remaining. Plot the curve of system potential versus electrolysis time.

~ Challenge Problem

24-13 Sulfide ion (S'· ) is formed in wastewater by the action of anaerobic bacteria
on organic matter. Sulfide can be readily protonated to form volatile, toxic H,S.
In addition to the toxicity and noxious odor, sulfide and H,S cause corrosion
problems because they can be easily converted to sulfuric acid when conditions
change to aerobic. One common method to determine sulfide is by coulometric
titration with generated silver ion. At the generator electrode, the reaction is
Ag -> Ag' + eO. The titration reaction is S'- + 2Ag' -> Ag,5(s).

A digital chloridometer was used to determine the mass of sulfide in a waste-
water sample. The chloridometer reads out directly III ng Cl . In chlonde de:
terminations, the same generator reaction is used, but the tltratton reach~n IS

Cl- + Ag' -> AgCl(s). Derive an equation that relates ~he deSired quantity,
mass 52- (ng), to the chloridometer readout m mass CI (ng). _
A particular wastewater standard gave a readmg of 1689.6 ng CI . What ,to-
tal charge in coulombs was required to generate the Ag' needed to preCIpi-
tate the sulfide in this standard? . .
The following results were obtained on 20.00-mL samples contammg known
amounts of sulfide.17 Eaeh standard was analyzed in triplicate and t~= mass
of chloride recorded. Convert each of the chloride results to mass S (ng).

Known Mass 52-, ng Mass CI- Determined, ng

6365 10447.0 10918.1 10654.9
4773 8416.9 8366.0 8416.9
3580 6528.3 6320.4 6638.9
1989 3779.4 3763.9 3936.4

796 1682.9 1713.9 1669.7
699 1127.9 1180.9 1174.3

466 705.5 736.4 707.7
373 506.4 521.9 508.6
233 278.6 278,6 247.7

0 -22.1 -19.9 -17.7

Determine the average mass of 5'- (ng), the standard deviation, and the
% RSD of each standard.
Prepare a plot of the average mass of 5'- determined (ng) versus the actual,
mass (ng). Determine the slope, the intercept, the standard error, and the R
value. Comment on the fit of the data to a linear modeL .

(f) Determine the detection limit (ng) and in parts per mllhon usmg a k factor
of2 (see Equation 1-12). _
An unknown wastewater sample gave an average reading of 893.2 ng Cl .
What is the mass of sulfide (ng)? If 20.00 mL of the wastewater sample was
introduced into the titration vessel, what is the concentration of 5' m parts
per million?



Voltammetry

\I..oltammetry comprises a group of electro-

·analytical.methods in which information
about the a.na(rte is obtained by measur-

ing current as ajunction of ap~lied potential under
conditions that prodlOte polarization of an indica-
tor, or [corking, electrode. When currentpropor-
tional to analyte coijcentration is monitored at fl:I:ed
potentia~ the technique is called amperometry.
Generally, to enhance polarization, working elec-
trodes in voltammetryand arnperometryhave sur-
face areas of a few square millimeters at the most

and, in SOme applications, a few square micrometers
or less.

01 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
I2J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsouedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.
716

Let us begin by pointing out the basic differences
between voltammetry and the two types of electro_
chemical methods that we discussed in earlier chapters.
Voltammetry is based on the measurement of the cur-
rent that develops in an electrochemical cell under con-
ditions where concentration polarization exists. Recall
from Section 22E-2 that a polarized electrode is one
to which we have applied a voltage in excess of that
predicted by the Nernst equation to cause oxidation
or reduction to occur. In contrast, potentiometric mea-
surements are made at currents that approach zero
and where polarization is absent. Voltammetry differs
from coulometry in that, with coulometry, measures are
taken to minimize or compensate for the effects of con-
centration polarization. Furthermore, in voltammetry
there is minimal consumption of analyte, whereas in
coulometry essentially all of the analyte is converted to
another state.

Voltammetry is widely used by inorganic, physical,
and biological chemists for nonanalytic:il purposes,
including fundamental studies of oxidation and re-
duction processes in various media, adsorption pro-
cesses on surfaces, and electron-transfer mechanisms
at chemically modified electrode surfaces.

Historically, the field of voltammetry developed
from polarography, which is a particular type of voltam-
metry that was invented by the Czechoslovakian chem-
ist Jaroslav Heyrovsky in the early 1920s1 Polarog-
raphy differs from other types of voltammetry in that
the working electrode is the unique dropping mercury
electrode. At one time, polarography was an important
tool used by chemists for the determination of inor-
ganic ions and certain organic species in aqueous so-
lutions. In the late 1950s and the early 19605,however,
many of these analytical applications were replaced
by various spectroscopic methods, and polarography
became a less important method of analysis except for
certain special applications, such as the determination
of molecular oxygen in solutions. In the mid-1960s,
several major modifications of classical voltammetric
techniques were developed that enhanced significantly
the sensitivity and selectivity of the method. At about
this same time, the advent of low-cost operational am-
plifiers made possible the commercial development of
relatively inexpensive instruments that incorporated
many of these modifications and made them available
to all chemists. The result was a resurgence of interest in

11. Hevrovsh Chern. Ust}', 1922.16.256. Ht:\Tovsh 'A'asawarded the
1959 Nobel Priz~ in Chc~jstry for his discO\"ery a~d development of
polarograph~

Type of
voltammetry

{2J Differcntial-
pulse
vo!tammetry

r~\I I \

EI. / \! \

Time-----.-

FIGURE 25-1 Voltage versus time excitation signals used in voltammetry.

applying polarographic methods to the determination
of a host of species, particularly those of pharma-
ceutical, environmental, and biological interest.' Since
the invention of polarography, at least 60,000 research
papers have appeared in the literature on the subject.
Research activity in this field, which dominated elec-
troanalytical chemistry for more than five decades,
peaked with nearly 2,000 published journal articles In
1973. Since that time, interest in polarographIc meth-
ods has steadily declined, at a rate nearly twice the rate
of growth of the general chemical literature, until In
2005 only about 300 papers on these methods appeared.
This decline has been largely a result of concerns about
the use oflarge amounts of mercury in the laboratory as
well as in the environment, the somewhat cumbersome
nature of the apparatus, and the broad availability
of faster and more convenient (mainly spectroscopIc)
methods. For these reasons, we will discuss polarogra-
phv only briefly and, instead, refer you to the many
so~rces that are available on the subject.'

Although polarography declined in importance,
voltammetry and amperometry at working electrodes

~A. Bond. Broadening Eleecrochemical Horizons: Principles and illustra-
tion of \/oltammetric and Related Techniques. New York: Oxford, 2003;

(:. M. A. Brett and A. M. Oliveira Brett. In Encyclopedw of Electrochem-
i~-trv A. J. Bard and M. Stratmann, eds .. Vol. 3. InsrrnmentatlOfI and
£It:c~roanalvtical Chemistry, P. Unwin, ed., New York: WIley. 2002,
pp. 105 -24> A. 1. Bard and L R. Faulkner, Elecrrochemu:.al ~elhods: 2nd
ed. New York: Wile .•..2001. Chap. 7. pp. 261-30-4; Laborator.\ .Technl~Ue5
in t:leclroanalvrical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. T Kissinger and \\'. R. Heme-
man. -:ds.. Ne~- York: Dekker. 1996, pp. 4-W -61.

other than the dropping mercury electrode have grown
at an astonishing pace' Furthermore, voltammetry
and amperometry coupled with liquid chromatogra-
phy have become powerful tools for the analysis of
complex mixtures. Modern voltammetry also contin-
ues to be an excellent tool in diverse areas of chem-
istry, biochemistry, materials science and engineering,
and the environmental sciences for studYing oXIdatIon,
reduction, and adsorption processes.'

25A EXCITATION SIGNALS
IN VOLTAMMETRY

In voltammetry, a variable potential excitation signal is
impressed on a working electrode in an electrochemIcal
cell. This excitation signal produces a charactenstlc
current response, which is the measurable quantity III

this method. The waveforms of four of the most com-
mon excitation signals used in voltammetry are shown
in Figure 25-1. The classical voltammetric excitation

JFrom 1973 to 2005. the annual numbc:r of journal articles on \'o~tamme-
trv and amperometry grew at three times and two and on:-half tlmes, re-
s~ectivelY, the rate of production of articles ~nall of chemistry.
'Some general references on voltammetry IOclu~e ~-\.,1. ~a~'i:;\~ ~~~:
faulkner Elecrrochomcal Merhods, 2nd ed., Ne\\ .lork. .' - _ '
S. p, Ko~naves, in Handbook of Instrumental Te~hntq~es for Analyt!cal
Chemistry, Frank A. Settle. ed., Upper Saddle RIVC:r.1\1: Pren~lCe-Hal~,
1997 . 711-28' Laboratory Techmques In ElectfOu.nalj tical ChemlSrr}.

, pp K.' . d W R Heineman. eds .. "ew York: Dekker.
2nd ed .. P. T. Issmger an . " _ 'Jew York:
1996; Analytual Foltammerry. \-1. R. Smyth and F G. \ o~. eds.,.
Elsener, 1992



signal is the linear scan shown in Figure 25-1a, in which
the voltage applied to the cell increases linearly (usually
over a 2- to 3-V range) as a function of time. The current
in the cell is then recorded as a function of time, and
thus as a function of the applied voltage. In amperome-
try, current is recorded at fixed applied voltage.

Two pulse excitation signals are shown in Fig-
ure 25-1band c. Currents are measured at various times
during the lifetime of these pulses. With the triangular
waveform shown in Figure 25-1d, the potential is cycled
between two values, first increasing linearly to a maxi-
mum and then decreasing linearly with the same slope
to its original value. This process may be repeated nu-
merous times as the current is recorded as a function of
time. A complete cycle may take 100 or more seconds
or be completed in less than 1 second.

To the right of each of the waveforms of Figure 25-1
is listed the types of voltammetry that use the various
excitation signals. We discuss these techniques in the
sections that follow.

Figure 25-2 is a schematic showing the components of
a modern operational amplifier potentiostat (see Sec-
tion 24C-1) for carrying out linear-scan voltammetric
measurements. The cell is made up of three electrodes
immersed in a solution containing the analyte and also
an excess of a nonreactive electrolyte called a support-
ing electrolyte. One of the three electrodes is the work-

Linear
sweep

generator

ing electrode, whose potential is varied linearly with
time. Its dimensions are kept small to enhance its ten-
dency to become polarized (see Section 22E-2). The
second electrode is a reference electrode (commonly
a saturated calomel or a silver-silver chloride elec-
trode) whose potential remains constant throughout
the experiment. The third electrode is a counter elec-
trode, which is often a coil of platinum wire that sim-
ply conducts electricity from the signal source through
the solution to the working electrode.

The signal source is a linear-scan voltage generator
similar to the integration circuit shown in Figure 3-16c.
The output from this type of source is described by
Equation 3-22. Thus, for a constant dc input potential
of Ei, the output potential E" is given by

Ei i' E,t
Eo = ~ RiCe 0 dt = - RiCe

The output signal from the source is fed into a poten-
tiostatic circuit similar to that shown in Figure 25-2 (see
also Figure 24-6c). The electrical resistante.ofthe con-
trol circuit containing the reference electrode is so large
(> 10" 0) that it draws essentially no current. Thus, the
entire current from the source is carried from the
counter electrode to the working electrode. Further-
more, the control circuit adjusts this current so that the
potential difference between the working electrode and
the reference electrode is identical to the output volt-
age from the linear voltage generator. The resulting
current, which is directly proportional to the potential
difference between the working electrode-reference

r:::il Tutorial: Learn more about voltammetric instru-
l.Q.J mentation and waveforms.

Dal3
acquisition

sysh::m

FIGURE 25-2 An operational amplifier potentiostat. The three-electrode cell has a working
electrode (WE).reference electrode (RE),and a counter electrode (CE).

electrode pair, is then converted to a voltage and re-
corded as a function of time by the data-acquisition
system.' It is important to emphasize that the indepen-
dent variable in this experiment is the potenllal of the
working electrode versus the reference electrode and
not the potential between the working electrode and
the counter electrode. The working electrode is at vir-
tual common potential throughout the course of the
experiment (see Section 38-3).

258-1 Working Electrodes

The working electrodes used in voltammetry take a
variety of shapes and forms.' Often, they are small flat
disks of a conductor that are press filled into a rod of
an inert material, such as Teflon or Kel-F, that has em-
bedded in it a wire contact (see Figure 25-3a). The con-
ductor may be a noble metal, such as platinum or gold;
a carbon material, such as carbon paste, carbon fiber,
pyrolytic graphite, glassy carbon, dia~ond,. or carbon
nanotubes; a semiconductor, such as tm or mdlUm ox-
ide; or a metal coated with a film of mercury. As shown
in Figure 25-4, the range of potentials that can be used
with these electrodes in aqueous solutions varies and
depends not only on electrode material but also on thc
composition of the solution in which it is immersed.
Generally, the positive potential limitations arc caused
by the large currents that develop because of oxidation
of the water to give molecular oxygen. The negative
limits arise from the reduction of water to produce
hydrogen. Note that relatively large negative poten-
tials can be tolerated with mercury electrodes because
of the high overvoltage of hydrogen on this metal.

6Earty vohammetry was performed with a two-electrode system rather
than the three-electrode system shown in Figure 25-2. With a t•••.'o-
electrode syskm, the second electrode is either a large metal. electr~de
or a reference electrode large enough to prevent its polarization dunng
an experiment. This second electrode combines the functiom of the rc-
ference electrode and the counter electrode in Figure 25-2. 1n the two-
electrode system, we assume that the potential of this second electrode is
constant th'rouohout a scan so that the working ekctrode potential is sim-
ply the differe~ce be~ween the applied.potentialand the potential of the
second electrode. With solutions of high electncal resistance, ho .••.e\cr,
this assumption is not valid because the IR drop is significant and increases
as the current increases. Distorted voltammograms are the result. ..•••Im{)st
aU .•..oltammetry is now performed with three-electrode systems
)Manv of the ~'orking electrodes that we dt:scribe in this chapter have -di·
mensi'ons in the millimeter range. There is nnw intense interest in studies
""ith electrodes having dinwnsions in the mi...:romet~r range and smaller
We will term ~uch electrodes microelectrodes. Such electrodes have seV-
eral ad\'antages ewer classical working e1ectrodes_ Vie descrihe some of the
uni4ue characteristics ,)f microelectfl)des in Section 25[
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FIGURE 25-3 Some common types of commercial
voltammetric electrodes: (a)a disk electrode; (b)a hang-
ing mercury drop electrode (HMOE);(c) a microelectrode;
(d)a sandwich-type flowelectrode. (Electrodes (a], [c],
and [d]courtesy of Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West
~afayetle, IN. with permission.)

Mercury working electrodes havc been widely used
in voltammetrv for several reasons. One IS the rela-
tively largc n;gative potential range just described.



FIGURE25-4 Potential ranges for three
types of electrodes in various supporting
electrolytes. (Adapted from A.J. Bard and
L R. Faulkner, Electrochemical Methods,
2nd ed., back cover, New York:Wiley, I
2001. Reprinted by permission of John +.1

Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

Furthermore, a fresh metallic surface is readily formed
by simply producing a new drop. The ability to obtain a
fresh surface readily is important because the currents
measured in voltammetry are quite sensitive to clean-
liness and freedom from irregularities. An additional
advantage of mercury electrodes is that many metal
ions are reversibly reduced to amalgams at the surfaee
of a mercury electrode, which simplifies the chemistry.
Mercury electrodes take several forms. The simplest of
these is a mercury film electrode formed by electrode-
position of the metal onto a disk electrode, such as that
shown in Figure 25-3a. Figure 25-3b illustrates a hang-
ing mercury drop electrode (HMDE). The electrode,
which is available from commercial sources, consists
of a very fine capillary tube connected to a mercury-
containing reservoir. The metal is forced out of the
capillary by a piston arrangement driven by a microm-
eter screw. The micrometer permits formation of
drops having surface areas that are reproducible to 5%
or better:

Figure 25-3e shows a typical commercial microelec-
trode. Such electrodes consist of small-diameter metal
wires or fibers (5-100 ~m) sealed within tempered
glass bodies. The tlattened end of the microelectrode is
polished to a mirror finish, which can be maintained
using alumina or diamond polish or both. The electri-
cal connection is a 0.060 in. gold-plated pin. Micro-
electrodes are available in a variety of materials, in-
cluding carbon fiber, platinum, gold, and silver. Other
materials can be incorporated into microelectrodes if
they are available as a wire or a fiber and form a good
seal with epoxy. The electrode shown is approximatelv
7.5 em long and has a 4-mm outside diameter.

Figure 25-3d shows a commercially available sand-
wich-type working electrode for voltammetry (or am-
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perometry) in tlowing streams. The block is made of
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and is available in sev-
eral formats with different size electrodes (3 mm and
6 mm; see the blue area in the figure) and various ar-
rays (dual 3 mm and quad 2 mm). See Figur~ 25-17 for
a diagram showing how the electrodes are ,,!sedin tlow-
ing streams. The working electrodes may be made of
glassy carbon, carbon paste, gold, copper, nickel, plat-
inum, or other suitable custom materials.

An active area of research in electrochemistry is the
development of electrodes produced by chemical mo-
dification of various conductive substrates.' Such elec-
trodes have been tailored to accomplish a broad range
of functions. Modifications include applying irrevers-
ibly adsorbing substances with desired functionalities.
covalent bonding of components to the surface, and
coating the electrode with polymer films or films of
othcr substances. The covalent attachment process is
shown in Figure 25-5 for a metallic electrode and a
carbon electrode. First, the surface of the electrode
is oxidized to create functional groups tin the surface
as shown in Figure 25-5a and b. Then. linking agents
such as organosilanes (Figure 25-5c) or amines (Fig-
ure 25-5d) arc attached to the surface prior to attaching
the target group. Polymer films can be prepared from
dissolved polymers by dip coating. spin coating, e1ec-
trodeposition, or covalent attachment. They can also be
produced from the monomer by thermal, plasma, pho-

KFur more IIlfOrmatlOll, see R. W. ~turray, "~Iukcular Design of Eb:-
trode Surfaces." Techniques In Chemi.stry. Vol. 22. W Wel'Sherga. found
109 ed., New York: Wiky. 1992: A. J Bard./ntl'J;raled Chemll:;t Systems.
!'\<:w 'Yurk: Wiley. IlJ94.
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FIGURE25-5 Functional groups formed on (a) a metal or
(b)a carbon surface by oxidation. (Withpermission from
A J. Bard, Integrated Chemical Systems, New York:Wiley,
1994.) (c)A linkingagent such as the organosilane shown
is often bonded to the functionalized surface. Reactive
components, such as ferrocenes, viologens, and metal
bipyridine complexes, are then attached to fonmthe modi-
fied surfaces. API electrode is shown with a ferrocene
attached. (Withpermission from J. R. Lenhard and R. W.
Murray,J. Am. Chern. Soc., 1978, 100, 7870.) In (d), a
graphite electrode is shown with attached py-Ru(NH,)s·
(Withpermission from C. A. Kovaland f C. Anson, Ana/.
Chern., 1978, 50, 223.)

tochemical, or electrochemical polymerization meth-
ods. Immobilized enzyme biosensors, such as the am-
perometric sensors described in Section 25('-4. are a
type of modified electrode. These can be prepared by
covalent attachment, adsorption, or gel entrapment.
Another mode of attachment for electrode modifica-
tion is by self-assembled m",wlayers, or SAMs.' In the
most common procedure, a long-ehain hydrocarbon
with a thiol group at one end and an amine or carboxyl
group at the other is applied to a pristine gold or mer-
cury film electrode. The hydrocarbon molecules as-
semble themselves into a highly ordered array with the
thiol group attached to the metal surface and the chosen
functional group exposed. The arrays may then be fur-
ther functionalized by covalent attachment or adsorp-
tion of the desired molecular species.

Modified electrodes have many applications. A pri-
mary interest has been in the area of electrocatalysis.
In this application, electrodes capable of reducing oxy-
gen to water have been sought for use in fuel cells and
batteries. Another application is in the production of
e1ectrochromic devices that change color on oxidation
and reduction. Such devices are used in displays or
smart windows and mirrors. Electrochemical devices
that could serve as molecular electronic devices, such
as diodes and transistors, are also under intense study.
Finally, the most important analytical use for such
electrodes is as analytical sensors selective for a partic-
ular species or functional group (see Figure 1-7).

256-3 Voltammograms

Figure 25-6 illustrates the appearance of a typical
linear-scan voltammogram for an electrolysis involving
the reduction of an analyte species A to give a product
P at a mercury film electrode. Here, the working elec-
trode is assumed to be connected to the negative termi-
nal of the linear-scan generator so that the applied
potentials are given a negative sign as shown. By con-
vention, cathodic currents are taken to be positive,
whereas anodic currents are given a negative sign.'" In
this hypothetical experiment, the solution is assumed
to be about 10 4 M in A, zero M in P, and 0.1 M in

,jH. O. Fmklea.1n ElecrrorlflLllvfica[ Chemistr.\'. A Series ofAdnwces. A. 1.
Bard and l. Ruhinstt:lO, cds., Vol. 19. pp. 109-3.1\ Ne •••..York: D~kkcr,

1996
lJThis convention. which onglOated from early polarographIC ~tudit:~. is
not unI\ersally accepted. Many worka~ prefer to assign a positl\~ sign to
anodic currents. When reading the literature, it is Important to establish
whi•...h cunwotion is ~ing used. Set: A. 1 Bard and L R. Faulkner. Dee
rrochemieal Methods. 2nd ed .. p. fl, New York: Wiky. 2001
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FIGURE 25-6 Linear-sweep voltammogram for the reduc-
tion of a hypothetical species A to give a product P_The
limitingcurrent i, is proportional to the analyte concen-
tration and is used for quantitative analysis. The half-wave
potential E 1/2 is related to the standard potential for the
half-reaction and is often used for qualitative identification
of species. The haif-wave potential is the applied potential
at which the current i is i ,12.

KCI, which serves as the supporting electrolyte. The
half-reaction at the working electrode is the reversible
reaction

For convenience, we have neglected the charges on A
and P and also have assumed that the standard poten-
tial for the half-reaction is -0.26 V.

Linear-scan voltammograms generally have a sig-
moid shape and are called voltammetric waves. The
constant current beyond the steep rise is called the
diffusion-limited current, or simply the limiting current
i, because the rate at which the reactant can be brought
to the surface of the electrode by mass-transport pro-
cesscs limits the current. Limiting currents are usually
directly proportional to reactant concentration. Thus,
we may write

i, = kCA

where CA is the analyte concentration and k is a con-
stant. Quantitative linear-scan voltammetry relies on
this relationship.

The potential at which the current is equal to one
half the limiting current is called the half-wave poten-
tial and given the symbol £",. After correclion for the

reference electrode potential (0.242 V with a saturated
calomel electrode), the half-wave potential is closely
related to the standard potential for the half-reaction
but is usually not identical to it. Half-wave potentials
are sometimes useful for identification of the compo-
nents of a solution.

Reproducible limiting currents can be achieved
rapidly when either the analyte solution or the work-
ing electrode is in continuous and reproducible mo-
tion. Linear-scan voltammetry in which the solution or
the electrode is in constant motion is called hydrody-
namic voltammetry. In this chapter, we will focus much
of our attention on hydrodynamic voltammetry.

It is often useful and instructive to represent the elec-
trochemical cell as an electrical circuit that responds
to excitation in the same way as the ceiL In this discus-
sion, we focus only on the working electrode and as-
sume that the counter electrode is a larg~ inert elec-
trode, that it is nonpolarizable, and that it serves only
to make contact with the analyte solution. Figure 25-7
shows a schematic of three of a number of possible
circuit models for the electrochemical cell. In Fig-
ure 25-7a, we present the Randles circuit, 11 which con-
sists of the solution resistance Rn, the double-layer
capacitance Cd' and the faradaic impedance Z,. The
physical diagram of the electrode above the circuit
shows the correspondence between the circuit ele-
ments and the characteristics of the electrode. Al-
though Rn and Cd represent the behavior of real elec-
trodes quite accurately over a broad frequency range,
and their values are independent of frequency, the fa-
radaic impedance does not. This is because, in general,
Z, must model any eleetron- and mass-transfer pro-
cesses that occur in the cell, and these processes are
frequency dependent. The simplest representation of
the faradaic impedance contains a series resistance R,
and the pseudocapacitance C, (Figure 25-7b), which is
so called because of it, frequency dependence."

In the past, clever methods were devised to deter-
mine values for Rn and Cd. For example. suppose that
we apply a small-amplitude sinusoidal excitation signal
to a cell containing the working electrode represented
by Figure 25-7b. We further assume that the value of
the applied voltage is insufficient to initiate faradaic

111.E. B. Randles, Disc. Faraday Soc., 1947, 1. II

12k1. Bard and L R. Faulkner. Flectrochemical :\fethodL 2nd cd, p_ 376,
New York: Wili:Y, 200L

FIGURE 25-7 Circuitmodel of an electrochemical cell. Rn
is the cell resistance, Cd is the double-layer capacitance,
and Z is the faradaic impedance, which may be repre-
sente~ by either of the equivalent circuns shown. R, is the
cell resistance, C, is the so-called pseudocapacitance, and
Z is the Warburg impedance. (Adapted from A.J. Bard
a~d L R. Faulkner, Electrochemical Methods, 2nd ed.,
p. 376, NewYork:Wiley,2001. Reprinted by permission
of John Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

processes. At relatively high frequencies. the capaci-
tive reactance Xc = 1/(27TfCd) WIllbe qUite small (see
Section 28-4), and Cd acts essentially as a short circuit.
If we then measure the peak current Ip in the CIrCUIt,
we find Rn = V/lp• This is actually a widely used
method for determining solution conductance G =

lfRo = lr/Vp. In a similar way, each of the circuil ele-
ments of the model can be isolated and their valucs de-
termined by artful application of ac circuit measure-
ment techniques.

Figure 25-7c shows a third model for the working
electrode in which the faradaic impedance IS repre-
sented as the series combination of the charge-transfer
resistance Rct and the Warburg impedance Zw· The
charge-transfer resistance isgiven by R" = -1)/i, where
1) is the overpotential for the faradaic process occurnng
at the working electrode (see Section 22E-2), and I IS
the current. 13 The Warburg impedance is a frequency-
dependent circuit analog of the resistance of the work-
ing electrode to mass transport of analyte molecules
across the electrode-solution interface. When expen-
mental conditions are such that the Warburg imped-
ance can be neglected, the charge-transfer resistance
can be easily measured, for example, at excitation fre-
quencies near zero. . .

With modern computerized frequency-analySIs In-
strumentation and software, it is possible to acquire
impedance data on cells and extract the valu,:s for all
components of the circuit models of Figure 2)-7. ThIS
type of analysis, which is called electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy, reveals the nature of the faradaiC
processes and often aids in the investigation of the
mechanisms of electron-transfer reactions.'4 In the
section that follows, we explore the processes at the
electrode-solution interface that give rise to the fara-
daic impedance.

Hydrodynamic voltammetry is performed in several
ways. In one method the solution is stirred vIgorously
while it is in contact with a fixed working electrode. A
typical cell for hydrodynamic voltammetry i: pictured
in Figure 25-8. In this cell, stirring is accomplished w,th
an ordinary magnetic stirrer. Another approach IS to
rotate the working electrode at a constant hIgh speed
in the solution to provide the stirring action (Fig-
ure 25-2Ia)_ Still another way of doing hydrodynamic
voltammetry is to pass an analyte solution through a
tube filted with a working electrode (Figure 25-17).
The last technique is widely used for detecting oxidiz-
able or reducible analytes as they exit from a liqUId
chromatographic column (Section 28C-6) or a flow-
injection manifold.

As described in Section 22E-3, during an electroly-
sis, reactant is carried to the surface of an electrode by

l'lbid., p. 102. Electrochemical/m-
~~Ibid.. pp. 383-88; ~1. E. Orazem and B. Tribollet,
pedl1nce SpCC(roscop.l,'. New York: Wiley. 2006



FIGURE 25-8 A three-electrode cell for hydrodynamic
voltammetry.

three mechanisms: migration under the influence of an
elec~ric field, convection resulting from stirring or vi-
bratIOn, and diffusion due to concentration differences
between the film of liquid at the electrode surface and
the bulk of the solution. In voltammetry, we attempt to
minimiZe the eff~ct of migration by introducing an
excess of an inactive supporting electrolyte. When the
concentration of supporting electrolyte exceeds that
of the analyte by 50- to 100-fold, the fraction of the to-
tal current carried by the analyte approaches zero. As
a result, the rate of migration of the analyte toward the
electrode of opposite charge becomes essentially inde-
pendent of applied potential.

25C-1 Concentration Profiles
at Electrode SUrfaces

Throughout this discussion we will consider that the
electrode reaction shown in Equation 25-2 takes place
at an electrode in a solution of A that also contains an
excess of a supporting electrolyte. We will assume that
the initial concentration of A is CA and that of the
product P is zero. We also assume that the reduction

r;jiI Simulalion: Learn more about diffusion at
lQJ electrodes.

reaction is rapid and reversible so that the concentra_
tions of A and P in the film of solution immediate I
adjacent to the electrode is given at any instant b t/
Nemst equation: y e

E - EO 0.0592 c~,ppl - A - ~-n~ log 0 - E", (25-3)
cA

where E,ppl is the potential between the working elec-
trode and the reference electrode and c~and c~ are the
molar concentratIOns of P and A in a thin layer of so-
lutIOn at the electrode surface only. We also assume
that because the electrode is quite small, the electroly-
SIS,over short periods, does not alter the bulk concen-
tration of .the solution appreciably. As a result, the
concentralton of A in the bulk of the solution CA is un-
changed by the electrolysis and the concentration of P
In the bulk of the solution cp continues to be, for all
pracltcal purposes, zero (cp = 0).

Profiles for Planar Electrodes in Unstirred Solutions

Before describing the behavior of an elecr-n~de in this
solution under hydrodynamic conditions, it is instruc-
tive to consider what occurs when a potential is ap-
phed to a planar electrode, such as that shown in Fig-
ure 25-3a, In the absence of convection - that is, in an
unsltrred solution. Under these conditions mass trans-
port of the analyte to the electrode surface occurs by
diffusion alone.
. Let us.assume that a square-wave excitation poten-

tial E,pp'.ISapphed to the working electrode for a pe-
nod of time t as shown in Figure 25-9a. Let us further
assume that E,pplis large enough that the ratio c~/c~ in
Equalton 25-3 IS1000 or greater. Under this condition
the concentration of A at the electrode surface is, fo;

-lD-E'PP'~
~
'0
'"

o

(b)

FIGURE 25-9 Current response to a stepped potential for
a planar electrode in an unstirred solution. (a)Excitation
potential. (b)Current response.

Distance from surface x, rom X 103

(a)

FIGURE 25-10 Concentration distance profiles during the diffusion-controlled reduction of A
to give P at a planar electrode. (a) E,ppl ~ 0 V.(b) E,prl = point Z in Figure 25-6; elapsed time:
1,5, and 10 ms.

all practical purposes, immediately reduced to zero
(c~ -> 0). The current response to this step-cxcitation
signal is shown in Figure 25-9b. Initially, the current
rises to a peak value that is required to convert essen-
tially all of A in the surface layer of solution to P. Dif-
fusion from the bulk of the solution then brings more
A into this surface layer where further reduction oc-
curs. The current required to kecp the concentration
of A at the level required by Equation 25-3 decreases
rapidly with time, however, because A must travel
greater and greater distances to reach the surface layer
where it can be reduced. Thus, as seen in Figure 25-9b,
the current drops off rapidly after its initial surge.

Figure 25-10 shows concentration profiles for A and
P after 0, 1,5, and 10 ms of electrolysis in the system
under discussion. In this example, the concentration of
A (solid black lines) and P (solid blue lines) are plot-
ted as a function of distance from the electrode sur-
face. Figure 25-lOa shows that the solution is homoge-
neous before application of the stepped potential with
the concentration of A being CA at the electrode sur-
face and in the hulk of the solution as well; the con-
centration of P is zero in both of these regions. One
millisecond after application of the potential (Fig-
ure 25-lOb), the proliles have changed dramatically. At
the surface of the electrode, the concentration of A

r:;?l Simulation: Learn more about concentration
lQJ profiles at electrodes.

has been reduced to essentially zero and the concen-
tration of P has increased and become equal to the
original concentration of A; that is, c~ = C", Moving
away from the surface, the concentration of A in-
creases linearly with distance and approaches c" at
about 0.01 mm from the surface. A linear decrease in
the concentration of P occurs in this same region. As
shown in the figure, with time, these concentration
gradients extend farther and farther into the solution.
The current i required to produce these gradients is
proportional to the slopes of the straight-line portions
of the solid lines in Figure 25-lOb. That is,

(dCA)i = nFADA -
dX

where i is the current in amperes, n is the number of
moles of electrons per mole of analyte, F is the faraday,
A is the electrode surface area (cm'), D~ is the diffu-
sion coefficient for A (cm'/s), and CA is the concentra-
tion of A (mol/cm J). As shown in Figure 25-lOb, these
slopes (dC" / dX) become smaller with time, as docs the
current. The product DA(dCAI dX) is called the flux,
which is the number of moles of A per unit time per
unit area diffusing to the electrode.

It is not practical to obtain limiting currents with
planar electrodes in unstirred solutions because the
currents continually decrease with time as the slopes
of the concentration profiles become smaller.



FIGURE 25-11 Visualizationof flow patterns in a
flowingstream. Turbulent flow,shown on the right,
becomes laminar flow as the average velocity
decreases to the left. In turbulent flow,the molecules
move in an irregular, zigzag fashion and there are
swirls and ecdies in the movement. In laminar flow,
the streamlines become steady as layers of liquid
slide by each other in a regular manner. (From An
Album of Fluid Motion, assembled by MiltonVan
Dyke,no. 152, photograph by Thomas Corke and
Hassan Nagib, Stanford, CA:Parabolic Press, 1982.)

Profiles for Electrodes in Stirred Solutions

Let us now consider concentration-distance profiles
when the reduction described in the previous section is
performed at an electrode immerscd in a solution that
is stirred vigorously. To understand the effect of stir-
ring, wc must develop a picture of liquid flow patterns
in a stirred solution containing a small planar elec-
trode. We can identify two types of flow depending on
the average flow velocity, as shown in Figure 25-11.
Laminar flow occurs at low flow velocities and has
smooth and regular motion as depicted on the left in
the figure. Turbulent flow, on the other hand, happens
at high velocities and has irregular, fluctuating motion
as shown on the right. In a stirred electrochemical cell,
we have a region of turbulent flow in the bulk of solu-
tion far from the electrode and a rcgion of laminar flow

close to the electrode. These regions are illustrated
in Figure 25-12. In the laminar-flow region, the layers
of liquid slide by one another in a direction parallel
to the electrode surface. Very near the electrode, at a
distance D centimeters from the surface, frictional
forces give rise to a region where the flo~ velocity is
essentially zero. The thin layer of solution"i.n this re-
gion is a stagnant layer called the Nernsr diffusion
layer. It is only within the stagnant Nernst diffusion
layer that the concentrations of reactant and product
vary as a function of distance from the electrode sur-
face and that there are concentration gradients. That
is, throughout the laminar-flow and turbulent-flow re-
gions, convection maintains the concentration of A at
its original value and the concentration of P at a very
low level. Ii

Distance x from electrode, em

Figure 25-13 shows two sets of concentration pro-
files for A and P at three potentials shown as X, Y, and
Z in Figure 25-6. In Figure 25-13a, the solution is
divided into two regions. One makes up the bulk of
the solution and consists of both the turbulent- and
laminar-flow regions shown in Figure 25-12, where
mass transport takes place by mechanical convection
brought about by the stirrer. The concentration of A
throughout this region is CA, whcreas Cp ISessentially
zero. The second region is the Nernst diffUSIOnlayer,
which is immediately adjacent to the electrode sur-
face and has a thickness of D centimeters. Typically, 8
ranges from to -, to 10-3 cm, depending on the effi-
ciency of the stirring and the viscosity of the lIqUid.
Within the static diffusion layer, mass transport takes

FIGURE 25-12 Flowpatterns and regions
of interest near the working electrode in
hydrodynamic voltammetry.
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FIGURE 25-13 Concentration profiles at an
electrode-solution interface during the electrolysis
A + ne - -> P from a stirred solution of A. See Fig-
ure 25-6 for potentials corresponding to curves X,
Y, and Z.

place by diffusion alone, just as was the case with the
unstirred solution. With the stirred solutIOn, however,
diffusion is limited to a narrow layer of liquid, which
even with time cannot extend indefinitely into the
solution. As a result, steady, diffusion-controlled cur-
rents appear shortly after applying a voltage. .

As is shown in Figure 25-13, at potential X, the equI-
librium concentration of A at the electrode surface has
been reduced to about 80% of its original value and the
equilibrium concentration P has increased by an equiv-
alent amount; that is, c~ = c~ - c~. At potential Y,
which is the half-wave potential, the equilibrium con-
centrations of the two species at the surface arc ap-
proximately the same and equal to CAlL Finally. at
potential Z and beyond, the surface concentration of A



approaches zero, and that of P approaches the original
concentration of A, CA' Thus, at potentials more nega-
tive than Z, essentially all A ions entering the surface
layer are instantaneously reduced to P. As is shown in
Figure 25-13b, at potentials greater than Z the concen-
tration of P in the surface laver remains constant at
c~ = C A because of diffusion ~f P back into the stirred
region.

The current at any point in the electrolysis we have just
discussed is determined by the rate of transport of A
from the outer edge of the diffusion layer to the elec-
trode surface. Because the product of the electrolysis
P diffuses from the surface and is ultimately swept
away by convection, a continuous current is required
to maintain the surface concentrations demanded by
the Nernst equation. Convection, however, maintains a
constant supply of A at the outer edge of the diffusion
layer. Thus, a steady-state current results that is deter-
mined by the applied potential. This current is a quan-
titative measure of how fast A is being brought to the
surface of the electrode, and this rate is given by dcAldx
where x is the distance in centimeters from the elec-
trode surface. For a planar electrode, the current is
given by Equation 25-4.

Note that dcAldx is the slope of the initial part of
the concentration profiles shown in Figure 25-13a,
and these slopes can be approximated by (cA - c~)IS.
When this approximation is valid, Equation 25-4 re-
duces to

. nFAD"
I = ~-S~ (c, - c~) = k,(c,- c~) (25-5)

where the constant kA is equal to nFAD A/S.
Equation 25-5 shows that as c1 becomes smaller

as a result of a larger negative applied potential the
current increases until the surface concentration ap-
proaches zero, at which point the current becomes con-
stant and independent of the applied potential. Thus,
when c~ ---> 0, the current becomes the limiting current
i" and Equation 25-5 reduces to Equation 25-6."

. nFAD,
II = ~-S~ c, = k,c, (25-6)

liCarcful analysis of the unib of the variables in thIS equation leads to

(' mol e ) ( C "J . '(' em'"J (mol ,nalyte )n ----I-I. - F --. - --:- Afcm-jIJA" - - c.•.. ---- ---- /ij (em)
-mo ana)te _mol e , ~ - em},

This derivation is based on an ovcrsimplified picture
of the diffusion layer in that the interface between the
moving and stationary layers is viewed as a sharply
defined edge where transport by convection ceases and
transport by diffusion begins. Nevertheless, this simpli-
fied model does provide a reasonable approximation of
the relationship between current and the variables that
affect the current.

Current-Voltage Relationships
for Reversible Reactions

To develop an equation for the sigmoid curve shown in
Figure 25-6, we substitute Equation 25-6 into Equa-
tion 25-5 and rearrange, which gives

0_ il - i
CA - --,;;,-

The surface concentration of P can also be ex-
pressed in terms of the current by using a relationship
similar to Equation 25-5. That is,

nFADp , r

i = ---S~(cp - c~)

where the minus sign results from the negative slope of
the concentration proftle for P. Note that Dp is now the
diffusion coefficient of P. But we have said earlier that
throughout the electrolysis the concentration of P ap-
proaches zero in the bulk of the solution and, there-
fore, when Cp = 0,

. -nfADpc~ II
I = --S--- = kpcp

where kp = -nFADp/S. Rearranging gives

c~ = ilkp

Substituting Equations 25-7 and 25-10 into Equa-
tion 25-3 yields, after rearrangement,

E - EO 0.0592 kA 0.0592 i,ppl- "A - -~Iog-k- - -~Iog-.--. - E",
n 'p n II - I

(25-11)

When i = i,/2, the third term on the right side of this
equation becomes equal to zero, and, by definition,
E,pplis the half-wave potential. That is,

_ _ (I 0.0592 kAE,ppl - EII2 - EA - ~--log - - E"r (25-12)
n kp

Substituting this expression into Equation 25-11 gives
an expression for the voltammogram in Figure 25-6.
That is,

. 005921 _.!.-
Earpl = El!2 - ----;.; - og 1

1
_ i

Often, the ratio kA1kl' in Equation 25-11 and in Equa-
tion 25-12 is nearly unity, so that we may wflte for the

species A

current- Voltage Relationships
for Irreversible Reactions

Many voltammetrie electrode processes, particularly
those associated with organic systems, are lfreverslble,
which leads to drawn-out and less well-defined ·waves.
To describe these waves quantitatively reqUIres an ad-
ditionalterm in Equation 25-12 involving the activa-
tion energy of the reaction to account for the kmetlcs
of the electrode process. Although half-wave poten-
tials for irreversible reactions ordinarily show some de-
pendence on concentration, diffusion currents remaIll
linearly related to concentration. Some IrreverSible
processes can, therefore, be adapted to quantltatlve
analysis if suitable calibration standards are available.

Voltammograms for Mixtures of Reactants

The reactants of a mixture generally behave inde-
pendently of one another at a working electrode, Thus,
a voltammogram for a mixture is just the sum of the
waves for the individual components. Figure 25-14
shows the voltammograms for a pair of two-component
mixtures. The half-wave potentials of the two reactants
differ by about 0.1 V in curve A and by about 0.2 Y 1lI

curve B. Note that a single voltammogram may permit
the quantitative determination of two or more speclCs
provided there is sufficient difference between succeed-
ing half-wave potentials to permit evaluatIOn of md,vld-
ual diffusion currents. Generally, a difference of 0.1 to
0.2 Y is required if the more easily reducible species un-
dergoes a two-electron reduction; a minimum of about
0.3 V is needed if the ftrst reduction is a one-electron
process.

Anodic and Mixed Anodic-Cathodic

Voltammograms

Anodic waves as well as cathodic waves arc encoun-
tered in \'oltammetry. An example of an anodic wave IS

iIlust~ate-d in curve A of Figure 25-15, where the elec-
trode reaction is the oxidation of iron( II) to iron( Ill)
in the presence of citrate ion. A limiting current IS
observed at about +0.1 Y (versus a saturated calomel
electrode [SeED, which is due to the half-reaction

FIGURE 25-14 Voltammograms for two-component
mixtures. Half-wave potentials differ by 0.1 V in curve A,
and by 0.2 V in curve B.

Fe2~ ~Fe3t- + e~

As the potential is made more negative, a decrease in
the anodic current occurs; at about -0.02 Y, the cur-
rent becomes zero because the oxidation of iron(II)
ion has ceased.

Curve C represents the voltammogram for a solu-
tion of iron(III) in the same medium. Here, a cathodiC
wave results from reduction of iron(Ill) to iron (II).
The half-wave potential is identical with that for the
anodic wave, indicating that the oxidation and reduc-

t ----+ Fe2+

~
c

" 0~
u
::I:
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FIGURE 25-15 Voltammetricbehavior of iron(t1)and
iron(lIl)ina citrate medium. Curve A: anodic wave for a
solution in which CFe" ~ 1 x 10 -4 M. Curve B: anodlc-
cathodic wave for a solution in which CFel- = CFe3- == 0.5 x
10 -, M. Curve C:cathodic wave for a solution in which
(Fe)- = 1 x 10 --4 M.
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FIGURE25-16 Voltammogram for the reduction of
oxygen in an air-saturated a.l-M KCIsolution. The lower
curve IS for a a.l-M KCIsolution in which the oxygen is
removed by bubbling nitrogen through the solution.

tion of the two iron species are perfectly reversible at
the working electrode.

Curve B is the voltammogram of an equimolar mix-
ture of lron(II) and iron(III). The portion of the curve
below the zero-current line corresponds to the oxida-
tIOn of the iron(II); this reaction ceases at an applied
potential equal to the half-wave potential. The upper
portIOn of the curve ISdue to the reduction of iron(III).

25C-3 Oxygen Waves

Dissolved oxygen is easily reduced at many working
elect~odes. Thus, as shown in Figure 25-16, an aqueous
solulton saturated with air exhibits two distinct oxygen
waves. The first results from the reduction of oxygen to
hydrogen peroxide:

02(g) + 2H' + 2e' ~ H20,

The second wave corresponds to the further reduction
of the hydrogen peroxide:

H20, + 2H' + 2e- ~2H20

Because both reactions are two-electron reductions
the two waves are of equal height. '

Voltammetric measurements offer a convenient
and widely used method for determining dissolved
oxygen In solutions. However, the presence of oxygen
often Interferes with the accurate determination of
other species. Thus. oxygen removal is usuallv the first
step in amperometrie procedures. Oxygen c~n be re-

moved by passing an inert gas through the analyte so.
lulton for several mmutes (sparging). A stream of the
same gas, usually mtrogen, ISpassed over the surface
of the solulton during analysis to prevent reabsorption
of oxygen. The lower curve in Figure 25-16 is a voltam_
mogram of an oxygen-free solution.

25C-4 Applications of Hydrodynamic
Voltammetry

The most important uses of hydrodynamic voltamme-
try Include (1) detection and determination of chemical
species. as they exit from chromatographic columns Or
f1ow-InJeclton apparatus; (2) routine determination of
oxygen and certain species of biochemical interest. such
as gluc?se, lactose, and sucrose; (3) detection of end
POlOtS 10 eoulometrie and volumetric titrations; and
(4) fundamental studies of electrochemical processes.

Voltammetric Detectors in Chromatography
and Flow-Injection Analysis

Hydrodynamic voltammetry is widely use'd.ior de tee-
lton and determination of oxidizable or reducible
compounds or ions that have been separated by liquid

(a)

FIGURE25·17 (a)A schematic of a voltammetric system
for detecting eiectroactive species as they elute from a
coiumn. The cell volume is determined by the thickness of
the gasket.

Inlet Electrical
connection
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Electrical
connection
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FIGURE25-17 (continued) (b)Detailof a commercial flow cell assembly. (c)Configurations of
working electrode blocks. Arrows show the direction of flow in the cell. ([b]and [c]courtesy of
Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West Lafayelle, IN.)

chromatography or that are produced by flow-injec-
tion methods. 16 A thin-layer cell such as the one shown
schematically in Figure 25-17a is used in these applica-
tions. The working electrode in these cells is usually
embeddcd in the wall of an insulating block separated

16Voitammetric detectors are a particular type of transducer called /imiJ-

ing-CIIrrmt transducers. In this dIScussion and subsequent discussions in-
volving voltammetric transducers. we use the more common tcrm volram-

metric de/ector. When a voltammetric transducer is inherently selective
for a particular speCies by virtue of control of various experimental vari-
ables or ""hen it is co\ereu with a chemically selective layer of polymer or
other membranous material. we rder to It as a voltammecric sensor. For
a discussion of transducc:rs. detectors. sensors. and their definitions, see

Section 1C4.

from a counter electrode by a thin spacer as shown.
The volume of such a cell is typically 0.1 to I ilL. A
voltage corresponding to the limiting-current region
for analytes is applied between the working electrode
and a silver-silvcr chloride reference electrode that
is located downstream from the detector. We present
an exploded view of a commercial flow cell in Fig-
ure 25-17b, which shows clearly how the sandwiched
cell is assembled and held in place by the quick -release
mechanism. A locking collar in the counter electrode
block, which is electrically connected to the poten-
tiostat, retains the reference electrode. Five different
configurations of working electrode are shown in



Figure 25-l7c. These configurations pcrmit optimiza-
tIon of dctector sensitivity under a variety of experi-
mental conditions. Working electrode blocks and elec-
trode materials are described in Section 25B-1. This
type of application of voltammetry (or amperometry)
has detection limits as low as 10-' to W-w M. We dis-
cuss. voltammetric detection for liquid chromatogra-
phy rn more detail in Section 28C-6.

Voltammetric and Amperometric Sensors

In Section 23F-2, we described how the specificity of
potentIometriC sensors could he enhanced by applying
molecular recognition layers to the electrode surfaces.
There has been much research in recent years in ap-
plyrng the same concepts to voltammetric electrodes,"
A number of voltammetric systems are available com-
mercially for the determination of specific species in
rndustrlal, biomedical, environmentaL and research
applications. These devices are sometimes called elec-
trodes or detectors but are, in fact, complete voltam-
metric cells and are better referred to as sensors. In the
sections that follow, we describe two commercially
avaIlable sensors and one that is under development in
this rapidly expanding field.

Oxygen Sensors. The determination of dissolved oxy-
gen rn a variety of aqueous environments, such as sea-
water, blood, sewage, effluents from chemical plants,
and soils, is of tremendous importance to industry, bio-
medIcal and environmental research, and clinical med-
icine. One of the most common and convenient meth-
ods for making such measurements is with the Clark
oxygen sensor, which was patented by L. C. Clark Jr in
1956.18 A schematic of the Clark oxyg~n sensor is sho~n
in Figure 25-18. The cell consists of a cathodic platinum-
disk working electrode embedded in a centrally locatcd
cylindrical insulator. Surrounding the lower e~d of this
insulator is a ring-shape silver anode. The tubular insu-
lator and electrodes are mounted inside a second cylin-
der that contains a buffered solution of potassium chlo-
ride. A thin (- 20 11m), replaceable, oxygen-permeable
membrane of Teflon or polyethylene is held in place at
the bottom end of the tube by an a-ring. The thickness
Mthe electrolyte solution between the cathode and the
membrane is approximately W 11m.

I'For a rec~n( review of ekctrochemic<:Il "o'cnsor...- ."'-L'r.: L I:b.kk.:r ,md lU
Om. Anal. Chl'm.. 2006. 7R.3965 .
I~Fur a detailed discussion of the CI;uk oxvgen sen"(lT, see M. L. Hitchman
Mcasurrment (If Dissolved Orygm, Chaps. 3-5, New York~ \Vile). 197",
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FIGURE 25-18 The Clark voltammetric oxyger ~ensor.
Cathodic reaction: 0, + 4H- + 4e ~ 2H,6.~odic
reaction: Ag + CI- ~ AgCI(s) + eo.

When the oxygen sensor is immersed in a flowing or
stirred solution of the analyte, oxygen diffuses through
the membrane into the thin layer of electrolyte imme-
diately adjacent to the disk cathode, where it diffuses
to the electrode and is immediately reduced to water.
In contrast with a normal hydrodynamic electrode,
two diffusion processes are involved - one through
the membrane and the other through the solution be-
tween the membrane and the electrode surface. For
a steady-state condition to be reached in a reasonable
period (10 to 20 s), the thickness of the membrane and
the electrolyte film must be 20 11m or less. Under these
conditions, it is the rate of equilibration of the transfer
of oxygen across the membrane that determines the
steady-state current that is reached.

Enzyme-Based Sensors. A number of enzyme.based
voltammetric sensors are available comme~ciallv. An
example is a glucose sensor that is widelv used it; clin-
ical laboratories for the routine determi~ation of glu-
Cose In blood "~crum. This de\'ice is similar in construc-
tion to the oxygen sensor shnv.'o in Figure 25-1 X. The
membrane in this caSe is more comrl~ex and cunsists
of three layers. The outer lavcr IS a polvcarbonate him
that is permeable to glucose but impe~meable to pro-
tems and other constituents (If blood. The middle laver

is an immobilized enzyme (see Section 23F-2). glucose
oxidase in this example. The inner layer is a cellulose
acetate membrane. which is permeable to small mole-
cules, such as hydrogen peroxide. When this device is
immersed in a glucose-containing solution, glucose dif-
fuses through the outer membrane into the immobi-
lized enzyme, where the following catalytic reaction
occurs:

glucose + o:! gllll:Ose oxida~e ) H20Z + gluconic acid

The hydrogen peroxide then diffuses through the inner
layer of membrane and to the electrode surface. where
it is oxidized to give oxygen. That is,

H,o, + OH - ---+ a, + H,G + 2e

The resulting current is directly proportional to the
glucose concentration of the analyte solution. A var-
iation on this type of sensor is often found in home
glucose monitors widely used by diabetic patients.
This device is one of the largest-selling chemical in-
struments in the world."

Several other sensors are available that are based
on the voltammetrie measurement of hydrogen perox-
ide produced by enzymatic oxidations of other species
of clinical interest. These analytes include sucrose, lac-
tose, ethanol, and L-Iactate. A different enzyme is. of
course, required for each species. In some cases. en-
zyme electrodes can be based on measuring oxygen or
on measuring pH as discussed in Section 23F-2.

Immunosensors. Sensor specificity is often achieved
by using molecular recognition elements that react ex-
clusively with the analyte. Antibodies are proteins that
have exceptional specificity toward analytes and arc
the recognition clements most commonly used in im-
munosensors.") Immunosensors arc typically fabri-
cated hy immobilizing antibodies on the sensor surface
either through adsorption, covalent attachment, poly-
mer entrapment. or other methods.

A variety of assay formats are used with immuno-
sensors. One of the most common methods uses two an-
tihodies. one that is immobilized on the sensor surface
and is used to capture the target analyte, and one that
is labeled and is used to detect the captured analyte
(a sandwich allilr). Traditionally, radionuclides were

'See FIgure 33-1Y lor ;j photo of a home glucose mOnilur and Sl'C-

tHin :'3[)·1 for a Ji"L'u~sit)n of discr~re clinical analyzers
~iJ Fur d rcVlt.'W of the prinCIples and applications of lmmunmcnsors. S(;C'P.B
Luppa. L 1. Sokoll. and D \\'. Chao. Clinica ChimiL'1l Acta, 2001. 31.$, I

used as labels in immunoassays, but tbese have largely
been replaced by more convenient lahels such as fluo-
rescent molecules and enzymes. Thus, immunosensors
can use a variety of detection methods, such as optical
and electrochemical techniqucs. More recently. label-
free immunosensors have been developed based on
piezoelectric (Section lC-4). surface plasmon reso-
nance (Section 2IE-I), and other detection strategies.

Figure 25-19 shows a scheme and an amperometric
biosensor for determining specific proteins using a
sandwich assay." In thisscheme (Figure 25-19a), an an-
tibody appropriate for the desired analyte is immobi-
lized on the surface of an electrode (A). In this example,
the antibody is immobilized by physical adsorption."
When the electrode is in contact with a solution con-
taining the analyte, which is represented as blue trian-
gles in the figure, it binds preferentially with the anti-
body (B). The electrode is then rinsed and brought into
contact with a second antibody that has been tagged, or
labeled, which is indicated by the stars in the figure (e).
In this example, the antibody is tagged with the enzyme
alkaline phosphatase, which catalyzes the conversion
of hydroquinone diphosphate to hydroquinone. When
a voltage of 320 m V versus Ag-AgCl is applied to the
working electrode, hydroquinone undergoes a two-
electron oxidation to quinone (D). The resulting cur-
rent is directly proportional to the original concentra-
tion of the analyte.

Figure 25-19b is a photo of the biosensor array used
to carry out the immunoassay described in the previ-
ous paragraph. The biosensor consists of an array of
electrodes, with each electrode being an independent
immunoscnsor. This arrangement permits multiple
proteins to be determined simultaneously. The array
was fabricated on glass using photolithographic techni-
ques that are common in the semiconductor industry.
In this procedure, the glass substrate was patterned
with a polymer (photoresist) that is easily removed by
solvent. The pattern of the polymer was the negative
of the pattern of the electrodes. Iridium (-100 nm)
was then deposited over the entire substrate using
sputtering. The polymer was then removed to leave the
iridium working and counter electrodes on the sub-
strate. The refcrence electrode was prepared using a
similar procedure and depositing silver. The reference

.'1.\1 S, Wit'ion and W Nl<\ Anal. Chem" 2006, 7R. 2507,
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FIGURE 25-19 (a)A: electrode containing immobilized
antibody M; B: binding of target analyte (") to electrode-
bound antibody; C: binding of alkaline phosphatase-labeled
antibody to electrode-bound analyte; D: application of 320
mVto the electrode and addition of hydroquinone diphos-
phate (HODP).Electrochemical oxidation of AP-generated
hydroquinone (HO)generates a current at the electrode
that is proportional to the amount of analyte bound to the
electrode. (b) Photograph of the biosensor showing the
arrangement of IrOx1-mm-diameter working electrodes,
4-mm-d,ameter counter electrode, 7-mm-outside-diameter
Ag-AgCIreference electrode, and electrical contacts on the
substrate (28 x 35 x 1 mm). For clarity,the sample well is
not shown. (Adapted from M. S. Wilsonand W.Nie,Ana/.
Chern., 2006, 78, 2507, with permission of the American
Chemical Society.) Image reprinted with permission from
AnaJ. Chern. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.

electrode was then completed by electrochemical de-
posItIon of AgO from a solution containing KCl d
added Ag+. The array was coated with an insula~~
polymer film leaving the electrode and contact area~
exposed, and finally, a cylindrical polycarbonate well
(not shown) was attached over the electrodes to con-
tam the analyte solution.

The 0.785-mm 2 Ir working electrodes were then
electrochemically activated to build up a layer of irid-
Ium oXIde on each. The porous oxide was grown to in-
crease the surface area available for antibody immobi-
hzatlOn on the electrode. Drops of solution containing
the appropnate antIbodies were then applied over the
working electrodes, and the array was incubated at 4"C
to complete the immobilization.

Analyses were performed on serum samples con-
taining a mixture of goat IgG, mouse IgG, human IgG,
and chIcken IgY antibodies (0-125 ng/mL). In this as-
say, the target analytes were also antibodies (IgG and
IgY),.and so the capture and detection antibodies were
antibodies toward antibodies (anti-IgG aqd·anti-IgY).
Analy1e solutions were added to the sen~or well, fol-
lowed by a mixture of detection antibodies. To perform
the electrochemical measurements, the biosensor was
connected to a multichannel computer-controlled po-
tentiostat via the edge contacts of the array, and cur-
rent measurements were made on all eight working
electrodes.

The precision of the measurements ranged from
1.9% to 8.2% relative standard deviation, and the de-
tection limit was 3 ng/mL for all analytes. The results
compare quite favorably (2.4%-6.5% difference) with
results from commercial single-analyte assays using
spectroscopic enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISAs). In this application, four analytes were de-
termined in duplicate, but any combination of up to
e'ghtanalytes may be determined simultaneously. It is
antiCipated that when the array biosensor is coupled
wIth a mlcrotluidics system (Section 33C) for solution
handling, the combined device will become a powerful
tool for the routine determination of this important
class of biochemical analytes.

Amperometric Titrations

Hydrodynamic voltammetry can be used to estimate
the equivalence point of titrations if at least onc of the
participants or products of the reaction involved is
oxidized or reduced at a working electrode. Here, the
current at some fixed potential in the limiting-current
region is measured as a function of the rcagent volume

Volume of
reagent, mL

(aJ

Volume of
reagent. mL

(b)

Volume of
reagent, mL

(e)

FIGURE 25-20 Typical amperometric titration curves:
(a)analyte is reduced, reagent is not; (b)reagent is
reduced, analyte is not; (c)both reagent and analyte
are reduced.

or of time if the reagent is generated by a constant-
current coulometric process. Plots of the data on either
side of the equivalence point arc straight lines with dif-
ferent slopes; the end point is established by extrapo-
lation to the intersection of the lines."

Amperometric titration curves typically take one of
the forms shown in Figure 25-20. Figure 25-20a repre-
sents a titration in which the analyte reacts at the elec-
trode but the reagent does not. Figure 25-20b is typical
of a titration in which the reagent reacts at the work-
ing electrode and the analyte does not. Figure 25-20c
corresponds to a titration in which both the analyte
and the titrant react at the working electrode.

There are two types of amperometric electrode sys-
tems. One uses a single polarizable electrode coupled
to a reference electrode; the other uses a pair of iden-
tical solid-state electrodes immersed in a stirred solu-
tion. For the first, the working electrode is often a ro-
tating platinum electrode constructed by sealing a
platinum wire into the sid" of a glass tube that is con-
nected to a stirring motor.

Amperometric tit rations with one indicator elec-
trodc have. with onc notable exccption, becn confmcd

23S. R. Crouch and F 1. Hollc:r. Applications of J,ficrosoft" Excel in Anil~

lylical Chemislrv. Bdmu!lL CA: Hrooks:Cok, 2004. pp. 214 -lk

to titrations in which a precipitate or a stablc complex
is the product. Precipitating reagents include silver
nitrate for halide ions, lead nitrate for sulfate ion, and
several organic reagents, such as 8-hydroxyquinoline,
dimethylglyoxime, and cupferron, for various metallic
ions that are reducible at working electrodes. Scveral
metal ions have also been determined by titration with
standard solutions of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA). The exception just noted involves titrations
of organic compounds, such as certain phenols, aro-
matic amines, and olefins; hydrazine; and arsenic(lfI)
and antimony(IIl) with bromine. The bromine is often
generated coulometrically. It has also been formed by
adding a standard solution of potassium bromate to an
acidic solution of the analyte that also contains an ex-
cess of potassium bromide. Bromine is formed in the
acidic medium by the reaction

This type of titration has becn carried out with a ro-
tating platinum electrode or twin platinum electrodes.
There is no current prior to the equivalence point; after
thc equivalence point, there is a rapid increase in cur-
rent because of the electrochemical reduction of the ex-
cess bromine.

There are two advantages in using a pair of iden-
tical metallic electrodes to establish the equivalence
point in amperometric titrations: simplicity of equip-
ment and not having to purchase or prepare and main-
tain a reference electrode. This type of system has
been incorporated in instruments designed for routine
automatic determination of a singlc species, usually
with a coulometrically generated reagent. An instru-
ment of this type is often used for the automatic deter-
mination of chloride in samples of serum, sweat, tissuc
cxtracts, pesticides, and food products. The reagent in
this system is silver ion coulometrically gcneratcd from
a silvcr anode. About 0.1 V is applied between a pair
of twin silver electrodes that serve as thc indicator sys-
tem. Short of the equivalence point in the titration of
chloride ion, thcre is essentially no current because no
electroactive species is present in the solution. Be-
cause of this, there is no electron transfer at the cath-
ode, and the electrode is completely polarized. Note
that the anode is not polarized because the reaction

occurs in the presence of a suitable cathodic reactant
or depolarizer.



Past the equivalence point, the cathode becomes
depolarized because silver ions are present; these ions
react to give silver. That is,

Ag- +e-~Ag

This half-reaction and the corresponding oxidation of
silver at the anode produce a current whose magnitude
is, as in other amperometric methods, directly pro-
portional to the concentration of the excess reagent.
Thus, the titration curve is similar to that shown in Fig-
ure 25-20b. In the automatic titrator just mentioned,
an electronic circuit senses the amperometric detec-
tion current signal and shuts off the coulometric gener-
ator current. The chloride concentration is then com-
puted from the magnitude of the titration current and
the generation time. The instrument has a range of 1 to
999.9 mM C1- perliter, a precision of 0.1%, and an ac-
curacy of 0.5%. Typical titration times are about 20 s.

The most common end-point detection method
for the Karl Fischer titration for determining water
(see Section 240-1) is the amperometric method with
dual polarized electrodes. Several manufacturers of-
fer fully automated instruments for use in performing
these titrations. A closely related end-point detection
method for Karl Fischer titrations measures the po-
tential difference between two identical electrodes
through which a small constant current is passed.

Rotating Electrodes

To carry out theoretical studies of oxidation-reduction
reactions, it is often of interest to know how kA in
Equation 25-6 is affected by the hydrodynamics of the
system. A common method for obtaining a rigorous
description of the hydrodynamic flow of stirred solu-
tion is based on measurements made with a rotating
disk electrode (ROE), such as the one illustrated in
Figure 25-21a and b. When the disk electrode is ro-
tated rapidly, the flow pattern shown by the arrows in
the figure is set up. At the surface of the disk, the liq-
uid moves out horizontally from the center of the de-
vice, which produces an upward axial flow to replenish
the displaced liquid. A rigorous treatment of the hy-
drodynamics is possible in this case 24 and leads to the
Levich equation2;

24 A. J. Bard and L R. Faulkner. Electrochemical i'ttemods, 2nd ed., New
York:: Wiley, 2001, pp. 335 -39
!5V. G. Le\lch, Acta Physicochimica CRSS, 1942, /7, 257.
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FIGURE 25-21 (a)Side view of an ROE showing solution
flow pattern. (b)Bottom view of a disk electrode. (c) Photo
of a commercial ROE. (Courtesy of BioanalyticalSystems,
Inc., West Lafayette, IN.)(d)Bottom viewof a ring-disk
electrode.

The terms n, F, A, and D in this equation have the same
meaning as in Equation 25-5, w is the angular velocity
of the disk in radians per second, and" is the kinematic
viscosity in centimeters squared per second, which is
the ratio of the viscosity of the solution to its density.
Voltammograms for reversible systems generally have
the ideal shape shown in Figure 25-6. Numerous studies
of the kinetics and the mechanisms of electrochemical

(aJ (b)

FIGURE 25-22 Disk (a) and ring (b)current for reduction of oxygen at the rotating-ring-disk
electrode. (From Laboratory Techniques in Electmanalytical Chemistry, 2nd ed., P. T. Kissinger
and W. R. Heineman, eds., p. 117, New York:Dekker, 1996. With permission.)

reactions have been performed with ROEs. A common
experiment with an ROE is to study the dependence of
i, on w1l2. A plot of i, versus Will is known as a Levich plot,
and deviations from the linear relationship often indi-
cate kinetic limitations on the electron-transfer pro-
cess. For example, if i, becomes independent of w at
large values of w'/2, the current is not limited by mass
transport of the electroactive species to the electrode
surface, but instead, the rate of the reaction is the limit-
ing factor. ROEs, such as the versatile commercial
model shown in Figure 25-21c, have attracted renewed
interest in recent years for both fundamental and quan-
titative analytical studies as enthusiasm for the drop-
ping mercury electrode (polarography) has faded.
ROE detection with a mercury film electrode is some-
times referred to as pseudopolarography.

The rotating-ring-disk electrode is a modified ROE
that is useful for studying electrode reactions; it has
little use in analysis. Figure 25-21d shows that a ring-
disk electrode contains a second ring-shape electrode
that is electrically isolated from the center disk. After
an electroactive species is generated at the disk, it is
then swept past the ring where it undergoes a second
electrochemical reaction. Figure 25-22 shows voltam-
mograms from a typical ring-disk experiment. The
curve on the left is the voltammogram for the reduc-
tion of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide at the disk elec-
trode. The curve on the right is the anodic voltammo-
gram for the oxidation of the hydrogen peroxide as it
flows past the ring electrode. Note that when the po-
tential of the disk electrode becomes sufficiently nega-
tive so that the reduction product is hydroxide rather
than hydrogen peroxide, the current in the ring elec-
trode decreases to zero. Studies of this type provide
much useful information about mechanisms and intcr-
mediates in electrochemical reactions.

In cyclic voltammetry (CV),26 the current response of
a small stationary electrode in an unstirred solution is
excited by a triangular voltage waveform, such as that
shown in Figure 25-23. In this example, the potential is
first varied linearly from +0.8 V to -0.15 V versus an
SCE. When the extreme of -0.15 V is reached, the scan
direction is reversed, and the potential is returned to
its original value of +0.8 V. The scan rate in either di-
rection is 50 mVis. This excitation cycle is often re-
peated several times. The voltage extrema at which

26For brief reviews, see P. 1'. Kissinger and W. R. Heineman. 1. Chern.
Educ., 1983, 60, 702~ D. H. Evans, K. M. O'Connell, T A. Petersen, and
M.1. Kelly, 1. Chern. Educ., 1983,60,290.
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reversal takes place (in this case, -0.15 and +0.8 V) are
called switching potentials. The range of switching po-
tentIals chosen for a given experiment is one in which a
diffusion·controlled oxidation or reduction of one or
more analytes occurs. The direction of the initial scan
may be either negative, as shown, or positive, depending
on the composition of the sample (a scan in the direc-
tion of more negative potentials is termed a forward
scall, and one in the opposite direction is called a reverse
scan). Generally, cycle times range from I ms or less to
100 s or more. In this example, the cvcle time is 40 s.

Figure 25-24b shows the current response when a
solution that is 6 mM in K]Fe(CN)6 and 1 M in KNO,
is subjected to the cyclic excitation signal shown in Fig-
ures 25-23 and 25·24a. The working electrode was a
carefully polished stationary platinum electrode and
the reference electrode was an SCE. At the initial
potential of +0.8 V, a tiny anodic current is observed,
which immediately decreases to zero as the scan is con-
tinued. This initial negative current arises from the
oxidation of water to give oxygen (at more positive po-
tentials, this current rapidly increases and becomes
quite large at about +0.9 V). No current is observed
between a potential of +0.7 and +0.4 V because no re-
ducible or oxidizable species is present in this potential
range. When the potential becomes less positive than
approximately +0.4 V,a cathodic current begins to de-
velop (point B) because of the reduction of the hexa-
cyanoferrate(llI) ion to hexacyanoferrate(ll) ion. The
reaction at the cathode is then

A rapid increase in the current occurs in the region of
B to D as the surface concentration of Fe(CN)6'- be-
comes smaller and smaller. The current at the peak is
made up of two components. One is the initial current
surge required to adjust the surface concentration of
the reactant to its equilibrium concentration as given
by the Nernst equation. The second is the normal
ditfusion-controlled current. The first current then de-
cays rapidly (points D to F) as the diffusion layer is ex-
tended farther and farther away from the electrode sur-
face (see also Figure 25-lOb). At point F( -0.15 V), the
sean direction is switched. The current, however, con-
tinues to be cathodic even though the scan is toward
more positive potentials because the potentials are still
negative enough to cause reduction of Fe(CN)63-. As
the potential sweeps in the positive direction, eventu-
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FIGURE 25-24 (a)Potential versus time waveform and
(b)cyclic voltarnmograrn for a solution that is 6.0 mM in
K3Fe(CN)6and 1.0 M in KN03. (From P T. Kissinger and
W.H. Heineman, J. Chern. EduG.. 1983, 60, 702. Copy-
right 1983; Divisionof Chemical Education, Inc.)

ally reduction of Fe(CNk' no longer occurs and the
current goes to zero and then becomes anodic. The an-
odic current results from the reoxidation of Fe( CN),'-
that has accumulated near the surface during the for·
ward scan. This anodic current peaks and then de-
creases as the accumulated Fe(CN)h ,. is uscd up by the
anodic reaction.

Important variables in a cyclic voltammogram are
the cathodic peak potential E"", the anodic peak poten-
tial Epa- the cathodic peak current ip" and the anodic
peak current ip,' The definitions and measurements of
these parameters are illustrated in Figure 25-24. For a
reversible electrode reaction, anodic and cathodic peak
currents are approximately equal in absolute value but
opposite in sign. For a reversible electrode reaction at
25°C, the difference in peak potentials, j.Ep' is expected
tobe

where Il is the number of electrons involved in the
half-reaction. Irreversibility because of slow electron-
transfer kinetics results in IJ.Ep exceeding the expected
value. Although an electron-transfer reaction may
appear reversible at a slow sweep rate, increasing the
sweep rate may lead to increasing values of j.Ep, a sure
sign of irreversibility. Hence, to detect slow electron-
transfer kinetics and to obtain rate constants, j.Ep is
measured for different sweep rates.

Quantitative information is obtained from the
Randles·Sevcik equation, which at 25°C is

where ip is the peak current (A), A is the electrode area
(cm'), D is the diffusion coefficient (cm'/s), c is the con-
centration (mollcm3), and v is the scan rate (Vis). CV
offers a way of determining diffusion coefficients if the
concentration, electrode area, and scan rate are known.

The primary use of CV is as a tool forfundamental and
diagnostic studies that provides qualitative informa-
tion about electrochemical processes under various
conditions. As an example, consider the cyclic voltam-
mogram for the agricultural insecticide parathion that
is shown in Figure 25-25.21 Here, the switching poten-
tials were about -1.2 V and +0.3 V The initial forward
scan was, however, started at 0.0 V and not +0.3 V
Three peaks are observed. The first cathodic peak (A)
results from a four-electron reduction of the parathion
to give a hydroxylamine derivative

R-C6H,N02 + 4e~ + 4H+ -> R-C6H,NHOH + H20
(25·18)

~7This discussion and the \oltammogram arc from 'lA', R Heineman and
P. T Kissinger, .4mer. Lab .. 1982 (11). 29
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FIGURE 25-25 Cyclic voltammogram of the insecticide
parathion in 0.5 M pH 5 sodium acetate buffer in 50% eth-
anol. Hanging mercury drop electrode. Scan rate: 200 m
Vis. (From W. R. Heineman and P. T. Kissinger,Arner. Lab.,
1982, no. 11,34. Copyright 1982 by International
Scientific Communications, Inc.)

The anodic peak at B arises from the oxidation of the
hydroxylamine to a nitroso derivative during the re-
verse scan. The electrode reaction is

R-C6H,NHOH -> R-C6H4NO + 2H+ + 2e~
(25-19)

The cathodic peak at C results from the reduction of
the nitroso compound to the hydroxylamine as shown
by the equation

R-C6H,NO + 2e + 2H· -> R-C6H,NHOH
(25-20)

Cyclic voltammograms for authentic samples of the
two intermediates conlirmed the identities of the com-
pounds responsible for peaks Band C.

CV is widely used in organic and inorganic chem-
istry. It is often the first technique selected for investi-
gation of a system with electroactive species. For ex-
ample, CV was used to investigate the behavior of the
modified electrodes described in Section 25B-2 and
shown in Figure 25-5. The resulting cyclic voltammo-
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FIGURE 25-26 Cyclic voltammograms of the modified
electrodes shown in Figure 25-5. (a)Cyclic voltammogram
of a Pt electrode with ferrocene attached. (Withpermis-
sian from J. R. Lenhard and R. W. Murray,J. Am. Chern.
Soc., 1978, 100, 7870.) In (b),cyclic voltammogram of a
graphite electrode with attached py-Ru(NH3),. (Withper-
mission from C. A. Kovaland F.C. Anson, Anal. Chern.,
1978,50,223.)

grams shown in Figure 25-26 show the characteristic
symmetrical peaks of a reversible surface redox couple.
Cyclic voltammograms can reveal the presence of in-
termediates in oxidation-reduction reactions (for ex-
ample, see Figure 25-25). Platinum electrodes are often
used in CV For negative potentials, mercury film elec-
trodes can be used. Other popular working electrode

o
IIQ-C-H

Fe
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~"~ Ferrucene
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Amine-terminated
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materials include glassy carbon, carbon paste, graphite,
gold, diamond, and recently, carbon nanotubes. Chem-
ically modified electrodes, which are discussed in sev-
eral sections of this chapter, have also been used in Cv.

250-2 Determination of Analytes Using CV

Equation 25-17 shows that peak currents in CV are di-
rectly proportional to analyte concentration. Although
it is not common to use CV peak currents in routine an-
alytical work, occasionally such applications do appear
in the literature, and they are appearing with increasing
frequency. As we have mentioned, many modified elec-
trodes are being developed as biosensors. An example
is an enzyme-amplified, sandwich-type immunosensor
for detecting the interaction between an antigen and an
antibody using redox mediation to facilitate electron
transfer.'8 In this scheme, a self-assembled monolayer
is first attached to the surface of a gold electrode to
provide a uniform surface with the proper functional-
ity, for attaching subsequent biosensor layers. In the
next layer, a ferrocenyl-tethered dendrim~r'is synthe-
sized as shown in the reaction sequence at the bottom
of the page to provide a redox mediator for efficient
electron transfer (ferrocene). A dendrimer is a spheri-
cal polymer molecule that is synthesized in a stepwise
fashion to build up onion-like layers of organic func-
tionality. Each successive layer has a larger number of
functional sites for binding target molecules.

Approximately 30% of the sixty-four amine groups
on the surface of the dendrimer are combined in an
imine-formation reaction with the ferrocene carbox-
aldehyde. Part of the remaining sites are available for
binding to the molecular recognition element, which in
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V-FIGURE 25-27 Schematic illustrationof an enzyme-
amplified immunosensor using redox mediation of Fe-D.
The analyte IgG is shown in blue. (From S. J. Kwon, E.
Kim,H. Yang,and J. Kwak,Analyst, 2006, 131,402, with
permission.)

this example is biotin, on one side of the dendrimer,
and part bind to the SAM on the other side.

Figure 25-27 shows how the sandwich arrangement
is assembled on the surface of the gold electrode. The
SAM layer consists of a 4: I molar ratio of mercapto-
undecanol and mercaptododecanoic acid, so it has on
its surface one carboxyl group for every four hydroxyl
groups. The ferrocenyl-tethered dendrimer (Fe-D) is
then added to the SAM so that a few of the remaining
amine groups on the surface of the dendrimer react
with carboxyl groups on the SAM to attach the den-
drimer to the surface. The final step in the preparation
of the working electrode surface is the addition of bi-
otin that is chemically modified with the N-hydroxy-
succinimide group, with the modified biotin combin-
ing with amine groups remaining on the surface of the
dendrimer.

In the sandwich immunoassay, the analyte antibody
(anti-biotin IgG in the example shown in Figure 25-27)
is brought into contact with the working electrode
where il binds specifically with the biotin on the surface
of the dendrimer. Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated
IgG is then added, and it binds specifically with the
analyte. The working electrode is then immersed in
a buffer containing I mM p-aminophenylphosphate
(p-APP) as shown in the figure. This species is con-
verted by alkaline phosphatase to p-aminophenol
(p-AP), which then diffuses to the surface of the den-
drimer. Ferrocene (Fe) on the surface of the dendrimer

is oxidized to Fc+ when an anodic potential is applied
to the working electrode, and Fe + then oxidizes p-
aminophenol to the quinoid structure Q I shown in the
figure. The magnitude of the resulting current is a mea-
sure of the surface concentration of the analyte IgG.

Cyclic voltammograms of working electrodes in the
presence of antibodies other than anti-biotin IgG pro-
duced no anodic peaks. For analyte solutions contain-
ing anti-biotin IgG, CV peak currents were propor-
tional to the concentration of the analyte, and working
dose-response curves of CV peak current versus con-
centration provided an effective means for completing
the immunoassay. The detection limit is 0.1 I-Ig/mL,
and the range of the technique is 0.1 to 100 I-Ig/mL of
anti-biotin IgG.

250·3 Digital Simulation
of Cyclic Voltammograms

Digital simulation of chemical phenomena 'is a potent
tool in fundamental investigations. Over the past four
decades, many user-written software applications have
appeared in the literature for the simulation of a broad
range of electrochemical processes.'9 In recent years,
investigators and students have benefited from the
commercial availability of specialized software pack-
ages such as DigiSim®30 This PC-based software uses
the fast implicit finite difference method 31 to simulate
cyclic voltammograms for any electrochemical mecha-
nism that can be expressed in terms of single or mul-
tiple electron-transfer reactions and to simulate first-
and second-order homogeneous chemical reactions. In
addition, DigiSim can generate dynamic concentration
profiles and display them using a feature called CV -
The Movie ™ The software can fit simulated data to
experimental data that may be imported in a variety of
text formats for comparison using least-squares proce-
dures. It can also simulate a range of electrode geome-
tries, finite diffusion, and hydrodynamic mass trans-
port in addition to semi-infinite diffusion.

Figure 25-28 shows an experimental cyclic volt-
ammogram of the Fe(CN)6J -Fe(CN)6'- couple at a
boron-doped diamond thin-film electrode compared to
a cyclic voltammogram simulated by DigiSim. Note the

~1B. Speiser, in Electroanalytical Chemistry, A. 1. Bard and I. Runinstein.
eds., Vol. 19, ~ew York: Dekker, 1996, PI? l-lO8.
"'M. Cable and E. T Smith. Anal. Chim. ,:tela-. )805. 537. 299: A. E. Fischer.
y. Show, and G. M, Swain, Anal. Chern" 2004, 76. 255~: E. T. Smith, C. A
Davis, and M. 1. Barber, Anal. Biochem., 2003, 323,114: for a comprehen-
sive bibliography of principles and applications of DigiSim. see hHp://W\low

epsilon -web.net / Ec /digisim i hihdig.html.
.\l M. Rudolph, D. P.Reddy. and S, W.Feldberg. Anal. Chem .. 1994,66. 589:\.



FIGURE 25-28 Experimental and simulated
cyclicvoltammogramsofO.1 mM Fe(CN).' -
Fe(CNl.,- in 1 M KCIat a commercial dia-
mond electrode. (FromA. E.Fischer, Y.Show,
and G. M.Swain, Anal. Chern., 2004,76,
2553 with permission of the American
Chemical Society.)
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FIGURE 25-29 Excitation signals for differential-pulse voltammetry.
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differential-pulse voltammetry are two to three orders
of magnitude lower than those for classical voltamme-
try and lie in the range of 10-7 to 10-8 M.

The greater sensitivity of differential-pulse val tam-
metry can be attributed to two sources. The first is an
enhancement of the faradaic current, and the second is
a decrease in the non faradaic charging current. To ac-
count for the enhancement, let us consider the events
that must occur in the surface layer around an electrode
as the potential is suddenly increased by 50 mV. If an
electroactive species is present in this layer, there will be
a surge of current that lowers the reactant conccntra-
tion to that demanded by the new potential (see Fig-
ure 25-9b). As the equilibrium concentration for that
potential is approached, however, the current decays to
a level just sufficient to counteract diffusion; that is, to
the diffusion-controlled current. In classical voltamme-
try, the initial surge of current is not observed because
the time scale of the measurement is long relative to the
lifetime of the momentary current. On the other hand,
in pulse voltammetry, the current measurement is made

good agreement in the general shape of the two cyclic
voltammograms and the excellent correspondence of
Epc and Epa. The peak separation /1Ep = Ep< - Epa can
be used to extract the standard heterogeneous rate
constant for the electron-transfer process. The two
plots are offset because the experimental data contain
both faradaic and nonfaradaic (background) contribu-
tions to the current, and the simulation represents only
the faradaic current.

Many of the limitations of traditional linear-scan
voltammetry were overcome by the development of
pulse methods. We will discuss the two most important
pulse techniques, differential-pulse voltammetry and
square-wave voltammetry. The idea behind all pulse-
voltammetric methods is to measure the current at a
time when the difference between the desired faradaic
curve and the interfering charging current is large.
These methods are used with many different types of
solid electrodes, the HMDE, and rotating electrodes
(Section 25C-4).

Figure 25-29 shows the two most common excitation
signals used in commercial instruments for differential-
pulse voltammetry. The first (Figure 25-29a), which is

usually used in analog instruments, is obtained by
superimposing a periodic pulse on a linear scan. Thc
sccond waveform (Figure 25-29b), which is typically
used in digital instruments, is the sum of a pulse and a
staircase signal. In either case, a small pulse, typically
50-m V, is applied during the last 50 ms of the period of
the excitation signal.

As shown in Figure 25-29, two current measure-
ments are made alternately - one (at 51), which is
16.7 ms prior to thc dc pulse and one for 16.7ms (at 52)
at the end of the pulse. The difference in current per
pulse (/1i) is recorded as a function of the linearly in-
creasing excitation voltage. A differential curve results,
consisting of a peak (see Figure 25-30) whose height is
directly proportional to concentration. For a reversible
reaction, the peak potential is approximately equal to
the standard potential for the half-reaction.

One advantage of the derivative-type voltammo-
gram is that individual peak maxima can be observed
for substances with half-wave potentials differing by as
little as 0.04 to 0.05 V; in contrast, classical and normal-
pulse voltammetry require a potential difference of
about 0.2 V for resolving waves. More important,
however, differential-pulse voltammetry increases the
sensitivity of voltammetry. Typically, differential-pulse
voltammetry pruvides well-defined peaks at a concen-
tration level that is 2 x 10-'; that for thc classical
voltammetric wave. Note also that the current scale for
:li is in nanuamperes. Generally, detection limits with

FIGURE 25-30 Voltammogram for a differential-pulse
voltammetry experiment. Here, !J.i= i" - is! (see Fig-
ure 25-29). The peak potential, E""" is closely related
to the voitammetric half-wave potential.

before the surge has completely decayed. Thus, the cur-
rent measured contains both a diffusion-controlled
component and a component that has to do with reduc-
ing the surface layer to the concentration demanded by
the Nernst expression; the total current is typically sev-
eral times larger than the diffusion current. Note that,
under hydrodynamic conditions, the solution becomes
homogeneous with respect to the analyte by the time
the next pulse sequence occurs. Thus, at any given ap-
plied voltage, an identical current surge accompanies
each voltage pulse.

When the potential pulse is first applied to the elec-
trode, a surge in the nonfaradaic current also occurs as
the charge increases. This current, however, decays ex-
ponentially with time and approaches zero with time.
Thus, by measuring currents at this time only, the non-
faradaic residual current is greatly reduced, and the
signal-to-noise ratio is larger. Enhanced sensitivity
results.

Reliable instruments for differential-pulse voltam-
mctry are now available commercially at reasonable
cost. The method has thus become one of the most
widely used analytical voltammetric procedures and is
especially useful for determining trace concentrations
of heavy metal ions.

25E-2 Square-Wave Voltammetry

Square-wave voltammetry is a type of pulse voltam-
metrv that offers the advantage of great speed and
high ;ensitivity-" An entire voltammogram is obtained

;:Fn[ further informatIOn on square-wa\'e vohammctry, see A.. 1. Bard and
L R Faulkner. Ell:'crrochemical Afechods. 2nd ed., New York: Wiky. 2001,
Chap_ 7, PI' 293 -99; J. G. Osreryoung and R. A Osteryoung. Anal. Chem ..
1985." lUl.~
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FIGURE 25-31 Generation of a square-wave voltammetry
excitation signal. The staircase signal in (a) is added to the
pulse train in (b) to give the square-wave excitation signal
in (c).The current response ili is equal to the current at
potential 1 minus that at potential 2.

in less than 10 ms. Square-wave voltammetry has been
used with HMDEs and with other electrodes (see Fig-
ure 25-3) and sensors.

Figure 25-31c shows the excitation signal in square-
wave voltammetry. which is obtained by superimpos-
ing the pulse train shown in 25-31b onto the staircase
signal in 25-31a. The length of each step of the stair-
case and the period T of the pulses are identical and
usually about 5 ms. The potential step of the staircase
!iE, is typically 10 mY. The magnitude of the pulse
2E,. is often 50 mY. Operating under these conditions,
which correspond to a pulse frequency of 200 Hz, a

1-V scan requires 0.5 s. For a reversible reduction
reaction, the size of a pulse is great enough so that
oxidation of the product formed on the forward pulse
occurs during the reverse pulse. Thus, as shown in Fig-
ure 25-32, the forward pulse produces a cathodic cur-
rent it, and the reverse pulse gives an anodic current i,.
Usually, the difference in these currents !ii is plotted to
give voltammograms. This difference is directly pro-
portional to concentration; the potential of the peak
corresponds to thc voltammetric half-wave potential.
Because of the speed of the measurement, it is possible
and practical to increase the precision of analyses by
signal-averaging data from several voltammetric scans.
Detection limits for square-wave voltammetry are re-
ported to be 10-7 to 10-8 M.

Commercial instruments for square-wave voltam-
metry are available from several manufacturers, and as
a consequence this technique is being used routinely
for determining inorganic and organic species. Squarc-
wave voltammetry is also being used in detectors for
liquid chromatography.
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AGURE 25-32 Current response for a reversible reaction
to excitation signal in Figure 25-31c. This theoretical re-
sponse plots a dimensionless function of current versus
a function of potential, n(f:' - Ed in millivolts.Here, i, ~
forward current; i:-. = reverse current; ij - i2 ::::- current
difference. (From J. J. O'Dea, J. Osteryoung, and R. A.
Osteryoung, Anal. Chern., 1981,53,695. Withpermission.
Copyright 1981 American Chemical Society.)

25F HIGH-FREQUENCY AND HIGH-
SPEED VOLTAMMETRY

As the science, technology, and art of voltammetric
instrumentation and data reduction methods have de-
veloped, so too have the time and spatial regimes of
voltammetry decreased in scale. Traditionally, voltam-
metric measurements were made at dc and relatively
low frequency. As a result, only relatively slow electron-
transfer processes could be explored using these
methods.

25F-1 Fourier Transform Voltammetry

Just as Fourier transform (FT) methods revolutionized
nuclear magnetic resonance and IR spectroscopies, FT
methods may have a similar impact on voltammetry.
Bond et al.33 have shown how off-the-shelf PC-based
stereo gear coupled with common data-reduction soft-
ware (MATLAB and LabVIEW) can be used to per-
form FT voltammetry at sampling frequencies up to
40 kHz. Excitation waveforms of any shape can be
synthesized and applied to potentiostatic circuitry, and
the resulting response can be analyzed very rapidly to
obtain voltammograms corresponding to each of the
frequency components of the excitation waveform.
The data output from FT voltammetry provides power
spectra for each frequency component of the input
wave in a new and visually intriguing format. Patterns in
the data can be recognized for various types of electron-
transfer mechanisms in the chemical systems under
study. These workers give several examples, includ-
ing FT voltammetric measurements on ferrocene and
hexacyanoferrate(III), to illustrate the ways that pat-
terns in the output may be analyzed visually. As more
and varied systems are explored, databases of mecha-
nisms are cataloged, and software algorithms are
applied to recognition of mechanistic patterns, FT
voltammetry may become a mainstay in the electro-
chemical toolkit.

25F-2 Fast-Scan Cyclic Voltammetry

Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) is being extended
into biomedical fields, particularly in the areas of neu-
rophysiology and interdisciplinary psychoanalytical
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FIGURE 25-33 Dopamine release during cocaine self-
administration. Rats were trained to press a lever
(arrowhead) to receive a small intravenous injection of
cocaine. The lower trace shows changes in dopamine.
Peak 1 indicates an increase in dopamine before the rat
pressed the lever. The two peaks (2) indicate transients
that occurred after the lever press. Underneath the trace,
the dark blue bar marks the time the audiovisual cues
associated with the lever press were on. The light blue
bar indicates when the pump was activated to deliver
cocaine. The cyclic voltammogram (black) of behaviorally
evoked dopamine matches the electrically evoked voltam-
mogram (blue). (Adapted with permission from P. E. M.
Phillips,Nature, 2003,422,614.)

electrochemistry. Venton and Wightman have de-
scribed how FSCV with carbon fiber electrodes can be
used to carry out in vivo measurements of dopamine
release in rat brains during behavioral stimulation.34 In
the experiment illustrated by the data in Figure 25-33,
a carbon fiber microelectrode (see Section 251) im-
planted in the brain of a rat was used as the working
electrode as 450-Vis CV scans over +1.4 to -0.6 V
were performed at 100-ms intervals. The rat had been
previously taught to autoadminister doses of cocaine
by pressing a lever.

The two cyclic voltammograms in the upper left of
the figurc show that dopamine was released both by
behavioral stimulation (black trace) and cocaine ad-
ministration (blue trace). The blue trace in the center
shows the concentration of dopamine as a function of
time calculated from the peak currents of the voltam-
mograms. The trace was extracted from 200 discrete
cyclic voltammograms acquired over the 20-second pe-
riod shown. The peak at position 1 shows that there



was a release of dopamine just prior to the rat autoad-
ministering cocaine as indicated by the black triangle.
The peaks at position 2 show a dramatic increase in the
release of dopamine as the dosage of cocaine contin-
ued, as indicated by the light-blue bar. Studies such as
this permit researchers to correlate behavior with
chemical changes in the brain.35

25F-3 Nanosecond Voltammetry

To expand frontier knowledge of the electron-transfer
process, it is important to be able to conduct CV ex-
periments on a very fast time scale. Careful considera-
tion of the circuit model of Figure 25-7 suggests that
the solution resistance and the double-layer capaci-
tance in a voltammetric cell place limitations on the
time scale of Cv. The time required to charge the
double layer is on the order of R"Cd, which for a CV
cell with a I-mm-radius Pt electrode immersed in a
I-mM solution of a typical electroactive species might
be 500 n X 0.3 flF = 0.15 ms. Furthermore, the IR
drop across the solution resistance in a CV cell carry-
ing a current of 1 mA would be 0.5 V. Acquiring useful
CV data at a scan rate of 1000 Vis would be virtually
impossible under these conditions. On the other hand
for a 5-flm-radius-disk microelectrode, the IR drop i~
2.5 mV and RnCd = 750 ns.36 If, in addition to decreas-
ing the size of the working electrode, iterative positive
feedback is applied to the excitation waveform," the
IR drop can be compensated completely, and scan
rates of up to 2.5 million Vis can be achieved with
properly optimized potentiostatic circuitry. Using such
an optimized instrumental setup, cyclic volt ammo-
grams of pyrylium cation have been acquired, and ki-
netics of the dimerization of the reduction product
have been measured along with the rate constant of
the reaction, which is kdim = 0.9(:!:0.3) X 109Mis. This
value corresponds to a half-life for the pyrylium
radical of about 200 ns. The time scale of these mea-
surements is comparable to that of nanosecond flash
photolysis experiments. These innovative techniques
have opened an entirely new time window for voltam-
metric measurements, and it is hoped that the goal of
observing single-electron-transfer events mav be in
sight." .

l'ip. E, M. Phillips. Nature, 2003, 422, 614

><>C Amatore and E. Maisonhaute, AnaL Chern.. 2005, 77,303A
)'0. O. Wipf,Anal. Chern., 1996, 68. 187L
'»ISee note 36

In the past, linear-scan voltammetry was used for the
quantitative determination of a wide variety of inor-
ganic and organic species, including molecules of bio-
logical and biochemical interest. Pulse methods have
largely replaced classical voltammetry because of their
greater sensitivity, convenience, and selectivity. Gener-
ally, quantitative applications are based On calibra-
tion curves in which peak heights are plotted as a func-
tion of analyte concentration. In some instances the
standard-addition method is used in lieu of calibration
curves. In either case, it is essential that the composi-
tion of standards resemble as closely as possible the
composition of the sample, both as to electrolyte con-
centrations and pH. When this is done, relative pre-
cisions and accuracies in the range of I % to 3% can
often be achieved.

25G-1 Inorganic Applications

Voltammetry is applicable to the analysis of many inor-
ganic substances. Most metallic cations, for example,
are reduced at commOn working electrodes. Even the
alkali and alkaline-earth metals are reducible, provided
the supporting electrolyte does not react at the high
potentials required; here, the tetraalkyl ammonium
halides are useful electrolytes because of their high re-
duction potentials.

The successful voltammetric determination of
cations frequently depends on the supporting electro-
lyte that is used. To aid in this selection, tabular com-
pilations of half-wave potential data are available.'9
The judicious choice of anion often enhances the se-
lectivity of the method. For example, with potassium
chloride as a supporting electrolyte, the waves for
iron(III) and copper(lI) interfere with one another- in
a fluoride medium, however, the half-wave potential of
iron(III) is shifted by about -0.5 V and that for cop-
per(lI) is altered by only a few hundredths of a volt.
The presence of fluoride thus results in the appearance
of well-separated waves for the two ions.

Voltammetry is also applicable to the analysis of
such inorganic anions as bromate, iodate, dichromate,
vanadate, selenite, and nitrite. In general, voltammo-
grams for these substances are affected by the pH of

3~Fur example, see 1. A. Dean. Analytical Chemistry Handbook, Sec-
lIOn 14, pp. l-t6n-14_70. New York: \kGra\.\-HiIL 1995; D. T Sawyer
.~- SO,bkowiak. and J L. Roberts. Experimental Electrochemistry fvr
ChemlSts. 2nd ed_. pp 11)2-30, New York: Wiley. 1995

the solution because the hydrogen ion is a participant
in their reduction. As a consequence, strong buffering
to some fixed pH is necessary to obtain reproducible
data (see next section).

Almost from its inception, voltammetry has been
used for the study and determination of organic com-
pounds, with many papers being devoted to this sub-
ject. Several organic functional groups are reduced
at common working electrodes, thus making possible
the determination of a wide variety of organic com-
pounds.'" Oxidizable organic functional groups can be
studied voltammetrically with platinum, gold, carbon,
or various modified electrodes.

Effect of pH on Voltammograms

Organic electrode processes often involve hydrogen
ions, the typical reaction being represented as

R+nH' +ne-~RHn

where Rand RHn are the oxidized and reduced forms
of the organic molecule. Half-wave potentials for or-
ganic compounds are therefore pH dependent. Fur-
thermore, changing the pH may produce a change in
the reaction product. For example, when benzalde-
hyde is reduced in a basic solution, a wave is obtained
at about -1.4 V, attributable to the formation of ben-
zyl alcohol:

C6HsCHO + 2H' + 2e-~C6HjCH,oH

If the pH is less than 2, however, a wave occurs at
about - 1.0 V that is just half the size of the foregoing
one: here, the reaction involves the production of
hydrobenzoin:

2C6HjCHO + 2H' + 2e ~C6H5CHOHCHOHC6H5

At intermediate pH values, two waves are observed,
indicating the occurrence of both reactions.

We must emphasize that an electrode process that
consumes or produces hydrogen ions will alter the pH
of the solution at the electrode surface, often dras-
tically, unless the solution is well buffered. These
changes affect the reduction potential of the reaction

->lJFor a Jdai":d JI,;cussion of urganic ek.:trochemistry. see Lncyclopedia
of ElectrQchenllSlry, A. 1. Bard and M, Stratmann, cds .. Vol. 8. Organic
E/ecrrocht!misIr\'. H_ J Schatcr. ed_. :-Jew '{ork: Wiley. 2002; Organic
Elecrrochemisrn 4th ed_. H_ Lund and 0. Hammeri;:h. cds .. New York
Dekker. 2001.

and cause drawn-out, poorly defined waves. Moreover,
where the electrode process is altered by pH, as in the
case of benzaldehyde, the diffusion current-concen-
tration relationship may also be nonlinear. Thus, in or-
ganic voltammetry good buffering is generally vital for
the generation of reproducible half-wave potentials
and diffusion currents.

Solvents for Organic Vo/tammetry

Solubility considerations frequently dictate the use of
solvents other than pure water for organic voltamme-
try; aqueous mixtures containing varying amounts of
such miscible solvents as glycols, dioxane, acetonitrile,
alcohols, Cellosolve, or acetic acid have been used.
Anhydrous media such as acetic aeid, formamide, di-
ethylamine, and ethylene glycol have also been inves-
tigated. Supporting electrolytes are often lithium or
tetraalkyl ammonium salts.

Reactive Functional Groups

Organic compounds containing any of the following
functional groups often produce one or more voltam-
metric waves.

1. The carbonyl group, including aldehydes, ketones,
and quinones, produce voltammetric waves. In gen-
eral, aldehydes are reduced at lower potentials than
ketones; conjugation of the carbonyl double bond
also results in lower half-wave potentials.

2. Certain carboxylic acids are reduced voltammetri-
cally, although simple aliphatic and aromatic mono-
carboxylic acids are not. Dicarboxylic acids such as
fumaric, maleic, or phthalic acid, in which the car-
boxyl groups are conjugated with one another, give
characteristic voltammograms; the same is true of
certain keto and aldehydo acids.

3. Most peroxides and epoxides yield voltammetric
waves.

4. Nitro, nitroso, amine oxide, and azo groups are gen-
erally reduced at working electrodes.

5. Most organic halogen groups produce a voltam-
metric wave, which results from replacement of the
halogen group with an atom of hydrogen.

6. The carbon-carbon double bond is reduced when it
is conj ugated with another double bond, an aro-
matic ring, or an unsaturated group.

7. Hydroquinones and mercaptans produce anodic
waves.

In addition. a number of other organic groups cause
catalytic hydrogen waves that can be used for analysis.



These include amines, mercaptans, acids, and hetero·
cyclic nitrogen compounds. Numerous applications to
biological systems have been reported"

Stripping methods encompass a variety of electro-
chemical procedures having a common, characteristic
initial step'2 In all of these procedures, the analyte is
first deposited on a working electrode, usually from a
stirred solution. After an accurately measured period,
the electrolysis is discontinued, the stirring is stopped,
and the deposited analyte is determined by one of the
voltammetric procedures that have been described
in the previous section. During this second step in the
analysis, the analyte is redissolved or stripped from the
working electrode; hence the name attached to these
methods. In anodic stripping methods, the working
electrode behaves as a' cathode during the deposition
step and as an anode during the stripping step, with the
analyte being oxidized back to its original form. In a
cathodic stripping method, the working electrode be-
haves as an anode during the deposition step and as a
cathode during stripping. The deposition step amounts
to an electrochemical preconcentration of the analyte;
that is, the concentration of the analyte in the surface
of the working electrode is far greater than it is in the
bulk solution. As a result of the preconcentration step,
stripping methods yield the lowest deteetion limits
of all voltammetric procedures. For example, anodic
stripping with pulse voltammetry can reach nanomolar
detection limits for environmentally important spe-
cies, such as Pb2+, Ca 2+, and TI'.

Figure 25-34a illustrates the voltage excitation pro-
gram that is followed in an anodic stripping method for
determining cadmium and copper in an aqueous sol-
ution of these ions. A linear scan method is often used
to complete the analysis. Initially, a constant cathodic
potential of about -1 V is applied to the working elec-
trode, which causes both cadmium and copper ions to
be reduced and deposited as metals. The electrode is
maintained at this potential for several minutes until a
significant amount of the two metals has accumulated

41 Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry, '-\. 1. Bard and M. Stratmann, eds
VoL 9, Bioelecrrochemiscry. G. S. Wilson, ed .. New York: Wiley. 200:!.
4JFor detailed discu5sionsof stripping methods. see H. D. Dewald, in ,Wad
ern Techniques In Eleclroanalrsis, P. Vanysck, ed., Chap. 4, p. 151. New
York: Wiley-Inlerscience, lli96: 1. Wang., Stripping Analnts. Deerfield
Beach. FL: VCH. !1}85
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FIGURE 25-34 (a) Excitation signal for stripping determi-
nation of Cd2

+ and Cu2+. (b)Stripping voltammogram.

at the electrode. The stirring is then stopped for 30 s
or so while the electrode is maintained at -1 V. The
potential of the electrode is then decreased linearly
to less negative values and the current in the cell is re-
corded as a function of time, or potential. Figure 25-34b
shows the resulting voltammogram. At a potential
somewhat more negative than -0.6 V, cadmium starts
to be oxidized, causing a sharp increase in the current.
As the deposited cadmium is consumed, the current
peaks and then decreases to its original level. A second
peak for oxidation of the copper is then observed
when the potcntial has decreased to approximately
-0.1 V. The heights of the two peaks are proportional
to the weights of deposited metal.

Stripping methods are important in trace work be-
cause the preconeentration step permits the determi-
nation of minute amounts of an analyte with reason-
able accuracy. Thus, the analysis of solutions in the
range of 10-' to 10' , M becomes feasible by methods
that are both simple and rapid.

------~~

Only a fraction of tbc analyte is usually deposited dur-
ing the electrodeposition step; hence, quantitative re-
sults depend not only on control of electrode potential
but also on such factors as electrode size, time of dep-
osition, and stirring rate for both the sample and stan-
dard solutions used for calibration.

Working electrodes for stripping methods have been
formed from a variety of materials, including mercury,
gold, silver, platinum, and carbon in various forms. The
most popular electrode is the HMDE shown in Fig-
ure 25-3b. RDEs may also be used in stripping analysis.

To carry out the determination of a metal ion by an-
odic stripping, a fresh hanging drop is formed, stirring
is begun, and a potential is applied that is a few tcnths of
a volt more negative than the half-wave potential for the
ion of interest. Deposition is allowed to occur for a care-
fully measured period that can vary from a minute or
less for 10-1 M solutions to 30 min or longer for 10-'1 M
solutions. We should reemphasizc that these times sel-
dom result in complete removal of the ion. The elec-
trolysis period is determined by the sensitivity of the
method ultimately used for completion of the analysis.

25H-2 Voltammetric Completion
of the Analysis

The analyte collected in the working electrode can be
determined by any of several voltammetric proce-
dures. For example, in a linear anodic scan procedure,
as described at the beginning of this section, stirring is
discontinued for 30 s or so after stopping the deposi-
tion. The voltage is then decreased at a linear fixed rate
from its original cathodic value, and the resulting an-
odic current is recorded as a function of the applied
voltage. This linear scan produces a curve of the type
shown in Figure 25-34b. Analyses of this type are gen-
erally based on calibration with standard solutions of
the cations of interest. With reasonahle care, analytical
precisions of about 2% relative can be obtained.

Most of the other voltammetric procedures de-
scribed in the previous section have also been applied
in the stripping step. The most widely used of thes.: ap-
p.:ars to he an anodic differential-pulse t.:chnique. Of-
ten. narrower peaks arc produced by this proc.:durc,
which is desirable when mixtures are analyzed. An-
other method of ohtaining narrower peaks is to use a
mercurv film electrode. Here, a thin mercury film is
elcctrodeposited on an inert electrode such as glassy
carbon. Usuallv. the mercury deposition is carried out

simultaneously with the analyte deposition. Because
the average diffusion path length from the film to the
solution interface is much shorter than that in a drop
of mercury, escape of the analyte is hastened; the con-
sequence is narrower and larger voltammetric peaks,
which leads to greater sensitivity and hetter resolution
of mixtures. On the other hand, the hanging drop elec-
trode appears to give more reproducible results, espe-
cially at higher analyte concentrations. Thus, for most
applications the hanging drop electrode is used. Fig-
ure 25-35 is a differential-pulse anodic stripping volt-
ammogram for five cations in a sample of mineralized
honey, which had been spiked with I x 10 5 M Gael].
The voltammogram demonstrates good resolution and
adequate sensitivity for many purposes.

Many other variations of the stripping technique
have been developed. For example, a number of cations
have been determined by electrodeposition on a plat-
inum cathode. The quantity of electricity required to
remove the deposit is then measured eoulometrically.
Here again, the method is particularly advantageous
for trace analyses. Cathodic stripping methods for the
halides have also been developed. In these methods, the
halide ions are first deposited as mercury(I) salts on a
mercury anode. Stripping is then performed by a ca-
thodic current.

Adsorptive stripping methods are quite similar to the
anodic and cathodic stripping methods we have just
considered. In this technique, a working electrode is
immersed in a stirred solution of the analyte for sev-
eral minutes. Deposition of the analyte then occurs by
physical adsorption on the electrode surface rather
than by electrolytic deposition. After sufficient ana-
Iyte has accumulated, the stirring is discontinued and
the deposited material determincd hy linear scan or
pulsed voltammetric measurements. Quantitative in-
formation is acquired by calibration with standard so-
lutions that are treated in the sam.: way as samples.

Many organic molecules of clinical and pharmaceu-
tical interest have a strong tendency to be adsorbed
trom aqueous solutions onto a mercury or carbon sur-
face. particularly if the surface is maintained at a volt-
age where the charge on the electrode is near zero.
With good stirring. adsorption is rapid, and only 1 to
5 min is required to accumulate sufficient analyle for
analysis from 10'- tv! solutions and 10 to 20 min for

~ TW(lrial: Learn murt.' ahout stripping methods.



FIGURE 25-35 Differential-pulseanodic
stripping voltammogram in the analysis of a
mineralized honey sample spiked with GaCI3

(finalconcentration in the analysis solution:
1 x 10 -5 M). Deposition potential: -1.20 V;
deposition time: 1200 s in unstirred solu-
tion; pulse height: 50 mV;and anodic po-
tential scan rate: 5 mVs-1. (Adapted from
G. Sannaa. M. I. Pilo, P. C. Piu, A.Tapparo,
and R. Seeber, Anal. Chim. Acta, 2000,415,
165, with permission.)
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10-9 M solutions. Figure 25-36a illustrates the sensitiv-
ity of differential-pulse adsorptive stripping voltam-
metry when it is applied to the determination of ealf-
thymus DNA in a 0.5 mg/L solution. Figure 25-36b
shows the dependence of the signal on deposition
time. Many other examples of this type can be found in
the recent literature.

FIGURE 25-36 Effectof preconcen-
tration period on the voltammetric (a)
stripping response at the pretreated
carbon paste electrode. Preconcen-
tration at +0.5 Vfor (A)1, (B)30, (C)60,
(D)90, (E)120, and (F) 150 s. Square-
wave amplitude, 10 mV;trequency, 40
Hz;0.5 mg/L calf-thymus DNA.(b)Peak
current versus deposition time. (Adapted
from J. Wang, X.Cai, C. Jonsson, and M.
Balakrishnan, Electroanalysis, 1996,8,
20, with permission.)
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Adsorptive stripping voltammetry has also been
applied to the determination of a variety of inorganic
cations at very low concentrations. In these applica-
tions the cations are generally complexed with surface
active complexing agents, such as dimethylglyoxime,
catechol, and bipyridine. Detection limits in the range
of 10-10 to 10-11 M have been reported.
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251 VOLTAMMETRY WITH
MICROELECTRODES

In recent years, many voltammetric studies have been
carried out with electrodes that have dimensions
smaller by an order of magnitude or more than nor-
mal working electrodes. The electrochemical behavior
of these tiny electrodes is significantly different from
classical electrodes and appears to offer advantages
in certain analytical applications." Such electrodes
are often called microscopic electrodes, or microelec-
trodes, to distinguish them from classical electrodes.
Figure 25-3c shows one type of commercial microelec-
trode. The dimensions of these electrodes are typically
smaller than about 20 J.lmand may be as small as 30 nm
in diameter and 2 J.lmlong (A = 0.2 J.lm'). Experience
has led to an operational definition of microelectrodes.
A microelectrode is any electrode whose characteris-
tic dimension is, under the given experimental condi-
tions, comparable to or smaller than the diffusion layer
thickness, 0. Under these conditions, a steady state or,
in the case of cylindrical electrodes, a pseudo-steady
state is attained.""

251-1Voltammetric Currents
at Microelectrodes

In section 25C-2, we discussed the nature of the cur-
rent that is produced at an ordinary planar electrode in
voltammetric experiments. Using a more elaborate
treatment, it can be shown 45 that the concentration
gradicnt at a spherical electrode following application
of a voltage step is

aac; = c~( ~ + ~) = c~G+ ~) (25-21)

where r is the radius of the sphere, {j = v1il5i is the
thickness of the Nerost diffusion layer, and t is the time
after the voltage is applied. Note here that 0 is propor-

43See R. M. Wightman, Science, 1988,240,415; Anal. Chern .. 1981, 53,
1325A S. Pons and M. Fleischmann, Anal. Chern.. 1981, 59. l391A: J
Heinze. Agnew. Chem.,Inc. Ed .. 1993, 32,1268; R. M. Wightman and D. 0
Wipf, in Electroanalytical Chemistr)'. Volume 15, A. 1. Bard, ed., New
York: Dekker, 1989; A. C. Michael and R. M. Wightman, 10 LaboratOf}
Techniques in Electroanalytical Chemistr.v. 2nd ed., P. T. Kissinger and
W. R. Heinemann. eds., Chap. 12. New York: Dekker. 1996: C (j. Zoski.
in Modern Techniques in E/ectroallalysis. P. Vanysek, cd .. Chap. 6. New
York: \\.'ilev, 1996.
uFor a dis~ussion of microelectrodes, including terminology, characteri-
zation. and applications, see K. Stulfk, C Amatore, K Holub, V. Mareeek.
and W. Kutner, Pure Appl. Chern., 2000, 72, 1483. http://w\\w.iupac,org
publications/pac /2000/7208-'7208pdfs !7208stulik_I-l-83.pdf
~sSee note .1-3.

tional to t112 By substituting this relation into Equa-
tion 25-4, we obtain the time-dependent faradaic cur-
rent at the spherical electrode.

i = nFADC~O + ~)

Note that if r p 0, which occurs at short times, the 110
term predominates, and Equation 25-22 reduces to an
equation analogous to Equation 25-5. If r "'" 0, which
occurs at long times, the l/r term predominates, the
electron-transfer process reaches a steady state, and the
steady-state current then depends only on the size of
the electrode. This means that if the size of the elec-
trode is small compared to the thickness of the Nerost
diffusion layer, steady state is achieved very rapidly, and
a constant current is produced. Because the current is
proportional to the area of the electrode, it also means
that microelectrodes produce tiny currents. Expres-
sions similar in form to Equation 25-22 may be formu-
lated for other geometries, and they all have in common
the characteristic that the smaller the electrode, the
more rapidly steady-state current is achieved.

The advantages of microelectrodes may be summa-
rized '6 as follows:

1. Steady state for faradaic processes is attained very
rapidly, often in microseconds to milliseconds. Mea-
surements on this time scale permit the study of in-
termediates in rapid electrochemical reactions.

2. Because charging current is proportional to the
area of the electrode A and faradaic current is pro-
portional to Air, the relative contribution of charg-
ing to the overall current decreases with the size of
the microelectrode.

3. Because charging current is minimal with microelec-
trodes, the potential may be scanned very rapidly.

4. Because currents are so very small (in the picoam-
pere to nanoampere range), the IR drop decreases
dramatically as the size of the microelectrode de-
creases.

5, When micro electrodes operate under steady-state
conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio in the current
is much higher than is the case under dynamic
conditions.

6. The solution at the surface of a microelectrode used
in a flow system is replenished constantly, which
minimizes 0 and thus maximizes faradaic current.

7. Measurements with microelectrodes can be made
on incredibly small solution volumes, for example,
the volume of a biological cell.



j, respectively) have been used successfully. Mercury
microelectrodes are formed by electrodeposition of
the metal onto carbon or metal electrodes.

biosensors for determining analytes in minuscule vol-
umes of solution, it is likely that research and develop-
ment in this fertile area will continue for some time.

8, Tiny currents make it possible to make voltammet_
ric measurements in high-resistance, nonaqueous
solvents, such as those used in normal-phase liquid
chromatography.

251-2 Applications of Microelectrodes

In Section 25F-2, we described the use of a carbon fi-
ber electrode to monitor concentration of the neuro-
transmitter dopamine in rat brains in response to be-
havioral change. In Figure 25-38, we see the results of
the differential-pulse voltammetric determination of
dopamine at 100-1000 flM levels." The working elec-
trode in this study was a nanoneedle consisting of
a multi wall carbon nanotube attached to the end of
a tungsten wire tip. This electrode may be the small-
est fabricated up to this time. The entire surface of
the probe except the nanoneedle (30 nm in diameter
and 3 flm long) was coated with a nonconducting
UV-hardening polymer. Both CV and differential-
pulse voltammetry were performed with the nano-
needle electrode with good results. The inset in the fig-
ure shows a working curve of the peak currents from
the voltammograms plotted versus concentration. In
light of tremendous interest in nanomaterials and

251-3 The Scanning Electrochemical
Microscope

Another application of microelectrodes is the scan-
ning electrochemical microscope (SECM), introduced
by Bard in 198948 The SECM is closely related to the
scanning probe microscopes (SPMs) discussed in Sec-
tion 21G. The SECM works by measuring the current
through a microelectrode (the tip) in a solution con-
taining an electroactive species while the tip is scanned
over a substrate surface. The presence of the substrate
causes a perturbation of the electrochemical response
of the tip, which gives information about the charac-
teristics and nature of the surface. Surfaces studied
have included solids, such as glasses, polymers, metals,

.and biological substances, and liquids, such as mercury
or oils. The SECM, which is now commercially avail-
able, has been used to study conducting polymers, dis-
solution of crystals, nano materials, and biologically
interesting surfaces.

As shown in Figure 25-37, microelectrodes take sev-
eral forms. The most common is a planar electrode
formed by sealing a 5-flm-radius carbon fiber or a 0.3-
to 20-flm gold or platinum wire into a fine capillary
tube; the fiber or wires are then cut flush with the ends
of the tubes (see Figures 25-3e and 25-37a and b).
Cylindrical electrodes are also used in which a small
portion of the wire extends from the end of the tube
(Figure 25-37f). This geometry has the advantage of
larger currents but the disadvantages of being fragile
and difficult to clean and polish. Band electrodes (Fig-
Ure 25-37d and e) are attractive because they can be
fabricated on a nanometer scale in one dimension, and
their behavior is determined by this dimen~ion except
that the magnitude of their currents increases with
length. Electrodes of this type of 20 A ha~C""beencon-
structed by sandwiching metal films between glass Or
epoxy insulators. Other configurations such as the mi-
crodisk array, microsphere, microhemisphere, fiber ar-
ray, and interdigitated array (Figure 25-37c, g, h, i, and

FIGURE 25-37 Most important geometries of micro-
electrodes and microelectrode arrays: (a)microdisk,
(b)microring: (c)microdisk array (a composite eiectrode);
(d) lithographically produced microband array; (e)micro-
band; (I) single fiber (microcylinder);(g)microsphere;
(h)microhemisphere; (i) fiber array; (j) interdigitated array.
(From K. Stulik, C. Amatore, K. HolUb,V. Mareek, and
W. Kutner, Pure Appl. Chem., 2000, 72, 1483, with
permission.)

* Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.
lr
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25-1 Distinguish between (a) voltammetry and amperometry, (b) linear-scan voltam-
metry and pulse voltammetry, (c) differential-pulse voltammetry and square-
wave voltammetry, (d) an RDE and a ring-disk electrode, (e) faradaic imped-
ance and double-layer capacitance, (f) a limiting current and a diffusion current,
(g) laminar flow and turbulent flow, (h) the standard electrode potential and the
half-wave potential for a reversible reaction at a working electrode. (i) normal
stripping methods and adsorptive stripping methods.

25-2 Define (a) voltammograms, (b) hydrodynamic voltammetry, (c) Nernst diffusion
layer, (d) mercury film electrode, (e) half-wave potential, and (f) voltammetric
sensor.

25-3 Why is a high supporting electrolyte concentration used in most electroanalyti-
cal procedures?

25-4 Why is the reference electrode placed near the working electrode in a three-
electrode cell"

25-5 Why is it necessary to buffer solutions in organic voltammetry"

25-6 Why are stripping methods more sensitive than other voltammetric procedures"
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FIGURE 25-38 Detection of dopamine at a multiwallcarbon nanotube-based nanoneedle
electrode. Differential-pulsevoltammograms of dopamine at the nanoneedie eiectrode in
various concentrations from 100 to 1000 ~M. Inset is the calibration curve. (From H. Boo
et aI.,Anal. Chern., 2006, 78, 617. Withpermission. Copyright 2006 American Chemical
Society.)



25-7 What is the purpose of the electrode position step in stripping analysis?

25-8 List the advantages and disadvantages of the mercury film electrode compared
with platinum or carbon electrodes.

25-9 Suggest how Equation 25-13 could be used to detcrmine the number of electrons
n involved in a reversible reaction at an electrode.

*25·10 Quinone undergoes a reversible reduction at a voltammetric working electrode.
The reaction is

/H

.".,.-¢
O"H

(a) Assume that the diffusion coefficient for quinone and hydroquinone are
approximately the same and calculate the approximate half-wave potential
(versus SCE) for the reduction of hydroquinone at an ROE from a solution
buffered to a pH of 7.0.

(b) Repeat the calculation in (a) for a solution buffered to a pH of 5.G.

*25-11 In experiment 1, a cyclic voltammogram at an HMOE was obtained'fUlm a
0.167-mM solution of Pb2+ at a scan rate of 2.5 Vis. In experiment 2, a second
CV is to be obtained from a 4.38-mM solution of Cd 2+using the same HMOE.
What must the scan rate be in expcriment 2 to record the same peak current
in both experiments if the diffusion coefficients of Cd" and Pb'+ are 0.72 X
105 cm' s" and 0.98 cm' s", respectively. Assume that the reductions of both
cations are reversible at the HMOE.

~ 25-12 The working curve for the determination of dopamine at a nanoneedle electrode
by differential-pulse voltammetry (Figure 25-38) was constructed from the fol-
lowing table of data.

°¢
°

in HN03, produced a net limiting current of 1.78 flA at a rotating mercury film
working electrode at a potential of -0.85 V (versus SCE). Following addition of
5.00 mL of a 2.25 x 10-3 M standard Cd" solution, the resulting solution pro-
duced a current of 4.48 flA. Calculate the concentration of Cd'" in the samplc.

Sulfate ion can be determined by an amperometrie titration procedure using
Pb'+ as the titrant. If the potential of a rotating mercury film electrode is ad-
justed to -1.00 V versus SCE, the current can be used to monitor the Pb ,+ con-
centration during the titration. In a calibration experiment, the limiting current,
after correction for background and residual currents, was found to be related to
the Pb'" concentration by i, = 10crb'" where i, is the limiting current in mA and
Crb" is the Pb 2+concentration in mM. The titration reaction is

If 25 mL of 0.025 M Na,S04 is titrated with 0.040 M Pb(N03)z, develop the titra-
tion curve in spreadsheet format and plot the limiting current versus the volume
of titrant.

Suppose that a spherical electrode can be fabricated from a single nano onion,
C60-C'4D-C'4D-C960-C'500-C,'60-C,940·C3840-C4860,shown here. Nano onions
comprise concentric fullerenes of increasingly larger size as indicated in the for-
mula. Assume that the' nano onion has been synthesized with a carbon nanotube
tail of sufficient size and strength that it can be electrically connected to a 0.1 flm
tungsten needle and that the needle and nanotube tail can be proper! y insulated
so that only the surface of the nano onion is exposed.

Concentration Peak Current,
Dopamine, mM nA

0.093 0.66
0.194 1.31 (a)
0.400 2.64
0.596 4.51 (b)
0991 5.97

(a) Use Excel to perform a least-squares analysis of the data to determine the
slope, intercept, and regression statistics, including the standard deviation
about regression.

(b) Use your results to find the concentration of dopamine in a sample solution
that produced a peak current of 3.62 nA. This value is the average of dupli-
cate experiments.

(c) Calculate the standard deviation of the unknown concentration and its 95%
confidence interval assuming that each of the data in the table was obtained
in a single experiment.

*25-13 A solution containing Cd'+ was analyzed voltammetrically using the standard
addition method. Twenty-five milliliters of the deaerated solution, which was 1 M

Given that the radius of the nano onion is 3.17 nm, find the surface area in
cm', neglecting the area of the nanotube attachment.
If the diffusion coefficient of analyte A is 8 X 10-'" m'ls, calculatc the con-
centration gradient and the current for A at a concentration of 1.00 mM at
the following times after the application of a voltage at which A is reduced:
I X 108s,] X 10"s, 1 X 1O.6s, 1 X 1O-5s,1 X 1O.4s,1 X 10-3s,] X lO"s,
1 X 10" s, 1 s, and 10 s.

(c) Find the steady-state current.
(d) Find the time required for the electrode to achieve steady-state current

following the application of the voltage step.
(e) Repeat these calculations for a 3-flm spherical platinum electrode and for a

spherical iridium electrode with a surface area of 0.785 mm '.
(f) Compare the results for the three electrodes, and discuss any differences

that you find.

25-16 (a) What arc the advantages of performing voltammetry with microelectrodes"
(b) Is it possible for an electrode to be too small'? Explain your answer.



~ Challenge Problem

25-17 A new method for determining ultrasmall (nL) volumes hy anodic stripping
voltammetrv has been proposed (W. R. Vandaveer and I. Fritsch, Anal. Chern.,
2002,74,3575). In this mcthod, a metal is exhaustively deposited from the small
volume to be measured onto an electrode, from which it is later stripped. The so-
lution volume V, is related to the total charge Q required to strip the metal by

V=~
, nFC

where n is the numher of moles of electrons per mole of analyte, F is the faraday,
and C is the molar concentration of the metal ion hefore electrolysis.
(a) Beginning with Faraday's law (see Equation 22-8), derive the ahove equation

for v.,.
(b) In one experiment, the metal deposited was Ag(s) from a solution that was

8.00 mM in AgN03• The solution was electrolyzed for 30 min at a potential
of -0.700 V versus a gold top layer as a pseudoreference. A tuhular nano-
band electrode was used. The silver was then anodically stripped off the
electrode using a linear sweep rate of 0.10 Vis. The following table repre-
sents idealized anodic stripping results. By integration, determine.the total
charge required to strip the silver from the tubular electrode. Y~u can do a
manual Simpson's rule integration or do the integration with ExeeT.49 From
the charge, determine the volume of the solution from which the silver was
deposited.

Potential, V Current, nA Potential, V Current, nA

-0.50 0.000 -0.123 - 1.10
-0.45 -0.02 -0.\0 -0.80
-0.40 -0.001 -0.\15 -\'OO
-0.30 -0.\0 -0.09 -0.65
-0.25 -0.20 -0.08 -0.52
-0.22 -0.30 -0.065 -0.37

-0.20 -0.44 -0.05 -0.22
-0.18 -0.67 -0.D25 -0.12
-0175 -0.80 0.00 -·0.05
-0.168 -1.00 0.05 -0.03
-0.16 - 1.18 0.\0 -OJJ2
-0.15 1.34 0.15 -O.lX15
-0.135 -l.28

(c) Suggest experiments to show whether all the Ag' was reduced to Ag(s) in
the deposition step.

(d) Would it matter if the droplet were not a hemisphere" Why or why not 0

(c) Describe an alternative method against which you might test the proposed
method.

Traditionally. the biological sdences, biomedical sciences,
and indeed science ltself have relied on chemical analysis
to provide fundamental information on the details of com-
plex systems. Armed with analytical information often ob-
tained at widely different times and many different places,
scientists have sought to develop models of complex sys-
temS that might lead to understanding the detailed inter-
actions of living things with their environments. In recent
years, the emergent field of systems hiology has approached
the problem from the top down rather than the bottom up.
By bringing to bear knowledge and tools from diverse
fields, such as systems analysis, computation, experimen-
tal design, genomics, and analytical chemistry, models of
intracellular biochemical and genetic interactions are
being developed to aid in drug discovery and medical diag-
nosis. These models strongly depend on the availability of
instrumentation to provide rapid, real-time, high-through-
put~ accurate, multivariate measurements on living
organisms. \

Throughout Section 4, we have explored many electro-
chemical instruments and devices capable of rapidly and
accurately determining analytes at low concentrations. One
such device is the light addressable potentiometric sensor,
or LAPS (see Section 23F-2). There have been a number
of implementations of this device, and they have been
used for studying a variety of biological systems.2 These
devices have been especially useful for real·time monitoring
of extracellular acidification and changes in ionic composi-
tion resulting from stimulation of metabolic processes in
living cells. To understand the significance of such measure-
ments, it is useful to consider Figure IA4-1, which shows
some of the processes that produce extracellular
acidification.

For example, when membrane-bound receptors bind
to appropriate ligands, metabolic processes such as res-
piration or glycolysis are stimulated to produce acidic
waste products inside the cell. Protons are exchanged with
sodium ions, and bicarbonate ion and chloride ion are ex-
changed across the celt memhrane as a result. These ex-
change processes cause a decrease in the pH of the solution
surr;unding the cdl. The LAPS-based microphysiometer is
used to monitor these pH changes and can also measure
changes in the concentrations of other important ionic
species.

How the System Works

As described in Section 23F-2, the LAPS is a semiconductor
device that is pH sensitive. When light impinges on its sur-
face, which is maintained at a certain bias voltage versus a
reference electrode, a photocurrent is produced that is pro-
portional to the pH of the solution. Figure IA4-2 shows the
basic elements of one implementation of a LAPS chip de-
signed to monitor simultaneously the concentrations of H-'-,
Ca2", and K +.l

Without modification. the LAPS chip is selective for H'.
As shown in Figure IA4-2, a potentiostat is used to hias the
chip versus a reference electrode (RE). When light from
one of the LEOs falls on the surface of the biased chip, a
photocurrent appears between the counter electrode (eE)
and the working electrode (WE). The current-to-voltage
converter of the potentiostat produces a voltage prop or-
tionalto pH that is then passed to a lock-in amplifier whose
output is recorded with a digital oscilloscope. The oscillo-
scope is interfaced to a computer for data storage and
manipulation. The response of the LAPS to changes in pH
is shown in Figure fA4-3. In the experiments shown, the
LAPS was exposed to a buffer, and the photocurrent was
recorded as a function of bias voltage; the experiment "'as
then repeated for two different buffers.

The verticaillne indicates a bias voltage that is appro-
priate for measuring changes in pH from the change in the
photocurrent (and resulting voltage change ~V). The LAPS
is made selective for other species by applying ionophores
to different areas of the surface of the device (see Section
230-6). LEOs are then positioned opposite each of the
ionophoric areas as shown in Figure IA4-2 so that by alter-
nately switching on each light source, photocurrents corre-
sponding to each of selected species may be recorded in
turn. Response curves such as those in Figure IA4-3 are
recorded for each of the ionophores to calibrate the instru-
ment for each detected species,

Although the three sensor areas of the LAPS can be ad-
dressed sequentially, they can also be addressed simultane-
ously using the arrangement shown in Figure IA4-2. In this
scheme, the three LEOs corresponding to K', Ca 2 •• and H-
are modulated independently by a signal generator with
three frequency outputs: 3 kHz. 3.5 kHz, and 4 kHz Concen-
tration information for each of the species is encoded in one



FIGURE IA4-3 The response of the LAPS to changes
in bias voltage for two buffer solutions. The change in
output voltage .1.V of the system at a constant bias
voltage of 0.25 V is proportional to the change in pH
on the surface of the LAPS. (Adapted from W. Yicong
et aI., Biosens. Bioeleetron., 2001,16,277. With
permission.)

FIGURE IA4-1 The cell biology of extracellular acidification. When a receptor is stimulated,
signal transduction pathways are induced. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) consumption is
then compensated by the increased uptake and metabolism of glucose, which results In an
increase in the excretion of acid waste products. The extracellular acidification is measured
by the LAPS. (From F. Hafner, B/osens. B/oeiectron., 2000, 15, 149. With permission.)

of these frequency components. For example. K +- is encoded
at 3 kHz, Ca 2' is encoded at 3.5 kHz, and H -I- is encoded at
4 kHz. The signal at the output of the potentiostat for a solu-
tion containing all three species is shown in Figure IA4-4a.
This complex waveform is then subjected to Fourier trans-
formation and digitalliltering (see Section 5C-2) to produce
the frequency spectrum of Figure IA4-4h. The amplitude of
the signal for each species is then extracted from the spec-

FIGURE IA4-2 Schematic diagram of a LAPS-based system for monitOring changes in
extracellular H', Ca 2 • and K - concentrations in studies of the effects of drugs on living cells.
RE ~ reference electrode. CE ~ counter electrode. WE ~ working electrode, PC personal
computer. D/A -- digltal-to-analog converter. (Adapted from W Yicong et al. BlOsens.

B/oe/eetron .. 2001, 76.277. With permission.)

trum, and its inverse transform provides a mea~ure of the
concentration of the selected species. At a data acquisition
rate of 100 kHz, each 1024-point time-domain signal is ac-
quired in about 10 ms. For experiments in which the concen-
trations of the three species are to be monitored as a function
of time, time-domain signals are acquired and stored on the
hard drive of the computer for subsequent analysis and plot-
ting of the results.
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FIGURE IA4-4 (a) Time-domain LAPS output for a solution containing K " Ca 2', and H '. The
signal was sampled at 100 kHz, and the time-domain signal contained 1024 points. (b) Fourier
transform of the signal in (a). (Adapted from W Ylcong et aI., Biosens. B/oe/eetran., 2001, 76,
277. With permission.)
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The LAPS system described in the previous paragraphs can
be used to study the effects of drugs on living cells placed
directly on the sensor, as shown in Figure IA4-2. Two peri-
staltic pumps, wbich are controlled by the system computer,
cause either or both of two solutions to flow past the cells to
the active area of the LAPS. The first solution is RPMI 1640
culture medium (CM), and the other solution contains the
drug being studied, which in this example is phenobarbital
(PB). In a typical experiment, rat cardiac muscle cells were
placed in the LAPS flow channel, and CM and PB were
alternately passed over the cells and across the active area
of the LAPS for 3-minute periods. Results from the LAPS
data analysis are shown in Figure IA4-5, in which concen-
trations of K +, Ca 2+. and H+ are plotted versus time.

First, CM is passed over the cells for 3 minutes. During
this time, all three ions generally decrease in concentration.
Then, PB is passed over the cells for 3 minutes. About half-
way through the PB period, Ca" and H' concentrations
begin to increase and K + begins to decrease. These changes
continue into the second eM period, and the change re-
verses for all three ions beginning at about the same point
during the period. Subsequent periods repeat the same
behavior as CM and PB are alternately passed over the
cells.

In similar experiments, cells were exposed to other
drugs, and the physiological responses of the cells were
compared. Drugs that produce similar physiological
responses arc presumed to operate by similar mechanisms.
Dilantin, for example, produces a somewhat different re-
sponse pattern for the three monitored ions, which suggests
that a different mechanism is active.

The LAPS microphysiometer combines several interest-
ing teChnologies and measurement strategies to produce
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FIGURE IA4-S Results of LAPS monitoring of K 'or Ca",
and H ' while administering phenobarbital to rat cardiac
muscle cells. (Adapted from W. Yicong et aI., Biosens.
Bioe/ectron., 2001, 16,277. With permission.)

multivariate experimental data on the production of ions on
the surface of living cells. This example.j shows how micro-
miniaturization, advances in solid-state transducers and sen-
sors, and modern data-acquisition and -manipulation meth~
ods continue to provide new tools for investigations at the
forefront of chemistry, biology, biochemistry, systems biol-
ogy, and other biosciences.
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An Introduction to
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r::i'l Throughout this chapter, this logo in1iptes
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at~
.thomsonedu.com/dtemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exerci~s.

Chromatography is a powerful separation method that
finds applications in all branches of science, Chromato_
graphy was invented and named by the Russian bot-
anist Mikhail Tswett shortly after the turn of the last
century, He employed the technique to separate vari-
ous plant pigments such as chlorophylls and xantho-
phylls by passing solutions of these compounds through
a glass column packed with finely divided calcium car-
bonate, The separated species appeared as colored
bands on the column, which accounts for the name he
chose for the method (Greek chroma meaning "color"
and graphein meaning "writing"),

, The applications of chromatography have grown
explosively in the last half century, due not only to the
development of several new types of chromatographic
techniques but also to the growing need by scientists
for better methods for characterizing complex mix-
tures. The tremendous impact of these methods on sci-
ence is attested by the 1952 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
that was awarded to A. J P, Martin and R. LM, Synge
for their discoveries in the field, Many of't~ Nobel
Prizes awarded since that time have been based on
work in which chromatography played a vital role.

26A GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF CHROMATOGRAPHY

Chromatography encompasses a diverse and important
group of methods that allow the separation, identifica-
tion, and determination of closely related components
of complex mixtures; many of these separations are
impossible by other means.' In all chromatographic
separations the sample is dissolved in a mobile phase,
which may be a gas, a liquid, or a supercritical fluid. This
mobile phase is then forced through an immiscible sta-
tionary phase, which is fixed in place in a column or on
a solid surface. The two phases are chosen so that the
components of the sample distribute themselves be-
tween the mobile and stationary phases to varying de-
grees. Those components strongly retained by the sta-

1 Some general references on chromatography include 1. M. Miller, Chro"
morography: Concepts and Contrasts, 2nd ed., New York: Wiley, 2005;
Chromatography: Fundamentals of Chromatography and Related DIf-
ferential Migration Methods, E. F. Heitman, ed., Amsterdam, Boston
Elsevier, 2004; C F. Poole, The EHence of Chromatography, Amsterdam.
Boston: Elsevier, 2003: 1. Cazes and R. P. W. Scott, Chromatography The-
ory, New York: Dekker, 2002; A. Braithwaite and F. 1. Smith, Chromato-
graphic Methods. Sthed., London: Blackie, 1996; R. P. W. Scott. Techniques
and Practice of Chromatography. New York: Marcel Dekker. 1995: 1. C.
Giddings. Unified Separation Science. New York: Wiley, t 991

a. Gas-liquid chro-
matography (GLC)

b. Gas-solid
a. LiqUid-liquid,or

partition
b. Liquid-solid, or

adsorption
c. Ion exchange
d. Size exclusion

3. Supercriticailluid chroma-
tography (SFC; mobile phase:
supercriticailluid)

tionary phase move only slowly with the flow of mobile
phase. In contrast, components that are weakly held by
the stationary phase travel rapidly. As a consequence
of these differences in migration rates, sample compo-
nents separate into discrete bands, or zones, that can be
analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively.

26A-1 Classification of
Chromatographic Methods

Chromatographic methods can be categorized in two
ways. The first classification is based on the physical
means by which the stationary and mobile phases are
brought into contact. In column chromatography, the
stationary phase is held in a narrow tube through which
the mobile phase is forced under pressure. In planar
chromatography, the stationary phase is supported on a
flat plate or in the interstices of paper; here, the mobile
phase moves through the stationary phase by capillary
action or under the influence of gravity. The discussion
in this and the next three chapters focuses on column
chromatography. Section 281 is devoted to planar meth-
ods. It is important to point out here, however, that the
equilibria on which the two types of chromatography
are based are identical and that the theory developed
for column chromatography is readily adapted to pla-
nar chromatography.

A more fundamental classification of chromatogra-
phic methods is one based on the types of mobile and
stationary phases and the kinds of equilibria involved
in the transfer of solutes between phases. Table 26-1

Liquid adsorbed or bonded
to a solid surface
Solid
Liquid adsorbed or bonded
to a solid surface
Solid

Partition between gas
and liquid
Adsorption
Partition between
immiscibleliquids
Adsorption

lon-exchange resin
Liquid in interstices of a
polymeric solid
Group specificliquid
bonded to a solid surface
Organic species bonded to
a solid surface

fon exchange
Partition/sieving

Partition between surface
liquid and mobile liquid
Partition between
supercriticailluid and
bonded surface

lists three general categories of chromatography: gas
chromatography (GC), liquid chromatography (LC),
and supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC). As the
names imply, the mobile phases in the three techniques
are gases, liquids, and supercritical fluids, respectively.
As shown in column 2 of the table, several specific chro-
matographic methods fall into each of the first two gen-
eral categories,

Note that only LC can be performed either in col-
umns or on planar surfaces; GC and SFC, on the other
hand, are restricted to column procedures so that the
column walls contain the mobile phase,

26A-2 Elution in Column Chromatography

Figure 26-1 shows schematically how two substances A
and B are separated on a packed column by elution.
The column consists of a narrow-bore tubing packed
with a finely divided inert solid that holds the station-
ary phase on its surface. The mobile phase occupies
the open spaces between the particles of the packing.
Initially, a solution of the sample containing a mixture
of A and B in the mobile phase is introduced at the
head of the column as a narrow plug, as shown in Fig-
ure 26-1 at time to. Here, the two components distrib-
ute themselves between the mobile and the stationary
phases. Elution involves washing a species through a
column by continuous addition of fresh mobile phase.
In modern chromatography, continuous addition is ac-
complished by means of a pump in LC and SFC or by
the application of pressure in GC
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FIGURE26-1 (a) Diagram showing
the separation of a mixture of com-
ponents A and B by column elution
chromatography. (b)The output of the
signal detector at the various stages
of elution shown in (a).

With the first introduction of fresh mobile phase,
the eluent - the portion of the sample contained in the
mobile phase - moves down the column, where it fur-
ther partitions between the mobile phase and the sta-
tionary phase (time II)' Partitioning between the fresh
mobile phase and the stationary phase takes place si-
multaneously at the site of the original sample.

As fresh mobile phase flows through the column, it
carries solute molecules down the column in a contin-
uous series of transfers between the two phases. Be-
cause solute movement can occur only in the mobile
phase, the average rate at which a solute zone migrates
down the eolumn depends on the fraClion of lime il
spends in thai phase. This fraction is small for solutes

~ Simulation: Lea~n. more ahout elution
lQ.j chromatograph~
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strongly retained by the stationary phase (component
B in Figure 26-1) and large when the solute resides
mostly in the mobile phase (component A). Ideally,
the resulting differences in rates cause the components
in a mixture to separate into bands, or zones, along the
length of the column (see time t, in Figure 26-1). Isola-
tion of the separated species is then accomplished by
passing a sufficient quantity of mobile phase through
the column to cause the individual zones to pass out
the end (to be eluted from the column), where they can
be detected or collected (times hand t, in Figure 26-1).

Analyte Dilution

Figure 26-1 illustrates an important general character-
istic of the chromatographic process - namelv. dilu-
tion of analytes alwavs accompanies chromatographic

FIGURE26-2 Concentration profiles of solute bands A
and B at two different times in their migration down the
column in Figure 26-1. The times I, and {,are indicated in
Figure26-1.

separation. Thus, the size of the original zone contain-
ing the analytes in the figure is noticeably smaller than
either of the two zones that reach the detector, mean-
ing that significant dilution of lhe analytes has oc-
curred while they were being separated. As a result,
the detectors employed for separated analytes must
often bc more sensitive than would be required if the
separation process were unnecessary.

Chromatograms

If a detector that responds to solute concentration is
placed at the end of the column and its signal is plotted
as function of time (or of volume of the added mobile
phase), a series of peaks is obtained, as shown in the
lower part of Figure 26-1. Such a plot, called a chro-
matogram, is useful for both qualitative and quantita-
tive analysis. The positions of peaks on the time axis
can be used to identify the components of the sample;
the areas under the peaks provide a quantitative mea-
sure of the amount of each component.

Improving Column Performance

Figure 26-2 shows concentration profiles for the bands
containing solutes A and B in Figure 26-1 at time tl and
a later time 1,2 Because species B is more strongly re-
tained by the stationary phase than is A, B lags during
the migration. Note that movement down the column
increases the distance between the two bands. At the

'~ot..: thaI the rdative: positions ot hands for A and B in the wnccntration

profik shov,n in Figure ~6-2 appt:ar h) be reversed from their posititJlls in
the lower part of Figure 2;-'-1 The difference is that the ahscis'W.reprcsenh
dIstance along the column in Figure 2h-2 hut time in Figure 26-1. Thus. in
Figure l6·1 th..: front of a peak lies to the left and the tail to the righe in

Figure 26-2, the rcvt:r~e is true.

same time, however. broadening of both zones takes
place, which lowers the efficiency of the column as a
separating device. While band broadening is inevitable,
conditions can ordinarily be found where it occurs more
slowlv than band separation. Thus, as shown in Fig-
ures 26-1 and 26-2, a clean separation of species is often
possible provided the column is sufficient Iv long.

Several chemical and physical variables influence
the rates of band separation and band hroadening. As
a consequence, improved separations can often be re-
alized by the control of variables that either (I) in-
crease the rate of band separation or (2) decrease the
rate of band spreading, These alternatives are illus-
trated in Figure 26-3. Variables that influence the rela-
tive migration rate of solute zones through a stationarv
phase are described in the next section. In Section 26C.
consideration is given to factors that influence the rate
of zone broadening,

The effectiveness of a chromatographic column in sep-
arating two solutes depends in part on the relative rates
at which the two species are eluted. These rates arc
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FIGURE26-3 Two-component chromatogram illustrat-
ing two methods for improving separation: (a) onginal
chromatogram with overlapping peaks: (b) improvement
brought about by an Increase in band separation:
(c) improvement brought about by a decrease ,n the
widths.



determined by the magnitude of the equilibrium con-
stants for the reactions by which the solutes distribute
themselves between the mobile and stationary phases.

Often, the distribution equilibria involved in chroma-
tography are described by relatively straightforward
equations that involve the transfer of an analyte be-
tween the mobile and stationary phases. Thus, for the
solute species A, we may write

The equilibrium constant K, for the distribution of
species A between the two phases is called the distri-
bution constant. which is defined as

Note that K, is the fundamental quantity affecting
distribution of components between phases and thus
separations. By appropriate choice of the mobile phase,
the stationary phase. or hath. the distribution constant
can be manipulated within limits. By adjusting the vol-
ume of a phase, we can alter the molar ratio in the two
phases.
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FIGURE 26-4 A typical chromatogram for a two-
component mixture.The small peak on the left repre-
sents a solute that is not retained on the column and
so reaches the detector almost immediately after elu-
tion is begun. Thus, its retention time tM is approxi-
mately equal to the time required for a molecule of
the mobile phase to pass through the column.

iI = u X CMVM = U X _.. --

CMVM + e,;Vs 1 + csV,lcMVM

Substitution of Equation 26-2 into this equation
gives an expression for the rate of solute migration
as a function of its distribution constant as well as a
function of the volumes of the stationary and mobile
phases:

where (aA)S is the activity of solute A in the stationary
phase and (a.')M is the activity in the mobile phase.
When concentrations arc low or when nonionic spe-
cies are involved, activity coefficients (see Appendix 2)
are nearly unity. Under these conditions. we often sub-
stitute for activities cs, the molar analytical concentra-
tion of the solute in the stationary phase, and CM, its
molar analytical concentration in the mobile phase.
Hence, we often write Equation 26-1 as

Although the distribution constant is fundamental to
chromatographic separations, it is not readily mea-
sured. Instead, we can measure a quantity called the re-
tention time that is a function of K" To see how this is
done, let us refer to Figure 26-4, a simple chromatogram
made up of two peaks. The small peak on the left is for
a species that is not retained by the column. Often, the
sample or the mobile phase contains an unretained spe-
cies. When it does not, such a species may be added to
aid in peak identification. The time t" fol' the unre-
tained species to reach the detector is sometitnes called
the dead, or void, time. The dead time provides a mea-
sure of the average rate of migration of the mobile
phase and is an important parameter in identifying an-
alyte peaks. All components spend time tM in the mo-
bile phase. The larger peak on the right in Figure 26-4 is
that of an analyte species. The time required for this
zone to reach the detector after sample injection is
called the retention time and is given the symbol tR. The
analyte has been retained because it spends a time ts in
the stationary phase. The retention time is then

bular column, F is related to the linear velocity at the
column outlet Uo

The two volumes can be estimated from the method by
which the column is prepared.

26B-5 The Rate of Solute Migration:
The Retention Factor

The retention factor k is an important experimental
quantity widely used to compare the migration rates of
solutes in columns' The reason that k is so useful is
that it does not depend on column geometry or on vol-
umetric flow rate. This means that for a given combi-
nation of solute, mobile phase, and stationary phase
any column of any geometry operated at any mobile-
phase flow rate will give the same retention factor. For
solute A, the retention factor kA is defined as

KAVS
kA =~-VM

where KA is the distribution constant for solute A.
Substitution of Equation 26-9 into 26-8 yields

_ I
v=UX---.

1 + kA

where ns and nM arc the number of moles of analyte in
the two phases and V, and VM are the volumes of the
two phases. Ideally. the distribution constant, some-
times called a partition ratio or partition coefficient,' is
constant over a wide range of solute concentrations;
that is. Cs is directly proportional to CM' Chromatogra-
phy in which Equation 26-2 applies is termed linear
chromatography and results in such characteristics as
symmetric Gaussian-type peaks and retention times
independent of the amount of analyte injected. We
limit our theoretical discussions here to linear chro-
matography.

'For recommendations 01 the [UPAC Commission on Analytical Nomen-
clature for chrom.atography. see L S. Ettre, Pure Appl. Chern., 1993, 65,
IH9.The committee recommends the u<;eof (he term distribution constant
Kc rather than the older term "partition cO<.:fficient," or "partition ratio,"
K. Be aware that h,Hh terms are found in the chromatographic literature .

where A is the cross-sectional area of the tube (7Tr').
For a packed column, the entire column volume is not
available to the liquid and so Equation 26-6 must be
modified to

410 the older literature. this constant was calkd the capacity factor and
symbolized by k'. In 1993, bowever, the lUPAC Commission on Analyti-
cal Nomenclature recommeoded that this constant be termed (he relention
facror and symbolized by k.

........ ...A. _

where E: is the fraction of the total column volume
available to the liquid (column porosity).

26B-4 The Relationship between Retention
Time and Distribution Constant

To relate the rate of migration of a solute to its distri-
bution constant, we express the rate as a fraction of the
velocity of the mobile phase:

The average linear rate of solute migration through
the column Ii (usually cm/s) is

iI = u X (fraction of time solute spends in
mobile phase)

_ L
v =-

tR

This fraction, however, equals the average number
of moles of solute in the mohile phase at any instant
divided by the total number of moles of solute in the
column:

where L is the length of the column packing. Similarly,
the average linear velocity u of the mobile-phase mol-
ecules is moles of solute in mobile phase

v=uX
total moles of solute

26B-3 The Relationship between Volumetric
Flow Rate and Linear Flow Velocity

Experimentally, in chromatography the mobile-phase
flow is usually characterized by th" volumetric flo"
rate F (em '/min) at the column outlet. For an open tu-

The total numher of moles of solute in the mobile
phase is equal to the molar concentration, cM, of the
solute in that phase multiplied by its volume. v,,,. Sim-
ilarly. the number of moles of solute in the stationary
phase is given by the product of the concentration, cs,
of the solute in the stationary phase and its volume. Vs.
Therefore.



To show how kA can be derived from a chroma-
togram, we substitute Equations 26-4 and 26-5 into
Equation 26-10:

L L I
-=-x----
tR tM 1+ kA

Note that the time spent in the stationary phase, tR - tM,

is sometimes called the adjusted retention time and
given the symbol t".

As shown in Figure 26-4, tR and tM are readily ob-
tained from a chromatogram. The retention factor is
then found from these quantities and Equation 26-12.
A retention factor much less than unity means that the
solute emerges from the column at a time near that of
the void time. When the retention factor is larger than
perhaps 20 to 30, elution times become inordinately
long. Ideally, separations are performed under condi-
tions in which the retention factors for the solutes in a
mixture lie in the range between I and 10. Optimiza-
tion of separations (see Section 260) is then done by
optimizing k values for the components of interest.

268-6 Relative Migration Rates:
The Selectivity Factor

The selectivity factor a of a column for the two solutes
A and B is defined as

where KB is the distribution constant for the more
strongly retained species Band KA is the constant for
the less strongly held or more rapidly eluted species A.
According to this definition, " is always greater than
unity.

Substitution of Equation 26-9 and the analogous
equation for solute B into Equation 26-13 provides a
relationship between the selectivity factor for two
solutes and their retention factors:

where kB and kA are the retention factors for Band A.
respectively. Substitution of Equation 26-l2 for the

two solutes into Equation 26-14 gives an expression
that permits the determination of " from an experi-
mental chromatogram:

(tR)B - tM
a=

(tR)A - tM

In Scction 260-2, we show how we use the selectiv-
ity and retention factors to compute the resolving
power of a column.

26C BAND BROADENING AND
COLUMN EFFICIENCY

The efficiency of a chromatographic column is affected
by the amount of band broadening that occurs as a
compound passes through the column. Before defining
column efficiency in more quantitative terms, let us ex-
amine the reasons that bands become broader 'as they
move down a column. '

26C-1 The Rate Theory of Chromatography

The rate theory of chromatography describes the
shapes and breadths of elution bands in quantitative
terms based on a random-walk mechanism for the mi-
gration of molecules through a column. A detailed dis-
cussion of the rate theory is beyond the scope of this
text. We can, however, give a qualitative picture of why
bands broaden and what variables improve column
efficiency.s

If you examine the chromatograms shown in this
and the next chapter, you will see that the elution
peaks look very much like the Gaussian or normal er-
ror curves (see Appendix I). As shown in Appendix I,
Section a I B-1, normal error curves are rationalized
by assuming that the uncertainty associated with any
si~gle meas~rement is the summation of a much larger
number of small, individually undetectable and ran-
dom uncertainties, each of which has an equal proba-
bility of being positive or negative. In a similar way, the
typical Gaussian shape of a chromatographic band can
be attributed to the additive combination of the ran-
dom motions of the various molecules as they move
down the column. We assume in the following discus-
sion that a narro\\ zone has been introduced so that

the injection width is not the limiting factor determin-
ing the overall width of the band that elutes. It \S Im-
portant to realize that the widths of eluti~g bands can
never be narrower than the width of the IllJectlon zone.

It is instructive to consider a single solute molecule
as it undergoes many thousands of transfers between
the stationary and the mobile phases during elution.
Residence time in either phase is highly irregular.
Transfer from one phase to the other requires energy,
and the molecule must acquire this energy from its sur-
roundings. Thus, the residence time in a given phase
may be transitory after some transfers and relatively
long after others. Recall that movement down the col-
umn can occur only while the molecule is in the mobile
phase. As a consequence, certain particles travel rap-
idly by virtue of their accidental inclUSIOnIIIthe mobIle
phase for most of the time whereas others lag because
they happen to be incorporated in the statIonary phase
for a greater -than-average length of time. The result
of these random individual processes is a symmetric
spread of velocities around the mean value, which rep-
resents the behavior of the average analyte molecule.

The breadth of a zone increases as it moves down
the column because more time is allowed for spreading
to occur. Thus, the zone breadth is dircctly related to
residence time in the column and inversely related to
the velocity of the mobile-phase flow.

As shown in Figure 26-5, some chromatographic
peaks are nonideal and exhibit tailing or fronting. In
the former case the tail of the peak, appearing to the
right on the chromatogram, is drawn out and the front
is steepened. With fronting, the reverse is the case. A
common cause of tailing and fronting is a distribution
constant that varies with concentration. Fronting also
arises when the amount of sample introduced onto a
column is too largc. Distortions of this kind are undc-
sirable because they lead to poorer separations and less
reproducible elution times. In the discussion that fol-
lows, tailing and fronting are assumed to be mmlmal.

26C-2 A Quantitative Description
of Column Efficiency

Two related terms are widely used as quantitative
measures of chromatographic column efficiency: (I)
plate heighr Hand (2) plare counr, or number of theo-
recical plares, N. The two are related by the equation

FIGURE 26-5 Illustrationof fronting and tailing in chroma-
tographic peaks.

where t is the length (usually in centimeters ) of the col-
umn packing. The efficiency of chromatographic col-
umns increases as the plate count N becomes greater
and as the plate height H becomes smaller. Enormous
differences in efficiencies are encountered in columns
as a result of differences in column type and in mobile
and stationary phases. Efficiencies in terms of plate
numbers can vary from a few hundred to several hun-
dred thousand; plate heights ranging from a few tenths
to one thousandth of a centimeter or smaller are not
uncommon.

The genesis of the terms "plate height" and "number
of theoretical plates" is a pioneering theoretical study
of Martin and Synge in which they treated a chro-
matographic column as if it were similar to a distillation
column made up of numerous discrete but contIguous
narrOw layers called theorerical plates6 At each plate,
equilibration of the solute between the mobile and sta-
tionary phases was assumed to take place. Movement of
the solute down the column was then treated as a step-
wise transfer of equilibrated mobile phase from one
plate to the next.
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FIGURE 26-6 Definitionof plate height H = u'lL. In
(a) the column length is shown as the distance from the
sample entrance point to the detector. In (b) the Gaussian
distribution of sample molecules is shown.

The plate theory successfully accounts for the
Gaussian shape of chromatographic peaks and their
rate of movement down a column. The theory was ul-
timately abandoned in favor of the rate theory, how-
ever, because it fails to account for peak broadening in
a mechanistic way. Nevertheless, the original terms for
efficiency have been carried over to the rate theory.
This nomenclature is perhaps unfortunate because it
tends to perpetuate the myth that a column contains
plates where equilibrium conditions exist. In fact, the
equilibrium state can never be realized with the mobile
phase in constant motion.

The Definition of Plate Height

As shown in Section a lB-l of Appendix 1, the breadth
of a Gaussian curve is described by its standard devia-
tion II or its variance II '. Because chromatographic

FIGURE 26-7 Detennination of the number of plates

N = 16(~r

bands are often assumed to be Gaussian in shape, it is
convenient to define the efficiency of a column in
terms of variance per unit length of column. That is
the plate height H is given by ,

lI'
H=-

L

This definition of column efficiency is illustrated in
Figure 26-6a, which shows a column having a packing
L em In length. Above this schematic (Figure 26-6b) is
a plot showing the distribution of molecules along the
length of the column at the moment the analyte peak
reaches the end of the packing (that is, at the retention
time). The curve is Gaussian, and the locations of L +
1lI and L - 1lI are indicated as broken vertical lines.
Note that L carries units of centimeters and lI' units of
centimeters squared; thus H represents a linear dis-
tance in centimeters as well (Equation 26-17). In fact,
the plate height can be thought of as the length of col-
umn that contains a fraction of the analyte.that lies be-
tween Land L - lI. Because the area under a normal
error curve bounded by plus or minus one standard de-
viation (2:llI) is about 68% of the total area, the plate
height, as defined, contains approximately 34% of the
analyte.

The Experimental Evaluation of Hand N

Figure 26-7 is a typical chromatogram with time as the
abscissa. The variance of the solute peak, which can
be obtained by a straightforward graphical procedure,
has units of seconds squared and is usually designated
as T' to distinguish it from lIZ, which has units of cen-
timeters squared. The two standard deviations T and (J

are related by

a
T=--

LltR

where LlrRis the average linear velocity;; of the solute
in centimeters per second (Equation 26-4).

Figure 26-7 illustrates a method for approximating
T and (J from an experimental chromatogram. Tangents
at the inflection points on the two sides of the chro-
matographic peak are extended to form a triangle with
the baseline of the chromatogram. The area of this tri-
angle can be shown to be approximately 96% of the to-
tal area under the peak if the peak is Gaussian. In Sec-
tion alB-l of Appendix 1 it is shown that about 96% of
the area under a Gaussian peak is included within plus
or minus two standard deviations (2:2lI) of its maxi-
mum. Thus, the intercepts shown in Figure 26-7 occur at
approximately plus or minus two standard deviations of
the solute peak (:':2T) from the maximum, and W = 4T,
where W is the magnitude of the base of the triangle.
Substituting this relationship into Equation 26-18 and
rearranging yields

LW
lI=--

4tR

Substitution of this equation for II into Equation 26-17
gives

LW'
H=-

16t~

To obtain N, we substitute into Equation 26-16 and
rearrange to get

Thus, N can be calculated from two time measure-
ments, tR and W; to obtain H, the length of the column
packing L must also be known. Note that these calcu-
lations are only approximate and assume Gaussian
peak shapes.

Another method for approximating N, which some
workers believe to be more reliable, is to determine
Wl/" the width of the peak at half its maximum height.
The plate count is then given by

N = 5.54(~)2
W1i2

Because the experimental determinations of H
and N described here are based on Gaussian chroma-
tographic peaks, the calculations are considered esti-
mates. More accurate methods for dealing with skewed
Gaussian peaks have been described in the literature;
they are based on finding the variance of the peaks using
statistical second-moment calculations. 7

Usual
Variable Symbol Urnts

Linear velocity of mobile phase u cms-t

Diffusion coefficientin mobile D ** cm2s~1
M

phase*
Diffusion coefficient in stationary D, cm2s-1

phase*
Retention factor (&jnation 26-12) k unitless
Diameter of packing particles dp cm
Thickness of liquid coating on d( cm
stationary phase

*Increases as temperature increases and viscosity decreases.

*"'In liquids, DM values for small and medium-size molecules are on
the order of 10 -5 em! s -1; for gases, DM values are -~10 5 times larger.

The plate count N and the plate height H are widely
used in the literature and by instrument manufactur-
ers. They can be quite useful quantities in comparing
separating power and efficiencies among columns.
However, for these numbers to be meaningful in com-
paring columns, it is essential that they be determined
with the same compound.

26C-3 Kinetic Variables
Affecting Column Efficiency

Band broadening reflects a loss of column efficiency.
The slower the rate of mass-transfer processes occur-
ring while a solute migrates through a column, the
broader the band at the column exit. Some of the
variables that affect mass-transfer rates are control-
lable and can be exploited to improve separations.
Table 26-2 lists the most important of these variables.
Their effects on column efficiency, as measured by plate
height H, arc described in the paragraphs that follow.

The Effect of Mobile-Phase Flow Rate

The extent of band broadening depends on the length
of time the mobile phase is in contact with the station-
ary phase, which in turn depends on the flow rate of the
mobile phase. For this reason, efficiency studies have
generally been carried oul by determining H (by means

~1. P. foley and 1. G. Dorsey, Anal. Chern., 1983.55,730: I Chrnmatogr
Sci .. tqs.t, 22, 40. For a spreadsheet approach tll nonideal peak shapes. see
S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Applicaciulls of ',,/icro:wti' Excel in Allulyt-
il:tll Chemistry. Rdm<.tnt, CA: Brnob"Cole, 2(;1)4

III Tutorial: Learn more about column efficiency.
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FIGURE26-8 Effect of mobile-phase flowrate on plate
height for (a) LCand (b)GC. Note very different flow rate
and plate height scales.

of Equations 26-21 or 26-22 and Equation 26-16) as a
function of mobile-phase velocity. The plots for LC and
for GC shown in Figure 26-8 are typical of the data ob-
tained from such studies. Although both show a mini-
mum in If (or a maximum in efficiency) at low linear
flow rates, the minimum for LC usually occurs at flow
rates well below those for Gc. Often these flow rates
are so low that the minimum If is not observed for LC
under normal operating conditions. The rate theory of
chromatographic zone broadening, which is described
in this section, accurately predicts the shape of a plot of
If versus u, which is often called a van Deemter plot after
the originator of the theory.

As suggested by Figure 26-8, flow rates for LC
are significantly smaller than those used in Gc. This
means that gas chromatographic separations are typi-
cally completed in shorter times than are liquid chro-
matographic separations. Furthermore, as shown in

the figure, plate heights for liquid chromatographic
columns are an order of magnitude or more smaller
than those encountered with gas chromatographic col-
umns. Offsetting this advantage. however, is the fact
that LC columns longer than about 25 em are imprac.
tical because of high pressure drops, whereas GC col.
umns may be 50 m long or more. Consequently, the to.
tal number of plates is greater, and thus overall column
efficiency is usually superior with gas chromatographic
columns. Thus, one comparison between GC and LC
is that GC is capable of faster separations and higher-
efficiency separations, although not necessarily both
simultaneously.

Theory of Band Broadening

Over the last 40 years, an enormous amount of theo-
retical and experimental effort has been devoted to de-
veloping quantitative relationships describing the ef-
fects of the experimental variables listed in.Table 26-2
on plate heights for various types of C\Jlumns. Per-
haps a dozen or more expressions for calcurating plate
height have been proposed and applied with various
degrees of success. None of these is entirely adequate
to explain the complex physical interactions and ef.
fects that lead to zone broadcning and thus lower col-
umn efficiencies. Some of the equations, though im-
perfect, have been quite useful, however, in pointing
the way toward improved column performance.

The efficiency of chromatographic columns can be
approximated by the expression

where If is the plate height in centimeters and u is the
linear velocity of the mobile phase in centimeters per
second. The quantity A is a coefficient that describes
multiple path effects (eddy diffusion) as discussed later,
B is the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, and Cs and
CM are mass-transfer coefficients for the stationary and
mobile phases, respectively. Equation 26-23 is eq uiva-
lent to the well-known van Deem/er equation, devel-
oped by Dutch chemical engineers in the 1950s and
often used to describe chromatographic efficiency.

More recent studies have led to elaborations of the
basic van Deemter expression, but it has bcen shown
experimentally that Equation 26-23 is quite satisfac-
tory in explaining column efficiency' Note that the van
Deemter expression contains terms linearly and in-

TABLE26-3 Processes That
Contribute to Band Broadening

Relationship
Term in toCotumn*
Equatiou and Analyte

Process 26-23 Properties

Multiple flowpaths A A = 2Ad,

Longitudinal diffusion Blu
Ii = 2yDM
U u

Mass transfer to and Csu
!(k)d¥

Csu = ---u
from stationary phase Ds

Mass transfer in CMU
f'(k)d~

eMU =---u
mobile phase DM

"u, Ds, DM, d{. dp' and k are as defined in Table 26-2.

f(k) andf'(k) are functions of k.

A and yare constants that depend on quality of the packing.

B is the coefficient of longitudinal diffusion.

Cs and CM are coefficients of mass transfer in stationary and mobile
phase. respectively.

versely proportional to, as well as independent of, the
mobile-phase velocity.

Let us now examine in some detail the variables
that affect the four terms in Equation 26-23. Tbese
terms are identified in Table 26-3 and described in the
paragraphs that follow9

Tbe Multipatb Term A. Zone broadening in the mo-
bile phase is due in part to the multitude of pathways
by which a molecule (or ion) can find its way through a
packed column. As shown in Figure 26-9, the length of
these pathways may differ significantly; thus, the resi-
dence time in the column for molecules of the same
species is also variable. Solute molecules then reach
the end of the column over a time interval, which leads
to a broadened band. This multiple path effect, which
is sometimes called eddy diffusion, would be indepen-
dent of solvent velocity if it were not partially offset by
ordinary diffusion. which results in molecules being
transferred from a stream following one pathway to a
stream following another. If the velocity of flow is very
low, a large number of these transfers will occur, and
each molecule in its movement down the column will
sample numerous flow paths, spending a brief time
in each. As a result, the rate at which each molecule

~For a sprcadsh.::ct approach to calculations using the van Dcemtcr equa-
tion. see S. K Crouch and F.1. Holler. Apphcariom o{.\ficromfr ~ Freel in

Anall'cicul Cht'miscrv. Belmont c.-\.: Brooks/Col.:. 200-1.

moves down the column tends to approach that of the
average. Thus, at low mobile-phase velocities, the mol-
ecules are not significantly dispersed by the multiple-
path effect. At moderate or high velocities, however,
sufficient time is not available for diffusion averaging
to occur. and band broadening due to the different
path lengths is observed. At sufficiently high velocities,
the effect of eddy diffusion becomes independent of
!low rate.

Superimposed on the eddy-diffusion effect is one
that arises from stagnant pools of the mobile phase
retained in the stationary phase. Thus, when a solid
serves as the stationary phase, its pores are filled with
static volumes of mobile phase. Solute molecules must
then diffuse through these stagnant pools before trans-
fer can occur between the moving mobile phase and
the stationary phase. This situation applies not only to
solid stationary phases but also to liquid stationary
phases immobilized on porous solids because the im-
mobilized liquid does not usually fully fill the pores.

The presence of stagnant pools of mobile phase
slows the exchange process and produces a contribu-
tion to the plate height directly proportional to the
mobile-phase velocity and inversely proportional to
the diffusion coefficient for the solute in the mobile
phase. An increase in internal volume then accompa-
nies increases in particle size.

The Longitudinal Diffusion Term Blu. Diffusion is a
process in which species migrate from a more concen-
trated part of a medium to a more dilute region. The

FIGURE26-9 Typicalpathways of two molecules during
elution. Note that the distance traveled by molecule 2 is
greater than that traveled by molecule 1. Thus, molecule 2
willarrive at B later than molecule 1.



rate of migration is proportional to the concentration
difference between the regions and to the diffusion
coefficient DM of the species. The latter. which is a mea-
sure of the mobility of a substance in a given medium,
is a constant for a given species equal to the velocity of
migration under a unit concentration gradient.

In chromatography, longitudinal diffusion results
in the migration of a solute from the concentrated cen-
ter of a band to the more dilute regions on either side
(that is, toward and opposed to the direction of flow).
Longitudinal diffusion is a common source of band
broadening in GC because gaseous molecules diffuse
at relatively high rates. The phenomenon is of little sig-
nificance in LC where diffusion rates are much smaller.
The magnitude of the B term in Equation 26-23 is
largely determined by the diffusion coefficient DM of
the analyte in the mobile phase and is directly propor-
tional to this constant.

As shown by Equation 26-23, the contribution of
longitudinal diffusion to plate height is inversely pro-
portional to the linear velocity of the eluent. This rela-
tionship is not surprising because the analyte is in the
column for a shorter period when the flow rate is high.
Thus, diffusion from the center of the band to the two
edges has less time to occur.

The initial decreases in H shown in both curves in
Figure 26-8 are a direct result of the longitudinal dif-
fusion. Note that the effect is much less pronounced
in LC because of the much lower diffusion rates in a
liquid mobile phase. The striking difference in plate
heights shown by the two curves in Figure 26-8 can also
be explained by considering the relative rates of longi-
tudinal diffusion in the two mobile phases. That is, dif-
fusion coefficients in gaseous media are orders of mag-
nitude larger than in liquids. Thus band broadening
occurs to a much greater extent in GC than in LC.

The Stationary-Phase Mass-Transfer Term Csu,
When the stationary phase is an immobilized liquid,
the mass-transfer coefficient is directly proportional to
the square of the thickness of the film on the support
particles di and inversely proportional to the diffusion
coefficient Ds of the solute in the film. These effects
can be understood by realizing that both reduce the
average frequency at which analyte molecules reach
the liquid-liquid interface where transfer to the mobile
phase can occur. That is, with thick films, molecules
must on the average travel farther to reach the surface,
and with smaller diffusion coefficients, they travel

slower. The consequence is a slower rate of mass trans-
fer and an increase in plate height.

When the stationary phase is a solid surface, the
mass-transfer coefficient Cs is directly proportional to
the time required for a species to be adsorbed or de-
sorbed, which in turn is inversely proportional to the
first-order rate constant for the processes.

The Mobile-Phase Mass-Transfer Term CMU, The
mass-transfer processes that occur in the mobile phase
are sufficiently complex that we do not yet have a com-
plete quantitative ~escription. On the other hand, we
have a good qualitative understanding of the variables
affecting zone broadening from this cause, and this un-
derstanding has led to vast improvements in all types
of chromatographic columns.

The mobile-phase mass-transfer coefficient CM is
known to be inversely proportional to the diffusion
coefficient of the analyte in the mobile phase. DM. For
packed columns, CM is proportional to the square of the
particle diameter of the packing material, d~.For open
tubular columns, CM is proportional to the square ofthe
column diameter, d~.

The contribution of mobile-phase mass transfer to
plate height is the product of the mass-transfer coeffi-
cient CM (which is a function of solvent velocity) and
the velocity of the solvent itself. Thus, the net contri-
bution of CMU to plate height is not linear in u (see the
curve labeled eMU in Figure 26-10) but bears a com-
plex dependency on solvent velocity.

e
:Ii
.'3 csu
c

"g:g eMUc
0u

FIGURE 26-10 Contribution of various mass-transfer
terms to plate height. Cs" arises from the rate of mass
transfer to and from the stationary phase, C"" comes
from a limitationin the rate of mass transfer in the mobile
phase, and BI" is associated with longitUdinaldiffusion.
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FIGURE 26-11 Effect of particle size
on plate height for a packed GC col-
umn. The numbers to the right of each
curve are particle diameters. (From
J. Boheman and J. H. Purnell, in Gas
Chromatography 1958, D. H. Desty, ed.,
New York:Academic Press, 1958. With
permission.)
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Effect of Mobile·Phase Velocity on Terms in Equa-
tion 26.23. Figure 26-10 shows the variation of the
three terms in Equation 26-23 as a function of mobile-
phase velocity. The top curve is the summation of these
various effects. Note that there is an optimal flow rate
at which the plate height is a minimum and the separa-
tion efficiency is a maximum.

Summary of Methods for Reducing Band Broadening.
For packed columns, the most important vanable that
affects column efficiency is the diameter of the particles
making up the packing. For open tubular columns, the
diameter of the column itself is an important vanable.
The effect of particle diameter is demonstrated by
the data shown in Figure 26-11 for Gc. A similar plot
for LC is shown in Figure 28-2. To take advantage of
the effect of column diameter, narrower and narrower
columns have been used in recent years.

With gaseous mobile phases, the rate of longitudi-
nal diffusion can be reduced appreciably by lowenng
the temperature and thus the diffusion coefficient.
When operating at low mobile-phase velocilles where
the Bfu term is important (see Figure 26-10), lower
temperatures can give smaller plate heights. This effect
is usually not noticeable in LC because dIffUSIOnIS
slow enough so that the longitudinal diffusion term has
little effect on overall plate height. Also, most chro-
matography is done with mobile-phase velocities
higher than the optimal velocity so that mass-transfer
terms (C terms) control column efficiency.

With liquid stationary phases. the thickness of the
layer of adsorbed liquid should be minimized because
Cs in Equation 26-23 is proportional to the square 01

this variable.

260 OPTIMIZATION OF COLUMN
PERFORMANCE

A chromatographic separation is optimized by vary-
ing experimental conditions until the components of a
mixture are separated cleanly in a minimum amount
of time. Optimization experiments are aimed at either
(1) reducing zone broadening or (2) altering relative
migration rates of the components. As we have shown
in Section 26C, zone broadening is increased by those
kinetic variables that increase the plate height of a col-
umn. Migration rates, on the other hand, are varied by
changing those variables that affect retention and se-
lectivity factors (Section 26B).

260-1 Column Resolution

The resolution R, of a column tells us how far apart two
bands are relative to their widths. The resolution pro-
vides a quantitative measure of the ability of the col-
umn to separate two analytes. The significance of thiS
term is illustrated in Figure 26-12, which consists 01
chromatograms for species A and B on three columns
with different resolving powers. The resolution of each
column is defined as

~z 2C,Z
Rs = "fA W

s
= -W-,,-+-W-

B
-+--
2 2

2[(tR)B - (tR),,]

= Iv:-+W;;--
where all of the terms on the right side are as defined
in the figure.

~ Tutorial: Learn more about column resolution.



FIGURE 26-12 Separation at three resolution values:
R, ~ 2<lZ/(\VA + \VB). The peak heights have been
adjusted to be approximately the same in each case.

Note from Figure 26-12 that a resolution of 1.5
gives an essentially complete separation of A and B,
whereas a resolution of 0.75 does not. At a resolution
of 1.0, zone A contains about 4% B and zone B con-
tains about 4 % A. At a resolution of 1.5, the overlap is
about 0.3%. The resolution for a given stationary
phase can be improved by lengthening the column,
which increases the number of plates. Adding more
theoretical plates, however, comes at a cost of increas-
ing the time required for separating the components.

260-2 The Effect of Retention and
Selectivity Factors on Resolution

It is useful to develop a mathematical relationship be-
tween the resolution of a column and the retention fac-
tors kA and kB for two solutes, the selectivity factor a,
and the number of plates N making up the column. We
will assume that we are dealing with two solutes A and
B having retention times close enough to one another
that we can assume

WA = WB = W

Equation 26-24 then takes the form

R = (CR)B - (tRb
, W

III Tutorial: Learn more about the selecthity factor.
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We solve Equation 26-21 for W in terms of (t")B and N
and then substitute the resulting expression into the
foregoing equation to obtain

R = (tR)B - (tR)A x vlN
, (tR)B 4

Substituting Equation 26-12 into this equation and re-
arranging leads to an expression for R, in terms of the
retention factors for A and B. That is,

R = kB - kA X v!N
, 1 + kB 4

Let us eliminate kA from this expression bv substitut-
ing Equation 26-14 and rearranging. Thus.'

R, = v!N("--=.J.)(~)
4 a I + kB

where kB is the retention factor of the slower-moving
species and a is the selectivity factor. Equation 26-25
can be rearranged to give the number of plates needed
to realize a given resolution:

Simplified forms of Equations 26-25 and 26-26 are
sometimes encountered where these equations are

applied to a pair of solutes whose distribution con-
stants are similar enough to make their separation dif-
ficult. Thus. when KA = KB, it follows from Equa-
tion 26-9 that kA = kB = k and from Equation 26-13,
a -> 1. With these approximations, Equations 26-25
and 26-26 reduce to

VN (k)R=-(a-l) --'4 1 + k

(
1 )2( 1 + k)'

N = 16R; a-I -k

Substances A and B have retention times of 16.40 and
17.63 min. respectively, on a 30.0-cm column. An ume-
tained species passes through the column in 1.30 min.
The peak widths (at base) for A and Bare 1.11 and 1.21
min. respectively. Calculate (a) the column resolution.
(b) the average number of plates in the column, (c) the
plate height, (d) the length of column required to
achieve a resolution of 1.5. (e) the time required to elute
substance B on the column that gives an R, value of 1.5,
and (f) the plate height required for a resolution of 1.5
on the original 30-cm column and in the original time.

Solution

(a) Using Equation 26-24. we find

2(17.63 - 16.40)
R, = '1.11 + 1.21 = 1.06

N = 16(16.4(l)' = 3493 and N = 16(!2:IJ:')' = 3397
I.lI 1.21

3493 + 3397
N" = ---2 -- = 3445

(c) fl = ~---= 30.0 = 8.7 X 10'3 cm
N 3445

(d) k and a do not change greatly with increasing N
and L Thus, substituting N, and N, into Equa-
tion 26-25 and dividing one of the resulting equa-
tions by the other yields

(R,), vN,
(R,j, vN,

where the SUbscripts I and 2 refer to the original
and longer columns. respectively. Substituting the
appropriate values for N,. (R,)" and (R,), gives

106 v344)
'l.5' = VN;

(
1- )2No = 3445.2 = 6.9 x 10'

. 1.06

(e) Substituting (R,), and (R,), into Equation 26-29
and di,·iding yields

L._. _

260-3 The Effect of Resolution
on Retention Time

Before considering in detail the significance of the four
equations just derived, it is worthwhile to develop an
equation for a related performance characteristic for a
column. the time required to complete the separation
of solutes A and B. The goal in chromatography is the
highest possible resolution in the shortest possible
time. Unfortunately, these goals tend to be incompa-
tible, and a compromise between the two is usually
necessary.

The completion time of a separation is determined
by the velocity VB of the slower-moving solute, as given
in Equation 26-4. That is,

_ L
VB = (tR)~

Combining this expression with 26-10 and 26-16 yields.
after rearranging

where (tR)B is the time required to bring the peak for B
to the end of the column when the velocity of the mo-
bile phase is u. When this equation is combined with
Equation 26-26 and rearranged, we find that

16R;H( a )'(I+kB)'

(tR)B = -u- a-I (kal'-
Because H is a function of u and a is a function of k.
such an equation is difficult to solve and use except
when doing comparisons where several of the factors
may cancel in a ratio.

Several of these relationships are applied in Ex-
ample 26-1.



Thus, to obtain the improved resolution, the col-
umn length and, consequently, the separation time
must be doubled.

(f) Substituting HI and H2 into Equation 26-29 and
dividing one of the resulting equations by the sec-
ond gives

(kh; (R,); HI
--=--x-
(kh; (R,)~ H2

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the original
and the new plate heights, respectively. Rearrang-
ing gives

(R,); (1.06f
H, = HI--2 = 8.7 X 1O-3cm X ---

• (R,l, (1.5)'
= 4.3 x 10-3 cm

Thus, to achieve a resolution of 1.5 in 17.63 min on
a 30-cm column, the plate height would need to be
halved.

260-4 Variables That Affect
Column Performance

Equations 26-25 and 26-29 are significant because they
serve as guides to the choice of conditions that are likely
to allow the user of chromatography to achieve the
sometimes elusive goal of a clean separation in a mini-
mum amount of time. An examination of these equa-
tions reveals that each is made up of three parts. The
first, which is related to the kinetic effects that lead to
band broadening, consists of \IN or Hlu. The second
and third terms arc related to the thermodynamics of
the constituents being separated - that is, to the rela-
tive magnitude of their distribution constants and the
volumes of the mobile and stationary phases. The sec-
ond term in Equations 26-25 and 26-29. which is the
quotient containing a, is a selectivity term. For a given
mobile-phase and stationary-phase combination, the
" term depends solely on the properties of the two
solutes. The third term, which is the quotient containing
kR• depends on the properties of both the solute and the
column.

In seeking optimal conditions for achieving a desired
separation. it must be kept in mind that the fundamen-
tal parameters a, k, and N (or H) can be adjusted more

or less independently. Thus, a and k can be varied most
easily by varying temperature or the composition of the
mobile phase. Less conveniently, a different type of col-
umn packing can be employed. As we have seen, it is
possible to change N by changing the length of the col-
umn and to change H by altering the flow rate ofthe mo-
bile pha,e, the particle size of the packing, the viscosity
of the mobile phase (and thus DM or Ds), and the thick-
ness of the film of adsorbed liquid constituting the sta-
tionary phase (see Table 26-3). 5.0 10.0

Retention factor, kB
Variation in N

An obvious way to improve resolution is to increase
the number of plates in the column (Equation 26-25).
As shown by Example 26-1, this approach usually re-
quires more time to complete the separation unless the
increase in N is accomplished by reducing H rather
than by lengthening the column.

FIGURE 26-13 Effect of retention factor kB on resolution
R, and elution time (t.)B' It is assumed that Q and Q'
remain constant with variations in kB·

Figure 26-13 is a plot of RJQ and (tR1B/Q' as a function
of kB, assuming that Q and Q' remain approximately
constant. Note that values of kB greater than about 10
should be avoided because they provide little increase
in resolution but noticeably increase the time required
for separations. The minimum in the elution time
curve occurs at a value of kB of about 2. The curves of
Figure 26-13 suggest that the optimal value of kB, tak-
ing into account both resolution and time, lies in the
range of 1 to 5.

Usually, the easiest way to improve resolution is by
optimizing k. For gaseous mobile phases, k can often be
improved by temperature changes. For liquid mobile
phases, changes in the solvent composition often per-
mit manipulation of k to yield better separations. An
example of the dramatic effect that relatively simple
solvent changes can bring about is demonstrated in
Figure 26-14. Here, modest variations in the methanol-
to-water ratio convert unsatisfactory chromatograms
(a and b) to ones with well-separated peaks for each
component (c and d). For most purposes, the chro-
matogram shown in (c) is best because it shows ade-
quate resolution in minimum time. The retention fac-
tor is also influenced by the stationary-phase film
thickness.

Variation in H

In Example 26-lf, we showed that resolution can be sig-
nificantly improved at no cost in time if the plate height
can be reduced. Table 26-3 reveals the variables avail-
able for accomplishing this end. Note that decreases
in particle size of the packing lead to substantial im-
provements in H. For liquid mobile phases, where Blu
is usually negligible, reduced plate heights can also be
achieved by reducing the solvent viscosity, thus increas-
ing the diffusion coefficient in the mobile phase.

Variation in the Retention Factor

Often, a separation can be improved significantly by
manipulating the retention factor kB• Increases in kB

generally enhance resolution (but at the expense of
elution time). To determine the optimal range of val-
ues for kB, it is convenient to write Equation 26-25 in
the form

QkBR =_.-
; 1+ kB

\;7J(a-l)
where Q = 4' .-,,-,and Equation 26-29 as

Variation in the Selectivity Factor

Optimizing k and increasing N arc not sufficient to give
a satisfactory separation of two solutes in a reasonable
time when" approaches unity. Here, a means must be
sought to increase" while maintaining k in the range
of I to 10. Several options are available; in decreasing
order of their desirabilitv as determined by promise

Q' = 16R;l!.-(_~)'
u a - I

----~~-------_ .. _ ...

and convenience, the options are (I) changing the
composition of the mobile phase, (2) changing the
column temperature, (3) changing the composition of
the stationary phase, and (4) using special chemical
elIects.

An example of the use of option 1 has been re-
ported for the separation of anisole (C6H50CH3) and
benzene.!O With a mobile phase that was a 50% mix-
ture of water and methanol, k was 4.5 for anisole and
4.7 for benzene, and" was only 1.04. Substitution of an
aqueous mobile phase containing 37 % tetrahydrofu-
ran gave k values of 3.9 and 4.7 and an " value of 1.20.
Peak overlap was significant with the first solvent sys-
tem and negligible with the second.

A less convenient but often highly effective method
of improving a while maintaining values for k in their
optimal range is to alter the chemical composition of
the stationary phase. To take advantage of this option,
most laboratories that carry out chromatographic sep-
arations frequently maintain several columns that can
be interchanged conveniently.

Increases in temperature usually cause decreases
in k and may affect" values in liquid-liquid and liquid-
solid chromatography. In contrast, with ion-exchange
chromatography, temperature effects can be large
enough to make exploration of this option worthwhile
before resorting to a change in column packing
material.

A final method for enhancing resolution is to incor-
porate into the stationary phase a species that com-
plexes or otherwise interacts with one or more compo-
nents of the sample. A well-known example of the use
of this option occurs when an adsorbent impregnated
with a silver salt is used to improve the separation of
olefins. The improvement results from the formation
of complexes between the silver ions and unsaturated
organic compounds.

260-5 The General Elution Problem

Figure 26-15 shows hypothetical chromatograms for a
six-component mixture made up of three pairs of com-
ponents with widely different distribution constants
and thus widely different retention factors. In chro-
matogram (a), conditions have been adjusted so that
the retention factors for components 1 and 2 (kl and
k,) are in the optimal range of I to 5. The factors for



FIGURE 26-14 Effect of solvent varia-
tion on chromatograms. Analytes:
(1)9,10-anthraquinone; (2)2-methyl-9,
10-anthraquinone; (3)2-ethyl-9,10-
anthraquinone; (4) 1,4-dimethyl-9,
10-anthraquinone; (5)2-t-bulyl-9,
10-anthraquinone.

(a)

70% methanol!
300'c water

(b)
60% methanoll

40% water (e)

50% methanol!
50% water (d)

-lOO/C methanol!
6091., water

the other components are far larger than the optimal,
however. Thus, the bands corresponding to compo-
nents 5 and 6 appear after a significant period of time
has passed; furthermore, the bands are so broad that
they may be difficult to identify unambiguously.

FIGURE 26-15 The general elution problem
in chromatography.

As shown in chromatogram (b), changing condi-
tions to optimize the separation of components 5 and 6
bunches the peaks for the first four components to the
point where their resolution is unsatisfactory. Here,
however, the total elution time is ideal.

Illil
I 3 ~

A third set of conditions, in which k values for com-
ponents 3 and 4 are optimal, results in chromatogram
(c). Again, separation of the other two pairs is not en-
tirely satisfactory.

The phenomenon illustrated in Figure 26-15 is en-
countered often enough to be given a name, the general
elution problem. A common solution to this problem is
to change conditions that determine the values of k as
the separation proceeds. These changes can be per-
formed in a stepwise manner or continuously. Thus, for
the mixture shown in Figure 26-15, conditions at the
beginning of the separation could be those producing
chromatogram (a). Immediately after the elution of
components 1 and 2, conditions could be changed
to those that are optimal for separating components 3
and 4, as in chromatogram (c). With the appearance of
peaks for these components, the elution could be com-
pleted under the conditions used for producing chro-
matogram (b). Often, such a procedure leads to satis-
factory separation of all the components of a mixture in .
minimal time.

For Le, variations in k can be achieved by varying
the composition of the mobile phase during elution.
Such a procedure is called gradient elution or solvellt
programming. Elution with constant mobile-phase
composition is called isocratic elution. For GC, the
temperature can be changed in a known fashion to
bring about changes in k. This temperature program-
ming mode can help achieve optimal conditions for
many separations. These modes are discussed in more
detail in Chapters 27 and 28.

26E SUMMARY OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC
RELATIONSHIPS

The number of quantities, terms, and relationships
employed in chromatography is large and often con-
fusing. Tables 26-4 and 26-5 summarize the most im-
portant definitions and equations that will be used in
the next three chapters.

26F APPLICATIONS OF
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Chromatography has grown to be the premiere
method for separating closely related chemical spe-
cies. In addition, it can be employed for qualitative
identification and quantitative determination of sepa-
rated species. This section considers some of the gen- .
eral characteristics of chromatography as a tool for
completion of an analysis.

26F-1 Qualitative Analysis

A chromatogram provides only a single piece of quali-
tative information about each species in a sample, its
retention time or its position on the stationary phase
after a certain elution period. Additional data can, of
course, be derived from chromatograms involving dif-
ferent mobile and stationary phases and various elu-
tion temperatures. Still, the amount of information
revealed by chromatography is small compared with

Symbol of
Experimental Quantity

Migration time, unretained species
Retention time, species A and B
Adjusted retention time for A
Peak widths for A and B
Length of column packing
Volumetric flowrate
Linear flow velocity

tM
(tRk (tR).
(tR)A
WA, W.
L
F

Stationary-phase volume
Concentration of analyte in mobile
and stationary phases

Chromatogram (Figure 26-7)
Chromatogram (Figures 26-7and 26-12)
(tR)A = (tR)A - 1M
Chromatogram (Figures 26-7and 26-12)
Direct measurement
Direct measurement
F and column dimensions (Equations 26-6
and 26-7)
Packingpreparation data
Analysis and preparation data



L
u=-

fM
VM = fMF

k = fR - fM
fM

kVMK=-
Vs

(fR). - fMa=------
(fR)A - fM

R = 2[(fR). - (fR)A]
s WA + WB

( fR)'N = 16 W
fl=!:.-

N

(f
R

). = 16R;[{ (_a )'(1 + k.)3
u a - 1 (k.)'

Linear mobile-phase velocity

Volumeof mobile phase

Retention factor

the amount provided by a single IR, nuclear magnetic
resonance, or mass spectrum. Furthermore, spectral
wavelength or frequency data can be determined with
much higher precision than can their chromatographic
counterpart (R'

This should not be interpreted to mean that chro-
matography lacks important qualitative applications.
Indeed, It ISa widely used tool for recognizing the pres-
ence or absence of components of mixtures containing
a limited number of possible species whose identities
are known. For example, thirty or more amino acids in
a protein hydrolysate can be identified with a relativelv
high degree of certainty by using chromatography.
Even m such cases, confirmation of identity requires
spectral or chemical investigation of the isolated com-
ponents. Note, however, that positive spectroscopic
Identlficatlon would ordinarily be impossible on as
complex a sample as a protein hydrolysate without a
preliminary chromatographic separation. Thus, chro-
matography is often an essential step in qualitative
spectroscopic analyses_

It is important to note that, although chromato-
grams may not lead to positive identification of species
present m a sample, they often provide sure evidence of
the absence of certain compounds. Thus, if the sample
does not produce a peak at the same retention time as a

fdl Tutorial: Learn more about quantitath'e chro-
IQJ malographic analysis.

standard run under identical conditions, it can be as-
sumed that the compound in question is either absent
or is present at a concentration level below the detec-
tion limit of the procedure.

26F-2 Quantitative Analysis

Chromatography owes its rapid growth during the past
four decades m part to its speed, simplicity, relatively
low cost, and wide applicability as a tool for separa-
tions. It is doubtful, however, that chromatography
would have become as widespread had it not been able
to provide useful quantitative information about the
separated species. It is important, therefore. to discuss
some of the quantitative aspects that apply to all tvpes
of chromatography. .

Quantitative column ehromatographv is based on
a comparison of cither the height or the area of the
analyte peak with that of one or more standards. For
planar chromatography, the area covered by the sepa-
rated species serves as the analytical variable. If condi-
tIOns are properly controlled. these variables varv lin-
early with concentration. .

Analyses Based on Peak Height

The height of a chromatographic peak is obtained bv
connecting the basclines on either side of the peak b;
a straight Ime and measuring the perpendicular dis·

tance from this line to the peak. This measurement
can often be made with reasonably high precision. It is
important to note, however. that peak heights are in-
versely related to peak widths. Thus. accurate results
are obtained with peak heights only if variations in col-
umn conditions do not alter the peak widths during the
period required to obtain chromatograms for sample
and standards. The variables that must be controlled
closely are column temperature, eluent flow rate, and
rate of sample injection. In addition, care must be
taken to avoid overloading the column. The effect of
sample injection rate is particularly critical for the
early peaks of a chromatogram. Relative errors of 5%
to 10% due to this cause are not unusual with syringe
injection.

Analyses Based on Peak Areas

Peak areas are independent of broadening effects due
to the variables mentioned in the previous paragraph.
From this standpoint, therefore, areas are a more sat-
isfactory analytical parameter than peak heights. On
the other hand, peak heights are more easily measured
and, for narrow peaks, more accurately determined.
However, peak heights arc affected by changes in re-
tention times or column efficiency whereas peak areas
are not. Hence, peak areas are usually the preferred
method of quantitation.

Most modern chromatographic instruments are
equipped with computers or digital electronic inte-
grators that permit precise estimation of peak areas.
H such equipment is not available, a manual esti-
mate must be made. A simple method, which works
well for symmetric peaks of reasonable widths, is to
multiply the height of the peak by its width at one half
the peak height. Older methods involved the use of
a planimeter or cutting out the peak and determining
its mass relative to the mass of a known area of recorder
paper. In general, manual integration techniques pro-
vide areas that are reproducible to 2% to 5%; digital
integrators are at least an order of magnitude more
precise.ll

Calibration and Standards

The most straightforward method for quantitative
chromatographic analyses involves the preparation of
a series of external-standard solutions that approxi-

11Sce N. A Dy,;on, Chrof/lQwgraphi. IrltegriUllJn .\fethoJ5. 2nd .:J ..
London: Roval Society of Chemistry. 19Y~

mate the composition of the unknown. Chromato-
grams for the standards are then obtained and peak
heights or areas arc plotted as a function of concentra-
tion. A plot of the data should yield a straight line pass-
ing through the origin; determinations are b",ed on
this calibration curve. Frequent restandardization is
necessary for highest accuracy.

The most important source of error in analyses by
the method just described is usually the uncertainty in
the volume of sample; occasionally, the rate of injec-
tion is also a factor. Samples arc usually small (~lIlL),
and the uncertainties associated with injection of a re-
producible volume of this size with a microsyringe.may
amount to several percent relative. The situation is
even worse in GC, where the sample must be injected
into a heated sample port; here, evaporation from the
needle tip may lead to large variations in the volume
injected. Errors in sample volume can be reduced to
perhaps 1% to 2% relative by means of autosamplers
or a rotary sample valve such as that described in
Chapter 27.

The Internal-Standard Method

The highest precision for quantitative chromatography
is obtained using internal standards because the un-
certainties introduced by sample injection are avoided.
In this procedure, a carefully measured quantity of an
internal-standard substance is introduced into each
standard and sample, and the ratio of analyte to inter-
nal standard peak areas (or heights) serves as the ana-
lytical variable. For this method to be successful, the
internal-standard peak must be well separated from
the peaks of all other components of the sample (R, >
1.25); the internal-standard peak should, on the other
hand, appear close to the analyte peak. With a suitable
internal standard, precisions of better than I % relative
can usually be achieved.

The Area-Normalization Method

Another approach that avoids the uncertainties associ-
ated with sample injection is the area-normalization
method. Complete elution of all components of the
sample is required. In the normalization method, the
areas of all eluted peaks are computed; after correct-
ing these areas for differences in the detector response
to different compound types, the concentration of the
analyte is found from the ratio of its area to the total
area of all peaks. The following example illustrates the
procedure.



The area normalization method was applied to the de-
termination of normal-, secondary-, iso-, and tertiary-
butyl alcohol. To determine the relative response fac-
tor for the alcohols, a standard solution of the alcohols
was prepared and its gas chromatogram observed. The
results were as follows:

Weight Weight
Alcohol Taken, g % Alcohol

n-Butyl 0.1731 24.61
i-Butyl 0.1964 27.92
s-Butyl 0.1514 21.52
I-Butyl 0.1826 25.96

L wt = 0.7035 L % = l00.00

The relative response factors were obtained by di-
viding the data in column 5 by 8.141, the first entry in
column 5.

A sample containing only the four alcohols yielded
the area data in the second column below. Calculate
the weight percent of each alcohol present.

Peak Area, Weight %
Alcohol em' Area X F Alcohol

n-Butyl 1.731 1.731 18.18
i-Butyl 3.753 4.188 43.99
s-Butyl 2.845 2.415 25.36
I-Butyl 1.117 1.186 12.46

L ~ 9.521 99.99

Unfortunately, it is often not practical to arrange
conditions so that all of the components of a mixture
are eluted from a column in a reasonable period. As
a result, the area-normalization method has limited
applications.

Peak Area A,
Relative

Weight Response
em' % Area Factor F

3.023 8.141 1.000
3.074 9.083 1.116
3.112 6.915 0.849
3.004 8.642 1.062

LA = 12.213

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

26-1 Define
(a) elution
(b) mobile phase
(c) stationary phase
(d) distribution constant

(e) retention time
(f) retention factor
(g) selectivity factor
(h) plate height

(i) longitudinal diffusion
(j) eddy diffusion
(k) column resolution
(I) eluent

26-2 Describe the general elution problem.

26-3 List the variables that lead to zone broadening in chromatography.

26-4 What are the major differences between gas-liquid and liquid-liquid chroma-
tography?

26-5 What are the differences between liquid-liquid and liquid-solid chromatography"

26-6 What variahles are likely to affect the selectivity factor a for a pair of analytes?

26-7 Describe how the retention factor for a solute can be manipulated.

26-8 Describe a method for determining the number of plates in a column.

26.9 Name two general methods for improving the resolution of two substances on a
chromatographic column.

26-10 Why does the minimum in a plot of plate height versus flow rate occur at lower
flow rates with LC than with GC?

26-11 What is gradient elution?

26-12 List the variables in chromatography that lead to zone separation.

26-13 What would be the effect on a chromatographic peak of introducing the sample
at too slow a rate?

Length of packing
Flow rate

V~1

Vs

24.7 cm
0.313 mUmin
1.37 mL
0.164 mL

A chromatogram of a mixture of species A. B, C, and D provided the following
data:

Retention Width of Peak
Time, min Base (W). min

Nonretained 3.1

"-
5.4 0.41

B 13.3 1.07

C 14.1 1.I6

D 21.6 172



Calculate
(a) the number of plates from each peak.
(b) the mean and the standard deviation for N.
(c) the plate height for the column.

*26-15 From the data in Prohlem 26-14, calculate for A, B, C. and D
(a) the retention factor.
(b) the distrihution constant.

*26-16 From the data in Prohlem 26-14. calculate for species Band C
(a) the resolution.
(h) the selectivity factor a.
(c) the length of column necessary to separate the two species with a resolution

of 1.5.

(d) the time required to separate the two species on the column in part (c).

*26-17 From the data in Problem 26-14, calculate for species C and D
(a) the resolution.

(b) the length of column necessary to separate the two species with a resolution
of 1.5.

~ *26-18 The following data were obtained by gas-liquid chromatography on a.40-cm
packed column: '

Compound tR,min W,min

Air 1.9

Methylcyclohexane 10.0 0.76
Methylcyclohexene 10.9 0.82
Toluene 11.4 1.06

Calculate
(a) an average number of plates from the data.
(b) the standard deviation for the average in (a).
(c) an average plate height for the column.

~ *26-19 Referring to Problem 26-18, calculate the resolution for
(a) methylcyclohexene and methylcyclohexane.
(b) methylcyclohexene and toluene.
(c) methylcyclohexane and toluene.

~ *26-20 If a resolution of 1.5 is desired in separating methylcyclohexane and methyl-
cyclohexene in Problem 26-18,
(a) how many plates are required"
(b) how long must the column he if the same packing is employed"
(c) what is the retention time for methylcyclohexene on the column of part (h)"

~ *26-21 If Vs and V" for the column in Prohlcm 26-18 are 19.6 and 62.6 mL. respectively.
and a nonretained air peak appears after 1.9 min. calculate
(a) the retention factor for each compound.
(h) the distrihution constant for each compound.
(c) the selectivity factor for methylcyclohexane and methyicyclohexene.

The relative areas for the five gas chromatographic peaks obtained in the separa-
tion of five steroids are given helow. Also shown are the relative responses of the
detector to the five compounds. Calculate the percentage of each component in

the mixture.

De hydroepi andrns tcrone
Estradiol

Estrone
Testosterone
Estriol

Challenge Problem

26-23 A chromatogram of a two-component mixture on a 25-cm packed LC column is
shown in the figure helow. The flow rate was (l.4D mLimin.
(a) Find the times that components A and B spend in the stationary phase.

(b) Find the retention times for A and B.
(c) Determine the retention factors for the two components.
(d) Find the full widths of each peak and the full width at half-maximum values.
(e) Find the resolution of the two peaks.

Find the average number of plates for the column.
Find the average plate height. _
What column length would be needed to achieve a resolution of 1.7Y'
What time would"he required to achieve the resolution in part (h)"
Assume that the column Icngth is fixed at 25 cm and the packing material is
fixed. What measures could you take to increase the resolution to achieve

nasdine separation'?
Are there an\' measures vou could use to achieve a better separation in a
shorter time ~ith the sa~e column as in part (j)"



Gas
Chromatography

In gas chromatography, thecompon~ll,ts of a Vae
porized sample are separated as a cQmequence

of being partitioned between a mobi{~gaseous
phase and a liquid Ora solid stationaryp!:ase held

in a col~mn. In pe'!prming agas chrom~tlJgraphic
separation, the sample is vaporized and;0jected
onto the head of a chromatographic colu},yz'

is brought about by the flow olan inert ftOUS
bile phase. Tn contrast to most other tJPis of chro-
matography, the m()bile phase does not (nteract
with molecules of the analyte; its only fuh.ction is to

transport the analyte through the column.

rJl Throughout this chapter, this logo in~icates
IQJ an opportunity for online self-study at www
.tbomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

There are two types of gas chromatography: gas-liquid
chromatography (GLC) and gas-solid chromatugraphv
(GSC). OLC finds widespread use in all fields of sci-
ence; its name is usually shortened to gas chromatogra_
phy (OC).' GSC is based on a solid stationary phase in
which retention of analytes occurs because of physical
adsorption. The application of OSC is limited because
of semipermanent retention of active or polar mole-
cules and scverc tailing of elution pcaks. Tailing is are.
suit of the nonlinear nature of the adsorption process.
Thus, this technique is not widely used except for the
separatiqn of certain low-molecular-mass gaseous spe-
cies; we discuss the method briefly in Section 27F.

In GLC the analyte is partitioned between a gaseous
mobile phase and a liquid phase immobilized on the
surface of an inert solid packing or on the walls of a cap-
illary tubing. The concept of OLC was first suggested in
1941 by Martin and Synge, who were also responsible
for the development of liquid-liquid partitiun chro-
matography. More than a decade was to elllP.:'e, how-
ever, before the value of GLC was demonstrated exper-
imentally' and this technique began to be used as a
routine laboratory tool. In 1955 the first commercial
apparatus for GLC appeared on the market. Since that
time, the growth in applications of this technique has
been phenomenal. Currently, nearly a million gas chro-
matographs are in use throughout the world.

The general principles of chromatography, which were
developed in Chapter 26, and the mathematical rela-
tionships summarized in Section 26E are applicable to
GC with only minor modifications that arise from thc
compressibility of gaseous mobile phases.

To take into account the effects of pressure and tem-
perature in OC, it is often useful to use retention vol·
umes rathcr than the retention times that were dis-

:For ddail~d treatment of GC, see R. L (i-rob and E. F. Barry, eds., Modern
Practice of Gas Chromatography. -l.th ed .. New York: Wiky-Intersciencc,
200·t H. M. McNair and 1. M. Milia. Basic Gal' Chromatography, New
York: Wile)'" 1995: R. P. \\'. Scott, Introduction to Anal.vticaf Gas Chroma
rography, 2nd ed .. New York: Marcel Dekker. 1997: W.Jennings, E. Mittk-
fehldt. and P. Stremple, Analvrical Gas Chromatography, 2nd ed Orlando
FL: Academic Press. 1997
"A. T James and A. 1. P. ~larlin, Analnt, 1952, 77. 91,'i-9.l2

cussed in Section 26B. The relationship between the
twOis given in Equations 27-1 and 27-2

(27-1)

(27-2)

where F is the average volumetric flow ratc within the
column; V and t are retention volumes and times, re-
spectively; and the subscripts Rand M refer to species
that are retained and not retained on the column. The
floWratc within the column is not directly measurable.
Instcad, the rate of gas flow as it exits the column IS

determined experimentally with a flow meter, which IS

discussed in Section 27B. For popular soap-bubble-
type flow meters, whcre the gas is saturated With watcr,
the average flow rate F is relatcd to the measured flow

rate Fm by

where T is thc column temperature in kelvins, T is the
tempera~ure at the flow meter, and P is the gas pres-
sure at the end of the column. Usually P and T are the
ambient pressure and temperature. The term involv-
ing the vapor pressure of water. PH,o, is a correctIOn for
the pressure used when the gas is saturated With water.

Both ~ and VM depend on the average pressure
within the Rcolumn - a quantity that lies intermediate
between the inlet pressure P; and the outlet pressure P
(atmospheric pressure). The pressure drop correctIOn
factor j. also known as the compresslblltly factor, ac-
counts for the pressure within the column bemg a non-
linear function of the PJ P ratio. Corrected retention
volumcs vR and V~"which correspond to volumes at
the average column pressure, are obtained from the reo

lationships

. 3[(PJP)'-1]
J = 2[(PJP)3 - I]

The specific reteruion volume Vg is then defined as

yO _ yO 273 jF(tR - 1M) 273
Y = ---"--"- X ---- = - ---- X --

g ms Te rns Te

where ms is the mass of the stationary phase. a quan-
tity determined at the time of column preparatIOn.

27A-2 Relationship between Vg and K

The specific retention volume V,can be related to thc
distribution constant K,. To do so, we substllute the
exprcssion relating tRand t" to k (Equation 26-12) into
Equation 27-6. which gives

jFIMk 273
Y, = ~;- X T~

Combining this expression with Equation 27-4 yields

VO k 273
V=-"-x--

, ms T,

Substituting Equation 26-9 for k gives (here. V~l and
V" are identical)

KVs 273
V, = --;;;; X r:

The density of the liquid on the stationary phase Ps is

given by
ms

Ps = II.;

where Vs is thc stationary-phase volumc. Thus,

K 273
V, = Ps X r:

Note that V, at a given temperature depends only on
the distribution constant of the solute and the denSity
of the liquid making up the stationary phase.

27 A-3 Effect of Mobile-Phase Flow Rate

Equation 26·23 and the relationships shown in
Table 26-3 are fully applicablc to Gc. The longltudmal
diffusion term (Blu) is more important in GLC, how·
ever, than in other chromatographic processes be4caus~
of the much larger diffusion rates m gases (10 .-10
times greater than liquids). As a result, the mmlma
in curves relating plate height H to flow rate (van
Deemter plots) are usually considerably broadened m
GC (see Figure 26-8).

Manv changcs and improvements in gas chromato-
graphic inst~uments have appeared in the marketplace
;ince their commercial introduction. In the 1970s, elec-
tronic integrators and computer-based data-processmg



FIGURE 27-1 Block diagram of a typical gas
chromatograph.

equipment became common. The 1980s saw comput-
ers being used for automatic control of most instru-
ment variables, such as column temperature, flow rates,
and sample injection; the development of very high-
performance instruments at moderate costs; and per-
haps most important, the development of opcn tubular
columns capable of separating componcnts of complex
mixtures in relatively short times. Today, more than 50
instrument manufacturers offer several hundred differ-
ent models of gas chromatographic equipment at costs
that vary from about $1000 to more than $50,000.

The basic components of a typical instrument for
performing GC are shown in Figure 27-1. A descrip-
tion of each component follows.

278-1 Carrier Gas System

The mobilc-phase gas in GC is called the carrier gas
and must be chemically inert. Helium is the most com-
mon mobile-phase gas used, although argon, nitrogen,
and hydrogen are also used. These gases are available
in pressurized tanks. Pressure regulators, gauges, and
flow meters are required to control the flow rate of the
gas. In addition, the carrier gas system often contains a
molecular sieve to rcmove impurities and water.

Flow rates are normally controlled by a two-stage
pressure regulator at the gas cylindcr and some sort of
pressure regulator or flow regulator mounted in the
chromatograph. Inlet pressures usually range from 10
to 50 psi (Ib fin. ') above room pressure, which lead to
flow rates of 25 to 150 mLimin with packed columns
and 1 to 25 mLimin for open tubular capillary col-
umns. Generally, it is assumed that flow rates will be
constant if the inlet pressure remains constant. Flow
rates can be established by a rotometer at the column
head; this devicc, however, is not as accurate as the

[ll Exercise; Learn more about gas chromatograph),.

FIGURE 27-2 A soap-bubble flow meter. (Courtesy
AgilentTechnologies.)

simple soap-bubble meter shown in Figure 27-2. Usu-
ally, thc flow meter is located at the end of the column
as shown in Figure 27-1. A soap film is formed in the
path of the gas when a rubber bulb containing an aque-
ous solution of soap or detergent is squeezed; the time
required for this film to move between two graduations
on the buret is measured and converted to volumetric
flow rate (see Figure 27-2). Note that volumetric flow
rates and linear flow velocities are related by Equa-
tion 26-6 or 26-7. Many modern computer-controlled
gas chromatographs are equipped with electronic flow
meters that can be regulated to maintain the flow rate
at the desired level.

FIGURE 27-3 Aset of microsyringes for sample injection.
(Courtesy HamiltonCompany.)

278-2 Sample Injection Systems

To achieve high column efficiency, the sample must be
of a suitable size and introduced as a "plug" of vapor;
slow injection or oversize samples cause band spread-
ing and poor resolution. Calibrated microsyringes,
such as those shown in Figure 27-3, are used to inject
liquid samples through a rubber or silicone diaphragm,
or septum, into a heated sample port located at the
head of the column. The sample port (Figure 27-4) is
ordinarily about 50°C above the boiling point of the
Icast volatile component of the sample. For ordinary
packed analytical columns, sample sizes range from a
few tenths of a microliter to 20 ilL. Capillary columns
require samples that are smaller by a factor of 100 or
more. Here, a sampl~ splitter is often needed to deliver
a small known fraction (1 :50 to 1;500) of the injected
sample, with the remainder going to waste. Commer-
cial gas chromatographs intended for use with capil-
lary columns incorporate such splitters; they also allow
for splitless injection to improve sensitivity or for use
with packed columns. With splitless inlets, the purge
valve closes at injection and stays closed for 30-60 sec-
onds. During this time the sample vapor can go only
onto the column. When the purge valve opens, any re-
maining vapor is rapidly vented. On-column inlets are
also available for capillary Gc. With this type of inlet,
the entire sample is injected onto the column as a liq-
uid, which is later vaporized by temperature program-
ming of the column or inlet. With on-column inlets, the
analyte is separated from the solvent by thermal and
solvent effectsJ

·'N. H. 500\1.'. in .\1odern Practice of Gas Chromarography, R. L. Groh and
E. F. Barry. eds .. 4th ed .. Chap 9. New York Wiley-[nterscience, 2(,l(}4.

For quantitative work, more reproducible sample
sizes for both liquids and gases can be obtained with a
gas sampling valve such as that shown in Figure 27-5.
With such devices, sample sizes can be reproduced to
better than 0.5 % relative. Autoinjectors with automatic
sampling trays are available for most of the higher-end
gas chromatographs. These can substantially improve
the precision of the injected volume over manual sy-
ringe injection.

278-3 Column Configurations
and Column Ovens

Two general types of columns are used in GC, packed
and open tubular, also called capillary. In the past, the
vast majority of gas chromatographic analyses used
packed columns. For most current applications, packed
columns have been replaced by the more efficient open
tubular columns.

Packed chromatographic columns vary in length
from l'm to 5 m, and capillary columns can range from
a few meters to 100 m. Most columns are constructed of
fused silica or stainless steel, although glass and Teflon
are also used. To fit into an oven for thermos tatting,
they are usually formed as coils having diameters of
10 to 30 cm (Figure 27-6). A detailed discussion of
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FIGURE 27-4 Cross-sectional view of a microflash
vaporizer direct injector.



FIGURE 27-5 A rotary sample valve: valve
position (a) is for fiilingthe sample loop ACB;
position (b) is for introduction of sample into
column.

columns, column packings, and stationary phases is
found in Section 27C.

Column temperature is an important variable that
must be controlled to a few tenths of a degree for pre-
cise work. Thus, the column is ordinarily housed in a
thermostatted oven. The optimal column temperature
depends on the boiling point of the sample and the de-
gree of separation required. Roughly, a temperature

FIGURE 27-6 Fused-silica capiilary columns. (Courtesy of
Restek Corp., Beilefonte, PA.)

equal to or slightly above the average boiling point
of a sample results in a reasonable elution time (2 to
30 min). For samples with a broad boiling range, it is of-
ten desirable to employ temperature programming, in
which the column temperature is increased.either con-
tinuously or in steps as the separation proceeds. Fig-
ure 27-7 shows the improvement in a chromatogram
brought about by temperature programming.

In general, optimal resolution is associated with
minimal temperature; the cost of lowered temperature,
however, is an increase in elution time and thereforc thc
time required to complete an analysis. Figures 27-7a
and 27-7b illustrate this principle.

Analytes of limited volatility can sometimes be de-
termined by forming derivatives that are morc volatile.
Likcwisc, dcrivatization is sometimes used to cnhance
detcction or chromatographic performance.

27B-4 Detection Systems

Dozens of detectors have been investigated and used
with gas chromatographic separations' We first de-
scribe thc ideal characteristics of a gas chromatogra-
phic detector and then discuss the most widely used
detection systems. In some cases, gas chromatographs
are coupled to spectroscopic instruments such as mass
and infrared spectrometers. With such systems, the
spectral device not only dctects the appearance of the
analytcs as thcy clute from the column but also helps
to identify them.

4See L. A. Colon and L J Baird. in J[vdefn Practice of Gas Chromatog-
raphy, R. L. Grob and E. F. Barry. eds. -lth ed" Chap. 6. New York: Wiley-
Interscicncc. 2004
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AGURE 27-7 Effect of temperature on gas chromato-
grams: (a) isothermal at 45°C; (b) isothermal at 145°C;
(c)programmed at 30°C to 180°C. (From W. E. Harris and
H. W.Habgood, Programmed Temperature Gas Chroma-
tography, New York:Wiley,1966, p. 10. Reprinted with
permission.)

Characteristics of the Ideal Detector

The idcal detcctor for GC has the following charac-
teristics:

1. Adequate sensitivity. Just what constitutcs ade-
quate sensitivity cannot be described in quantita-
tive terms. For cxample, the sensitivities of the de-
tectors described in this section vary by a factor of
10'. Yct all are widely used and clearly adequate for
certain tasks; the least sensitive are not, howcver,
satisfactory for certain applications. In general, the
sensitivities of present-day detectors lie in the range
of 10-s to 10-15 g solute/so

2. Good stability and reproducibility.
3. A linear response to solutes that extends over sev-

eral orders of magnitude.
4. A temperature range from room temperature to at

least 400°C.
5. A short response time independent of flow rate.
6, High reliability and ease of use. The detector should

be foolproof in the hands of inexperienced opera-
tors, if possible.

7, Similarity in response toward all solutes or alterna-
tively a highly predictable and selective response to-
ward one or more classes of solutes.

8. The detector should be nondestructive.

Unfortunately, no detector exhibits all of these char-
acteristics. Some of the more common detectors are
listed in Table 27-1. Several of the most widely used de-
tectors are described in the paragraphs that follow.

Flame Ionization Detectors

The flame ionization detector (FID) is the most widely
used and generally applicable detector for Gc. With an
FrO such as the one shown in Figure 27-8, effluent from

Flame ionization
Thermal conductivity
Electron capture
Mass spectrometer (MS)
Thermionic
Electrolytic conductivity(Hall)
Photoionization
Fourier transform IR (FTIR)

Hydrocarbons
Universaldetector
Halogenated compounds
Tunable for any species
Nitrogen and phosphorous compounds
Compounds containing halogens, sulfur, or nitrogen
Compounds ionized by UV radiation
Organic compounds

1pg/s
5OOpg/mL
5 fg/s
0.25 to 100pg
0.1 pg/s (P), 1 pg/s (N)
0.5pg Cl/s, 2 pg S/s, 4 pg N/s
2 pg Cis
0.2 to 40 ng
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FIGURE 27-8 A typical flame ionization detector.
(Courtesy of AgilentTechnologies.)

the column is directed into a small air-hydrogen flame.
Most organic compounds produce ious and electrons
when pyrolyzed at the temperature of an air-hydrogen
flame. Detection involves monitoring the current pro-
duced by collecting these charge carriers. A few hun-
dred volts applied between the burner tip and a collec-
tor electrode located above the flame causes the ions
and electrons to move toward the collector. The result-
ing current (-10-12 A) is then measured with a high-
impedance picoammeter.

The ionization of carbon compounds in the FID
is not fully understood, although the number of ions
produced is roughly proportional to the number of re-
duced carbon atoms in the flame. Bccause the FID re-
sponds to the number of carbon atoms entering the de-
tector per unit of time, it is a mass-sensitive rather than
a concentration-sensitive device. As such, this detector
has the advantage that changes in flow rate of the mo-
bile phase have little effect on detector response.

Functional groups, such as carbonyl, alcohol, halo-
gen, and amine, yield fewer ions or none at all in a
flame. In addition, the detector is insensitive toward
noncombustible gases such as H20, CO" S02, CO, no-
ble gases, and NO,. These properties make the FrD a
most useful general detector for the analysis of most

organic samples, including those contaminated with
water and the oxides of nitrogcn and sulfur.

The FrD exhibits a high sensitivity (_IO-lJ g/s),
large linear response range (-10 7), and low noise. It
is generally rugged and easy to use. Disadvantages of
the flame ionization detector are that it destroys the
sample during the combustion step and requires addi-
tional gases and controllers.

Thermal Conductivity Detectors

Thc thermal conductivity detector (TCD), which was
one of the earliest detectors for GC, is still widely used.
This device contains an electrically hcatcd SOurce
whose temperature at constant electrical power de-
pends on the thermal conductivity of the surrounding
gas. The heatcd element may be a fine platinum, gold,
or tungsten wire or, alternatively, a small thermistor. The electrical resistance of this elemcnt depends

on the thermal conductivity of the gas. Figure 27-9a
shows a cross-sectional view of one of the temperature-
sensitive elements in a TCD.

Twin detectors are usually used, one being located
ahead of the sample-injection chamber and the other
immediately beyond the column. The detector ele-
ments are labeled sample and reference in Figure 27-9b.
Alternatively, the gas stream can be split. The detectors
are incorporated in two arms of a bridgc circuit. The
bridgc circuit is arrangcd so that the thermal conductiv-
ity of the carrier gas is canceled. In addition, the effects
of variations in temperature, pressure, and electrical
power arc minimized.

Modulated single-filament TCDs are also available.
Here, the analytical and reference gases are passed
alternately over a tiny filament held in a low-volume
(-5-f1L) cell. The gases are switched at a frequency of
10 Hz. The output is thus a la-Hz signal whose am-
plitude is proportional to the difference in thermal
conductivity of the analytical and reference gases. Be-
cause the amplifier responds only to a la-Hz signal,
thermal noise in the systcm is largely eliminated.

The thermal conductivities of helium and hydrogen
are roughly six to ten times greater than those of most
organic compounds. Thus, even small amounts of or-
ganic species cause relatively large decreases in the
thcrmal conductivity of the column effluent, which re-
sults in a marked rise in the temperature of the detec-
tor. Detection by thermal conductivity is less satisfac-
tory with carrier gases whose conductivities closely
resemble those of most sample components.

The advantages of the TCD are its simplicity, its
large lineardynamie range (_]05), its general response

(b)

FIGURE 27-9 Schematic of (a) a TeD cell. and (b)an
arrangement of two sample detector cells and two refer-
ence detector cells. (From J. Hinshaw. LC-GC, 1990, 8.
298. With permission.)

to both organic and inorganic species, and its nonde-
structive character, which permits collection of solutes
after detection. Its chief limitation is its relatively low
sensitivity (_10-8 g solute/mL carrier gas). Other de-
tectors exceed this sensitivity by factors of 10' to 107

•

It should be noted that the low sensitivity of TCDs
often precludes their use with capillary columns where
sample amounts are very small.

Electron-Capture Detectors

The electron-capture detector (ECD) 5 has become one
of the most widely used detectors for environmental
samples because it selectively responds to halogen-
containing organic compounds, such as pesticides and
polychlorinated biphenyls. As shown in Figure 27-10,
the sample eluate from a column is passed over a ra-
dioactive f3 emitter, usually nickel-63. An electron from
the emitter causes ionization of the carrier gas (often
nitrogen) and the production of a burst of electrons. In
the absence of organic species, a constant standing cur-
rent between a pair of electrodes results from this ion-
ization process. The current decreases significantly,
however, in the presence of organic molecules contain-
ing electronegative functional groups that tend to cap-
ture electrons.

The ECD is selective in its response. Compounds
such as halogens, peroxides, quinones, and nitro groups
are detected with high sensitivity. The detector is insen-
sitive to functional groups such as amines, alcohols, and
hydrocarbons. An important application of the ECD is
for the detection and quantitative determination of
chlorinated insecticides.



ECDs are highly sensitive and have the advantage
of not altering the sample significantly (in contrast
to the flame ionization detector, which consumes the
sample). The linear response of the detector, however,
is limited to about two orders of magnitude.

Thennionic Detectors

The thermionic detector is selectivc toward organic
compounds containing phosphorus and nitrogen. Its
response to a phosphorus atom is approximately 10
times greatcr than to a nitrogen atom and 104 to 106

timcs larger than to a carbon atom. Compared with
the FID, the thermionic detector is approximately 500
times more sensitive to phosphorus-containing com-
pounds and 50 times more sensitive to nitrogen-bearing
species. These properties make thermionic detection
particularly useful for sensing and determining the
many phosphorus-containing pesticides.

A thermionic detector is similar in structure to
the FID shown in Figure 27-8. The column effluent is
mixed with hydrogen, p~sses through the flame tip as-
sembly, and is ignited. The hot gas then flows around
an electrically heated rubidium silicate bead, which is
maintained at about 180 V with respect to the collec-
tor. The heated bead forms a plasma having a tem-
perature of 600°C-800°C. Exactly what occurs in the
plasma to produce unusually large numbers of ions
from phosphorus- or nitrogen-containing molecules is
not fully understood; but large ion currents result,
which are useful for determining compounds contain-
ing these two elements.

Electrolytic Conductivity Detectors

In the Hall electrolytic conductivity detector, com-
pounds containing halogens, sulfur, or nitrogen are
mixed with a reaction gas in a small reactor tube, usu-
ally made of nickel. The reaction tube is kept at
850°C-1000°C. The products are then dissolved in a
liquid, which produces a conductive solution. The
change in conductivity as a result of the ionic species in
the conductance cell is then measured. A typical de-
tector is illustrated in Figure 27-11.

In the halogen mode, hydrogen is used as the reac-
tion gas. Halogen-containing compounds are con-
verted to HX and dissolved in n-propyl alcohol as the
conductivity solvent. In this mode, sulfur-containing
compounds are converted to H,S and nitrogen-
containing compounds to NH3, which do not give sig-
nificant responses because both are poorly ionized in
the solvent. The limit of detection is -0.5 pg ells, and
the linear range is 106
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FIGURE 27-11 Diagram of a Hallelectrolytic conductivity
detector. (Courtesy of ThermoElectron Corp.)

In the sulfur mode, the reaction gas is air, which con-
verts the sulfur-containing compounds to SO,. The con-
ductivity solvent is methyl alcohol with a small amount
of water. The SO, in the presence of water is converted
to sulfite and sulfate ions. Nitrogen-containing com-
pounds are converted to N, and nitrogen oxides and
show little or no response. Halogen-containing com-
pounds are converted to HX and must be removcd with
a post reaction scrubber prior to detection. In the sulfur
mode, approximately 2 pg Sis can be detected with a lin-
ear range of three orders of magnitude.

In the nitrogen mode, hydrogen is used as the reac-
tion gas, as in the halogen mode. However, here, water
containing a small amount of an organic solvent is used
as the conductivity solvent. In this solvent, the NH3

produced is converted to NH4 +. The HX and H,S pro-
duced from halogen- and sulfur-containing compounds
must be removed with a post reaction scrubber. The
limit of detection is -4 pg N Is with a linear range of
three orders of magnitude.

Dry electrolytic conductivity detectors are also
available. These differ from the conventional detectors
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in that they do not use a solvent, but instead detect
the product ions in the gas phase. The dry detector is
responsive to chlorine- and bromine-containing com-
pounds. It can be used in series with a flame ionization
detector.

Photoionization Detector

In the photoionization detector, molecules eluting from
the GC column are photo ionized by ultraviolet radia-
tion from a 10.2 eV hydrogen or a 11.7 eV argon lamp.
This source ionizes species with an ionization potential
below the lamp energy. Compounds with a higher ion-
ization potential do not absorb the energy and thus
are not detected. The ions and electrons produced by
photoionization are then collected at a pair of biased
electrodes. The detector is most sensitive for aromatic
hydrocarbons and organosulfur or organophosphorus
compounds that are easily photoionized. The linear
range is as high as seven orders of magnitude.

Atomic Emission Detectors

In the atomic emission detector (AED), the effluent
from the GC column is introduced into a microwave-
induced plasma (MIP), an inductively couplcd plasma
(ICP), or a direct current plasma (DCP). The MIP has
been most widely used and is available commercially.
The MIP is used in conjunction with a diode array or
charge-coupled-device atomic emission spectrometer
as shown in Figure 27-12. Thc pl~ma is sufficiently en-

ergetic to atomize all of the elements in a sample and
to excite their characteristic atomic emission spectra.
Hcnce, the AED is an element-selective detector. As
shown on the right of the figure, the positionable diode
array is capable of monitoring simultaneously several
elements at any given setting.

Figure 27-13 illustrates the power of element-selec-
tive detection. The sample in this case consisted of a
gasoline containing a small concentration of methyl
tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), an antiknock agent, as
well as several aliphatic alcohols in low concentrations.
The upper chromatogram, obtained by monitoring the
carbon emission line at 198 nm, consists of a myriad of
peaks that would be very difficult to sort out and iden-
tify. In contrast, when the oxygen line at 777 nm is used
to record the chromatogram (Figure 27-13b), peaks for
the alcohols and for MTBE are evident and readily
identifiable.

Flame Photometric Detector

The flame photometric detector (FPD) has been widely
applied to the analysis of air and water pollutants,
pesticides, and coal hydrogenation products. It is a
selective detector that is primarily responsive to com-
pounds containing sulfur and phosphorus. In this de-
tector, the elucnt is passed inlo a low-temperature
hydrogen-air flame, which converts part of the phos-
phorus to an HPO species that emits bands of radia-
tion centered at about 510 and 526 nm. Sulfur in the
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FIGURE 27-13 Chromatogram for a gasoline sample
containing a small amount of MTBEand several aliphatic
alcohols: (a) monitoring a carbon emission line; (b)moni-
toring an oxygen emission line. (Courtesy of Agilent
Technologies.)

sample is simultaneously converted to S" which emits
a band centered at 394 nm. However, the sulfur chemi-
luminescence detector discussed later in this section
provides lower detection limits and wider linear work-
ing range than does the FPD. Suitable filters are used
to isolate the appropriate bands, and their intensity is
recorded photometrically. Other clements that have
been detected by flame photometry include the halo-
gens, nitrogen, and several metals, such as tin, chro-
mium, selenium, and germanium.

Mass Spectrometry Detectors

One of the most powerful detectors for GC is the mass
spectrometer. Mass spectrometers and applications of
mass spectrometry are discussed in Chapters 11 and 20.
The combination of GC with mass spectrometry is

known as GOMS.' Currently, nearly fifty instrument
companies offer GC/MS equipment. The flow rate
from capillary eolumns is generally low enough that the
column output can be fed directly into the ionization
chamber of the mass spectrometer. A schematic of a
typical system is shown in Figure 27-14. Prior to the ad-
vent of capillary columns in GC, when packed columns
were used, it was necessary to minimize the large vol-
umes of carrier gas eluting from the Gc. Various jet,
membrane, and effusion separators were used for this
purpose. However, in many cases such devices also re-
moved a significant amount of the analyte and were thus
quite inefficient. Currently. capillary columns are in-
variably used in GC/MS instruments, and such separa-
tors are no longer needed.

Thermal degradation of components can be a diffi-
culty in GC/MS. Not only can the GC injection port
and GC column cause degradation but also the heated
metal surfaces in the mass spectrometer ion source
may cause problems. Lowering the temp!'rature can
minimize degradation. Often, however, the mass spec-
trometer can be used to identify decompoSition prod-
ucts, which can lead to chromatographic modifications
that solve the degradation problem.

The most common ion sources used in GC/MS
are electron-impact ionization and chemical ioniza-
tion. Ion sources for mass spectrometry are discussed
in dctail in Section 20B. The most common mass ana-
lyzers are quadrupole and ion-trap analyzers. These
analyzers are described in Sections IlB-2 and 20C-3.
Time-of-flight mass analyzers are also used, but not as
frequently as quadrupoles and ion traps.

In GC/MS, the mass spectrometer scans the masses
repetitively during a chromatographic experiment. If
the chromatographic run is 10 minutes, for example,
and a scan is taken each second, 600 mass spectra are
rccorded. The data can be analyzed by the data system
in several different ways. First, the ion abundances in
each spectrum can be summed and plotted as a func-
tion of time to give a total-ion chromatogram. This plot
is similar to a conventional chromatogram. One can
also display the mass spectrum at a particular time dur-
ing the chromatogram to identify the species eluting
at that time. Finally, a single mass-to-charge (mlz)

~For additional information, see 1. Masucci and G_W. Caldwell, in Modern
Practice of Gas Chromatograph}", 4th ed., R L. Groh and E. F Barn', eds ..
Chap. 7. New York: \\,'iJey-Interscience, 2004; H-J. Hubschmann, H(1lld-
book of Gel,""s.- Fundamenlab' and Applications. Weinhcim, Germam':
\\'iky-VCH, 2001; ~..J. McMaster and C. McMaster, GCI,US A Practical
Cser:~Guide. New York. Wiley- VCH. IYY8
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FIGURE 27-14 Schematic of a
typical capillary GC/MS system. The
effluent from the GC is passed into
the inlet of the mass spectrometer,
where the molecules in the gas are
fragmented, ionized, analyzed, and
detected.

value can be selected and monitored throughout the
chromatographic experiment, a technique known as
selected-inn monitoring. Mass spectra of selected ions
obtained during a chromatography experiment are
known as nzass chromatograms.

GC/MS instruments have been used for the identi-
fication of thousands of components that are present

in natural and biological systems. for example, these
procedures have permitted characterization of the
odor and flavor components of foods, identification of
water pollutants, medical diagnosis based on breath
components, and studies of drug metabolites.

An example of one application of GC/MS is shown
in Figure 27-15. The upper figure is the total-ion
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FIGURE 27-15 Typical outputs for a GC/MS
system. In (a), the total ion current chromato-
gram of a five-component mixture is shown. The
components were 1, N-nitrosodimethylamine,
2, bis(2-chloroethyl)ether, 3, bis(2-chloroiso-
propyl)ether, 4, N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine, and
5, bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane. In (b), the mass
chromatogram at mlz = 74 is shown. The peak
is due to the parent ion of n-nitrosodimethyl-
amine (C,H,N,O).A selected-ion chromatogram
at mlz ~ 93 is shown in (c). Peaks 2 and 5 give a
response at this ml z value due to fragmentation
products. (Withpermission from J. A. Masucci
and G. W.Caldwell. in Modem Pracfice of Gas
Chromatography, 4th ed., R. L. Grob and E. F.
Barry, eds., New York:Wiley-Interscience, 2004,
p.356.)



chromatogram of a five-component mixture. Also
shown are mass chromatograms at mlz = 74 and
mlz = 93. From these, the identities of components 1,
2, and 5 can be determined.

Mass spectrometry can also be used to obtain infor-
mation about incompletely separated components.
For example, the mass spectrum of the front edge of a
GC peak may be different from that of the middle part
of the peak or the trailing edge if the peak is due to
more than one component. With mass spectrometry,
we can not only determine that a peak is due to more
than one species but also identify the various unre-
solved components. GC has also been coupled to tan-
dem mass spectrometers or to Fourier transform mass
spectrometers to give GC/MS/MS or GC/MS" sys-
tems. These are extremely powerful tools for identify-
ing components in mixtures.

GC Coupled with Spectroscopic Detection

GC is often coupled with the selective techniques of
spectroscopy and electrochemistry to provide power-
ful tools for separating and identifying the components
of complex mixtures. Combinations of GC with mass
spectrometry (GC/MS), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (GC/FTIR), nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy, and electroanalytical methods are
sometimes termed hyphenated methods.

In early systems, the eluates from the GC column
were collected as separate fractions in a cold trap, and
a nondestructive, nonselective detector was used to
indicate their appearance. The composition of each
fraction was then investigated by nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy, or by
electroanalytical measurements. A serious limitation
to this approach was the very small (usually micromo-
lar) quantities of solute contained in a fraction.

Most modern hyphenated methods monitor the
effluent from the chromatographic column contin-
uously by spectroscopic methods. The combination
of two techniques based on different principles can
achieve tremendous selectivity. Today's computer-
based GC instruments incorporate large databases for
comparing spectra and identifying compounds.

Other Types of Detectors

Several other types of GC detectors are useful for spe-
cific applications. The sulfur chemiluminescence derec-
tor is based on the reaction between certain sulfur
compounds and ozone. The resulting luminescence

intensity is proportional to the concentration of sulfur.
This detector has proven particularly useful for the de-
termination of pollutants such as mercaptans. In the
sulfur chemiluminescence detector, the eluent is mixed
with hydrogen and air, and combustion takes place as
in the flame ionization detector. The resulting gases
are then mixed with ozone, and the intensity of the
emission produced is measured. The linear range is
about five orders of magnitude, and the limit of detec-
tion for sulfur is approximately 0.5 pg/s. The sulfur
chemiluminescence detector has also been adapted to
supercritical fluid chromatography.

The nitrogen-specific chemiluminescence detector
is quite similar to the sulfur detector. The nitrous ox-
ide combustion product reacts with oZOne to produce
chemiluminescence. The detector responds linearly to
nitrogen over about four orders of magnitude. The
limit of detection for nitrogen is about 5 pg/s. The de-
tector can be used for organic nitrogen compounds
and for inorganic compounds such as ammo'llia, hy-
drazine, HCN, and nitrogen oxides.

dominate in GC because, with no packing, columns
can be narrower and longer, leading to higher efficien-
cies than with packed columns.

Despite such spectacular performance characteris-
tics, capillary columns did not gain widespread use un-
til more than two decades after their invention. The rea-
sons for the delay were several, including small sample
capacities; fragility of columns; mechanical problems
associated with sample introduction and connection
of the column to the detector; difficulties in coating
the column reproducibly; short lifetimes of poorly
prepared columns; tendencies of columns to clog; and
patents, which limited commercial development to a
single manufacturer (the original patent expired in
1977). By the late 19705 these problems had become
manageable and several instrument companies began
to offer open tubular columns at a reasonable cost. As a
consequence, we have seen a major growth in the use of
capillary columns since then8

27C-1 Open Tubular Columns

Open tubular, or capillary, columns are of two basic
types: wall-coated open tubular (WCOT) and SUppOrl-
coated open rubular (SCOT) columns.9 Wall-coated
columns are simply capillary tubes coated with a thin
layer of the stationary phase. In support-coated open
tubular columns, the inner surface of the capillary is
lined with a thin film (-30 11m) of a support material,
such as diatomaceous earth. This type of column holds
several times as much stationary phase as does a wall-
coated column and thus has a greater sample capacity.
Generally, the efficiency of a SCOT column is less than
that of a WCOT column but significantly greater than
that of a packed column.

Early WCOT columns were constructed of stainless
steel, aluminum, copper, or plastic. Later, glass col-
umns began to be used. Often, the glass was etched
with gaseous hydrochloric acid, strong aqueous hy-
drochloric acid, or potassium hydrogen fluoride to give
a rough surface, which bonded the stationary phase
more tightly. The most widely used capillary columns
are fused-silica wall-coated (FSWC) open rubular
columns. Fused-silica capillaries are drawn from spe-
cially purified silica that contains minimal amounts of

27C GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC
COLUMNS AND STATIONARY
PHASES

The pioneering gas-liquid chromatographic studies in
the early 19505 were carried out On packed columns in
which the stationary phase was a thin film of liquid re-
tained by adsorption on the surface of a finely divided,
inert solid support. From theoretical studies made dur-
ing this early period, it became apparent that unpacked
columns having inside diameters of a few tenths of a
millimeter could provide separations superior to those
on packed columns in both speed and column efficiency.
In such capillary columns, the stationary phase was a
film ofliquid a few tenths of a micrometer thick that uni-
formly coated the interior of a capillary tubing. In the
late 1950s such open rubular collimns were constructed
and the predicted performance characteristics were
confirmed experimentally in several laboratories, with
open tubular columns having 300,000 plates or more
being described.' Today. open tubular columns pre-

7In 1987 a world record for length of an open tubular column and number
of theoretical plates was set, as attested in the Guinness Book of Records,
by Chrompack International Corporation of the Netherlands. The column
was a fused-silica column drawn in one piece and having an internal diam-
eter of 0.32 nun and a length of 2.1 km, or 1.3 miles. The column was
coaled with a 0.\ m film of polydimethyl siloxane. A 1.3-km section of this
column contained mOre than 2 million plates.

SFor more information on columns in GC, see E. F BaITY,in Modern Prac-
tice of Gas Chromatography, R. L. Grab and E. F. Barry, cds., 4th ed ..
Chap. 3, New York.: Wiley-Interscience. 2004.
9For a detailed description of open tubular columns. see M. L. Lee, F. J
Yang, and K. D. Bartle, Open Tubular Column Gas Chromarography·
Theory and Practice, New York: Wiley, 1984 .

.,.

metal oxides. These capillaries have much thinner
walls than glass columns. The tubes arc given added
strength by an outside protective polyimide coating,
which is applied as the capillary tubing is drawn. The
resulting columns are quite flexible and can be bent
into coils with diameters of a few inches. Figure 27-6
shows fused-silica open tubular columns. Silica open
tubular columns are available commercially and of-
fer several important advantages such as physical
strength, much lower reactivity toward sample compo-
nents, and llexibility. For most applications, they have
replaced the older-type WCOT glass columns.

The most widely used silica open tubular columns
have inside diameters of 0.32 and 0.25 mm. Higher-
resolution columns are also available with diameters
of 0.20 and 0.15 mm. Such columns arc mOre trouble-
some to use and arc more demanding on the injection
and detection systems. Thus, a sample splitter must be
used to reduce the size of the sample injected onto the
column and a more sensitive detector system with a
rapid response time is required.

Recently, 530-llm capillaries, sometimes called
megabore collimns, have appeared on the market.
These columns will tolerate sample sizes that are simi-
lar to those for packed columns. The performance
characteristics of megabore open tubular columns are
not as good as those of smaller -diameter columns but
are significantly better than those of packed columns.

Table 27-2 compares the performance characteris-
tics of fused silica capillary columns with other types of
wall-coated columns as well as with support-coated
and packed columns.

Modern packed columns are fabricated from glass or
metal tubing; they are typically 2 to 3 m long and have
inside diameters of 2 to 4 mm. These tubes are densely
packed with a uniform, finely divided packing mate-
rial, or solid support, coated with a thin layer (0.05 to
111m) of the stationary liquid phase. The tubes are usu-
ally formed as coils with diameters of roughly 15 em to
permit convenient thermostatting in an oven.

Solid Support Materials

The packing, or solid support in a packed column, holds
the liquid stationary phase in place so that as large a sur-
face area as possible is exposed to the mobile phase.
The ideal support consists of small, uniform, spherical
particles with good mechanical strength and a specific



moisture. Thus, a fully hydrolyzed silicate surface has
the structureType of Column

FSWC' weOTt SCOT' Packed

Length, m 10-100 10-100 10-100 1-6
Inside diameter, mm 0.1-0.3 0.25-0.75 0.5 2-4
Efficiency,plates/m 2000-4000 1000-4000 600-1200 500-1000
Sample size, ng 10-75 10-1000 10-1000 10-10'
Relativepressure Low Low Low High
Relative speed Fast Fast Fast Slow
Flexibility? Yes No No No
Chemical inertness Best ~Poorest

OH OH OH OH,,1/°,,\/°,,1/°,,1/
Si Si Si Si
I I I I

The SiOH groups on the support surface have a strong
affinity for polar organic molecules and tend to retain
them by adsorption.

Support materials can be deactivated by silanization
with dimethylchlorosilane (DMCS). The reaction is

*Fused silica, wall~coated open tubular column.

tWall-eoated open tubular metal. plastic, or glass columns.

fSupport-eoated open tubular column (also called porous-layer open tubular, or PLOT).

surface area of at least 1 m '/g. In addition, the material
should be inert at elevated temperatures and be uni-
formly wetted by the liquid phase. No material is yet
available that meets all of these criteria perfectly.

The earliest, and still the most widely used, pack-
ings for GC were prepared from naturally occurring
diatomaceous earth, which consists of the skeletons of
thousands of species of single-celled plants that once
inhabited ancient lakes and seas. Figure 27-16 is an en-

FIGURE 27-16 Aphotomicrograph of a diatom. Magnifi-
cation 5000x. (© Dr.Anne Smith/Photo Researchers, Inc.)

CH,
/ I

-Si-OH + Cl-Si-Cl

" ICH,

larged photo of a diatom obtained with a 'scanning
electron microscope. Such plants received their nutri-
ents and disposed of their wastes via molecuiar diffu-
sion through their pores. As a result, their remains are
well-suited as support materials bccause GC is also
based on the same kind of molecular diffusion.

CH,
/ I

-Si-O'-Si-Cl + HCl

" ICH,

When the support is washed with methanol, the second
chloride is replaced by a methoxy group. That is,

CH,
/ I

-Si-O-C -Cl + CH,OH

" ICH,

Particle Size of Supports

As shown in Figure 26-11, the efficiency of a gas chro-
matographic column increases rapidly with decreasing
particle diameter of the packing. The pressure differ-
ence required to maintain an acceptable flow rate of
carrier gas, however, varies inversely as the square of
the particle diameter; the latter relationship has placed
lower limits on the size of particles used in GC because
it is not convenient to use pressure differences that are
greater than about 50 psi. As a result, the usual support
particles are 60 to 80 mesh (250 to 170 flm) or 80 to 100
mesh (170 to 149 flm).

CH,
/ I

-Si-O-Si-OCH, + HCl

" ICH,

Silanized surfaces of column packings may still show a
rcsidual adsorption, which apparently occurs with
metal oxide impurities in the diatomaceous earth.
Acid washing prior to silanization removes these im-
purities. Fused silica used for manufacturing open tu-
bular columns is largely free of this type of impurity.
Because of this, fewcr problems with adsorption arise
with fused-silica columns.

27C-3 Adsorption on Column
Packings or Capillary Walls

A problem that has plagued GC from its beginning has
been the physical adsorption of polar or polarizable
analyte species, such as alcohols or aromatic hydro-
carbons, on the silicate surfaces of column packings
or capillary walls. Adsorption causes distorted peaks,
which arc broadened and often exhibit a tail (recall
Figure 26-5). Adsorption occurs with silanol groups
that form on the surface of silicates by reaction with

27C-4 The Stationary Phase

Desirable properties for the immobilized liquid phase
in a gas-liquid chromatographic column include (I) low
volatility (ideally. the boiling point of the liquid should
be at least 100°C higher than thi maximum operating

temperature for the column); (2) thermal stability;
(3) chemical inertness; (4) solvent characteristics such
that k and a (Sections 26B-5 and 26B-6, respectively)
values for the solutes to be resolved fall within a suitable
range.

Many liquids have been proposed as stationary
phases in the development of GLC. Currently, fewer
than a dozen are commonly used. The proper choice of
stationary phase is often crucial to the success of a sep-
aration. Qualitative guidelines for stationary-phase se-
lection can be based on a literature review, an Internet
search, prior experience, or advice from a vendor of
chromatographic equipment and supplies.

The retention time for an analyte on a column de-
pends on its distribution constant, which in turn is re-
lated to the chemical nature of the liquid stationary
phase. To separate various sample components, their
distribution constants must be sufficiently different to
accomplish a clean separation. At the same time, these
constants must not be extremely large or extremely
small because large distribution constants lead to pro-
hibitively long retention times and small constants pro-
duce such short retention times that separations are
incomplete.

To have a reasonable residence time in the column,
an analyte must show some degree of compatibility
(solubility) with the stationary phase. Here, the prin-
ciple of "like dissolves like" applies, where "like" re-
fers to the polarities of the analyte and the immobi-
lized liquid. The polarity of a molecule, as indicated
by its dipole moment, is a measure of the electric field
produced by separation of charge within the molecule.
Polar stationary phases contain functional groups such
as -CN, -CO, and -OH. Hydrocarbon-type sta-
tionary phases and dialkyl siloxanes are nonpolar,
whereas polyester phases are highly polar. Polar ana-
lytcs include alcohols, acids, and amines; solutes of me-
dium polarity include ethers, ketones, and aldehydes.
Saturated hydrocarbons are nonpolar. Generally, the
polarity of the stationary phase should match that of
the sample components. When the match is good, the
order of elution is determined by the boiling point of
the eluents.

Classification of Stationary Phases

Many different schemes have been rcported to classify
stationary phases and thereby simplify stationary-
phase selection. Most of these are based on solute
probes that test specific interactions between the solute
and the liquid phase by measuring solute rctention



Common Maximum
Stationary Phase Trade Name Temperature, °C Common Applications

Polydimethyl siloxane OY-l, SE-30 350 General-purpose nonpolar
phase, hydrocarbons,
polynuclear aromatics,
steroids, PCBs

5% Phenyl-polydimethyl OY-3,SE-52 350 Fatty acid methyl esters,
siloxane alkaloids, drugs, halogenated

compounds
50% Phenyl-polydimethyl OY-17 250 Drugs, steroids, pesticides,
siloxane glycols
50% Tritluoropropyl- OY-2l0 200 Chlorinated aromatics,
polydimethyl siloxane nitroaromatics, alkyl

substituted benzenes
Polyethylene glycol Carbowax 20M 250 Free acids, alcohols,ethers,

essential oils, glycols
50% Cyanopropyl- OY-275 240 Polyunsaturated fatty acids,
polydimethyl siloxane rosin acids, free acids, alcohols

characteristics, Two of the most important classifica-
tions are based on the work of Rohrschncider and
McReynolds,1O The result was the production of lists
of stationary phases and the compound classes that
can be separated by each phase (see Table 27-3). Like-
wise, numerical values, known as McReynolds con-
stants, are available that can guide the user in selecting
a stationary phase to separate analytes having different
functional groups, such as alcohols from aldehydes or
ketonesH

Some Widely Used Stationary Phases

Table 27-3 lists the most widely used stationary phases
for both packed and open tubular eolumn GC in order
of increasing polarity. These six liquids can probably
provide satisfactory separations for 90% or more of
samples encountered.

Five of the liquids listed in Table 27-3 are polydi-
methyl siloxanes that have the general structure

R [R lR
R-ii-O ii-O ii-R

R R nR

JOL.Rohrschneider, J. Chromntogr., 1966.22,6; W. 0. McReynolds, 1.
Chrorrultogr. Sci., 1970,8,685.
III A Dean, Ana/ytu'a/ Chemistry Handhook, pp. 4.34-4.37, New York·
McGraw-HilL 1995,

In the first of these, polydimethyl siloxane, the - R
groups are all -CH" giving a liquid that is relatively
nonpolar. In the other polysiloxanes shown in the table,
a fraction of the methyl groups are replaced by func-
tional groups such as phenyl (-c,;H5), cyanopropyl
(-C,H6CN), and triftuoropropyl (-C,H"CF,). The
percentage description in each case gives the amount of
substitution of the named group for methyl groups on
the polysiloxane backbone. Thus, for example, 5%
phenyl-polydimethyl siloxane has a phenyl ring handed
to 5% (by number) of the silicon atoms in the polymer.
These substitutions increase the polarity of the liquids
to various degrees.

The fifth entry in Tahle 27-3 is a polyethylene glycol
with the structure

It finds widespread use for separating polar species.
Figure 27-17 illustrates applications of the phases
listed in Table 27-3 for open tuhular columns.

Bonded and Cross-Linked Stationary Phases

Commercial columns are advertised as having bonded
or cross-linked stationary phases. The purpose of
bonding and cross-linking is to provide a longer-lasting
stationary phase that is not disrupted at elevated tem-
peratures or during temperature programming. With
use, untreated columns slowly lose their stationary
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FIGURE27-17 Typical chromatograms from open tubular columns coated with (a)polydi-
methyl siloxane; (b) 5% (phenyl methyldimethyl)siloxane; (c)50% (phenyl methyldimethyl)
siloxane; (d)50% poly(trifluoropropyl-dimethyl)siloxane; (e)polyethylene glycol; (f) 50%
poly(cyanopropyl-dimethyl)siloxane. (Courtesy of J&WScientific.)

phase because of "bleeding," in which a small amount
of immobilized liquid is carried out of the column dur-
ing the elution process. Such columns are also recom-
mended for on-column injection where a large solvent
volume is used. Indeed, cross-linked or bonded col-
umns may be backftushcd to remove contaminants
without significant loss of stationary phase.

Bonding involves attaching a monomolecular layer
of the stationary phase to the silica surface of the col-
umn by a chemical reaction. For commercial columns,
the nature of the reaction is usually proprietary.

Cross-linking is carried out in situ after a column is
coated with one of the polymers listed in Table 27-3.
One way of cross-linking is to incorporate a perox-
ide into the original liquid. When the film is heated,
reaction between the methyl groups in the polymer
chains is initiated by a free radical mechanism. The
polymer molecules are then cross-linked through
carbon-to-carbon bonds. The resulting films are less

.,.

extractable and have considerably greater thermal
stability than do untreated films. Cross-linking has
also been initiated by exposing the coated columns to
gamma radiation.

Film Thickness

Commercial columns are available having stationary
phases that vary in thickness from 0.1 to 5 11m.Film
thickness primarily affects the retentive character and
the capacity of a column as discussed in Section 26C-3.
Thick films are used with highly volatile analytes be-
cause such films retain solutes for a longer time, thus
providing a greater time for separation to take place.
Thin films are useful for separating species of low
volatility in a reasonable length of time. For most appli-
cations with 0.25- or O.32-mm columns, a film thickness
of 0.25 11mis recommended. With megabore columns,
1- to 1.5-l1ffifilms are often used. Today, columns with
8-l1m films are marketed.



Chiral Stationary Phases

In recent years, much effort has been devoted to devel-
oping methods for the separation of enantiomers by gas
or liquid chromatography." Two approaches have been
used. One is based on forming derivatives of the analyte
with an optically active reagent that forms a pair of di-
astereomers that can be separated on an achiral col-
umn. The alternative method is to use a chiralliquid as
the stationary phase. A number of amino acid-derived
chiral phases have been developed for this purpose, and
others are becoming available commercially.

To evaluate the importance of GC, we must distinguish
between the two roles the method plays. First, GC is a
tool for performing separations. In this role, GC meth-
ods are unsurpassed when applied to complex organic,
metal-organic, and biochemical systems made up of
volatile species or species that can be derivatized to
yield volatile substances. The second role that GC
plays is in the completion of an analysis. In this role,
retention times or volumes are used for qualitative
identification, and peak heights or peak areas provide
quantitative information. For qualitative purposes, GC
is much more limited than most of the spectroscopic
methods considered in earlier chapters. T'hus, an im-
portant trend in the field has been in the direction of
combining the remarkable separatio~ ;;pabiliti';-s of
GC with the superior identification properties of such
instruments as mass, IR, and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectrometers (see Section 27B-4).

270-1 Qualitative Analysis

Gas chromatograms are widely used to establish the
purity of organic compounds. The appearance of addi-
tional peaks reveals any contaminants present, and the
areas under these peaks provide estimates of the ex-
tent of contamination. Such areas are only estimates
because different components may have widely differ-
ing detector response factors. Gas chromatographic
techniques are also useful for evaluating the effective-
ness of purification procedurcs. ~

::For a review of chiral stationary-phase separalions by Gc. see J V
Hinshaw, LC-GC, 1993, 11. 644: E F Barry. in Modern 'Practice of Gas
Chromatography, R. L Grob and E. F. Barry, cd., 4th ed .. Chap. 3. Ne .••.
York: Wiley-Interscience, 2004

In theory, GC retention times should be useful for
identifying components in mixtures. In fact, however
the applicability of such data is limited by the numbe;
of variables that must be controlled to obtain repro-
ducible results. Nevertheless, GC provides an excel-
lent means of confirming the presence or absence of
a suspected compound in a mixture, provided that an
authentic sample of the substance is available. No new
peaks in the chromatogram of the mixture should ap-
pear on addition of the known compound, and en-
hancement of an existing peak should be observed.
The evidence is particularly convincing if the effect can
be duplicated on different columns and at different
temperatures.

Selectivity Factors

We have seen (Section 26B-6) that the selectivitv factor
a for compounds A and B is given by the relationship

KB (tR)B - tM (t")Ba=~=
KA (tR)A - tM (t")A'.

where (tR)A = [(tR)A - tMl is the adjusted retention time
for species A. If a standard substance is chosen as com-
pound B, then a can provide an index for identification
of compound A, which is largely independent of col-
umn variables other than temperature. Numerical tab-
ulations of selectivity factors for pure compounds rela-
tive to a common standard can be prepared and then
used for the characterization of solutes. Unfortunately,
finding a universal standard that yields selectivity fac-
tors of reasonable magnitude for all types of analytes is
impossible. Thus, the amount of selectivity factor data
available in the literature is presently limited.

The Retention Index

The retention index I was first proposed by E. Kovats
in 1958 for identifying solutes from chromatograms."
The retention index for any given solute can be calcu-
lated from a chromatogram of a mixture of that solute
with at least two normal alkanes having retention
times that bracket that of the solute. The retention in-
dex scale is based on normal alkanes. Bv definition, the
retention index for a normal alkane ~ equal to 100
times the number of carbons in the compound regard-
less of the column packing. the temperature, or other
chromatographic conditions. The retention indexes for
all compounds other than normal alkanes vary, often
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FIGURE 27-18 Graphical illustration of the method for
determining retention indexes for three compounds.
Stationary phase: squalane. Temperature: 60°C. Retention
indexes for normal alkane standards nonane and hexane
are indicated.

by several hundred retention index units, with column
variables.

It has long been known that within a homologous se-
ries, a plot of the logarithm of adjusted retention time
(tR = tR - tM) versus the number of carbon atoms is lin-
ear, provided the lowest member of the series is ex-
cluded. Such a plot for C4 to C, normal alkane standards
is shown in Figure 27-18. Also indicated on the ordinate
are log adjusted retention times for three compounds
on the same column and at the same temperature. Their
retention indexes are then obtained by multiplying the
corresponding abscissa values by 100. Thus, the reten-
tion index for toluene is 749, and for benzene it is 644.

Normally, a graphical procedure is not required to
determine retention indexes. Instead, adjusted reten-
tion data are calculated by interpolation from a chro-
matogram of a mixture of the solute of interest and two
or more alkane standards.

It is important to reiterate that the retention index
for a normal alkane is independent of temperature and
column packing. Thus, !for heptane, by definition, is al-
ways 700. In contrast, retention indexes of all other
solutes may, and often do, vary widely from one column
to another. For example, the retention index for ace-.,.

naphthene on a cross-linked polydimethyl siloxane
stationary phase at 140°C is 1460. With 5% phenyl-
polydimethyl siloxane as the stationary phase, it is 1500
at the same temperature, and with polyethylene glycol
as the stationary phase, the retention index is 2084.

The retention index system has the advantage of be-
ing based on readily available reference materials that
cover a wide boiling range. In addition, the temperature
dependence of retention indexes is relatively small. In
1984 Sadtler Research Laboratories introduced a li-
brary of retention indexes measured on four types of
fused-silica open tubular columns. The computerized
format of the database allows retention index searching
and possible identity recall with a desktop computer. 14

Measurement of retention indexes is the basis of the
Rohrschneider-McReynolds scheme for classification
of stationary phases in GC (see Section 27C-4).

The use of retention data on two or more GC
columns can improve the chances of correctly identify-
ing an unknown compound. The columns can be used
in separate experiments or sometimes they can be em-
ployed in tandem. The use of two or more columns in
series is termed multidimensional chromarography.15
Likewise, the responses of two or more GC detectors
can greatly aid in qualitative identification.

The combination of GC with various spectroscopic
detectors, particularly with mass spectrometry, can
greatly aid in identifying components. In fact, GC/MS
is now the premier technique for separating and iden-
tifying species in mixtures.

270-2 Quantitative Analysis

The peak height or peak area of an eluate from a GC
column has been widely used for quantitative and semi-
quantitative analyses. An accuracy of 1% relative is at-
tainable under carefully controlled conditions using ei-
ther the external or the internal standard method. As
with most analytical tools, reliability is directly related
to the control of variables; the nature of the sample also
plays a part in determining the potential accuracy. The
general discussion of quantitative chromatographic
analysis given in Section 26F-2 applies to GC as well as
to other types; therefore, no further consideration of
this topic is given here.

14 The Sadtler Standard Gas Chromarograph\ Rercntion Index Library,
Vols. 1-4, Philadelphia: Bio-Rad Laboratories, Sadtler Division, 1984 -85.
15For reviews of two-dimensional GC, see M. AdahchouL J. Beens, R. 1. 1.
Vreuls, U. A. Th. Brinkman. Trends Anal. Chem (TRAC). 2006. 25, 43R;
2006,25.540: 2006, 25, 726



FIGURE 27-19 High-speed chromatogram obtained
with isothermal operation (30'C) for 37 s followed
by a 35'C/min temperature ramp to 90'C. (From
H. Smith and R. D. Sacks, Anal. Chern., 1998, 70,
4960. Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.)

Although GC is quite a mature technique, there have
been many developments in recent years in theory,
instrumentation, columns, and practical applications.
We discuss here some developments in high-speed GC
and in miniaturized GC systems.

Researchers in GC have often focused on achieving
ever higher resolution to separate more and more
complex mixtures.'6 In most separations, conditions
are varied to separate the most difficult-to-separate
pair of components, the so-called critical pair. Many of
the components of interest, under these conditions,
are highly overseparated. The basic idea of high-speed
GC is that, for many separations of interest, higher
speed can be achieved albeit at the expense of some
selectivity and resolution.

The principles of high-speed separations can be
demonstrated by substituting Equation 26-5 into
Equation 26-11

L 1~=ux-_·_-
tR 1 + k"

16For more information, see R. D. Sacks, in Modern Practice of Gas Chro-
mJJcography, R. L Grob and E. F. Barry, eds., 4th ed., New York: Wilev·
Intersc1ence, 2004, Chap. 5. .
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where k" is the retention factor for the last component
of interest in the chromatogram. If we rearr:~nge Equa-
tion 27-8 and solve for thc retention time of the last
component of interest, we obtain

Equation 27-9 tells us that we can achieve faster sepa-
rations by using short columns, higher-than-usual car-
rier gas velocities and small retention factors. For ex-
ample, if we reduce the column length L by a factor of
4 and increase the carricr-gas velocity u by a factor of
5, the analysis time tR is reduced by a factor of 20. The
price paid is reduced resolving power caused bv in-
creased band broadening and rcduced peak cap~city
(the number of peaks that will fit in the chromatogram).

Research workers in the field have been designing
instrumentation and chromatographic conditions to
optimize separation speed at the lowest cost in terms
of resolution and peak capacity" Thcy have designed
systems to achieve tunable columns and high-spced
temperaturc programming. A tunable column is a sc-
ries combination of a polar and a nonpolar column.
Figure 27-19 shows the separation of twelve com-
pounds prior to initiating a programmed temperature
ramp and nineteen compounds after the tcmperature
program was begun. The total time required was 140 s.

These workers have also been using high-speed GC
with mass spectrometry detection including time-of-
flight detection. IS

For many years there has been a desire to miniaturize
GC systems to the microchip level. Miniature GC sys-
tems are useful in space exploration, in portable in-
struments for field use, and in environmental monitor-
ing. Early work reported on GC columns etchcd onto
a microchip." However, the relatively poor chromato-
graphic performance of such devices led to removal of

lSC. Leonard and R Sacks. Anal. Chem .. 1999, 71,5177
l~See S. C. Terry. 1. H. Jerman. and 1. B. Angell, IEEE Trans. Electron
Devices. 1979. 26. lSSO: 1. B Angdl. S. C. Terry, and P. W, Barth, Sci
Am. 1983.248 (-t). 4.4.

FIGURE 27 -20 Microfabricated columns (a)and chromato-
gram (b).The columns in (a)were 0.9-m-long spiral and
serpentine channels. The mixture (b)was 1, acetone; 2, 2-
butanone; 3, benzene; 4, trichloroethylene; 5, 2,5-dimethyl-
furan; and 6, toluene. Airwas used as the carrier gas with
an outlet pressure of 0.5 atm. (From R. Sacks, in Modern
Practice of Gas Chromatography, R. L.Grob and E. F.Barry,
eds., 4th ed., New York:Wiley-Interscience, 2004, p. 269.
Withpermission.)

the column from the chip in the commercial systems
that were produced.

In recent work, microfabricated columns have been
designed using substrates of silicon, several metals,
and polymers.2o Relatively deep, narrow channels are
etched into the substrate. These channels have low
dead volume to reduce band broadening and high sur-
face area to increase stationary-phase volume. Fig-
ure 27-20 shows photomicrographs of columns made
from etched silicon wafers and a chromatogram re-
corded using a 0.9 m column. A photoionization de-
tector was used. A complete microfabricated GC sys-
tem has been described."

1lJG.Lambertus, A. Elstro, K. Sensenig. 1. Potkay, M. Agah, S, Scheuering,
K. Wise. F. Dorman. and R. Sacks, Anal. Chern 2004. 76.2629
:'1 See notes 1n and 20



GSC is based on adsorption of gaseous substances
on solid surfaces. Distribution constants are generally
much larger than those for G LC. As a result. GSC is
useful for the separation of species that are not retaincd
by gas-liquid columns, such as the components of air,
hydrogen sulfide, carbon disulfide, nitrogen oxides, car-
bon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and the rare gases.

GSC is performed with both packed and open tu-
bular columns. For the latter, a thin layer of the adsor-
bent is affixed to the inner walls of the capillary. Such
columns are sometimes called porous-layer open tubu-
lar, or PLOT, columns.

Molecular sieves are aluminum silicate ion exchangers,
whose pore size depends on the kind of cation present.
Commercial preparations of these materials are avail-
able in particle sizes of 40 to 60 mesh to 100 to 120
mesh. The sieves are classified according to the maxi-
mum diameter of molecules that can enter the pores.
Commercial molecular sieves come in pore sizes of 4,
5, 10, and 13 A. Molecules smaller than these dimen-
sions penetrate into the interior of the particles where
adsorption takes place. For such molecules, the surface
area is enormous when compared with the area avail-
able to larger molecules. Thus, molecular sieves can
bc used to separate small molecules from large. For

example, a 6-ft, 5-A packing at room tempcrature will
easily separate a mixturc of helium, oxygen, nitrogcn,
methane, and carbon monoxide in the order given.

Figure 27-21a shows a typical molecular sieve chro-
matogram. 1n this application two packed columns
were used, one an ordinary gas-liquid column and the
other a molecular sieve column. The former rctains
only the carbon dioxide and passcs the remaining
gases at rates corrcsponding to the carrier rate. When
the carbon dioxide elutes from thc first column, a
switch briefly directs the flow around thc second col-
umn to avoid permanent adsorption of the carbon
dioxide on the molecular sieve. After the carbon diox-
ide signal has returned to zero, the flow is switched
back through the second column, thereby permitting
separation and elution of the remainder of the sample
components.

Porous polymer beads of uniform size are manufac-
tured from styrene cross-linked with divinylbenzene
(Section 28F-2). Thc pore size of these beads is uni-
form and is controlled by the amount of cross-linking.
Porous polymers have found considerable use in the
separation of gaseous polar species such as hydrogen
sulfide, oxides of nitrogen, water, carbon dioxide,
methanol, and vinyl chloride. A typical application of
an open tubular column lined with a porous polymer
(PLOT column) is shown in Figure 27-21b.

Exhaust mixture: A. 35% H2; B, 25% CO2;

C, 1% 02; D. 1% N2; E. 1% Co; F, 30% CH,;
G, 3% CO; H, 1% C3; t, 1% C,; J, 1% i-C,;
K, lo/e n~C5'

FIGURE 27·21 Typicalgas-solid chro-
matographic separations; (a) a 5 ft. x
1/8 in, molecular sieve column; (b) a
30 m x 0,53 mm PLOTcolumn. Co =
hydrocarbon with n carbons.

Time, min

(al

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

27-1 How do gas-liquid and gas-solid chromatography differ?

27-2 How does a soap-bubble flow meter work?

27.3 What is meant by temperature programming in GC? Why is it frequently used?

27-4 Define (a) retention volume, (b) corrected retention volume, (c) specific reten-
tion volume.

27-5 What is the difference between a concentration-sensitive and a mass-sensitive de-
tector? Are the following detectors mass or concentration sensitive? (a) thermal
conductivity, (b) atomic emission, (c) thermionic, (d) electron captive, (e) flame
photometric, (f) flame ionization.

27-6 Describe the principles of operation for the detectors listed in Question 27-5.

27-7 What are the major advantages and the principal limitations of each of the
detectors listed in Question 27-5?

27-8 What is the difference between a total-ion chromatogram and a mass chro-
matogram?

27-9 Discuss why the combination of GC and mass spectrometry is so powerful.

27.10 What are hyphenated GC methods? Briefly describe two hyphenated methods,

27-11 What is the packing material used in most packed GC columns?

27-U How do the following open tubular columns differ?
(a) PLOT columns (b) WCOTcolumns (c) SCOT columns

27-13 What are megabore open tubular columns? Why are they used?

27-14 What are the advantages of fused-silica capillary columns compared with glass or
metal columns?

27-15 What properties should the stationary-phase liquid for GC possess?

27-16 What is the effect of stationary-phase film thickness on gas chromatograms?

27-17 Why are gas chromatographic stationary phases often bonded and cross-linked?
What do these terms mean?

27-18 List the variables that lead to (a) band broadening and (b) band separation
in GLC.

27-19 What are retention indexes~ Describe how they are determined.

27-20 The same polar compound is gas chromatographed on an SE-30 (very nonpolar)
column and then on a Carbowax 20M (very polar column). How will K = CS/CM

vary between the two columns?.,.



*27-21 Use the retention data given in the following table to calculate the retention
index of l-hexene.

Retention
Time, min

Air 0.571
n-pentane 2.16
n-hexanc 4.23
I-hexene 3.15

A GC column was operated under the following conditions:

column: 1.10 m x 2.0 mm, packed with Chromosorb P; weight of stationary liquid
added, 1,40 g; density of liquid, 1.02 g/mL

pressures: inlet, 26.1 psi above room; room, 748 torr
measured outlet flow rate: 25.3 mLimin
temperature: room, 21.2°C; column, 102.0°C
retention times: air, 18,0 s; methyl acetate, 1.98 min; methyl propionate, 4.16 min;

methyl n-butyrate, 7.93 min
peak widths of esters at base: 0.19, 0.39, and 0.79, respectively
Calculate
(a) the average flow rate in the column.
(b) the corrected retention volumes for air and the three esters.
(c) the specific retention volumes for the three components.
(d) the distribution constants for each of the esters.
(e) a corrected retention volume and retention time for methyl n-hexanoate.

From the data in Problem 27-22, calculate
(a) the retention factor k for each component.
(b) selectivity factor", for each adjacent pair of compounds.
(c) the average number of theoretical plates and plate height for the column.
(d) the resolution for each adjacent pair of compounds.

27-24 The stationary-phase liquid in the column described in Problem 27-23 was
dideeylphthalate, a solvent of intermediate polarity. If a nonpolar solvent such
as a silicone oil had been used instead, would the retention times for the three
compounds be larger or smaller? Why?

iii 27-25 One method for quantitative determination of the concentration of constituents
in a sample analyzed by GC is the area-normalization method. Here, complete
elution of all of the sample constituents is necessary. The area of each peak is
then measured and corrected for differences in detector response to the differ-
ent eluates. This correction involves dividing the area by an empirically deter-
mined correction factor. The concentration of the analyte is found from the
ratio of its corrected area to the total corrected area of all peaks. For a chro-
matogram containing three peaks, the relative areas were found to be 16,4, 45.2,
and 30.2 in the order of increasing retention time. Calculate the percentage of
each compound if the relative detector responses were 0.60, 0.78. and 0.88.
respectively.

iii 27-26 Determine the concentration of species in a sample using the peak areas and rel-
ative detector responses for the five gas chromatographic peaks given in the fol-
lowing table. Use the area-normalization method described in Problem 27-25.

Also shown are the relative responses of the detector. Calculate the percentage
of each component in the mixture.

Relative Detector
Response

27-27 What would be the effect of the following on the plate height of a column?

~~ .' .
(a) Increasing the weight of the stationary phase relattve to the packmg weIght.
(b) Decreasing the rate of sample injection.
(c) Increasing the injcction port temperature.
(d) Increasing the flow rate.
(e) Reducing the particle size of the packing.
(I') Decreasing the column temperature.

27-28 What kinds of mixtures are separated by GSC?

27-29 Why is GSC not used nearly as extensively as GLC?

Challenge Problem

27.30 Cinnamaldehyde is the component responsible for cinnamon flavor. It is also
a potent antimicrobial compound present in essential oils (see M. Friedman,
N. Kozukue, and L. A. Harden, 1. Agric. Food Chern" 2000, 48, 5702). The GC
response of an artificial mixture containing six essential oil components and
methyl benzoate as an internal standard is shown in part (a) of the figure.

Thymol Eugenol Essential oil

Methyl benzoate Car 'acrol components

7
Carvone

cinnama~ hyc

Linalool 1\

I

An idealized enlargement of the region near the cinnamaldehyde peak
is given in part (b) of the figure. Determine the retention time for
cinnamaldehyde.
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Enlarged chromatogram
(b)

(b) From part (b) of the figure, determine the number of theoretical plates for
the column. . ,

(c) The fused-silica column was 0.25 mm x 30cm with a 0.25-flm film. Determine
the height equivalent to a theoretical plate from the data in parts (a) and (b).

(d) Quantitative data were obtained by using methyl benzoate as the internal
standard. The following results were found for calibration curves of cin-
namaldehyde, eugenol, and thymol. The values under each component rep-
resent the peak area of the component divided by the peak area of the inter-
nal standard.

Concentration,
mg samplel

200 flL Cinnamaldehyde Eugenol

0.50 0.4
0.65
0.75 1.0 0.8
1.10 1.2
1.25 2.0
1.30
1.50 1.5
1.90 3.1 2.0
2.50 4.0

Determine the calibration curve equations for each component. Include the
R2 values.

(e) From the data in part (d), determine which of the components has the high-
est calibration curve sensitivity? Which has the lowest?

(f) A sample containing the three essential oils in part (d) gave the peak areas
relative to the internal standard area: cinnamaldeyde, 2.6; eugenol, 0.9; thy-
mol, 3.8. Determine the concentrations of each of the oils in the sample and
the standard deviations in concentration.

A study was made of thc decomposition of cinnamaldehyde in cinnamon oil.
The oil was heated for various times at different temperatures. The follow-
ing data were obtained:

Temp,oC Time, min Cinnamaldehyde, %

15, initial 90.9

40 20 87.7
40 88.2
60 87.9

60 20 72.2

40 63.1
60 69.1

100 20 66.1
40 57.6
60 63.1

140 20 64.4

40 53.7
60 57.1

180 20 62.3
40 63.1
60 52.2

200 20 63.1
40 64.5
60 63.3

210 20 74.9
40 73.4

60 77.4

Determine whether temperature has a statistical effect on the decomposi-
tion of cinnamaldehyde using analysis of variance (ANOYA). (For how
to perform ANOYA, see S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Applications of
Microsoft'" Excel in Analytical Chemistry, Chap. 3, Belmont, CA: Brooksl
Cole, 2004.) In the same way, determine if time of heating has an effect.
Using the data in part (g), assume that decomposition begins at 60°C and
test the hypothesis that there is no effect of temperature or time.
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In several basu;6fes of chtomatograj>tlY the

mobile phase ~/aliquid.rhese typel.Q-re often
classified bX sepfration ffl~qhanismgrby the

txpe of$tationaryphase. TfUivarietiesitMude

(1) partition chro",,#tograph(f2) ads~#tion, or
liquid-solid chro"fftograplzr-r(3) ion~iichange,

or ion c~romatoglJfl!h)"; (4)~!~e-exclufi(Jn chro-·.
matograph)"; (5)fi!jnil)" cht~matograp~,and
(6) chiral chromat~graph)". ;~ost of t!ti.f9'wpter
deals with columnapplicatiors of these important

types o/chromatography. TMpnal sect~~~ how-
ever, pre.sents a brie/description of plallwliquid

chromatography bedause this technique provides a
simple and inexpensive way 01determining likely-
optimal conditions for column separations.

Y1 Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
12.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
:thomso.nedu.com IcltetnistrylskOQg,linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exerciseS.

Early liquid chromatography (LC) was carried out in
glass columns with diameters of 10 to 50 mm. The col.
umns were packed with 50· to 500-cm lengths of solid
partIcles coated with an adsorbed liquid that formed
the statIonary phase. To ensure reasonable flow rates
through thIS type of stationary phase, the particle size
of the solId was kept larger than 150 to 200 j.1m;even
then, flow rates were at best a few tenths of a milliliter
per minute. Thus, separation times were long - often
several hours. Attempts to speed up this classic proce.
dure by application of vacuum or pressure were not ef.
fective because increases in flow rates tended to in.
crease plate heights beyond the minimum in the typical
plate heIght versus flow rate curve (see Figure 26.8a)'
decreased efficiencies were the result. '

. Early in the development of liquid chromatography,
SCIentIsts realIzed that major increases in column ef.
~ciency coU~dbe achieved by decreasing the particle
SIze of packmgs. It was not until the late 1960s, how.
ever,. that the technology for producing ~nd using
packlngs WIthparticle diameters as small a~ 3 to 10 j.1m
was developed. This technology required sophisticated
instruments operating at high pressures, which con.
trasted markedly with the simple glass columns of clas.
sic gravity-flow liquid chromatography. The name
hi~h-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) Was
ongmally used to distinguish these newer procedures
from the original gravity-flow methods. Today, virtu.
ally all LC is done using pressurized flow. and We use
the abbreviations LC and HPLC interchangeablyl

LC is the most widely used of all of the analytical sepa.
ration techniques. The reasons for the popularity of the
method are its sensitivity. its ready adaptability to ac-
curate quantitative determinations, its ease of automa-
tion, its suitability for separating nonvolatile species or
thermally fragile ones, and above all, its widespread ap-
plIcabIlity to substances that are important to industry,
to many fields of science, and to the public. Examples
of such materials include amino acids, proteins, nucleic
acids, hydrocarbons, carbohydrates, drugs, terpenoids,
pesticides, antibiotics, steroids, metal-organic species,
and a variety of inorganic substances.

I For detailed discussions of HPLC, see L R. Snyder and 1. 1. Kirkland, In-
troductIOn to Modern LiqUid Chromatography, 2nd ed., New York: Wiley,
1979; R. P. W Scott. Liquid Chromatography for the Analyst. New York:
Dekker, 1995.; S. Lindsay. High Performance Liquid Chromatography.
New York: Wiley, 1992.

Organic soluble

Soluble in
I Hexane 11 MeOH I ~I_T_HF_~I! Nonionic I ~1_[_O_ni_c~

Figure 28·1 reveals that the various liquid chro-
matographic procedures are complementary in their
application. Thus, for solutes having molecular masses
greater than 10,000, size-exclusion chromatography
is often used, although it is now becoming possible
to handle such compounds by reversed-phase chroma-
tography as well. For lower-molecular-mass ionic spe-
cies, ion-exchange chromatography is widely used.
Small polar but nonionic species are best handled by
reversed-phase methods. In addition, this procedure
is frequently useful for separating members of a
homologous series. Adsorption chromatography was
once used for separating nonpolar species, structural
isomers, and compound classes such as aliphatic hydro-
carbons from aliphatic alcohols. Because of problems
with retention reproducibility and irreversible adsorp-
tion, adsorption chromatography with solid stationary
phases has been largely replaced by normal-phase
(bonded-phase) chromatography. Among the special.
ized forms of LC, affinity chromatography is widely
used for isolation and preparation of biomolecules,
and chiral chromatography is employed for separating
enantiomers.

FIGURE 28-1 Selection of LCmodes.
Methods can be chosen based on solubility
and molecular mass. In most cases for non-
ionic small molecules (At< 2000), reversed-
phase methods are suitable. Techniques
toward the bottom of the diagram are best
suited for species of high molecular mass
(M > 2000). (Adapted from High Performance
Liquid Chromafography, 2nd ed., S. Lindsay
and J. Barnes, eds., New York:Wiley,1992.
With permission.)

The discussion on band broadening in Section 26C-3 is
generally applicable to LC. Here, we illustrate the im-
portant effect of stationary-phase particle size and de-
scribe two additional sources of zone spreading that
are sometimes of considerable importance in LC.

288-1 Effects of Particle Size of Packings

The mobile-phase mass-transfer coefficient (see Table
26-3) reveals that eM in Equation 26-23 is directly re-
lated to the square of the diameter dp of the particles
making up a packing. Because of this, the efficiency of
an LC column should improve dramatically as the par-
ticle size decreases. Figure 28-2 is an experimental
demonstration of this effect, where it is seen that a re-
duction of particle size from 45 to 6 j.1mresults in a ten-
fold or more decrease in plate height. Note that none
of the plots in this figure exhibits the minimum that is
predicted by Equation 26·23. Such minima are, in fact,
observable in LC (see Figure 26-8a) but usually at flow
rates too low for most practical applications.
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FIGURE 28-2 Effect of particle size of packing and flowrate on plate height H in LC.Column
dImensIons: 30 cm x 2.4 mm. Solute: N,N'-diethyl-p-aminoazobenzene. Mobilephase:
mixture of hexane, methylene chloride, isopropyl alcohol. (From R. E. Majors, J. Chromatogr.

SCI., 1973, 11,88. With permission.)

28B-2 Extracolumn Band Broadening in LC

In LC. significant band broadening sometimes occurs
outside the column packing itself. This extracolumn
band broadening occurs as the solute is carried through
open tubes such as those found in the injection system,
the detector region, and the piping connecting the vari-
ous components of the system. Here, broadening arises
from differences in flow rates between layers of liquid
adjacent to the wall and the center of the tube. As a re-
sult, the center part of a solute band moves more rapidly
than the peripheral part. In GC, extracolumn spreading
ISlargely offset by diffusion. Diffusion in liquids. how-
ever, is significantly slower, and band broadening of this
type often becomes noticeable.

It has been shown that the contribution of extracol-
umn effects H" to the total plate height is given by'

,
H = 7rr-u

" 24D
M

(28-1)

where u is the linear-flow velocity (cm/s), r is the radius
of the tube (cm), and DM is the diffusion coefficient of
the solute in the mobile phasc (cm2/s).

Extracolumn broadening can become quite serious
when small-bore columns are used. Here, the radius of
the extracolumn components should be reduced to

o.o!O inch or less, and the length of extracolumn tub-
ing made as small as feasible to minimize this source of
broadening.

Pumping pressures of several hundred atmospheres
are required to achieve reasonable flow rates with
packings of 3 to !O 11m,which are common in modern
LC. Because of these high pressures, the equipment
for HPLC tends to be more elaborate and expensive
than equipment for other types of chromatography.
FIgure 28-3 is a diagram showing the important com-
ponents of a typical LC instrument.

28C-1 Mobile-Phase Reservoirs
and Solvent Treatment Systems

A modern LC apparatus is equipped with one or more
glass reservoirs, each of which contains SOO mL or
more of a solvent. Provisions are often included to re-
move dissolved gases and dust from the liquids. Dis-
solved gases can lead to irreproducible flow rates and
band spreading; in addition, both bubbles and dust in-
terfere with the performance of most detectors. De-
gassers may consist of a vacuum pumping system, a dis-
tillation system, a device for heating and stirring, or as

FIGURE 28-3 Block diagram showing components of a typical apparatus for HPLC. (Courtesy
of Perkin-ElmerCorp., Norwalk,Cl).

shown in Figure 28-3, a system for sparging, in which
the dissolved gases are swept out of solution by fine
bubbles of an inert gas that is not soluble in the mobile
phase. Often the systems also contain a means of filter-
ing dust and particulate matter from the solvents to
prevent these particles from damaging the pumping or
injection systems or clogging the column. It is not nec-
essary that the degassers and filters be integral parts
of the HPLC system as shown in Figure 28-3. For ex-
ample, a convenient way of treating solvents before in-
troduction into the reservoir is to filter them through a
millipore filter under vacuum. This treatment removes
gases as well as suspended matter.

An elution with a single solvent or solvent mixture
of constant composition is termed an isocratic elution.
In gradient elution, two (and sometimes more) solvent
systems that differ significantly in polarity are used and
varied in composition during the separation. The ratio
of the two solvents is varied in a preprogrammed way,
sometimes continuously and sometimes in a series of
steps. Modern HPLC instruments are often equipped
with proportioning valves that introduce liquids from
two or more reservoirs at ratios that can be varied con-
tinuously (Figure 28-3). The volume ratio of the sol-
vents can be altered linearly or exponentially with time.

Figure 28-4 illustrates the advantage of a gradient
eluent in the separation of a mixture of chloroben-
zenes. Isocratic elution with a SO:SO (v/v) methanol-
water solution yielded the curve in Figure 28-4b. The
curve in Figure 28-4a is for gradient elution, which was
initiated with a 40:60 mixture of the two solvents; the
methanol concentration was then increased at the rate
of 8%/min. Note that gradient elution shortened the
time of separation significantly without sacrificing the
resolution of the early peaks. Note also that gradient
elution produces effects similar to those produced
by temperature programming in gas chromatography
(see Figure 27-7).

28C-2 Pumping Systems

The requirements for liquid chromatographic pumps
include (1) the generation of pressures of up to 6000 psi
(lb/in.'), or 414 bar, (2) pulse-free output, (3) flow rates
ranging from 0.1 to 10 mUmin, (4) flow reproducibil-
ities of O.S% relative or better, and (S) resistance to
corrosion by a variety of solvents. The high pressurcs

f7I Simularion: Learn more about liquid
lQ.J chromatography.



I. Benzene
2. Monochlorobenzene
3. Orthodichlorobenzene
4. 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene
5. 1,3,5-trichlorohenzene
6. 1.2.4-trichlorobenzene
7. 1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
8. l,2,4.5-tetrachlorobenzene
9. Pentachlorobenzene

10. Hexachlorobenzene

FIGURE28-4 Improvement in separation effectiveness by
gradient elution. Column: 1m x 2.1 mm inside-diameter.
precision-bore slainless steel; packing: 1% Permaphase"
ODS(C,al.Sample: 5 ~Lof chlorinated benzenes in iso-
propanol. Detector: UV photometer (254 nm).Conditions:
temperature. 60°C. pressure. 1200 psi. (FromJ. J. Kirkland.
Modem Practice of LiqUid Chromatography. p. 88. New
York:Interscience. 1971. Reprinted by permission of John
Wiley& Sons. Inc.)

generated by liquid chromatographic pumps are not
an explosion hazard because liquids are not verv com-
pressible. Thus. rupture of a component results ~nlv in
solvent leakage. However. such leakage may constitute
a fire or environmental hazard with some solvents.

Two major types of pumps are used in LC: the
serew-dnven synnge type and the reciprocating pump.
ReCIprocatIng pumps are used in almost all modern
commercial chromatographs.

dition. the output is pulse free. Disadvantages include
limited solvent capacity (- 250 mL) and considerable
inconvenience when solvents must be changed.

Flow Control and Programming Systems

As part of their pumping systems, many commercial
instruments are equipped with computer-controlled
devices for measuring the flow rate hy determining the
pressure drop across a restrictor located at the pump
outlet. Any difference in signal from a preset value is
then used to increase or decrease the speed of the
pump motor. Most instruments also have a means for
varying the composition of the solvent either continu-
ously or in a stepwise fashion. For example. the instru-
ment shown in Figure 28-3 contains a proportioning
valve that permits mixing of up to four solvents in a
pre programmed and continuously variable way.

Reciprocating Pumps

Reciprocating pumps usually consist of a small cham-
ber in which the solvent ispumped by the back and forth
motion of a motor-driven pisIon (see Figure 28-5). Two
ball check valves, which open and close alternatelv. con-
trol the /low of solvent into and out of a cylinde~. The
solvent is in direct contact with the piston. As an al-
ternative, pressure may he transmitted to the solvent
via a /lexible diaphragm. which in turn is hydrauli-
cally pumped by a reciprocating piston. Reciprocating
pumps have the dIsadvantage of producing a pulsed
/low, which must be damped because the pulses appear
as baseline noise on the chromatogram. Modern LC
instruments use dual pump heads or elliptical cams to
minimize such pulsations. The advantagesy! recipro-
catIng pumps include their small internal volume (35 to
400 flL). their high output pressures (up to 10.000 psi).
thelf adaptabIlity to gradient elution. their large solvent
capacities. and their constant /low rates. which are
largely independent of column back pressure and sol-
vent viscosity.

28C-3 Sample-Injection Systems

Often. the limiting factor in the precision of liquid
chromatographic measurements is the reproducibility
with which samples can he introduced onto the column
packing. The problem is exacerbated hy band broad-
ening, which accompanies a lengthy sample injection
plug. Thus, sample volumes must be very small- a few
tenths of a microliter to perhaps 500 flL. Furthermore,
it is convenient to he able to introduce the sample
without depressurizing the system.

The most widely used method of sample intro-
duction in LC is based on sampling loops, such as
that shown in Figures 28-6 and 27-5. These devices
are often an integral part of liquid-chromatographic
equipment and have interchangeable loops providing
a choice of sample sizes from 1 flL to 100 flL or more.
Sampling loops of this type permit the introduction of
samples at pressures up to 7000 psi with relative stan-
dard deviations of a few tenths of a percent.

Most chromatographs today are sold with autoin-
jectors. Such units are capable of injecting samples
into the LC [rom vials on a sample carousel or from
microtiter plates. They usually contain sampling loops
and a syringe pump for injection volumes from less
than I flL to more than 1 mL. Some have controlled-
temperature environments that allow for sample stor-
age and for carrying out derivatization reactions prior
to injection. Most are programma hIe to allow for unat-
tended injections into the LC system.

Displacement Pumps

Displacement pumps usually consist of large, syringe-
lIke chambers equipped with a plunger activated by a
screw-driven mechanism powered by a stepping motor.
DIsplacement pumps also produce a flow that tends to
be independent of viscosity and back pressure. In ad-

FIGURE28-6 A sampling loop for Le. With the valve
handle as shown on the left, the loop is filledfrom the
syringe. and the mobile phase flows from pump to col-
umn. When the valve is placed in the position on the right.
the loop is inserted between the pump and the column so
that the mobile phase sweeps the sample onto the col-
umn. (Courtesy at Beckman-Coulter. Inc.)

Liquid-chromatographic columns' are usually con-
structed from smooth-bore stainless steel tubing.
HPLC columns are sometimes made from heavy-
walled glass tubing and polymer tubing, such as poly-
etheretherketone (PEEK). In addition, stainless steel
columns lined with glass or PEEK are also available.
Hundreds of packed columns differing in size and
packing are available. The cost of standard-sized. non-
speciality columns ranges from $200 to more than
$500. Specialized columns, such as chiral columns, can
cost more than $1000.

'For more mfdrmathHl. s<.:cU. D. Nell':, IIPI.C Columns' 71u.'0'\,'. Tech·
n{llOK~-. and Practice. New York: Wiley-VCH.I9Y7



Analytical Columns

Most liquid-chromatographic columns range from 5
to 25 cm long. Straight columns are invariably used.
Sometimes length is added by coupling two or more
columns. The inside diameter of analytical columns is
often 3 t05 mm; the most eommon particle size of pack-
ings is 3 or 5 flm. The most common columns are 10 or
15cm long, 4.6 mm in inside diameter, and packed with
5-flm particles. Columns of this type generate 40,000
to 70,000 plates/meter (typically about 10,000 plates/
column).

In the 1980s microcolumns became available with
inside diameters of 1 to 4.6 mm and lengths of 3 to 7.5
cm. These columns, which are packed with 3- or 5-flm
particles, achieve as many as 100,000 plates/m and
have the advantage of speed and minimal solvent con-
sumption. This latter property is of considerable im-
portance because the high-purity solvents required for
LC are expensive to purchase and to dispose of after
use. Figure 28-7 illustrates the speed with Which a sep-
aration can be performed on a microbore column. In
this example, eight diverse components are separated
in about 15 s. The column was 4 cm long and had an
inside diameter of 4 mm; it was packed with 3-flm
particles.

Guard Columns

Usually, a short guard column is introduced before the
analytical column to increase the life of the analytical
column by removing not only particulate matter and
contaminants from the solvents but also sample com-
ponents that bind irreversibly to the stationary phase.
The composition of the guard-column packing should
be similar to that of the analytical column; the particle
size is usually larger, however, to minimize pressure
drop. When the guard column has become contami-
nated, it is repacked or discarded and replaced with a
new one of the same type. Thus, the guard column
is sacrificed to protect the more expensive analytical
column.

Column Temperature Control

For some applications, close control of column tem-
perature is not necessary and columns are operated
at room temperature. Often, however, better, more re-
producible chromatograms are obtained by maintain-
ing constant column temperature. Most modern Com-
mercial instruments are now equipped with heaters
that control column temperatures to a few tenths of
a degree from near ambient to 150aC. Columns may

FIGURE 28-7 High-speed isocratic separation. Column
dimensions: 4 cm long, 0.4 cm inside diameter; packing:
3-flm spherisorb; mobile phase: 4.1% ethyl acetate in
n-hexane. Compounds; (1)p-xylene, (2)anisole, (3)benzyl
acetate, (4)dioctyl phthalate, (5)dipentyl phthalate,
(6)dibutyl phthalate, (7)dipropyl phthalate, (8)diethyi
phthalate. (From R. P. W.Scott, Small Bore Liquid Chro-
matography Columns; Their Properties and Uses, New
York:Wiley,1984, p. 156. Reprinted with permissIon of
John Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

also be fitted with water jackets fed from a constant-
temperature bath to give precise temperature control.
Many chromatographers consider temperature con-
trol to be essential for reproducible separations.

28C-5 Types of Column Pac kings

Two basic types of packings have been used in LC,
pellicular and porous particle. The original pellicular
particles were spherical, nonporous, glass or polymer
beads with typical diameters of 30 to 40 flm. A thin,
porous layer of silica, alumina, a polystyrene-divinyl-
benzene synthetic resin, or an ion-exchange resin Was
deposited on the surface of these beads. Small porous
mieroparticles have completely replaced these large
pellicular particles. In recent years, small (-5 flm) pel-
licular packings have been reintroduced for separation
of proteins and large biomolecules.

The typical porous particle packing for LC consists
of porous microparticles having diameters ranging
from 3 to 10 11m;for a given size particle, a very narrow
particle size distribution is desirable. The particles
are composed of silica, alumina, the synthetic resin
poiystyrene-divinylbenzene, or an ion-exchange resin.
Silica is by far the most common packing in LC. Silica
particles are prepared by agglomerating submicron
silica particles under conditions that lead to larger

Absorbance
Fluorescence
Electrochemical
Refractive index
Conductivity
Mass spectrometry
FTIR
Light scattering
Optical activity
Element selective
Photoionization

. F fa turer's literature- Handbook of lnsrmmental Techniques for Analytlcal Chemistry. F. Settle. ed., Upper Saddle River,
s~~;es. t. ro~ ~~nl~9;. E S. Yeung and R. E. Synovec, AMi. Chern., 1986.58. 1237A.

N. ren Ice- a, ,.. d. t nt and HPLC conditions, but those given are typical values with commercial sys-*Mass LQDs (limits of detectIOn) depend on compoun • inS rume , .
terns when available.

tTypical values from the preceding sources.

TABLE 28·1 Performance of HPLCDetectors

Commercially Available

particles having highly uniform diameters. The result-
ing particles are often coated with thin organIc films,
which are chemically or physically bonded to the sur-
face. Column packings for specific chromatographic
modes are discussed in later sections of this chapter.

28C-6 Detectors

No detectors for LC are as universally applicable as the
flame ionization and thermal conductivity detectors for
gas chromatography described in Section 27B-4. GC
detectors were specifically developed to measure small
concentrations of analytes in flowing gas streams. On
the other hand, LC detectors have often been tra-
ditional analytical instruments adapted with flow cells
to measure low concentrations of solutes 10 hqUld
streams. A major challenge in the development of LC
has been in adapting and improving such devices.'

Characteristics of the Ideal Detector

The ideal detector for LC should have all of the prop-
erties listed in Section 27B-4 for GC detectors with the
exception that an LC detector need not be responsIve
over as great a temperature range. In addltlon, an
HPLC detector should have minimal internal volume

4For more detailed dIscussions, see R. P. w·. Scott, C~romatograph{c De-
tectors, New York: Dekker. 1996~R. P. W Scott. LiqUId Chromatography
DeteclOrs. 2nd ed., Amsterdam: Elsevier. 1986

10pg
lOfg
100pg
1ng
100pg-1 ng
<1 pg
1J.lg
I J.lg
1ng
1 ng
<1 pg

to reduce zone broadening (Section 28B-2) and should
be compatible with liquid flow.

Types of Detectors

Liquid chromatographic detectors are of two basic
types. Bulk-property detectors respond to a moblk-
phase bulk property, such as refractive index, dielectnc
constant, or density, that is modulated by the presence
of solutes. In contrast, solute-property detectors re-
spond to some property of solutes, such as UV ab-
sorbance, fluorescence, or diffusion current, that IS not
possessed by the mobile phase.

Table 28-1 lists the most common detectors for
HPLC and some of their most important properties.
The most widely used detectors for LC are based on
absorption of ultraviolet or visibk radiation (see Fig-
ure 28-8). Fluorescence, refractive-index, and electro-
chemical detectors are also widely used. Mass spec-
trometry (MS) detectors are currently quite popular.
Such LC/MS systems can greatly aid in identlfy10g the
analytes exiting from the HPLC column as discussed
later in this section.

UV-Visible Absorption Detectors

Figure 28-8 is a schematic of a typical. Z-shape. flow-
through cell for absorption measurements on elucnts
from a chromatographic column. To m10lmlze extracol-
umn band broadening, the volume of such a cell should



be kept as small as possible. Typical cell volumes are
I to 10 J.ILwith cell path lengths of 2 to 10 mm.

Many absorption detectors are double-beam de-
vices in which one beam passes through the eluent cell
and the other beam is a reference beam. Matched pho-
toelectric detectors are then used to compare the in-
tensities of the two beams. Alternatively, a chopped
beam system similar to that shown in Figure 9-13b (see
also Figure 13-13b) is used in conjunction with a single
phototransducer. In either case, the chromatogram
consists of a plot of the absorbance (logarithm of the
ratio of the two transduced signals) as a function of
time. Single-beam instruments are also encountered.
Here, intensity measurements of the solvent system
are stored in a computer memory and ultimately re-
called for the calculation of absorbance.

UV Absorption Detectors with Filters. The earliest
absorption detectors were filter photometers with a
mercury lamp as the source. Most commonly, the in-
tense line at 254 nm was isolated by filters; with some
instruments, lines at 250, 313, 334, and 365 nm could
also be used by substitution of filters. Obviously, this
type of detector is restricted to solutcs that absorb
at one of these wavelengths. As shown in Section 14B
several organic functional groups and a number of in:
organic species exhibit broad absorption bands that en-
compass one or more of these ultraviolet wavelengths.

Deuterium or tungsten filament sources with inter-
ference filters were also used to provide a simple means
of detecting absorbing species as they eluted from a col-
umn. Some instruments were dual wavelength deviees,
or they were equipped with filter wheels containing
several filters that could be rapidly switched to detect
various species as they eluted. Today, filter instruments

have been almost entirely replaced by scanning and
diode array spectrometers.

Corticosterone
\
\Absorption Detectors with Scanning Capabilities.

Most HPLC manufacturers offer detectors that consist
of a scanning spectrophotometer with grating optics.
Some are limited to ultraviolet radiation; others en-
compass both ultraviolet and visible radiation. Several
operational modes can be chosen. For example, the
entire chromatogram can be obtained at a single wave-
length; alternatively, when eluent peaks are sufficiently
separated in time, different wavelengths can be chosen
for each peak. Here again, computer control is often
used to select the best wavelength for each eluent.
Where entire spectra are desired for identification
purposes, the flow of eluent can be stopped for a suffi-
cient period to permit scanning the wavelength region
of interest.

The most powerful ultraviolet spectrophotometric
detectors are array-based instruments as described' in
Section 7E-3 and Figure 13-25.5 Several manufaCturers
offer such instruments, which permit collectio~ of an
entire spectrum in approximately 1second. Thus, spec-
tral data for each chromatographic peak can be col-
lected and stored as it appears at the end of the column.
One form of presentation of the spectral data, which
is helpful in identification of species and for choosing
conditions for quantitative determination, is a three-
dimensional plot such as that shown in Figure 28-9.
Here, spectra were obtained at successive 5-second in-
tervals. The appearance and disappearanee of each of
the three steroids in the eluent can be seen.
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FIGURE28-9 Absorption spectra of the eluent from a mixture of three steroids taken at
5-second intervals. (Courtesy of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,CA.)

A major limitation to the use of IR detectors lies in
the low transparency of many useful solvents. For ex-
ample, the broad infrared absorption bands for water
and the alcohols largely preclude the use of this detec-
tor for many applications. Also, the use of aqueous
mobile phases can lead to rapid deterioration of cell
materials unless special windows arc used. The poor
limits of detection for many solutes has likewise lim-
ited the use of IR detectors. The introduction of mass
spectrometric detectors for LC (discussed later in this
section) has led to a dramatic decline in applications of
IR detection.

Infrared Absorption Detectors. Two types of infrared
detectors have been offered commercially. The first is a
filter instrument similar in design to that shown in Fig-
ure 16-13. The second, and more sophisticated, type of
infrared detector is based on Fourier transform instru-
ments similar to those discussed in Section 16B-1. Sev-
eral of the manufacturers of Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) instruments offer accessories that permit their
use as HPLC detectors. Infrared detector cells are sim-
ilar in construction to those used with ultraviolet radia-
tion except that windows are constructed of sodium
chloride or calcium fluoride. Cell path lengths range
from 0.2 to 1.0 mm and volumes from 1.5 to 10 J.IL.

Fluorescence Detectors

Fluorescence detectors for HPLC are similar in design
to the fluorometers and spectrofluorometers described
in Section 15B-2. In most, fluorescence is observed by
a photoelectric transducer located at 90" to the excita-
tion beam. The simplest detectors use a mercury exci-
tation source and one or more filters to isolate a band
of emitted radiation. More sophisticated instruments
are based on a xenon source and use a grating mono-
chromator to isolate the fluorescence radiation. Laser-
induced fluorescence is also used because of its sensi-
tivity and selectivity.

As was pointed out in Chapter 15, an inherent ad-
vantage of fluorescence methods is their high sensitiv-
ity, which is typically greater by more than an order of
magnitude than most absorption procedures. This ad-
vantage has been exploited in LC for the separation and

5 See R. P. W. Scott, Chromatographic Detectors, New York: Dekker, 1996;
Diode Arra.", Detection in HPLC, L Huber and S. A. George, eds., Nev.
York: Dekker, 1993

determination of the components of samples that
fluoresce. As was discussed in Section 15C-2, fluores-
cent compounds are frequently encountered in the
analysis of such materials as pharmaceuticals, natural
products, clinical samples, and petroleum products. Of-
ten, the number of fluorescing species can be enlarged
by preliminary treatment of samples with reagents that
form fluorescent derivatives. For example, dansylchlo-
ride (5_dimethylamino-naphthalene-l-sulphonyl chlo-
ride), which reacts with primary and secondary amines,
amino acids, and phenols to give fluorescent com-
pounds, has been widely used for the detection of
amino acids in protein hydrolyzates.

Refractive-Index Detectors

Figure 28-10 shows a schematic diagram of a differ-
ential refractive-index detector in which the solvent
passes through one half of the cell on its way to the col-
umn; the eluate then flows through the other chamber.
The two compartments are separated by a glass plate
mounted at an angle such that bending of the incidcnt
beam occurs if the two solutions differ in refractive in-
dex. The resulting displacement of the beam with re-
spect to the photosensitive surface of a detector causes
variation in the output signal, which, when amplified
and recorded, provides the chromatogram.

Refractive-index detectors have the significant ad-
vantage of responding to nearly all solutes. That is,
they are general detectors analogous to flame or ther-
mal conductivity detectors in gas chromatography. In
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FIGURE 28-10 Schematic diagram of a differential refractive-index detector. (Courtesy of
Waters Associates, Inc., Milford,MA.)

addition, they are reliable and unaffected by flow rate.
They are, however, highly temperature dependent and
must be maintained at a constant temperature to a few
thousandths of a degree centigrade. Furthermore, they
are not as sensitive as many other types of detectors
and are not compatible with gradient elution methods.
Refractive-index detectors find application in the de-
termination of some analytes such as sugars.

Evaporative Light Scattering Detector

One of the newer types of detectors for HPLC is the
evaporative light scattering detector (ELSD). In this de-
tector, the column effluent is passed into a nebulizer
where it is converted into a fine mist by a flow of nitro-
gen or air. The fine droplets are then carried through a
controlled-temperature drift tube where evaporation
of the mobile phase occurs, leading to formation of
fine particles of the analyte. The cloud of analyte par-
ticles then passes through a laser beam. The scattered
radiation is detected at right angles to the flow by a sil-
icon photodiode.

A major advantage of this type of detector is that its
response is approximately the same for all nonvolatile
solutes. In addition it is significantly more sensitive
than the refractive-index detector, with detection lim-
its of 0.2 ng/IJL. A disadvantage is that mobile-phase
compositions are limited to only volatile components.

Electrochemical Detectors

Electrochemical detectors of several types are cur-
rently available from instrument manufacturers6
These devices are based on amperometry, voltamme-
try, cou!ometry, and conductometry. The first three of
these methods are discussed in Chapters 24 and 25.

6 For brief descriptions of commerciaUy available detectors, see B. E.
Erickson, Anal. Chern .. 2000, 72, 353A; M. Warner, Anal. Chern., 1994.
6f>.601A

Although electroanalytical procedures have as yet
not been exploited to the extent of optical detectors,
they appear to offer advantages, in many instances,
of high sensitivity, simplicity, convenience, and wide-
spread applicability. This last property is illustrated
in Figure 28-11, which depicts the potential ranges at
which oxidation or reduction of sixteen orgal}ic func-
tional groups occurs. In principle, species <;ontaining
any of these groups could be detected by anip'l\romet-
ric, voltammetric, or coulometric procedures. A major
limitation of electrochemical detectors, however, is
that they are not compatible with gradient elution.

Several electrochemical detector cells for HPLC ap-
plications have been described in the literature, and
several are available from commercial sources. Fig-
ure 28-12 is an example of a thin-layer flow-through cell
for amperometric detection (see also Figure 25-17).
Here, the electrode surface is part of a channel wall
formed by sandwiching a 50-lJm Teflon gasket between
two machined blocks of Kel-F plastic. The indicator
electrodc is platinum, gold, glassy carbon, or carbon
paste. A reference electrode, and often a counter elec-
trode, is located downstream from the indicator elec-
trode block. The cell volume is Ita SilL. A useful modi-
fication of this cell, which is available commercially,
includes two working electrodes, which can be operated
in series or in parallel.' The former configuration, in
which the eluent flows first over one electrode and then
over the second, requires that the analyte undergo a re-
versible oxidation (or reduction) at the upstream elec-
trode. The second electrode then operates as a cathode
(or an anode) to determine the oxidation (or reduction)
product. This arrangement enhances the selectivity of
the detection system. An interesting application of this
system is for the detection and determination of the
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FIGURE 28-11 Potential amperometric detection of organic functional.groups. The horizontal
lines show the range of oxidation or reduction potentials for electroactrve compounds contam-
ing the indicated functional groups.

components in mixtures containing both thiols and
disulfides. Here, the upstream mercury electrode re-
duces the disulfides at about -1.0 V.That is,

RSSR + 2H+ + 2e- -42RSH

A downstream mercury electrode is then oxidized in
the presence of the thiols from the original sample as
well as those formed at the upstream electrode. That is,

2RSH + Hg(l) -4 Hg(SRh(s) + 2W + 2e-

In the parallel configuration, the two electrodes are
rotated so that the axis between them is at 90' to the
stream flow. The two can then be operated at different

To reference and
counter electrodes

"

FIGURE 28-12 Amperometric thin-layer detector cell for
HPLC.

potentials (relative to a downstream reference elec-
trode), which often gives an indication of peak punty.
Alternatively, one electrode can be operated as a cath-
ode and the other as an anode, thus making pOSSibleSI-
multaneous detection of both oxidants and reductants.

Voltammetric, conductometric and coulometric de-
tectors are also available commercially. Conductomet-
ric detectors are discussed further in Section 28F-3.

Mass Spectrometric Detectors

The combination of LC and mass spectrometry would
seem to be an ideal merger of separation and detec-
tion" Just as in GC, a mass spectrometer can greatly aid
in identifying species as they elute from the chroma-
tographic column. There are major problems, however,
in the coupling of these two techniques. A gas-phase
sample is needed for mass spectrometry, and the output
of the LC column is a solute dissolved in a solvent. As a
first step, the solvent must be vaporized. When vapor-
ized, however, the LC solvent produces a gas volume
that is 10 -1000 times greater than the carrier gas in Gc.
Hence, most of the solvent must also be removed.

There have been several devices developed to solve
the problems of solvent removal and LC column intcr-
facing. Today, the most popular approaches use a low-
!low-rate atmospheric pressure ionization techOlque.

~r-.l.c. Mcfl.tasla. LCi.~IS: A Praecical (}ser:\·Guide, Hobokt.:n, NJ: ~i~cy.
2005; W. M. A. Niessen, Liquid ChromolOgraphy-Mass Spectromerr), •.nd

ed .. New York: Dekker, 1999



FIGURE 28-13 Block diagram of an LC/MS system. The
effluent from the LCcolumn is introduced to an atmo-
spheric pressure ionization source, such as an electro-
spray or a chemical ionization source. The ions produced
are sorted by the mass analyzer and detected by the ion
detector.

A block diagram of a typical LC/MS system is shown
in Figure 28-13. The HPLC systcm is often a nanoscalc
capillary LC system with flow rates in thc IlLimin
range. Alternatively, some interfaces allow flow rates
as high as 1 to 2 mLimin, which is typical of conven-
tional HPLC conditions. The most common ionization
sourccs are electrospray ionization and atmospheric
pressure chemical ionization (see Section 20B). The
combination of HPLC and mass spectrometry gives
high selectivity because unrcsolved peaks can be iso-
lated by monitoring only a selected mass. The LC/MS
technique can provide fingerprinting of a particular
eluate instead of relying on retention time as in con-
ventional HPLC. The combination also can give mo-
lecular mass, structural information, and accurate
quantitative analysis9

For some complex mixtures, the combination of LC
and MS does not provide enough resolution. In recent
years it has become feasible to couple two or more mass
analyzers to form tandem mass spectrometers (see Sec-
tion 20C-5). When combined with LC, the tandem mass
spectrometry system is called an LC/MS/MS instru-
ment. Tandem mass spectrometers are usually triple
quadrupole systems or quadrupole ion-trap spectrom-
eters. To attain higher resolution than can be achieved
with a quadrupole, the final mass analyzer in a tandem
MS system can be a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
Sector mass spectrometers can also be combined to give
tandem systems. [on cyclotron rcsonance and ion-trap

mass spectromctcrs can be operated in such a way as
to provide not only two stages of mass analysis but n
stages. Such MS" systems (see Section 20C-5) provide
the analysis steps sequentially within a single mass ana-
lyzer. These have been combined with LC systems in
LC/MS" instruments.

LC/MS systems are invariably computer con-
trolled. With these instruments, both real-time and
computer-reconstructed chromatograms and spectra
of the eluted peaks can be obtained.

Reversed-phase chromatography

High-polarity mobile phase

Normal-phase chromatography

Low-polarity mobile phase

The most widely used type of HPLC is partition
chromatography, in which the stationary phase is a sec-
ond liquid that is immiscible with the liquid mobile
phase. In the past, most of the applications have been
to nonionic, polar compounds of low to moderate
molecular mass (usually <3000). Recently, !towever,
methods have been developed (derivatizatiQnand ion
pairing) that have extended partition separ;rtions to
ionic compounds.

The early forms of partition chromatography used
liquid-liquid columns. These have been replaced in
modern LC systems by liquid'bonded-phase columns.
In liquid-liquid chromatography, the liquid was held
in place by physical adsorption. In bonded-phase chro-
matography, on the other hand, it is attached by chem-
ical bonding, resulting in highly stable packings in-
soluble in the mobile phase. Bonded-phase columns
are also compatible with gradient elution techniques.
Therefore, our discussion focuses exclusively On
bonded-phase partition ehromatography.lO

--Time----+-

Solute polarities: A > B > C

OH OH OH OH
,,\/°,,\/°,,\/°,,1/
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Typical silica surfaces contain about 81lmol/m' of OH
groups and have surface areas of 100 to 300 m 2/g.

The most useful bonded-phase coatings are silox-
anes formed by reaction of the hydrolyzed surface
with an organochlorosilane. For example,

/ /CH3 / /CH3
-5i-OH+CI-5i-R --Si-0-5i-R

"'- "'-CH3" "CH3

where R is an alkyl group or a substituted alkyl group.
Surface coverage by silanization is limited to

4 Ilmol/m' or less because of steric effects. The unre-
acted SiOH groups, unfortunately, impart an undesir-
able polarity to the surface, which may lead to tailing of
chromatographic peaks, particularly for basic solutes.
To lessen this effect, siloxane packings are frequently
capped by further reaction with chlorotrimethylsilane
that, because of its smaller size, can bond some of the
unreacted silanol groups.

Normal- and Reversed-Phase Packings

Two types of partition chromatography are distin-
guishable based on the relative polarities of the mobile
and stationary phases. Early work in LC was based
on highly polar stationary phases such as triethylene

r::71 Tutorial: Learn more about partition
lQ.J chromatography.

280-1 Columns for Bonded-Phase
Chromatography

The supports for the majority of bonded-phase pack-
ings for partition chromatography are prepared from
rigid silica, or silica-based, compositions. These solids
are formed as uniform, porous, mechanically sturdy
particles commonly having diameters of 1.5-10 j.lm.
with 3- and 5-llm particles being most common. The
surface of fully hydrolyzed silica (hydrolyzed by heat-
ing with 0.1 M HCI for a day or two) is made up of
chemically reactive silanol groups. That is,

FIGURE 28-14 Relationship between
polarity and elution times for normal-phase
and reversed-phase chromatography.

glycol or water; a relatively nonpolar solvent such as
hexane or i-propyl ether then served as the mobile
phase. For historic reasons, this type of chromato-
graphy is now called normal-phase chromatography. In
reversed-phase chromatography, the stationary phase
is nonpolar, often a hydrocarbon, and the mobile phase
is a relatively polar solvent (such as water, methanol,
acetonitrile, or tetrahydrofuran).11

In normal-phase chromatography, the least polar
component is eluted first; increasing the polarity of the
mobile phase then decreases the elution time. With re-
versed-phase chromatography, however, the most polar
component elutes first, and increasing the mobile-phase
polarity increases the elution time. These relationships
are illustrated in Figure 28-14. As shown in Figure 28-1,
normal-phase partition chromatography and adsorp-
tion chromatography overlap considerably. In fact, re-
tention in most types of normal-phase chromatography
appears to be governed by adsorption-displacement
processes. I'

Bonded-phase packings are classified as reversed
phase when the bonded coating is nonpolar in charac-
ter and as normal phase when the coating contains
polar functional groups. It has been estimated that
more than three quarters of all HPLC separations are
currently performed in columns with reversed-phase
packings. The major advantage of reversed-phase sep-
arations is that water can be used as the mobile phase.

II For further discussion of reversed·rha.~e HPLC see L R. Snyder, 1. J
Kirkland, and 1. L. Glajch, Practical HPI"C lfelhod Development. 2nd ed ..
New York: Wiley. 1997; A. M. Krstulovic and P. R Brown, Reverst'd-Phase
High Performance Liquid Chromatograph}', New York: Wiley. 1982.
12Sce J. G. Dorsey et al .. Arw.! Chem.1994. 66, :')()()R
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gas chromatography, the mobile phase simply carries
the sample components through the stationary phase
and makes no contribution to the separatIOn process.
That is, in gas chromatography separations are not sig-
nificantly affected by whether the mobile phase IShe-
lium, nitrogen, or hydrogen. In marked contrast, the
success of a partition chromatographic separatton IS
often critically dependent on whether the mobIle
phase is, say, acetonitrile, hexane, or dioxane.

Column Selection in Partition
Chromatographic Separations

Successful chromatography with interactive mobile
phases requires a proper balance of intermolecular
forces among the three acttve partIcipants III thc sepa-
ration process - the solute, the mobile phase, and the
stationary phase. These intermolecular forces are de-
scribed qualitatively in terms of the relative polanty of
each of the three reactants. The polarities of the van-
ous analyte functional groups increase in the followmg
order: hydrocarbons < ethers < esters < ketones <
aldehydes < amides < amines < ~lcohols. Water IS
more polar than compounds contammg any of the pre-
ceding functional groups. . .

Often, in choosing a column for a partttton chro-
matographic separation, the polarity of the statIOnary
phase is matched roughly with that of the analytes; a
mobile phase of considerably different polanty ISthen
used for elution. This procedure is generally more suc-
cessful than one in which the polarities of thc solute
and mobile phase are matched but different from that
of the stationary phase. Here, the stationary phase of-
ten cannot compete successfully for the sample com-
ponents; retention times then become too short for
practical application. At the other extreme, of course,
is the situation where the polarity of the solute and sta-
tionary phases are too much alike and totally different
from that of the mobile phase. Here, retentiOn ttmes
become inordinately long.

In summary, then, polarities for solute, mobile
phase, and stationary phase must be carefully blended
if good partition chromatographic separatIOns are to
be realized in a reasonable time. Unfortunatcly, theo-
ries of mobile-phase and stationary-phase interactions
with any given set of sample components are Imper-
fect, and at best, the user can only narrow the chOIce
of stationary phase to a general type. Havmg made
this choice, some trial-and-error experiments must be
performed in which chromatograms are obtained with

\ I \ I \ I \ I \ \ \ \ I II I \ \ \ I \ I \ II
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Time, min

FIGURE 28-15 Effect of chain length on performance of reversed-phase siloxane columns
packed with 5-1.110 particles. Mobilephase: 50: 50 methanol-water. Flowrate: 1.0 rol/min.

Water is an inexpensive, nontoxic, UV -transparent
solvent compatible with biological solutes. Also, mass
transfer is rapid with nonpolar stationary phases, as is
solvent equilibration after gradient elution. Most com-
monly, the R group of the siloxane in these coatings is
a C8chain (n-octyl) or a C18chain (n-octyldecyl).

The mechanism by which these surfaces retain
solute molecules is not entirely clear. The retention
mechanism appears to be quite complex and very dif-
ferent from bulk phase partitioning because the non-
polar stationary phase is anchored at one end.13 Re-
gardless of the detailed mechanism of retention, a
bonded coating can usually be treated as if it were a
conventional, physically retained liquid.

Figure 28-15 illustrates the effect of chain length of
the alkyl group on performance. As expected, longer
chains produce packings that are more retentive. In ad-
dition, longer chain lengths permit thc use of larger
samples. For example, the maximum sample size for a
CI8packing is roughly double that for a C4preparation
under similar conditions.

In most applications of reversed-phase chromatog-
raphy, elution is carried out with a highly polar mobile
phase, for example, an aqueous solution containing
various concentrations of such solvents as methanol,
acetonitrile, or tetrahydrofuran. In this mode, care

must be taken to avoid pH values greater titan about
7.5 because the silica can form soluble silicate species,
causing dissolution of the stationary phase. Also, hy-
drolysis of the siloxane can occur in alkaline solutions,
which leads to degradation or dcstruction of the pack-
ing. Acid hydrolysis of the siloxane can limit the pH to
about 2.5 in acidic solutions.

In commercial normal-phase bonded packings,
the R in the siloxane structure is a polar func-
tional group such as cyano, -~H4CN; diol,
-C3H,;OCH,CHOHCHpH; amino, -C3H6NH,;
and dimethylamino, C3H6N(CH3),. The polarities of
these packing materials vary over a considerable
range, with the cyano type being the least polar and the
amino types the most. Diol pac kings are intermediate
in polarity. With normal-phase packings, elution is car-
ried out with relatively nonpolar solvents, such as ethyl
ether, chloroform, and n-hexane.

280-2 Method Development
in Partition Chromatography

Method development tends to be more complex in LC
than in gas chromatography because in a liquid mobile
phase the sample components interact with both the
stationary phase and the mobile phase." In contrast, in

--~-~~

various mohile phases until a satisfactory separation
is realized. The high degree of correlation between
mohile-phase composition and retention factors, how-
ever, allows prediction of approximate retention times
from only a few trial-and-error experiments. If resolu-
tion of all of the components of a mixture proves to be
impossible, a different type of column may have to be
chosen.

Mobile-Phase Selection in
Partition Chromatography

In Section 26D-4, three methods were described for
improving the resolution of a chromatographic col-
umn; each is based on varying one of the three param-
eters (N, k, and a) contained in Equation 26-26.15 In
LC, the retention factor k is experimentally the most
easily manipulated of the three because of the strong
dependence of this constant on the compOSItIon of the
mobile phase. As noted earlier, for optimal perfor-
mance, k should be in the ideal range between 2 and
10; for complex mixtures, however, this range must of-
ten be expanded to perhaps 0.5 to 20 to prOVide tIme
for peaks for all of the components to appear. .

Sometimes, adjustment of k alone IS not sUfficle~t
to produce individual peaks with no overlap. In thiS
case we must resort to variations in the selectIVity fac-
tor a. Here again, the simplest way of bringing abo~t
changes in a is by altering the mobile-pha~e composI-
tion, taking care, however, to keep k wlthm a reason-
able range. Alternatively, a can be changed by choos-
ing a different column packing.

Effect of Solvent Strength on Retention Factors, Sol-
vents that interact strongly with solutes are often
termed "strong" solvents. Strong solvents are often,
but not always, polar solvents. Solvent strength de-
pends on the nature of the analyte and statIOnary
phase. Several indexes have been developed for quan-
titativelv describing the polarity of solvents. The most
useful o'f these for partition chromatography is the po-
larity index P', which was developed by Snyder. 16 This
parameter is based on solubility measurements for the
substance in question in three solvents: dIOxane (a low

\:\For more information on sdecting stationary and mobile phases, see
L R Snvder. 1. J. Kirkland, and J. L. Glajch. Practical HPLC Method De-
.·~Jo~me~t, 2nd ed., New York: Wiley, 1997.
16L. R. Snyder,J. ChrOmalogr. Sci., 1978, 16, 223.



Solvent
Refractive Viscosity, Boiling Polarity

Index·
Eluent

cPO Point,OC Index,P' Strength,' E'

Fluoroalkanesd 1.27-129 0.4-2.6
Cyc10hexane

50-174 <-2 -025
1.423 0.90

n-Hexane
81 0.04 -0.2

1.372
I-Chlorobutane

0.30 69 0.1 om
1.400 0.42

Carbon tetrachloride
78 1.0 0.26

1.457 0.90
i-Propyl ether

77 1.6 0.18
1.365 0.38

Toluene
68 2.4 0.28

1.494 0.55
Diethyl ether

110 2.4 0.29
1.350 0.24

Tetrahydrofuran
35 2.8 0.38

1.405 0.46
Chloroform

66 4.0 0.57
1.443 0.53

Ethanol
61 4.1 0.40

1.359
Ethyl acetate

1.08 78 4.3 0.88
1.370 0.43

Dioxane
77 4.4 0.58

1.420 1.2
Methanol

101 4.8 0.56
1.326 0.54

Acetonitrile
65 5.1 0.95

1.341 0.34
Nitromethane

82 5.8 0.65
1.380 0.61

Ethylene glycol
101 6.0 '0.64

1.431 16.5
Water

182 6.9
, J..11

1.333 0.89 100 10.2 Large

'At 25'C.

bThe centipoise is a common unit of viscosity; in SI units, 1 cP = I mN· s· m-2
•

°On A1203• Multiplication by 0.8 gives EP on Si02.

d Properties depend on molecular mass range of data given.

dipole proton acceptor), nitromethane (a high dipole
proton acceptor), and ethyl alcohol (a high dipole pro-
ton donor). The polarity index is a numerical measure
of the relative polarity of various solvents. Table 28-2
lists polarity indexes (and other properties) for a num-
ber of solvents used in partition chromatography. Note
that the polanty mdex varies from 10.2 for highly po-
lar water to - 2 for the highly nonpolar f1uoroalkanes.
Any deSifed polarity index between these limits can be
achieved by mixing two appropriate solvents. Thus the
polarity index PAB of a mixture of solvents A and'B is
given by

PAB = <PAPA + <PBP" (28-2)

where PA and Pa are the polarity indexes of the two sol-
vents and <P A and <PB are the volume fractions of solvents
A and B.

In Section 26D-4, it was pointed out that the easiest
way to Improve the chromatographic resolution of two
species is by manipulating the retention factor k. which

can in turn be varied by changing the polarity index
of the solvent. Here, adjustment of P' is easily accom-
plished by the use of mobile phases that consist of a
m,lxture of two solvents. Typically, a two-unit change in
P results (very roughly) m a ten-fold change ink. That
IS, for a normal-phase separation

where k, and k2 are the initial and final values of k for
a solute and PI and Pi are the corresponding polarity
mdexes. For a reversed-phase column

'51 = 1dPi-P;)!2
k,

It should be emphasized that these equations apply
only approxImately. Nonetheless, as shown in Ex-
ample 28-1, they can be useful.

In a reversed-phase column, a solute was found to have
a retention time of 31.3 min, and an unretained species
required 0.48 min for elution when the mobile phase
was 30% (by volume) methanol and 70% water. Cal-
culate (a) k and (b) a water-methanol composition that
should bring k to a value of about 5.

Solution

(a) Application of Equation 26-12 yields

k = (31.3 - 0.48)/0.48 = 64

(b) To obtain P' for the mobile phase we substitute
polarity indexes for methanol and water from
Table 28-2 into Equation 28-2 to give

P' = (0.30 x 5.1) + (0.70 x 10.2) = 8.7

Substitution of this result into Equation 28-4 gives

2. = lO(Pi -S.7)/2

64

If we take the logarithm of both sides of this equa-
tion, we can solve for P,

P, - 8.7 ,
-1.11 = --2- = 0.5P2 - 4.35

P, = 6.5

Letting x be the volume fraction of methanol in
the new solvent mixture and substituting again
into Equation 28-2, we find

6.5 = (x x 5.1) + (1 - x) x 10.2

x = 0.73, or 73%

Often, in reversed-phase separations, we use a sol-
vent mixture containing water and a polar organic sol-
vent. The retention factor can then be manipulated
by varying the water concentration as shown by Ex-
ample 28-1. The effect of such manipulations is shown
by the chromatograms in Figure 28-16a and b where the
sample was a mixture of six steroids. With a mixture
of 41% acetonitrile and 59% water, k had a value of 5
and all of the analytes were eluted in such a short time
(-2 min) that the separation was quite incomplete. By
increasing the concentration of water to 70%, elution
took place over 7 min, which doubled the value of k.
Now the total elution time was sufficient to achieve a
separation, but the a value for compounds 1 and 3 was
not great enough to resolve them.

Effect of Mobile Phase on Selectivities. [n many
cases, adjusting k to a suitable level is all that is needed
to give a satisfactory separation. When two bands still
overlap, however, as in Figure 28-16a and b, the selec-
tivity factor a for the two species must be made larger.
Such a change can be brought about most conveniently
by changing the chemical nature of the mobile phase
while holding the predetermined value of k more or
less the same. The most widely accepted approach for
this type of optimization is called the solvent selectivity
triangle." Here, the mobile-phase effects contributing
to selectivity are considered to be the result of proton
donor, proton acceptor, and dipolar interactions. Sol-
vents incorporating these interactions are then chosen
for statistically designed experiments to find the opti-
mal solvent mixture IS

For reversed-phase chromatography, the three sol-
vent modifiers are methanol, acetonitrile, and tetra-
hydrofuran. Water is then used to adjust the solvent
strength of the mixtures and yield a suitable value of k.
Three binary solvent compositions (water plus mo-
difier) define the three vertices of the solvent triangle
as shown in Figure 28-17. Usually, seven to ten experi-
ments are enough to define a solvent composition that
will produce the best selectivity for a suitable k range.
Several other statistical design schemes, such as full
factorial designs, have also been used, but the solvent-
triangle approach requires fewer experiments. Soft-
ware is also available to aid in automated schemes for
solvent optimization. In addition, simulation software,
such as the popular DryLab,'9 is widely used (or
method development and optimization.

Figure 28-16 illustrates the systematic, solvent-
triangle approach to the development of a separation
of six steroids by reversed-phase chromatography. The
first two chromatograms show the results from initial
experiments to determine the minimal value of k re-
quired. Here, the last eluting component is used to cal-
culate k. With k for component 6 equal to 10, room ex-
ists on the time scale for discrete peaks; here, however,
the" value for components I and 3 (and to a lesser ex-
tent 5 and 6) is not great enough for satisfactory reso-
lution. Further experiments were then performed to

17 For more information, see 1. C. Berridge. Techniques for the Automated
Optimization of HPLC Separations, Chichester, UK: Wiley, 1985.
18See 1. L Glajch. 1. 1. Kirkland, K. M. Squire, and 1. M. Minor. 1. Chro-
matogr .. l980. 199,57; L K Snyder,I. ChromafOgr. Sei., 1978, 16, 223-234.
19DryLab is now part of Rheodyne. LLC, Rohnert Park, CA. It was de-
veloped by LC Resources. Inc., Walnut Creek, CA.
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FIGURE 28-16 Systematic approach to the separation of six steroids. The use of water to
adjust k is shown in (a) and (b).The effects of varying a at constant k are shown in (b), (c),
(d), and (e).Column: 0.4 x 150 mm packed with 5 jJmC, bonded, reversed-phase particles.
Temperature: 50'C. Flow rate: 3.0 cm3/min. Detector: UV254 nm. THF ~ tetrahydrofuran.
CH3CN = acetonitrile. Compounds: (1)prednisone, (2)cortisone, (3)hydrocortisone, (4)dexa-
methasone, (5)corticosterone, (6)cortoexolone.
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FIGURE 28-17 Solvent selectivity triangle for optimization
of reversed-phase separations. Ten mixtures of the three
organic solvents (methanol, acetonitrile, and tetrahydro-
furan) are shown with the relative proportions indicated in
parentheses (MeOH,MeCN,and THF).Water is used to
maintain solvent strength and keep the k value withinan
appropriate range.

find better a values; in each case, the water concen-
tration was adjusted to a level that yielded k = 10
for the last eluting component. The results of exper-
iments with methanol-water and tetrahydrofuran-
water mixtures are shown in Figure 28-16c and d. Sev-
eral additional experiments involving the systematic
variation of pairs of the three organic solvents were
performed (in each case adjusting k to 10 with water).
Finally, the mixture shown in Figure 28-16e was chosen
as the best mobile phase for the separation of the par-
ticular group of compounds.

For normal-phase separations, a similar solvent tri-
angle is used in which the selectivity solvents are ethyl
ether, methylene chloride, and chloroform; 20 the sol-
vent strength adjustment is then made with n-hexane.
With these solvenl systems, optimization can be ac-
complished with a minimal number of experiments.

280-3 Applications of Partition
Chromatography

Reversed-phase bonded pac kings, when used in con-
junction with highly polar solvents (often aqueous).
approach the ideal, universal system for LC. Because
of their wide range of applicability, their convenience,

20Nole that chlorinated solvents arc nov.' subject 1Ostrict environmental
regulations 1"

and the ease with which k and a can be altered by ma-
nipulation of aqueous mobile phases, these packings
are frequently applied before all others for explor-
atory separations with new types of samples.

Table 28-3 lists a few typical examples of the multi-
tude of uses of partition chromatography in various
fields. A more complete picture of the many applica-
tions of this technique can be obtained by consulting
review articles and books.'! Figure 28-18 illustrates
two of many thousands of applications of bonded-
phase partition chromatography to the analysis of con-
sumer and industrial materials.

Derivative Formation

fn some instances, it is useful to convert the compo-
nents of a sample to a derivative before, or sometimes
after, chromatographic separation. Such treatment
may be desirable (1) to reduce the polarity of the
species so that partition rather than adsorption or ion-
exchange columns can be used; (2) to increase the de-
tector response, and thus sensitivity, for all of the
sample components; and (3) to selectively enhance
the detector response to certain components of the
sample.

Figure 28-19 illustrates the use of derivatives to
reduce polarity and enhance sensitivity. The sample
was made up of thirty amino acids of physiological

21See. for example, L. R. Snyder, Anal. Chern., 2000, 72, 412A; 1. G.
Dorsey et al., Anal. Chern., 1998, 70. 591K HPLC: Practical and Industrial
Applications, 1. K. Swadesh, ed., 2nd ed., Boca Raton, FL: eRC Press,
2001; Handbook of Pharmaceutical Analysis by IlPLC, S. Ahuja and
M. W Dong, eds., San Diego, CA: Elsevier, 2005.

TABLE28-3 TypicalApplications
of Partition Chromatography

Antibiotics, sedatives, steroids,
analgesics
Amino acids, proteins, carbo-
hydrates, lipids
Artificial sweeteners, antioxi-
dants, aflatoxins,additives
Condensed aromatics, surfac-
tants, propellants, dyes
Pesticides,herbicides, phenols,
polycWorinatedbiphenyls
Drugs, poisons,blood alcohol,
narcotics
Bile acids, drug metabolites,
urine extracts, estrogens



FIGURE28-18 Typicalapplications of
bonded-phase chromatography. (a) soft-
drink additives. Column: 4.6 x 250 mm
packed with polar (nitrile)bonded-phase
packing. Isocratic elution with 6% HOActo
94% H20. Flow rate 1.0 mUmin. (Courtesy
of BTRSeparations, a DuPont ConAgra af-
filiate.)(b)Organophosphate insecticides.
Column 4.5 x 250 mm packed with 5 ~m C.
bonded-phase particles. Gradient elution:
67% CH30H to 33% H20, to 80% CH30H
to 20% H20. Flow rate 2 mUmin. Both used
254-nm-UVdetectors.

Peak identification
1. Methyl parathion
2. Ciodrin
3. Parathion
4.Dyfonate
5. Diazinon
6. EPN

3 7, Ronnel
8. Trithion

importance. Often, such a separation would be per-
formed on an ion-exchange column with photometric
detection based on postcolumn reaction of the amino
acids with a colorimetric reagent such as ninhydrin.
The chromatogram shown in Figure 28-19 was ob-
tained by automatic, precolumn derivative forma-
tion with orthophthalaldehyde. The substituted iso-
indoles22 formed by the reaction exhibit intense
fluorescence at 425 nm, which permits detection down
to a few picomoles (10-12 mol). Furthermore, the po-
larity of the derivatives are such that separation on a
CISreversed-phase packing becomes feasible. The ad-
vantages of this newer procedure are speed and
smaller sample size. Derivatives are frequently used
with selective detectors such as fluorescence. electro-
chemical, and mass spectrometric detectors.

lon-Pair Chromatography

Ion-pair chromatography,23 sometimes called paired-
ion chromatography. is a subset of reversed-phase
chromatography in which easily ionizable species are
separated on reversed-phase columns. In this type of
chromatography. an organic salt containing a large or-

l2For the structure of these compounds, see S S. Simons II. and D. E.
JohnsonJ Amer. Chern. Soc., 1976, 98. 7098.
23See Ion Pair Chromatography, M. T W. Hearn. ed., New York: Dekker.
1985

Peak identification
l. Vitamin C
2. Saccharin
3. Caffeine
4. Sodium benzoate

ganic counterion, such as a quaternary ammonium ion
or alkyl sulfonate, is added to the mobile phase as an
ion-pairing reagent. Two mechanisms for separation
are postulated. In the first, the counterion forms an
uncharged ion pair with a solute ion of opposite charge
in the mobile phase. This ion pair then partitions into
the nonpolar stationary phase, giving differential re-
tention of solutes based on the affinity of the ion pair
for the two phases. Alternatively, the counter ion is
retained strongly by the normally neutral stationary
phase and imparts a charge to this phase. Separation of
organic solute ions of the opposite charge then occurs
by formation of reversible ion-pair complexes with the
more strongly retained solutes forming the strongest
complexes with the stationary phase. Some unique
separations of both ionic and nonionic compounds in
the same sample can be accomplished by this form of
partition chromatography.

Figure 28-20 illustrates the separation of ionic and
non ionic compounds using alkyl sulfonates of various
chain lengths as ion-pairing agents. Note that a mixture
of Cj- and C,-alkyl sulfonates gives the best separation
results.

Applications of ion-pair chromatography fre-
quently overlap those of ion-exchange chromatogra-
phy. which are discussed in Section 28F. For the separa-
lion of small inorganic and organic ions, ion exchange
is usually preferred unless selectivity is a problem.

I. Phosphoserine
Aspartic acid

3. Glutamic acid
4. a-Amino adipic acid
5. AsparagIne
6. Serine
7. Glutamine
8. Histidine
9 Glycine

10. Threonine
II. Citrulline
12. I-Methylhistidine
13. 3-Methylhistidine
14. Arginine
15. I3-Alanine
16. Alanine
17. Taurine
18. Anserine
19. j3-Aminobutyric acid
20. j3-Aminoisobutyric acid

21. Tyrosine -'
22. a-Aminobutyric acid .~
23. Methionin~ .::

24. Valine
25. Tryptophan
26. Phenylalanine
27. Isoleucine
28. Leucine
29. o-Hydroxylysinc
30. Lysine

FIGURE28-19 Chromatogram of orthophthalaldehyde derivatives of 30 amino acids of
physiological importance. Column: 5 ~m C,•. reversed-phase. Solvent A: 0.05 M Na,HPO" pH
7.4,96:2:2 CH30H, THF,H20. Fluorescence detector: excitation 334 nm: emission 425 nm.
(Reprinted with permission from R. Pfiefer et aI.,Amer. Lab., 1983, 15 (3),86. Copyright 1983
by International Scientific Communications, Inc.)

Chiral Chromatography

Tremendous advances have been made in recent years
in separating compounds that are nonsuperimposable
mirror images of each other called chiral compounds."
Such mirror images are called enantiomers. Either chi-
ral mobile-phase additives or chiral stationary phases
are required for these separations. Preferential com-
plexation between the chiral resolving agent (additive
or stationary phase) and one of the isomers results in a
separation of the enantiomers. The chiral resolving
agent must have chiral character itself to recognize the
chiral nature of the solute.

Chiral stationary phases have received the most
attention25 Here. a chiral agent is immobilized on the
surface of a solid support. Chiral stationary phases are

2~For further information, s.:e S. Ahuja. C'hirill Sepu:ratioflS hy Chruma·
lUgraphy, New York: Oxford Umversity Press, 2000: Chiral Separations
Applications and Techl1ologv, S. Ahuja, cd .. WashinglOn. DC: American
Chemical Society, 1996
:0["or a rect:nl rc~'iew on chiral st~lti,)Ilary phases. see D. W. Armstrong and
B. Zhang. Anal. Chern. 2001. 73.557 A ~

available from a number of manufacturers. Several dif-
ferent modes of interaction can occur between the chi-
ral resolving agent and the solute.26 In one type. the in-
teractions are due to attractive forces such as those
between "IT bonds, hydrogen bonds, or dipoles. In an-
other type, the solute can fit intochiral cavities in the sta-
tionary phase to form inclusion complexes. No matter
what the mode, the ability to separate these very closely
related compounds is of extreme importance in many
fields. Figure 28-21 shows the separation of a racemic
mixture of an ester on achiral stationary phase. Note the
excellent resolution of the Rand 5 enantiomers.

Adsorption. or liquid-solid. chromatography is the
classic form of LC first introduced by Tswett at the
beginning of the last century. Because of the strong



Column: f.L-Bondapak C I!l

(4 mm x 30cm)
Solvent: MeOHlH20 with

Cralkyl sulfonate

OSLO
Time, min

Column: ••-Bondapak C 18

(4 mm x 30cm)
Solvent: MeOHJJ-I20 with

C5-alkyl sulfonate

Column: f.L-Bondapak CI8
(4 mm x 30cm)

Solvent: McOH!H20 with
(50/50) mixture
CslCralkyl sulfonates

(c)

FIGURE 28-20 Chromatograms illustratingseparations of mixtures of ionic and nonionic
compounds by ion-pair chromatography. Compounds: (1)niacinamide, (2)pyridoxine, (3)ribo-
flavin,(4)thiamine. At pH 3.5, niacinamide is strongly ionized, and riboflavinis nonionic. Pyri-
doxine and thiamine are weakly ionized. Column: ~-Bondapak, C,8, 4 mm x 30 em. MobiLe
phase: (a)MeOHand H20 with C7-alkyl sulfonate; (b)MeOHand H20 with Cs-alkylsulfonate;
(c)MeOHand H20 with 1:1 mixture of Cs- and C7-alkyl sulfonates. (Courtesy of Waters
Associates, Inc.)

FIGURE 28-21 Chromatogram of a racemic mixture of
N-(l-naphthyl)leucine ester on a dinitrobenzene-Ieucine
chiral stationary phase. The Rand S enanliomers are
seen to be welLseparated. Column: 4.6 x 50 mm;
mobile phase, 20% 2-propanol in hexane; flowrate
1.2 mLlmin; UVdetector at 254 nm. (From L.H. Bluhm,
Y.Wang, and T.Li,Anal. Chern., 2000, 72, 5201. With
permission of American Chemical Society.)

overlap between normal-phase partition chromato-
graphy and adsorption chromatography, many of the
principles and techniques used for the former apply to
adsorption chromatography. In fact, in many normal-
phase separations, adsorption-displacement processes
govern retention.

Finely divided silica and alumina arc the only sta-
tionary phases that find use for adsorption chromatog-
raphy. Silica is preferred for most applications because
of its higher sample capacity. The adsorption charac-
teristics of the two substances parallel one another.
For both, retention times become longer as the polar-
ity of the analyte increases.

It has been found that the polarity index P', which
was described in Section 280-2, can also serve as a
rough guide to the strengths of solvents for adsorption
chromatography. A much better index, however, is
the eluent strength eO, which is the adsorption energy
per unit area of solvent.27 The eluent strength depends
on the adsorbent, with eO values for silica being about
0.8 of alumina. The values for eO in the last column
of Table 28-2 are for alumina. Note that solvent-to-
solvent differences in eO roughly parallel those for P'.

Because of the versatility and ready availability of
bonded stationary phases, use of traditional adsorp-
tion chromatography with solid stationary phases has
decreased in recent years in favor of normal-phase
chromatography.

fan chromatography refers to modern, efficient meth-
ods for separating and determining ions on columns
with relatively low ion-exchange capacity. Although
ion-exchange separations have been around since ion-
exchange resins were developed in the mid-1930s, ion
chromatography as it is practiced today was first devel-
oped in the mid-1970s when it was shown that anion
or cation mixtures can be resolved on HPLC col-
umns packed with anion-exchange or cation-exchange
resins. At that time, detection was generally per-
formed with conductivity measurements, which were
not ideal because of high electrolyte concentrations in
the mobile phase. The development of low-exchange-
capacity columns allowed the use of low-ionic-strength
mobile phases that could be further deionized (ioniza-
tion suppressed) to allow high-sensitivity conductivity
detection. Currently. several other detector types are

available for ion chromatography, including spec-
trophotometric and electrochemical."

Ion chromatography was an outgrowth or ion-
exchange chromatography, which during the Manhat-
tan project'9 was developed for the separation of
closely related rare earth cations with cation-exchange
resins. This monumental work, which laid the theoreti-
cal groundwork ror ion-exchange separations, was ex-
tended after World War II to many other types of mate-
rials; ultimately, it led to automated methods ror the
separation and detection of amino acids and other ionic
species in complex mixtures. The development of mod-
ern HPLC began in the late 1960s, but its application to
separation or ionic species was delayed by the lack of a
sensitive general method of detecting such eluted ionic
species as alkali and alkaline earth cations and halide,
acetate, and nitrate anions. This situation was remedied
in 1975 by the development by workers at Oow Chemi-
cal Company of an eluent suppressor technique, which
made possible the conductometric detection of eluted
ions]O This technique is described in Section 28F-3.

lon-exchange processes are based on exchange eq ui-
libria between ions in solution and ions of like sign on
the surface of an essentially insoluble, high-molecular-
mass solid. Natural ion-exchangers, such as clays and
zeolites, have been recognized and used for several
decades. Synthetic ion-exchange resins were first pro-
duced in the mid-1930s for water softening, water
deionization, and solution purification. The most com-
mon active sites for cation-exchange resins are the sul-
fonic acid group -SO, -H+, a strong acid, and the car-
boxylic acid group -COO-H+, a weak acid. Anionic
exchangers contain strongly basic tertiary amine
groups -N(CH,);OH- or weakly basic primary
amine groups -NH;OH"".

When a sulronic acid ion-exchanger is brought in
contact with an aqueous solvent containing a cation
M x+, an exchange equilibrium is set up that can be
described by

xRSO,fr + M'+.===' (RSO, ),Mx
+ + xH'

soi!J "olution ,vliJ jolUllOl1

2~For a brief f.;view of ion chromatography. see J. S. Fritz. Anal. Chem.,
1987, jlJ. 335.-\: P. R. Haddad. Anal. Chern .. 2001. 73. 2fi6A. For mOOt)-

graphs on the subject, !iee 1. S. Fritz and D. T Gjerde. lOll Chromatogra·
phv. Jrd ed .. Weinheim, Germany: Wiley-VCR 2CHfJ: H. Small./on Chro-
milwgraphy. New York: Plenum Press. J9R9
NThe ,\1anhattan project was the U.S. effort. v,-ithhelp from Canada and
the United Kingdom. during World War II to develop nuclear weapons
'"'H. SmalL T. S. Stevens, and W C. Bauman. Anal. Chern., 1975,47, P':Ul.



where RSO, H' represents one of many sulfonic acid
groups attached to a large polymer molecule. Simi-
larly, a strong-base cxchanger interacts with the anion
A ,- as shown by the reaction

As an example of the application of the mass-action
law to ion-exchange equilihria, we will consider the re-
action between a singly charged ion B· with a sulfonic
acid resin hcld in a chromatographic column. From a
neutral solution, initial retention of B' ions at the
hcad of the column occurs because of the reaction

RSO,H'(s) + B'(aq)r=='RSO, B'(s) + H'(aq)
(28-5)

Elution with a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid
shifts the equilibrium in Equation 28-5 to the lcft, caus-
ing part of the B' ions in the stationary phase to be
transferred to the mobile phase. These ions then move
down the column in a series of transfers between the
stationary and mobile phases.

The equilibrium constant K" for the exchange re-
action shown in Equation 28-5 takes the form

[RSO, -B' ],[H ' ],q
K" = [RSO]W].[B'k (28-6)

Here, [RSO] -B -], and [RSO, -H-L arc concentra-
tions (strictiy activities) of B' and H' in the solid
phase. Rearranging yields

During the elution, the aqueous concentration of hy-
drogen ions is much larger than the concentration of the
singly charged B' ions in the mobile phase. Also, the ex-
changer has an enormous number of exchange sites rel-
ative to the number of B ' ions being retained. Thus, the
overall concentrations [H'Lq and [RSOJ-H'l, arc not
affected signilicantly by shifts in the equilibrium 28-5
Therefore, when [RSO, - H' j, 'b [RSOJ -B 'L and
[H'Lq 'b [B 'laq, the right-hand side of Equation 2X-7is
substantially constant. and we ean write

where K is a constant that corresponds to the distribu-
tion constant as defined by Equations 26-1 and 26-2.
All of the equations in Table 26-5 (Section 26E) can
then bc applied to ion-exchange chromatography in

the same way as to the other types, which have already
been considered.

Note that K" in Equation 28-6 represents the
affinitv of the resin for the ion B' relative to another
ion (here, H'). Where K" is large, a strong tendencv
eXISts for the solid phase to retain B-; where K" i's
small, the reverse is true. By selecting a common ref-
ercnce ion such as H' , distribution ratios for different
ions on a given type of resin can be experimentally
compared. Such experiments reveal that polyvalent
ions arc much more strongly held than singly charged
species. Within a given charge group, however, differ-
ences appear that are related to the size of the hy-
drated ion as well as to other properties. Thus, for a
typical sulfonated cation-exchange resin, values for
K" decrease in the order Tl' > Ag- > Cs - > Rb' >
K' > NH," > Na' > H' > Li'. For divalent cations,
the order is Ba" > Pb" > Sr" > Ca" > Ni" >
Cd'- > Cu2+ > Co" > Zn" > Mg" > VO,".

For anions, K" for a strong-base resill decreases in
the order sol' > C,O/- > 1-> NO] - > Iir" > CI- >
HCO, - > CH,CO, - > OH" > F .This sequence some-
what depends on the type of resin and reaction condi-
tions and should thus be considered only approximate.

28F-2 lon-Exchange Packings

Historically, ion-exchange chromatography was per-
formed on small, porous beads formed during emul-
sion copolymerization of styrene and divinylbenzene.
The presence of divinylbenzene (usually -8%) results
in cross-linking, which makes the beads mechanically
stable. To make the polymer active toward ions, acidic
or basic functional groups are bonded chcmieally to
the structure. The most common groups are sulfonic
acid and quaternary amines.

Figure 28-22 shows the structure of a strong acid
resin. Note the cross-linking that holds the linear poly-
styrene molecules together. The other types of resins
have similar structures except for the active functional
group.

Porous polymeric particles are not entirely satisfac-
tory for chromatographic packings because of the slow
rate of diffusion of analyte molecules through the mi-
cropores of the polymer matrix and because of the
compressibility of the matrix. To overcome this prob-
lem, two ncwer types of packings have been developed
and arc in more general use than the porous polymer
type. One is a polymeric bead packing in which the
bead surface is coated with a synthetic ion-exchange

resin. A second type of packing is prepared by coating
porous mieroparticles of silica, such as those used m
adsorption chromatography, With a thm film of the
exchanger. Particle diameters are typically 3-10 J.lm.
With either type, faster diffusion in the polymer film
leads to enhanced efficiency. Polymer-based packmgs
have higher capacity than silica-based packings and
can bc used over a broad pH range. Silica-based ,on ex-
changers give higher efficiencies, but suffer from a lim-
itcd pH range of stability and an incompatiblhty WIth
suppressor-based detection (see next sectIOn).

28F-3 Inorganic-Ion Chromatography

The mobile phase in ion-exchange chromatography
must have the same general properties required for
other types of chromatography. That is, it must dissolve
the sample, have a solvent strength that leads to rea-
sonable retention times (appropriate k values), and m-
teract with solutes in such a way as to lead to selectivity
(suitable" values). The mohile phases in ion-exchange
chromatography arc aqueous solutions that may con-
tain moderate amounts of methanol or other water-
miscible organic solvents; these mobile phases also con-
tain ionic species, often in the form of a buffer. Solvent
strength and selectivity are determined by the kmd and
concentration of these added ingredients. In general,
the ions of the mobile phase compete with analyte ions
for the active sites on the ion-exchange packing.

Two types of ion chromatography are currently in
use: suppressor,based and sillgle-columll. They differ
in the method used to prevent the conductivity of the
eluting electrolyte from interfering with the measure-
ment of analyte conductivities..,.

FIGURE 28-22 Structure of a cross-linked
polystyrene ion-exchange resin. Similar resins
are used in which the -SO, -H' group is
replaced by -COO 'W, ~NH;OH', and
-N(CH,), +OH groups.

Ion Chromatography Based on Suppressors
As noted earlier, the widespread application of ion
chromatography for the determination of inorganic
species was inhibited by the lack of a good general de-
tector, which would permit quantitative determmallon
of ions on the basis of chromatographic peak areas,
Conductivity detectors are an obvious choice for this
task. Thev can be highly sensitive, they are unIversal
for charg~d species, and as a general rule, they respond
in a predictable way to concentration changes: Fur-
thermore, such detectors are simple, inexpenSive to
construct and maintain, easy to miniaturize, and ordI-
narily give prolonged, trouble-free service. The only
limitation to conductivity detectors proved to be a se-
rious one, which delayed their general use. This limita-
tion arises from the high electrolyte concentration re-
quired to elute most analyte ions in a reasonablc time.
As a result, the conductivity from the mobIle-phase
components tends to swamp that from analyte ions,
which greatly reduces the detector sensitivity.

In 1975 the problem created by the high conductance
of eluents was solved by the introduction of an eluent
suppressor columll immediately following. the ion-
exchange column." The suppressor column IS packed
with a second ion-exchange resin that effectIvely con-
verts the ions of the eluting solvent to a molecular spe-
cies of limited ionization without affecting the conduc-
tivity due to analyte ions. Forexample, when cations are
being separated and determined, hydrochlortc aCId IS
chosen as the eluting reagent, and the suppressor col-
umn is an anion-exchange resin in the hydroxide form.



The product of the reaction in the supprcssor is water.
That is

H+(aq) + CI (aq) + rcsin-OH (s)-.
resin' CI (s) + ficO

The analyte cations are not retained by this second
column.

For anion separations. the suppressor packing is the
acid form of a cation-exchange resin and sodium bi-
carbonate or carbonate is the eluting agent. The reac-
tion in the suppressor is

Na+(aq) + HCOj (aq) + resin'H; (s)-.
resin 'Na -(s) + H,CO;(aq)

The largely undissociated carbonic acid does not con-
tribute significantly to the conductivity.

An inconvenience associated with the original sup-
pressor columns was the need to regeneratc them peri-
odically (typically, every 8to lO h) to convert the pack-
ing back to the original acid or base form. In the 1980s,
however, micromembrane suppressors that operate

Open"reen t I'-'~~~ 1
~~~--, /,

Regenerant¥=-=-.,'---, =c;;;-(
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!
Regenerant
flow

FIGURE28-23 A micromembrane suppressor. Eluent
flows through a narrow channel that contains a plastic
screen that reduces the void volume and appears to
increase mass-transfer rates. The eluent is separated from
the suppressor solution by 50-lJm exchange membranes.
Regenerant flowis in the direction opposite to eluent flow
(Courtesy of Dionex Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA.)
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the membrane and then migrate across the membrane
where they exchange with hydrogen ions of the re-
generation reagent. The device has a remarkably high
exchange rate. For example, it is capable of removmg
essentially all of the sodium ions from a 0.1 M solu-
tion of sodium hydroxide when the eluent flow rate is
2mLlmin.

In recently designed commercial instruments, re-
generation of suppressor solutions is performed auto-
maticallv with electro generated hydrogen or hydroxyl
ions so t'hat interruptions in the use of the instruments
for regeneration are not required. Figure 28-24 shows
two applications of ion chromatography based on a
suppressor column and conductometric detection., In
eaeh case, the ions were present in the parts-per-mlillon
range. and the sample sizes were 50 jJL in one case and
l00 jJL in the other. The method is particularly impor-
tant for anion analysis because no other rapid and con-
venient method for handling mixtures of this type now
exists.

FIGURE28-24 Typicalapplications of ion chromato-
graphy. (a)Separation of anions on an anion-exchange
column. Eluent: 0.0028 M NaHC03 to 0.0023 M Na,C03•

Sample size: 50 IJL.(b)Separation of alkalineearth ions
on a cation-exchange column. Eluent: 0.025 M phenylene-
diamine dihydrochloride to 0.0025 M HCI.Sample size:
100 IJL.(Courtesy of DionexCorp., Sunnyvale, CA.)

continuously became available." Figure 28-23 illus-
trates a typical micromembrane suppressor. Here, the
eluent and the suppressor solutions flow in opposite di-
rections on either side of the permeable ion-exchange
membranc M. For the analysis of anions, the mem-
branes are cation-exchange resins; for cations, they are
anion exchangers. When. for example, sodium ions are
to be removed from the eluent. acid for regeneration
flows continuously in the suppressor stream. Sodium
ions from the eluent exchange with hydrogen ions from

Single-Column Ion Chromatography

Commercial ion chromatography instrumentation that
requires no suppressor column is also available. This
approach depends on the small differences in condue-
tivitv between sample ions and the prevailIng eluent
ions~ To amplify these differences, low-capacity ex-
changers arc used that permit elution with solutions
with low electrolyte concentrations. Furthermore. e1u-
ents of low conductivity are chosen. 13

FIGURE28-25 Separation of amino
acids on an ion-exchange column.
Packing: cation exchange with particle
size of 8 IJm.Pressure: 2700 psi.
(Reprinted with permission from J. R.
Benson, Amer. Lab., 1972,4 (10),60.
Copyright 1972 by International Scientific
Communications, Inc.)

Single-column ion chromatography offers the ad-
vantage of not requiring special equipment for sup-
pression. However, it is a somewhat less sensitive
method for determining anions than suppressor col-
umn methods.

28F-4 Organic and Biochemical Applications
of lon-Exchange Chromatography

lon-exchange chromatography has been applied to a
variety of organic and biochemical systems, includ-
ing drugs and their metabolites. serums, food pres~rv-
atives. vitamin mixtures, sugars, and pharmaceutlcal
preparations. An example of one of these applications
is shown in Figure 28-25 in which 1 x 10' mol each
of seventeen amino acids was separated on a cation-
exchange column.

28F-5 lon-Exclusion Chromatography

lon-exclusion chromatography is not a form of ion
chromatography because neutral species rather than
ions are being separated. Nevertheless, it is convement
to discuss it here because ion-exclusion chromato-
graphy. like ion chromatography, uses ion-exchange
columns to achieve separations.

The theorv and applications of ion-exclusion chro-
matography ~re conveniently illustrated by the separa-
tion of simple carboxylic acids shown by the chro-
matogram in Figure 28-26. Here, the stationary phase
was a cation-exchange resin in its acidic form, and elu-
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FIGURE28-26 An ion-exclusion chromatogram for a
mixture of six weak acids.

tion was accomplished with a dilute solution of hy-
drochloric acid. The analytical column was followed by
a suppressor column packed with a cation-exchange
resin in the silver form. The hydrogen ions of the elu-
ent were exchanged for silver ions, which then precip-
itated the chloride ions, thus removing the ions con-
tributed by the eluent. The undissociated form of the
analyte acids was distributed between the mobile
phase in the column and the immobilized liquid held in
the pores of the packing. The distribution constants for
the various acids are primarily related to the inverse of
their dissociation constants, although other factors
also playa part in the extent to which various species
are distributed between the two phases.

lon-exclusion chromatography finds numerous ap-
plications for identification and determination of acidic
species in milk, coffee, wine, and many other products
of commerce. Salts of weak acids can be analyzed be-
cause they arc converted to the corresponding acid by
the hydrogen ions in the exchanger. Weak bases and
their salts can also be determined by ion-exclusion
chromatography. In these applications an anion-
exchange column in the hydroxide form is used.

28G SIZE-EXCLUSION
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Size-exclusion. or gel, chromatography is a power-
ful technique that is particularly applicable to high-
molecular-mass species." Packings for size-exclusion
chromatography consist of small (-10 flm) silica or
polymer particles containing a network of uniform
pores into which solute and solvent molecules can dif-
fuse. While in the pores, molecules are effectively
trapped and removed from the flow of the mobile
phase. The average residence time in the pores depends
on the effective size of the analyte molecules. Molecules
larger than the average pore size of the packing are
excluded and thus suffer essentially no retention; such
species are the first to be eluted. Molecules having di-
ameters significantly smaller than the pores can pene-
trate or permeate throughout the pore maze and are
thus entrapped for the greatest time; these are last to be
eluted. Between these two extremes are intermediate-
size molecules whose average penetrati0I1 Lilto the
pores of the packing depends on their diameters.
Within this group, fractionation occurs, which is di-
rectly related to molecular size and to some extent mo-
lecular shape. Note that size-exclusion separations dif-
fer from the other procedures we have been considering
in that no chemical or physical interaction between an-
alytes and the stationary phase are involved. Indeed,
such interactions are avoided because they lead to
lower column efficiencies. Also note that, unlike other
forms of chromatography, there is an upper limit to re-
tention time because no analyte species is retained
longer than those that totally permeate the stationary
phase.

Two types of packing for size-exclusion chromatogra-
phy are encountered: polymer bcads and silica-based
particles, both of which have diameters of 5 to 10 flm.
Silica particles have the advantages of greater rigidity,
which leads to easier packing and permits the use of
higher pressures; greater stability, which permits the
use of a wider range of solvents, including water; more

"l-l For monographs on this subject. see Handbook of Size Exclusion Chrn-
marugraph)', 2nd ed .. C. S. Wu. ed., New York: Dekker, 2004; Column
Ilandbookfor Size Exclusion Chromatography, C. S. Wu, ed .. San Diego'
Academic Press, 1999: S. Mori and H G. Barth, Siz.e ExcillSion Chro-
matography. New ):t)rk: Springer, 1999
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rapid equilibration with new solvents; and stability
at higher temperatures. The disadvantages of silica-
based particles include their tendency to retain solutes
by adsorption and their potential for catalyzing the
degradation of solutc molecules.

Most earlv size-exclusion chromatography was
carried out ;n cross-linked styrene-divinylbenzene
copolymers similar in structure (except that the sul-
fonic acid groups arc absent) to that shown in
Figure 28-22. The pore size of these polymers is con-
trolled by the extent of cross-linking and hence the
relative amount of divinylbenzene present during
manufacture. Polymeric packings having several dif-
ferent average pore sizes are thus marketed. Origi-
nally, styrene-divinylbenzene gels were hydrophobic
and thus could be used only with nonaqueous mobile
phases. Now, however, hydrophilic gels are available,
making possible the use of aqueous solvents for the
separation of large, water-soluble molecules such as
sugars. These hydrophilic gels are sulfonated divinyl-
benzenes or polyacrylamides. Chromatography based
on the hydrophilic packings was once called gel fil-
tration, and techniques based on hydrophobic pack-
ings were termed gel permeation. Today, both tech-
niques are described as size-exclusion methods. With
both types of packings many pore diameters are avail-
able. Ordinarily, a given packing will accommodate
a 2-to-2.5-decade range of molecular mass. Thc aver-
age molecular mass suitable for a given packing may
be as small as a few hundred or as large as several
million.

Table 28-4 lists thc properties of some typical com-
mercial size-exclusion packings.

28G-2 Theory of Size-Exclusion
Chromatography

The total volume V, of a column packed with a porous
polymer or silica gel is given by

where Vo is the volume occupied by the solid matrix of
the poly;"'er or gel, Vi is the volume of solvent held in
its pores, and Vo is the free volume outside the par-
ticles. Assuming no mixing or diffusion, Va also repre-
sents the theoretical volume of solvent required to
transport through the column those components too
large to enter the pores. [n fact, however, some mixing
and diffusion will occur, and as a result the unretained
components will appear in a Gaussian-shape band
with a concentration maximum at Vo- For components
small enough to enter freely into the pores of the poly-
mer or gel, band maxima will appear at the end of the
column at an eluent volume corresponding to (Vi +
Vol. Generally, Vi, Va' and Vg arc of the same order of
magnitude; thus. a size-exclusion column permits sep-
aration of the large molecules of a sample from the
small molecules with a minimal volume of eluate.

Molecules of intermediate size are ahle to transfer
to some fraction K of the solvent held in the pores; the
elution volume V, for these retained molecules is

V, = 1';, + KV; (28-10)

Equation 28-10 applies to all of the solutes on the col-
umn. For molecules too large to enter the pores, K = 0
and V, = Va; for molecules that can enter the pores un-
hindered, K = 1 and Ve = (Vi, + Vi). In deriving Equa-
tion 28-10, the assumption is made that no interaction,

TABLE28-4 Properties of TypicalPackings for Size-Exclusion Chromatography

Average Pore Size, A

100
1000

la'
105

10'
125
300
500

1000

700
(0.1 to 20) X 10'
(1 to 20) x 10'
(1 to 20) x la'
(5 to >10) x 106

(0.2 to 5) x 10'
(0.03 to 1) X la'
(0.05 to 5) x 105

(5 to 20) x 105



such as adsorption, occurs hetween the solute mole-
cules and the polymer or gel surfaces. With adsorption,
the amount of interstitially held solute will increase;
with small molecules, K will then he greater than unity.

Equation 28-10 rearranges to

K = (,~ - \~,)/\~ = cslc" (28-11)

where K is the distribution constant for the solute (see
Equations 26-1 and 26-2). Values of K range from zero
for totally excluded large molecules to unity for small
molecules. The distribution constant is a valuable pa-
rameter for comparing data from different paekings. In
addition, it makes possible the application of all of the
equations in Table 26-5 to exclusion chromatography.

The useful molecular mass range for a size-exclusion
packing is conveniently illustrated by means of a cali-
bration curve such as that shown in Figure 28-27a. Here,
molecular mass, which is directly related to the size of

r:::;71 Simulation: Learn more about size-exclusion
teJ chromatogrdphy.
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FIGURE 28-27 (a)Calibration curve for a size-
exclusion column. (b)Chromatogram showing
peak A containing all compounds with mol-
ecular masses greater than the exclusion limit,
peaks Band C consisting of compounds
withinthe selective permeation region, and
peak D containing allcompounds smaller than
the permeation limit.

solute molecules, is plotted against retention volume
VR, where VR is the product of the retention time and
the volumetric flow rate. Note that the ordinate scale is
logarithmic. The exclusion limir is the maximum molec-
ular mass of a species that will penetrate the pores. All
species having greater molecular mass than the exclu-
sion limit are so large that they are not retained and
elute together to give peak A in the chromatogram
shown in Figure 28-27h. Below the permearion limir, the
solute molecules can penetrate into the pores com-
pletely. All molecules helow this molecular mass arc so
small that they elute as the single band labeled D. As
molecular masses decrease from the exclusion limit,
solute molecules spend more and more time, on the av-
erage, in the particle pores and thus move progressively
more slowly. It is in the selective permeation region that
fractionation occurs, yielding individual solute peaks
such as Band C in the chromatogram.

Experimental calibration curves, similar in appear-
ance to the hypothetical one in Figure 28-27~, are usu-

ally obtained by means of standards. Often, such
curves arc supplied by manufacturers of size-exclusion
columns. Molecular-mass calihration standards should
be as similar as possible in chemical functionality to
the sample components.
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28G-3 Applications of Size-Exclusion
Chromatography

Gel filtration and gel permeation methods are com-
plementary in that gel filtration is applied to water-
soluble samples and gel permeation is used for sub-
stances in less-polar organic solvents. One useful
application of the size-exclusion procedure is to the
separation of high-molecular-mass, natural-product
molecules from low-molecular-mass species and from
salts. For example, a gel with an exclusion limit of
several thousand can clearly separate proteins from
amino acids and low-molecular-mass peptides.

Another useful application of gel permeation chro-
matography is to the separation of homologs and
oligomers. These applications are illustrated by the
two examples shown in Figure 28-28. The first shows
the separation of a series of fatty acids ranging in
molecular mass .Atfrom 116 to 344 on a polystyrene-
based packing with an exclusion limit of 1000. The
second is a chromatogram of a commercial epoxy
resin, again on a polystyrene packing. Here, n refers
to the number of monomeric units (.At = 264) in the
molecules .

:,
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Another important application of size-exclusion
chromatography is to the rapid determination of the
molecular mass or the molecular mass distribution of
large polymers or natural products. The key to such de-
terminations is an accurate molecular mass calibration.
Calibrations can be accomplished by means of stan,
dardsofknown molecular mass (see Figure 28-27) or by
the universal calibration method. The latter method
relies on the principle that the product of the intrinsic
molecular viscosity 1) and molecular mass J,( is pro-
portional to hydrodynamic volume (effective volume
including solvation sheath). Ideally, molecules are sep-
arated in size-exclusion chromatography according to
hydrodynamic volume. Hence, a universal calibration
curve can be obtained by plotting log (1)A'() versus the
retention volume VR. Alternatively, absolute calibra-
tion can be achieved by using a molar mass-sensitive de-
tector such as a low-angle. light-scattering detector.

The most important advantages of size-exclusion
procedures include (I) short and well-defined separa-
tion times (all solutes leave the column between v., and
v., + V. in Equation 28-9 and Figure 28-27); (2) narrow
bands, which lead to good sensitivity; (3) freedom from
sample loss hecause solutes do not interact with the
stationary phase; and (4) absence of column deactiva-
tion brought about by interaction of solute with the
packing.

The disadvantages are (1) only a limited numher of
bands can be accommodated because the time scale of
the chromatogram is short and (2) inapplicability to

FIGURE 28-28 Applications of size-exclusion chromatography. (a)Separation of fatty acids.
Column: polystyrene based. 7.5 x 600 nm, with exclusion limitof 1 x 103 Mobilephase:
tetrahydrofuran. Flow rale: 1.2 mUmin. Detector: refractive index. (b)Analysis of a commer-
cial epoxy resin (n ~ number of monomeric units in the polymer).Column: porous silica 6.2 x
250 mOl.Mobilephase: letrahydrofuran. Flow rate: 1.3 mUmin. Detector: UVabsorption.
(Courtesy of BTR Separations.)
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samples of similar size, such as isomers. Generally, a
10% differcnce in molecular mass is required for rea-
sonable resolution.

Affinity chromatography involves covalently bonding
a reagent. called an affinity ligand, to a solid support. 35

Typical amnity ligands are antibodies, enzyme in-
hibitors, or other molecules that reversibly and selec-
tively bind to analytc molecules in the sample. When
the sample passes through the column, only the mole-
cules that selectively bind to the affinity ligand are re-
tained. Molecules that do not bind pass through the
column with the mobile phase. After the undesired
molecules are removed, the retained analytes can be
eluted by changing the mobile-phase conditions.

The stationary phase for afllnity chromatography is
a solid such as agarose or a porous glass bead to which
the affinity ligand is immobilized. The mobile phase in
amnity chromatography has two distinct roles to play.
First, it must support the strong binding of the analyte
molecules to the ligand. Second, once the undesired
species are removed, the mobile phase must weaken
or eliminate the analyte-ligand interaction so that the
analyte can be eluted. Often, changes in pH or ionic
strength are used to change the elution conditions dur-
ing the two stages of the process.

Affinity chromatography has the major advantage of
extraordinary specificity. The primary use is in the rapid
isolation of biomoleeules during preparative work.

Planar chromatographic methods include thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) and paper chromatography
(PC). Each makes use of a flat, relatively thin layer of
material that is either self-supporting or is coated on a
glass, plastic, or metal surface. The mobile phase moves
through the stationary phase by capillary action, some-
times assisted by gravity or an electrical potential.

Currently, most planar chromatography is based on
the thin-layer technique, which is faster, has better res-
olution, and is more sensitive than its paper chro-

]~For details on affinity chromatography see flandhook of Affinity Chm-

rrultography, T. Kline, ed .. New York: Dekker, 1993: Ana(rtical AfJifli(\

ChromLltography, I. M. Chaiken, ed" Boca Raton, FL: eRe Press. tt:l87;
R R Walters, Anal. Chern., 1985.57. 1097A.

matography equivalent. This section is devoted to thin-
layer methods. Cover

/
281·1 The Scope of Thin-Layer
Chromatography

In terms of theory, types of stationary and mobile
phases, and applications, thin-layer and LC are re-
markably similar. TLC techniques in fact have been
used to develop conditions for HPLC separations.
At one time TLC methods were widely used in the
pharmaceutical industry. Today, such techniques have
largely been replaced by LC methods, which are read-
ily automated and faster. Thin-layer chromatography
has found widespread use in clinical laboratories and
is the backbone of many biochemical and biological
studies. It also finds extensive use in industriallabora-
tories.'6 Because of these many areas of application,
TLC remains a very important technique.

common plate sizes in centimeters are 5 X 20, 10 X 20,
and 20 X 20.

Commercial plates come in two categories, con-
ventional and high-performance. Conventional plates
have thicker layers (200 to 250 11m)of particles having
particle sizes of 20 11mor greater. High-performance
plates usually have film thicknesses of loo 11mand
particle diameters of 5 11mor less. High-performance
plates provide sharper separations in shorter times.
They suffer, however, from having a significantly
smaller sample capacity than conventional plates.

281-2 Principles of Thin-Layer
Chromatography

Typical thin-layer separations are performed on a glass
plate coated with a thin and adherent layer of finely di-
vided particles; this layer constitutes the stationary
phase. The particles are similar to those described in
the discussion of adsorption, normal- and reversed-
phase partition, ion-exchange, and size-exclusion-
column chromatography. Mobile phases are also simi-
lar to those found in HPLC.

Sample Application

Sample application is perhaps the most critical aspect
of thin-layer chromatography, particularly for quanti-
tative measurements. Usually, the sample, as a 0.01 %
to 0.1% solution, is applied as a spot I to 2 em from the
edge of the plate. For best separation efficiency, the
spot should have a minimal diameter - about 5 mm for
qualitative work and smaller for quantitative analysis.
For dilute solutions, three or four repetitive applica-
tions arc used, with drying between.

Manual application of samples is performed by
touching a capillary tube containing the sample to the
plate or by use of a hypodermic syringe. A number of
mechanical dispensers, which increase the precision
and accuracy of sample application, are now offered
commercially.

Preparation of Thin-Layer Plates

A thin-layer plate is prepared by spreading an aqueous
slurry of the finely ground solid on the clean surface of
a glass or plastic plate or microscope slide. Often a
binder is incorporated into the slurry to enhance ad-
hesion of the solid particles to the glass and to one an-
other. The plate is then allowed to stand until the layer
has set and adheres tightly to the surface; for some pur-
poses, it may be heated in an oven for several hours.
Several chemical supply houses offer precoated plates
of various kinds. Costs are a few dollars per plate. The

Plate Development

Plate development is the process in which a sample is
carried through the stationary phase by a mobile
phase; it is analogous to elution in LC. The most com-
mon way of developing a plate is to place a drop of the
sample near one edge of the plate and mark its posi-
tion with a pencil. After the sample solvent has evapo-
rated, the plate is placed in a closed container satu-
rated with vapors of the developing solvent One end
of the plate is immersed in the developing solvent, with

""Books devoted to the principles and applications of thin-layer chro-
matography include Handbook of Thin-Layer Chromatography, 3rd ed.,
J. Sherma and B. Fried, cds., New York: Dekker. 2003; B. Fried and J
Sherma. Thin Layer Chromatography. -Ith cd .. New York: Dekker, 1999:
Practical Thm-Layer Chromatograph\'. R Fried and 1. Shefma. cds .. Boca
Raton, FL: eRe Press, 19%. For recent reviews. ~c 1. Shefma, Anal
Chern" 2006,78,3841; 1. Shefma, Anal. Chern .. 2004.76.3251: 1. Sherma,
2002. "'4. ~653

FIGURE 28-29 (a)Ascending-flow developing
chamber. (b)Horizontal-flowdeveloping chamber, in
which samples are placed on both ends of the plate
and developed toward the middle, thus doubling the
number of samples that can be accommodated.

care being taken to avoid direct contact between the
sample and the developer (Figure 28-29). After the de-
veloper has traversed one half or two thirds of the
length of the plate, the plate is removed from the con-
tainer and dried. The positions of the components are
then determined in any of several ways.

Locating Analytes on the Plate

Several methods can be used to locate sample compo-
nents after separation. Two common methods, which
can be applied to most organic mixtures, involve spray-
ing with a solution of sulfuric acid or placing the plate
in a chamber containing a few crystals of iodine. Both
of these reagents react with organic compounds on the
plate to yield dark products. Several specific reagents
(such as ninhydrin) are also useful for locating sepa-
rated species.

Another method of detection is based on incor-
porating a fluorescent material into the stationary
phase. After development, the plate is examined under
ultraviolet light. The sample components quench the
fluorescence of the material so that all of the plate
fluoresces except where the nonfluorescing sample
components are located.

Figure 28-30 is an idealized drawing showing the ap-
pearance of a plate after development and the corre-
sponding chromatogram. Sample I contained two com-
ponents, whereas sample 2 contained one. Frequently,
the spots on a real plate exhibit tailing, giving signals
that arc not symmetric as arc those in the figure.

281-3 Performance Characteristics
of Thin-Layer Plates

Most of the terms and relationships developed for col-
umn chromatography in Section 26B can, with slight
modification, be applied to thin-layer chromatography.
One new term, the retardation factor or RF, is required.
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FIGURE 28-30 (a)Thin-layer plate after development.
(b)Thin-layerchromatogram for sample 1.

The Retardation Factor

The developed thin-layer plate for a single solute is
shown in Figure 28-30a for sample 2. The retardation
factor for this solute is given by

dRRF=-
dM

where dR and dM are linear distances measured from
the origin line. Values for RF can vary from I for solutes
that are not retarded to a value that approaches O.
Note that if the spots are not symmetric. as they are in
Figure 28-30a, the measurement of dR is based on the
position of maximum intensity.

The Retention Factor

All of the equations in Table 26-5 can be adapted
to thin-layer chromatography. To apply these equa-
tions. it is only necessary to relate dR and dM as defined
in Figure 28-30a to IR and 1M• which are defined in Fig-
ure 26-4. To arrive at these relationships, consider the
single solute that appears in sample 2 in Figure 28-30a.
Here, 1M and IR correspond to times required for
the mobile phase and the solute to travel a fixed dis-
tance - in this case, dR' For the mobile phase. this time

is equal to the distance divided by Its linear velocity
u.or

the variability of RF values with sample size. the thin-
layer plate, and the development conditions. In addi-
tion. there is always the possibility that two quite dif-
ferent solutes may exhibit identical or nearly identical
Rr values under a given set of conditions.The solute does not reach this same point. however .

until the mobile phase has traveled the distance d".
Therefore, Identification Methods. Sometimes, tentative identifi-

cation can bc made by applying to the plate solutions
of purified species suspected to be present in the
unknown. A match in RF values provides evidence as
to the identity of one of the components. In other
cases, the identity of separated species can be con-
firmed by a scraping-and-dissolution technique. Here.
the area containing the analyte is scraped from the
platc with a razor blade or spatula and the contents
collected on a piece of glazed paper. After transfer to
a suitable container, the analyte is dissolved in an
appropriate solvent and separated from the station-
ary phase by centrifugation or tilt ration. Spectroscopic
techniques, such as fluorescence, UV-visible absorp-
tion, nuclear magnetic resonance, or FTIR. are then
uscd to identify the species. Thin-layer chromatogra-
phy has also been on-line coupled to a number of spec-
trometric detection techniques. The coupling to TLC
to mass spectrometers is an active area of research.37

Substitution of Equations 28-13 and 28-14 into
Equation 26-12 yields

k = d" - dR

dR
The retention factor k can also bc expressed in terms
of the retardation factor by rewriting Equation 28-15
in the form

k = I - dR/d"

dR/d"

Retention factors derived in this way fan be used
for method developmcnt in column chromatography
as described in 28D-2. Obtaining retention factors by
thin-layer chromatography is. however, usually simpler
and more rapid than obtaining the data from experi-
ments on a column. Two-Dimensional Planar Chromatography. Fig-

ure 28-3! illustrates the separation of amino acids in
a mixture by development in two dimensions. The
sample was placed in one corner of a square plate and
development was performed in the ascending direction
with solvent A. This solvent was then removed by evap-
oration, and the plate was rotated 90", following which
an ascending development with solvent B was per-
formed. After solvent removal, the positions of the
amino acids were determined by spraying with ninhy-
drin. a reagent that forms a pink to purple product with
amino acids. The spots Were identified by comparison

Plate Heights

Approximate plate heights can also be determined for
a given type of packing by thin-layer chromatographic
measurements. Thus, for sample 2 in Figure 28-30a,
the plate count is given by the equation

N = 16( ~)'
where dR and Ware defined in the figure. The plate
height is then given by

281-4 Applications of Thin-Layer
Chromatography

The thin-layer method can be applied both to qualita-
tive identification of compounds and to quantitative
analysis.
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FIGURE 28-31 Two-dimensional thin-layer chromatogram
(silicagel) of some amino acids. Solvent A: toluene,
2-chloroethanol, pyridine. Solvent B: chloroform, benzyl
alcohol, acetic acid. Aminoacids: (1)aspartic acid,
(2)glutamic acid, (3)serine, (4)l3-alanine,(5)glycine,
(6)alanine. (7)methionine, (8)valine, (9) isoleucine,
(10)cysteine.

of their positions with those of standards. Imaging tech-
niques have been used for quantitative analysis of two-
dimensional separations.'"

Quantitative Analysis

A semiquantitative estimate of the amount of a com-
ponen t present can be obtained by comparing the area
of a spot with that of a standard. More accurate results
can be obtained by scraping the spot from the plate,
extracting the analyte from the stationary-phase solid,
and measuring the analyte by a suitable physical or
chemical method. In a third method, a scanning den-
sitometer can be used to measure fluorescence or ab-
sorption of the spot.

•Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

Qualitative TLC

The data from a single chromatogram usually do not
provide sufficient information to permit identification
of the various species present in a mixture because of

28-1 List the types of substances to which each of the following chromatographic
methods is most applicable:
(a) gas-liquid
(b) liquid adsorption



(c) liquid-liquid partition
(d) reversed-phase partition
(e) ion exchange
(f) gel permeation
(g) gas-solid
(h) gel filtration
(i) ion-pair

28-2 Describe three general methods for improving resolution in partition
chromatography.

28-3 Describe a way to manipulate the retention factor of a solute in partition
chromatography.

28-4 How can the selectivity factor be manipulated in (a) gas chromatography and
(b) LC?

28-5 In preparing a hexane-acetone gradient for an alumina HPLC column, is it desir-
able to increase or decrease the proportion of hexane as the column is eluted?

28-6 What is meant by the linear-response range of a detector?

28-7 Define
(a) isocratic elution.
(b) gradient elution.
(c) stop-flow injection.
(d) reversed-phase packing.
(e) normal-phase packing.
(f) ion-pairing chromatography.
(g) ion chromatography.
(h) bulk property detector.
(i) solute property detector.
(j) sparging.

28-8 What is a guard column in partition chromatography?

28-9 In what way are normal-phase partition chromatography and adsorption chro-
matography similar"

28-10 What is the order in which thc following compounds would be eluted from an
HPLC column containing a reversed-phase packing"
(a) benzene, diethyl ether, n-hexane
(b) acetone, dichloroethane, acetamide

*28-11 What is the order of elution of the following compounds from a normal-phase
packed HPLC column"
(a) ethyl acetate, acetic acid, dimethylamine
(b) propylene, hcxane, benzene, dichlorobenzenc

28-12 Describe the fundamental difference between adsorption and partition chro-
matography.

28-13 Describe the fundamental difference between ion-exchange and size-exclusion
chromatography.

28-14 What types of species can be separated by HPLC but not by GC"

28-15 Describe the various kinds of pumps used in HPLC. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of each? '

28-16 Describe the differences between single-column and suppressor-column ion
chromatography.

28-17 Mass spectrometry is an extremely versatile detection system for gas chromato-
graphy. However, interfacing an HPLC system to a mass spectrometer is a
much more difficult task. Describe the major reasons why it is more difficult to
combine HPLC with mass spectrometry than it is to combine GC with mass
spectrometry.

28-18 Which of the GC detectors in Table 27-1 are suitable for HPLC? Why are some
of the detectors listed unsuitable for HPLC?

28-19 Although temperature does not have nearly the effect on HPLC separations that
it has on GC separations, it nonetheless can play an important role. Discuss how
and why temperature might or might not influence the following separations:
(a) a reversed-phase chromatographic separation of a steroid mixture.
(b) an adsorption chromatographic separation of a mixture of closely related

isomers.

~ *28-20 Two components in an HPLC separation have retention times that differ by 15 s.
The tirst peak elutes in 9.0 min and the peak widths are approximately equal.
The dead time tM was 65 s. Use a spreadsheet to find the minimal number of the-
oretical plates needed to achieve the following resolution R, values: 0.50, 0.75,
0.90,1.0,1.10,1.25,1.50,1.75,2.0,2.5. How would the results change if peak 2
were twice as broad as peak I?

~ *28-21 An HPLC method was developed for the separation and determination of
ibuprofen in rat plasma samples as part of a study of the time course of the drug
in laboratory animals. Several standards were chromatographcd and the follow-
ing results obtained:

Ibuprofen
Concentration,

~g/mL



Next, a 10 mg/kg sample of ibuprofen was administered orally to a laboratory
rat. Blood samples were drawn at various times after administration of the drug
and subjected to HPLC ilnalysis. The following results were obtained:

Find the concentration of ibuprofen in the blood plasma for each of the times
given above and plot the concentration versus time. On a percentage basis, dur-
ing what half-hour period (first, second, third, etc.) is most of the ibuprofen lost')

*28-22 [n a normal-phase partition column, a solute was found to have a retention time
of 29.1 min, and an unretained sample had a retention time of 1.05 min when
the mobile phase was 50% by volume chloroform and 50% n-hexane. 'Cj)lculate
(il) k for the solutc and (b) a solvent composition that would bring k down to a
value of about 10.

Challenge Problem

28-23 Assume for simplicity that the HPLC plate height, H, can be given by Equa-
tion 26-23 as

where C = Cs + CM'
(a) By using calculus to find the minimum ll, show that the optimal velocity uop,

can be expressed as

(b) Show that this leads to a minimum plate height Hmin given by

llmin = 2VlfC
(c) Under some conditions for chromatography, Cs is negligible compared to

CM' For packed HPLC columns, C" is given by

wd~eM =--DM

where w is a dimensionless constant, dp is the particle size of the column
packing. and D" is the diffusion coefficient in the mobile phase. The B coef-
ficient can be expressed as

where y is also a dimensionless constant. Express uop, and Hmm in terms of
DM, dp' and the dimensionless constants y and w.
If thc dimensionless constants are on the order of unity, show that "op, and
H min can be expressed as

Under the preceding conditions, how could the plate height be reduced by
one third? What would happen to the optimal velocity under these condi-
tions? What would happen to the number of theoretical plates N for the
same length column?
For thc conditions in part (e), how could you maintain the same number of
theoretical plates while reducing the plate height by one third?
The preceding discussion assumes that all band broadening occurs within
the column. Name two sources of extracolumn band broadening that might
also contribute to the overall width of HPLC peaks.



Next, a 10 mg/kg sample of ibuprofen was administered orally to a laboratory
rat. Blood samples were drawn at various times after administration of the drug
and subjected to HPLC analysis. The following results were obtained:

Find the concentration of ibuprofen in the blood plasma for each of the times
given above and plot the concentration versus time. On a percentage basis, dur-
ing what half-hour period (first, second, third, etc.) is most of the ibuprofen lost?

*28-22 In a normal-phase partition column, a solute was found to have a retention time
of 29.1 min, and an unretained sample had a retention time of 1.05 mln when
the mobile phase was 50% by volume chloroform and 50% n-hexarle';'Calculate
(a) k for the solute and (b) a solvent composition that would bring k down to a
value of about 10.

Challenge Problem

28-23 Assume for simplicity that the HPLC plate height, fl, can be given by Equa-
tion 26-23 as

B B
H = - + Csu + CMU = - + Cu

U U

where C = Cs + CM'
(a) By using calculus to find the minimum H, show that the optimal velocity UOP!

can be expressed as

(h) Show that this leads to a minimum plate height Hm," given hy

Hmio = 2v7fC

(c) Under some conditions for chromatography, Cs is negligihle compared to
CM' For packed HPLC columns, CMis given by

wd~
CM =~-OM

where w is a dimensionless constant, dp is the particle size of the column
packing. and OMis the diffusion coefficient in the mobile phase. The B coef-
ficient can be expressed as

where y is also a dimensionless constant. Express uopt and flmio in terms of
0",dp' and the dimensionless constants y and w.

(d) If the dimensionless constants are on the order of unity, show that unpt and
H m'o can be expressed as

= OM
Uopi d

p
and Hmin = dp

(e) Under the preceding conditions, how could the plate height be reduced by
one third? What would happen to the optimal velocity under these condi-
tions? What would happen to the number of theoretical plates N for the
same length column?

(f) For the conditions in part (e), how could you maintain the same number of
theoretical plates while reducing the plate height by one third?

(g) The preceding discussion assumes that all band broadening occurs within
the column. Name two sources of extra column band broadening that might
also contribute to the overall width of HPLC peaks.
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Fluid
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and Extraction

,..
100 techniqties based on the use;~tsuper-

critical fluids were developed d~ifng the
1970s and~arly 1980~and tod~:rplayan

importcmt role in tfiJ analysifof enviro#:ental,
biomedical, andfoiyt sample~.These ney{methods

are supercritical Jktid chro",atograph~.(SFC) and i
superfritical j/uiifFractiqn (SFE). C'!p-mercial .

instrumentation fo/both o/these techni9/iCS be-
camewailable in iq.e mid-1980s, and~hl!ir use
grown rapidly in the analytical communif.y. In this

chapter we describ~ the theory, instrumeritation,
and applications of both SFC and SF£.

Id' Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
I.Q:J an opportunity for online self-study atwww
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

29A PROPERTIES OF SUPERCRITICAL
FLUIDS

A supercriticalfluid is formed whenever a substance is
heated above its critical temperature. The critical tem-
perature of a substanee is the temperature above which
a distinct liquid phase cannot exist, regardless of pres-
sure. The vapor pressure of a substance at its critical
temperature is its critical pressure. At temperatures and
pressures above its critical temperature and pressure
(its critical point), a substance is called a supercritical
fluid. Supercritical fluids have densities, viscosities,
and other properties that are intermediate between
those of the substance in its gaseous and liquid states.
Table 29-1 compares some properties of supercritical
fluids to those of typical gases and liquids. These prop-
erties are important in gas, liquid, and supercritical
fluid chromatography and extractions.

Table 29-2 lists properties of four out of perhaps two
dozen compounds that have been used as mobile phases
in SFC Note that their critical temperat\lres, and the
pressures at these temperatures, are well within the op-
erating conditions of ordinary high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC).

An important property of supercritical fluids, and
one that is related to their high densities (0.2 to
0.5 g/cm 3), is their ability to dissolve large nonvola-
tile molecules. For example, supercritical carbon diox-
ide readily dissolves n-alkanes containing from five
to twenty-two carbon atoms, di-n-alkylphthalates in
which the alkyl groups contain four to sixteen carbon
atoms, and various polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
consisting of several rings. Certain important indus-
trial processes are based on the high solubility of or-
ganic species in supercritical carbon dioxide. For ex-
ample, this medium has been employed for extracting
caffeine from coffee beans to give decaffeinated coffee
and for extracting nicotine from cigarette tobacco.

A second important property of many supercritical
fluids is that analytes dissolved in them can be easily re-
covered by simply allowing the solutions to equilibrate
with the atmosphere at relatively low temperatures.
Thus, an analyte dissolved in supercritical carbon diox-
ide, the most commonly used solvent, can be recovered
by simply reducing the pressure and allowing the fluid
to evaporate under ambient laboratory conditions. This
property is particularly important with thermally un-
stable analytes. Another advantage of many supercriti-
cal fluids is that they are inexpensive, innocuous, and
generally nontoxic substances. Supercritical fluid car-

Density,glcm3

Diffusion coefficient, em 2/S

Viscosity, g cm-1 5-1

(0.6-2) X 10-3

(1-4) X 10-'
(1-3) X 10-4

bon dioxide is especially attractive for extractions and
chromatography. Finally, supercritical fluids have the
advantage that solute diffusivities are an order of mag-
nitude higher than in liquid solvents and viscosities are
an order of magnitude lower. These last two advantages
are important in both chromatography and extractions
with supercritical fluids.

29B SUPERCRITICAL FLUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY

SFC, in which the mobile phase is a supercritical fluid,
is a hybrid of gas chromatography (GC) and liquid
chromatography (LC) that combines some of the best
features of each. For certain applications, it is superior
to both GC and HPLC.1 In 1985 several instrument
manufacturers began to offer equipment specifically
designed for SFC, and the use of such equipment is
expanding at a rapid pace. The SFC technique has be-
come an important tool in many industrial, regulatory,
and academic laboratories.

1 For additional information on SFC, see Practical Supercritical Fluid Chro-
f1U1lography and Extractiun, M. Caude and D. Thiebaut, eds., Amsterdam:
Harwood, 2000; Supercritical Fluid Chromatography with Packed Columns,
Techniques and Applications, K. Anton and C. Berger, eds., New York:
Dekker. IY98; L. Taylor, in lfandbook of Instrumental Techniques for Ana-
lytical Chemistry, F Settle, ed., Chap. 11, Upper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice
HalL 1'197

0.2-0.5
10-3_10-4

(1-3) X 10-4

0.6-2
(0.2-2) X 10-5

(0.2-3) X 10-'

SFC is important because it permits the separation
and determination of a group of compounds not conve-
niently handled by either GC or LC These compounds
(I) are either nonvolatile or thermally unstable so that
GC procedures are inapplicable and (2) contain no
functional groups that make possible detection by the
spectroscopic or electrochemical techniques used in
HPLC Chester' has estimated that up to 25% of all
separation problems faced by scientists today involve
mixtures containing such intractable species,

29B-1 Instrumentation
and Operating Variables

As mentioned earlier, the pressures and temperatures
required for creating supercritical fluids derived from
several common gases and liquids lie well within the
operating limits of ordinary HPLC equipment. Thus,
as shown in Figure 29-1, instruments for SFC are simi-
lar in most aspects to the instruments for HPLC de-
scribed in Section 28C.3 There are two important dif-
ferences between the two techniques, however. First, a
thermostatted column oven, similar to that used in GC
(Section 27B-3), is required to provide precise temper-
ature control of the mobile phase; second, a restrictor,

~T.L Chester, J. Chrumarugr. Sri., 1986,24,226.

3 For descriptions of commercial instrumentation for SFC, see C. M. Harris,
Anal. Chern., 2002, 74, 87A; B. Erikson, Anal. Chern., 1997,69, 683A

CriticalTemperature, Critical Pressure, Critical Point Density at 400
Fluid 'C atm Density, g/mL atm,g/mL

CO, 31.3 72.9 0.47 0.96
N,O 36.5 71.7 0.45 0.94

NH, 132.5 112.5 0.24 0.40

n-Butane 152.0 37.5 0.23 0.50
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or back-pressure device, is used to maintain the de-
sired pressure in the column and to convert the eluent
from a supercritical fluid to a gas for transfer to the de-
tector. A typical restrictor for a 50- or 1OO-l1mopen tu-
bular column consists of a 2- to lO-cm length of 5- to
lO-l1mcapillary tubing attached directly to the end of
the column. This permits the use of interchangeable
restrictors having different inside diameters, thus pro-
viding a range of flow rates at any given pumping pres-
sure. Alternatively, the restrictor may be an integral
part of the column formed by drawing down the end of
the column in a flame.

As shown in Figure 29-1, in a commercial instru-
ment for SFC, such instrument variables as pumping
pressure, oven temperature, and detector performance
arc computer controlled.

Effects of Pressure

Pressure changes in SFC have a pronounced effect on
the retention factor k and thus the retention time tR·

The density of a supercritical fluid increases rapidly
and nonlinearly with increases in pressure. Such den-
sity increases cause a rise in the solvent power of the
mobile phase, which in turn shortens elution time. For
example, the elution time for hexadecane is reported
to decrease from 25 to 5 min as the pressure of carbon
dioxide is raised from 70 to 90 atm. An effect similar to
that of temperature programming in GC and gradient
elution in HPLC can be achieved by linearly increasing
the column pressure or by regulating the pressure to
create linear density increases. Figure 29-2 illustrates
the improvement in chromatograms realized by pres-

fd1 Simulation: Learn more about supercritical fluid
IQ.J chromatography.

sure programming. The decompression of fluids as
they travel through the column can cause temperature
changes that can affect separations and thermody-
namic measurements. The most common pressure
profiles used in SFC arc often constant (isobaric) for a
given length of time followed by a linear or-asymptotic
increase to a final pressure. In additiol1 t.9 pressure
programming, temperature programming and mobilc-
phasc gradients can be used.

I. cholesteryl octanoate
2. cholesteryl decylate
3. cholesteryl laurate
4. cholesteryl myristale
5. cholesteryl palmitate
6. cholcsteryl stearate
DB-l
CO,
90°C
FID Flame ionization

Column:
Mobile phase:
Temperature:
Detector:

Linear pressure
gradient

3000 to 4000 psi
in 15 min

FIGURE 29-2 Effect of pressure programming in SFC.
Note the shorter time for the pressure-gradient chromato-
gram on the right compared with the constant pressure
(isobaric) chromatogram on the left. (Courtesy of
Brownlee Labs, Santa Clara, CA.)

Stationary Phases

Both packed columns and opcn tubular columns are
used in SFC Pack cd columns can providc more theo-
rctical platcs and handle larger sample volumes than
opcn tubular columns. Because of the low viscosity of
supercritical media, columns can be much longer than
those used in LC, and column lengths of 10 to 20 m and
inside diamcters of 50 or 100 11mare common with opcn
tubular columns. For difficult separations, columns
60 m or longer havc been used. Open tubular columns
are similar to the fused-silica wall-coated (FSWC) open
tubular columns describcd in Section 27C-1. Packed
columns are usually made of stainless steel, 10-25 cm
long. More than 100,000plates have becn achieved with
packed columns.

Many of thc column coatings used in LC havc been
applicd to SFC as well. Typically, these are polysilox-
anes (sec Section 27C-3) chemically bonded to the sur-
face of silica particles or to thc inner silica wall of cap-
illary tubing. Film thicknesses are 0.05 to 0.4 11m.

Mobile Phases

The most widely used mobile phasc for SFC is car-
bon dioxide. It is an excellent solvent for a variety
of nonpolar organic molecules. In addition, it trans-
mits in the ultraviolet region and is odorless, nontoxic,
readily available, and remarkably inexpcnsive com-
pared to other chromatographic solvents. Its critical
temperature of 31°C and its critical pressure of 72.9
atm permit a wide selection of tempcratures and pres-
sures without exceeding thc operating limits of mod-
ern HPLC equipment. In somc applications, polar or-
ganic modifiers, such as methanol, are introduced
in small concentrations (-1 %) to modify Cl valucs for
analytes.

Ethane, pentanc, dichlorodifluoromethane, diethyl
ether, ammonia, and tctrahydrofuran have also served
as mobilc phases in SFC

Detectors

A major advantage of SFC ovcr HPLC is that the flame
ionization detector (FID) of GC can bc used. As dis-
cussed in Section 27B-4, the FID exhibits a general re-
sponse to organic compounds, is highly sensitive, and is
largely trouble frec. Mass spectrometers are also more
easily adapted as detectors for SFC than HPLC Several
of the detectors used in LC find use in SFC as well, in-
cluding UV and IR absorption, fluorescence emission,
thermionic, and flame photometric dctectors.

298-2 Comparison to Other
Types of Chromatography

The data in Tables 29-1 and 29-2 revcal that several
physical properties of supercritical fluids are inter-
mediate between gases and liquids. Hcnce, this type of
chromatography combines some of thc charactcristics
of both GC and LC For example, likc GC, SFC is in-
herently faster than LC because the lowcr viscosity
makes possible the use of higher flow rates. Diffusion
rates in supercritical fluids are intermediatc between
those in gases and in liquids. As a result, band broad-
ening is greater in supercritical fluids than in liquids
but less than in gases. Thus, the intermediate diffusivi-
ties and viscosities of supercritical fluids should in the-
ory produce faster separations than are achieved with
LC and be accompanied by lower zone spreading than
found in GC

Figures 29-3 and 29-4 compare the performance
characteristics of a packed column when elution is per-
formed with supercritieal carbon dioxide and a conven-
tiona I liquid mobile phasc_ Figure 29-3 shows that at a
linear mobile-phasc velocity of 0.6 cm!s, the supercriti-
cal column yields a plate height of 0.013 mm whereas
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FIGURE 29-3 Performance characteristics of a 5-~m
octadecyl (C,.J bonded silica column when elution is
carried out with a conventional mobile phase (HPLC)and
supercritical carbon dioxide SFC. (From D. R. Gere, Appli-
cation Note 800-3, Hewlett-Packard Corp., Palo Ailo,CA,
1983. Withpermission.)



FIGURE 29-4 Comparison of chromatograms obtained by
conventional partition chromatography (HPLC)and SFC.
Column:20 cm x 4.6 mm with 1O-~mreversed-phase
bonded packing. Analytes: (1)biphenyl; (2)terphenyl. For
HPLC:mobile phase, 65% CH30H to 35% H20; flowrate,
4 mUmin; linearvelocity,0.55 cm/s; sample size, 10 ~L.
ForSFC: mobile phase, CO,; flowrate, 5.4 mUmin; linear
velocity,0.76/s; sample size, 3 ~L.(From O.R. Gere, T.J.
Stark, and T.N. Tweeten, Application Note 800-4, Hewlett-
Packard Corp., Palo Alto,CA,1983. Withpermission.)

the plate height with a liquid eluent is three times as
large, or 0.039 mm. Thus, a reduction in peak width by
a factor of V3 should be realized with SFC Alterna-
tively, the linear velocity can be increased by a factor of 4
at the plate height corresponding to the minimum in the
HPLCcurve; this increase would result in a reduction of
analysis time by a factor of 4. These advantages are re-
flected in the two chromatograms shown in Figure 29-4.

The mobile phase plays different roles in GC, LC,
and SFC Ordinarily, in GC the mobile phase serves
but one purpose ~ zone movement. As we have seen in
Chapter 28, in LC the mobile phase provides not only
transport of solute molecules but also interactions
with solutes that influence selectivity factors (a val-
ues). When a molecule dissolves in a supercritical
medium, the process resembles volatilization but at a
much lower temperature than would normally be used
in GC Thus, at a given temperature, the vapor pres-
SUrefor a large molecule in a supercritical fluid may be
10 10 times greater than in the absence of the fluid. Be-
cause of this, high-molecular-mass compounds, ther-
mally unstable species, polymers, and large biological
molecules can be eluted from a column at relativelv
low temperatures. Interactions between solute mol;-
cules and the molecules of a supercritical fluid must oc-
cur to account for their solubility in these media. The

solvent power is thus a function of the chemical com-
position and the density of the fluid. Therefore, in COn.
trast to GC, it is possible to vary a values by changing
the mobile phase.

Figure 29-5 compares the application range of SFC
with GC, LC, and size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC). Note that LC and SFC are applicable over mo-
lecular mass ranges that are several orders of magni.
tude greater than GC As we have noted earlier, SEC
can be applied to even larger molecules.

29B-3 Applications

The SFC technique has been applied to a wide variety
of materials, including natural products, drugs, foods,
pesticides and herbicides, surfactants, polymers and
polymer additives, fossil fuels, and explosives and pro-
pellants. One of the most important applications of
SFC is to chiral separations, particularly in the phar-
maceutical industry' The increased diffusion rates of
SFC over LC eluents leads to higher resolution and
sharper peaks to enable accurate measurements of
enantiomeric purity. Figure 29-6 shows the separation
of the enantiomers of metoprolol, a beta-blocking
drug, by both HPLC and SFC Although both methods
achieve complete resolution of the enantiomers, the
separation requires only 6 min in SFC compared to
22 min in HPLC Note also the higher resolution and
more symmetric peaks obtained by SFC In addition to
higher resolution, method development time can also

FIGURE 29-6 Separation of enantiomers of metoprolol by
HPLC(a) and SFC (b)on a Chiralcel 00 stationary phase.
In (a)the mobile phase was 20% 2-propanol in hexane
with 1% diethylamine; selectivity '" ~ 2.67 and resolution
R, = 4.8. In (b),CO, was used containing 20% methanol
with 0.5% isopropylamine; '" = 2.77 and R, = 12.7.
(Adapted from M.S. Villeneuveand R. J. Anderegg, J.
Chromatogr. A, 1998,826,217.)
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00001 be decreased with SFC compared to HPLC methods
because the desired resolution for enantiomers can
often be achieved without investigating as many sta-
tionary phases and mobile phases as in HPLC In cases
where a single column is insufficient to produce the
desired separation, the lower pressure drop in SFC
makes it easier to couple columns with different sta-
tionary phases. Preparative chiral separations by SFC
are very attractive because the mobile phase can be
readily removed by simply venting the CO2,

SFC is also very useful for achiral separations. Fig-
ures 29-7, 29-8, and 29-9 illustrate three typical and di-
verse applications of SFC. Figure 29-7 shows the sepa-
ration of a series of dimethylpolysiloxane oligomers

FIGURE 29-5 Range of molecolar masses and sizes
over which column chromatographic techniques can be
applied. (From M. L. Lee and K.E. Markides, Science,
1987, 235. With permission.)

ranging in molecular mass from 400 to 700 Da. This
chromatogram was obtained by using a 10 m x 100 f.lm
inside-diameter fused-silica capillary coated with a
0.25-f.lm film of 5% phenylpolysiloxane. The mobile
phase was CO, at 140'C, and the following pressure
program was used: 80 atm for 20 min, then a linear gra-
dient from 80 to 280 atm at 5 atm/min. A flame ioniza-
tion detector was used.

Figure 29-8 illustrates the separation of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons extracted from a carbon black.
Detection was by fluorescence excited at two different
wavelengths, Note the selectivity provided by this tech-
nique. The chromatogram was obtained by using a
40 m x 50 f.lminside-diameter capillary coated with a
0.25-f.lm film of 50% phenylpolysiloxane. The mobile
phase was pentane at 2l0DC, and the following pro-
gram was used: initial mobile-phase density held at

I I

80 80 180 280
Pressure, atm

I I I
0 20 40 60
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FIGURE 29-7 Separation of oligomers of dimethylpoly-
siloxane by SFC. (From C. M. White and R. K.Houck,
HRC&CC, 1986, 9, 4. With permission.)



FIGURE 29-8 Portions of the supercritical fluidchromato-
grams of polycyclic aromatics in a carbon-black extract,
illustratingthe selectivity achieved by fluorescence
excitation at two wavelengths. (From C. M. White and
R. K.Houck, HRC&CC, 1986, 9, 4. Withpermission.)

0.07 g/mL for 24 min, then an asymptotic density pro-
gram to 0.197 g/mL.

Figure 29-9 illustrates a separation of the oligomers
in a sample of the nonionic surfactant Triton X-IOO.
Detection involved measuring thc total ion current
produced by chemical ionization mass spectrometry.
The mobile phase was carbon dioxidc containing I % by
volume of methanol. The column was a 30-m capillary
column coated with a I-fim film of 5% phenylpolysi-
loxane. The column pressure was increased linearly at a
rate of2.5 bar/min.

Several reviews on applications of SFC are avail-
able in the recent literature.'

Often, the analysis of complex materials requires as a
preliminary step separation of the analyte or analytes
from a sample matrix. Ideally, an analytical separation

5 M. C. Henry and C. R. Yonker, Anal. Chern., 2006. 78,3909; T. L. Chester
and 1. D. Pinkston, AMI. Chern., 2004. 76,4606; T L Chester and 1. D.
Pinkston. Anal. Chern., 2002. 74, 2901: T. L Chester and 1. D. Pinkston
2000, 72. 129R; T L. Chester, J D. Pinkston, and D. B. Raynic, Annl.
Chern., 1998, 70.301R.

method should be rapid, simple, and inexpensive;
should give quantitative recovery of analytes without
loss or degradation; should yield a solution of the ana-
Iyte that is sufficiently concentrated to permit the final
measurement to be made without the need for con-
centration; and should generate little or no laboratory
wastes.

For many years, one of the most common methods
for performing analytical separations on complex
environmental, pharmaceutical, food, and petroleum
samples was based on extraction of bulk samples with
hydrocarbon or chlorinated organic solvents using a
Soxhlet extractor. Unfortunately, liquid extractions
frequently fail to meet several of the ideal criteria
listed in the previous paragraph. They usually req uire
several hours or more to achieve satisfactory recover-
ies of analytes, and sometimes never do. The solvent
costs are often high. The solution of the recovered an-
alyte is often so dilute that a concentration step must
follow the extraction. Analyte degradation 'Or loss as
well as atmospheric pollution may accom!'any this
concentration step.

Triton X-IOO
CO2 tOO"C
!OO I'm i.d. X 30 m
Splitless

I
2tO

Pressure, bar

FIGURE 29-9 Chromatograms for the nonionic surfactant
TritonX-100 with total current mass spectrometric detec-
tion. i.d. ~ inside diameter. (Reprinted with permission
from R. D. Smith and H. R. Udseth, Anal. Chern., 1987,
59,17. Copyright 1981 American Chemicai Society.)

Solid-phase extraction, or liquid-solid extraction,
can overcome several of these problems' Solid-phase
extraction techniques use membranes or small, dis-
posable. syringe-barrel columns or cartridges. A hy-
drophobic organic compound is coated or chemically
bonded to powdered silica to form the solid extracting
phase. The compounds can be nonpolar, moderately
polar, or polar. For example. an octadecyl (C1g) bonded
silica is a common packing. The functional groups
bonded to the packing attract hydrophobic compounds
in the sample by van der Waals interactions and extract
them from the aqueous solution.

SFE is another way to avoid many of the problems
that plague organic liquid extractants. Beginning in the
mid-1980s, chemists began to investigate the use of su-
percritical fluids for separating analytes. Such extrac-
tions were shown to have many advantages as dis-
cussed in the following sections.'

29C-1 Advantages of SFE

Some of the advantages of SFE include the following:

1. SFE is generally fast. The rate of mass transfer be-
tween a sample matrix and an extraction fluid is
determined by the rate of diffusion of a species in
the fluid and the viscosity of the fluid -the greater
the diffusion rate and the lower the viscosity, the
greater the rate of mass transfer. As we have noted
earlier, both of these variables are more favor-
able for supereritical fluids than for typical liquid
solvents. Because of this, SFE can generally be
completed in 10 to 60 minutes, whereas extractions
with an organic liquid may require several hours or
even days.

2. The solvent strength of a supercritieal fluid can be
varied by changes in the pressure and to a lesser
extent in the temperature. In contrast, the solvent
strength of an organic liquid is essentially constant
regardless of conditions. This property allows the

6For more informatIOn see D. A. Skoog, D. M. West, F. 1. Holler. and
S. R. Crouch, Fundamentals of Analytical Chemistry, 8th ed., Belmont.
CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004, Chap. 30
7$ee Supercritical FluidJ as Solvems and Reaction Media, G. Brunner, ed.,

Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2004, Chap. 4; Practical Supercrilical Fluid Chrv-
marography and Extraction. M. Caude and D. Thicbaut. cds., Amsterdam:
Harwood, 2000; Supercrilical Fluids in Chromatography and Extraction,
R. M. Smith and S. B. Hawthorne, eds., Amsterdam: Elsevier. 1997;
L. Tavlor, in Handbook of Ins/rumental Techniques for Analytical Chern·
istry. F. Seltle, ed .. Chap. II, Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1997;
L T. Taylor, Supercritiwl f1uid Extraction, New York: \".liley, 19%.

conditions for extraction with a supercritical fluid
to be optimized for a given class of analytes.

3. Many supereritieal fluids are gases at ambient condi-
tions. Thus, recovery of analytes is simple compared
to organic liquids, which must be vaporized by heat-
ing, leading to possible decomposition of thermally
unstable analytes or loss of volatile analytes. In con-
trast, a supercritical fluid can be separated from the
analyte by simply releasing pressure. Alternatively,
the analyte stream can be bubbled through a small
vial containing a good solvent for the analyte, which
will dissolve in the small volume of solvent.

4. Some supercritical fluids are cheap, inert, and non-
toxic. Thus, they are readily disposed of after an ex-
traction is completed by allowing them to evaporate
into the atmosphere.

The instrumentation for SFE can be relatively simple
as shown in Figure 29-10. Instrument components in-
clude a fluid source, most commonly a tank of carbon
dioxide; a syringe pump having a pressure rating of at
least 400 atm and a flow rate for the pressurized fluid
of at least 2 mL/min; a valve to control the flow of the
critical fluid into a heated extraction cell having a ca-
pacity of a few milliliters; and an exit valve leading to a
flow restrictor that depressurizes the fluid and trans-
fers it into a collection device. In the simplest instru-
ments, the flow restrictor is 10 to 50 cm of capillary
tubing. In modern sophisticated commercial instru-
ments, the restrictors arc variable and controlled man-
ually or automatically. Several instrument manufactur-
ers offer various types of SFE apparatus'"

An SFE system can be operated in one of two ways.
In the dynamic extraction mode, the valve between the
extraction cell and the restrictor remains open so that
the sample is continually supplied with fresh super-
critical fluid and the extracted material flows into the
collection vessel where depressurization occurs. In the
static extraction mode, the valve between the extrac-
tion cell and the restrictor is closed and the extraction
cell is pressurized under static conditions. After a suit-
able period, the exit valve is opened and the cell con-
tents arc transferred through the restrictor by a dy-
namic flow of fluid from the pump. The dynamic mode
is more widely used than the static mode.
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FIGURE29-10 A typical arrangement for off-lineSFE. The shutoff valve is required for static
SFE but not dynamic SFE.

Two dozen or more supercritical fluids have been de-
scribed as extraction media, but as in SFC, by far the
most widely used substance is carbon dioxide alone or
containing an organic modifier. The best choice of fluid
is determined by a number of variables, including po-
larity and solubility of the analytes and the matrix com-
ponents, physical nature of the matrix, concentration
of the analytes, moisture content of the sample, and ki-
netic considerations.' Unfortunately, the current the-
ory of SFE is not well developed, and final conditions
in most cases must be determined empirically. Carbon
dioxide has been the fluid of choice in most studies. It is
an excellent solvent for nonpolar species, such as alka-
nes and terpenes, and a decent extraction medium for
moderately polar species, such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, aldehydes,
esters, alcohols, organic chloro pesticides, and fats. It is
generally not a good extraction medium for highly po-
lar compounds unless strongly polar modifiers such as
methanol are added. Modifiers can be introduced into
the extraction system either by a second pump or by
injection into the sample prior to extraction.

A variety of modifiers have been used to enhance
the polarity of supercritical fluid carbon dioxide, in-
cluding several of the lower-molecular-mass alcohols,
propylene carbonate, 2-methoxyethanol, methylene
chloride, and certain organic acids. The most common
modifier is methanol. Figure 29-11 demonstrates the
improved efficiency achieved by the presence of a
small amount of methanol in the extraction of various
materials from soil samples.
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FIGURE29-11 Comparison of extraction efficiencies
obtained by using CO, and CO, modified with methanol.
Asoil sample was used. Allextractions were for 30 min.
Diuron is a common herbicide that is an aromatic substi-
tuted derivative of urea. TCDDis 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-
dibenzo-p-dioxin. LASis linear alkylbenzenesulfonate
detergent.

Two types of methods have been used to collect ana-
lytes after extraction: off-line and on-line. In off-line
collection, which is the simpler of the two, the analytes
are collected by immersing the restrictor in a few
milliliters of solvent and allowing the gaseous super-
critical fluid to escape into the atmosphere (see Fig-

TABLE29-3 Some TypicalAnalyticalApplications of SFE

Supercritical Extradion Time, Off-line (1),
Material Analyte* Fluid min On-line (2)

Soils Pesticides CO, 20 1
River sediments PAHs CO,15%MeOH 120 1
Smoke, urban dust PAHs CO, 15 2
Railroad bed soil PCBs,PAHs CO,lMeOH 45 1
Foods Fats CO,lMeOH 12 1
Spices,bubble gum Aromas and fragrances CO, 10 2
Serum Cholesterol CO, 30 1
Coal, flyash PCBs,dioxins CO, 15 2
Polymers Additivesand oligomers CO, 15 2
Animal tissue Drug residues CO, 9 1

ure 29-10). Analytes have also been collected on ad-
sorbents, such as silica. The adsorbed analytes are then
eluted with a small volume of a liquid solvent. In either
case the separated analytes are then identified by any
of several optical, electrochemical, or chromatogra-
phic methods.

In the on-line method, the effluent from the restric-
tor, after depressurization, is transferred directly to a
chromatograph system. In most cases the latter is a GC
or an SFC instrument, although occasionally an HPLC
system has been used. The principal advantages of an
on-line system are the elimination of sample handling
between the extraction and the measurement and the

potential for enhanced sensitivity because no dilution
of the analyte occurs.

29C-5 Typical Applications of SFE

Hundreds of applications of SFE have appeared in the
literature. Most applications are for the analysis of en-
vironmental samples. Others have been for the analysis
of foods, biomedical samples, and industrial samples.
Table 29-3 provides a few typical applications of off-line
and on-line SFE. In addition to the analytical uses of
SFE, there are many preparative and isolation uses in
the pharmaceutical and polymer industries.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

29·1 Define
(a) critical temperature and critical pressure of a gas.
(b) supercritical fluid.

29-2 What properties of a supercritical fluid are important in chromatography?

29-3 How do instruments for SFC differ from those for (a) HPLC and (b) GC?

29-4 Describe the effect of pressure on supercritical fluid chromatograms.

29-5 List some of the advantageous properties of supercritical CO, as a mobile phase
for chromatographic separations.



29-6 Compare SFC with other column chromatographic methods.

29-7 For supercritical carbon dioxide, predict the effect that the following changes
will have on the elution time in an SFC experiment:
(a) increasing the flow rate (at constant temperature and pressure).
(b) increasing the pressure (at constant temperature and flow rate).
(c) increasing the temperature (at constant pressurc and flow rate).

29-8 For SFE, differentiate between
(a) on-line and off-line processes.
(b) static and dynamic extractions.

29-9 List the advantages and any disadvantages of SFE compared to liquid-liquid
extractions.

Challenge Problem

29-11 In a recent paper, Zheng and coworkers (J. Zheng, L. T. Taylor, J. D. Pinkston,
and M. L. Mangels, J. Chromatogr. A, 2005, 1082, 220) discuss the elution of
polar and ionic compounds in SFC.
(a) Why are highly polar or ionic compounds usuallv not eluted in SFC?
(b) What types of mobile-phase additives have been' used to improve, the elution

of highly polar or ionic compounds? .
(c) Why is ion-pairing SFC not often used?
(d) Why arc ammonium salts sometimes added as mobile-phase modifiers

in SFC?
(e) The authors describe an SFC system that uses mass spectrometry (MS) as a

detector. Discuss the interfacing of an SFC unit to a mass spectrometer. Com-
pare the compatibility of SFC with MS to that of HPLC and GC with MS.

(f) The authors studied the effect of column outlet pressure on the elution of
sodium 4-dodecylbenzene sulfonate on three different stationary phases
with five mobile-phase additives. What effect was observed, and what was
the explanation for the effect?

(g) What elution mechanisms were considered by thc authors?
(h) Which mobile-phase additive gave the fastest elution of the sulfonate salts?

Which provided the longest retention times?
(i) Did a silica column give results similar to or different from a cyano bonded-

phase column?
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[n capillary electrophoresis and electrochromatogra-
phy, separations occur in a buffer-filled capillary tube
under the influence of an electric field as seen in the
schematic of Figure 30-1. Separations in field-flow frac-
tionation, on the other hand, occur in a thin ribbon-like
flow channel under the influence of a sedimentation.
electrical, or thermal field applied perpendicular to the
flow direction.

30A AN OVERVIEW OF
ELECTROPHORESIS

Electrophoresis is a separation method based on the
differential rate of migration of charged species in ao
applied dc electric field. This separation technique was
first developed by the Swedish chemist Arne Tiselius
in the 1930s for the study of serum proteins; he was
awarded the 1948 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this
work.

Electrophoresis on a macro scale has been applied
to a variety of difficult analytical separation problems:
inorganic anions and cations, amino acids, catechol-
amines, drugs, vitamins, carbohydrates, peptides, pro-
teins, nucleic acids, nucleotides, polynucleotides, and
numerous other species.

A particular strength of electrophoresis is its unique
ability to separate charged macromolecules of interest
in biochemical, biological, and biomedical research
and the biotechnology industry. For many years, elec-
trophoresis has been the powerhouse method for sepa-
rating proteins (enzymes, hormones, antibodies) and
nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) with unparalleled resolu-
tion. For example, to sequence DNA it is necessary to
distinguish between long-chain polynucleotides that
have as many as perhaps 200 to 500 bases and that dif-
fer by only a single nucleotide. Only electrophoresis
has sufficient resolving power to handle this problem.
Without electrophoresis, for example, the Human
Genome Project would have been nearly impossible
because human DNA contains some three billion nu-
cleotides.

An electrophoretic separation is performed by in-
jecting a small band of the sample into an aqueous
buffer solution contained in a narrow tube or on a flat
porous support medium such as paper or a semisolid
gel. A high voltage is applied across the length of the
buffer by means of a pair of electrodcs located at each



FIGURE30-1 Schematic of a capillary electro-
phoresis system.

end of the buffer. This field causes ions of the sample
to migrate toward one or the other of the electrodes.
The rate of migration of a given species depends on its
charge and its size. Separations are then based on dif-
ferences in charge-to-size ratios for the various ana-
lytes in a sample. The larger this ratio, the faster an ion
migrates in the electric field.

Electrophoretic separations are currently performed
in two quite different formats: one is called slab elec-
trophoresis and the other capillary electrophoresis. The
first is the classical method that has been used for many
years to separate complex, high-molecular-mass spe-
cies of biological and biochemical interest. Slab sepa-
rations are carried out on a thin flat layer or slab of a
porous semisolid gel containing an aqueous buffer so-
lution within its pores. This slab has dimensions of a few
centimeters on a side and, like a chromatographic thin-
layer plate, is capable of separating several samples
simultaneously. Samples are introduced as spots or
bands on the slab, and a dc electric field is applied across
the slab for a fixed period. When the separations are
complete, the field is discontinued and the separated
species are visualized by staining in much the same
way as was described for thin-layer chromatography in
Section 281-2.

Slab electrophoresis is now the most widely used
separation tool in biochemistry and biology. Mono-
graphs, textbooks, and journals in the life sciences
contain hundreds of photographs of developed elec-
trophoretic slabs. Capillary electrophoresis, which is
an instrumental version of electrophoresis, was dcvel-
oped in the mid-to-late 1980s. It has bccome an impor-
tant tool for a wide variety of analytical separation
problems. In many cases, this new method of per-
forming electrophorctic separations is a satisfactory
substitute for slab electrophoresis with several im-
portant advantages that are described later in this
chapter.

species are eluted from one cnd of the capillary. so
quantitative detectors, similar to those found in high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), can bc
used instead of the cumbersome staining techniqucs of
slab electrophoresis. I

30A·2 The Basis for Electrophoretic
Separations

The migration rate v of an ion (cm/s) in an electric field
is equal to the product of the field strength E (V cm '1)
and the electrophoretic mobility M, (cm2 V-I S'I).
That is,

30B-1 Migration Rates in CE

As Equation 30-1 shows, the migration rate of an ion v
depends on the electric field strength. The electric field
in turn is proportional to the magnitude of the applied
voltage V and inversely proportional to the length L
over which it is applied. Thus

This relationship indicates that high applied voltagcs
are desirable to achieve rapid ionic migration and a
fast separation. It is desirable to have rapid separa-
tions, but it is even more important to achieve high-
resolution separations. So we must examine the factors
that determine resolution in electrophoresis.

The electrophoretic mobility is in turn proportional
to the ionic charge on the analyte and inversely pro-
portional to frictional retarding factors. The electric
field acts on only ions. If two species dil'fej cither in
charge or in the frictional forces they experience while
moving through the buffer, they will be separated from
each other. Neutral spccies are not separated. The fric-
tional retarding force on an analyte ion is determined
by the size and shape of the ion and the viscosity of
the migration medium. For ions of the same size, the
greater the charge, the greater the driving force and
the faster the rate of migration. For ions of the same
charge, the smaller the ion, the smaller the frictional
forces and the faster the rate of migration. The ion's
charge-to-size ratio combines these two effects. Note
that in contrast to chromatography, only one phase is
involved in an electrophoretic separation.

30B-2 Plate Heights in CE

In chromatography, both longitudinal diffusion and
mass-transfer resistance contribute to band broaden-
ing. However, because only a single phase is used in
electrophoresis, in theory only longitudinal diffusion
needs to be considered. In practice, however, Joule
heating can add variance as well as the injection pro-
cess. Although CE is not a chromatographic process,
separations are often described in a manncr similar to
chromatography. For example, in electrophoresis, we
caleulate the plate count N by

MeV
N=W

As useful as conventional slab electrophoresis is, this
type of electrophoretic separation is typically slow,
labor intensive, and difficult to automate. Slab elec-
trophoresis does not yield very precise quantitative in-
formation. During the mid-to-late 1980s, there was
explosive growth in research and application of elec-
trophoresis performed in capillary tubes, and several
commercial instruments appeared. Capillary electro-
phoresis (CE) yields high-speed, high-resolution sepa-
rations on exceptionally small sample volumes (0.1 to
10nL in contrast to slab electrophoresis, which requires
samples in the flL rangc). Additionally, the separated

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute (cm'
S'I). Because resolution increases as the plate count in-
creases, it is desirable to use high applied voltages to

I For additional discussion of CE, see Analysis and Detection by Capillllr.r

Electrophoresis, M. L. Marina, A. Rios. and M. Valcarcel, eds., Vol. 45
of Comprehensive Analytical Chemistry, D. Barcelo. ed., Amsterdam:
Elsevier, 2005; Capillary Electrophoresis of Proteins and Peptides. M. A
Strege and A. L L.agu. eds., Totowa. NJ: Humana Press. 2004; Clinical
and Forensic Applications of Capil1ary Electrophoresis. J. R. Petersen and
A. A. Mohamad, eds .. Totowa. NJ: Humana Press. 2001; R. Weinberger.
Practical Capillary Electrophoresis. 2nd ed .. New York: Academic Press.
2000: High Performance Capillar)' Electrophoresis. M. G. Khaledi. ed ..
New York: Wiley. 1998.

achieve high-resolution separations. Note that for elec-
trophoresis, contrary to the situation in chromatog-
raphy, the plate count does not increase with the length
of the column.

With gel slab electrophoresis, joule heating limits
the magnitude of the applied voltage to about 500 V.
Here, one of the strengths of the capillary format com-
pared with the slab format is realized. Bccause the cap-
illary is quite long and has a small cross-sectional area,
the solution resistance through the capillary is excep-
tionally high. Because power dissipation is inversely
proportional to resistance (P = [2/R), much higher
voltages can be applied to capillaries than to slabs for
the same amount of heating. Additionally, the high
surface-to-volume ratio of the capillary provides effi-
cient cooling. As a result of these two factors, band
broadening due to thermally driven convective mixing
does not occur to a significant extent in capillaries.
Electric fields of 100-400 V/cm are typically used.
High-voltage power supplies of 10-25 kV are normal.
The high fields lead to corresponding improvements in
speed and resolution over those seen in the slab for-
mat. CE peak widths often approach the theoretical
limit set by longitudinal diffusion. CE normally yields
plate counts in the range of 100,000 to 200,000, com-
pared to the 5,000 to 20,000 plates typical for HPLC.
Platc counts of 3,000,000 have been reported for capil-
lary zone electrophoresis of dansylated amino acids,'
and plate counts of 10,000,000 have been reported for
capillary gel electrophoresis of polynucleotides.'

A unique feature of CE is electroosmotic flow. When a
high voltage is applied across a fused-silica capillary
tubc containing a buffer solution, electroosmotic flow
usually occurs, in which the bulk liquid migrates toward
the cathode. The rate of migration can be substantial.
For example. a 50 mM pH 8 buffer flows through a
50-cm capillary toward the cathode at approximately
5 cm/min with an applied voltage of25 kV4

As shown in Figure 30-2, the cause of electroosmotic
flow is the electric double layer that develops at the
silica-solution interface. At pH values higher than 3, the

~R. D. Smith.J. A. Olivares, N. T. Nguyen. and H. R. Udseth,A/laL Chern .•
1988,60.436
J A. GUltman. A. S. Cohen. D. N. Hciger, and R. L Karger. Anal. Chern ..
1990.62,137
~J. D. Olechno. J M. Y. Tso. 1. Thayer, and A. \\/ainright. Amer. Lab.,
1990,22(171.51
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FIGURE 30-2 Charge distribution at a
silica-capillary interface and resulting
electroosmotic flow. (From A. G. Ewing,
R. A.Wallingford,and T.M Olefirowicz,
Anal. Chern., 1989, 61, 298A. Copyright
1989 American Chemical Society.)

inside wall of a silica capillary is negatively charged
because of ionization of the surface silanol groups
(Si-OH). Buffer cations congregate in the electrical
double layer adjacent to the negative surface of the sil-
ica capillary. The cations in the diffuse outer layer of the
double layer are attracted toward the cathode, or nega-
tive electrode, and because they are solvated, they drag
the bulk solvent along with them. As shown in Fig-
ure 30-3, electroosmosis leads to bulk solution flow that
has a flat profile across the tube because flow originates
at the walls of the tubing. This profile is in contrast to
the laminar (parabolic) profile observed with the pres-
sure-driven flow encountered in HPLC. Because the
profile is essentially flat, electroosmotic flow does not
contribute significantly to band broadening the way
pressure-driven flow does in liquid chromatography.

The rate of electroosmotic flow is generally greater
than the electrophoretic migration velocities of the in-
dividual ions and effectively becomes the mobile-phase
pump of CEo Even though analytes migrate according
to their charges within the capillary, the electroosmotic
flow rate is usually sufficient to sweep all positive, neu-
tral, and even negative species toward the same end of
the capillary, so all can be detected as they pass by a
common point (see Figure 30-4). The resulting electro-
pherogram looks like a chromatogram but with nar-
rower peaks.

The number of theoretical plates in the presence of
electroosmotic flow can be found from an expression
analogous to Equation 26-21:

N = 16(~Y
where W, as in chromatography, is the peak width
measured at the base of the peak.

It is possible to reverse the direction of the normal
electroosmotic flow by adding a cationic surfactant to
the buffer. The surfactant adsorbs on the capillary wall
and makes the wall positively charged. Now buffer an-
ions congregate near the wall and are swept toward the
cathode, or positive electrode. This ploy is often used
to speed up the separation of anions.

Electroosmosis is often desirable in certain types of
CE, but in other types it is not. Electroosmotic flow

The electroosmotic flow velocity v is given by an
equation similar to Equation 30-1. That is,

In the presence of electroosmosis, the velocity of an
ion is the sum of its migration velocity ahQ. the elec-
troosmotic flow velocity. Thus,

As a result of electroosmosis, order of elution in a
typical electrophoretic separation is, first, the fastest
cation followed by successively slower cations, then all
the neutrals in a single zone, and finally the slowest
anion followed by successively faster anions (see Fig-
ure 30-4). In some instances, the rate of electroosmotic
flow may not be great enough to surpass the rate at
which some of the anions move toward the anode, in
which case these species move in that direction instead
of toward the cathode.

The migration time tm in CE is the time it takes for
a solute to migrate from the point of introduction to
the detector. If a capillary of total length L is used and
the length to the detector is I, the migration time is

I IL
tm = (J-Le + J-Leofi = (J-L, + J-LwlV

FIGURE 30-4 Velocitiesin the presence of electroosmotic
flow.The length of the arrow next to an ion indicates the
magnitude of its velocity;the direction of the arrow indi-
cates the direction of motion. The negative electrode is
to the right and the positive electrode to the left of this
section of solution.

Simulation: Learn more about capillary
electrophoresis.

can be minimized by modifying the inside capillary
walls with a reagent like trimethylchlorosilane that
bonds to the surface and reduces the number of sur-
face silanol groups (see Section 280-1).

As shown in Figure 30-1, the instrumentation for CE is
relatively simple5 A buffer-filled fused-silica capillary,
typically 10 to 100 flm in internal diameter and 30 to
100 cm long, extends between two buffer reservoirs
that also hold platinum electrodes. Like the capillary
tubes used in gas chromatography (GC), the outside
walls of the fused-silica capillary are typically coated
with polyimide for durability, flexibility, and stability.
The sample is introduced at one end and detection
occurs at the other. A voltage of 5 to 30 kV dc is ap-
plied across the two electrodes. The polarity of this
high voltage can be as indicated in Figure 3D-lor can
be reversed to allow rapid separation of anions. High-
voltage electrophoresis compartments are usually
safety interlocked to protect the user.

Although the instrumentation is conceptually sim-
ple, significant experimental difficulties in sample in-
troduction and detection arise due to the very small
volumes involved. Because the volume of a normal
capillary is 4 to 5 flL, injection and detection volumes
must be on the order of a few nanoliters or less.

Sample Introduction

The most common sample-introduction methods are
electrokinetic injection and pressure injection. With
electrokinetic injection, one end of the capillary and
its electrode are removed from their buffer compart-
ment and placed in a small cup containing the sample.
A voltage is then applied for a measured time, causing
the sample to enter the capillary by a combination of
ionic migration and electroosmotic flow. The capillary
end and electrode are then returned to the regular
buffer solution for the duration of the separation. This
injection technique discriminates by injecting larger
amounts of the more mobile ions relative to the slower-
moving ions.

In pressure injection, the sample-introduction end
of the capillary is also placed in a small cup containing
the sample, but here a pressure difference drives the
sample solution into the capillary. The pressure differ-
ence can be produced by applying a vacuum at the de-



tector end, by pressurizing the sample, or by elevating
the sample end (hydrodynamic injection). Pressure in-
jection does not discriminate because of ion mobility,
but it cannot be used in gel-filled capillaries.

For both electrokinetic injection and pressure in-
jection, the volume injected is controlled by the dura-
tion of the injection. Injections of 5 to 50 nL are com-
mon, and volumes below 100 pL have been reported.
For a buffer with density and viscosity near the values
for water, a height differential of 5 cm for 10 s injects
about 6 nL with a 75-!lm inside-diameter capillary.

Microinjection tips constructed from capillaries
drawn to very small diameters allow sampling from
picoliter environments such as single cells or substruc-
tures within single cells. This technique has been used
to study amino acids and neurotransmitters from
single cells. Other novel injection techniques have
been described in the literature6 Commercial CE sys-
tems are available with thermos tatted multiposition
carousels for automated sampling.

Detection

Because the separated analytes move past a common
point in most types of CE, detectors are similar in
design and function to those described for HPLC.
Table 30-1 lists several of the detection methods that
have been reported for CEo The second column of the
table shows representative detection limits for these
detectors.

Absorption Methods. Both fluorescence and absorp-
tion detectors are widely used in CE, although absorp-
tion methods are more common because they are
more generally applicable. To keep the detection vol-
ume on the nanoliter scale or smaller, detection is per-
formed on-column. In this case a small section of the
protective polyimide coating is removed from the ex-
terior of the capillary by burning or etching. That sec-
tion of the capillary then serves as the detector cell.
Unfortunately, the path length for such measurements
is no more than 50 to 100 !1m,which restricts detection
limits in concentration terms; because such small vol-
umes are involved, however, mass detection limits are
equal to or better than those for HPLC.

Several cell designs have been used for increasing
the measurement path length to improve the sensitiv-
ity of absorption methods. Three of these are shown in
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Figure 30-5. In the commercial detector shown in
Figure 30-5a, the end of the capillary is bent into a
Z shape, which produces a path length as long as ten
times the capillary diameter. Increases in path length
can lead to decreases in peak efficiency and thus reso-
lution. In some cases, special lenses, such as spherical
ball lenses, are inserted between the source and the z
cell and between the cell and the detector.' Such lenses
improve sensitivity by focusing the light into the cell
and onto the detector.

Figure 30-5b shows a second way to increase the
absorption path length. In this example, a bubble is
formed near the end of the capillary. In the commer-
cial version of this technique, the bubble for a 50-!lm
capillary has an inside diameter of 150 !1m,which gives
a threefold increase in path length.

A third method for increasing the path length of
radiation by reflection is shown in Figure 30-5c. In this
technique, a reflective coating of silver is deposited on
the end of the capillary. The source radiation then un-
dergoes multiple reflections during its transit through
the capillary, which significantly increase the path
length.

Commercial CE systems are available with diode
array detectors that allow spectra to be collected over
the UV -visible range in less than 1 s.

Indirect Detection. Indirect absorbance detection has
been used for species of low molar absorptivity that
are difficult to detect without derivatization. An ionic
chromophore is placed in the electrophoresis buffer.
The detector then receives a constant signal due to
the presence of this substance. The analyte displaces
some of these ions, just as in ion-exchange chromatog-
raphy, so that the detector signal decreases during
the passage of an analyte band through the detector.
The analyte is then determined from the decrease In
absorbance. The electropherogram in Figure 30-6 was
generated by using indirect absorbance detection with
4-mM chromate ion as the chromophore; this ion ab-
sorbs radiation strongly at 254 nm in the buffer. Al-
though the peaks obtained are negative (decreasing A)
peaks, they appear as positive peaks in Figure 30-6 be-
cause the detector polarity was reversed.

Fluorescence Detection. Just as in HPLC, fluores-
cence detection yields increased sensitivity and selec,
tivity for fluorescent analytes or fluorescent derivatives.

FIGURE 30-5 Three types of cells for
improving the sensitivity of absorption
measurements in CEo(a)a 3-mm z cell,
(b) a 150-~m bubble cell, (c) a multi-
reflection cell.

Laser-based instrumentation is preferred to focus
the excitation radiation on the small capillary and to
achieve the low detection limits available from intense
sources. Laser-induced-fluoreseence attachments are

FIGURE 30-6 Electropherogram of a six-anion mixture
by indirect detection with 4-mM chromate ion at 254 nm.
Peak: (1)bromide (4 ppm), (2)chloride (2 ppm). (3)sulfate
(4 ppm), (4)nitrate (4 ppm), (5)fluoride (1 ppm), (6)phos-
phate (6 ppm).
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FIGURE30-7 An instrument for CE/MS. The high-voltage (anode) end was maintained at 30-
50 kVin an electrically isolated. interlocked box. Electricalcontact at the low-voltage (cathode)
end was made by silver deposited on the capillary and a stainless steel sheath. This electrical
contact was at 3 to 5 kVwith respect to common, which also charged the electrospray. The
flowof nitrogen at -70'C for desolvation was 3 to 6 Llmin. (From R. D. Smith, J. A. Olivares,
N, T.Nguyen, and H. R. Udseth, Anal. Chern., 1988, 60, 436, Withpermission.)

available that couple with commercial CE instruments.
Laser-induced fluorescence has allowed detection of as
little as 10 zeptomoles, or 6000 molecules."

Electrochemical Detection. Two types of electro-
chemical detection have been used with CEo conduc-
tivity and amperometry. One of the problems with
electrochemical detection has been that of isolating
the detector electrodes from the high voltage required
for the separation. One method for isolation involves
inserting a porous glass or graphite joint between the
end of the capillary and a second capillary containing
the detector electrodes.

Mass Spectrometric Detection. The very small volu-
metric flow rates of less than I flL/min from elec-
trophoresis capillaries make it feasible to couple the
effluent directly to the ionization source of a mass
spectrometer. The most common sample-introduction
and ionization interface for this purpose is currently
electrospray (Section 20B-4), although fast atom bom-
bardment, matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization
(MALDI) spectrometry, and inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS) have also been
used. Because the liquid sample must be vaporized
before entering the mass spectrometry (MS) system,

FIGURE30-8 Electrospray ionization mass spectrum for
vasotocin. (From R. D. Smith, J. A. Olivares. N. 1. Nguyen,
and H. R. Udseth, Anal. Chern., 1988. 60. 436. With
permission.)

it is important that volatile buffers be used. Capillary
electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CE/MS) systems
have become quite important in the life sciences for
determining large biomolecules that occur in nature,
such as proteins, DNA fragments, and pep tides.'

Figure 30-7 is a schematic of a typical electrospray
interface coupled to a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Note that the capillary is positioned between the iso-
lated high-voltage region and the electrospray source.
The high-voltage end of the capillary was at 30 to 50 kV
with respect to common. The low-voltage end was
maintained at 3- 5 kV and charged the droplets. Similar
electrospray instruments are available commercially
coupled with either quadrupole or ion-trap mass spec-
trometerslO Ion-trap mass spectrometers can allow
CE IMS I MS or CE I MS n operation.

Figure 30-8 shows the electrospray mass spectrum
obtained for vasotocin, a polypeptide having a molec-
ular mass of 1050. Note the presence of doubly and
triply charged species. With higher-molecular-mass
species, ions are often observed with charges of + 12 or
more. Ions with such large charges make it possible to
detect high-molecular-mass analytes with a quadru-

pole instrument with a relatively modest mass range.
Typical detection limits for CE/MS are ofa few tens of
fcmtomoles for molecules with molecular masses of
100,000 or more.

Commercial CE Systems

Currently, fewer than ten companies worldwide man-
ufacture CE instruments. Some two dozen compa-
nies offer supplies and accessories for CEo The initial
cost of equipment and the expense of maintenance for
CE are generally significantly lower than those for
ion chromatographic and atomic spectroscopic instru-
ments. Thus, commercial CE instruments with stan-
dard absorption or fluorescencc detectors cost $10.000
to $65,0001l Addition of mass spectrometric detection
can raise the cost significantly.

Capillary electrophoretic separations can be per-
formed in several different modes. These include capil-
larv zone electrophoresis, capillary gel electrophoresis.
capillary isoelectric focusing, capillary isotachophore-
sis. and micellar electrokinetic chromatography. The

"For more information on mass spectromctnc detectIOn, see 1. C Seyas
and R. D. Smith, in Handbook ofCapiliary Electrophoresis, 2nd ed., 1. P.
Landers, ed., Chap. 28, Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 1997.
10 Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE; Beckman Coulter, Inc .. Fuller-
ton,CA.

sections that follow illustrate typical applications of
each of these techniques.

30C-1 Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

In capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), the buffer
composition is constant throughout the region of the
separation. The applied field causes each of the differ-
ent ionic components of the mixture to migrate ac-
cording to its own mobility and to separate into zones
that may be completely resolved or that may be par-
tially overlapped. Completely resolved zones have re-
gions of buffer between them as illustrated in Fig-
ure 30-9a. The situation is analogous to elution column
chromatography, where regions of mobile phase are
located between zones containing separated analytes.

Separation of Small Ions

For most electrophoretic separations of small ions, the
smallest analysis time occurs when the analyte ions
move in the same direction as the electroosmotic flow.
Thus. for cation separations, the walls of the capillary
are untreated and the electroosmotic flow and the
cation movement are toward the cathode. For the sep-
aration of anions, on the other hand, the electroos-
motic flow is usually reversed by treating the walls of
the capillary with an alkyl ammonium salt, such as cetyl
trimethylammonium bromide. The positively charged
ammonium ions become attached to the silica surface,
yielding a positively charged. immobile surface layer.
This, in turn, creates a negatively charged, mobile so-
lution layer, which is attracted toward the anode, re-
versing the electroosmotic flow.

In the past, the most common method for analysis of
small anions has been ion chromatography. For cations,
the preferred techniques have been atomic absorption
spectroscopy and ICPMS. Figure 30-10 illustrates the
speed and resolution of electrophoretic separations
of small anions. Here, thirty anions were separated
cleanly in just more than 3 minutes. Typically, an ion-
exchange separation of only three or four anions can
be accomplished in this brief period. Figure 30-11 fur-
ther illustrates the speed at which separations can be
carried out. In this example, nineteen cations were sep-
aratcd in less than 2 minutes. CE methods were once
predicted to replace the more established methods be-
cause of lower equipment costs, smaller-sample-size re-
quirements. and shorter analysis times. However, be-
cause variations in electroosmotic flow rates make
reproducing CE separations difficult, LC methods and
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FIGURE 30-9 Three modes of
separation by electrophoresis. In
zone electrophoresis (a), the ions
separate into zones 1, 2, and 3. The
zones shown are completely resolved
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FIGURE 30-10 Electropherogram showing the separation of thirty anions. Capillary internal
diameter 50 ~rn (fused silica). Detection: indirect UV, 254 nm. Peaks 1 = thiosulfate (4 ppm),
2 = bromide (4 ppm), 3 = chloride (2 ppm), 4 = sulfate (4 ppm), 5 = nitrite (4 ppm), 6 ~ nitrate
(4 ppm), 7 = molybdate (10 ppm), 8 = azide (4 ppm), 9 = tungstate (10 ppm), 10 ~ mono-
f1uorophosphate (4 pprn), 11 ~ chlorate (4 pprn), 12 = citrate (2 ppm), 13 ~ fluoride (1 ppm),
14 = formate (2 ppm), 15 = phosphate (4 ppm), 16 ~ phosphite (4 ppm), 17 = chlorite (4 ppm),
18 ~ galactarate (5 ppm), 19 ~ carbonate (4 ppm), 20 = acetate (4 ppm), 21 ~ ethanesul-
fonate (4 ppm), 22 = propionate (5 ppm), 23 ~ propanesulfonate (4 ppm), 24 ~ butyrate
(5 ppm), 25 ~ butanesulfonate (4 ppm), 26 = valerate (5 ppm), 27 = benzoate (4 ppm),
28 = I-glutamate (5 ppm), 29 ~ pentanesulfonate (4 ppm), 30 = d-gluconate (5 ppm). (From
W. A. Jones and P.Jandik, J. Chromatogr, 1991,546,445. With permission.)
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FIGURE 30-11 Separation of alkali, alkaline earths, and lanthanides. Capillary: 36.5 em x
75 ~m fused silica, +30 kV.lnjection: hydrostatic, 20 s at 10 em. Detection: indirect UV, 214 nm.
Peaks 1 = rubidium (2 ppm), 2 = potassium (5 ppm), 3 ~ calcium (2 ppm), 4 ~ sodium (1 ppm),
5 ~ magnesium (1 ppm), 6 = lithium (1 ppm), 7 ~ lanthanum (5 ppm), 8 = cerium (5 ppm), 9 ~
praseodymium (5 ppm), 10 = neodymium (5 ppm), 11 = samarium (5 ppm), 12 ~ europium
(5 ppm), 13 = gadolinium (5 ppm), 14 = terbium (5 ppm), 15 ~ dysprosium (5 ppm), 16 =
holmium (5 ppm), 17 ~ erbium (5 ppm), 18 ~ thulium (5 ppm), 19 ~ ytterbium (5 ppm). (From
P.Jandik, W. R. Jones, O. Weston, and P.R. Brown, LC-GC, 1991,9,634. With permission.)

atomic spectrometric methods are still widely used for
small inorganic ions.

Separation of Molecular Species

A variety of synthetic herbicides, pesticides, and phar-
maceuticals that are ions or can be derivatized to yield
ions have been separated and analyzed by CZE. Fig-
ure 30-12 illustrates this type of application, in which
three anti-inflammatory drugs, carboxylic acids and
carboxylate salts, are separated in less than 15 min.

Proteins, amino acids, and carbohydrates have all
been separated in minimum times by CZE. In the casc
of neutral carbohydrates, the separations are preceded
by formation of negatively charged borate complexes.
Protein mixtures can be separated, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 30-13. Capillary gel electrophoresis is widely used
in DNA sequencing as discussed in the next section.

30C-2 Capillary Gel Electrophoresis

Capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) is generally per-
formed in a porous gel polymer matrix with a buffer
mixture that fills the pores of the gel. In early slab
electrophoresis studies, the primary purpose of the

FIGURE 30-12 Separation of anti-inflammatory drugs
by CZE. Detection: UV at 215 nm. Analy1es: (1) naproxen,
(2) ibuprofen, (3) tolmetin. (Reprinted with permission lrom
A. Wainright, J. Microcolumn, Sep., 1990, 2,166.)



FIGURE30-13 CZEseparation of a model protein
mixture. Conditions: pH 2.7 buffer; absorbance detection
at214 nm; 22 kV,10 A. Peaks are identified in the
followingtable:

Peak Molecular Isoelectric
No. Protein Weight Point, pH

1 Cytochrome c 12,400 10.7
2 Lysozyme 14,100 11.1
3 Trypsin 24,000 10.1
4 Trypsinogen 23,700 8.7
5 Trypsin inhibitor 20,100 4.5

polymeric medium was to reduce analyte dispersion by
convection and diffusion and to provide a convenient
medium for detection and scanning. This type of me-
dium provided a molecular sieving action that retarded
the migration of analyte species to various extents de-
pending on the pore size of the polymer and the size of
the analyte ions. This sieving action is particularly
helpful in separating macromolecules such as proteins,
DNA fragments, and oligonucleotides that have simi-
lar charges but differ in size. Most macroscale elec-
trophoresis separations are now carried out on a gel
slab, but some capillary electrophoretic separations of
species that differ in size are also performed in gels
contained in capillary tubes.

Types of Gels

The most common type of gel used in electrophoresis
is a polyacrylamide polymer formed by polymerizing
acrylamlde (CH2=CH~CO-NH2) in the presence
of a cross-linking agent. The pore size of the polymer
depends on the ratio of monomer to cross-linking
agent. Increases In the amount of the cross-linking
agent produce smaller pore size. Other gels that have
been used for CGE include agarose (a polysaccharide
extracted from a marine alga), methyl cellulose, vari-
ous derivatives of cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol, polyeth-
yleneoxide, dextran, polydimethylacrylamide, and
polyethylene glycol. Because of the difficulty of filling
capillaries with rigid gels, entangled polymer gel net-
works are often used.'2 These allow easy filling and
flushing of the capillary. A typical separation of a stan-
dard protein mixture in a polyethylene glycol gel is il-
lustrated in Figure 30-14.
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CE in DNA Sequencing

A major goal of the Human Genome pt~ect was to
determine the order of OCCUrrenceof the four bases
adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymin~
(T), in DNA molecules. The sequence defines an indi-
vidual's genetic code. The need for sequencing DNA
has spawned the development of several new analyti-
cal instruments. Among the most attractive of these
approaches is capillary array elcctrophoresis." In this
technique, as many as ninety-six capillaries are oper-
ated in parallel. The capillaries are filled with a sepa-
ration matrix, normally a linear polyacrylamide gel.
The capillaries have inner diameters of 35-75 flm and
are 30-60 cm long.

In sequencing, DNA extracted from cells is frag-
mented by various approaches. Depending on the ter-
minal base in the fragment, one of four fluorescent dyes
is attached to the various fragments. The sample con-
tains many different-size fragments, each with a fluores-
cent label. Under the influence of the electrophoretic
field, lower-molecular-mass fragments move faster and
arrive at the detector sooner than higher-molecular-
mass fragments. The DNA sequence is determined by
the dye color sequence of the eluting fragments. Lasers
are used to excite the dye fluorescence. Several differ-
ent techniques have been described for detecting the
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FIGURE30-14 Capillarygel separation of SOS denatured proteins in a polyethylene glycol column.
UVabsorption detection at214 nm. Proteins: (1)a-lactalbumin, (2)soybean trypsin inhibitor,(3)car-
bonic anhydrase, (4)ovalbumin, (5)bovine serum albumin, (6)phosphorylase B. (Reprinted from
K.Ganzler et aI.,Anal. Chern., 1992,64,2665. Copyright 1992 American Chemical Society.)

fluorescence. One method uses a scanning system in
which the capillary bundle is moved relative to the exci-
tation laser and a four-wavelength detection system.
In the detection system illustrated in Figure 30-15, a
laser beam is focused onto the capillary array by a lens.
The region illuminated by the laser is imaged onto a
charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector (see Section
7E-3). Filters allow wavelength selection to detect the
four colors. Simultaneous separation of eleven DNA
fragments in 100 capillaries has been reported.'4 Other
designs include sheath-flow detector systems and a
detector that uses two diode lasers for excitation. Com-
mercial instrumentation is available with prices ranging
from $85,000 to more than $300,000.15 DNA sequencers
and other genetic analyzers have been miniaturized
using lab-on-a-chip technology.'6 Such miniature sys-
tems will eventually become portable so that they can

12M. Zhu, D. L. Hansen, S. Surd, and F Gannon, I Chrorrwrogr:, 1989,
480,311.

BFor a review, see I Kheterpal and R. A. Mathies. Anal. Chern., 1999,
7/,31A.

14K. Ueno and E. S. Yeung, Anal. Chern., 1994, 66.1424
IS For a review of commc:rcial sequencers. see 1. P. Smith and V. Hinson-
Smith, AnaL. Chern., 2001, 73,327A.
16C. A. Emrich, H. Tian, I. L Medinlz, and R. A. Mathies. Anal. Chern
2002,74,5076: Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA.

be used in the field. CE played a major role in identify-
ing human remains in the debris of the World Trade
Center disaster.

/
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FIGURE30-15 On-column laser fluorescence detection
system for capillary array electrophoresis. A laser is fo-
cused as a line onto the array of capillaries at a 45' angle.
The fluorescence is filtered and detected by a CCOcamera
through a wide-angle lens. (From K.Ueno and E. S. Yeung,
Anal. Chern., 1994,66,1424. Copyright 1994 American
Chemical Society.)



30C-3 Capillary Isotachophoresis

[n capillary isotachophoresis all analyte bands ulti-
mately migrate at the same velocitv: hence, the name
from iso for same and tach for speed. [n any particular
application, either cations or anions can be separated,
but not both at the same time. [n an isotachophoresis
separation, the sample is injected between two buffers:
a leading one containing ions of a higher mObility than
any of the analyte ions and a terminating one with ions
of a lower mobility than the sample ions (Figure 30-9b).
For example, in separating anions, chloride ions might
be contained in the leading buffer, and slow-moving
heptanoate ions in the terminating buffer. For a separa-
tion of anions, the leading electrolyte solution is con-
nected to the anode, and the terminating one to the
cathode.

When the electric field is first applied in an isota-
chophoretic separation, analyte ions migrate as in
zone electrophoresis, each ion with its unique velocity
given by the product JL,E. This difference in migration
rates results in the separation of the various analyte
species into adjacent bands, with fastest species lo-
cated in a band directly adjacent to the leading buffer
and the slowest just ahead of the terminal buffer. After
the bands have formed, they then move at the same
velocity. The reason that the bands have the same ve-
locity is that the electric field becomes smaller for the
more mobile bands and greater for the slower bands,
so that the current is the same, as it must be, in all parts
of the buffer. The ionic current that results from the
flow of ions in the buffer is analogous to the dc current
in a circuit consisting of several resistors connected in
series to a battery. Here, the current must be identical
in all of the resistors. Hence, the potential across each
of the resistors must vary in such a way that Ohm's law
is obeyed.

When equilibrium is reached in an isotachophoretic
experiment, each sample component is migrating in
a band sandwiched between a band that contains the
next-slower-moving ions and the next-faster-moving
band, as shown in Figure 30-9b. The boundary be-
tween bands is sharp. If a solute species starts to move
into the next-faster band, it encounters a lower field,
which reduces its velocity until it drops back into its
original band. Note in Figure 30-9b that. in contrast to
zone electrophoresis or elution chromatography. the
analyte bands are immediately adjacent to one another
and are not separated by bands of the buffer.

30C-4 Capillary Isoelectric Focusing

Capillary isoelectric focusing is used to scparate am-
phiprotic species. such as amino acids and proteins
that contain a weak carboxylic acid group and a weak-
base amine group.

the ionization constants for the species. Thus, for
glycine, at the isoelectric point,

[NH,CH,COO-j = [NH;CH,COOH]

If we divide K, by Kb and substitute this equality. we
obtain at the isoelectric point

Properties of Amphiprotic Compounds

An amphiprotic compound is a species that in solution
is capable of both donating and accepting a proton. A
typical amino acid. such as glycine, is an amphiprotic
compound. When glycine is dissolved in water. three
important equilibria operate:

K, [H,o+J"o~
Kb = [OW]i'o[~]

[HJO+]i'o
= [OH-]i'o

(30-10)

Substituting Kw/[H]O"J.w for [OH-]iw in Equation
30-10 and rearranging yields

NH2CH,COOH .==" NH,'CH2COO-

NH,"CH2COO- + H20.==" NH,CH,COO" + H,O'

[H,O"][NH,CH2COO-]
K, = [NH,'CH,COO-] = 2 x 10 10 (30-8)

NH/CH,COO- + H20.==" NH/CH,COOH + OH-

[OW][NH/CH,COOH] •
Kb = ~CH,COO-] = 2 >i :'D-1

2 (30-9)

The first reaction constitutes a kind of internal acid-
base reaction and is analogous to the reaction one
would observe between a simple carboxylic acid and
an amine. The typical aliphatic amine has a base disso-
ciation constant of 10-4 to 10-5, and many carboxylic
acids have acid dissociation constants of about the
same magnitude. The result is that the first reaction
proceeds far to the right, with the product or products
being the predominant species in the solution.

The amino acid product in thc first reaction, bear-
ing both a positive and a negative charge, is called a
zwitlerion. As shown by the equilibrium constants for
the second and third reactions (Equations 30-8 and
30-9), the zwitterion of glycine is stronger as an acid
than as a base. Thus, an aqueous solution of glycine is
somewhat acidic.

The zwitterion of an amino acid, containing as it
does a positive and a negative charge, has no tendency
to migrate to an electric field, but the singly charged
anionic and cationic species are attracted to oppositely
charged electrodes. No net migration of the amino
acid occurs in an electric field when the pH of the sol-
vent is such that the concentrations of thc anionic and
cationic forms are identical. The pH at which no net
migration occurs is called the isoelectric point (pI) and
is an important physical constant for characterizing
amino acids. The isoelectric point is readily related to

We can convert Equation 30-11 into the isoelectric
point pH (pI) by taking the negative logarithms of
both sides. Thus, pi can be expressed as

+ (-logK, - 10gKw + 10gKb)
pI = -log[H,o ]i'o = . 2

(pK, + pKw - pKb)
pI = 2 (30-12)

For glycine, pK, = -log(2 x 10-1°) = 9.7, pKb = 11.7
and pKw = 14.0. Thus,

p[ = (9.7 + 14.0 - 11.7)/2 = 6.0

Hence, the isoelectric point pi for glycine occurs at a
pH of 6.0.

Separation of Amphiprotic Species

[n isoelectric separation of amphiprotic species, the
separation is performed in a buffer mixture that con-
tinuously varies in pH along its length. This pH gra-
dient is prepared from a mixture of several different
ampholytes in an aqueous solution. Ampholytes are
amphoteric compounds usually containing carboxylic
and amino groups. Ampholyte mixtures having differ-
ent pH ranges can be prepared or are available from
several commercial sources.

To perform an isoelectric focusing experiment in a
capillary tube, the analyte mixture is dissolved in a di-
lute solution of the ampholytes, which is then trans-
ferred to the tube. One end of the capillary is then in-
serted in a solution of strong base, such as sodium
hydroxide, that also holds the cathode. The other end of
the tube is immersed in a solution of a strong acid, such
as phosphoric, that also holds the anode. When the
electric field is applied. hydrogen ions begin to migrate

from the anode compartment toward the cathode.
Hydroxide ions from the cathode begin to move in the
opposite direction. If a component of the ampholyte or
the analyte has a net negative charge, it migrates toward
the positive anode. As it migrates it passes into continu-
ously lower pH regions, where progressive protonation
of the species occurs, which lowers its negative charge.
Ultimately, it reaches the pH where its net charge is
zero (its isoelectric point). Migration of the species then
ceases. This process goes on for each ampholyte spe-
cies and ultimately provides a continuous pH gradient
throughout the tube. Analyte ions also migrate until
they reach their isoelectric points. These processes then
result in the separation of each analyte into a narrow
band that is located at the pH of its isoelectric point (see
Figure 30-9c). Very sharp focusing is realized in such
systems. Note that isoelectric focusing separations are
based on differences in equilibrium properties of the
analytes (K" Kb) rather than on differences in rates of
migration. Once each analyte has migrated to a region
where it is neutral, the positions of bands become con-
stant and no longer change with time.

Mobilization of Focused Bands

To detect the focused bands in a capillary isoelectric
focusing separation, it is necessary to move, or mobi-
lize, the contents of the capillary so that the bands pass
the detector located at one end. This mobilization can
be accomplished by applying a pressure difference, just
as for sample loading, or by simply changing the solu-
tion in the electrode compartment. During the focus-
ing step, equal numbers of H+ and OH- ions enter op-
posite ends of the capillary, so the pH gradient remains
stable. Suppose that sodium chloride is added to the
sodium hydroxide solution after focusing is finished.
Now both CI- and OH- migrate into the cathode end
of the column, and the sum of these two concentra-
tions is balanced by H+ entering the opposite end.
That means that there is now less OH- than H+ flow-
ing into the capillary. The pH decreases at the cathode
end. The pH gradient is no longer stable. It moves to-
ward the cathode end, and along with it go the focused
bands. The bands that pass the detector first are the
ones corresponding to proteins with the most alkaline
isoelectric points. Figure 30-16 shows an electrophero-
gram for the separation of several proteins by capillary
isoelectric focusing. The pi for each protein is shown
above the peak. Mobilization was accomplished by
adding sodium chloride to the anode compartment.
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FIGURE30-16 Capillary isoelectric focusing of proteins.
lsoelectric pi listed above the peaks. Detection was by
UVabsorption. (From T.Wehr, M. Zhu, R. Rodriguez, D.
Burke, and K. Duncan, Amer. Biotech. Lab., 1990, 8, 22.
Withpermission.)

30C·5 Micellar Electrokinetic
Chromatography

In 1984, Terabe and collaborators 17 described a modi-
fication of CE that permitted the separation of low-
molecular-mass aromatic phenols and nitro com-
pounds with equipment such as shown in Figure 30-1.
Micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) is a
type of CE that offers several unique featuresl" Like
CE, MEKC provides highly efficient separations on
mierovolumes of sample solution without the need for

PS. Terabe, K. Otsuka, K. Ichikawa. A. Tsuchlya, and T. AnJo, Anal.
Chern" 1984, 56,111; S. Terabe, K. Otsuka, and T. Ando, Anal. Chern.
1985.57, 841. See ~Iso K. R. Nielsen and 1. P. Foley. in Capiliary Elec-'
trophores~, P. C~milleri, ed., Boca Raton, FL: eRe Press, 1993, Chap. 4.
l~For a brief reHew, see S. Terahe. Anal. Chern.. 2004, 7t), 2-tOA

the high-pressure pumping system required for HPLC
Unlike normal CE, however, MEKC allows uncharged
speCies to be separated as well as charged species. In
MEKC a mobile phase is transported across a station-
ary phase by electroosmotic flow. As shown in Fia_
ute 30-3, electroosmotic pumping leads to a flat-pl~g
profile rather than the parabolic profile of pressure-
induced flow. The flat profile of osmotic pumping leads
to narrow bands and thus high separation efficiencies.

Micelles form in aqueous solutions when the con-
centration of an ionic species having a long-chain hy-
drocarbon tail is increased above a certain level called
the critical micelle concentration (CMC). At this point
the surfactant begins to form spherical aggregates
made up of 40 to 100 ions with their hydrocarbon tails
in the interior of the aggregate and their charged ends
exposed to water on the outside. Micelles constitute a
stable second phase that can incorporate nonpolar
compounds in the hydrocarbon interior of the par-
ticles, thus solubilizing the nonpolar s('e·cies. Solubi-
IIzalton IS commonly encountered when It' greasy ma-
tertal or surface is washed with a detergent solution.

In MEKC, surfactants are added to the operating
buffer in amounts that exceed the CMC. For most ap-
plIcations to date, the surfactant has been sodium do-
decyl sulfate (SDS). The surface of an ionic micelle of
this type has a large negative charge, which gives it a
large electrophoretic mobility. Most buffers, however,
exhibit such a high elcctroosmotic flow rate toward
the negative electrode that the anionic micelles are
carried toward that electrode also, but at a much re-
duced rate. Thus, during an experiment, the buffer
mixture consists of a faster-moving aqueous phase and
a slower-moving micellar phase. When a sample is in-
troduced into this system, the components distribute
themselves between the aqueous phase and the hydro-
carbon phase in the interior of the micelles. The posi-
tions of the resulting equilibria depend on the polarity
of the solutes. With polar solutes the aqueous solution
is favored; with nonpolar compounds, the hydrocar-
bon environment is preferred.

The phenomena just described are quite similar to
what occurs in an LC column except that the "station-
ary phase" moves along the length of the column but at
a much slower rate than the mobile phase. The mech-
anism of separation is identical in the two cases and
depends on differences in distribution constants for
analytes between the mobile aqueous phase and the
hydrocarbon pseudos!ationary phase. The process is
thus true chromatography; hence, the name "micellar
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FIGURE30-17 Typical separations by MEKC.(al Some test compounds: 1 = methanol,
2 = resorcinol, 3 = phenol, 4 = p-nitroaniline, 5 = nitrobenzene, 6 ~ toluene, 7 ~ 2-naphthol,
8 = Sudan III;capillary, 50-~m inside diameter, 500 mm to the detector; applied voltage,
-15 kV;detection UVabsorption at210 nm. (b)Analysis of a cold medicine: 1 = acetamino-
phen, 2 = caffeine, 3 ~ sulpyrine, 4 = naproxen, 5 = guaiphenesin, 10 = noscapine,
11 = chloropheniramine and tipepidine; applied voltage, 20 kV;capillary, as in (a);detec-
tion UVabsorption at 220 nm. (From S. Terabe, Trends Anal. Chem., 1989, 8,129. With
permission.)

electrokinetic chromatography." Figure 30-17 illus-
trates two typical separations by MEKC.

MEKC has become important for chiral separa-
tions.l" Here, chiral resolving agents are used as in
HPLC to preferentially complex one of the isomers.
Either a chiral resolving agent with detergent proper-
ties, such as a bile acid, is used to form the micelles or
a resolving agent, such as a cyclodextrin, is added to a
detergent that is itself achiral. In many aspects, chiral
separations are easier to develop by MEKC than by
LC, although LC is still the dominant technique in in-
dustry because of its familiarity.

MEKC appears to have a promising future. One
advantage that this hybrid technique has over HPLC
is much higher column effkiencies (100,000 plates or
more). In addition, changing the second phase in
MEKC is simple, involving only changing the micellar
composition of the buffer. In contrast. in HPLC, the
second phase can be altered only by changing the type

of column packing or column, The MEKC technique
appears particularly useful for separating small mole-
cules that are impossible to separate by traditional gel
electrophoresis. Recent advances include on-line pre-
concentration to enhance sensitivity and mass spectro-
metric detection.20

300 PACKED COLUMN
ELECTROCHROMATOGRAPHY

Electrochromatography is a hybrid of HPLC and CE
that offers some of the best features of the two meth-
ods. Like HPLC and MEKC, it is applicable to the
separation of neutral species or charged species. Elec-
trochromatography with packed columns is, however,
the least mature of the various electroseparation tech-
niques. In this method, a polar solvent is usually driven
by electroosmotic flow through a capillary packed with



FIGURE 30-18 Electrochromatogram showing the
electrochromatographic separation of t6 PAHs(-to-6

to 10-8 M of each compound). The peaks are identified
as follows: (1)naphthalene, (2)acenaphthylene, (3)
acenaphthene, (4)fluorene, (5)phenanthrene, (6)an-
thracene, (7)fluoranthene, (8) pyrene, (9)benz[a]an-
thracene, (10)chrysene, (11)benzo[b]f1uoranthene,
(12)benzo[k]fluoranthene, (13)benzo[a]pyrene, (14)
dibenz[a,h]anthracene, (15)benzo[ghi]perylene, and
(16) indeo[1,2,3-ed]pyrene. (From C. Yan,R. Dadoo,
H. Zhao, D. J. Rakestroaw, and R. N. Zare, Anal.
Chem., 1995, 67, 2026. With permission.)

a reversed-phase HPLC packing. Separations depend
on the distribution of the analyte species between the
mobile phase and the liquid stationary phase held on
the packing. Figure 30-18 shows a typical electrochro-
matogram for the separation of sixteen polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in a 33-cm-long capillary having
an inside diameter of 75 J.lm.The mobile phase con-
sisted of acetonitrile in a 4-mM sodium borate solu-
tion. The stationary phase consisted of 3-J.lmoctade-
cylsilica particles.

Field-flow fractionation (FFF) describes a group of an-
alytical techniques that are becoming quite useful in
the separation and characterization of dissolved or
suspended materials such as polymers, large particles,
and colloids. Although the FFF concept was first de-
scribed by Giddings in 1966,21only recently have prac-
tical applications and advantages over other methods
been shown.22

Separations in FFF occur in a thin ribbon-like flow
channel such as that shown in Figure 30-19. The channel
is typically 25-100 em long and 1-3 em wide. The thick-

211. C. Giddjng, Sep. Sei., 1966. 1, 123.
:!2For a review of FFF methods, see 1. C Giddings. AMI. Chern, 1995.
67.592A

AGURE 30-19 Schematic diagram of FFF flowchannel sandwiched between two walls. An
external field (electrical, thermal, centrifugal) is applied perpendicular to the flow direction.

pressed very near the wall as shown by component A
in Figure 30-21. Here, they are eluted by slow-moving
solvent. Components Band C protrude more into the
channel and experience a higher solvent velocity. The
elution order is thus C, then B, then A. Components
separated by FFF flow through a UV-visible absorp-
tion, refractive index, or fluorescence detector located
at the end of the flow channel and similar to those used
in HPLC separations. The separation results are re-
vealed by a plot of detector response versus time,
called a fractogram, similar to a chromatogram in chro-
matography.

ness of the ribbon-like structure is usually 50-500 J.lm.
The channel is usually cut from a thin spaEer and sand-
wiched between two walls. An electrical, thermal, or
centrifugal field is applied perpendicular to the flow di-
rection. Alternatively, a cross flow perpendicular to the
main flow direction can be used.

In practice, the sample is injected at the inlet to the
channel. The external field is next applied across
the face of the channel as illustrated in Figure 30-19. In
the presence of the field, sample components migrate
toward the accumulation wall at a velocity determined
by the strength of the interaction of the component with
the field. Sample components rapidly reach a steady-
state concentration distribution near the accumulation
wall as shown in Figure 30-20. The mean thickness of
the component layer I is related to the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the molecule D and to the field-induced veloc-
ity U toward the wall. The faster the component moves
in the field, thc thinncr the laycr near the wall. The
larger the diffusion coefficient, the thicker the layer.
Because the sample components have different values
of D and U, the mean layer thickness will vary among
components.

Once components have reached their steady-state
profiles near the accumulation wall, the channel flow is
begun. The flow is laminar. resulting in the parabolic
profile shown on the left in Figure 30-20. The main car-
rier flow has its highest velocity in the center of the
channel and its lowest velocity near the walls. Com-
ponents that interact strongly with the field are com-
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FIGURE 30-20 When the field is applied in FFF,com-
ponents migrate to the accumulation wallwhere an expo-
nential concentration profile exists as seen on the right.
Components extend a distance y into the channel. The
average thickness of the layer is I, which differs for each
component. The main channel flow is then turned on and
the parabolic flowprofileof the eluting solvent is shown
on the left.

Simulation: Learn more about field ftow
fractionation.

Different FFF sub techniques result from the applica-
tion of different types of fields or gradients.23 To date,
the methods that have' been developed are sedimenta-
tion FFF, electrical FFF, thermal FFF, and flow FFF.

Sedimentation FFF

Sedimentation FFF is by far the most widely used
form. In this technique, the channel is coiled and made
to fit inside a centrifuge basket as illustrated in Fig-
ure 30-22. Components with the highest mass and den-
sity are driven to the wall by the sedimentation (cen-
trifugation) force and elute last. Low-mass species are
eluted first. There is relatively high selectivity between
particles of different size in sedimentation FFF. A sep-
aration of polystyrene beads of various diameters by
sedimentation FFF is shown in Figure 30-23.

Because the centrifugation forces are relatively
weak for small molecules, sedimentation FFF is most
applicable for molecules with molecular masses ex-
ceeding 106 Such systems as polymers, biological mac-
romolecules, natural and industrial colloids, emulsions,
and subcellular particles appear to be amenable to sep-
aration by sedimentation FFF.

Electrical FFF

In electrical FFF, an electric field is applied perpen-
dicular to the flow direction. Retention and separa-
tion occur based on electrical charge. Species with the

liFor a discussion of tht: various FFF methods. see J. C. Giddings, Umfied

Separation 5ciena, New York Wiley, 1991. Chap. 9~ M. E. Schimpf, K
CaldwelL and 1. C. Giddings. eds., Field-FlOl\' Fractionation Handbook,
\lew York: Wiley, 2000.



FIGURE 30-21 Three components A, B, and C are shown compressed against the accumu-
lation wall in FFF to different amounts because of different interactions with the extemal field.
When the flow is begun, component A experiences the lowest solvent velocity because it is
the closest to the wall. Component B protrudes more into the channel where it experiences a
higher flowvelocity.Component C, which interacts the least with the field, experiences the
highest solvent-flow velocity and thus is displaced the most rapidly by the flow.

FIGURE 30-22 Sedimentation FFF appara-
tus. (Courtesy of Postnova Analytics.)

highest charge are driven most effectively toward the
accumulation walL Species of lower charge are not as
compacted and protrude more into the higher-flow
region. Hence, species of the lowest charge are eluted
first, with highly charged species retained the most.

Because electric fields are quite powerful, even
small ions should be amenable to separation by elec-
trical FFE However, electrolysis effects have limited
the application of this method to the separation of
mixtures of proteins and other large molecules.

FIGURE 30-23 Fractogram illus-
trating separation of polystyrene
beads of various diameters by sedi-
mentation FFF.The channel flow
rate was 2 mLlmin. (Courtesy of
FFFractionation, LLC,Salt Lake
City,UT.)

ThermalFFF

In thermal FFF, a thermal field is applied perpendicu-
lar to the flow direction by forming a temperature gra-
dient across the FFF channeL The temperature differ-
ence induces thermal diffusion in which the velocity of
movement is related to the thermal diffusion coeffi-
cient of the species.

Thermal FFF is particularly well suited for the sep-
aration of synthetic polymers with molecular masses
in the range of 103 to 107 The technique has signifi-
cant advantages over size-exclusion chromatography
for high-molecular-mass polymers. On the other hand,

FIGURE 30-24 Separation of three proteins
by flow FFF.Three separate injections are
shown. In the experiment shown, the sample
was concentrated at the head of the chan-
nel by means of an opposing flow.BSA ~
bovine serum albumin. (From H. Lee, S. K. R.
Williams,and J. C. Giddings, Anal. Chern.,
1998,70,2495. Copyright 1998 American
Chemical Society.)

low-molecular-mass polymers appear to be beller sep-
arated by size-exclusion methods. In addition to poly-
mers, particles and colloids have been separated by
thermal FFE 24

FlowFFF

Perhaps the most versatile of all the FFF subtech-
niques is flow FFF, in which the external field is re-
placed by a slow cross flow of the carrier liquid. The
perpendicular tlow transports material to the accumu-
lation wall in a nonselective manner. However, steady-
state layer thicknesses are differcnt for various compo-
nents because they depend not only on the transport
rate but also on molecular diffusion. Exponential dis-
tributions of differing thicknesses are formed as in
normal FFE

Flow FFF has been applied to the separation of
proteins, synthetic polymers, and a variety of colloidal
particles. Figure 30-24 illustrates the separation of
three proteins by flow FFE The reproducibility is illus-
trated by the fractograms for the three injections.



30E-3 Advantages of FFF over
Chromatographic Methods

FFF appears to have several advantages over ordinary
chromatographic methods for some applications. First,
no packing material or stationary phase is needed for
separation to occur. In some chromatographic systems,
there may be undesirable interactions between the
packing material or stationary phase and the sample
constituents. Some solvents or sample materials ad-
sorb or react with the stationary phase or its support.
Macromolecules and particles are particularly prone
to such adverse interactions.

The geometry and flow profiles involved in FFF are
well characterized. Likewise, the effects of most exter-
nal fields can be readily modeled. As a result, fairly
exact theoretical predictions of retention and plate

height can be made in FFF. Chromatographic predic-
tions are still rather inexact in comparison.

Finally, the external field governs FFF retention.
With electrical, sedimentation, and flow FFF, the per.
pendicular forces can be varied rapidly and in a time.
programmed fashion. This gives FFF a certain versatil.
ity in adapting to different types of samples. Methods
can also be readily optimized for resolution and sepa.
ration speed.

Although FFF is a fairly recent addition to the rep-
ertoire of analytical separation methods, it has been
shown to be highly complementary to chromatography.
The FFF methods are best suited for macromolecules
and particles that are for the most part beyond the mo·
lecular mass range of chromatographic methods. On
the other hand, chromatographic methods are clearly
superior for low-molecular-mass substances.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

30-1 What is electroosmotic flow? Why does it occur?

30-2 Suggest how electroosmotic flow might be suppressed.

30-3 Why does pH affect separation of amino acids by electrophoresis?

30-4 What is the principle of separation by CZE?

*30-5 A certain inorganic cation has an electrophoretic mobility of 4.31 x 10'4 em 2 s' 1

V'I. This same ion has a diffusion coefficient of9.8 X 10.6 cm' s'I.If this ion is
separated from other cations by CZE with a 50.0-cm capillary, what is the expected
plate count N at applied voltages of
(a) 5.0 kV?
(b) 10.0 kV?
(c) 30.0 kV?

*30-6 The cationic analyte of Problem 30-5 was separated by CZE in a 50.0-cm capil-
lary at 10.0 kV Under the separation conditions, the electroosmotic flow rate was
0.85 mm S·l toward the cathode. If the detector were placed 40.0 em from the
injection end of the capillary, how long would it take in minutes for the analyte
cation to reach the detector after the field is applied?

30-7 What is the principle of micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography? How
docs it differ from CZE?

30-8 Describe a major advantage of micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography
over conventional liquid chromatography.

30-9 Three large proteins are ionized at the pH at which an electrical FFF separation
is carried out. If the ions are designated A", B +, and CJ+, predict the order of
elution.

30-10 What determines the elution order in sedimentation FFF?

30-11 List the major advantages and limitations of FFF compared to chromatographic
methods.

Challenge Problem

~ 3O-U Doxorubicin (DOX) is a widely used anthracycline that has been effective in
treatments of leukemia and breast cancer in humans (A. B. Anderson, C. M.
Ciriaks, K. M. Fuller, and E. A. Ariaga, Anal. Chern., 2003, 75,8). Unfortu-
nately, side effects, such as liver toxicity and drug resistance, have been reported.
In a recent study, Anderson et al. used laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) as a de-
tection mode for CE to investigate metabolites of DOX in single cells and sub-
cellular fractions. The following are results similar to those obtained by Ander-
son et al. for quantifying doxorubicin by LIF. The CE peak areas were measured
as a function of the DOX concentration to construct a calibration curve.
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(a) Find the equation for the calibration curve and the standard deviations of
the slope and intercept. Find the R' value.

(b) Rearrange the equation found in part (a) to express concentration in terms
of the measured area.

(c) The limit of detection (LOD) for DOX was found to be 3 X \0-11 M. If the
injection volume was 100 pL, what was the LOD in moles?

(d) Two samples of unknown DOX concentration were injected and peak areas
of 11.3 and 6.97 obtained. What were the concentrations and their standard
deviations?

(e) Under certain conditions, the DOX peak required 300 s to reach the LlF
detector. What time would be required if the applied voltage were doubled?
What time would be required if the capillary length were doubled at the
same applied voltage?

(f) The capillary used in part (e) under normal conditions had a plate count of
100,000. What would N be if the capillary length were doubled at the same
applied voltage? What would N be if the applied voltage were doubled at
the original capillary length'!

(g) For a 40.6-cm-long capillary of inside diameter 50 flm, what would the plate
height be for a capillary with N = !OO,OOO'!

(h) For the same capillary as in part (g), what is the variance a' of a typical peak')



Instrumental Analysis in Action
"t'''" ~ ;::'

In 1997 in southwestern Sweden. residents near the Hal-
landsas ridge began finding dead rain how trout in nearh:'
streams and paralyzed cows in grasslands used for grazing.
In addition, workers building a tunnel through the ridge
for the Swedish railway experienced tingling and numbness
in their extremities. The problem was soon traced to chem-
icals that had leached from a grouting agent injected to
firm up the soft rock layers being bored near the tunnd
entrance. The discovery of high levels of acrylamid~
(CH2=CH-CO-NH2), a neurotoxin and possible car-
cinogen, in the streams, the groundwater, and the grazing
grasses prompted a shutdown of the tunnel construction.
Acrylamide is the monomer of polyacrylamide, a widely
used industrial polymer. [n ZOOZ acrylamide was identified
in human foods by workers at the Swedish National Food
Administration and the University of Stockholm I Since that
time, relatively high concentrations of acrylamide have been
discovered in a variety of processed foods, such as potato
chips, coffee, breakfast cereals, peanut butter, and pastries.
In high doses, acrylamide has been found to cause cancer in
laboratory animals. The chemical has been classified as a
group ZA carcinogen ("possibly carcinogenic to humans").'
Analytical methods to determine acrylamide are clearly
quite important in establishing its origins, in studying its
health risks, and in finding means to reduce human expo-
sure to its effects.

Several different analytical approaches have been proposed
for the determination of acrylamide.' The analysis of food
samples presents a special challenge because of the high
levels of matrix interferences, particularly in starchy foods.
Early methods used GC or HPLC in the determination. Al-
though these methods were successful in water, agricultural
samples, and environmental samples, the selectivity was not
sufficient for samples of cooked foods where the matrices
are quite complex. The most successful methods for food
samples have involved MS coupled with GC or LC separa-
tion methods.

1 E. Tareke, P. Rydberg. P. Karlsson, $, Eriksson. and M. Tornqvist. }
Agric. Food Chern,. 2002, 50, 4998.
clnternalional Agency for Research on Cancer, Monographs on Evalua'
cion a/Carcinogenic Risk of Chemicals CO Humans, 1994,60,435.
3D. Taeymans, 1. Wood. P. Ashby, I. Blank. el al. Crit. Rn. Foud Sci. .VII[{ ..

2004. 44, 323.
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In these methods, the analyte has either been derivatized by

bromination or determined by a direct method after liquid-
liquid extraction. In the direct method, the extract is sepa-
rated by capillary GC, and the eluent is monitored by chemi-
cal-ionization mass spectrometry (CliMS). A typical GCI
CI IMS chromatogram of standards is shown in Figure IAS-!.
In these experiments, a Carbowax capillary column was used
with positive-ion CI /MS detection. Bromination methods
although more tedious and time-consuming than other m~th-
ods, have several advantages. They are more selective, the
analyte is more volatil~, and they are more sensitive than di-
rect methods. Usually, the ions (CH2-CHBr~CONH2)'
and (CH2=CHBr)' are measured in the selective-ion moni-
toring mode using a basic quadrupole MS instrument. Im-
proved results have been obtained for acrylamide by GCI
MS/MS or GCcoupled with high-resolution MS. Detection
limits are less than 10 ~g/kg.

f\ A

LCIMS Methods

Most LC/MS methods use solid-phase extraction (SPE) for
sample cleanup and analyte preconcentration. A major ad-
vantage of SPE is the retention of the many interfering spe-
cies. Often, tandem MS is used following the extraction to
provide additional resolution and freedom from interfer-
ences due to coextractants. Ethyl acetate extractions from
an aqueous phase have also been used to remove salts, sug-
ars, starches, and amino acids. Such cleanup procedures are
often necessary with difficult matrices such as coffee, choco~
lates, and cocoa powders. With extensive cleanup of the
sample, single-stage mass spectrometers have been more
successful than MS/MS systems. Detection limits by both
single-stage and tandem MS approach the IO-~g/kg level.
An important advantage of LC methods is that derivatiza-
tion is not necessary, which can simplify the procedure and
decrease the analysis time. Typical LC I MS chromatograms
of a control standard and an acrylamide-spiked potato chip
extract are shown in Figure IA5~2. Elcctrospray Ionization
and selected-ion monitoring were used. A completely aque-
ous mobile phase was employed with a fluorinated reversed-
phase LC column.

released into the headspace above a potato sample was
monitored in real-time during thermal treatment. The
amount of acrylamidc released correlated positively with
the treatment temperature.

Heel
O~NH'

Acrylamide

On-Line Monitoring

Proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (!'TRIMS)
has been used for on-line monitoring of acrylarnide without
any sample pretreatmenl.--l The formation of acrylamidc

FIGURE IA5-2 A chromatogram of control standards and
an acrylamide-spiked potato chip.

FIGURE IA5-1 A typical GC/CI/MS chro-
matogram of standards.

Interlaboratory Studies

Although substantial progress has been made in deter-
mining acrylamide, a recent interlaboratory comparison
showed that many current methods are not satisfactory for
samples in complex matrices.5 Even with relatively simple
samples, the range of results was too wide to be accept~
able. Thus, more improvements in analytical methodology
are certainly in order. A fully validated improved LC/MSI
MS method was recently reported that uses isotope
dilution, LC, and electrospray ionization MS/MS-'
Excellent results were obtained on chocolate powders,
cocoa, and coffee.

With analytical methods based on GC/MS or LC/MS, it
has been possible to discover how acrylamide originates in
foods and the environment. In the environment, acrylamide
arises from agricultural, water~treatmcnt, and industrial
sources. Among its many applications, polyacrylamide is
used in water purification to aggregate suspended organic
compounds, in irrigation water to improve soil texture, in

'T Wenzl. B, de la Calle, R. Gatennann. K. Hoenicke, F. Ulbcrlh. and
E. Anklam. Anal. Bioanal. Chem .. 2004, 379. 4~9
~T Delalour. A. Perisset, T Goldmann. S. Riediker. and R. H. Stadler. }
Agric. Food Chern,. 2004.52.4625



pesticide formulations to limit spray drifting, and in biology
and chemistry to prepare gels used in electrophoresis (see
Section 30C~2). Although polyacrylamide is generally classi~
fied as a nontoxic additi\'e, it can be contaminated with the
toxic monomer. An arbitrary limit of 500 ppm acrylamide in
polyacrylamide preparations has been set for agricultural
and water· treatment uses. The polyacrylamide preparation
used in irrigation and water treatment is often an acrylic
acid copolymer, which can also release acrylates known to
cause birth defects (a teratogen).

In foods. carbohydratc~rich foods cooked at high tem~
peratures and under low-moisture conditions have been
found to contain acrylamide.7 The compound has not been
found in raw and boiled foods. Researchers have estab~
lished that acrylamide in foods arises from reactions related
to the Maillard reaction, a nonenzymatic reaction respon-
sible for the brown color of cooked foods. The Maillard re~
action involves the initial combination of an amino acid and
a reducing sugar. In the case of foods, the amino acid has
been found to be asparagine. A complex series of steps
leading to acrylamide has been proposed. Heating time
and temperature are crucial. The role of water and the
influence of side reactions are less well understood.

Acrylamide is known to cause damage to the nervous sys-
tem in humans and animals. A joint study of the UN Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) reported in 2002 on the health impli~

cations of acrylarnide in foods.s The average daily food in-
take of acrylamide in the general population was estimated
to be below the level that could be expected to cause neuro-
toxic effects. Regarding g~netic damage that may lead to
cancer. the study concluded that the evidence from human
studies did not show a link between acrylamide levels and
incidences of cancer. although animal studies ha'le sug-
gested such a link. The study also called for additional re~
search hy the international community and for betlt:r shar-
ing of scientific information on acrylamide. It was also
suggested that the public try to minimize exposure by not
cooking foods excessively, hy lowering consumption of fried
and fatty foods, and by eating a balanced diet.

Current research is aimed at further improvements in the
analytical methodology for acrylamide, modeling methods
to help elucidate the kinetics of its formation: understand-
ing its health risks; and methods for reducin"'g i.ts levels in
foods. Once the formation kinetics and mechanism are bet-
ter understood, reduction of acrylamide levels can be pur-
sued on a sound basis. For example, on the basis of current
knowledge, methods have been suggested for reducing lev-
els of acrylamide in potato products by storing raw potatoes
under controlled temperatures and by modifying the condi-
tions used in potato processing. Enzymatic treatments of
potato products with asparaginase have also been sug~
gested. Clearly, more scientific research must be done in this
area. and analytical chemistry will playa leading role.

A modern thermogravimetrie analyzer. The instrument ha:; a
temperature-controlled thennoLalallc.e and operates ulHin

conditions of controlled humidity. It has a muhiposition auto-
sampler capable of automated analysis of up to twenty-fin-
samples. Olle version of this system features an infrared fur-
narc for heating from arnhif:llt temperature to 1200°C. Thl'
entire system is under computer control with software dcslgned
fur specific techniques and analytical method~. (Courtesy of
TA In.-;trument:'i, New Castle, DE.)

Section6 consists offour chapters devoted to mis~
cellaneous instrumental methods. Thermo:;ravi~
metric anal)'sis, differential themwl anal)'sis.

differential sCflltrling calorimetry, and microt!",rmal
ana!) "is are discussed in Chapter 31. The theor)'aw]
practice o( radiochemical methods, including neutron
aClicalion anall·sis and isotope dilution techniques, are
disCllssed in Chapler 32. In Chapter 33 the principles,
instrurrwntation, and appliealions of automaled anal~

yzers are described. Flow injection ana~\"Zers, microjluidic
sptems, and discrete anal)"Zers are included. Chapter 34,

the jinal chapter in this section and in the book, e.nuoines
ana!)tical melhods to delermine parlicle size. The meth~

ods include low~angle huerli:;hl scalter;ng, ({I""wn;e
light scalter;ng, and pholosedimentalion. The [nstrumeo~
lalAruz!) ·sis ;n Act;on fealure presenls the John I"llmnn
case, the fi'rst murder inrestigation in ll'hich fleutrofl acti-
cation Gnu(l ·si.)'u'as used.
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Thennal M:eth6ds

Thermal anqlysis techniques are th,ose in

··which a physical properly of a s~g$tance or

its reaction products is measure~~ afunc~
tion of temperature. Usually, the substa'!~Gis sub-
jected to,a controUed temperatJ,tre prog(O;irlduring
the analysis. AltlwiJ.gh there ate more th'&!q dozen

thermal analysis teqhniques'lf;e conjine?Urdiscus-
sian in this chapterfo four mft,hods thatJi5<JJJidepri~
marily chemical ratl]er than physical infoljnation
about samples of matter. 7'h~emethodSirlelude

thermol5raVimetr!canalysi~,~ifferentiffrthermal
analysis, differentifll scanning calorimetry, and
mierothermal analysis.

fd" Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
IQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsooedu.com/cbemistry/skoog, linkingy<!u to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Thermal methods differ in the properties measured and
the temperature programs applied'! The four meth-
ods discussed here find widespread use for both quality
control and research applications on polymers, phar-
maceutical preparations, clays, minerals, metals, and
alloys.

In a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) the mass of a
sample in a controllcd atmosphere is recorded continu-
ously as a function of temperature or time as the tem-
perature of the sample is increased (usually linearly
with time). A plot of mass or mass percentage as a func-
tion of time is called a thermogram or a thermal decom-
position curve.

Commercial instruments for TGA consL~tof (1) a sen-
sitive microbalance, called a thermob~lance; (2) a fur-
nace; (3) a purge-gas system for providing an inert, or
sometimes reactive, atmosphere; and (4) a computer
system for instrument control, data acquisition, and
data processing. A purge-gas switching system is a
common option for applications in which the purge gas
must be changed during an experiment.

The Thermobalance

A number of different thermobalance designs avail-
able commercially are capable of providing quantita-
tive information about samples ranging in mass from
less than I mg to 100 g. The usual range of thermobal-
ances, however, is from 1 to 100 mg. Many of the bal-
ances can detect changes in mass as small as 0.1 flg.
Although the sample holder must be housed in the fur-
nace, the rest of the balance must be thermally isolated
from the furnace. Figure 31-1 is a schematic diagram of
one thermobalancc design. A change in sample mass
causes a deflection of the beam, which interposes a
light shutter between a lamp and one of two photo-
diodes. The resulting imbalance in the photodiode

1 For a detailed description of thermal methoos, see Principles of Thermal
An.alysis and Calorimetry, P. 1. Haines, ed., Cambridge, UK: Royal Society
or Chemistry, 2002: P. 1. Haines, Thermal Methods of Analysis, London:
Blackie, 1995; B. Wunderlich, Thermal Analysis, Boston: Academic Press,
1990; W. W. Wendlandt, Thermal Analysis. 3rd ed., New York: Wiley, 1985.
For recent re .•iews. see S. Vyazovkin. Anal. Chern., 2006, 78. 3875; Anal
Chem., 2004,76,32'1'); Anal. Chern., 2002, -4,2749. For a description of
thermal analysis instruments, see B. E. Erickson, Anal. Chem., 1999. 71.
689A.

FIGURE 31-1 Thermobalance components. The balance
beam is shown as A. The sample cup and holder are B;
C is a counterweight. D is a lamp and photodiodes, E
is a magnetic coil, and F is a permanent magnet. The
computer data-acquisition, data-processing, and control
systems are components G, H, and 1. Component J is
the printer and display unit. (Courtesy of Mettler-Toledo.)

current is amplified and fed into coil E, which is situ-
ated between the poles of a permanent magnet F. The
magnetic field gencrated by the current in the coil re-
stores the beam to its original position. The amplified
photodiode current is monitored and transformed into
mass or mass-loss information by the data-processing
system. In most cases mass versus temperature data
can either be plotted in real time or stored for further
manipulation or display at a later time.

The Fumace

Furnaces for TGA typically cover the range from am-
bient temperature to lOOO°C,although some can be
used for temperatures up to 1600°C. Heating rates can
often be selected from 0.1DC/min to 100°C/min. Some
units can heat as rapidly as 200°C/min. Insulation and
cooling of the exterior of the furnace is required to
avoid heat transfer to the balance. Nitrogen or argon is
usually used to purge the furnace and prevent oxi-
dation of the sample. For some analyses, it is desirable
to switch purge gases as the analysis proceeds. Fig-
ure 31-2 provides an example in which the purge gas
was automatically switched from nitrogen to oxygen
and then back to nitrogen. The sample in this case was
a bituminous coal. The purge gas was nitrogen during
the first 18 min, while the moisture content and the
perccntage of volatiles were recorded. The gas was
then switched to oxygen for 4 to 5 min, which caused
oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide. Finally. the ex-
periment was concluded with a nitrogen purge to give
a measure of the ash content.

& 60.0
.c
'"~ 40.0

FIGURE 31-2 Controlled atmospheric thermogram for a
bituminous coal sample. A nitrogen atmosphere was used
for about 18 min followed by an oxygen atmosphere for 4
to 5 min. The experiment was then completed in nitrogen.
(Reprinted with permission from C. M. Earnest, Ana/.
Chern., 1984, 56, 1471A.)

The temperature axis is usually calibrated by using
a material of known Curie point or sometimes a melt-
ing point standard. The Curie point is thc temperature
at which a ferromagnetic material becomes paramag-
netic. The ferromagnetic material is suspended in a
magnetic field oriented such that a vertical component
of magnetic force acts on the sample. The magnetic
force acts as an equivalent magnetic mass on the TGA
balance beam to indicate an apparent sample mass.
When the sample is heated through its Curie point, the
magnetic mass is lost, and the balance indicates an ap-
parent loss in mass. Temperature accuracy is better
than 1'C with most furnaces, and temperature preci-
sion is typically :to.l 'c. Furnaces are usually cooled
by forced air. Most furnaces can be cooled from
lOOO'Cto 50°C in less than 20 minutes.

Sample Holders

Samples are typically contained in sample pans made
of platinum, aluminum, or alumina. Platinum is most
often used because of its inertness and ease of clean-
ing. Thc volumes of sample pans range from 40 flL to
more than 500 flL. Autosamplers are available as at-
tachments for most TGA systems. With the majority of
these units, all aspects are automated under software
control. The sample-pan taring, loading, and weighing;
the furnace heating and cooling; and the pan unload-
ing are totally automatic.



Temperature Control and Data Processing

The temperature recorded in a thermogram is ideally
the actual temperature of the sample. This temperature
can, in principle, be obtained by immersing a small ther-
mocoup~e directly in the sample. Such a procedure is
seldom followed. however, because of possible catalytic
decomposition of samples, potential contamination of
samples, and weighing errors resulting from the ther-
mocouple leads. Because of these problems, recorded
temperatures are generally measured with a small ther-
mocouple located as close as possible to the sample con-
tainer. The recorded temperatures then generally lag
or lead the actual sample temperature.

Modern TGA systems use a computerized temper-
ature control routine that automatically compares the
voltage output of the thermocouple with a voltage-
versus-temperature table stored in computer memory.
The computer uses the difference between the tem-
perature of the thermocouple and the temperature
specified to adjust the voltage to the heater. In some
systems the same thermocouple behaves as the heat-
ing element and the temperature sensor. With mod-
ern control systems, it is possible to achieve excellent
agreement between the specified temperature pro-
gram and the temperature of the sample. Typical run-
to-run reproducibility for a particular program falls
within 2°C throughout an instrument's entire operat-
ing range.

Combined Thermal Instruments

Several manufacturers offer systems that provide si-
multaneous measurement of heat flow (see Section 31C
for differential scanning calorimetry) and mass change
(that is, TGA) or of energy change (see Section 31B
for differential thermal analysis) and mass change.
Such instruments can not only track the loss of material
or a vaporization phenomenon with temperature but
also reveal transitions associated with these processes.
These combination units can eliminate the effects of
changes in sample size, homogeneity, and geometry.
Many TGA systems produce the derivative of the ther-
mogram as well as the thermogram itself. Such deriva-
tive plots are not true differential thermograms as pro-
duced in differential thermal analysis, but they provide
similar qualitative information. They are often called
single differential thermal analysis (SDTA) plots.

Tutorial: Learn more about thermogra,imetric
analysis.

75% Polyethylene
;;:l: __~ _

25'7c Carbon black N2tO,
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FIGURE 31-3 Thermograms for some common polymeric
materials. PVC = polyvinylchloride; PMMA= polymethyl-
methacrylate; LOPE = low-density polyethylene; PTFE=

poly1etrafluoroethylene;PI ~ aromatic polypyromelitimide.
(From J. Chiu, in Thermoanafysis of Fiber-Forming
Polymers, R. F.Schwenker, ed., New York:Wiley,1966.)

FIGURE 31-4 Thennogravimetric determination of carbon
black in polyethylene. (From J. Gibbons, Amer. Lab.,
1981, 13 (1),33. Copyright 1981 by International Scientific
Communications, Inc.)

TGA/MS and TGAfFTlR

TGA is used to determine the loss in mass"J.tparticular
temperatures, but TGA cannot identify the species re-
sponsible. To obtain this type of information, the out-
put of a thermogravimetric analyzer is often connected
to a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) or a mass spec-
trometer (MS). Several instrument companies offer de-
vices to interface the TGA unit to a spectrometer. Some
even claim true integration of the software and hard-
ware of the TGA/MS orTGA/FTIR systems.

High-Resolution TGA

In high-resolution TGA, the sample heating rate fluc-
tuates so that the sample is heated more rapidly during
periods of constant mass than during periods when
mass changes occur. This allows higher resolution to
be obtained during the interesting periods and reduces
the time of inactivity.

In polymer studies, thermograms provide infor-
mation about decomposition mechanisms for various
polymeric preparations. In addition, the decomposi-
tion patterns are characteristic for each kind of poly-
mer and can sometimes be used for identification pur-
poses. Figure 31-3 shows decomposition patterns for
five polymers obtained by thermogravimetry.

Figure 31-4 illustrates how a thermogram is used for
compositional analysis of a polymeric material. The
sample is a polyethylene that has been formulated with
fine carbon-black particles to inhibit degradation from
exposure to sunlight. This analysis would be difficult by
most other analytical methods.

Figure 31-5 is a recorded thermogram obtained by
increasing the temperature of pure CaC,O,' H20 at a
rate of 5°C/min. The clearly defined horizontal regions
correspond to temperature ranges in which the indi-

Because TGA monitors the mass of the analyte with
temperature, the information provided is quantitative,
but limited to decomposition and oxidation reactions
and to such physical processes as vaporization, sub-
limation, and desorption. Among the most important
applications of TGA 2 are compositional analysis and
decomposition profiles of multicomponcnt systems.

2 For a discussion of applications of thermal methods. see A. 1. Pasztor, in
Handbook of Instrumental Techniques for Analytical Chemistry. F. Settle.
ed., Upper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1997, Chap. 50.

cated calcium compounds are stable. This figure illus-
trates the use of TGA in defining the thermal condi-
tions needed to produce a pure species.

Figure 31-6a illustrates an application ofTGA to the
quantitative analysis of a mixture of caleium, strontium,
and barium ions. The three are first precipitated as the
monohydrated oxalates. The mass in the temperature
range between 320°C and 400°C is that of the three an-
hydrous compounds, CaCzO" SrC,O" and BaCzO"
and the mass between about 580°C and 620°C corre-
sponds to the three carbonates. The mass change in the
next two steps results from the loss of carbon dioxide, as
first CaO and then SrO are formed. Sufficient data are
available in the thermogram to calculate the mass of
each of the three elements present in the sample.

Figure 31-6b is the derivative of the thermogram
shown in (a). The derivative curve can sometimes re-
veal information that is not detectable in the ordinary
thermogram. For example, the three peaks at 140°C,
IS0°C, and 205°C suggest that the three hydrates lose
moisture at different temperatures. However, all ap-
pear to lose carbon monoxide simultaneously and thus
yield a single sharp peak at 450°C.

Because TGA can provide quantitative informa-
tion, determination of moisture levels is another im-
portant application. Levels of 0.5% and sometimes
less can be determined.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is a technique in
which the difference in temperature between a sub-
stance and a reference material is measured as a func-
tion of temperature while the substance and reference
material are subjected to a controlled temperature
program. Usually, the temperature program involves

FIGURE 31-5 Thermogram for decom-
position of CaC20, ' H20 in an inert atmo-
sphere. (From S. Peltier and C. Duval,Anal.
Chim. Acta, 1947,1,345. With permission.)
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(b) Differential thermogram

FIGURE 31-6 Decomposition of CaCzO, . HzO.
srCzO,· HzO.and BaCzO,· HzO.From L. Erdey, G. Liptay.
G. Svehla. and F.Paulike, Ta/anla, 1962,9,490. With
permission.)

heating the sample and reference material in such a
way that the temperature of the sample T, increases
linearly with time. The difference in temperature fl T
between the sample temperature and the reference
temperature T, (flT = T, - T,) is then monitored and
plotted against sample temperature to give a differen-
tial thermogram such as that shown in Figure 31-7.
(The significance of the various parts of this curve is
given in Section 3IB-2.)

Figure 31-8 is a sehematic of the furnace compartment
of a differential thermal analyzer. A few milligrams of
the sample (S) and an inert reference substance (R)
are contained in small aluminum dishes located above
sample and reference thermocouples in an electrically

FIGURE 31-7 Differentialthermogram showing types of
changes encountered with polymericmaterials. (From
R. M.Schutken Jr., R. E. RoyJr., and R. H. Cox, J. Polymer

Sci., Part C, 1964,6,18. Reprinted by permission of John
Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

heated furnace. The reference material is an inert sub-
stance such as alumina, silicon carbide, ot glass beads.

The digitized output voltage E, from the sample
thermocouple is the input to a computer. The computer
controls the current input to the furnace in such
a way that the sample temperature increases linearly
and at a predetermined rate. The sample thermocou-
ple signal is also converted to temperature T" which

Sample
atmosphere
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TC TC
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FIGURE 31-8 Schematic diagram of a typical instrument
for DTA.TC = thermocouple.

\ Furnace
heater
leads

is used as the x-axis of the differential thermogram.
The output across the sample and reference ther-
mocouples flE is amplified and converted to a temper-
ature difference fl T, which serves as the y-axis of the
thermogram.

Generally, the sample and reference chamber in
DTA are designed to permit the circulation of an inert
gas, such as nitrogen, or a reactive gas, such as oxygen
or air. Some systems also have the capability of oper-
ating at high and low pressures.

318-2 General Principles

Figure 31-7 is an idealized differential thermogram ob-
tained by heating a polymer over a sufficient temper-
alure range to cause its ultimate decomposition. The
initial decrease in flT is due to the glass transition, a
phenomenon observed in the initial segments of many
differential thermograms of polymers. The glass tran-
sition temperature Tg is the characteristic temperature
at which glassy amorphous polymers become flexible
or rubberlike because of the onset of the concerted
motion of large segments of the polymer molecules.
When heated to the glass transition temperature Tg,

the polymer changes from a glass to a rubber. Such a
transition involves no absorption or evolution of heat
so that no change in enthalpy results - that is, flH = O.
The heat capacity of the rubber is, however, different
from that of the glass, which results in the lowering of
the baseline, as shown in the figure. No peak appears
during this transition, however, because of the zero
enthalpy change.

Two maxima and a minimum are observed in the
thermogram in Figure 31-7. The two maxima are the
result of exothermic processes in which heat is evolved
from the sample, thus causing its temperature to rise.
The minimum labeled "melting" is the result of an en-
dothermic process in which heat is absorbed by the
analyte. When heated to a characteristic temperature,
many amorphous polymers begin to crystallize as mi-
crocrystals, giving off heat in the process. Crystal for-
mation is responsible for the first exothermic peak
shown in Figure 31· 7.

The second peak in the figure is endothermic and in-
volves melting of the microcrystals formed in thc initial
exothermic process. The third peak is exothermic and is
encountered only if the heating is performed in the
presence of air or oxygen. This peak is the result of the
exothermic oxidation of the polymer. The final negative

r::!?I Tutori~/: Learn more about differential thermal
leJ analySIS.

change in fl Tresults from the endothermic decomposi-
tion of the polymer to produce a variety of products.

As suggested in Figure 31-7, DTA peaks result from
both physical changes and chemical reactions induced
by temperature changes in the sample. Physical pro-
cesses that are endothermic include fusion, vapori-
zation, sublimation, absorption, and desorption. Ad-
sorption and crystallization are generally exothermic.
Chemical reactions may also be exothermic or endo-
thermic. Endothermic reactions include dehydration,
reduction in a gaseous atmosphere, and decomposi-
tion. Exothermic reactions include oxidation in air or
oxygen, polymerization, and catalytic reactions.

[n general, DTA is considered a qualitative technique.
Although able to measure the temperatures at which
various changes occur, DTA is unable to measure the
energy associated with each event.

DTA is a widely used tool for studying and charac-
terizing polymers. Figure 31-7 illustrates the types of
physical and chemical changes in polymeric materials
that can be studied by differential thermal methods.
Note that thermal transitions for a polymer often take
place over an extended temperature range because
even a pure polymer is a mixture of homo logs and not
a single chemical species.

DTA is also widely used in the ceramics and metals
industry. The technique is capable of studying high-
temperature processes (up to 2400'C for some units)
and relatively large sample sizes (hundreds of mil-
ligrams). For such materials, DTA is used to study de-
composition temperatures, phase transitions, melting
and crystallization points, and thermal stability.

An important use of DTA is for the generation of
phase diagrams and the study of phase transitions. An
example is shown in Figure 31-9, which is a differential
thermogram of sulfur, in which the peak at 113'C cor-
responds to the solid-phase change from the rhombic
to the monoclinic form. The peak at 124'C corresponds
to the melting point of the element. Liquid sulfur is
known to exist in at least three forms, and the peak at
179cC apparently involves these transitions, whereas
the peak at 446QC corresponds to the boiling point of
sulfur.

The DTA method also provides a simple and ac-
curate way of determining the melting, boiling, and de-
composition points of organic compounds. Generally,
the data appear to be more consistent and reproducible
than those obtained with a hot stage or a capillary tube.



FIGURE 31-9 Differential thermogram for sulfur. (Re-
printed with permission from J. Chiu, Anal. Chem., 1963,
35,933. Copyright 1963 American Chemical Society.)

Figure 31-10 shows thermograms for benzoic acid at
atmospheric pressure (A) and at 13.79 bar (B). The first
peak corresponds to the melting point and the second
to the boiling point of the acid.

31C DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING
CALORIMETRY

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is the most
often used thermal analysis method, primarily because
of its speed, simplicity, and availability. In DSC a
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FIGURE 31-10 Differential thermogram for benzoic acid.
Curve A taken at atmospheric pressure. Curve B taken
at a pressure of 13.79 bar (200 Ibs/in.2). (From P. Levy.
G. Nieuweboer, and L. C. Semanski, Thermochim. Acta,
1970, 1, 433. With permission.)

sample and a reference are placed in holders in the
instrument. Heaters either ramp the temperature at
a specified rate (e.g., 5°C/min) or hold the DSC at a
given temperature. The instrument measures the dif-
ference in the heat flow between the sample and the
reference. The basic difference between DSC and
DTA is that DSC is a calorimetric method in which dif-
ferences in energy are measured. In contrast, in DTA,
differences in temperature are recorded. The temper-
ature programs for the two methods are similar. DSC
is considered to be a quantitative technique, in con-
trast to DTA.

There are three different types of DSC instruments:
power-compensated DSC, heat-flux DSC, and modu-
lated DSC. Each produces a plot of power or heat flow
versus temperature, called a thermogram.'

Power-Compensated DSC Instruments,

In power-compensated DSC, the temperatures of the
sample and reference are kept equal to each other while
both temperatures are increased or decreased linearly.
The power needed to maintain the sample temperature
equal to the reference temperature is measured.

A diagram of a power-compensated DSC sample
holder and heating unit is shown in Figure 31-11. Two
independent heating units arc employed. These heating
units are quite small. allowing for rapid rates of heating,
cooling, and equilibration. The heating units are em-
bedded in a large temperature-controlled heat sink.
The sample and reference holders have platinum resis-
tance thermometers to continuously monitor the tem-
perature of the materials. Both sample and reference
are maintained at the programmed temperature by
applying power to the sample and reference heaters.
The instrument records the power difference needed to
maintain the sample and reference at the same temper-
ature as a function of the programmed temperature.

Power-compensated DSC has lower sensitivity than
heat-flux DSC, but its response time is more rapid. This
makes power-compensated DSC well suited for kinet-
ics studies in which fast equilibrations to new tempera-
ture settings are needed. Power-compensated DSC is
also capable of higher resolution than heat-flux DSC.

JFor deSCriptions of commerciallv available DSC instruments. see 13 E
Erickson, Anul. Chern.. 1999. 7/. 689..\: D. !'ionic, Anal Chari. 1995
67.323A
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FIGURE 31-11 Power-compensated DSC sample and
reference holders and heaters. A temperature program is
generated by the computer system. Platinum resistance
thermometers, in contact with the sample and reference
holders, sense any difference between the programmed
temperature and the temperatures of the sample and
reference. The error signal is used to adjust the power
applied to the sample and the power applied to the
reference platinum resistance heaters. The DSC output
signal is the difference in the power required between
the sample and the reference so that both equal the
programmed temperature.

Heat-Flux DSC Instruments

In heat-flux DSC, the difference in heat flow into the
sample and reference is measured while the sample
temperature is changed at a constant rate. Both sample
and reference are heated by a single heating unit. Heat
flows into both the sample and reference material via
an electrically heated constant an thermoelectric disk,
as shown in Figure 31-12. Small aluminum sample and
reference pans sit on raised platforms on the eonstan-
tan disk4 Heat is transferred through the disks and
up into the material via the two pans. The differential
heat flow to the sample and reference is monitored
by Chromel-constantan area thermocouples formed
by the junction between the constantan platform and
Chrome! disks allached to the underside of the plat-
forms. The differential heat flow into the two pans is
directly proportional to the difference in the outputs
of the two thermocouple junctions. The sample tem-
perature is estimated by the Chromel-alumel junction
under the sample disk.

In heat-nux DSC, we can write the total heat flow
dHfdt as

dH dT--:it = CPd( + [(T,t)

'Constantan is an alloy of 60% copp;:r and 40% nickel. Chromel is a
trademark for a series of alloys containing chromium, nickel. and at limes,
iron. Alumel is an alloy of nickel with 2% aluminum, 2% manganese, and
1°'0 silicon

where H is the entbalpy in J mol-', Cp is the specific
heat capacity (heat capacity per mole) in J K ' mol-l,
and [(T, t) is the kinetic response of the sample in
J mol -l We can thus see that the total heat flow is the
sum of two terms, one related to the heat capacity, and
one related to the kinetic response. A typical DSC
thermogram is shown in Figure 31-13. We can see in
the plot several processes that occur as the tempera-
ture is changed. An increase in heat flow signifies an
exothermic process, and a decrease indicates an en-
dothermic process.

Modulated DSC Instruments

Modulated DSC (MDSC) uses the same heating
and cell arrangement as the heat-flux DSC method.
In MDSC, a sinusoidal function is superimposed on
the overall temperature program to produce a micro
heating and cooling cycle as the overall temperature is
steadily increased or decreased. Using Fourier trans-
form methods, the overall signal is mathematically de-
convoluted into two parts, a reversing heat flow sigrial
and a nonreversing heat flow signal. The reversing heat
flow signal is associated with the heat capacity compo-
nent of the thermogram, and the non reversing heat
flow is related to kinetic processes. Usually, step tran-
sitions, such as the glass transition, appear only in the
reversing heat flow signal, and exothermic or endo-
thermic events may appear in either or in both signals.

A plot showing the decomposition of the total heat
flow signal into reversing and nonreversing components
is shown in Figure 31-14. Note that the transition near
60°C appears in the reversing heat flow component as-
sociated with the heat capacity part of the total heat
flow. The endothermic process near 250°C also appears
in the reversing component, and the exothermic event
near 150aC appears in the nonreversing component.

Lid

Sample pan

Chrome! disk

Chrome! wire

Reference pan

Thermoelectric
disk (constantan)

FIGURE 31-12 Heat-ftux DSC. (Courtesy of TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE.)
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FIGURE 31-13 TypicalDSC scan for a polymeric material. Note the step transition at about '.
63°C, There is an exothermic event at approximately 90°C and an endothermic event at 160°C.
Note that the thermogram represents the sum of the heat flowdue to heat capacity and kinetic
processes. (Courtesy of TAInstruments, New Castle, DE.)

FIGURE 31-14 Deconvoluted thermogram from an MDSCapparatus showing nonreversing
and reversing heat flow components. (Courtesy of TAInstruments, New Castle, DE.)

The DSC Experiment

A typical DSC experiment begins by weighing an
empty sample pan. The pans are most often made of
aluminum, although gold, stainless steel, and glass
ampoules can be used. Hermetic pans are often used. A
small portion of the sample is then transferred to the
panso as to provide a uniform layer at the bollom of the
pan. The pan is hermetically sealed and then weighed
again. When the sample and reference pans are in posi-
tion, the purge gas is applied. Some DSC units have au-
tosamplers that allow multiple sample pans placed in a
holder to be run sequentially. Helium or nitrogen is the
usual purge gas, although occasionally air or oxygen is
employed to study oxidation processes. The purge gas
helps to rid the sample of moisture and oxygen and aids
in transferring heat to the sample pan.

Modern DSC instruments are computer controlled
so that the experiment is performed automatically after
the user enters parameters such as the temperature
program and various calibration parameters.

DSC Calibration

The DSC system is usually calibrated in several ways.
Baseline calibration is performed with no pans in
place. The calibration measures the baseline slope and
offset over the temperature range of interest. The com-
puter system controlling the DSC stores these values
and subtracts baseline slope and offset from subse-
quent sample runs to minimize their effects.
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After baseline calibration is performed, heat flow
calibration is done by melting a known quantity of a
material with a well-known heat of fusion. Indium is
the most often used standard. Indium is placed in the
sample pan and scanned against an empty reference
pan. The area of the melting peak is related to the
known enthalpy of fusion by a calibration factor known
as the cell constant. This procedure also calibrates the
temperature axis from the known melting temperature
of indium. Temperature calibration should also be per-
formed over a wider temperature range, by measuring
the melting points of several well-known standards.

For heat capacity determinations with normal DSC
and MDSC systems, heat capacity ealibration is per-
formed by scanning a heat capacity standard, such as
sapphire. This calibrates the system for Cp values and
is used in separating the heat capacity component from
the total heat flow.

DSC Data Analysis

With modern DSC instruments, software is available
to aid the user in determining melting points, glass
transition temperatures, and heat capacity values. The
temperatures of step transitions and kinetic events are
usually determined as onset temperatures. The onset
temperature is defined as the temperature at which a
line tangent to the baseline intersects another line tan-
gent to the slope of the transition, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 31-15. In some cases temperatures of transitions,



such as the glass transition, are taken as the midpoint
of the transition rather than the onset.

The step in a transition, such as the glass transition,
is related to the change in heat capacity as the material
goes through the transition from one state to another.
The change in heat capacity is usually determined as
the difference between the heat capacity at the onset
and at the end of the transition. The enthalpy of melt-
ing or crystallization is determined by finding the area
of the representative endotherm or exotherm through
integration.

DSC finds many applications in characterizing materi-
als. Quantitative applications include the determina-
tion of heats of fusion and the extent of crystallization
for crystalline materials. Glass transition temperatures
and melting points are useful for qualitative classifica-
tion of materials, although thermal methods cannot be
used alone for identification. Melting points are also
very useful in establishing the purity of various prepa-
rations. Hence, thermal methods are often used in
quality control applications.

Glass Transition Temperatures

Determination of the glass transition temperature T,
is one of the most important applications of DSC. The
physical properties of a polymer undergo dramatic
changes at Tg, where the material goes from a glassy to
a rubbery state. At the glass transition, the polymer
undergoes changes in volume and expansion, heat flow
and heat capacity. The change in heat capacity is read-
ily measured by DSC.

Crystallinity and Crystallization Rate

With crystalline materials. the level of crystallinity is
an important factor for determining polymer proper-
ties. Degrees of crystallinity can be determined by
fR spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, density measure-
ments, and thermal methods. In most cases DSC is one
of the easiest methods for determining levels of crys-
tallinity. The crystallinity level is obtained by measur-
ing the enthalpy of fusion for a sample p.H.l"mpk and
comparing it to the enthalpy of fusion for the fully
crystalline material (LlH,),,,,,,,,. The fractional crys-
tallinity is then given by

Fractional crystallinity = (!lHrl""",'e/(!lH.l,mt" (31-2)

Tutorial: Learn more about differential scanning
calorimetry.

Calorimetric methods are also used to study crystal_
lization rates. Crystallization is an exothermic event
as shown in Figure 31-15. The rate of heat releas~
and thus the crystallization kinetics can be followed
by DSC.

Reaction Kinetics

Many chemical reactions, such as polymer formation
reactions, are exothermic and readily monitored by
DSC methods. Here, the determination of the rate of
heat release, dH/dl, is used to determine the extent of
reaction as a function of time. Polymerization kinetics
can be studied in both a temperature scanning and an
isothermal mode. With some polymer systems, factors
such as monomer volatility and viscosity can affect the
measured kinetics.

Microthermal analysis' combines thermal analysis with
~tomic force microscopy. It is actually a family of scan-
ning thermal microscopy techniques in which thermal
properties of a surface are measured as a function of
temperature and used to produce a thermal image.
In microthermal analysis the tip of an atomic force mi-
croscope is replaced by a thermally sensitive probe such
as a thermistor or thermocouple. The surface temper-
ature can be changed externally or by the probe act-
ing both as a heater and as a temperature-measuring
device.

A photomicrograph of a thermal probe is shown in
Figure 31-16. The most common type of thermal probe
is the resistive probe based on a Wollaston wire. This
wire has a thick coating of silver on top of a thin core
of platinum or a platinum-rhodium alloy. At the tip of
the probe, the silver is etched away to expose the bare
wire. Micromachined probes have also been devel-
oped. With these probes, almost all of the electrical re-
sistance is located at the tip. As a result, when an elec-
tric current is applied, only the tip becomes hot. The
electrical resistance of the tip is also a measure of the
temperature.

A micro thermal analysis apparatus, pictured in
Figurc 31-17, can be operated in either a constant-
temperature mode or a constant-current mode. The
constant-temperature mode is simplest and most often

5 For reviews on microthermal analysis and its applications, see H. M.
Pollock and A- Hammiche,]. Phys. D" Appl. Phys., 2001, 34, R23; C. O. ~L
Craig. V. L. Kett, C. S. Andrews, and P. G. RoyalL 1. Pharm. Sci., 2002,
91.1201

FIGURE 31-16 A microthermal analysis probe. (Reprinted from P. G. Royall, D. Q. M. Craig,
and D. B. Grandy, Thermochim. Acta, 2001, 380 (2),165-173 with permission from ElseVier.)



FIGURE 31-18 Comparison of conventional atomic force microscopy topographic image (a)
with thermal image (b) of a paracetamol pharmaceutical tablel. (Reprinted from H. M. Pollock
and A. Hammiche, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys., 2001, 34, R23. With permission.)

used. In constant-temperature mode, the electrical
power needed to keep the probe temperature constant
is obtained as the probe is rastered over the sample
surface in contact mode (see Section 21G-2). As the
probe encounters parts of the surface that differ in
thermal properties, varying amounts of heat flow from
the probe to the sample. When the probe touches a re-
gion of high thermal conductivity, it cools off, and
more power is required to keep it at a constant tem-
perature. Conversely, when it touches a region of low
thermal conductivity, less power is required. Hence,
the thermal conductivity of a sample surface can be im-

aged. Figure 31-18 compares the thermal image of a
pharmaceutical preparation to that of the conven-
tional topographic image. Various modulation tech-
niques are also employed to allow the thermal conduc-
tivity at different depths of the sample to be monitored
by varying the modulation frequency.

Although mierothermal analysis is a very new tech-
nique, commercial instruments are available. Appli-
cations to pharmaceuticals, polymers, and foods have
been reported. The technique also has applications
in the ceramics industry and in imaging biomedical
samples.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

31-1 Describe what quantity is measured and how the measurement is performed for
each of the following techniques: (a) TGA; (b) DTA; (c) DSC; (d) microthermal
analysis.

*31-2 A 0.6025-g sample was dissolved, and the ea'+ and Ba'+ ions present were pre-
cipitated as BaC204· H20 and CaC,04' H20. The oxalates were then heated in a
thermogravimetric apparatus leaving a residue that weighed 0.5713 g in the range
of 320°C to 400°C and 0.4673 g in the range of 580nC to 620°C. Calculate the per-
centage Ca and percentage Ba in the sample.

Molecular Melting
Compound Mass Point, °C

FeCI,,6H,o 270 37
FeCl,'lH,O 207 56
FeCI, 162 306

Sketch the thermogravimetric curve anticipated when a 25.0-mg sample of
FeCI" 6HzO is heated from OCCto 4000C.

31-4 Why is the low-temperature endotherm for ambient pressure in Figure 31-10
found at the same temperature as that at 13.79 bar, whereas the high-temperature
peaks for the two pressures are found at different temperatures?

31-5 It should be possible to at least partially characterize an oil shale sample using
techniques discussed in this chapter. Briefly discuss two techniques appropriate
to use for this purpose. Sketch typical thermal curves and discuss the informa-
tion that might be obtained and problems that might be anticipated.

31-6 In thermal analysis methods, why is the thermocouple for measuring sample
temperature seldom immersed directly into the sample?

31-7 List the types of physical changes that can yield exothermic and endothermic
peaks in DTA and DSC.

31-8 List the types of chemical changes that can yield exothermic and endothermic
peaks in DTA and DSC.

31.9 Why are the applications of TGA more limited than those for DSC?

31-10 Why does the glass transition for a polymer yield no exothermic or endothermic
peak?

31-11 Describe the difference between power-compensated and heat-flux DSC
instruments.

Challenge Problem

31-12 In the pharmaceutical industry, close attention must be paid to drug purity, qual-
ity, stability, and safety. Pharmaceutical compounds often have several different
structural forms with different molecular shapes. These compounds are also sus-
ceptible to thermal degradation, to the pickup and retention of water, and to
photodecomposition. One of the best methods to characterize pharmaceuticals
from raw product to finished product stage is thermal analysis. The following
questions deal with applications of thermal analysis methods to pharmaceuticals.
(a) Determining the purity of drugs is one of the most important tests done by

the pharmaceutical industry. One such test is based on a determination of
the melting point of the drug of interest by DSC and the following relation-
ship from thermodynamics:

dlnX, = !:;'H,
dT RT'

where X, is the mole fraction of the drug whose purity is being deter-
mined, t1H, is the enthalpy of fusion, R is the gas constant, and Tis

.,.



temperature. From this equation, derive the following modified van't Hoff
equation:

1 /lHf(To - T) 1
/ R--:rr- xg

where / is the fraction of sample melting at temperature T, To is the melting
point of the pure drug, and xg is the mole fraction of the impurity in the orig-
inal compound.
Hint: Assume the drug is close to pure so that In Xl can be approximated by

In Xl = In(1 - X2) = - X2

As the temperature is increased toward the true melting point To, the mole
fraction in the liquid state X, is constantly reduced according to

X2 = Xgo/f)

(b) The fraction/can be found from A/AT, where A is the area of the melting
endotherm up to temperature T and AT is the total area of the melting endo-
therm. By dividing the endotherm into partial melting areas, the fraction / can
be determined at various temperatures. Rearrange the modified van't Hoff
equation to give the melting temperature T as a function of lIf Show that a
plot of T versus 11/should be linear with an intercept of To and a ~IQpeof
-RToX2//lHf• If the heat offusion is known, X, can be determined.

(c) Look up the article by H. Staub and W. Perron, Anal. Chern., 1974,46,128.
Give some of the limitations of the DSC approach to impurity determina-
tions. Describe the "step heating" method used by the authors. How does this
differ from normal DSC?

(d) Which type of DSC, power compensated or heat flux, would be most useful in
determining purity') Why?

(e) What thermal analysis technique would be suitable for characterizing and
quantifying the moisture content in a pharmaceutical sample? Why?

(f) Describe how thermal analysis could be used to determine the degree of
hydration of a pharmaceutical compound.

(g) When heated, many pharmaceutical materials show a variety of thermal
events, including melting, transitions to glassy states, moisture loss, thermal
relaxation, and in some cases, decomposition. How could irreversible kinetic
evcnts be distinguished from reversible heat flow events?

(h) Describe how microthermal analysis might be useful in studies of pharmaceu-
tical materials. Consider problems such as polymorphic forms, impurities, and
identification of glassy states in your answer.

Radiochemical
Methods

r:;'I Throughout this.ch..apter, this.'logo indicate..·.•.s
~ an opportunity for online self-study at Wl\'M'

.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking youlo
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

Radiochemical methods are of three types. based on
the origin of the radioactivityl In aClivation analysis.
radioactivity is induced in one or more elements of the
sample by irradiation with suitable radiation or par-
ticles (most commonly, neutrons from a nuclear reac-
tor). The resulting radioactive emissions are then mea-
sured. In the second category are methods in which the
radioactivity is physically introduced into the sample
by adding a measured amount of a radioactive species
called a tracer. The most important quantitative meth-
ods based on introducing radiotracers arc isotope dilu-
tion methods, in which a weighed quantity of radioac-
tively tagged analyte having a known activity is added
to a measured amount of the sample. After thorough
mixing to assure homogeneity, a fraction of the com-
ponent of interest is isolated and purified. The activity
of the isolated fraction is then measured and used to
calculate the mass of the component of interest in the
original sample. Tracers are also used by organic and
inorganic chemists to elucidate reaction mechanisms.
The third class of methods involves measurement of
naturally occurring radioactivity in a sample. Exam-
ples of this type of method are the measurement of
radon in household air and uranium in pottery and
ceramic materials.

Except for hydrogen, which consists of a proton only,
all atomic nuclei are made up of a collection of protons
and neutrons. The chemical properties of an atom are
determined by its atomic number Z, which is the num-
ber of protons contained in its nucleus. A nuclide is
characterized by the number of protons and neutrons
in the nucleus. The sum of the number of neutrons and
protons in a nucleus is the mass number A2 Isotopes of
an element are atoms having the same atomic number
but different mass numbers. That is, the nuclei of iso-
topes of an element contain the same number of pro-
tons but different numbers of neutrons.

\For a detailed treatment of radiochemical methods, see K H. Lieser,
Nuclear and Radiochemisln', 2nd ed., Weinheim, Germany: Wiley-VCH,
2001; Handbook of Radioa'ctivity Analysis, M. F. L'Annunziata, ed., San
Diego: Academic Press, 1998: Chemical AnaLysis by l'luclear Methods, Z. B.
Alfassi. ed., Chichester, UK: Wiley. 1994; W. D. Ehmann and D. E. Vance.
Radiochemistry and Nuclear Jfethods of Analysis. N~w York: Wiley. 1991.
2The nuclear composition of the isotopes of the element X is indicated by
the symhol1X or sometimes simply as A X. where A is the number of pro-
lons plus the number of neutrons (th~ mass number), and Z j<;; the atomic
number. or the number of protons.



TABLE 32-1 Characteristics of Common
Radioactive Decay Products

Product Symbol Charge Mass Number

Alpha particle a +2 4
Beta particles

Negatron rr -I lfl840 (-0)
Positron f3+ +l lfl840 (-0)

Gamma ray 'Y 0 0
X-Ray X 0 0
Neutron n 0 1
Neutrino/ Jllv 0 0
antineutrino

Stable nuclides are those that have never been ob-
served to decay spontaneously. Radionuclides, in con-
trast, undergo spontaneous disintegration, which ulti-
mately leads to stable nuclides. The disintegration, or
radioactive decay, occurs with the emission of electro-
magnetic radiation in the form of X-rays Or gamma
rays (y rays); with the formation of electrons, posi-
trons, and the helium nucleus; or by fission, in which a
nucleus breaks up into smaller nuclei.

32A·1 Radioactive Decay Products

Table 32-1 lists the most important (from a chemist's
viewpoint) types of radiation from radioactive decay.
Four of these types - alpha particles, beta particles,
gamma-ray photons, and X-ray photons - can be de-
tected and recorded by the detcctor systems described
in Section 12B-4. Most radiochemical methods are
based on counting the electronic signals produced
when these decay particles or photons strike a radia-
tion detector.

32A-2 Decay Processes

Several types of radioactive decay processes yield the
products listed in Table 32-1.

Alpha Decay

Alpha decay is a common radioactive process encoun-
tered with heavier radionuclidcs. Those with mass
numbers less than about ISO (Z = 60) seldom yield al-
pha particles. The alpha particle is a helium nucleus
having a mass of 4 and a charge of + 2. An example of
alpha decay is shown by the equation

'~~U ~ '<lciTh+ !He or ']XU ~ "'Th + a (32-1)

Here, uranium-238 e38U) is converted to thorium-234
('
34Th), a daughter nuclide having an atomic number

that is two less than the parent.
Alpha particles from a particular decay process are

either monoenergetic or are distributed among rela-
tively few discrete energies. For example, the decay
process shown as Equation 32-1 proceeds by two dis-
tinct pathways. The first, which accounts for 77% of the
decays, produces an alpha particle with an energy of
4.196 MeV' The second pathway (23% of decays) pro-
duces an alpha particle having an energy of 4.149 Me V
and is accompanied by the release of a 0.047-MeV
gamma ray.

Alpha particles progressively lose their energy as a
result of collisions as they pass through matter, and they
are ultimately converted into helium atoms through
capture of two electrons from their surroundings. Their
relatively large mass and charge render alpha particles
highly effective in producing ion pairs within the mat-
ter through which they pass; this property facilitates
their detection and measurement. Because of ~heir high
mass and charge, alpha particles have a low penetrating
power in matter. The identity of a radionuclide that is an
alpha emitter can often be established by measuring the
length (or range) over which the emitted alpha particles
producc ion pairs within a particular medium (often
air). Alpha particles from radioactivc decay are rela-
tively ineffective for producing artificial nuclides except
in the lightest elements. Alpha particles have, however,
been used as sources in the alpha proton X-ray spec-
trometers used on the Mars Pathfinder mission and on
Mars rovers.

beta-decay process called electron capture. In this re-
action, the capture of an atomic electron by thc ~Cr
nucleus produces !lv, but this process leaves one of
the atomic orbitals (usually the Is, or K, orbital, in
which case the process is called K capture) of the vana-
dium deficient by one electron. X-ray emission results
when an electron from one of the outer orbitals ftlls the
void left by the capture process. Note that the emission
of an X-ray photon is not a nuclear process, but the
capture of an electron by the nucleus is.

Two types of fJ particles can be created by radioac-
tive decay. Negatrons (fJ') are electrons that form
when one of the neutrons in the nucleus is convert~d to
a proton. In contrast, the positron (fJ+), also with the
mass of the electron, forms when the number of pro-
tons in the nucleus is decreased by one. The positron
has a transitory existence, its ultimate fate being anni-
hilation in a reaction with an electron to yield two
0.5l1-MeV photons.

In contrast to alpha emission, beta emission is char-
acterized by production of particles with a continuous
spectrum of energies ranging from nearly zero to some
maximum that is characteristic of each dccay process.
The fJ particle is not ncarly as effective as the alpha par-
ticle in producing ion pairs in matter because of its small
mass (about 117000 that of an alpha particle). At the
same time, its penetrating power is substantially greater
than that of the alpha particle. Beta-particle energies
are frequently related to the thickness of an absorber,
ordinarily aluminum, required to stop the particle.

Gamma-ray Emission

Many alpha- and beta-emission processes leave the
nucleus in an excited state, which then decays to the
ground state in one or more quantized steps with
the release of monoenergetic gamma-ray photons. It is
important to note that gamma rays, except for their
source, are indistinguishable from X-rays of the same
energy. Thus, gamma rays are produced by nuclear
relaxations, and X-rays derive from electronic relax-
ations. The gamma-ray emission spectrum is charac-
teristic for each nuclide and is thus useful for iden-
tifying radionuclides.

Not surprisingly, gamma radiation is highly pene-
trating. When gamma rays interact with matter, they
lose energy by three mechanisms. The predominant
mode depends on thc energy of the gamma-ray pho-
ton. With low-energy gamma radiation, the photoelec-
tric effect predominates. Here, the gamma-ray photon
disappears after ejecting an electron from an atomic

Beta Decay

Any radioactive decay process in which the atomic
number Z changes but the mass numher A does not is
classified as fJ decay. Three types of fJ decay are en-
countered: negatron emission, positron emis~ion, and
electron capture. Examples of the three processes are
the following:

lic ~ 'jN + fJ' + Ii

~6Zn ~ ~~Cu+ fJ+ + v

i1Cr + 7e' ~ !~V + X-rays

Here, Ii and v represent an antineutrino and a neu-
trino, respectively. The third equation illustrates the

orbital (usually a K level electron) of the target atom.
The photon energy is totally consumed in overcoming
the binding energy of the electron and in imparting
kinetic energy to the ejected electron. With relatively
energetic gamma rays, the Compton effect is encoun-
tered. In this instance, an electron is also ejected from
an atom but acquires only a part of the photon energy.
The photon, now with diminished energy, recoils from
the electron and then goes on to further Compton or
photoelectric interactions. If the gamma-ray photon
possesses sufficiently high energy (at least 1.022 MeV),
pair production can occur. Here, the photon is totally
absorbed in creating a positron and an electron in the
field of a nucleus.

X-ray Emission

Many processes result in loss of inner-shell electrons
from an atom. X-rays arc then formed from electronic
transitions in which outer electrons fill the vacancies
created by the nuclear process. One of the processes is
electron capture, which was discussed earlier. A second
process, which can lead to X-rays, is internal conver-
sion, a type of nuclear process that is an alternative to
gamma-ray emission. In this instance, the electromag-
netic interaction between the excited nucleus and an
extranuclear electron results in the ejection of an or-
bital electron with a kinetic energy equal to the differ-
ence between the energy of the nuclear transition and
the binding energy of the electron (see Section 12A-3).
The emission of this so-called internal conversion elec-
tron leaves a vacancy in the K, L, or a higher level. The
result is X-ray emission as the vacancy is ftlled by an
electronic transition.

Radioactive decay is a completely random process.
Thus, although no prediction can be made concerning
the lifetime of an individual nucleus, the behavior of a
large ensemhle of identical nuclei can be described by
the first-order rate expression

dN
-- = AN

dt

where N represents the number of radioactive nuclei of
a particular kind in the sample at time t and A is the char-
acteristic decay constant for the radionuclide. After

'-71 Simulation: Learn more about counting and decay
lQ.J rates.



rearranging this equation and integrating over the in-
terval between t = 0 and t = t (during which the num-
ber of radioactive nuclei in the sample dccreases from
No to N), we obtain

ln~ = -At
No

The half-life tV2 of a radioactive nuclide is defined
as the time required for one half the number of ra-
dioactive atoms in a sample to undergo decay. The
half-hfe IS thus the time required for N to decrease
to No/2. Substitution of No/2 for N in Equation 32-3
leads to

In 2 0.693
tV2~A=-A-

Half-lives of radioactive species range from small frac-
tions of a second to many billions of years.

The activity A of a radionuclide is defined as its
disintegration rate. Thus, from Equation 32-2, we may
wnte

A = - dN = AN
dt

Activity is given in units of reciprocal seconds. The bec-
quere! (Bq) corresponds to one decay per second. That
is, 1 Bq = 1 S-I. An older, but still widely used, unit of
activity is the curie (Ci), which was originally defined
as the activity of 1 g of radium-226. One curie is exactly
equal to 3.7 X 1010 Bq. In analytical radiochemistrv
activities of analytes typically range from a nanocuri~
or less to a few microcuries.

In the laboratory, absolute activities are seldom
measured because detection efficiencies are seldom
100%. Instead, the counting rate R is used, where
R = cA. Substituting this relationship into Equa-
tion 32-6 yields

Here, c is a. constant called the absolute detection ef-
fiCIency, which depends on the nature of the detector
the geometric arrangement of sample and detector, and
other factors. The dccay law given by Equation 32-4 can
then be written in the form

Example 32-1 illustrates the use of the decay rate
equations.
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In an initial counting period, the counting rate for a
partleular sample was found to be 453 cpm (counts per
mmute). In a second experiment performed 420 min
later, the same sample exhibited a counting rate of
285 cpm. If it can be assumed that all counts are the re-
sult of the decay of a single radionuclidc, what is the
half-life of that radionuclide?

Equation 32-8 can be used to calculate the decay con-
stant, A,

285 cpm = 453 cpm e-A("Omio!

(
285 cpm)

In 453 cpm = -A(420 min)

A = 1.10 X 10-3 min-!

10 15
Deviation from {rue average count, (Xi - Ji)In 2 0.693

tV2 = A = 1.10 x 10 3 mini = 630 min

32A-4 Counting Statistics

As will be shown in Section 32B, radioactivity is mea-
sured by means of a detector that produces an elec-
tronic pulse, or count, each time radiation strikcs the
detector. Quantitative information about decay rates
is obtained by counting these pulses for a sp'ccified

period.' Table 32-2 shows typical dccay data obtained
by successive I-minute measurements of a radioactive
source. Because the decay process is random, consid-
erable variation among the data is observed. Thus, in
Table 32-2, the rates range from a low of 132 to a high
of 187 counts per minute (cpm).

Although radioactive decay is random, the data,
particularly for low number of counts, are not distrib-
uted according to Equation a1-14 (Appendix 1), be-
cause the decay process does not follow Gaussian be-
havior. The reason that decay data are not normally
distributed is that radioactivity consists of a series of
discrete events that cannot vary continuously as can
the indeterminate errors for which the Gaussian dis-
tribution applies. Furthermore, negative numbers of
counts are not possible. Therefore, the data cannot be
distributed symmetrically about the mean.

To describe accurately the behavior of a radioactive
source, it is necessary to assume a Poisson distribution,
which is given by the equation

Minute Counts Minute Connts

1 180 7 168
2 187 8 170
3 166 9 173
4 173 10 132
5 170 11 154
6 164 12 167

4 For a more complete discussion, see G. Friedlander, 1. W. Kennedv, E. S.
Macias, and 1. M. Miller, l\'uclear and Radiochemistry, 3rd ed .. Chap. 9.
New York: Wiley. 1981.

Total counts =0 2004.

Average counts/min = i = 167.

FIGURE 32-1 Expected frequency of deviations
from the true average count (x, - /-,) versus the
deviations. Although smooth curves are shown, the
Poisson function is defined only for integer values
shown as the circled points.

where y is the frequency of occurrence of a given
count Xi and J1 is the mean for a large set of counting
data.'

The data plotted in Figure 32-1 were obtained with
the aid of Equation 32-9. These curves show the devi-
ation (Xi - J1) from the true average value that would
be expected if WOO replicate observations were made
on the same sample. Curve A gives the distribution for
a substance for which the true average count J1 for a
selected period is 5; curves Band C correspond to
samples having true means of 15 and 35. Note that the
absolute deviations become greater with increases in
J1, but the relative deviations become smaller. Note also
the lack of symmetry about the mean for the two
smaller count numbers.

.;In the derivation of Equation 32-9, it is assumed that the counting period
is short with respect to the half-life so that no significant change in the
number of radioactive atoms occurs. Further restrictions include a detec-
tor that responds to the decay of a single radionuclide only and an invari-
ant counting geometry so that the detector responds to a constant fraction
of the decay events that occur.



Standard Deviation of Counting Data

In contrast to Equation al-14 (Appendix 1) for a
Gaussian distribution, Equation 32-9 for a Poisson dis-
tribution contains no corresponding standard devia-
tion term. It can be shown that the breadth of curves
such as those in Figure 32-1 depend only on the total
number of counts for any given period.' That is,

where M is the number of counts for any given pe-
riod and 0' M is the standard deviation for a Poisson
distribution.

The relative standard deviation O'MIM is given by

O'M = Vii!.. = _1_
M M VM

Thus, although the standard deviation increases with
the number of counts, the relative standard deviation
decreases.

The counting rate R is equal to Mil. To obtain the
standard deviation in R, we apply Equation al-29
(Appendix 1), which gives

O'k= (;~ YO'~ + (aa~YO';
Generally, time can be measured with such high pre-
cision that a? = O. The partial derivative of R with
respect to Mis 111.Thus,

2~
fIR = (2

Taking the square root of this equation and substitut-
ing Equation 32-10 gives

O'R = VM = v'Ri = f1l
I I -Vi

:;=V:=ff
Example 32-2 illustrates the usc of these equations for
counting statistics.

Calculate the absolute and relative standard deviations
in the counting rate for (a) the first entry in Table 32-2
and (b) the mean of all of the data in the table.

L
ThUS,there are 95 chances in 100 that the true rate for
R (for the average of 12 min of counting) lies bctween
160 and 174 counts/min. For the single count in part
(a), 95 out of 100 times, the truc rate will lie between
154 and 206 counts/min.

(a) Applying Equation 32-12 gives

VM v180
O'R = -1- = I min = 13.4 cpm
O'R 13.4 cpm
R = 180cpm x 100% = 7.4%

(b) For the entire set.

Figure 32-2 illustrates the relationship between to-
tal counts and tolerable levels of uncertainty as calcu-
lated from Equation 32-14. Note that the horizontal
axis is logarithmic. Thus, a decrease in the relative un-
certainty by a factor of 10 requires that the number of
counts be increased by a faetor of 100.

Background Corrections

The number of counts recorded in a radiochemical
analysis includes a contribution from sources other
than the sample. Background activity can be traced to
the presence of minute quantities of radon radionu-
c1ides in the atmosphere, to the materials used in con-
struction of the laboratory, to accidental contamination
within the laboratory, to cosmic radiation, and to the
release of radioactive materials into the Earth's at-
mosphere. To obtain an accurate determination, then,
it is necessary to correct the measured counting rate
for background contributions. The counting period
required to establish the background correction fre-
quently differs from the counting period for the sample.
As a result, it is more convenient to employ counting
rates as shown in Equation 32-15.

V2OO4
O'R =u- = 3.73 cpm = 3.7 cpm

O'R 3.73R = 167 x 100% = 2.2%

Confidence Interval for Counts

In Section alB-2 (Appendix 1), the confidence interval
for a measurement is defincd as the limits around a
measured quantity within which the true mean can be
expected to fall with a stated probability. When the
measured standard deviation is believed to 'be a good
approximation of the true standard deviation (s --> 0'),
the confidence interval CI is given by Equation a1-20:

CI for JL = x :t ZO'

For counting rates, this equation takes the form

CI for R = R :t ZO'R (32-14)

where z depends on the desired level of confidence.
Some values for z are given in Table al-3. Example 32-3
illustratcs the ealculation of confidence intervals.

Calculate the 95% confidence interval for (a) the first
entry in Table 32-2 and (b) the mean of all the data in
the table.

(a) In Example 32-2, we found that O'R = 13.4 cpm.
Table al-3 (Appendix 3) reveals that z = 1.96 at
the 95% confidence level. Thus, for R

95% CI = 180 cpm :t (1.96 x 13.4 cpm)
= 180 :t 26 cpm

(b) In this instance O'R was found to be 3.73 cpm and

95% CI for R = 167 cpm :t (1.96 x 3.73 cpm)
= 167 :t 7 cpm

where R, is the corrected counting rate and Rx and Rb

are the rates for the sample and the background, re-
spectively. The standard deviation of the corrected
counting rate can be obtained by application of Equa-
tion (1) in Table al-6 (Appendix 1). Thus,

Substituting Equation 32-12 into this equation
leads to

A sample yielded 1800 counts in a lO-min period.
Background was found to be 80 counts in 4 min. Cal-
culate the absolute uncertainty in the corrected count-
ing rate at the 95% confidence level.

Solution

1800
Rx = 10= 180cpm

80
Rb ="4 = 20cpm

180 80
O'R, = 10 +"4 = 6.2cpm



CL for R, = (180 - 20) :!: 1.96 x 6.2
= 160:!: 12cpm

Here, the chances are 95 in 1()()that the true count lies
between 148 and 172 cpm.

Note that the inclusion of background contribu-
tions invariably leads to an increase in the reported un-
certalllty of the determination.

Radiation from radioactive sources can be detected and
measured in essentially the same way as X-radiation
(Sections 12B-4 and 12B-5). Gas-filled chambers scin-
tillation counters, and semiconductor detecto:s are
all sensitive to alpha and beta particles and to gamma
rays because absorption of these particles produces
101llzallon or photoelectrons, which can in turn pro-
duce thousands of ion pairs. A detectable electrical
pulse is thus produced for each particle reaching the
transducer.

32B-1 Measurement of Alpha Particles

To minimize self-absorption, alpha-emitting samples
are generally counted as thin deposits prepared by elec-
trodeposillon or by vaporization. Often, these deposits
are then sealed with thin layers of material and counted
III wllldowiess gas-flow proportional counters or ioniza-
tlOn chambers. Alternatively, they are placed immedi-
ately adjacent to a solid-state detector, often in a vac-
uum for counting. Liquid scintillation counting (see
next secllon) IS becoming increasingly important for
counting alpha emitters because of the ease of sample
preparation and the higher sensitivity for alpha-particle
detecllon.

Because alpha-particle spectra consist of character-
istic, discrete energy peaks, they are quite useful for
identification. Pulse-height analyzers (Section 12B-5)
permIt the recording of alpha-particle spectra.
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FIGURE 32-4 Gamma-ray spectrum of a soil sample taken with a high-purity germanium
detector. (Adapted from Nuclear Physics Laboratory, Universityof Cyprus, with permission.)
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32B-2 Measurement of Beta Particlea

For beta sources having energies greatcr'tlian about
0.2 MeV, a uniform layer of the sample is ordinarily
counted with a thin-windowed Geiger or proportional tube counter. For low-energy beta emitters, such as

carbon-14, sulfur-35, and tritium, liquid scintillation
counters (page 315) are preferable. Here, the sample is
dissolved in a solution of the scintillating compound. A
vial containing the solution is then placed between two
photomultiplier tubcs housed in a light-tight compart-
ment. The output from the two tubes is fed into a co-
incidence counter, an electronic device that records a
count only when pulses from the two transducers ar-
rive at the same time. The coincidence counter reduces
background noise from the detectors and amplifiers
because of the low probability that such noise will af-
fect both systems simultaneously. Liquid scintillation
counting accounts for the majority of l3-particle deter-
minations because of the widespread use of this tech-
nique in clinical laboratories. Because beta spectra are
ordinarily continuous, pulse-height analysis is not as
useful as with alpha particles.

FIGURE.32-3 Schematic of a gamma-ray spectrometer with a high-purity germanium detec-
tor: (1)hlgh-punty germanium detector with lead shield, (2)Dewar flask with cryostat and
preamplifier,(3)computer Withplug-in analog-to-digital converter and multichannel analyzer
software, (4)detector bias supply, (5)amplifier,(6)oscilloscope. (Adapted from Nuclear
PhySICSLaboratory, Universityof Cyprus, with permission.)

Gamma radiation is detected and measured by the
methods described in Sections 128-4 and 128-5 for
X-radiation. Interference from alpha and beta radia-
tion is easily avoided by filtering the radiation with a
thin piece of aluminum or plastic.

Gamma-ray spectrometers 7 are similar to the pulse-
height analyzers described in Section 12B-5. A typical
arrangement is shown in Figure 32-3. Figure 32-4
shows a gamma-ray spectrum of a soil sample obtained
with a high-resolution spectrometer capable of meas-
uring gamma rays in the range of 50 to 3000 ke V.Here,
the characteristic peaks for the various elements are
superimposed on a continuum that arises primarily
from the Compton effect.

Figure 32-5 is a schematic of a well-type scintillation
counter that is used for gamma-ray counting. Here, the
sample is contained in a small vial and placed in a cy-
lindrical hole, or well, in the scintillating crystal of the
counter.

Gamma-ray spectrometers have been successfully
used in the exploration of the lunar and Martian sur-
faces, and a gamma-ray spectrometer was a significant
component of the Mars Surveyor mission. Its goals
were to quantitatively determine elemental abun-
dances on the Martian surface, to map the distribution
of water, to study the seasonal polar caps, and to in-
vestigate the nature of cosmic gamma-ray bursts.

'See G. Gilmore and 1. D. Hemingv.'dY. Practical Gamma-Ray Spectrome-
" .•..New York: Wiley, 1995.



Counter
housing

FIGURE 32-5 A well-type scintillation counter with a
Nal(Tl)crystal.

ActiValion methods are based on the measurement
of the radioactivity or radiation produced in samples
when they are irradiated with neutrons or charged
particles, such as hydrogen, deuterium, or helium
ions.' An overview of the most common type of neu-
tron activation is shown in Figure 32-6. Here, a neu-
tron is captured by the target nucleus to form an ex-
cited compound nucleus. The compound nucleus
de-excites almost instantaneously by emission of one
or more characteristic prompt gamma rays. In many
cases a new radioactive nucleus is formed, which
can undergo rr decay to an exited product nucleus
with the emission of another characteristic delayed
gamma ray.

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) can be accom-
plished by measurement of the prompt gamma rays
during irradiation or by measurement of the delayed

g Additional information on activation methods may be found in Handbook
of Prompt Gamma Activation Anafrsis with ,Veutron Beams G. Molnar
ed., Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluw~r Acade~ic Publishers: 2004; Z. H:
Alfassi and C. Chung, Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analrsis, Boca
Raton. FL eRC Press, 1995; S. 1. Parry, Activalion Spectrometry in Chemi-
calAnalysis. New York: Wiley. 1991; AClh'GtionAnalrsis, Vols.1 and2,Z. B
Alfassi. ed., Boca Raton. FL: eRC Press, 1989. -

gamma rays. Mcasuremcnt of the delayed gamma-ray
emISSIOn IS more common. RadlOaCtlVe ..JJIIii ~
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Three sources of neutrons are employed in neutron ac-
tivation methods, reactors, radionuclides, and accelera-
tors. All three produce highly energetic neutrons (in the
mega-electron-volts range), which are usually passed
through a moderating material that reduces their ener-
gies to a few hundredths of an electron volt. Energy loss
to the moderator occurs by elastic scattering, in which
neutrons bounce off nuclei in the moderator mate-
rial, transferring part of their kinetic energy to each nu-
cleus they strike. Ultimately, the nuclei come to thermal
equilibrium with their surroundings. Neutrons having
these temperatures (energies of about 0.04 eV) are
called slow or thermal neutrons, and the process of
moderating high-energy neutrons to thermal condi-
tions is called thermalization. The most efficient mod-
erators are hydrogen-containing substanc,?s:. such as
water, deuterium oxide, and paraffin. '

Most activation methods are based on thermal neu-
trons, which react efficiently with most elements of an-
alytical interest. For lighter elements, such as nitrogen,
oxygen, fluorine, and silicon, fast neutrons having en-
ergies of about 14 MeV are more efficient for inducing
radioactivity. Such high-energy neutrons are com-
monly produced at particle accelerators.

Delayed gamma ray

FIGURE 32-6 Overview of the neutron activation process. The incident neutron is captured by
the target nucleus to produce an excited compound nucleus, which de~excites with emission
of a prompt gamma ray. The radioactive nucleus formed decays by emitting a beta particle. If
an excited product nucleus is formed, a delayed gamma ray can be emitted. Ifdecay IS directly
to the ground state of the product nucleus, no gamma ray is emitted.

Reactors

Nuclear reactors can produce significant fluxes of neu-
trons and are widely used for activation analyses. A typ-
ical research reactor will have a thermal neutron flux
of 10 II to 10 14 n cm -2S -I (n is the number of neutrons).
These high neutron flux densities lead to detection lim-
its that for many elements range from 10-3 to 10 Ilg.

cal generator consists of an ion source that delivers
deuterium ions to an area where they are accelerated
by a potential difference of a few hundred kV to a tar-
get containing tritium adsorbed on titanium or zirco-
nium. The reaction is

;H + jH --> jHe + bn
The higher-energy neutrons produced in this way are
particularly useful for activating the lighter elements.

252), which has a half-life of 2.6 years. About 3% of its
decay occurs by spontaneous fission, which yields 3.8
neutrons per fission. Thermal neutron flux densities of
about 107 n cm-2 S-l or higher are obtainable from this
type of source.

Neutrons can also be produced by preparing an
intimate mixture of an alpha emitter such as pluto-
nium, americium, or curium with a light element such
as beryllium. A commonly used source of this kind is
based on the reaction

~Be + jHe --> llc + bn + 5.7MeV

To produce thermal neutrons, paraffin is typically em-
ployed as a moderator. The basic characteristics of neutrons are given in

Table 32-1. Free neutrons are not stable, and they de-
cay with a half-life of about 10.2 min to give protons
and electrons. Free neutrons do not, however, gen-
erally exist long enough to disintegrate in this way

Radioactive Neutron Sources

Radionuclides are convenient and relatively inex-
pensive sources of neutrons for activation analyses.
Their neutron flux densities range from perhaps 105 to
1010 n cm-'s-I Because of the lower fluxes, detection
limits are generally not as good as those in which a re-
actor serves as a source.

One common radioactive source of neutrons is a
transuranium element that undergoes spontaneous
fission to yield neutrons. The most common example
of this type of source consists of 252Cf(californium-

Accelerators

Benchtop charged particle accelerators are commer-
cially available for the generation of neutrons. A typi"



because of their great tendency to react with ambient
material. The high reactivity of neutrons arises from
their lack of charge, which permits them to approach
charged nuclei without interference from coulombic
forces.

Neutron capture is the most important reaction for
activation methods, Here, a neutron is captured by the
analyte nucleus to give an isotope with the same
atomic number, but with a mass number that is greater
by 1. The new nuclide is in a highly excited state be-
cause it has acquired several Me V of energy by bind-
ing the neutron. This excess energy is released by
prompt gamma-ray emission or emission of one or
more nuclear particles, such as protons or alpha par-
ticles. An example of a reaction that produces prompt
gamma rays is

HNa + 6n -+ iiNa + y

Usually, equations of this type are written in the ab-
breviated form

ijNa(n, y)iiNa

The prompt gamma rays formed by capture reactions
are of analytical interest in some cases, but the ra-
dionuclide produced (24Na) and its decay radiations
are more often used in NAA.

When exposed to neutrons, the rate of formation of ra-
dioactive nuclei from a single isotope is given by

dN*
----;;t=Ncf>(J'

where dN*ldt is the reaction rate (S'I), N is the num-
ber of stable target atoms, cf> is the average flux density
(n cm -I S·I), and (J' is the capture cross section (cm').
The capture cross section is a measure of the probabil-
ity of the nuclei reacting with a neutron at the neutron
energy employed, Tables of reaction cross sections for
thermal neutrons list values for (J' in barns b, where
I b = 10.24 cm'.

Once formed, the radioactive nuclei decay at a rate
-dN*ldt given by Equation 32-2, That is,

dN*
- -- = AN*

dt

Thus, during irradiation with a uniform flux of neu-
trons, the net rate of formation of active particles is

dN*
----;;t= Ncf>(J'- AN*

Integrating this equation from time 0 to t, gives

Ncf>(J'
N* = -A-[I - exp(-At)]

If we substitute Equation 32-5 into the exponential
term, we obtain

N* = Ncf>(J'[l _ exp(- 0.693t)]
A tll2

The last equation can be rearranged to give the prod-
uct AN*, which is the activity A (see Equation 32-6),
Thus,

A = AN* = Ncf>(J'[I - exp( - 0,~:3t) ] "': Ncf>(J'S

(32'17)

where S is the saturation factor, which is equal to 1
minus the exponential term,

Equation 32-17 can be written in terms of exper-
imental rate measurements by substituting Equa-
tion 32-7 to give

FIGURE 32-7 The effect of neutron fluxdensity and time
on the activity induced in a sample,

mass of analyte is directly proportional to the count-
ing rate, If we use the subscripts x and s to represent
sample and standard, respectively, we can write

R = cNcf>(J'[ I - exp( - 0,~:3t) ] = Ncf>(J'cS

Figure 32-7 is a plot of this relationship at three
levels of neutron flux density, The abscissa is the ratio
of the irradiation time to the half-life of the isotope
(tltll2). In each case, the counting rate approaches a
constant value where the rates of formation and disin-
tegration of the radionuclide approach one another.
Clearly, irradiation for periods beyond four or five
half-lives for an isotope will result in little improve-
ment in sensitivity.

In many analyses, irradiation of the samples and
standards is carried out for a long enough period to
reach saturation so that S approaches unity. Under this
circumstance, all of the terms except N on the right
side of Equation 32-18 are constant, and the number of
analyte radionuclides is directly proportional to the
counting rate, If the parent, or target, nuclide is natu-
rally occurring, the mass of the analyte m can be ob-
tained from N by multiplying it by Avogadro's number,
the natural abundance of the analyte nuclide, and the
atomic mass. Because all of these are constants, the

(32-19)

(32-20)

where k is a proportionality constant. Dividing one
equation by the other and rearranging leads to the ba-
sic equation for computing the mass of analyte in an
unknown:

Simultaneous
irradiation of
samples and

standards

Cooling
period

32C-4 Experimental Considerations
in Activation Methods

Figure 32-8 is a block diagram showing the flow of
sample and standards in the two most common types
of activation mcthods, destructive and nondestructive,
In both procedures the sample and one or more stan-
dards are irradiated simultaneously with neutrons (or
other types of radiation), The samples may be solids,
liquids, or gases, although the first two are more com-
mon. The standards should physically and chemically
approximate the sample as closely as possible. Gener-
ally, the samples and standards are contained in small
polyethylene vials; heat-scaled quartz vials are also
used on occasion. Care must be taken to ensure that
the samples and standards are exposed to the same
neutron flux. The time of irradiation depends on a va-
riety of factors and often is determined empirically.
Frequently, an exposure time of roughly three to five
times the half-life of the analyte product is used (see
Figure 32-7). Irradiation times generally vary from a
few minutes to several hours.

After irradiation is terminated, the samples and
standards are often allowed to decay (or "cool") for a
period that again varies from a few minutes to several
hours or more, During cooling, short-lived interfer-
ences decay so that they do not affect the outcome of
the analysis. Another reason for allowing an irradiated
sample to cool is to reduce the health hazard associ-
ated with higher levels of radioactivity.

Nondestructive Methods

As shown in Figure 32-8, in the nondestructive
method the sample and standards are counted directly
after cooling. Here, the ability of a gamma-ray spec-

Data
processing

and
display



trometer to discriminate among the radiations of dif-
ferent energies provides selectivity. Equation 32-21 is
then used to calculate the amount of analyte in the
unknown as shown in Example 32-5.

Two 5.oo-mL aliquots of river water were taken for
NAA. Exactly 1.00 mL of a standard solution contain-
ing 1.00 Ilg of Al J+ was added to one aliquot, and
1.00 mL of deionized water was introduced into the
other. The two samples were then irradiated simulta-
neously in a homogeneous neutron flux. After a brief
cooling period, the gamma radiation from the decay of
28 Al was counted for each sample. The solution diluted
with water gave a counting rate of 2315 cpm, whereas
the solution containing the added Al J+ gave 4197 cpm.
Calculate the mass of Al in the 5.00-mL sample.

Here, we are dealing with a simple standard-addition
problem that can be solved by substituting into Equa-
tions 32-19 and 32-20. Thus,

2315 = kmx

4197 = k(mx + m,) = k(mx + 1.00)

Solving these two equations leads to

mx = 1.231lg

Success of the nondestructive method requires that
the spectrometer be able to isolate the gamma-ray sig-
nal produced by the analyte from signals arising from
the other components. Whether adequate resolution is
possible depends on the complexity of the sample, the
presence or absence of elements that produce gamma
rays of about the same energy as that of the element of
interest, and the resolving power of the spectrometer.
Improvements in resolving power, which have been
made in the past several decades because of the devel-
opment of high-purity germanium detectors (Sec-
tion 12B-4), have greatly broadened the scope of the
nondestructive method. The great advantage of the
nondestructive approach is its simplicity in terms of
sample handling and the minimal time required to
complete an analysis. In fact, modern activation analy-
sis equipment is largely automated. The nondestruc-
tive purely instrumental technique is often termed
instrumental neutron activation analysis, or INAA.

Destructive Methods

As shown in the lower pathway in Figure 32-8, a de-
structive method requires that the analyte be sepa-
rated from the other components of the sample prior
to counting. If a chemical separation method is used,
this technique is called radiochemical neutron activa-
tion. In this case a known amount of the irradiated
sample is dissolved and the analyte separated by pre-
cipitation, extraction, ion exchange, or chromatogra-
phy. The isolated material or a known fraction thereof
is then counted for its gamma - or beta - activity. As
in the nondestructive method, standards may be irra-
diated simultaneously and treated in an identical way.
Equation 32-21 is then used to calculate the results of
the analysis.
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Neutron activation methods offer several advantages,
including high sensitivity, minimal sample preparation,
and ease of calibration. Often, these proc~dures are
nondestructive and for this reason are applied to the
analysis of art objects, coins, forensic samples, and ar-
chaeo~ogical specimens. The major disadvantages of
activation methods are their need for large and expen-
sive equipment and special facilities for handling and
disposing of radioactive materials. Another shortcom-
ing is the long time required to complete analyses
when long-lived radionuclides are used.
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Scope

Figure 32-9 illustrates that neutron activation is po-
tentially applicable to the determination of sixty-nine
elements. In addition, four of the inert gases form ra-
dionuclides with thermal neutrons and thus can also
be determined. Finally, three additional elements-
oxygen, nitrogen, and yttrium - can be activated with
fast neutrons. A list of types of materials to which the
method has been applied is impressive and includes
metals, alloys, archaeological objects, semiconductors,
biological specimens, rocks, minerals, and water. Ac-
ceptance of evidence developed from activation analy-
sis by courts of law has led to its widespread use in
forensic chemistry. Here, the high sensitivities and non-
destructive aspect of the method are particularly useful.
Most applications have involved the determination of
traces of various elements.lO
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Accuracy

The principal errors in activation analvses arise from
self-shielding, unequal neutron flux at the sample and
standard, counting uncertainties, and errors in count-
ing due to scattering, absorption, and differences in
geometry between sample and standard. The errors
from these causes can usually be reduced to less than
10% relative. Frequently, uncertainties in the range of
1% to 3% are obtainable.

Sensitivity

The most important characteristic of the neutron acti-
vation method is its remarkable sensitivity for many
elements. Note in Figure 32-9, for example, that as lit-
tle as 10-5 J-lgof several elements can be detected. Note
also the wide variations in sensitivities among the ele-
ments; thus, detection requires about 50 J-lgof iron, but
only 10-6 J-lgfor europium.

The efficiency of chemical recovery, if required.
may limit the sensitivity of an activation analysis. Other
factors include the sensitivity of the detection equip-
ment for the emitted radiation, the extent to which ac-
tivity in the sample decays between irradiation and
assay, the time available for counting, and the magni-
tude of the background counting rate with respect to
that for the sample. A high rate of dccay is desirable
from the standpoint of minimizing the duration of the
counting period. With high decay rates, however, comes
the need to establish accurately the time between stop-
ping the irradiation and starting thc counting proccss.
A further potential complication is associated with the
dead time of the counting system, during which the
counter is impervious to events. If counting rates are
too rapid, events may be missed. Here. a correction
must be introduced to account for the difference be-
tween elapsed (clock) and live (real) counting times.

Isotope dilution methods, which predate activation
procedures, have been and still are extensively applied
to problems in all branches of chemistry. These meth-
ods are among the most selective available to chemists.
Both stable and radioactive nuclides are employed in
the isotope dilution technique. Radioactivc nuclides
are the more convenient, however, because of the ease
with which the concentration of the isotope can be de-

fdl Tutorial: Learn more about radiochemical
~ methods.

termined. We limit the discussion here to methods em-
ploying radioactive species.

ground. After this labeled compound was thoroughly
mixed with the sample, the mixture was passed through
an ion-exchange column. The fraction of effluent con-
taining only tryptophan was collected, and from it
an 18.0mg sample of pure tryptophan was isolated. The
isolated sample had a counting rate of 204 cpm in
the same counter. What was the weight of tryptophan in
the original sample?

320-1 Principles of the
Isotope Dilution Procedure

Isotope dilution methods require the preparation of a
quantity of the analyte in a radioactive form. A known
mass of this isotopically labeled species is then mixed
with the sample. After treatment to assure homogene-
Ity between the active and nonactive species, a part of
the analyte is isolated chcmically in the form of a
purified compound. By counting a known mass of this
product, the extent of dilution of the active material
can be calculated and related to the amount of nonac-
tive substance in the original sample. Note that quanti-
tative recovery of the species is not required. Thus, in
contrast to the typical analytical separation, steps can
be employed to assure a highly pure product on Which
to base the analysis. It is this independence from the
need for quantitative isolation that leads to the high
selectivity of the isotope dilution method. ,

In developing an equation that relates the activity of
the isolated and purified mixture of analyte and tracer
to the original amount of the analyte, let us assume that
a mass m, of the tracer having a counting rate of R, is
added to a sample containing a mass m,of inactive ana-
lyte. The counting rate for the resulting mx + m, grams
of the mixture will be the same as that of the m,grams of
the tracer, or R,. If now mm grams of the isolated and
purified mixture of the active and inactive species are
counted, the counting rate Rm will be mm/(m, + m,) of
R, because of dilution. Therefore we can write

Solution

Substituting into Equation 32-23, we find

(
584Cpm )m = --- X l8.0mg - 1.00mg = 50.5mg

x 204cpm

320-2 Application of the
Isotope Dilution Method

The isotope dilution technique has been employed for
the determination of about thirty elements in a variety
of matrix materials. Isotopic dilution procedures have
also been most widely used for the determination of
compounds of interest in organic chemistry and bio-
chemistry. Thus, methods have been developed for the
determination of such diverse substances as vitamin D,
vitamin B12, sucrose, insulin, penicillin, various amino
acids, corticosterone, various alcohols. and thyroxine.
Isotope dilution analysis has experienced less wide-
spread application since the advent of activation meth-
ods. Continued use of the procedure can be expected,
however, because of the relative simplicity of the equip-
ment rcquired. In addition, isotope dilution is often
applicable where activation analysis is not.

R =R(-~)
m I mx + ml

An example of a technique that incorporates the iso-
tope dilution principle with antibody-antigen reactions
is radioimmunoassay (RIA); the development of this
technique brought Rosalyn Yalow the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1977. Here, a mixture is pre-
pared of a radioactive antigen (usually containing
l2Slor L11l) and antibodies specific for that antigen.
Known amounts of unlabeled antigen are then added,
which compete for antibody binding sites. As the con-
centration of unlabeled antigen increases, more ra-
dioactive antigen is displaced from the antibodies, and
the ratio of free to bound antigen increases. To deter-
mine this ratio, the free antigen and antibody-bound
antigen are separated and the gamma emission from
125 lor I3lI is measured. A standard binding curve is pre-
pared from the known amounts of antigen added. The
unknown samples are then put through the same proce-
dure, and the ratio of free to antibody-bound antigen is
determined. The amount of unlabeled antigen in the
samples is then found from the binding curve.

It is of interest that the dilution principle has also
had other, nonradioactive applications. One eXilmple
is its use in the estimation of the size of salmon spawn-
ing runs in Alaskan coastal streams. Here, a small frac-
tion of the salmon are trapped, mechanically tagged,
and returned to the river. A second trapping then takes
place perhaps 10 miles upstream, and the fraction of
tagged salmon is determined. The total salmon popu-
lation is readily calculated from this information and
from the number originally tagged. The assumption
must, of course, be made that the fish population be-
comes homogenized during its travel between trapping
stations.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

Identify X in each of the following nuclear reactions:
(a) ~Zn + bn -> ~gNi + X
(b) !~p -> !~Si + X
(c) 'lipb -> 'liBi + X
(d) '~lu+ <'In -> 4(An) + j5Zn + X
(e) 'riTe + ;H -> 'i]1 + X
(f) ~Cu + x -> tjNi

Potassium-42 is a f3 emitter with a half-life of 12.36 h. Calculate the fraction of this
radionuclide remaining in a sample after 1, 10. 20, 30,40.50,60,70, and 100 h. Plot..

Thus, the mass of the species originally present is
obtained from the four measured quantities on the
right-hand side of Equation 32-23 as illustrated in
Example 32-6.

To a sample of a protein hydrolysate, an analyst added
1.00 mg of tryptophan, which was labeled with ,~cand
exhibited a counting rate of 584 cpm above back-



*32-4 A PbSO, sample contains 1 microcurie of Pb-200 (cliZ = 21.5 h). What storage
period is needed to assure that its activity is less than 0.01 microcucie"

*32-5 Estimate the standard deviation and the relative standard deviation associated
with counts of (a) 100, (b) 750, (c) 7.00 X 103. (d) 2.00 X 10'.

*32-6 Estimate the absolute and relative uncertainty associated with a measurement
involving 800 counts at the
(a) 90% confidence level.
(b) 95% confidence level.
(c) 99% confidence level.

*32-7 For a particular radioactive sample, the total counting rate (sample plus back-
ground) was 450 cpm, and this value was obtained over a 15.0-min counting
period. The background was counted for 2.0 min and gave 7 cpm. Estimate
(a) the corrected counting rate Roo
(b) the standard deviation associated with the corrected counting rate IT;.
(c) the 95% confidence interval associated with the corrected counting r~te.

*32-8 The background counting rate of a laboratory was found to be approximately
9 cpm when measured over a 3-min period. The goal is to keep the relative stan-
dard deviation of the corrected counting rate at less than 5% (ITRlR, < 0.05).
What total number of counts should be collected if the total coun'ting rate is
(a) 70 cpm and (b) 400 cpm?

*32-9 A sample of "'Cu exhibits 3250 cpm. After 10.0 h, the same sample gave
2230 cpm. Calculate the half-life of "'Cu.

*32-10 One half of the total activity in a particular sample is due to 38et (cll2 = 87.2 min).
The other half of the activity is due to "S (e1l2 = 37.5 days). The beta emission of
"s must be measured because this nuclide emits no gamma photons. Therefore, it
is desirable to wait until the activity of the 38et has decreased to a negligible level.
How much time must elapse before the activity of the 38CIhas decreased to only
0.1 % of the remaining activity because of "S"

32-11 Prove that the relative standard deviation of the counting rate ITR/R is simply
M-lI2

, where M is the number of counts.

equilibration, 0.406 mg of pure crystalline penicillin was isolated. This material
had a net activity of 343 cpm. Calculate the mass in milligrams of penicillin in
the sample.

*32-15 In an isotope dilution experiment, chloride was determincd by adding 5.0 mg of
sodium chloride containing 38et (e1l2 = 37.3 min) to a sample. The specific activ-
ity of the added NaCl was 4.0 X 10' cps/mg. What was the total amount of chlo-
ride present in the original sample if 400 mg of pure AgCI was isolated and if this
material had a counting rate of 35 cps above background 148 min after the addi-
tion of the radiotracer?

32-16 A 1O.0-gsample of protein was hydrolyzed. A 3.0-mg portion of I'C-labeled
threonine, with specific activity of 1000 cpm/mg, was added to the hydrolysate.
After mixing, 11.5 mg of pure threonine was isolated and found to have a specific
activity of 20 cpm/mg.
(a) What percentage of this protein is threonine?
(b) Had llC (e1l2 = 20.3 min) been used instead of I'C, how would the answer

change?
Assume all numerical values are the same as in part (a) and that the elapsed
time between' the two specific activity measurements was 32 min.

*32-17 The streptomycin in 500 g of a broth was determined by addition of 1.34 mg of
the pure antibiotic containing 14c. The specific activity of this preparation was
found to be 223 cpm/mg for a 30-min count. From the mixture, 0.Il2 mg of
purified streptomycin was isolated, which produced 654 counts in 60.0 min.
Calculate the concentration in parts per million streptomycin in the sample.

32-18 Show, via a calculation, that the average kinetic energy of a population of ther-
mal neutrons is approximately 0.04 eV.

32-19 Naturally occurring manganese is 100% "Mn. This nuclide has a thermal neu-
tron capture cross section of 13.3 X 10-24 cm'. The product of neutron capture
is 56Mn,which is a beta and gamma emitter with a 2.50-h half-life. When Fig-
ure 32-9 was produced, it was assumed that the sample was irradiated for 1 h at
a neutron flux of 1.8 X 1012 neutrons/(cm2 s) and that 10 cpm above background
could be detected.
(a) Calculate the minimum mass of manganese that could be detected.
(b) Suggest why the calculated value is lower than the tabulated value.

the fraction remaining versus time. Determine the time required for the fraction
to fall to 1%.

~ 32-3 Calculate the fraction of each of the following radionuclides that remains after
1 day, 2 days, 3 days, and 4 days (half-lives are given in parentheses): iron-59
(44.51 days), titanium-45 (3.078 h), calcium-47 (4.536 days), and phosphorus-33
(25.3 days).

32-U Under what conditions can the second term in Equation 32-23 be ignored?

*32-13 A 2.00-mL solution containing 0.120 microcurie per milliliter of tritium was in-
jected into the bloodstream of a dog. After allowing time for homogenization,
a 1.00-mL sample of the blood was found to have a counting rate of 15.8 counts
per sccond (cps). Calculate the blood volume of the animal.

*32-14 The penicillin in a mixture was determined by adding 0.981 mg of the
I'C-Iabeled compound having a specific activity of 5.42 X 10' cpm/mg. After

Challenge Problem

32-20 (a) By referring to a reference on NAA or by using an Internet search engine
to find the information, describe in some detail the instrumental and radIO-
chemical differences between prompt gamma-ray neutron activation and
delayed gamma-ray neutron activation.

(b) What are the types of elements for which prompt gamma-ray activation
analysis is most applicable?

(c) Why is delayed gamma-ray emission most often used in NAA?
(d) Why is NAA considered to bc a very selective and sensitive method?
(e) A crvstal of potassium fluoride is to be studied via NAA. The following

tabl~ summarizes the behavior of all naturally occurring isotopes in the
crystal.



19F,2oNe. 39K. "K, and 42Caare stable, and we will assume that 40Kis also
stable because it has a half-life of 1.3 x 109 years. What sort of irradiation
and detection sequcnce would you use if you wanted to base your analysis
on fluorine?
What sort of irradiation and detection sequence would you use if you
wanted to base the analysis on potassium?
Refer to part (e) and calculate the activity due to 2°F and 42Kin a 58-mg
(l.O-millimole) sample of pure potassium fluoride that has been irradiated
for 60 s. The thermal neutron cross sections for "F and 41K are 0.0090 X
10-24cm 2and 1.1 X 10-24cm 2,respectively. Assume a flux density of 1.0 x
1013 neutrons cm-' S-I.

Find a method in the literature that describes the use of NAA for determin-
ing selenium in freshwater ecosystems. Describe the method in detail. In-
clude the neutron source, the irradiation time, and the calculations used.
Give the advantages and disadvantages of the method over other inltlytieal
techniques.
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.. enis in ana.lyti-cal chemistry during the lGdtfew decades
ha.~ been the appearance of co,w"ercial

automated analytical systems, Which provide ana -
l)'tical and control information with a minimum of
operator intervention.~utomatedsy-stemsfirst ap-

peared in clinicallabo[atories, .where thirty '!rmore

species areroutinel.y4itermine4for diagfl9stic and
screening pwposes. LaI;JOratorymutomation soon
spread to industrial process cOf1tr'01and laterto

pharmaceutical, environmental,jorensic, 15.0vern-
mental, and university research laboratories. To-
da)', man)' routine determinations as well as man)'
of the most demanding anal)'ses are made with to-

tally or partial!;y automated s)'stems.

rYl Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
lQ.J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

There are many definitions of automation, but the
practical meaning is the performance of operations
without human intervention. In the context of analyti-
cal chemistry, automation may involve operations like
the preparation of samples, the measurement of re-
sponses, and the calculation of resultsl Figure 33-1 il-
lustrates the common steps in a typical chemical analy-
sis and the automation methods used. In some cases,
one or more of the steps shown on the left of the figure
can be omitted. For example, if the sample is already a
liquid, the dissolution step can be omitted. Likewise,
if the method is highly selective, the separation step
may be unnecessary. The steps listed in Figure 33-1 are
sometimes called unit operations.

We discuss in this chapter analyzers that are highly
automated, such as flow injection and discrete analyz-
ers. In addition, laboratory robotic systems that are
becoming more and more commonplace for sample
handling and preparation are also described. The lat-
est advances in automation involve the development of
microfluidic systems, which are sometimes called lab-
on-a-chip or micro total analysis systems. These recent
developments are also described here. It is important
to note that the same principles of automatic analysis
discussed here also apply to process control systems,
which analyze the current state of a process and then
use feedback to alter experimental variables in such a
way that the current state and the desired state are
nearly identical.

33A-1 Advantages and Disadvantages
of Automated Analyses

Automated instruments can offer a major economic
advantage because of their savings in labor costs. This
advantage is realized when the volume of work is large
enough to offset the original capital investment. For
clinical and testing laboratories, in which large num-
bers of routine analyses are performed daily, the sav-
ings achieved by automation can be very large.

A second major advantage of automated instru-
ments is that the number of determinations per day
(throughput) can be much higher than with manual

1 For monographs on laboratory automation. see Laboratory Automation
in (he Chemical Industries, D. G. Cork and T. Sugawara, eds., New York
Dekker, 2002; Auwmarion in the Laborawry. 'W:. 1. Hurst. ed .. :'-JewYork:
Wiley, 1995; V Cerda and G. Ramis, An inrroduction £0 Laboratory Auw-
mation. New York: Wiley.lWO



Robotics, gas or
liquid sampling system

Flow injection or discrete
automated analyzer

FIGURE 33-1 Steps in the analytical process showing
possible automation methods. L1MS= laboratory infor-
mation management system.

methods. In some cases, this isdue to the speed of an au-
tomated analyzer being significantly greater than that
of the equivalent manual device. In other cases, the in-
creased throughput arises because the automated in-
strument can be used many more hours per day than
can a human employee. Indeed, the higher throughput
often makes possible the continuous monitoring of
the composition of products as they are being manu-
factured. This information in turn permits alteration
of conditions to improve quality or yield. Continuous
monitoring is also useful in medicine, where analytical
results can be used to determine patients' current con-
ditions and their response to therapy, and in environ-
mental monitoring, where the results can be used to
measure the effectiveness of clean-up procedures.

A third advantage of automation is that a well-
designed analyzer often provides more reproducible
results over a long period than can an operator using a

manual instrument. Two reasons can be cited for the
higher precision of an automated device. First, ma-
chines do not suffer from fatigue or boredom, which
have been demonstrated to affect adversely results ob-
tained manually. A more important contributing fac-
tor to precision is the high reproducibility of the timing
sequences of automated instruments, which can sel-
dom be matched in manual operations. For example,
automatic analyzers permit the use of colorimetric
reactions that are incomplete or that yield products
whose stabilities are inadequate for manual measure-
ment. Similarly, separation techniques, such as solvent
extraction or dialysis, where analyte recoveries arc in-
complete, are still applicable when automated systems
are used. In both instances, the high reproducibility of
the timing of the operational sequences assures that
samples and standards arc processed in the same way
and for the same length of time.

Other advantages of automation include the ability
to process samples in situations that would be danger-
ous for humans, the minimization of calculatiqn errors,
and the direct recording of results in databases and ar-
chival storage systems. In some cases procedures that
arc more lengthy and more complicated than those per-
formed manually can be used with automated systems.

In the early days of automation in laboratories, it
was thought that automated instruments would re-
place human analysts or downgrade their role. It has
been found, however, that the role of the analytical
chemist has not been downgraded in automated labo-
ratories but merely revised. Analytical chemists are
ultimately rcsponsible for the status and quality of the
laboratory results. This means the analyst must be
fully aware of the strengths and weaknesses of the au-
tomated methods employed and be intimately familiar
with calibration and validation methods. In fact, mod-
ern analytical chemists are now responsible not only
for data quality but also for specifying new instrumen-
tation, for adapting or modifying procedures, and for
investigating new methods for handling samples, sepa-
rating interferences, and assessing data reliability - a
different, but still vitally important, role.

unit operation listed in Figure 33-1. In continuous flow
systems, in contrast, the sample becomes a part of a
flowing stream where several of the steps take place as
the sample is carried from the injection or sample in-
troduction point to a flow-through measuring unit and
thence to waste. Both discrete and continuous flow in-
struments are generally computer controlled.

Because discrete instruments use individual contain-
ers, cross-contamination among samples is totally elim-
inated. On the other hand, interactions among samples
are always a concern in continuous flow systems, par-
ticularly as sample throughput increases. Here, spe-
cial precautions are required to minimize sample
contamination.

Modern continuous flow analyzers are generally
mechanically simpler and less expensive than their dis-
crete counterparts. Indeed, in many continuous flow
systems, the only moving parts are pumps and switch-
ing valves. Both of these components are inexpensive
and reliable. In contrast, discrete systems often have a
number of moving parts such as syringes, valves, and
mechanical devices for transporting samples or pack-
ets of reagents from one part of the system to another.
In the most sophisticated discrete systems, unit opera-
tions are performed by versatile computerized robots,
in much the same way human operators would.

Some unit operations are not possible with con-
tinuous flow systems because such systems are capable
of handling only fluid samples, Thus, when solid mate-
rials are to be analyzed or when grinding, weighing,
ignition, fusion, or filtration is required in an analysis,
automation is possible only by using discrete systems
or by combining robotics with a continuous flow unit.

In this chapter, we first discuss flow injection anal-
ysis (FIA), a recent and important type of continuous
flow method. We next consider microfluidic systems,
which are miniaturized types of continuous flow units.
We then describe several types of discrete automatic
systems, several of which are based on laboratory
robotics.

33A-2 Types of Automatic Systems

Automatic analytical systems are of two general types:
discrete analyzers and continuous flow analyzers; oc-
casionally, the two are combined. [n a discrete instru-
ment, individual samples are maintained as separate
entities and kept in separate vessels throughout each

Flow injection methods were first described by Ruzicka
and Hansen in Denmark and Stewart and coworkers
in the United States in the mid-1970s-' Flow injection

methods are an outgrowth of segmented-flow proce-
dures, which were widely used in clinical laboratories in
the 1960s and 1970s for automatic routine determina-
tion of a variety of species in blood and urine samples
for medical diagnostic purposes. [n segmented-flow
systems, samples were carried through the system to a
detector by a flowing aqueous solution that contained
closely spaced air bubbles. The purpose of the air bub-
bles was to minimize sample dispersion, to promote
mixing of samples and reagents, and to prevent eross-
contamination between successive samples. The air
bubbles had to be removed prior to detection by using
a debubbler or the effects of the bubbles had to be
removed electronically. The discoverers of flow injec-
tion analysis found, however, that continuous flow
systems could be greatly simplified by leaving out thc
air bubbles and by employing reproducible timing
through injection of the sample into a flowing stream.'
Such systems could be designed with minimal cross-
contamination of successive samples.

The absence of air bubbles imparts several im-
portant advantages to flow injection measurements,
including (I) higher analysis rates (typically 100 to
300 samples/h), (2) enhanced response times (often
less than 1 min between sample injection and detector
response), (3) much more rapid start-up and shut-
down times (less than 5 min for each), and (4) except
for the injection system, simpler and more flexible
equipment. The last two advantages are particularly
important because they make it feasible and economic
to apply automated measurements to a relatively few
samples of a nonroutine kind. That is, continuous flow
methods are no longer restricted to situations where
the numbcr of samples is large and the analytical
method highly routine. In addition, the precise timing
in flow injection leads to controlled dispersion, which
can be advantageous in promoting reproducible mix-
ing, producing sample or reagent concentration gradi-
ents, and minimizing reagent consumption. Because of
these advantages, many segmented-flow systems have
been replaced by flow injection methods (and also by
discrete systems based on robotics). Complete FlA in-
struments arc now available from several different
companies.

J Fur monographs on flow injection analysis. see M. Trojano'l.-icz, Flaw
Injection Analysis. River Edge, NJ: World Scientific Publishing Co .. 2C~:XJ;
B. Karlbcrg and G. F. Pacey. Flok" Injection Analvsls. A Praclical GUIde.
New )"ark: Flst.'\"icr. 1989; 1. Ruzicka and E. H. Hansen, Flow frljeCll.nn

Anahsis. 2nd ed .. New York: Wile\,. 1988; M. Vakarcel and M. D. Luque
d.: Castro, FluK Injection Analy;is: Principles and Applicaliom, Chi-
chester. UK: EllIS Hm\\'ood. 1987.
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FIGURE 33-2 Flowinjection determination of chloride: (a)flowdiagram; (b)recorder traces for
standards containing 5 to 75 ppm chloride ion (left)and fast scan of two of the standards to
demonstrate the low analyte carryover (less than 1%) from run to run (right).Note that the
point marked 1% corresponds to where the response would just begin for a sample injected at
time S2' (From J. Ruzicka and E. H. Hansen, Flow Injection Methods, 2nd ed., p. 16, New York:
Wiley,1988. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley& Sons, Inc.)

Figure 33-2a is a flow diagram of a basic tlow injection
system. Here, a peristaltic pump moves colorimetric
reagent for chloride ion directly into a valve that per-
mits injection of samples into the flowing stream. The
sample and reagent then pass through a 50-cm reaclor
coil where the reagent diffuses into the sample plug
and produces a colored product by the sequence of
reactions

Hg(SCN),(aq) + 2Cl- ~ HgCI,(aq) + 2SCW
Fe'+ + SCN- ~ Fe(SCN)"

From the reactor coil, the solution passes into a flow-
through photometer equipped with a 480-nm interfer-
ence filter.

The signal output from this system for a series of
standards containing from 5 to 75 ppm chloride is
shown on the left of Figure 33-2b. Note that four in-
jections of each standard were made to demonstrate
the reproducibility of the system. The two curves to
the right are high-speed scans of one of the samples
containing 30 ppm (R,o) and another containing 75
ppm (R75) chloride. These curves demonstrate that
cross-contamination is minimal in an unsegmented
stream. Thus, less than I% of the first analyte is pres-
ent in the flow cell after 28 s, the time of the next in-
jection (5,). This system has been successfully used for
the routine determination of chloride ion in brackish
and waste waters as well as in serum samples.

Sample and Reagent Transport System ,

The solution in a flow injection analysis is usually
pumped through flexible tubing in the system by a
peristaltic pump, a device in which a fluid (liquid or
gas) is squeezed through plastic tubing by rollers. Fig-
ure 33-3 illustrates the operating principle of the peri-
staltic pump. Here, the spring-loaded cam, or band,
pinches the tubing against two or more of the rollers
at all times, thus forcing a continuous flow of fluid
through the tubing. Modern pumps generally have
eight to ten rollers, arranged in a circular configura-
tion so that half are squeezing the tube at any instant.
This design leads to a flow that is relatively pulse free.
The flow rate is controlled by the speed of the motor,
which should be greater than 30 rpm, and the inside
diameter (i.d.) of the tube. A wide variety of tube
sizes (i.d. = 0.25 to 4 mm) are available commercially
that permit flow rates as small as 0.0005 mUmin and
as great as 40 mUmin. Flow injection manifolds have
been miniaturized through the use of fused silica cap-
illaries (i.d. = 25 -100 flm) or through lab-on-a-chip
technology (see Section 33C). The rollers of typi-
cal commercial peristaltic pumps are long enough so
that several reagent and sample streams can be pumped
simultaneously. Syringe pumps and electroosmosis are
also used to induce flow in flow injection systems.

As shown in Figure 33-2a, flow injection systems
often contain a coiled section of tubing (typical coil
diameters are about 1 cm or less) whose purpose is to
enhance axial dispersion and to increase radial mixing

Sample Injectors and Detectors

The injectors and detectors employed in flow injection
analysis are similar in kind and performance require-
ments to those used in high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC). Sample sizes for flow injection
procedures range from less than 1 flL to 200 flL, with 10
to 30 flL being typical for most applications. For a suc-
cessful analysis, it is vital that the sample solution be in-
jected rapidly as a pulse or plug of liquid; in addition,
the injcctions must not disturb the tlow of the carrier
stream. The most useful and convenient injector systems
arc based on sampling loops similar to those used in
chromatography (see, for example, Figures 27-5 and
28-6). The method of operation of the sampling loop is
illustrated in Figure 33-2a. With the sampling valve in
the position shown, reagents flow through the bypass.
When a sample has been injected into the loop and
the valve turned 90', the sample enters the flow as a
single, well-defined zone. For all practical purposes, flow
through the bypass ceases with the valve in this position
because the diameter of the sample loop is significantly
greater than that of the bypass tubing.

The most common detectors in flow injection are
spectrophotometers, photometers, and fluorometers.
Electrochemical, chemiluminescence, atomic emis-
sion, and atomic absorption detectors have also been
used.

Separations in FIA

Separations by dialysis, by liquid-liquid extraction,
and by gaseous diffusion are easily accomplished auto-
matically with tlow injection systems'

'F(J[ a review of applications of rIA for sample preparation and separa-
tIOns. See G. D. Clark. D. A. Whitman, G. D. Christian. and 1. Ruzicka,
Cril. Rel'. Anal. Chern., 1990. 21151. 35Y.

FIGURE 33-3 Diagram showing one channel of
a peristaltic pump. Several additional tubes may
be located under the one shown (belowthe
plane of the diagram) to carry multiple channels
of reagent or sample. (From B. Karlberg and
G. E. Pacey, Flow Injection Analysis: A PractIcal
Guide, p. 34, New York:Elsevier, 1989. With
permission of Elsevier Science Publishers.)

Dialysis and Gas Diffusion, Dialysis is often used in
continuous flow methods to separate inorganic ions,
such as chloride or sodium, or small organic mole-
cules, such as glucose, from high-molecular-mass spe-
cies, such as proteins. Small ions and molecules diffuse
relatively rapidly through hydrophilic membranes of
cellulose acetate or nitrate but large molecules do not.
Dialysis usually precedes the determination of ions
and small molecules in whole blood or serum.

Figure 33-4 is a diagram of a dialysis module in
which analyte ions or small molecules diffuse from the
sample solution through a membrane into a reagent
stream, which often contains a species that reacts with
the analyte to form a colored species, which can then
be determined photometrically. Large molecules that
interfere with the dctermination remain in the origi-
nal stream and are carried to waste. The membranc
is supported between two Teflon plates in which com-
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FIGURE 33-4 A dialysis flowmodule. The membrane is
supported between two grooved Teflonblocks.
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FIGURE 33-5 (a)Flowdiagram of a flow injection system containing an extraction module
(ABC). (b)Details of A, the organic injector system. (c) Details of C, the separator. (Adapted
from J. Ruzicka and E. H. Hansen, Flow Injection Analysis, 2nd ed., New York:Wiley,1988.
Withpermission of John Wiley& Sons.)

plementary channels have been cut to accommodate
the two streams on opposite sides of the membrane.
The transfer of smaller species through the membrane
is usually incomplete (often less than 50%). Thus, suc-
cessful quantitative analysis requires close control of
temperature and flow rates for both samples and stan-
dards. Such control is easily accomplished in auto-
mated flow injection systems.

Gas diffusion from a donor stream containing a
gaseous analyte to an acceptor stream containing a
reagent that permits its determination is a highly selec-
tive technique that is often used in flow injection analy-
sis. The separations are carried out in a module similar
to that shown in Figure 33-4. In this application, how-
ever, the membrane is usually a hydrophobic micro-
porous material, such as Teflon or isotactic polypro-
pylene. The determination of total carbonate in an
aqueous solution is an example of this type of separa-
tion technique. Here, the sample is injected into a car-
rier stream of dilute sulfuric acid, which is then directed
into a gas-diffusion module, where the liberated carbon
dioxide diffuses into an acceptor stream containing an
acid-base indicator. This stream then passes through a
photometric detector that yields a signal proportional
to the carbonate content of the sample.

Solvent Extraction. Solvent extraction is another com-
mon separation technique that can be easily adapted
to continuous flow methods. Figure 33-5a shows a flow
diagram for a system for the colorimetric determina-
tion of an inorganic cation by extracting an aqueous
solution of the sample with chloroform containing
a complexing agent, such as 8-hydroxyquinoline. At

point A, the organic solution is injected into the sample-
containing carrier stream. Figure 33-5b shows \hat the
stream becomes segmented at this point anClis madc
up of successive bubbles of the aqueous solution and
the organic solvent. Extraction of the metal complex
occurs in the reactor coil. Separation of the immiscible
liquids takes place in the T-shape separator shown in
Figure 33-5c. The separator contains a Teflon strip or
fiber that guides the heavier organic layer out of the
lower arm of the T, where it then flows through the de-
tector labeled Fe in Figure 33-5a. This type of separa-
tor can be used for low-density liquids by inverting the
separator.

It is important to reiterate that none of the sepa-
ration procedures in FIA methods are complete. Bc-
cause unknowns and standards are treated identically,
incomplete separation is unimportant. Reproducible
timing in FIA ensures that, even though separations
are incomplete, there is no loss of precision and accu-
racy as would occur with manual operations.

Immediately after injection with a sampling valve, the
sample zone in a flow-injection apparatus has the rect-
angular concentration profile shown in Figure 33-6a.
As it moves through the tubing, band broadening, or
dispersion. takes place. The shape of the resulting zone
is determined by two phenomena. The first is convec-
tion arising from laminar flow in which the center of

Animation: Learn mOre about flow injection
analysis.
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FIGURE 33-6 Effect of convection and diffusion on concentration profiles of analytes at the
detector: (a)no dispersion, (b)dispersion by convection, (c)dispersion by convection and
radial diffusion, and (d)dispersion by diffusion. (Reprinted with permission from D. Betteridge,
Anal. Chern., 1978,50, 836A. Copyright 1978 American Chemical Society.)

the fluid moves more rapidly than the liquid adjacent
to the walls, creating the parabolic front and the
skewed zone profile shown in Figure 33-6b. Diffusion
also causes broadening. Two types of diffusion can, in
principle, occur: radial, which is perpendicular to the
flow direction, and longitudinal, which is parallel to the
flow. It has been shown that longitudinal diffusion is
insignificant in narrow tubing, and radial diffusion is
much more important. In fact, at low flow rates, radial
diffusion is the major source of dispersion. Under such
conditions, the symmetrical distribution shown in Fig-
ure 33-6d is approached. In fact, flow injection analy-
ses are usually performed under conditions in which
dispersion by both convection and radial diffusion oc-
curs; peaks like that in Figure 33-6c are then obtained.
Here, the radial dispersion from the walls toward the
center essentially frees the walls of analyte and nearly
eliminates cross-contamination between samples.

Dispersion

Dispersion D is defined by the equation

where Co is the analyte concentration of the injected
sample and c is the peak concentration at the detcctor
(see Figure 33-6a and c). Dispersion is measured by in-
jecting a dye solution of known concentration Co and
then recording the absorbance in a flow-through cell.
After calibration. c is calculated-from Beer's law.

Dispersion is influenced by three interrelated and
controllable variables: sample volume, tubing length,
and flow rate. The effect of sample volume on dis-
persion is shown in Figure 33-7a, where tubing length
and flow rate are constant. Note that at large sample
volumes, the dispersion becomes unity. Under these
circumstances, no appreciable mixing of sample and
carrier takes place, and thus no sample dilution has
occurred. Most flow injection analyses, however,
involve interaction of the sample with the carrier or
an injected rcagent. Here, a dispersion value greater
than unity is necessary. For example, a dispersion value
of 2 is required to mix sample and carrier in a 1: 1
ratio.

The dramatic effect of sample volume on peak
height shown in Figure 33-7a emphasizes the need for
highly reproducible injection volumes when D values
of 2 and greater are used. Other conditions also must
be closely controlled for good precision.

Figure 33-7b demonstrates the effect of tubing
length on dispersion when sample size and now rate
are constant. Here, the number above each peak gives
the length of sample travel in centimeters.

33B-3 Applications of FIA

Flow injection applications tend to fall into three cate-
gories: low dispersion, medium dispersion, and large
d;spersion.
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FIGURE 33-7 Effect of sample volume and length of tubing on dispersion. (a)Tube length:
20 cm; flowrate: 1.5 mLimin; indicatec volumes are in ~L.(b)Sample volume: 60 ~L;flow
rate; 1.5 mLimin. (From J. Ruzicka and E. H. Hansen, Anal. Chim. Acta, 1980, 114,21. With
permission.)

Low- and Medium-Dispersion Applications

Low-dispersion flow injection techniques (dispersion
values of 1~3) have been used for high-speed sample
introduction to such detector systems as inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission, flame atomic absorp-
tion, and specific-ion electrodes. The justification for
using flow injection methods for electrodes such as pH
and pea is the small sample size required (-25 flL)
and the short measurement timc (-10 s). That is, mea-
surements are made well before steady-state equilibria
are established, which for many specific-ion electrodes
may require a minute or more. With flow injection
measurements, transient signals for sample and stan-
dards provide excellent accuracy and precision. For ex-
ample, it has been reported that pH measurements on
blood serum can be accomplished at a rate of 240/h
with a precision of :+:0.002pH.

In general, limited-dispersion conditions are real-
ized by reducing as much as possible the distance be-
tween injector and detector, slowing the flow rate, and
increasing the sample volume. Thus, for the pH mea-
surements just described, the length of 0.5-mm tubing
was only 10 cm and the sample size was 30 flL.

2345678
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FIGURE 33-8 (a)Flowinjectionapparatus for determining calcium inwater by formation of a
colorec complex witho-cresolphthalein complexone at pH 10. Alltubing had an inside diameter
of 0.5 mm. A and B are reaction coils having the indicated lengths. (b)Recorded output. Three
sets of curves at left are for triplicate injections of three samples. Four sets of peaks on the right
are for duplicate injections of standards containing 5,10,15, and 20 ppm calcium. (From E.H.
Hansen, J. Ruzicka, and A.K.Ghose, Anal. Chim. Acta, 1978, 100, 151. Withpermission.)

Medium dispersion corresponds to D values of 3 -10.
Figure 33-8a illustrates a medium-dispersion system for
the colorimetric determination of calcium in serum
milk, and drinking water. A borax buffer and a colo~
reagent are combined in a 50-cm mixing coil A prior
to sample injection. The output for three samples in
triplicate and four standards in duplicate is shown in
Figure 33-8b.

Figure 33-9 illustrates a more complicated flow in-
jection system designed for the automatic spectropho-
tometric determination of caffeine in acetylsalicylic
acid drug preparations aftcr extraction of the caffeine
into chloroform. The chloroform solvent, after cooling
in an ice bath to minimize evaporation, is mixed with
the alkaline sample stream in a T-tube (see lower in-
sert). After passing through the 2-m extraction coil L,
the mixture enters a T-tube separator, which is differ-
entially pumped so that about 35% of the organic
phase containing the caffeine passes into the flow cell,
and the other 65% accompanying the aqueous solu-
tion containing the rest of the sample flows to waste.
To avoid contaminating the flow cell with water, Teflon
fibers, which are not wetted by water, are twisted into

a thread and inserted in the inlet to the T-tube in such
a way as to form a smooth downward bend. The chlo-
roform flow then follows this bend to the photometer
cell where the caffeine concentration is determined on
the basis of its absorption at 275 nm.

Stopped-Flow Methods

As discussed earlier, dispersion in small-diameter tub-
ing decreases with decreasing flow rate. In fact, it has
been found that dispersion ceases almost entirely
when the flow is stopped. This phenomenon has been
exploited to increase the sensitivity of measurements
by allowing time for reactions to go further toward
completion without dilution of the sample zone by
dispersion. In this type of application, a timing device
is required to turn the pump off at precisely regular
intervals.

A second application of the stopped-flow techni-
que is for kinetic measurements. In this application,
the flow is stopped with the reaction mixture in the flow
cell where the changes in the concentration of reac-
tants or products can be monitored as a function of
time. The stopped-flow technique has been used for
the enzymatic determination of glucose, urea, galac-
tose, and many other substances of interest in clinical
chemistry.

Flow Injection Titrations

Titrations can also be performed continuously in a
flow injection apparatus. In these methods, the in-
jected sample is combined with a carrier in a mixing
chamber that promotes large dispersion. The mixture
is then transported to a confluence fitting, where it is
mixed with the reagent containing an indicator. If the
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height. Titrations of this kind can be performed at a
rate of sixty samples/h in a conventional FIA system.

Merging Zones FIA

The merging zones principle was first inlroduced to
economize on the use of expensive reagents. When a
sample is injected into a carrier stream of reagent, the
reagent is usually pumped continuously even when
the sample zone is not present In merging zones FIA,
the sample and the reagent arc injected into two car-
rier streams, which arc then allowed to merge down-
stream. Because the carrier streams contain only water
or an inert buffer, the expensive reagent is conserved
and only a limited quantity injected. By choosing dif-
ferent lengths of the reagent zone and letting it overlap
in different ways with the sample zone, differing con-
centrations of the sample and reagent can be brought
together to produce data to construct calibration
curves or to study concentration effects.
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Since the introduction of FIA in the mid-1970s, several
variations have appeared on normal FIA, which em-
ploys continuous unidirectional pumping.

FIGURE33-9 Flow injection apparatus for the determination of caffeine in acetylsalicylic acid
preparations. With the valve rotated 900 the flow in the bypass is essentially zero because
of its small diameter. Rand L are Tefloncoils with 0.8-mm inside diameters; L is 2 m, and the
distance from the injection point through R to the mixingpoint is 0.15 m. (Adapted from
8. Karlberg and S. Thelander, Anal. Chim. Acta, 1978, 98, 2. Withpermission.)

detection is set to respond to the color of the indicator
in the presence of excess analyte, peaks such as those
shown in Figure 33-10 are obtained. In this example,
an acid is being titrated with a standard solution of
sodium hydroxide, which contains bromo thymol blue

FIGURE33-10 Flow injection titration of
HCIwith 0.001 M NaOH.The molarities of
the HCIsolutions are shown at the top of
the figure. The indicator was bromothymol
blue. The time interval between the points
is a measure of the acid concentration.
(From J. Ruzicka, E. H. Hansen, and M.
Mosback, Anal. Chim. Acta, 1980,114,29.
Withpermission.)

indicator. With injection of samples, the solution
changes from blue to yellow and remains yellow until
the acid is consumcd and the solution again becomes
blue. As shown in the figure, the concentration of ana-
Iyte is determined from the widths of the peaks at half

Flow Reversal F1A

One variation on normal FIA, termed flow reversal
FlA, was introduced by Betteridge and coworkers"
Reversing the direction of flow allows the effectivc re-
action coil length to be varied without a physical change
in the FlA apparatus. Multiple pumps can be used or
the direction of flow can be reversed by means of valves
as shown in Figure 33-11a. Flow recycling can also be
accomplished by switching two valves as shown in Fig-
ure 33-lIb. Reversing the flow or recycling the sample
plug can allow automated optimization ofFIA methods
using a variety of different software approaches. Alter-
natively, kinetics data can be obtained without stopping
the flow.

Sequential Injection Analysis

In 1990 Ruzicka and Marshall6 introduced a variation
of flow injection called sequential injection analysis
(SIA), which can overcome some of the reagent waste
of FIA. Instead of the continuous, unidirectional flow
typical of FlA, SIA uses discontinuous, bidirectional

50. Betteridge. P. B. Oates. and A. P. Wade. Anal. Chem., 1987. 59.1236
"1. Ruzicka and G. Marshall. Anal. Chim. Acra.,J-990. 2.17. 329
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FIGURE33-11 Configurations for flow reversals (a) and
fiow recycles (bl. In both cases, six-port valves are used.
The initialvalve positions are shown in diagram I, and
diagram IIshows the valve configuration during the re-
versal or recycle. In the recycle configuration (b),both
valves turn, but in the reversal configuration, valve B is
stationary. Allarrows exiting valves go to waste. (From
E. 8. Townsend and S. R. Crouch, Trends Anal. Chern.,
1992, 11,90. With pennission.)

flow. A typical apparatus is illustrated in Figure 33-12.
The SIA system offers precise, low-volume delivery of
reagents and reproducible flow reversals because of
the syringe pump. The volumes introduced (usually
microliters or less) are controlled by the time the port

TUiorial: Learn more about sequential injection
analysis.
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consumption and waste production, by automating
parallel procedures, and by incrcasing the numhcrs of
analyses pcr day. There have heen several approaches
to implementing the lah-on-a-chip concept. The most
successful use the same photolithography technologv
as is used for preparing electronic integrated circuits.
This technology is used to produce the valves, propul-
sion sYstems, and reaction chambers needed for per-
formi~g chemical analyses. The development of mi-
crotluidic devices is an active research area involving
scientists and engineers from academic and industrial
laboratories.'!

At lirs!. microfluidic 1I0w channels and mixers were
coupled with traditional macroscale fluid propulsion
systems and valves. The downsizing of the fluid flow
channels showed great promise, but the advantages of
low reagent consumption and complete automation
were not realized. However, in more recent develop-
ments, monolithic systems have been used in which the
propulsion systems, mixers, 1I0w channels, and valves
are integrated into a single slructure.1O

Several different fluid propulsion systems have been
investigated for microlluidic systems, including electro-
osmosis (see Chapter 30), mierofabricated mechanical
pumps, and hydrogels that emulate human muscles.
Flow injection techniques as well as such separation
methods as liquid chromatography (Chapter 28), capil-
lary electrophoresis, and miccllar electrokinctic chro-
matography (Chapter 30) have been implemented. Fig-
ure 33-13 shows the layout of a microstructure used
for FlA. The monolithic unit is made of two perma-
nently bonded polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) layers.
The fluidic channels are 100 I'm wide and 10 I'm high.
The entire device is only 2.0 cm by 2.0 cm. A glass cover
allows for optical imaging of the channels by fluores-
cence excitcd with an Ar ion laser.

Mixing in most microfluidic systems can be proh-
lematic. Slow mixing and significant dispersion because
of laminar flow has hampered the use of microfluidics
for many applications, including those involving the
measurement of kinetics. In an interesting approach to
solving these prohlems, aqueous plugs of solution are
segmented by an immiscible organic fluid (perfluorode-
caline) to eliminate dispersionll Mixing then occurs bv
a process known as chaotic adrectiofl. tv1ixing times on
a millisecond time scale can be achined with such a

FIGURE 33-12 Sequential injection apparatus based on a bidirectional syringe pump and a
six-port selection valve. The valve is equipped with a central communication channel (CG),
which can address any 01 the ports, and a communication line (CL) connected to a holding coil
(HG) and the syringe pump. When the communication channel is directed to the various ports,
sample and reagent zones are sequentially drawn into the holding coil and stacked one after
another. Switching the communication channel to position 5 causes tbe segments to flow into
the reactor toward the detector (D). During this Ilow, the segments undergo dispersion, partial
mixing, and chemical reaction.

is connected to the communication channel and the
pump flow rate. Dispersion hegins to take place when
the sample and reagents are drawn into the holding
coil. The flow revcrsal aids the mixing as the zones
travcl into the reaction coil and the detector.

Sequential injection has several advantages when
compared with traditional flow injection. Not only is
reagent usage lower with SIA but the manifolds used
are simpler. It is also easy to change from one ana-
lytical procedure to another by altering the flow pro-
gram. With F[1\, the entire manifold usually has to be
changed when a new procedure is called for. With S[1\,
the injection valve of FIA is replaced with the selection
valve, which allows various reagents or calihration
standards to be introduced. Hence, automation of en-
tire procedures, including calibration, can be easily
accommodated with S[1\. Like FIA, complete SIA in-
struments, including selection valve, pump, reactor.
and detector, are available commercially.

Sequential injection has proven itself especially
useful for a variety of separation and preconcentration
schemes. It has been applied to analytieal procedures
involving such methods as membrane separations,
pH adjustments, solid-phase extraction, precipitation,
and titration. In addition to colorimetry, ion-selective
electrodes, amperometry, fluorescence, [R absorption.
chemiluminescence, and conductimetry have been
used as detection methods with SIA.

Lab-on-a-Valve Technology

The most recent variation of F1A is the so-called lah-
on-a-va/ve (LaY) technology introduced by Ruzicka.'
The LaY idea incorporates an integrated microcon-
duit on top of the selection valve used in S[A. The mi-
croconduit is designed to handle all the unit operations
needed for a given analytical procedure. Mixing points
for analyte and reagents, column reactors, bead reac-
tors, separation columns, and membranes can all be
accommodated within the LaY system. In some cases,
mierofluidic flow systems are used in ways similar to
those descrihed in the next section.

The development of microlluidic syslems, in which
operations are miniaturized to the scale of an inte-
grated circuit, has enahled the fabrication of a complete
laborlltory-oll-a-chip or micro {olal llnalysis systern
(I'TAS)-' Miniaturization of lahoratory operations to a
chip scale can reduce analysis costs hy lowering reagent

"1. RUlicka. Analvst, 2000, Ll"'. ]()".'
"For rt'views uf thes..: s\"<;lem~. _so.:eP S Ditlrich. K T.tChika\.\.a. anJ :\
~lanJ, Allal Chern., 2006. -So 1,-;,""': 1 \'ilknr:r, n. J~1I1asd. <lllJ ..\. t-.Ltlll

Anal. Chern .. 200·t 76. .1.173:D R. Reves. D. lossifidis. P. A. Auroux. and
A. Manz. Anal Chem. 2002. -'..f, 2623: P.. -\ Aur<lu.x J) lo\sifiJis. D R
Reyes. 3nJ A. :-'bnz. Anal. Ull'm 2002. -:'..t. ~I) '1-:'

'See N A P,llsllll and ~1.A. Haves. Anal. Cfw1!J 20tH. 7J.313:\.
'.A. \1 L6iCh...\. R. \\-·heder. and R.~. Zarc. Andl Chan. 2003, 75.9h:
III. S'lll~anJ R. F. bmagilu\.J 4.m. ('Ju-'f/l So,' 2003, '~.~, 1~1,li

FIGURE 33-13 Layout 01 a microlabricated structure for
FlA. Microlluidic cbannels are shown in blue, and control
channels (pumps and valves) are shown in black. (a) Peri-
staltic pump, (b) injection valve, (c) mixing and reaction
chamber, (d) sample selector. Blue circles indicate fluid
reservOirs (1 and 2), samples (3), carrier (4), reactant (5),
and waste (6). The entire structure is 2.0 em by 2.0 cm.
(From A. M. Leach, A. R. Wbeeler, and R. N. Zare, Ana/.

Chern., 2003,75,967.)

droplet-based system. Figure 33-14 gives a comparison
between the usual laminar-flow systcm and the droplet-
based system for a reaction hetween two reactants. This
type of segmented system can be used for enzyme de-
terminations, for substrate determinations, and for
studies of protein crystallization 12 and adsorption. 1 ,

Lah-on-a-chip analyzers are now available from
several instrument companies. One comrncrcial ana-
lyzer allows the analysis of DNA, RNA, proteins, and
cells. Another commercial microlluidics device is used
for nanollow liquid chromatography and provides an
interface to an electrospray mass spectrometry detec-
tor. Lab-on-a-chip analyzers arc envisioned for drug
screening, for DNA sequencing, and for detecting life
forms on Earth, Mars, and other planets. These de-
vices should become more important as the technol-
ogy matures.
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FIGURE 33-15 Automatic samplers: (a) reversible pump type; (b)syringe type.

330-1 Automatic Sampling and Sample
Definition of Liquids and Gases

Several dozen automatic devices for sampling liquids
and gases are currently available from instrument
manufacturers. Figure 33-15a illustrates the principle
of reversible pump samplers. This device consists of a
movable probe, which is a syringe needle or a piece of
fine plastic tubing supported by an arm that periodi-
cally lifts the tip of the needle or tube from the sample
container and positions it over a second container in
which the analysis is performed. This motion is syn-
chronized with the action of a reversible peristaltic
pump. As shown in Figure 33-15a, with the probe in
the sample container, the pump moves the liquid from
left to right for a brief period. The probe is then lifted
and positioned over the container on the right. and the
direction of pumping is reversed. Pumping is con tin-

ued in this direction until the sample and the desired
volume of diluent have been delivered. The probe then
returns to its original position to sample the next con-
tainer. The sample volume is always kept small enough
so that none of the sample ever reaches the pump or
diluent container. Reversible pump samplers are often
used in conjunction with a circular rotating sample
table. Tables of this kind generally accommodate forty
or more samples in plastic or glass cups or tubes. The
rotation of the table is synchronized with the moving
arm of the sampler so that samples are withdrawn
sequentially.

Figure 33-15b illustrates a typical syringe-based
sampler and diluter. Here again, a movable sample
probe is used. With the probe in the sample cup, the
motor-driven syringe on the left withdraws a fixed vol-
ume of sample. Simultaneously, the syringe on the right
withdraws a fixed volume of diluent (usually larger).
The valve shown in the figure permits these two pro-
cesses to go on independently. When the probe moves
over the container on the right, both syringes empty,
dispensing the two liquids into the analytical vessel.

Generally, syringe-type injectors are driven by
computer-controlled stepping motors, which force the
liquid out of the syringe body in a series of identically
sized pulses. Thus. for example, a l-mL syringe pow-
ered by a motor that requires 1000 steps to empty the
syringe is controllable to I X 10-3 mL. or I flL. For a
5000-step motor. the precision would be 0.2 flL.

FIGURE 33-14 Comparison of a reaction between two components in a standard pressure-
driven microfluidicsystem (a)and in a droplet-based system (b). In (a), the reaction time is not
well defined. In (b), the components and an immiscible fluidform droplet plugs containing the
two reagents. Flow-through regions of different geometry cause internal recirculation within
the plugs and rapid mixing.The reaction time is equal to the distance d divided by the flowve-
locityu. (From H. Song, J. D.Tice, and R. F. Ismagilov,Angew. Chern. Int. Ed., 2003, 42, 768.)

A wide variety of discrete automatic systems are of-
fered by numerous instrument manufacturers, Some
of these devices are designed to perform one or more
of the unit operations given in Figure 33-1; others are
capable of carrying out an entire analysis automati-
cally. Some discrete systems are intended for a specific
analysis only - for example, the determination of ni-
trogen in organic compounds or the determination of
glucose in blood. Others can perform a variety of
analyses of a given general type. For example, several
automatic titrators can perform neutralization, precip-
itation, complex formation, and oxidation-reduction
titrations as directed by a user-programmed computer.
In this section, we describe a few typical discrete
systems. [f;[] TUioria!: Learn more about discrete anal)'sis.

With solids, sample preparation, definition, and dis-
solution involve such unit operations as grinding, ho-
mogenizing, drying, weighing, igniting, fusing, and
treating with solvents. Each of these individual pro-
cedures has been automated. Only recently, however,
have instruments appeared that can be programmed to
perform several of these operations sequentially and
without operator intervention, Generally, such instru-
ments are based on small laboratory robots, which
first appeared on the market in the mid-1980s.14 Fig-
ure 33-16 is a schematic of an automated laboratory
system based on one of these robots. Central to the
system is a horizontal arm, which is mounted on two
vertical pillars and has four degrees of freedom in its
movement. Its 3600 rotational motion covers a circum-
ference of about ISO in.; its maximum reach is then
24 in. The device is equipped with a tonged hand,
which can move with a 3600 wrist-like motion that per-
mits manipulating vials or tubes, pouring liquids or
solids, and shaking and swirling liquids in tubes. Con-
sequently, the arm and hand are capable of carrying
out many of the manual operations that are performed
by a laboratory scientist. One important feature of the

I'For a description of laboratory robots. see M. D. Luque de Castro and
P. Torres Trend .•Anal. Chern" 1995, 14, -l92; V Berry, AMi. Chern., 1990,
62, 337A~ W 1. Hurst and 1. W. Mortimer, Laboratory Robolics~ A Guide
to Planning, Programming and Applications, New York: VCH, 1987
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FIGURE 33:16 Arobotic laboratory system: (a)robot arm and hand; (b)total system. (Courtesy
of Caliper LifeSCiences, Hopkinton, MA.)

Master laboratory station
with fraction collection turntable

Dispense, dilute. and extract

device is its ability to change hands. Thus, the robot
can leave its tonged hand on the table and attach a sv-
ringe in its place for pipetting liquids. .

The robotic system is controlled by a computer that
can be user programmed. Thus, the instrument can
be instructed to bring samples to the master labora-
tory station where they can be diluted. filtered, parti-

tioned, ground, centrifuged, homogenized, extracted,
and treated with reagents. The device can also be
instructed to heat and shake samples, dispense mea-
sured volumes of liquids, inject samples into a chro-
matographic column, and collect fractions from a col-
umn. In addition, the robot can be interfaced with an
automatic electronic balance for weighing samples.
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FIGURE 33-17 Sketch of Caliper Staccato Replication
System. The unit is a ninety-six-channel device designed
to handle loading and unloading of microtiter plates and
deep wellplates. Itcan accommodate various reagent
reservoirs, pipette tips, and waste disposal units.
(Courtesy of Caliper LifeSciences, Hopkinton, MA.)

In addition to general-purpose laboratory robots,
robotic units are designed for specific tasks such as
loading and unloading of mierotiter and deep well
plates. The system shown in Figure 33-17 can dispense
ninety-six channels simultaneously at volumes of 2 to
200 ilL. The robot dispenser is a cylindrical design that
can access a wide variety of storage racks arranged in a
circular pattern. The dispensing head remains station-
ary while the well holder rotates to selectable positions.

Clinical instruments have long been the focus for lab-
oratory automation. Indeed, the Technicon AutoAna-
lyzer, an air-segmented continuous flow system,15 was
the first truly automated instrument for a clinical lab-
oratory. In 1968 DuPont introduced the ACA (Auto-
mated Clinical Analyzer), the first totally automated
discrete analyzer. The analyzer was based on prepack-

ged reagents and a conveyor-belt operation in which
n aliquot of the sample was obtained, mixed with
ppropriate reagents, reacted, and moved to a pho-
"meter for measurement of absorbance. Later dis-
rete analyzers were based on multilayer tilms (Kodak
'ktaehem) or on the use of a centrifuge to mix the
amples and reagents (centrifugal fast analyzers).

Today, a wide variety of discrete analyzers are avail-
ble for clinical laboratories. Some of these are gen-
ral purpose and capable of performing many different
eterminations, often on a random access basis. Oth-
rs are of more limited use intended for one or a few
pecifie determinations. Many of the general-purpose
nalyzers use a combination of traditional chemical
~sts and immunoassays in which antibody-antigen
lteractions are used in the determination. Several
eneral-purpose analyzers are capable of performing
lore than 100 tests, including the determinations
hown in Table 33-1.

With some of the analyzers, routine tests can be
llerrupted to do stat testing (stat is an abbreviation
,f the Latin word statim, meaning "immediately").

In other cases, instruments dedicated to a few high-
frequency tests arc used for stat measurements.

Many modern analyzers use a closed-tube tech-
nology to minimize exposure to biohazards and to re-
duce manual manipulations. Samples and reagents are
dispensed automatically, the measurements made by
photometry or ion-selective electrodes, and the results
computed. Most have bar-coding capabilities to reduce
errors from incorrect patient identification. A typical
chemistry-immunochemistry automated analyzer is
shown in Figure 33-18.

Many dedicated immunoehemical analyzers use
microtiter plates or wells in which the reagents are
immobilized. Adding the sample begins the immuno-
chemical reaction. A well or microplate reader is then
used to measure absorbance or in some cases fluores-
cence. Automatic loading and unloading via robotic
dispensing units (see Section 33D-2) is available with
most systems.

Several companies now make automated DNA
sequencers for clinical and forensic applications. Se-
quencing is accomplished by incorporating labeled
nucleotides into a copy of the DNA piece. The se-
quence can then be obtained from the positions of the
labeled nucleotides. An enzyme is used to make com-
plementary copies of the strands containing the la-
beled nucleotides. The strands are tben separated by
gel electrophoresis.
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Alcohol
Amphetamine
Barbiturate

Acetaminophen
Caffeine
Digoxin

Albumin
Amylase
Bicarbonate

Ammonia
C-reactive protein
Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
Immunoglobulin A
Immunoglobulin G
Immunoglobulin M
Lactate
Microalbumin
Rheumatoid factor
Thyroid (T4)

Bilirubin
Calcium
Chloride
Cholesterol
Cholinesterase
Creatinine
Glucose
HDL cholesterol
Phosphate
Iron
LDL cholesterol
Lithium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Total protein
Triglyceride
Urea nitrogen
Uric acid

Cannabinoids
Cocaine metabolite
LSD
Methadone
Methaqualone
Opiates
PCP
Urine bleach
Urine chromate
Urine nitrates
Urine pH
Urine specificgravity

Lidocaine
Phenobarbital
Primidone
Quinidine
Salicylate
Theophylline
Vancomycin

FIGURE 33·18 Picture of integrated chemistry-immunochemistry testing system. (Courtesy of
Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA.)

1«.

Radioactive nucleotides were traditionally used for
this DNA sequencing, but these have been largely
replaced by alternative labeling procedures, such as
fluorescence labeling. Laser-excited fluorescence is
then used to read the sequence. Commercial instru-
ments can be partially or fully automated. With fully
automated systems, a sample tray is loaded with tem-
plate DNA. All the labeling and analysis steps are per-
formed automatically. Many new techniques, such as
tandem mass spectrometry, are under development for
simplifying and further automating DNA sequencing.

Special-purpose clinical instruments are available
for the most-often-used diagnostic tests (glucose, blood
gases, urea nitrogen, etc.). Many clinical analyzers have
now been miniaturized to the point where they can
be used in the field, at a patient's bedside, or at home.
Figure 33-19 shows a glucose monitoring system for
in-home use. Immobilized glucose oxidase reacts with
glucose to produce products that can be detected elec-
trochemically16 Electrodes are' screen-printed using
ink-jet printing technology. The meters have memory
so that results can be averaged and stored for later re-
call. The glucose monitor shown in Figure 33-19 is avail-
able for about $50.

330-4 Automatic Organic
Elemental Analyzers

Several manufacturers produce automatic instruments
for analyzing organic compounds for one or more of
the common elements, including carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen. All of these instruments
are based on high-temperature oxidation of the or-
ganic compounds, which converts the elements of in-
terest to gaseous molecules. In some instruments, the
gases are separated on a chromatographic column, and
in others separations are based on specific absorbents.
In most instruments, thermal conductivity detection
completes the determinations. Often, these instru-
ments are equipped with devices that automatically
load the weighed samples into the combustion area.

Figure 33-20 is a schematic of a commercial auto-
matic instrument for the determination of carbon, hy-
drogen, and nitrogen. In this instrument, samples are
oxidized at 900°C under static conditions in a pure oxy-
gen environment that produces a gaseous mixture of
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water, elemental

FIGURE 33-19 Photograph of a blood glucose monitor
for in-home use. The meter (a) contains the electronics
and display. Adroplet of blood is placed on a test strip (b),
which is placed at the top of the meter. The test strip
contains immobilized glucose oxidase and electrodes for
the amperometric detection system. (Courtesy of Life-
Scan, Inc., Milpitas,CA.)

nitrogen, and oxides of nitrogen. After 2 to 6 min in
the oxygen environment, the products are swept with a
stream of helium through a 750"C tube furnace where
hot copper reduces the oxides of nitrogen to the ele-
ment and also removes the oxygen as copper oxide.
Additional copper oxide is also present to convert car-
bon monoxide to the dioxide. Halogens are removed
by a silver wool packing.
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FIGURE 33-20 An automatic C, H, and N
analyzer. (Courtesy of Perkin-ElmerCorp.,
Norwalk,CT.)

The products from the reaction furnace pass into a
mixing chamber where they are brought to a constant
temperature. The resulting homogeneous mixture is
then analyzed by passing it through a series of three
precision thermal conductivity detectors, each detec-
tor consisting of a pair of sensing cells.

Between the first pair of cells is a magnesium
perchlorate absorption trap that removes water. The
differential signal then serves as a measure of the hy-
drogen in the sample. Carbon dioxide is removed in a
second absorption trap. Again, the differential signal
between the second pair of cells is a meaSure of carbon
in the sample. The remaining gas, consisting of helium
and nitrogen, passes through the third detector cell.
The output of this cell is compared to that of a refer-
ence cell through which pure helium flows. The voltage
difference across this pair of cells is related to the
amount of nitrogen in the sample.

For oxygen determinations, the reaction tube is re-
placed by a quartz tube filled with platinized carbon.
When the sample is pyrolyzed in helium and swept

0, He

t

through this tube, all of the oxygen is converted to
carbon monoxide, which is then converted to carbon
dioxide by passage over hot copper oxide. The re-
mainder of the procedure is the same as just described,
with the oxygen concentration being related, to the dif-
ferential signal before and after absorption orthe car-
bon dioxide.

For a sulfur determination, the sample is combusted
in an oxygen atmosphere in a tube packed with tung-
sten(VI) oxide or copper oxide. Water is removed by a
dehydrating reagent located in the cool zone of the
same tube. The dry sulfur dioxide is then separated and
determined by the differential signal at what is nor-
mally the hydrogen detection cell. In this instance, how-
ever, the sulfur dioxide is absorbed by a silver oxide
reagent.

The instrument shown in Figure 33-20 can be fully
automated. In this version up to sixty weighed samples
contained in small capsules are loaded into a carousel
sample tray for automatic sampling.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

33-1 List sequentially a set of laboratory unit operations that might be used to
(a) ascertain the presence or absence of lead in flakes of dry paint.
(b) determine the iron content of multiple-vitamin and mineral tablets.
(c) determine the glucose concentration in a patient's blood.

33-2 Sketch a flow injection system that could be used for the determination of phos-
phate in a river water sample by means of the molybdenum blue reaction (phos-
phate + molybdate + ascorbic acid in acid solution give phosphomolybdenum
blue, which absorbs at 660 nm).

33-3 Design a flow injection system for determining lead in the aqueous effluent from
an industrial plant based on the extraction of lead ions with a carbon tetrachlo-
ride solution of dithizone, which reacts with Pb" to form an intensely colored
product.

33-4 Compare and contrast continuous flow and discrete automated systems. Give the
advantages and disadvantages of each type of automated system.

33-5 Give the advantages and disadvantages of sequential injection analyzers compared
to traditional flow injection analyzers.

33-6 Lab-on-a-chip technology is used in several analyzers made by Agilent Technolo-
gies. Use a search engine such as Google to find such an analyzer. Describe in
detail the use of microfluidies in one Agilent analyzer. Discuss the types of deter-
minations possible and the advantages and limitations of lab-on-a-chip technology
as applied to the analyzer chosen.

33-7 Sketch a flow injection apparatus for the determination of sodium sulfite in aque-
ous samples.

33-8 Sketch a flow diagram (indicating columns, detectors, and switching valves) de-
signed to satisfy the following requirements. First, the solvent peak must be rap-
idly separated from two analytes of much lower volatility than the solvent. Sec-
ond, the solvent peak should not pass into the analytical column. Third, the two
analytes, which differ considerably in polarity, must be separated and ultimately
determined quantitatively.

Challenge Problem

33-9 Lawrence, Deo, and Wang (Anal. Chern., 2004, 76,3735) have described an elec-
trochemical biosensor for determining glucose based on a carbon paste electrode.

(a) What electrochemical technique is used with the enzyme electrodes described?
(b) What are the advantages of incorporating an enzyme in a carbon paste elec-

trode matrix?
(c) What is a mediator and how is it used with these biosensors?
(d) What is the advantage of using a mediating paste liquid instead of a conven-

tional carbon paste electrode?
(e) Give the enzyme and mediator reactions.
(f) What was cyclic voltammetry used for in the Lawrence, Deo, and Wang study?
(g) What are the approximate response times for these electrodes?
(h) Which of the new mediators gave the highest sensitivity? Which gave the wider

linear dynamic range?
(i) Discuss in detail how the current measured with these biosensors is related to

the glucose reaction rate. How was the Michaelis constant Km determined?



Particle Size
Determination

Rarticle size information is extremely im-

portant formanx research projects and ine

..dustrial processes. Several analytical tech-
niques give particle size informatioa. Some give
onlX a raean size, whereas others give a complete
particle size distributiofL Hence, the first step in
performing a particle size anal,ysis is to choose the

appropriate analxtical technique. We examine in
this chapter some of the considerations that influ-
ence this choice and then focus On three techniques:
low-angle laser light scattering, dynamic light
scattering, and photosedimentation, techniques
that we have not yet discussed in this book.

The specific particle sizing method chosen de-
pends on the t.vpe of size information needed and

the chemical and physical properties of the sample.
In addition to the three techniques discussed here,
molecular sieving, electrical conductance, micros-
copy, capillary hydrodynamic chromatography,

light obscuration counting, fieldllow fractionation,
Doppler anemometry, and ultrasonic spectrometry
are commonly applied. Each of the particle sizing
methods has its advantages and drawbacks for
particular samples and anal,yses.

r::;;l Throughout this chapter, this logo indicates
l2J an opportunity for online self-study at www
.thomsonedu.com/chemistry/skoog, linking you to
interactive tutorials, simulations, and exercises.

34A INTRODUCTION TO PARTICLE
SIZE ANALYSIS

Particle size analysis presents a particular dilemma.l In
general, we try to describe the particle size by a single
quantity, such as a diameter, volume. or surface area.
The particle size distribution is a plot of the number of
particles having a particular value of the chosen quan-
tity versus that quantity or a cumulative distribution
representing the fraction of particles bigger or smaller
than a particular size. The dilemma arises because the
particles being described are three dimensional. The
only three-dimensional object that can be described by
a single quantity is a sphere. Given the diameter of a
sphere, we can calculate its surface area and volume
exactly. If we know the density of a spherical particle,
we can also calculate its mass .

How then do we deal with nonspherical particles?
The usual approaches are to assume the particles are
spherical and then to proceed as we would with'spheri-
cal particles, or we can convert the measured' '¥oIantity
into that of an equivalent sphere. For example, if we ob-
tain the mass m of a particle, we can convert this into the
mass of a sphere because m = (4/3)7Tr3p, where I' is the
particle radius and p is its density. This allows the par-
ticle size to be described by only its diameter (d = 21').
This diameter then represents the diameter of a sphere
of the same mass as the particle of interest. Similar con-
versions can be made with other measured quantities,
such as surface area or volume.

Another basic problem with particle size measure-
ments is that different techniques often give different
results for three-dimensional particles. Even if the par-
ticle diameter were to be measured directly with a mi-
croscope, what dimension is measured? If the particle
were cubic, three different dimensions (lengths) could
be taken as the diameter. For example, the maximum
length could be taken as the diameter. This is equiv-
alent to saying that the particle is a sphere of this
diameter. Or the minimum length could be taken as
the diameter. Alternatively, the volume or surface area
could be used to calculate the diameter of the equiva-
lent sphere. All the results obtained by this single tech-
nique, microscopy, will be different but correct for the
quantity being measured. It is thus not surprising that

l For additional information, see T. Allen. Particle Size .\1easuremenr.
5th ed., Vol. 1, London: Chapman & Hall. 1997; S. P. Wood and G. A. Von
Wald, in Handbook of Instrumental Techniques for Anahtical Chemislrv
F. Settle, ed .. Upper Saddle Rin~r, NJ: Pr~ntice-Hall. 1997: H. G Banh.
'\fodern Methods of Particle Size Analvsls'. New York: Wik~,198-t.

different techniques can give different results for par-
ticle sizes or particle size distributions.

The onlv reasonable solution to the size quandary is
to use the' same measuring technique and measured
quantity for comparisons of particle sizes and particle
size distributions. Comparisons between instruments
that use different measuring procedures are sometimes
made but are generally considered to be qualitative.

Some measurement techniques also require physi-
cal characteristics, such as density and refractive index.
For example. refractive-index information is usually
needed for methods based on light scattering, but den-
sities are generally required for those based on sedi-
mentation. Often, assumptions are made about these
quantities unless measured values are available. These
assumptions can again lead to discrepancies in mea-
sured particle sizes.

Before choosing a particle sizing technique, exam-
ination of the samples under a microscope is usually
wise bec'\use the range of sizes and shapes present can
then be estimated. Most particle size methods are
sensitive to particle shape and all are limited with re-
spect to the particle size range. Particles with approxi-
mately spherical shapes are measured most accurately.
Needles and other shapes that differ significantly from
spherical are often analyzed by microscopy.

For many techniques, particle sizes are best ob-
tained by suspending the particles in a fluid in which
the particles are insoluble. The fluid can produce a sus-
pension that is homogeneous in concentration and
fairly uniform in size for introduction to the particle
sizing instrument. Fluid suspensions also disrupt any
cohesive forces that could lead to coagulation or ag-
glomeration of the particles. The fluids chosen must be
chemically inert toward the materials contacted in the
instrument.

348 LOW-ANGLE LASER
LIGHT SCATTERING

The laser low-angle laser light scattering (LALLS)'
technique, also called laser diffraction, is one of the
most commonly used methods for measuring particle
sizes and size distributions from 0.1 f1mto 2000 f1m.The

"See 1. D. Ingle Jr, and S R. Crouch, Spectrochemical Analysis, Upper
Saddle River. NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988, pp. 518-19; P. E. PlanlZ, in Modem
\/elhoc4. ofPartic{e Size Analysis. H. G. Barth, ed., New York: Wiley, 198~,
Chap 6

technique is popular because of its wide dynamic range.
its precision, its ease of use, and its adaptability to
samples in various forms. The measurements are made
by exposing the sample to a beam of light and sens-
ing the angular patterns of light scattered by particles
of different sizes. Because the patterns produced arc
highly characteristic of the particle size, a mathemati-
cal analysis of the light scattering patterns can produce
an accurate, reproducible measurement of the size
distribution.

A typical laser diffraction apparatus is shown in Fig-
ure 34-1. The beam from a continuous-wave (CW)
laser, usually a He-Ne laser, is collimated and passed
through the sample, where scattering from particles
occurs. The beam is then focused on a detector array
where the scattering pattern, shown in Figure 34-1 as a
diffraction pattern, is measured. The scattering pat-
tern is then analyzed according to theoretical models
to give the particle size distribution.

Some instruments monitor the concentration of
particles in the beam by means of an obscuration de-
tector located at the focal point of the lens. If no par-
ticles are present in the beam, all the light falls on the
obscuration detector. As soon as particles enter the
beam, they block some of the light and scatter light
onto the elements of the detector array. The fraction of
the light attenuated by scattering, absorption, or both
is related to the concentration of particles in the beam
(see Section 340).

Instrument manufacturers provide several different
accessories for sample introduction. For example,
some introduce the sample directly into the laser beam
as an aerosol. Samples can also be passed through a
sample cell with transparent windows or suspended in
a cuvette while being agitated. Dry powders can be
blown through the beam or allowed to fall through the
beam by gravity. Particles in a suspension can be recir-
culated through the beam by means of a pump.

Most commercial instruments use optical models in
their analvsis software that are based on Mie scattering
theory or' Fraunhofer diffraction. Mie [heary provides
a co~plete solution to the problem of light scattering
by a sphere, including the effects of transmitted and
absorbed light. On the other hand, the Fraunhofer dif-



FIGURE 34-1 Laser diffraction apparatus. When a particle enters a laser beam, light is scat-
tered at an angle related to the particle size. The scattered light is collected by a detector and
the resulting scattering pattern is analyzed. The scattering pattern of a group of different-size
particles is, within limits,the summation of the patterns of the individualparticles.

fraction model is much simpler to implement. This
model treats particles as opaque, circular apertures
obstructing the beam of light.

Mie Theory

[n the Mie theory, particles are considered to be finite
objects instead of point scatterers. Scattering centers
are found in various regions of the particles. When such
particles scatter light, the scattering centers are far
enough apart that some interference is likely between
the rays emitted from one area of the particle and those
from another. This condition leads to an intensity dis-
tribution that is quite different from the distribution
observed from small particles. The scattering that oc-
curs with particles much smaller than the wavelength of
the light (d < 0.05A) is termed Rayleigh scattering.

Figure 34-2a illustrates the interference that can
occur in large-particle scattering. As a result, the inten-
sity distribution pattern shifts to one showing predom-
inantly forward scattering as depicted in Figure 34-2b.
Scattering from particles with diameters near the wave-
length of light (0.05A < d < A) is sometimes termed
Debye scattering. Mie scatterill[; occurs for particles
with diameters larger than the wavelength of the inci-
dent light (d > A).

Note in Figure 34-2 that the envelopes for Debye and
Mie scattering are similar to Rayleigh scattering in the

forward direction but quite different in the reverse di-
rection. Often, Debye scattering is omitted as a sepa-
rate class and Mie scattering is considered to occur for
particles with diameters close to the wavelength of the
light and larger. When the particle size is small com-
pared to the incident wavelength, the scattered light
shifts toward the side and rear and finally spreads in
all directions (Rayleigh scattering). [n the Rayleigh
scattering limit, the intensity distribution of the front
scattering is nearly constant and independent of
particle size.

Before the advent of powerful desktop computers,
the rigorous Mie theory was difficult to implement for
the determination of particle size distributions in laser
diffraction systems. The theory assumes that the par-
ticles are isotropic and spherical with a smooth surface.
Even if these conditions hold, a complex material-
dependent Mie parameter must be known. Finally,
Mie theory is not applicable for mixtures of different
components.

Fraunhofer Diffraction Theory

Fraunhofer theory is a simplification that considers the
particles to be transparent, spherical, and much larger
than the wavelength of the incident beam. Absorption
and interference effects are not considered as they are
in Mie theorv. Thus. the particle behaves like a circular

aperture and scattering from it results in a diffraction
pattern, known as an Airy pattern. The Airy pattern ean
be expressed as a function of x = 211"rs/Af, where r is the
radius of the particle, s is the radial distanee measured
from the optical axis, A is the wavelength of the incident
radiation, and f the focal length of the lens (see Fig-
ure 34-1). The Airy funetion can be written as

_ (2ib))'1-/0 --
x

where lis the scattered intensity, 10is the intensity at the
center of the pattern. and i[ is the first-order spherical
primary Bessel function. A plot of the Airy function is
shown in Figure 34-3. The inset shows an expansion of
the y-axis to allow the extrema to be seen more clearly.
Note the positions of the maxima and minima.

The Airy patterns are different for different particle
radii. Figure 34-4 shows the patterns for particles of
radii r. 2r. and 0.5r. Note that the pattern is broader for
particles of smaller size and narrower for larger par-
ticles. Note also that the extrema shift to higher values
of x as' the particle size decreases. When particles of

FIGURE 34-2 Scattering from parti-
cles of different sizes. (a) Large-
particle scattering showing inter-

D' ference. Rays emitted in a backward
direction observed at point Dean
destructively interfere because of the
large path difference between the
route SXD and the route SYD. Rays
emitted in the forward direction ob-
served at position D' and traveling
routes SXD' and SYD' are more likely
to constructively interfere because
of the much smaller path difference.
(b)The distributions of scattered light
are shown for three particle sizes,
corresponding to Rayleigh scattering,
Debye scattering, and Mie scattering.
Scattering angle 8 is the angle between
the incident and scattered rays with
radiant powers Po and P" respectively.
Thus, 8 is 0' for forward scattering and
180' for scattering in the backward
direction.

different sizes are present, the intensity pattern can be
considered to be the summation of the Airy patterns
for individual particles.

Particle Size Distribution Analysis

[n actuality, particles of various sizes are present in any
real sample, and the intensity distribution of the scat-
tered light is used to calculate the particle size distri-
bution. The relationship between the intensity distri-
bution of the scattered light and the particle size
distribution for the case of Fraunhofer diffraction is

I(x) = 10rCi~X)) 2 f(d)dd

where I(x) is the intensity distribution of the scattered
light.f(d) the particle size distribution coefficient, and
d the particle diameter. We can write Equation 34-2 in
terms of the scattering angle 0 and a size parameter
a = 211"r1A = 11"d/A

iX(2J(ao))'1(0) = 10 0 ~ f(d)dd



FIGURE 34-3 The Airyfunction showing a plot of
intensity 1relative to the central intensity 10as a
function of the variable x (see text). The inset shows
an expansion of the y-axis to show the maxima and
minima more clearly.

This equation can bc solved in matrix form or by iter-
ative methods.

In most modern instruments, the measurement is
performed by an array of N detectors. Also, Mie scat-
tering theory is used in many instrumcnts instead of
Fraunhofer diffraction theory. In one popular ap-
proach the particles are divided into size intervals and
each interval is assumed to generate an intensity dis-
tribution according to the average sizc. In this case, the
preceding equation becomes

N

giN) = :L K(N,di)f(d,)!l.d
i=l

where giN) is the output of the Nth detector, K(N, d,)
is the response coefficient of the Nth detector, di is the
ith diameter, and !l.d is the particle size inter~a~ num-
ber. The particle size distribution f(d,) is calculated
from the relationship between the output of the dctec-
tor and its response function. The distrihution is usu-
ally calculated on the basis of volume. Figure 34-5
shows a plot of the cumulative undersize distribution.
The value at each particle diameter represents the per-
centage of particles having diameters less than or
equal to the expressed value. A frequency distribution
showing the percentage of particles having a particular
particle diameter or range of diameters is also com-
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manly given. These can be plotted either as histograms
or as continuous distributions.

Since the initial introduction of laser diffraction in-
strumentation in the 1970s, many different applica-
tions to particle size analysis have been reported.3
These have included measurements of size distribu-
tions of radioactive tracer particles, ink particles used
in photocopy machines, zirconia fibers, alumina par-
ticles, droplets from electronic fuel injectors, crystal
growth particles, coal powders, cosmetics, soils, resins,
pharmaceuticals, metal catalysts, electronic materials,
photographic emulsions, organic pigments, and ceram-
ics. About a dozen instrument companies now pro-
duce LALLS instruments. Some LALLS instruments
have become popular as detectors for size-exclusion
chromatography.

·'See. for example. B. B. Weiner, in Modern Method, of Panicle Size
Analysis. H. G. Barth, ed .. New York: Wiley, 1984, Chap. 5; P. E. Plantz,
ibilL Ch~p. 6

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), also known as photon
correlation spectroscopy (peS) and quasi-elastic light
scattering (QELS), is a powerful technique for probing
solution dynamics and for measuring particle sizes.'
The DLS technique can obtain size information in a
few minutes for particles with diameters ranging from
a few nanometers to about 5 f1m.

Thc DLS technique involves measurement of the
Doppler broadening of the Rayleigh-scattered light as
a result of Brownian motion (translational diffusion) of
the particles. This thermal motion causes time fluctua-
tions in the scattering intensity and a broadening of
the Rayleigh line. The Rayleigh line has a Lorentzian
line shape. In macromolecular solutions, concentration

-1For additional information. see 1. D. Ingle Jr. and S. R Crouch. Spectro-
chemical Analysis. Upper Saddle RIver. NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988. Chap. 16;
N. C. Ford. in Measurements of Suspended Partides by Quasi·elastic Light
Scattering, B. E. Dahenke. ed .. New York: \\/iley. 1983; M. L. McConnelL
Anal. Chern., 1981, 53. 1007:\: B. 1. Berne and R. Pecora, D.\'namic Light
Scattering with Applications to Chemistry. Blulogy and Physics, Nc:w York:
Wiley. IY76, reprinted by Dover Publications. fne .. N.::w 'York.



fiuctuations arc usually dominant. Under these condi-
tions, the width of the Rayleigh line is directly propor-
tional to the translational diffusion coetJicient Dr. The
DLS method uses optical mixing techniques and cor-
relation analysis to obtain these diffusion coefficients.
The line widths (1 Hz to I MHz) are too small to be
measured bv conventional spectrometers and even
interferometers.

The sample in a DLS experiment is well-dispersed in
a suspending medium. [n a typical DLS experiment,
the sample is illuminated by a single-wavelength laser
beam. To measure the Doppler widths, the DLS instru-
ment uses optical mixing or light-beating techniques to
translate the optical frequencies (-6 X 10" Hz with the
488-nm line of an Ar' laser) to frequencies near 0 Hz
(dc) that can be easily measured. [n most DLS instru-
ments, a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is uscd as a non-
linear mixer because its output is proportional to the
square of the electric field falling on its photosensitive
surface.

To see how the PMT acts as a mixer, let us assume
that thc scattered radiation contains sine wavcs of two
frequencies WIand w,. The elcctric field vector E can
be written as

where E, and E, are the amplitudes of the two waves.
The PMT output signal S(w) is proportional to the
square of the electric field and can be expressed as

S(w) = A(Elsin'WII" Eisin'w21
+ E,E,[cos(w, - WI)I - COS(W2+ WI)IJ} (34-6)

wherc A is a proportionality constant. The PMT cannot
respond directly to frequencies w, and w, or the sum
term because these are greater than 10" Hz for visible
radiation. The PMT can respond, however, to the dif-
ference frequency term (w, - WI)'which can be as small
as a few Hz. When multiple frequencies are present, a
difference spectrum is generated that is centered at
o Hz. The time dependence of the intensity fluctuations
is then used to obtain the particle size information. Op-
tical mixing is accomplished by beating thc scattered
light against a small portion of the source bcam (hetcro-

It] Tutorial: Learn more about particle size anal)'sis
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FIGURE 34-6 (a)Scattered radiation intensity fluctuations
from an aqueous solution of 2 .02-~m (diameter) poly-
styrene spheres; (b) autocorrelation function of intensity
fluctuations.

dyne detection) or by beating the scattered light against
itself (self-beating).

The PMT output signal is proportional to the
scattered radiation intensity. Bccause the dispersed
particles are in continuous thermal motion, the ob-
served scattered intensity 1(1) fluctuates with time. The
intensity-versus-time trace resemhles a noise pattern
as shown in Figurc 34-6a. Small particles cause thc in-
tensity to fiuctuate more rapidly than large particles.

The next step in the process is to determinc the
autocorrelation function of the signal. With autocor-
relation, the signal is multiplied hy a delayed version
of itself, and the product is time-averaged. The time-

averaged product is obtained at various delay times and
plotted against the delay time. The autocorrelation
function is the Fourier transform of the power spec-
trum. Because the scattered radiation has a Lorentzian
line shape. its Fourier transform should be an exponen-
tial decal', as illustrated in Figure 34-6b. According to
the thco~v of DLS, the time constant of the exponential
decav T i; directly related to the translational diffusion
coefficient of the isotropic. spherical particles in
Brownian motion.

Here. q is called the modulus of the scauerillg .'ector
and is given by

where II is the refractive index of the suspension liquid,
Ii is the scattering angle, and A is the wavelength of the
laser radiation.

The particle size is obtained from the translational
diffusion coefficient Dr and particle shape informa-
tion. For a spherical particle, the Stokes-Eillsleill rela-
lioll5hip is used to calculate the hydrodynamic particle
diameter ds

kT
ds = h-T/D

T

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute tem-
perature, and T/ is the viscosity of the medium. Equa-
tion 34-8 holds only for noninteracting, spherically
shaped particles. For nonspherical particles, the hy-
drodynamic diameter is the diameter of a hypothetical
sphe~e that would havc the same translational diffu-
sion coefficient as the nonspherical particle.

DLS can also be used to give particle size distribu-
tions, although these require careful sample prepara-
tion and longcr measurement times. The DLS data
cannot provide a totally accurate particle size distrihu-
tion hecause thcre are many distributions correspon-
ding to similar correlation patterns.

A DLS instrument consists of a laser source. a sample
cell, a photodetector. and a computer with an autocor-
relator. A tvpical instrumental setup for DLS is shown
in Figure 34-7 A CW laser is uscd as thc source in DLS.
He-N" lasers (63c.1' nm) and Ar' lasers (488,IJ nm
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FIGURE 34-7 Typicalinstrumental arrangement for DLS.
A laser source is incident on a sample. The sample is usu-
ally a well-dispersed suspension. The scattered radiation
containing the Doppler broadening information is incident
on a PMT.Photon counting signal processing is used. The
autocorrelation function of the scattering signal is calcu-
lated and used to obtain the translational diffusion coeffi-
cient Dr, which is then related to particle size.

and -'14.5 nm) are the most common sources. Diode
lasers at 650 nm are also used in some instruments.
The laser heam is focuscd in the middle of the sample
cell containing the particles of interest suspended in a
liquid.

Sample Cell and Sample Handling

A cuvette-type sample cell is often used. The cell is
often surrounded by a liquid maintained at a constant
temperature. The refractive index of thIS liquid is
matched to that of thc suspending medl Lim.

The sample must be well dispersed in the suspend-
ing medium. This is usuallv accomplished bv gentle
shaking and sometimes by ultrasonic agitation. Too



much agitation can cause aggregation of some mate-
rials and particle fracture in others. Solvents must
be carefully filtered to avoid dust particles and other
contaminants that can cause scattering. There must be
a refractive-index difference between the suspending
medium and the dispersed phase, and the refractive in-
dex of the solvent must be known. The viscosity at the
measurement temperature must also be known so that
the Stokes-Einstein relationship (Equation 34-8) can
be applied.

The sample concentration to be used depends on
particle size, laser power, and particle refractive index.
The upper concentration limit is determined by mul-
tiple scattering phenomena, where light scattered from
one particle is rescattered by another. Maximum con-
centrations are size dependent, but for a strong scat-
terer a maximum concentration of 0.01% is typical for
loo-nm particles. The lower concentration limit is de-
termined by the number of particles in the scattering
volume. Typically, at least 1000 particles are needed.
Some trial and error is usually needed to obtain the
appropriate concentration.

Photodetector

The scattered light is measured at an angle IJ, usually
90°, from the incident beam. The scattered light strik-
ing the surface of the photodetector acts as a nonlinear
mixer. The PMT is the most common photodetector.
The PMT output can be processed by photon-counting
techniques or as an analog photocurrent (see Sec-
tion 7F-l). Particle size information is then obtained
from a correlation analysis of the processed signal as
discussed previously. Photodiodes have also been used
in some commercial DLS instruments. In addition,
dual photodetectors have been used along with cross-
correlation processing to eliminate contributions from
multiple scattering.

34C-3 Applications

There are many different applications of the DLS tech-
nique. The DLS method has been used to determine
the size of polymer lattices and resins and to monitor
the growth of particles during processes such as emul-
sification and polymerization. Micelles and micro-
emulsions have been studied by DLS methods. DLS is
also widely applicable to the investigation of biopoly-
mers and biocolloids. It has been used to study natural
and synthetic polypeptides, nucleic acids, ribosomes,
vesicles, viruses. and muscle fibers.

One of the most important types of particle size ana-
lyzers is the photosedimentation type.' A photosedi-
mentation analyzer determines the particle size distri-
bution by measuring photometrically the rate at which
particles settle (sediment) through a liquid. Consider
various sizes of particles of the same material stirred
vigorously in a liquid so that they are distributed ho-
mogeneously. When the stirring is stopped, the par-
ticles begin to settle, with the largest particles falling
most rapidly, intermediate sizes less rapidly, and so on.
At any instant after the stirring is stopped, there will
be a level below the upper liquid surface with none of
the largest particles, a higher level above which there
are none of the intermediate-size particles, and still
another, higher level above which there are no par-
ticles at all. In the photosedimentation analyzer, this
changing condition is analyzed to reveal the size and
relative population of particle sizes as described below.

. The force causing a particle to sediment or settle can
be a gravitational force or a centrifugal force.' Photo-
sedimentation analyzers can measure particle sizes
ranging from 0.01 fim to 300 fim.

340-1 Settling Velocity and Particle Size

When a force F, such as a gravitational force, is applied
to a particle in solution, the particle is accelerated. As
its velocity increases, the particle experiences more
and more retardation due to friction. For low veloci-
ties, the frictional force is given by uf, where u is the
velocity and fis the frictional coefficient. When the ve-
locity gets high enough, the frictional force becomes
equal to the applied force and the particle moves with
a constant velocity

The frictional coefficient f contains information
about the size and shape of the particle. For spherical
particles, Stokes's law, given in Equation 34-10, holds
for laminar-ftow conditions

where '7 is the viscosity and r is the radius of the par-
ticle. Here, it is assumed that the drag on the falling
particle is due primarily to frictional forces.

5 For additional information, see T. Allen, Particle Size Measurement,
VoL 1, 5th ed., London: Chapman & Hall, 1997; C. Bernhardt, Particle Size
Analysis, London: Chapman & Hall. 199.t.
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The Stokes Equations
If a spherical particle settles in a gravitational field, the
force causing it to settle in the ftuid is equal to the ef-
fective mass of the particles times the acceleration of
gravity. The effective mass is the mass of the particle
minus the masS of the ftuid displaced by the particle. If
the density of the particle is p, the force causing the
settling is ~7Tr3(p - Pc)g, where Pc is the ftuid density
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. When the par-
ticle has reached a constant rate of settling, the fric-
tional retarding force is equal to the gravitational
force, and

~ 7Tr'(p - Pc)g = 67T'7ru
3

By rearranging Equation 34-11, we can solve for the
terminal velocity u in terms of the particle radius r or
the diameter d = 2r

(p - Pc)g ( )2 _ (p - pcl!Id'
u = ------ 2r -

18'7 18'7

At a sedimentation distance h and time t, the velocity
is u = hit, and sedimenting particles with diameters
less than or equal to a diameter called the Stokes di-
ameter dsto'" will be in the measuring window. The
Stokes diameter is given by

I 18'7 h
dSto'e' = 'V (p ~ pe)g x t

In a centrifugal field, a particle sedimenting through
a viscous medium also reaches a terminal velocity u.
The centrifugal acceleration is W'Ya, where w is the ro-
tational velocity in radls, and ra is the distance from the
center of rotation to where the measurement is made,
called the analytical radius. In this case, the Stokes
equation has the form:

Here, t is the time required for a particle of diameter d
to move from its starting point radius ro to the analyti-
cal radius ra' If the particles have densities greater than
that of the ftuid, the starting radius Yo is that of the in-
ner liquid meniscus. From Equation 34-14, we can
solve for the Stokes diameter <Is",.,,·

The quantity ulw'ra is sometimes called the sedi-
mentation coefficient S, with units of seconds. From
Equation 34-14, we can see that

u 1S = - = ,-In(ro/ro) (34-16)
w2'a w-t

Assumptions of the Stokes Equations

To apply the Stokes equations to measurements of the
size of sedimenting particles, several critical assump-
tions are made:

1. The particle must be spherical, smooth, and rigid.
This assumption is not always valid as discussed pre-
viously. For nonspherical particles, the diameter cal-
culated is an equivalent Stokes diameter, the diam-
eter of a sphere of the same material with the same
sedimentation velocity.

2. The final velocity of the particle is reached instantly.
In actuality a finite, but small, time is required for
this condition to be met.

3. All particles have the same density p and any influ-
ences from the wall of the sedimentation vessel are
negligible.

4. All particles are assumed to move independently
without interference or interaction with other par-
ticles in the system. This assumption is good only at
low concentrations where there is separation be-
tween the particles. Concentrations substantially
less than 1% by volume are thus preferred.

5. The ftuid behaves as a continuum with a constant
viscosity, independent of any velocity and concen-
tration gradients (Newtonian ftuid approximation).
This assumption is valid when water is the dilution
medium.

340-2 Instrumentation

There are several commercial photosedimentation an-
alyzers. Figure 34-8 shows a schematic diagram of one
instrument (the Horiba CAPA-7oo) that can achIeve
sedimentation by gravity or by centrifugal force. The
components consist of an optical system, a centrifuge,
control circuitry, and a computation system.

The rotation speeds can be selected by the user or
automatically set by the computer. These speeds corre-
spond to centrifugal forces of 8 G at 300 rpm to 9000 G
at 10,000 rpm. Here, G is the gravitational constant
equal to 6.6742 X 1011 N m'/kg'. Two cells are
mounted on the rotor: the sample cell is filled with the
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FIGURE 34·8 Diagram of photosedimentation system. The unit can be operated in either the
gravitational mode or the centrifugal mode. In the gravitational mode, sedimentation is monI-
tored by the LEDsource and sample photodetector (PO)shown on the right side of the dia-
gram. The reference photodetector measures the LEDintensity. In the centrifugal mode, a
motor spins the rotating disc at speeds from 300 to 10,000 rpm. Sedimentation is monitored
by the LED-photodetector pair 2. Photodetectors 1 and 3 provide synchronization signals for
the reference and the sample, respectively. A speed sensor monitors the rotation speed and
feeds the information to the motor controller for maintaining a constant speed. (Courtesy of
Horlba, ltd.)

sample suspension and the opposite reference cell is
filled with a clear dispersing fluid. The reference cell is
used to balance the centrifuge and provide a constant
optical reference. Green LEOs (560 nm) provide the
source radiation. In the centrifugal mode the source is
continuously illuminated, and in the gravitational
mode the source is pulsed at 15Hz. The computer mon-
itors and sends out signals to control the motor speed.
The computer system also carries out the appropriate
calculations, as discussed later.

Sedimentation Modes

Sedimentation under a gravitational field can be used
for large particles. However, gravitational sedimen-
tation is not feasible for particles much below 5 !1min
diameter. For such particles, the sedimentation time
is so long that Brownian motion ean be a significant
contributor to particle movement. With gravitational
sedimentation, the only means to vary the particle ve-
locity is by selecting a medium with a different viscos-
ity and density. Centrifugal sedimentation is used for
smaller particles. Some instruments even use a gradi-

ent mode, in which the centrifuge is accelerated during
the analysis.

Distribution Detennination

In gravitational sedimentation the particle concentra-
tion in the measurement zone remains equal to the ini-
tial concentration until the largest particle present in
the suspension has settled through the zone. The con-
centration of particles in the measurement zone at time
t represents particles whose size is less than or equal to
the Stokes diameter dStok,,' The Stokes diameter is in-
versely proportional to the square root of time as shown
by Equation 34-13. Therefore, a plot of concentration
versus dStok" represents the undersize distribution.

In centrifugal sedimentation, a complication arises
because the particle velocity depends on not only
particle size, as in gravitational sedimentation, but also
the radial position of the particle. As Equation 34-14
shows, the particle velocity increases with increasing
radial distance ra from the axis of rotation. Because of
this, the particle concentration below the measurement
zone decreases exponentially with the sedimentation
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time. This is often called a radial dilution effect. In
centrifugal sedimentation with homogeneous suspen-
sions, the radial dilution effect complicates the mathe-
matics required to obtain a particle size distribution.
With some units a correction for radial dilution can be
applied in the centrifugal sedimentation mode6

Photometric Measurement

In photosedimentation, measurements of the solution
absorbance are made as a function of time at a con-
stant distance (gravity field) or radial position (cen-
trifugal field).' Figure 34-9 shows the measurement
principle for a gravitational field. For suspended par-
ticles of concentration c in a cell of path length b, the
solution absorbance at time t, A" is given by

i=Stokes

A, = kcb L Kinidf
i=O

where k is a shape factor, Ki is the absorption coeffi-
cient for particles of size di, n, is the number of parti-
cles of size di in a unit mass of powder, and dSlOke> is the
Stokes diameter at time t.

Let us now consider a small change in absorbance
AA, as the sedimentation time changes from t to t + A.
Here, the average Stokes diameter in the beam is di, and
we can write

AA, 2
-- = kcbnidi
K,

6Horiha., Ltd Notice for CAPA-SOO, U.S. Version, Code {)-1.169-1.00 ,
December 1993: see aho sections 7.13 and 8.6.1 of T. Allen, Particle Si:.e
,I,feasurement, Vol. L 5th ed" London: Chapman & Hall, 1997; H. 1.
Karnack, 11nal. Chern., 1951, 23, 8+4.
'See T. Allen, Particle Si:.e Measurement, Vol. I. 5th ed , London: Chapman
& Hall..1997. pp 269-327.
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FIGURE 34-9 Photometric determination of particle
size distribution. Measurements of the concentra-
tions of the settling particles are made as a function
of time by measuring the solution absorbance, A, =

-log (PIPol,. Here, the suspension is shown in (a) as
a homogeneous mixture at I = 0 and later In (b)as
particles sediment (I = I).

By measuring absorbance changes as a function of time,
the cumulative undersize particle distribution can be
obtained by mathematical manipulation. However. in
converting Equation 34-18 to the size distribution, it is
necessary to know how the absorption coe[ftcient K
varies with di. Alternatively, an external standard can
be used for calibration. If correction is not made for
variations in K, results are valid only for comparison
purposes. .'

For incremental, homogeneous, centnfugal sedI-
mentation, the situation is considerably more com-
plex. In general, the solution absorbance is monitored
as a function of time. The Stokes diameter is again in-
versely proportional to the square root of the mea-
surement time. A radial dilution correction should be
applied. The measured absorbance changes with time
are then related mathematically to the particle size
distribution.

340-3 Applications

Photosedimentation has been used to determine par-
ticle sizes of polymers, dye materials, pharmaceutical
preparations, and biological materials. It is used in
quality control during the production of paints, foods,
and ceramics. In the pharmaceutical industry. for ex-
ample, one of the current areas of interest is the deliv-
ery of medicine via inhalation powders. For these, fine
particles are prepared and used in an inhaler as dry
powders to deliver medicine directly to the lungs (pul-
monary delivery). Some preparation processes use su-
percritical fluids to control powder formation from a
wide ran"e of chemicals, such as inorgal1lc and orgal1lc
material; polymers. peptides. and proteins. For dry
powders to be used as inhalants, the particle size must
be within a quite limited range. Hence. techmques such



as photosedimentation are used to monitor particle
sizes during the preparation process or for quality
control purposes.

With dry powder inhalation. protein-based drugs
can be delivered without being decomposed by the di-
gestive system before entering the blood stream. Deliv-
ering medication in dry powder form thus has advan-

tages over intravenous injection for several types of
pharmaceutical prcparations. Pulmonary delivery of
drugs to treat diabetes (insulin), multiple sclerosis, cys-
tic fibrosis, anemia, asthma, and several other diseases
have been implemented or arc currently under devel-
opment. Particle size analysis is playing a significant
role in these advances.

*Answers are provided at the end of the book for problems marked with an asterisk.

~ Problems with this icon are best solved using spreadsheets.

34-1 What is a normal particle size distribution') What is a cumulative particle size
distribution?

34-2 What is the major problem presented by particle size analysis?

34-3 What quantities are used to describe particle size?

34-4 How are nonspherical particles dealt with in particle size analysis?

34-5 Why are comparisons of particle sizes between different instrumental techniques
only qualitative?

34-6 Define Mie scattering. For what particle sizes does Mie theory apply?

34-7 What is an Airy pattern? How does it arise in diffraction'

34-8 What is a cumulative undersize particle distribution?

34-9 Discuss the major differences between DLS and LALLS.

*34-10 The translational diffusion coefficient of the cnzyme aspartatc transcarbamylase
in dilute aqueous solution was found to be 3.75 x 10-7 cm 2 s -[ at 20"C (1) =
1.002 cPl. What is the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles? What does the
hydrodynamic diameter mean if the particles are nonspherical?

*34-11 A protein molecule is approximately spherical and has a hydrodynamic diameter
of 35 llm. What is the translational diffusion coefficient of the protein at 20°C in
dilute aqueous solution?

*34-12 In a particular batch of polystyrene microspheres, their diameter is 10.0 llm and
density 1.05 g cm-'. In 20"C water (PF = 0.998 g cm-'), what will be the settling
velocity of these particles in a I G gravitational field? What time will it take for
the particles to sediment 10 mOl?

*34-13 For polystyrene spheres of 10.0 11mdiameter in water at 20°e, how long will it
take the particles to move from an initial radius of 70 mOl to an analytical radius
of 80 mOl in a centrifugal field of 10,000 rpm? What is the centrifugal accelera-
tion in G at 10,000 rpm"

*34-14 A polystyrene particle settles, moving from a starting radius of 70 mOl to an ana-
lytical radius of 80 mOl in 2.9 s in a centrifugal field of 9000 G. If the particle is in
an aqueous solution at 20°C, what is the Stokes diameter' j

:+'$

Challenge Problem
34-15 (a) Use an Internet search engine to find laser diffraction instruments made by a

commercial company (try Malvern, Sympatec, Shimadzu, Beckman Coulter,
or Horiba). Choose a specific instrument and describe its operation. What
laser is used' What is the detection system" Give typical values of accuracy
and precision. .

(b) What ranges of particle sizes can the chosen instrument determme?
(c) What types of sampling accessories are available for the instrumenP What

sample cells are available'
(d) What is the size of the instrument?
(e) What models does the software use to determine particle sizes'
(0 Are any options available to automate particle size analysis? .
(g) Use a search e"gine to find a paper in the literature that uses las~r dIffrac-

tion to determine particle sizes. Describe the application in detat!.



Instrumental Analysis in Action '

The John Vollman case in New Brunswick. Canada, in 1958
was the first murder case in which neutron activation analy-
sis (NAA), then labeled in the press as "atomic evidence,"
played a major role in the outcome. Since then. NAA has
been widely used and accepted in forensic science for deter-
mining trace elements.

In May 1958, a 16-year-old girl, Gaetane Bouchard, left her
home in lale afternoon to go shopping in the small New
Brunswick town of Edmundston. When she failed to return
home by 8 p.m., her father telephoned several of her
friends, asking if Ihey knew where she was. Some friends
mentioned that she might have been with a former boy-
friend, John Vollman, who lived across the border in
Madawaska, Maine. Mr. Bouchard drove across the border
and met with the 20-year-old Vollman who worked a night
shift at a printing plant. Vollman claimed that he and Gae-
tane were no longer seeing each other and that he was now
engaged to another woman.

When Bouchard returned to Edmundston, he called the
police and then began searching for his daughter. Some
friends advised him to search an abandoned gravel pit out-
side of town. The pit was often a popular "make-out" spot
for young couples. Bouchard's flashlight soon illuminated a
suede shoe that he recognized as Gaetanc's. A few minutes
later, he found the body of his daughter. She had been re-
peatedly stabbed in the chest and back and then dragged off
to die. The police were notified, and the pit was secured as a
crime scene.

Police searching the pit soon found a dark pool of blood
and tire tracks where Gactane's assault had begun. While
making plaster casts of the tire tracks. one of the police offi-
cers noted two tiny slivers of green paint possibly chipped
off the car by rocks as the car sped off. One of the paint
chips was no larger than the head of a pin. wbile the second
was a larger heart-shaped piece.

The next day Gaetane 's movements in the hours leading
up to her murder were retraced. At 4 p.m., she purchased
some chocolate from a local restaurant. A short time later,
she \\'as seen talking to the driver of a light-green Pontiac
with Maine license plates. About an hour later, two friends
saw her seated in a green Pontiac. Another witness saw a
green car parked by the gravel pit sometime belween 5 and
6 p.m. The medical examiner attributed death to the mul-
tiple stabbings and put the time of death no later than 7 p.m.

Detectives then interviewed Vollman at his workplace
and examined his recently purchased green 1952 Pontiac.
They found a heart-Shaped piece of paint missing from just
below the passenger door. The paint chip found at the crime
scene matched perfectly - both visually and later micro-
scopically - the missing paint particle. The car revealed
even more evidence. Inside the glove compartment was a
half-eaten bar of chocolate, identical to the type that
Gaetane had purchased at the restaurant.

The most important piece of evidence, however, ~as
found clutched in the girl's hand when she was aut~psied.
Entwined in her fingers was a strand of human hair, a Ilttle
over 2 inches long. Detectives immediately surmised that
Gaetane had pulled the hair from the murderer as she
struggled to free herself. The challenge now was to deter-
mine whether the hair found had come from Vollman.

To establish whether the hair found in Gaetane's hand came
from the suspect, investigators turned to the recently intro-
duced and somewhat controversial technique of neutron ac-
tivation analysis. Neutron activation analysis can identify
and determine trace amounts of as many as 14 different ele-
ments in a single hair. Theoretical calculations have shown
that the probability of two different individuals having the
same concentrations of nine of these clements is about one
in a million. [n many cases, the ratios of two element con-
centrations are strongly indicative of hair from a particular
person. Neutron activation analysis has also been used to
determine the presence of poisons. such as arsenic, in the
hair of victims.

In the Vollman case, hair samples from the suspect and
the victim were compared with the hair found in Gaetane's

FIGURE IA6-1 SEM photomicrograph of a human hair
(left thinner strand) compared with a cat hair. (From
D. Owen, Hidden Evidence: 40 True Crimes and How
Forensic Science Helped Solve Them. Buffalo, NY: Firefly
Books, 2000.)

hand. To identify the hair, the ratio of the gamma ray inten-
sitv of sulfur to phosphorus (SIP) was measured. In the case
of~thc victim, the ratio was found to be 2.02. The sample
found in Gaelane's hand had an SIP intensity ratio of 1.02,
while that from VoUman registered l.07. From these mea-
surements. it was concluded that the hair dad nol come from
Gaetane. but was a close match to that from the suspect. t

Scanning electron microscopic evidence, similar to that
shown in Figure IA6-1. was also consistent with the hair
being that of the suspect.

The Trial

John Vollman stood trial for murder in Edmundston in
November 19:\0. He pleaded not guilty and seemed very
confident that the ·'atomic evidence" would not be allowed.
Despite the vigorous objections of the defense, however, .
the NAA evidence v,:asadmitted. Scientists eager to explalO
the NAA procedure took the witness stand. The mood of

I C. Evans, The CIJ._"ebookof Forensic Detection: Hal'" Science Solved 100
(.(the H'orld's ..Hoyt Baffling Crimes. N~w York: Wiley, 1996

the court shifted so dramatically against Vollman that he
changed his plea to guilty of manslaughter. He admitted to
killing Gaetane. but not intentionally. He claimed that she
had i~itially encouraged his advances. but latcr changed
her mind. As a struggle broke out, Vollman said that he had
suffered a blackout. The jury did not believe his story and
found him guilty as charged. He was scntenc~d to death, a
sentence that was later commuted to life imprisonment.
John Vollman became the first criminal to be convicted by
the new technique of neutron activation analysis.

Neutron Activation Analysis in Forensic Science

Although capable of incredible sensitivity and selectivity.
neutron activation analysis has never gained great popular-
ity in forensic science. The major reason, of course. is that
NAA is expensive and requires access to a nuclear reactor.
Todav NAA has been superseded in hair analysis by DNA
finge;~rinting.' The amount of DNA found at the root of
o~e human hair is sufficient for DNA fingerprinting. Such
techniques are much less expensive and morc readily avail-
able than neutron activation analysis.

Neutron activation analysis has been quite useful. how-
ever, in special forensic situations. For example, NAA has
been used to determine trace amounts of metals in gunshot
residues from the hands of suspects and metal fragments
taken from the wounds of victims. During the investigation
of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, for ex-
ample, forensic scientists used NAA to determine silver and
antimony in the recovered bullets and in metal fragments
from the wounds of President Kennedy and Governor John
Connally. The concentrations of these trace elements vary
significantly from one bullet to the next, but are quite simi-
lar in pieces of metal from a single bullet. The NAA results
indicated that a single bullet had wounded both men. The
second bullet had struck President Kennedy only. It was
also concluded that the two bullets were almost certainly

fired by the same gun.'

2D. Owen, Hidden E~'idence: 40 True Crimes and How Forensic Science
Helped Soh'e Them. Buffalo, NY: Firefly Books, 2000
Jp. Moore, The Fvrensics Handbook..- The Secrets of Crime Scene Investi-
gation. New York: Hames & Noble Books, 2004



This appendix describes the types of errors that are en-
countered in analytical chemistry and how their mag-
nitudes are estimated and reported.' Estimation of the
probable accuracy of results is a vital part of any analy-
sis because data of unknown reliability are essentially
worthless.

Two terms are widely used in discussions of the relia-
bility of data: precision and accuracy.

Precision describes the reproducibility of results, that
is, the agreement between numerical values for two Or
more replicate measurements, or measurements that
have been made in exactly the same way. Generally, the
precision of an analytical method is readily obtained
by simply repeating the measurement.

Three terms are widely used to describe the preci-
sion of a set of replicate data: standard deviation, vari-
ance, and coefficient of variation. These terms have sta-
tistical significance and are defined in Section a18-1.

a1A-2 Accuracy

Accuracy describes the correctness of an experimental
result expressed as the closeness of the measurement
to the true or accepted value. Accuracy is a relative
term in the sense that what is an accurate or inaccurate
method very much depends on the needs of the scien-
tist and the difficulty of the analytical problem. For ex-
ample. an analytical method that yields results that
are within:+: 10%, or 1 part per billion, of the correct
amount of mercury in a sample of fish tissue that con-
tains 10 parts per billion of the metal would usually be
considered to be reasonably accurate. In contrast, a

I For more d.:tails. _\e~D. A. Skoog, D. M. West, F J Holler, and S. R
Crouch. FundamenwL~ of Analrrical Chemistr.\', 8th ed., Belmont. CA:
Brooks/Cf?le.2004

procedure that yields results that are within:+: 10% of
the correct amount of mercury in an are that contains
20% of the metal would usually be deemed unaccept-
ably inaccurate.

Accuracy is expressed in terms of either absolute
error or relative error. The absolute error E of the
mean (or average) x of a small set of replicate analyses
is given by the relationship

where x, is the true or accepted value of the quantity
being measured. Often, it is useful to express the accu-
racy in terms of the relative error En where

Frequently, the relative error is expressed as a per-
centage as shown; in other cases, the quotient is multi-
plied by 1000 instead of by 100% to give the error in
parts per thousand (ppt). Note that both absolute and
relative errors bear a sign, a positive sign indicating
that the measured result is greater than its true value
and a negative sign indicating the reverse.

We will be concerned with two types of errors, ran-
dom errors, often called indeterminate errors, and sys-
tematic errors, often called determinant errors2 We will
give random error the symbol Ed and systematic error
the symbol E,. The error in the mean of a set of repli-
cate measurements is then the sum of these two types
of errors:

Random Errors
Whenever analytical measurements are repeated on
the same sample, a scatter of data such as that shown
in Table al-I are obtained because of the presence

~A third type of error that is eocounkred occasionally is gross error, which
arises in most instances from a human error. Typical sources indude trans-
position of numbers in recording. data, spill Lng of a sampk. using the wrong
seal<:on a meIt..:r, accidental introduction of contaminants, and reversing the
sign on a me(~r reading . .-\ gross error in a s..::tof replicate measurements ap-
pears as an malier- a data point that is noticeably different from the other
data in the set. We will not consider gross errors in this di~uSSlon
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of random, or indeterminate errors -that is the pres-
ence of random errors is reflected in the imprecision
of the data.' The data in columns B, E, and H of the
table are absorbances (Section 13A) obtained with a
spectrophotometer on 50 replicate red solutions pro-
duced by treating identical aqueous samples contain-
ing 10 ppm of Fe(III) with an excess of thiocyanate ion.
The measured absorbances are directly proportional
to the iron concentration.

The distribution of random errors in these data
is more easily understood if they are organized into
equal-sized, adjacent data groups, or cells, as shown in
Table al-2. The relative frequency of occurrence of re-
sults in each cell is then plotted as in Figure a I-IA to
give a bar graph called a hislOgram.

We can imagine that, as the number of measure-
ments increases, the histogram approaches the shape of
the continuous curve shown as plot B in Figure ai-I.

l Fo~ mure mformation on the applicallon of spreadsheets in evaluatmg an-
alytical data, see $. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler, Applications ofMicmsoft~
LXCel In Analvtical Chemistry, Belmont. CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004.
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The frequency distribution exhibited by a Gaussian
curve has the following characteristics:

1. The most frequently observed result is the mean JL

of the set of data.
2. The results cluster symmetrically around this mean

value.
3. Small divergences from the central mean value are

found more frequently than are large divergences.
4. In the absence of systematic errors, the mean of a

large set of data approaches the true value.

Characteristic 4 means that, in principle, it is always
possible to reduce the random error of an analysis to
something that approaches O. Unfortunately, it is sel-
dom practical to achieve this goal, however, because to
do so requires performing 20 or more replicate analy-
ses. Ordinarily, we can only afford the time for two or
three replicated measurements, and a significant ran-
dom error is to be expected for the mean of such a small
number of replicates.

Statisticians usually use JL to represent the mean of
an infinite collection of data (see Figure ai-I. curve B)
and :i for the mean of a small set of replicate data. [n
the absence of systematic error, the total error E is just
the random error Ed (Equation al-3). Hence, the error
for the mean of a small set is then given by

TABLE a1-2 Frequency Distribution
of Data from Tablea1-1

Absorbance Number in Relative
Range,A Range,y Frequency,ylNa

0.469-0.471 3 0.06
0.472-0.474 1 0.02
0.475-0.477 7 0.14
0.478-0.480 9 0.18
0.481-0.483 13 0.26
0.484-0.486 7 0.14
0.487-0.489 5 0.10
0.490-0.492 4 0.08
0.493-0.495 1 0.02

This plot shows a Gaussian curve, or normal error curve,
which applies to an infinitely large set of data. It is
found empirically that the results of replicate chemical
analyses are frequently distributed in an approximately
Gaussian, or normal, form.

The mean of a finite set of data rapidly approaches
the !rue mean when the number of measurements N

FIGURE a1-1 A, Histogram showing
distribution of the 50 results in
Table a1-1. B, Gaussian curve for data
with the same mean and standard
deviation as those in A.

increases beyond 20 or 30. Thus, as shown in the follow-
ing examplc, we can sometimes determine the random
error in an individual result or in the mean of a small set
of data.

Calculate the random error for (a) the second result in
Table a I-I and (b) the mean for the first three entries
in the table.

For 50 results we can assume the mean x = 0.482 = JL.

(a) The random error for data point 2 with value x, is

x = 0.488 + 0.480 + 0.4~ = 0.485
3

The random nature of indeterminate errors makes
it possible to treat these effects by statistical methods.
Statistical techniques arc considered in Section aiB.



FIGURE a1-2 Illustrationof systematic error in analytical
results. Curve A is the frequency distribution for the ac-
cepted value by Method A, which has no bias. Curve B
illustrates the distribution of results by Method B. which
has a significant bias = IJ-B - I-'A"

Systematic Errors

Systematic errors have a definite value and an assign-
able cause and are of the same magnitude for replicate
measurements made in the same way. Systematic er-
rors lead to bias in measurement results. Bias is illus-
trated by the two curves in Figure al-2, which show the
frequency distribution of replicate results in the analy-
sis of identical samples by two methods that have ran-
dom errors of identical size. Method A has no bias so
that the mean /LA is the true value. Mcthod B has a bias
that is given by

Note that bias affects all of the data in a sct and that it
bears a sign.

Systematic errors are of three types: instrumental.
personal, and method.

Instrumental Errors. Instrumental errors are caused by
nonideal instrument behavior, by faulty calibrations, or
by use under inappropriate conditions. Typical sources
of instrumental errors include drift in electronic cir-
cuits; leakage in vacuum systems; temperature effects
on detectors; currents induced in circuits from 110-V
power lines; decreases in voltages of batteries with use:
and calibration errors in meters. weights, and volumet-
ric equipment.

Systematic instrument errors are commonly de-
tected and corrected by calibration with suitable

standards. Periodic calibration of instruments is al-
ways desirable because the response of most instru-
ments changes with time due to wear, corrosion, Or
mistreatment.

Personal Errors. Personal errors are those introduced
into a measurement by judgments that the experimen-
talist must make. Examples include estimating the po-
sition of a pointer between two scale divisions, the color
of a solution at the end point in a titration, the level of a
liquid with respect to a graduation in a pipet, or the rel-
ative intensity of two light beams. Judgments of this
type are often subject to systematic, unidirectional un-
certainties. For example, one person may read a pointer
consistently high, another may be slightly slow in acti-
vating a timer, and a third may be less sensitive to color.

Number bias is another source of personal system-
atic error that is widely encountered and varies COn-
siderably from person to person. The most common
bias encountered in estimating the position of a needle
on a scale is a preference for the digits 0 and 5. Also
prevalent is a preference for small digits o~er large
and even ones over odd. Digital displays and computer-
based instruments eliminate number bias.

A near-universal source of personal error is prejll-
dice. Most of us, no matter how honest, have a natural
tendency to estimate scale readings in a direction that
improves the precision in a set of results or causes the
results to fall closer to a preconceived notion of the true
value for the measurement.

Most personal errors can be minimized by care and
self-discipline. Thus, most scientists develop the habit
of systematically double-checking instrument readings,
notebook entries, and calculations. Robots, automatcd
systems, computerized data collection, and comput-
erized instrument control have the potential of mini-
mizing or eliminating most personal-type systematic
errors.

Method Errors. Method-based errors are often intro-
duced from nonideal chemical and physical behavior
of the reagents and reactions on which an analysis
is based. Possible sources include slowness or incom-
pleteness of chemical reactions, losses by volatility, ad-
sorption of the analyte on solids, instability of reagents,
contaminants, and chemical interferences.

Svstemalic method crrors are usually more difficult
to detect and correct than are instrument and personal
errors. The best and surcst way involves .-alidation
of the method bv using it for the analysis of standard

matcrials that resemblc the samples to be analyzed
both in physical state and in chemical composition ..
The analvte concentrations of these standards must, at
course, be known with a high degree of certainty. For
simple materials, standards can sometimes be prepared
by blending carefully measured amounts of pure com-
pounds. Unfortunately, more often than not, matenals
to be analyzed arc sufficiently complex to preclude thIS
simple approach.

The National Institute of Techno logy and Standards
(NIST) offers for sale a variety of standard reference
materials (SRMs) that have been specifically prepared
for the validation of analytical methods.' The concen-
tration of one or more constituents in these materi-
als has been determined by (1) a previously validated
reference method; (2) two or more independent, re-
liable measurement methods; or (3) analyses from a
network of cooperating laboratories, technically com-
petent and thoroughly familiar with the material be-
ing tested. Most standard reference matenals are sub-
stances that are commonly encountered in commerce
or in environmental, pollution, clinical, biological, and
forensic studies. A few examples include trace elements
in coal, fuel oil, urban particulate matter, sediments
from estuaries, and water; lead in blood samples; cho-
lesterol in human serum; drugs of abuse in urine: and a
wide variety of clements in rocks, minerals, and glasses.
In addition, several commercial supply houses now of-
fer a variety of analyzed materials for method testing.'

a1B STATISTICAL TREATMENT
OF RANDOM ERRORS

Randomly distributed data of the kind described
previously are conveniently analyzed by statistical
techniques, which arc considered in the next several
sections.6

~See u.s. Department of Comm..:rce, .\lIST Standard Relerf'rtce .Hateriil/I"
Cawlog. 199R-99 ed., NlST Special Publication 26(J~98-99: Washington.
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1998. For a descnptton of the ref-
erence material programs of NIST, see R A. Al'.'arcl., S, D. Rasber~y, and
G. A. Uriano, Anal~ Cht>m., 1982,54, 1226A; see also http://v.'ww,msLgo\
'i For example, in the clinical and hiological sciences a~ea. see Sigma Ch~m.
ical Co., 3050 Spruce St., St. Louis. MO 63103 and Blo-Rad Lahoratow::'>,
1000 Alfred Nobel Dr.. Hercules, CA 94547
~For a more detailed treatment of statisticS, see J. L. DCqlTe, Probabilin
and Sratl.Hic\ for Efll.;inrerin).; and thl' Sciences, 6th ed .. Pacific Gru\'(::, CA
Duxburv Pn:ss at Brooks 'Cole. 2004: D. A. Skoog, D. M. West. F. 1. Holler
and S. R'. Crouch, Fundamt:nwls (If Anul ..•.lin.il Chern/SIn, Kthed .. Belmont
CA: Bruoks;Cole, 2004, Chaps. 5--::: S. R. Crouch and F. 1. Holler. Appll'

cations of .\ficrowfl:;' E.tcel ifl Analvticu/ Chem/srrL Belmont. C:\

Bwuk.s 'Cok. 2004

a16-1 populations and Samples

In the statistical treatment of data, it is assumed that the
handful of replicate experimental results obtained in
the laboratory is a minute fraction of the infinite nUIll-
ber of results that could, in pnnciple, be obtained given
infinite time and an infinite amount of sample. Statisti-
cians call the handful of data a sample and view it as a
subset of an infinite poplliation, or wll\'erse, of data that
exists in principle. The laws of statistics apply strictly to
populations only; when applying these laws to a sample
of laboratory data, we must assume that the sample IS

truly repres~ntative of the population. Because there is
no assurance that this assumption is valid, statements
about random errors are necessarily uncertain and
must be couched in terms of probabilities.

Definition of Some Terms Used in Statistics

Population Mean (IL)' The pop Illation mean, some-
times called the limiting mean, of a set of replIcate data
is defined by

where Xi represents the value of the ith measurement.
As indicated by this equation, the mean of a set of mea-
surements approaches the population mean as N, the
number of measurements, approaches infinity. It IS Lm-
portant to add that, in the absence of systematic error,
/L is the trill' vallie for the quantity being measllred.

Sample Mean (x). The sample mean is the mean, or
average, of a finite set of data as given by

\"

~x,
I o~ I

t =---. N

Because N in this case is a finite number, x often differs
somewhat from the population mean /l, and thus the
true value, of the quantity being measured. The use of a
different symbol for the sample mean emphasizes this
important distinction.

Population Standard Deviation (..,.) and Population
Variance (..,.'), The population standard dC\'latlon and
the population \'ariance provide statisticallY' SIgnificant



measures of the precision of a population of data. The
population standard deviation is given by the equation

,r----,,,,-, ----

! 2; (x, - JL)'
\ I lim c.~ __ ._
V.\'-+"<..> N

where x, is again the value of the ith measurement. Note
that the population standard deviation is the root mean
square of the individual deviations from the mean for
the population.

The precision of data is often expressed in terms
of the variance (IT '), which is the square of the stan-
dard deviation. For independent sources of random er-
ror in a system, variances are often additive. That is, if
there are n independent sources, the total variance IT;
IS given by

IT; = ,r; + IT) +. + IT~ (al-9)

where IT;, IT), ... , IT~ are the individual variances of the
error sources.

Note that the standard deviation has the same units
as the data, whereas the variance has the units of the
data squared. Scientists tend to use standard deviation
rather than variance as a measure of precision. It is eas-
ier to relate a measurement and its precision if they both
have the same units.

Sa,mple Standard Deviation (sl and Sample Variance
(s-). The standard deviation of a sample of data that is
of limited size is given by the equation

Note that the sample standard deviation differs in three
ways from the population standard deviation as defined
by Equation al-8. First, IT is replaced by s in order to
emphasize the difference between the two terms. Sec-
ond, the true mean JL is replaced by:t, the sample mean.
FInally, (N - I). which is defined as the number of de-
grees of freedom, appears in the denominator rather
thanN7

Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) and Coefficient
of Variation (CVI. Relative standard deviations are
often more informative than are absolute standard

'By definition. the number of degrees of freedom is the numher of values
thar remain indcpel~dent when s is calculated. \\-'hen the sample mean x is
~ed In the calcul.allOn, only .v ~ I values are independent. because one
\alue can be obtamed from the mean and the other values.

deviations ..The relative standard deviation of a data
sample ISgIven by

When z = 2, the relative standard deviation is given as
a percent; when it is 3, the deviation is reported in
parts per thousand. The relative standard deviation ex-
pressed as a percent is also known as the coefficient of
variatIOn (CV) for the data. That is,

CV = ~ X 100%
x

In dealing with a population of data, IT and JL are used
In place of s and x in Equations al-11 and al-12.

Other Ways to Calculate Standard Deviations, Sci-
entific calculators usually have the standard deviation
function built in. Many can find the population stan-
dard deviation IT as well as the sample standard rdevia_
tion s. For any small set of data, the sample standard
deviation should be used.

To find s with a calculator that does not have a stan-
dard deviation key, the following rearrangement of
Equation al-IO is easier to use than Equation al-1O
Itself:

(
N )'N 2; Xi -

'" 2 ,~Ii~ Xi - --N---

N -1

Example al-2 illustrates the use of Equation a 1-13 to
finds.

The following results were obtained in the replicate
determination of the lead content of a blood sample:
0.752,0.756,0.752,0.751, and 0.760 ppm Pb. Calculate
the mean, the standard deviation, and the coefficient of
variation for the data.

Solution

To apply Equation al-l3, we calculate LX! and
(Lx,)'IN.

0.752
0.756
0.752
0.75t
0.760

LX, = 3.77t

0.565504
0.57t536
0.565504
0.564001
0.577600

L xi ~ 2.844t45

2; Xi 3.771
x =-N = 5 = 0.7542 = 0.754 ppm Pb

(2; x,)' = (3.771)2 = 14.2~0441 = 2.8440882
N 5

Substituting into Equation al-13 leads to

2.844145 - 2.8440882 (D.()()()()4 568
s= 5-1 \j-

= 0.00377 = 0.004 ppm Pb

s 0.00377
CV =:f X ]00% = 0.7542 X 100% = 0.5%

Note in Example a 1-2 that the difference between
LX; and (Lx,)'1 N is very small. If we had rounded
these numbers before subtracting them, a serious error
would have appeared in the computed value of s. To
avoid this source of error, never round a standard devi-
ation calculation until the very end. Furthermore, and
for the same reason, never use Equation al-13 to calcu-
late the standard deviation of numbers containing five
or more digils. Use Equation al-IO instead.' Many cal-
culators and computers with a standard deviation func-
tion use a version of Equation al-13 internally in the
calculation. You should always be alert for roundoff er-
rors when calculating the standard deviation of values
that have five or more significant ligures.

In addition to calculators, computer software is
widely used for statistical calculations. Spreadsheet
software, such as Microsoft'· Excel, can readily obtain a
variety of statistical quantities9 Some popular dedi-
cated statistics programs include MINITAB, SAS,
SYSTAT, Origin, STATISTICA, SigmaStat, SPSS, and
STATGRAPHICS Plus. In addition to normal statistics

1I10 most cases, the first two or three digits in a set of data arc identical to
each other. As an alternative, then, to using Equation a 1-10, these identical
digits can be dropped and the remaining digits used with Equation a 1-13
For example. the standard deviation for the data in Example al-2 could he
based on 0.052, 0.056, 0.052. and so forth (or even 52, 56, 52. etc.).
~S_R. Crouch and E 1- Holler, Applicmions {If Microsoft]; Excel in Ana-
htical Chemistry. Belmont. CA: Brooks/Cole. 2004

calculations, these programs can be used to carry out
least-squares analysis, nonlinear regression, and many
advanced functions.

The Normal Error Law

In Gaussian statistics, the results of replicate meaSUre-
ments arising from indeterminate errors are assumed to
be distributed according to the normal error law, which
states that the fraction of a population of observations,
dNIN, whose values lie in the region x to (x + dx) is
given by

Here, JL and IT are the population mean and the stan-
dard deviation, and N is the number of observations.
The two curves shown in Figure al-3a are plots of
Equation al-14. The standard deviation for the data in
curve B is twice that for the data in curve A.

Note that (x - JL) in Equation al-14 is the absolute
deviation ofrhe individual values ofx from the mean in
whatever units are used in the measurement. Often,
however, it is more convenient to express the devia-
tions from the mean in units of the variable z, where

x-I-'z=--
IT

Note that z is the deviation of a data point from the
mean relative to one standard deviation. That is, when
x - JL = <T, Z is equal to 1; when x - I-' = 2IT, Z is equal
to 2; and so forth. Because z is the deviation from the
mean relative to the standard deviation, a plot of re/a-
tive frequency versus z yields a single Gaussian curve
that describes all populations of data regardless of
standard deviation. Thus, Figure al-3b is the normal
error curve for both sets of data used to plot curves A
and B in Figure al-3a.

Taking the derivative of Equation a1-15 with re-
spect to x gives

dx
dz =-

<T

Substitution of these two relationships into Equa-
tion al-14leads to an equation that expresses the dis-
tribution in terms of the single variable z. That is,

I
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FIGURE a1-3 Normalerror Curves.The standard deviation
of B is twice that of A; that is, fIB ~ 2fI

k
(a)The abscissa

is the deviation from the mean in the units of the measure-
ment. (b)The abscissa is the deviation fromthe mean rela-
tive to fI. Thus, A and B produce identical curves when the
abscissa is z = (x - iL)/ fI

The Normal Error Curve

The normal error curve shown in Figure al-3b has
the follOWing general properties: (I) zero deviation
from the mean occurring with maximum frequencv
(2) symmetrIcal distribution of positive and negati;~
devlahons about this maximum, and (3) exponential
decrease In frequency as the magnitude of the devia-
hons Increases. Thus, small random errors are much
more common than large errors.

Areas under Regions of the Normal Error Curve. The
area under the curve in Figure al-3b is the integral of
EquatIOn al-17 and is determined as follows:

fa 1 -,'/2 (aV2)\/2; e dz = erf -
~ 2

where erf(b) is the error function given by

Ib 2 ,erf(b) = - e-rdxov7T
The fraction of the population between any Specified
limits is given by the area under the curve between these
limits. For example, the area under the curve between
z = -1 and z = + 1 is given by the definite integral

/::"N fl 1 _, (V2)-- = --=e ,(2dz= erf - = 0683
N _1V27T 2'

Thus, ANIN = 0.683, which means that 68.3% of a pop-
ulahon of data lie within ±llT of the mean value. For
similar calculations with z = 2 and z = 3, we find that
95.4% lie within ±2lT and 99.7% within ±3lT. Valucs
for (x - iL) corresponding to ±llT, ±2lT, and ±3lT are
indicated by blue vertical lines in Figure al-3.

The properties of the normal error curve are useful
bccause they permit statements to be made about the
probable magnitude of the net random error in a given
measurement or set of measurements provided the stan-
dard deviation is known. Thus, one can sav that it is
68.3% probable that the random error asso~iated with
any single measurement is within ± IlT, that it is 95.4%
probable that the error is within ±2lT, and so forth. The
standard deviation is clearly a useful quantitv for esti-
mating and reporting the probable net rando~ error of
an analytical method.

AN
N -

Standard Error of the Mean. The probability figures
for thc Gaussian distribution just cited refer to the
probable error of a single measurement. If a set of

samples, each containing N results, is taken randomly
from a population of data, the means of samples will
show less and less scatter as N increases. The standard
deviation of the means of the samples is known as the
standard error of the mean and is denoted by a m' It can
be shown that the standard error is inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the number of data points N
used to calculate the means. That is,

IT
IT =--

m \/Fi

For data in which the sample standard deviation s is
calculated, Equation al-18 can be written as

s
s =--

m VN

where .I'm is the sample standard deviation of the mean.
The mean and the standard deviation ofa set of data

are statistics of primary importance in all types of sci-
ence and engineering. The mean is important because
it usually provides the best estimate of the variable of
interest. The standard deviation of the mean is equally
important because it provides information about the
precision and thus the random error associated with the
measurement.

Methods to Obtain a Good Estimate of IT

To apply a statistical relationship directly to finite
samples of data, it is nccessary to know that the sample
standard deviation s for the data is a good approxima-
tion of the population standard deviation IT. Other-
wise, statistical inferences must be modified to take
into account thc uncertainty in s. In this section, we
consider methods for obtaining reliable estimates of a
from small samples of data.

Performing Preliminary Experiments. Uncertainty
in the calculated value for s decreases as the number
of measurements N in Equation al-IO increases. Fig-
ure al-4 shows the relative error in s as a function of N.
Note that when N is greater than about 20, sand IT can
be assumed. for most purposes. to be identical. Thus,
when a method of measurement is not excessively time-
consuming and when an adcquate supply of sample
is available, it is sometimes feasiblc and economi-
cal to carry out preliminary experiments whose sole

N

FIGURE a1-4 Relative error in the sample standard devi-
ation s as a function of the number of measurements N.

purpose is to obtain a reliable standard deviation for
the method. For example, if the pH of numerous solu-
tions is to be measured in the course of an investigation,
it is useful to evaluate 5 in a series of preliminary exper-
iments. This measurement isstraigbtforward, requiring
only that a pair of rinsed and dried electrodes be im-
mersed in the test solution and the pH read from a scale
or a display. To determine 5, 20 to 30 portions of a buffer
solution of fixed pH Can be measured with all steps of
the procedure being followed exactly. Normally, it is
safe to assume that the random error in this test is the
same as that in subsequent measurements. Tbe value of
.I' calculated from Equation al-lO is then a good estima-
tor of the population value, a.

Pooling Data. lfwe have sevcral subsets of data, we can
get a better estimate of tbe population standard devia-
tion by pooling (combining) the data than by using
only a single data set. Again, we must assume the same
sources of random error in all the measurements. This
assumption is usually valid if the samples have similar
compositions and have been analyzed in exactly the
same way. We must also assume that the samples are
randomly drawn from the same population and thus
have a common value of IT.

The pooled estimate of a, which we call Spoolod, is a
weighted average of the individual estimatcs. To calcu-
late Spookd' deviations from the mean for each subset
are squared: the squares of the deviations of all subsets
are then summed and divided by the appropriate num-
ber of degrees of freedom. The pooled S is obtained by



taking the square root of the resulting number. One
degree of freedom is lost for each subset. Thus, the
number of degrees of freedom for the pooled S is equal
to the total number of measurements minus the num-
ber of subsets nt:

Here, the indices i, j, and k refer to the data in each
subset, N" N" N3, ••. , Nn, are the numbers of results
in each subset. Example al-3 illustrates the calculation
and application of the pooled standard deviation.

Glucose levels are routinely monitored in patients suf-
fering from diabetes. The glucose concentrations in a
patient with mildly elevated glucose levels were deter-
mined in different months by a spectrophotometric an-
alytical method. The patient was placed on a low-sugar
diet to reduce the glucose levels. The following results
were obtained during a study to determine the effec-
tiveness of the diet. Calculate a pooled estimate of the
standard deviation for the method.

Glucose Sumor
Concen- Mean Squares of
tration, Glucose, Deviations Standard

Time mg/L mg/L from Mean Deviation

Month I 1108,1122, 1100.3 1687.43 16.8
1075,1099,
1115,1083,
1100

Month2 992.975, 996.2 1182.80 17.2
1022,1001.
991

Month3 788,805. 798.S 1086.80 16.5
779,822,
800

Month4 799,745, 771.9 295086 22.2
750,774,
777.800.
758

Note: Total number of measurements = 2-k 10(al sum of
squares = 6907.89.

For the first month. the sum of the squares in the next
to last column was calculated as follows:

Sum of squares ~ (1108 - 1100.3)' + (1122 -1100.3)'
+ (1075 - 1100.3)' + (1099 - 1100.3)'
+ (1115 - 1100.3)' + (1083 - 1100.3)'
+ (1100 -- 1100.3)' = 1687.43

The other sums of squares were obtained similarly.
The pooled standard deviation is then

_ !69078'!. _ _ =
Spooled - V 24 _ 4 - 18.)8 19m9/L

Note this pooled value is a better estimate of iT than
any of the individual S values in the last column. Note
also that one degree of freedom is lost for each of the
four data sets. Because 20 degrees of freedom remain,
however, the calculated value of s can be considered a
good estimate of <I.

In most of the situations encountered in chemical
analysis, the true value of the mean JL cannot be deter-
mined because a huge number of measurements (ap-
proaching infinity) would be required. With statistics,
however, we can establish an interval surrounding an
experimentally determined mean x within which the
population mean JL is expected to lie with a certain de-
gree of probability. This interval is known as the con-
fidence interval. For example, we might say that it is
99% probable that the true population mean for a set
of potassium measurements lies in the interval 7.25 :!:

0.15% K. Thus, the mean should lie in the interval from
7.10 to 7.40% K with 99% probability.

The size of the confidence interval, which is com-
puted from the sample standard deviation, depends on
how well the sample standard deviation s estimates the
population standard deviation iT. If s is a good approxi-
mation of iT, the confidence interval can be significantly
narrower than if the estimate of <I is based on only a few
measurement values.

Confidence Interval When iT Is Known
or s Is a Good Estimator of iT

Figure al-5 shows a scries of five normal error curves.
In each, the relative frequency is plotted as a function of
the quantity z (Equation a I-IS), which is the deviation

-3 -2 -I 0
;:=~

(J

FIGUREa1-5 Areas under a Gaussian curve for various
values of :':z. (a) z ~ :':0.67; (b) z = :':1.29; (c) z ~ :':1.64;
(d) z ~ :':1.96; (e) z ~ :':2.58.



from the mean normalized to the population standard
deviation. The shaded areas in each plot lie between the
values of - z and +z that are indicated to the left and
right of the curves. The numbers within the shaded ar-
eas are the percentage of the total area under each
curve that is included within these values of z. For ex-
ample, as shown in curve a, 50% of the area under any
Gaussian curve is located between ~0,67iT and +0,67iT.
In curves band c, we see that 80% of the total area lies
between -1.28iT and + 1.28iT, and 90% lies between
- 1.64<Tand + l.64iT. Relationships such as these allow
us to define a range of values around a measurement re-
sult within which the true mean is likely to lie with acer-
tain probability provided we have a reasonable estimate
of iT. For example, if we have a result x from a data set
with a standard deviation of iT, we may assume that 90
times out of 100, the true mean J.L will fall in the interval
x:+: l.64iT (see Figure al-5c). The probability is called
the confidence level. In the example of Figure a1-5c, the
confidence level (CL) is 90% and the confidence inter-
val (CI) ranges from - 1.64<Tto + 1.64iT. The probabil-
ity that a result is outside the confidence interval is of-
ten called the significance level.

If we make a single measurement x from a distribu-
tion of known iT, we can say that the true mean should
lie in the interval x :+:ZiT with a probability dependent
on z. This probability is 90% for z = 1.64,95% for z =
1.96, and 99% for z = 2.58 as shown in Figure al-5c-e.
We find a general expression for the confidence interval
of the true mean based on measuring a single value x
by rearranging Equation al-15 (remember that z can
take positive or negative values). Thus,

Rarely do we estimate the true mean from a single
measurement, however. Instead, we use the experimen-
tal mean x of N measurements as a better estimate of J.L.
In this case, we replace x in Equation al-20 with x and
iT with the standard error of the mean, iT/ V!V (Equa-
tion al-18). That is,

Values of z at various confidence levels are given in
Table al-3, and the relative size of the confid~nce in-
terval as a function of N is shown in Table a 1-4. Sample
calculations of confidence limits and confidence inter-
vals are given in Examples al-4 and al-5.

TABLE a1·3 Confidence Levels for VariousValuesof z

TABLE a1-4 Size of Confidence Intervalas a Function
of the Number of Measurements Averaged

Number or
Measurements

Averaged

Relative Size
or CooJideuce

Interval

1.00·
0.71
0.58
0.50
0.45
0.41

0.32

Determine the 80% and 95% confidence intervals for
(a) the first entry (1108 mg/ L glucose) in Example al-3
and (b) the mean value (1100.3 mg/L) for month I in
the example.

Solution

We will use the pooled standard dcviation, S",,""d = 19
as a good estimate of iT,

(a) From Table al-3, we see that z ~ 1.28and 1.96 for
the 80% and 95% confidence Icvels. Substituting
into Equation a 1-20 gives

80% CI = l108:+: 1.28 x 19 = 1108:+: 24.3 mg/L

95% CI = l108:+: 1.96 x 19 = 1108:+:37.2 mg/L

From these calculations, we conclude that it is 80%
probable that J.L, the population mean (and, in the
absence of determinare error, the true value), lies in

.~ ..

the interval between 1083.7 and 1132.3 mg/L glu-
cose. Furthermore, the probability is 95% that J.L
lies in the interval between 1070.8 and 1145.2 mg/L
glucose.

(b) For the seven measurements,

1.28 x 19
80% CL = lloo.3:+: ~

= 1100.3 :+:9.2 mg/L
1.96 x 19

95% CL = 1100.3 :+:~

= 1100.3 :+:14,1 mg/L

Thus, there is an 80% chance that J.L is located in
the interval between 1091.1 and 1109.5 mg/L glu-
cose and a 95% chance that it lies between 1086.2
and 1114.4 mg/L glucose,

How many replicate measurements in month I in Ex-
ample al-3 are needed to decrease the 95% confidence
interval to 1100.3 :+:10.0 mg/L glucose?

Solution

Here, we want the term :+:ziT/VNto equal :+:10.0mg/L
glucose:

3:!!_ = 1.96 x 19 = 10,0
VN vN
VN = 1.96 x 19 = 3.724

10,0
N = (3.724)' = 13.9

We thus conclude that 14 measurements are needed
to provide a slightly better than 95% chance that the
population mean will lie within :+:10mg/L glucose of
the experimental mean.

Equation al-21 and Table al-4 tell us that the
confidence interval for an analysis can be halved by
carrying out four measurements. Sixteen measure-
ments will narrow the interval by a factor of 4, and
so on. We rapidly reach a point of diminishing returns
in acquiring additional data, Ordinarily, we take ad-
vantage of the relatively large gain attained by aver-
aging two to four measurements, but can seldom af-
ford the time or amount of sample required to obtain

narrower confidence interv"ls through additional repli-
cate measurements.

It is essential to keep in mind at all times that con-
fidence intervals based on Equation a1-21 apply only
in the absence of bias and only if we can assume that s
is a good approximation of iT. We will indicate that s is
a good estimate of iT by using the symbol s -> iT (s ap-
proaches (T).

Confidence Intervals When iT Is Unknown

Often, limitations in time or in the amount of available
sample prevent us from making enough measurements
to assume s is a good estimate of iT, In such a case, a
single set of replicate measurements must provide not
only a mean but also an estimate of precision. As indi-
cated earlier, s calculated from a small set of data may
be quite uncertain, Thus, confidence intervals are nec-
essarily broader when we must use" small sample value
of s as our estimate of iT.

To account for the variability of s, we use the im-
portant statistical quantity t, which is defined in exactly
the same way as Z (Equation al-15) except that s is
substituted for iT: For a single measurement with result
x, we can define t as

x-J.L
t=---

s/VN

Like z in Equation al-20, t depends on the desired con-
fidence level. But t also depends on the number of de-
grees of freedom in the calculation of s. Table al-5
provides values of t for a few degrees of freedom. More
extensive tables are found in various mathematical and
statistical handbooks. Note that t approaches z as the
number of degrees of freedom becomes large,

The confidence interval for the mean x of N replicate
measurements can be calculated from t by an equation
similar to Equation a1-21:

Use of the t statistic for confidence intervals is illus-
trated in Example a1-6.



Degrees of
Freedom 80% 90% 95% 99% 99.9%

1 3.08 6.31 12.7 63.7 637
2 1.89 2.92 4.30 9.92 31.6
3 1.64 2.35 3.18 5.84 12.9
4 1.53 2.13 2.78 4.60 8.61
5 1.48 2.02 2.57 4.03 6.87
6 1.44 1.94 2.45 3.71 5.96
7 1.42 1.90 2.36 3.50 5.41
8 1.40 1.86 2.31 3.36 5.04
9 1.38 1.83 2.26 3.25 4.78

10 1.37 1.81 2.23 3.17 4.59
15 1.34 1.75 2.13 2.95 4.07
20 1.32 1.73 2.09 2.84 3.85
40 1.30 1.68 2.02 2.70 3.55
60 1.30 1.67 2.00 2.62 3.46

00 1.28 1.64 1.96 2.58 3.29

A chemist obtained the following data for the alcohol
content of a sample of blood: % C;,HsOH: 0.084, 0.089,
and 0.079. Calculate the 95% confidence interval for
the mean assuming (a) the three results obtained are
the only indication of the precision of the method and
(b) from previous experience on hundreds of samples.
we know that the standard deviation of the method s =

0.005% C;,H,OH and is a good estimatc of if.

(a) LXi = 0.084 + 0.089 + 0.079 = 0.252

LX! = 0.007056 + 0.007921 + 0.006241

= 0.021218

0.021218 - (0.252)'/3
.I' = 3 _ I = 0.0050% C,H,OH

Here, x = 0.252/4 = 0.084. Table al-5 indicates that
t = 4.30 for 2 degrees of freedom and the 95% con-
fidence level. Thus.

ts 430 x 0.005095% CI = x :': -= = 0.084:': ---~--
VN \/3

= 0.084 :': 0.012% C,HsOH

(b) Because s = 0.0050% is a good estimate of 0',

95% CI = x:': Z"- = 0.094 :': 1.96 x ~.()()50
\iN \/3

= 0.084 :': 0.006% C,H,OH

Note that a sure knowledge of 0' decreases the con-
fidence interval by a significant amount.

a18-3 Propagation of Measurement
Uncertainties

A typical instrumental method of analysis involves sev-
eral experimental measurements, each of which is sub-
jectto an indeterminate uncertainty and each of which
contributes to the net indeterminate error of the final
result.

Principles

For the purpose of showing how such ind<;terminatc
uncertainties affect the outcome of an analysts, let us
assume that a result X is dependent on the experimen-
tal variables, p, q, 1', ••• , each of which fluctuates in a
random and independent way. That is, x is a function of
p, q, 1', ... , so that we may write

The uncertainty dx, (that is, the deviation from the
mean) in the ith measurement of x depends on the size
and sign of the corresponding uncertainties dp" dq"
dri, .••. That is,

The total variation in x as a function of the uncertain-
ties in p, q, 1', ... can be derived by taking the partial
derivative of x (Equation al-25) with respect to each of
the variables p, q, 1', .... That is,

(ax) (ax) (ax)dx = - dp + -_. dq + ~ dr +ap , aq , ar ,.
(al-26)

where the subscript v means the other variables p, q,
1', ... are held constant.

To develop a relationship between the standard de-
viation of x and the standard deviations of p, q, and r,
we must square Equation al-26 and sum between the
limits of i = 1 to i = LV. where N is the total number
of measurements. In squaring Equation al-26, two
types of terms appear on the right-hand side of the

equation: square terms and cross terms. Square terms
take the form

(ax)' , (ax)' "(ax)'()'-:-- (dp)", -:- (dq)-, -:- dr-,
dp dq dr

Such square terms are always positive and never cancel
each other. In contrast, cross terms may be either pos-
itive or negative in sign and take the form

G;)(*)dPdq, G;)(:')dPdr,

If dp, dq, and dr represent independent and random "n-
certainties, some of the cross terms will be negative and
others positive. Thus, the sum of all such terms should
approach 0, particularly when N is large. Note, how-
ever, that if the variables are not independent, but 111-
stead arc correlated, the cross terms must be kept re-
aardless of the size of N, 10

b As a consequence of the tendency of cross terms to
cancel, the sum from i = 1 to i = N of the square of
Equation al-26 can be assumed to be made up exclu-
sively of squared terms. This sum then takes the form

L (dx,)' = G;r L (dp,)' + G~r L (dqi)'

+ (-¥,-rL(drY+ (al-27)

Dividing through by N - 1 gives

L(dx,)2= (ax)'L(dPJ' + (iJX)'L(dq,)'
N - 1 iJp N - 1 iJq N - 1

+ (iJx)' L (dr,)' +. (a1-28)
ar N - 1

From Equation al-8, we note that

~dx.)' = L (Xi - x)' = s;
N - I N - I

L(dp,)' ,"N='i = sp

and so forth. Thus, Equation al-28 can be written in
terms of the variances of the quantities; that is

( )' (iJ)' (a<)', ax., __x.., + .c. .1" + .
s; = ap 'p'" aq 'q ar '

I'JSce P. R Be\ington and D. K. Robinson, Data Reduction and Error
AMIni} (or the PhrsicalSciences, 2nd ed .. pp. ~1-50, New York: McGraw-
IrilL 11192

Note that if N is large the sample variances shown in
Equation al-29 can be replaced by population vari-
ances. The following example illustrates how Equation
al-29 can be used to give the variance of a quantity cal-
culated from several experimental results.

EXAMPLE a1-7

The number of plates N in a chromatographic column
can be computed with Equation 26-21:

where tR is the retention time and W is the width of the
chromatographic peak in the same units as tR, The sIg-
nificance of these terms is explained in Figure 26-7.

Hexachlorobenzene exhibited an HPLC peak at a
retention time of 13.36 min. The width of the peak at
its base was 2.18 min. The standard deviations s for the
two time measurements were 0.043 and 0.061 min, re-
spectively. Calculate (a) the number of plates in the
column and (b) the standard deviation for the com-
puted result.

Solution

(
13.36 )'(a) N = 16 ~- = 601 plates

2.18
(b) From Equation al-29,

(aN)' -32t~
aW I, = ----w'

Substituting these relationships into the previous equa-
tion gives

s~ = e~~)s;, + ( -~7:~)'s~
('~g36 ~in )'(0.061 min)'

(2.18mll1)-

+ (-32(13.36 min)' )'(0.043 min)' = 592.1
(2.18 min)'

\/592.T = 24.3 or 24 plates



Type of Calculation

Standard Deviation of Calculated Results

Equation al-29 can be used to derive relationships that
permit calculation of standard deviations for the results
produced by arithmetic operations. As an example, let
us consider the ease where a result x is computed by the
relationship

where p, q, and r are experimental quantities having
sample standard deviations of sp, Sq, and s" respectively.
In Equation a 1-29, the partial derivatives

(ax)~ --1
ar p.q

Thus, the absolute standard deviation of a sum or dif-
ference is equal to the square root of the sum of the
squares of the absolute standard deviation of the num-
bers making up the sum or difference.

Proceeding in this same way yields the relationships
shown in Table a1-6 for other types of arithmetic op-
erations. Note that in several calculations relative vari-
ances such as (sx1x)' and (splp)' are combined rather
than absolute standard deviations.

Sx = Vs~ + s~ + s;

Rounding Data

We often indicate the probable uncertainty associated
with an experimental measurement by rounding the
result so that it contains only significant figures. By
definition, the significant figures in a number are all of
the digits known with certainty plus the first uncertain
digit. If we know or have a good estimate of the standard
deviation of results, we can tell which digits are uncer-
tain. For example, if the mean of five results was deter-
mined to be 2.634 and the standard deviation of the
mean was 0.02, we know that the second digit to the
right of the decimal point is the uncertain digit. Hence,
the result should be expressed as 2.63 :!::0.02. We should
note that it is seldom justifiable to keep more than one
significant figure in the standard deviation because the
standard deviation contains error as well. For certain
specialized purposes, such as reporting uncertainties in
physical constants in research articles, it may be useful
to keep two significant figures, and there is certainly
nothing wrong with including a second digit in the stan-
dard deviation. However, it is important to recognize
that the uncertainty usually lies in the first digit. I!

When the result is computed from experimental
quantities with known standard deviations, we can find
the standard deviation in the computed result from
Equation al-29 or Table al-6. Thiscan again guide us in
determining which figures are significant and how to
round results appropriately as shown in Examples a 1-8
and 1-9.

""'l'
: '5';','

~
~

Calculate the standard deviation of the following and
determine how to round the result:

[14.3(:!::0.2) - 11.6(:!::0.2)J x 0.050(:!::O.001)
x = [820(±10) + l030(±5)1 x 42.3(:t:0.4)

= 1.725129 x 10-6

Solution

First, we must find the standard deviations of the dif-
ference in the numerator and the sum in the denomi-
nator. Calling Sd the standard deviation of the differ-
ence in the numerator, we find

Sd = V(:!::0.2)2 + (:!::0.2)2= :!::0.2828

For the sum in the denominator, the standard devia-
tionss is

2.7(:!::0.2828) x 0.050(:!::0.001) = 1.725129 x 10-6
1850(:!::J 1.180) x 42.3( :!::0.4)

This equation now contains only products and quo-
tients, and Equation (2) of Table al-6 applies:

)( ±0.2828)' + (±0.OOI)2 + (±II.l80)' + (±0.4)'
27 0.050 1850 423

= ±0.10722

To obtain s" we must multiply the preceding relative
standard deviation by x = 1.725129 x 10-'

Sx = :!::0.10722x 1.725129 x 10-6 = 0.18497 X 10-'

The answer is then 1.7(:!::0.2) x 10-6

Note in this example that we postponed rounding
until the calculation was completed. At least one extra
digit beyond the significant digits should be carried
through all the calculations in order to avoid a round-
ing error.

Calculate the standard deviations of the results of
the following computations and round the results to
the appropriate number of significant figures. The ab-
solute standard deviation for each quantity is given in
pan!ntheses.

(a) x = log [2.00( :!::0.(2) X 10 -4] = - 3.69897
(b) x = antilog [1.2oo(:!::OJJ03)]= 15.8493
(el x = [4.73(:!::0.03) X 10 -4]' = l.0583 X 10 lO

(a) Referring to Equation (4) in Table al-6, we find

0.002 X 10-4

Sx = :!::0.434X 2.00 X 10-4 = :!::0.(){)434

Thus, log [2.oo( :!::0.(2) X 10 4J = -3.699 :!::0.004.

(b) Using Equation 5 in Table al-6, we obtain

:'i = 2.303 x (:!::0.003) = :!::O.006909
x
Sx = :!::0.006909x 15.8493 = :!::0.1095

Therefore, antilog[1.2oo(:!::0.003)] = 15.8 :!::0.1.

(e) From Equation (3) in Table al-6, we find

:'i = 3( :!::0.03X 10
4
) = :!::0.01903

x 4.73 X 10-4

S, = :!::0.01903X 1.05S3 X 10 -Hl = :!::2.014X 10-12

Thus, [4.73(:!::0.03)X 10413 = 1.06(:!::0.02)X 10 10

The preceding examples show that rounding data
when the standard deviations of the quantities are
known is relatively straightforward using propaga-
tion of error mathematics. Often, however, calculations
must be performed with data whose precision is indi-
cated only by the significant-figure convention. In this
case, commonsense assumptions must be made as to the
uncertainty in each number. With these assumptions,
the uncertainty of the final result is then estimated us-
ing Equation a1-29. Finally, the result is rounded so that
it contains only significant digits. Note that calculators
and computer programs generally retain several extra
digits that are not significant, and the user must be care-
ful to round final results proper! y so that onl ysignificant
figures are included.

Hypothesis testing is the basis for many decisions made
in science and engineering. Thus, in order to explain an
observation, a hypothetical model is advanced and
tested experimentally. If the results from these experi-
ments do not support the model, we reject it and seek a



new hypothesis. If agreement is found, the hypothetical
model serves as the basis for further experiments.

Experimental results seldom agree exactly with
those predicted from a theoretical model. Conse-
quently, scientists frequently must judge whether a nu-
merical difference is a result of the random errors in-
evitable in all measurements or of systematic errors.
Certain statistical tests are useful in sharpening these
judgments.

Tests of this kind make use of a null hYPolhesis,
which assumes that the numerical quantities being
compared are, in fact, the same. We then use a proba-
bility distribution to calculate the probability that the
observed differences are a result of random error. Usu-
ally, if the observed difference is greater than or equal
to the difference that would occur 5 times in 100 by
random chance (a significance level of 0.05), the null
hypothesis is considered questionable, and the differ-
ence is judged to be significant. Other significance lev-
els, such as 0.01 (1%) or 0.001 (0.1%), may also be

. adopted, depending on the certainty desired in the
judgment. When expressed as a fraction, the signifi-
cance level is often denoted by the symbol a. The
confidence level, CL, as a percentage is related to a by
CL = (I - a )Xl00%.

Specific examples of hypothesis tests that chemists
often use include the comparison of (1) the mean of an
experimental data set with what is believed to be the
true value, (2) the mean to a predicted or cutoff (thresh-
old) value, and (3) the mcansor the standard deviations
from two or more sets of data.

There are two contradictory outcomes that we con-
sider in any hypothesis test. The first, the null hypoth-
esis Ha, states that J1. = J1.a, where J1. is our experimen-
tal mean and J1.o is the true value, threshold value, or
another mean being compared. The second, the alter-
native hypothesis H,. can be stated in several ways. We
might reject the null hypothesis in favor of H, if J1. is
different from J1.o (J1. * J1.a)· In this situation. the test is
called a Iwo-Iailed leSI. Other alternative hypotheses
are J1. > J1.o and J1. < J1.a. These are called one-Iailed lests.
For example, suppose we are interested in determin-
ing whether the concentration of lead in an industrial
wastewater discharge exceeds the maximum permissi-
ble amount of 0.05 ppm (J1.o = 0.05 ppm). Our hypoth-
esis test would be written as follows:

HiI: J1. = 0.05 ppm

H,: J1. > 0.05 ppm

and the test would be one tailed.

Now suppose instead that experiments over a pe-
riod of several years have determined that the mean
lead level is J1.o = 0.02 ppm. Recently, changes in the in-
dustrial process have been made and we suspect that
the mean lead level is now different from 0.02 ppm.
Here we do not care whether it is higher or lower than
0.02 ppm. Our hypothesis test would be written as

HtI: J1. = 0.02 ppm

H,: J1. *0.02 ppm

In testing for bias, we do not know initially whether the
difference between the experimental mean and the ac-
cepted value is due to random error or to an actual sys-
tematic error. The Itest is used to determine the signili-
cance of the difference as illustrated in Example a I-I O.

A new procedure for the rapid determination of sul-
fur in kerosenes was tested on a sample known from
its method of preparation to contain 0.123% (J1.() =
0.123%) S. The results were % S = 0.112,0.118,0.115,
and 0.119. Do the data indicate that there is a bias in
the method at the 95% confidence level?

and the test is a two-tailed test.
In order to carry out the statistical test, a test proce-

dure must be implemented. The crucial elements of a
test procedure are the formation of an appropriate test
statistic and the identification of a rejection region. The
test statistic is formulated from the data on which we
will base the decision to accept or reject Ho. The rejec-
tion region consists of all the values of the test statis-
tic for which Ha will be rejected. The null hypothesis
should be rejected if the test statistic lies within thc re-
jection region. For tests concerning one or t'w., means,
the test statistic can be the z statistic, if we have a large
number of measurements or if we know 0'. Alterna-
tively, we must use the 1 statistic for small numbers
with unknown 0'. When in doubt, the 1statistic should
be used.

For the 1statistic, the procedure is as follows:

1. State the null hypothesis: Ho: J1. = J1.0'
.. X-/Lo

2. Form the test statistIc: 1 = sl V1ii'

3. State the alternative hypothesis H, and determine
the rejection region. Here the critical value of t, I"i.

is the value found from the tables of the 1 statistic.
For Ha: J.L *- Mo, reject Ho if t 2: tcrit or if l :::; --lcrit

(two-tailed test).
For H,: J1. > J1.o. reject Htl if 12: I"" (one-tailed test).
For H,: J1. < J1.o, reject Ho if 10'0-I"i. (one-tailed test).

We can illustrate the procedure by considering a
test for systematic error in an analytical method as il-
lustrated in Figure al-2. Determination of the analyte
in this case gives an experimental mean that is an esti-
mate of the population mean. If the analytical method
had no systematic error, or bias. random errors would
give the frequency distribution shown by curve A in
Figure al-2 and J1.A = J1.o. the true value. Method B has
some systematic error so that xR, which estimates J1.b

differs from the accepted value J1.(). The bias is given by

Solution

The null hypothesis is Ho: J1. = 0.123% S, and the al-
ternative hypothesis is H,: J1. * 0.123% S.

~Xi = 0.112 + 0.118 + 0.115 + 0.119 = 0.464
i = 0.464/4 = 0.116% S

~ xl = 0.012544 + 0.013924 + 0.013225 + 0.014161
= 0.53854

0.053854 - (0.464)'/4
~---- --_."_._---~

4-1
= )0.000030 = 0.0032%S

3

x - J1.o

s/V1ii
0.116 - 0.123 = -4.375

0.032/V4

From Table al-5, we find that the critical value of 1 for
3 degrees of freedom and the 95% confidence level is
3.18. Because 1 0'0 - 3.18, we conclude that there is a
significant difference at the 95% confidence level and,
thus, bias in the method. Note that if we were to carry
out this test at the 99% confidence level, Iw• = 5.84
(Table al-5). Because -5.84 < -4.375, we would ac-
cept the null hypothesis at the 99% confidence levcl
and conclude there is no difference between tbe ex-
perimental and the accepted values.

Note that in this example the outcome depends on
the confidence level that is used. The choice of con-
fiden-ce level depends on our willingness to accept an

error in the outcome." The significance level (0.05,
0.01, O.OO!. etc.) is the probability of making an error
by rejecting the nullilypothesis.

Hypothesis testing is widely used in science and en-
gineering.13 Comparison of one or two samples is car-
ried out as described here. The principles can, however,
be extended to comparisons among more than two pop-
ulation means. Multiple comparisons fall under the
general category of IlIllllysis of variance (ANaYA)."
These methods use a single test to determine whether
there is a difference among the population means
rather than pairwise oomparisons as is done with the 1

test. After ANaYA indicates a potential difference,
mulliple comparison procedures can be used to iden-
tify which specific population means differ from the
others. Experimenlaldesign melhods take advantage of
ANaYA in planning and performing experiments.

Most analytical metbods are based on a calibration
curve in which a measured quantity y is plotted as a
function of the known concentration x of a series of
standards. Figure al ~shows a typical calibration curve,
which was computed for the chromatographic deter-
mination of isooctane in hydrocarbon samples. The
ordinate (the dependent variable) is the area under
the chromatographic peak for isooctane, and the ab-
scissa (the independent variable) is the mole percent
of isooctane. As is typical, the plot approximates a
straight line. Note, however, that not all the data fall
exactly on the line becausc of the random errors in the
measurement process. Thus, we must try to find the
"best" straight line through the points. Regression
analysis provides the means for objectively obtaining
such a line and also for specifying the uncertainties as-
sociated with its subsequent use. We consider here only
the basic melhod of kaSI squares for two-dimensional
data.

12 For a discussion of errors" hypothesis testing. see J L Devore, Proha-
bilil}' and Statistics fur En~eering and the Sciences, 6th ed., Chap. 8,
Pacific Gran:. CA: Duxbury Press at Brooks/Cole, 2004.
llSee D. A. Skoog, D. M. West, F. 1. HoUer. and S. R. Crouch, Fundamen·
[Illsof Analrllcal Chemistry. 8th ed .. Chap. 7. Belmont, CA: Brooks/CoI.::,
2(1(}4:S. R. Crouch and F J. Holler. Applications of Microsoft'" Excel in
AnalYflcal Chemistry, BelmoBt, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2004-

1Jfor a discussion of ANOVA methods, see D. A- Skoog. D. M. West, F.1.
Hnlkr, and S. R Crouch. Fllltdamentais of Analytical Chemistry, 8th ed.,
Sec. 7C Belmont, CA: Broots/Colc, 2004
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FIGURE a1-6 Calibration curve for determining isooctane
In hydrocarbon mixtures.

a10-1 Assumptions of the
Least-Squares Method

Two assumptions are made in using the method of least
squares. The first is that there is actually a linear rela-
tionship between the measured respo~se Y and the
standard analyte concentration x. The mathematical
relationship that describes this assumption is called the
regression model, which may be represented as

y=mx+b

where b is the y intercept (the value ofywhenx is 0) and
mlS the slope of the line. We also assume that any devi-
ation of the mdlvldual points from the straight line
anses from error in the measurement. That is. we as-
sume there is no error in x values of the points (concen-
trations). Both of these assumptions are appropriate
for many analytical methods, but bear in mind that
whenever there is significant uncertainty in the x data.

basic linear least-squares analvsis may not' h. I . . gIve t e best
stralg It line. In such a case. a more campi I .

I
. ex corre altOn

ana I'SIS may be necessarv In add't' .. . . I Ion, simple least-
squ~res analvSIs may not be appropriate when the un-
certdmtles In the y values varv significantl ,. hh" . Y Wit x. In
t IScase, IImay be necessarv to appl" dl'ffere t .. . J' n weight-
Ing factors to the points and perform a weighted I
squares analysis. ~ east-

a10-2 Finding the Least-Squares Line

As illustrated in Figure a 1-6, the vertical deviation of
each POInt from the straight line is called a residual
The Ime generated by the least-squares method' th'

th t .. . IS e
one a mlllllllIzes the sum of the squares of the resid-
~als for all the points. In addition to providing the best
fll between the experimental points and the straight
Ime, the method gives the standard deviations for
~db. m

The least:squares method finds the sum of the
squares of the residuals SS""d and minimizes.lhese ac-
cordmg to the minimization technique of ealculus15

The value of 55""d is found from

N

SS""d = 2: [y, - (h + mx,))'
i= I

where N is the number of points used. The calculation
of the slope and intercept is simplified by defining three
quantities Sx.nS'Y' and S" as follows:

Sxx = 2: (Xi - x)' = '" x' _ (2: x,)',,:., N (al-31)

S" = 2:(y, -.W = 2:Yi - (2:;,)' (al-32)

2: (x, - x)(,v,' _ .y) '" 2: Xi 2: Yi,,:.XiYi - N

(al-33)

where x, and Yi are individu<li pairs of data for x and Y, N
IS the number of paIrS and x and yare the average val-
ues for x and y; that is, x = 2: x,l Nand y = 2: y,I N.

Note that S" and S" arc the sums of the squares of
the deViatIOns from the mean for individual values of x
and y. The expressions shown on the far right in Equa-
tIOns al-31 through al-33 are more convenient when a

liThe procedure involves dillerCTlliating; SSr."J with respect to first m and
then b and setting the dcnvatl~'es equal 10 O. This vie Ids two equat
called normal ctjuatlons, In the (wo unknowns m a~d b. These are ~~I:~

solved!o gl\e lh~ least-squares best estimates of these parameters

j

_.~

calculator without a built-in regression function is be-

ing used.
Six useful quantities can be derived from Sw S".

and S 'Y' as follows:

1. The slope of the line, m:

2. The intercept, b:

b = Y - mx

3. The standard deviation about regression, S,:

Is,.y - m'Su
Sf = \j N - 2

s r 2: xi
'\) N 2: xi - (2: x.l'

= s I 1
'\) N - (2: x,)'j 2: xi

6. The standard deviation for results obtained from

the calibration curve, so:

s, rt-i--C)i, - y)'
s, = -;;-V M + N + m'Sxx

Equation al-39 allows us to calculate the standard de-
viation from the mean y, of a set of M replicate analy-
ses of unknowns when a calibration curve that contains
N points is used; recall that y is the mean value of Y for
the N calibration points. This equation is only approx-
imate and assumes that the slope and intercept arc in-
dependent parameters, which is not strictly true.

The standard deviation about regression s, (Equa-
tion a 1-36) is the standard deviation for Y when the de-
viations are measured not from the mean of Y (as is the
usual case), but from the straight line that results from
the least-squares prediction. The value of 5, is related

to SS""d by
'N---------

2: [y, - (b + mx,J]'
i= 1

In this equation, the number of degrees of freedom is
N - 2 because one degree of freedom is lost in calcu-
lating m and one in determining b. The standard devi-
ation about regression is often called the standard er-
ror of the estimate. It roughly corresponds to the size of
a typical deviation from the estimated regression line.
Examples ai-II and al-12 illustrate how these quanti-

ties are calculated and used.

Carry out a least-squares analysis of the experimental
data provided in the first two columns of Table al-7

and plotted in Figure al-6.

~ Solution

Columns 3, 4, and 5 of the table contain computed val-
ues for xi, yi, and XiYi, with their sums appearing as the
last entry in each column. Note that the number of dig-
its carried in the computed values should be the maxi-
mum allowed by the calculator or computer; that is,
rounding should not be performed until the calculation
is complete.

We now substitute into Equations al-31, al-32, and

al-33 and obtain

S = '" l _ (2: y.l'
YY ,,:.), N

(12.51)'
= 36.3775 - -5- = 5.07748

S" = 2: XiYi _ 2: x~2: Yi

158199 _ 5.365 x 12.51 = 966. 2 5 2.3 9

TABLE a 1-7 Calibration Data for the Chromatographic
Determination of Isooctane in a Hydrocarbon Mixture

Mole
Percent Peak

Isooctane, Xi Area,y; x~ y; XiY'

0.352 1.09 0.12390 1.1881 0.38368

0.803 1.78 0.64481 3.1684 1.42934

1.08 2.60 1.16640 6.7600 280800

1.38 3.03 1.90440 9.1809 4.18140

1.75 4.01 3.06250 16.0801 7.01750

5.365 12.51 6.90201 36.3775 15.81992



Substitution of these quantities into Equations al-34
and a 1-35 yields

2.39669
1.I4537 = 2.0925

b = 12~51 _ 2.0925 X ~~65 = 0.2567 = 0.26

Thus, the equation for the least-squares line is

y = 2JJ9x + 0.26

Substitution into Equation al-36 yields the standard
deviation about regression:

and substitution into Equation al-37 gives the stan-
dard deviation of the slope:

(0.1442)'
--- =0.13
1.l4537

Finally, we find the standard deviation of the intercept
from Equation a1-38:

Sb = 0.1442)5 _ (5.36~):/~.~:~ = 0.16

The calibration curve found in Example al-ll was used
for the chromatographic determination of isooctane in
a hydrocarbon mixture. A peak arca of 2.65 was ob-
tained. Calculate the mole percent of isooctane in the

mixture and the standard deviation if the area was
(a) the result of a single measurement and (b) the
mean of four measurements.

In either case, the unknown concentration is found
from rearranging the least-squares equation for the
line, which gives

y - b y - 0.2567
X=---

m 2.0925
2.65 - 0.2567

2.0925 = 1.144 mol %

S, = 0.144~ l!c + !c + (2.65 - 12.51/5)2
2.0925 -y 1 5 (2.0925)' X 1.145

= 0.076 mol %

S, = 9:1442 )!c + !c + (2.65 - 12.51/5)'
2.0925 4 5 (2.0925)' X 1.145

= 0.046 mol %

Note that the advent of powerful statistics and
spreadsheet software has greatly eased the burden of
performing least-squares analysis of data'6

A B C D

61.45 3.27 12.06 2.7
61.53 326 12.14 2.4
61.32 3.24 26

3.24 2.9
3.28
323

For each set, calculate (a) the mean and decide how many degrees of freedom are
associated with the calculation of :1'; (b) the standard deviation of each set and the

~'S'..!'.•.•...•......
• ¥

f number of degrees of freedom associated with calculating s; (c) the coefficient of
variation for each data set: and (d) the standard error of the mean of each set.

*al-2 The accepted values for the sets of data in Problem al-I are as follows: A, 61.71:
B. 3.28; C, 12.23; and D, 2.75. Find (a) the absolute error for the mean of each set
and (b) the percent relative error for each mean.

*al-3 A particular method for the determination of copper yields results that are low by
0.5 mg. What will be the percent relative error due to this source if the weight of
copper in a sample is
(a) 25 mg" (b) 100 mg? (c) 250 mg" (d) 500 mg?

*al-4 The method described in Problem al-3 is to be used to analyze an ore that con-
tains about 4.8% copper. What minimum sample weight should be taken if the
relative error due to a O.5-mg loss is to be smaller than
(a) 0.1%? (b) 0.5%? (c) 0.8%? (d) 1.2%?

*al-5 A certain instrumental technique has a standard deviation of 1.0%. How many repli-
cate measurements are necessary if the standard error of the mean is to be 0.01 %?

*al-6 A certain technique is known to have a mean of 0.500 and standard deviation of
1.84 X lO -3 It is also known that Gaussian statistics apply. How many replicate
determinations are necessary if the standard error of the mean is not to exceed
O.lOO%?

*al-7 A constant solubility loss of approximately 1.8 mg is associated with a particular
method for the determination of chromium in geological samples. A sample con-
taining approximately 18% Cr was analyzed by this method. Predict the relative
error (in parts per thousand) in the results due to this systematic error if the
sample taken for analysis weighed 0.400 g.

*al-8 Analysis of several plant-food preparations for potassium ion yielded the follow-
ing data:

5.15,5.03,5.04,5.18,5.20
7.18,7.17,6.97
4.00,3.93,4.15,3.86
4.68.4.85,4.79,4.62
6.04,6.02,5.82,6.06,5.88

The preparations were randomly drawn from the same population.
(a) Find the mean and standard deviation S for each sample.
(b) Obtain the pooled value Spuukd'

(c) Why is Spoukd a better estimate of (J' than the standard deviation from anyone
sample?

*al-9 Six bottles of wine of the same variety were analyzed for residual sugar content
with the following results:

0.99,0.84, 1.02
1.02.1.13,117, 1.02
1.25,1.32,1.13.1.20,1.12
072, o.n, 0.61,0.58
0.90,0.92.0.73
0.70,088, 0.72,0.73



(a) Evaluate the standard deviation s for each set of data.
(b) Pool the data to obtain an absolute standard deviation for the method.

(a) Calculate the 95% confidence interval for the mean of four measurements
obtained by this method.

(b) How many measurements should be made if the 95% confidence interval
is to be :'::0.0IT'*ai-l0 Estimate the absolute standard deviation and the coefficient of variation for

the results of the following calculations. Round each result so that it contains
only significant digits. The numbers in parentheses are absolute standard
deviations.
(a) y = 5.75(:'::0.03) + 0.833(:'::0.001) - 8.021(:'::0.001) = -1.4381
(b) Y = 18.97(:'::0.04) + 0.0025(:'::0.0001) + 2.29(:'::0.08) = 21.2625
(c) y = 66.2(:'::0.3) X 1.13(:'::0.02) X lO-17 = 7.4806 X lO-16

860(:'::2)
(d) y = 251(:'::1) X - 129,025.70

1.673( :'::0.006)
157(:'::6) - 59(:'::3) _ _,

(e) y = 1220(:'::1) + 77(:'::8) = 7.55)9 X lO -

1.97( :'::0.(1)
(f) Y = 243(:'::3) 8.106996 X lO-3

*al-15 The standard deviation in a method for the determination of carbon monoxide
in automotive exhaust gases has been found. on the basis of extensive past
experience, to be 0.80 ppm.
(a) Estimate the 90% confidence interval for a triplicate analysis.
(b) How many measurements would be needed for the 90% confidence

interval for the set to be 0.50 ppm:

*al-16 The certified percentage of nickel in a particular NIST reference steel sample
is 1.12%. and the standard deviation associated with this number is 0.03%.
A new spectrometric method for the determination of nickel produced the
following percentages: 1.10, 1.08. 1.09, 1.12, 1.09. [s there an indication of bias
in the method at the 95% level:

*al-11 Estimate the absolute standard deviation and the coefficient of variation for
the results of the following calculations. Round each result to include only
significant figures. The numbers in parentheses are absolute standard
deviations.
(a) y = 1.02(:'::0.02) X lO-8 - 3.54(:'::0.2) X lO-'
(b) y = 90.31(:'::0.08) - 89.32(:'::0.06) + 0.200(:'::0.004)
(c) Y = 0.0020(:'::0.0005) X 20.20(:'::0.02) X 300(:'::1)

163(:'::0.03) X lO-14

(d) y = 1.03(:'::0.04) X lO-16

100(:'::1)
(e) y = 2(:'::1)

2.45(:'::0.02) X 10' - 5.06(:'::0.06) X 10-3

(f) y = 23.2(:'::0.7) + 9.11(:'::0.08)

*al-17 A titrimetric method for the determination of calcium in limestone was tested
by analysis of a NIST limestone containing 30.15% CaO. The mean rcsult of
four analyses was 30.26% CaO, with a standard deviation of 0.085%. By pooling
data from several analyses, it was found that s --> (T = 0.094 % CaO.
(a) Do the data indicate the prescnee of a systematic error at the 95% con-

fidence levcl?
(b) Would the data indicate the presence of a systematic error at the 95%

confidence level if no pooled value for s had been available?

*al-12 Consider the following sets of replicate measurements:

A B C D E F

3.5 70.24 0.812 2.7 70.65 0.514
3.1 70.22 0.792 3.0 70.63 0.503
3.1 70.10 0.794 2.6 70.64 0.486
3.3 0.900 2.8 70.21 0.497
2.5 3.2 0.472

*al-18 To test thc quality of the work of a commercial laboratory, duplicate analyses of a
purified benzoic acid (68.8% C, 4.953% H) sample was requested. It is assumed
that the relative standard deviation of the method is s, -> (T = 4 ppt for carbon and
6 ppt for hydrogen. The means of the reported results are 68.5% C and 4.882% H.
At the 95% confidence level, is there any indication of systematic error in either
analysis"

*al-19 The diamcter of a sphere has been found to be 2.15 cm, and the standard
deviation associated with the mean is 0.02 cm. What is the best estimate of the vol-
ume of the sphere, and what is the standard deviation associated with the volume?

*al-20 A given pH metcr can be read with a standard deviation of :'::0.01pH units
throughout the range 2 to 12. Calculate the standard deviation of [H)O+] at each
end of this range.

Calculate the mean and the standard deviation for each of these six data sets.
Calculate the 95% confidence interval for each set of data. What does this
interval mean?

*al-21 A solution is prepared by weighing 5.0000 g of compound X into a 100-mL
volumetric flask. The balance used had a precision of 0.2 mg reported as a
standard deviation. and the volumetric flask could be filled with a precision of
0.15 mL also reported as a standard deviation. What is the estimated standard
deviation of concentration (g/mL):

*al-13 Calculate the 95% confidence interval for each set of data in Problem al-12 if s
is a good estimate of (T and has the following values: set A, 0.20; set B, 0.070;
set C, 0.0090: set D, 0.30; set E, 0.15; and set F. 0.015.

al-22 The sulfate ion concentration in natural water can be detcrmined by measuring
the turbidity that results when an excess of BaCl, is added to a measured quan-
tity of the sample. A turbidimeter. the instrument used for this analysis, was

*a1-14 An established method for chlorinated hydrocarbons in air samples has a
standard deviation of 0.030 ppm.



calibrated with a series of standard Na,SO, solutions. The following data were
obtained in the calibration:

000
500

10.00
15.0
20.0

Assume that there is a linear relationship between the instrument reading and
the concentration.
(a) Plot the data and draw a straight line through the points by eye.
(b) Compute the least-squares slope and intercept for the best straight line

among the points.
(c) Compare the straight line from the relationship determined in (b) with

that in (a).
(d) Calculate the standard deviation for the slope and intercept of the least-

squares line. .
(e) Obtain the concentration of sulfate in a sample yielding a turbidimeter

reading of 3.67. Find the absolute standard deviation and the coeffi~ient
of variation.

(f) Repeat the calculations in (e) assuming that the 3.67 was the mean of six tur-
bidimeter readings.

al-23 The following data were obtained in calibrating a calcium ion selective elec-
trode for the determination of pCa. A linear relationship between the potential
and pCa is known to exist.

-53.8
-27.7
+2.7

+31.9

+65.1

(a) Plot the data and draw a line through the points by eye.
(b) Find the least-squares expression for the best straight line through the

points. Plot this line.
(c) Find the standard deviation for the slope and intercept of the least-squares

line.
(d) Calculate the pCa of a serum solution in which the electrode potential was

10.7 mV Find the absolute and relative standard deviations for pCa if the
result was from a single voltage measurement.

(e) Find the absolute and relative standard deviations for pCa if the millivolt
reading in (d) was the mean of two replicate measurements. Repeat the
calculation based on the mean of eight measurements.

'r'- >i
'<." 'i

I
~,

*al-24 The following are relative peak areas for chromatograms of standard solutions
of methyl vinyl ketone (MVK):

0.5011
1.50

2.50
350
4.50
5.50

3.76
9.10

15.03
20.42

25.33
31.97

(a) Determine the slope and intercept of the least-squares line.
(b) Plot the least-squares line as well as the experimental points.
(c) A sample containing MVK yielded a relative peak area of 10.3. Calculate the

concentration of MVK in the solution.
(d) Assume that the result in (d) represents a single measurement as well as the

mean of four measurements. Calculate the respective absolute and relative
standard deviations.

(e) Repeat the calculations in (e) and (d) for a sample that gave a peak area
of 22.8.



The relationship between the activity ax of a species and
its molar concentration [Xl is given by the expression

where Yx is a dimensionless quantity called the activity
coefficient. The activity coefficient, and thus the activ-
ity of X, varies with the ionic strength of a solution such
that the use of ax instead of [XI in an electrode poten-
tial calculation, or in equilibrium calculations, renders
the numerical value obtained independent of the ionic
strength. Here, the ionic strength J.1. is defined by the
equation

where Cb C" c], ... represent the molar concentration
of the various ions in the solution and Zb Z2' 2], ... are
their respective charges. Note that an ionic strength
calculation requires taking account of all ionic species
in a solution, not just the reactive ones.

Calculate the ionic strength of a solution that is
0.0100 M in NaNO] and 0.0200 M in Mg(NO]),.

Solution

Here, we will neglect the contribution of Ht and OH
to the ionic strength because their concentrations are
so low compared with those of the two salts. The mo-
larities of Na', NO] -, and Mg" are 0.0100, 0.0500, and
0.0200, respectively. Then

CN,+X (I)' = 0.0100 x I = 0.0100

CNO,- x (1)2 = 0.0500 x I = 0.0500

CMg" x (2)' = 0.0200 x 2' = 0.0800
Sum = 0.14(Xl

I
J.1. = "2 x 0.1400 = 00700

a2A PROPERTIES OF ACTIVITY
COEFFICIENTS

1.0

= 0.8
K-"G

'"~ 0.6
>.

.~ 0.4 Ca2-'-

="::; 0.2
AIJ+

0
Fe(CN)64'

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

J.i
1. The activity coefficient of a species can be thought

of as a measure of the effectiveness with which that
species influences an equilibrium in which it is a
participant. In very dilute solutions, where the ionic
strength is minimal, ions are sufficiently far apart
that they do not influence one another's behavior.
Here, the effectiveness of a common ion on the posi-
tion of equilibrium becomes dependent ollly on its
molar concentration and independent of,other ions.
Undcr these circumstances, the activity 'e~efficient
becomes equal to unity and [Xl and a in Equa-
tion a2-1 are identical. As the ionic strength be-
comes greater, the behavior of an individual ion is
influenced by its nearby neighbors. Thc result is a de-
crease in effectiveness of the ion in altering the posi-
tion of chemical equilibria. Its activity coefficient
then becomes less than unity. We may summarize
this behavior in terms of Equation a2-1. At mod-
erate ionic strengths, Yx < I; as the solution ap-
proaches infinite dilution (J.1. ....• 0), Yx ....•1 and thus
ax"'" [X].

At high ionic strengths, the activity coefficients
for some species increase and may even become
greater than 1. The behavior of such solutions is
difficult to interpret; we shall confine our discussion
to regions of low to moderate ionic strengths (i.e.,
where J.1. < 0.1). The variation of typical activity
coefficients as a function of ionic strength is shown
in Figure a2-1.

2. In dilute solutions, the activity coefficient for a given
species is independent of the specific nature of the
electrolyte and depends only on the ionic strength.

3. For a given ionic strength, the activity coefficient of
an ion departs further from unity as the charge car-
ried by the species increases. This effect is shown in
Figure a2-1. Thc activity coefficient of an uncharged
molecule is approximately I, regardless of ionic
strength.

FIGURE a2-1 Effect of ionic strength on activity
coefficients.

4. Activity coeflicients for ions of the same charge are
approximately the same at any given ionic strength.
The small variations that do exist can be correlated
with the effective diameter of the hydrated ions.

5. The product of the activity coefficient and molar
concentration of a given ion describes its effective
behavior in all equilibria in which it participates.

a2B EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
OF ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

Although activity coefficients for individual ions can be
calculated from theoretical considerations, their ex-
perimental measurement is, unfortunately, impossible.
Instead, only a mean activity coefficient for the posi-
tively and negatively charged species in a solution can
be derived.

For the electrolyte AmBn the mean activity coeffi-
cient y. is defined by the equation

Y, = (YAYB)lI(m+nl

The mean activity coefficient can he measured in any of
several ways, but it is impossible experimentally to re-
solve this term into the individual activity coefficients Y,
and YB'For example, if AmBn is a precipitate, we can
write

K,p = [AnBj"YAYB
= [A]m[Bl"yi.m nj

By measuring the solubility 01 AmBn in a solution in
whi~h the electrolyte concentration approaches 0 (i.e.,

where YAand YB....•I), we could obtain K;p- A second
solubility measurement at some ionic strength, J.1.,.
would give values for [A] and [BJ. These data would
then permit the calculation of YAYB= y':".n, for ionic
strength J.1.l'It is important to understand that there are
insufficient experimental data to permit the calculation
of the individual quantities YAand YR.however. and that
there appears to be no additional experimental infor-
mation that would permit evaluation of these quanti-
ties. This situation is general; the experimental determi-
nation of individual activity coefficients appears to be
impossible.

In 1923, P. Debye and E. Hiiekel derived the following
theoretical expression. which permits the calculation
of activity coefficients of ions:l

0.509Z~ Vj"
-logYA = . r1 + 3.28<l'AVJ.1.

YA= activity coefficient of the species A
ZA = charge on the species A

J.1. = ionic strength of the solution
<l'A= the effective diameter of the hydrated ion in

nanometers

The constants 0.509 and 0.328 are applicable to solu-
tions at 25"C; other values must be uscd at different
temperatures.

Unfortunately. there is considerable uncertainty
in the magnitude of <l'Ain Equation a2-3. Its value ap-
pears to be approximately 3 A (0.3 nm) for most singly
charged ions so that for these species, the denominator
of the Debye-Hiickcl equation reduces to approxi·
mately (I + Vj,,). For ions with higher charge, <l'Amay
be larger than 10A. It should be noted that the second
term of the denominator becomes small with respect
to the first when the ionic strength is less than 0.01;
under these circumstances. uncertainties in <l'Aare of
little significance in calculating activity coefficients.

Kielland' has calculated values of a, for numer-
ous ions from a variety of experimental data. His "best



Activity Coefficient at Indicated Ionic Strength

Ion O'x,DID 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1

HoO+ 0.9 0.967 0.934 0.913 0.85 0.83
Li" c.H,COO- 0.6 0.966 0.930 0.907 0.83 0.80
Na+. 10,-, HSO,-, HCO;', H,P04-, H,AsO,-, OAc- 0.4-0.45 0.965 0.927 0.902 0.82 0.77
OH-,F', SCN-, HS-, ClO, -, CI04-, BrO,-, 10, -, Mn04- 0.35 0.965 0.926 0.900 0.81 0.76
K+, Cl-, Br-, 1-, CN-, NO,-, NO,-, HCOO- 0.3 0.965 0.925 0.899 0.81 0.75
Rb+, Cs+, 1'1+, Ag+, NH: 0.25 0.965 0.925 0.897 0.80 0.75
Mi'+, Be2+ 0.8 0.872 0.756 0.690 0.52 0.44
ea2+, Cu2t, Zn2+. Sn2t, Mnl;-, Fe2t, Ni2+. Co2t, Phthalate2- 0.6 0.870 0.748 0.676 0.48 0.40
Sr"+, Ba2+, Cd'+, Hi'+, S'- 0.5 0.869 0.743 0.668 0.46 0.38
Pb'+,CO,'-,SO,'-, c,,0.'- 0.45 0.868 0.741 0.665 0.45 0.36
Hg22+, SO.'-, 52°,2', Cr,'-, HPO.'· 0.40 0.867 0.738 0.661 0.44 0.35
A13+. Fe3+, Cr3+, LaJ+, Ce3+ 0.9 0.737 0.540 0.443 0.24 0.18
PO,'-, Fe(CN),'- 0.4 0.726 0.505 0.394 0.16 0.095
Th4+, Zr4+, Ce4+, SOH 1.1 0.587 0.348 0.252 0.10 0.063
Fe(CN):- 0.5 0.569 0.305 0.200 0.047 0.020

values" for effective diameters are given in Table a2·1.
Also presented are activity coefficients calculated from
Equation a2·3 using these values for the size parameter.

For ionic strengths up to about O'cll, activity coeffi·
cients from the Debye-Hiickel equation lead to results
from equilibrium calculations that agree closely with
experiment; even at ionic strengths of 0.1, major dis·
crepaneies are generally not encountered. At higher

ionic strengths, however, the equation fails, and exper·
imentally determined mean activity coefficients must
be used. Unfortunately, many electrochemical calcula·
tions involve solutions of high ionic strength for which
no experimental activity coefficients are available. Con·
centrations must thus be used instead of activities; un·
certainties that vary from a few percent relative to an
order of magnitude may be expected.

APPENDIX THREE SOME STANDARD
AND FORMAL ELECTRODE POTENTIALS

Alnminum
AI" + 3e - ~ AI(s)

Antimony
Sb,O,(s) + 6H+ + 4e- ~ 2SbO+ + 3H,o

Arsenic
H,AsO, + 2H+ + 2e" ~ H,AsO, + H,O

Barium
Ba2+ + 20- ~ Ba(s)

Bismuth
BiO+ + 2H+ + 3e- ~ Bi(s) + H,O
BiCl," + 3e- ~ Bi(s) + 4CI

Bromine
Br2(l) + 2e - ~ 2Br"
Br,(aq) + 2e- ~ 2Br"
BrO,- + 6H+ + 5e- ~ lBr,(I) + 3H,o
BrO,c + 6H+ + 60- ~Br' + 3H20

Cadmium
Cd2+ + 2e" ~ Cd(s)

Calcium
ea2+ + 2e- ~ Ca(s)

Carbon
C,H,O, (quinone) + 2H+ + 20" ~ C,H,(OH),
2CO,(g) + 2H+ + 2e" ~ H,c"O,

Cerium
Ce4+ + e" ~ CeJt

Chlorine
CI,(g) + 2e- ~2Cl-
HCIO + H+ + e" ~ lCl,(g) + H,O

ClO,- + 6H+ + 5e' ~ jel,(g) + 3H,O

Chromium
Cr3++e-~Cr+
Cr3+ + 3e" ~ Cr(s)
Cr,O,'- + 14H+ + 6c- ~ 2Cr" + 7H,O

Cohalt
Co'+ + 2e" ~ Co(s)
Co3+ + e- ~C02+

+0.320
+0.16

+1.065
+ 1.087<
+ 1.52
+1.44

+0.699
-0.49

+ 1.359
+1.63

+1.47

-0.408
-0.744
+ 1.33

-0.277
+1.808

+ 1.70 in I M HClO,; + 1.61 in 1 M HNO,; + 1.44 in
IMH,S04



Copper
Cu" + 2e- ~ Cu(s)
Cuh + e-~Cu'"
Cu+ + e- ~Cu(s)
CuH + r- + e- ~ Cul(s)
Cul(s) + e- ~ Cu(s) + r-

Fluorine
F,(g) + 2W + 2e- ~2HF(aq)

Hydrogen
2H+ + 2e- ~ H,(g)

Iodine
12(s) + 2e- ~21-
I,(aq) + 2e-~2r-
1,-+2e-~3r-
ICI,- + e- ~ !I,(s) -+- 2Cr
103- + 6H+ + 5e- ~ !I,(s) + 3H20
1°3- + 6H+ + 5e- ~ !I,(aq) + 3H,o
103 - + 2CI- + 6H+ + 4e- ~ ICI, - + 3H,O
H,IO, + H+ + 2e- ~ 10, - + 3H,O

Iron
Fe'+ + 2e- ~ Fe(s)
Fe3+ + e~ ~ Fe2+

Fe(CN),3- + e- ~ Fe(CN)6'-

Lead
PbH + 2e - ~ Pb(s)
Pb02(s) + 4H+ + 2e - ~ Pb2+ + 2H20
PbSO.(s) + 2e- ~ Pb(s) + SO/-

Lithium
Li+ + e- ~ Li(s)

Magnesium
Mg'+ + 2e- ~ Mg(s)

Manganese
Mn2' + 2e- ~ Mn(s)
Mn3+ + e- ~ Mn2+

MnO,(s) + 4H+ + 20- ~ Mnl< -t- 2H,O
MnO, - + 8H+ + 50 - ~ Mn'+ + 4H,O
MnO, - + 4H+ + 3e- ~ MnOb) + 2H,o
MnO, - + e- ~ MnO/-

Mercury
Hg,'+ + 2e- ~2Hg(l)

2Hg" -t- 2e - ~ Hg,"
Hg" -I- 2e- ~ Hg(I)
Hg,CI,(s) + 2e' ~2Hg(I) + 2CI-
Hg,SO,(s) + 2e- ~ 2Hg(l) -+- SO,'

+0.337
+0.153
+0.521
+0.86
-0.185

+0.5355
+0.615'
+0.536
+1.056
+ 1.196
+ 1.178'
+1.24
+1.601

-0.440
+0.771
+0.36

-0.126
+ 1.455
-0.350

+ 1.23
+1.51
+1.695
+0.564

+0.920
+0.854
+0.268
+0.615

0.700 in 1 M HCI; 0.732 in 1 M HClO,; 0.68 in 1 M H,SO,
0.71 in 1 M HCI; 0.72 in 1 M HClO,. H2S04

0.274 in 1 M HCI; 0.776 in 1 M HClO,;
0.674 in 1 M H2SO,
0.907 in 1 M HClO,

Nickel
Ni" + 2e-~Ni(s)

Nitrogen
N,(g) + 5H' + 4e-~N,Hs'
HN02 + H' + e-~NO(g) + H,O
NO,- + 3H' + 2e- ~ HNO, + H,O

Oxygen
H,O, + 2H+ + 2e- ~2H,o
H02- + H20 + 2e ~30H-
O,(g) + 4H+ + 4e- ~ 2H20
O,(g) + 2W + 2e- '===" H202

03(g) + 2W + 2e- ~O,(g) + H,o

PaUadium
Pd'+ + 2e- ~ Pd(s)

Platinum
ptCll- + 2e- ~ Pt(s) + 4CI-
PtCI,'- + 2e' ~ PICI,'- + 2CI-

Potassium
K+ + e-~K(s)

Selenium
H,SeO, + 4H' + 4e' ~Se(s) + 3H,O
SeO,'- + 4H' + 2e - ~ H,Se03 + H,O

Silver
Ag+ + e- ~ Ag(s)
AgBr(s) + e- ~ Ag(s) + Br-
AgCI(s) + e' ~ Ag(s) + CI'
Ag(CN),- + e'~Ag(s) + 2CW
Ag2CrO,(s) + 2e' ~ 2Ag(s) + CrO,"
AgI(s) + e - ~ Ag(s) + 1-
Ag(S20,),'- + e- ~ Ag(s) + 2520,'

Sodium
Na' +e'~Na(s)

Sulfur
S(s) + 2W + 2e- ~ H,S(g)
H,SO, + 4W + 4e' ~ S(s) + 3H20
SO,'- + 4H' + 2e - ~ H,SO, + H,O
S,O,'· + 2e- ~ 2S20,'-
S,08'- + 2ec ~ 2S0/'

Thallium
TI' + e-~Tl(s)
11" + 2e- ~Tl'

Tin
Sn" + 2e- ~ Sn(s)
5n4+ + 2e - ~ Sn2+

-0.23
+1.00
+0.94

+1.776
+0.88
+1.229

+0.682
+2.07

+0.73
+0.68

+0.740
+ 1.15

+0.799
+0.073
+0.222
-0.31
+0.446
-0.151
+0.017

+0.141
+0.450
+0.172
+0.08
+2.01

-0.336
+ 1.25

-0.136
+0.154

-0.551 in 1 M HCI; -0.33 in 1 M HCIO" H,SO,
0.77 in 1 M HCI

-0.16 in 1 M HClO,
0.14 in 1 M HCI
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J; APPENDIX FOUR COMPOUNDS RECOMMENDED
1 FOR THE PREPARATION OF STANDARD SOLUTIONS

OF SOME COMMON ELEMENTSaTitaniwn
Tih + e- ~Ti2+
Ti02+ + 2H';'+ e- ~Te+ + H20

Uranium
UO,'+ + 4H+ + 2e - r== u4- + 2H,O

Vanadium
V3++e-~V2+
VO'+ + 2H+ + e- r== V'+ + H20
V(OH), + + 2H+ + e - r== VO'+ + 3H20

Zinc
Zn2++ 2e- r== Zn(s)

-0.369
+0.099

-0.256
+0.359
+1.00 Element Compound FW Solvent' Notes

Aluminum Al metal 26.98 Hot dil HCI a

Antimony KSbOC,H.o6 . ~H,o 333.93 H,O c

Arsenic As,O, 197.84 dilHCI i,b,d

Barium BaCO, 197.35 dilHCl

Bismuth Bi,O, 465.96 HNO,

Boron H,BO, 61.83 H,o d,e

Bromine KBr 119.01 H,O a

Cadmium CdO 128.40 HNO,

Calcium Caco, 100.09 dilHCl i

Cerium (NH,),Ce(NO')6 548.23 H,S04

Chromium K,Cr,O, 294.19 H,O i,d

Cobalt Co metal 58.93 HNO, a

Copper Cumetal 63.55 dilHNO, a

Fluorine NaF 41.99 H2O b

Iodine KIO, 214.00 H2O i

Iron Fe metal 55.85 HCl,hot a

Lanthanum La,O, 325.82 HCI,hot f

Lead Pb(NO,), 331.20 H,O a

Lithium Li,CO, 73.89 HCI a

Magnesium MgO 40.31 HCl

Manganese MnS04' H2O 169.01 H,O g

Mercury HgCl, 271.50 H,O b

Molybdenum MoO, 143.94 IMNaOH

Nickel Nimetal 58.70 HNO"hot a

Phosphorus KH,PO, 136.09 H2O

Potassium KCI 74.56 H,o a

KHCgH,04 204.23 H,O i,d

K,Cr20, 294.19 H,O i,d

Silicon Si metal 28.09 NaOH,concd

SiO, 60.08 HF j

Silver AgNO, 169.87 H2O a

Sodium NaCi 58.44 H2O i

Na2C,O, 134.00 H2O i,d

Strontium SrCO, 147.63 HCI a

Sulfur K2SO, 174.27 H2O

aGo Milazzo, S. Caroli. and V. K. Sharma. Tables of Standard Electrode Potentiais, London: Wiley, 1978.

hE. H. Swift and E. A. Butler, Quantitative Measurements and Chemical Equilibria, New York: Freeman, 1972.

cThese potentials are hypothetical because they correspond to solutions that are 1.00 M in Br2 or fl_The solubilities of these two compounds at
25°C are 0.18 M and 0.0020 M, respecti\'ely. (n saturated solutions containing an excess of Br2(l) or 12(5), the standard potentials for the half-reaction
Br2(l) + 2e - ~ 2Br- or IJs) + 2e- ~ 2[- should be used. In contrast, at Br2 and (2 concentrations less than saturation, these hypothetical elec-
trode potentials should be employed



Tin Sn metal 118.69 HCI
Titanium Timetal 47.90 H,SO,.l:l
Tungsten Na,WO,' 2H,O 329.86 H2O
Uranium U30, 842.09 HN03

Vanadium V,O, 181.88 HCl, hot
Zinc ZnO 81.37 HCl

gThe data in this table were taken from a more complete list assembled by B. v.•...Smith and M. L Parsons, 1. Chern. EduL , 1973.50,679. L:nless
otherwise specified, compounds should be dried to constant weight at 110°C

b Unless otherwise specified, acids are concentrated analytical grade.

a Approaches primary standard quality

b Highly toxic.

c Loses ~H20 at 110°C. After drying, molar mass = 324_92. The dried compound should be weighed quickly after removal from the desiccator.

d Available as a primary standard from the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

e H,B03 should be weighed directly from the bottle. It loses I H20 at lOO~Cand is difl:lcult to dry to constant weigh!.

f Absorbs CO2 and H20. Should be ignited just before use.

g May be dried at 110°C without loss of water.

h Loses both waters at 110°C, molar mass = 293.82. Keep in desiccator after drying

i Primary standard.

j HF highly toxic and dissolves glass

Chapter 1

1-9 9.00 x 10-' M

1-10 (a) m ~ 0.0701; b ~ 0.0083
(b) Sm = 0.0007; S, ~ 0.OO4{)
(el 95% CI for m 0.0701:'c: 2.78 x O.n007

0.070 :'c:0.002
95% CI for b 0.OO83:'c: 2.78 x 0.004
0.08 :'c:0.01

(d) 4.87 :'c:0.09 mM

1-U (b) 0.410 flg/mL (c) S ~ 3.16V, + 3.25
(d) 0.410 flg/mL

Chapter 2
2-1 (a) R, ~ 500 n; R, = 2.0 kll; R] ~ 2.5 kll

(b) 5.0 V (e) 0.002 A (2.0 mAl
(d) 0.02 W

2-2 (a) 4.4 V
(c) 30%

2-3 (a) -15%
(c) -0.17%

2-4 (a) 74 kll (b) 740 kll

2-5 (a) VI = 1.21 V; V, = V3 = 1.73 V; V, ~ 12.1 V
(b) /1 = /, ~ 1.21 X 10-' A; /, ~ 3.5 X 10-3 A; /, = /,

~ 8.6 X 10-' A
(e) P=1.5XIO-'W

2-6 (a) 0.085 W
(c) 8.0V
(e) J6V

2-7 0.535 V

2-10 (a) 20 kll

2-13

(d) 13.8 V

(b) 8.0 X 10-3 A (8.0 mAl
(d) 5.3 V

I, S i,,,A I, S i,,,A

0.00 2.40 1.0 1.46

0.010 2.39 10 0.0162

0.10 2.28

2-14 (a) 0.69 s
(c) 6.9 X 10-5 s

2-15 (a) 0.15 s
(e) 1.5 X 10-5 s

Chapter 3

3-1 (a) v.>v_by65flVfor+iimitandv_>v.by75flY
for~ limit

(b) v + > v_by 26 flY for + limit and v > v. by 28 flY
for -limit

(e) v+>v_8.7flVfor+limitandv >"; by9.3flV
for -limit

3-2 1.0 X 10' or 80 dB

3-3 2.6 X 10'

3-4 (a) 0.001 %

3-6 RI = 2.9 kll; R, = 7.1 kll

3-U I, ~ 6.7 ns; Av/AI ~ 1500 V/flS

viRflRf2 v1RflRn V)Rfl

(a) Vo ~ R:R: + R,R-;- - £I]

(b) Vo ~ VI + 4v, - 40'1

3-21 34.0 em from common end

Chapter 4
4-1 (a) 11()()()

(c) 1()()()()111

4-2 (a) 0010 I()()()
(e) ()()()10011 0101

4-4 (a) 5
(e) 117

4-5 (a) 4
(e) 347

4-7 (a) 1111, ~ 1510

(c) 111111,=6310

4-8 (a) 0.039 V
(e) 0.()()()15V

4-U (a) 1 Hz

4-12 62.5 kHz

Chapter 5

5-7 (a) SIN = 358

5-8 (a) SIN ~ 5.3

(b) 1011011
(d) 11()()()1100

(b) lOOI()()()l
(d) 0011 HXJl 0110

(b) 21
(d) 859

(b) 89
(d) 968

(b) 101110010, ~ 37010

(d) 11()()(), = 2410

(b) 0.0024 V

(b) n ~ 18

(b) tl = 29

5-10 n = 100

5-U (SINI," ~ 7.1(SINh; (SINh", ~ 14.I(SINl,

5-12 (SIN)o = 3.9(S/NIA



Chapter 6

6-2 v ~ -1.80 X 1017 Hz: £ ~ 3.18 X 10-10 J: E ~ 1.99 X

10" eV

6-3 v ~ 8.52-1 X 10" so': " ~ 28-13 em ': E ~ 5.648 x
10-:1.1 J

6-4 A ~ 81.5 cm: E ~ 5AO x 10 26 J

6~5 Vs~ci~s = 2.75 X 1010 em S-l; I' 5.09 X 1014 Hz;
Asp<"ci<:s = 540 nm

2.42

260 nm

-169nm

(01 6.02 X 10-'0 J

1.8flm

(0) 393 nm
17.3%

(0) 52.7%;

(a) 0.524;

(b) 3.17%;

(b) 0.065:

(b) 17.8%:

(b) 0.366;

(c) 91.4%

(c) 1.53

(e) 95.6%
(e) 1.83

(0) 72.6%;

(0) 0.825;

4.98 x 10'1 M

1.35 X 10-4 M

Chapter 7

7-3 (a) 580 nm (b) 967 nm
(e) 1.93 flm

7-4 (o)3.56xIO'Wm' (b)4.6!x lO6Wm-2

(e) 2.88 x 105 W m-2

7-5 (0) lOlO nm and 829 nm
(b) 3.86 x 10'Wcm-' and 8.54 x IO'Wcm-2

7-9 (0) 2.43 flm (b) 3.48 flm,2.17 flm, etc.

7-12 1985 lines /mm

7-13 A1!lA ~ 1260;!lv ~ 0.95 cm-'

7-16 3.26

7-18 (0) 4.50 x 10'
(b) OA2 nm/mm and 0,21 nm/mm

7-22 (0) 1.6 x 10' Hz (b) 9,6 x 10' Hz
(e) 1.0 x 104 Hz (d) 2,2 x 103 Hz

7-23 (a) 2.5 cm (b) 0.075 cm

Chapter 8
8-8 (0) 5.7 x 10-3 nm (0.057 A)

(b) 6.9 x 10-3 nm (0.069 AJ

8-9 for Na and Mg -, respectively, NIVo
(0) 3.8 x 10-6 and 1.2 x 10-"
(b) 7.6 X 10-4 and 8.0 x H)"

(e) 0.10 and 2.5 x 10-)

Chapter 9

9-11 104 mm

9-12

(a) 2.0

(bJ 3,0
(c) 4.0
(d) 5,0

T N/No x 10' I,ll,

1973 2.22 1.00
2136 4.58 206
2092 3.81 1.72
1998 2.50 1.13

13-3 (0) 95.7% (b) 33.2%
(e) 63.2% (d) 75.8%
(e) 60.6% (045.1%

13-4 (0) 0500 (b) 0.007
(el 0.103 (d) 0.322
(el 0.770 (f) 0.968

13-5 1.80 x 104 L mol-' cm-'

13-7 (0) 0.353 (b) 4-1A%
(e) 1.52 x 10-5 M

13-8 (0) 0.244 (b) 0,305
(e) 57.0% and 49.5% (d) 0.5-15

13-9 0.124

13-15 (a) 51.4% Tand A ~ 0,289
(b) 0,717 (e) 0.264

Mg'

6.9 X 10-"
5,9 x 10-8

5.7 x 10"

2.7 X 10'5
6.6 X 10-4

0.051

Chapter 14

14-1 21.1 ppm

14-2 0.0684%

14-6 3.89 x 10-5 M

14-7 0.0149%

14-8 (0) CN' ~ 6.75 X 10-' M; Ceo ~ 5.90 X 10-5 M
(b) Ceo ~ 1.88 X 10-' M; CN; ~ 3.99 X 10-5 M

14-9 (0) cA ~ 3.95 X 10-5 M; CB ~ 5.69 X 10-6 M
(b) CA ~ 2.98 X 10-' M; CB = 1.23 X 10'6 M

14-10 (0) At 485 nm, BIn~ 150; 'Hln = 974.
At 625 nm, 'In ~ 1808; 'Hln ~ 362.

(b) K, = 1.86 X 10-6 (e) pH = 4.58
(d) K, ~ 1.81 X 10-6

(e) A", ~ 0.131; A625 = 0.391

14-14 CAI ~ 0.57 flM

14-15 [tryptamine] ~ 4.5 X 10'2 M

14-21 K, ~ 7.16 X 10'

14-22 K, ~ 3.28 X 10'

9-15 (0) 1.2 x 10-5 (b) 1.8 X 10

9-16 0.046:!: 0.009 flg Pb/mL

9-20 0.297 ppm Pb

Chapter 10

10-4 (0) 2.9 A/mm

Chapter 12

12-1 0138 A
12-2

Vm'nfor Kill' kV Vm'nfor LIlI• kV

(aJ 112 17.2
(b) 359 No line
(c) 15.0 175
(d) 67.4 9.67

1.69 X 10-3 cm

4.92 cm2/g

4.82 x 10 )cm

(0) 1.39% Chapter 15

15-7 (b) F ~ 22.35c + 357 X 10-'
(d) 0544 flmoliL (e) 0.015%
(f) 0.010%

490 mg

for Fe, Se, and Ag, respectively,
(0) 80.9°,42.9', and 21.1'
(b) 51.8',28.5', and 14.2'
(e) 36A', 20.3', and 10.1'

(0) 4.05 kV
(e) 20.9 kV

Chapter 13

13-1 (0) 91.6%
(e) 39.9%
(e) 36.7%

13-2 (0) 0.801
(e) OA05
(e) 1.(17

15-9

15-10

15-11

3.43%

1.35 x 10-5 M
(b) 1.32 kV
(d) 250 kV

(b) 11.0%
(dl 57.4%
(f) 20.3%

(b) 0.308
(d) 0.623
(f) 1.27

Chapter 16

16-1 (0) 1.90 x 10) N/m

16-2 (0) -1.81 X 10' N/m

16-4 1A x 10' cm I or 0.70 flm

16-5 1.3 x lO'cm-1 or 0.75 flm

16-6 three vibrational modes and three ahsorption bands

(b) 2083 cmI

(b) 2075 cm-I

16-7 (9) inactive
(c) active
(e) inactive
(g) inactive

16-10 (al N,INo ~ 8.9 x 10-'

16-13 256 intcrkrograms
16-14 (a) 3.20 kHz

(e) 3.33 kHz

Chapter 17

17-2 vinyl alcohol, CH,=CH-CH,-OH
17-4 acrolein, CH2=CH-CHO with H20 contaminant

17-5 propanenitrile, CH,CH,C=eN
17-9 8.9 X 10 3 cm

17-10 0.022 cm

17-11 7.9 x 103 cm

(b) active
(d) active
(f) active

Chapter 18

18-3

~v,cm-1 A" Ati A" A••

218 641.7 624.2 493.2 482.9
31-1 645.6 620.5 495.6 480.6
459 651.7 614.9 499.2 477.3

762 664.9 603.7 506.8 470.5
790 6fi6.1 620,7 507.6 469.9

(0) 2.83
(b) Detector efficiency is wavelength dependent.

(9) 0.342 (20'C) and 0.367 (40'C)
(b) 0105 and 0.121 (e) 0.0206 and 0.0264

I L I L •
(0) -- ~ 0.77 (b) - ~ 0.012 polaflzed

1.
1

III
I, I L

(e) - = 0.076 polarized (d) - ~ 0.76
1'1 1"

Chapter 19

19-7 (0) 301 MHz
(e) 283 MHz

19-8 (a) 60 MHz
(e) 301 MHz

19-9 (0) 299 Hz
(e) 1200 Hz
(d) 8 ~ 1.5 independent of field strength

19-11 N,/No = 0.9999878

19-17 N}IN" = 0.99998

(b) 75.5 MHz
(d) 121 MHz

(b) 200 MHz
(d) 499 MHz
(b) 450 Hz

Chapter 20

20-5 (a) 0 126 -OA98 T

20-6 5.97 V



20-7 44.3 ~s

20-11 (a) 2.22 X 10'
(e) 7.09 x 10'

20-13 (a) (M + 2)'/M' = 1.96
(M + 4)'/M' = 0.%

(b) (M + 2) '/M- ~ 1.30
(M + 4) '1M' ~ 0.32

(e) (M + 2) '1M' ~ 0.65
(M + 4) '1M' = 0.106

(b) 770
(d) 4.15 x 10'

Chapter 21

21-4 (a) 165.4 eV (b) SO/'
(e) 1306.6 eV (d) 1073.5 eV

21-5 (a) 406.3 eV (b) 819.5 eV
(e) By obtaining the peak with sources of differ-

ing energy, such as the Al and Mg X-ray tubes.
Auger peaks do not change with the two sources,
whereas XPS peaks do.

(d) 403.4 eV

Chapter 22

22-1 (a) 0.705 V
(e) 0.141 V

22-2 (a) 0.015 V
(e) 0.484 V

22-3 (all -0.101 V
(bl) 0.771 V

22-4 (a I) 0.163 V
(bl) 0.163 V

22-5 (a) -0.043 V
(e) 0.694 V

22-6 (a) 1.20 V

22-7 (a) 0.326 V
(b) -0.685 V
(e) ~0.867 V

- 22-8 (a) ~0.357 V
(b) 1.23 V
(e) 0.571 V

22-9 -0.90 V

22-10 -0.367 V

22-1I -0.037 V

22-12 -1.92 V

(a2) ~0.104 V
(b2) 0.750 V

(32) 0.159 V
(b2) 0.140 V

(b) ~O.IO V
(d) 0.178 V

(b) 0.307 V

spontaneous as written
not spontaneous as written
not spontaneous as written

not spontaneous as written
spontaneous as written
spontaneous as written

22-13 1.85 x 10'"

22-14 1.0 X 10-1'

22-15 0268 V

22-16 ~0.644 V

22-17 0.24 V

Chapter 23

23-13 (a) 0.540 V
(e) -0.583 V

23-14 (a) 0.031 V
(b) SCEIICuBr(sat'd), Br-(xM)iCu
(e) pBr = (£"11 + 0.213)/0.0592
(d) 1.99

23-15 (a) 0.366 V
(b) SCEIIAg,AsO,(sal'd), AsO,' (xM)IAg

(E'dl - 0.122) x 3
(e) pAsO, ~ -- 0.0592~~

(d) 6.33

23-16 6.22
23-17 5.61
23-18 0.604 V
23-19 9.8 x 10'
23-20 (a) 5.21 and 6.18 x 10-6

(b) 4.07 and 8.51 x 10-'
(e) for (a). 5.19-5.23; for (b). 4.05-4.09

23-21 3.77
23-22 2.75 x 10-1'

23-23 1.69 x 10-'
23-25 (a) 5.4

(bl 3.64 x 10-'-4.97 x 10 6

(e) -23.3% and 16.7%

23-26 4.28 x 10-'%

(b) - 1.085 V
(d) 0.482 V

Chapter 24
24-1 (a) ~ 1.342 V

24-2 (a) -0.050 V
(e) -O.I99V
(e) -0.043 V

24-5 (a) 0.432 V
(e) -0.101 V

24-6 (a) 19.6 min
24-7 (a) 7.83 min

(e) 2.61 min
24-9 0.731%

24-10 665 g/cquiv

24-1I 33.7 ~g

Chapter 25
25-10 (a) ~0.059 V

25-1I 6.7 mV/s
25-13 2.23 x 10' M

(b) 0.238 V
(bl -0.079 V
(d) -0.189 V

(b) 6.55 min

(b) 5.22 min

Chapter 26

26-14 (a) N, = 2775
NB ~ 2472
Nc ~ 2364
No ~ 2'i23

(e) [f ~ 0.fJ097 em

(b) IV ~ 2533 or 2'i00
s ~ 2(JO

(b) K, ~ 6.2
KB = 27

Kc ~ 30
Ko ~ 50

(b) aCB = \.OS
(d) (t.), = 61.7 or 62 min

(b) L ~ 2.0 em

(h) s = 100

(a) k, ~0.74
kB ~ 3.3
kc. = 3.5
ko ~ 6.0

(a) R, ~ 072
(e) L=i08cm

(a) R, ~ 'i.2

(a) IV = 2.7 X 10)
(e) fI = 0015

(a) R, ~ l.l
(e) R, ~ 3.7

(a) N ~ 4.7 x 10'
(e) t. ~ 19 min
(a) kl = 4.3: k2 ~ 4.7: kj = 6.1
(b) K1 = 14; K, = 15; K, ~ 19
(e) "2.1 = LlI; a,.2 = 1.28

dehydroepiandrosterone = 14.99%; estradiol ~
18.10%: estrone ~ 27.40%; testosterone = 22.99%:
estriol = 16.52%

26-17

26-18

Chapter 27

27-21 5'i8

27-22 (a) 30.2 mUmin
(b) 8.3 mL: 54.7 mL: 115.0 mL; 219.1 mL
(e) 24.1 mUg; 55.5 mUg; 109.6 mUg
(d) K1 ~ 33.8; K2 = 77.8; Kj ~ 154
(e) tl<~ 35.83 min; V~ ~ 990 mL

27-23 (a) kl ~ 5.6; k, = 13; kJ = 2'i
(h) an = 2.3; aj.' ~ 2.0
(e) fit = 1.7 x 10' plates; If = 0.064 em
(d) (R,hl = 7.5; (R')32 = 6.4

Chapter 28
28-1I (a) ethvl acetate. dimethylamine, acetic acid

(h) he~ane, propylene, benzene, dichlorobenzene

R, N

050 \476

0.75 12,321

0.90 17,742
\.0 21,904
1.10 26.504
1.25 34.225
1.'i0 49.284
l.75 67.081
2.0 87,616

2.5 136.9lXl

w If the second peak were twice as broad as the first, Rs
and ,V \>"auld be smaller.

Concentration of
Ihuprofen, mg/mL % Change/OoS h

14.05
12.28
7.79
5.62
3.34

2.86
2.43
1.90

12.61
3653
27.85
20.29

7.17
3.76

5.42

From·the table, the largest percentage loss occurs be-
tween 1.0 and 1.5 h.

28-22 (a) kl ~ 26.7
(h) 71 % CHClj and 29% n-hexane

Chapter 30

30-5 (a) 1.1 x 105

30-6 3.9min

Chapter 31

31-2 %Ca ~ 18.1
%Ba ~ 22.4

Chapter 32

32-4 5.95 days

32-5 (a} 10 counts or !O.O%
(h) 27.4 counts or 3.65%
(e) 83.7 counts or 1.20%
(d) 141 counts or 0.71 %

32-6 (a) 64 counts or 5.8%
(e) 73 counts or 9.1 %

32-7 (a) 443 cpm (h) 5.79 cpm
(e) 95% CI = 443 :': 11 cpm

(a) 708 counts (h) 379 counts

18.4 h
32-8

32-9

32-10

32-13

32-14

32-15

32-17

14.5 h

560mL

5.31 mg

36 g

3.46 ppm

Chapter 34
34-10 11.4 nm; the diameter of a hypothetical sphere with

the same translational diffusion coefficient

34-11 1.22 x lO~IO em 'Is

34-12 1.92 x 10-10 cmls; 5.2 x 10" s

34-13 70.4 min; 8952 G

34-14 1~5 nm
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Appendix 1

al-1
A B C D

(a) x 6143 3.25 12.10 2.65
df 3 6 2 4

(b) 0.11 0.02 0.06 0.21
df 2 1 3

(c) CY 0.17% 0.60% 0.47% 7.9%
(d) Sm 0.061 0.008 0.040 0.10

al-2
A B C D

(a) Absolute ~0.28 -0.03 -0.13 -0.10
error

(b) Relative ~0.45% -0.82% -1.1% -3.8%
error

al-3 (a) -2.0% (b) ~0.5%
(c) '-0.2% (d) ~0.1%

al-4 (a) 10 g (b) 2.1 g
(e) 1.3 g (d) 0.87 g

al-s N=lx1O'

al-6 N = 13.5 (14 replicates)

al-7 -25 ppt

al-8 (a)

Sample Mean Standard Deviation

1 5.12 0.08
2 7.11 0.12
3 3.99 0.12
4 4.74 0.10
5 5.96 0.11

(b) Spool"" = 0.11 %
(c) Spooled is a weighted average of the individual esti-

mates of 0". It uses all the data from the five
samples. The reliability of s improves with the
number of results.

al-9 (a)

Bottle

0.096
0.077
0.084
0.090
0.104
0.083

al-10
Sy CV y

(a) 0.030 -2% 1.44(2:0.03)
(b) 0.089 0.42°/0 21.26( 2:0.09)
(c) 0.14 x 10-16 1.8% 7.5(2:0.1) X 10-16

(d) 750 0.58% 1.290( 2:0.008) x 10'
(e) 0.005 6.9% 7.6( 2:0.5) x 10-'
(f) 1.1 x 10-' 1.34% 8.1(2:0.1) x 10-'

al-11
Sy CV y

(a) 3 X lO-lU -4% 6.7(2:0.3) x 10-'
(b) 0.1 8.4% 1.2( 2:0.1)

(c) 3 25% 12(2:3)
(d) 6.8 4.3% 158(2:7)
(e) 25 50% 50(2:25)
(f) 1.5 x 10-5 2.4% 6.0(2:0.2) X 10-'

al-U
A B C D E \ F

x 3.1 70.19 0.82 2.86 70.53 0.494
0.37 0.08 0.05 0.24 0.22 0.016

CI 2:0.46 2:0.20 2:0.08 2:0.30 2:0.34 2:0.020

The 95% confidence interval establishes the range
about the mean that the true value should lie 95 % of
the time if the errors are random.

at-l3 Set A, 95% CI = 2:0.18; set B, 95% CI = 2:0.079; set
C, 95% Cl = 2:0.009; set D, 95% CI = 2:0.26; set E,
95% CI = 2:0.15; set F, 95% CI = 2:0.013

al-14 (a) x 2: 0.029
(h) N = 11.9 or 12 measurements

at-IS (a) x 2: 0.76
(h) N = 6.9 or 7 measurements

al-17 (a) Systematic error is suggested.
(h) No systematic error is demonstrated.

al-18 For C, no systematic error is suggested, but for H. a
systematic error is indicated.

al-20 At pH = 2.0. S for [HJO-j = 2.3 x 10-" at pH 12.0.
S for [Hp'j = 2.3 x 10-"

al-21 S = 7.5 X 10-5 g/mL

al-24 (a) slope = 5.57. intercept = 0.90
(e) 1.69 mmollL
(d) For one measurement, S"VK = 0.080; RSD =

0.0482 (CV ~ 4.8%).
For four replicate measurements, SMYK = 0.052;
RSD = 0.308 (CY = 3.1 %).

(el C"VI( ~ 3.93 mmol/1.
For one measurement,s"VK = 0.08; RSD = 0.0203
(CY = 2.03%).
For four measurements. SMVK = 0.05; RSD =

0.0126 (CY = 1.26%).



Ablation, 227, 292, 604
Absorbance

corrected, 242-244. 385. 386
definition of, 158
detection. indirect. 873
flame absorption profiles, 232
measurements, 238, 336-341,

346,375,376,455,
467-469

plot of, 153,379,386
range,360,376

Absorbing species, 153-158,367,
374, .177

Absorption
analysis

electrothermal atomic, 247
flame atomic, 248

bands, 155,241,346,347,
368-402.408.437,438.
464,473,476

electronic, 368, 493, 494
overlapping, 468, 469, 474

charge-transfer, 371
detectors, 824, 872
edge, 307-309, 311, 597
of electromagnetic radiation,

132,133,141,148,151-156
filters, 176, 180,413
frequencies, 476, 499, 504, 511
instruments

electrothermal atomic. 2·lJ
UV -visible, 350, 351

lines, 237, 242, 243, 368
maximum, 356. 367, 369. 375. 467
measurements, 204, 351,374,474,

823 (see a/so Absorbance
measurements)

methods, 157,273,325,872
peaks, overlapping. 378
process. 146, 170.243,307.498.

499,501,503
secondary. 408

spectra. 153,245,307.370,371.
376,469.473

spectroscopy, 148,241. 309, 374,
431

electrothermal atomic, 296
molecular, 336, 368

spectrum. 237. 243. 307, 341, 346.
350,356,368,369,373,375

transitions. 402
of ultraviolet radiation, 367, 368,

823
Absorptivity. 158.339.342,367, See

a/so Molar absorptivity
ac

circuits, 34 -36
source, sinusoidal. 37-39

Accelerating voltage, 304. 310, 567,
568.576

Acceleration, 434, 567. 612
due to gravity, 959

Accelerator mass spectrometry, 301
Accelerators, 919
Accuracy, 967
Acid

dissociation constant, 339, 407,
880

error, 247, 644, 645, 671 (see a/so
Glass electrode)

Acrylamide,890·892
Actinide transition series, 370
Activation analyses, 909, 918. 924

instrumental neutron. 7, 922
Activity

coefficients, 634, 641, 642, 644,
687,688,766,994-996

effects on electrode potentials.
634,639,640,687,688

of radionuclides. 912-915
ADC. 81,87-90,95, See a/so

Analog-to-digital
converters

Address bus. computer, 93

Adjusted retention time, 768. 781
Adsorption chromatography. 817,

829,837.839,841,852
AFMs (atomic force microscopes),

613, 617-619
Ag electrode, 639
Ag-AgCl reference electrodes. 062.

670,673,704
Agent, chiral resolving, 837, 883
Airy patterns, 953, 954, 962
Algorithms. 91, 323
Alizarin garnet R as f1uorometric

reagent, 420
Alkaline error, glass electrode,

670--671,689
Alkanes, retention index of, 806.

807
Alpha particles, 603, 604, 910, 916,

917
Alphanumeric display, 54
Alternating-current circuits. 32
Amorphous phases, 327, 328
Amperometric titrations, 59. 62. 63,

65,114,734-736
Amperometry, 716, 718, 720, 826.

874,940
Amperostats, 71, 707
Ampholytes, 881
Amplification. 47, 48, 65, 67,114,

115,239,314,317,524
Amplifier

difference. 69, 70, 114
lock-in. 116, 117.241, 757
noise, 116, 317, 344
operational,59-74
transistor, 46-49

Analog. 25, 81
computers. 59
domains, 5. 6. 74, 88
filtering, 115
instruments, 344. 378. 608
oscilloscopes. 51



Analog (continued)
pulses, 81
quantities, 6, 7
scanning system. SEM, 608
signal

processing circuits, 52
threshold, 7

signals, 6, 74, 81, 88, 197, 202
Analog-to-digital converters, 30, 81,

88, 197, 524, 706. See also
ADC

Analysis systems, total micro, 929,
940

Analyte, 1, 2, 9
atoms, 221, 239, 245
bands, capillary electrophoresis,

873,880
concentration

standard, 12
unknown, 11

deposition, 749
emission, 250
fluorescence, 419
fluorescent in capillary

electrophoresis, 873
half-reaction, 702 (see also Half-

reaction)
ions

chromatography, 841
electrochemistry, 662, 665, 671,

677
mass spectrometry, 283, 294,

300,301,562,564
migration, 880
negative in mass spectrometry,

562
positive in mass spectrometry,

300
lines, 260, 267, 268
nucleus, 509, 920
particles, 826
preconcentration by solid-phase

extraction, 890
recovery of in separations, 862,

863
signal, 17, 235
species, polarizable in gas

chromatography, 802
target in immunosensors, 733,

734

unstable in supercritical fluid
chromatography, 856, 863

Analytical
columns

chromatography, 822, 844
ordinary packed, 791

concentration, 385-387
errors, positive, 241
instruments, 3, 9, 88, 90, 95, 103

multiplex, 204
laboratories, electronic, 127, 128
methods, 1,11,17,21,22
problems, I, 17, 18
procedures, 11
sensitivity, 19, 20
signal, 20, 115, 1l7, 119

Analyzers
automated, 930-948
computer-based clinical, 681
discrete, 929, 930, 945
electron

energy, 594
microprobe, 608

electrostatic, 290, 568, 603
energy-dispersive, 612
filter correlation, 448
i-STAT, 682
mass, 291, 557, 560, 566, 570, 574,

588,594
photosedimentation, 958
pulse-height, 315-317, 916, 917
time-of-f1ight, 603

Anatase, 624, 625
Angle of incidence, 179, 185, 186,

471,472,607
Angstroms, 217
Aniline, 373, 374, 407
Anions

in chromatography, 839-843
in electrochemistry, 630, 635, 659,

663-665,686,688
Anisotropy, chemical-shift, 532,

533
Anode

electrochemical cell, 630-632,
639,647,650,748

reaction, 709
Anodic

currents, anodic waves, 729, 738,
739, 744, 749

stripping, 748-750 (see also
Stripping analysis)

Anomalous dispersion, 141. See
also Dispersion

ANOYA (analysis of variance), 985
Anthracene, 316, 410, 412
IO-Anthraquinone,780
Antibodies, 679, 733, 734, 740, 741,

848,925
Anti-Stokes, 149,483,484
Applications

passive with computers, 103, 104
quantitative, 300, 324, 465, 493,

583,597,746,904
Arc

source spectrometers, 273
sources, emission spectroscopy,

227,254,269-274
Area-normalization method,

chromatography, 783,
784

fluorescence
dctection system for mercury,

333
spectroscopy, 222. 230, 234,

249, 250, 333
lines, 219, no
mass

number. 296
spectrometers, 284
spectrometric analysis, 281
spectrometry, 281-284, 291,

294
units, 281. 282

masses, 229, 281, 282, 298, 603,
604,920

numbers, 303-306, 318, 325, 593,
599,909,910,920

resolution, 617
spectra, optical, 215
spectroscopy, 215, 219, 223, 224,

300
Atomic emission spectrometry,

254-276
Atomic X-ray spectrometry, 303
Atomization, 215, 230, 231,

234-236,258,281,283,
292

devices, 116, 224, 226, 300
electrothermal, 230, 233-235,

242,248
Atomizer, 221, 223, 224, 226, 227,

230,235
Atoms

concentration of, 140, 246
energetic in mass spectrometry,

562
heavy in phosphorimetry, 404,

407,420,421
unexcited in atomic spectroscopy,

222,238
ATR (attenuated total reflectance)

crystal, 472, 478
measurements, 471
spectroscopy, 472, 478

Auger
electron spectroscopy, 592,

598-600
electrons, 596, 598, 600, 608, 610

Automated analytical systems, 929.
930,947

Argon
flows, 225, 226, 257, 292
ions, 227, 255, 269, 600

Argon-ion laser, 482, 483, 488
Arithmetic logic unit, 91, 92
Array

detectors, 286, 353, 354, 360, 415,
474,481,491,492,568

coulometric, 706, 707
segments, 265
transducers, 285-287

Array detector
spectrometric systems, 388
systems, 354

Ashing, 234, 235, 247
Asymmetry potential, glass

electrode, 669, 670
Atomic

absorption, 153,220, 222, 223,
230

analyses, 236, 241, 248
electrothermal, 248, 257
instrumentation, 237-244
lines, 237,250
measurements, 247-249

emission
detectors, 797
sources, 254
spectrometry, 254 - 276

Automatic systems, discrete, 931,
942

Automation, 90, 816, 929-931, 940

Babington nebulizer. 225-226
Background, 150, 152,206,250,

264,915,916
corrections, 242-244

Baekscattered ions, 603
Band

separation in chromatography,
765

spectra in spectroscopy, 150, 152,
223

Bands
chromatographic, 764, 765,

768-771,773-775,778,
780,818,833,847

conduction, 173, 174, 191, 193
filter rejection, 179,180
focused in electrophoresis, 881
methylene in NMR, 515, 518, 519
molecular, 223, 245, 294, 341
spectroscopic, 150-153, 223, 341,

342,368 ..370,373,374,
473 -476, 485, 486, 493,
494,518-520,764,765,
768-771,773-775,817,
818,867-870,880,881

valence, 173, 174
Bandwidth

of electronics, 65, 112, 115
of filters, 177, 179, 180
of lasers, 173
of monochromators, 188, 189
spectral, 184,347,373
unity-gain, 65

Barrier-layer photovoltaic cells, 192
Base peak in mass spectrometry,

551,555,558,576,577
Baseline method, quantitative 1R

spectrometry, 467
Battery. 26, 27,30,35,357,721
BCD (binary coded decimal), 82.

83
Beam

detected in surface analysis, 590,
604

double-beam instrume nt, 351,
356

monochromatic. 134, 143, 311,
326, 482, 592

plane-polarized, 143
primary, 303, 317, 590-592, 599,

604
secondary, 303, 590,602

Beamsplitter, 208, 351, 353, 443
Beat period, 136, 156, 206
Beer's law, 158,308,336 -338

application to mixtures, 338, 376,
377

limitations of, 338-342, 348, 375,
466

titrations and, 380
Bending vibrations, 433, 884
Benzene

ethyl, mass spectrum, 551, 555
vapor, UY spectrum, 155, 189.

190,346,347,373
Bernoulli effect, 202, 256, 917
Beta particles, 910, 916, 919
Beta-particle energies, 911
Bias

forward, 45, 47, 54
in measurements, 970, 984, 985
voltage, 612, 615, 683. 757

Binary numbers, 8, 81-84, 88
Binary-coded decimal, 83
Binding energies, 175, 314,

593-596,911
Biochemical species

IR absorption, 455
luminescence, 420

Biological molecules, 494, 534, 535,
550,579

Bioluminescence, 422, 757-760
Biosensors, 10, 203, 605, 679, 680,

733, 734, 740, 753
Biotin, 741
Bits (binary digits), 8, 84, 88, 90, 91,

93
BJTs,46-49
Blackbody radiation. 152
Blank, 13, 17, 19-22,241,343,358
Bode diagram, 41,64, 65, 115
Boiling points in Gc. 791. 792,

803
Bolometer, 67, 201, 452
Boltzmann equation, 221
Bond axis, 437, 438, 514. 515



Bonded-phase chromatography,
828,829

Bonds, force constants of chemical,
435,436

Boundary
conditions in counting, 81, 85
potential, 635,667-670

Boxcar averaging, 118-120
Bragg's law, 309
Brain

electrochemistry of, 745, 746
MR[ of, 542

Breakdown conditions, diodes, 50,
51

Bremsstrahlung, 257,303
Bromine, electrogenerated, 710,

711
Buffer

capillary electrophoresis, 867,
868,871,872,875

isotachophoresis, 880
pH, 666, 685, 689, 690
radiation, 242

Bus, computer, 93, 105
Bytes, 91

Cable modem, 106, 107
Calibration

curve uncertainty, 14
curves, 11, 17, 19-21,246-248,

267, 268, 278, 291, 292,
298,342,366, 375, 376,
688,746,846,889,
985-988

atomic
absorption, 11-13, 17,

19-21,246-248,267,268,
278,291,292,298,342,
366,375,376,688,746,
846,889

emission, 258, 267, 268
chromatography, 783
[CPMS, 29[, 292, 298
luminescence spectroscopy,

419
potentiometry,688
UV -visible spectroscopy, 375,

376
voltammetry, 746, 752

function, 13

multivariate, 13
sensitivity, 20, 21, 191

Californium-252 as neutron source,
918

Calomel electrodes, 660, 662, 668,
689. See also SCE

Cantilever tip, AFM, 617, 618
Capacitance, in electrical circuits,

34-42,50,64
Capacitive reactance, 38-39
Capillary

cells, Raman spectroscopy, 489
columns, GC, 791, 795, 798,800,

801
electrochromatograph y, 867
electrophoresis, 582, 583,

867-883
instrumentation, 868

gel clectrophoresis, 867, 869,
877

isoelectric focusing, 880, 881
zone electrophoresis, 875

Carbon dioxide
gas sensing probe for, 677-679
laser as IR source, 450

Carbon monoxide, determination
of, 448

Carbon-13 NMR, 529-531
Carrier gas, GC, 790, 795
Carriers, majority, 26, 44, 45, 47
Catalysts, determination of, 382
Cathode, electrochemical cell,

630-632,637,639,647,
650, 698 - 700

Cathode-ray tubes, 51
Cathodic

current, 738, 744
stripping methods, 748, 749

Cation exchangers,
chromatography, 839,
842-844

CCD detectors, 196, 198, 199,261,
264,265,335,353,361,
413,415,491,606,879. See
also Array detectors

Cell
barrier-layer, 193
collision in mass spectrometry,

574-576
compartments, optical

spectroscopy, 358, 383,
413,445,470

constant, DSC, 903
coulometric, 698-700, 703, 704,

708.709
electrochemical, 628, 630, 631

detector, 826
electrolytic, 630, 697-700
electrothermal atomization, 249
galvanic, 630, 631
glass, 336, 337
interaction in mass spectrometry,

573-575
[R absorption, 447-449,

456 -458, 467,474
luminescence, 414
photoconductive, 68, 69
photovoltaic, 191-193, 351
potentials, 633, 646, 684, 687

calculations of, 645, 652 .
measuring, 684 .,
standard, 644 (see also

Standard electrode
potentials)

Raman spectroscopy, 489
reaction, 630, 631, 633-635, 639,

640
resistance, electrochemistry, 684,

698, 705, 706, 723
single biological, 422, 675, 872
spectrophotometry, 351, 352, 375,

380
three-electrode, 718, 724
trapped-ion analyzer, 572

Cells, matched, spectrophotometry,
342,351,375,467

Centrifugal sedimentation, 960, 961
Channel

electron multiplier, 286
of MOSFET device, 49
number, 320, 322
of pulse height analyzer, 317

Characteristic
frequency, quartz crystal, 9
group frequencies, [R

absorption, 460. 476
Charge separation. 635
Charge-coupled devices, 196, 198,

261,413,491. See also
Array detectors

Charge-injection devices, 196, 198,
262,263,491. See also
Array detectors

Chemical
analysis, 17, 25, 26
composition, surface analysis,

589, 590, 597
deviations from Beer's law, 339,

340
equivalence, 11,707
interferences, atomic

mass spectrometry, 295
spectroscopy, 241, 269

ionization sources, mass
spectrometry, 557, 558,
587

shifts
NMR, 511-515, 517, 519, 520,

536
XPS,596

Chemiluminescence, 149, 399,
422-425

methods, 424
photometers, 424
signals, 424

Chiral separations, 837, 883
Chloride ions

determination of, 663, 710, 735,
736,932

quenching by, 408
Chopper, optical spectroscopy,

115-117,201,239,240,
242, 359, 446

Chromatic aberrations, 141
Chromatograms, 765, 766, 768, 769,

771,775,779
Chromatographic

column, 765, 768, 769, 772, 774,
800,831,840,944,947

gas-liquid, 803
separations, 762, 775, 831

Chromatography, 762
affinity, 848
applications of, 781
bonded-phase, 828
gas, 788-810
ion-exchange, 817, 836, 839-841,

843,873
ion-exclusion, 843, 844
ign-pair, 836, 838

liquid, 816-848
rate theory of. 768

CID (charge-injection device), 196.
198,199.261,264,491

Circuit
components, 26. 43, 90
model, electrochemical cell. 722,

723, 746
Circuits

ac, 34-36, 42
dc, 26, 27, 30-32
digital, 80. 81,114
operational amplifier, 59-64,

67-74
Re, 36, 37, 39-42

Clark oxygen sensor, 732
Clinical analysis, 681
CMRR,70
Coefficient

selectivity, 21, 22
of variation, 19, 24, 972

Coefficients, activity, 688, 994-996
Coherence, of electromagnetic

radiation, 139-140, 168,
170

Cold vapor atomic fluorescence
spectrometry, 333

Collector
electrode, mass spectrometry,

285,566
transistor, 47, 48

Collimators, X-ray analysis, 312,
318

Collisional qucnching, 408
Collisions, optical spectroscopy,

152, 155, 169,220,221,274
Colorimeter, 204
Column

bonded-phase, 804, 805, 828
chromatography, 763, 849, 850
diameter, 774, 775
efficiency, 768 -772, 775. 783, 800,

816,817,883
ion-exchange, 835, 836, 841, 843
length, 770, 778, 808, 859
packings, 778. 792, 802, 803. 806.

807,818,821-823. 831,
844.854.883

preparation, 789
resolution, 775

reversed-phase, 832, 836
size-exclusion, 845-847
suppressor, 841-844
temperature, 779, 783. 789, 790,

792,822
tunable, 808
variables, 806, 807
wall-coated, 801

Combination bands, [R
spectroscopy, 437

Common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR),70

CAJmmunication channel,
sequential injection, 940

Comparators, 62, 74, 84, 88, 89, 202
Complex ions, spectrophotomctric

studies, 384, 385, 387
Complexes, charge-transfer, 371
Complex-formation coulometric

titrations,709
Component waves, 136
Components

high-frequency, 41,115
low-frequency, 40, 41
nonreversing in DSC, 901
reversing heat flow in DSC, 901,

902
Compositional analysis, 604, 896,

897
Compound nucleus, excited, 918,

919
Compton effect, 911, 917
Computer

applications, 91
control, 103, 104,260,265,523,

595,616,824,893
memory, 92, 94
networks, 104, 105, 107
software, 95, 97, 99,101
system, 94, 107
terminology, 90, 91

Computer-based
spectrophotometers,431

Computerized frequency-analysis
instrumentation, 723

Computerized instruments, 90, 91
Computerized mass spectrometers,

576,577
Computers, 25, 26, 54, 80 - 82.

90-108



Concentration
bulk in electrochemistry, 381, 724
concomitant, 296
constant electron in ICP, 258
critical micelle, 882
difference,635,651, 724, 774
errors, spcctrophotometry,

344-346
estimates, X-ray analysis, 320,

323
gradients, electrochemistry, 633,

699,725,726,751
levels, safe of mercury, 332
limit, 19
particle in sedimentation. 960
polarization, 649-651, 697-700,

703.706,707.716
profiles

chromatography, 765, 935
electrochemistry, 724, 725, 727,

728.741
rectangular, 934

quencher,408
uncertain ty in

spectrophotometry, 343,
345

units of in spectrophotometry,
337,338

Conductance, electrical, 29, 44, 45,
67-69.194

Conduction
in electrochemical cells, 630,

632
in membranes, 665, 668, 671, 672
in semiconductors, 44-47, 49,

173
Conductivity detectors, 796, 841

- Confidence
intervals. 976-980
level, 19,20,110,914,977-980,

984.985
Constant

current electrolysis, 697, 699
potential electrolysis, 700

Constantan thermocouple, 70. 201
Constant-current

coulometry. 735 (see also
Coulometry)

sources, 71
Constant-voltage sources, 70

Constructive interference, 136, 138,
140,176,183,208. 310, 458

Continuous
flow analyzers, 930-932
variations, method of, 385

Continuum radiation, 150, 152.221,
223, 237, 242, 257, 294,
303, 304, 306, 3l1, 326,
351. 413, 449, 450

Continuum-source
background correction systems,

242
spectrometers, 237

Control bus, computer, 93
Convection

in electrochemistry, 633, 651, 724,
726 -728,878

in flow analysis, 934, 935
Conversion

external in luminescence, 403,
404,406,408

internal in luminescence,
402-406,420

Converters
frequency-to-voltage.7
voltage-to-frequency, 7, 706

Copper
deposition of, 699, 700, 703
electrode, 630, 631, 638, 663

Core electrons, 596. 598
Correlation charts, 460, 464
Coulometric

methods, 11,697,701-703,
707-712,714

tit rations, applications of, 709,
711

Coulometry,697-703
controlled-potential, 702, 703

Count data, 8
Counler

electrode, 700, 701, 705, 718, 719,
722

electronic, 81, 83-85, 87. 89, 317,
318

proportional, 314, 315, 916
Counting, 81. 83-86, 317,602.

910-912,916,924
gate, 85 -87
rate, 599, 912, 914, 915, 920, 921,

924

Coupling constants, NMR, 515,
517-519

CPU, 90-94
Cross dispersion, of echelle grating.

186
Cross-linking of stationary phases,

804,805,810,840,845
Crossover of electron beam, 599.

600
CRT, 51, 52, 608, 610. 612
Crystal oscillalor, 87
Crystalline membrane electrodes.

671,672
Crystallinity, 327, 328, 904
Crystallization, 490, 665, 899,903,

904
Crystals, diffraction of X-rays by,

309,312 .
erDs (charge-transfer devices),

196, 198. 204. See also.
Array detectors

Curie point, 202, 451, 895
Current

density, 651, 652
follower, 62-64, 66, 67

Currents
alternating, 42 (see also ac

circuits)
anodic, 649, 721
direct, 26, 30 (see also dc circuits)

Current-splitting equations, 29
Current-voltage relationships

diodes, 45, 51
electrochemistry, 648, 649, 697,

699, 728, 729
CV (cyclic voltammetry), 737-742,

746, 753
CW NMR instruments, 498,

499
Cyclic

voltammetry excitation signal,
737

voltammograms, 738-742, 745,
754

CZE (capillary zone
electrophoresis). 875-877

DAC, 87-90, 95. See also Digital-
to-analog converters

Daly detector, 287

Data
analysis, 80. 90, 95. 99,102.323

chemomctric, 59.';
domains. 3-5
system, 127, 130, 595, 798

dB (decihel), 41, 65
dc

circuits, basic, 26. 27
power source, 70
signal,34, 62, lIO. ll5, 117. 118
voltages, 49, 50, 68.202

DCr (direct-current plasma), 255,
258, 259, 266

DCU (decade counting unit),
85-87

Deactivation of excited states, 399.
402-406,419-421

Dead time
chromatographic. 766
of counters, 315, 924

. of Geiger tuhe, 315
Debye-Huckel

eq ualion, 995 - 996
theory, 641, 995 -996

Debye-Scherrer powder camera,
326.327

Decays, radioactive, 910, 911,913.
See also Radioactivity

Decimal numbers, 54, 81-83
Decoupling in NMR, 520, 521,

529 -533,536
Degrees of freedom, 437, 922, 975,

976,979
Dendrimer, 740, 741
Densitometer. for TLC, 851
Density of supercritical fluids,

856 - 858, 860
Depletion layer, semiconductors.

45,194
Depolarization

of an electrode, 699, 735
ratio, Raman spectroscopy,

486-487
Deposition

electrolytic, 652. 697-699, 749
step. stripping analysis_ 748
time, stripping analysis, 750

Derivative spectra, 378, 599
Oeshielding, NMR, 514. 515
Deliolvation, in !lames. 230

Desorption
in electrochemistry. 649
in MALD!. 560

Destructive interference, 136.
140-142, \76,208,309

Detection
electrochemical in CEo 874
limits, 20

atomic
mass spectromelrv, 28\, 286,

290. 292,294. 296, 297
spectroscopy, 237, 248 250,

264,2/m,267,269. 273. 274
luminescence spectrometry,

399,419,424
radiochemistry, 918
separations, 782, 826, 872, 890
UV-visible absorption, 374
voltammetry, 732, 734. 741.

742,744,750
X-ray fluorescence, 324, 333

mass spectrometric, 294, 297,
874,875,883

volumes, separations, 871, 872
Detector, 9,157

electrochemical for separations,
826,874

ideal for GC and HPLC, 793, 823
lithium-drifted, 3\6,317
noise, 205, 206
obscuration, 951
photoionization for GC, 797, 809
semiconductor, 317, 318, 612, 916
voltammetric. 730, 73\

Determinate errors. See Systematic
errors

Deuterium lamp, 349. 350
Deviations

from Beer's law, 338-343, 466
chemical. 338-340
measurement, 972 -976,980,986,

987
absolute, 973
standard. 969, 971-976, 978,

980 -984,986-988
Diagnostic applications of

oscilloscopes. 52
Diagram, energy level, 147, 171.

215-217,219, no, 305. 606
Dialysis, with flA. 933

Diamagnetic shielding, NMR. 514
Diameters. hydrodynamic. 957,962
Dielectric materials, 177.201. 202,

45\
Difference

amplitier, 69, 70, 1\4,201
gain, 70

Difference IR spectrum. computer-
calculated, 456, 457

Differential
scanning calorimetry, 893, 894.

896,900,901. 903, 904 (see

also DSC)
thermal analysis, 897 (see also

DTA)
thermogram, 896, 898-900

Differential-pulse voltammetry,
742-743

Differentiation, operational
amplitler, 73, \22

Diffraction
angle, 138, 183,185,326
of electromagnetic radiation,

137-139.181, \83, 185. 186
order, 183, 185, 186
patterns, 139, 140, 326, 951, 953
of X-rays, 303, 309, 326

Diffusion
coefficient, 699, 725, 728, 739,

773-775,778,818,854,
869,884

translational,957
eddy, 772, 773
and FIA, 935
longitudinal, 774, 775, 869, 935
mass transport by, 651, 724

Digital data, 8, 9, 95, 104
Digital electronics, 25, 80. 82, 84.

86, 88. 90, 92, 94, 98, 100,
102,104,106,108

Digital-to-analog converters, 10,87.
See also DAC

Diode lasers, 173-175
Diode-array detectors. See Array

detectors
Diodes. 44 -46, 50.174.175,197.

350. 353
Dipolar inkractions

chromatographv.833
NMR, 5.,2, 537



Dipole moment changes in IR
absorption, 431, 432,
435-438

Direct-current circuits, 26, 27
Direct-current plasma source,

258-259
Discharge lamps, electrodeless, 239
Discrete automated systems, 931,

942
Disk electrode, 719, 720, 736, 737
Dispersion

angular, 181, 185
anomalous, 141, 159
of electromagnetic radiation, 141
in FIA, 934-937, 940, 941
by monochromators, 182, 185,

186, 189
values, F1A, 935, 936

Dispersive instruments, atomic
fluorescence, 250

Dissociation reactions, 244, 245,
339

Dissociative interactions, mass
spectrometry, 574

Distribution constants, separations,
766-769,777-779,789,
803,810,844, 846, 882

DLS (dynamic light scattering),
955-958

DMMs (digital multimeters),
30-32,42,43,52

Doppler
broadening, 221, 237, 238, 955,

957
shift, 220, 221

Double
layer, 632,633, 723, 746, 870
reciprocal plot, 388, 389

Double beam, 241, 352, 359, 444,
445

Double-focusing mass
spectrometers, 283, 290,
299,300,567-569,578

Dropping mercury electrode,
716-717

DSC, 900, 901, 904. See also
Differential scanning
calorimetry

DSL (digital subscriber line), 106,
107

DTA (differential thermal
analysis), 897-900, 906,
907

DVM (digital voltmeter), 30, 31
Dye lasers, 168, 173
Dynamic concentration limit, 19
Dynodes, 194, 195, 284, 285

ECD (electron capture detector),
795,796

Echellc
grating, 186, 262, 265
monochromator, 186, 187
spectrometer, 198,260,262-264

Echellette grating, 183
Eddy diffusion, zone broadening

by, 772-773
ED Ls (electrodeless discharge

lamps), 239, 250
EDTA

in electrochemistry, 663, 664
as protective agent, 245
as titrant, 380, 381, 735

EELS (electron energy-loss
spectrometry), 602

Efficiency
of chromatographic column, 769,

772
current, 703, 707, 712

Electric field oscillations, 133
Electrical

circuits, 26 -28, 34
domains, 3-5, 9, 10,26,81
double layer, 632
signal, 3, 5-7, 71,164,165,191

Electroactive species, 707, 735, 737,
739,743,746,753

Electroanalytical cells, 633
Electroanalytical methods, 628,

633,647,648,651,653,659
Electrocardiographic

instrumentation, 115
Electrochemical

cell potentials, 636
cells, 628, 630, 633, 634, 636,

638-640,647,653,659,
677,705,716,717,722,723

disposable, 683
galvanic, 629
stirred, 726

deposition, 734
detectors

CE,874
HPLC,823

devices, gas-sensing, 677
methods, 628
preconcentration, 748
reactions, 737, 751

Electrochromatography, 867, 883,
884

Electrode, 664
area, 633, 651, 683, 699, 725, 739
calibration methods, 687, 688
enzyme, 680-682
half-reaction, 638
materials for coulometry, 706,

719,732
potentials, 635, 636, 638-641,

643,645,646
table of standard, 644,

997-1000 •
reaction, 630, 635, 638, 649, 650,

663,697,700,703,724,
729, 737, 739

direct in coulometry, 707
response, 686, 687
surface, 630, 632, 633, 637, 649,

651,698-700,724-727
modified,716

systems
amperometric, 735
glass-calomel, 684

Electrodeposition, 652, 699, 700,
720, 749

step, stripping analysis, 749
Electrodes

auxiliary, 708
classical,751
graphite for spectroscopy, 259,

271, 272, 721
ion-selective, 664 (see also lon-

selective electrodes)
left-hand, 638, 639, 659, 660, 697
metallic, 636, 662, 665, 720, 735
modified, 720, 721, 739, 740
reference, 637-638
right-hand, 638-640, 686, 697
ring for mass spectrometry, 570
ring-disk, 736, 737
solid-state, 672, 735

specific-ion, 677 (see also lon-
selective electrodes)

spherical, 751, 755
zinc, 633, 638

Electrogravimetry, 697
Electrokinetic

chromatography, micellar, 867,
882,883

injection, capillary
electrophoresis, 871-872

Electrolysis, 697-701,721,724,725,
728, 748

cells, coulometry, 704
constant

current, 699
potential, 700, 701, 703, 706,

707
stripping analysis, 748

Electrolyte
concentrations, electrochemistry,

645, 688, 746
solutions, 628, 630, 635, 636, 641,

689,709,732,880
concentrated, 635

supporting, 718 (see also
Supporting electrolyte)

Electrolytic cells, 629-632, 647,
649-651. See also
Electrochemical cells

Electrolytic conductivity detectors,
for GC, 796

Electromagnet, NMR
spectrometers, 521, 523,
566,567

Electromagnetic
field, 134, 140, 175
radiation, 2, 9,132-137,139-141,

143-145,147,149
absorption of, 148, 368, 498

(see also Absorption)
dispersed, 285 (see also

Dispersion)
emission of (see Emission)
plane-polarized, 133, 143
properties of, 132
short-wavelength,303
sources of. 140

spectrum, 134, 135
Electron

acceptors, 371

beam
apertures, SEM, 613
CRT tube, 51, 52, 612
mass spectrometry, 557, 572,

581
source, of X-rays, 303, 304
surface analysis, 592, 594, 598,

600,607-611
capture, 306-307, 910-911
density, NMR, 511, 514, 596
detector, SEM, 608, 609, 613
energy, electrochemistry, 636, 638
energy-loss spectrometry, 602
guns, surface analysis, 591, 595,

599,600,608,609,613
microprobe, 328, 607, 610-612,

624
microscopy, 602, 608, 611, 613,

614
multipliers

continuous-dynode, 284, 285
discrete-dynode, 284
mass spectrometry, 284 - 286,

290, 292, 299, 570, 603
signals, secondary, 611, 613
spectrometers, 593, 594
spectroscopy, 591-595, 597, 599,

601,602
instrumentation for, 594, 595

spectrum, 595, 600
spins, 215, 399, 400
transfer, 631, 649, 650, 735, 740

Electron-beam interactions, SEM,
610

Electron-capture detectors,
795-796

Electronic
devices, molecular, 721
energy levels, 152-154, 169,242,

400,402,403
integrators, 703, 704, 789 (see

also Operational
amplifier)

laboratory notebooks, 127-130
signatures, for electronic labora-

tory notebooks, 127, 128
states

atoms, 254
lasers, 169
lower, 169,403

metastable excited, 156
molecules, 152, 155, 400 - 402
properties, 147, 152, 154, 155

transitions
atomic spectroscopy, 153,219,

242,243
IR spectroscopy, 431
properties, 151-153, 155
UV -visible spectroscopy, 368,

369,402,405
X-ray analysis, 303, 305,307,

309
Electronics, 2, 43, 59, 80,136,319,

354,411,412,449,947
Electrons

backscattered,610-613
beam of, 591, 592, 598, 600, 602,

608,610
emission of in radiation

transducers, 144, 191, 193,
344

emitted in surface analysis,
591-594,599

energetic in mass spectrometry,
551,552

ground-state, 220, 400
scattering in EELS, 602

Electron-transfer
kinetics, slow, 739, 745
process, 649, 664, 703, 737, 742,

746,751
reactions, 632, 641, 723, 739, 741

Electroosmotic flow, 869-871, 875,
882,883

Electropherogram, 873, 876
Electrophoresis

capillary, 867-870, 875, 876
array, 878, 879

principles, 867, 868
slab, 868, 869

Electrophoretic mobility, 868
Electrospray ionization, mass

spectrometry, 552, 560
Electrostatic mass filters, 301
Electrothermal atomizers

for atomic spectroscopy, 234, 235,
257

background correction with, 242,
243,250

principles, 224, 233-235



Elemental 'lOalysis
bv atomic srectroscory, 26'1, 270,

272
by mass srectrometrv, 2'11,30f
by NMR, 529
bv surface techniques, 301. 5'15.

600 - 602, 604, 624, 626
bv X-ray methods, 3IH, 324, 325,

32S, 330
Ellirsometry,606
Eluent

column chromatograrhy, 76-1
ion chromatograrhy, S41-H44
strength, 764, 774, 785, 7'12,7'17,

ROO,803, 823 -H25, 8.1'1,
841-H44, H5H,890

Elution, 763, 764, 76'1, 78S, HI'I, H30
Emission

bands, 18'1,210,223,238
bonding electrons, 115
of electromagnetic radiation.

135,147,148,157,255.
26'1,272

intensity, 272, 280
lines, 21'1, 220, 23H,241, 244, 25'1,

265,267
measurements, 222
monochromator, fluorescence,

415,416,4IH
sources, for atomic emission

spectrometry. 254. 266.
273

srectra
atomic, 227, 234, 254, 258, 269,

273
fluorescence, 403, 411.

414-416,418
srectroscory, 148, 165, 168,

254-276
srectrum, 150, 151
srontaneous, 169, 170, 172
stimulated, 168-171
wavelength selector,

fluorescence, 41 I, 412, 414
Emitter, transistors, 47, 48
Emulsions, rhotograrhic, 1'14.1lJ6.

27)
Enantiomers. separation of. ~17.

838.860.861

Endothermic rrocess, thermal
analysis, 8'19

Energy
band-gar, 173, 174
changes, scattering, 483, 484, 494
differences between states. 147,

148,153-155,211>,220,
222, 305, 405, 411, 431.
432,503

disrersive instrument, X-ray
analysis, 320, 321

electrical. )47, 148, 151, 152, 193.
283,349,1>30,632

excess, 148, 149, 152, 169,920
free in electrochemistry, 634, 63'1
levels

in NMR, 4'18-500
in 0rt ical spectroscopy, 153,

154,210,221,243,400,
401,433,435-437,482

rotational, 155,432
srlitting of electronic, 242, 400
in X-ray spectrometry, 305,

306, 308, 309
pass, XPS, 594
photon, 146
resolution, 3 I7,596,603
states

of atoms and molecules, 146,
147,153,154,173

excited electronic, 368, 488
rotational, 173, 368, 431

transfer. molecules, 403, 408, 409.
484

Energy-dispersive systems, 318, 31'I,
32')

Energy-level diagrams, I'll, 152,
483

Enhancement, ICPMS, 296
Enhancement effects, X-ray

fluorescence. 322, 323
Ensemble averaging, 117-119
Entrance slit. monochromator. 180.

ISI. IK\ 187-1H'I. 197,21>1
Environment. chemical in NMR,

509. ')10.532,596
Emironmental noise. 81, III. 111,

204
Enzyme electrodes. 080

Enzymes. 3H2.383, 42'i
in biosensors. 1>7'1.680
immohilized. 679. 680,733

EPA. in mercury determinations,
332,333

Equation solver software. '1K'19
Equilibrium

ahsorbance. in kinetic methods.
384.385

rosition. molecular vihrations,
433.434.484. 48')

Equivalence point. tit rations. 37'1.
380,691,709,712,714.
734-736

Error
roundoff, '173
standard

of estimate, 987
of mean, 974, 975, '178

Error propagation, 982
Errors

acid in pH measurements. 671,
689

alkaline in pH measurements,
670,671,68'1

indeterminate, II, 11, 1'1
loading, 31
in measurement, 12, 13, 17, 19,

31,967,969,973, 974
random, 13, 1'1,20,907-'169,

971-975
systematic, 13, 1'1,967,96'1-971.

984
ESCA. See X-ray rhotoelectron

spectroscopy
ESEM (environmental SEM). 613
Evaporative light-scattering

detector, 826
Everhart-Thornley secondary

electron detector, 612
Exchange, chemical in NMR, 51'1.

520.535,536
Excimer laser, 172
Excitation

of atoms and molecules, 147-151
srectrum. fiuorescence. 410--412
wavelength

luminescence, 410-41.1. 416.
4111

Raman, 481. 4S2. 48H
selector. luminescence. 41 I.

412.41S
Excited

molecules, 11>'1,171. 231. 34'1.
402 - 405. -107(sa also
Electronic transitions)

nuclei, NMR, ')03-505
states. 147, 1-18.152-1')4, 156

Exclusion limit. size-exclusion
chromatograrhy, H46, 847

Exit slit. monochromator, 181. 184.
187-18'1.203,204,21>0.
261,285

Exothermic process, thermal
analysis, 898-'104

Expression, mass-balance, 246, 381>,
387,390

Extracellular acidification, 757. 758
Extracolumn band hroadening, LC,

81S
Extraction

cell, 863, 864
solid-rhase. 8'10. '140
solvent. 930, 934, 936
supercritical fiuid. 850. 8')7.

862-806

Fabry-Perot etalon, 176 -I 77
Factor, retardation, in thin-layer

chromatography, 849, 850
Faradaic

currents, 632, 633, 742, 743, 7')1
impedance. 722, 723

Faraday cur, for mass
spectrometry, 285-287

Far-IR sreetroscory, 470
Fast

atom hombardment, sources for
MS,562-563

neutrons. 918. 922
Fellgett advantage, 206
Ferrocene in electrochemistry, 721.

740.741,745
FFF (field-fiow fractionation),

884-888
FlA. 247. 933-935. 939-941. See

a/so Flow injection
analysis

Fiher ortics. 202. 203. 286.
354 -356.361.417

FID
(name ionization detector), 7'13.

794. S59 (see also Flame
ionization detector)

(free induction decay) in NMR.
505.508-510.521. 522.
535. 538, 540. S4 I. 543

Field
centrifugal, 884. 959, '161
desorption sources, 552. 55'1, 5S5
gradient. magnetic resonance

imaging, 538-')40
gravitational, 959-961
ionization sources. 558, 559
secondary in NMR, 51.1-51')

Field-effect transistors, 40 -48
Field-flow fractionation. 88-1-888
Field-frequency lock. NMR, 525
Filter

instruments, fR. 447, 474
rhotometers. UV -visible, 204,

354. 380. 824
Filtering, digital, 120. 121
Filters

absorption. 180
correlation analyzers, 448
for electrical signals, 40. 41, SO,

73.113,115,117.122
interference, 176,177,180
for luminescence spectroscopy,

411-413,424
for X-rays, 311, 326-328

First-order spectra, NMR, 517. ') 18
Flame

ahsorrtion profiles, 232
atomization. 230, 232. 233. 241,

248
chemiluminescence, 425
emission

srectroscopy. 230-233, 246,
248.273

spectrum.21H
ionization detector. 7'13.794. 7'10.

797.800.85'1,861
rhotometers.273
photometric detectors in

chromatograrhy. 7'17.859

Flicker noise. 112. 113.115,206
Flight times. time-of-flight mass

sreetrometry. 290. 569
F1ir-fiops.85
Flow

injection analysis, 225, 247. 383.
931-1)35.937, '138 (see also
HA)

meter for Gc, 78'1, 7'10
rates

e1ectroosmotic. 870, 875
FIA, 932, '134-931>
flame. 231. 233
mobile phase. 77 I-774.778.

78'1.790. S19, H21
volumetric, 761>,767.7'10.

846
turbulent in electrochemistry.

726
Flow cells

FlA. '132, '136. '137
LC, S23
voltammetry,731

Flow FFI'~887
Fluorescence,S. 6, 148. 156

atomic (see Atomic fiuorescence
spect roseopy )

bands,402,403,411
detection, LC, 414, 421,825. H73
emission,S, 402, 405, 407, 408,

411,412,414,417.419,
422,494

instrumentation, 411, 413, 414
intensity, 407, 409, 410, 412
lifetime measurements, 421
molecular, 150. 157,399,400,

483
quantum efficiency of, 406-408,

428
radiation. 155, 156, 169
resonance, 219, -100
spectroscopy, 168,399,422
srectrum, 219, 311, 410. 415. 425
theory of, 40()- 409

Fluoride
determination of, 688, 689. 746
electrode. 672

Fluorometers. 5. 6. 204, 411-415
F-numher, 185



Focal
length

of monochromator. 185, 186
of optical element, 185

plane
mass spectrometer, 285, 286,

291,568
optical spectrometer, 181, 182,

185, 187, 188, 194, 196,
203,260,261,270,353,361

Follower
current, 63, 64, 66, 67, 75
voltage, 62, 63, 65, 67, 71, 114,

684
Force constant, 434-436
Formal potential, 645, 997-1000
Formation constant, of complexes,

384-390
Forward biasing, of semiconductor

diodes, 45-46
Fourier transform

instruments, UV-visible, 259,
265,266

IR spectrometers, 438, 439, 474,
476,824

mass spectrometers, 571-573,
584,604,800

measurements, 206, 499, 572
NMR, 521, 529
Raman spectrometers, 491
spectroscopy, principles,

204-207,209,211
Four-level system, lasers, 171-173
Fragmentation, mass spectrometry,

551,552,554,555,
557-560,562,574,576,
578,580

Frame of reference, rotating in
NMR, 505, 508

Frequency
of absorbed radiation, 153
bandwidth, electronics, 112, 115
carrier in NMR, 524, 525
chopping, 115, 116
components, 120,524,745,759
cyclotron, 571
domain, 7, 207, 209, 508 - 510
exchange NMR, 520
fundamental vibrational, 436, 437
lock system, NMR, 543

meter, 9, 85, 86
natural, 434
precession in NMR, 539, 540
proton, 521, 523, 532
range, 65,207,211, 524, 722
resonant of crystal, 10,87
response, electrical circuits, 41,

64,65,120
spectrum, 210, 211, 759
sum, 606
sweep signal, 571
synthesizers, NMR, 522, 524

Frequency distribution, of data,
968-970

Frequency-domain spectrum, 121,
207, 209, 522, 525

Frequency-doubling system for
laser, 175

Fronting of chromatographic peaks,
769

FT voltammetry, 745
FTIR spectrometers, 439-443, 451,

453,454,466,467,470,
471,473,474,477. See also
Fourier transform, IR
spectrometers

FT-NMR spectrometers, 498, 522,
See also Fourier
transform, NMR

FT-Raman instrument, 488, 491,
492. See also Fourier
transform, Raman
spectrometers

Fuel, combustion flames, 221, 230,
231,233,241

Function
autocorrelation in dynamic light-

scattering, 956, 957
work, 145, 146,593

Functional
group detection

IR, 438, 459, 460, 464, 474,
493

mass spectrometry, 552, 578
NMR, 512, 513, 515, 516, 526,

529,533
Raman, 493
surface analysis, 596, 602, 620,

621
UV-visible, 369, 373, 374

groups, and fluorescence, 405,
420,425

Furnaces
atomic spectrometry, 234, 235,

243,245,247,256,257
thermal analysis, 894, 895, 898

GaAs photovoltaic cell, 192
Gain

of amplifier, 41,60,63-65,67,70
bandwidth product, operational

amplifier, 65
of BJT, 47
of PMT or electron multiplier,

285
Galvanic cell, 629-631, 638-640,

645,647
Gamma

radiation, 303, 306, 612, 910, 911,
916-918,922

rays, prompt, 918-920 ,
Gamma-ray spectrometers, 9[6,

917
Gas

chromatographic columns,
8tll-805

chromatography, 582, 788-804,
806-810,890,891

chromatography/mass
spectrometry, 582, 761

sensor, electrochemistry, 677, 681
Gases

dissolved, 677-679, 818
in electrochemistry, 677-679
in HPLC, 818, 819

purge in thermal analysis, 894,
895,903

Gas-filled detectors, X-ray analysis,
314,315

Gas-permeable membranes, 677,
678

Gas-sensing probes, 677-680
Gas-solid chromatography, 788,

810
Gaussian distributions

chromatograms, 768, 770, 771
random errors, 768, 968, 969, 977,

978
Gaussian statistics, 973, 989
GC,788-81O

GDOES, See Glow discharge
optical emission
spectroscopy

Geiger tubes, 314, 315
Gel filtration, 817, 845, 847
Gels

electrophoresis, 877, 878, 892
size-exclusion chromatography,

844,845,847
General elution problem,

chromatography, 780 - 781
Generation, sum frequency, 591,

604
Generator electrode, coulomctry,

707
Glass

electrode
acid error, 671, 689
alkaline error, 670, 671, 689
asymmetry potential, 669
hygroscopicity, 668
membranes, 665-670

transition, 899, 901, 904
GLC See Gas chromatography
Globar,450
Glow discharge optical emission

spectroscopy, 273, 274
Gold electrode, cyclic voltammetry,

740,741
Goniometer, X-ray analysis, 312
Gradient elution, chromatography,

781,819-820
Graphite furnace, atomic

spectroscopy, 234
Grating, 179-181, 184-187, 189

concave, 184,261,262,359
echelle,186
echellette, 183, 184, 186
instruments, 358, 440, 474, 476,

477
master, 182, 183
monochromators, 181, 182, 184,

185, 188, 189,260,359,
360,413,415,438,476,825

Gravitational sedimentation, 960
Ground

state, 147, 148, 151-156
vibrational states, 149,401

Ground-state analyte atoms, 274
Group frequencies. 459-461, 464

GSC See Gas-solid
chromatography

Guard columns, HPLC, 822

Hair, analysis of. 584, 964. 965
Half cycle, 116, 117,243,271.272
Half-celL 630, 635 -640,645,649,

659,660
potentials, 639, 642, 644, 646.

659
reactions, 630, 631, 635, 640, 641,

648, 649 (see also Half-
reaction)

Half-life, 307, 912, 919-921
Half-reaction, 635 -646
Half-wave

potential, 722, 727-730, 746, 749
rectifier, 50

Hall electrolytic conductivity
detector, 796

Hanging mercu£y drop electrodc,
719-720. See also HMDE

Harmonic oscillator, 433-435
Heat

capacity
component, modulated DSC,

901,903
determinations, 903
thermal

analysis, 901-904
transducers, 201, 451

flow, differential scanning
calorimetry, 900-904

flow signal, reversing, 901
Heavy-atom effect, 404-405
Helium-neon laser, 172,483
Hertz (Hz), 33
Heteronuclear decoupling, NMR,

529
Hexacyanoferrate, 371, 636, 738,

745
High-pass

filter, 40, 41,115
mass filter, 288, 289

High-performance liquid
chromatography, 816-848

High-pressure gas flow, Bernoulli
effect, 225, 226

High-purity germanium detector,
916,917,922

High-resolution mass
spectrometers, 282

High-resolution NMR, 509-510
spectrometers, 498, 515, 521

High-resolution TGA, 896
High-speed voltammetry, 745
HMDE (hanging mcrcury drop

electrodc), 719, 720, 742,
744, 749

Holes, in semiconductors, 44-46,
48,191,193,194,198,316

Hollow-cathodc lamps, 238-244,
250

Holographic grating, 184
Homonuclear decoupling, NMR,

520
Hooke's law, 434
HPLC,816-848
HPLC detectors, 823-828
Human Genome Project, 867, 878
Hydride generation tcchniques,

atomic spectroscopy, 226
Hydrodynamic voltammetry,

722-737
Hydrogen

electrode, 636-638, 641, 659, 660
ion

activities, glass electrode, 641,
668. 669

concentration, 684, 688
ions, generation of, 708-709
peroxide, 375, 399, 425, 679, 730,

733,737
Hydroxide ions, generation of, 708,

709
Hyper Raman effect, 495
Hyphenated methods, 283, 582, 800
Hypothesis testing, 983~985

ICP
emission spectrometry, 255-258,

266-269
sources, 255-259, 263, 266-269,

276,291-294
ICPMS, 282, 291-299
Image current, ion-cyclotron

resonance, 571,572
Immobilized enzyme, 679-680,

733
Immunosensors.733



Impedance, 39-42, 63, 71, 72
measurements, 42

Incandescent wire source, IR
spectroscopy, 450

Incident
electron beam, surface analysis,

611,612
frequencies, sum-frequency

generation, 605
Incoherence, of electromagnetic

radiation, 140
Indeterminate errors. See Random

errors
Indicator electrode, 659, 660, 662,

664,665,686,687,691
Indicators, Beer's law deviations of,

339,340
Inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (see ICPMS)
See ICP

Inductors, 34, 35
Inert electrodes, 664, 749
Information

digital, 5, 7, 8, 80
flow of, 3, 5, II5
sampling-interval interferometry,

440
spectral, multichannel

instruments, 199, 204
Infrared

absorption spectrometry,
430-452,454,455-477

detectors, LC, 824
radiation, 134, 149, 155, 172, 174,

180,182,191,201-203,
209,213,364

Initial rate, 382, 383
- Injection

in chromatography, 783, 791, 801.
821

electrokinetic in capillary
electrophoresis, 871, 872

in FlA, 864, 871,872,877,887,
931,933,934

Inlet
on-column for capillary GC, 791
system, mass spectrometry, 283,

563-565
Inorganic species

absorption by, 370, 371. 419

chemiluminescence of, 419, 424,
425

far-IR applications to, 476
fluorometric determination of,

419-420
Raman spectra of, 419, 492

Input
difference voltage, 59, 62
frequency, digital circuits, 85-87
transducer, 5, 81, 111 (see also

Detector)
Input-output systems, for

computers, 95
Instructions, for computers, 91, 92,

94
Instrument

components, 3, 4
control

mass spectrometry, 318, 576,
577

software for, 99
thermal analysis, 894

response, 6, 11, 15, 16,248
standardization, luminescence,

418
Instrumental

deviations, from Beer's law, 338,
340 -342, 466

limitations, in IR spectrometry,
464,465

methods, 1-3
calibration of, 11- I7

noise, 111
effects on spectrophotometric

analysis, 343-345
precision, 344
procedures, 2, 3

Instrumentation
amplifiers, 114, 115,201
voltammetric,718-721

Instruments
automated, 127,326,736,929,

930,945
calibration of, 11-17
cold-vapor atomic fluorescence,

333
commercial CE, 874, 875
components of optical, 164,249,

310,411
computerized coulometric. 706

double-beam, 241, 346, 351-353,
358-360, 441, 444

energy-dispersive X-ray, 310.
318-320,322

Fourier transform, 265, 266, 430,
443

gas chromatographic, 789
multinuclear NMR, 534
nondispersive

atomic fluorescence, 250
IR, 431, 447, 448

portable, 193, 315, 354, 415, 809
pulsed NMR, 499
sector for mass spectrometry,

566,575
sequential for atomic

spectrometry, 259-261
single-channel X-ray, 318
tandem-in-spaee mass

spectrometers, 575, 5:J6
virtual, 102, 103
wavelength-dispersive for X:;'ay

analysis, 310,318
Integration, operational amplifiers

for, 71-73
Integrators

boxcar, 120
for eoulometry, 706

Intensity
distribution, light scattering,

952-954
of electromagnetic radiation, 134
t1uctuations, light scattering, 956
reflected, 142, 470, 605

Interaction volume, SEM, 611, 612
Interactions, analyte-ligand in

affinity chromatography,
848

Intercept, of calibration curve,
12-17

Interfaces
electrode-solution, 632, 703, 723,

727
liquid-liquid, 605, 606, 774

Interfacial methods, 652, 653
Interference

filters, 176, 177, 179,350,355,
41-\,430

fringes, 458
pattern, 178, 179, 184,209,210

Interferences
atomic spectroscopy, 219, 239,

2-\1-247,250,266,267,
269

chemical, 2-\4, 248. 254, 258, 269
general, 2, 13,21,22
ICPMS,294-296
isobaric, mass spectrometry, 294,

300
plasma emission spectroscopy,

269
spectral, 241. 242, 248, 269

Interferograms, 209-2II, 439, 440,
442,443,466, 467

Interferometer, 208-210, 440-443,
492

Internal
conversion

luminescence, 402- 404
nuclear, 911

resistance
of glass electrode, 30, 31, 55,

57,62,66,67,71,124,649,
655,684

loading and, 30, 31, 62, 66, 67
solution

indicator electrodes, 668, 669,
675,677-679

reference electrode, 662
standard method, 17, 18,98

for chromatography, 783, 807
for emission spectroscopy, 98,

272
Intersystem crossing, 404, 405, 407,

409,421
Inverse Raman spectroscopy, 495
Inverting

input, operational amplifier,
61-63,67,71,74,705

voltage amplifier, 64
Ion

chromatography, 839-844, 852,
875

applications of, 841, 842
single-column, 843

cyclotron resonance, 571-572
detector

elcctrooptical, 285, 286
mass spectrometry, 574, 828

microprobe, 603, 624

sources, mass spectrometry, 283,
288, 290, 294, 551.
552-563,564

spectroscopic techniques,
602-604

trap analyzers, 569-571
Ion-exclusion chromatography,

843-844
Ionic strength, 641, 642, 646, 647,

687, 688, 848, 994 - 996
Ionization

chemical, 552, 553, 557, 558
degrees of in atomic

spectroscopy, 246
electron-impact, 554-557,558,

559,563,581
electrospray, 552, 560, 562
region, mass spectrometry, 557,

565
source, 565, 566, 570, 573, 583

hard, 552, 553
soft, 552, 553, 574, 575

suppressor, atomic spectroscopy,
246

lon-molecule collisions, 555
Ionophores, 674, 675
Ion-pair chromatography, 836, 838
Ions

alkali-metal, effect on glass
electrodes, 689

energetic
mass spectrometry, 285, 287
Rutherford backscattering, 603

excited, 276, 305, 307, 309, 593,
598

nitrate, reduction of, 698,- 700
organic solute in HPLC, 836
primary in ion spectroscopic

methods, 603
product in tandem mass

spectrometry, 573-576
protonated matrix in MALDI,

560
reagent in mass spectrometry,

558
separation of by

CE,875
ion chromatography, 569,

839-844.875
mass spectrometry, 566 -577

simultaneous detection of in
mass spectrometry, 286.
287

trapped, 570, 572
Ion-selective

electrodes, 664-675, 680, 683
field effect transistor (ISFET),

675-677
membrane electrodes, 286,576,

664-675
Ion-trap mass spectrometer, 570
IR

absorption spectrometry,
431-452,455-469 (see
also Infrared absorption
spectrometry)

active transitions. mutual
exclusion principle, 486

detectors, 440, 477, 825 (see also
Infrared detectors)

filter
correlation analyzer, 449
photometers, 447, 469

instrumentation, 438-449
instruments, dispersive, 445, 446,

465
liquid cells, 457
radiation, 166, 167,430-432 (see

also Infrared radiation)
sources, 449 - 451, 477
spectra, 432, 437, 438, 446, 459,

464,466,467,481,482,485
spectral regions, 455
spectrometry, applications of,

455-477
transducers, 451-452

Irradiation, neutron activation
analysis, 909, 918, 920,
921,924

ISFETs (ion-selective field effect
transistors), 675-677

Isobaric profile, SFC, 294, 858
Isoelcctric

focusing, capillary. 880-882
point, 876, 880, 881

Isotope
dilution, 924 -925
ratio measurements, mass

spectrometry, 299, 578,
580



ISS (ion-scattering spectroscopy),
591.603.604.622

IUPAC sign convention. cell
potentials, 31, 639-640

Johnson noise, 111-112.344-345
Joule heating. capillary

electrophoresis. 144, 146,
160,640.869

Junction
pn, 44, 45, 47
potential, 630, 635, 665, 667, 668,

686-689
thermal, 201,452

Kinetic
energy, photoelectron in

photoelectric effect,
144-146

methods, 381-385
polarization, 697

Kirchhoff
current law, 26-30
voltage law, 26-27,30,36,62

Lab-on-a-chip analyzers, 941
Laboratory

electronic, 127-130
operations, in microfluidics, 940
paperless, 127
recorders, 52-53

LabVIEW, 99,102-103,745
LALLS (low-angle laser light

scattering), 951-955
Laminar-flow burners, 233
LAN (local area network), !O5, 107
LAPS (light-addressable

potentiometric sensor),
683-684,757-760

Larmor frequency, NMR, 502-509,
533

Laser
ablation, 227, 292-294
beam detector, in AFM, 617
diodes, 173-175

Laser-fringe reference systems, 440,
441

Lasers, 168-175
carbon dioxide, 450

for desorption of sample in
MALDI,560

in holographic grating
fabrication, 184

microprobe, 274
as reference in FTIR

spectrometer, 440
source

for atomic fluorescence, 250
in DLS, 957
in ellipsometry, 606
for excitation in on-column

CE,879
in low-angle light scattering,

951
in nonlinear Raman

spectroscopy, 495
in photoluminescence

measurements, 413
for Raman spectroscopy, 488

LC detectors, 823, 828
LC instrumentation, 821-827
LC (liquid chromatography),

816-856
LCD (liquid crystal display), 54
Least-squares

analysis, 15, 20
weighted, 12,279-280,331

method,985-988
polynomial smoothing, 120-123

LEOs (light-emitting diodes), 54,
174,350,413,757,758,960

Level detector, operational
amplifier, 74

L1BS (laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy),274-276

Lifetime measurements,
fluorescence, 421-422

Light
amplification, in lasers, 168-171,

174
scattering

dynamic, 955, 957, 958
low-angle laser, 893, 950, 951,

953
Limiting current, 722
LlMS (laboratory information

management systems),
!O7, 127-130,692,930

Line
sources, 168,237
spectrum, 150, 151,254.303,304,

311
X-ray, 304 -305

voltage, 49-50
widths, natural, 220, 221

Linear dispersion, of
monochromator, 181,
185-186

Linearity, 21
calibration curves, 248
departures

from in absorption
measurements, 341

from in fluorescence
measurements, 408

from in ICP, 268
from in pH measurements,

671
Liquid

chromatography, 816-848
junctions, 630-631, 635, 659,

690
cells without, 631- 632

mobile phases, chromatography,
774 -779,828-830,859

stationary phases,
chromatography, 773-775,
801-S03,884

Liquid-membrane electrodes,
672-675

Liquid-solid chromatography, 837,
839

Lithium, salts as supporting
electrolyte in organic
voltammetry,747

Lithium-drifted silicon detectors
for X-rays, 316

Loading errors, 30-32, 62, 66, 684
LOD (limit of detection), 20

conductivity detector, 796
fluorimetry, 420
nitrogen-specific

chemiluminescence GC
detector, 800

piezoelectric sensor, 10
sulfur chemiluminescence GC

detector. 800

Logic
level, S4
state, 84, 88, 94

LOL (limit of linearity), 21
Loop

in electrical circuits. 26, 27, 29,
821

sampling
for FlA, 933
for LC, 821

Low-pass filter, 40-41,115-117,
123

Luminescence methods, 399-419
Luminol, as chemiluminescent

reagent, 425

Magic angle spinning, 533
Magnetic

field
absorption in, 155
electronic, relation to chemical

shift, 511
energy levels in, NMR, 499
locking, NMR, 523
precession in, NMR, 502
strength, 499, 501, 567-568,

576
moment, 499-500, 502, 505-506
quantum numbers, 499, 501, 504,

542
Magnetic resonance imaging,

537-541
Magnetic sector analyzers, 566, 568
Magnetogyric ratios, 499-501,504,

529,534
Magnets, NMR, 522
Map, data-domain, 3-4, 7-8
Martian surfaces, 476, 917
Mass

absorption coefficients, 308
analyzers, 283

double-focusing, 291
ion-trap, 570
secondary-ion, 602, 603
time-of-flight. 290, 798

change, in TGA, 896, 897
chromatograms, 799. 800
exact, 282, 566, 578
fraction, 308, 320

numbers, 281
reduced, 434 -436
spectra

in GC/MS, 798
molecular mass from, 578

spectral
data, presentation, 551, 580
libraries, 552, 577, 581

spectrometers
atomic, 283, 290
molecular, 563 -577

spectrometry, 281-302, 550 -588,
798-874

accelerator, 301
applications, 583, 798

of molecular, 577-581
of tandem, 582

atomic, 281-302
detection limits, ICPMS, 297
detectors

GC, 798, 809
LC,825

laser-microprobe, 604
molecular, 550-588
quantitative applications of,

583-584
secondary-ion, 602
spark source, 299

transfer
in chromatography, 774, 830
in electrochemical cells, 633,

649
rate of in electrochemical cells,

628,774
transport, mechanisms of, 651

Mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy
spectrometer (MIKES),
576

Mass-to-charge ratios
in atomic mass spectrometry, 282
in mass spectrum, 551
in quadrupole MS, 289

Matrix effects, 325
in AA,241
in calibration, 13
enhancement in XRF, 322
in ICPMS, 296
in the internal-standard method,

17

minimizing in standard-addition
methods, 13

in plasma sources, 269
in UV-visible spectrometry, 376
in XRF, 321

Mattauch-Herzog geometry, mass
spectrometer, 291

Mean
population, 971
sample, 967-969, 971,976
value, 967-969

Medium, lasing, 168-169, 172
Membrane

electrode systems, types, 677
electrodes, 664 -665, 66S-671,

675-677,680,686,
692-695

ion-selective, 659, 665
ion-selective, 665, 683

properties of, 665
Memory, computer. 92-94
Mercury

electrodes, 663-664, 719, 720
dropping, 716, 717, 737

film electrode, 720-721, 737, 740,
749

Metal sample plate, 560
Metallic indicator electrode,

662-663
Meter, DMM, 31
Meter, loading error, 31
Method of least squares, 985-988
Methods

continuous flow, 3S3, 931, 933,
934

kinetic, 381-383, 385
Methyl protons, in NMR. 511-518
Micelles

in MEKC, 882-883
in room-temperature

phosphorescence, 421
Michelson interferometer. 208-210,

213,214,439,454,
491-492

Microchannel plates, 285-286
Microcomputers, 80, 90-92
Microelectrodes

applications o[ 753
voltammelric, 751- 753



croprobe. electron. 328. 607.
610-612.624

icroscope. 1R. 477
icroscope. scanning
electrochemical. 613. 753
probe. 613-621, 623. 753
tunneling, 613-616

1icrothermal analysis, 904-906
rlicrowave-induced plasma, 255,

797
Mid·J R absorption spectrometry,

457-467
Mie theory,.951-952
Migration

of anions and cations in
electrolytic conduction,
630

of cations in Geiger tube, 315
cessation of at isoelectric point in

CE,881
in chromatography, rate theory,

768
in concentration polarization,

651
drifting of Li ions in SiLi

detectors, 316
holes and electrons in pn

junction, 44
in ion-selective membranes, 665
of majority carriers in a BIT, 47
mass transfer mechanism, 633,

651
minimizing in voltammetry with

supporting electrolyte,
724

of mobile phase measured by
dead time. 766

rate of
in chromatography, 763
in electrophoresis, 868, 869
relation

to concentration difference
and diffusion coefficient,
774

to distribution constant,
767

varying to optimize column
performance, 775

retardation of in CGE. 878
Mirrors, movable, in Michelson

interferometer. 208.
439-441,443,492

Mixers
in microtluidics. 941
stopped-flow, 384

Mixtures, two-component, 377, 729,
767.787

l\lobile phase. in chromatography.
762

Mobile-phase veiocity, 772, 773. 775
Mooilities, ionic. 635
Modem, 9,106
Modes, normal. 437-438
Modulation, 115-116

refractive-index, 179, 214
Molar absorptivity, 158. 367, 375
Molecular

absorption, 153. 155. 157,223,
237,431

ions, 282, 555
luminescence spectrometry,

399-429
mass spectrometry, 550-588
masses, 281

average, or chemical. 282
high-precision. 568
mass numocr, 282
from mass spectra, 578
in size-exclusion

chromatography, 845 -848
Molecular-mass calibration

standards, in size-
exclusion
chromatography, 847

Molecular-selective electrode
systems, 677- 683

Molyodenum target, X-ray, 304, 311
Momentum, angular, in NMR, 499
Monochromatic radiation

Beer's law, 158
diode lasers, 173
incoherent, 169

Monochromator,18o-J89
dispersion. 185
echelle spectrograph, 21>I
effect of slit width on resolution,

188
in tluorescence spectrometry,

411.413
in IR spectrometry. 444

light-gathering power. 185
performance characteristics, 181>
in Raman spectrometry. 490
resolving power. 185
slits. 187

Monochromator. Spectronic 20,
357

Monochromator. X-ray. 311-312,
325

MOSFET.48
Moving average. 120. 125
MRI (magnetic resonance

imaging), 537-542
MS (mass spectrometry). 281-302,

550-588
Mull, in IR spectroscopy. 459
Multichannel

analyzer. 317, 319, 595. 603
electrode array detector, 707
emission spectrometers. 26(;-262
instruments, UV-visible. \

353-354.3<->0-361
photoelectric spectrometers, 271

Multidimensional NMR, 535-536
Multiplct peaks in NMR, 515-519
Multiplicity, 518

in internal conversion. 402
in intersystem crossing. 404
in NMR, 517-519

in voltammetric concentration
protiles,724

glower. 449 - 450
Network, computer. 103-107
Neutralization titrations, hy

coulometry. 709
Neutron activation analysis,

918-924
in the John Vollman case,

%4-965
Nichrome wire sources. 450
NfR spectrometry, 473-474
NIST standard-reference pH

solutions. 691
Nitrogen-specific

chemiluminescence
detector, 800

NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy). 498-549

applications of. 528-537
sample cell. 523
spectrometers. 521. 526
theory of, 499-509

Noise. 126
chemical. Ill. 582
effect on spectrophotometric

analyses, 343 -346
electrical. 1>,1>62
shot.III-Il2, U5, 191.206.344
signals and, UO
s~urces of in instrumental

analysis, III
Noise-power spectrum, 115
Nondestructive methods. NAA.

921-922
Nonelectrical domains. 3-4.6.8-9,

81
Nonfaradaic current. 633, 742-743
Noninverting input. operational

amplifier. 61-63. 1>9.74,
114.706

Nonlinear
regression, 388
semiconductor devices. 43 - 44

Nonpolarizcd electrodes, ideal.
641-;-649

Nonradiali\'c t'\citation processe-;.
147

Normal error curve, 91>1'1, 973, 974.
976

NAA. See Neutron activation
analysis

Nanoneedle electrode. 752
Natural line width. 220-221
Near-IR region. 455
Near·IR spectroscopy, 473-476
Nebulizer

in atomic spectrometry, 224 -225.
256

in evaporative light-scattering
detector, 826

Nernst
diffusion layer. 726-727, 751
equation. 634, 640. 642. 644

calculation of half-cell
potentials. 642, 643

effect of substituting
concentration for activity,
644

with formal potentials. 645

Normal-phase scparalH ..H13.~,.. _.
835.839

Notch filter. holographic, 179-180.
491-49~

Notehook, electronic laooratorY,
127-130

npn transistors. 46 - ,n
n-type Si, 191>,199.311>
Nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy. See NMR
Nuclear Overhauser effect, 520,531
Nuclear quantum numhers, 499
Nuclei

properties in NMR. 499-504
target. in NAA, 918-919

Null hypothesis. 984, 985
Nyquist

frequency, 118-119.525
sampling theorem, 118-119,524

Off-resonance dccoupling. in NMR,
529-531

Ohmic potential drop,
electrochemical cell, 647

Ohm's law,S. 26-27, 30, 31>.38. 39,
1>3.69.73

On-column laser fluorescence
detection system. 879

One-tailed tests. 984
On,line

operations. data collection. 92
pre-concentration. in MEKC, 883

Open tubular columns
Gc. 801
SFC, 859

Open-loop gain, 59. 1>4-1>5
Operational amplifier

applications of. 74
to mathematical operations,

71. 73
to voltage and current control.

70
circuits, 62-1>3. 67. 1>9,73, 378.

706
difference amplifier. 69
functions, 71
output voltage. 706
properties of. 59-61
yoltage follower. 62
l.cn)-crossing detector. 7-1-

atomiC SrtX':Uq".,,~ .. ,.

instruments. components of.
11>4-214

Optimization of column
performance, 775-779

Oroitals
in atomic spectra, 215
in charge-transfer complexes,

371
in K capture, 911
in molecular aosorption. 369, 370
splitting, 211>
in valence band of

semiconductors, 173
in X-ray spectra, 593, 598

Order
of diffraction, 186
of interference, 139. 177

Organic
solvents. effect on AA, 248
voltammctric analysis. 747-748

Oscillator
anharmonic. 436
harmonic. 433 - 436

Output
impedances, operational

amplifier. 59 - 63
transducers, 6

Overtones, 436. 473-474,481>
Overvoltage, 649 -652,697-700
Oxygen

concentration. automated
determination of. '14k

dissolved, 409. 730
determination of with Clar!

electrode, 732
effect on fluorescence. 407

409
reduction of

voltammetric wave. 730
voltammogram. 737

Ozone
in chemiluminescence dete'

of sulfur. 800
determination of. 424

Packed
column ekctrochromatog

SK3



Packed ((owilll/ed)
columns

in column chromatography.
7h3

in Gc, 8(K)-801
in LC, 821
with molecular sieves, 810
in SFC, 859
zone broadening in, 773

Packings
particle sizes of in Le, 817-818
reversed-phase, 829, 83h

Paper chromatography, 848
Parallel circuits, 28-29
Partial energy-level diagrams, 152,

154,401
Particle size

analysis, 950
determination, 950-963
distribution analysis, 953 -955
effect of on plate height in Ge,

775,802
interval number, 954
measurement, 950, 958, 961

Partition chromatography, 828--836
applications of, 835 -837

Path length
in absorption measurements, 337
Beer's law, 158
interferometer, 209
IR from interference fringes, 458

PDAs (photodiode arrays),
196-197

Peak
current, 33-34
voltage, 33, 39, 40

Penetration depth
in ATR,472
in spectroscopic surface methods,

590
Peripheral devices, computer,

92-93
Peristaltic pump, 247, 760, 9_,2, 937,

941
in FlA, 932-933

p-funetion, 663, 665
pH, 636, 670

meters, 685 - 690
Phase

angle, 33

difference, 33
Phosphorescence, 15h

instruments for measuring. 411.
417

measurements, 409, 417, 421
low-temperature, 414, 417

methods, 420-421
room-temperature, 414. 421
theory of. 400 - 409

Photoacoustic spectra, 473
Photocathode, 144 -145, 194-195
Photoconductors, 200, 451
Photocurrent, 144, 191, 193,268
Photodecomposition, in Raman

spectroscopy, 488
Photodetector, 351-352. 384,

957-958
photodiode arrays, 196,353 -354,

491
Photodiodes, 194, 197,354,355
Photoelectrorts, 146,194,597-598,

916
Photoluminescence methods,

applications of, 418-421
Photometers, 354-355

double-beam, 354, 355
Photometric titration curves,

379-381
Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), 194
Photon, 132, 144

counting, 195,202,313,491,957
emission, 148-149

Photons, in photoelectric effect, 146
Photoresist, 184, 683, 733
Photosedimentation,958-961
Photosedimentation analyzers, 958
Phototransducer, 5, 9, 81, 41 I
pholotubes, 66, 67,144,191-194
photovoltaic cell, 192-193
pI. See Isoelectric point
Piezoelectric transducer, sample,

618
Pixel, 198-199
Planar electrodes, 724 - 726, 728,

752
Planck's constant, 146. 156,

161-163.169,304.435,
499

Plasma
emission spectrometry (see ICp)

source spectrometers. 259
sources (see [CP)

Plale
count, 769, 771, 850. 8h9. 889
height, 769-778, 816-818, 850,

859 - 860, 869
theory, of chromatography, 770

Platinum electrodes, 63 t. 636,
642-644,664,703

in CE, 871
in coulometrv, 698, 704. 709
in CY, 740
rotating, 735

Plot
continuous-variations, 385. 397
initial rate, 382
mole-ratio, 386

PLOT columns, 810
Plotters, 52, 54
pn junction, 44 -45,48,50,54,·197,

316
Polarity index, 831-832, 839
Polarizability, 143,484 - 486
Polarization, 144,652

of atoms or molecules, 140
charge-transfer, 649, 651
electrochemical, 648, 649, 651
kinetic, 697
inNMR,533
in nonlinear optical effects, 175
of radiation, 143-144
in voltammetry, 716-719

Polarography, 716-717, 737
Polychromatic radiation,

instrumental deviations
due to, 340-342, 356

Pooled standard deviation, 976, 978
Population

inversion, in lasers, 171 ~l72
mean, 971
standard deviation, 971
variance, 971, 981

Portable clinical analyzer, iSTAT,
681-6S2

Positron. 910-911
postcolumn reaction, 836
Potential

difference
across

a charged capacitor, 35

a glass membrane, 668
liquid-junction phase

boundary, 635
a semiconductor diode. 4-4

in resistive circuits, 26
thermoeouple,201
in X-ray tube, 303

energy, of a harmonic oscillator,
434

Potentials, 633--647
boundary in glass electrode, 6h8
of calomel electrodes. 660
in e1ectroanalytical cells, h33
electrolysis at constant, 700
in glass electrode, 668
of reference electrodes, 6hl
standard, 64 J, 645 (s<'C also

Standard electrode
potential)

determination of, 641
in electrolysis, 697

tables of standard electrode,
997-](J(J()

Potentiometer
laboratory, 67
in laboratory recorders, 53
voltage divider, 28

Potentiometric
measurements, 659

calibration curves, 688
direct, 686 - 690
of pH, 690

titrations, 691-692
Potentiostat, 70-71, 699, 70l, 704,

705, 730, 731. 757-759
Power, 63

dissipated in a resistive clement,
27

electron beam in XI'S, 592
of fluorescence emission. 407
gain, 63
light -gathering, monochromator,

184-IS6
plot of vs. temperature in DSe,

900
radiant, X-ray, 308
of radiation. 134

Beer's law, 337
IR measurcment, 467

- Raman emission, 486

in lransmittalll:e and
ahsorbancL' measure-
ments.336

supplies, 49-:i0
Power-compensated DS('

instruments, l)O()

Precession. of nucleus. SOI-S02
Precision clock. X5
Precol1centration step. in stripping

analysis. 748
Prcdissociation, in fluurescence.

4m.404
Preparative chiral separations. X()I
Primary

ahsorption. fluorescence. -lOX
comhustioll zone. 231-232

Prisms, 182, 186
in ('chelle monochrornalnrs. IX7
materials for, Ih6

ProlilL's. concentration-distance,
voltammetry, 726

Pseudo-fIrst-order conditi()fis, 393
Pulse voltammetry. 742 -743,748
Pulse-height

analysis, 917
selectors, 317 -318

Pumping
energy, 170, 172
laser, 168-169, 170-172

Pyroelectric transducers, 201 2112,
451

Quadrupole mass
analyzers. 287-290, 569, 575, 576

in GC/MS. 798
in glow discharge MS. 3(Xl
in lCP-MS. 291 -2'12
in LC/MS. 828
in tandem MS. ';75

spectrometers, tripk, 575 -577
Qualitative applications of lIV-

visihle absorption
spectroscopy. 372 -374

Quantitative analysis. absolutc. in
RBS.604

Ouantum efficiency. 4lJ4-4118, 418
Ouantulll vield. 4114, 408. 423. See

lllso Quantum el1icicnc)
Ouantum-mechanical properties uf

radiation. 144 -157

Quartz crystal. 10, gi
microbalance, 2. tj·IO
oscillatur. 9. 87

Ouencher. 408-409, 428
in Geiger tuhe. 31::;

Ouenching, 407-409, 417. 421
collisional. 408. 421. 428
dynamic.408-40tj
static, 409

Radiant power. 157
Radiation, 132 -133

absorption of. 152 -1:i5
bands of. 1.'2. 167,402,450
coherent, 139-140, 178
detector, 164, 310, 9lO
emission of, 149 -152
energy of, units, 146, I:iS
intensity of. 132,204,315, 3S6,

470,475
interactions of with malter.

147-149
near-infrared. 17S, 191 .. ,48, ,,50
polarized, 143, 486, 502

in NMR, 502
in Raman spectroscopy, 4K6
in Zeeman background

correction. 243
source,6g, 115, 16:i, 166 -175

in atomic absorption. 237
synchrotron. 303, :i94
transducers, 191-201
transmitted. 148. 165, 17h

Radiationless transitions, 219, 404
Radioactive sources. for X-ray

methods. 32:i
Radioactivity. 909
Radiochemical methods, 909-928
RadiOisotopic source~, common.

307
Radionuclides. 9lO. 925
Radius, analytical. 959, 962
Raman

activc transitions. 486
functional group frequencies. 493
microprobe. 490, 493
scattering. 484 - 48S. 4,~K
spectra, 4g 1- 482. 485-- 486,

489 - 495
spectrometers. 49 I



Raman spectroscopy, 143, 149,
481-498

biological applications of, 493
Random errors, 967-969, 971-975,

979,981,984,985
Rate

constants
for deactivation, 404
standard heterogencous, 742

equation, 383
theory, chromatography, 768 -772

Ratio
depolarization, 486-487
mole, 385 - 386

Rayleigh
lines, 482, 955, 956
scattering, 143, 482-491,

952-953
RBS (Rutherford backscattering),

603-604
RC circuits, 35-41
RDE (rotating disk electrode),

736 -737,749
Reactance

capacitive, 34-38, 40, 723
inductive, 34

Reaction
rates, 2, 382-383, 645, 650, 920
reversible, 722, 742, 744, 753, 754

Readout devices, 10,51,54
Reagent chemicals, 372
Reciprocal linear dispersion,

185-186,188-189
Reciprocating pumps, 820
Rectifiers, 44, 50, 446
Reduction, two-electron, 729-730
Reference

beam, 241, 444, 446, 448, 458,
467,824

electrode
external, 666
ideal, 660
internal, 666, 683
non polarizable, 697
potentials, 668
saturated calomel, 665
SHE, 636
silver chloride, 666, 674, 678,

689,731
junction, thermocouple, 201,452

material, standard, 19
spectrum, 418, 443

Rcflectance, 470, 475
Reflection

gratings, 173, 181-184,309,358,
444

of radiation, 142
spectra in IR, 431, 470, 471, 477
total internal

in optical fibers, 203
of surface plasmon waves, 604

Refraction of radiation, 141, 181,
182,185,186,458,471,478

Refractive index, 140-142, 177,179,
180,203,339,458,472,
604-606,823,825,885,
951,957,958

Refractive-index detectors, in LC,
825,826

Regression analysis, 11, 323
Regulators, 49, 51
Relative

abundance, 581
areas, 519, 528, 597
standard deviations, 19, 110

of concentration, 343, 345
in counting, 914

Relaxation, 152,494
in Auger spectroscopy, 598
in fluorescence, 403
in lasers, 171
in MS, 551, 552, 554
in NMR, 503, 504, 506, 508
nonradiative, 155
processes, 155,368,503, 504, 506,

598
nonradiative, NMR, 503

in Raman spectroscopy, 485, 494
in UV -visible absorption, 368

Replicate
analyses, 19
measurements, 967,970,973,979

Residual current 743
Residuals, in least-squares analysis,

12,99, 100,388
Resistance, 26

parallel, 29
series, 27
voltage divider, 28

Resistors, standard, 31, 32, 706

Resolution
clements, in FT spectroscopy,

205
spectral, 188, 360

Resolving power
chromatographic column, 768,

775
double-focusing mass

spectrometer, 300
electrophoresis, 867
grating, 185
monochromator, 185, 218

Resonance lines, 219, 238, 240
Resonances, surface plasmon, 590,

604,605,733
Response

current, 724, 744
in CV, 737
to step excitation, 725
voltammetry,717

time, 112,313 "
Restrictor, 821, 857,858,863,804

in LC column, 821
in SFC, 857

Restrictor, SFC, 858
Restrictor, in SFE, 863
Retardation

factor, TLC, 849-850
zero, interferometer, 211, 440,

441
Retention

factors, 767, 768, 776, 779, 808,
832

effect
on column resolution, 778
of solvent strength in

partition chromatography,
831

and retardation factor in TLC,
850

in SFC, 858
indexes, 806, 807
times, 766. 781, 808, 846

and distribution constant, 767,
803

and resolution, 777
volumes, 788, 789

Reverse bias, 45. 46, 50,194,197
Reversed-phase chromatography,

829.830,833.836

Reversible reactions, current-
voltage relationships,
728

Ring current, 514
Ripple, 50
Rise time, 65, 74,112
Robotics, 943, 945
ROM (read-only memory). 91, 94
Rotational transitions, 432
Rowland circle, 261, 262, 265, 266,

595
RSD (relative standard deviation),

19, 1l0, 286, 706-708, 711,
715

Salt bridge, 630
SAM (self-assembled monolayer),

721,741
Sample

atomization techniques, atomic
spectroscopy, 230, 235

beam, IR, 446
injection systems, GC, 791
inlet systems, in MS, 564
introduction, continuous, in

plasmas and flames, 224
photodecomposition of,

minimizing, 362, 491
probe, 523

in NMR, 523
scanners, in STM, 616
sizes

in FIA, 933
reproducibility in GC, 791

standard deviation, 972
variance, 972
volume, effect on dispersion in

FIA,936
zone, FlA, 934, 937, 939

Sample-illumination system,
Raman spectroscopy, 488

Sample-injection systems, HPLC,
821

Sample-insertion technique, direct,
227

Sample-introduction methods,
atomic spectroscopy, 223,
225, 227, 228

Sampling
cone, ICP-MS. 291

frequencies, 118,745
loops, 821,933
picoliter, 872
rate, 102, 525

Sampling, NMR signal, 524
Sampling surfaces, 590
Sampling valve, 933, 934
Saturation

of energy states, NMR, 503-504,
520

factor, neutron activation
analysis, 920

Sawtooth wave, 42
Scalers, 86, 87, 317, 318
Scan

coil, SEM, 608, 609
rate, 260, 576, 612, 737, 739, 746,

754
Scanning

electron microscopy, 608, 613
probe microscopc (SPM), 613,

619,621, 753
tunneling microscope (STM),

614,615,617
Scattered radiation, 142
Scattering, 143

centers
Mie,952
X-ray, 309

in LALLS, 951
of radiation, 142, 143
Raman, 481, 485
in spectroscopic surface

experiments, 590
stray radiation, 341
X-ray, 309

SCE (saturated calomel electrode),
638,660-662,666,737,
738

Scintillator, 315, 611-613
SECM (scanning electrochemical

microscopy), 753
Secondary

absorption, fluorescence, 408
electrons, 195, 285, 315, 608,

610-612
fluorescent sources, X-ray.

311
Sedimentation FFF, 885, 886
Selection rules. 436,437, 4R5

Selectivity
coefficients, 21, 22, 670, 671, 674.

680
factor. 768, 775, 776, 779, 806.

831
Self-absorption, 258, 268
SEM (scanning electron

microscope),608-610,
612,613

Scmiconductor devices, 43, 48
Semiconductor diodes, 44, 45, 50,

174
Semiconductors, 26, 3L 43 - 47,

168,173,174,191-193,
198-201,276,451,452,
592,597,604,607,683,
719

Semiquantitative analysis, 272, 292,
296,300, 320

Sensor
array

in i-STAT analyzer, 682
in vivo, 6R3

head, Mars rover, 319, 324
Sensors, 9, 10, 417, 683

fiber optic, 203
gas, 679
glucose, 733
immuno-, 734
LAPS, 760
in vivo, 683

Separation
of anions, 871, 875, 880
chiral, R60, 883 (see also Chiral

separations)
electrochromatographic, 884
ion-exchange, 839, 875 (see also

Ion chromatography)
methods, 762

electrophoresis, 867
reversed-phase, 829, R33, 835

Separator, in FIA, 934
Separator, MS, 798
Sequential injection analysis (SIA),

939
Series circuit. 26, 27
Series RC circuit, 35. 37. 39, 40. 57
Server, network, 105
SFC (supercritical fluid chroma-

tographv),857-862
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SFE (supercritical fluid extraction),
862-865

SFG (sum frequency generation),
605,606

Shielding
for noise reduction, 114
of nuclei, NMR spectroscopy, 514

Shutter, 158, 159,241,351,353,354
SIA (sequential injection analysis),

939,940
Sieves, molecular, 790, 810
Sign convention, electrode, 639,

640,686
Signal

analog-domain, 6, 7
background, 84, 89
dark, 365
digital, 81, 87, 93, 95
frequency-domain, 120,207,499,

505,508,521,541,572
integration, in NMR, 525
interferogram, 209, 210
laser, in interferometer, 440
logic-level, 7
low-frequency, 85

measuring, 85
modulated, 115,208,240,448
power, in time-domain spectros-

copy, 206, 208, 209
processors, 348

in optical instruments, 202
in X-ray instruments, 313, 317

radio-frequency, in FTMS, 572
sampling, in FTIR, 440
shaper, 84, 87
sinusoidal, 74,116,117
source, in voltammetry, 718
staircase, 742, 744

Signal-to-noisc ratio, 110, III
enhancement, 113, 123

Silicon photodiode transducers,
194

Silver
chloride electrode, 637, 661, 662,

666,689,718
electrode, 628, 630, 639, 643, 644,

662,663,703
SIMS (secondary-ion mass

spectrometry), 602, 603

Simultaneous multicomponent
determinations, 361

Sine waves, 33, 34, 5ms,956
mathematical description, 135
superposition, 137

Single-beam
computerized spectro-

photometers, 358
grating instruments, 357
instruments, 240, 241, 351

for atomic spectroscopy, 240
effect of mismatched cells, 343
for molecular absorption

measurements, 351
advantages, 358

Singlet state, 216, 400-402, 411
excited, 216, 400, 401, 405

Size distributions, measuring, 951,
955,961

Size-exclusion chromatography,
844-847

applications of, 847, 848
Slew rate, 65, 76
Slit, 137

widths
in array spectrometer, 197
choice of in monochromator,

189
effect on resolution, 188

Slope, 12, 14, 19,20,986-988,992,
993

least-squares, 992
Slurry, 224
Smith-Hieftje background

correction, 244
Smoothing of data, 92, 102, 117,

120,122,123,414
Snell's law, 141-142
Solid samples, 227

direct analysis
of with electrothermal

atomizers, 235
of in glow discharge MS, 300

introduction
in atomic spectroscopy, 224,

226
in glow discharge MS, 3(K)
in LlBS, 276

in IR spectroscopy, 458

in mid-IR spectroscopy, 469
in NJR spectroscopy, 475, 476
NMR spectroscopy, 526
in Raman spectroscopy, 489
in SEM, 608
in surlace spectroscopic methods,

590
in X-ray spectrometry, 326

Solid-state crystalline electrodes,
673

Solution
absorbing, 158
resistance, 746, 869

Solvent strength, 831, 833, 835, 841,
863

effect on retention factors, 831
Source

flicker noise, 279, 346, 365,
419

intensity fluctuations,
compensation, 348, .4IS

radiant power, 413, 418, 419·
radiation, monochromatic, Beer's

law, 340
temperature, 237, 576

Sources
constant-voltage, 59, 70
continuum, 167, 168,211,242,

249,349,413
current, 31, 63, 64, 708, 712
desorption, 558, 560
deuterium, 349, 36J
electron, SEM, 608
electron-impact, 552, 557, 558
excitation, 247, 250, 413, 488, 495,

496
glow-discharge, 228, 273, 300
spectroscopic, 167

Spark
ablation, 227, 266
SOurce mass spectrometry

(SSMS), 299, 300
Sparks

high-voltage, in emission
spectroscopy, 269, 272

radio-lrequency, in MS, 299, 300,
583

Spatial resolution
of analytical techniques, 625

high in Auger spectroscopy, 599
laser microprobe MS, 604
in MS, 294
inSEM,611

Species, unretained, 766, 777, 833
Spectra

alpha-particle, 916
atomic

absorption, 153
emission, 150

derivative, 378
electron-impact, 554, 555, 557,

581
high-resoluiion

in electron spectroscopy, 594
NMR, 509, 526

in Jep, 291
in JR, 431
in MS, 281, 300
plasma, 257
from plasma sources, 266
product-ion in MS, 574
proton NMR, 510, 524, 529, 532
soft-source in MS, 552
inXRF,323

Spectral lines, 269
Doppler broadening, 221
folding due to undersampling,

525
widths, 220

Spectrochemical measurements,
quantitative aspects, 157

Spectrofluorometers, 204, 411-413,
415,417,825

components, 413
Spectrograph, 204, 261, 270, 271,

353,361,491
Spectrometer, 196, 197,204,260,

261,264-266,271,272,
318,319,324,325,361,
487-490,522,523,
562-566,576,590,603,
604,622,623

energy-dispersive X-ray, 317, 324,
328,607

high-resolution
gamma ray, 917
NMR,521

tandem-in-time mass, 576

Spectrometric methods, 132, 162
optical, 215, 281

Spectrometry, 132
Spectronic 20, 357, 358
Spectrophotometers, 73, 182,204,

213,235,240,310,344,
348,349,351-354,356

array, 353, 378
computer-controlled, 351
designs, 352
detector in F1A, 933
dispersive 1R, 438, 439, 444, 445
double-beam, 240, 351, 359
near-JR, 344,430
single-beam, 351
single-beam computerized, 358
typical, 354

Spectrophotometers, X-ray, 310
Spectrophotometric

analyses
cleaning and handling of cells,

375
effects of instrumental noise

on, 343, 345,347
quantitative by absorption

measurement, 375
standard additions, 376

kinetic methods, 381, 383
observation cell, stopped-flow,

384
studies of complex ions, 384, 385,

387,389
Spectrophotometry

derivative, 378
dual-wavelength, 378, 379

Spectroscopic
data analysis, software, 99
instruments, 168

construction materials and
wavelength selectors, 166

detection systems, 792
sources and detectors, 167
transducers for. 191
types, 351

surface methods, 589, 590
Spectroscopy

electrochemical impedance, 723
electron energy-loss (EELS),

591,592

frequency-domain, 206
high-resolution with lasers, 168
laser-induced breakdown, 274,

276
mid-lR, 459, 474
molecular, 131, 132,166,335,477
photoelectron, 592
vibrational sum-frequency, 605

Spectrum
Auger, 600
band, 152
computer search system, 464
continuum, 168,257,304,349
derivative, 378, 379
deuterium lamp, 349
diode array, 361
electromagnetic, 134
electron, 597
electron-impact, 557, 558, 581,

587
emission, 150
energy-dispersive, XRF, 317
far JR, 450
fingerprint region of fR, 464
fluorescence, 412
hard-source, MS, 552
JR, 430, 431

of water, 456
mass, 551
of a mixture, 376
near-JR,473
NMR, 499, 505

carbon-13, 529
fluorine-19,534

product-ion, 574
Raman, 481, 490
spark source, 299
synchronous, luminescence, 410
TOF-MS,560
tungsten lamp, 350
X-ray

ahsorption, 325
photoelectron, 592

XRF. 309
atomic

mass, 294
X-ray, 304

Spin
decoupling, 520, 5,12
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Spin (conlinued)
quantum number, 499, 500, 502,

529,534,542
Splitting patterns

NMR, 519, 526
Zeeman effect, 243

Spreadsheet applications, 95
Square-wave voltammetry, 717,

742-744,753
excitation signal, 744

Standard deviation 967, 969,
971-976,978,980-984,
986-988

of counting data in
radiochemical analysis,
914

as measure of column
efficiency, 770

pooled, 976, 978
population, 971-972
sample, 972
of transmittance, 343

Standard electrode potentials, 640,
641,644,645,686

Standard-addition method, 13-15,
248,375,376,427,688,746

Standard less analysis, 323
Standards, in calibration, 11, 17
States, virtual, 495, 606

in laser media, 171
in Raman spectroscopy, 482, 484

Stationary phase, 762
chiral, 806, 837

Statistical treatment of random
errors, 971- 983

Stator, motor, 53
Stern- Volmer equation, 408, 409

- Stokes
diameter, 959, 960
equations, 959
shift, in Raman spectroscopy, 484

Stopped-flow methods
in FIA, 937
in kinetic methods. 384

Stray radiation, 341, 348, 443
effects of, 348, 469

Stretching vibrations, 432
mechanical model of. 433

Stripping analysis. 748, 749, 754
Substrate, 178,425,677

biosensor, 733
concentration, 382
enzyme, 382. 425, 681
in holographic fitters, 179
for microfabricated columns, 809
in SEM, 753
semiconductor, 48,199

Cm.198
ISFET, 676

Sulfur chemiluminescence detector,
798,800

Sum of squares of residuals (SSR),
99,100,390

Sum-frequency generation, 605, 606
Summing points, 64. 71. 72
Supercritical

fluid chromatography and
extraction, 763. 856 -864,
866

fluids, 763, 856, 857, 961
Superposition, 136-138, 156, 173,

443
of vibrational transitions. 369,

373
Supporting electrolyte, 704, 718,

720, 722, 724, 746, 747
Surface

analysis, special techniques, 604
characterization by spectroscopy

and microscopy, 589, 590,
592, 594, 596, 598, 600,
602,604,606,608,610,
612,614,616,622,623

composition, 274, 301,590,598
concentration, 650, 727, 728, 738,

741
electromagnetic waves, 604
functionalized, 721
photocathode, 146. 194
photoemissive, 191, 193
photon spectroscopic methods,

605,606
spectroscopic techniques, 591
techniques, ion spectroscopic,

604
Surface-enhanced Raman spec-

troscopy (SERS), 495
Surfactants, in micellar electro-

kinetic chromatography.
882

Switching potentials, in CV, 738,
739

Synchronous demodulator, 117
Systematic errors, 13, 17, 19,967,

969-971,984,985

Table, circular rotating sample, 943
Tailing of chromatographic peaks,

769,788,829,849
Tandem mass spectrometry, 573,

575,576,582,584,800,
828,947

Tapping mode, AFM, 618
Tartar relation, 624, 625
TCD (thermal conductivity

detector), 794, 795
Temperature

absolute, 221, 222, 501, 957
compensation, automatic in ion

meters, 685
critical, in SFC, 856
glass transition, 904
measurement, with operational

amplifier, 69
profiles

flame, 232
graphite furnace, 234

programming
GC, 791, 792
SFC,858

TGA (thermogravimetric analysis),
894-897,906

applications of, 897, 907
Theoretical plates, 769
Theory of IR absorption

spectrometry, 431, 433,
435,437,438

Thermal
analysis, 894, 904, 907, 908

differential, 897, 899
methods, 900, 907
techniques, 894, 908

conductivity detectors, 794, 823,
825

detectors, 201, 344, 451
methods, 894, 896, 898, 900, 904,

906.908
neutrons. 918, 919. 922, 927, 928
noise, Ill, 112,191,201,451,452,

795

transitions. in TGA. 899
Thermionic detectors, in GC, 796
Thermocouple detector circuits.

201
Thermocouples, 67, 167, 20l

as lR transducer, 452
as radiation transducer, 201
as transducer in thermal

methods, 896
Thermogram, 894, 896, 899-901
Thin-layer chromatography (TLC).

848-851
applications of, 848, 850

Three-level systems, 171. 172
Time constant, 36
Time-domain

signals, 7
high-frequency, 209

spectra, 206, 207
Time-of-flight, mass spectrometer,

283,290,560,569,576,828
Titration curves

coulomctric, 708, 714
photometric, 379, 380
voltammetric, 736

Titrations, 11
ampcrometric, 734, 735
photometric, 380
spectrophotometric, 379, 380

TMS (tetramethylsilane), 512-514
Torch, lCP, 255-257
Tracers, 299, 909, 924
Transducer

elements, in array detectors,
196-198, 262, 263, 265,
287

signals, amplification and
measurement of, 65. 67,
69,70,73

Transducers. 5, 9, 10,291
electrochemical in biosensors.

679
gas-tilled, 313-315, 607
ideal, 191, 20l
infrared, 201, 209
multichannel, 196. 594
photoconducting for [R. 451
photodiodc, 354
photoelectric. 158. 191, 192. 204
ph_oton. 191, 192, 287

piezoelectric. 616
semiconductor for X-rays, 313.

316
voltammet ric, 7.11

Transistors, 46, 48
Transition

energies, electronic. 237
metal ions

absorption hy, 374
spectra, 370

probability, 367, 404, 405
Transmission, 140, 177

of electromagnetic radiation, 132
Transmittance, 157

measurement of. 158,205,336,
441

reading, 358
Triplet state, 216, 400, 409. 411

in phosphorescence, 156
Triton X-I00. nonionic surfactant,

862
Tunneling

current, in STM, 615, 617
quantum mechanical, 600

Two-dimensional
multichannel electron detectors,

595
spectrum

from echelle spectrometer,
186, 198

NMR, 535, 536
Two-tailed test, 984

Ultraviolet, 164
detector, 9
electronic excitation, 368
grating, 182
photoelectron spectroscopy

(UPS), 592
radiation, spectrophotometric

measurements with, 372
species that absorb, 367
spectra, 372, 373, 526

Ultraviolet-visihle molecular
absorption spectrometry

applications of. 367, 398
introduction to. 336, 366

Uncertainties. 344, 583. 975. 980.
982,983,985,986

in analyzing mixtures, 377, 378

in chromatographic
measurements. 70S)

concentration. 346
in coulometry, 697
counting, 85
in current. voltage, and rcsistancc

measurements, 30
electrode calibration. h87
in frequency of radiation, no
in high-resolution mass

spectrometry. 578
in junction potentials, hhO.687
least-squares, 12. 13,924
in pH measurements, 684
sample positioning, 346
spectrophotometric. 343 - 345
wavelength, 375
in X-ray analysis, 320

Uncertainty principle, 156, no
Unit operations, 929, 931, 940, 942,

943
Urea nitrogen, determination. 681,

947
UV absorption detectors, in liquid

chromatography, 824
UV -visible

absorption detectors, in liquid
chromatography, 823

molecular absorption
spectrometry, 367

region, 185, 341

Vacuum
phototuhes, 144, 193, 194
ultraviolet region, 369

Valence electrons, 43, 44, 173, 175,
368,596

Valinomycin, ionophore, 674, 675
van der Waals interactions, 863
van't Hoff equation. 908
Variance, 967, 972, 981, 982, 985
Variation, coefficient of, 972
Vectors

electric field, 133, 143
impedance, 39
magnetic moment. 505
in NMR. 502
rotating, 33

Velocity
electrophoretic migration, 870
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Velocity (continued)
linear

in LC,850
mobile phase, 766, 771, 772,

774,850
in SFC, 860
solute, 771

of radiation, 134, 141
Vibrational

energy, 403, 437, 492
levels, 154,402,432, 435

in lasers, 169
frequency, 434, 435, 482, 485

molecular, 431
natural, 432, 434

interactions, 433
levels, 152, 155, 156, 169,368,

402-405
excited state, 152
ground state, 152
lowest, 152, 402, 405, 494
in Raman spectroscopy, 484,

494
modes, 437,438,486

IR and Raman activity, 485, 486
in resonance Raman bands,

494
quantum number, 433, 435, 436
relaxation, 156,401-403,426
states, 149, 152, 154, 155
transitions, 149,369,373,605

Vibrational-rotational transitions,
432

Vibrations
bending, 433, 437, 438, 460, 476
low-frequency, effect on

fluorescence intensity, 406
molecular, 432, 433, 435, 436

Vinland map, 493, 624-626
Visible radiation, absorption, 367,

368
Voltage

breakdown, 46, 50, 51
divider, 27,28, 43, 701

in OMM, 31
follower, 62, 63, 65, 67, 71, 75

in instrumentation amplifier,
114

step response of, 65
use in pH meters, 684

instantaneous, 33, 36, 40

radio-frequency, 289, 570
regulators, 50, 51
signal, 83

sinusoidal ac, 37
source, 30, 31,62

loading, 62
standard, 70, 71

stable reference, 51, 53 (see also
Zener diode)

stopping, 144, 145
Voltage-measuring device

high-impedance, 67
in potentiometry, 687

Voltammetric
electrodes, commercial, 719
measurements

of hydrogen peroxide, 733
linear-scan, 718

techniques, classical, 716
Voltammetry, 716-720, 722, 724,

726,728-730,732,734,
736,738,740,742,
744-748,750-754,756

adsorptive stripping, 750
applications of, 746-748
cyclic, 737-739, 741, 742
differential-pulse, 742, 743, 753
organic, 747
square-wave, 717, 742-744

Voltammograms, 721, 722, 728-730
FT,745
cyclic, 745
differential pulse, 743
effect of pH on, 747
equation for, 728
with microelectrode, 753
for mixtures, 729
for revcrsible systems, 736
ring-disk, 737
square-wave, 743
stripping, 748

Voltmeter, 30, 32
Volume

fractions, method of continuous
variations, 385

transmission hologram, 179

Walls, accumulation, 884-887
Wave properties of electromagnetic

radiation, 133, 135, 137,
139.141,143

Wavelength
calibration in absorption

spectrometry, 350
maximum, LED. 350
range

dye laser, 173
edgewidth,180
laser diode, 174
spectrophotometers, 357
X-ray crystal, 312
X-rays, 303

reproducibility in FT, 205, 474
resolution in FT, 205
selection, 351, 357, 411

with filters. 176
in fluorescence spectrometry,

413
mters,879

X-ray, 325
selectors, 164-166,175-177,179,

181,183,185,187, i89, 487
in AA, 237 .
in molecular luminescence, 418
in Raman, 487
in UV-visible, 348

separation in grating
monochromators, 181

Wavelength-dispersive systems,
XRF,319

Wavelengths
function

of, absorption spectra, 153
of, derivative spectrometry, 378
of, ellipsometry, 607

of light
Oebye scattering, 952
in microscopy, 608

of maximum absorption, 220,
341,356

multiple in multivariate
calibration, 13, 389

Wavenumber, 134, 457
range in IR, 430
relationship to frequency of an

interferogram,209
shift, 482, 483

Waves
amplitude, 133
electromagnetic

double-slit diffraction, 139
interaction with matter. 132

nonlinear effects, 175
polarization, 143
superposition, 136

mathematical description, 135
particle behavior, 132
superposition of, 136
surface plasmon, 604, 605
voltammetric, 722, 747

WCOT columns, 801
Wedge, interference, 177
Weston cell, 56, 78
White noise, 112
Wide-line spectra, 509
Wien displacement law, 160
Windows, examination, 263
Wire anode, 193, 314
Witness, 129,964,965
Word, in computers, 91
Work function

for electron spectrometer, 593
photoelectric effect, 146

Working
curves (see Calibration curves)
electrode, 716

block, 731, 732
fixed, 723
platinum, 704

Workstation, 105

Xenon arc lamp, 152,351,413,415,
417

X-nucleus coil, 524

XPS (X-ray photoclectron
spectroscopy)

electron, 622
instruments, 594, 595
spectra, 596, 597, 599

X-radiation, 305-309, 312-316,
325,916,917

emission of, 149,309
monochromatic, 592

X-ray, 303
absorption

analysis, 312
applications, 325
measurements, 329
peaks, 325
spectra, 307, 308
total sample, 323

detector, 313, 319, 608, 609
diffraction, 309, 310, 325, 626, 904
emission, 303, 319, 324, 325, 328,

607,610,911
results, 911
spectrum, 150, 151,317

fluorescence, 303, 317-319, 322,
324,325,590,598,599,
608,611

detection system, 624
energy-dispersive instrument,

318
measurement, 321
methods, 317, 319, 321,

323-325

wavelength -dispersive
spectrometer, 318

line spectra, 151, 304, 305
monochromators,312
photoelectron

spectroscopy, 592
spectrum, 593, 597

sources, 303, 310, 316, 318, 594,
596

monochromatic, 595
spectrometers, 311, 313

energy-dispersive, 607
spectroscopy, energy-dispersive,

317
transducers, 313, 314, 317
tube, 303, 304, 306, 309-312,

317-319,326-328,594,
599

XRF (X-ray fluorescence), 318, 323

Zeeman effect, 220
background correction, 244
instruments, 243

Zener
breakdown voltages, 46
diodes, 50, 51

Zone
electrophoresis, 880
profile, FlA, 935

Zwitterion, 880

I
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THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
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I kilometer = 1000 meters
= 0.62137 mile

I meter = I(J() centimeters
1 centimeter = 10 millimeters
I nanometer = I X 10-9 meter
I picometer = 1 x ](r" meltr

I inch = 2.54 centimeters (exactly)
I angstrom = I X 10-10 meter

Wa.-elengtb
Region.nm

Complementary
Color

r - - - --
SI unit: Kilogram (kg)

I kilogram ~ IO(~) grams
I gram ~ I(J(~J milligrams

I pounu = 453.59237 grams = 16 ounces
I ton = 2000 pounds

-100-435
-I35-4RO
-IRO-500
5(J()"'560
56()...5RO
5RlI--595
595--650
65()...750

Violet
Blue
Blue-green
Green
Yellow-green
Yellow
Orange
Red

Yellow-green
Yellow
Red
Purple
Violet
Blue
Green-blue
Blue-green

SI unit: Cubic meter (m3)

1 liter (L) = I X 10-3 m3

~ lOoocm'
~ I.05668R quarts

I gallon = -I quarts

SI unit: Pascal (Pa)
I pascal = I N/m'

= I kg/m S2

I atmosphere = 101.325 kilopascals
= 760 mmHg ~ 760 torr
= 14.70 Ib/in'

SYMBOLS "'OR UNITS
I

A ampere Hz hertz I

A ,1ngstrom J joule

atm atmosphere K kelvin

C coulomb L Iiler

cC degree Celsius M mole/liter

angular degree m meter

eV electron volt min minute

I' farad second

G gauss T tcsla

gram V mlt
g
h hour W watt

II (omega) ohm

SI unit: Joule (J)
I joule ~ I kg m'ls'

= 0.23901 calorie
~lCxlV

I calorie = 4.184 joules

SI unit: kelvin (K)
T (K) = T("C)(l K/cC) + 273.15 K

T(cC) = (59C/9"F)[T('F) - 32"1']
T (91') ~ (9cF/5"C)T("C) + 329F

A ahsorhance. area SIN signal-ta-noise ratio
a absorptivity. activity T transmittance, temperature
B magnetic field strength t time
C capacitance V dc voltage. volume
D diffusion coefficient ac voltage, velocity
d diameter. spacing X reactance
E electrical potential. energy x sample mean MULTIPLICATIVE PREFIXES
e electron Z impedance

Symbol
----;~~~

F faraday Prefix

f frequency
atto

-1~):;:1
G conductance. free energv

femll) f 10 I'

H enthalpy ry (eta) viscositv 10 12
pico PI dc current y (gamma) activitv coefficient 10 <,

(epsilon) molar absorptivity nano n
ac current

micro 10'~
K equilibrium constant ,\ (lambda) wavelength

milli m I()"'

L inductance I-' (mu) population mean
centi 10

n number of moles. refractive index v (nu) frequency u III I
decin spectral order Ii wavenumber k 10'kiloP radiant or electrical power p (rho) density M 10'

Q quantity of dc charge if (sigma) population standard deviation mega
11)"giga G

q quantity of ac charge T (tau) period, time constant 10"tera T
R electrical resistance. gas constant d> (phi) phase angle

sample standard deviation w (omega) angular velocity


